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PREFACE
“There is something irreversible about acquiring knowledge; and the
simulation of the search for it differs in a most profound way from the reality.”
by J. Robert Oppenheimer – American Theoretical Physicist (1904-1967)
in: “Physics in the Contemporary World” lecture at M.I.T. (25th November 1947)

For many years there is a stable growth of simulation in research with important
applications. Over 30 years the European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
reflects this development in many fields. Thus, this proceedings of the 30th European
Conference on Modelling and Simulation (ECMS) from May 31st until June 3rd, 2016,
hosted by OTH Regensburg in Germany, represents the current status.
The human capacity to abstract complex systems and phenomena into simplified models
has played a critical role in the rapid evolution of our modern industrial processes and
scientific research. As a science and an art, modelling and simulation have been one of
the core enablers of this remarkable human trace, and have become a topic of great
importance for researchers and practitioners. The increasing availability of massive
computational resources and interconnectivity has helped tremendous advances in the
field, collapsing previous barriers and redefining new horizons for its capabilities and
applications. The scope of the accepted papers shows that this ECMS conference brings
together researchers, engineers, applied mathematicians and practitioners working on
these topics. In detail, these papers include methodologies, technologies, applications and
tools for modelling and simulation. In our thinking, also caused by the review through
recognized experts, the accepted papers demonstrate new and innovative solutions. They
also highlight technical issues and challenges in this field.
The high quality of the ECMS 2016 program is enhanced by the two keynote lectures,
delivered by distinguished speakers who are renowned experts in their fields:
Professor Dr. Andrea Matta (Department of Industrial Engineering and Management at
Shanghai JiaoTong University) and Dr. Thomas Hußlein (Managing Director of OptWare
GmbH in Regensburg).
The timetable leaves enough room for various discussions and socializing. Especially, the
comprehensive program with the conference dinner during a boat trip on the Danube
serves to build and enhance social contacts amongst the participants.
Building an interesting and successful programme for the conference required the
dedicated effort of many people; we thank them all. Especially, the authors, whose
research and development efforts are recorded here, deserve our thanks. We thank the
members of the Programme Committee, the Local Organization Committee and additional
reviewers for their diligence and expert reviewing. Last but not least, we thank the invited
distinguished keynote speakers for their invaluable contribution and for taking the time to
synthesize and deliver their talks. The generosity of all sponsors allows some highlights in
the social program.
All the contributions in this conference may stimulate further research. In addition, we hope
that you will get valuable insights in your research area, and you will have inspiring
discussions. Please enjoy the ECMS 2016 programme and your stay in Regensburg,
Germany.
Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann, Michael Manitz and Oliver Rose
May 2016
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ABSTRACT
Optimization of discrete event systems is often time consuming and also requires
specific approaches due to the fact that general methodologies cannot be
successfully applied to any kind of system. Conventional approaches use
simulation as a black-box oracle to estimate performance at design points
generated by a separate optimization algorithm. This decoupled approach fails to
exploit an important advantage: simulation codes are white-boxes, at least to their
creators. In fact, the full integration of the simulation model and the optimization
algorithm is possible in many situations.

The methodology Discrete Event Optimization (DEO) is presented. DEO allows
the development of integrated simulation-optimization models for queueing
systems by means of the ERGLite formalism, a subclass of ERGs (Entity
Relationships Graphs). Furthermore, DEO provides a formal way to map ERGLs
into mathematical formulations for optimization of queueing systems. In case the
obtained model is a MILP (Mixed Integer Linear programming), DEO also
provides a formal way to approximate the obtained models based. The analytical
properties of the obtained models are analyzed in the frameworks of Sample Path
Optimization and Mathematical Programming. Several examples will be presented
to show the applicability of DEO and to point out its strengths and drawbacks.
Research challenges will also be identified.
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ABSTRACT
To provide a timely and cost-effective reaction to the ever changing planning
tasks within production and logistics, automated planning and optimization
methods gain more and more acceptance with industrial applications. Every ORbased solution for production- and logistics planning requires a mathematical
model of the relations of the different parameters and variables. Presently the
creation of the model is performed by human experts. Due to the complexity and
high frequency of changes within the logistics and productions processes, a
detailed modeling for these processes by humans often is not possible or is too
costly. In the approach presented here a robust model with good accuracy and
reduced complexity is created automatically by data analysis.
The result is the prediction of the systematic behavior of logistics processes that
allows to keep the model up to date at almost no additional cost. Subsequently the
obtained model is used as an input for automated optimization algorithms. The
presented approach combines methods from Data Analysis, Artificial Intelligence
and Mathematical Optimization. An application for car manufacturing processes
is provided. The prospects for the generalized application in many environments
are outlined.
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ABSTRACT
The quality of the project plan created is essential for
realizing a construction project. This is a big challenge
for planners, because there are many constraints to be
considered. The problem to be solved is known as the
multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling
problem (MRCPSP). This paper presents a multi-agent
approach in which resources and processes are
represented as collaborative agents. Autonomous
process and resource agents register themselves on a
central blackboard where resource allocation to
activities is negotiated. As expansion to prior works, a
learning agent is integrated to improve the solutions
created. A discrete-event simulation implements the
model and it is evaluated with standardized project plans
from the field of operations research.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The general problem to be solved is known as the
resource-constrained project scheduling problem
(RCPSP) or the multi-mode resource-constrained
project scheduling problem (MRCPSP), because every
activity can be executed in different ways (modes).
These modes' process time and required resources differ.
The problem can be described generally as follows:
J:
j:
M:
d jm :
Sj:
Pj:
R:
N:

number of activities/jobs
activity ID with j = {0, …, J+1}
number of modes for each activity j
duration of activity j executed in mode m  M
successors of activity j
predecessors of activity j
number of different types of renewable resources
number of different types of nonrenewable
resources
r jmk : renewable resources of type k  R required by
activity j in mode m
n jml : nonrenewable resources of type l  M required by
activity j in mode m

INTRODUCTION
Insufficient construction-project planning often leads to
overall progress delays and cost overruns. Most projects
are nonetheless scheduled manually without using
optimization tools. Hence, quality depends on the
planner's experience and the available time. That's why
project plans are often generated without much detail or
consideration of constraints, which are primarily
predecessor/successor dependencies, and limited
resources and space.
The influence of unpredictable circumstances is also
important for project management in construction. The
former lead to delays and necessitate rescheduling, but
the effect of delayed processes cannot be investigated in
advance in detail without a computer-based tool.

Jobs having IDs 0 and J+1 are dummy activities with
neither a processing time nor resource requirements
(d 0 m|J+1 m =0, r 0 mk|J+1 mk =0, and n 0 ml|J+1 ml =0). They serve
as the project's start and end.
Minimizing a project's makespan while taking care
of the given constraints is the goal. The following
variances can be used to achieve this: first is the mode in
which an activity executes; second is each process's
starting
time.
That
the
starting
time's
predecessor/successor dependencies aren’t violated has
to be guaranteed.
The number of resources used in the project plan
created is never allowed to exceed the given number of
renewable and nonrenewable resources. The chosen
solution is invalid if it does so.

Most project scheduling software uses methods such as
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) or
Critical Path Method (CPM) (Maroto and Tormos
1994). None of those methods considers resource
constrains. A method for project scheduling in
construction dealing with these topics therefore has to be
developed, which
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considers all types of constraints in
construction,
is adaptable to specific situations, and
enables easy rescheduling after unpredictable
incidences.
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Some simplifications have to be made for upcoming
parts of the paper:
- The execution of started activities cannot be
interrupted.
- An activity's chosen mode cannot be
subsequently changed.
- An activity's resources remain assigned until
the job is finished.
- The number of available resources cannot be
changed during the project time.

are simulated annealing (König and Beißert 2009,
Józefowska et al. 2001), genetic algorithms (van
Peteghem and Vanhoucke 2010, Senouci and AlDerham 2008, Toklu 2002), ant colony algorithms (Li
and Zhang 2013, Christodoulou 2005), or particle
swarm optimization (Jarboui et al. 2008, Lu et al. 2008,
Zhang et al. 2006). Despite their different basic ideas,
they all create new combinations according to different
rules, but also randomly, to try to find a better solution.
Since creating every possible solution within an
acceptable time isn't possible, finding the optimal
solution it is not guaranteed.

However for the intended use in construction, these
restrictions have no big influence or can be considered
by adjusting the input data (e.g., splitting an activity up
into two or more parts with individual features).

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM FOR THE MRCPSP
Using a Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a different
approach to solving this problem. The main benefit is
being able to split the whole problem into smaller, easier
parts. Furthermore, the latter are more robust and
flexible than those in traditional methods (Davidsson et
al. 1994). The agents themselves are also easy to
understand and create due to the small number of
capabilities.
A few MAS implementations exist for the resourceconstrained scheduling problem. Horenburg presented a
MAS for the RCPSP with agents for each activity as
well as for each resource. Resource allocation to jobs is
controlled by priority rules (Horenburg 2014). Knotts et
al. introduced another agent-based framework for
solving the RCPSP in minimal project duration (Knotts
et al. 2000). Resources aren’t modeled as agents in this
case.
Wauters et al. implemented a new aspect with the
system's ability to learn (Wauters et al. 2011). Selecting
the next activity is realized in two steps for solving the
MRCPSP. The most important job is first identified,
then one of its modes is chosen. This means
consequently that not all modes of the activities have the
same chance to get executed. If the mode of an activity
with the highest priority cannot be executed, it is not
possible to select a mode from an alternative activity,
although it might be a better choice than the next mode
from the previously chosen activity. With this issue
deals the following presented MAS by including all
possible modes in the process of resource allocation.
Hence, only one step is needed for choosing the next
mode of an activity and there might be potential for
improvements of a Multi-Agent System.

Different schedules are needed during development and
for tests. Kolisch and Sprecher created standardized
examples for this purpose with their project generator,
ProGen (Kolisch and Sprecher 1997). The plans fulfill
all constrains mentioned and are built up systematically
for selected parameters as Table 1 shows. A particular
parameter is changed for every type of plan while the
rest remain fixed. This allows selective investigation of
each parameter's influence on the result.
Table 1: Structure of the Project Plans Used
Name
j10
j16
j30
m1
m5
n0
n3
r1
r5

J
10
16
30
16
16
10–20
16
16
16

Parameter
M
R
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
5
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
5

N
2
2
2
2
2
0
3
2
2

Knowledge of the minimal project duration is an
essential advantage of the instances that Kolisch and
Sprecher created. The quality of the method used to
solve the MRCPSP can thus be compared and evaluated.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO SOLVING THE
RCPSP AND MRCPSP
Blazewicz et al. proved that this problem is np-hard
(Blazewicz et al. 1983). An optimal solution is hence
nearly impossible to find within a reasonable amount of
time. For smaller projects, approaches such as branchand-bound (Johnson 1967) or lower bounds (Heilmann
and Schwindt 1997) can be used to find the optimum.
However, the solution space grows very fast with larger
projects and these approaches become inefficient. That's
why various heuristics and meta-heuristics were
developed and adapted for the (M)RCPSP. Among these

Framework of the MAS
This section will present the structure of a multi-agent
system for the MRCPSP. Figure 1 shows the different
types of agents and communication. Different types of
agents represent activities as well as renewable and
nonrenewable resources. The central element is the
blackboard. Resource allocation to current activities is
negotiated there. This architecture simplifies
communication (compared to the complexity required
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when all agents have to communicate with each other)
and promotes efficient, transparent resource allocation.

Different priority rules for the MAS introduced to
solve the MRCPSP were presented in a previous paper
(Wenzler and Günthner 2015). They feature different
activity attributes to compute the priority value such as
duration, resource requirements, or number of
successors.
The LPF_AVG (Longest Path Following) rule is
chosen in the sequel. This was shown to provide together with others - the best results and is defined as
follows: Every activity determines the duration of its
successor processes. The activity with the biggest value
receives the highest priority. Since priority calculation
occurs before or during project planning itself, the
longest path has to be identified without resources.
Appendix “_AVG” defines how to handle the different
modes of every activity in the path. Every activity can
be executed in only one mode, but which one will be
chosen is unknown in advance. So the average of all
modes is assumed for an activity's duration in this
priority rule.

Figure 1: Multi-Agent System
All of the jobs' executable modes register themselves on
the blackboard with resource requests as soon as their
predecessors finish. All available resources are
simultaneously inscribed there too. Every time a job
finishes, this agent informs all the former's successors
about the completion.

Introducing a Learning Agent
As mentioned, the first simulation run may be unable to
find the optimal solution. That’s why a new agent type,
the learning agent (LA), was incorporated into the
existing framework. Figure 2 shows its communication
with other agents.

Information about duration, resource requirements, and
previous/subsequent activities enables every process
agent to act in the described way. Beside these
characteristics, every agent can act on and communicate
with its environment. As already mentioned, the most
important capability is being able to register on the
blackboard with the calculated priority value. Methods
also exist for adjusting status and recording data for
statistics.
Priority Rules for Resource Allocation
Insufficient resources typically exist for all of activities
registered on the blackboard. To identify the most
crucial current jobs, each process agent transmits a
priority value. The activities' negotiation order is
calculated based on this value. Whether enough
resources are available at the moment is successively
checked for each. If not, an activity is postponed until
the next negotiation round. That the limits of
simultaneously active renewable resources are never
exceeded can be guaranteed this way.
The situation is different with nonrenewable
resources. Subsequent activities cannot be started once
the limit is reached, and the search for a solution stops
prematurely. Due to the way the project plan is created,
a valid combination of modes is not guaranteed. That an
early negotiation can cause too many nonrenewable
resources to be used is unavoidable with local decisions.
The project is nevertheless planned completely for
getting an (invalid) starting combination, which can be
improved later.

Figure 2: Multi-Agent System with Learning Agent
The learning agent can analyze the plan created so far
and influence the process agents’ mode choices. The LA
subsequently restarts the planning procedure and
compares the result with previous solutions.

THE LEARNING AGENT’S FUNCTIONALITY
The learning agent (LA) has two main tasks, which are
executed in the order listed:
- Create a feasible solution that doesn’t exceed
resource limits.
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Improve a feasible solution as far as possible.

activity’s float is greater than 0, this activity can be
delayed up to this value without having any influence on
the remaining schedule. Every activity with zero float is
part of the critical path. With this information, searching
the activities the adjustment of which probably effects
the schedule most is possible. The following rules are
implemented in the current state of research:
- Change some activities to a mode with shorter
duration. The number of selected activities can
vary. For every activity the ratio of duration to
resource requirement is calculated and for
those activities, whose value is above the
average, a new mode is chosen.
- Shift some of the activities to a later start time
in case they have enough float. The freed
resources may allow other activities to start
earlier.
- Execute some activities in a mode with less
demanding resource requirements so other jobs
can use more resources or start earlier. Chosen
are those activities which save more resources
than the average by changing the mode.
At this point, no rule uses random for changing the
parameters. For that reason, every decision is
understandable.

The LA is active until a stop criterion is satisfied. This
can happen in several different ways:
- The optimum is found. Therefore, the best
solution has to be known. Projects are usually
so large that the optimum cannot be
determined. For plans from the PSPLIB, which
are used in this paper, the minimum makespan
for each schedule is known and the LA can use
this knowledge.
- One type of optimization rule is used
successively more often than a defined limit.
- No improvements are made for too many
consecutive times.
With the last two rules, the calculation will terminate
whenever the LA cannot improve the solution with the
defined settings.
Creating Feasible Solutions
A valid solution - even one with a longer makespan - is
better than exceeding the constrains. Hence, the LA’s
first task is to generate a feasible plan.
The heuristic of the learning agent to get an acceptable
solution operates as follows: An (invalid) solution is
needed first. Then each activity’s modes are cycled
through to check for possible nonrenewable-resource
improvements. The LA obeys the following rules to do
this:
- The requirement for at least one type of
nonrenewable resource is less stringent in the
new mode than in the current one.
- The amounts of other types of resources used
must not grow - unless enough reserve exists.
- The limits imposed on other types of resource
may not be exceeded.

RESULTS
The MAS presented was implemented in a discreteevent simulation (DES). Monte-Carlo simulations were
conducted to verify and validate the model as well as to
provide reference values. Priority values are therefore
generated randomly. Several different priority rules were
evaluated in the next step (Wenzler and Günthner 2015).
The “LPF_AVG” rule produced the best results so this
rule was chosen in this paper (labeled “without LA” in
tables or figures).
Comparison with the MAS without LA
This section will present the effect of activating the
learning agent on the simulation results. The first goal
for which the learning agent is implemented is to reduce
the number of invalid schedules. Table 2 lists the
number of projects for which no feasible solution was
found.

The result of this procedure depends on the initial
solution. A new combination of modes will be chosen if
a feasible solution was not generated. The mode with the
highest savings is selected to avoid the previous
bottleneck for the crucial type of nonrenewable
resources.

Table 2: Number of Infeasible Projects

As soon as a feasible solution is found, the LA transmits
the defined modes to the process agents and the process
of creating a schedule is started again.

Type
j10
j16
j30
m1
m5
n0
n3
r1
r5

Solution Improvement
Any feasible solution generated is unlikely to be the
optimal solution. The LA is hence tasked with
improving it via selective adjustments. Changing the
mode, the earliest starting time, and the priority rule are
possible adjustments.
One important solution analysis tool is identification of
the critical path and the floats. If the value of an
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Total number
of projects
536
550
552
640
558
470
600
553
546

Infeasible solutions
Without LA
With LA
315
0
308
0
300
0
0
0
309
4
0
0
372
15
306
0
286
0

Without the active LA for every type of plan, the MAS
left a number of projects unsolved. The ratio is up to
62% except for m1 and n0, where all plans are solvable
because of their structure.
Table 2 shows that a valid schedule was created
using the LA for almost every project. The only
exceptions are the most complex plans, m5 and n3, with
4 and 15 unsolved plans respectively. All possible
combinations of modes for each activity were searched
by enumeration to further investigation of why the MAS
with LA still cannot solve some of the projects (Table
3). The “Feasible combinations” column represents the
number of different combinations that can be created
without exceeding nonrenewable-resources limits.

Table 4: Project-Makespan Improvement
Type
j10
j16
j30
m1
m5
n0
n3
r1
r5

n3

1_6
3_3
3_6
6_3
6_4
6_6
6_7
6_8
7_7
8_2
8_4
36_7
36_8
36_9
36_10
1_1
1_2
5_4
36_9

m5

Feasible
combinations
1
189
27
4
6
1
4
4
4
16
4
18
124
1881
2
4
2
256
1104

Possible
combinations
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
43 046 721
1 440 000 000
35 156 250 000
152 587 890 625
152 587 890 625

percentage of schedules
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

80%

100%

0
1
2

deviation from the optimum [time-units]

Number

Better solutions
with LA
351
360
366
0
305
88
393
337
353

The figures below show detailed results for some project
types. The number of tested schedules having a certain
deviation from the known optimum can be seen there.
The bar with “0” deviation represents the optimal
solutions, while the declared value of time units is also
needed for completion of the other plans. The last bar
shows the number of infeasible solutions if any exist.

Table 3: Number of Feasible Combinations of the
Unsolved Schedules
Type

Optimal solutions
without LA
with LA
112
112
112
113
116
116
400
400
96
96
231
231
107
110
136
137
136
136

The results show that are only a few possible ways exist
to get a feasible schedule. Sometimes the heuristic has to
find the single way out of more than 43x106
possibilities, as in case of the n3 plans, or one of two
solutions from 35x109 combinations theoretically
possible for project-type m5.
The heuristics for solving these projects correctly
have to be improved in future work. Integrating
enumeration is not an option because of excessive
computing time especially for large projects.

3
4
5
6
7
8
without LA

9

with LA

10
11
12
13
14
19
0%

20%

40%

60%

cumulative percentage of schedules

Table 4 shows the results of the LA’s second task:
solution improvement. The number of optimal solutions
increased only slightly with the defined stop criteria for
plan types j16, n3, and r1. However, a lot of the
remaining projects finished within a shorter time.

Figure 3: Detailed Results for Project Type n0
Nearly 50% of the plans specified n0 can be solved
optimally with the MAS (Figure 3). This can be
achieved even without the LA; however, the other
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results improve with the active LA. The largest
deviation is reducible from 19 to 11 time units. The
number of nearly perfect solutions with deviations of 1
to 3 also rose significantly.

other approaches is possible. The table shows the
average deviation from the known optimal solution. The
actual performance of the MAS is not as good as those
of the alternative methods. This can be explained by the
following issues. Firstly, the LA creates feasible
solutions without giving the project duration top
priority. These solutions have in general a large
makespan (up to 200% of the optimal duration) and so
even a few solutions with a long duration have a strong
influence on the average deviation. To solve this
problem, the LA has to improve the initial solution by
changing some parameters. In the current state, only the
mentioned rudimental rules are implemented and after
about 10 iterations the solutions aren’t changing
anymore. Therefore the heuristics have to be improved
to create a larger solution space.
The positive aspect of the actual results is, that the
average deviation is nearly constant, although the size of
the datasets increases.

The n3 projects' greater complexity is visible in Figure
4. More than 60% irregular schedules exist without the
LA. In contrast, only 15 unsolved projects remain with
the LA. The number of optimal solutions or of those
with small deviations from the optimum also increased.
The main point for further improvements is the large
number of schedules for which the heuristics found a
feasible but not optimal solution.
percentage of schedules
0%

20%

40%

60%

0

deviation from the optimum [time-units]

1-5

without LA
with LA

6-10

CONCLUSION
This paper presents a multi-agent approach to solving
the MRCPSP. An individual collaborative agent, a new
type of which (learning agent) was introduced,
represents every activity and resource. It analyses a
previously generated solution and influences the process
agents' decisions concerning the chosen mode using the
dependent resource requirements or the starting time.
The MAS is implemented in a discrete event
simulation environment and tested with standardized
projects from the field of operations research. Hence,
these projects' optimal solution is known, and the quality
of the project plans created could be evaluated.
With the learning agent (LA), the high quota of
irregular project plans can be reduced significantly and
the number of (nearly) optimal solutions increased
compared to the MAS without learning agent.
The presented MAS is a preliminary result. The
learning agent has to be improved further to create better
solutions with as little rescheduling as possible by the
end of the project.

11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
inf.
0%

33%

67%

100%

cumulative percentage of schedules

Figure 4: Detailed Results for Project Type n3
Comparison with other Approaches
In Table 5 the results of the MAS with the priority rule
“LPF_AVG” for the datasets with 10 to 20 activities
(j10-j20) are shown. For those, the comparison with

Table 5: Comparison with other Approaches for the MRCPSP – Average Deviation from Optimum (%)

LPF AVG
Li and Zhang (2013)
Wauters et al. (2011)
Van
Peteghem
and
Vanhoucke (2010)
Jarboui et al. (2008)
Józefowska et al. (2001)

j10
41.95
0.09
0.05
0.01

j12
41.44
0.13
0.08
0.09

j14
43.05
0.40
0.23
0.22

j16
44.45
0.57
0.30
0.32

j18
45.16
1.02
0.53
0.42

j20
45.48
1.10
0.70
0.57

0.03
1.16

0.09
1.73

0.36
2.60

0.44
4.07

0.89
5.52

1.10
6.74
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critical path analysis based on discrete event simulation
and particle swarm optimization." In Automation in
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Transactions in Operational Research, 1, No. 2 (Apr),
209–221.
Senouci, A. and Al-Derham, H. R. 2008. "Genetic algorithmbased multi-objective model for scheduling of linear
construction projects." In Advances in Engineering
Software 39, No. 12 (Dec), 1023–1028.
Toklu, Y.C. 2002. "Application of genetic algorithms to
construction scheduling with or without resource
constraints." In Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering
29, No. 3 (Jun), 421–429.
Van Peteghem, V. and Vanhoucke, M. 2010. "A genetic
algorithm for the preemptive and non-preemptive multimode resource-constrained project scheduling problem."
European Journal of Operational Research 201, No. 2
(Mar), 409–418.
Wauters, T.; Verbeeck, K.; Vanden Berghe, G. and De
Causemaecker, P. 2011. "Learning agents for a multimode project scheduling problem." Journal of the
Operational Research Society 62, 2 (Feb), 281–290.
Wenzler, F. and W. A. Günthner. 2015. "Ressourcenbeschränkte
Terminplanung
mit
einem System
kollaborativer Agenten." In Simulation in Production and
Logistics 2015, M. Rabe and U. Clausen (Eds.).
Fraunhofer, Stuttgart, 721–730.
Zhang, H.; Tam, C. M. and Li, H. 2006. "Multimode Project
Scheduling Based on Particle Swarm Optimization." In:
Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure Engineering 21,
No. 2 (Feb), 93–103.

Some specific additions have to be made for use in
construction. First, a new area agent allows the limited
space on a construction to be taken into account site.
That leads to new constraints, which have to be
considered.
A type of resource agent for shared resources is
missing. Several processes use some machines
simultaneously (e.g., cranes) necessitating another agent.
Include the emerging interactions between participating
activities in the MAS is possible this way.
Finally, real project data will be used to demonstrate
applicability.
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the Fisher’s mutual exclusion algorithm (Lynch&Shavit,
1992)(Paolieri et al., 2016). Finally, conclusions are
presented with an indication of on-going and future work.

ABSTRACT

STOCHASTIC TIME PETRI NETS

Stochastic Time Petri Nets (sTPN) are a useful formalism
for modelling and quantitative analysis of concurrent
systems with timing constraints. This paper describes an
implemented tool supporting sTPN, which was achieved
on top of a control-centric agent-based framework which
fosters model continuity. Model continuity means the
same model can be used for property checking through
simulation and for real-time execution. The paper
demonstrates the effectiveness of the approach through a
modelling example.

Syntax
An sTPN is a tuple
(, , , ,  ,  , ,

INTRODUCTION
Stochastic systems can be studied by either numerical or
statistical solution techniques (Younes et al., 2006).
Numerical methods enumerate the stochastic states of a
model and can evaluate a probability measure over a path
of state transitions by solving equations based on the state
associated probability distribution functions. Numerical
methods tend to be more accurate than statistical methods
which are based on sampling and simulation. However,
numerical methods can suffer of state explosion problems
and can impose restrictions on the classes of modelled
systems, e.g., based on timers which satisfy the Markov
property or which admit regeneration points in more
general systems. Stochastic Time Petri Nets (sTPN)
(Paolieri et al, 2016) have been proposed for modelling
and analysis of concurrent systems with timing
constraints. They are supported by numerical techniques
in the context of the ORIS tool (Bucci et al., 2010). An
approach to statistical model checking of sTPN based on
UPPAAL is described in (Cicirelli et al., 2015). This paper
proposes an original agent-based tool supporting sTPN.
Novel in the tool is a support to model continuity
(Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b) that is the possibility of using
a same model for temporal analysis by simulation and for
real-time execution. The paper first describes the
definitions of sTPN. Then a summary of the underlying
control-centric agent-based architecture is furnished.
After that an overview of the tool implementation is
provided. The developed approach is then demonstrated
by a case study concerning a probabilistic formulation of
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, ,   ,   , , )

where:
  and  are disjoint finite nonempty set of places and
transitions;  =  ∪  where  are immediate
transitions, and  are timed transitions;
 B is the backward incidence function, :  ×  → ℕ,
where ℕ denotes the set of natural numbers;
  is the forward incidence function, :  ×  → ℕ;
  is the initial marking function,  :  → ℕ, which
associates with each place a number of tokens;
  is the set of inhibitor arcs,  ⊂  ×  where
(, ) ∈  ⇒ (, ) = 0;
:  → {, !"#$} is a boolean function which

extends the enabling condition of a transition. If
omitted, it defaults to ;

and  are two update functions which extend
respectively the withdraw/deposit phase of a
transition. If omitted, they default to %&';
  :  → *+ is a function which associates each

timed transition with a (finite) earliest static firing
time. *+ denotes the set of non-negative real
numbers;
   :  → *+ ∪ {∞} is a function which associates
each timed transition with a (possibly infinite) latest
static firing time. It must be   ≥   . An
immediate transition logically has   =   = 0;
  is a function which associates each timed
transition with a probability distribution function
constrained in the interval [   ,   ];
  is a function, :  → *+ , which associates each
immediate transition with a weight.
Semantics
A transition  is enabled if each of its input places
contains sufficient tokens and () evaluates to , i.e.,
iff
∀  ∈ , (, ) ∈  ⇒ () = 0 ∧
(, ) > 0 ⇒ () ≥ (, ) ∧ ()
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passing. Actors are thread-less. They are at rest until a
message arrives to be processed. The behavior of an actor
(i.e., its state machine) is modelled in its associated
handler() method. An incoming message causes local
variables of the actor to be updated, possibly changes the
current state of the state machine, can send new messages
to known actors and can submit one or more actions.
A subsystem of actors (Logical Process or LP) is
allocated for the execution on a computing node. All the
actors of a same subsystem are regulated by a local
control machine which transparently buffers exchanged
messages into one or more message queues and
ultimately delivery messages, one at a time, to recipient
actors, according to a proper control strategy, e.g., based
on a time notion (simulated or real-time). Message
processing in a actor subsystem represents the unit of
scheduling.

An enabled immediate transition  is fireable.
Fireability of immediate transitions always has priority
over that of timed transitions. Among the set of fireable
immediate transitions, each  can fire with probability
&2( ) =

( )
∑5 ∈67 8

9 5  < 8?@<9 (4 )

The time-to-fire A( ) of a timed transition  is
stochastically defined, at its enabling instant, by sampling
its associated ( ) with the constraint:
  ( ) ≤ A( ) ≤   ( )

A timed transition is fireable at its absolute time-to-fire,
i.e., D"2#'DE 'F( ) + A( ), provided it is less than or
equal to the absolute time-to-fire of all the other
simultaneously enabled timed transitions. Timed
transitions with the same absolute time-to-fire will fire
non deterministically.
Let F:  → H be the net marking, which specifies the
number of tokens of each place of the sTPN model at a
certain instant of time. When the transition  fires, the
marking F is replaced by a new marking F′ which is
derived from F by the withdrawal of tokens from the
input places and the deposit of tokens in the output
places. More precisely, the firing process consists of the
two (atomic) phases:
F  () = F() − (, ) − J () ( 'ℎ" ℎ"$)
FL () = F  () + (, ) + 9 () (&$' ℎ"$)

Figure 1 - Actor organization and orthogonal control aspects

Transitions which are enabled in F, in the intermediate
marking F  and in the final marking F′ are said
persistent to the  firing. Transitions which are enabled in
F′ but not in F  are said newly enabled. Newly enabled
timed transitions have their time-to-fire which is
resampled.
A transition which is multiple enabled at a time instant
is assumed to fire its enablings one at a time (single
server semantics). Therefore, following its own firing,
would  be still enabled, it is regarded as newly enabled.
As a final remark, it should be noted that the functions
,
and  are model-specific and can be exploited,
e.g., for managing a high-level concept like a variable
(see Fig. 7) or to avoid cluttering in complex topologies.

In general, multiple actor subsystems can be federated
to constitute a distributed system (see Fig. 2), using the
services of a suitable transport layer and communication
protocol. A Time Server can be in charge of maintaining a
global time notion across the federated system.

CONTROL SENSITIVE AGENT FRAMEWORK
Figure 2 - Federated actor system based on JADE

The following highlights the control-based framework
(Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b) for building multi-agent
systems which is at the basis of the sTPN tool described
later in this paper.
The framework is founded on the notions of actors
(agents) and actions (see Fig. 1)

Fig. 2 portrays a snapshot of a distributed actor
system achieved on top of the open source JADE project
(Bellifemine et al., 2007)(Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b)
which provides basic services for agent lifecycle, naming
and message exchanges based on FIPA (Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents). In addition it favours
interoperability with legacy software FIPA compliant.
Both actors and messages can be dynamically transferred
from an LP (JADE container) to another.

Actors
Actors are modelled as finite state machines which
communicate to one another by asynchronous message
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from simulated actions to real actions and associated
action schedulers. All the remaining part of the model,
and particularly actor behaviors and message passing,
remains exactly the same during the transition.

A fundamental design issue of the actor-framework is
related to the control machines which act as plug-ins
tailored to the application needs.
Actions

Control framework in Java/JADE
Fig. 3 recapitulates some of the fundamental classes of
the control framework. Actors and control machines are
mapped on JADE agents. Each control machine owns an
action scheduler which administers a set of processing
units. A control machine receives the submitted actions
and forwards them to the action scheduler. Actions and
messages are embodied as serialized objects within
MN$$"Es when exchanged between actors and
control machines.

Messages promote sociality among actors and capture
the occurrence of events. They are handled sequentially
in an interleaved way by the local control structure.
Besides messages, the actor framework relies also on
actions, that are activities which consume time and
require processing units (PUs) for them to be executed.
Actions express computational needs associated to
messages and can require the use of resources belonging
to the external environment. Actions are executed in
parallel, depending on the availability of PUs. In general
an action, after its submission by an actor, can run to
completion or it can be suspended/resumed or aborted.
An action is a black box with a list of input parameters
and a list of output parameters. Actions have no visibility
to the internal data variables of the submitter actor. As a
consequence, no mutual exclusion mechanism is required
and no interference can occur from the action parallel
execution schema. When an action terminates, it can
inform the submitter by an action completion message.
The submitter can then access the output parameter list to
get any result computed by the action.
Actions can be reified in different ways. Simulated
actions consist of pure time consuming activities whose
aim is to advance the simulated time. Real or effective
actions have a concrete instruction body (algorithm)
whose execution advances the real time. Pseudo real
actions increases the real time but have no concrete
algorithm to execute. They can be useful for preliminary
real-time execution of a given model (see later in this
paper) which is a key to check how the overhead
introduced by message exchanges and message
processing affect the system timing constraints.
As a further refinement, action execution can be atomic
or it can be preempted. In addition, an action can express
an imprecise computation which after a time threshold
delivers a first result whose accuracy can be improved
would more time be available, or it can be returned and
the action execution interrupted.
The various notions of actions are handled by the
corresponding action schedulers provided by the control
machine. An action scheduler manages local processing
units and stores actions which find no available PU in
pending action queues, waiting for some specific or
unspecific PU to be ready to accept a new action
execution. A PU can be a physical core or it can be
realized by a Java thread, or it can be a fake object in the
case of simulated actions. The use of preemptive
actions/PUs were used in (Cicirelli&Nigro,2016a) to
enable schedulability analysis of real-time systems.
A key factor of the actor control framework is model
continuity, that is transitioning a same model from
property analysis to real time execution. Model continuity
mainly depends on actions. Moving from simulation to
real execution requires changing the control machine, the
time notion and the nature of actions which are switched

Figure 3 - Framework basic classes

The prototyped control machines are partitioned into
three groups (see Fig. 4): (i) the untimed control
machines, (ii) the time-aware control machines which
operate in a sequential setting and (iii) the time-aware
control machines which operate in a distributed context.
A time server is required by the latter group in order to
ensure a coherent time evolution among all the
participating control machines (more details in
(Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b)).

Figure 4 - Class hierarchy of control machines

O'F#"'&D, along with its parallel/distributed
counterpart O'F#"'&D, implements a classical
discrete-event simulation schema. Messages are tagged
with an absolute timestamp and are buffered into a time
ranked queue where the head message holds the (or is one
message with) minimum timestamp. The control machine
can work with simulated actions. A simulated action
carries the time duration of the associated activity. At its
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A model is feed through an XML file which is parsed
into an internal representation consisting of a multi-agent
system (MAS). Agents, i.e., actors, are associated with
transitions which interact with the DE'D (another
agent) through messages and method calls. Each
transition refers its input/output arcs which are linked to
their input/output places. Arcs and places are realized as
POJOs and provide their services by method invocations.
For analysis purposes, an sTPN model is simulated by
associating to the generated MAS (single LP) the
O'F#"'&D control machine (see Fig. 4) along with
basic simulated actions paired with a first come first
served scheduler (Fig. 5). Evolution of the MAS is
triggered by transition firings and is controlled by the
DE'D which repeats a basic loop of simulation steps.
At each step, the candidate set of enabled transitions is
recomputed. The
DE'D owns the collection of
transitions and the collection of places (marking) of the
model. Transition enabling is checked by a method call
on the transition agents.
A critical issue concerns the atomic firing process of a
transition. Towards this the DE'D separately executes
the withdraw and the deposit phases of a transition firing.
Each phase is immediately followed by a "R of
disabled transitions which are removed from the
candidate set and their firing messages invalidated in the
simulation calendar. The two phases are required for
correctly handling effective conflicts among transitions.
An enabled transition can loss its enabling status in the
intermediate marking following the withdraw phase or in
the final marking reached after the deposit phase.
Purposely, withdraw and deposit operations are realized
by method calls (defined in the interface "D$''&D in
Fig. 6) on the transition actor (recall that the
computational status of an actor system is frozen between
two consecutive message dispatches; therefore, method
invocations, also with side-effects, are compliant with the
actor lifecycle).
Immediate transitions, ranked according to their
weights, are fired one at a time directly by the DE'D.
Timed transitions are instead fired by messages and
actions. In particular, all the enabled timed transitions at a
simulation step receive a O"''DE message from the
DE'D whose processing implies the next sample of the
associated probability distribution function is obtained.
The sample is passed to a submitted action which
simulates the transition firing by scheduling the message
completion message at the absolute time of now+sample.
When
the
transition
receives
the
MR'&D SR$$"E, it informs the DE'D about
commitment of the transition firing through an
D''DE message. The DE'D then executes the two
phases 'ℎ" + "R, &$' + "R on the
transition. After that, the next step (iteration) of the
DE'D is started.
For property checking, a model evolution (see Fig. 6)
is watched by suitable observers which collect statistical
information about transitions or the entire model.
Since the ,
and  functions are model specific,
the adopted solution consists in specifying, in the model

submission, a simulated action is assigned to an
exploitable PU which in this case simply means that an
action completion message is scheduled with timestamp
D& + "'&D.
*"#'F is a time-sensitive control machine using a
real
time
notion
built
on
top
of
the
OP$F. RD'F'##'$()System Java service. Only
effective actions can be used. Messages have a timestamp
and must be dispatched as soon as the current time
exceeds their firing time. *"#'F uses a configurable
time tolerance O, so that a time-constrained message
which should occur at absolute time , is considered to be
still in time if the current time is less than or equal to
 + O. *"#'F is useful for non-hard real-time
applications. The *"#'F control machine replaces
*"#'F in the parallel/distributed context.

Figure 5 - Class hierarchies of action schedulers and PUs

As shown in Fig. 5, corresponding classes exist for
action schedulers and PUs, which work together.
Schedulers immediately put into execution a submitted
action on an idle exploitable PU (if there are any),
otherwise, different scheduling strategies can be adopted.
In the case no such idle PUs exist, the scheduler
'$N&F'$O%MO organizes actions in a
pending list. Actions will be executed according to their
arrival time. The 'S'&'PMO uses instead an
action priority to keep ordered the pending list. In this
case, action execution is priority driven and preemptive.
For simulation purposes, the use of classes which are
heirs of O'F#"
is requires. They are passive
objects without inner threads. During real-time execution,
heirs of !!R'% should instead be used. They are
thread-based objects able to execute effective actions
(Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b).
AN AGENT-BASED STPN TOOL
A class diagram of an $H tool built on top of the
actor-based control framework is summarized in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 - Main classes in the sTPN tool
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XML, the name of a Java class which provides an
implementation of the above functions as methods. Such
a class, subtype of the DR'&D$ abstract class (see Fig.
6), is then dynamically loaded, instantiated and exploited
by transitions.
For preliminary execution of an $H model, the
corresponding MAS is plugged with the *"#'F
control machine, and works with pure time consuming
effective actions and the '$N&F'$O%MO
scheduler. All of this ensures the “effective actions”
behave as in simulation but now advance the real-time.

The model in Fig. 7 with H = 3 processes, derived
from (Paolieri et al., 2016), was used for the experiments.
Immediate transitions are shown as black bars, whereas
timed transition are depicted as white bars. The non
critical section of each process is modelled by an "'%"#
timed transition with interval [0, ∞] and with an
exponential pdf ( Y) with rate 0.1.  is supposed to be
uniformly distributed ( H) within the interval [0,1],
and  + is set to 1.1 time units. Other details of the
model should be self-explanatory.
Property analysis
The Fisher’s sTPN model was studied in (Paolieri et al.,
2016) using a probabilistic temporal logic built around an
interval until operator:

A CASE STUDY USING MODEL CONTINUITY
The Fisher’s mutual exclusion protocol for H processes,
having identifiers 1, 2, … , H, competing for the access to
some shared resource, was used as a case study for
validating the obtained $H tool. The protocol is an
example of a time-dependent mutual exclusion algorithm
(Lynch&Shavit, 1992). Although the algorithm has been
analyzed qualitatively by model checking, e.g., in the
context of the UPPAAL toolbox (Behrmann et al., 2004),
here it is used for quantitative evaluation using simulation
and the results compared with those described in (Paolieri
et al., 2016) which are based on probabilistic model
checking and numerical approach.
The protocol assumes that basic read/write memory
operations are atomic. A single global communication
variable ' is used, which stores the identifier of the
process trying to enter its critical section, or it defaults to
0. Every process can try the protocol when ' = 0. In this
case the process executes the time-consuming operation
' ← '. Since more processes can attempt the same
operation simultaneously, it is required for a trying
process to wait for a time (say it  + ) greater than the
writing time . After  + time units are elapsed, the
process reads again '. In the case ' ≠ ' the process has
to retract and to wait for the ' to become again 0. If
instead ' = ' then the process can enter its critical
section. At the exit from the critical section, the process
sets ' to 0.

Z

[\,^]

_

which captures the event that a marking of the sTPN
model is reached which satisfies a predicate _ at some
time in the interval [`, a] without violating a safety
predicate Z. Of such event can be of interest finding the
occurrence probability , or bounding such probability
against a given threshold value: ~b where ~ ∈ {<, >}.
Predicate states are based on net markings. As usual,
predicates and atomic propositions can be combined with
boolean operators to form more complex formulas, but
nesting of interval until operators is not allowed.
The interval until operator naturally can be used to
assess transient behavior of a net model.
The following properties were studied using the
Fisher’s protocol model upon the developed sTPN tool:
(a) mutual exclusion (safety), i.e., no more than one
process can enter its critical section at a time; (b) absence
of starvation (bounded liveness), that is a trying process
eventually enters its critical section. The latter property
relates to estimating the overtaking factor, i.e., the
maximum number of by-passes of other processes with
respect to a waiting process, or equivalently to estimating
the maximum waiting time of a trying process before
entering its critical section; (c) some other examples of
specific bounded liveness properties. In each case a
proper decoration of the model observer was used. In the
following, for simplicity, the notation, e.g., R$d is used
instead of F[R$d ].
Mutual exclusion
Mutual exclusion was checked by performing some
simulation runs with e 9 = 3.5 × 10g time units, and by
observing that the event


[,hij]

(R$1 = 1 + R$2 = 1 + R$3 = 1 > 1)

has a 0 probability of occurrence. The model observer
object was decorated to watch marking of R$1,
R$2 and R$3 places. In no case it was found more than
one process is in its critical section. As part of this
assessment it was also checked that effectively it can
happen that R$i for any ' assumes the value 1.

Figure 7 – A model of Fisher’s protocol (Paolieri et al., 2016)
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Absence of starvation
It was estimated the probability that a process can be
affected by a certain number of by-passes (overtaking)
from other competing processes. As one can see from
Fig. 8, each process seems to suffer for no more than 6
by-passes. 5 simulations with e 9 = 3.5 × 10g time
units were used to collect data behind Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

almost stabilizes. 100 runs were used for building each
curve in Fig. 10.

Figure 10 - Occurrence probability of the event (*) vs. time

For example, in the Fm scenario, as expected, the
delay of &R$$d can be short (best cases) with a
probability of about 90% but in the worst case
(&2"2'#'P 1) it amounts to known maximum waiting
time (Fig. 10).
Another particular property concerned an evaluation
of the occurrence probability of the following event:

Figure 8 - Occurrence probability vs. number of by-passes

Another way to check the starvation-free behavior
was estimating the worst case waiting time of a trying
process. Results are shown in Fig. 9.

! R$d

[,^]

(R&F#p ∨ R&F#q ) ∧
("Pp ∨ "Pq ) (**)

for various values of a, starting from the marking
"Pd '#p '#q
and separately for three different service time
distributions: H[0,2], H[0,4], H[2,4]. The
event amounts to asking the following check: in the
hypothesis that &R$$d is not in its critical section,
what is the worst case time (a) for each of the remaining
processes so as to be ready to try or be capable of having
completed an access to shared data? Respectively 235,
195 and 220 runs were used for generating the three
curves in Fig. 11.

Figure 9 - Trying process waiting time

Examples of bounded liveness properties
As an example of a particular bounded liveness property
it was measured the occurrence probability of the
following event:


[,^]

(R$1 = 1) (*)

for various values of a, starting separately from each of
the following markings which describe possible
execution states of the three processes:
Fm ≡ "Pd '#p '#q
Fr ≡ ' = 3 "Pd '#p "''DEq
Fs ≡ ' = 3 "Pd "''DEp "''DEq

Figure 11 - Occurrence probability of event (**) vs. time

It is worth noting that the results portrayed in Fig. 10
and Fig. 11 are very close to the results reported in
(Paolieri et al., 2016) for the same checked events.

The property addresses specifically a deadline
requirement upon the delay &R$$d experiments before
entering its critical section.
A batch of simulation runs were carried out,
terminating each of them as soon as the watched event
occurs (that is the given number of by-passes happens).
The proportion of the runs which satisfy the event divided
by the total number of runs was then evaluated.
The number of required runs was empirically
determined by watching the probability value which

Preliminary real-time execution
After property analysis, the sTPN Fisher’s protocol was
re-checked by executing it in real-time but with pure time
consuming actions instead of effective instructions of a
concrete programmed version of the process bodies.
Such preliminary execution is very important in the
practical case for observing the overhead introduced by
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A key factor of the approach is model continuity, i.e.
the same model can be used for property checking by
simulation and for real-time execution. The tool features
derive from the adopted underlying agent-based controlcentric framework (Cicirelli&Nigro, 2016a-b).
The proposed approach provides the abstraction
mechanisms and the execution concerns suited, e.g., for
modelling, analysis and execution of time-constrained
workflow systems. The real-time preliminary execution,
in particular, directly corresponds to workflow
enactment.
Prosecution of the research work is geared at:
 optimizing the implementation of the sTPN tool;
 applying the approach to modelling, analysis and
enactment of time-constrained workflow systems
(Gonzales del Foyo&Silva, 2008);
 supporting a probabilistic temporal logic (Younes et
al., 2006)(Paolieri et al., 2016)(David et al., 2015)
for the expression of quantitative properties to check
on an sTPN model, and automating the determination
of the required simulation runs;
 extending the tool toward parallel/distributed
simulation of large models.

scheduling and message exchanges on the fulfillment of
model timing constrains. Configuring the model for
preliminary execution only required: (a) interpreting the
time unit as 1 $R; (b) changing the control machine from
O'F#"'&D to *"#'F and (c) using pure time
consuming
effective
actions
with
the
'$N&F'$O%MO scheduler. No changes were
introduced in the model. The Fisher’s protocol was then
executed with a time tolerance of O = 200 F$.
Basic properties of the mutual exclusion algorithm
were watched during the execution and the time
deviations, i.e., the latency with which messages and
actions are actually executed with respect to their due
time, measured.
Worst case results of 4 runs each of 7 ℎ&$ of wall
clock time are collected in the histogram of Fig. 11. As
one can see, in almost all the cases, the time deviation is
virtually 0 F$. The most frequent non zero deviation is
16 F$. The worst case deviation was found to be
155 F$ which occurred just once at the execution start,
i.e., at model bootstrapping.
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Figure 11 - Observed time deviations

During the whole real-time experiment, no more than
one process was found in its critical section. In addition,
in Fig. 12 si portrayed an histogram of registered
overtaking factor and its occurrency probability of trying
processes.

Figure 12 - Observed overtaking

All the experiments were carried out on a Win 7
workstation, 12GB, Intel Core i7, 3.50GHz, 4 cores,
without an active Internet connection.
CONCLUSIONS
Athough potentially less accurate of the probabilistic
model checking approach based on numerical solutions
proposed in (Paolieri et al., 2016), the agent-based
simulation tool for Stochastic Time Petri Nets (sTPN)
described in this paper proves effective in the practical
case, as demonstrated by the reported case study.
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multi-robot exploration, the robots coordinate each other
and decide which robot will explore which frontier, based
on a coordination / routing policy. Various coordination
policies (Burgard et al. 2000, Burgard et al. 2005, Ma et
al. 2006 and Wang et al. 2011) have been proposed in the
past. In this paper, we propose a simple reasoning based
routing policy determined by a pre-assigned priority. A
central agent (CA) coordinates with a group of multi
robot agents (MRAs) to explore an unknown
environment with only static obstacles. The MRAs, with
the command from CA, move from one cell to another
cell, sense the environment and communicate the
information to the CA. The CA will make the routing
decision based on the state of the adjacent cells and the
pre-assigned priority of the corresponding MRA. The CA
will also keep a list of frontiers and assigns MRAs, once
a MRA falls into a “trap” situation. A MRA is said to be
in a trap situation if all the adjacent cells are either
explored and/or occupied with obstacles. The route to the
frontier is the shortest path found by executing the A*
algorithm (Hart et al. 1968). The algorithm terminates
when all the cells are explored and no more frontier cells
exist. The key advantage of prioritised routing is that, the
predictability of the MRAs location is improved. This
will help in a decentralised distributed coordination
policy, where MRAs collectively make the routing
decision as MRAs can predict each other’s location with
the help of a pre-assigned priority of routing.

KEYWORDS
Multi robot, Area exploration, Path Planning, Frontier
based, Optimization, Agent based simulation.
ABSTRACT
The paper deals with multi-robot centralized autonomous
area exploration of unknown environment with static
obstacles. A simple reasoning algorithm based on preassignment of routing priority is proposed. The algorithm
tracks the frontiers and assigns the robots to the frontiers
when the robots fall into a trap situation. The algorithm
is simulated with various multi-robotic configurations in
different environments and compared with performance
indices in the MATLAB simulation environment.
INTRODUCTION
Area exploration is one of the fundamental problems of
autonomous robotics. The main goal of any exploration
algorithm is to gain as much new information as possible
of the unknown environment within the bounded time.
Autonomous area exploration algorithms find
applications in space robotics, military operations,
disaster management, sensor deployment etc. Area
exploration deals with exploring through all unknown
areas and creating a map of the environment. Most of the
area exploration keeps a map of the environment and
updates when an unknown region is explored.

FRAME WORK FOR AREA EXPLORATION

Yamauchi pioneered the research in the frontier-based
area exploration (Yamauchi 1997). A frontier is a
boundary that separates known (explored) regions from
unknown regions. By moving towards frontiers, robots
can focus their motion on discovery of new regions. The
frontier based area exploration is extended to multi-robot
system (MRS) in (Yamauchi 1998). (Yan et al. 2013)
presented a systematic survey and analysis of
coordination of multiple mobile robot systems. A
comparative study of area exploration algorithms can be
seen in (Dayanand et al. 2013).

Environment
The unknown environment is considered as grids with
cells of same dimensions. If any of the cells is occupied
with an obstacle, the whole cell would be considered as
occupied.
Mobile robot agent
A general scheme of MRA is shown in figure 1. The
following are functions of MRA
 Receive motion commands (e.g. Move
Forward, Right, Left or Backward).
 Execute the commands by a motion control
algorithm, for e.g. PID control with wheel

An important task in an area exploration algorithm is
“how the robots choose which cell is to be explored
next”. The aim of any frontier based algorithm is to
explore all the frontiers in shortest time possible. In
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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encoders and motors as actuators to make the
mobile robot move from one cell to another.
Sense the surrounding cells using (short range)
distance sensors, like infra-red or ultrasonic
sensors.
Send the information about the environment to
the CA.

Assumptions
 The robots can communicate with the central
computer or agent without information (packet)
loss or any time delay and vice versa.
 The environment is considered as grids with cells
as same length and width (L x L).
 A grid based environment is assumed (if any part of
the cell is occupied with obstacle the whole cell is
considered as occupied).
 The maximum sensing range of MRAs are just one
cell length (L).

Communication
module

Distance Sensors
Mobile robot
Motors

Motion
Motion
control
control

Wheel
encoders

Terminology
Each cell is assumed in any one of the following states:
 OPEN – the cell is not explored and no obstacle
is present (detected by the robot, but not visited)
 OCCUPIED– the cell is explored and obstacle
is present
 UNKNOWN – the cell is not explored (neither
visited nor detected by the robot)
 CLOSED – the cell is explored and no obstacle
is present

Figure 1: Scheme of Mobile Robot Agent
The mobile robots (for e.g. Sharma 2013) are assumed to
be
 Point-sized and occupy only one grid at a time.
 Assigned with a fixed priority in path planning.
 Move at an even speed, and its status can be
switched - between moving with a fixed speed
and halting.
 In any of the following orientations - North,
East, South, West.
 Able to move in four directions (F, R, L, B).
Each robot can move from one cell to four
adjacent neighbouring cells (other than the
diagonal cell) in one step.

A robot is said to be in a trap situation, when there are no
possible moves to any of the unexplored adjacent
(OPEN) cells. In other words, if the adjacent cells are
either CLOSED or OCCUPIED. A robot is said to be in
on_command state when it is in pursuit of exploring a
frontier. The attributes used in the simulation are shown
in Table 1 and 2.

Central Agent

Table 1: Attributes of MRAs

The central agent can be a stationary computer or a
mobile robot with sufficient computational power and a
communication module. The following are the functions
of the CA.
 Receive commands from the MRAs
 Update the map
 Frontier detection
 Trap detection and run shortest path planning
algorithm
 Routing policy
 Send commands to the MRAs

Attributes,

r 

Meaning

Type

r_num

ID of robot
pre-assigned priority of
robot
current position
next position
current orientation
next orientation
if trap-1 ,else - 0
status of robot

int

route to the frontier

int 2D array

r_priority
r_cxy
r_nxy
r_corient
r_norient
r_trap
r_status
r_on_comm
and_route

Problem description
 To explore an unknown environment using multirobots in the shortest time possible.
 An OPEN cell shouldn’t be explored more than
once and should follow the shortest path to the
frontier.
 While exploring, no collision with the robots at any
point of time.
 To detect any robot in a trap and assign them to
move to any frontier.
 To keep track of frontiers and assign the robot to
that frontier, in the shortest possible path, by
executing a shortest path planning algorithm.

int 2D array
int array
int array
int
int
boolean
int

A robot will be in any of the following states,
r _ status

1, if robot is in trap situation

 2, if robot is on_command state
 0, else


The fr_list represents a list of all explored frontiers and
nr , the number of robots. The status of the frontier is
assumed as,
1, if a robot already assigned
fr _ closed 
0, if frontier is detected, but not assigned
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Table 4: Cell Increments when Robot Moves from One
Cell to Another with Respect to Orientation

Table 2: Attributes of the Frontiers
Attributes,

fr 

fr_number
fr_length
fr_waiting
fr_route
fr_closed
fr_robo

Meaning

Type

cell number of the frontier
path length to the frontier
number of iterations waiting
from detection of frontier
route to reach the frontier
from current location of the
robot
status of frontier
ID of robot assigned to
explore the frontier

int array
int

Motion
Orientation

int
int 2D
array

L

R

B

N

[-1, 0]

[0, -1]

[0, 1]

[1, 0]

S

[1, 0]

[0, 1]

[0, -1]

[-1, 0]

W

[0, -1]

[1, 0]

[-1, 0]

[0, 1]

E

[0, 1]

[-1, 0]

[1, 0]

[0, -1]

boolean

Receiving the commands from MRAs and updating
the map

int

At every time instance, the MRAs will send information
(F, L, R or B) about the adjacent cells with their ID as a
header. For e.g. an information from an MRA saying
#1FR means, the robot#1 found the cell just in front of
the current cell and the cell to right side is OCCUPIED
(i.e. sensors detects obstacles). The first step is to
initialize the map (grid) with UNKNOWN status. The
map is updated with the information from MRAs as
shown below.

FRONTIER BASED AREA EXPLORATION
ALGORITHM BY PRIOROTIZED ROUTING
The algorithm terminates when there are no more
frontiers or OPEN cells present. The following are the
steps involved in the algorithm.
Priority assignment strategy
The MRAs will be pre-assigned with a fixed priority,
which will not change during the course of the area
exploration iterations. A sample assignment strategy is
mentioned in Table 3 for three MRAs. The basic idea of
this assignment is that, when a robot encounters a
junction, for example both right and left side are
unexplored and OPEN, the robot#1 chooses the left turn
and robot#2 will choose right turn. If the 1st priority
movement is not possible (already explored or
OCCUPIED), then the robot chooses the 2 nd priority and
if that is also explored then, the robot chooses 3 rd priority
and so on. The fourth priority is assumed as a backward
motion, as it is assumed that area exploration proceeds
forward.

Algorithm 1 : Updating the map
1: for i=1:nr
Get the coordinates of the sensed cells by robot
2:
using r(i).cxy and Table 4(motion, r(i).c_orient)
3:
Mark grid(x, y) as OCCUPIED
4: end for

Routing policy, Trap detection and Frontier detection
Algorithm 2 : Routing policy, trap detection, frontier
detection
1:
for j=1:nr
2:
if r(i).status is not in trap or on command
3:
for i=1:r(j).prio
4:
get the coordinates (x, y)
5:
if grid(x, y) is OPEN
6:
if next position is not found
7:
update r(j).nxy (using Table 4) and
r(j).norient as i
8:
end if
9:
else
10:
if (x,y) not in fr_list
11:
Mark it as fr and update fr_list
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
if no next position or frontier detected
16:
mark robot r(j).trap=1 and r(j).status=1
18:
end if
19:
end if
20: end for

Table 3: A Sample Priority Assignment Strategy for 3
Robot MRS
Priority

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

#1

L

F

R

B

#2

R

F

F

B

#3

F

R

L

B

ID

F

New frontier detection
The master robot maintains a list of frontiers to be
explored. Whenever a new frontier is discovered, the
master robot will add the details of the frontier into the
database. A frontier is detected when a robot senses
unexplored cells (OPEN) in more than one side. The
robot will move to one of the OPEN cells based on the
priority assigned to it. The other unexplored cell
information will be stored as frontiers and these frontiers
will be explored once a MRA enters the trap situation.

The CA keeps a list of all frontiers detected and explored.
The CA checks the adjacent cells of the currents positions
of the MRAs and makes the routing policy. With respect
to the priority assigned for each robot, the CA checks the
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adjacent OPEN cells in the order of priority and assigns
the first encountered cells as next exploration cell, and all
the following cells as frontiers. If the CA couldn’t find
any OPEN unexplored cell, the robot will be marked as
in the trap situation. Algorithm 2 shows the steps
involved.
Robot assignment to frontiers in case of trap situation
A robot is said to be in a trap situation, when there are no
possible moves to any of the unexplored adjacent cells.
This condition must be carefully studied; otherwise there
are chances of the mobile robot getting in to an infinite
loop. When the CA detects any robot in a trap situation,
it looks for any frontier cells yet to be explored. If any
frontier cell exists, the CA runs A* shortest path planning
algorithm to find shortest distance to the frontier with
source node as a robot’s current position and destination
node as a frontier cell. The algorithm returns the shortest
path, if it exists. Algorithm 3 describes the steps
involved.

Figure 3: Unstructured Environment Exploration with
Three Robots (Red, blue, orange – robot#1, #2 and #3
respectively)
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation studies were performed in MATLAB
with two different environments - stairway and
unstructured environment. The initial orientation of the
robot were assumed to be the robot facing the North
direction. Figure 2 and 3 shows the performance of the
algorithm using three MRAs in a stairway and
unstructured environment.

Algorithm 3 : In case of trap situation
1:
If any of the robot in trap
2:
Get the ID j of the robot
3:
if fr_list is not empty
4:
get the coordinates of frontier k
5:
find the shortest path route by A* algorithm
6:
if path exists
7:
remove k from fr_list
8:
Mark r(j).status=2, r(j).trap=0 and
r(j).on_command_route=route
9:
end if
10:
end if
11:
end if

Send the commands to MRAs
The CA will send the commands (F, R, L or B) to MRAs
with the header as MRAs ID, based on the routing policy
as explained earlier. In case of on_ command status the
CA will send the command (r_on_command_route) at
every time instant, one by one, calculated by executing
the A* algorithm.

Figure 4: Time Steps Vs Number of Robots
Experiments were conducted with different robot
configurations and different priorities were assigned to
the MRAs. Figure 4 shows the simulation time steps
taken for different robot configurations. The efficacy of
different configurations can be compared with the
performance indices.
Performance Indices (PI)
Five PI’s were chosen to measure the performance of the
different robot’s configuration using the proposed
algorithm.
Iterations: The number of time steps taken to explore the
whole unknown environment.

Figure 2: Stairway Exploration with Three Robots (Red,
blue, orange – robot#1, #2 and #3 respectively)
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Frontiers explored (nfr): The number of frontiers detected
by the CA and explored.
Average path length (Lr): The ratio of total number of
cells visited by the robots (Sr) to total number of robots
(nr).
Exploration efficiency index ( e ): It is the measure of
the efficiency of the exploration algorithm that how
efficiently (without re-visiting the same cells again and
again) the robots are able to explore the environment. In
other words, it is a scale of how many cells the robot
revisited during the course of exploration of the frontier
cells. A high value represents less efficient and vice
versa. It is given by the following relation,

Figure 5: Coverage – Stairways Environment

Lr nr S c
100 %
Sc

e

Where Sc represents total number of cells without
obstacle.
Coverage: It is the ratio of the number of explored cells
to the total number of cells without obstacle (Sc). The
algorithm terminates at 100% coverage.
Table 5 and 6 shows the performance indices of the area
exploration algorithm in the stairway (figure 2) and
unstructured environment (figure 3) respectively. Figure
4 depicts the iterations vs the number of robots. It can be
seen that, the four robots perform significantly better than
2 or 3 robots, while there is not much gain in having more
than four robots.

Figure 6: Coverage – Unstructured Environment
In order to say, which one is the best configuration
(number of robots and pre-assigned priority) we need to
have a tradeoff between the performance indices. For e.g.
if only time taken is important, then the best option would
be the maximum number of robots. If the PI’s Lr and e
are more important, then 6 robots for unstructured (figure
3) and 4 robots for the stairway (figure 2) would be the
best option.

Table 5: Performance Indices of Area Exploration in
Stairway

nr

2

3

4

5

6

7

iterations

72

53

39

38

39

39

nfr

19

27

30

19

32

34

Lr

72

50

34

32

31

28

145

155

133

174

222

237

PI

e (%)

The main objective was to develop and simulate a frontier
based area exploration algorithm with a pre-assigned
priority. The performance of the algorithm heavily
depends on two factors - number of robots and preassigned priority. The performance of the algorithm can
be improved significantly, by introducing a cost function
for the frontiers and the routing MRAs based on the cost
function rather than waiting for the robot to fall into a
trap situation.

Table 6: Performance Indices of Area Exploration in
Unstructured Environment
nr

2

3

4

5

6

7

iterations

91

78

58

48

51

45

nfr

31

34

33

34

40

34

Lr

91

74

57

39

34

35

144

198

204

161

174

232

PI

e (%)

CONCLUSION
The problem of area exploration was solved by a simple
reasoning based frontier area exploration algorithm. The
algorithm is based on centralized CA-MRA coordination.
The CA makes the routing decision based on the status of
MRAs and the frontiers yet to be explored. The routing
policy is based on a pre-assigned priority. The main
advantage of the proposed priority based approach, when
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compared with random routing, is that the predictability
of location of MRAs increases, and this will help in a
more decentralized distributed exploration policy.
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analysis (Saldivar et al. 2016). Some interesting
applications have already demonstrated the benefit of
BPS in the public sector (Haysa and Bebbington 2000;
de Boer et al. 2003; Greasley 2006; Dimitriosa et al.
2013). Moreover, the scientific debate on performance
measurement systems (PMS) introduced in public and
non-profit organizations is quite active (Micheli and
Kennerly 2005; Trkman 2010; Bititci et al. 2012;
Pekkanen and Niemi 2013; Bourne et al. 2014). So, the
research community on simulation is stimulated to
develop prediction tools to be used in conjunction with
pre-existing process monitoring tools.
Non-profit and public organizations generate most of
their income from public funds and have to account for
several, sometimes conflicting, stakeholders. Their
public mission is affected by budget cuts that are
becoming more and more severe in several countries.
Even educational organizations are becoming businessoriented in their core business despite the social-cultural
inspiration at their basis. So, evaluating process-related
performance measures in this sector (Jääskeläinen et al.
2015) is first viewed as a means for achieving increased
targets of efficiency in the operational behavior of
educational institutions as well as steering the allocation
of scarce resources. Second, performance evaluation
also allows pursuing purposes of accountability and
transparency as required by recent laws. To align the
business process of a public educational institution,
located in Southern Italy, with enterprise like
performances a PMS has been formally adopted. As
well pointed out in (Han et al. 2009), whenever target
organizational processes that need improvement are
identified through a macro process analysis, then
performance prediction by a micro process analysis
using simulation may be worthy. Specifically, with
reference to the above PMS we investigate by
simulation one of the key (operational) processes in our
University Department: the purchasing process. Our aim
is to predict if specific objectives assigned to the
Department by the Central Administration can be
achieved and/or to what extent introducing different
organizational set-ups may be necessary to accomplish
the above targets.
The paper is organized as follows. In the problem
statement, we first provide an overview of recent laws

KEYWORDS
Performance modeling, business process, organization.
ABSTRACT
Performance measurement is becoming a must in the
public sector in Italy, just as in other frontline
economies. Public services have to be supplied to
citizens under diminishing resources, but pursuing
growing target levels as if they were operating in a
competitive market. Discrete-event simulation is
challenging as an effective methodology for a
quantitative evaluation of different practices in nonprofit organizations characterized by socio-technical
environments guided by the central government’s
changing normative and often conflicting multiple
stakeholders. This paper focuses on a scientific
Department of an Italian University, after that a
performance measurement and evaluation system has
been adopted by the Board of Directors as required by
recent laws aimed at increasing the level of
accountability. A case study is described in which the
“purchasing process” is analyzed by stochastic
simulation in order to account for limited resources
under various sources of uncertainty. Numerical results
are presented to support possible managerial decisions
towards improved efficiency, effectiveness and
transparency in purchasing operations.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation is nowadays recognized as an effective
methodology for computer-based (re)design of
operations management systems under a dynamic
stochastic environment (Shafer and Smunt 2004) and
business processes (re)engineering in a socio-technical
environment (Hlupic and de Vrede 2005; Gregoriades
and Sutcliffe 2008). The development of specific
business tailored paradigms (Melao and Pidd 2006) and
friendly approaches (Robinson et al. 2014) to business
process
simulation
(BPS)
should
encourage
practitioners. The increasing dominant role of
information systems and web services in the public
sector call for revisiting BPS paradigms (Van der Aalst
2010) to also allow a useful integration of output
analysis with spreadsheet-based tools for process
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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that have stimulated the introduction of PMSs in Italy
and then describe the context of our case study. The
Simulation section focuses on input and output
modeling issues. The actual case study is presented in
the subsequent section with numerical results on some
what-if analysis. Conclusions are drawn at the end of
the paper.

Context of the Study
This study refers to the University of Calabria
(www.unical.it) which is located in Southern Italy and
counts more than 30,000 students. The document
describing the Performance Measurement and
Evaluation System of the University of Calabria was
approved by its Board of Directors in July 2015.
According to this system, whose implementation should
be completed by the end of 2016, the so-called
“performance cycle” consists in a set of activities aimed
at guaranteeing the direction, coordination, control and
reporting of university activities. It is composed by the
following five phases:
1. medium-long term planning and strategy definition;
2. short-term objectives programming and indicator
definition (i.e. specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant, and trackable);
3. performance measurement and analysis;
4. organizational
and
individual
performance
evaluation and analysis;
5. reporting and transparency.
Within phases 3 and 4, which are currently under
implementation, the Board of Directors has assigned a
set of first-level objectives pertaining to the
administrative management of its individual (and
autonomous) Departments. The measurement indicators
provided are the following:
- incidence of delay in invoice payment;
- reduction of the average travel refund;
- timely revenue regularization;
- cash balance;
- increase of foreign funding share;
- increase of auto-funding ratio on government
financial funding;
- increase of auto-funding trend;
- improve of revenue trend;
- amount of revenue;
- percentage of transfer revenue over total revenue;
- percentage of internal transfer revenue over total
revenue;
- full cost reduction of processes developed in
different areas.
As a result of this step, every single Department is
bound to define and assign second-level (operational)
objectives to its employees and then measure their
performance. To support the Chair of the Department in
this task, a simulation model may be used as a twofold
in vitro lab. On one hand, it can support the evaluation
of employee performance under the current or future
organization (and assign bonuses eventually) w.r.t. the
assigned objectives. On the other, should the available
resources fail to reach a pre-defined target level, it may
be used to adjust the objectives and targets to the meet
the potential of the Department’s actual human
resources. This is a crucial point in the production of
public services, since in Italy the acquisition of human
resources is currently restricted by the law.
Here we focus on the modeling and simulation of the
purchasing process at the Department of Informatics,
Modeling, Electronics and System Engineering

PROBLEM STATEMENT
With respect to the current public management trend
known in literature as New Public Management
(Brignall and Modell 2000; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011),
in Italy some recent laws have represented an important
“formal” acceleration towards decision supporting in the
public sector through the implementation of
performance measurement systems.
The common requirement of the Italian normative
consists in implementing a strategic performance system
to measure, evaluate and improve system performance
in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, quality, outcome
and customer satisfaction. Similar to the process
management logic applied in profit-oriented private
companies, the public management reform seeks to
apply managerial criteria respecting the general nonprofit finality of the public sector.
More specifically, the Italian legislative decree
n°150/2009 imposes the implementation of a so-called
“performance cycle” in all public organizations. Special
government bodies such as the CiVIT (Commissione
per la valutazione, la trasparenza e l'integrità delle
amministrazioni
pubbliche
an
independent
Commission for the evaluation, transparency and
integrity of Italian public administrations and which
today is known as ANAC, Autorità Nazionale
Anticorruzione - the national anti-corruption Authority)
and ANVUR (Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del
Sistema Universitario e della Ricerca - an Agency for
the evaluation of the activities of Italian public
universities and other research bodies) work towards
this specific goal and, among the other things, foster:
- transparency and integrity to prevent corruption,
with a specific Section dedicated to transparency
and integrity;
- improvement of performance management;
- quality of services.
In particular, in 2015 ANVUR issued the guidelines
on the “integrated management of the performance
cycle in Italian public universities” (ANVUR 2015).
According to these guidelines, every university must
adopt a system to:
- measure and evaluate the performance of their
organization as a whole, as well as the individual
performance pertaining to administrative and
technical employees;
- establish the method, timelines, processes,
instruments and involved subjects.
What was once an opportunity is now a formal
requirement in all Italian public universities that may
boost or reduce the amount of public funding.
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there is a single supplier;
there are multiple suppliers.
If there is a single supplier, then only one quotation is
requested and a PO is issued by the Purchasing Office.
If there are multiple suppliers, but the cost of the
goods/services is less than or equal to €4,000 (VAT
excluded), then, again, only one quotation is necessary
and a purchase order is issued by the Purchasing Office.
If the cost is greater than €4,000 (VAT excluded), at
least three quotations are acquired and the “best” among
these offers is selected. Whatever be the cost of the
goods/services of interest, the Purchasing Office
completes all extra-MEPA purchases by issuing a PO.
At this point, the order is placed and the lead time
between goods/services delivery may vary from time to
time. According to the current practice, the Purchasing
Office contacts on a, more or less, regular basis the
supplier to receive updates on the scheduled due date. If
the goods/services have not been delivered, the office
urges the supplier to act quickly in order to meet the
delivery date or minimize the delay time when already
overdue. Once delivered, the Purchasing Office checks
to see if the supply is compliant with the order,
otherwise the supply is returned to the supplier for
replacement/repair. In this stage, the correctness of the
related invoice is verified as well and followed by a
correction request eventually. After the final approval
by the faculty member-funds holder, other formal
details are verified in the last stage by the Purchasing
Office. The payment order is then prepared, printed,
controlled and then signed by those delegated with
procurement authority and transmitted to the bank. The
purchasing process is terminated, unless the purchased
items require being added to the inventory.

(DIMES) of the University of Calabria. Today’s
national and internal rules make purchasing activities
reasonably standardizable. That is the reason of our
choice, along with the fact that reducing the payment
time of invoices related to the purchasing process is an
objective assigned to the DIMES for the year 2016.
The Purchasing Process
In order to favor comprehension of the Department’s
purchasing process, the overall logic is illustrated by the
flowchart in Figure 1. A step-by-step description
follows for each block in the flowchart with respect to
the activities to be performed, the (human) resources
involved in doing so and decisions to be made.
A purchase request is generated by a faculty member
to notify the Department’s Purchasing Office of items
he/she needs to order, along with the quantity and the
research funds to be used for such purpose. The request
is actually prepared with the support of personnel from
the Purchasing Office and not only dispatched to this
office after it has been filled in by the faculty member.
Consequently, this stage also accounts for the time
during which interaction between the two parties takes
place if the request contains missing and/or unclear
details. Once the request is complete, staff from the
Purchasing Office first verifies if the goods/services are
available on the Italian Public Administration
Marketplace, also known as MEPA. On this digital
marketplace (e-procurement) public administrations
purchase goods/services, as long as their cost is below a
prefixed European threshold. Goods/services are chosen
among those offered by suppliers that have been vetted
and authorized to post their catalogues on the system. If
the goods/services are available on MEPA, then one of
the two situations may occur:
- the cost is greater than €4,000 (VAT excluded);
- the cost is less than or equal to €4,000 (VAT
excluded).
In the former case, a request for proposal (RFP) is
generated on the MEPA portal. This document triggers
a sealed-bid procurement procedure through which the
Purchasing Office informs the potential MEPA
suppliers of the description, technical details, terms and
conditions of the goods/services to be procured.
Suppliers must submit their offer before the proper time
interval (usually, 10 days) has expired. Bid opening,
examining and evaluation are carried out by a
commission appointed by the Chair of the Department.
In particular, the commission usually provides a score
for the technical aspects, while MEPA assigns a score
for the economic aspects of the bids. If the contact is
awarded, than the related legal document is drawn up;
otherwise, the procedure overrides any other step and
the process is terminated without a winner. In the latter
case, the goods/service are chosen from the catalogue of
one of the MEPA suppliers and a purchase order (PO) is
issued by the Purchasing Office immediately after.
When the goods/services are not available on MEPA,
one of the following situations may occur with respect
to the extra-MEPA options:

SIMULATION
It is easy to recognize from the flowchart in Figure 1
that the state dynamics of the process under examination
are determined by the occurrence of some well
identified fundamental events, such as request, order,
delivery and payment. As a response to the triggering
effect of these events, specific activities are performed.
Therefore, events and activities determine the evolution
over time of the performed payments, by which one
should measure the throughput of the entire process.
Due to the unavoidable presence of randomness in event
occurrence and activity duration, discrete-event
(stochastic) simulation (Law and Kelton 2000) appears
to be the most appropriate methodology for a
quantitative analysis aimed at predicting the
performance of the organization policies for the process
of interest. If the model had to account for cooperation
among staff units or other forms of interaction-based
working methods, an agent-based stochastic simulation
(Wilensky and Rand 2015) would have been the most
natural choice.
Several commercial tools (e.g. Arena 2006; Process
2015) support the implementation of the above
flowchart model, as well as its time behavior
reproduction.
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Figure 1: The Purchasing Process
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to 25.6 and shifted to the right by 5 (5 +
Erlang(25.6,2));
- Final control and transfer of payment documents to
the bank are modeled by means of a Normal
density function with mean value equal to 4.54 and
standard deviation equal to 2.28 (Normal(4.54,
2.28)).
As for simulation output analysis, we used a first set
of results to perform validation, i.e. assess if the real
purchasing process is accurately represented by the
simulation model. Besides discussing the structural
assumptions and data assumptions with the key figures
of the Department’s Purchasing and Administration
Offices, model input-output transformations have been
compared to the corresponding input-output
transformations for the real system.
As a result of both of these validation activities, one
can appreciate the capability of the simulator to mirror
the real system performance by observing the 95%
interval estimates vs the real figures in Table 2 and the
simulated vs the real trend in Figure 2. In the former
case, although the X-MEPAs real measure (i.e. 147) is
right-adjacent to the interval returned via simulation, it
is still a good result if one considers the overall degree
of uncertainty intrinsic in the specific X-MEPA process
due to the difficulty in measuring the time effort
required by the Commission. As for the latter case, the
real (blue) trend in Figure 2 refers to the unique real
throughput trajectory available, whereas the simulated
(red) trend is an estimate of the average throughput
behavior. The degree of matching between the two
above trends is satisfactory enough, especially after the
first weeks (once transient behavior has died out).

Despite this, simulation input and output analysis is
still challenging when facing processes where limited
resources play a significant role in determining the
process throughput. Hence, among all the steps carried
out within our sound and thorough simulation study,
here we focus on the statistical analysis of both the
simulation input and output data.
In particular, let λ(t) be the average number of
“purchase requests” arriving in the time unit t (i.e. one
week in our case). We partition the real-event data into
a suitable sequence of weekly subintervals over a oneyear horizon to model the peaks (i.e. before/after
breaks and holiday seasons) and troughs (i.e. during
breaks and holiday seasons) that can significantly
impact on system performance. We then adopt point
and interval estimators for the cumulative intensity (or
mean value) function (1) of the purchase request events
that occur over time in a non-stationary process
evaluated at the weekly endpoint t2, as suggested by
(Leemis 1991).


Λ(td , t p ) = ∫  λ(t)dt

(1)

Basically, we assume that a non-homogeneous
Poisson process (NHPP) with a piecewise constant
intensity (rate) function is appropriate enough to model
the series of events that occur over the weeks in a nonstationary fashion (see Table 1). Algorithms presented
by (Leemis 2004) are then used in the simulation
experiments to generate purchase order arrival times
from the estimated NHPP.
Table 1: The Piecewise Constant Intensity Function for
Modeling the Arrival of Purchase Requests

λ1
λ2
λ3

Rate
[arrivals/week]
4
13
8

Table 2: Real vs Simulated N° of Purchase Requests

Duration
[week interval]
1-8
9-30
31-52

Source
2014 Records
Simulator

RFPs
35
[31-38]

Purchase Requests
POs
X-MEPAs
277
147
[265-280]
[134-146]

Real vs Simulated Results

To complete the input modeling analysis, other types
of distribution probability functions have been
identified (with Arena’s Input Analyzer) for the second
major sources of uncertainty, i.e. the activity durations:
- PO processing times are well captured by a 2-order
Erlang distribution with mean value equal to 19.1
and shifted to the right by 0.999 (0.999 +
Erlang(19.1,2));
- RFP preprocessing and processing times profiles
are well fitted by a 2-order Erlang distribution with
mean value equal to 8.22 and shifted to the right
by 8.5 and a Beta-based distribution with shape 1
equal to 0.857, shape 2 equal to 1.65 and shifted to
the right by 10, respectively (8.5 + Erlang(8.22,2)
and 10 + 142 * Beta(0.857,1.65));
- Extra MEPA processing time profiles agree with a
2-order Erlang distribution with mean value equal

Avg. n° of weekly payments
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Figure 2: Real vs Simulated Trend of the Average N°
of Purchases Completed (Throughput) per Week
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go from 7.6% to some value between 10.7% and 22%,
respectively (see columns 3 to 5 in Table 3).

CASE STUDY
The purpose of this case study is to compare the “as
is” organization of the Department’s purchasing
process with its “to be” organization based on policies
compliant with national compulsory anticorruption and
transparency service regulations. In particular, within
the wider objective of rationalizing the public
expenditure and reorganizing the administrative
structure, here we intend to perform two what-if
experiments. In the first, the idea is to lower the €4,000
disclosure threshold referred to in the description of the
purchasing process. As a result, more RFPs, rather than
POs should be generated on the MEPA portal, thus,
preventing the use of working policies in the public
sector that lack transparency and encourage, in some
sense, favoritism. In the second, in shifting from one
set-up to another, we wish to account for nonsecondary organizational issues in the purchasing
process such as introducing a new policy when
carrying out final controls and transferring payment
orders to the bank.
The simulation experiments for both cases have been
carried out under Rockwell’s Arena simulation
package (version 11) and run on a personal computer
equipped with an Intel® Core™2 Duo 1.58 Ghz
processor and 2.93 gigabytes of RAM. The models in
Arena include VBA (Visual Basic® for Applications)
blocks that allow inserting user-defined code. In our
study, these blocks are used to interact with worksheets
under Microsoft® Excel in order to record the output
data produced by the simulator and generate 95%
interval estimates. All the experiments share the same
computational effort (i.e. 30 runs for each 1-year
scenario), the same number of resources (i.e. 1 unit in
the Administration Office, 1 unit in the Purchasing
Office and 1 unit in the Payment Office) and the same
modus operandi.

Table 3: Composition of Purchase Types according to
Disclosure Threshold
Type
X-MEPAs
POs
RFPs

€4,000
32.0%
60.4%
7.6%

Disclosure Threshold
€3,000
€2,000
32.0%
32.0%
57.3%
55.3%
10.7%
12.7%

€1,000
32.0%
46.0%
22.0%

As one may see from the simulation results reported
in Table 4, fixing the disclosure threshold to either
€3,000 or €2,000 is well-supported by the overall
purchasing process: only small changes occur in the
average number of purchases completed per week. On
the other hand, if the threshold value drops to €1,000
(or below), then the overall performance of the process
will drop considerably as well: the average value of the
number of purchases completed per week will go from
8.37 to 6.54. This is probably due to the fact that the
moderate-high level of utilization of one of the key
resources in the purchasing process (i.e. an average
75% for the unit in the Purchasing Office) inevitably
drives this resource to become the system bottleneck.
Thus, the level of human resource utilization cannot be
disregarded when tuning the value of the disclosure
threshold.
Table 4: Average N° of Purchases Completed per
Week for a Range of Disclosure Thresholds

€4,000
[8.28-8.45]

Disclosure Threshold
€3,000
€2,000
[7.96-8.20] [7.56-8.10]

€1,000
[6.32-6.75]

The “Final Control and Delivery Policy” What-if
The “Transparency” What-if

In this second what-if analysis, we consider the effect
of introducing a new policy when carrying out the final
controls and transferring the Department payment
orders to the bank. As of today, control and transfer
occurrences depend on a variety of contingencies (e.g.
deadlines, priorities and personnel availability), rather
than a fixed scheduling policy.

In this first what-if analysis, we consider the
importance of the so-called disclosure threshold of the
goods/services available on MEPA. As previously
stated, the value of this threshold determines whether
the goods/services of interest should be purchased via a
sealed-bid RFP or chosen directly with a PO from the
catalogue of one of the MEPA suppliers. This value is
currently set at €4,000. However, in order to increase
transparency, we believe worthy investigating the
effect of lowering the above disclosure threshold. Since
in our Department only 7.6% of the purchases are
carried out according to the RFP option (see column 2
in Table 3), the point becomes whether or not the
organization and personnel can cope with the greater
operational effort required by a decrease in the above
threshold.
Let us assume that one of the Department’s
operational objectives consists in decreasing the
threshold from €4,000 to another value between €3,000
and €1,000. As a result, the RFP-based purchases will

Figure 3: Duration of the Time to Control and Transfer
Payment Orders to the Bank
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In our actual case, once payment orders are
authorized, then signing, control and transfer
operations are carried out according to the profile
illustrated in Figure 3, which bears an average value of
4.54 days, a 2.29 standard deviation and a 0.89
skewness. The profile has been obtained with Arena’s
Input Analyzer and fitted to a Normal shape (with
skewness set to zero).
Time-based or batch-based policies are two of the
new possible scheduling options. In the former case, a
payment order is controlled and transferred only if it
arrives within a given time interval. In the latter,
payment orders are collected, controlled and
transferred to the bank only when the number of orders
in a batch reaches a target maximum.

CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that computer simulation of the
“purchasing process” in a University Department is
both appropriate and effective for predicting process
performance and the benefit of innovation. Validation
has been successfully carried out to assess the
reliability of the chosen data modeling method for
input events (purchase requests). Then a what-if
analysis has been presented to illustrate the practical
use of the simulator when pursuing increased levels of
efficiency in terms of both order cycle times and
process transparency. In particular, the latter could be
achieved through a sustainable reduction of the
threshold level enabling a specific procedural variant
within the purchasing procedure. The impact of human
resources availability and utilization on the
performance of the whole process could also be
predicted to drive a rational resource allocation over
the set of operational activities. More generally, this
study should encourage the adoption of discrete-event
simulation as the most appropriate prediction tool
aimed at supporting the integration of strategic plans
and performance targets with operational processes in
the public sector.

Table 5: Duration of the Overall Completion Time of
the Purchasing Process

Policy
current
time-based

Lead Time (days)
X-MEPAs
Pos
[27.6-34.1] [25.1-30.9]
[26.1-34.4] [23.4-31.5]

RFPs
[53.3-59.0]
[51.5-59.7]

Here we focus on a 24-hour time-based policy
according to which payment orders are controlled and
transferred (by the unit working in the Administration
Office) if they arrive duly approved before 1:00 p.m. of
every day; otherwise, they are controlled and
transferred the day after.
As one may expect, the Department’s purchasing
process benefits from introducing a time-based
scheduling policy: the average control and transfer time
decreases from 4.54 days (1 day = 7 working hours) to
3.22 hours and the resulting shape in Figure 4 is only
slightly skewed to the left (-0.13).
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react adequately to new mobile trends. Just like Loewe,
Nokia suffered immensely when other suppliers like
Apple and Samsung captured the market applying the
latest technologies. By now the mobile phone division
of Nokia has been bought by Microsoft. The questions
that arise are: why do companies sometimes need to get
hit so hard from external influences until they see that
they have to change? How fierce do these influences
need to be?
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ABSTRACT
The following paper will describe how path dependent
hierarchical organizations are affected by a changing
environment. The results of current research in this field
(Petermann et al. 2012) analyzed path dependency of
norms and institutions in different kinds of hierarchical
organizations and the impact of leadership within this
process. The results were produced for stable
environments only. Agent based simulation was applied
as research method. In order to examine how this
process evolves when the organizational environment is
changing, the existing model will be enhanced. The
objective is to simulate the impact of external influences
to the emergence of norms within an organization.

In the following research the model M1, (Petermann et
al. 2012) which for reasons of simplicity was built on
the assumption of a stable environment will be extended
with a new variable one or the other will include
environmental change into the model.
LITERATURE
QUESTION

AND

RESEARCH

The theoretical concept for the behavioral analysis
described above is called “theory of path dependence”.
The concept of that theory was first described by David
(1985). He dug into the history of the “QWERTY”keyboards from their first steps in the 19th century until
1985. This alignment of characters has been dominant
till today for nearly 100 years. In the early 1930s the
alternative “DVORAK” keyboard layout was
developed. In that time this new technology was clearly
a superior solution than the incumbent. These
keyboards, however, were not able to become a serious
competitor to “QWERTY”- keyboards. David examined
in detail the self-reinforcing mechanisms that led to the
domination of the established keyboards by the inferior
QWERTY solution.
Based on David's findings, Arthur (1989) used a polya
urn model to analyze the self reinforcing mechanisms
discovered by David in a more formal way. In his model
two technologies (A and B) are entering the market at
the same time and compete for the adoption by
customers called agents. At the beginning both
technologies have the same chances to get adopted. For
the first time in the history of the path dependence
debate, Arthur coined the definition of the historical
small events increasing returns and contingency. These
events are responsible for the start of the path process
and lead to a lock-in of the technologies A or B. Figure
1(Arthur 1989: 120) illustrates this behavior. When B is
locked in, A is completely eliminated from the market.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays most organizations have to deal with a
changing environment. From the organizational point of
view a changing environment can be seen as
disturbances from outside, that forces the organization
to adapt. If an organization fails to do so, it may fall
back or even be eliminated from the competition. This
comes with a high risk, especially when new
technologies flood the market and companies have to
react. Examples may be found by taking a closer look at
companies like Loewe or Nokia. Loewe missed the
technological change on the TV market from the CRT
displays to the new LCD-based flat screen technologies.
In fact, Loewe still builds CRT displays. The result is an
imbalance of supply and demand, because most
customers are not interested in those TV’s any more.
Thus Loewe appears ignorant of market realities. The
high technical level of their obsolete skills is disguising
the internal view of the environment, in this case:
innovations on the TV market. In the end the investor
Stargate Capital bought Loewe and made some serious
changes. But their previous ignorance almost led them
into bankruptcy.
Nokia on the other hand was one of the pioneer
companies on the mobile phone market, but they did not
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Phase 2: Formation Phase
In this phase the path begins to emerge. The step from
phase 1 to phase 2 is called “critical juncture”. An
unknown or virtually unrecognizable event from the
past leads to the organizational path formation (Sydow
et al., 2009: 693). These events are described as “small
events”. The self-reinforcing effects that are triggered
by these small events narrow the path and limit future
choices within the organization.

Figure 1: Increasing returns adoption: a random walk
with absorbing barriers

Phase3: Lock-In Phase

David and Arthur stress that a technology can become
dominant even when it is inferior in terms of its long
term value to the system.

The reinforcing effects have now taken the lead and
reduced the scope of choices drastically. The
organizational path has become locked-in. The lock-in
state may, in an unfortunate case, be an inefficient one
which disables the organization's ability to change and
adopt more efficient solutions to the problems at hand.
As described, Loewe appeared locked-in to such an
unfortunate state. At first the state was very efficient,
but when the market changed Loewe’s technology was
not needed anymore and thus the state lost its efficiency,
causing severe problems for the organization.

Transform path dependence to an organizational
context
To transfer the theory of path dependence to an
organizational context, a different view of Arthur’s
description is needed. In organizations and social
systems history always matters, and due to the ongoing
variations in behavior, the lock-in on markets has
peculiar characteristics. There is less adoption behavior;
hence development phases deviate from purely
technological
path
dependence.
To
capture
organizational path dependence, Sydow developed a
model which describes this advanced concept of path
dependence. In this model the path is split into three
different phases. Figure 2 (Sydow et al., 2009: 692)
shows the concept of this model.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We are interested in the impact of a changing
environment to organizations that undergo path
depended processes. In historical analysis scholars have
shown many examples of organizations that were able
to adapt in the light of changing environment, while
others are stuck in a lock-in state, unable to change,
even when the necessity to change became obvious
from an outside perspective. Our model aims at
describing hierarchical organizations, that undergo a
path depended development in a changing environment.
Will they be able to adapt or do they stick to the path?
What can we learn about this process applying
simulation methods? How should an organization be
structured, to be able to adapt in the light of dramatic
changes in the environment?
METHOD

Figure 2: The Constitution of an Organizational Path

In modern social and management sciences the method
of simulation modeling has been accepted since the
early 1990s (Harrison 2007: 1232). When complexity
and non-linearity of social systems make it hard or
impossible to develop mathematical equations,
simulation models are a good choice to describe the
whole system and its development (Gilbert et al 2005:
16). ‘Simulation is particularly useful when the
theoretical focus is longitudinal, nonlinear, or
processual, or when empirical data are challenging to
obtain’ (Davis et al, 2007: 481). On the other hand, it is
important to know that the method of simulation cannot
replace empirical or analytic methods, but it can provide
insights and first assumptions for other social research
methods.

Phase 1: Preformation Phase
In this phase the decisions the participants are able to
make are relatively open. Influences at this point can be
historical events, “history matters”, routines, and the
existing culture of the organization. In the beginning the
participants already have an idea of thinking and
behaving in their daily environments. Koch (2007: 286)
described imprinting circumstances of an organizational
culture in this context. Therefore the decisions that will
be made in the future are already not completely open.
In figure 2 all options are symbolized by the black stars,
but only the stars in the grey zone are available options
for the organization.
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Under these conditions the agents choose an adoption
for A, when

The basic model
The basics of this research is the simulation model M1
Petermann et al. (2012) developed in their simulation
study about the competing powers of self-reinforcing
dynamics and hierarchy in organizations. The theory of
that model is the simulation of a norm A and a norm B
in an organizational hierarchy structure and to answer
the question which norm will be adopted by most of its
members. Every member of the organization is
represented as an agent. These agents are able to decide
whether to adopt norm A or norm B.

(3)
and otherwise B if FTAB > FTAA.
Simulation of an external impact
Enhancing this model further, we now implement an
external impact into the FTA function to see whether or
not this will have an effect of breaking the
organizational path. Therefore, equation (2) needs to be
extended with an additional value.

Agents decision algorithm to adopt A or B
To implement this technically, the agents need to be
forced to adopt a norm. Therefore the force-to-act
variable FTA is defined (Petermann et al. 2012: 726).

(4)
The variable ei represents the external impact from the
changing environment. The factor s(z) is only used to
set the correct direction, which depends on the actual
path. The value generation of that variable, needs to be
clarified in the next step. While all other variables in the
equation are generated by the simulated organization
itself, ei is triggered from an external source. When
there is no external impact, ei is equal to 1 and behaves
neutrally. The question of how the model reacts after the
lock-in, has occurred is highly interesting. Are there any
options to “reset” the norm distribution of the
organization? The goal here is to find out about the
behavior of the organization regarding the external
impact. Is its intensity, its continuity, or a mix of both
able to break the path? Every agent in the system is
subject to the same external impacts. We assume that
environmental influences have the same strength
throughout the organization.

(1)
Vj describes the connection of individual and
organizational goals according to Vrooms (1964)
expectancy theory. Ej ϵ [0,1] represents the subjective
probability of each agent’s decision. This variable
represents the “small events” of the organizational path
dependence theory. To implement this in the algorithm,
the strictly monotonously increasing function

(2)
is used in the simulation to determine V according to
equation (1) with M ϵ {A, B}, m = 1 for fA,c(x) and m=
-1 for fB,c(x). The variable c represents the reinforcing
effects and is generated by the actual spread ϵ [-1, 1]
which is a variable that characterizes the state of the
system, which is either dominated by agents who all
choose A (spread =-1) or agents who all choose B
(spread=1) or at some state between these extreme cases
(spread between -1 and 1). The factor i(y) sets the value
of li in the correction path direction. This could be 1 or
-1. At the beginning of the simulation the spread is 0
(meaning there are equally large groups of agents
choosing A and B in the beginning of the simulation).
The lock-in state is nearly 1 for A or nearly -1 for B
after a defined amount of time (measured in ticks). The
misfit costs are described by x. The leadership impact
variable li, which makes the simulation of a hierarchy
organizational structure possible, is affecting every
agent according to what norm his supervisor prefers.

SIMULATION
To simulate the described external impact, we need to
specify in what way and when the variable ei should
change. The first condition, we need to break the path
and the path must be locked-in. That means that a
dominant norm exists in the simulation model. The
lock-in state in model M1 is defined by Petermann et al.
(2012: 195) as minimum 500 of ticks with a spread >
0.9 if B is dominant (spread < -0.9 if A is dominant).
Furthermore, a definition for breaking a path is also
needed. The model M1 defines no values for that, so we
assume a path is broken when spread < 0.5, when B was
the current norm in the company and a spread > -0.5
when A was the current norm. This means that less than
75% of all company members adopted a norm. The last
variable is the leadership impact. This is set to 1, to
have an impact from that side. The defined values for
lock-in and leadership impact are assumption and not
empirical researched values.
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The variation of the external impact is possible in two
ways. Either the intensity can be variated or the amount
of time (number of ticks) the impact is present in the
system. To get usable data from the simulation model,
only datasets with a lock-in at B before the external
impact is triggered are used for analysis purposes.
Otherwise it is not possible to see a behavior for one
norm. A simulation for each parameter-set will run 100
times according to the Monte-Carlo method (Law et al.
1991:113).

path break with all combinations containing the
parameter 1 for intensity.
The most interesting effect occurs at the parameter
intensity between 5 and 7.
Results for Intensity of 5

Run of the 1. Simulation
The change of the external impacts must be further
clarified to run the first approach. During the
enhancement of the model the following parameters
seemed to be valid for a first run. After the first
simulation an optimization of the parameters is needed.
Maybe a closer look at several parameter areas is
interesting.

continuity (ticks)

intensity (int)
1

3

5

7

10
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10/1

10/3

10/5

10/7

10/10

40

40/1
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40/7

40/10

70

70/1

70/3

70/5

70/7

70/10

100 100/1

100/3

100/5

100/7

100/10

130 130/1

130/3

130/5

130/7

130/10

Figure 3: 1. Simulation parameter Setup
The lock-in behavior with leadership impact of 1 and 2
is at 6000 ticks (Petermann et al. 2012:195). This
means, that each simulation must run at least 6000 ticks,
before the external impact can be triggered. A complete
run will last 8500 ticks, and then the system has enough
time to reconfigure itself after the external impact. It is
not possible to define a number of ticks after the impact,
when the system has locked-in again. This basic setup is
used for all simulations in this paper; otherwise it is not
possible to compare the results properly.

Figure 4: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.

At this parameter setup the system started to react. With
the combination of continuity of 10 until continuity of
70 no valuable reactions are noticeable. However, at a
continuity of 100 the system starts to change. The
spread is forced to the path breaking direction. Of
course, it is only a spread of 0.992, but the events occur
exactly at the starting point of the external impact.
With this first result it is maybe useful, to increase the
continuity over 130 with an intensity of 5 to generate a
path break.

Results of the 1st Simulation
The result of this run is a huge amount of data, which
needs to be analyzed. The first intensity parameters
from 1 to 3 will not be visualized in this paper, because
the maximum possible spread change is from 1 to 0,992
at a random point of time, so with a parameter
combination of 130 for continuity and 3 for intensity no
connection to the external impact can be identified. The
effects that occur at the intensity of 10 are also not
visualized they are similar to the graphics that depict the
intensity of 7.
Results for Intensity of 1 and 3
No valid differences could be detected, that change the
system normal behavior. It is not possible, to force a
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and 7. The probability of a path breaking behavior
increases rapidly at this interval. This parameter field
will be investigated more closely.

Results for Intensity of 7
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0%

100%

100%
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0%

0%

0%

100%
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Figure 6: Pathbreaking probability
Figure 7 describes the probability of new path
directions. With a continuity of 70 at an intensity of 7
the probability is 3% higher compared to an intensity of
10. There is, however, a small probability at 100
simulation runs that the result differs from one’s
expectations. That the system behaves unexpectedly at
this point could also be an assumption. A deeper
analysis about this could be an interesting question for
upcoming research, but it will not find place in this
paper.

intensity (int)
continuity (ticks)

F
Figure 5: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
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Figure 7: new path direction probability

An intensity of 7 forces the system to break the path for
the first time even with low continuities. With a
continuity of 10 a significant system behavior is
detected, but there is still no path break. This happens
for the first time with a continuity of 40 (spread < 0.4).
Higher continuities with values of 70, 100 and 130
forced the system to establish new norms.

Finally the average spread over all combinations is
shown in figure 8. The average was calculated at the last
tick of the impact. As expected, the spread changes in
the intensity fields of 1 and 3 are out of scope. It’s
interesting to see that with an intensity of 5 differs with
3%, but that is not according to its continuity.

Results for Intensity of 10
intensity (int)
continuity (ticks)

The intensity of 10 behaves nearly like the intensity of
7. With higher amount of continuity path breaks and
new path formations are results of the simulation.
Summary of the 1st Simulation
The first simulation run gave first insights to the system
behavior of the described model M1. In the following
three figures all parameter combinations described in
figure 3 are being compared.

1
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7
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10
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1,00

1,00

0,84

0,82

40

1,00

1,00

1,00
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1,00
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0,02

100

1,00

1,00

0,97

-0,23

-0,25
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1,00

1,00

1,00

-0,43

-0,45

Figure 8: Average spread, calculated at the last external
impact tick

The effect at the path is listed in figure 6. As described
above, the interesting area is between the intensities of 5
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The expected behavior was successfully created in the
first simulation run. The path was broken, and new path
directions emerged in the system. It is also a validation
of the external impact implementation of the model M1.
Furthermore interesting results came out of the first run.
A second and third simulation run are recommend at
this point. In the second simulation a closer look is
taken at the system behavior with very high intensities.
As described above, the intensities 7 and 10 seem to
behave almost equally. To clarify this interpretation, a
second simulation was done. The third simulation takes
a closer look at the intensity area between 5 and 7. Here
the system seems to react very sensitively.
Run of the 2nd Simulation
The finding of the first simulation: “the intensities of 7
and 10 behave almost equally” should be clarified in
this simulation. Therefore a simulation with highly
overdriven intensities was performed. We assume here
that there are no significant different system-behaviors
observables, with intensities of 10 or more. To break the
path with a continuity of 10 is also part of this
simulation. The path was influenced in the first
simulation with this continuity, but there was no
sustainable effect, like breaking or new formation, at the
path. Figure 9 shows the parameter setup for the second
simulation.

Figure 10: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
Results for Intensity of 16
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Figure 9: 2. Simulation parameter Setup

Results of the 2nd Simulation
The figures 10 – 12 show the visualized result of the
simulation.
Results for Intensity of 13

Figure 11: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
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intensity (int)
continuity (ticks)

Results for Intensity of 19
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Figure 14: new path direction probability
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Figure 15: Average spread, calculated at the last
external impact tick
Figure 13 shows the pathbreaking probability for the
second simulation. All intensities have similar values,
except the parameter combination intensity of 7 and
continuity of 30 with 99%. The average spread, which
is shown in figure 15, only varies from the intensity
from 7 to 10. For an intensity of 13 or more the average
spread is constant. This result validates the assumption
that a continuity of 10 can not trigger a pathbreak in the
system, regardless the height of intensity. The most
interesting outcomes of this simulation are the values of
the new path direction probability (figure 14). The
continuities have the same behaviors, except 70. With a
higher intensity the new path direction probability
increases. Even if the average spread is 0 at a continuity
of 70 and intensity of 16 and continuity of 70 and
intensity of 19, that means a total balance between the
adopted norms A and B is present, the new path
direction probability increases about 9% between this
two combinations.

Figure 12: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from -1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts counting
at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X Axis:
ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
The average spreads shall verify the assumption of a
constant changing behavior with increasing intensities.
The detailed results are shown in figure 13 to 15.
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Run of the 3rd simulation
This simulation researches the area of the intensities
between 5 and 7 as described above. The following
table shows the parameter setup for this run.
intensity (int)
continuity (ticks)

Figure 13: Pathbreaking probability
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Figure 16: 3. Simulation parameter setup
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Results of the 3rd Simulation
The figures 17 and 18 show the visualized results of the
simulation.
Results for Intensity of 5.5

Figure 18: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
Results for Intensity of 6.5

Figure 17: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
Results for Intensity 6

Figure 19: Left: Histograpchical view: probability
density, 150 ticks summarized. X axis: spread, Y axis:
probability from 0-1, z-Axis: time in ticks, starts
counting at 5800 ticks. Right: exemplary first 10 runs. X
Axis: ticks, Y-Axis: spread.
In Figure 20 the different pathbreaking probabilities are
listed. With an intensity of 6.5 and a continuity of 40
and more the path breaks with a probability of 100%.
Compared to the intensity of 7 (figure 6) these two
intensities are very close the each other.
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the M1 model. For the first simulation a parameter setup
that seemed to be valid during the implementation of the
external impact was used. With the first results multiple
questions arose and two more simulations with adjusted
parameter setups were executed. To get an overview of
the three simulations figure 23 shows an interesting
chart spread versus intensity.
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Figure 20: Pathbreaking probability
The new path direction probability increases rapidly
from an intensity of 5.5 to 6 with a continuity of 100
from 6% to 98%, shown in figure 21. The highly
sensitive area can be bounded between the intensities
from 5.5 to 6.
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Figure 23: Spread vs intensity. X-axis: intensity. Y-axis:
spread. Legend: Continuities from 10-130
To see a reaction on the system a critical intensity is
needed. An intensity of 3 and less has no effect on the
spread. The system first starts to react at the
combination of intensity 3 and continuity of 100. As
described in the third simulation, with an intensity of 5
the spread changes dramatically, but the intensive
change stops immediately at the intensity of 6 and over.
In this intensity field the external impact must last for a
defined continuity to adopt a new norm in the whole
company. The defined leadership impact of 1 concludes
that with an intensity of 5, which is the minimum value
to change the spread, the external impact needs to be
five times stronger than the leadership impact. To
clarify this, further research might show results.

Figure 21: new path direction probability
Also the average spread in figure 22 has a very sensitive
reaction in this parameter area. The combination
intensity of 5.5 and continuity of 10 has no valuable
effect on the spread, but the spread changes with an
increasing continuity to the direction of the forced
norm.
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40
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-0,07
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Figure 22: Average spread, calculated at the last
external impact tick

Conclusion

Figure 24: Probability for a new path direction with a
continuity of 70. X-axis: intensity, y-axis: new path
direction probability. Legend: continuity of 70

The aim of this research was to examine the behavior of
external influences of a path dependent hierarchical
organization with the method of computer simulation.
The basis of the simulation was the M1 model from
Petermann (2012) that simulates a path dependent
hierarchical organization. The model was enhanced to
simulate an external impact in form of continuity and
intensity which were combined and incorporated into

Another interesting result of this research is the new
path direction probability. It was not in scope at the
beginning of this research, but we figured out that we
discovered an interesting system behavior at the
continuity of 70 that leads the spread to 0 with
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intensities of 13 and more. This probability increases
more and more, the higher the intensity becomes. This
unexpected system behavior should be investigated
further in the future.
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Prof.

The next interesting point is the fact that path breaking
does not necessarily lead to a new path direction. With a
continuity of 40 and an intensity of 6.5 the path
breaking probability is 100%, but the new path direction
probability is 0%. The question that comes up here is:
does it make sense to speak about breaking the path
without actually changing the path? This might indicate
the necessity to adapt the definition of path breaking in
this context.
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REACHABILITY OF FRACTIONAL CONTINUOUS-TIME LINEAR
SYSTEMS USING THE CAPUTO-FABRIZIO DERIVATIVE
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Wiejska 45D, 15-351 Białystok
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In this paper the Caputo-Fabrizio definition of the
fractional derivative will be applied to analysis of the
reachability of the standard and positive linear systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2
necessary and sufficient conditions for the reachability
of fractional standard continuous-time linear systems are
established. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the
positivity of the fractional systems and sufficient
conditions for the reachability of the positive systems
are proposed in section 3. Concluding remarks are given
in section 4.
The following notation will be used: ℜ - the set of real

KEYWORDS
Fractional, continuous-time, linear, system, CaputoFabrizio definition, reachability.
ABSTRACT
The Caputo-Fabrizio definition of the fractional
derivative is applied to analysis of the positivity and
reachability of continuous-time linear systems.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reachability
of standard and positive fractional continuous-time
linear systems are established.

m
numbers, ℜ n×m - the set of n × m real matrices, ℜ n×
+
the set of n × m matrices with nonnegative entries and

INTRODUCTION
A dynamical system is called positive if its trajectory
starting from any nonnegative initial condition state
remains forever in the positive orthant for all
nonnegative inputs. An overview of state of the art in
positive system theory is given in the monographs
(Farina and Rinaldi 2000; Kaczorek 2001) and in the
papers (Kaczorek 1997, 1998, 2011b, 2014a, 2014b,
2015b). Models having positive behavior can be found
in engineering, economics, social sciences, biology and
medicine, etc.
The positive standard and descriptor systems and their
stability have been analyzed in (Kaczorek 1997, 1998,
2001, 2011b, 2014b, 2015b). The positive linear
systems with different fractional orders have been
addressed in (Kaczorek 2011b, 2012) and the descriptor
discrete-time linear systems in (Kaczorek 1998).
Descriptor positive discrete-time and continuous-time
nonlinear systems have been analyzed in (Kaczorek
2014a) and the positivity and linearization of nonlinear
discrete-time systems by state-feedbacks in (Kaczorek
2014b). New stability tests of positive standard and
fractional linear systems have been investigated in
(Kaczorek 2011a). The stability and robust stabilization
of discrete-time switched systems have been analyzed in
(Zhang, Xie, Zhang and Wang 2014; Zhang, Han, Wu
and Hung 2014). Minimum energy control of 2D
systems in Hilbert spaces has been analyzed in (Klamka
1983). Controllability of dynamical systems has been
investigated in (Kalman 1960; Klamka 1991, 1997,
1998).
Recently a new definition of the fractional derivative
without singular kernel has been proposed in (Caputo
and Fabrizio 2015; Losada and Nieto 2015).

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

ℜ +n = ℜ +n×1 , M n - the set of n × n Metzler matrices, I n
- the n × n identity matrix.
REACHABILITY OF STANDARD FRACTIONAL
SYSTEMS
The Caputo-Fabrizio definition of fractional derivative
of order α of the function f (t ) for 0 < α < 1 has the
form (Caputo and Fabrizio 2015; Losada and Nieto
2015)
t

CF

1
 α

D f (t ) =
exp −
(t − τ )  f (τ )dτ ,
−
1−α
1
α


0



α

(1)

df (τ )
f (τ ) =
, t ≥ 0.
dτ
Consider the fractional differential state equations
CF

D α x (t ) =

d α x (t )
dt α

= Ax(t ) + Bu (t ), 0 < α < 1,

y (t ) = Cx(t ) + Du(t ),

(2a)

(2b)

where x(t ) ∈ ℜ n , u (t ) ∈ ℜ m , y (t ) ∈ ℜ p are the state,
input and output vectors and A ∈ ℜ n×n , B ∈ ℜ n×m ,

C ∈ ℜ p×n , D ∈ ℜ p×m .
Theorem 1. The solution x(t ) of the equation (2a) for a
given initial condition x(0) = x0 and input u (t ) has the
form
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The solution of the differential equation (6) for
u0 = u (0) = 0 has the form

t



Aˆ t

ˆ
x(t ) = e ( xˆ 0 + Bˆ u 0 ) + e A(t −τ ) Bˆ[ βu (τ ) + u (τ )]dτ , (3a)
0

t



u (t ) = e − βτ u (t − τ )dτ .

where

0

Aˆ = α [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 A,

α
,
Bˆ = [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 (1 − α ) B, β =
1−α
ˆ
xˆ 0 = [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 x0 , e At =  {I n s − Aˆ ]−1},

u (τ ) =

(8)

To show that the input
Aˆ (t −t )
u (t ) = Bˆ T e f R −f 1 x f , t ∈ [0, t f ]

(3b)

du (τ )
, u (0) = u 0 .
dτ

(9)

steers the state from x0 = 0 to x f in time t ∈ [0, t f ] we
substitute (9) into (7) and we obtain

Proof. The proof is given in (Kaczorek 2015a).
Definition 1. A state x f ∈ ℜ n of the standard system

tf



x(t f ) = e

(2) is called reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] if there exists

Aˆ (t f −τ )

ˆ T (t −τ )
f

A
Bˆ Bˆ T e

dτR −f 1 x f

0

an input u (t ) ∈ ℜ m for t ∈ [0, t f ] which steers the state

(10)

= R f R −f 1 x f = x f .

of the system from zero initial condition x0 = 0 to the
Substituting (9) into (8) we obtain (5). 
From Theorem 1 and its proof follows the corollary.
Corollary 1. The fractional system (2) is reachable in
time t ∈ [0, t f ] if and only if the fractional system

final state x f = x(t f ) . If every state x f ∈ ℜ n is
reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] then the system is called
reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] . The system (2) is called
reachable if for every x f ∈ ℜ n there exists t f and an

d α x (t )

input u (t ) ∈ ℜ m for t ∈ [0, t f ] which steers the state of

dt α

the system from x0 = 0 to x f .

The input u (t ) steers the state x(t ) from x0 = 0 to x f
in time t ∈ [0, t f ] of the system (11) if and only if the

tf

Aˆ t

R f = R(t f ) = e Bˆ Bˆ T e

Aˆ T t

dt

input (8) steers the state from x0 = 0 to x f in time

(4)

t ∈ [0, t f ] of the system (2a).

0

Example 1. Consider the fractional system described by
the equation (2a) with α = 0.5 , zero initial condition
x0 = 0 , u0 = 0 and

is invertible.
The input which steers the state of the system from
x0 = 0 to x f is given by
t



u (t ) = e − βτ Bˆ T e

Aˆ T (t f −τ )

dτR −f 1 x f , t ∈ [0, t f ]

A=
(5)

0

u (t ) = βu (t ) + u (t )

(12)

T
x0 = 0 to x f = [1 1] (T denotes transpose) in time

t ∈ [0,1] . Using (3b) and (12) we obtain

(6)

Aˆ = α [ I 2 − (1 − α ) A] −1 A

into (3a) for x0 = 0 , u0 = 0 we obtain

= 0 .5

t



− 1 a
2
, B=
, a - parameter.
0 −2
2

Compute the input u (t ) which steers the system from

and u 0 = u (0) = 0 .
Proof. Substituting

x (t ) = e

(11)

is reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] .

Theorem 2. The standard fractional system (2) is
reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] if and only if the matrix



= Aˆ x(t ) + Bˆ u (t )

Aˆ (t −τ )

Bˆ u (τ )dτ .

(7)

=

0
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1.5 − 0.5a
0
2

1 − 2 a
,
6 0 −3

−1

− 1 a
0 −2

(13a)

Bˆ = [ I 2 − (1 − α ) A] −1 (1 − α ) B
=

1.5 − 0.5a
0
2

−1

1 1 a + 4
=
1 6 3

The
matrix
(15)
is
nonsingular
since
det R f = 0.0001a 2 + 0.0002a + 0.0001 ≠ 0 for a ≠ −1

(13b)

and by Theorem 1 the fractional system with (12) is
reachable in time t ∈ [0,1] for a ≠ −1 .
The input steering the system from

Taking into account that the eigenvalues of the matrix
1
1
(13a) are λ1 = − , λ2 = − and using the Sylvester
2
3
formula we obtain
ˆ

e At =
=

x f = [1 1]

T

0 − a
0 1


=

1
− t
e 3

1
− t
e 2

+

1 a
0 0

t



=e

1
− t
e 3

t

0







0.0301a 2 + 0.1965a + 0.3244
0.0681a + 0.2262

1
τ
0.3033e 2
1

1 − 2t
e
dt
2

  2 −1t 1 − 1 t  2 −1t 1 − 1 t
a e 3 − e 2  + e 3
e 2
 3
3
2
2


2

1
− t
e 2

0.158

(16)

− 0.0681a − 0.0682



2
× 0.0001a 2 + 0.0002a + 0.0001 .
0.0301a + 0.1284a + 0.0982

0.0001a 2 + 0.0002a + 0.0001
For example for a = 1 we obtain
t

u (t ) = e

−t



1
 1τ
τ
3
e e (0.4777a + 0.4777) − 0.303e 2

τ

0

1

dt

0.3033e 2

τ

dτ

− 340.75
641.75
t

(17)
1

t

= −244.1644e 3 + 198.6615e 2 + 45.2029e −t .

(15)

0.0681a + 0.2262

0.0681a + 0.2262

dτ

1

0.0301a 2 + 0.1965a + 0.3244

1
1

0

  2 −1t 1 − 1 t  2 −1t
a e 3 − e 2  + e 3
3
 3
2


1
1
  2 − t 1 − t  2 −1t 1 − 1t
a e 3 − e 2  + e 3
e 2
3
 3
2
2



1

−1



2

2

0
1 dτ

 e 2τ



t
1
 1τ
τ
= e −t eτ e 3 (0.4777a + 0.4777) − 0.333e 2



=

τ

0.0681a + 0.2262
0.158

0

1
1
  −1t
2 3 1 − 2 t  2 − 3 t

e
+ e
− e
1 a
 3
3
2


=
1
0
1 − 2t
e
2

0

1

e3

1
 1τ
τ

3
a e −e2



×

  2 −1t 1 − 1 t  2 −1t
× a e 3 − e 2  + e 3
 3
3
2



ˆT
ˆT
Bˆ T e A e − A τ dτ R −f 1 x f

0
0.7165
1
[a + 4 3]
0.11a 0.6065
6



1

0



−τ

= e −t eτ

×



=

e
0

ˆT
ˆ
ˆ
R f = e Bˆ Bˆ T e A t dt = (e At Bˆ )(e At Bˆ ) T dt

1

−t

(14)

Using (4) for t f = 1 and (14), (13b) we obtain

Aˆ t

dτ R −f 1 x f

t

1
− t
e 2

tf

Aˆ T (t f −τ )

0

1
 −1t
− t
a e 3 − e 2 


 .


0

to

in time t ∈ [0,1] is given by

u (t ) = e − β ( t −τ ) Bˆ T e

Aˆ − I 2 λ 2 λ1t Aˆ − I 2 λ1 λ2t
e +
e
λ1 − λ 2
λ 2 − λ1

x0 = 0

.
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Necessity. Let u(t ) = 0 , t ≥ 0 and x0 = ei (i-th column
of the identity matrix I n ). The trajectory does not leave

Dα x(0) = Aˆ ei ≥ 0 what
implies aˆ ij ≥ 0 for i ≠ j , i, j = 1,..., n and Aˆ ∈ M n . If

the orthant ℜ n+ only if

x0 = 0 then

CF

CF

Dα x(0) = Bu (0) ≥ 0 and this implies

B ∈ ℜ n+×m since u (0) ∈ ℜ m
+ is arbitrary. From (2b) for

u(t ) = 0 , t ≥ 0 we have y (0) = Cx(0) and C ∈ ℜ +p×n
since x(0) = x0 ∈ ℜ n+ is arbitrary. Assuming x0 = 0
from (2b) we have y (0) = Du(0) and D ∈ ℜ +p×m since

u (0) ∈ ℜ m
+ is arbitrary. 
Lemma 2. If λk , k = 1,..., n are the eigenvalues of the
matrix A then the eigenvalues of the matrix
Aˆ = α [ I − (1 − α ) A]−1 A are given by
n

λˆk = α [1 − (1 − α )λk ]−1 λk .

(20)

Proof. It is well-known (Gantmacher 1959) that if
f (λk ) is well-defined on the spectrum λk , k = 1,..., n
of the matrix A then the eigenvalues of the matrix f (A)
Figure 1: Input signal and state vector for t f = 1[s].

are

given by

f (λ k ) ,

k = 1,..., n . In this case

−1

f ( A) = α [ I n − (1 − α ) A] A . 

Lemma 3. The matrix A = (1 − α ) A ∈ ℜ n× n for
0 < α < 1 is asymptotically stable if and only if the
matrix A is asymptotically stable.
Proof. The eigenvalues λk , k = 1,..., n of the matrix A

REACHABILITY OF POSITIVE FRACTIONAL
SYSTEMS
Consider the fractional system (2).
Definition 2. The fractional system (2) is called
(internally) positive if the state vector x(t ) ∈ ℜ n+ and the
output vector

x0 ∈ ℜ n+

y (t ) ∈ ℜ +p

are related with the eigenvalues λk , k = 1,..., n of the
matrix A by

, t ≥ 0 for all initial conditions

m
and all inputs u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+ , u (t ) ∈ ℜ + , t ≥ 0 .

λk = (1 − α )λk , k = 1,..., n.

Definition 3. A real matrix A = [aij ] ∈ ℜ n×n is called
Metzler matrix if its off-diagonal entries
nonnegative, i.e. aij ≥ 0 for i ≠ j ; i, j = 1,..., n .

are

since the characteristic polynomials of the matrices are
related by the equality

ˆ M and 0 < α < 1 . Then
Lemma 1. Let A∈
n
ˆ

e At ∈ ℜ n+×n for t ≥ 0.

det[ I n λk − A ] = det[ I n λk − (1 − α ) A]

λ
= (1 − α ) n det I n k − A
1−α

(18)

Aˆ ∈ M n ,

C ∈ ℜ +p×n ,

D ∈ ℜ +p×m .

Therefore, from (21) it follows that

(19)

Aˆ = α [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 A ∈ M n

(3) we have x(t ) ∈ ℜ n+ , t ≥ 0 since by Lemma 1

e

∈ ℜ n+×n

and

x0 ∈ ℜ n+

,

u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+

,

u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+

Re λk < 0 ,

k = 1,..., n if and only if Re λk < 0 , k = 1,..., n . 
Lemma 4. The matrix

Proof. Sufficiency. If Aˆ ∈ M n and Bˆ ∈ ℜ+n×m then from
Aˆ t

(22)

= (1 − α ) n det[ I n λk − A].

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in
(Kaczorek 2001).
Theorem 3. The fractional system (2) is positive if and
only if

Bˆ ∈ ℜ n+×m ,

(21)

(23)

is asymptotically stable if and only if the eigenvalues
λk = −α k + jβ k , k = 1,..., n of the matrix A satisfy the
condition

, t ≥0.
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time t ∈ [0, t f ] . The positive system (2) is called

[1 + (1 − α )α k ]α k + (1 − α ) β k2 = n(k ) > 0.
Proof.

From

(20)

for

reachable if for every x f ∈ ℜ n+ there exists t f and an

λˆk = −αˆ k + jβˆk

input u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+ for t ∈ [0, t f ] which steers the state of

and

the system from x0 = 0 to x f .

λk = −α k + jβ k , k = 1,..., n we have

Definition 5. A matrix A ∈ ℜn×n is called monomial if
in each row and in each column only one entry is
positive and the remaining entries are zero.
Theorem 5. The positive fractional system (2) is
reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] if the matrix

λˆk = −αˆ k + jβˆk = α [1 − (1 − α )λk ]−1 λk
= α [1 − (1 − α )(−α k + jβ k )]−1 (−α k + jβ k )
=α

1 + (1 − α )α k + j (1 − α ) β k
[1 + (1 − α )α k ]2 + [(1 − α ) β k ]2

(−α k + jβ k ) (24)

 − [1 + (1 − α )α k ]α k − (1 − α ) β k2
= α
 [1 + (1 − α )α ]2 + [(1 − α ) β ]2
k
k

[1 + (1 − α )α k ]β k − (1 − α )α k β k 
j
[1 + (1 − α )α k ]2 + [(1 − α ) β k ]2 

tf



ˆ
ˆT
R f = R(t f ) = e At Bˆ Bˆ T e A t dt

is monomial.
The input which steers the state of the system from
x0 = 0 to x f is given by

and

 [1 + (1 − α )α k ]α k + (1 − α ) β k2
αˆ k = α 
2
2
 [1 + (1 − α )α k ] + [(1 − α ) β k ]
n( k )
=α
, k = 1,..., n.
d (k )






t



Proof. The
matrix

(28)

Proof. It is well-known (Kaczorek 2001) that
R −f 1 ∈ ℜ n+×n if and only if the matrix R f ∈ ℜn+×n is
monomial. In a similar way as in proof of Theorem 1 it
can be shown that the input (28) steers the state of
positive system from x0 = 0 to x f ∈ ℜ n+ in time

t ∈ [0, t f ] . From (28) it follows that u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+ since
(26)

e − βt > 0

+

if A ∈ M n is

dτR −f 1 x f

0

(25)

if n(k ) > 0 , k = 1,..., n . 
Lemma 5. The matrices

n

ˆ T (t −τ )
f

A
u (t ) = e − βt Bˆ T e

From (25) it follows that αˆ k > 0 , k = 1,..., n if and only

Aˆ = α [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 A ∈ M n ,
Bˆ = [ I − (1 − α ) A]−1 (1 − α ) B ∈ ℜ n×m

(27)

0

asymptotically stable and B ∈ ℜ n+×m .
matrix [ I n − (1 − α ) A]−1 ∈ ℜ n+×n if

for

β=

α
1−α

>0,

0 < α <1,

Aˆ (t −τ )
Bˆ T e f ∈ ℜ+m×n and R −f 1 x f ∈ ℜ n+ . 

Example 2. (Continuation of Example 1) Note that the
matrix R f given by (15) is monomial only for

the

A ∈ M n is asymptotically stable (Kaczorek

a = −3.3216 . Therefore, we cannot say anything about
the reachability of the positive system with (12) in time
t ∈ [0,1] for a ≥ 0 .

2001). Therefore, by Lemma 3 and (1 − α ) B ∈ ℜ +n× m for
0 < α < 1 (25) holds if A ∈ M n is asymptotically stable.

From Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 we have the following.
Theorem 4. The fractional system (2) is positive if
A ∈ M n is asymptotically stable and B ∈ ℜ n+×m ,

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Caputo-Fabrizio definition of the fractional
derivative has been applied to analysis of the positivity
and reachability of continuous-time linear systems.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reachability
of standard continuous-time linear systems have been
established (Theorem 1). Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the positivity of the fractional linear
systems have been given (Theorems 3 and 4). Sufficient
conditions for the reachability of the fractional positive
linear systems have been also established (Theorem 5).
The considerations are illustrated by numerical
examples of standard and positive fractional linear
systems.

C ∈ ℜ +p×n , D ∈ ℜ +p×m .
Definition 4. A state x f ∈ ℜ n+ of the positive system
(2) is called reachable in time t ∈ [0, t f ] if there exists
an input u (t ) ∈ ℜ m
+ for t ∈ [0, t f ] which steers the state
of the system from zero initial condition x0 = 0 to the
final state x f ∈ ℜ n+ . If every state x f ∈ ℜ n+ is reachable
in time t ∈ [0, t f ] then the system is called reachable in
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The considerations can be extended to continuousdiscrete linear systems.
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discrete-event

simulation in this industry, with emphasis on the study
of fast-food restaurants. At a more detailed level,
(Brann and Kulick 2002) describes the simulation of
restaurant operations, and (Curin et al. 2005) describes
the successful use of simulation to reduce service times
at a busy fast-food university campus restaurant. The
focus of analysis in the present study was likewise a
restaurant, specifically one providing take-away
dinners but offering no dine-in services. The restaurant
owners and managers embraced the use of simulation
to explore solutions to long-standing problems of
inadequate staffing, resulting long waiting times for
order pick-up, customer dissatisfaction, and ultimately
lost sales.

process

ABSTRACT
For more than half a century now, discrete-event
process simulation has repeatedly proved itself a
powerful analytical tool for improving many types of
commercial and industrial processes. This analytical
power is especially highly valued when the operational
complexity and/or stochastic variability of the process
exceeds the ability of closed-form equations to model
it. Historically, simulation first proved its worth, and
was most extensively used, in the analysis and
improvement of manufacturing operations. More
recently, the use of simulation has expanded vigorously
and broadly to include warehousing operations, the
delivery of health care (hospitals and clinics),
transportation services (airlines, railroads, and bus
lines), and the hospitality industry (amusement parks,
hotels, restaurants, and cruise ships).

This paper is organized as follows: The next section
provides a high-level description of the restaurant’s
operations. The following two sections explain, in
turn, the collection and analysis of the input data; and
then the construction, verification, and validation of the
simulation model. The next section describes the
results and conclusions obtained by experimentation
runs of the model. The final section presents overall
conclusions, how the results specifically guided and
helped the restaurateur, and indicated future work.

In the successful simulation application described in
this paper, simulation was used to model, analyze, and
improve the staffing levels and operational procedures
of a restaurant – unusually, a restaurant which provides
only take-out services, with (by business choice) no
“dine-in” capacity. The simulation analysis showed
the most effective path to correction of insufficient
capacity, distressingly long waiting times, and
consequent lost sales and revenue.

OVERVIEW
OF
OPERATIONS

RESTAURANT’S

The restaurant in question, Veggie Delight, is located
near the center of one of south India’s most populous
and busy cities, Chennai.
Its highly successful
business model is to serve takeout only, during the
dinner pickup hours (6pm to 10pm, although orders
accepted before 10pm may perforce be picked up
shortly after that hour), and to serve only one famous
south Indian dish, idli (south Indian rice cake) with
chutney (a family of condiments – hence this is a
vegetarian entrée) (Achaya 2012). No diners are
served within the restaurant itself. All orders are taken
by telephone; the typical customer telephones the
dinner order from his or her workplace, then intending
to drive by the restaurant on the way home and pick up
the boxed dinner for leisurely home consumption. A
surge of telephone calls begins immediately after the
6pm opening time, and continues unabated through the
evening, as workers head home from often late
working hours in nearby offices. Indeed, the restaurant

INTRODUCTION
Historically, the first vigorous commercial uses of
discrete-event process simulation were in the
manufacturing sectors of the economy processes (Law
and McComas 1999). More recently, and now very
aggressively and successfully, simulation analysts and
industrial engineers have expanded its use to
warehousing, the delivery of health care, the operation
of transportation networks, and the delivery of
consumer services. These consumer services are wideranging, including the operation of retail stores, banks,
hotels, and restaurants. Hotels and restaurants are two
of the key sectors in the “hospitality industry;” (Starks
and Whyte 1998) provides a tutorial on the use of
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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These data were analyzed with the commonly used and
reliable distribution-fitting software Stat::Fit®.
Appropriate techniques of using a software package for
this purpose appear in (Chung 2004). The Stat::Fit®
software supports the chi-squared, KolmogorovSmirnov, and Anderson-Darling measures of fit
quality, as documented in a description of this software
which appears in (Leemis 2002).

proprietors might say the business model has become
too successful – leading to overload of the cooks and
the kitchen capacity, hence long wait times, impatient
customers, and hence complaints and lost sales. Many
of the analytical challenges presented by this business
context were strikingly similar to those presented by
the simulation of an oil change center (Williams et al.
2005). In both contexts, the customer service was
provided on a basis of “drive in, receive needed service
(the provision of fresh oil or a boxed dinner), and drive
out.” In both businesses, the most pressing problems
related to staffing levels and the deployment of
personnel. In the case of this restaurant, when the
simulation study began, there were two workers – one
dedicated to answering the telephone and one working
to cook and package the idlies – and four telephone
lines. And both simulation clients expressed the
heartfelt concern “The line is so bad it’s out into the
street.”

Results of these analyses led to the following
conclusions:
1. Call interarrival times (for calls successfully
received) were exponentially distributed with
mean six minutes.
2. Time taken to answer a customer call was
uniformly distributed between two and two
and a half minutes.
3. The time required by the kitchen to prepare an
idli was triangularly distributed with
minimum seven minutes, mode eight minutes,
and maximum nine minutes.
4. The time required to pack one, two, or three
idlies in a box (a box holds a maximum of
three idlies) was triangularly distributed with
minimum 30 seconds, mode 48 seconds, and
maximum 60 seconds.

Confronting challenges such as these, the restaurant
management sought to determine the potential
improvements to key performance metrics which could
be obtained by increasing the number of incoming
telephone lines and/or the number of culinary workers.
The key performance metrics were:
1. Rejected (“dropped”) incoming telephone
orders per hour
2. Utilization of the kitchen workers
3. Customers’ time-in-system
4. Average number of waiting customers, and
their average waiting time
5. Number of customers served

The number of idlies ordered was distributed as
follows:
Table 1. Probabilities of Ordered Quantities
Number of Idlies Ordered
Probability
1
0.20
2
0.30
3
0.30
4
0.15
5
0.05

INPUT DATA AND ITS ANALYSIS
Since the restaurant is a specialized one which opens
each day at 6pm (to cater to the dinner trade) and
closes shortly after 10pm (when the last customer
arriving before 10pm has received full service), data
collection was not unduly burdensome in terms of time
required. On multiple days, distributed among the days
of the week, the modeling team collected – by direct
observation – data pertaining to the number of
incoming calls received and answered per hour, the
time required to answer a call, the number of idlies
ordered in a call, the time required to prepare idlies,
and the time required to package them for handover to
the arriving customer. It was readily observed that the
packaging of cooked idlies was not a bottleneck of
concern.
The restaurant has telephone lines
scrupulously kept available for incoming calls
(employees are not allowed to use these lines to place
an outbound call). The italicized words above (“and
answered”) acknowledge an admitted deficiency of this
data collection: If a would-be customer places a call
when all deployed lines are already receiving orders,
that customer will receive a busy signal and the failure
of that call goes undetected.

The number of idlies ordered was found independent of
time of evening and independent of day of week.
Therefore, in the model, a customized discrete
distribution was defined to represent these
probabilities.
No significant downtimes of equipment, nor
absenteeism problems of workers, were noticed during
the data collection period.
Therefore, no such
downtimes or personnel shortages were incorporated
into the simulation model. Furthermore, the success
the staffing increase (two more workers) achieved
when implemented convinced the restaurateur to use
simulation analysis again to evaluate contingency plans
addressing the quantitative effects of unexpected
absenteeism, equipment failure, or electrical failure
(this last a highly pertinent concern, especially during
the rainy season when frequent power outages are quite
likely).
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MODEL CONSTRUCTION,
AND VALIDATION

5. Reconciling the total number of idlies cooked
and delivered with the number of customers served
and the distribution of “idlies ordered per
customer” as specified in Table 1. For example, as
test run specifying that exactly 100 customers
would enter the system should lead to an
expectation of selling 255 (20*1 + 30*2 + 30*3 +
15*4 + 5*5) idlies; several such test runs all
predicted sales of between 241 and 266 idlies).

VERIFICATION,

The simulation software tool Simio®, well
documented in (Kelton, Smith, and Sturrock 2013),
(Joines an Roberts 2015), and (Thiesing and Pegden
2015), was used for this project. Simio® constructs
such as Servers (representing the cooking or the
packing stations), Sources (representing arrival of
either incoming calls or of customers “physically”
arriving to pick up orders), Sinks (representing calls or
customers leaving the system), and Resources
(representing cooks or packers) were well-suited to
model the process. Entities moving through this model
represented incoming calls, arriving customers, or
idlies being cooked, packaged, and delivered to
customers. Model logic using entity attributes (which
Simio® calls “states”) ensured the delivery of an order
of idlies to the customer who placed the order by
telephone.
Commendably, Simio® supports the
development of model logic via a “drag-and-drop”
flowchart-construction interface in lieu of the writing
of code in a software language (typically akin to Visual
Basic for Applications). This support helps make
simulation analysis to graduate-level business students,
who – in the United States – typically do not have a
background in computer coding in a language such as
VBA or C++. An example showing the logic executed
upon the acceptance of an order appears as Figure 1 in
the Appendix. Similar logic ensures that no incoming
calls can enter the system after 10pm – but orders
received previously will move through the system until
fulfillment and the “last order out” will “close” the
restaurant.

At the conclusion of these verification and validation
endeavors, and the routine correction of mistakes
exposed by these efforts, the simulation model was
deemed valid and acknowledged as credible by the
restaurant proprietor. Specifically, all performance
metrics of high interest (number of customers served,
number of idlies cooked and delivered, time-in-system
of incoming calls, and utilizations of cooks and
packers) matched current observations in the restaurant
to within 4%.
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
Since the restaurant opens afresh every day at 6pm and
runs until “empty and after 10pm,” simulation runs
were terminating, not steady-state, and hence needed
zero warm-up time. Each of sixteen scenarios (one to
four telephone lines and one to four workers) was run
for twenty replications.
Originally, the restaurant had four telephone lines and
two workers. After examining the simulation results,
the proprietor decided to add two workers and
correspondingly increase space in the kitchen. Doing
so, at moderate cost, provided the following
reassurances:
1. Kitchen utilization would decrease from a
frenetic 87% to a relatively comfortable but
not wasteful 74%-75%.
2. A fivefold increase in customers could be
accommodated with unchanged customer
waiting time.
This reassurance was of
particular significance to the restaurateur
because new construction of office buildings
in the neighborhood is likely to provoke a
sharp increase in the number of office workers
wishing to order a takeout dinner as they
prepare to commute home from work.
3. The time-in-system of a customer (from the
customer’s perspective, “How soon after
calling my order will it be ready?”) would be
less than ⅓ its previous value.
4. The number of customers served on average
increased from 40.55 to 45.00, a 10%
increase.

Various techniques (Sargent 2015) were used to verify
and validate the model. These techniques included:
1. Sending one arriving order (followed by one
arriving customer to pick it up) through the system
and tracing it step-by-step via the animation. The
order and customer entities proceeded through the
model correctly, including successful matching of
the Customer entity with the Order entity, at the
“Delivery” point (which Simio® calls a
“Combiner”).
2. Directional testing – for example, increasing
or decreasing the frequency of incoming calls
beyond plausible limits and checking that
performance metrics such as resource utilizations
increased or decreased as expected. For example,
at the “Kitchen” (a “Server” in Simio®
nomenclature) queues grew steadily as incoming
call rates increased – until the utilization of call
lines reached 100%.
3. Undertaking structured walkthroughs of
process logic within the modeling team.
4. Checking (via display of the state variable
“number of entities in system” on the animation)
that this number decreased monotonically after
10pm.

Details of these simulation results appear in Table 2
(Appendix). The box-&-whisker plot (Figure 3), very
easily and conveniently available in Simio®, helps a
non-technical client, such as the proprietor, readily
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understand the merits of the sixteen different scenarios
studied relative to the performance metrics (here,
customer time in system).
In view of these considerations, the proprietor did
adopt this change and successfully realized these
benefits, supporting a rapid and profitable increase in
business. Financially, the cost of increased capacity
was 10.000 Rs. (one time), the cost of the two
incremental workers was 8.200 Rs./month, and overall
profit increased by Rs. 169.000, a nearly nine-fold
return on investment.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This simulation project and its analysis provided
valuable advice and reassurances to the restaurateur.
Deliberate inclusion of a large number of scenarios –
many of which were deliberately leaner in staffing
levels than the current situation – helped convince the
restaurateur that the operations were most emphatically
not overstaffed, and added to the credibility the model
and its analysis achieved. Furthermore, the successes
of increasing total customers served by 10% while
keeping the number of dropped calls negligible and not
increasing customer waiting time have encouraged the
business proprietor to consider potential expansions of
the enterprise.
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APPENDIX

Figure 1. Process Logic Executed when Order Is Taken

Figure 2. Model Closeout Logic

Table 1. Key Performance Metrics for Sixteen Scenarios
#Lines
#Workers Lost Calls/hr
Kitchen Util.
Cust TIS (hr)
# Cust in Q
1
1
0.71
90.03
0.16
0.02
1
2
0.70
87.58
0.06
0.03
1
3
0.05
0.60
80.12
0.03
4
0.63
66.81
0.01
1
0.06
1
0.15
90.13
0.18
2
0.03
2
0.14
87.32
0.07
2
0.06
3
0.14
81.73
0.03
2
0.08
4
71.24
0.01
2
0.20
0.10
1
90.14
0.18
3
0.03
0
2
87.01
0.07
0
3
0.06
3
81.93
0.03
0.03
3
0.09
4
73.45
0.02
0.08
3
0.12
1
90.14
0.18
0
4
0.03
2
87.01
0.07
0
4
0.06
3
81.53
0.03
0
0.09
4
0.12
0.03
74.49
0.02
4
4
Red italics: Original situation. Blue boldface: Recommended and adopted situation.
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Cust Wait (min)
22.68
22.49
24.44
23.71
35.00
40.00
37.01
36.63
41.10
43.16
40.09
42.71
41.10
43.16
40.00
43.12

Figure 3. Comparative Box-&-Whisker Plots for Customer Time-In-System Under Sixteen Scenarios
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In 2013–2015, LAMO was upgraded (Spalvins et al.
2015a). Due to these upgrades, four successive versions
of LAMO can be marked (see Table 1).
LAMO comprises the active groundwater zone of Latvia
that provides drinking water. In Figure 1, the location of
LAMO is shown.

KEYWORDS
Hydrogeological model, numerical interpolation,
permeability of geological layers, pumping tests for
wells, transmissivity of aquifers.
ABSTRACT
In 2010–2012, the hydrogeological model (HM) of
Latvia (LAMO) was developed by the scientists of Riga
Technical University (RTU). LAMO comprises
geological and hydrogeological data provided by the
Latvian Environment, Geology and Meteorology Centre
(LEGMC) for the active groundwater zone of Latvia. In
2013–2015, LAMO was notably upgraded. The density
of hydrographical network (rivers, lakes) was increased,
cuttings of river valleys into primary geological layers
were done, plane approximation step was decreased,
hydraulic conductivity distributions of layers were
refined by creating more reliable permeability maps. In
the paper, methods of obtaining these maps are
described.

Figure 1: Location of LAMO.

INTRODUCTION

The land territory of Latvia and the area of the Gulf of
Riga constitute the HM active area (Figure 2). The
passive area represents border territories of the
neighbouring countries. The active and passive areas are
separated by the 4km wide border zone where boundary
conditions for the active area are fixed.

The countries of the European Union (EU) are
developing the HM from which information is applied
for the water resources management that must
implement the EU aims defined in the Water Framework
Directive (Water Framework Directive 2000). In Latvia,
the LEGMC specialists are preparing and updating the
water resources management plans for the country.
In 2010–2012, the HM LAMO was established by the
scientists of RTU. LAMO simulates the steady state
average hydrogeological simulation of Latvia. The
licensed program Groundwater Vistas (GV) is used for
running LAMO (Environmental Simulations, Inc. 2011).
Table 1: Versions of LAMO
Year Approximation grid
Rivers in model
Lakes
Name of of
Plane Number Number Number Valleys Flow number
version dispo- step
of grid of cells
incised data
sal
[metre] planes [106]
used
LAMO1 2012 500
25
14.25
199
no
no
67
LAMO2 2013 500
27
15.43
199
yes
no
67
LAMO3 2014 500
27
15.43
469
yes
no
127
LAMO4 2015 250
27
61.56
469
yes yes 127
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Figure 2: Locations of LAMO active and passive areas
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The LAMO4 version simulates 27 geological layers (see
Table 2). It is shown in Figures 3 and 4 that most of
primary layers are outcropping. After emerging at the
sub quaternary surface, such layers have zero thickness
(m = 0).
Table 2. Vertical schematization and parameters
of layers for calibrated LAMO4

Figure 4: Geological cross section
The layers Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 26, 27 do not have the m = 0
areas, because they exist everywhere in the HM area of
the active part. The size of the m = 0 areas of the LAMO
layers can be computed by using the data of Table 2. as
the difference between the area of the HM active part
(71.29 thous.km2) and the m > 0 area of the layer.
The m = 0 areas caused problems when the permeability
maps (k-maps) for layers of LAMO were obtained
(Spalvins et al. 2015b).
In the present paper, methods are described that were
used for making more realistic k–maps of LAMO4.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS
To understand the problems of creating the k-maps for
the m>0 and m=0 areas of HM layers, the basic
mathematics of HM must be considered
By using the 3D - finite difference approximation, the
xyz–grid of HM is built. It consists of (h × h × m)-sized
blocks (h is the block plane step, m is the variable
thickness of a geological layer). For LAMO4, h = 250
meters.
LAMO provides the 3D-distribution of piezometric head
vector φ as the numerical solution of the boundary field
problem which is approximated in the nodes of the HM
xyz-grid by the following algebraic expression (Spalvins
et al. 2015a):
Aφ =  − Gψ,

A = Axy + Az ,

(1)

where A is the hydraulic conductivity matrix of the
geological environment which is presented by the
xy-layer
system
containing
horizontal
(Axy ̶ transmissivity T) and vertical (Az – vertical
hydraulic conductivity) elements of the HM grid; ψ and
 are the boundary head and flow vectors, respectively;
G is the diagonal matrix (part of A) assembled by
elements linking the nodes where φ must be found with
the locations where ψ is given.
The ψ–conditions for LAMO are fixed on all outer
boundary surfaces of the HM active volume (top,
bottom and the vertical surface of the shell in the

Figure 3: Boundaries of primary geological strata
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of axy, no boundary conditions are used for aquitards. As
it follows from (4), the vertical link azi of an aquitard
takes over the link azi+1 of an aquifer, because azi+1 >>
azi and azi,i+1 ~ azi . For this reason, the aquitards control
vertical groundwater flows between the aquifers.
The k–maps of the aquitards of LAMO were obtained
by using general knowledge about aquitards of Latvia
and by adjusting the maps in the course of calibration.
Special correction of the k–maps was done for the m = 0
areas of the ten aquitards Nos 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
20, 22, 24. At the northern part of Latvia, their m = 0
areas are overlapping with those of the eleven aquifers
Nos 5, 7, … ,25. (see Table 2, Figures 3 and 4). For the
21 cells of the size (h×h×ε), the series conductance azn
of the volume (h×h×21ε) can be computed by using the
expression for the series connection of azi :

boundary zone). The ψ–conditions also include
conditions for rivers and lakes. In LAMO, the
β - conditions are used only for exploitation wells.
The elements axy, az of Axy, Az (or gxy, gz of G) for the
block (h×h×mi) are computed as follows:
axyi = ki mi =Ti,
mi = zi-1-zi ≥ 0,

azi = h2 ki / mi,
i=1, 2, …, u ,

(2)

where zi-1, zi are elevations, accordingly, of the top and
bottom surfaces of the i-th geological layer; z0
represents the ground surface elevation ψrel-map; mi, ki
are elements of digital mi, ki-maps of thickness and
permeability of the i-th layer, accordingly; for LAMO4,
u=28. The set of z-maps describes the full geometry
(stratification) of LAMO.
For the block (cell) of the xyz-grid, the surfaces zi -1 and
zi represent its top and bottom, correspondingly. The
centres of the cells are located on the surface zi-0.5 :
zi-0.5 =0.5(zi-1 + zi ),

i=1, 2, …,u.

azn  1 /

(1 / azi )  (h 2 /  ) /

n

 (1/ ki )mean =32 ,

(6)

i 1

where ki = kmean are the data in Table 2; h = 250; n = 21.
It is obvious that the value azn = 32 cannot be accepted,
because it is very far from az = ∞ . To mend azn at the
m = 0 areas, the kmean was increased 100 and 10 times,
for the aquitards Nos 8, 10 and Nos 12-24, accordingly.
After the correction, the value of kzn increased from the
unacceptable 32 to 934.
Within the m > 0 area of an aquitard, the m = 0 track can
appear if the aquitard is cut through by a river valley.
These tracks are treated as the ordinary m = 0 areas.
The choice of ε = 0.02 meter was determined also by the
tolerable error of stratification in the m = 0 areas for the
northern part of Latvia. There the total thickness of the
m = 0 volume is 21ε. If ε = 0.02 then there the HM
geometry distortion 1.02 meter is acceptable.

(3)

(4)

where azi+1 is the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the
(i+1)-th cell. It follows from (2) that for the m=0 areas
of layers: axy = k × 0 = 0 and az =k/0 = ∞.
In the GV system, LAMO is supported by the
MODFLOW program (Harbaugh 2005), where the
matrix A must be simulated accurately also for the m = 0
areas. In order to match this rule and to avoid the
“division by zero” in the az calculation, m = 0 must be
replaced by a small ε > 0. For LAMO, ε = 0.02 meter.
It follows from (2), the axy and az ̶ maps are computed by
the GV system where the k and z–maps serve as the
initial data. The z–maps simulate the geological
stratigraphy that cannot be changed easily. In fact, the
axy and az ̶ maps can be controlled only by altering the
k–maps.
For the m = 0 areas, problems arise if the k–maps for
aquifers are obtained by using the formula:
k=T/m,


i 1

The vertical link azi,i+1 that joins the centers of the i-th
and the underlying (i+1)-th cell is computed, as the
harmonic mean of the conductances azi and azi+1 :
azi,i+1 = 2 azi azi+1 / ( azi + azi+1 ),

n

PERMEABILITY MAPS FOR AQUIFERS
The transmissivity axy for aquifers is very important,
because it controls the lateral groundwater motion there.
Because az of aquifers have large values, they have
small influence on vertical links of (4), hence in LAMO
they join aquifers with aquitards.
The permeability of aquifers can be found in a variety of
ways: field tests, laboratory tests, methods based on
grain size distributions (Domenico and Schwartz 1998).
Inverse problem solving methods can also be used (Chin
2014). However, the field tests where one well is
pumped are commonly applied. They permit the testing
of large volumes of rock. They have provided rather
reliable data for finding permeability of aquifers for the
LAMO3 and LAMO4 versions
It was shown in (Spalvins et al. 2015b), how the variable
k-maps were obtained for the LAMO3 version by using
the pumping data of wells. New methods that have been
used for creating more reliable k-maps for the LAMO4
version are described in this section.

(5)

where the m-map is the divider. For the m = 0 areas of
aquitards, obstacles of obtaining their k-maps also must
be removed.
PERMEABILITY MAPS FOR AQUITARDS
The basic indication of an aquitard which impedes flow
of groundwater is its small value of k (see Table 2). Due
to this fact, the transmissivity axy = T of aquitards has no
real influence on the solution φ of (1). Due to smallness
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Appliance of pumping data of wells

Obtaining of permeability maps

The pumping test of a single well in a confined aquifer
uses the discharge rate Q. The drawdown S of the
groundwater head is observed which value is given by
the expression (Bindeman and Jazvin 1982):
Q
(ln( R / r )     ) , T = km,
S
(7)
2T
where R and r are radiuses, accordingly, of the well
depression cone and the screen; ξ and  are
dimensionless hydraulic resistances that account for the
partial penetrating factor of a well and for the quality of
the well screen, respectively. For a new well,  = 0. For
old wells, the screen resistance γ increases; its value is
unknown and, for this reason, only pumping data of the
new wells can provide credible results. Thus,  = 0
should be used in (7).
From (7), the following expression can be obtained:

The k-maps for aquifers can be obtained by using the
formula (5) where the transmissivity T is derived from
the well pumping data; m is the aquifer thickness which
is used in (2) by the GV system.
By using the Excel program (Walkenback 2007), the set
of the specific capacity q, must be extracted from the
well pumping data. As a rule, the q-set contains very low
and also very high improbable values. In order to
normalize the set, minimal and maximal values of q are
fixed (for LAMO3, qmin = 0.3 and qmax = 5). The q-set
contains n pointwise data. For LAMO, n > 1000 for
practically all aquifers. Due to the large n, the fast
gridding method of “inverse distance to power” is
applied by the SURFER program (Golden software, Inc
2012) This method computes the interpolated value σo at
the grid nodes by using the available pointwise data
σi = qi, i = 1,… ,n, as follows (Franke 1982):

T

q
(ln( R / r )   ) ,
2

q=Q/S ,

(9)

(10)

i, j

 ij  (1 / Dij ) p ,
(14)

where τij – the weight of σij ; p – the power (p = 0.5 was
applied); i and j were the grid row and column local
indices for the neighboring nodes with respect to the
central node oo of the filter; Dij – the distance between
the nodes oo and ij.
Smoothing of  = qij by the filter (14) is moderate. To
preserve the data provided by wells, only one filtering
pass was done.
The “inverse distance” interpolation and filtering do not
account for discontinuity of aquifers that include the
m = 0 areas. Therefore, for all nodes of the LAMO grid,
values of qij are computed. Because the formula (5) are
used, only at the m > 0 area, reasonable k values may
appear.
Very large k values appear within the m = 0 areas (there
m = 0.02 meter for LAMO), at a vicinity of borderlines
within the m > 0 areas where m → 0. At locations of
river valleys, the values of k jumpwise enlarge, due to
the decrease of m at the valley places.

where m is the thickness of an aquifer, and l and r are,
accordingly, the length and radius of the well screen.
The formula can be used if m/r > 100, l/m ≥ 0.1.
The resistance  can be applied to refine the
transmissivity T, as follows:
kcor = v k ,

(13)

i, j

Dij  i 2  j 2 ,

  (1/ a 1)(ln 1.47ab  2.65a) , a = l/m, b = m/r, (11)

v = 1+ ξ / 10.0 ,

i 1

 oo  (  ij ij ) /  ij ,

In (Verigin 1962), the empirical formula is given for
obtaining ξ:

T = v Tmin ,

i 1

 i  (1 / d oi ) p ,

where τi – the weight of σi ; di – the distance between the
grid node o and the σi point; p – the weighting power;
xo, yo; xi, yi are coordinates, respectively, of the o-th grid
node and the i-th point. The value p = 2 was used to
prepare the  -grid for LAMO3 and LAMO4.
The interpolation result of (13) is rather rough and, to
smooth it, the moving digital “inverse distance”
low-pass filter of the size 11  11 was used (Spalvins et
al. 2015b), (Ditas 2000):

It was shown in (Spalvins et al. 2015b) that for the leaky
confined primary aquifers of LAMO, ln(R/r) ~10.0. If
ξ=0 then (9) is roughly approximated by the expression:
Tmin=137q.

n

d oi  ( xo  xi ) 2  ( y 0  yi ) 2 ,

where q is the specific capacity of a well.
If q and T have the dimensions, liter/(sec.meter), and
(meter)2/day, respectively, then
T  13.75q(ln( R / r )  ) .

n

 o  ( i i ) /  i ,

(8)

(12)

where kcor – the corrected value of k.
For LAMO, the typical values of l/m and m/r are within
the limits: 0.5 > l/m > 0.2; 500 > m/r > 100. Then, as
follows from (Spalvins et al. 2015b), the correction
factor v may be within the limits: 2.8 > v > 1.3.
Presently, ξ is not accounted for. However, (12) shows
that a modeler can use T > Tmin, if necessary. It was done
for the LAMO4 version (Spalvins et al. 2015a). In
Table 2, kmean have larger values than the ones in
Table 4 where v = 1.0.
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For LAMO3, the extreme k values at the m = 0 and
m → 0 areas were replaced by the maximal k value that
was found within the m > 0 zone of the k-map (Spalvins
et al. 2015b). No satisfactory method was found to
eliminate the jumpwise changes of k at the locations of
river valleys.
For LAMO4, the both above-mentioned drawbacks were
eliminated. Initial data for q were checked by the
computer based tools.

Table 3: Summary of well data treatment
Aquifer
code

Pumping data of wells were provided by LEGMC.
These data were never checked before. In the case of
LAMO3, only rough testing and sorting of them were
done (elimination of obviously wrong data, appliance of
data bounded within the 5 > q > 0.3 interval). For the
case of LAMO4, more careful checking of data was
done. Its results are presented in Table 3, where four
stages of the initial data treatment are shown (deposited,
sorted, bounded, and surviving) for the ten primary
aquifers of LAMO. Table 3 gives the number of wells in
each stage and the mean value qmean of the specific
capacity of wells that are present at the stage.
The value of qmean is the arithmetic mean:

q ) / N ,
i

156

114

46

0.72

0.79

0.88

D3zg#

872

681

533

143

0.80

0.87

1.08

D3krs# 712

524

426

118

0.84

0.86

1.11

959

819

256

1.17

1.15

1.74

D3pl

2874

1295

1073

374

1.08

1.05

1.46

D3am

778

526

420

190

0.64

0.71

0.80

D3gj2 5241

1229

1096

324

0.77

0.84

1.05

D3gj1 5346

1579

1378

425

0.82

0.88

1.18

D2brt 1867

1332

1020

367

0.71

0.80

0.99

D2ar

1188

974

314

0.64

0.71

0.88

1740

For LAMO4, the following search parameters were
used: R1 = 2000 meters, R2 = 4000 meters, Δ = 0.3.
As it follows from Table 3, in the stage “surviving”, the
number of wells is considerably reduced. The value of
qmean increased, because for the both steps of the fourth
stage, the wells with the locally larger q were saved.
Correction of permeability maps for aquifers

N

qmean  (

D3ktl# 288

D3dg# 2284

Checking of well pumping data for LAMO4

qmean

Number of wells

deposited selected bounded surviving selected bounded surviving

(15)

i 1

The primary aquifers of LAMO have the m = 0 areas.
Some of them are cut by river valleys
It was noted above that incisions of river valleys into
primary layers caused jumpwise increases of k for the
LAMO3 k-maps. This drawback was completely
eliminated, because the m0-maps without the incisions
were used for the LAMO4 case. Such m0-maps have
been applied by the LAMO1 version, and they are used
even nowadays as the starting position for all necessary
changes in the HM geometry (set of z-maps).
Appliance of the m0-maps is founded on the assumption,
that a river valley does not change k.
To suppress the extreme k values, for the m → 0 zone,
the following correction matrix C was used:

where qi – the specific capacity of i-th well; N – the
number of wells.
As it follows from Table 3, a rather large number of
wells were not allowed to take part at the second stage
“selected”. The eliminated wells were with obviously
wrong data and the ones which screens were not located
entirely within the aquifer under the pumping test. If a
screen is located in two or more aquifers then the well
cannot be used for finding its q or the real piezometric
head of the aquifer (Tremblay et al. 2015).
For the aquifers D3gj1 and D3gj2, due to this feature, a
considerable part of their wells were not accepted for the
second stage (see Table 3).
During the third stage “bounding”, the wells are
eliminated which q does not belong to the interval 4 > q
> 0.2. The value of qmean increases for all aquifers,
because the number of wells (q < 0.2) is much larger
than the ones (q > 4).
To perform the fourth stage “surviving”, two sequential
steps are carried out:
1-st step: within a circle of the radius R1, only the one
well remains which q is the largest;
2-nd step: within a circle of the radius R2, the wells
remain which hold the condition (1 + Δ) > qmean >
(1 − Δ) where qmean is computed within the circle and Δ
is the deviation from the value of qmean.
During the first step, the wells with contradictory data
were eliminated, and the wells with the locally larger q
were saved. The second stage is more conservative,
because more than one well may be saved within the
circle of the radius R2.

1 > C = m0 / (0.75 mmean) ≥ 0 ,

(16)

where the factor 0.75 was chosen empirically; within the
m = 0 and m > 0 areas, C=0 and 1, respectively. The
corrected qcor, kcor and T are obtained, as follows:
qcor = C q,

kcor = 137 qcor/m0 ,

T = kcor m. (17)

In (17), the real m-map is used for obtaining of T and, at
locations of river valleys, the values of T take jumpwise
decreases, as it must be.
For the m > 0 area of an aquifer, the mean arithmetical
value kmean of kcor must be found. Within the m = 0 area ,
kcor = 0 must be replaced with kmean . The replacement
secures the space continuity of HM in the z–direction. In
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nature, the continuality of the geological environment is
secured by its zero thickness m = 0.
In LAMO, the matrix Knorm that results from (17), is
used as the product:
Kcor = Knorm / kmean ,

Due to this short-range feature of the geological
environment, the matrix A is sparse, because it contains
only 7N<<N2 nonzero elements (N is the number of
nodes; N2 is the number of elements of A). The matrix A
is symmetric, because its elements aij = aji (Strang
1976).
In LAMO, the final k-map is represented by the
diagonal matrix K that is the product of the six factors:

(18)

where ki = 1.0, in the m = 0 areas of Knorm.
In order to decrease axy in the m = 0 areas, (ideally. there
axy = 0), Kcor elements there are multiplied by 0.1.

K= K1 × K2×… × K6, .

Table 5 provides the summary on appliance of these six
factors Ki for aquitards and aquifers. The factor kmean
and the identity matrix I are scalars. The matrix I acts
like multiplication by 1; the symbol “+” indicates
appliance of the corresponding factor.

Summary on the k-maps
In Table 4, the summary on the k-maps for primary
aquifers of the LAMO2, LAMO3 and LAMO4 versions
is given. For each HM version, kmean and kmax/kmean are
presented. For the LAMO2 version, kmax/kmean = 1.0,
because constant values of k were used for all aquifers.
For the LAMO3 and LAMO4 versions, the ratio
kmax/kmean is variable. For LAMO4, the ratio kmax/kmean is
larger than for the LAMO3 version, because the values
qmin = 0.2 and 0.3 were used for bounding of the initial
data of LAMO3 and LAMO4, correspondingly.

Table 5: Factors for controlling the k-maps of LAMO

code
K1
K2
K3
K4

Table 4: Summary on LAMO2, LAMO3 and LAMO4
k-maps of the primary aquifers

K5
LAMO2
Aquifer
code kmean, kmax

D3ktl#
D3zg#
D3krs#
D3dg#
D3pl
D3am
D3gj2
D3gj1
D2brt
D2ar

LAMO3
kmean,

meter/day

/kmean

meter/day

3.0
3.0
2.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
14.0
5.0
5.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.12
3.64
5.95
5.58
6.11
4.69
5.58
5.24
1.91
2.13

kmax/ kmean

9.0
5.33
4.35
14.38
8.51
5.67
4.55
6.25
5.83
6.15

LAMO4
kmean,
meter/day

kmax/
kmean

1.77
3.38
6.33
9.40
8.60
4.64
5.11
4.84
3.19
2.91

12.10
15.75
9.89
16.06
19.65
11.25
20.05
16.00
13.75
17.69

(19)

K6

Factor
Aquitards
Aquifers
action
others
aer
others
Q2
core matrix
I
1and 0.05 Knorm Knorm
kmean
+
+
+
+
change of k
+
+
+
+
alter k for
1 and 10
I
1 and 0.1 I
m=0
1 and 102
alter k
1 and 103 1 and 103
I
I
for shell
change of m
I
+
I
+

The role of the four factors K1 – K4 is similar for the all
HM layers:
 K1 is the core matrix; for aquitards and aquifers,
accordingly, K1 = I and Knorm ; for the aer zone, the
values 0.05 are applied for areas of swamps and
locations of lakes and rivers;
 K2 = kmean for all layers;
 K3 is the matrix that is variable during the HM
calibration; K3 is created by using the original GDI
(Geological Data Interpolation) program that
applies lines as data carriers (Spalvins et al. 2013);
 K4 accounts for the necessary changes of k for the
m = 0 areas of layers;
 K5 is used only for the m > 0 areas of the border
zone of aquitards where the factor 1000 turns the
HM shell into the interpolation tool of the
ψ-conditions (Spalvins et al. 2013);
The treatment of the layers Nos 2 and 3 (aer and Q2)
after the HM calibration is special, because their
thicknesses may be changed, if necessary. During the
calibration, maer = 0.02 meter (see Table 2). The layer
aer is the formal aquitard that controls the infiltration
flow on the HM top. It is shown in (Spalvins et. al.
2013) how the thicknesses maer and mQ2 can be changed,
if the appliance of the real maer is needed. Then the
factor K6 is used.

For the LAMO3 and LAMO4 versions, the use of more
realistic k-maps for primary aquifers caused changes of
their groundwater flow balances (Spalvins et al. 2015a).
CONTROL OF PERMEABILITY MAPS
In MODFLOW and LAMO, the k and m-maps, from the
viewpoint of mathematics, are diagonal matrices which
elements exist only in nodes of the xyz – grid of HM.
For the matrix A of (1), the elements aij that join the
neighbouring nodes with the indices i and j, are
computed by MODFLOW as the harmonic mean of
axy, az of (2), accordingly, for the lateral and vertical
links. No connections exist between the grid nodes that
are not neighbours and these links have the zero value.
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The aquifers Nos 1 and 27 carry the ψ–conditions and
no special data are needed to control them. For this
reason, all their six factors Ki are I.
During the HM calibration, the factors K2 and K3 must
be adjusted..
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wells. The data were checked by computer – based
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permeability maps would be applied by modelers
dealing with large regional hydrogeological models.
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ABSTRACT
Sensor data fusion refers to technological solutions aiming
at collecting, classifying and complementing data coming from
multiple sensors. It has the potential of enabling context
awareness which, on the other hand, represents a huge potential
to be exploited in the ﬁeld of IoT applications. Sensor fusion
and IoT have to deal with multi-faced issues like heterogeneity,
sensor/actuator management, data accuracy and reliability. This
paper proposes a multi-tier approach dealing with sensor fusion
and IoT aspects in a modular way. The approach relies on the
use of the agent metaphor, statecharts and on the Rainbow
multi-agent platform. Agents can be dynamically added and
removed from an application thus promoting system openness
and scalability. Heterogeneity and distribution issues are transparently managed by Rainbow which hides the physical layer
on top of which the applications are built. As a signiﬁcant
case study, the approach was exploited for the implementation
of a working prototype devoted to improve security of some
artworks (statues) of the MAB museum located in the city of
Cosenza, Italy.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, sensors are exploited in a huge variety of
applications ranging from healthcare, transportation and logistic, surveillance, environmental monitoring, smart city and
so forth. The sensing capabilities of the infrastructures and
devices surrounding our daily lives are constantly improving
and becoming more affordable. The widespread diffusion of
sensors was also favored by the ever-increasing attention which
is given to the ﬁeld of the so called “Internet of Things” (IoT)
(Miorandi et al., 2012). The basic idea of the IoT is a pervasive
presence around us of a variety of things or objects such
as RFID tags, sensors, actuators, mobile phones, etc. which,
through unique addressing schemes, are able to interact with
each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common
goals (Atzori et al., 2010).
Important issues which are related to the development of
signiﬁcant sensor-based applications are data collection, classiﬁcation and complementation. Sensor data fusion, or simply
sensor fusion (SF) (Karimi, 2013), refers to technological
solutions having the aim of addressing the above issues. The
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goal is to increase both the accuracy and reliability of sensed
data as well as to enable context awareness (Bicocchi et al.,
2014; Karimi, 2013; Schilit et al., 1994). Context awareness
refers to the capability of disclosing information about the
context (or situation) in which the data get acquired/generated.
This allows to validate an event or an assumption made on
sensed data, or to compensate the lack of complete information
about the sensed environment thus permitting to take decisions
and/or properly react to complex environmental stimuli. As an
example, a person may not see ﬂames under the hood of a car,
but the smell of burning rubber and the heat coming from the
dash would suggest that it is prudent to leave the car because
the engine is on ﬁre.
This paper proposes an approach for the development of
distributed SF applications based on the IoT paradigm. The
approach promotes separation of concerns through the use of
a multi-tier architecture which allows to deal with SF and IoT
issues in a modular and orthogonal way. The agent metaphor
(Woolridge and Wooldridge, 2001) is used to structure the
application logic, whereas agents’ behavior is modeled by
using statecharts (Booch et al., 2000; Cicirelli et al., 2011;
Harel, 1987; Kielar et al., 2014). Statecharts are a statebased formalism which allows to specify complex and timedependent behaviors by using a graphical notation. Complexity
of a model is dealt with the use of hierarchical constructs.
Proposed approach permits the exploitation of concept hierarchies which allow the classiﬁcation of high-level situation
as well as the deﬁnition of reaction-driven policy which work
on a multiplicity of low-level events. Concept hierarchies are
useful to represent a system as a set of abstractions normally
used by humans when reasoning about complex systems. The
concepts which are introduced in different tiers, or within the
same tier, can be related together (i.e., orchestrated) in order
to specify complex reaction patterns to the stimuli coming
from the external environment. The overall goal is to move
from the IoT towards the Cognitive IoT (Tsai et al., 2014; Wu
et al., 2014) where objects interact and operate by acquiring
knowledge from the surrounding environment and by following
a context-aware perception-action operational cycle.
Each tier, in the proposed architecture, groups agents on
the basis of some predeﬁned agent roles. For instance, the
role awareness was deﬁned, and the corresponding tier will
contain agents devoted to managing the knowledge acquired
on the whole system and to properly act on the system itself. A
low-level tier, instead, contains objects (not necessarily agents)

used to deal with the hardware/driver system entities.
The agent metaphor was chosen for its capability to naturally meet some needs of distributed SF applications like
the autonomy in reacting to stimuli coming from the external
environment, and its suitability to operate in a open and dynamic environment. Heterogeneity and distribution issues are
transparently managed by the Rainbow (Giordano, Spezzano
and Vinci, 2014) agent platform which has the capability of
abstracting the physical layer on top of which the applications
are built.

The goal of this tier is to decouple, from a sensing/actuation point of view, the functionalities from
the equipment offering them. A change in the physical
devices affects virtual objects but it should not affect
the entities belonging the the other (upper) tiers. The
challenge, here, is to decouple functionalities from implementation. A one-to-many mapping exists between
VOs and the hardware equipments.
•

Sensing/Actuator: the agents deﬁned in this tier are
boundary entities whose goal is turning the functionalities offered by virtual objects into locationindependent services offered by agents. As a general
guideline, it is suggested to develop a dedicated agent
for all the functionalities offered by a single device
abstracted through a VO. These dedicated agents must
be co-located on the computational node hosting the
virtual objects they have to interact. From a functional
point of view, the Sensing/Actuator agents do not
introduce new functionalities nor modify the existing
ones. They can instead mediate the use of the wrapped
functionalities by enforcing, for instance, negotiation
procedures and/or access policies useful for guaranteeing an exclusive use, or a time-based use, of such
functionalities.

•

CSensing/CActuator: here the goal is to compose, or
modify, functionalities offered by the agents belonging
to the Sensing/Actuator tier. Composition of functionalities aims at obtaining aggregate operations starting
from simpler ones, and at orchestrating independent
functionalities in order to pursue a common task.
Modify a functionality means to extend/improve it,
e.g., for increasing the reliability of sensed data, or
for allowing the transparent management of a group of
redundant actuator devices viewed as a single device.
As an example, if it is required to average the data
coming from multiple temperature sensors, it is possible to consider an averaging agent which interacts
with the agents related to the temperature sensors in
order to get data and average it. In another case, the
functionality offered by a temperature agent which
provides only data in real-time, can be extended by an
agent providing information about the maximum and
minimum value of read data. Modify a functionality
can mean also to hide it in order to meet speciﬁc
application constraints. A many-to-many relationship
can exist between agents in this tier and the lower one.

•

Concept: this tier introduces a signiﬁcant increase
in the exploitable abstraction level. In fact, in the
tiers previously described we have been dealing only
with issues directly related to sensing and controlling
the environment, e.g., reading a temperature value or
closing a light. In this tier, instead, an actuation to
be performed, and/or some environmental stimuli, are
mapped onto more abstract concepts. Each concept
is then modeled/implemented through an agent. The
goal, here, is to allow reasoning by using abstract
concepts directly related to the speciﬁc domain of
the application being developed. For instance, in this
tier, it is possible to introduce the concept of climatic
health which depends on the value of the temperature

The proposed approach is novel because it is comprehensive, and explicitly considers aspects tied to sensors and
actuators. Comprehensive means that it takes into account
all the issues relevant to the development of SF applications
starting from the awareness of the context down to the issues
related to the management of physical layer. Flexibility and
modularity is provided by the tiered-based architecture and by
the use of the agent metaphor paired with statecharts.
As a signiﬁcant case study, the approach was exploited
for the implementation of a working prototype devoted to
improve security of some artworks (statues) of the open-air
MAB museum located in the city of Cosenza, Italy.
The paper is structured as follows. First, the proposed
approach is described along with a characterization of the
proposed multi-tier architecture. Then, an overview of the
Rainbow agent-based platform is provided. After that, the
case study is shown. Conclusions and indications about future
research avenues are provided in the last section.
A MULTI-TIERS APPROACH FOR SF
The proposed multi-tiers approach allows the development
of SF applications by promoting both separation of concerns
and modularity. In each tier it is possible to focus on speciﬁc
concerns having a different level of abstraction. The low-level
tier, for instance, copes with software drivers managing physical devices. The high-level one deals with context/situation
awareness. The terms low and high refer to the abstraction
level exploited for developing an application or a working
system. The use of tiers fosters both a top-down and bottomup software development schema. A top-down approach can
be used when an application is developed from scratch. A
bottom-up approach, instead, is suggested to be used when an
application is built on top of some preexisting components. The
introduced tiers are reported in Figure 1. All the tiers except
the lower one, are populated by means of agents. The lowlevel tier instead contains objects which are referred as Virtual
Objects (VOs). Such name mirrors the fact that VOs are used
to virtualize, i.e., to abstract, the physical devices used for
realizing an application. A description of the introduced tiers
follows.
•

Low-level: it hosts the VOs that directly interact with
physical devices. In the case of simple devices, such
virtual objects directly manage information like distances, level of noise or temperature (both for sensing
and actuation purposes). In other more complex cases,
instead, virtual objects interact with the drivers of the
physical devices and can abstract complex operations
(e.g., those related to the management of a webcam).
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THE RAINBOW PLATFORM
Rainbow (Giordano, Spezzano and Vinci, 2014; Giordano,
Spezzano, Vinci, Garofalo and Piro, 2014) is a distributed
agent-based IoT platform composed of single-board computer
nodes, such as the Raspberry PI 2, which is well suited to
connect massive-scale networks of sensors and actuators to
the Cloud. It was chosen as the reference platform exploitable
for supporting the approach so far described.
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The proposed multi-tier architecture

T#5

Figure 2 reports an example in which a certain number
of agents and VOs populate the various tiers and interact
among them. In the ﬁgure it is highlighted that communication
among the introduced entities can be both unidirectional and
bidirectional. Even if in the reported example all the tiers
contain some entities, on the bases of application needs, a tier
could also be empty. It is not allowed to consider intra-tier
communication among the entities located in the tiers from
T#3 to T#0 whereas it can occur, instead, in tiers T#4 and
T#5. All of this favors to deal with the true application logic
(e.g., the goal-oriented logic) only in the tiers with a higher
level of abstraction.
Once the tiers are populated, and having established the
communication patterns among the introduced entities, the next
step is to deﬁne the behavior of each agent. In the approach
here proposed, modeling the behavior of agents relies on the
use of statecharts (Booch et al., 2000; Cicirelli et al., 2011;
Harel, 1987; Kielar et al., 2014). As a consequence, the whole
system can be seen as a network of interacting statecharts.
Statecharts are well suited to model entities having a complex
and time-dependent behavior. They enable both a hierarchical
and modular modeling approach. All of this permits to face
with the well-known state-explosion phenomenon which arises
with large and complex models. The basic mechanism upon
which statecharts rely, consists in the possibility of nesting a
subautomaton within a (macro) state thus encouraging stepwise reﬁnement of a complex behavior.

Concept

data flow

Awareness: this is the tier permitting to operate, and
to reason, at the highest level of abstraction. Agents
introduced in this tier have a holistic vision of all the
concepts which are related to the developed application and which govern the implemented system. Introduced concepts (or a subset of them) are orchestrated
in order to pursue application goals. Information and
data can be complemented in order to augment the
knowledge about the context in which the application
runs. For instance, if an application for managing
safety at home is considered, information indicating
that a person is found lying in the bathroom can be
complemented in order to infer that the person could
be afﬂicted by a malaise.
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CConcept: this tier is equivalent to the CSensing/Cactuator one. In this case, though, composition
and modiﬁcation refer to concepts.
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and humidity actually existing in a given room. In
the same way, the concept of ofﬁce security can
be introduced in order to control a door ofﬁce and
makes it alarmed after a certain hour. A many-to-many
relationship can exist between agents in this tier and
the lower one.
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The multi-tier architecture: an example of communication details

The physical part of the Rainbow architecture is constituted
of sensors and actuators, together with their relative computational capabilities, which are directly immersed in a physical
environment. Physical entities are usually spread across a large
(even geographic) area. All of this implies that the controlling
part of an application must be intrinsically distributed. Sensors
and actuators are partitioned into groups, each of which is
managed by a single computing node. A goal of Rainbow is
to bring the computation (e.g., the controlling part) as close as
possible to the physical part. Each computing node hosts multiagent applications designed to monitor multiple conditions,
or to operate activities within a speciﬁc environment. For
this purpose, each node contains an agent server that permits
agents to be executed properly. Agents can be intelligently
assisted by cloud services, that support complex analytics,
modeling, optimization and visualization tools, to make better
operational decisions.

collection to his city of birth after his death in 2006. The MAB
houses some prestigious sculptures by artists like Salvator Dalı́,
Giorgio De Chirico and by some other artists of Calabria.
Since its establishment, the museum has been the subject of
some vandalisms and of some accidents that damaged some
artworks.

Fig. 3.

The Rainbow architecture

The architecture of Rainbow (see Figure 3) is composed of
the Cloud layer, the Intermediate layer and the Physical layer.
In the Intermediate layer, sensors and actuators of the
Physical layer are represented as virtual objects (VOs). VOs
offer to the agents a transparent and uniform access to the
physical part through the use of a well-established interface.
A VO allows agents to connect directly to devices without care
about proprietary drivers and without addressing some kind of
ﬁne-grained technological issues. Each VO comprises functionalities directly provided by the physical part. Essentially, a
VO exposes an abstract representation (i.e., a machine-readable
description) of the features and capabilities of the abstracted
physical objects spread in the environment. Functionalities
exposed by different types of VOs can be combined in a more
sophisticated way on the basis of event-driven rules which
affect high-level applications and end-users. More in particular,
all the devices are properly wrapped in VOs which, in turn, are
enclosed in distributed gateway containers. The computational
nodes that host the gateways and the agent server represent the
middle layer of the Rainbow architecture.
Gateways and agent servers are co-located in the same
computing nodes in order to guarantee that agents directly
exploit the physical part through VO abstraction. Instead of
transferring data to a central processing unit, we actually
transfer the process (i.e., the ﬁne-grain agent’s execution)
toward the data sources. As a consequence, less data needs to
be transferred over a long distance (i.e., toward remote hosts)
and local access and computation will be fostered in order to
achieve good performance and scalability.
The upper layer of Rainbow architecture concerns the
cloud part. This layer addresses all the activities that cannot
be properly executed in the middle layer like, for instance,
algorithms needing a complete knowledge of the whole system,
tasks that require high computational resources, or when a
historical data storage is mandatory.
SENTIENT STATUES IN THE MAB MUSEUM
The MAB is a particular open-air museum located on the
main artery of the new part of the city of Cosenza (Calabria,
southern Italy). The MAB was born thanks to the donation
of the wealthy collector Carlo Bilotti, native to Cosenza
but immigrant to America, who decided to donate his art
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The goal of the case study which is here described, is to
use sensor fusion concepts in order to furnish to the statues
of the MAB some virtual senses able to make them aware
of what happens around them. The aim is therefore to make
the statues sentients, i.e, able to discover and recognize a
dangerous situation and to react to it with the aim of preventing
damages and averting a possible hazard. The basic idea is to
equip a sculpture with some suitable sensors and actuators
enabling to sensing the environment and operate deterrence
actions, e.g, asking for help. Obviously, in order to avoid
causing damage to the artworks, both sensors and actuators
should not be worn by the sculpture but deployed in their
vicinity in some safe places.
A prototyped system was developed by using the approach
described in this paper. The system was developed from scratch
and, for this reason, a top-down development schema was
exploited. More in particular, in a ﬁrst phase, the layers of
the multi-tiers architecture were populated starting from the
awareness layer. Then, the behavior of each agent was modeled
through statecharts and the code for the modeled agents and
virtual objects was developed. Finally, the system was implemented. System implementation consisted in preparing the
hardware equipment (i.e., the chosen sensors and actuators),
connecting it to a Rainbow server and deploying the developed
code of both agents and virtual objects over that server. The
simplest devices were connected to the Rainbow server trough
some Arduino devices.
In the following, a description of the developed prototype
is reported. A description of the basic features of statecharts
is provided too.
Populating the layers of the multi-tiers architecture
This is the most important phase because it deﬁnes the
roles and the functionalities of all the entities which constitute
the system. In Figure 4 are reported the agents and the VOs
deﬁned for the application.
In the tier of awareness we deﬁned the agent which models
the mood of a sculpture. On the base of the stimuli received
from the environment, a statue can found itself in a status
like quiet, worried or terriﬁed. A detailed description of these
status is provided in the next subsection. A statue perceives its
surrounding environment through its senses. Three different
senses were considered, namely the touch, the sight and the
hearing. For each of the considered senses, a speciﬁc agent
was deﬁned in the concept layer.
On the base of the current status, some safeguard actions
can be executed. For this purpose, a suitable agent is deﬁned
in the cconcept tier. This safeguard agent models a composite
concept which is tied to the concepts of both speaking and
making deterrent actions (see the Speech and Deter agents in
the concept layer of Figure 4).
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Realizing sentient statues: agents’ hierarchy and virtual objects

From the sensing tier it emerges that (i) the sense of touch
is implemented by using both some proximity sensors and
a shock sensor, (ii) the hearing is implemented by a noise
sensor and (iii) the sight is realized by using a webcam.
Proximity sensors are grouped in a single composite sensor
(see the CPrxmty agent in the csensing layer of Figure 4). The
latter composite entity was considered to highlight that, in this
application, all the proximity sensors are indistinguishable and
equivalents.
From the actuator point of view, the safeguard activities
were implemented by considering some speech abilities realized through a speaker, and by some deterrent actions which
are based on the ﬂashing of warning lights.
Four VOs were considered: one for the management of
proximity sensors, one for the shock and noise sensor, and
another two respectively for the webcam and the warning
lights.
Basic features of statecharts
A state of a statechart can recursively be decomposed
into a set of substates, in which case such a state is said
to be a macro state. A state that is not decomposed is said
to be a leaf state. The root state of the decomposition tree
is the only one having no parent and it is referred to as the
top state. At a given point in time, a statechart ﬁnds itself
simultaneously in a set of states that constitutes a path leading
from one of the leaf states to the top state. Such a set of
states is called a conﬁguration (Harel, 1987). A conﬁguration
is uniquely characterized by the only leaf state which it
contains. Each macro state speciﬁes which of its substates
must be considered its initial state. This substate is indicated
by means of a curve originating from a small solid circle
and ending on its border. This curve, although technically
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is not a transition, is referred to as the default transition.
State transitions are represented by edges with arrows. Each
transition is labelled by ev[guard]/action where ev is the
trigger (event or message causing the transition), guard a
logical condition which enables the transition when it evaluates
to true, and action the action “á la Mealy” associated with
the transition. When omitted, the guard is implicitly assumed
to be true. Both source and destination of a transition can be
states at any level of the hierarchy. Firing a transition leads the
statechart to switch from one conﬁguration to another. When
a conﬁguration is left, each of its macro states keeps memory
of its direct substate that is also part of the conﬁguration. This
substate is referred to as the history of the macro state.
A transition always originates from the border of a state,
but it can reach its destination state either on its border or
ending on a particular element called history connector or
H-connector. Such a connector is depicted as a small circle
containing an H (shallow history) or an H* (deep history),
and it is always inside the boundary of a compound state.
Both shallow and deep history connectors allow to re-enter in
a macro state by exploiting history information.
Modeling agents through statecharts
The behavior of each agent identiﬁed in Figure 4 was
modeled through statecharts. For simplicity, here, only the
statechart of the mood agent is described. The statechart is
reported in Figure 5.
The mood agent can ﬁnd itself in the Active or Error state.
The above two status are contained in the Top macro-state
having the responsibility or responding to check messages
asking for the current status of the statue. Each time one
of such a message is received, the statue replies with its
actual state and then returns in the leaf-state owned just before
receiving the check message. All of this is mirrored in the
model by the use of the deep-history connector H ∗ which is
attached to the state-transition edge departing from the Top
state.
The Active state is also a macro-state. It contains the leafstates related to the actual “morale” of a statue, namely Quiet,
Worried, Anguished and Terriﬁed. A mood agent moves from
a status to another one by receiving upMSG and downMSG
messages. These messages are generated by the senses of
the statue. For instance, in the case the touch identiﬁes the
presence of someone in the nearness of the statue, an upMSG

[12/11/2015 12:15:13] Mood#24: received UpMsg, current state QUIET,
next state WORRIED. Send WORRIED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:20:21] Mood#24: received DownMsg, current state WORRIED,
next state QUIET. Send QUIET to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:21:42] Mood#24: received UpMsg, current state QUIET,
next state WORRIED. Send WORRIED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:22:12] Mood#24: received UpMsg, current state WORRIED,
next state ANGUISHED. Send ANGUISHED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:23:19] Mood#24: received UpMsg, current state ANGUISHED,
next state TERRIFIED. Send TERRIFIED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:26:29] Mood#24: received CheckMsg, current state
TERRIFIED. Send TERRIFIED to: OtherAgent#7
[12/11/2015 12:26:45] Mood#24: received DownMsg, current state TERRIFIED,
next state ANGUISHED. Send ANGUISHED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:27:45] Mood#24: received UpMsg, current state ANGUISHED,
next state TERRIFIED. Send TERRIFIED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:28:02] Mood#24: received DownMsg, current state TERRIFIED,
next state ANGUISHED. Send ANGUISHED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:28:45] Mood#24: received DownMsg, current state ANGUISHED,
next state WORRIED. Send WORRIED to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5
[12/11/2015 12:29:10] Mood#24: received CheckMsg, current state
WORRIED. Send WORRIED to: OtherAgent#7
[12/11/2015 12:29:25] Mood#24: received DownMsg, current state WORRIED,
next state QUIET. Send QUIET to: Safeguard#12, Sigth#5

with the lights, when ﬂashing, visible from the outside of the
base. The webcam was instead expected to be installed on the
nearest building with respect to a statue.
In Listing 1 is reported an excerpt of the log ﬁle produced
by a Mood agent during system execution. From the log it is
possible to see how the agent reacts to the event coming from
its senses and how it change its status accordingly.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a multi-tier approach for developing SF applications in the domain of the IoT. The approach
is based on the use of the agent metaphor, statecharts and
on the Rainbow multi-agent platform. Agents naturally allow
the development of distributed applications in a open and
dynamic environment. Statecharts are well suited to model
entities having a complex and time-dependent behavior. Model
complexity is dealt with modular and hierarchical constructs.
The Rainbow platform has the capability of hiding the physical
layer on top of which the applications are built.

Listing 1: An example of generated log
TABLE I.
Status
Quiet

Worried

Anguished

Terriﬁed

Error

D ESCRIPTION OF THE STATUE STATUS

Description
The data coming from the sensors gets elaborated.
The webcam is turned on with a ﬁxed shot
on the statue. The lights and the speakers are
switched off.
The data coming from the sensors get elaborated.
The webcam is turned on with a movable
frame around the statue. The lights and the
speakers are switched off.
The data coming from the sensors gets elaborated.
The webcam is turned on with a movable
frame around the statue. The lights are ﬂashing
and the speakers are switched off.
The data coming from the sensors gets elaborated.
The webcam is turned on with a movable
frame around the statue. The lights are ﬂashing
and the speakers invited to move away from the
statue
The data coming from the sensors is discarded.
The webcam, the lights and the speakers
are switched off.

Different levels of abstractions can be exploited whilst
designing an application. All of this fosters modularity and
separation of concerns. Both a top-down and a bottom-up
development schema can be adopted. The paper furnishes some
guidelines for using the provided abstract levels. The goal is to
replace the management of the low-level environmental stimuli
and actuations to be performed with some high-level concepts
which are close to the considered application domain.
As a signiﬁcant case study, the approach was exploited
for implementing a prototype aiming at improving security of
some artworks (statues) which are in the MAB museum located
in the city of Cosenza, Italy.
Prosecution of the work is devoted to:

message is issued. On the contrary, when a previously sensed
entity is no longer sensed, a downMSG message is sent to
the mood agent. In such a way, a statue stays in the Quiet
state when no senses reveal the presence of anyone in the
nearness of the statue. On the contrary, when the senses get
stimulated all together, the statue moves to the Terriﬁed status.
When a statue changes its status, a newState message is sent
to the acquaintances of the statue. These messages carry out
information about the new reached state. All the leaf-states of
a statue, along with their description, are reported in Table I.

•

making the realized prototype really working in the
museum

•

allowing the statues to cooperate with each other in
order to discover and prevent dangerous situations

•

extending the functionalities of the provided prototype
by offering services for increasing usability of the museum (e.g., for making virtual tour in the museum or
accessing to a virtual bulletin board) and by allowing
the use of the senses of the statue on behalf of tourist
needs (e.g., by using the sight for taking a selﬁe)

•

making available a tool for the automatic generation
of agent-code starting from the modeled statecharts

•

enhancing the approach so as to exploit not only
modeling capabilities but also making possible the
analysis of the realized models (e.g., through distributed simulation (Cicirelli and Nigro, 2013)) before
their ﬁnal implementation.

Description of the realized prototype
Figure 6 portrays the realized prototype. It consists in a
thin wooden support upon which we arranged the lights, the
speakers and a plastic case hosting: the Rainbow server running
over a Raspberry device, the Arduino used to manage both
the sensors and the actuators, the noise sensor and the shock
sensor. The proximity sensors were instead ﬁxed under the
wooden support. A placeholder of the statue was placed over
a transparent container hosting the lights. The webcam was
instead attached to a metal support placed in the nearness of
the equipment so far described.
The arrangement of the whole equipment takes into account
how the system can be really placed in the museum. The
statues, in fact, are placed over a large plexiglass base. The
prototyped system was conceived to be embedded in such base
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more pressures on CTs to manage its activities and
schedule its resources properly. These growing activities
increased the complexity of CT related planning and
operational control problems. By solving CT’s problems
efficiently, the terminal puts its position on the map of
global competitiveness among other container terminals.
The increasing number of containers causes higher
demands on the seaport container terminals, container
logistics, and management, as well as on technical
equipment (Steenken et al. 2004). As a result, CTs are
forced to enlarge handling capacities and strive to
achieve gains in productivity (Stahlbock and Voß 2008).

KEYWORDS
Container Terminal, Truck Arrival Pattern, Truck Turn
Time, Discrete Event Simulation, Truck Appointment
System.
ABSTRACT
In container terminal operations, the delay of containers
delivery is a common problem that confronts both the
terminal operator and the customers represented by the
trucking companies. One source of this delay is due to
the long waiting time of the transporting trucks at
container terminals (CTs). In this paper, the problem of
long turn time for external trucks is studied. An
extensive review of the previous work available in the
literature that focused on landside problems in CTs is
presented. After identifying some gaps, we conclude that
the arrival pattern of external trucks and its impact on
the truck turn time needs to be more understandable. A
discrete event simulation model is developed to study
the effect of various truck arrival patterns on the truck
turn time in CTs. The simulation results showed how the
arrival patterns influence the turn time of external
trucks. Moreover, we suggest how CT operators can
reduce the turn times without reducing the terminal
gates’ productivity and recommend how to consider the
arrival pattern in designing an appointment system for
external trucks in CTs.

Container terminals can be divided into five areas,
namely the berth, quay, transport, storage yard, and gate,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 (Carlo et al. 2013). These five
areas can be described in three main areas as follows:
the berth and the quay are called the “Seaside”, the yard
storage is “yard side” while the gate is called the
“Landside”. Each side has some operations which
interact with others (Fig. 2). Sometimes, these
interactions are studied as integrated problems. Solving
the integrated problems has many benefits. Karam et al.
(2014) showed that the integration achieves the required
performance of each individual problem and gives better
solutions.
The yard is considered the center area of any CT. As a
result, yard operations interact with both seaside
operations and landside operations. Fig. 2 describes the
main areas of the terminal and the operations
interactions. The main seaside operations are: berth
allocation for vessels, quay crane allocation, handling
containers from/to the vessel using quay cranes, and

INTRODUCTION
Container terminals (CTs) received considerable
interests from researchers in recent years. This is due to
the importance of container terminals as essential nodes
in global supply chains. The global trade growth put

Fig. 1 Container Terminal Main Areas (Carlo et al. 2013).
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loading/unloading containers to/from the internal
transport means. Internal trucks are delivering
containers between seaside and yard. The yard area
main operations are: loading/unloading of containers
to/from internal and external trucks, and stacking
containers in the appropriate locations in the yard, as
well as premarshalling of containers. To transport
containers between the terminal and the hinterland,
external trucks can access the terminal via the terminal
gates. The main landside operations are described in the
next section.

appointment based on the expected arrival of the vessel
and the terminal schedules. Some trucks may go to the
terminal without an appointment. At the terminal gates,
the trucker’s identity, the truck's documents and the
container's documents are checked. Export/Import
containers are scanned before entering/leaving the
terminal. When these operations are finished, the truck
is directed to the yard. The gate operator gives the
trucker the precise location and the route that he/she
should take to reach the container location at the storage
block.
At the yard, a yard crane will load the import container
to the truck or unload the export container from the
truck. The handling operation of the yard crane is also
scheduled. CTs often separate the storage locations of
export blocks and import blocks. All previous
operations need to be well managed and planned in the
long term and scheduled in the short term to guarantee
high productivity and service quality level for the
terminal.
Problems in the landside can be studied from two
perspectives. The first is the customer perspective, and
the second is the terminal perspective. In CTs, the
operations in the landside are interacting with the yard
operation (see Fig.2), and the main objective of landside
operations is to serve the external trucks at the gates and
the yard. The terminal main goals are: increasing the
utilization of the terminal equipment and facilities and
achieving high customers’ satisfaction. Customer’s
satisfaction occurs when they are served at minimal time
and cost. The more time the trucks wait at the gates and
the yard, the more queuing problems will occur. As a
result, the long queues of trucks at the terminals lead to
delays and cause emissions, congestion, and high cost
for both the terminal and the customer (Gharehgozli et
al. 2014). More focus on the delay problem for external
trucks will be addressed in this paper.

Fig. 2 Operation areas of a seaport container terminal
and transport flows
Seaside operations and yard operations received
abundant interest from researchers while landside
operations still need more efforts to tackle problems in
this important area of the CTs. In this paper, focus will
be more on the land side operations. Various problems
will be addressed, solution strategies and approaches for
the landside operations from the literature will be shown
with more attention to the use of simulation as a
powerful solution methodology for this class of
problems.

Due to the complex interactions of processes in CTs,
simulation has been used to solve many CT problems.
Moreover, Control techniques which relate to the
dynamic behavior of the equipment are even more
difficult to analyze and benchmark, therefore
necessitating the presence of a tool that can replicate the
behavior of a real terminal (Angeloudis et al. 2011). It is
difficult to predict the actual events such as arrival times
of trucks and the actual number of arrivals. Simulation is
very effective in doing such predictions. On the other
hand, it is very important to study the “what if”
scenarios to take the right decisions in the short-term
and long-term.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section will discuss operations and problems in the
landside. After that an extensive literature review for
landside operations will be introduced. The problem
description follows, with an explanation of the used
simulation model and the experimental results.
Conclusions and future work will be addressed last.
LANDSIDE OPERATIONS AND PROBLEMS
The landside is considered the connecting point between
the terminal and the hinterland. When a terminal
receives an announcement for vessel(s) arrival, the
terminal announces to the customers. Once the
customers know the expected arrival schedule of the
vessel(s), they make orders to trucking companies or
their own trucks to deliver or pickup their containers. In
some seaports, trucking companies have to make an

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, the published papers after 2008 that
focused on landside operations are reviewed with more
attention for the trucking problems at gates and yard.
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Simulation based work to solve landside problems is
also covered.

processes with service time distributions at gates and
yards of a port terminal. However, it is improper to use
stationary queueing models to stochastically analyze a
queueing system that is non-stationary in nature (Chen et
al., 2011). An appointment system designed by a nonstationary queueing model was introduced by Chen et al.
(2013a). The authors proposed two appointment
systems: static and dynamic. GA was used to solve the
optimization problem and simulation to compare results.
Chen et al. (2013) proposed a method called ‘vessel
dependent time windows (VDTWs)’ to alleviation of
gate congestion. A hybrid algorithm using GA and
simulated annealing was used to solve the optimization
problem.

Truck operations in the landside are evaluated using
some performance metrics like “Truck turn times”. Both
terminal and truckers wish to minimize the truck turn
time. The turn time is defined as the time from the truck
arrival at the terminal gates to the time of departure.
Huynh (2009) provided a mathematical model to
examine the effect of limiting truck arrivals on truck
turn time and crane utilization. To obtain the average
truck turn time, the authors used a discrete event
simulation (DES) model and heuristics to solve their
model. As an extension for their work, Huynh and
Walton (2011) produced DES model to simulate various
appointment rules. They examined the individual
appointments vs the block appointment and studied its
effect on truck turn time and crane utilization. In a
previous work, Huynh and Hutson (2008) examined the
sources of delay for dray trucks at container terminals.
They used decision trees as a powerful data mining tool.

Researchers targeted the environmental objective for
lowering the carbon dioxide emissions. In this context,
Chen et al. (2013b) developed a bi-objective model to
minimize both the truck waiting times and truck arrival
pattern change. A GA based heuristics was used to solve
the model and resulted in reduction of truck emissions
using a small shift in truck arrivals.

To reduce the transportation cost, Namboothiri and
Erera (2008) proposed an integer programming model
and solved it using heuristics. The solution provided the
best set of appointment reservations and routes for a
fleet of trucks. Guan and Liu (2009) formulated a nonlinear optimization problem and applied a multi-server
queuing model to analyze marine terminal gate
congestion and quantify truck waiting cost. They found
that the truck appointment system seems to be the most
viable way to reduce gate congestion and increase
system efficiency. An optimization model for truck
appointments is formulated by Zhang et al. (2013) to
reduce heavy truck congestion in the terminal. The
queuing process described by a Baskett Chandy Muntz
Palacios (BCMP) queuing network. To solve the model,
a method based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Point
wise Stationary Fluid Flow Approximation (PSFFA)
was designed. Zehendner and Feillet (2013) quantified
the benefits of using the truck appointment system for
improving the service quality in CTs. A combined
solution approach is adopted to solve the proposed
mixed integer linear programming model. A DES
validates the results obtained by the optimization model
in a stochastic environment. The management of export
container arrivals is studied by Chen and Yang (2010).
They proposed an integer programing model and solved
it using genetic algorithm (GA). In their paper, the
transportation cost is reduced by adopting a time
window management program.

Simulation was used in solving landside problems such
as congestion, waiting, resources idling and emissions.
Sharif et al. (2011) used agent-based-simulation to
minimize congestion at seaport terminal gates by using
the provided real-time gate congestion information and
simple logic for estimating the expected truck wait time.
Also, Veloqui et al. (2014) provided a DES model for
truck arrival at the gate and yard. Various scenarios
were simulated to reduce queues by using a commercial
simulation software (FlexSim CT). A recent DES model
to reduce empty truck trips by implementing a
coordinated truck appointments was proposed by
Schulte et al. (2015). Their model reduced the emissions
but not the congestion.
Previous research also addressed yard operations like
yard crane scheduling and container stacking. Online
stacking rules are studied by Borgman et al. (2010). A
DES tool is used to improve the yard efficiency. The
impact of truck announcement on online stacking rules
was studied by Asperen et al. (2011) as an extension
work for Borgman et al. (2010). A DES model showed
the benefits of using the truck announcement for
increasing stacking yard efficiency. A new concept of
chassis exchange terminal (CET) is presented by Dekker
et al. (2013) to reduce terminals congestion by using
simulation. Geith et al. (2014) provided an integer
programming formulation for container pre-marshalling
problem to minimize the containers mis-overlays with
the minimum number of container movements. In a later
work, Geith et al. (2016) used a variable chromosome
length GA to solve the container pre-marshalling large
size problems.

Studying queuing behavior in container terminal
received some interest. Kim (2009) proposed a nonlinear integer programming model integrated with a
stationary queuing model. Both waiting and operation
cost are reduced. Another stationary time-dependent
queuing model was introduced by Chen et al. (2011).
The authors analyzed time-dependent truck queuing

More studies were performed to improve the efficiency
of yard operations using the information from gates.
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Zhao and Goodchild (2010a) used simulation to
evaluate the use of truck arrival information to reduce
container repositioning during the import container
retrieval processes. Zhao and Goodchild (2010b) also
investigated the effectiveness of truck arrival
information in reducing truck transaction times within
container terminals by using the revised difference
heuristic. A computer-based simulation is developed.
Zhao and Goodchild (2013) extended their work and
provided a hybrid approach of simulation and queuing
theory to model the container retrieval operation and
estimate the crane productivity and truck turn-time. The
authors quantified the impact of using a truck
appointment system on the yard efficiency of container
terminals.

new congestions at the gates. Moreover, not all
terminals have enough waiting space within the
terminals. The appointment systems for the external
trucks are considered a managerial solution for the long
TTT and congestions. There are many factors that affect
the TTT like the gate capacity, gate working hours,
resources within the terminal and truck arrival patterns.
In this paper a discrete event simulation model to study
the effect of the arrival patterns on the TTT and how the
arrival patterns can be considered in improving the truck
appointment system is presented. Also, an approach to
develop an optimum appointment schedule is proposed
based on the simulation results.
In the literature, many studies evaluated the impact of
using an appointment system and arrival information to
reduce the waiting, congestion, cost and emissions.
Some of them tried to reduce the truck arrival to achieve
these goals. Huynh and Walton (2008, 2011) studied the
effect of limiting the truck arrivals to reduce (TTT).
However, the reduction of truck arrivals disrupts the
containers delivery times. To our best knowledge,
studying the effect of arrival patterns of the external
trucks was not considered enough in the previous
literature.

Smoothing truck arrivals in peak hours became a
necessity for both container terminals and trucking
companies. To achieve this goal, Phan and Kim (2015)
addressed a negotiation process among multiple
trucking companies and a terminal for smoothing truck
arrivals in peak hours. A nonlinear mathematical model
is formulated to develop an appointment system using
the proposed negotiation process. They recommended to
use simulation to validate their procedure of solution.
The most recent paper by Li et al. (2016) discussed the
deviation of trucks arrival from their appointments. DES
is used to evaluate the performance of their proposed
solution strategies.

THE PROPOSED SIMULATION MODEL AND
EXPERIMENTS
Fig. 3 shows the 3D model for the main areas of the
container terminal: quayside, yard area, and gate side.
This simple model considers one gate, one yard block,
one yard crane, one quay crane, and one vessel. FlexSim
CT software is used as a special simulation software for
container terminal operations. FlexSim CT provides the
advantage of the built-in CT library. This library enables
the modeler to save the time of building the container
terminal objects and planners.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION
FRAMEWORK
In container terminals, export container are brought to
the seaport by external trucks and import containers are
picked by external trucks to be delivered to the
hinterland. One of the most imperative issues for the
external trucks is the long truck turn time (TTT). The
following equation describes the TTT:
TTT=Twg+Tsg+Twy+Tsy+Txg

Both export and import container arrivals are simulated.
Various truck arrival patterns are tested under stochastic
situation. Investigating the truck turn time changes with
various patterns is provided in the paper. The main
target is to illustrate how to keep the TTT at minimum
and maintain the gate throughput as high as possible.
One vessel is proposed to reach the terminal at the
beginning of the week. The vessel is assumed to deliver
200 import containers and to be charged with 200 export
containers which come via the gate by the external
trucks. Similarly, the imports will be picked up during
the week by the external trucks. The model parameters
are shown in Table 1. These parameters are the default
parameters in FlexSim CT with little modification
according to some practical experience. In Fig. 4 the
process flow is described.

(1)

Twg: waiting time at gate.
Tsg: service time at gate.
Twy: waiting time at yard.
Tsy: service time at yard.
Txg: time spent at gate exit.
Terminal operators need to reduce the TTT as much as
possible. The truck turn time has direct and indirect
impacts on the terminal efficiency. As direct impacts,
shorter waiting times and service times reduce the
congestion outside the gates and within the yard area. In
addition, decreasing the turn time increases the terminal
throughput and reduces the processes cost. Indirectly,
emissions are reduced by less waiting and idling of the
trucks and terminal equipment.
The gate operators usually force the trucks to wait
outside the terminal or at specific waiting areas within
the terminal to avoid the congestion at yard. This creates
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Fig. 3 Discrete Event Simulation Model
Table 1: Simulation Model parameters
Gate parameters
Working hours/day
Trucking speed (max)
Process time
Pick up travel time
Drop off travel time
Dwell time variability
Yard parameters
Container dwell time
Pick up time
Drop off time
Yard crane speed (max)
Quayside parameters
Quay care speed (max)

distributed-peak arrival pattern, the arrival peaks are
distributed to the beginning and the end of the working
day. Fig. 5 shows a screen shot for the arrival patterns
and the actual arrivals in a specific day after running the
model.

6:00 am – 8:00 pm
300 m/min
Triangular (5, 15, 10)
triangular(2,5,3)
triangular(2,5,3)
12 hrs.
3 Days
triangular(0.2,2.0,0.5)
triangular(0.2,2.0,0.5)
180 m/min
120 m/min

Five arrival patterns are tested; the default arrival
pattern (Def.), increasing arrival pattern (Inc.),
decreasing arrival pattern (Dec.), uniform arrival pattern
(Uni.), and distributed-peak arrival pattern (Dist.) (Fig.
5). The vertical axis represents the number of external
trucks and the horizontal axis represents the day’s
working hours. These five patterns are developed using
the “Gate Planner”. The gray bars represent the arrival
pattern that is needed to be matched by the gate planner.
At the beginning of each week, red (dark) bars are
drawn over the pattern to show the actual number of
containers scheduled for each hour (both pickup and
drop-off).

Fig. 4 Process Flow
RESULTS

The default pattern shows that the arrivals reach a peak
at the middle of the day. In some cases, the peaks the
arrivals are at the end or beginning of the day. This
situation is simulated using the increasing and
decreasing patterns. The uniform arrival pattern
proposes a stable level of arrival over the day. For the

The model is run for 50 replications in the steady state
with a one week length for each replication, and the
performance statistics are collected for each pattern as
illustrated in (Table 2.).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Fig. 5 Arrival Patterns: (a) Default Arrival, (b) Decreasing Arrival, (c) Increasing Arrival, (d) Uniform Arrival ,
and (e) Distributed-Peak Arrival
The performance metrics studied are the average TTT,
minimum and maximum TTT, and maximum queue
length at the gate. The average truck turn time exhibited
different values for each pattern. Uniform arrivals
exhibited the minimum value of TTT among all
patterns. The decreasing arrival pattern had the
maximum TTT of about 6 hrs. As noticed from the
results, the average gate throughput is kept at the same
level. This means that the arrival pattern can be used to
reduce the TTT without limiting truck arrivals or
reducing terminal productivity.
Table 2: Simulation Results
Performance
metrics
Average TTT
(min)
Min TTT (min)
Max TTT (min)
Max Queue
length (trucks)
Average Gate
throughput/week
Variance of gate
throughput/week

Def.

Inc.

Dec.

Uni.

Dist.

29.3

48.8

55.1

20.5

25.1

11.4 11.4 11.3 11.4 11.3
266.5 417.2 361.6 198.9 200.4
26

41

35

19

19

398

398

398

398

398

80.4

71.3

69.2

71.6

67.7

From the results, the uniform arrival pattern exhibited
the lowest average of TTT. A t-test with 0.05
significance level is conducted to compare the TTT
averages for the uniform pattern and distributed- peak
pattern. The t-test results showed that the average TTT
of the uniform arrival is significantly less than the
distributed-peak arrival’s average. Based on this result,
the simulation work is extended to obtain the best arrival

schedule per each hour. To do that, 10 replications for
the uniform arrivals are performed and the scheduled
arrivals for each hour of the working day is recorded.
Fig. 6 shows the average numbers of trucks which are
expected to achieve the minimum truck turn time and
max gate throughput. Using truck schedules, the
terminal operators can design an appointment system
which avoids the congestions and long queues at the
gates.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Truck delays are a common problem in container
terminals. Long truck queues affect the efficiency of
seaports and cause congestion problem at gates and
yards. To reduce the turn time of external trucks, one
needs to dig for factors that influence these delays. One
of the most important factors is the arrival pattern of the
trucks. In this paper a simple DES model is developed
to show how the effect of the arrival patterns on the
truck turn time and gate congestion can be studied. The
results showed that shorter delays at CTs could be
achieved without reducing number of truck arrivals or
increasing the terminal resources. Moreover, simulation
can help in designing the appointment systems in CTs.
For future work, we intend to study truck delays at
Alexandria seaport in Egypt and introduce some
strategies to obtain the optimum arrival patterns for
truck arrivals. In addition, the appointment system shall
consider the stochastic nature of inter-arrival times and
other important factors.

Fig. 6 Scheduled arrival during the week according to a uniform arrival pattern for 16 working hours/day
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(Petering 2009). Böse et al. (2000) compared different
strategies of trucks dispatching to yard cranes to reduce
the time in port for the vessels. Veeke and Ottjes (2002)
used computer simulation to provide a decision support
for the extension of Rotterdam Port. Gu et al. (2007)
applied dynamic simulation in order to provide the
operators and designers some advice on the plan and
design of a container yard.

KEYWORDS
3D Simulation and Modeling, Container Terminal, Yard
Operation.
ABSTRACT
The yard operation plays an important role in the daily
running of a container terminal. Whether the efficiency
of a terminal can be improved depends to a significant
extent on the operation of its container yard. In order to
analyze the yard operation, this paper builds a 3D
simulation model to simulate and visualize the yard
operation in a container terminal. First, we study the
characteristics of yard layout and present the logical
model of container yard operation with rubber-tired
gantry cranes and trucks. Then, a 3D simulation model
of yard operation is implemented, which includes model
setup module, container terminal layout module,
horizontal transport module, yard operation module,
statistics analysis module, and 3D amination module.
Finally, the implemented model is applied in practice to
examine the impact of reshuffle operation, and the
numbers of internal trucks and yard cranes on the
efficiency of yard operation. And the results show the
proposed simulation model performs well and is helpful
for exploring yard operation effectively.

The objective of this paper is to establish a 3D
simulation model of container yard operation. we focus
on the implementation of traffic simulation of horizontal
transport and 3D animation of yard operation, which are
main contributions of this paper.
2. ANALYSIS OF YARD OPERATION
2.1 Layout of Container Yard
The container yard is composed of storage blocks
and driving lanes separating those blocks (see Figure 1).
The block structure is determined by equipment type
used and, more importantly, by the options for
transferring a container between a storage block and a
horizontal means of transport. Therefore, the yard
layout is defined by the organization of the driving
lanes, by the number of driving lanes, by the orientation
of the storage blocks, the block structure and the design
of the storage blocks (Bish et al. 2001).

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the boom in world trade, over 90% of cargo
currently transported worldwide is shipped as
containerized cargo (Liu et al. 2002). The container yard
as a central part of cargo stacking and transport has a
significant impact on the whole operation of a container
terminal. Therefore, to design and operate a successful
container terminal, an effective model is needed to help
the planners to evaluate and explore the efficiency of
yard operation considering the stochastic characteristics
of port system.
Therefore, many researchers have applied computer
simulation to study the operation of container terminals.
Petering (2009) analyzed the effect of block width and
storage yard layout on the performance of a container
transshipment terminal. He simulated dozens of yard
configurations to determine the optimal block width

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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Figure 1: Schematic Structure of a Typical Container
Terminal
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As shown in Figure 1, in most container terminals in
China, the orientation of the storage blocks is parallel to
the quay (in the case of a single straight quay wall). And
rubber-tired gantry cranes (RTGs) are widely used for
the yard operations (e.g., loading/unloading, stocking
and reshuffle operation), and internal and external
trucks for the horizon transport between quay and
storage yard, as well as between storage yard and
landside interfaces (Ji et al. 2010).

unload the container from the truck, and stack it into a
block, if the queue of transfer lane is empty.
The container remains in the block until it is
collected by another carrier (e.g., vessel, truck). In this
case the container will be retrieved from the block and
passed to an internal or external truck which conveys
the container to its destination at the quay or the
landside. However, a container might be requested from
a stack in which other containers are stored upon the
requested container. In this case the containers on top of
the requested container have to be repositioned within
the block, as shown in Figure 2 (b). The repositioning
moves of containers within a block to retrieve another
container are called reshuffle operation. Therefore, the
main processes in the yard are thus the loading and
unloading of container trucks, the stacking of containers
and the retrieval of containers.

2.2 Logical Model of Container Yard Operation
Figure 2 shows the logic model of yard operations
with RTGs and internal and external trucks. The trucks
loaded containers travel through driving lanes into the
yard, where the container is stacked into a block. As
illustrated in Figure 2 (a), when the truck arrives at
transfer lane of target block, the RTGs in this block

(a) Unloading and Stocking Operation
(b) Loading and Retrieval Operation
Figure 2: The Logical Model of Container Yard Operation with RTGs and Trucks

model. So it makes the simulation model flexible as it
can be applied to different settings by properly tuning
the several variables and parameters in the model.

3. 3D SIMULATION MODELING OF YARD
OPERATION IN A CONTAINER TERMINAL
This paper implements a 3D simulation model of
container yard operation by using AnyLogic simulation
software (AnyLogic 2016). According to the
characteristics of yard operation and the relationship
with other terminal operations, the model consists of six
sub-models, including model setup module, container
terminal layout module, horizontal transport module,
yard operation module, statistics analysis module, and
3D amination module.

Table 1: Variables/Parameters of Entities
Entities/Resources
Rubber-Tired Crane
Quay Crane
Container
Internal Truck
External Truck
Storage Yard
Seaside
Landside
Driving Lanes

3.1 Model Setup Sub-Model
In this sub-module, we define a series of variables
and parameters (listed in Table 1), to describe the
characteristics of entities and resources in the simulation
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Variables/Parameters
number, size, action
number, size, action
size, color, number
size, speed, number
arrivalPattern, speed
type, size, height, number
berth, length
parkingLots, location, number
nodes, lines, direction

operation performance are also analyzed, such as the
utilization ratio of yard cranes.

3.2 ContainerTerminal Layout Sub-Model
This sub-model is used to visualize the layout of a
specific container terminal, including the seaside, the
storage yard (e.g., storage blocks and transfer lanes), the
landside (parking lots) and driving lanes network.

3.6 3D Amination Sub-Model
This sub-model is used to realize a 3D animation of
yard operation, which helps the planners to intuitively
identify the bottleneck that may be encountered during
the operation of a container terminal.

3.3 Horizontal Transport Sub-Model
This sub-model is used for trucks scheduling, which
chooses the optimal path according to the traffic of
driving lanes between the apron and storage yard as
well as between storage yard and landside interfaces.

(1) Horizontal Transport Animation
Figure 3 shows the 3D animation of horizontal
transport traffic of driving lanes between storage yards
and the seaside or gates. In this way, it is easy for the
planner to check traffic congestion that might occur in
the container terminal operation. Note that, in this
animation, the traffic simulation is also included, so the
simulated times of horizontal transport are more
accurate as the effect of traffic congestion in transfer
lanes is considered. Therefore, traffic simulation
implementation is one contribution of this paper.

3.4 Yard Operation Sub-Model
(1) Queue of Trucks in Storage Blocks
The queue is used to store the trucks waiting for a
RTG for loading/unloading containers.
(2) Unloading Operation Module
When a truck with containers arrives at the target
transfer lane, it first seizes an idle RTG by “Seize”
module in AnyLogic, which unloads the container from
the truck, and steps to “Stacking Operation Module”.
(3) Stacking Operation Module
The seized RTG stacks the container into the
specified block according to the attribute of container
entity. Once the container is stacked, the RTG is
released via “Release” module in AnyLogic, and this
model updates the states of storage blocks, and the
location of the container. Finally, the RTG goes back to
the original location and serves the next truck.

Figure 3: Horizontal Transport Animation
(2) Yard Operation Animation
The 3D animations of yard operation including
loading/unloading operation (seen in Figure 4 and 5),
stacking and retrieval operation (seen in Figure 6 and 7),
are implemented according to the processes discussed in
the Section 3.4.

(4) Retrieval Operation Module
When a truck arrives at the specific transfer lane to
collect a container, it first seizes an idle RTG by “Seize”
module in AnyLogic. Then the RTG determines
whether the reshuffle operation is needed according to
the location of the target container. If the reshuffles are
not needed, the RTG retrieves the target container.
Otherwise, the RTG moves containers within a block to
retrieve the target container, according to implemented
function. The function is used to determine the number
and locations of containers that need reshuffles, and the
sequence of reshuffles moves. Finally, the RTG steps
“Loading Operation Module”.

In the yard operation animation, a series of
operations, including lifting, translation and dropping
are accomplished in order with the speeds set by the
model setup sub-model, which is another contribution of
this paper.

(5) Loading Operation Module
The RTG loads the target container on the truck, and
is released via “Release” module in AnyLogic. Once the
container is loaded, the RTG goes back to the original
location and serves the next truck. And this module
updates the state of storage blocks synchronously.
3.5 Statistics Analysis Sub-Model
This sub-model records the real-time information,
including the locations of the target containers, the
number and locations of containers in each storage
block, etc. And the values of indicators for yard

Figure 4: Loading Operation Animation
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The average time of trucks from the apron to the
locations for loading/unloading and the average time of
quay cranes to operate on single container are used to
verify the simulation model. Therefore, we compare the
simulation results with manual calculations as shown in
Table 2. Since the discrepancies between the manual
calculations and the simulation results are very small,
the simulation model proposed in this paper can be used
to reflect the impact of reshuffle operation, and the
numbers of internal trucks and yard cranes on the
efficiency of yard operation.

Figure 5: Unloading Operation Animation

Table 2 Comparison between Manual Calculations and
Simulation Results

Figure 6: Stacking Operation Animation

Items

Average time of
trucks (min)

Average time of
gantry cranes(min)

Manual
calculations

1.516

4.56

Simulation
results

1.515

4.57

Errors (%)

0.065

0.219

4. CASE STUDY
The case study considers a container terminal with 2
70000-DWT berths. As shown in Figure 8, the container
yard includes four rows of export blocks and five rows
of import blocks. The rubber-tired gantry cranes are
used for the yard operations, and internal and external
trucks for the horizon transport between storage yard
and seaside and gate. To explore the impact of reshuffle
operation, and the numbers of internal trucks and yard
cranes on the efficiency of yard operation, we
implement a 3D simulation model to simulate the yard
operation in this terminal.

Figure 7: Retrieval Operation Animation
(3) 3D Model of Entities and Resources
The containers established in the model are standard
40-foot containers, and the external dimensions are
2.9m (height) * 2.44m (width) * 12.2m (length). The
trucks in the model can transport a 40-foot container,
and the length of trailers is 12.5m. The yard cranes are
RTGs of SRTG5223S, with the dimensions of 26.5m
long, 26.5m high and 15.2m wide, and the maximum
lifting height of 18.2m.
3.7 Model Verification and Validation
This model is verified to confirm that it is correctly
implemented with respect to the process of yard
operation. First, we implement the model through submodels and each sub-model is individually examined by
a subject-matter expert. Secondly, we use tracing
approach in AnyLogic throughout the development of
simulation model to check if the logic implemented in
the model is as intended. Finally, we use 3D animation
to observe traffic flows, operation processes and the
queues in yard, and verify simulation model logically.

Figure 8: Schematic Structure of the Container Yard
4.1 Model Parameters
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According to MTPRC (Ministry of Transport of the
People’s Republic of China, 2014), the empty trucks
and the loaded trucks move at speeds of 35km/h and
25km/h respectively. And the containers loaded and
unloaded of a 70000-DWT container ship range from
2000 TEUs to 2250 TEUs. The specifications of
container, trucks and RTGs refer to the Section of “3D
Amination Sub-Model”.

considered), and establish five simulation experiments
to explore their impacts as shown in the Table 3.
4.3 Analysis and Discussion
The simulation model for this terminal has been
verified and validated logically as described in Section
3.7 “Model Verification and Validation”. For each
scenario, similar simulations are performed 10 times for
a period of a week. Then the average utilization ratio of
yard cranes and the average number of vessels served in
a week can be obtained by running the simulation model
as shown in the Table 4.

4.2 Simulation Experiments
We change some parameters (e.g., the number of
internal trucks serving a quay crane, the number of yard
cranes in the yard, and whether reshuffle operation is

Table 3: The Parameters Setting of Simulation Experiments
No.

The Number of Quay
Cranes Per Berth

The Number of Trucks
Per Quay Crane

The Number of Yard
Cranes Per Berth

Whether Reshuffle
Operation is considered

1

4

5

9

YES

2

4

5

9

NO

3

4

5

18

YES

4

4

4

9

YES

5

4

6

9

YES

Table 4: Simulation Results of Different Simulation Experiments
No.

The Utilization Ratio of Yard Crane (%)

The Number of Vessels Served

1

72.3

8

2

70.0

11

3

62.0

14

4

64.7

8

5

71.0

9

(1) The Impact of the Reshuffle Operation on the
Efficiency of Yard Operation
Based on the simulation results of Experiments 1
and 2, we can know that reshuffle operation can result
in the lower utilization of yard cranes due to the longer
occupied time. So that the vessels will spend more time
in the port, and the number of vessels served at unit time
is less, then it will lead to less competitiveness of the
container terminal. Therefore, these reshuffle moves
should be avoided as far as possible, as they slow down
the retrieval of the requested container.

are stable. Therefore, more trucks per quay crane can
partly improve the efficiency of yard operation.
(3) The Impact of the Number of Yard Cranes on the
Efficiency of Yard Operation
Based on the simulation results of Experiments 1
and 3, we can know that when we increase the number
of gantry cranes, the average utilization will decrease
and the number of vessels that have finished loading
and discharging process will increase. Therefore, more
gantry cranes can shorten the queue of trucks and
improve the efficiency of yard operation.
Therefore, the model can be used to investigate the
impact of reshuffle operation, and the numbers of
internal trucks and gantry cranes on the efficiency of
yard operation.

(2) The Impact of the Number of Trucks Per Quay
Crane on the Efficiency of Yard Operation
Based on the simulation results of Experiments 1, 4
and 5, we conclude that with more trucks, the utilization
ratios of yard cranes and the number of ships serviced
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a
3D simulation model of container yard operation. And
the proposed simulation model can simulate the real
situation of container yard operation by controlling the
exact coordinates of various processes, including
stacking, moving, as well as lifting and dropping, etc.
Based on the 3D simulation model, a good reference for
operation planning of a container yard can be provided.
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SOME GPSS OPPORTUNITIES FOR MODELING OF TIMESTAMP
ORDERING IN DDBMS AND SIMULATION INVESTIGATIONS
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complex systems running on different algorithms and to
carry out various types of research. Such studies are an
analysis of concurrency control (CC) of distributed
transactions in distributed database management
systems as represented in (Culciar and Vasileva 2015).
In the cited work are presented some simulation studies
of the implementation of Centralized Two-Phase
Locking (2PL) in Distributed database management
systems (DDBMS). The paper presents a model of
another approach for transaction CC in DDBMS named
Timestamp ordering (Connoly and Begg 2002) and
some simulation results also.

KEYWORDS
Simulation models, distributed transactions, distributed
timestamp ordering, distributed 2PL, voting.
ABSTRACT
This paper considers some opportunities of the system
for simulation modelling GPSS World Personal Version
for simulating algorithms for transaction concurrency
control (CC) in Distributed database management
systems (DDBMS). Models of Timestamp ordering
(TSO) algorithm and Two-version Two-phase locking
(2V2PL) in DDBMS are presented. Both approaches –
two version data and timestamps (and others) are used
in database management systems for avoiding
transaction deadlock. Method of TSO and method of
2V2PL are still not investigated enough. However, the
use of timestamps makes the CC algorithms more
complex due to the restarting of the transactions from
service and the additional waiting for processing.
Therefore results of the implementation the simulating
algorithms are showed in comparative view.

ADVANTAGES OF SIMULATION MODELING
Among the advantages of simulation (Tomashevskii
and Zhdanova 2003) and others, we could cite the
following: present only essential for understanding the
behavior parts; the model can be built before the real
system, with a much less resources; various parameters
may change during the modeling; the model takes into
account the random nature of the processes in the real
system; to conduct modeling are not required deep
knowledge of computational mathematics. This allows
applying simulation as a universal approach to decisionmaking under conditions of uncertainty in the models
with thinking of factors that are difficult to be
formalized, but also to use the basic principles of the
systematic approach to solve practical problems.

INTRODUCTION
Simulation modeling is becoming more widespread and
used as system-and an extremely valuable link in the
process of decision-making, so use with other software
systems for making a decision in the systems to support
decision making. Nowadays the systems for modeling is
a powerful analytical tool in which they integrated the
all newest information technologies, for the purpose of
constructing models and interpretations of simulating
results, multimedia and video, supporting animation in
real time, object-oriented programing, Internetsolutions, etc.

The problems that arise in simulation modeling
(Tomashevskii and Zhdanova 2003; etc.), are: modeling
results are always approximated; optimization of the
modeled system is possible, but difficult and requires
great computing power; need for validation and
verification of the model and actual construction is
complicated; needed is a specialist in modeling; there is
always a risk to build an inadequate model. One of the
purposes of the work is to try to show some GPSS
World opportunities that could help us to make models,
which we can trust when making a decision. These
opportunities are shown on the example of the GPSS
model of distributed transaction Timestamp ordering in
distributed database management systems.

The paper considers one of the most famous and
universal systems for simulation modeling – GPSS
World, and especially its opportunities for simulating
concurrency control algorithms in distributed database
systems and making simulation investigations on the
implementation of these algorithms. Simulation
modeling allows us to explore queuing systems to
different types of input flows and intensities of arrival
of requests at the entrances of systems and determine
the main features of the same. All these and other
specific characteristics of GPSS World make it possible
to develop simulation models of a variety of simple and
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

TIMESTAMP ORDERING AND DDBMS
One of the major problems in database management
systems is concurrency control. There are mainly 3
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methods for CC: protocols using 2PL, protocols using
timestamping and validation check up. The first two
methods have monoversion and multiversion variations.
The variations of CC protocols are not only these. The
2PL protocol in DDBMS can be on Centralized 2PL,
Distributed 2PL, Primary copy 2PL and Voting 2PL.
(Connolly and Begg 2002). And everyone ot these
protocols could have monoversion, two-version and
multiversion variant as presented ones in (Chardin
2005; Date 2000; etc.). Every one of the new variant of
the CC protocol is needed in its study, validation and
verification. That is the reason to use the simulation
modeling.

- Blocks for management of the modeling time:
ADVANCE – a block for program detention of the
transactions.
- Blocks connected with devices: SEIZE – for modeling
of taking an implement (device) from the transaction. In
case the implement is taken, a queue is made in front of
it; RELEASE - for modeling of transaction implement
release by the one that has taken it.
- Blocks for multi-channel devices: ENTER – for
modeling of taking one or several channels by
transactions entering the block; LEAVE – for release of
certain number of channels.
- Blocks for queues: QUEUE – for registration of a
transaction entering a queue; DEPART – reduces the
length of the particular queue with a definite number of
units.
- Tables: TABULATE – the value of the argument in
the table is inputted into it each time when a transaction
comes into the block.
- Blocks changing the route of transaction movement:
TRANSFER – a basic means of route change of a
transaction; TEST – points the number of the next block
for transferring the transactions in meeting/not meeting
some conditions; GATE – allows to change the
direction of the movement of the transactions depending
on 12 logical attributes.
- Blocks changing the parameters of the transactions:
ASSIGN – for appropriating number values of the
transaction parameters.
- Blocks for transaction’s families: SPLIT – for creating
a certain number of copies of the coming transaction;
ASSEMBLE – unites a given number of transactions in
one family; GATHER – analogous of an ASSEMBLE
block, but does not take transactions out of the model
and throughputs them to the next block.
- User chains (lists): LINK – for taking a transaction out
of the chain of current events and locating it in a user
chain, where it waits for another transaction to take it
out; UNLINK – for taking a transaction out of a user
chain.

In the centralized database systems the task of
timestamp (TS) protocols is the global alignment of
transactions so that the older transactions (which have
smaller TS) in case of conflict to receive priority
(Connolly and Begg 2002; Date 2000; Tanenbaum and
Steen 2007; etc.). The general approach in the DDBMS
is concatenation of local timestamp with the unique
identifier of the node (<local TS>, <node identifier>).
(Connolly and Begg 2002; etc.) The node identifier
value has a smaller weight coefficient which guarantees
the order of the events in accordance with the moment
of their appearance.
The serving of global transaction in the distributed
timestamp ordering (DTO) modeling algorithm is
performed according to the algorithm of timestamps,
shown in fig. 1. The schema in fig. 1 demonstrates TO
algorithm in a summary, described in (Connolly and
Begg 2002; etc.). The algorithm uses Tomas rules
(Thomas 1979) according to which:
- The duration of service transactions has the
exponential distribution with parameter m;
- To each transaction T is assigned timestamp, denoting
the time of its coming into the system and the number
of the site-generator. When a transaction read/write data
element, it records its TS in it.
- If a transaction T wants to update data element x:
If TS(T) < readTS(x), then restart(T);
If TS(T) < writeTS(x), then ignore(T);
If TS(T) > writeTS(x), then execute(T).
- If a transaction wants to read data element x:
If TS(T) < writeTS(x), then restart (T);
If TS(T) > writeTS(x), then execute(T).

Parameters of the generated transactions in the
model of Distributed TSO
The parameters of generated by GPSS transactions in
the Distributed TSO model (Vasileva 2012) are the
same as in (Culciar and Vasileva 2015; Vasileva and
Noskov 2009). The parameters of every GPSS
transaction modeling distributed transaction in DBMS,
that receive their value just after they enter into the
model by the block GENERATE are following (fig. 1):
P1 – Number of the transaction. The value is a sum of
System Numeric Attribute MP2 and the number of the
site;
P2 – number of the generating transaction site;
Pnel - number of elements processed by the transaction
Pel1 / Pel2– number of the first / second processed data
element by the transaction (El1) / (El2);
Pbl1 / Pbl2 – type of the operation over the element El1
/ El2: 1 (r) – if read (El1) / (El2); 2 (w) if write (El1) /
(El2);

GPSS WORLD AND DISTRIBUTED TSO
MODELING
GPSS blocks used in the model of Distributed TSO
In the considered GPSS model of timestamping of
distributed transactions we use the following GPSS
blocks (Minuteman 2010):
- Blocks for generating and cancelling of transactions:
GENERATE – a main block of transactions inputting in
the model; TERMINATE – to output transactions from
the model.
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P5 – phase of the transaction processing: it takes the
value of 0 in the transaction coming in the model and
after the end of the operation read/write it takes the
value of 1. In the Distributed TSO model P5=2, if
Ignore(T); P5=3, if Rollback(T);
P6 / P7 – number of the site where the first / second
copy of the first data element El1 is stored;
P8 / P9 – number of the site-executor where the first /
second copy of the second data element El2 is stored;
P11 – number of the user chain where the corresponding
sub-transaction waits for the release of the copy data
element.
P$Vr – parameter that is used in making the decision
about commit/rollback of transaction in Distributed
TSO model: P$Vr=0, if the transaction has not
requested the element yet; P$Vr=1, if T continues
execution; P$Vr=2, if Rollback(T).

SiteRepl1/SiteRepl2 – it calculates the value of P6 and
P7 / P8 and P9 (fig. 1);
RAZRBL1/RAZRBL01 – it determines whether the
sub-transaction can block the first / second replica of
El1 at the corresponding site-executor (P6/P7);
RAZRBL2/RAZRBL02 - it determines whether the subtransaction can block the first / second replica of El2 in
the corresponding site-executor (P8/P9);
SPIS2 / SPIS22 – it determines the number of the user
chain where the sub-transaction processing the second
replica of El1 / El2 can await the release of the
corresponding replica.
Use of cells and matrices in the model of Distributed
TSO
Cells and matrices are used for storing user numeric
information. The record in these objects is used and read
by the transactions. (Minuteman 2010)
In the considered model the cells are used mainly as
counters:
X$BROITR1/X$BROITR2 - counter of transactions
with length 1/2 elements;
X$BROITR - counter of generated transactions;
X$ZAVTR - counter of committed transactions
X$VOT1, X$VOT2, X$VOT, X$VOT12 – the counters
serving in the taking of decision for continuation,
ignoring or rollback of T
X$RESTRT - counter of restarted transactions.
In the example GPSS matrices are used: for the
modeling distance between the nodes in DDBMS like
(Culciar and Vasileva 2015) and for modeling the
distributed database (DDB) (Vasileva 2012).
MX$RAZST and MX$RAZDEV are used to set the
mean and standard deviation of the retention time of his
transactions in the transmission of messages between
the nodes of the distributed database system modeled
for communication costs;
GBDA1 / GBDA2 - it models the local database (LDB)
for first/second copies of El1 and El2. Each row of the
GBDA1 / GBDA2 corresponds to the data element from
DDB. The matrices have the following columns:
- Value of the element. This value is increased by 1
when a transaction records the data element and the
value decreased by 1 in cases where the transaction has
written the item but then had to rollback;
- Type of operation that the current transaction carried
over elements: read, write or update. When a transaction
rollbacks, it writes value 0;
- The timestamp of the transaction, that is the last
recorded value of the data element. In this column is
written the value the P1 parameter transaction, which
recorded the new value in the first column;
- The timestamp (parameter P1) of the transaction, that
is the last read thе value of the data element;
- The number of the site-initiated the GPSS transaction
(parameter P2), that is the last processed the data
element. The value is 0 if the last transaction restarted.

Figure 1: A scheme of distributed transaction execution
by the modeling algorithm of Distributed TSO
Use of Variables in the Model of Distributed TSO
The arithmetic variables allow to calculate the
arithmetic expressions which consist of operations upon
SNA of the objects. Boolean variables give the
opportunity to the concurrently checking of several
conditions, proceeding from the assumption concerning
the object’s condition or the SNA values. (Minuteman
2010).
Some of the variables in the Distributed TSO model
(Vasileva 2010) are:
V$ElemN1/V$Elemn2 – it calculates the number of the
first/second element, which is processed from the
transaction;
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after the transaction serving by corresponding
Facility/Storage) included in the model. (Vasileva 2012)
In order to collect statistics during the service
transaction model is set statement QUEUE Totaltim
after the segment setting the transaction length
(parameter Pnel), the numbers of data elements
(transaction parameters Pel1 (and Pel2)) processed by
the transaction and the operations types (P3 (and P4)).
This segment is after the generating transaction segment
(Set the values of the parameters P1 and P2). And we
set the statement DEPART Total Time before the block
TERMINATE modeling, leaving the model by the
current transaction.

Use of functions in the model of Distributed TSO
The function could be a means of giving uninterrupted
or discrete functional dependence between the argument
of the function and its value. Functions in GPSS are
assigned to a table with operators for function
description. (Minuteman 2010)
In the example (Vasileva 2012) we set following
functions:
XPDIS – A standard exponential distribution function
that determines the exponential distribution of inflow
transactions with intensity λ = 1. In blocks GENERATE
we redefine the intensity of the respective transaction
inflow by variants of the operand A of the statement;
DistrS1 FUNCTION V$SiteRepl1,D6 – calculates the
number of the site where is the first copy of El1 (serves
to determine the value of the parameter P6);
DistrS2 FUNCTION V$SiteRepl1,D6 - calculates the
number of the site where is the second replica of El1
(serves to determine the value of the parameter P7);
DistrS3 FUNCTION V$SiteRepl2,D6 - calculates the
number of the site where is the first copy of El2 (it
determines the value of the parameter P8);
DistrS4 FUNCTION V$SiteRepl2,D6 - calculates the
number of the site where is the second replica of El2
(serves to determine the value of the parameter P9);
TransCor FUNCTION P2,D6 – determines the name of
GPSS Facility modeling the transaction coordinator of
the current transaction;
TraMan FUNCTION P2,D6 - determines the name of
the GPSS Storage Entity modeling the transaction
manager of the current transaction;
Opash1 FUNCTION P6,D6 – determines the name of
queue in front of facility entity modeling scheduler of
first sub-transaction that processes the first copy of El1;
Opash2 FUNCTION P7,D6 - determines the name of
queue in front of the scheduler of second subtransaction that processes the second copy of El1;
Opash3 FUNCTION P8,D6 - determines the name of
queue in front of facility entity modeling scheduler of
third sub-transaction that processes the first copy of El2;
Opash4 FUNCTION P9,D6 - determines the name of
queue in front of facility entity modeling scheduler of
fourth sub-transaction that processes the second copy of
El2
BrEl FUNCTION RN4,D2 – transaction length - it is
calculated in number of elements processed by transaction.

Use of tables in the model of Distributed TSO
The tables serve to gather statistics about casual
quantities. They consist of frequency classes in which
the number of concrete quantity hits is recorded (some
of the GPSS System Numeric Attributes (SNA)).
(Minuteman 2010; Tomashevskii and Zhdanova 2003)
In our model and studies on it, we used these GPSS
tables:
DaTable – It serves of tabulating the time of residence
of every transaction in the model (GPSS SNA M1). We
set the block TABULATE DaTable before the
TERMINATE block by which the current transaction
leaves the model.
RespTime – Table of time of residence of the GPSS
transactions in the queue TotalTim.
GPSS WORLD WINDOWS AND WATCHING
SIMULATIONS
The windows on the GPSS World environment, provide
excellent opportunities for observing the work of the
modeled systems. Choosing which windows should be
open on the screen to observe the simulation is done by
choosing the command Simulation Window from the
Window menu (Minuteman 2010):
- Blocks Window, which gives information about: labels
and names of the blocks; number of entries in the
corresponding block and the others. The window allows
chronological tracking of transactions in blocks at
model time;
- Facilities Window – a window of single channel
devices - gives information about: Number / name of
the device; Number of inputs; Rate of use, Average time
of residence of the transaction in the device; State of
readiness; Number of the last transaction occupying
device; Number of interrupted transaction in the device;
Number of interrupting device transactions; Number of
transaction, pending special conditions; Number of
transactions, pending the holding of the device; etc. In
the example we use the Matrix window.
- Matrix Window – a window of the matrices (fig. 2
shows combined the “windows” of GBDA1 and
GBDA2 matrices) - shows results in values of the data
elements during a simulation. We can watch the
concurrent change the values of the first and second
replicas of the corresponding data element (The values

Use of queues in the model of Distributed TSO
The movement of the transaction flow could be detained
due to inaccessibility of the resources. In this case the
transactions make a queue. There could be defined
points in the model where to gather statistics about the
queues (queue registrators). Then the interpreter will
gather the statistics about the queues (length, average
time of the stay in the queue, etc.) automatically.
(Minuteman 2010; Tomashevskii and Zhdanova 2003)
In this reason we set block QUEUE before every
Facility entity and Storage entity (and block DEPART
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in the first column are the numbers of the elements. The
values in the second column are the values of the first
copies and the values in the fourth column are the
values of the second replicas of the data elements.).
Monitoring changes in the values of the elements in the
second and the fourth columns we can make
conclusions whether the modeling algorithm is executed
correctly (if the algorithm is correct, the values in the
second column should be the same as in the fourth
column).

modeling - finalized and this final version of the charts
can be compared with published benchmarks (or be
compared with other reported graphics as we could do
for fig. 4 and fig. 5).
Fig. 4 and fig. 5 show frequency distribution of
Response time (RT) of transactions. Frequency
distribution of RT is another indicator of the
performance of concurrency control algorithms. The
diagrams of Frequency distribution of RT are built
automatically by the formulated in the GPSS model
tables (tables named DaTable in the Ditributed TSO and
Distributed 2V2PL models). On fig. 4 is demonstrated
the histogram of Frequency distribution of RT in
modeling Distributed TSO at the total intensity of the
input streams 100 tr/s (maximum load on the system)
and observation time 28.8 seconds. Fig. 5 shows the
results on the same conditions, but for the Distributed
2V2PL model.

Figure 2: Combined view to the windows of matrices
GBDA1 and GBDA2 for demonstration and tracing of
the transaction service on Distributed TSO
Fig. 3 shows a combined window to monitor the parallel
execution of transactions by monitoring the change of
values in the lock tables of the copies of the data
elements in simulation Distributed 2V2PL (Vasileva
and Noskov 2009): first column – the numbers of the
elements; second column – the lock types of the first
replicas; third column – the numbers of transactions
locked the first replicas; fourth column – the lock types
of the second replicas; fifth column – the numbers of
transactions locked the second replicas.

Figure 4: Frequency Distribution of RT in modeling
Distributed TSO at λ = 100 tr/s

Figure 5: Frequency Distribution of RT in modeling
Distributed 2V2PL at λ = 100 tr/s
The tables of Frequency distribution of RT besides that
serve comparative analysis of concurrency control
algorithms, serve also to assess the reliability of
modeling algorithms by comparing with the template
chart of Frequency distribution of RT (TPC Council
2010).
Similarly, can be compared with the template graphics
and charts for throughput of fig. 6, fig. 7 and fig. 8.

Figure 3: Windows of matrices LTA1 and LTA2 for
tracing of the transaction service on Distributed 2V2PL
- Table Window – a window of the tables – a diagram of
the frequency distribution of the tabulated transactions.
(fig. 4 and fig. 5). Several windows can be open and
ordered on the screen in the demonstration of a model
and different aspects and elements of the modeled
system can be watched in them.
We can observe the frequency distribution of the
tabulated transactions as during the simulation and after

SIMULATION RESULTS
Through defined in the model tables and reports
generated after modeling, we can determine one of the
most important features for DDBMS - the Response
time. With defined in the model variables and cells, as
described in Section “GPSS World and Distributed TSO
Modeling” we could calculate another main
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characteristics of service transactions in DDBMS:
Throughput (TP) and Service Probability (SP).
Throughput of one system is calculated in the number of
requests serviced per unit time (Tomashevskii and
Zhdanova 2003). For our model they are respectively
the values of the cell X$ZAVTR and time modeling at
different startups of the modeling algorithm.
Time modeling in the modeling algorithms is set in
milliseconds in block GENERATE at the end of the
models. All streams transactions are received upon an
exponential law with a variable at different studies with
an average length of the interval. In all modeling
algorithms we consider 6 streams generated by GPSS
transactions modeling 6 sites in distributed database
system, from which Poisson law shall go global
transactions.

On fig. 7 graphics are given the values that are obtained
for TP by substituting the fixed in the receiving reports
values of the cell X$ZAVTR. Intensity of inflows
transactions are the same as the graphs of fig. 6, it was
changed only the distance matrix MX$RAZST – their
cell values are increased twice compared to models
whose results are reported in the graphs of fig. 6.
D istributed 2V2P L and D istributed T S O
T hroughput (D istance x 2)
100
2V2PL 25 tr/s

tr/s 90

TSO 25 tr/s

80

2V2PL 50 tr/s

70

TSO 50 tr/s

60

2V2PL 100 tr/s
TSO 100 tr/s

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

The diagram of fig. 6 presents the results of simulations
of Throughput for Distributed 2V2PL and Distributed
TSO algorithms at the same intensities of input flows
depending on the monitoring period (in seconds): The
graph marked with a thin blue dashed line (2V2PL) and
the graph indicated by a thick black line and square
markers (TSO) – 6 streams, each with an average
intensity 4,17 tr/s (minimum load - intensity cumulative
flow 25 tr/s and operand ); The graph marked with thin
black line and asterisks (2V2PL) and in the graph
illustrated by dashed lines with triangular markers
(TSO) - 6 streams, each with an intensity of 8,33 tr/s
(average load - intensity of the aggregate stream 50
tr/s); The graph indicated by the thin dotted line
(2V2PL) and the graph indicated by a thin blue line
(2PL TSwd) - 6 streams of medium intensity 16,67 tr/s
(maximum load - intensity of aggregate stream 100 tr/s).
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Figure 7: Throughput in the models at doubled distance
between the sites in the system
From the graphs of fig. 7 and fig. 8 it can be concluded
that with the increase of the distance between sites in
the system, the throughput graphs are "spaced apart"
more. This is very evident in the graphs at maximum
load of the system (intensity of inflow 100 tr/s).
Distributed 2V2PL and Distributed TSO
Throughput (Distance x 5)
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Figure 8: Throughput of the system (distance x 5)
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40

Service probability factor or completion of service
transactions serves to assess the dynamic properties of
DDBMS. The probability of service Ps of distributed
transactions is calculated by the formula (1)
(Tomashevskii and Zhdanova 2003):
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Figure 6: Throughput of the systems
To get the appropriate intensity of each of inflows in
operand A in the corresponding block GENERATE we
set value: 60 - maximum load; 120 - average load; 240 minimum load. And to change the distance between the
nodes of the DDBMS and conduct research on the
dependence of the throughput of the system (and
transaction SP and other performance indicators of
concurrency control algorithms) of the distances
between nodes in different modes and CC algorithms,
we should change the values in the cells of the
MX$RAZST matrix (and the cells of the
MX$RAZDEV matrix).

Ps =

Nc
Ng

(1)

where NC is the total number of fixed transactions (cell
value of X$ZAVTR after modeling, and Ng is the total
number of transactions generated for the same period of
time (cell value of X$BROITR after modeling).
Fig. 9 presents the results for the service probability of
distributed transactions at simulation algorithm
Distributed TSO and Distributed 2V2PL at the same
intensities of inflows (as for Figure 6).
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coefficients which serve to assess the effectiveness of
the algorithms for concurrency control in DDBMS.

Distributed 2V2PL and Distributed TSO
Service Probability
Ps 1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

2V2PL 25 tr/s
TSO 25 tr/s
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Figure 9: Service probabilities in the 2V2PL model and
the TSO model
In the diagram of Figure 10 are shown in graphical form
the data collected from the reports generated after the
simulations conducted and reported in (Vasileva 2012).
It can be seen that the graphics of RT measurements
have the same kind - a rapid increase in the beginning,
slow growth and stationary mode.
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Figure 9: Response time of the Distributed TSO model
in the different intensities of the incoming streams
CONCLUSION
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Schinus L. species are trees from Anacardiaceae
family characterized by pungent-smell of essential oils
of their leaves and fruits. Plants of genus Schinus are
native to South America, including approximately 29
species, and some of them have been introduced to
southern Europe, including Portugal, as an ornamental
plant (Bendaoud et al. 2010).

ABSTRACT
Plants of genus Schinus are native South America and
introduced in Mediterranean countries, a long time ago.
Some Schinus species have been used in folk medicine,
and Essential Oils of Schinus spp. (EOs) have been
reported as having antimicrobial, anti-tumoural and
anti-inflammatory properties. Such assets are related
with the EOs chemical composition that depends largely
on the species, the geographic and climatic region, and
on the part of the plants used. Considering the difficulty
to infer the pharmacological properties of EOs of
Schinus species without a hard experimental setting, this
work will focus on the development of an Artificial
Intelligence grounded Decision Support System to
predict pharmacological properties of Schinus EOs. The
computational framework was built on top of a Logic
Programming Case Base approach to knowledge
representation and reasoning, which caters to the
handling of incomplete, unknown, or even selfcontradictory information. New clustering methods
centered on an analysis of attribute’s similarities were
used to distinguish and aggregate historical data
according to the context under which it was added to the
Case Base, therefore enhancing the prediction process.
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Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

Some Schinus species, namely S. molle L., S.
terebinthifolius Raddi and S. longifolius (Lindl.) Speg.
are used in folk medicine to treat pathologies like
rheumatism, high blood pressure, respiratory and
urinary infections, or as digestive, diuretic and purgative
(Duke, 2002; Atti dos Santos et al. 2010; Murray et. al
2012).
The chemical characterization of EOs of leaves and
berries of Schinus spp. have been reported with the
presence of different monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes and
triterpenes, as secondary metabolites. However, the
chemical composition of EOs is different according to
the geographic and seasonal factors and the part of the
plant used for extraction, fruit or leaves (Díaz et al.
2008; El-Massry et al. 2009; Gomes et al. 2013; Martins
et al. 2014).
Some studies highlighted several biological properties
of EOs, namely antimicrobial (El-Massry et al. 2009;
Deveci et al. 2010; Martins et al. 2014), antioxidant
(Díaz et al. 2008; Bendaoud et al. 2010; Martins et al.
2014), anti-tumoural (Díaz et al. 2008; Bendaoud et al.
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2010), analgesic and anti-inflammatory activities
(Simionatto et al. 2011; Bigliani et al. 2012), and
correlated them with their biochemical structure.

In order to evaluate the knowledge that can be
associated to a logic program, an assessment of the
Quality-of-Information (QoI), given by a truth-value in
the interval [0, 1], that stems from the extensions of the
predicates that make a program, inclusive in dynamic
environments (Lucas 2003; Machado et al. 2008), was
set. Indeed, the objective is to build a quantification
process of QoI and DoC (Degree of Confidence), the
latter being a measure of one’s confidence that the
argument values or attributes of the terms that make the
extension of a given predicate, with relation to their
domains, fit into a given interval (Fernandes et al.
2015). The DoC is evaluated as depicted in Figure 1 and
computed using &N = √1 − ∆# p , where ∆# stands for
the argument interval (set to the interval [0, 1]). Thus,
the universe of discourse is engendered according to the
information presented in the extensions of such
predicates, according to productions of the type:

Taking into account the geographical and seasonal
variability of chemical composition of Schinus EOs and
the difficulty to infer their pharmacological properties
without experimental assays for each EO, this paper
describes an intelligent support system to predict
pharmacological properties of Schinus essential oils
using a Case Based Reasoning (CBR) approach to
problem solving (Aamodt and Plaza 1994; Richter and
Weber 2013). To set the structure of the information and
the associate inference mechanisms, a computational
framework centered on a Logic Programming (LP)
based approach to knowledge representation and
reasoning was used. It caters to the handling of
unknown, incomplete, forbidden, or even selfcontradictory data, information or knowledge.

'R" − ⋃d R#"$4 (& , &N ), ⋯

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND
REASONING

⋯ , (& , &N ) ∷ & ∷ &N

At decision times the available information is not
always exact in the sense that it can be estimated values,
probabilistic measures, or degrees of uncertainty.
Furthermore, knowledge and belief are generally
incomplete, self-contradictory, or even error sensitive,
being desirable to use formal tools to deal with the
problems that arise from the use of those types of data,
information, or knowledge (Neves 1984; Neves et al.
2007). Logic Programming (LP) has been used for
knowledge representation and reasoning in different
areas, like Model Theory (Kakas et al. 1998; Pereira and
Anh 2009), and Proof Theory (Neves 1984; Neves et al.
2007). In the present work the proof theoretical
approach is followed in terms of an extension to LP. An
Extended Logic Program is a finite set of clauses in the
form:

where ⋃ and m stand, respectively, for set union and the
cardinality of the extension of 'R" . QoIi and
DoCi stands for themselves.
As an example, let us consider the logic program
given by:
{
¬ !d & , &N , & , &N , & , &N 
← D&(& , &N ), (& , &N ), (& , &N )
!d &
[d, dg] , &N[d, dg] , (&

¡  , &N ), (&p.g , &Np.g )
¢
8£?<` 8@<

[0, 20]


[0,
¡ 9]

∷ & ∷ &N
[5, 20]
¢

8£?<` 9¥8 

SR'&D¦ (&q , &Nq ), &[§, ¨] , &N[§, ¨] , (& , &N )
∷ & ∷ &N

{

…

 ← d , ⋯ ,  , D& d , ⋯ , D& 
? (d , ⋯ ,  , D& d , ⋯ , D&  ) (D, F ≥ 0)
SR'&Db

SR'&D¦© (& , &N ), (&g , &Ng ), &[¨, ª] , &N[¨, ª] 
∷ & ∷ &N

-

}∷1

SR'&Db5 (0 ≤  ≤ ),  '$ "D 'DE DF2
} ∷ $R&'DE8@<

(once the universe of discourse is set in terms of the
extension of only one predicate)

where ⊥ denotes a null value of the type unknown. It is
now possible to split the abducible or exception set into
the admissible clauses or terms and evaluate their QoIi.
A pictorial view of this process is given in Figure 2, as a
pie chart.

where “?” is a domain atom denoting falsity, the pi, qj,
and p are classical ground literals, i.e., either positive
atoms or atoms preceded by the classical negation sign
. (Neves 1984). Under this formalism, every program
is associated with a set of abducibles (Kakas et al. 1998;
Pereira and Anh 2009) given here in the form of
exceptions to the extensions of the predicates that make
the program. The term scoringvalue stands for the relative
weight of the extension of a specific predicate with
respect to the extensions of the peers ones that make the
overall program.

Figure 1: Evaluation of the Degree of Confidence
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follow the system defined one(s), even if they do not
meet their needs (Richter and Weber 2013; Neves and
Vicente n.d.). But, worse than that, in real problems,
access to all necessary information is not always
possible, since existent CBR systems have limitations
related to the capability of dealing, explicitly, with
unknown, incomplete, and even contradictory
information. To make a change, a different CBR cycle
was induced (Figure 3). It takes into consideration the
case’s QoI and DoC (Neves and Vicente n.d.). It deals
not only with unknown, incomplete, forbidden, and
even self-contradictory data, information or knowledge,
in an explicit way, but also contemplates the cases
optimization in the Case Base, whenever they do not
comply with the terms under which a given problem as
to be addressed (e.g., the expected degree of confidence
on the diagnostic was not attained), either using particle
swarm optimization procedures (Mendes et al 2003), or
genetic algorithms (Neves et al 2007), just to name a
few.

Figure 2: QoI’s values for the abducible set of clauses
referred to above, where the clauses cardinality set, K, is
s8£9
given by the expression Nds8£9 + Nps8£9 + ⋯ + Ns8£9
CASE BASED REASONING
The CBR methodology for problem solving stands for
an act of finding and justifying the solution to a given
problem based on the consideration of similar past ones,
by reprocessing and/or adapting their data or knowledge
(Aamodt and Plaza 1994; Richter and Weber 2013). In
CBR – the cases – are stored in a Case Base, and those
cases that are similar (or close) to a new one are used in
the problem solving process. There are examples of its
use in The Law with respect to Dispute Resolution
(Carneiro et al. 2013), in Medicine (Janssen et al. 2014;
Ying et al. 2015), among others. The typical CBR cycle
presents the mechanism that should be followed to have
a consistent model. The first stage consists of the initial
description of the problem. The new case is defined and
it is used to retrieve one or more cases from the
repository. At this point it is important to identify the
characteristics of the new problem and retrieve cases
with a higher degree of similarity to it. Thereafter, a
solution for the problem emerges, on the Reuse phase,
based on the blend of the new case with the retrieved
ones. The suggested solution is reused (i.e., adapted to
the new case), and a solution is provided (Aamodt and
Plaza 1994; Richter and Weber 2013). However, when
adapting the solution it is crucial to have feedback from
the user, since automatic adaptation in existing systems
is almost impossible. This is the Revise stage, in which
the suggested solution is tested by the user, allowing for
its correction, adaptation and/or modification,
originating the test-repaired case that sets the solution to
the new problem. The test-repaired case must be
correctly tested to ensure that the solution is indeed
correct. Thus, one is faced with an iterative process
since the solution must be tested and adapted while the
result of applying that solution is inconclusive. During
the Retain (or Learning) stage the case is learned and
the knowledge base is updated with the new case
(Aamodt and Plaza 1994; Richter and Weber 2013).

METHODS
The data set was obtained based on experimental
researches with EOs of leaf and fruit of Schinus molle
collected in Alentejo (Martins et al. 2014) and S. molle,
S. terebinthifolius and S. longifolius collected in Brazil
and Argentina (Atti dos Santos et al. 2010; Gomes et al.
2013; Murray et. al 2012).
The knowledge database is specified in terms of the
extensions of the relations depicted in Figure 4, which
denotes a situation where one has to manage
information aiming to evaluate the pharmacological
properties of Schinus essential oils. Under this scenario
some incomplete and/or unknown data is also available.
For instance, in the former case, the data regarding
antioxidant tests are unknown, as depicted by the
symbol ⊥, while the percentage of monoterpenes
hydrocarbons ranges in the interval [68, 72]. The Plant
Part column ranges in the interval [0, 1], wherein 0
(zero), and 1 (one) denote, respectively, leaves and fruit.

Despite promising results, the current CBR systems do
not cover all areas, and in some cases, the user cannot
choose the similarity(ies) method(s) and is required to

Figure 3: An extended view of the CBR cycle
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Figure 4: A fragment of the knowledge base aiming to predict pharmacological activity of essential oils of Schinus species
where 0 (zero) and 1 (one) denote, respectively, the
truth values false and true.

Applying the algorithm presented in Fernandes (2015)
to the fields that make the knowledge base for
pharmacological
activity
screening
assessment
(Figure 4), excluding of such a process the Description
ones, and looking to the DoCs values obtained, it is
possible to set the arguments of the predicate
pharmacological activity (pharmact) referred to below,
that also denotes the objective function with respect to
the problem under analysis:
ℎ"F8 : @8  8£ , ¥
¥

¥<£b< < ¯°< 8<9 ,

O<±<£b<

¥<£b< < ®9£¥8£?¥  ,

O<±<£b<

< ¯°< 8<9 , Ng ,

O£<<

Exemplifying the application of the algorithm
presented in Fernandes (2015), to a term (case) that
presents feature vector (Plant Part = 1, Monoterpenes
Hydrocarbons = [85, 93], Monoterpenes Oxigenated = [1.2, 2.4],
Sesquiterpenes Hydrocarbons= [0.8, 3.2], Sesquiterpenes Oxigenated =
[1.2, 4.3], CL50 = 63, DL50 = 2400, Hippocratic Screening = 2,
Antioxidant Activity = ⊥), and applying the procedure referred
to above, one may get:

 °,

M

< ®9£¥8£?¥  ,

g , ®bb¥£8

¥98  M

→ {0, 1}

Begin %DoCs evaluation%,
%The predicate’s extension that sets the Universe-of-Discourse for the term under observation is fixed%
{
¬ ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
← D& ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
(1d , &Nd ), 1[µg, ªq] , &N
ℎ"F8 
¡[µg, ªq] , ⋯ , (1 , &N )
¢ ∷ 1 ∷ &N
8£?<` 8@<

[0, 1]


[0, 100]¡

⋯,

[0, 12]
¢

8£?<` 9¥8 

}∷1
%The attribute’s values ranges are rewritten%
{
¬ ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
← D& ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
1[d, d] , &N[d, d] , 1[µg, ªq] , &N[µg, ªq]
ℎ"F8 
¡, ⋯ , 1[, dp] , &N[, dp]  ∷ 1 ∷ &N
¢
8£?<` 8@< £8 °<

[0, 1]


[0, 100]
¡

[0, 12]
¢

⋯,

8£?<` 9¥8 

}∷1
%The attribute’s boundaries are set to the interval [0, 1]%
{
¬ ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
← D& ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
1[d,
ℎ"F8 

d] , &N[d, d] , 1[.µg, .ªq] , &N
¡ [.µg, .ªq] , ⋯ , 1[, d] , &N[, d] 
¢
8£?<` 8@< £8 °< ¥ < ¥£8@<9

[0, 1]


[0, 1]
¡

⋯,
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}∷1
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[0, 1]
¢

∷ 1 ∷ &N

%The DoC’s values are evaluated%
{
¬ ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
← D& ℎ"F8 (&²² , &N²² ), (&³´ , &N³´ ), ⋯ , (&mm , &Nmm )
(1,
⋯
,
0)
ℎ"F8 (1, 0), (1, 0.997),
¡
¢ ∷ 1 ∷ 0.89
8£?<` ±8@¶¥¦¶ ¦¥£8¥
8 9 £<b<< ¥ ¦9< < 8@<

[1, 1] [0.85, ¡
0.93] ⋯ , [0, 1]

¢
8£?<` 8@< £8 °< ¥ < ¥£8@<9

[0, 1]


[0, 1]
¡

⋯ , [0, 1]
¢

8£?<` 9¥8  ¥ < ¥£8@<9

}∷1
End.
intermingle with the new one (symbolized as a square in
Figure 5). The new case is compared with every
retrieved case from the cluster using a similarity
function sim, given in terms of the average of the
modulus of the arithmetic difference between the
arguments of each case of the selected cluster and those
of the new case (once Description stands for free text,
its analysis is excluded at this stage). Thus, one may
have:

SOFT COMPUTING APPROACH
A soft computing approach to model the universe of
discourse based on CBR methodology for problem
solving is now set. Indeed, contrasting with other
problem solving methodologies (e.g., Decision Trees or
Artificial Neural Networks), in a CBR based
methodology relatively little work is done offline.
Undeniably, in almost all the situations the work is
performed at query time. The main difference between
this new approach and the typical CBR one relies on the
fact that not only all the cases have their arguments set
in the interval [0, 1], but it also caters for the handling
of incomplete, unknown, or even self-contradictory data
or knowledge (Neves and Vicente n.d.). Thus, the
classic CBR cycle was changed (Figure 3), being the
Case Base given in terms of triples that follow the
pattern:
N"$ = {< *"

988 , H&F"#'¸988 , $R''&D988

ℎ"F8 d (1, 1), (1, 0.92), ⋯ , (1, 0) ∷ 1 ∷ 0.85
ℎ"F8 p (1, 1), (1, 0.97), ⋯ , (1, 0) ∷ 1 ∷ 0.82
⋮
(1,
ℎ"F
(1,
1),
0.99),
8
4

¡ ⋯ , (1, 1) ∷ 1 ∷ 0.91
¢
¥£8@<9 8< ¦£¥ £<£<<9 @<£

Assuming that every attribute has equal weight, the
dissimilarity
between
ℎ"F8 º¥s
and
the
<J
º¥s
º¥s
ℎ"F8 d , i.e., '$$'F_ℎ"F8 <J→d , may be
computed as follows:

>}

where Rawdata and Normalizedcase stand for themselves,
and Descriptiondata is made on a set of strings or even in
free text, which may be analyzed with string similarity
algorithms. When confronted with a new case, the
system is able to retrieve all cases that meet such a
structure and optimize such a population, i.e., it
considers the attributes DoC’s value of each case or of
their optimized counterparts when analysing similarities
among them. Thus, under the occurrence of a new case,
the goal is to find similar cases in the Case Base.
Having this in mind, the algorithm given in Fernandes
(2015) is applied to a new case that presents feature
vector (Plant Part = 0, Monoterpenes Hydrocarbons = [68, 71],
Monoterpenes Oxigenated = [0.8, 2.1], Sesquiterpenes Hydrocarbons=
[2, 5.2], Sesquiterpenes Oxigenated = [14, 16], CL50 = 45,
DL50 = 2200, Hippocratic Screening = ⊥, Antioxidant Activity = 3,
Description = Description_new), with the results:

'$$'F_ℎ"F8 º¥s
=
<J→d
=

‖d¶d‖+‖.ª½¶.ªp‖+ ⋯ +‖d¶‖
ª

Thus, the similarity between ℎ"F8 º¥s
<J→d
($'F_ℎ"F8 º¥s
)
is
1
–
0.17
=
0.83.
Regarding
<J→d
QoI
the
procedure
is
similar,
returning
$'F_ℎ"F8 ¾¥¿
=
1.
<J→d

DoC

1

New
Case

0.5

ℎ"F8


<J

= 0.17

(1, 1), (1, 0.99),
¡ ⋯ , (1, 1) ∷ 1 ∷ 0.88
¢
<J 8<

The new case can be depicted on the Cartesian Plane
in terms of its QoI and DoC, and through clustering
techniques, it is feasible to identify the clusters that

0

0

1

0.5
QoI

Figure 5: A case’s set split into clusters
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Descriptions will be compared using String Similarity
Algorithms, in order to liken the description of the new
case with the descriptions of the cases belonging to the
retrieved cluster (in this study the strategy used was the
Dice Coefficient one (Dice 1945)), with the results:

1

Sensitivity

0,75

$'F_ℎ"F8 º<£b¥
= 0.80
<J→d

0,25

With these similarity values it is possible to get a global
similarity measure:
0.83 + 1 + 0.80
$'F_ℎ"F8 <J→d =
= 0.88
3

0
0

(1)

$R'!'R'P = H⁄(H + )

(2)

1

This work presents an intelligent decision support
system aiming to predict pharmacological activity of
essential oils of Schinus species. It is centred on a
formal framework based on LP for Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning, complemented with a
CBR approach to problem solving that caters for the
handling of incomplete, unknown, or even contradictory
information. Under this approach the cases’ retrieval
and optimization phases were heightened and the time
spent on those tasks shortened in 11.3%, when
compared with existing systems. The proposed
approach is able to provide adequate responses since the
overall accuracy was around 88% and the area under
ROC curve is near 0.9. The proposed method allows for
the analysis of free text attributes using String
Similarities Algorithms, which fulfils a gap that is
present in almost all CBR software tools. Additionally,
under this approach the users may define the weights of
the cases’ attributes on-the-fly, letting them to choose
the most appropriate strategy to address the problem
(i.e., it gives the user the possibility to narrow the search
space for similar cases at runtime).
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7UXFNDSSRLQWPHQWV\VWHPFRQWDLQHUWHUPLQDOPL[HG
LQWHJHUOLQHDUSURJUDPPLQJPRGHO

LV GHVFULEHG LQ &XOOLQDQH DQG :LOPVPHLHU  LQ
ZKLFK GU\ SRUWV VWUDWHJLHV DUH VXJJHVWHG DV VWUDWHJLF
FKRLFH IRU PDULWLPH WHUPLQDOV DLPHG DW UHGXFLQJ WKH
WUDIILFRQWKHURDGVDQGPRYLQJLWRQWRWKHUDLOQHWZRUNV
'U\ SRUWV VWUDWHJLHV DUH SDUWLFXODUO\ XVHIXO ZKHQ
WHUPLQDOV DUH FORVH WR XUEDQ DQG VXEXUEDQ DUHDV
FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ KHDY\ WUDIILF 5RVR HW DO   ,Q
$PEURVLQR DQG 6FLRPDFKHQ  WKH SUREOHP RI
ORFDWLQJ GU\ SRUWV IRU IUHLJKW PRELOLW\ LQ LQWHUPRGDO
QHWZRUNVLVIDFHG

7$0 VWUDWHJLHV DLP DW REWDLQLQJ DQ HIILFLHQW XVDJH RI
UHVRXUFHV LQVLGH WKH WHUPLQDO JRRG VHUYLFH WLPH WR
FOLHQWVQRFRQJHVWLRQLQVLGHDQGRXWVLGHWKHWHUPLQDO
$OHVVDQGULHWDOSURSRVHDPRGHOIRUGHWHUPLQLQJ
WKHEHVWDOORFDWLRQRIWKHWHUPLQDOUHVRXUFHVLQVXFKDZD\
WRRSWLPL]HVRPHNH\SHUIRUPDQFHLQGH[HV

7$0VWUDWHJLHVDUHJHQHUDOO\EDVHGRQWUXFNDSSRLQWPHQW
V\VWHPV,QIDFWXVXDOO\IRUZKDWFRQFHUQVWKHQXPEHU
RIWUXFNVDSSURDFKLQJWKHWHUPLQDOWKHUHDUHVRPHSLFNV
LQSDUWLFXODUKRXUVRIDGD\ *XDQDQG/LX DQGLW
LVREYLRXVWKDWDEHWWHUGLVWULEXWLRQLQWKHDUULYDORIWUXFNV
DW WKH WHUPLQDO ZLOO FDXVH VPDOOHU TXHXHV DQG ZLOO
LQFUHDVHWKHHIILFLHQF\RIWKHWHUPLQDO
$7UXFN$SSRLQWPHQW6\VWHP 7$6 GHILQHVDPD[LPXP
QXPEHURIWUXFNVWKDWFDQDSSURDFKWKHWHUPLQDODQGSDVV
WKHJDWHGXULQJWKHWLPHZLQGRZVLQZKLFKWKHZRUNLQJ
GD\LVVSOLW
7UXFN DSSRLQWPHQW V\VWHPV KDYH EHHQ LQWURGXFHG E\
VRPHWHUPLQDOVLQRUGHUWREDODQFHWUXFNDUULYDOVVXFKDV
9DQFRXYHU /RV $QJHOHV DQG /RQJ %HDFK 0RUDLV DQG
/RUG   7KH SHUIRUPDQFHV RI WKHVH 7$6 DUH QRW
XQLIRUPWKXVVXJJHVWLQJWKDWLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRLPSOHPHQW
GLIIHUHQW 7$6 LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK VSHFLILF ORFDO
FRQGLWLRQV &KHQHWDO 

+X\QK DQG :DOWRQ  VWUHVV WKDW RQO\ LI WKHUH LV D
FRUUHFWGLPHQVLRQRIWKHV\VWHPDGHTXDWHWRWKHWHUPLQDO
VL]HVXFKWKDWDQHIILFLHQWXVDJHRIWKHUHVRXUFHVRIWKH
WHUPLQDOLVSHUPLWWHGLWLVSRVVLEOHWRREWDLQDGYDQWDJHV
IURP7$67KHDXWKRUVFRQVLGHU7$6DQLQVWUXPHQWIRU
FRQWUROOLQJWKHIORZVDQGRSWLPL]LQJWKHUHVRXUFHVXVDJH
LQWKHWHUPLQDOWKH\SURSRVHDPHWKRGIRUGHWHUPLQLQJ
WKH PD[LPXP QXPEHU RI YHKLFOHV WKDW LQ HDFK WLPH
ZLQGRZFDQEHDFFHSWHGLQHDFK]RQHRIWKHWHUPLQDO


ABSTRACT
,Q WKLV ZRUN WKH PDQDJHPHQW RI WUXFN DUULYDOV LQ D
PDULWLPHWHUPLQDOLVLQYHVWLJDWHGDVSRVVLEOHVWUDWHJ\WR
EHXVHGIRUREWDLQLQJDUHGXFWLRQLQFRQJHVWLRQDQGJDWH
TXHXHV ,Q SDUWLFXODU D QRQPDQGDWRU\ 7UXFN
$SSRLQWPHQW6\VWHP 7$6 LVFRQVLGHUHG
,QVSLUHGE\WKHZRUNRI=HKHGQHUDQG)HLOOHWZH
SURSRVH D PXOWLFRPPRGLW\ QHWZRUN IORZ PRGHO IRU
UHSUHVHQWLQJ D PDULWLPH WHUPLQDO :H VROYH D PL[HG
LQWHJHUOLQHDUSURJUDPPLQJPRGHOEDVHGRQWKHQHWZRUN
IORZIRUGHWHUPLQLQJWKHQXPEHURIDSSRLQWPHQWVWRRIIHU
IRUHDFKWLPHZLQGRZLQVXFKDZD\WRVHUYHWUXFNVLQWKH
shortest time as possible, thus granting trucks a “good”
VHUYLFH OHYHO 6RPH SUHOLPLQDU\ UHVXOWV DUH SUHVHQWHG
6ROXWLRQVVKRZWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKHSURSRVHGPRGHO
LQIODWWHQLQJWKHDUULYDOVGLVWULEXWLRQRIYHKLFOHV


INTRODUCTION
&RQWDLQHU PDULWLPH WHUPLQDOV SOD\ DQ LPSRUWDQW UROH LQ
WKHORJLVWLFQHWZRUNVDQGKDYHWREHHIILFLHQWLQWHUPRGDO
QRGHV,QWKHODVW\HDUVPHJDYHVVHOFRQWDLQHUVKLSVKDYH
EHHQ XVHG LQ RUGHU WR UHDFK HFRQRPLHV RI VFDOH E\
WUDQVSRUWLQJHYHQODUJHUQXPEHUVRIFRQWDLQHUV7KXVQHZ
SUREOHPV DULVH LQ WKH FRQWDLQHU WHUPLQDOV WKH QHHG RI
XQORDGLQJ DQG ORDGLQJ PRUH FRQWDLQHUV LQ HYHQ VPDOOHU
DPRXQWVRIWLPHUHTXLUHVQHZPDQDJHPHQWVWUDWHJLHVIRU
DYRLGLQJFRQJHVWLRQ

7KHHIILFLHQWPDQDJHPHQWRILPSRUWDQGH[SRUWIORZVLV
IXQGDPHQWDOIRUERWK WKHWHUPLQDOVDQGWKHFROOHFWLYLW\
,QIDFW FRQJHVWLRQ LQVLGH DQG RXWVLGH WKH WHUPLQDO PD\
FDXVH VHULRXVHQYLURQPHQWDOWUDIILFSUREOHPVEHVLGHVD
OLPLWDWLRQRIWKHHIILFLHQF\RIWKHWHUPLQDOVWKHPVHOYHV
7ZRVWUDWHJLHVFDQEHXVHGIRUREWDLQLQJDUHGXFWLRQLQ
FRQJHVWLRQ DQG JDWH TXHXHV WKH ILUVW VWUDWHJ\ LV WKH
H[WHQVLRQRIWKHJDWHFDSDFLW\JHQHUDOO\DVVRFLDWHGWRDQ
H[WHQVLRQRIWKHDUHDRIWKHWHUPLQDOWKHVHFRQGVWUDWHJ\
FRQFHUQVWKH7UXFN$UULYDO0DQDJHPHQW 7$0 

6WUDWHJLHVWKDWDUHQRWUHODWHGWR7$0DUHIRUH[DPSOH
LQ'HNNHUHWDOLQZKLFKDFKDVVLVH[FKDQJHV\VWHP
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FROODERUDWLYHO\GHWHUPLQHWUXFNRSHUDWLRQVFKHGXOHVDQG
WUXFNDUULYDODSSRLQWPHQWV

6RPH SDSHUVFRQFHUQLQJ GLIIHUHQW FRQJHVWLRQ LVVXHDUH
DPRQJ RWKHUV 6KDULI  HW DO  ZKLFK DQDO\]HV WKH
SRWHQWLDOEHQHILWVRISURYLGLQJUHDOWLPHJDWHFRQJHVWLRQ
LQIRUPDWLRQ $PEURVLQR DQG  &DEDOOLQL  WKDW
DGGUHVVHVWKHSUREOHPRIPLQLPL]LQJWKHWUXFNV’VHUYLFH
WLPHV DW FRQWDLQHU WHUPLQDOV ZKLOH UHVSHFWLQJ FHUWDLQ
OHYHOVRIFRQJHVWLRQ7KHWHUPLQDOURDGF\FOHLVGHVFULEHG
LQGHWDLODQGDVSUHDGVKHHWLVXVHGIRUGHFLGLQJIRUHDFK
WUXFN KDYLQJ H[HFXWHG WKH FKHFNLQ  LI LW VKRXOG EH
DOORZHGWRHQWHUWKHWHUPLQDODQGLI\HVZKLFKVHUYLFH
OHYHOLWZLOOEHJLYHQ

,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH LQYHVWLJDWH WKH PDQDJHPHQW RI WUXFN
DUULYDOVE\SURSRVLQJDQRQPDQGDWRU\7$6
,QVSLUHGE\WKHZRUNRI=HKHGQHUDQG)HLOOHWZH
SURSRVH D PXOWLFRPPRGLW\ QHWZRUN IORZ PRGHO  IRU
UHSUHVHQWLQJDJHQHUDOWHUPLQDOZKHUHWKHUHVRXUFHVDUH
GHGLFDWHG WR HDFK PRGDO WUDQVSRUW DQG WUXFNV
DSSURDFKLQJWKHWHUPLQDOFDQGHFLGHWRERRNRUQRWWKHLU
DUULYDOV $ PL[HG LQWHJHU OLQHDU SURJUDPPLQJ PRGHO LV
SURSRVHGIRUGHWHUPLQLQJWKHQXPEHURIDSSRLQWPHQWVWR
RIIHUIRUHDFKWLPHZLQGRZLQVXFKDZD\WRVHUYHWUXFNV
LQ WKH VKRUWHVW WLPH DV SRVVLEOH WKXV JUDQWLQJ WUXFNV D
“good” service level

7KHSDSHULVRUJDQL]HGDVIROORZVLQWKHQH[WVHFWLRQZH
SUHVHQW WKH QHWZRUN IORZ PRGHO DQG WKH PL[HG LQWHJHU
OLQHDUSURJUDPPLQJPRGHO7KHQH[SHULPHQWDOWHVWVRQ
UDQGRPJHQHUDWHGGDWDGHULYHGE\DUHDOFDVHVWXG\RIDQ
,WDOLDQ WHUPLQDO DUH UHSRUWHG )LQDOO\ FRQFOXVLRQV DQG
IXUWKHUUHVHDUFKDUHJLYHQ


0RUHRYHUWKHLUVWXG\WDNHVLQWRDFFRXQWWKHGHOD\VDQG
WKHQRQDUULYDOVVHDUFKLQJIRUUREXVWVROXWLRQV7RWKH
DXWKRUV’NQRZOHGJHRQO\DQRWKHUYHU\UHFHQWZRUNWDNHV
LQWR DFFRXQW WKH SUREOHP RI  SRVVLEOH WUXFN DUULYDO
GHYLDWLRQIURPWKHVFKHGXOHLQWKHDSSRLQWPHQWV\VWHP
LQ /L HW DO  D VHW RI UHVSRQVH VWUDWHJLHV IRU
QHXWUDOL]LQJWKHLPSDFWRIGLVUXSWLRQVLVSUHVHQWHG
$PRQJWKH SDSHUVLQYHVWLJDWLQJ WKHSUREOHPRIKRZ WR
GHILQHWKHDSSRLQWPHQWTXRWDIRUHDFKZLQGRZLQ=KDQJ
HWDODQRSWLPL]DWLRQPRGHOIRUGHWHUPLQLQJWKHVH
TXRWDV ZKLOH PLQLPL]LQJ WKH ZDLWLQJ WLPH DW WKH JDWH
TXHXHVDQGWKH\DUGZDLWLQJWLPHLVSURSRVHG
&KHQHWDOSURSRVHDWLPHZLQGRZFRQWUROSURJUDP
WRDOOHYLDWHJDWHFRQJHVWLRQWKDWLVEDVHGRQWKUHHVWHSV
i  HVWLPDWH WUXFN DUULYDOV EDVHG RQ WKH WLPH ZLQGRZ
DVVLJQPHQWDQGWKHGLVWULEXWLRQSDWWHUQRIWUXFNDUULYDOV
ii  HVWLPDWH WUXFN TXHXH OHQJWK XVLQJ D QRQVWDWLRQDU\
TXHXLQJPRGHOiii RSWLPL]HWLPHZLQGRZLQVXFKDZD\
WRPLQLPL]HWKHWRWDOV\VWHPFRVWLHWKHWUXFNZDLWLQJ
WLPHWKHLGOLQJIXHOFRQVXPSWLRQWKHFDUJRVWRUDJHWLPH
DQGWKHVWRUDJH\DUGIHH

,Q =HKHGQHU DQG )HLOOHW  WKH DXWKRUV HYDOXDWH WKH
LPSDFW RI WKH 7$6 LQ WKH SRUW RI 0DUVHLOOH WKDW XVHV
VWUDGGOHFDUULHUV 6& WRVHUYHWUXFNVWUDLQVEDUJHVDQG
YHVVHOV7KH\SUHVHQWDPLQLPXPFRVWPXOWLFRPPRGLW\
QHWZRUNﬂRZPRGHOLQZKLFKHDFKFRPPRGLW\UHSUHVHQWV
D FRQWDLQHU ﬂRZ IURPWR D WUDQVSRUW PRGH 7KH PRGHO
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ GHWHUPLQHV WKH QXPEHU RI WUXFN
DSSRLQWPHQWV WR DFFHSW DQG WKH QXPEHU RI VWUDGGOH
FDUULHUVWRDOORFDWHWRGLIIHUHQWWUDQVSRUWPRGHVZLWKWKH
REMHFWLYHRIUHGXFLQJRYHUDOOGHOD\VDWWKHWHUPLQDO

,Q&KHQHWDOEWKHSUREOHPRIVL]LQJHDFKZLQGRZ
KDV EHHQ VROYHG E\ PLQLPL]LQJ WKH WRWDO QXPEHU RI
VKLIWHG DUULYDOV DQG WKH WRWDO WUXFN ZDLWLQJ WLPH 7KH
DXWKRUV VKRZ WKDW JRRG UHVXOWV LQ WHUPV RI WUXFN LGOLQJ
HPLVVLRQFDQEHREWDLQHGE\VKLIWLQJDOVRDVPDOOQXPEHU
RIWUXFNVIURPSHDNWRRIISHDNSHULRGV

,Q &KHQ HW DO  DQRWKHU VWUDWHJ\ XVHG WR REWDLQ D
GLIIHUHQW GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WUXFN DUULYDOV EDVHG RQ WLPH
GHSHQGHQWWRROSULFLQJLVGHVFULEHG7KHDXWKRUVSURSRVH
D PHWKRG WKDW ILUVWO\ GHWHUPLQHV WKH DUULYDO GLVWULEXWLRQ
G  WKDW PLQLPL]HV WKH WRWDO TXHXHV WLPH DQG WKH
GLVDGYDQWDJHVIRUWUXFNV6HFRQGO\WKH\WU\WRGHILQHWKH
SULFLQJWRROVDEOHWRPRGLI\WKHWUXFNV’EHKDYLRUDQGWR
REWDLQ D WUXFN DUULYDO SURFHVV HTXDO WR G  ZKLOH
PLQLPL]LQJWKHDYHUDJHSULFHSDLGE\WUXFNV

,Q3KDQDQG.LQWKHIRFXVLVRQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRI
GHILQLQJ WHUPLQDOV VWUDWHJLHV WR UHGXFH FRQJHVWLRQ E\
LQFOXGLQJ  DOVR GHFLVLRQV DQG UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WUXFNLQJ
FRPSDQLHV $ PDWKHPDWLFDO PRGHO WR PDNH WKH
DSSRLQWPHQW V\VWHP DGMXVWPHQWV IRU WUXFN DUULYDO WLPHV
DQG WR SURSRVH D QHJRWLDWLRQ SURFHVV DPRQJ WUXFNLQJ
FRPSDQLHVDQGWKHWHUPLQDOKDVEHHQSURSRVHG,Q3KDQ
DQG.LQ  WKH DXWKRUV VXJJHVWD QHZDSSRLQWPHQW
SURFHVV E\ ZKLFK WUXFNLQJ FRPSDQLHV DQG WHUPLQDOV

THENETWORKFLOWMODEL
6WDUWLQJIURPWKHPRGHOLQ=HKHGQHUH)HLOOHWZH
SURSRVH WKH IROORZLQJ QHWZRUN IORZ IRU UHSUHVHQWLQJ D
JHQHUDOWHUPLQDO7KHWLPHKRUL]RQXQGHULQYHVWLJDWLRQLV
7DQGLVVSOLWLQWRsSHULRGVRIWLPHLH7 ^WW,…,tV`
(DFK WUXFN DSSURDFKLQJ WKH WHUPLQDO LQ WKH FRQVLGHUHG
WLPHKRUL]RQLVDXQLWRIIORZWKDWHQWHUVWKHQHWZRUNDQG
KDVWRH[LWZLWKLQDJLYHQGXHGDWH
)RUH[DPSOH7FDQEHDZRUNLQJGD\ IURPDPWR
SP VSOLWLQWRSHULRGVRIRQHKRXUWKHVHWLPHSHULRGV
UHSUHVHQWWKHWLPHZLQGRZVLQZKLFKDWUXFNFDQERRN
WKHDFFHVVWRWKHWHUPLQDORIFRXUVHLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWK
LWVSUHIHUUHGDUULYDOWLPH
Let be C = {1,2,…,n` WKH VHW RI n WUXFNV WKDW KDYH WR
DSSURDFK WKH WHUPLQDO WR GHOLYHU DQG RU WR SLFN XS
FRQWDLQHUVGXULQJWKHWLPHKRUL]RQ7

/HW XV LQWURGXFH WKH IROORZLQJ QRWDWLRQ XVHG WR
FKDUDFWHUL]HHDFKWUXFNkϵ C
 pk ∀kϵC UHSUHVHQWV WKH QXPEHU RI RSHUDWLRQV WKDW
WUXFNkKDVWRH[HFXWHLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDO LHpk LI
WUXFNkKDVWRGHOLYHUDQH[SRUWFRQWDLQHUDQGWRSLFN
XSRQHLPSRUWFRQWDLQHU 7KHPD[LPXPYDOXHRIpk
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WHUPLQDO RSHUDWLRQV pk  DIWHU WKDW LW ZLOO OHDYH  WKH
WHUPLQDOUHDFKLQJQRGH6N
,Q)LJXUHLVGHSLFWHGDQHWZRUN IORZ IRUUHSUHVHQWLQJ
WKUHHWUXFNVDUULYLQJDWWKHWHUPLQDOUHVSHFWLYHO\LQU 
U DQGU KDYLQJDVGXHWLPHG G DQGG 

is 4 (i.e. 2 export 20’ containers to deliver and 2
import 20’ containers to pick up).
rkVXFKWKDWW≤ rk≤ tV∀kϵC, UHSUHVHQWVWKHVORWRI
WLPHLQZKLFNWUXFNkDSSURDFKHVWKHWHUPLQDO
dkVXFKWKDWrk≤ dk≤ tV∀kϵC, LVWKHGXHWLPHIRU
YHKLFOH k WKLV PHDQV WKDW WUXFN k KDV WR OHDYH WKH
WHUPLQDO KDYLQJ H[HFXWHG DOO pk RSHUDWLRQV ZLWKLQ
VORWdk




/HWXVGHILQHWKHJUDSK*  9$ XVHGIRUUHSUHVHQWLQJ
WKHWHUPLQDOURDGF\FOHDVGHVFULEHGLQ$PEURVLQRDQG
&DEDOOLQL  LH WUXFN DUULYDOV  WKH JDWH TXHXH  WKH
WUXFN VHUYLFH LQVLGH WKH WHUPLQDO DQG ILQDOO\ WKH WUXFN
H[LWV
9LVWKHVHWRIYHUWLFHVJLYHQE\WKHXQLRQRIWKHIROORZLQJ
VXEVHWV9 2∪*∪У ∪6ZKHUH
2 ^2N_kϵ&`ZKHUH2NUHSUHVHQWVWKHRULJLQQRGHIRU
WUXFNk
* ^*W_t ϵ T }ZKHUH*WUHSUHVHQWVWKHWLPHSHULRGt LQ
ZKLFKWKHWUXFNVDUHDWWKHJDWHTXHXH
У = {УW_tϵ7`ZKHUHУWUHSUHVHQWVWKHWLPHSHULRGt LQ
ZKLFKWKHWUXFNVDUHLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDOIRUH[HFXWLQJWKH
XQORDGLQJORDGLQJRSHUDWLRQV
6 ^6N_kϵ C } ZKHUH6NUHSUHVHQWVWKHVLQNQRGHIRU
WUXFNk

$LVWKHVHWRIDUFVJLYHQE\WKHXQLRQRIWKHIROORZLQJ
VXEVHWV$ $∪$∪$∪$∪$ZKHUH
$ ^ 2N*W _kϵ C, t rk`IRUHDFKWUXFNkWKHUHLVD
OLQNEHWZHHQLWVRULJLQQRGH 2N DQGWKHJDWHTXHXHQRGH
UHODWHGWRWKHSHULRGRIWLPHtHTXDOWRWKHWUXFNDUULYDO
WLPH rk 
$ ^ *W*W | 1 ≤ t≤ tV`LVWKHVHWRIDUFVFRQQHFWLQJ
HDFKJDWHTXHXHQRGH*WZLWKQRGH*WWKHVHDUFVDUH
XVHG IRU UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH WUXFNV UHPDLQLQJ LQ WKH JDWH
TXHXHIURPWLPHSHULRGtWRt+1
$ ^ *W, УW _tϵ T} IRUHDFKWLPHSHULRGtWKHUHLVDQ
DUF FRQQHFWLQJ HDFK QRGH  *W ZLWK WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
QRGHУWWKHVHDUFVDUHXVHGIRUUHSUHVHQWLQJWUXFNVWKDW
LQWLPHSHULRGtHQWHULQWRWKHWHUPLQDOWKURXJKWKHJDWH
$= {(УW, УW) | 1 ≤ t≤ tV`LVWKHVHWRIDUFVFRQQHFWLQJ
each node УW  ZLWK QRGH  УW WKHVH DUFV DUH XVHG IRU
UHSUHVHQWLQJWKHWUXFNVUHPDLQLQJLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDOIRU
FRPSOHWLQJ WKH XQORDGLQJORDGLQJ RSHUDWLRQV IURP WLPH
SHULRGtWRt+1
$= {(УW6N  _ kϵ C, rk≤ t ≤ dk` HDFKWUXFN kFDQEH
LQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDOLQWLPHSHULRGtVXFKWKDWrk≤ t≤ dk
thus there are some links connecting nodes У WRIWKHVH
WLPHSHULRGVWRWKHVLQNQRGH6NWKHVHDUFVDUHXVHGIRU
UHSUHVHQWLQJWKHWUXFNH[LW

(DFKWUXFNkLVKHUHFRQVLGHUHGDVDXQLWRIIORZWKDWKDV
WRJRIURPWKHRULJLQQRGH2NWRWKHQRGH*WZLWKt UN
$IWHU WKDW WKHUH DUH WZR SRVVLELOLWLHV   WKH WUXFN k LV
VHUYHGE\WKHJDWHDQGHQWHUVWKHWHUPLQDOWKDWLVWKHIORZ
enters into the corresponding node У W    WKH WUXFN k
UHPDLQVLQWKHJDWHTXHXHWKDWLVWKHIORZHQWHUVLQWRQRGH
*W:KHQWKHWUXFNLVLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDOLWKDVWRSDVV
from a node УWto the next УW XQWLOLWKDV ILQLVKHGDOO

)LJXUHWKHQHWZRUNIORZIRUWUXFNV




TheMixedIntegerLinearProgrammingModel
7KHPDLQDLPRIWKLVZRUNLVWRXVHWKHQHWZRUNIORZLQ
RUGHU WRGHWHUPLQH WKH EHVW ZD\ IRU VHUYLQJ WUXFNV WKDW
HQWHUWKHWHUPLQDOLHWRPLQLPL]HWKHWUXFNVHUYLFHWLPH
JLYHQ E\ WKH WRWDO WLPH VSHQW E\ HDFK WUXFN LQVLGH WKH
WHUPLQDODQGWKHWRWDOWLPHVSHQWLQWKHJDWHTXHXH

/HW XV LQWURGXFH WKH QRWDWLRQ XVHIXO IRU SUHVHQWLQJ WKH
PL[HG LQWHJHU OLQHDU SURJUDPPLQJ 0,/3  PRGHO KHUH
SURSRVHG
/HWEH
 akijϵ{0,1}/kϵ C, (ij) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i 2Nj *W_t
rk`akij LIWUXFNkUHDFKHVWKHWHUPLQDODQGJRHV
WRWKHTXHXHJDWH
 qkijϵ{0,1}/kϵ C, (i j) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i *W _rk≤t
≤dk1j *W_rk≤t≤dk1`qkij LIWKHXQLWRIIORZ
WKHWUXFNk SDVVHVWKURXJKWKHDUF i j) ϵ AWKDWLV
WKHWUXFNkUHPDLQVLQWKHTXHXHIURPWLPHSHULRGt
XQWLOWLPHSHULRG t+1 
 ekijϵ{0,1}/kϵ C, (i j ϵAVXFKWKDW^i *W _rk≤t≤
dkj=УW_rk ≤t ≤dk`ekij LIWKHXQLWRIIORZ WKH
WUXFNk SDVVHVWKURXJKWKHDUF i j) ϵ AWKDWLVWKH
WUXFNkDWWLPHSHULRGtHQWHUVWKHWHUPLQDO
 ykijϵ{0,1}/kϵ C, (i j) ϵAVXFKWKDW^i = УW|≤ t≤dk
k
1j=УW_rk≤ t≤dk1`y ij LIWKHXQLWRIIORZ WKH
WUXFNk SDVVHVWKURXJKWKHDUF i j) ϵ AWKDWLVWKH
WUXFNkUHPDLQVLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDOIURPWLPHSHULRG
t XQWLO WLPH SHULRG t+1  IRU FRQFOXGLQJ
XQORDGLQJORDGLQJRSHUDWLRQV
 xkijϵ{`/kϵ C, (i j) ϵAVXFKWKDW^i = УW _rk≤ t
≤dk j 6N ` xkij  LI WKH XQLW RI IORZ WKH WUXFN k 
SDVVHVWKURXJKWKHDUF i j) ϵ AWKDWLVWKHWUXFNkLQ
WLPH SHULRG t KDV FRPSOHWHG LWV pk RSHUDWLRQV DQG
OHDYHVWKHWHUPLQDO7KHXQLW RI IORZkUHDFKHVLWV
VLQNQRGH
 bkϵ{0,1}, /k ϵ C, is equal to 1 if vehicle k KDV D
ERRNLQJ
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gt ≥ 0gtϵN, /tϵ TLVWKHVHWRILQWHJHUYDULDEOHV
UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH QXPEHU RI JDWH ODQHV WKDW DUH
GHYRWHGWRWUXFNVKDYLQJDERRNHGDSSRLQWPHQWIRU
WLPHSHULRGt1RWHWKDWWKLVVHWRIYDULDEOHVLVXVHIXO
IRUGHILQLQJWKHVL]HRIWKHERRNLQJV\VWHP
zkϵ{0,1}, /k ϵ C is the set of auxiliary variables used
IRU OLQHDUL]LQJ D VHW RI FRQVWUDLQWV LQ WKH 0,/3
PRGHOzk akij bk

Et ≤ #?Î ∀  
∑ÄÊs PÆÄÂ,ÆÂÃ

H

∗

ÁÄÂ,ÁÂÃ

∑(ÆÂ ,Ç© )Êm5 SÆÄÂ ,Ç© = 1 ∀  É N 

  

"ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ + ÁÄÂË

,ÁÂ 



ÁÄÂ,ÆÂ + PÆÄÂË

,ÆÂ 

AnExtensionofthePreviousNetworkFlowModel
$GUDZEDFNRI PRGHO0LVWKHIROORZLQJDWUXFNFDQ
QRW ERRN WKH DFFHVV WR WKH WHUPLQDO LQ D WLPH SHULRG
GLIIHUHQWIURPLWVSUHIHUUHGDUULYDOWLPH rk$Q\ZD\IRU
LQFUHDVLQJ WKH FDSDELOLW\ RI WKH ERRNLQJ V\VWHP RI
PRGLI\LQJ WKH DUULYDO SURFHVV WR WKH WHUPLQDO LW LV
QHFHVVDU\ WR JLYH WKH SRVVLELOLW\ WR WKH DSSRLQWPHQW
V\VWHP WR ERRN IRU SHULRG RI WLPHV GLIIHUHQW IURP
SUHIHUUHGWUXFNDUULYDOV

7KHGLVDGYDQWDJHIRUWKHWUXFNRSHUDWRUWKDWLVREOLJHGWR
PRGLI\ KLV EHKDYLRU  ZLOO EH FRPSHQVDWHG E\ WKH
DGYDQWDJHV GHULYHG E\ KDYLQJ IL[HG DQG NQRZQ WKH
VHUYLFH WLPH DW WKH WHUPLQDO 0RUHRYHU WKH DOORZDEOH
GHYLDWLRQEHWZHHQSUHIHUUHGDQGERRNHGWLPHSHULRGLV
OLPLWHG
7KXV ZH KDYH PRGLILHGERWKWKHQHWZRUNIORZDQG WKH
PRGHO LQ VXFK D ZD\ WR SHUPLW WR D WUXFN k WR ERRN DQ
DSSRLQWPHQWIRUDWLPHSHULRGGLIIHUHQWIURPrk.
,Q)LJXUHWKHQHZQHWZRUNIORZLVGHSLFWHG


= PÆÄÂ,ÆÂÃ + SÆÄÂ,Ç©  ∀ÉN,

¸Ä ≤ "ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ

∀  É N,  = k 



¸Ä ≤ 2Ä

∀ÉN 





|k ≤  ≤ k  

¸Ä ≥

"ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ

¸Ä ≤ ÁÄÂ,ÆÂ


Í? ≥

+ 2Ä − 1



∀  É N,  = k   

∀  É N,  = k 

d
°Â ∗ ¶ ∑kϵC ©

∀  






"ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ ∗ 2Ä ≤ ÁÄÂ,ÆÂ ∀  É N,  = Ä 








  

&RQVWUDLQWV  OLPLWWKHWLPHVSHQWLQWKHTXHXHRXWVLGH
WKH WHUPLQDO E\ ERRNHG YHKLFOHV WKLV PD[LPXP TXHXH
WLPHLVGHFLGHGE\WKHWHUPLQDORSHUDWRUDQGLWLVVHWE\
SDUDPHWHUE
6HWRIFRQVWUDLQWV  ERXQGVWKHQXPEHURIJDWHODQHV
UHVHUYHGWRERRNHGYHKLFOHVZKLOHFRQVWUDLQWV  OLPLW
WKH QXPEHU RI YHKLFOHV LQVLGH WKH WHUPLQDO IURP WLPH
SHULRGtWRWKHIROORZLQJt+1
/DVWO\ FRQVWUDLQWV   UHSUHVHQW WKH WHUPLQDO FDSDFLW\
IRU KDQGOLQJ RSHUDWLRQV WKH WRWDO QXPEHU RI RSHUDWLRQV
H[HFXWHGLQHDFKWLPHSHULRGtPXVWEHQRJUHDWHUWKDQWKH
WHUPLQDOKDQGOLQJFDSDFLW\

= ÁÄÂ,ÁÂÃ + ÁÄÂ,ÆÂ  ∀ ÉN, 
|k ≤  ≤ k 

∀



∑Ä∈s ∑(ÆÂ ,Ç© )∈m5 R2ÄÆÂ ,Ç© ∗ SÆÄÂ ,Ç© − ∑Ä∈s `Ä ∗ 2Ä   
  

  



2EMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQ  PLQLPL]HVWKHFRVWVDVVRFLDWHGWR
WKH WUXFNV LQ WKH TXHXH DW WKH JDWH DQG WKH FRVWV IRU
VHUYLQJ WKH WUXFN QHDU WKHLU GXH WLPH ZKLOH WU\LQJ WR
PD[LPL]HWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIERRNHGYHKLFOHV
&RQVWUDLQWV   IRUFH HDFK YHKLFOH k WR DUULYH DW LWV
SUHIHUUHGWLPHrkLHHDFKWUXFNkOHDYHVLWVVRXUFHQRGH
LQ rk ZKLOH FRQVWUDLQWV   HQVXUH WR HDFK YHKLFOH k WR
UHDFKLWVVLQNQRGH
 DQG  DUHWKHIORZFRQVHUYDWLRQFRQVWUDLQWVIRUQRGHV
RIVHW*DQG<UHVSHFWLYHO\
&RQVWUDLQWV      GHILQHYDULDEOHzkDVWKHSURGXFW
RIYDULDEOHVakijDQGbkLQRUGHUWRSUHVHUYHOLQHDULW\LQWKH
PRGHO 7KHVH FRQVWUDLQWV WRJHWKHU ZLWK FRQVWUDLQWV  
UHSODFHWKHIROORZLQJRQHVWKDWDUHQHFHVVDU\WRJXDUDQWHH
WKDW D ERRNHG WUXFN k HQWHUV WKH WHUPLQDO DV VRRQ DV LW
DUULYHVDWWKHJDWH



VW"ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ = 1 ∀  É N,  = Ä 



≤ Ï ∀  | t ≤ |T|-1   

∑ÄÊs k ∗ SÆÄÂ ,Ç© ≤ Ïb


/HWXVQRZLQWURGXFHWKHSDUDPHWHUXVHGLQWKHPRGHO
 c1kij/kϵ C, (i j) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i *W_rk≤ t≤dk1
j *W_rk≤ t≤dk1`LVWKHFRVWIRUKDYLQJWUXFNkLQ
WKHJDWHTXHXHIURPWLPHSHULRG tWRt+1
 c2kij/kϵ C, (i j) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i УW_rk≤ t≤dkj 6N
` LV WKH FRVW DVVRFLDWHG WR WUXFN k WKDW OHDYHV WKH
WHUPLQDO 7KH PDLQ DLP LV WR VHUYH HDFK YHKLFOH LQ
WKH ORZHU WLPH DV SRVVLEOH 7KH ORZHU LV WKH
GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WKH WLPH SHULRG t LQ ZKLFK WKH
WUXFN OHDYHV WKH WHUPLQDO DQG LWV GXH WLPH dk WKH
KLJKHULVWKLVFRVW
 0k UHSUHVHQWVWKHEHQHILWIRUKDYLQJWUXFNkERRNHG
 lbULVWKHPD[LPXPQXPEHURIJDWHODQHVWKDWFDQ
EHUHVHUYHGWRERRNHGYHKLFOHV
  LV WKH PD[LPXP QXPEHU RI YHKLFOHV WKDW FDQ EH
LQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDO
 ptLVWKHPD[LPXPQXPEHURIXQORDGLQJDQGORDGLQJ
RSHUDWLRQVWKDWFDQEHH[HFXWHGGXULQJWLPHSHULRGt
 1bLVWKHWDUJHWVHUYLFHWLPHIRUERRNHGWUXFNVIL[HG
E\WKH WHUPLQDOPDQDJHPHQWLHDYHUDJHWLPH WKDW
ERRNHG WUXFNV PD\ VSHQG LQ WKH WHUPLQDO 7KLV
DYHUDJHWLPHLVFRPSXWHGDVWLPHLQWKHJDWHTXHXH
DQGVHUYLFHWLPHIRUHQWHULQJWKHWHUPLQDO

 UHSUHVHQWV WKH QXPEHU RI YHKLFOHV WKDW FDQ EH
SURFHVVHGE\HDFKJDWHODQHLQHDFKWLPHSHULRG

7KHUHVXOWLQJPRGHOLVWKHIROORZLQJ
0 
∑Ä∈s ∑(ÁÂ,ÁÂÃ )∈m2 R1ÄÁÂ, ÁÂÃ
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COMPUTATIONALRESULTS
,QWKLVVHFWLRQZHUHSRUWWKHUHVXOWVREWDLQHGE\VROYLQJ
PRGHO0IRUVRPHUDQGRPJHQHUDWHGGDWDGHULYHGE\D
UHDOFDVHVWXG\RIDQ,WDOLDQWHUPLQDO
)LJXUHVKRZVWKHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQLQDZRUNLQJGD\
RI WKH WHUPLQDO XVHG IRU JHQHUDWLQJ GDWD $V XVXDO WKLV
GLVWULEXWLRQSUHVHQWVDSHDNRIWKHWUXFNDUULYDOV




)LJXUHH[DPSOHRIQHWZRUNIORZIRURQHWUXFNZLWKD
PD[LPXPDEVROXWHGHYLDWLRQRISHULRGV

/HW EH $ WKH PD[LPXP GHYLDWLRQ IURP WKH SUHIHUUHG
DUULYDOWLPH rk RIYHKLFOHkWKXVIROORZV
 $ ^ 2N*W _kϵ C, rk$2t 2rk$`
 $= {(УW6N _kϵ C, rk$≤ t≤ dk`
 akijϵ{0,1}, /kϵ C, (ij) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i 2Nj *W_
rk$2t 2rk$`
 xkijϵ{0,1}, /kϵ C, (i j) ϵAVXFKWKDW^i = УW _rk$
≤ t≤dkj 6N`
 qkijϵ{0,1}, /kϵ C, (i j) ϵ AVXFKWKDW^i *W _rk$
≤ t≤dk1j *W_rk$≤ t≤dk1`
 ekijϵ{0,1}, /kϵ C, (i j)ϵAVXFKWKDW^i *W_ rk$≤ t
≤ dkj=УW_rk$≤ t ≤ dk`
 ykijϵ{0,1}, /kϵ C, (i j) ϵAVXFKWKDW^i = УW_rk$≤
t≤dk1j=УW_ rk$≤ t≤dk1`
 zkLVFKDQJHGDVzkiVXFKWKDWkϵ C and i *W_rkΔ ≤ t
≤ dkWREHWWHUH[SODLQWKHSURGXFWakij bkLQFOXGLQJ
WKHWLPHRIDUULYDODWWKHJDWH

&RQVWUDLQWVRIPRGHO0 GHILQHGIRUt VXFKWKDWk ≤
 ≤ k , PXVWQRZEHGHILQHGIRUk − Δ ≤  ≤ k 
DQGWKRVHGHILQHGIRU = Ä PXVWQRZEHGHILQHGIRU
k − Δ ≤  ≤ k + Δ.0RUHRYHUFRQVWUDLQWV PXVWEH
PRGLILHGDVIROORZV

)LJXUHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQ

,Q WKLV H[SHULPHQWDO FDPSDLJQ ZH KDYH FRQVLGHUHG D
ZLGHUDQJHRIGLIIHUHQWVFHQDULRV
)LUVW RI DOO ZH KDYH DQDO\]HG WKH GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ
LPSOHPHQW D KRXU WLPH ZLQGRZ DQG D KRXUV WLPH
ZLQGRZ ZKHUH WKH ODWWHU RQH RIIHUV DQ HDVLHU
RUJDQL]DWLRQIRUKDXOHUVDWWKHFRVWRIOHVVHIILFLHQF\IRU
WKHWHUPLQDO

6HFRQGO\ZHKDYHVLPXODWHGWKUHHGLIIHUHQWSRVVLELOLWLHV
IRUWKHGDLO\WRWDODUULYDORIWUXFNVLQWKHILUVWFDVHWKH
WRWDOQXPEHURIYHKLFOHVUHVXOWVOHVVWKDQWKHDYHUDJHRI
WKHZRUNVLWXDWLRQ WUXFNVSHUGD\ LQWKHVHFRQG
RQHWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIYHKLFOHVUHVXOWVLQDYHUDJHZLWK
WKHZRUNVLWXDWLRQ WUXFNVSHUGD\ DQGLQWKHODVW
VFHQDULRVWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIYHKLFOHVUHVXOWVKLJKHUWKDQ
WKHDYHUDJHZRUNVLWXDWLRQ WUXFNVSHUGD\ 

7RGHHSO\DQDO\]HWKHEHKDYLRURIWKHPRGHODQGPRVWO\
WR YDOLGDWH LW ZH KDYH DOVR JHQHUDWHG VFHQDULRV E\
FKDQJLQJWKHQXPEHURIRSHUDWLRQVWREHH[HFXWHGDWWKH
WHUPLQDOE\WUXFNV

0RUHRYHUWRVWXG\KRZWKHSROLF\RIDVVXUHGPD[LPXP
WLPHHODSVHGLQWKHTXHXHLPSDFWVRQWKHPRGHOVROXWLRQV
YDULRXVYDOXHVRI1EKDYHEHHQDSSOLHG
/DVWO\ ZH KDYH XVHG WKUHH GLIIHUHQW DYHUDJH WLPHV IRU
JDWHV RSHUDWLRQV (λ  WR LGHQWLI\ WKH RSHUDWLRQDO WDUJHW
WHUPLQDOKDQGOHUVVKRXOGDLPIRU
(DFK VFHQDULR KDV EHHQ QDPHG IROORZLQJ WKH
QRPHQFODWXUHVKRZQLQWKH7DEOHEHORZ




Ñ





"ÈÄ © ,ÁÂ = 1 ∀  É N 

(È© ,ÁÂ )∈m1

)LQDOO\LQWKHQHZPRGHO IURPQRZZHZLOOUHIHUWRLWDV
0  ZHWU\WRPLQLPL]HDOVR WKHGHYLDWLRQEHWZHHQWKH
WUXFNVDSSRLQWPHQWVDQGWKHLUSUHIHUUHGDUULYDOWLPH rk 
)RUWKLVUHDVRQZHGHILQH
 β the cost paid for having modified the arrival time
DWWKHWHUPLQDO
7KHQHZFRPSRQHQWRIWKHREMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQLV


a ∗ Ñ Ñ( | ∗ ¸Ä − Ä |)

Value
1

Ä∈s ÒÁt

A
B
C
D
E



2

Time windows width
1 hour
2 hours
Total daily arrivals
1800
2000
Number of operations (partition)
50/50/0/0 40/40/20/0
Maximum time in queue
10 minutes 20 minutes
Handling capacity (number of vehicles served)
60
90

3

4

2200
40/40/15/5
30 minutes 40 minutes
120

7DEOH6FHQDULRVQRPHQFODWXUH
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QXPEHURIRSHUDWLRQVLVFRQVLGHUHG7KHJUDSKRI)LJXUH
VKRZVKRZWKHPRGHOPRGLILHVWKHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQV


$OOJHQHUDWHGVFHQDULRVKDYHEHHQVROYHGXSWRRSWLPDOLW\
E\PRGHO0
%\YDU\LQJ1EZHFDQREVHUYHLQ)LJXUHOLWWOHFKDQJHV
LQWKHRSWLPDODUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQV
6ROXWLRQV REWDLQHG E\ LPSRVLQJ D PD[LPXP WLPH WR
VSHQGLQWKHJDWHTXHXHIRUERRNHGWUXFNVRIPLQXWHV
GR QRW GLIIHU PXFK IURP WKRVH REWDLQHG E\ KDYLQJ WKLV
OLPLW HTXDO WR  PLQXWHV 7KXV WHUPLQDO RSHUDWRU FDQ
SHUVXDGH KDXOHU WR ERRN WKHLU HQWU\ E\ SURPLVLQJ D
VPDOOHUDPRXQWRIWLPHVSHQWLQWKHTXHXHZKLOHOLPLWLQJ
WKHULVNVRIRSHUDWLRQDOSUREOHPV





)LJXUHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQYDU\LQJWKHQXPEHURI
RSHUDWLRQWRH[HFXWH



)LJXUHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQYDU\LQJ1E


6LPLODUO\WKHPRGHOLQFUHDVHVLWVDFWLRQLQUHGLVWULEXWLQJ
WUXFNVDUULYDOVDWWHUPLQDOZKHQWKHGDLO\WRWDOQXPEHURI
WUXFNV _&_ LQFUHDVHVDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH 



0RUHLQWHUHVWLQJLVWKHVWXG\RIWKHVROXWLRQVREWDLQHGE\
YDU\LQJSDUDPHWHUV $VVKRZQLQ)LJXUH  ZKHQWKH
WLPH UHTXLUHG IRU VHUYLQJ RQH WUXFN DW WKH JDWH SDVVHV
IURP  WR  VHFRQGV  D VLJQLILFDQW UHGLVWULEXWLRQ RI
WUXFNVDUULYDOVFDQEHREVHUYHGZKLOHSDVVLQJIURPWR
VHFRQGVVLJQLILFDQWFKDQJHVDUHQRPRUHHYLGHQW
7KLVLVGXHWRWKHIDFWWKDWLQWKHVHVFHQDULRVWKHQXPEHU
RI HQWUDQFHV LV OLPLWHG E\ WHUPLQDO KDQGOLQJ FDSDFLW\
ZKHUHLQWKHFDVHZLWKVHFRQGVERWKFRQVWUDLQWVWLPH
VSHQWLQTXHXHDQGKDQGOLQJFDSDFLW\DIIHFWWKHVROXWLRQ





)LJXUHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQVIRUGLIIHUHQWDQG
LQFUHDVLQJ_&_
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)LJXUHDUULYDOGLVWULEXWLRQYDU\LQJ 

,QFUHDVLQJWKHQXPEHURIRSHUDWLRQVWREHH[HFXWHGDWWKH
WHUPLQDO E\ WUXFNV SXVKHV WKH PRGHO WR LQFUHDVLQJO\
PRGLI\DUULYDOVGLVWULEXWLRQ
$ ORZHU QXPEHU RI RSHUDWLRQV DVVRFLDWHG WR HDFK WUXFN
DOORZV WKH WHUPLQDO WR HDVLO\ KDQGOH WKH ZKROH WUDIILF
HVSHFLDOO\ZLWKDORZQXPEHURIGDLO\DUULYDOVZKLOHWKH
WHUPLQDOUHDFKHVLWVIXOOKDQGOLQJFDSDFLW\ZKHQDQKLJKHU

,Q RUGHU WR WDFNOH WKH SUREOHP RI LQFUHDVLQJ TXHXHV
RXWVLGHFRQWDLQHUWHUPLQDOVWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIDQRQ
PDQGDWRU\WUXFNDSSRLQWPHQWV\VWHPLVVWXGLHG

2SWLPDO VL]H RI WKH V\VWHP FDSDEOH RI GHFUHDVLQJ
FRQJHVWLRQ ZKLOH WU\LQJ WR LPSDFW DV OLWWOH DV SRVVLEOH
KDXOHURSHUDWLRQDOSODQVLVREWDLQHGE\D PL[HGLQWHJHU
OLQHDU RSWLPL]DWLRQ PRGHO XVHG IRU GHILQLQJ RSWLPDO
IORZV LQ WKH QHWZRUN IORZ PRGHO ZKLFK VLPXODWHV WKH
RSHUDELOLW\RIDFRQWDLQHUWHUPLQDOGXULQJDZRUNGD\

6ROXWLRQV IRXQG GHPRQVWUDWH WKH HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI WKH
PRGHO WR UHVKDSH DUULYDOV GLVWULEXWLRQ DQG WR DGDSW WR
VKLIWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV ERWK H[WHUQDO QXPEHU RI DUULYDOV
QXPEHURIRSHUDWLRQVWREHH[HFXWHGLQVLGHWKHWHUPLQDO 
DQGLQWHUQDO PRVWO\RSHUDWLRQDOWDUJHWVXFKDVPD[LPXP
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QHWZRUN IORZ LQ VXFK D ZD\ WR EHWWHU VLPXODWH WKH
EHKDYLRU RI WUXFNV RQFH LQVLGH WKH SHULPHWHU RI D
FRQWDLQHUWHUPLQDO)RUWKLVUHDVRQWKHZLGWKRIWKHWLPH
ZLQGRZV ZLOO EH GHFUHDVHG 0RUHRYHU D OLPLWDWLRQ RQ
WKHWLPHVSHQWLQTXHXHIRUQRWERRNHGYHKLFOHVZLOOEH
LQFOXGHGLQWKHPRGHO
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(Petersen et al. 2004). To improve the efficiency of
order picking process can shorten supply chain lead time
and reduce warehousing and supply chain costs.

ABSTRACT

To improve order picking efficiency, order picking
strategies are being utilized. Discrete picking or
individual picking is where a picker is assigned to pick
all the items in a single order for a pick-tour. In batch
picking, many orders are grouped or batched together
and a picker picks all the items for a given batch. Zone
picking assigns each picker to a specific zone or zones
and is responsible for picking the items in that zones
(Parikh and Meller 2008). Warehouses should select
and apply those strategies to fit with their nature of
products and demand patterns.

A footwear business is one of highly competitive
markets. Footwear businesses must continuously
improve three main key performance measures namely
quality, cost and lead time. The case study is one of
footwear businesses in Thailand. As customer demands
are fragmented, the company needs to offer different
products to serve customers’ satisfaction. Customer
orders are then small quantities, but contain serveral
different product types. As a result, picking activities in
its warehouse are becoming more difficult especially for
sport shoes, fashion shoes and sandals. While individual
order picking strategy was utilized, it caused long lead
time in its picking process. Its delivery performance
cannot be achieved. Discrete event simulation modeling
using ARENA was conducted to investigate the
performance of one order picking, batch picking and
zone picking. It was found that the best alternative is
zone picking with 4 orders per batch. The picking time
can be shortened about 15%.

In view of order picking process, a footwear company in
Thailand has explored its order picking process. The
objective of this study is to investigate possibilities of
applying picking strategies to its order picking process
and evaluate its benefits based on time and labor
utilization. The next section provides the background of
the case study, followed by a survey of the related
literature. Research methodology and results are
proposed. Finally, conclusions and suggestions are
described.

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND OF THE CASE STUDY

It has been recognized that quality, cost and time are
major key performance indicators for almost all
companies need to keep tracking and improving.
Shortening throughput and delivery lead times can offer
a competitive advantage as quick responses to customer
demand uncertainties or requirements are inevitable.
Warehouses provide an important link in supply chains,
where products can be temporarily stored and retrieving
products from storage can be managed regarding
customer orders (Petersen 2002).
To manage
warehouses, there are main warehouse activities to
consider such as receiving, put-away, storage, order
picking, packing, loading stock counting, value-adding
services (Richards 2014). The cost of order picking is
estimated to be about 55% of the total warehouse cost as
order picking has been considered as the most labourintensive and costly activity which almost all
warehouses (De Koster et al. 2007). Order picking is
then a retrieving process of products or items from
warehouse storage locations to fulfil customer orders
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

The case study, called “ABC”, is a Thai footwear
company and has its own brand products. As customer
demands are fragmented and fast-changing, ABC has
offered a variety of product to customers that are school
shoes, fashion shoes, sport shoes and sandals. To serve
its customers, ABC has its own warehouse to store and
replenish the products to their customers that are
modern trades, wholesalers, retailers and also ecommerce customers. The warehouse is equipped with
racks, forklifts, barcoding, wifi, warehouse management
system (WMS), and safety systems.
Warehouse Activity
The warehouse activities include purchase order entry,
goods receiving, put-away, picking, invoicing, checking,
dispatch, reverse logistics, replenishment and stock
count. Purchase order entry is dealing with supply
planning and purchase order placing to its factory.
Goods receiving process starts from preparing goods
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order picking is a picker takes one order and travels
through the warehouse on foot or using forklifts to
collect items until the whole order is completed.
Peterson and Aase (2004) also noted that discrete order
picking is often preferable because it is easy to
implement and order integrity is always maintained.

receipt schedule, preparing storage space, checking
products received against the goods receipt schedule and
record in WMS. Put-away activity is to move the
products received to the locations assigned with using
barcoding and handhelds. Picking process includes
picking list formulation, picking assignment and picking
travelling and moving to marshalling lanes. According
to the limitation of WMS, the only picking strategy
available is individual order picking.

Cluster picking, a picker can have many orders at a time
and travels around the warehouse to pick items into
individual compartments on their trolleys or pick carts.
In other words, picking and sorting can be done at the
same time by using trolleys or pick carts that provide
individual compartments. Cluster picking can extend to
use with pick-to-light technology as well (Richards
2014).

After products are picked, labelling the products and
issuing invoices are the next main activities. Checking
process is conducted to insure that the products picked
and invoice are correct. Dispatching process is to move
the products into trucks or vans and passing the
ownership to third-partly logistics. Reverse logistics is
to received returned products from customers and
invoice deduction. Replenishment is to move products
from reserved area to picking face area. Stock counting
is to count all products in the warehouse. It was found
that inventory accuracy of the warehouse is 97%. In the
warehouse, there are eleven staff. Five staffs are mainly
working to manage all information and planning such as
purchasing planning, invoice issuing and other
documenting processing. Six staffs are assigned to be
pickers.

Batch picking is similar to cluster picking as operators
pick many orders at the same time, but orders are
consolidated or batched into a picking list. After
picking all items will be sorted or allocated into each
customer order. The batch picking is then pick-and-sort
(Richards 2014). Peterson and Aase (2004) described
batch picking as combining several orders into batches.
First-come-first-served (FCFS) batching can combine or
consolidate orders as they arrive until the maximum
batch size has been reached. This can be a way that
order batching can be conducted. Parikh and Meller
(2008) provided insights of batch picking. Batch
picking can be classified into two categories that are
pick-and-sort and sort-while-picked. Batch picking with
pick-and-sort method can increase pick-rate of pickers
because sorting is not a part of picking and decrease
chances of workload-imbalance.
At the same time,
probability of blocking can increase as a result, pick
tours can be long. Batch picking with sort-while-pick
method can decrease chances of workload-imbalance
and does not require a sorting system, while pick-rate
can decrease as sorting is a part of picking process. In
addition, probability of blocking can be increased.

Warehouse layout
The warehouse area is 4,800 square meters and consists
of ten racks, namely A to J. Each rack contains five
levels and the ground floor level is assigned to be pick
face areas. From the second floor level to the fifth floor
level are specified as reserved areas. The put-away
process is performed by random location generated by
WMS.
Demand chateristics
There are 13,355 active stock keeping units (SKUs) in
the warehouse. About 80% SKUs is school shoes which
has its 2 high seasons during summer vacation and
October vacation. For two high seasons, the movement
of products are almost full-pallet picking. Individual
order picking is appropriate to handle during high
season periods. During off-peak season, customer
orders are small quantities, but serveral different product
types. The effect of individual picking process caused
fatigue in pickers as they had to walk very long distance.
It was difficult to balance work-load. In addition, rush
orders cannot be finished on time. It was then needed to
improve picking process in off-peak season.

Zone picking is where picking is defined by areas in the
warehouse. Pickers are assigned to pick from a
particular zone or zones. Orders can be picked at the
same time within the zones and the items picked will be
sorted or allocated according to each customer order
later (Richards 2014). Parikh and Meller (2008)
described zone picking with sequential or progressive
method is to pick one order at a time and in one zone at
a time. In contrast, zone picking with simultaneous or
synchronized method is to pick all items regarding
batched orders are picked at the same time from all the
zones and then orders are sorted. Zone picking with
progressive can increase a pick-rate of pickers as picktours are short and do not need a sort system. It can
eliminate blocking problems, but it can increase chances
of workload-imbalance. Zone picking with synchronized
method can increase a pick-rate of pickers as pick-tours
are short and eliminate blocking as well, but it requires a

LITERATURE REVIEW
Richards (2014) classified order picking strategies three
categories that are picker to goods, goods to picker and
automated picking.
The majority of warehouses
continue operating with picker-to-goods operations.
Picker to goods strategy consists of individual order
picking, cluster picking, batch picking, zone picking and
wave picking.
Individual order picking or discrete
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increase the order fill rate. As order batching methods
can significantly affect the order fill rate and customer
service levels, Henn and Schmid (2013) applied
metaheuristics in order batching and sequencing. The
proposed metaheuristics can improve the total tardiness
of a given set of customer orders by 46%.

sorting system and may result in increasing workloadimbalance.
Wave picking is that orders are consolidated and
released at particular times to associate them with
vehicle departures or replenishment cycles (Richards
2014). Peterson and Aase (2004) noted that wave
picking is the combination of batching and zoning into
‘‘wave’’ picking where a picker is responsible for SKUs
in their zone for several orders. The benefit of these
policies become evidently when the size of the
warehouse increases, but zone picking needs sorting
operations to consolidate orders from the different
zones. Marchet et al. (2011) noted that the pick-and-sort
system is to pick a number of each single item from the
batching of multiple orders (wave) and place them at the
sorting area. As a result of order accumulations, the
same item will be picked at the same time. It can reduce
the number of different locations in pick-tours or so
called ‘overlapping effect’. The pick-and-sort system is
then based on picking waves. The period of time in
which a groups of orders is picked in one picking area
before moving to the next area such as sorting area.

To improve and measure picking process, not only
picking efficiency or productivity have been
investigated, but the cost model has been proposed.
Parikh and Meller (2008) developed a cost model to
estimate the cost of batch picking and zone picking. The
cost model included the cost of pickers, equipment,
imbalance, sorting system, and packers. It was found
that workload-imbalance is greater in zone picking
comparing to batch picking. workload-imbalance is
more important when the order sizes increase, item
distribution is not likely to be uniform, and the number
of waves increases. Marchet et al. (2011) introduced an
analytical model
to estimate the picking efficiency
regarding wavelength. Simulation modelling has been
conducted to validate the analytical model. A case study
of book distributors was presented to describe how the
model can be applied to estimate picking efficiency
based on the size of the wave and to determine the tradeoff between picking efficiency and sorting cost. The
results show that the number of waves has a significant
effect on the pick-and-sort system. The number of
picking waves per day should not be too small that is a
long wavelength per pick, as it can crease the sorting
costs and the picking efficiency could not be balanced.
The appropriate number of waves cannot be
generalizable and it must be determined based on the
operating environment. The further study may propose
an extension to include considerations in terms of peak
versus non-peak activity levels, and a generalization
through the modelling of the costs and activities of the
pick-and-sort systems.

To improve order picking process, companies require to
apply order picking strategies and techniques that are
appropriate to the nature of product, the size of order
and the quantity of items. Studies have been conducted
to improve order picking process. Tang and Chew
(1997) conducted a simulation study to review the effect
of batch size on tardiness. They noted that smaller
batch size could reduce the average delay time when
compared to one order picking with unlimited resources.
Petersen (2002) studied the effects of picking zone
configuration on picker distances. The storage size of
the picking zone, picking policies and the number items
of pick list were included. As an example, batch zone
operations normally have large pick lists per zone and
would perform well with zone configuration having one
or two aisles. Howewer, volume-based storage affects
less travel distances than random storage for all zone
configurations. Peterson and Aase (2004) conducted
intensive simulation modelling to investigate several
picking, storage, and routing policies. Several sensitivity
analyses are constructed to evaluate the effect of order
size, warehouse shape, location of pick-up/drop-off
point, and demand distribution on performance.
Batching of orders can offer the greatest savings
especially when smaller order sizes are usual. Rim and
Park (2008) proposed a linear programing model to
conduct border batching with subject to minimize the
order fill rate. Then, a simulation study was conducted
to investigate the performance of LP and FCFS on
order batching. Although the FCFS fule has an
advantage of smoothing the picking load and reducing
the number of pickers, the proposed LP performs better
in terms of the order fill rate by 12.7%. It was pointed
out that the order fill rate creases when the number of
orders or items increases. Planning order picking can

Muanul picking and automated picking has been studied
by Lee et al. (2015). They conducted the experiments to
evaluate the performance of manual order picking and
pick-to-light picking or digital supported manual order
picking that can help pickers to seek for locations and
amount of the items on the storage or shelves. It was
found that the pick-to-light technology can reduce both
mean and standard deviation values of picking time.
It can be seen that many authors are interested in
exploring tools or techniques to improve picking
processes with regarding some key performance
measures such as time, tardiness, distance, workload and
cost. However, the picking configurations proposed
cannot be generalized for all circumstances. This
research is then constructed from a real life situation and
concerns both time and workload. The techniques
investigated are batching and zoneing as they can be
implemented in the case study without no adding too
much cost comparing to automated picking systems.
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Two main performance measures are evaluated that are
staff utilization and lead time.

Simulation modelling can be a tool to investigate the
effects of order picking. The next part is research
methodology used to conduct this research.

Table 1 : Scenarios Proposed

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Discrete event simulation, ARENA, is applied as a tool
to study this research. Off-peak sales seasonal is
selected to study its effect on picking process as
customer orders are small and high-variety. The current
picking process includes receiving customer orders,
allocating orders, assigning picker, printing pick list,
picking travel (individual order picking),
and
dispatching. From the current process, it can be written
as a flow chart shown in figure 1. The results from the
current situation are used as a base line to compare with
other alternatives.

Picking policy
Discrete order
Batch picking
Zone picking

Order grouping

2
2

none
4 5
4 5

3
3

Performance
measures
Staff
utilization and
time

6
6

Verification and validation
Daily operations for 180 days were collected to use in
the simulation program conducted. Every input datum is
fitted with theoretical probability distribution by using
input analyzer module in ARENA Verfication has been
conducted for each module in order to assure that the
simulation program can perform as required. Five key
variables are receiving orders, allocating orders, printing
picking list, order picking and dispatching used to
validate with real life performances.
It was found that
the five key performances obtained by simulation are
not significantly different from the actual performances
as shown in table 2.

Batch picking and zone picking are studied based on
one wave per day. FCFS is the technique applied to
batch or group customer orders. Batch and zone picking
proceses will start from order receiving, allocating
orders (batching orders), assigning pickers based on
batch picking and zone picking, printing picking list,
pick tours, sorting and dispatching.

Table 2 : Output Validation
Actual (min.)
Average
Checking
orders
Printing
picking list
Order picking
Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Dispatching

Figures 1: The Current Picking Process

Simulation
(min.)
Average Half
Width
8.33
0.02

9

Half
Width
0.45

1

0.05

0.999

0

6.98
18
16
3

0.27
0.9
0.8
0.08

7.95
17.13
15.67
3.00

0.09
0.23
0.54
0.01

To identify run length and run replication, equation 1
was used to identify number of replications (Kelton et
al. 2007)

n 3 n0

h02
h2

(1)

The expected number of replications is represented by n.
The desired half width is h and n0 represents the number
of replications for the pilot run. The half width obtained
from the pilot run is h0. The desired half width picking
time is less than 5 minutes. The simulation is conducted
based on terminating system as the case study starts
working from waiting for customer orders and finishing
its work once all customer orders received have been
dispatched. The number of replications is twenty.

Figure 2 : Batch and Zone Picking Processes
Scenarios proposed
To investigate the effects of picking strategies, three
main scenarios are proposed. The current situation,
discrete order picking is investigated. Batch and zone
picking are examined based on 2 to 6 orders grouping.
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Althoug batch picking and zone picking never utilized
with the case study, a time and motion study was
conducted to obtain some processing time variables to
apply in batch picking and zone picking simulations.
The next part is results from simulation runs.

Moreover, increasing number of batching will directly
increase waiting time to group or batch customer orders.
Only a three-order-batch picking is selected to illustrate
in more details. Table 6 shows total process time per
order of a three-order-batch picking policy. Not only
cam the total time be reduced, the utilization of staff can
be reduced as well, as shown in table 7.

RESULTS
Current situation
The simulation on current situation that is using
individual picking has been conducted. It was found
that the longest lead time in the process studied is
allocating orders. The allocating order activity takes
about 68.57 minutes per order. During allocating order,
there is waiting time in process as well called ‘cut off
order’. The main reason of cut off order is to consolidate
all orders to dispatch. For picking activtities, seven
types of picking has been found that are to pick within
product family, combining product families. Picking
three different product families can result in 37.56
minutes per order, as shown in table 3. In addition, total
process time for each order type has been collected and
shown in table 4. It can be seen that increasing product
variety leads to increasing total process time per order.
Applying individual order picking results in low staff
utilizations. Table 5 shows staff utilizations and all
pickers are found to be busy no more than 60% of their
total time.

Table 4: Current Total Process Time per Order
Types
Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Fashion & Sandals
Fashion & Sport
Sport & Sandals
Fashion & Sport &
Sandals

Staff
Picker 1
Picker 2
Picker 3
Picker 4
Picker 5
Picker 6

Time per one order (min.)
Average
Half
Width
8.33
0.02
68.57
2.47
0.999
0
7.95
17.13
15.60
23.51
19.50
30.44
37.56

0.09
0.23
0.54
1.3
2.28
2.56
3.18

3.00

0.01

Utilization (%)
Average
Half width
53
0.01
54
0.01
57
0.01
52
0.01
55
0.01
50
0.01

From the experiments, it was found that a four-order
bach can give the shortest process time as a six-order
batch results in higher total process time due to
increasing of allocating order time and sorting time, as
shown in table 8. Moreover, when many orders are
grouped, walking distances can be reduced and it can be
shown in terms of staff utilization shown in table 9.

Table 3 : Currrent Situation Results

Checking orders
Allocating orders
Printing picking list
Order picking
Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Fashion & Sandals
Fashion & Sport
Sport & Sandals
Fashion & Sport &
Sandals
Dispatching

Half width
(min.)
2.59
2.73
3.04
3.8
4.78
5.06
5.68

Table 5 : Current Staff Utilization

Batch picking
Batch picking has been explored by batching or
grouping two orders per batch until six orders per batch.
When batch picking is performed, total process time per
order can be reduced. Picking time is shortened, but
allocating order time is increased. Allocating order time
increases because batching order is conducted by
manual as existing WMS does not support this activity.

Process

Average
(min.)
88.86
98.04
96.51
104.42
100.41
111.34
118.47

Table 6 : A Three-Order-Batch Picking Time per Order
Types
Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Fashion & Sandals
Fashion & Sport
Sport & Sandals
Fashion & Sport &
Sandals
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Average
(min.)
80.48
86.13
103.10
98.23
81.35
79.95
94.93

Half width
(min.)
2.38
2.67
5.93
8.01
5.84
5.37
3.28

process time, but zone picking performs better than
batch picking in terms of staff utilization. Therefore,
zone picking can be appropriately implemented during
low season. To get a better result, other batching
techniques should be investigated as they may shorten
picking time. Batch sizing has significantly affected
mean order throuput time. From our investigation,
batching up to four orders is recommended.

Table 7 : A Three-Order-Batch Staff Utilization
Staff

Utilization (%)
Average
Half width
Picker 1
17
0.01
Picker 2
17
0.01
Picker 3
18
0.01
Picker 4
18
0.01
Picker 5
16
0.01
Picker 6
16
0.01
Table 8 : Average Total Process Time of Batch Picking

Types
Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Fashion
&
Sandals
Fashion
& Sport
Sport &
Sandals
Average

Table 10 : Average Total Process Time of Zone Picking

Types

Average total process time (min/order)
As-Is
Batch picking
2
3
4
6
88.86
81.63
80.48
79.84 84.75
98.04
88.14
86.13
84.87 89.06
96.51
99.03
103.10 101.3 100.03
8
104.42 107.76
98.23
83.10 82.33

100.41

97.20

81.35

78.31

0.00

111.34

92.66

79.95

76.82

0.00

84.05

59.36

99.93

94.40

88.20

Fashion
Sandals
Sport
Fashion
&
Sandals
Fashion
& Sport
Sport &
Sandals
Average

Types
Picker 1
Picker 2
Picker 3
Picker 4
Picker 5
Picker 6

As-Is
53
54
57
52
55
50

2
27
27
27
26
26
26

100.41

97.01

86.12

77.79

0.00

111.34

97.13

81.95

76.69

0.00

99.93

95.52

89.45

84.24

58.99

Table 11 : Staff Utilization of Batch Picking

Table 9 : Staff Utilization of Batch Picking
Utilization (%)
Batch picking
3
4
17
13
17
14
18
12
18
11
16
11
16
12

Average total process time (min/order)
As-Is
Zone picking (Batch size)
2
3
4
6
88.86
80.62
80.26
79.13
84.19
98.041
86.92
85.85
84.32
88.52
96.51
101.22 102.83 102.20 99.63
104.42 110.25 99.72
85.35
81.63

Types
Picker 1
Picker 2
Picker 3
Picker 4
Picker 5
Picker 6

6
9
9
8
6
6
7

As-Is
53
54
57
52
55
50

Utilization (%)
Zone picking (Batch size)
2
3
4
27
21
17
6
4
2
26
20
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
23
2
21
0
0
0

Moreover, if WMS would need to modify to support
zone picking, simulation modelling should be conducted
to cover high season periods to investigate whether or
not individual order picking can perform better than
zone picking. To modify WMS, order allocating and
sorting activites will be added.

Zone picking
Zone picking simulation has been conducted by
batching or grouping two orders per batch up to six
orders per batch. The results are similar to those of
batch picking. When having more orders grouping,
picking time can be shortened, but allocating order time
and sorting time will increase. It was found that a fourorder batching can offer the shortest process time as
shown on table 10. However, zone picking can give a
better result in term of staff utilization as three staff can
be reduced. Table 11 shows utilization of staff when
zone picking is applied.
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frequent properties are more typical than those exhibiting
less frequent properties (Rosch and Mervis 1975) (e.g.,
an ostrich would be a low typicality exemplar of the
BIRD category, whereas a dove would be a typical
exemplar). The typicality structure also means that an
object can be a member of different categories, although
to different degrees (e.g., a Chihuahua may be a low
typicality exemplar of the DOG category, while
simultaneously being a relatively more typical case of the
PET category). Note here that the fact that an exemplar
may belong to more than one category, implies that
concepts must share properties to a certain extent (e.g.,
being friendly to people may be a property of the concept
DOG, but also of the concept PET). Henceforth, we will
refer to this as “conceptual overlap”.
In contrast to concrete concepts, relatively little is known
about abstract concepts (e.g., freedom, democracy,
personality). This is a problem, given that a large
proportion of the concepts that we use are abstract
concepts (estimated to be more frequent than concrete
words, Rechia and Jones 2012). Though the standard
concrete concept theory assumes that it is a valid
description of all kinds of concepts, there is evidence that
abstract concepts do not respond to the same
characteristics.
When researchers study concrete or abstract concepts
they frequently ask a sample of individuals to produce
lists of conceptual properties (e.g., Wu and Barsalou
2009). However, for abstract concepts subjects do not
produce physical properties. Rather, they produce verbal
associations (e.g., for the concept EMERGENCY, we
might obtain danger as one of its properties; Della Rosa
et al. 2010). When these lists are coded and aggregated,
non-uniform
or
non-homogeneous
frequency
distributions of conceptual properties are obtained (these
are called norming studies).
Another difference between concrete and abstract
concepts is the following. Though concrete concepts may
be learned without supervision (e.g., Love 2002), it does
not seem possible to learn an abstract concept without
some kind of supervision. A concrete concept may be
learned by perceiving a sequence of exemplars, while
extracting common properties. It is dubious that the same
could be achieved for an abstract concept. Though there
is no empirical support for this claim, it is difficult to
imagine a list of exemplars that would allow learning,
e.g., the concept of SECURITY without some kind of
feedback. Furthermore, many abstract concepts refer to
internal states that are not directly perceptible (e.g.,

KEYWORDS
Conceptual Agreement Theory, evolution of concepts,
Agent-based modeling, abstract concepts.
ABSTRACT
We present an Agent Based Model (ABM) named
MIMICS (Modeling Inferential Minds in Conceptual
Space), which shows how a social group develops
abstract concepts for achieving agreement in
communication. Agents describe concepts by assigning
properties to them based on learning and communication
interactions, trying to develop a conceptual space that
discriminates as much as possible between two concepts
(i.e., they try to assign properties to concepts decreasing
the overlap among the properties that describe them).
Contrarily to concrete concepts, those properties come
from the social group and not from objects’ physical
properties. The results show that agents in MIMICS
develop abstract concepts that exhibit the same
characteristics that are found in studies of real concepts:
non-uniform frequency distributions of properties, intersubjective variability and stable concepts that are useful
for the simulated social group by providing agreement in
communication.
INTRODUCTION
Concrete concepts are typically associated to physical
properties. For example, a type of face could be
characterized by properties such as a given nose length,
eye separation, mouth width, etc. (Tversky 1977). The
standard theory of concrete concepts holds that concepts
are learned by observing category exemplars, extracting
the relevant properties (Schyns et al. 1998), and
estimating the frequency distribution of those relevant
properties (Ashby and Alfonso-Reese 1995; Griffiths et
al. 2011). This then allows organizing a semantic
structure and making category judgments (e.g., How
typical is a given exemplar of category X? Does the
exemplar belong to category X or category Y? How
central is property j for category X?).
Perhaps one of the most important findings about
concrete concepts, is that concepts relate only
probabilistically to conceptual properties (Rosch 1973).
This means that, among other things, two concepts that
may be applied to a situation or object are not
discriminable through a logical rule (i.e., by necessary
and sufficient properties), but show a typicality structure
instead (Rosch et al. 1976). Those exemplars that exhibit
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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INTENTION, Wu and Barsalou 2009) and are therefore
clearly different from concrete concepts.
A working hypothesis of the work we report here is that
the two issues discussed above (i.e., supervision
requirement and verbal associations) are related. If
abstract concepts cannot be learned by observing
exemplars, it is possible that learning them requires
attending to the behavior of other members of the social
group when they use the concept. For example, it is
possible that some kind of explicit teaching of the
concept is necessary for someone to learn which other
concepts are associated with the focal concept. If so, the
need for supervision may cause that the conceptual
content of abstract concepts is basically verbal.
Another important feature of property frequency
distributions (for abstract as well as concrete concepts) is
that they show inter-subjective variability in conceptual
content (Barsalou 1993). In fact, given that subjects
produce different lists of conceptual properties, nonuniform distributions follow.
Given our discussion above, our general research
question in the current work is why abstract concepts
(just as concrete concepts) should produce a probabilistic
structure of properties (i.e., verbal associates), given that
abstract concepts seem not to be learned as concrete
concepts are. In the next section, we develop a metatheory that offers an explanation, which we later
implement as an Agent Based Model (ABM). Note that
although we don’t strictly follow the ODD protocol
(Grimm et al. 2006) to present the ABM, we comply with
including most of the material suggested in it.

the content of an abstract concept by asking explicitly if
a property corresponds to a concept.
As a consequence of learning more about the focal
concept, we assume that individuals increasingly tend to
decide to use a concept rather than continue learning.
Classically, it would be assumed that a concept coded in
language would be used to make reference (e.g., the word
“dog” could be used to refer to a specific dog or to the
category DOG). In contrast, here we assume that when
using abstract concepts, individuals are trying to
understand the point of view of a conversational partner
(i.e., if she conceptualizes a situation as a case of the focal
concept or as a case of an alternative concept). Here,
again, there are several ways in which this could happen
(e.g., an individual could observe the conceptual content
produced by someone and by an associative process
could gain information about which concept is being
used). In the current work, we assume that individuals
first adopt a given point of view (i.e., they conceptualize
the situation as a case of a given concept) and look for
confirmation that their conversational partner has the
same point of view (Chaigneau et al. 2012).
Though searching for confirmation is a strategy that will
lead to errors (Nickerson 1998), in our work we assume
that a social group could use it to keep useful concepts
(i.e., those that allow inferring the likely mental state of
others). Looking for confirmation is a very simple
strategy, which is likely to be used more than
sophisticated processes (e.g., disconfirmation), and that
does not require assuming elaborate cognitive
processing.

A META-THEORY ABOUT CONCEPTS

DESCRIPTION OF MIMICS ABM

Our meta-theory implies several factors that operate
simultaneously. First, we assume that people can interact
with a concept in two different manners: either learning
or using it. At any given moment, individuals should
make a decision regarding how to interact with a concept
(not necessarily a conscious one). We assume that this
decision depends on how much an individual knows how
to differentiate the concepts in question. Though there are
several potential ways in which individuals could
determine if they know a concept well enough to use it
confidently (e.g., they could pay attention to feedback
from others regarding whether they are using the concept
correctly), in the current work we assume that individuals
attempt to discriminate as much as possible the focal
concept from other potentially applicable concepts. Thus,
the lesser they are able to discriminate, the more they are
prone to learn something new about the concept in
question.
Given that it does not seem possible to learn an abstract
concept merely by perceiving exemplars, it is likely that
these concepts are learned through explicit information
acquired from others. There are several ways in which
this could happen (e.g., individuals could directly ask
others about the associated properties and construct their
own frequency distribution in a piecemeal fashion). In
the current work, we assume that individuals can learn

We designed an ABM that implements a specific version
of the meta-theory described above (MIMICS; Modeling
Inferential Minds in Conceptual Space). This theory
assumes specific solutions to the topics discussed above,
though — as also discussed above — other solutions are
possible. Just to refresh them, the topics are the
distinction between learning and using a concept, how an
abstract concept may be learned, and what does it mean
to use an abstract concept. Thus, our specific goal is to
test if the ABM formalization is able to produce the
pattern of results exhibited by abstract concepts:
probability distributions of properties, absence of an
objective criterion to define concepts and inter-subjective
variability, and, despite all that, stability and usefulness
of concepts.
In MIMICS, agents play two types of roles: observers (O)
and actors (A), and act as Os and As depending on the
type of interaction executed (see Table 1 and associated
explanations). Regardless of the role, agents know there
are two concepts that can apply to a situation (C1, C2),
and that there are properties (j) that can describe them.
They also have a finite universe of P potential properties
  {    
 that can describe any of the two
concepts  {}. These are not properties in a
traditional sense (i.e., they are not independently
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discriminable perceptual features), but rather verbal tags
associated to concepts.
Agents develop their concepts either communicating
with other agents or learning from them. For each
concept (C1, C2), agents keep track of the number of
occasions (  ) in which they have found property pj when
interacting with the given concept c, and of the number
of times in which they have interacted successfully ( )
with that property pj relative to that given concept c (see
below for an explanation of what constitutes a successful
interaction). In general, the greater  is in relative terms,
the greater the evidence is for that property pj to belong
to that concept c. Note that the potential property j
becomes a known property pj (we will explain this
process later on).
MIMICS has 2 mechanisms for concept development
based on social interactions:
One is an implicit mechanism in which O is not
attempting to learn, but to decide if A is in the same
mental state as he is (we call this process,
communication). In this process, O believes it knows the
concept sufficiently and that there is no need to continue
learning it. Then, in the communication mode, O assumes
that the situation can be described by C1 (or C2), and
waits for evidence that A conceptualizes it similarly.
Then, A selects a concept c and a property pj that belongs
to c ( ), and offers that property to O. If that property is
in O’s concept C1 (or C2), then O assumes that both
agree about the situation’s definition. Consequently, O
increases  and  for that property in concept C1 (or
C2), otherwise, O increases only  (not  ) for that
property in concept C1 (or C2). Note that agreement can
be true (A is really also thinking of concept C1 (or C2))
or it can be illusory (A is not really thinking in C1 but in
C2 (or not in C2 but in C1)). In other words, ABM agents
cannot read other agents’ minds, and can only infer their
mind states based on the evidence.
The other mechanism is one of explicit learning. If O
believes it needs to learn more about concept C1 (or C2),
then it looks for more information. For that, O queries A
with a c, j pair (i.e., asks whether j is a property of c in
A’s mind). If the query receives a negative answer, then
O increases  but does not increase  (i.e., signaling
that j has been experienced, but that it is not part of the
focal concept). If the query receives a positive answer,
then O increases  and  .
For each property  (i.e., each j in each concept C1, C2),
agent O computes a success probability (      )
for interacting with that property  in that concept c.
  is the probability, computed from an agent’s own
experience, that it can achieve agreement when using a
given property  in a given concept c.
The information obtained in communication and learning
is used by O for two things:
First, it uses it to decide to which concept to assign a
property  . The probability of  being assigned, e.g., to
concept C1, increases probabilistically as the normalized
absolute difference between the SPs for property  also

increases (i.e., how much an individual knows how to
differentiate the concepts). In general, as the number of
successful interactions when using a property 
increases (i.e., those interactions that produce
agreement), the evidence for that property belonging to
that concept, and not to an alternative concept, also
increases. In other words, to assess the possibility of
discriminating a property between both concepts, the
agents use     . A small absolute difference
shows that property  is not very discriminable (i.e., it
produces about the same success probability for both
concepts). This value is normalized to obtain what we
define as the discrimination probability:

DP = /

  

(1)



 !"#  

In eq. (1), the absolute difference in SP for property  for
both concepts (     ) is divided by the
maximum difference across all known properties in O’s
mind (see below for an explanation of how an agent
knows properties), so that DP will always fall in the [0,1]
interval.
Thus, using DP, an O agent will
probabilistically decide if it has enough information to
discriminate. If that is the case, the discrimination
process is accomplished by comparing  $ with  $ , so
that if  $ %  $ ,  is assigned to C2 and it is
withdrawn from C1 (and vice-versa). This built-in
preference for clearly separable concepts has been posed
as a basic tendency in human categorization. If possible,
people prefer to form linearly separable categories (Blair
and Homa 2001).
Second, O uses the information obtained in
communication and learning to decide if its next
interaction with an A should be in the learning or in the
communication mode (as described earlier). To this end,
O computes a measure of the “separation” that the
properties  have achieved. In MIMICS, this measure
is the average absolute difference of all the properties’
SP. Based on this average, O probabilistically decides in
which mode to interact. An increase in this average value,
signals an increase in separation, and results in a
decreased learning probability (LP) for O (i.e., the
probability that O decides to continue learning).
However, because an agent knows Λ properties for a
given concept, LP is really computed as a representative
average:


&  # ' ()   











(2)

Note that because agents discriminate and also decide to
stop learning depending on their own experience with
conceptual properties, inter-subjective variability follows
naturally in MIMICS. Table 1 presents the pseudo-code
of the learning and communication interactions.
MIMICS randomly selects without replacement an agent
from the list of all agents and that agent acts as O and O
randomly selects another agent as an A, following the
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actions defined in Table 1. This process is executed until
all agents have been Os, which constitutes a simulation
step.

attributed to the interaction and decision rules (i.e., the
meta-theory and MIMICS’ solutions to the topics
discussed earlier), and not to the way specific parameters
were set in the experiments, except for N and P.
To simplify Table 1, we did not include the process by
which agents know the properties. Agents know the
existence of potential properties when properties are used
in any of the interaction modes shown in Table 1. An
agent knows property j by initializing  = j and 


      ) . There are two exceptional cases: 1)
in communication mode, given that A presents to O a
known property and does not receive anything from O,
new properties are not incorporated by A as known and
2) when  > (i.e., when there is no conceptual content
in c at initial conditions) for A in learning mode, A does
an auto-learning process; that is, A not only initializes the
property j, but also assigns it to c :    ; (i.e.,
property j becomes a known and assigned property  ),
which always happens at the beginning of a simulation
run, when agents don’t have any information or structure
in their particular conceptual space. Finally, each run is
ended when, at the social group system’s level, the
conceptual space structure is stable. That is determined
when no further change is observed for the properties
incorporated into concepts at the group’s level. This
occurs when the standard deviation of the average SP of
both concepts (across all agents), calculated in a sliding
window of 3,000 simulation steps, does not show
significant variations; i.e., the standard deviation of the
standard deviation of the average SP of both concepts is
equal to or less than 0.004.

Table 1: Pseudo-code of Learning and Communication
Interactions
OBSERVER O

ACTOR A

Preparation of the interaction
1. Randomly selects an A actor
from the rest of the agents
2. Randomly selects a concept c
and property j from the P
potential ones
3. *+,-.+/-01+23,1-4054.+6
7 89:; < & =
7 89:; < & = = FALSE (Learning mode)
4. Selects same c as O
5. If  > (auto-learning)
randomly selects a property j
from the P potential ones
(  ) and increments


 and  .
6. Assigns   ? @
7. A B CDEFGH  
IA B CDEFGH  
8. Increments 
9. CDEFGH   B    J 
10.      
11.  K  B  
12. Discrimination Inference:
89:; L M B
a)   %   B  N    
b)   O   B     N 
7 89:; < & = = TRUE (Communication mode)

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4. Randomly selects concept c
and property (   ).
5. If  > (auto-learning)
randomly selects a property j
from the P potential ones
(  ) and increments


 and  .

Our general hypothesis is that a process based on social
interactions (communication and learning), where
conceptual properties come from the social group and not
from objects’ physical properties, is able to produce
concepts characterized by non-uniform probability
distributions and inter-subjective variability in
conceptual content, while making minimal assumptions
about agents’ cognitive machinery. Specifically, we
expect that, for a wide range of experimental conditions
(N and P values), MIMICS will produce stable concepts
that are useful for the simulated social group, but not at
the expense of homogeneity in conceptual content (i.e.,
MIMICS should exhibit inter-subjective variability in
conceptual content). Also, as a direct consequence of
this, MIMICS should produce non-uniform frequency
distributions of properties similar to those found in
norming studies. For the experiments we set up N = {14,
40, 60} and P = {10, 50, 100}. We selected those values
for representing small, medium and large groups of
agents and number of potential properties. Each of the
nine experimental conditions was run 20 times and in all
the graphs that show averages, these were computed
using the output values of the 20 replications. We don’t
present std. deviations, given that they are very small and
only would have cluttered the graphs. We performed an
ANOVA for all the presented results (where suitable),

6. Assigns   ? P
7. A B CDEFGH  
IA B CDEFGH  
8. Increments 
9. CDEFGH   B    J 
10.      
11.  K  B  
12. Discrimination Inference:
89:; L M B
a)   %   B  N    
b)   O   B     N 

Note: LP see eq. (2), DP see eq. (1)
The initial conditions of a run consist in instantiating  ,
 and   and the lists of properties that belong to
concept C1 or C2 in each agent to null. Notably,
interactions among agents depend on the interaction rules
described above, and the only exogenous parameters are
the number of agents (N) in a simulation and the number
of potential properties for describing concepts C1and C2
(P). This means that all results presented here can be
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which indicates that all of them are highly statistically
significant (all p-values ≤ 0.005). In the following
paragraphs we present the results for concept C1, given
that the ones for concept C2 are similar. For those
interested in replicating our experiments, the program is
available at http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/
community/.You will have to search for the file MIMICS
v-CSI.netlogo, found under the March 2016 heading, and
download it to your computer. Then you need to
download and install the Netlogo platform, version 4.0.4
at http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/oldversions.shtml.
To assess the usefulness of concepts, we use the
probability of true (p(a1)) and illusory agreement (p(a2))
per Conceptual Agreement Theory (CAT, Chaigneau et
al. 2012). According to CAT, when human beings talk
about abstract concepts (e.g., democracy, political views,
masculinity, personality traits), they try to infer
agreement, i.e., to infer whether other people’s mindcontent is similar to their own content or not. To
illustrate, imagine two individuals, O and A, that are
having a conversation about a given topic, and that O has
a hypothesis C1 about how entity x is being jointly
conceptualized (i.e., that they are talking about x as an
instance of C1). However, because concepts are events
in individual minds, O can only infer whether C1 is the
case for A or not. To make this inference, O observes A,
and when A describes x as having a property pj, O
evaluates if pj is consistent with C1 in her mind or not. If
it is consistent, then O infers that A is also talking about
x conceptualized as C1. If A is in fact talking about x
conceptualized as C1, then this is true agreement (event
a1 and its probability is p(a1)). If A is talking about x
conceptualized as C2, then illusory agreement happens
(event a2 and its probability is p(a2)). Note that this
situation corresponds to the idealized communication
interaction shown in Table 1. In MIMICS, to compute
p(a1), each time agents engage in a communication
interaction and both are using concept C1, a counter f_a1
is incremented. On the other hand, if O is using concept
C1 and A is using C2, a counter f_a2 is incremented. If
agents infer agreement and that is actually true agreement
(both agents are actually thinking of C1), then a counter
a1 is incremented. Contrarily, if agent O is thinking of
C1 and agent A is thinking of C2, then a counter a2 is
incremented. Calculating p(a1) and p(a2) amounts to
dividing a1 by f_a1 and a2 by f_a2. Given that concepts
should afford a p(a1) larger than p(a2) to be useful in
communication among members of a group (i.e., more
true than illusory agreement; Chaigneau et al. 2012), we
should observe the same in MIMICS’ outputs. As Figure
1 shows, that is the case. For all the nine experimental
conditions, always p(a1) is larger than p(a2), which
means that agents develop a conceptual space that
promotes true agreement in communication.

Figure 1: Avg. p(a1) and p(a2) for the 9 Experimental
Conditions
On the other hand, although a high true agreement is
reached, agents exhibit inter-subjective variability in
conceptual content. To illustrate this, we can inspect the
properties assigned to concept C1 by two agents in a
given experimental condition (N = 40, P = 100). For
example, agent 0’s content for C1 is [2 4 5 8 10 16 17 43
63 67 68 71 74 77 78 90 97], whereas agent 10’s content
is [8 10 27 33 34 38 62 64 68 75 77 85 97]. To generalize
this claim, Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of
the properties across agents for C1, for the same
experimental condition. It can be seen that the
distribution is non-uniform (which also supports our
assertion that MIMICS would produce non-uniform
frequency distributions of properties). Given that the
distribution is non-uniform, the only way that may
happen is if agents have diverse conceptual contents. To
more generally back up our claim, Figure 3 shows
MIMICS’ outputs k1 and s1. Variable k1 corresponds to
the total number of properties for concept C1 in a
population of individuals, and s1 to the average number
of properties coherent with concept C1 in an individual’s
mind (Chaigneau et al. 2012).

Figure 2: Frequency Distribution of Properties across
Agents for Concept C1 (N = 40, P = 100)
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C2 was divided by the number of frequencies that are
larger than zero in both concepts, and the square root of
that mean is the RMSE.

Figure 3: Avg. k1 and s1 for the 9 Experimental
Conditions
From Figure 3, we can see that for all the experimental
conditions, k1 is always larger than s1. That may happen
only if the number of properties assigned to C1 in agents’
minds is smaller than the total number of properties
assigned to C1 across all agents, which proves that intersubjective variability in conceptual content must exist.
As already discussed, Figure 2 supports our claim that
MIMICS would produce non-uniform frequency
distributions of properties similar to those found in
norming studies. To generalize this finding to all the nine
experimental conditions, Figure 4 presents the standard
deviation for the properties for C1 (i.e., for the numbers
that represent those properties).

Figure 5: Avg. Normalized RMSE of Properties of C1
and C2 for the 9 Experimental Conditions
This form of calculating the RMSE assures obtaining a
superposition index between the C1’s and C2’s property
frequency distributions that is comparable across
different N and P. That will be an important issue when
further analyzing MIMICS’ results in future work. Note
from Figure 5 (and also from Figure 2), that under all nine
experimental conditions, a RMSE above zero, implies
that indeed there exists conceptual overlap between
concepts, just as has been found in empirical studies.
DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS
As we discuss in the introduction, when subjects are
asked to produce conceptual content for abstract or
concrete concepts, non-uniform frequency distributions
of properties are obtained. Also, there is inter-subjective
variability in conceptual content. For concrete concepts,
these properties are descriptors of the concrete objects
that belong to the category, and non-uniform
distributions occur because some properties are more
frequent than others in the exemplars that belong to the
category (e.g., most dogs bark). In contrast, for abstract
concepts properties are verbal or conceptual associations,
and it is unclear why non-uniform property distributions
and inter-subjective variability should be obtained.
In the current work, we present MIMICS, which is a
theory of how a social group develops a system of
abstract concepts. MIMICS makes three important
assumptions about abstract concepts (widely supported
by the literature that we have cited throughout this paper).
First, it assumes that abstract concepts are states of mind
or points of view about a situation. As such, they cannot
be directly observed and need to be inferred. Second, it
assumes that individuals are motivated to know if other
individuals share their own particular point of view.
Third, it assumes that—as is true of concrete concepts—
people attempt to learn linearly separable concepts.
Noteworthy about MIMICS, is that conceptual content
develops from social interaction and not from the
environment’s structure. There are two kinds of
interactions: learning from other group members, and

Figure 4: Avg. Std. Deviation of Properties of C1 for the
9 Experimental Conditions
The standard deviations different from zero confirm that
for all experimental conditions, the frequency
distributions of properties are non-uniform.
Finally, as pointed out earlier, another characteristic of
these frequency distributions obtained in norming
studies, is that the properties, which describe concepts,
exhibit some conceptual overlap (i.e., some properties
describe more than one concept, as one can see from
Figure 2). To generalize that finding, Figure 5 shows a
normalized RMSE of the frequencies of the properties
that describe C1 and C2 in MIMICS. The normalized
RMSE was calculated by first dividing the frequency of
each property that describes C1 and C2 by the respective
maximum frequency. Then, the sum of the squared
difference between the normalized frequencies of C1 and
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communicating (i.e., using conceptual properties to infer
a conversational partner’s state of mind).
In our computational experiments with MIMICS, we
found that for a wide range of experimental conditions
(i.e., combinations of N and P values), MIMICS
reproduces the type of results that are obtained in
conceptual norming studies. MIMICS’ rules of
interaction are successful in producing non-uniform
property frequency distributions, concepts that are not
neatly discriminated, and agents with non-homogeneous
conceptual content, though agents do not extract this
structure from an environment. Just as importantly,
MIMICS produces concepts that, despite inter-subjective
variability, allow communication. Concepts developed
by MIMICS allow agents more often than not to correctly
infer conceptual agreement with other agents.
There are several situations in which a researcher may
need to explore the use of abstract concepts in a social
group. An anthropologist may want to know whether a
social group holds a shared view on a socially relevant
topic (e.g., how political parties are characterized); a
marketing expert may want to know whether a social
group holds a shared view on a brand’s image). We
envision using MIMICS and the theoretical insights
derived from our simulations as providing tools to analize
problems such as these.
There are many other conclusions that can be drawn from
our results. However, they are beyond the scope of this
paper and will be part of our future work with MIMICS.
What we want to stress here is that MIMICS shows that
abstract concepts may be advantageously viewed as
devices developed by a social group to allow agreement
and mind-reading.
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ABSTRACT
Illicit drug use creates signiﬁcant burden at societal, family and personal levels. Every year substantial resources are
allocated for treatment and the consequences of illicit drug
use in Australia and around the world. Heroin is one of
the major forms of illicit drugs. Several independent heroin
treatment strategies or interventions exist and state-of-theart research demonstrates their efﬁcacy and relative costeffectiveness. However, assessing total potential gains and
burden from providing all treatment interventions or varying
the mix of heroin treatments has never been attempted. This
paper proposed an individual-level simulation model (ISM)
which addresses net social beneﬁt over a lifetime that can
accommodate the complexity of individuals going in and
out of multiple treatments and their corresponding costs and
beneﬁts arising from different treatments during the life-course
of heroin users in the context of New South Wales (NSW)
Australia. This model is intended to serve as an effective
tool for economic evaluation and policy making in the illicit
drug area in Australia. The validity of the model has been
assessed by comparing short term outcomes or examining the
status of participants at a various points of time predicted
from the model with other data sets that were not used to
parameterise the model. Initial model results have been also
presented to highlight different types of scenario analysis that
can be conducted in future.
I NTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the development of novel individuallevel simulation model (ISM) for health care decision making.
The model is developed for modelling range of treatments
available for illicit drug users. The model is simulated for long
term (generally lifetime of drug users) to evaluate treatment
services. Following paragraphs deal with the area of illicit drug
use. Governments, non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and International Organizations worldwide invest hundreds of
billions of dollars in health care projects. Australia spends
around 10% of its GDP or AUD 100 billion per year in
recent years in health care WDI (2012). In the area of illicit
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drug spending, Australian federal and state governments spend
about AUD 1.7 billion per annum in prevention, treatment,
harm reduction and law enforcement to combat illicit drugs.
There is an increasing pressure from both the government and
the public to know whether the current spending is optimal
or what needs to change to increase the beneﬁts of spending.
This is particularly important for complicated policies where
there are many external costs and beneﬁts, and as such; there
are diverse views about the value of the interventions.
Existing research demonstrates efﬁcacy and relative costeffectiveness for individual heroin treatments, such as pharmacotherapy maintenance. “Cost of illness” studies have estimated the total social burden related to all illicit drugs, and
have been important in communicating this burden. But these
studies do not provide evidence on the total potential gains
from all interventions. And neither of these approaches can be
used to value the net beneﬁt, over the lifespan, of providing
a system of heroin treatment interventions. There is a pressing need to demonstrate whether the existing combinations
of heroin treatment interventions are a good investment for
government. The aim of this paper is to develop a modelling
approach which can assess the net social beneﬁt of current
heroin treatment strategies, and compare different combinations of treatment alternatives through modelled scenarios.
This will lead to better informed policy decisions about the
mix and type of treatments. The critical methodological issue
is the choice of modelling approach. The model needs to
capture recurring events over time as well as reﬂect alternative
trajectories for individuals who use heroin. The chosen model
is a micro-simulation model, also referred to as an ISM. It
depicts events and outcomes at the level of the individual. The
ISM enables ‘memory’ for each individual of such things as
the length of heroin use, past treatments and incarcerations.
This paper describes the rationale for an ISM and provides the
detailed methodology employed to develop the ISM of heroin
careers.
L ITERATURE R EVIEW
The decision problem of heroin use with recurring events
such as abstinence, crime, incarceration, and treatment over
time can be modelled using state transition models (STM).
STMs consist of set of mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive health states. Individuals can transition among

these health states based on prescribed transition probabilities.
Interactions between individuals are ignored in STMs. One of
the predominantly used STM in substance abuse literature is
cohort-based STM also know as Markov model (Schackman
et al. (2011)). Cohort-based STMs are relatively simpler to
develop when the number of health states is not large. These
models are restricted by the Markovian assumption, where
transition probabilities do not depend on individual history or
memory (i.e. past health states or state duration) Siebert et al.
(2012). In case of heroin use, it is recognised that individuals
history of incarceration, treatment, and length of time in
treatment has an effect on state transition of an individual
(Hser et al. (2004), Zhang et al. (2003)). Therefore, it is
necessary to include the information about individual history
while modelling heroin users based on STM. Cohort-based
model can handle memory by having additional health states to
include history, however, it often results in a very large model
which is difﬁcult to handle. On the other hand, individuallevel simulation model (ISM) or individual-level STMs are
not restricted by the Markovian assumptions as they simulate
individuals history by using tracker variables. This greatly
reduces the number of health states required.
ISMs better represent heterogeneity among individuals in
complex modelling scenarios such as illicit drug use. ISMs
can model individual characteristics as continuous variables
whereby future decisions depend on current and past individual
history. In case of cohort-based STMs, individual characteristics needs to be categorized to make separate health states
Siebert et al. (2012). The ISMs can easily handle individual
speciﬁc time steps as individuals in the model are simulated
one at a time.
M ODEL OVERVIEW
The ISM model in this paper starts with the population
of individuals who have ever used heroin (previously and
currently) for the New South Wales (NSW) state of Australia.
These individuals are distributed in various health/treatment
states (eg, abstinence, irregular use, dependent use, various
treatment, prison and death states). Overall model working
is conceptually represented in Fig. 1. There are six model
components which are conceptually deﬁned, namely, the initial
population, health states, state transitions, costs and outcomes
(these will be attached where relevant to being in a given state
i.e. treatment, prison, societal costs of crime), and net social
beneﬁt.
The model starts with the initial population of current
heroin users and heroin abstainers. This population of individuals are transitioned from one health state to other using predeﬁned (individual based) state transition probabilities.
After each state transition, outcomes such as heroin use,
crime committed; and resource implications are computed.
This process is repeated at each time step (where time step is
deﬁned as the length of stay in each state, individually driven)
until the end of simulation time period is reached. Each year,
a sub-population of new drug initiators is added to the current
population to include new drug users, along with a mortality
rate which exists for the model). Finally, net social beneﬁt
is computed based on the outcomes of the simulation model.
Following section provides more detail on each of the model
components.
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Fig. 1.

Model Overview

Initial Population
The initial population in the current model was estimated
based on the current NSW heroin using population. This
includes those currently abstinent, those in treatment subgroups
as well as those currently in heroin using subgroup. The
characteristics of the initial population that were selected
were age, gender, treatment history (number of episodes and
duration of treatment), HIV and Hepatitis-C status; which were
obtained from a number of data sources.
States
In the ISM, we have used three important locations (stages)
in the drug using individuals trajectory : i) in community, ii)
in prison, and iii) death.The ﬁrst two stages are considered in
this study to model the cost, beneﬁt and treatment variations
in drug using population. Exit from the model occurs if alive
at age 60, death from drug related or non-drug related causes.
Hence the total number of states is provided in Table I.
TABLE I.

T OTAL NUMBER OF HEALTH STATES BASED ON HEROIN USE
AND STAGES

State
Abstinence(S1)
Irregular use(S2)
No Treatment & Use(S3)

Stage
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY

Withdrawal(S4)

COMMUNITY

Residential rehab.(S5)
Pharmacotherapy (S6)

COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY

Counselling Only(S7)

COMMUNITY

Prison No Treatment(S8)
Treatment in Prison(S9)
Death or 60+ years old

PRISON
PRISON
DEATH

Description
not using
use irregularly
dependent users
with no treatment
Withdrawal
treatment
rehabilitation
provision of
safe opioid
psychological
therapy
not in treatment
in treatment
death from all
causes

Transition Time
In this model, an approach which provides heterogeneous
time to transition for each individual is used. We have used
length of stay (LOS) distributions for each individual. This is
due to the fact that previous research has shown that LOS is
highly predictive of subsequent drug use outcomes (Zhang et
al. (2003),Hser et al. (2004)).
The distributions of LOS of an episode is created and
assigned to each individual in the model. The LOS varies
depending on individual characteristics (such as previous treatment episodes, age, gender, amount of drug use, state). The
LOS based on individual characteristics were used only where
sustained evidence exist (i.e. at least two empirical evidences
to conﬁrm). See Table II for data sources. Two type of survey
dataset such as Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment Services
National Minimum Data Set (AODTS-NMDS) and Australian
Treatment Outcome Study (ATOS) have been used.
TABLE II.
State
S1

S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8, S9

S UMMARY OF DATA SOURCES FOR LOS ESTIMATION

crime and criminal justice system costs. Total beneﬁts include:
earnings due to individuals returning to work after successful
treatments.
Net social beneﬁt
Once the costs and beneﬁts have been calculated, the
criterion for assessing the overall efﬁciency of an intervention
is the Net Social Beneﬁt (NSB) Feldstein (1964). The main
costs and beneﬁts will be calculated based on participants life
time trajectories, during which they may be employed, use
health care services, contract HIV or Hep C, commit crimes
and go to prison. The base model will characterize the statusquo of behaviours of heroin users and calculate the base net
social cost-beneﬁt of current heroin treatment arrangement in
NSW; different policy options can be explored to ﬁnd the best
combination of treatments that gives the highest net social costbeneﬁt.
DATA SOURCES FOR THE MODEL

LOS data sources
ATOS Dataset;
Simpson and Marsh, 1986; Termorshuizen et al. (2005);
Hser et al. (2007); Shah et al. (2006);
Nosyk et al. (2013)
ATOS Dataset; Gronbladh & Gunne (1989);
Cofﬁn & Sullivan (2013)
ATOS Dataset; Bell et al. (1997)
ATOS Dataset; (AODTS-NMDS) Dataset
ATOS Dataset; AODTS-NMDS Dataset
ATOS; Burns et al. (2009)
ATOS Dataset; AODTS-NMDS Dataset
average sentence for the crime type.

Initial Population
The initial population for the model provides an estimate
for the number of individuals within each of the 9 states
in the model. States S10 was not included in the initial
population as this state relates to death. The ﬁgures for each
state were derived from various recent data sources discussed
in this section (where possible from years 2012-2013).The ﬁnal
numbers have been rounded, to reﬂect the lack of precision in
the estimates (see Table III).
TABLE III.

State Transitions
Once individuals in each state ﬁnish their assigned LOS
in a state, they transition to other state based on transition
probability functions. These functions are dependent upon
the individuals attributes. In the model, these probabilities
were estimated based on number of data sources. Australian
treatment and outcome study (ATOS) dataset, MIX dataset,
and relevant literature were used to estimate these probability
functions.
Costs and Outcomes
The individuals in the model transition from one state to
another and in this process costs and outcomes (also referred
to as rewards) are accrued. The resources were attached to
individual when they were in certain states and are referred
to as state awards. For example, while in S4 (withdrawal in
the community), the cost per day of withdrawal is attached;
similarly cost was attached to residential rehabilitation (by
days in RR); pharmacotherapy (by days in OTP); counselling
(by days); prison (days); treatment in prison (days in OTP).
Average unit costs by treatment type were applied.
The variation in resource use is driven by the length of time
in a state. There are resources attached to some transitions
(transition awards) i.e. transitioning into prison would incur
the costs of the police and court. Total costs include the
following components: (i) value of life-years (saved, or lost),
(ii) treatment costs; (iii) other health care utilisation (i.e.
treatment for speciﬁc diseases such as HIV, Hepatitis C), (iv)
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F INAL STARTING POPULATION NUMBERS
State
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
TOTAL

Starting number
22,000
53,000
16,500
20
80
17,500
100
1,100
1,100
111,400

Transition Functions
The proposed model simulated life trajectories of heroin
users in NSW based on the transition matrix, which lays out all
possible transitions from one state to the other state over participants life time. The possible transitions are determined by the
availability of treatment modalities in NSW and characteristics
of heroin use such as initiation, developing to dependent use,
participating in treatment, abstinence, relapsing and so on. A
participant makes transition to one of mutually exclusive states
once he/she has completed a LOS for the episode. Multiple
datasets and published literature were used or combined to
estimate the parameters for transition functions.
Transitions from community states to community states:
ATOS was the primary dataset to estimate transition probability functions from community states to community states.
In addition, evidence from literature was used together with
ATOS estimates to determine the ﬁnal transition probabilities.

Transitions from community states to prison states: Participants in S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 and S7 are allowed to
make transitions to prison states because of their previously
committed crimes. The primary data sources to estimate the
prison transition probabilities were the published results from
a study about engagement with criminal justice system among
opioid dependent people in NSW (Degenhardt et al. (2013)).
The alleged individuals (based on crime committed rates)
can be proved or pledged guilty. The weighted average prison
terms in the local and district courts by categories of offences
were used to assign length of stay to individuals who enter
prison (BOCSAR Court Data Report, 2012). All transition
probabilities of imprisonment from S1-S7 are dependent on
age, gender, and state history.

Criminal justice system costs: Unit costs were obtained
from multiple sources and were adjusted to 2012 AUD as
necessary. The average cost of a day in prison in NSW was
sourced from the Report on Government Services as was the
average cost per charge in the Magistrates Court (Productivity
Commission 2015). Social costs of crime were obtained from
an Australian report which included the intangible losses,
property losses, and medical costs by type of offence (Russell
et al. (2013)). The costs of policing were also estimated
(Byrnes et al 2012), with annual non-capital expenditure on
policing (Productivity Commission 2015).

Mortality

Value of Statistical life year: According to Access Economics (2008) the mean of value of a life from these 17
studies was $5.7 million (range $0.9 to $28.4 million 2006
AUD). After further analysis the recommendations from this
report suggest using $6.0 million 2006 AUD (range $3.7 to
$8.1 million). After adjusting to 2012 AUD with the CPI, the
value of a life was estimated to be $7.0 million (range$5.87
-$8. 34 million). This value was annuitized over 80 years with
a 3% discount rate. Then the total value over the remaining
expected lifespan was calculated.

The model considered variety of mortality rates based on
the individual characteristics such as length of stay in the
current state and history of previous state. The data for these
mortality rates were derived from PHDAS, ATOS, and RCT
sample. The speciﬁc rates (crude mortality rates (CMR) per
1000 person years (PY)) used in the model are illustrated in
Table IV.

Other health care utilization costs: Estimates of other
health care utilisation were estimated as daily costs. These
included utilisation of inpatient, emergency department, outpatient services, general practitioners, specialists, and ambulances by model state were obtained (NHC 2015, DoH 2014,
ASNSW 2015). These costs were then applied in the model
as relevant.

Transitions from prison states to community states: Individuals can move to one of states in community on the
completion of their stay in prison.

TABLE IV.
State: In
S1
S2
S3

M ORTALITY RATES FOR EACH STATE

State: From
Any
Any
S1, S4, S5, S7
S8

S4
S5
S6

S7
S8
S9

S2, S6, S10
anywhere
anywhere
S3, S4, S5, S7, S8
S10
S6
S6
S3,S4, S5, S6
anywhere
anywhere

Time
ﬁxed
ﬁxed
1st week
2nd week
1st 2 weeks
out of prison
Other time in S3
ﬁxed
ﬁxed
1st week
1st week
2nd week
Other time in S6
ﬁxed
ﬁxed
ﬁxed

Beneﬁts

CMR (/1000PY)
5.3 (5.0 to 5.6)
5.3 (5.0 to 5.6)
17.4 (11.7-25.0)
20.1(13.8-28.4)
59.5(41.3-83.6)

Individuals who are in states S1, S2, S3, S6 and S7
can be employed. The probability of employment increased
if individuals maintained longer duration in abstinence and
pharmacotherapy treatment. It was assumed that the longer
duration of abstinence and in maintenance treatment increased
participants probability of employment. Probabilities of employment were derived from ATOS, MIX, and NSW Labour
Statistics 2012. If the participant is employed, the beneﬁt was
calculated as equal to days of employment times earnings per
day; if the participant is unemployed, the beneﬁt was equal
to zero. The mean weekly earnings by gender and age from
the Employee Earnings Statistics published by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics was used to calculate the total earnings in
a state.

11.5(11.1-12.0)
6.0(5.76.4)
6.0(5.76.4)
39.5(31.9-48.8)
10.9 (4.0-23.8)
17.0 (11.8-23.6)
5.6(5.2-5.9)
6.0(5.7-6.4)
2.7(2.0 - 3.7)
0.7(0.3 to 1.2)

Estimating costs

HIV and Hep-C prevalence among heroin users

Treatment costs: The primary source for resource use
information for treatment was extracted from individual care
plans developed for the National Drug and Alcohol-Clinical
Care and Prevention (DA-CCP). Care plans for opioid substitution, withdrawal, residential rehabilitation, and counselling
for populations aged 18 to 64 were used. Information on
staff type and time, pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, overhead
and administrative allocations were obtained from respective
care packages for each treatment. Once identiﬁed, resources
were costed in 2012 AUD, sourced from NSW Wages and
Salaries, Medical Beneﬁt Schedule, Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts
Schedule (NSW Health 2015, PBS 2015, MBS (2015)). Costs
were estimated for an episode, and then a cost per day was
calculated for use in the model.
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The Hep-C prevalence and incidence rates were estimated
from the literature (Shand et al. 2014) and the resulting
calculated indicated that there were 62,056 individuals that
were Hep-C infected. Then this number were split by applying
age and gender distribution. Further, different stages of HepC infection was also considered. Another estimation indicated
that there will be 670 to 840 new cases of Hep-C each year.
It is estimated that there are between 12,500 and 15,000
cases of HIV in NSW (NSW HIV Strategy 2012-2015). The
number of cases attributable to IDU is approximately 2%; this
is based on data that the prevalence of HIV is 1-2% among
people attending NSPs (HIV Annual Surveillance Report,
2014). This equates to 300 existing cases of HIV in NSW

that are the result of drug use. Further, 458 new cases of HIV
in NSW in 2012, 18 of these cases were attributable to drug
use (16 male; 2 female).
M ODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS
The proposed simulation model was written in Java using
the Eclipse IDE. The computer program was written following
modular approach (object orient programming) for model
components. Several veriﬁcation tests were deﬁned for each
of the modules to verify the intermediate simulation outputs.
The logic for transition of individuals within the conceptual
model was matched with the output from the simulation model.
Additionally, we have randomly selected some individuals in
the simulation model and traced their behavior and matched
that against our conceptual model logic. We have veriﬁed individual transitions within the model. The transition summary
from the model was compared with the expected transition
summary which was derived after manually inputting the
values into the transition functions.
In terms of validation of the simulation model, we have
used face validation and cross-validation. In face validation,
we have conducted review meetings with the advisory group
consisting of experts from the illicit drug ﬁeld. The individuals,
discrete health states, transition probabilities, costs, mortality,
infection rates, and other parameters were also developed in
conjunction with domain experts along with making simplifying assumptions to create the conceptual model. We also
performed cross-validation by running the baseline simulation
model and comparing its output with the published literature.
Cross-validation to existing datasets and published literature: The datasets and published literature which were
not used for model building were used for cross validation
exercise. Data on the overall behavior of illicit drug users were
used for model validation. Following are some of the model
validation results:
1)

2)

3)

4)

We have compared the simulation results to expected
total number of individuals in S6. Estimates are
used from NOPSAD data for the OTP numbers in
treatment (on census day). According to this dataset,
there were 18,715 individuals in OST treatment in
NSW on the census day in 2012. It is expected that
this number will grow at about 3% overtime assuming
it will follow the previous trend. We compared this
number with the number of individuals in state S6 in
various simulated years. The rate of increase in the
heroin users in S6 (OST) from simulation model was
2.929% ( 1.03 - 3.69 at 95% CI).
Larney & Indig (2012) estimated that the proportion
of opioid-dependent prisoners receiving OST treatment was 43%. Based on the model the percentage of
opioid-dependent prisoners receiving OST treatment
in prison was 41.07 (95% CI 40.48 – 41.65).
According to the published literature, 60% of community participants are in some type of treatment. From
the simulation model, the proportion of dependent
users in some type of treatment was 48.71% (47.4255.89 at 95% CI).
Mortality rate for opiate related deaths in NSW,
according to Roxburgh and Burns (2012), was compared with the rate of drug related deaths in the
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5)

6)

7)

proposed model. The drug related deaths in NSW
stated by Roxburgh and Burns (2012) for 15 - 54
years old population was 198 (at 95% CI 112 - 283)
from 1999–2008. This means that the drug related
mortality rate was 0.0029 (=283/97,592) - 0.00114
(=112/97,592) (at 95% CI). From the simulation
model, the rate of drug related deaths (for 18 to 54
years old) was 0.00308 (0.002730 - 0.003446 at 95%
CI), which is consistent with the rates reported by
Roxburgh and Burns (2012).
Abstinence rate for 11 year follow up for dependent heroin users from ATOS study (Teesson et al.
presentation) was used for validation. It is stated
in the study that percentage of heroin dependent
population decreases from 97.6 % in baseline year
to 15.1 % in 11th year (85% decrease approx.).
Based on the simulation model, we observed 47%
decrease in heroin dependent population after 11
years. Similarly, percentage of dependent population
in current treatment has decreased by 74% (after 11
years of simulation) compared to 46% stated in the
Teesson et al. presentation.
Mortality rate for opiate related deaths in NSW,
according to Roxburgh and Burns (2012), was compared with the rate of drug related deaths in the
proposed model. The drug related deaths in NSW
stated by Roxburgh and Burns (2012) for 15 - 54
years old population was 198 (at 95% CI 112–283)
from 1999-2008. This means that the drug related
mortality rate was 0.0029 (=283/97,592) - 0.00114
(=112/97,592) (at 95% CI). From the simulation
model, the rate of drug related deaths (for 18 to 54
years old) was 0.00308 (0.002730 - 0.003446 at 95%
CI), which is consistent with the rates reported by
Roxburgh and Burns (2012).
Abstinence rate for 11 year follow up for dependent heroin users from ATOS study (Teesson et al.
presentation) was used for validation. It is stated
in the study that percentage of heroin dependent
population decreases from 97.6 % in baseline year
to 15.1 % in 11th year (85% decrease approx.).
Based on the simulation model, we observed 47%
decrease in heroin dependent population after 11
years. Similarly, percentage of dependent population
in current treatment has decreased by 74% (after 11
years of simulation) compared to 46% stated in the
Teesson et al. presentation.

Above-mentioned results indicate that the model results
are consistent with the published studies. After validation,
the results of the model which has been run for 25 years
is obtained. The initial population was evolved in time to
simulate population aging, individual transitions, HIV and
Hep-C infection, crime, employment, and mortality. The costs
and beneﬁts was calculated based on individual life events. The
initial state summary obtained yearly for 25 years of simulation
model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The number of individuals who
are incarcerated every year (for 25 years of simulation) and the
type of crime is presented in Fig. 3. Costs such as state costs,
crime costs, value of life year costs, HIV & Hep-C treatment
costs, and family burden costs are presented in Fig. 4. The
mortality, HIV cases, and individuals with over 60 years of age

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

State summary for 25 years of simulation

Fig. 4.

Projected costs for 25 years of simulation

Fig. 5.

Mortality, HIV status, and individuals over 60 yrs of age

Fig. 6.

Current Population of Heroin Users and their HepC status

Crime rates for 25 years of simulation

for 25 years of simulation is presented in Fig. 5. The current
Heroin using population and their HepC status is presented in
Fig. 6. The purpose of this paper was to showcase the model
workings, initial validation and results. These results of the
model can drive the discussion on government investments on
drug treatment policy and decision making. It can also be used
to simulate alternative policy scenarios, which is a topic of
future research.
D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
The ISM model developed in this paper has modelled range
of treatment services in community and prison stages, and used
variety of datasets from illicit drug user surveys and published
literature. Traditionally, variety of economic evaluations based
on simulation models in the ﬁeld of illicit drug use had been
developed. Nevertheless, most of these existing models were
cohort-based models and lacks consideration for individual
histories and attributes. The major weakness of cohort-based
approach was that the future individual events did not depend
on prior events. Similar simpliﬁcations can lead to misleading
model based estimations. Individual sampling models based
on microsimulation are starting to be used in health-care
decision-making. These models have better ability to represent
heterogeneity that is required in complex modelling scenarios
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such as illicit drug use. Individuals in these models can take
into account their histories to make decision on their next
transition without creating large number of health states. Various features of proposed model for heroin use were validated
against external datasets and published data in this ﬁeld, which
were not used as an input for model parameterisation. The
model output seems coherent and does not signiﬁcantly diverge
from external datasets.
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was successful in terms of GDP growth and the decrease
in unemployment before the “Great Recession”.
However, this positive macroeconomic development
disguised a housing bubble. With the outbreak of the
global financial and economic crisis, the real estate
bubble burst, and the impact of the recession was
especially deep in Slovenia, with a decline in GDP of
almost 8 percent in one single year (2009) and an increase
in unemployment to the same level as in the year before
Slovenia joined the Euro Area (2006). In the following
years, the country was hit especially hard by another
financial and economic crisis, which, in addition, resulted
in an unprecedented increase in its government debt. The
economic crisis culminated in a severe financial crisis in
2013. This required significant public support to six
banks, at a fiscal cost of about 10 percent of GDP. As a
result, Slovenia’s fiscal position deteriorated
significantly. The budget deficit rose from near zero in
2007-2008 to almost 14 percent of GDP in 2013, and the
debt ratio quadrupled, rising to 80 percent in 2014. After
three years of low or even negative growth, first signs of
economic stabilization became visible in 2014 with rising
exports and investment.
Although by now a lot of evidence on the effects of
macroeconomic policies during the “Great Recession” is
available, its interpretation still diverges among members
of different economic schools. In particular, the role of
fiscal policy and the specific problems of countries in the
Euro Area are subject to ongoing controversies. In
general, fiscal policy effects are smaller ceteris paribus in
small open economies than in larger economies that are
less exposed to global shocks. Furthermore, a high level
of public debt is likely to undermine positive effects of
fiscal stimuli. Hence, a clear commitment to fiscal
consolidation after overcoming a crisis is required.
However, strict fiscal consolidation measures in a
recession may contribute to a deepening of the recession
(Blanchard and Leigh 2013).
In this paper, we analyse the effects of different fiscal
policy scenarios in Slovenia over the next couple of years
and evaluate them according to their effects on
macroeconomic target variables. We use the SLOPOL
model, an econometric model of the Slovenian economy
constructed by us to make forecasts and simulate the
effects of the global and the European crisis under
alternative assumptions. In particular, we consider the
assumption of no-policy reactions, i.e. assuming that
fiscal policies do not attempt to deal with the effects of

KEYWORDS
Macroeconomics; fiscal policy; optimization; optimal
control; Slovenia; crisis; public debt.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate how fiscal policies should
look like in a country like Slovenia. Slovenia’s present
situation is characterized by high and rapidly increasing
public debt and low growth. It is an interesting case
because it is one of the few small open economies from
Central and Eastern Europe that was already in the Euro
Area before the “Great Recession”. Using the SLOPOL
model, an econometric model of the Slovenian economy,
we analyse the effects of different fiscal policies in
Slovenia over the next couple of years by means of
simulations. In particular, we determine optimal fiscal
policies for Slovenia over the next few years. Using the
OPTCON algorithm, we calculate approximately optimal
fiscal policies under different scenarios. We show that an
optimal design of fiscal policies depends essentially on
the political preferences of Slovenian policy makers.
Moreover, the simulations and optimizations reveal the
small scope of possible alternative fiscal stabilization
policies available due to the relatively low effectiveness
of the fiscal instruments with respect to their influence on
the business cycle in the Slovenian economy.

INTRODUCTION
The “Great Recession”, the financial and economic crisis
of 2007 to 2009, was the most severe economic crisis
since the Great Depression of the 1930s. It resulted in
negative growth and increasing unemployment in nearly
all industrial countries, irrespective of their initial
situation. Some countries, however, suffered particularly
hard; this was partly due to government failures, i.e. to
inadequate actions taken by their economic policy
makers. This is also true for Slovenia, whose economic
situation deteriorated very badly until 2014. Together
with most former socialist countries from Central and
Eastern Europe, Slovenia entered the European Union in
2004, and it managed to introduce the euro as legal tender
as early as 2007. The economic development of Slovenia
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the crisis. Moreover, we determine optimal fiscal policies
for Slovenia over the next few years. We use the
SLOPOL model and assume an intertemporal objective
function for Slovenian policy makers containing output,
unemployment, inflation, the budget deficit, public debt
and the current account as arguments. Using the
OPTCON algorithm, we calculate approximately optimal
policies under different scenarios. It turns out that there
are some trade-offs between the design of countercyclical
fiscal policies and the requirements of fiscal solvency.
The resulting optimal fiscal policies are only mildly
countercyclical and can protect the Slovenian economy
from negative effects of a recession only in a very limited
way.

latter is equal to the real interest rate plus the depreciation
rate of the capital stock. Changes in inventories are
exogenous in the SLOPOL model.
Real exports of goods and services are a function of the
real exchange rate and of foreign demand for Slovenian
goods and services, where for the latter we use the
volume of world trade as a proxy. Real imports of goods
and services depend on domestic final demand and on the
real exchange rate.
On the money market, the short-term interest rate
depends on its Euro Area counterpart to capture
Slovenia’s Euro Area membership and the resulting
gradual adjustment of interest rates in Slovenia towards
the Euro Area average. In the same vein, the long-term
Euro Area interest rate is included in the equation
determining the long-term interest rate in Slovenia. In
addition, the long-term interest rate depends on the shortterm rate, representing the term structure of interest rates.
Due to Slovenia’s membership of the Euro Area, the
nominal exchange rate is exogenous for Slovenia.
However, the real exchange rate is still endogenous even
for the Euro Area countries, since it also depends on the
domestic price development. The bilateral exchange rate
between the Slovenian tolar and the euro is included as
one of the explanatory variables in the real effective
exchange rate equation. In addition, the exchange rate
between the euro and the US dollar and the Slovenian rate
of inflation are also regressors in this equation.
The labour demand of companies (actual employment)
depends on the final demand for goods and services as
well as on unit labour costs, the latter being equal to the
nominal gross wage divided by labour productivity.
Labour productivity in turn is equal to real GDP per
employee. Labour supply by private households is
determined by the participation rate, i.e. the labour force
(employed plus unemployed persons) divided by the
working-age population (the population aged 15 to 64).
The participation rate depends on the real net wage.
In the wage-price system, gross wages, the CPI and
various deflators are determined. The gross wage rate
depends on the price level, labour productivity and the
difference between the actual and the natural rate of
unemployment (or the NAIRU). Consumer prices depend
on domestic and international factors. The former
comprise unit labour costs and the capacity utilisation
rate. In addition, Slovenian prices depend on the oil price,
converted into domestic currency. The GDP deflator and
the deflators for private and public consumption are
linked to consumer prices. The export deflator depends
on unit labour costs in Slovenia and on world trade.
Finally, the import deflator is influenced by the oil price
in euros as a proxy for international raw material prices,
which constitute an important determinant of the price
level in a small open economy like Slovenia.
In the government sector of the model, the most
important expenditure and revenue items of the
Slovenian budget are determined. Social security
contributions by employees are equal to the product of
the average social security contribution rate, the gross
wage rate and the number of employees. In the same vein,

THE MACROECONOMETRIC MODEL SLOPOL8
For this study, we use an updated version of the SLOPOL
(SLOvenian POLicy model) model. SLOPOL is a
medium-sized macroeconometric model of the small
open economy of Slovenia. We use the version
SLOPOL8 consisting of 61 equations, of which 24 are
behavioural equations and 37 are identities. In addition to
the 61 endogenous variables that are determined in the
equations, the model contains 29 exogenous variables.
For the present work, we updated the SLOPOL8 version
as described in Blueschke et al. (2016) until the end of
2015. The behavioural equations were estimated by
ordinary least squares (OLS), and most of them were
specified in error correction form.
The model contains behavioural equations and identities
for several markets and sectors: the goods market, the
labour market, the foreign exchange market, the money
market and the government sector. Rigidities of wages
and prices are present. The model combines Keynesian
and neoclassical elements, the former determining the
short and medium run solutions in the sense that the
model is demand-driven and persistent disequilibria in
the goods and labour markets are possible.
The supply side incorporates neoclassical features.
Potential output is determined by a Cobb-Douglas
production function with constant returns to scale. It
depends on trend employment, the capital stock and
autonomous technical progress. Trend employment is
equal to the labour force minus natural unemployment,
the latter being defined via the non-accelerating inflation
rate of unemployment (NAIRU). The NAIRU, which
approximates structural unemployment, is estimated by
applying the Hodrick-Prescott filter to the actual
unemployment rate. For forecasts and simulations, the
structural unemployment rate is then extrapolated with an
autoregressive process. For forecasts, technical progress
is extrapolated exogenously.
On the demand side, private consumption depends on
current disposable income and on lagged consumption.
In addition, the long-term real interest rate enters the
consumption equation with a negative sign. Real gross
fixed capital formation depends on the change in total
domestic demand (in accordance with the accelerator
hypothesis) and by the user cost of capital, where the
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income tax payments by employees are the product of the
average income tax rate, the gross wage rate and the
number of employees. In a behavioural equation, social
security payments by companies depend on social
security contributions by employees. Profit tax payments
by companies depend on nominal GDP as an indicator for
the economic situation. Value added tax revenues depend
on the value added tax rate and on private consumption.
Finally, the remaining government revenues are
explained by nominal GDP, considering the fact that they
are also pro-cyclical.
On the expenditure side of the budget, interest payments
depend on the stock of public debt and on the long-term
interest rate. Finally, the remaining government
expenditures are, as in the case of the revenues,
determined by nominal GDP as an indicator of the
economic situation. The budget balance is equal to the
difference between total government revenues and
expenditures. The public debt level is extrapolated using
the budget balance equation.

the Slovenian model used here, these comprise world
trade, the exchange rate between the euro and the US
dollar, the short-term interest rate, which is mainly
determined by the European Central Bank, and the
average long-term interest rate, i.e. the yield on 10-year
government bonds, in the Euro Area. There are reasons
to assume that in the future world trade will grow less
than before the outbreak of the crisis: in some emerging
economies the growth trend has slowed down, the
integration of the emerging economies in the world
economy has already progressed considerably, and many
industrialised economies are still struggling with
deleveraging in the public or private sector.
In accordance with the world trade volume, we assume
the Euro Area short- and long-term interest rates to
normalize in the coming years. More specifically, we
assume that the 3-month Euribor and the average Euro
Area long-term interest rate will rise to 2 percent and 3
percent in 2020 respectively. For the fiscal policy
instruments, we assume that government consumption,
public investment and transfer payments to private
households increase by 4 percent per year over the entire
simulation period. The average personal income tax rate
remains constant at its 2015 level.
Table 1 shows the results of the baseline simulation. Due
to the assumed slowdown of world trade, real GDP
growth, which is still high in 2015, decreases gradually
over the simulation period. This development results in
only a slight increase of unemployment, which then
decreases towards pre-recession levels. The labour force
declines because of a decline of the population of
working age. Another reason is the stagnation of the real
wage due to the weak demand for Slovenian exports and
to a small increase in inflation.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
We perform simulations over five years, i.e. the period
2016 to 2020. For ex ante simulations, i.e. simulations for
a period in the future, we need to specify plausible paths
for the exogenous variables and policy instruments.
Using these time paths, we perform a baseline run. Then
alternative scenarios with more active fiscal policy can
be defined and compared to the baseline simulation.
Among the “truly” exogenous variables, i.e. those
beyond the control of domestic policy makers are
principally all international variables. In the version of

Table 1: Budget Consolidation Strategies – Baseline
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2.9

2.0

1.5

0.8

1.0

0.8

Inflation (%)

-0.8

0.6

1.3

1.3

1.1

1.0

Unemployment rate (%)
Budget balance ratio to
GDP (%)
Debt ratio to GDP (%)

11.7

12.0

10.4

9.9

9.6

9.6

-3.3

-2.4

-2.6

-3.2

-3.6

-4.2

73.3

75.0

76.7

79.2

81.8

85.1

GDP growth (%)

Due to the unfavourable development of the real
economy, the budget deficit is gradually increased. In
2018, the Slovenian budget deficit ratio surpasses the 3
percent reference level laid down in the Stability and
Growth Pact (SGP). Accordingly, the debt ratio rises
further from 73 percent in 2015 to 85 percent in 2020.
Beside the baseline scenario as presented above, we ran
several alternative scenarios with more active fiscal
policy. Lack of space precludes a detailed discussion of
them. Cf. also the results obtained with an earlier version
of the model in Blueschke et al. (2016). Their main result

is a weak effect of fiscal policy measures on the real
economy, in particular on the labour market. In addition,
the link between budgetary developments and the growth
of GDP is weaker than expected for a model mainly
following Keynesian lines.

OPTIMIZATION EXPERIMENTS
Simulations of alternative economic developments under
varying assumptions about economic policy measures are
the main instrument for empirical analyses of
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macroeconomic policy with econometric models.
However, they suffer from the arbitrary character of the
assumptions made about the policy instruments and the
lack of a systematic choice of scenarios. Alternatively,
one might determine “optimal” policies using the
optimum control framework. Under this approach, it is
necessary to formulate an objective (or loss) function
summarizing the time paths of the different objective
variables (instruments and endogenous target variables)
into one scalar to be optimized (maximized or
minimized) by a (hypothetical) policy maker.
Optimum control theory provides the mathematical tools
for obtaining optimal policy trajectories when using a
dynamic econometric model such as SLOPOL8. As usual
in economic policy applications, we assume a quadratic
intertemporal objective function involving deviations of
the values of the relevant variables from some prespecified “ideal” paths. The objective function has the
following form:

of the current account balance to GDP (CAGDP). By this
choice of targets, we aim at representing the most
important goals of macroeconomic policy making. The
“ideal” paths imply smooth growth in the income
variables and low values for the rates of unemployment
and inflation. In more detail, “ideal” GDPR grows by
3%; hence, the “ideal” value of GRGDPR, i.e. the growth
rate of real GDP, is set to 3%. The “ideal” inflation rate
is set to be 2%, which is in accordance with the declared
target of the ECB. “Ideal” values for CAGDP and
BALANCEGDP are set to zero. The “ideal” debt level is
required to decrease from 74% (2015) to the Maastricht
threshold of 60% of GDP (2020). The “ideal”
unemployment rate should decrease in a linear way,
starting with its current value of around 12% (in 2015)
and arriving at a value of around 6% at the end of the
planning horizon (in 2020).
For this paper, we ran four optimum control experiments,
called “EQUALW”, “DEBT”, “GRGDPR” and
“GDPR”. The differences between the experiments arise
from different weights for the objective variables. In
other words, the different scenarios give different
importance to certain objective variables. Table 2
summarizes these weights.
In the EQUALW optimization scenario, all seven
objective state variables get the same “raw” weights.
These raw weights have to be normalized according to
the characteristics of the corresponding time series; see
Blueschke (2014) for more details. In the DEBT scenario,
we give a higher weight to public debt, which should
deliver the optimal results for a more severe fiscal
consolidation policy. In the GRGDPR scenario, we give
a higher weight to the growth rate of GDP, which should
give the optimal results for a growth-oriented fiscal
policy strategy. The idea behind the GDPR scenario is
quite similar, namely giving a high weight to the level of
real GDP. The main difference is that this strategy will
be less discretionary than the GRGDPR scenario.

1
  
  
  
L   
,

2


  


Wt = αt-1W, t = 1,…,T.
xt denotes the vector of state variables and ut the vector
of control variables,   and  are the desired (“ideal”)
values of the state and control variables, W is the matrix
of the weights given to the deviations of the state and
control variables from their respective desired values,
and α denotes the discount factor. The policy maker aims
at minimizing this objective function subject to the set of
dynamic constraints given by the econometric model.
With the nonlinear econometric model SLOPOL8, this
results in a multivariable nonlinear-quadratic optimal
control problem. An exact solution to such a problem is
not possible, so we have to resort to numerical
approximations. Here we use the OPTCON2 algorithm;
cf. Matulka and Neck (1992), Blueschke-Nikolaeva et al.
(2012) for details.
Although this algorithm allows for a rather elaborate
menu of stochastic extensions, here we confine ourselves
to deterministic optimal control, assuming the model
parameters and the model equations to be exactly true.
Apart from the considerable reduction in computing time
achieved by this simplification, the main reasons for it
are the limited amount of reliable information about the
stochastics of the model and our experience that
stochastic control results often come close to
deterministic ones.
The policy maker in this optimal control experiment is
the government of Slovenia. We assume that it has three
control variables at its disposal: government
consumption (GN), transfers (TRNSFERSN) and
government investments (GINVN). We select seven state
variables for which we define certain “ideal” paths and
which enter the objective function. These are: the growth
rate of GDP (GRGDPR), the level of real GDP (GDPR),
the unemployment rate (UR), the inflation rate (INFL),
the budget balance ratio to GDP (BALANCEGDP), the
ratio of the debt level to GDP (DEBTGDP) and the ratio

Table 2: Raw Weights of the Objective Variables for
Four Optimal Control Scenarios
Weight
CAGDP
GRGDPR
UR
INFL
GDPR
BALANCEGDP
DEBTGDP

EQUALW

DEBT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

GRGDPR
1
1
1
1
1
1
10

GDPR
1
10
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
10
1
1

The resulting values of the objective function (which is
minimized) are reported in Table 3. Here “J_simulation”
denotes the objective function value of the noncontrolled simulation (the baseline simulation from the
previous section, with the weights in the objective
function set according to the respective column of Table
2. “J_OPTCON” denotes the objective function value for
the optimal control strategy, again resulting from the
values of the weights given in Table 2.
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Table 3: Values of the objective function for the optimal
control experiments

J_simulation
J_OPTCON

EQUALW
218.06
209.39

DEBT
582.66
328.18

GRGDPR
685.76
571.70

GDPR
403.43
385.41

The results show that in all experiments, the optimization
improves the system performance over the uncontrolled
simulation results and arrives at considerably lower
values of the objective function. We can also see from
Table 3 that especially the DEBT experiment brings
about a huge improvement: the optimal solution’s loss is
lower than the non-controlled solution’s loss by 43.7%.
The worst performance, both without and with
optimization, results from the GRGDPR scenario, which
shows the high costs of attempts to achieve point targets
for growth rates in a discretionary way, especially in an
economy like the Slovenian, which strongly depends on
global developments. In contrast, in the EQUALW and
in the GDPR scenario, the improvements are
significantly smaller, which indicates the low
effectiveness of fiscal policy and gives some additional
support for a fiscal consolidation policy in the present
situation in Slovenia.
Figures 1 to 9 show the resulting time paths of the main
variables of the model in the scenarios described.
Although the model is a quarterly one, we only show
annual results. The quarterly time paths exhibit strong
seasonal patterns (as do the data), which are irrelevant
from the point of view of policy making.
The EQUALW optimization scenario requires more
fiscal consolidation than the non-controlled simulation in
all periods except the last one (2020), where the
economic situation finally stabilizes sufficiently to phase
out the austerity policy. In the first year of the
optimization period (2016), this fiscal consolidation
strategy leads to a growth rate of GDP that is close to 0.3
percentage points below the non-controlled solution. In
the following years of the planning horizon, the growth
rate of GDP in the EQUALW solution matches that of
the non-controlled solution. Because of the lower growth
rate of GDP, the EQUALW solution also leads to slightly
(by less than 0.1 percentage points) higher
unemployment rates than in the non-controlled
simulation. The trade-off between economic growth and
fiscal consolidation is very weak in the short run (and a
fortiori in the medium and long run). Hence, the
Slovenian economy has to accept only a tiny burden on
the real economy in the next few years if the aim is to set
public finances straight. However, as can be seen from
Figures 8 and 9, the EQUALW solution does not allow
consolidating public finances in Slovenia. The budget
deficit misses the 3% Maastricht threshold in the last two
years, and public debt violates the 60% threshold
throughout the planning period. Only a modest
improvement occurs over the non-controlled simulation,
with public debt increasing to 82.6% of GDP instead of
85% of GDP in the latter.

Figure 1: Government Consumption

Figure 2: Transfers

Figure 3: Government investment
The DEBT scenario shows optimization results for a
hypothetical case in which the government of Slovenia
places high importance on the target of decreasing public
debt (or, rather, its ratio to GDP). In such a case, a much
more strongly restrictive fiscal policy is optimal.
Government consumption decreases by 10.6%, transfers
by 13.1% and government investment by 10.5% in the
first year of the optimization horizon (2016). It is
noteworthy that the fiscal restriction affects transfers
most and public investment less, which accords with
policy recommendations for austerity policies derived
from models including also supply side considerations.
This strong intervention leads to a drop in the growth rate
of GDP by nearly one percentage point and initiates a
period of slow (around one percent) growth during the
following years for the Slovenian economy. The effect is
politically relevant as the level of GDP is significantly
below the uncontrolled simulation and does not recover
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over time. This policy produces higher rates of
unemployment, which are, however, only less than one
percentage point above the non-controlled and the
EQUALW solutions. The rate of inflation is lower than
in the other solutions.
The very restrictive fiscal policy leads to budget
surpluses over three years, but even in this scenario it
turns into negative later on and misses the Maastricht
criterion in the last year. The latter effect may be due to
the neglect of future periods beyond 2020, which is
unavoidable given the limitations of the present version
of OPTCON. For a long-run solution, one would have to
consider convergence to a steady state of the dynamic
system with a balanced budget, which would require a
more thorough investigation of the supply side of the
Slovenian economy and a different econometric model.
Here public debt stabilizes in the sense of remaining
within a band between 69 and 72 percent of GDP over
the entire planning horizon and arrives at 71.9% of GDP
in 2020. This still violates the Maastricht and SGP
criterion but represents a non-negligible improvement
compared to the other scenarios.
The GRGDPR and GDPR scenarios attach great
importance to output (and implicitly to employment).
The difference between these two scenarios is that the
GRGDPR scenario focuses on the growth rate of GDP
and the GDPR scenario on the level of GDP.

especially in terms of the government consumption and
government investment control variables (and partly at
the expense of transfers toward the end of the planning
horizon). Because of this output-oriented policy, both
scenarios lead to slightly higher growth rates of GDP and
levels of GDP and to lower values for the unemployment
rate than in the EQUALW solution. This effect increases
over time due to the weak growth prospects of the
Slovenian economy implied by the baseline simulation.
However, these improvements in the real economy are
minimal, which demonstrates the low effectiveness of
fiscal policy with respect to real variables. This result is
primarily due to the fact that the economy of Slovenia is
mainly influenced by the global economic development.
This is in line with the current literature on globalization
issues, which shows the increasing influence of global
factors, especially for small open economies such as
Slovenia.

Figure 6: Inflation Rate

Figure 4: Real GDP Growth Rate

Figure 7: Unemployment Rate

Figure 5: Real GDP Level
Both scenarios require a less restrictive fiscal policy than
the EQUALW scenario. As expected, the GRGDPR
scenario seems to be more discretionary, with more
active expansionary fiscal intervention in the later years

Figure 8: Budget Balance Ratio to GDP
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Figure 9: Public Debt Ratio to GDP

CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we analyse four optimal control
scenarios for the Slovenian economy relating to its
current government debt crisis. For this purpose, we use
the SLOPOL8 model and assume a planning horizon of
5 years (2016-2020). Using the optimal control
framework and the OPTCON algorithm, we run four
different optimization experiments. In the so-called
EQUALW optimization experiment, we give equal
importance to all objective variables. In the remaining
scenarios, we place high importance on either public debt
or output (growth or level). This optimum control
exercise provides several insights such as identifying
various trade-offs. In the EQUALW scenario, a very mild
fiscal consolidation policy turns out as optimal.
The debt-oriented optimization scenario results in the
greatest improvement in the objective function value
with respect to the uncontrolled solution and requires a
restrictive fiscal policy especially in the first year of the
optimization period, which we interpret as an investment
into an increased room for manoeuvring in the future.
The effects of such a policy are, as to be expected,
negative for the real economy, but involve only transitory
costs in terms of unemployment. The growth rates of
GDP come close to those in the EQUALW and in the
output-oriented scenarios in the last period (2020). In the
scenarios with great importance placed on output, the
optimal results are more expansionary than in the
simulation with no policy intervention and in the
EQUALW optimization. In general, fiscal policy has a
relatively small effect on the output objectives, and even
increasing the importance of these targets by a factor of
10 is not sufficient for a highly expansionary fiscal policy
to be optimal. These results indicate the low effectiveness
and high costs of an expansionary use of fiscal
instruments in a small open economy like Slovenia.
Of course, it would be premature to infer strong
conclusions for the current macroeconomic situation of
the Slovenian economy based on just one model
specification and a few optimization runs, but our results
may lend some support to an austerity course as
recommended, for instance, in the Slovenian Stability
Programme.
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INTRODUCTION
7KH DYHUDJH VXUface temperature of the Earth is 15 °C.
(YHU\ERG\ IHHOV WKH WHPSHUDWXUH KRZHYHU LW GRHV QRW
VD\ WRR PXFK DERXW WKH FXUUHQW ORFDO FRQGLWLRQV
6HDVRQDO DQG JHRJUDSKLFDO DGMXVWPHQWV DUH UHTXLUHG
6LPLODUO\ WKH JOREDO VWRFN PDUNHW VWUXFWXUH KDV WR EH
ZHOO XQGHUVWRRG WR DQDO\VH ORFDO HFRQRPLF WUHQGV
,QVWLWXWLRQDO HFRQRPLF VXUYH\V PRVWO\ SURYLGH
TXDOLWDWLYHO\LGHQWLILHGQHWZRUNVWUXFWXUHVHJHPHUJLQJ
PDUNHWVGHYHORSHGPDUNHWV
7KH PDLQ JRDO RI WKLV VWXG\ LV WR SURYLGH TXDQWLWDWLYH
WHFKQLTXHV WR GLVFRYHU WKH HTXLW\ LQGH[ QHWZRUN
VWUXFWXUH
7KH EDVHOLQH FRQFHSW IROORZV WKH &$30 LQ ZKLFK
VLPLODULW\ PHDVXUHV DUH FDOFXODWHG IURP FRUUHODWLRQV
EHWZHHQ ORJDULWKPLF UHWXUQV <DODPRYD   7KH
DQRPDOLHVRI &$30 LQGLFDWH DWZRGLPHQVLRQDO PHDQ
EHWD IUDPHZRUN WKDW JLYHV RQO\ D VLPSOLILHG SLFWXUH RI
WKH UHDO PDUNHW VWUXFWXUH 7KH SURSRVHG QRQOLQHDU
VLPLODULW\ NHUQHOV DUH DEOH WR GHDO ZLWK KLJKHU RUGHU
WHUPVKHQFHFOXVWHUVZRXOGEHPRUHDFFXUHDWH
:H VKRZ WKDW QRUPDOL]HG /DSODFLDQ EDVHG VSHFWUDO
FOXVWHULQJ WHFKQLTXHV FDQ EH XVHG IRU UHFRJQL]LQJ ZHOO
VHSDUDWHG FOXVWHUV LQ WKH JOREDO ILQDQFLDO PDUNHWV
$QDO\VLQJ WKH FRUUHODWLRQ VWUXFWXUH RI VWRFN LQGLFHV
WXUQV RXW FOXVWHUV DUH KRPRJHQRXVO\ FRQQHFWHG ZLWK
HDFK RWKHU KHQFH WKH QRUPDOL]HG 1HZPDQ*LUYDQ
PRGXODULW\PDWUL[EULQJVEHWWHUFOXVWHULQJUHVXOWV %ROOD
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KDVWREHGHFUHDVLQJLQWKH QXPEHURIODUJHGHYLDWLRQV
KHQFHZHSURSRVHWKHIROORZLQJPHWULF
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Similaritymatrix
,I ZH ZRXOG OLNH WR FOXVWHU GLIIHUHQW LWHPV ILUVW WKH
PHDVXUHPHQW RI VLPLODULW\ KDV WR EH GHFLGHG ,Q WKLV
VWXG\ VLPLODULW\ RI WZR VWRFN LQGLFHV (', ) ZLOO EH
GHQRWHG E\ ,4  7KH JRDO LV WR SHQDO GLIIHUHQFHV DQG
UHZDUG VLPLODULWLHV /RJDULWKPLF UHWXUQV DUH HDV\ WR
KDQGOH DQG NHHS DOO WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH SULFH
SURFHVVHV
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Normalizedmodularity
7KH HTXLW\ LQGH[ VWUXFWXUH LV VWURQJO\ FRQQHFWHG :H
FDQQRWVD\WKDWHYHQWVLQ$IULFDGRQRWKDYHDQ\NLQGRI
HIIHFWV RQ (XURSHDQ PDUNHWV KHQFH ZH KDYH WR ILQG
PHWKRGVZKLFKFDQEHXVHGWRFOXVWHUGHQVHJUDSKV
/HW é(êëìd , íìí ) EH D ZHLJKWHG JUDSK ZKHUH ê
GHQRWHVWKHVHWRIYHUWLFHVDQGUHSUHVHQWVWKHZHLJKWV
RI WKH HGJHV $ kSDUWLWLRQ RI JUDSK é(ê, ) FDQ EH
GHILQHGDVWKH SDUWLWLRQRI YHUWLFHVVXFKWKDW ⋃Ä8Òd ê8 =
êDQGê ⋂ê4 = ï,4 ê ∀',  ∈ {1, … , }
7KH,4 YDOXHUHSUHVHQWVWKHVWUHQJWKRIWKHFRQQHFWLRQ
EHWZHHQ QRGHV (', ) ,I ZH DVVXPH WKDW QRGHV DUH
LQGHSHQGHQWO\FRQQHFWHGWKHQWKH JXHVVRIZHLJKW ,4 
ZLOOEHWKHSURGXFWRIWKHDYHUDJHFRQQHFWLRQVWUHQJWKRI
' DQG  7KH DYHUDJH FRQQHFWLRQ VWUHQJWK   DQG 4  DUH
JLYHQE\
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7KXV ,4 −  4  FDSWXUHV WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH
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WRPD[LPL]HWKHVXPRILQIRUPDWLRQLQHDFKFOXVWHUWKHQ
ZHJHW
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)LUVW WKH 0DUNRZLW] EDVHG VTXDUHG FRUUHODWLRQ LV
FRQVLGHUHGDVDVLPLODULW\PHWULF
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:HDUJXHWKLVDSSURDFKEHFDXVHORJDULWKPLFUHWXUQVDUH
QRW QRUPDOO\ GLVWULEXWHG KHQFH QRQOLQHDU HIIHFWV DOVR
FRXOG EH LPSRUWDQW +RZHYHU FRUUHODWLRQ LV OLQHDU
KHQFH VTXDUHG FRUUHODWLRQ VLPLODULWLHV WDNH LQWR DFFRXQW
RQO\OLQHDUGHSHQGHQFHV
7KH SUREOHP RI KLJKHURUGHU PRPHQWV FDQ HDVLO\ EH
VROYHG E\ XVLQJ V\PPHWULF DQG SRVLWLYHGHILQLWH NHUQHO
IXQFWLRQV7KHLGHDFRPHVIURPWKHIXQFWLRQDODQDO\VLV
'DWD FDQ EH WUDQVIRUPHG LQWR D UHSURGXFLQJ NHUQHO
+LOEHUW VSDFH 5.+6  ZKHUH DSSO\LQJ WKH XVXDO
VWDWLVWLFV SURYLGH WKH VDPH RXWFRPHV ZKLFK FDQ EH
UHDFKHG E\ XVLQJ QRQOLQHDU VWDWLVWLFV LQ WKH RULJLQDO
+LOEHUWVSDFH,QSUDFWLFHWKH*DXVVLDQNHUQHOLVZLGHO\
XVHG /HLERQHWDO 

,4 = exp(−∥  − 4 ∥p )


:H QRWLFH WKDW LI WKH VHWV RI WKH UHOHYDQW LQIRUPDWLRQ
DQGVHQVLWLYLWLHVDUHVLPLODUWKHQWKHUHODWLYHHQWURS\RI
WKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIUHWXUQSURFHVVHVLVVPDOO2WKHUZLVH
ZHFDQVD\VWRFNLQGLFHVDUHVHQVLWLYHWRGLIIHUHQWVHWVRI
LQIRUPDWLRQLQDGLIIHUHQWPDQQHU 2UPRVDQG =LEULF]N\
  7KLV PHDQV VLPLODULW\ IXQFWLRQ KDV WR EH
PRQRWRQLFDOO\ GHFUHDVLQJ LQ V\PPHWULF .XOOEDFN
/HLEOHU GLVWDQFH WKXV ZH FDQ FRQVWUXFW D VLPLOLDUW\
PHDVXUHVXFKWKDW
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ZKHUH Ä  VWDQGV IRU VHSFLILF kSDUWLWLRQ LQ ñÄ ZKLFK
UHSUHVHQWVWKHVHWRIDOOSRVVLEOHkSDUWLWLRQV
/HW  ≔  −  6  GHQRWHV WKH PRGXODULW\ PDWUL[ RI
é(ê, ) ,I ZH ZRXOG OLNH WR JHW FOXVWHUV ZLWK VLPLODU
YROXPHVWKHQZHKDYHWRDGGVRPHSHQDOW\WR(TXDWLRQ
 KHQFHZHJHWWKHQRUPDOL]HG1HZPDQ*LUYDQFXW
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ZKHUH( ) GHQRWHVWKHSUREDELOLW\GLVWULEXWLRQIXQFWLRQ
RI ORJDULWKPLF UHWXUQV RI LQGH[ ' DQG á( ) ∥
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ZKHUHêol(ê8 ) = ∑∈òó  
/HW XV GHILQH WKH VR FDOOHG QRUPDOL]HG PRGXODULW\
PDWUL[

º ≔  ¶d/p  ¶d/p 


,I ZH ZRXOG OLNH WR FOXVWHU D ZHLJKWHG JUDSK é(ê, )
WKHQHLJHQYHFWRUVRILWVPRGXODULW\()DQGQRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\PDWULFHV (º )FDQEHXVHG0RGXODULW\DQG
QRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\PDWULFHVDUHV\PPHWULFDQGLV
DOZD\VLQWKHVSHFWUXPRIº .
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ZKHUH¸ UHSUHVHQWVWKHQRUPDOL]HGUHWXUQRILQGH['
,QWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\ZHFRPSDUHHDFKDSSURDFKHV

UHODWLYH

HQWURS\RILQGLFLHV'DQG
$QRWKHU SHUVSHFWLYH VD\V WKDW ODUJH GHYLDWLRQV DUH
ULVNLHU KHQFH VLPLODULWLHV VKRXOG EH GHILQHG ZLWK WDLO
GLVWULEXWLRQV :H FDOFXODWH WKH GLIIHUHQFHV RI UHWXUQ
VHULHV DQG FRXQW WKH QXPEHU RI DW OHDVW WZR VWDQGDUG
GHYLDWLRQSHDNV7KHORJLFLPSOLHVLQGLFLHVDUHVLPLODULI
WKHLUSULFH SURFHVVHVMXPSWRJHWKHU 6LPLODULW\ IXQFWLRQ
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ZKHUH 1 > ød ≥ øp ≥ ⋯ ≥ øí ≥ −1 GHQRWH WKH
HLJHQYDOXHVRIº 
,I ZH ZRXOGOLNH WR PD[LPL]H(TXDWLRQ   ZHFDQ XVH
WKH kPHDQV FOXVWHULQJ DORJLWKP RQ WKH RSWLPDO k
GLPHQVLRQDOUHSUHVHQDWDWLRQRIYHUWLFHV

¶

FOXVWHUZLVHDYHUDJH =KDR 7KHIRUPXODSHQDOL]HV
GLVSHUVLRQV ZLWKLQ FOXVWHUV KHQFH GHQVH FOXVWHUV ZRXOG
JLYHQXPEHUFORVHWR10RUHRYHUFDOFXODWLQJWKHUDWLRV
ZLWKGLIIHUHQWQXPEHURIFOXVWHUVKLJKOLJKWVWKHRSWLPDO
QXPEHURIFOXVWHUVDVZHOO


EMPIRICALRESULTS

6

¶

  d , … ,   Ä  


ZKHUH d , … , Ä  GHQRWH WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ HLJHQYDOXHV
RI |ød (º )| ≥ ⋯ ≥ |øÄ (º )| 0RUHRYHU LI WKH
QRUPDOL]HG PRGXODULW\ PDWUL[ KDV ODUJH SRVLWLYH
HLJHQYDOXHVWKHQWKHJUDSKKDVZHOOVHSDUDWHGFOXVWHUV
RWKHUZLVHFOXVWHUVDUHVWURQJO\FRQQHFWHG

$QRWKHUQDWXUDODSSURDFKLVWRPLQLPL]HWKHQRUPDOL]HG
FXW /X[EXUJ 
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&XUUHQW VWXG\ SUHVHQWV D EURDG DQDO\VLV RI WKH HTXLW\
LQGH[QHWZRUNVWUXFWXUH/RJDULWKPLFUHWXUQVRIVWRFN
LQGLFHVDUHFOXVWHUHGLQGLIIHUHQWZD\V7KHLQYHVWLJDWLRQ
UHYHDOV VWRFN LQGLFHV DUH KRPRJHQRXVO\ FRQQHFWHG DQG
ODUJH SULFH PRYHPHQWV KDYH OLPLWHG HIIHFW RQ WKH
QHWZRUNVWUXFWXUH


Similaritymetrics
'HILQLQJ VLPLODULW\ LV D NH\ DVSHFW LQ FOXVWHULQJ ,Q
JHQHUDO LW LV KDUGO\ SRVVLEOH WR ILQG DQ RSWLPDO NHUQHO
EXWGLIIHUHQWDSSURDFKHVFDQEHWHVWHGDQGFRPDSUHGRQ
VSHFLILFGDWDVHWV
7KLV VWXG\ DQDO\VLV FRUUHODWLRQ MXPS HQWURS\ DQG
*DXVVLDQ EDVHG VLPLODULW\ NHUQHOV &DOFXODWLQJ WKH
VLPLODULW\ PDWULFLHV ZH H[SHFW VWURQJO\ FRQQHFWHG
LQGLFHV KDYH FRHILFLHQWV FORVH WR RQH ZKHUHDV ORRVO\
FRQQHFWHG FORVH WR ]HUR /HYHO SORWV )LJUXH   JLYH D
IHHOLQJ RQ WKH QHWZRUN VWUXFWXUH ZKLFK VHHPV WR EH
KRPRJHQHRXV WKXV FOXVWHUV FRXOG QRW EH ZHOO
VHSDUDWHG


ò¥@(òù


7KH RSWLPLVDWLRQ SUREOHP LV VLPLODU WR (TXDWLRQ  
,QVWHDG RI WKH QRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\ PDWUL[ WKH
QRUPDOL]HG /DSODFH PDWUL[ JLYHV WKH VROXWLRQ 6KL DQG
0DOLN 

º ≔  ¶ ( − ) ¶ 
 

7KLV WHFKQLTXH ZRUNV ZKHQ FOXVWHUV DUH ZHOO VHSDUDWHG
RWKHUZLVHQRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\JLYHVEHWWHUILJXUHV


Algorithm
,Q HPSLULFDO DQDOLV\V WKH IROORZLQJ VWHSV DUH WKH
EDFNERQHRIWKHFDOFXODWLRQ )LOLSSRQHHWDO 

 &RQVWUXFWLQJVLPLODULW\PDWUL[()

 &DOFXODWLQJQRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\PDWUL[(º )

 %DVHGRQWKHVSHFUDOJDSGHWHUPLQHWKHQXPEHURI
FOXVWHUVDQGRSWLPDOkGLPHQVLRQDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ

 $SSO\kPHDQVFOXVWHULQJ


Assessmentofclusteringmethods


5HOHYDQFH RI GLIIHUHQW FOXVWHULQJ WHFKQLTXHV FDQ EH
WHVWHG LQ PXOWLSOH ZD\V 7KH PRVW FRPPRQ PHWULFV
IROORZV DUHJUHVVLRQ EDVHGORJLF,QWKLV IUDPHZRUN ZH
VXSSRVH WKDW YDULDQFH KDV WZR FRPSRQHQWV WKH ZLWKLQ
DQG WKH EHWZHHQ FOXVWHU FRPSRQHQWV 7KHUIRUH WKH
H[SODQDWRU\SRZHURIJLYHQFOXVWHUVFDQEHGHVFULEHGDV


)LJXUHV/HYHOSRWVRIGDLO\VLPLODULW\PDWULFHV

'LIIHUHQW VLPLODULW\ PHDVXUHV LPSO\ VLPLODU SDWWHUQV
ZKLFKDUHLQOLQHZLWKRXUa prioiri intuitin
+RZHYHU WKH VSHFWUXP RI QRUPDOL]HG /DSODFH DQG
QRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\PDWULFHVKHOSXVWRILQGWKHPRVW
DGHTXDWHNHUQHOIXQFWLRQEHFDXVHWKHZLGHUWKHVSHFWUDO
JDS WKH EHWWHU WKH FOXVWHULQJ SURSHUW\ 7KLV PHDQV ZH
KDYHWRILQGVLPLODULW\PHWULFVZKLFKLPSOLHVODUJHJDSV
LQWKHVSHFWUXPRIQRUPDOL]HG/DSODFLDQDQGPRGXODULW\
PDWUL[
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ZKHUHUHSUHVHQWVWKHQXPEHURIFOXVWHUVH VKRZVWKH
VL]H RI FOXVWHUV DQG Yü Yü  VWDQGV IRU WKH WRWDO DQG
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,QYHVWLJDWLQJ WKH VSHFWUXPV HVSHFLDOO\ WKH SRVLWLRQV RI
VSHFWUDO JDSV JLYHV VRPH JXLGDQFHV RQ WKH RSWLPDO
QXPEHURIFOXVWHUV&RQVLGHULQJWKHSUHYLRXVUHVXOWVWKH
VSHFWUXPV RI *DXVVLDQ DQG UHODWLYH HQWURS\ EDVHG
QRUPODL]HG PRGXODULW\ PDWULFLHV DUH VXLWDEOH )LJXUH 
VKRZVLQGLFLHVFRXOGEHSXWLQWRRUFOXVWHUV

(PSLULFDO HYLGHQFHV )LJXUH  DQG )LJXUH   VKRZ
UHODWLYHHQWURS\DQG*DXVVLDQNHUQHODOVRFDQEHXVHGWR
FOXVWHU WKH VWRFN LQGH[ QHWZRUN ZKLOH FRUUHODWLRQ DQG
MXPSEDVHGVLPLODULWLHVDUHQRWSURPLVLQJ
&RUUHODWLRQ EDVHG VLPLODULW\ DSSURDFK LPSOLHV URXJKO\
XQLIRUP HLJHQYDOXH GHQVLW\ RQ [0,1] 7KLV PHDQV D ORW
RIJDSVDSSHDULQWKHVSHFWUXPKHQFHZHFRXOGQRWVD\
DQ\WKLQJ DERXW WKH RSWLPDO QXPEHU RI FOXVWHUV
0RUHRYHUORZHUGLPHQVLRQDOUHSUHVHQDWLDWLRQV ZLOO QRW
FRQWDLQDOOWKHLQIRUPDWLRQEHFDXVHRIVRPHRIWKHODUJH
HLJHQYDOXHVDUHQRWFRQVLGHUHG7KHVHKXUGHOVKLJKOLJKW
WKHSUREOHPVRIVTXDUHGFRUUHODWLRQVLPLODULW\PDWULFLHV
&RXQWLQJ DW OHDVW WZR VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ MXPSV UHVXOWV
VPDOO QXPEHU RI HLJHQYDOXHV ZLWK ODUJH PXOWLSOLFLW\
7KHUHIRUH ORZHU GLPHQVLRQ UHSUHVHQDWDWLRQ FDQ QRW EH
XVHG WR FOXVWHU WKH GDWD SRLQWV $FFRUGLQJO\ MXPSV DUH
UDQGRP WKDW GR QRW VD\ PXFK DERXW WKH QHWZRUN
VWUXFWXUH





)LJXUHV/DUJHHLJHQYDOXHVRI*DXVVLDQDQGUHODWLYH
HQWURS\EDVHGQRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\PDWULFHV

:H DSSO\ WKH HOERZ PHWKRG WR LGHQWLI\ WKH RSWLPDO
QXPEHURIFOXVWHUV7KLVDSSURDFKLVUDWKHUFRPSXWDWLRQ
LQWHQVLYH EHFDXVH RI WKH SHUFHQWDJH RI YDULDQFH
H[SODLQHG DV D IXQFWLRQ RI FOXVWHUV KDV WR EH HVWLPDWHG
(T   WKXV WKH ZKROH SURFHVV KDV WR EH UHSHDWHG
PDQ\ WLPHV +RZHYHU LQ RXU FDVH ZH KDYH  VWRFN
LQGLFLHV KHQFH WKH HOERZ PHWKRG FDQ EH XVHG DV ZHOO
)LJXUH  DQG  JLYH HYLQGHQFHV IRU XVLQJ    RU 
FOXVWHUV



)LJXUHV(LJHQYDOXHVRIQRUPDOL]HGPRGXODULW\PDWUL[
LQGHFUHDVLQJRUGHU

*DXVVLDQDQGUHODWLYHHQWURS\EDVHGVLPLODULW\PDWULFHV
LPSO\ DXVSLFLRXV ILJXUHV (VSHFLDOO\ LQ QRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\ FDVH ZH JHW ODUJH ZHOO VHSDUDWHG
HLJHQYDOXHV ZKLFK DUH QHFHVVDU\ WR WUDQVIRUP WKH GDWD
LQWRDORZHUGLPHQVLRQDOVSDFH




)LJXUHV([SODLQHGSHUFHQWDJHYDULDQFHRI*DXVVLDQ
NHUQHOEDVHGFOXVWHUVRIUHSUHVHQWDWLRQV


$QDO\VLQJ *DXVVLDQ VLPLODULW\ NHUQHO VKRZV WKDW LI ZH
UDQGRPO\ JHQHUDWH GDWD WKHQ ZH ZRXOG JHW VLPLODULWLHV
VPDOOHUWKDQ



)LJXUHV(LJHQYDOXHVRIQRUPDOL]HG/DSODFLDQPDWUL[
LQGHFUHDVLQJRUGHU


1RWLFH WKDW WKHVH UHVXOWV DUH LQ OLQH ZLWK )LJXUH 
%HFDXVH QRUPDOL]HG /DSODFLDQ PLQLPL]H WKH
QRUPDOL]HG FXW (TXDWLRQ   ZKLFK LV VPDOO LI DQG
RQO\ LI FOXVWHUV DUH ORRVO\ FRQQHFWHG :KHUHDV
PRGXODULW\ DSSURDFK PD[LPL]H WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ RI
FOXVWHULQJ KHQFH LW FDQ EH XVHG LQ KRPRJHQHRXV
QHWZRUNVWUXFWXUHDVZHOO




)LJXUHV+LVWRJUDPRI*DXVVLDQVLPLODULWLHV
ZKLFKDUHJHQHUDWHGIURPLLG'LPVWDQGDUG
QRUPDOVDPSOHV
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7KLV REVHUYDWLRQ LPSOLHV WKDW ZH KDYH WR ILOWHU RXW
VLPLODULWLHVOHVVWKDQIURPWKHDGMDFHQF\PDWUL[





)LJXUHV([SODLQHGSHUFHQWDJHYDULDQFHRI*DXVVLDQ
NHUQHOEDVHGFOXVWHUV

7KLV UHVXOW DOVR VXJJHVWV WKDW DGGLWLRQDO FOXVWHUV KDYH
OLWWOH H[SODQDWRU\ SRZHU ZKLFKLVLQ OLQH ZLWK VSHFWUXP
SURSHUWLHV
,Q SUDFWLFH PHDQYDULDQFH SORWV FDQ EH XVHG WR
UHSUHVHQW ULVNV DQG UHZDUGV ,QWXLWLYHO\ LQGLFHV ZLWK
VLPLODU ULVN DQG UHWXUQ FDQ WKRXJKW WR EH VLPLODU 7KLV
DSSURDFK DSSO\V kPHDQV DOJRULWKP WR FOXVWHU WKH WZR
GLPHQVLRQDO PHDQ VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ  UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
RIORJDULWKPLFUHWXUQV
:HKDYHVHHQWKLV naïve PHWKRGGRHVQRWJLYHRSWLPDO
FXWV+RZHYHULIZHFDOFXODWH*DXVVLDQVLPLODULWLHVDQG
QRUPDOL]HG PRGXODULW\ PDWUL[ EDVHG UHSUHVHQDWDWLRQ
WKHQ ZH JHW FOXVWHUV ZLWK KLJKHU YDULDQFH H[SODQDWRU\
SRZHU:HKDYHVHHQVWRFNLQGLFHVFDQEHSXWLQWR
RU  FOXVWHUV ,I ZH SORW WKH PHDQYDULDQFH
UHSUHVHQDWDWLRQRILQGHFLHVZHJHW)LJXUHDQGIRU
DQGFXVWHUVUHVSHFWLYHO\




)LJXUHV([SODLQHGSHUFHQWDJHYDULDQFHRI*DXVVLDQ
NHUQHOEDVHGFOXVWHUVDIWHUILOWHULQJRXWVLPLODULWLHVOHVV
WKDQ


7KH)LJXUHDQGVKRZ*DXVVLDQNHUQHOLPSOLHVWKH
FOHDUHVW VSHFWUXP SURSHUW\ 5HODWLYH HQWURS\ EDVHG
NHUQHO DOVR JLYHV XVDEOH UHVXOWV :KHUHDV MXPS DQG
FRUUHODWLRQEDVHGDSSURDFKHVDUHLQHIIHFWLYH


ComparingnormalizedmodularityandLaplacian
:H SURSRVH WRXVH DQDFFXUDF\UDWLR (QJHOPDQQHWDO
  EDVHG PHDVXUH WR FRPSDUH WKH HIILFLHQF\ RI
GLIIHUHQWFOVXVWHULQJWHFKQLTXHV
1RWLFHWKDWLILWHPVDUHSXWLQWRFOXVWHUVUDQGRPO\WKHQ
YDULDQFHH[SODQDWLRQIXQFWLRQ (T ZRXOGEHOLQHDULQ
WKHQXPEHURIGLIIHUHQWFOXVWHUV7KLVREVHUYDWLRQOHWVXV
WR XVH UDWLQJ V\VWHP EDVHG WHFKQLTXHV &DOFXODWLQJ WKH
DUHD EHWZHHQ WKH YDULDQFH H[SODQDWLRQ IXQFWLRQ RI WKH
UDQGRP DQG WKH GLIIHUHQW VSHFWUDO FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV
JHQHUDWHVDQDSSURSRULDWHVWDWLVWLF
&RQVLGHULQJ WKLV PHWULF =KDR   LW FDQ EH VHHQ
*DXVVLDQNHUQHO RYHUSHUIRUPV UHODWLYH HQWURS\ EDVHG
DSSURDFKEHFDXVHLQHDFKFDVHLWVYDULDQFHH[SODQDWLRQ
IXQFWLRQLVVWHHSHU
+HQFHIRUWK *DXVVLDQNHUQHO EDVHG QRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\PDWUL[LVXVHG


Equityindexnetworkstructure
6SHFWUDOJDS )LJXUH DQGYDULDQFHDQDO\VHV )LJXUH
DQG LPSO\HTXLW\LQGLFLHVFDQEHVWGXGLHGE\XVLQJ
DQGFOXVWHUV
7KH H[SODQDWRU\ SRZHU RI WZR FOXVWHUV LV  7KLV
PHDQV URXJKO\ RQHWKLUG RI WKH WRWDO YDULDQFH FRPHV
IURPWKHVDPSOHKHWHURJHQHLW\
,IZHLQFUHDVHWKHQXPEHURIFOXVWHUVDQGLQYHVWLJDWHWKH
WKUHH FOXVWHU FDVH ZH JHW VLPLODU H[SODQDWRU\ SRZHU
+RZHYHU VSHFWUDO JDS DSSHDUV EHWZHHQ WKH WKLUG DQG
IRXUWK HLJHQYDOXHV )LJXUH   VR WKHRUHWLFDOO\ WKUHH
FOXVWHULVSURSRVHG
7KHQH[WJDSLVEHWZHHQWKHILIWKDQGVL[WKHLJHQYDOXHV
([SODQDWLRQSRZHURIILYHFOXVWHUVLV7KLVPHDQV
KDOI RI WKH WRWDO YDULDQFH RI GDWD FDQ EH H[SODLQHG E\
ILYHFOXVWHUV




)LJXUHV7ZR*DXVVLDQNHUQHOEDVHGQRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\FOXVWHUV SDUWRIWKHWRWDOJUDSK 


,Q )LJXUH  ZH FDQ VHH FOXVWHUV ZKLFK DUH RSWLPL]LQJ
WKH PRGXODULW\ FXW DUH FRQFDYH LQ PHDQYDULDQFH
IUDPHZRUN ,I ZH KDYH D FORVHU ORRN DW WKH LQGLFHV LQ
7DEOH ZHFRXOG VD\TXDOLWDWLYHDSSURDFKDOVR ZRUNV
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EHFDXVH HDVWZHVW JHRJUDSKLFDO FOXVWHULQJ ZRXOG LPSO\
DOPRVWVLPLODUUHVXOWV
3XWWLQJ WKH LQGLFLHV LQWR WKUHH GLIIHUHQW FOXVWHUV JLYHV D
FRPSOLFDWHGILJXUHEXWZHFRXOGVWLOOVD\ILUVWFOXVWHULV
GRPLQDWHGE\(XURSHDQ FRXQWULHVVHFRQGE\$PHULFDQ
DQG WKLUG LV D PL[WXUH RI LQGLFLHV IURP WKH UHVW RI WKH
ZRUOG




)LJXUHV&OXVWHUZLVHUHJUHVVLRQ

:H VXSSRVH WKDW VWRFN PDUNHWV LQ GLIIHUHQW FOXVWHUV
EHKDYH GLIIHUHQWO\ 7KHUHIRUH WKH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ
ULVN DQG UHWXUQV FDQ DOVR GLIIHU 7KLV FDQ KHOS XV WR
DQDO\VHWKHFRQQHFWLRQVEHWZHHQPHDQDQGYDULDQFH

7DEOH'HVFULSWLYHVWDWLVWLFVRIGDLO\OLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQV

SYDOXHRI SYDOXH
LQWHUFHSW
RIVG
*p 




)LJXUHV7KUHH*DXVVLDQNHUQHOEDVHGQRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\FOXVWHUV







)LUVWFOXVWHU







6HFRQGFOXVWHU







)LIWKFOXVWHU







1RWHV 7KLVWDEOHVKRZVWKHSVWDWLVWLFVDQG* p YDOXHVRIGDLO\OLQHDU
UHJUHVVLRQV5HWXUQVDUHUHJUHVVHGRQVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQV&DOFXODWLRQ
LVGRQHIRUWRWDORQO\WKHILUVWVHFRQGDQGILIWKFOXVWHUV


&DOFXODWLQJ ILYH GLIIHUHQW FOXVWHUV KHOS XV WR KDYH D
GHHSHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RQ WKH QHWZRUN 7KH ILUVW
VXUSULVLQJ UHVXOW LV GHVSLWH RI WKH SHQDOLW\ RI GLIIHUHQW
FOXVWHUVL]HV'KDNDVWRFNH[FKDQJH '6 LVVHSDUDWHG
LQWRFOXVWHUWKUHH,QDGGLWLRQFOXVWHUIRXUFRQWDLQVRQO\
WZR $IULFDQ DQG WZR $PHULFDQ LQGLFHV $QRWKHU
LQWHUHVWLQJ UHVXOW LV WKH ILUVW FOXVWHU $UDELDQ LQGLFLHV
H[FHSW 0DURFFR DUH SXW LQWR WKLV FOXVWHU &OXVWHU WZR
FRQWDLQVGHYHORSHGZKLOHFOXVWHUILYHFRQWDLQVHPHUJLQJ
PDUNHWV



7RWDO6DPSOH


)LJXUH  DQG  VKRZ KLJKHU VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQV
LPSOLHVKLJKHUUHWXUQVEHFDXVHRIUHJUHVVLRQOLQHVVORSH
XSZDUGV%HVLGHVLWDOVRWXUQVRXWFRQQHFWLRQVEHWZHHQ
UHWXUQV DQG VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQV DUH VWURQJ LQ $UDELDQ
DQG GHYHORSHG PDUNHW FDVHV 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG
HPHUJLQJ PDUNHWV VKRZ GLIIHUHQW VWDWLVWLFV ,QGH[
UHWXUQV LQ WKH ILIWK FOXVWHU DUH QRW OLQHDU LQ VWDQGDUG
GHYLDWLRQ KHQFH HPHUJLQJ PDUNHW UHWXUQV FDQ QRW EH
HVWLPDWHGLQWKH0DUNRZLW]IUDPHZRUN
7DEOH  VXPPDUL]HV RXU ILQGLQJV RQ HTXLW\ LQGH[
QHWZRUNVWUXFWXUH

7DEOH&OXVWHUVRIVWRFNLQGLFLHV

7ZR
7KUHH
)LYH
FOXVWHUV
FOXVWHUV FOXVWHUV
&RXQWU\


)LJXUHV)LYH*DXVVLDQNHUQHOEDVHGQRUPDOL]HG
PRGXODULW\FOXVWHUV


,I ZH ZRXOG OLNH WRXQGHUVWDQGWKHFRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQ
ULVNDQGUHZDUGZHFDQXVHOLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQ+RZHYHU
ZLWKRXW FOXVWHULQJ WKH VDPSOH UHJUHVVLRQ GRHV QRW JLYH
UHOLDEOHILJXUHV 7DEOH 
,Q RUGHU WR FOHDU WKLV KXUGOH ZH FDFOXODWH FOXVWHUZLVH
UHJUHVVLRQV )LJXUH 

8QLWHG$UDE







6DXGL$







4DWDU







.XZDLW







(J\SW







%DKUDLQ







9LHWQDP







1LJHULD







'RZ-RQHV







'HQPDUN







6ZLW]HUODQG
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/X[HPERXUJ







-DSDQ







&DQDGD







8NUDLQH
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Conclusion
6SHFWUDO FOXVWHULQJ WHFKQLTXHV FDQ EH XVHG WR GLVFRYHU
WKH HTXLW\ LQGH[ VWUXFWXUH 2Q WKH RQH KDQG FOXVWHUV
KHOSXVWRRYHUFRPHWKH KDUGVKLSRI KHWHURJHQHLW\:H
KDYHVHHQFRQVLGHUDEOHSDUWRIWKHWRWDOYDULDQFHFDQEH
H[SODLQHGE\WKHP
2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG YDULRXV VLPLODULW\ DSSURDFKHV KDYH
XQYHLOHG WDLO HYHQWV KDYH OLWWOH HIIHFW RQ WKH GHQVH
QHWZRUNVWUXFWXUH,WKDVDOVRWXUQHGRXW WKDW *DXVVLDQ
NHUQHO EDVHG FOXVWHUV DUH LQ OLQH ZLWK TXDOLWDWLYH
FDWHJRUL]DWLRQV ,Q DGGLWLRQ FOXVWHUZLVH OLQHDU
UHJUHVVLRQVJLYHVLJQLILFDQWUHVXOWV
$OO RI WKHVH LPSO\ QRQ OLQHDU HIIHFWV FDQ EH HOLPLQDWHG
E\ VSHFWUDO FOXVWHULQJ WKXV UHJXODU PHDQYDULDQFH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQJLYHVFOXVWHUZLVHUHOLDEOHILJXUHV
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ABSTRACT

0,6

Russia has been experiencing a demographic crisis since
the 1990s. The most obvious manifestations include an
excess of mortality over fertility rates, population
decline and an ageing population. The last 20 years have
seen considerable activity to come up with new
demographic policy measures to mitigate these adverse
trends, with single solutions developed for all regions in
Russia. This paper presents the results of a study where
cluster analysis was applied to enable the identification
of groups of regions with significant differences in the
dynamics of socio-demographic indicators. We used
hierarchical cluster analysis to classify and group
Russian regions on the basis of social and economic
development indices for 2002 and 2008. The validity of
the profiling was confirmed using parametric and nonparametric tests. The analysis identified three clusters of
Russian regions. These clusters have significant
differences in socio-demographic indicators and the
associated dynamics. The results of our analysis
identified ‘growth points’ for each cluster: the fertility
correlates that should be factored into the development
of effective demographic policy measures.

0,4
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Figures 1: Rate of natural increase in Russia (‰):
medium variant of projection by official Russian
statistics (Births, deaths and natural increase 2014)
The end of the 20th century and the start of the 21st
century saw an uptick in the development of new
demographic policy measures aimed at mitigating these
negative trends. However a single set of measures
aimed at boosting fertility was proposed for different
Russian regions. The most innovative was the
introduction of the so-called ‘maternity capital’ – a oneoff lump-sum amount paid for the birth of the second
child. When it was introduced in 2007, this payment
amounted to $9,755; in today’s terms (to account for the
change in the rouble/dollar exchange rate), this is equal
to $7,215. Under Russian law, this money can be spent
on improving living conditions, on the child’s education
or on the mother’s retirement savings. Other noteworthy
fertility incentives include 140-day fully paid maternity
leave; part-paid maternity leave until the child is 18
months old; and unpaid maternity leave until the child
turns 3. According to a number of studies, the
introduction of lump sum maternity payments had an

INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1990s, Russia has been grappling with a
demographic crisis. It is most evident through a
mortality rate that exceeds the birth rate, population
decline and an ageing population. According to
forecasts by official Russian statistics body Rosstat,
between 2015 and 2030, the rate of natural increase in
Russia will fall from 0.6‰ to -3.4‰ (Figure 1).
There are several key reasons for low fertility in
Russia. These include: a prevailing social norm of
having few children, a lack of stability guarantees,
structural factor influences (a declining proportion of
women of a reproductive age), and an extended period
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implementation of similar demographic policy measures
that are nevertheless tailored to the needs of each
individual regional cluster.

impact on Russian birth rates, most of all in regions
with a poor standard of living. In many parts of Russia,
this money was enough to buy a flat, whereas in
Moscow it would not get much further than a few
square feet of living space.
Notably, there are important historical differences
between the various parts of Russia as regards socioeconomic parameters and overall standards of living.
Thus the 2013 birth rate in Russia was 13.2‰, but the
recorded minimum was 8.8‰ in Leningrad Region and
26.1‰ in Tyva Republic. The average gross regional
product for 2013 was $11,930 per capita, with a
minimum of $2,804 in the Republic of Chechnya and a
maximum of $45,075 in Tyumen Region. Clearly, the
use of a single set of measures to address demographic
problems in different parts of Russia cannot be
effective. The applied measures should be tailored to
match the needs of groups of regions that are in similar
demographic situations and have common demographic
dynamics. We believe that the statistical methodology
of cluster analysis could be an appropriate instrument
for doing this.
Cluster analysis is hardly used today in the
development of differentiated demographic policies.
Instead, there is a preference for purportedly ‘one size
fits all’ mechanisms to boost fertility, despite the fact
that such measures do not exist. Every country and
every region should come up with a set of measures that
reflect the unique combination of economic, political,
socio-cultural, psychological and religious specifics of
the local population. Unfortunately, the particular nature
of these factors and their possible effects on the impact
of demographic policy are not taken into consideration
in Russia today. We believe that this could relate to a
number of factors: 1) insufficient attention from the
authorities to the results of demographic research in
Russia; 2) variability between Russian regions,
considerable differentiation in their economic and sociocultural statuses; 3) the absence of the requisite
analytical skills among officials implementing
demographic policies around Russia.
Notably, in a broader context, cluster analysis is
often used for the segmentation of regions. For example,
O. Simpach and J. Langhamrova used it to study the
impact of ICT growth on households and municipalities
in regions of the Czech Republic (Simpach and
Langhamrova 2014). A. Repkin identified clusters of
Asian countries on the basis of economic indicators
(Repkin 2012); F. Kronthaler identified clusters of
German regions on the basis of economic capability
(Kronthaler 2005). O. Simpach applied cluster analysis
to demographic development indicators to segment
municipalities (Simpach 2013). The results of cluster
analysis are used today to develop “cluster strategies”,
which “have become a popular economic development
approach among state and local policymakers and
economic development practitioners” (Cortright 2006).
Our research aims to identify groups of Russian
regions that share common demographic characteristics
and dynamics. They would thus benefit from the

DATA AND METHODS
1. We performed a hierarchical clustering procedure to
identify groups of regions characterised by similar
fertility trends. In carrying out this analysis, we
undertook activities typical for this type of statistical
work: the selection and transformation of input
variables; the selection of distance measures and linkage
rules; the selection of the method of clustering; the
selection of the number of clusters; the profiling of
clusters and interpretation of the attained results.
2. We used hierarchical cluster analysis in our
research. We used squared Euclidean distance as the
distance measure and Ward’s method to gauge distance
between clusters. The decision on the number of
identified groups of regions was taken on the basis of:
 Graphical representation of the clustering
process (we examined a dendrogram);
 A coefficient showing the distance between the
linked clusters;
 An evaluation of the between-group and
within-group variability;
 Cluster size (we tracked the number of regions
that form a single cluster to ensure that each group
contained a sufficient number of regions).
3. To assess the stability and validity of the cluster
solution, we performed several iterations of the
clustering procedure, using different measures of
distance between objects. Moreover, we applied
partitioning methods of clustering (k-means procedure).
For most Russian regions, their allocation into
homogenous groups coincided. Some differences in
cluster composition did not skew the profile of each
identified group of regions. The shared characteristics
and relationships identified in the course of the analysis
did not change when different distance measures were
used.
4. We used both the clustering variables and other
variables that describe the socio-economic development
in a region to interpret the clusters themselves. We
examined cluster centroids, calculated the clustering
variables’ average values for all objects in a certain
group of regions and executed tests of significance in
difference between two means. We applied one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to evaluate differences
between the means and Levene's test to assess the
homogeneity of variances. To test the assumption of
normality, we used the Shapiro-Wilks test.
5. To carry out cluster analysis, we selected five
variables that provide some indication of the
demographic situation in a region. The first four
variables are well-known demographic indicators,
presented in official Russian statistics by region:
1) Birth rate;
2) Perinatal mortality rate;
3) Infant mortality rate;
4) Under-five mortality rate.
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consolidation of neighbouring territorial units with tight
economic links. As a result of this process, the number
of Russian constituent federal parts went from 89 to 83.
For our hierarchical clustering procedure, we only
selected regions that were not affected by the
consolidation processes. Thus 78 Russian regions were
included in the cluster analysis.

As an additional clustering variable, we introduced a
calculated value: pregnancy rate. This is the number of
completed or terminated pregnancies per 1,000 women
aged 15-49. We believe that this variable enables us to
assess the relative level of reproductive activity within a
particular community. Thus we believe that the
coefficient of pregnancy rate, along with other
demographic indicators could be used as an
informational
basis
for
developing
effective
demographic policy.
Another variable that also characterises the
demographic situation is the number of abortions per
100 births. The Russian State Statistics Service provides
this data both at a country and a regional level, enabling
us to use it in our analysis. However we did not use this
variable for our clustering, as it clearly correlates to
other variables in our study, including pregnancy rate.
At the same time, we used the number of abortions per
100 births for subsequent interpretation of the identified
clusters.
6. Throughout the clustering, we did not use the
variables themselves but rather their indices: values that
describe changes in the demographic variables. We
believe that studying the dynamics of demographic
processes, rather than their static values, enables a more
profound understanding of the demographic situation in
a region. Similarly, the identification of regional groups
that have similar trends in the development of
demographic processes is more justified than basing the
groups on attained (transpired) demographic indicators.
In our view, developing state fertility support measures
that account for the dynamics of population replacement
enables greater effectiveness. We also note that since all
of the input variables we drew on in the clustering were
indices, we did not need to standardize the variables
beforehand.
7. To carry out the hierarchical clustering procedure,
we used variables that characterise the demographic
situation in Russian regions between 2002 and 2008.
This was not an accidental choice: active state support
and the incentivizing of fertility started in Russia in
2000. In response to dramatic depopulation challenges,
the government developed a new Demographic Policy
Concept and began its implementation in late 2000early 2001. Thus we felt it would be quite fitting to
analyse the possible results of this new demographic
policy from 2002. The subsequent years – up to and
including 2008 – can be described as a period of relative
macroeconomic stability. However the financial crisis
that hit most intensely in early 2009 had a negative
impact on reproductive indicators in Russia. We believe
that these “fertility shocks” should be excluded from the
sample in our analysis and studied as a separate
phenomenon. Thus our analysis focused on data for
2002-2008.
8. For the purposes of the cluster analysis, our study
sample included all Russian regions that had complete
data for all input variables. We note that the time
between 2003 and 2008 saw a great deal of political and
economic
activity
around
the
administrative

RESULTS
In performing the cluster analysis, we settled on a
three-cluster solution. The first cluster included 37
Russian regions; there were 14 regions in the second
and 27 in the third (Figure 2). The evaluation of the
cluster centroid confirmed the appropriateness of these
three groups: the mean and median values of the cluster
variables differed significantly between the identified
clusters and, in most cases, when compared to the
nationwide levels (table 1). Levene's test confirmed the
validity of the one-way ANOVA (table 2). The ShapiroWilks test confirmed that each of the levels of the
variables is normally distributed (table 3). Results of the
one-way ANOVA are presented in Table 4.
Table 1: Statistical characteristics for the cluster
variables in 2008
Cluster
1
11.9

Cluster
2
12.3

Cluster
3
13.3

Median

11.5

11.8

12.5

Perinatal
mortality
rate
Infant
mortality
rate
Under-five
mortality
rate

Mean

7.6

12.6

8.9

Median

7.1

12.0

8.5

Mean

8.5

9.2

8.5

Median

8.1

8.9

8.2

Mean

8.3

12.5

8.4

Median

8.1

11.7

7.9

Pregnancy
rate

Mean
Median

83.2

87.5

75.6

79.9

82.3

75.0

Birth rate

Mean

Table 2: Test of homogeneity of variances
Variables
Birth rate
Perinatal mortality
rate
Infant mortality
rate
Under-five
mortality rate
Pregnancy rate
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Levene
Statistic
0.770

df1

df2

Sig.

2

75

0.467

0.045

2

75

0.956

2.301

2

75

0.107

2.049

2

75

0.136

1.367

2

75

0.261

Table 3: Test of normality
Variables

Clusters

Birth rate
Perinatal
mortality
rate
Infant
mortality
rate
Under-five
mortality
rate
Pregnancy
rate

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

The results of the clustering and the subsequent
interpretation showed that the clusters differ in:
1) The values of the evaluated demographic
variables;
2) The nature of the dynamics of the evaluated
demographic variables;
3) The level of economic development.

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.966
37
0.319
0.958
27
0.331
0.919
14
0.213
0. 970
37
0.413
0. 964
27
0.457
0.905
14
0.135
0.958
37
0.170
0.950
27
0.220
0.902
14
0.120
0.943
37
0.059
0.975
27
0.742
0.879
14
0.056
0.976
37
0.581
0.967
27
0.520
0.932
14
0.328

Cluster 1 – “Low fertility amid low economic activity”
This is the largest cluster comprising 37 regions. It
covers approximately 44% of the territory of Russia and
accounts for around half of the country’s population. Its
most outstanding demographic characteristics include:
−
for the entire period of the study, the fertility
rate in the regions of this cluster was below that of the
other two clusters and lower than the national average;
−
the pregnancy rate for the entire period was
below the national average;
−
the number of abortions per 100 births was
high and exceeded the national average.
Moreover, regions in the first cluster also shared the
following characteristics of the index dynamics:
−
a growth in the fertility rate (in 2002 this was
9.7‰, rising to 11.9‰ in 2008);
−
a decline in the number of pregnancies (88.7‰
in 2002 to 84.2‰ in 2008);
−
a decline in the number of abortions (143
abortions per 100 births in 2002; 89 abortions/100 births
in 2008);
−
a certain lag behind national dynamics (for
example, the total fertility rate in regions of this cluster
for the studied period grew by 22%, while the increase
across all of Russia was 25%; the decline in abortions
per 100 births for this cluster fell by 38% compared to
42% in Russia overall).
Interpretation of this cluster through variables that
reflect the level of economic development showed that
this cluster includes a dominant share of people
employed in the economy, and also produces the
greatest volume of manufacturing. This cluster is also
characterised by the largest share of commissioned
residential buildings (almost half of the total quantity
for Russia). However, despite the significant size of the
first cluster, a number of economic indicators were not
particularly high. These included the value of fixed
assets, volume of natural resource production, import
and export turnover, contribution to GNP and gross
national income. It can be said that regions of the first
cluster are not economically active as regards a number
of key economic factors.

Table 4: ANOVA
Between
Groups
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Within
Groups

Birth rate
31.399
105.228
2
75
15.7
1.403
11.19
0.000

Perinatal mortality rate
Sum of Squares
275.274
46.521
df
2
75
Mean Square
137.637
0.62
F
221.893
Sig.
0.000
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Infant mortality rate
61.616
14.029
2
75
30.808
0.187
164.699
0.000

Under-five mortality rate
Sum of Squares
160.622
33.262
df
2
75
Mean Square
80.311
0.443
F
181.09
Sig.
0.000

Total

136.627
77

321.795
77

75.645
77

193.884
77

Cluster 2 – “Cautious” fertility amid high economic
activity”
This cluster comprises 14 Russian regions, which cover
a quarter of the total area of the country. The total
population accounts for one-fifth of the total population.
The key characteristics of this cluster include:
−
the highest pregnancy rate across the clusters;
−
the lowest number of abortions per 100 births
across the clusters;

Pregnancy rate
Sum of Squares

2870.706

8268.406

df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

2
1435.353
13.02
0.000

75
110.245

11139.1
12
77
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−
the highest perinatal and infant mortality rates
across the clusters;
−
a higher level of under-five mortality compared
to other clusters.
Other characteristics of the demographic situation in
regions of this cluster were not generally outstanding
and were quite similar to pan-Russian trends. Thus the
total fertility rate for this cluster for the entire study
period virtually matched the national rate; there was an
overall tendency towards a decrease in mortality rates,
in line with the overall trend for Russia.
Interpretation of the cluster through variables related
to economic development showed that this cluster did
not have a significant share of people employed in the
economy (around one-fifth of the total active
population). At the same time, the cluster leads on
contribution to GNP (the total gross regional product for
this cluster was approximately 42% of GNP). Regions
of this cluster also account for a majority stake in
natural resource production industries (around 60% of
total Russian volumes), substantial fixed asset value,
and export and import turnover. Moreover, the share of
investments in fixed assets in this group of regions was
almost one-third of the figure for Russia. Thus as far as
key economic indicators go, this cluster can be seen as
relatively successful and extremely vigorous as regards
economic activity. The economy in this cluster is
largely geared towards innovative development.

clusters. At the same time, as regards a number of other
economic factors, the third cluster was an undisputed
leader. This concerns agriculture (43% of the total
volume for Russia), plant products (45%) and animal
products (41%). On the whole, the third cluster is
characterised by a certain economic passivity and even
depression against a backdrop of considerable
agricultural activity.
DISCUSSION
The results of our cluster analysis show that regional
specifics should be factored into fertility research. This
is hardly surprising, given that there is no single theory
for stimulating fertility in the modern world. On the
contrary, there are a great many diverse approaches for
mitigating low fertility rates being implemented around
the world, with varying degrees of success. Moreover,
the replication of one country’s (or one region’s)
successful strategy in another location is unlikely to be
effective. The specific nature of the demographic,
economic and political trends of a country or region, the
nuances of local social and moral norms and processes
should be taken into account in the development of
fertility incentive frameworks.
However in Russia, maternity capital payments for
the birth of the second child remain the key measure for
stimulating fertility. We are inclined to criticise this
measure for the following reasons. Firstly, a two-child
family should not be the priority for Russia at this point
in time. Between January and May 2015, the natural
decrease was several times higher than in previous
years. The economic crisis is likely to have exacerbated
this adverse dynamic. Undoubtedly, it will continue to
have a delayed negative impact in the future as well.
The situation is made worse by changing age structures.
According to Rosstat, by 2025, the number of women of
childbearing age in Russia will fall by 7.2%, and by
2030 – by 10.3%. The share of women of fertile age in
the population will decrease from the current 21.6%
today to 19.2% in 2030. In this context, state policy
should focus on increasing the number of three and
four-child families, rather than two-child ones.
Secondly, rewarding the quantity of children without
regard for their “quality” will undoubtedly lead to
deterioration in the quality of the population: a less
healthy nation with lower levels of educational and
cultural standing. Thirdly, financial incentives for the
mere act of childbirth without accounting for
subsequent activities around children’s upbringing and
socialisation suggests that the state is simply interested
in having more citizens, irrespective of their
development and that state policy does not view
parenting as a multi-faceted process that is difficult to
carry out well.
The results of our analysis have allowed us to
suggest measures that would be effective in boosting
fertility and parenting in each cluster. For instance, the
first cluster would benefit from better socio-economic
conditions for childbirth and parenting at a regional
level. In particular, this should focus on improving

Cluster 3 – “High fertility amid economic passivity”
This cluster includes 27 Russian regions and comprises
around one-third of the Russian population. Its key
characteristics include:
−
a fertility rate that exceeded that of other
clusters and the national average for the duration of the
study;
−
a pregnancy rate that was below the other
clusters and below the national average for the duration
of the study.
Moreover, regions in this group were also
characterised by the following demographic
dynamics:
−
the highest growth in fertility rates among the
clusters;
−
an insignificant decline in the pregnancy rate;
−
a significant decrease in the number of
abortions: from 111 abortions per 100 births in 2002 to
67 abortions per 100 births in 2008.
Other demographic characteristics in this cluster
were not particularly remarkable and were very close to
overarching trends for Russia.
Interpretation of this cluster through economic
development variables showed that this group accounts
for approximately one-third of people employed in the
economy. Most of the analysed economic indicators had
the lowest values in this cluster. Thus the share of the
gross regional product was approximately one-fifth of
GNP. Natural resource production volumes, fixed asset
value, retail trade turnover, and import and export
volumes were similarly low compared to the other
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organisational and medical facilities for families, like
those envisaged in the Russian state Demographic
Policy Concept through 2025 (Demographic Policy
Concept 2007):
1) Improved accessibility and quality of free medical
services for women for pregnancy and childbirth, and
for newborn children;
2) Improved material and human resourcing for
motherhood and childhood services;
3) The development of high-tech medical assistance
for women during pregnancy and childbirth, and for
newborn children;
4) The introduction of integrated measures for
further reduction in the number of abortions.
Undoubtedly, these measures are important for all
territories, but the results of our analysis showed that
they are of the highest priority for regions in the first
cluster.
Let us furnish another example of the use of our
analysis for regions of the second cluster. To stimulate
fertility here, we propose introducing regional tax
concessions for parents and creating an integrated set of
special legislative conditions to support parenting at the
regional and municipal levels. The innovation-focused
socio-economic development of these regions will drive
the evolution of skills like logical and abstract thinking,
an analytical mind-set, the ability to filter and process
large volumes of information and an aptitude for
creativity. This will lead to more complex,
differentiated and diverse work, in turn prompting
changes in the structure and quality of workers and
expectations about their professional competencies and
traits like accountability, self-motivation, creativity and
overall effort at work. We believe that these are the very
regions that would benefit from a system of training for
parents aimed at developing special competencies: the
skills required to operate, build relationships and work
in an innovation-centric economic. Parents should be
taught how to help their children be creative, develop
analytical skills, cope with multitasking and so on: that
is, to establish the very personal qualities that will be
sought after in regions of the second cluster in the near
future.
Thus the results of our cluster analysis across
Russian regions helped us to identify high-priority
instruments for stimulating fertility and parenting,
which are shaped to the needs of each type of region.
Applying these as part of regional strategies enables:
1) Creating a tailored approach to mitigate
mismatches between actual and forecast population
numbers and composition in a particular region;
2) Developing and testing the legislative, economic
and methodological bases for using a set of instruments
to stimulate fertility with a defined set of regions;
3) Targeting the demographic situation in different
regions with account of the identified specifics;
4) Creating conditions for the growth of birth rates
in different types of regions through the use of different
types of incentive measures

CONCLUSIONS
Our research showed that countries composed of many
constituent parts with a high degree of variability as
regards socio-economic and demographic development
and the nature of the dynamics of key socio-economic
indicators require demographic policies that are
differentiated by region type. The regional groups
should be identified on the basis of static key indicators
as well as the nature of the dynamics of key indicators.
Cluster analysis is an effective analytical instrument for
carrying out regional segmentation in order to develop
tailored demographic policy measures. Indeed, on the
basis of analysis that highlighted key problems in each
cluster of regions, we proposed a redistribution of
resources allocated to implementing demographic
policy measures. We tried to identify the measures that
would not only allow regions to improve fertility in the
future, but also raise the qualitative indicators of the
population.
We expect to extend our research by further
differentiating the regions within each cluster. Thus,
there is scope to identify sub-clusters with indicators
above and below median values – both for input
variables and other variables related to the assessment
of the socio-economic situation in the regions. This will
allow ascertaining the most challenging Russian
territories in each segment, which require priority
measures for stimulating fertility and supporting
parenting. These most disadvantaged of regions could
become pilot projects for focusing state policy in the
short term.
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LQVXUDQFH 
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&KDUW9D5&9D5DQG(9D5LQFDVHRIWKHVWDQGDUG
QRUPDOGLVWULEXWLRQ

VHTXHQFH RI QRPLQDO SUREOHPV =KHQJ DQG &KHQ
  SURSRVH D QHZ FRKHUHQW ULVN PHDVXUH FDOOHG
LVRHQWURSLF ULVN PHDVXUH &RPSDULQJ ZLWK VHYHUDO
FXUUHQWLPSRUWDQWULVNPHDVXUHVLWWXUQVRXWWKDWWKLV
QHZULVNPHDVXUHKDVDGYDQWDJHVRYHUWKHRWKHUV,WLV
FRKHUHQW LW LV D VPRRWK PHDVXUH DQG LW LV D PRUH
SUXGHQWULVNPHDVXUHWKDQ&9D5
'DUJLUL01HWDO  FRPSDUHG9D5DQG&9D5
LQ 0DOD\VLDQ VHFWRUV DQG EDVHG RQ WKH ./&, .XDOD
/XPSXU &RPSRVLWH ,QGH[  EHQFKPDUN VWRFN LQGH[
7KH\XVHGGDLO\GDWDFRYHULQJWKHSHULRG
7KH\ FDOFXODWHG 9D5 ZLWK WKH SDUDPHWULF GHOWD
QRUPDO $5&+
$XWRUHJUHVVLYH &RQGLWLRQDO
+HWHURVNHGDVWLFLW\ EDVHGKLVWRULFDQG0RQWH&DUOR
VLPXODWLRQPHWKRGVDQG&9D5ZLWKGHOWDQRUPDODQG
KLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQ7KHVWXG\DQDO\VHGHLJKWVHFWRUV
DQG DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH 9D5 FDOFXODWHG ZLWK DOO WKH
PHWKRGVOLVWHGDERYHWKHWHFKQRORJ\VHFWRUSURYHGWR
EH WKH PRVW ULVN\ LQ FRQWUDVW ZLWK WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ
VHFWRU ZKLFKZDVWKHPRVWULVN\DFFRUGLQJWR&9D5 
8VLQJDFRQILGHQFHOHYHORIDQGDRQHGD\KROGLQJ
SHULRG9D5UHDFKHGWKHELJJHVWYDOXHVLQFDVHRIWKH
0RQWH&DUORVLPXODWLRQDQG&9D5SURYHGWREHPRUH
FRQVHUYDWLYH WKDQ 9D5 KDYLQJ ELJJHU YDOXHV IRU DOO
VHFWRUVDQGLQGLFHV
Čorkalo, S. (2011) XVHG WKH YDULDQFHFRYDULDQFH
PHWKRG KLVWRULF DQG 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQ ZLWK
ERRWVWUDSSLQJIRUFDOFXODWLQJ9D5%RRWVWUDSSLQJLVDQ
DOWHUQDWLYHWRUDQGRPQXPEHUJHQHUDWLRQZKLFKUHOLHV
RQ UDQGRP VDPSOLQJ ZLWK UHSODFHPHQW 7KH DUWLFOH
VWXGLHGVWRFNVIURPWKH=DJUHE6WRFN([FKDQJHDQG
GDWD EHWZHHQ  WKH ELJJHVW YDOXHV ZHUH
REWDLQHG LQ WKH FDVH RI KLVWRULF VLPXODWLRQ IROORZHG
FORVHO\ E\ WKH 0RQWH &DUOR ZLWK ERRWVWUDSSLQJ
PHWKRG
,TEDO - HW DO   XVHG SDUDPHWULF (4:0$
(:0$ DQG $5&+  DQG QRQSDUDPHWULF KLVWRULF
VLPXODWLRQDQGERRWVWUDSSLQJ PHWKRGVIRUFDOFXODWLQJ
9D5 IRU WKH .6( LQGH[ 7KH\ XVHG GDLO\ ORJ
UHWXUQVEHWZHHQ-XQHDQG-XQH$WWKH
FRQILGHQFH OHYHO WKH 9D5 FDOFXODWHG ZLWK KLVWRULFDO
VLPXODWLRQ ZDV  ZKHUHDV WKH 9D5 REWDLQHG
ZLWK ERRWVWUDSSLQJ ZDV  6LPLODUO\ DW 
FRQILGHQFHOHYHOWKH9D5REWDLQHGZLWKERRWVWUDSSLQJ
ZDV ELJJHU WKDQ WKH RQH REWDLQHG ZLWK KLVWRULF
VLPXODWLRQ
'XWWD '  %KDWWDFKDU\D %   XVHG  KLVWRULF
VLPXODWLRQDQGERRWVWUDSKLVWRULFVLPXODWLRQIRU9D5
LQWKHFDVHRIWKH6 3&1;1LIW\,QGLDQVWRFNLQGH[
XVLQJ GDWD EHWZHHQ $SULO  DQG PDUFK  DW D
FRQILGHQFH OHYHO RI  7KH DXWKRUV ILQG D ELJJHU
9D5LQFDVHRIWKHERRWVWUDSPHWKRGDQGDWWKHVDPH
WLPH IDYRXU WKLV PHWKRG FRPSDUHG WR WKH VLPSOH
KLVWRULF VLPXODWLRQ EDVHG RQ LWV VPDOOVDPSOH
EHKDYLRXU


6RXUFH$KDPGL-DYLG$

&RPSDULQJWKHWKUHHW\SHVRI9D5LWFDQEHVHHQWKDW
(9D5LV PRUHFRQVHUYDWLYH ULVNDYHUVH WKDQ&9D5
DQG9D57KLVPHDQVWKDW(9D5ZLOOSUHVFULEHKLJKHU
FDSLWDOEXIIHUVIRUILQDQFLDODQGLQVXUDQFHLQVWLWXWLRQV
WKLV PDNHV (9D5 OHVV DWWUDFWLYH IRU FHUWDLQ
LQVWLWXWLRQV +DYLQJDFORVHGIRUPIRUPXODLQFDVHRI
FHUWDLQ GLVWULEXWLRQV (9D5 LV PRUH FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\
WUDFWDEOHWKDQ&9D5 ZKLFKPDNHVLWPRUHXVHIXOIRU
VWRFKDVWLFRSWLPL]DWLRQSUREOHPV 
7KHPDLQDGYDQWDJHRIVLPSOH9D5LVWKDWLWSHUIRUPV
D IXOO FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ RI WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ UHWXUQV
OHDGLQJ DOVR WR LPSURYHG SHUIRUPDQFH 7KH PDLQ
GLVDGYDQWDJHRILWLVWKDWLQUHDOLW\WKHPDUNHWUHWXUQV
DUH QRW QRUPDOO\ GLVWULEXWHG 7KH PDLQ DGYDQWDJH RI
(6 LV WKDW LW FDSWXUHV WKH DYHUDJH ORVVHV H[FHHGLQJ
9D5WKHPDLQGLVDGYDQWDJHEHLQJWKHIDFWWKDWLWLVQRW
HDVLO\FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\WUDFWDEOH


5HYLHZRIVRPHHPSLULFDOUHVXOWVDERXWYDOXH
DWULVN
:H UHSRUW WKH IROORZLQJ LQWHUHVWLQJ UHVXOWV LQ WKH
OLWHUDWXUHUHJDUGLQJHQWURSLF9D5
5XGORIIHWDO  FRQVLGHUWKHRSWLPDOVHOHFWLRQRI
SRUWIROLRVIRUXWLOLW\PD[LPL]LQJLQYHVWRUVXQGHUERWK
EXGJHW DQG ULVN FRQVWUDLQWV 7KH ULVN LV PHDVXUHG LQ
WHUPVRIHQWURSLFULVN7KH\ILQGWKDWHYHQWKRXJKWKH
HQWURSLFULVN (5 RSWLPDOSRUWIROLRDQGWKHSXUHVWRFN
SRUWIROLR FRLQFLGH ZUW HQWURSLF ULVN VLQFH WKH ULVN
ERXQG ZDV FKRVHQ LQ WKLV ZD\  WKH (5RSWLPDO
SRUWIROLRFOHDUO\RXWSHUIRUPVWKHVWRFNSRUWIROLRZUW
H[SHFWHGXWLOLW\/RQJDQG4L  VWXG\WKHGLVFUHWH
RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP E\ RSWLPL]LQJ WKH (QWURSLF
9DOXHDW5LVNDQGSURSRVHDQHIILFLHQWDSSUR[LPDWLRQ
DOJRULWKP WR UHVROYH WKH SUREOHP YLD VROYLQJ D







(TXDOO\:HLJKWHG0RYLQJ$YHUDJH
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FDOFXODWH WKH PLGGOH RI WKHLU LQWHUYDOV ZKLFK ZH
PXOWLSO\ E\ WKHLU SUREDELOLW\ 7KHQ ZH FDOFXODWH WKH
SULFH IRU D JLYHQ FRQILGHQFH OHYHO ZLWK WKH
1250',67 IXQFWLRQWKHQZHVXPXSWKHQHJDWLYH
YDOXHV EHJLQQLQJ IURP WKLV YDOXH 7KLV ZLOO JLYH WKH
YDOXHRI9D5
7KHDGYDQWDJHRIWKLVPHWKRGLVWKDWLWLVDOVRVXLWDEOH
ZKHQ ZH ZDQWWRFDOFXODWH9D5 IRUDORQJHUSHULRG
DQGLQWKLVFDVHWKHKLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQZRXOGEHWRR
YRODWLOH
Resampling (bootstrap historical simulation) method5
The method’s main idea is that XVLQJKLVWRULFDOGDWDZH
FDQ JHQHUDWH WKRXVDQGV RI VDPSOHV UHXVLQJ WKH
KLVWRULFDO GDWD DVVXPLQJ WKH UHSHWLWLYLW\ RI GDWD :H
once again used the “R” statistical software: In case of
9D5 ZH VDYHG WKH UHWXUQV LQWR D YHFWRU VDYHG LWV
OHQJWK DQG WKH QXPEHU RI VDPSOHV LQWR RWKHU WZR
YDULDEOHV 1H[W ZH GHILQHG DQ LWHUDWLRQ XS XQWLO WKH
QXPEHURIVDPSOHVDQGGHWHUPLQHGWKHYDOXHRI9D5
IRU HDFK VDPSOH VLPLODUO\ WR WKH KLVWRULF VLPXODWLRQ
LH WKH TXDQWLOH DW  FRQILGHQFH OHYHO IURP WKH
GHVFHQGLQJ VRUWHG UHWXUQV ,Q WKH FDVH RI (6 WKH
FRPPDQGVZHUHVOLJKWO\PRGLILHG+HUHZHVDYHGWKH
QXPEHURIGDWDLQDQ„0”YDULDEOHDQGEHFDXVH(6LV
a sort of an “average of VaR’s”, we had to apply a
double iteration (a “for” cycle inside another) WR WKH
GHVFHQGLQJVRUWHGUHWXUQVDQGWDNHWKHDYHUDJHRIWKH
YHFWRURIGDWDIRUHDFKVDPSOH
(9D5ZDVFDOFXODWHGXVLQJIRUPXOD  IURP$KPDGL
-DYLG$  VRZHRQO\QHHGHGWKHPHDQDQGWKH
VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI UHWXUQV IRU HDFK VDPSOH ZKLFK
ZH IHG LQWR WKH IRUPXOD ,W FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW WKLV
UHVDPSOLQJPHWKRGLVDK\EULGEHWZHHQKLVWRULFDODQG
0RQWH&DUORVLPXODWLRQ. Its advantage is that it doesn’t
DVVXPH DQ\WKLQJ DERXW WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI GDWD DQG
DOVR WKDW RQH FDQ JHQHUDWH DUELWUDULO\ ODUJH VDPSOHV
ZKLFKLVYHU\XVHIul when there’s very little historical
GDWD

(PSLULFDOUHVXOWV
+LVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQ
&ODVVLFDO9D5ZDVFDOFXODWHGLQ0LFURVRIW([FHOIRU
WKHDYDLODEOHGDWDZHFDOFXODWHGLWVTXDQWLOH 
LQ RXU FDVH  WKHQ ZLWK WKH DLG RI WKH 60$// 
IXQFWLRQ ZH FDOFXODWHG WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ UHWXUQ DQG
WKLVJDYHXVWKH9D57KHYDOXHRI&9D5 (6 
ZDV PRUH HDVLO\ FDOFXODWHG LQ WKH 5 VWDWLVWLFDO
SURJUDPPH
(9D5 ZDV GHWHUPLQHG ZLWK WKH $KPDGL-DYLG $
  IRUPXOD HPSOR\LQJ WKH GDLO\ DYHUDJH UHWXUQ
DQGVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQDWDFRQILGHQFHOHYHO
,Q WKH QH[W WDEOH ZH SUHVHQW WKH ULVN PHDVXUHV
FDOFXODWHGZLWKKLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQ


'DWDDQGPHWKRGRORJ\
,QWKLVVWXG\ZHFDOFXODWHIRUWKH*HUPDQ'$;VWRFN
LQGH[WKHWKUHHULVNPHDVXUHVWKDWZHSUHVHQWHG 9D5
&9D5DQG(9D5 DSSO\LQJWKUHHPHWKRGVKLVWRULFDO
VLPXODWLRQ 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQ DQG UHVDPSOLQJ
:HDUHDLPLQJDWFRPSDULQJWKHYDOXHVREWDLQHGDQG
WKHPHWKRGV
7KH'$;LQGH[FRPSULVHVWKHELJJHVW LQWHUPVRI
FDSLWDOL]DWLRQ DQG OLTXLGLW\  *HUPDQ VWRFNV RQ WKH
)UDQNIXUW6WRFN([FKDQJH7KH'$;LQWURGXFHGLQ
 LV D WRWDO UHWXUQ LQGH[ LH LW UHIOHFWV WKH
GLYLGHQGVSDLGRXWE\WKHOLVWHGFRPSDQLHVDWWKHVDPH
WLPH EHLQJ ZHOOGLYHUVLILHG UDQJLQJ IURP YHKLFOH WR
FKHPLFDOLQGXVWULHVEDQNLQJHWF 
:HXVHGGDLO\LQGH[TXRWDWLRQVIURP-DQXDU\
WR$SULOFDOFXODWLQJWKHLUORJDULWKPLFUHWXUQ
IRUGD\V$SDUWIURPWKHGHVFULSWLYHVWDWLVWLFVZH
DOVRWHVWHGWKHQRUPDOLW\RIWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIUHWXUQV
7KH FRQGXFWHG QRUPDOLW\ WHVWV ZHUH -DUTXH%HUD
'RRUQLN+DQVHQ 6KDSLUR:LON DQG /LOOLHIRUV $W D
FRQILGHQFHOHYHODOOWHVWV ZHUHVLJQLILFDQW WKH\
all had low “pOHYHOV” WKXV WKH QXOO K\SRWKHVLV RI
QRUPDOLW\ FDQ EH VDIHO\ UHMHFWHG WKLV ZDV DOUHDG\
KLQWHG E\ WKH VNHZQHVV DQG NXUWRVLV RI WKH
GLVWULEXWLRQ 

7KHDSSOLHGPHWKRGRORJ\
Historical simulation
+LVWRULFDO VLPXODWLRQ EHLQJ RQH RI WKH VLPSOHVW
PHWKRGV IRU FDOFXODWLQJ 9D5 LV REWDLQHG E\ VRUWLQJ
DVFHQGLQJO\ WKH UHWXUQV RI WKH KLVWRULFDO SHULRG DQG
WKHQWDNLQJWKHTXDQWLOHIRUWKHJLYHQFRQILGHQFHOHYHO
2QWKH RWKHU KDQG &9D5 (6  FDQEHFDOFXODWHGE\
VRUWLQJ DVFHQGLQJO\ WKH UHWXUQV DQG WKHQ WDNLQJ WKH
DYHUDJH RI WKH UHWXUQV H[FHHGLQJ 9D5 DW WKH JLYHQ
FRQILGHQFH OHYHO :H FDOFXODWHG 9D5 LQ 0LFURVRIW
([FHOand ES in the “5”VWDWLVWLFDOVRIWZDUH:HIHG
WKHGDWDLQWRWKHYHFWRURIUHWXUQVVDYHGWKHOHQJWKRI
WKH YHFWRU LQ YDULDEOH „N” DQG WKH  TXDQWLOH LQWR
YDULDEOH0:HSHUIRUPHGLWHUDWLYHRSHUDWLRQVWRVRUW
GHVFHQGLQJWKHYHFWRURIUHWXUQV,QDQRWKHULWHUDWLRQ
(“for” cycOH  ZH VDYHG WKHVH YDOXHV LQWR D YHFWRU
FRQWDLQLQJDYHUDJHVDQGFDOFXODWHGWKHDYHUDJHRIWKH
DYHUDJHYHFWRU7KLVJDYHXVWKH(6DWFRQILGHQFH
OHYHO
An advantage of this method is that it doesn’t
QHFHVVLWDWHWKHQRUPDOLW\RIWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIUHWXUQV
$ GLVDGYDQWDJH LV WKDW LW LV EDVHG RQ KLVWRULFDO GDWD
KHQFHLWDVVXPHVWKDWWKHSDVWUHSHDWVLWVHOI
Monte Carlo simulation
7KH PHWKRG FRQVLVWV RI WKH IROORZLQJ VWHSV ILUVW ZH
JHQHUDWHDELJDPRXQWRIUDQGRPQXPEHUV UW WKHQZH
JHQHUDWH UHWXUQV RXW RI WKHP ILQDOO\ DUULYLQJ DW WKH
LQGH[SULFHVZLWKWKHIROORZLQJIRUPXOD
 = ¶d exp()
7KH QH[WVWHSLVWR VRUWGHVFHQGLQJWKH LQGH[SULFHV
LQWR GLIIHUHQW ELQV FRQVWUXFW WKHLU KLVWRJUDP WKHQ






6RXUFHKWWSZZZGD[LQGLFHVFRP

$OVRFDOOHGUHVDPSOLQJZLWKUHSODFHPHQW
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7DEOH5LVNPHDVXUHVFDOFXODWHGZLWKKLVWRULFDO
VLPXODWLRQDWFRQILGHQFHOHYHOIRUWKH'$;
LQGH[EHWZHHQDQG  
0HDVXUHV 9D5   (6   (9D5  
9DOXHV



Source: authors’ calculations

7KH ILJXUH IRU FODVVLFDO 9D5 EHDUV WKH IROORZLQJ
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQXQGHUQRUPDOPDUNHWFRQGLWLRQVWKHUHLV
DOLNHOLKRRGRIDGDLO\ORVVH[FHHGLQJ
(6 FDQ EH LQWHUSUHWHG WKH IROORZLQJ ZD\ LQ WKH
SHVVLPLVWLFYLHZ WKHUHLVFKDQFHRIIDFLQJORVVHV
JUHDWHUWKDQ9D5LHLQWKLVFDVHWKHDYHUDJHORVV
RIWKHLQGH[ZLOOEH
$VVKRZQLQWKHWDEOH(9D5LVDOZD\VQRQQHJDWLYH
(but it’s still regarded as a loss)DQGLWJLYHVWKHPRVW
VWULQJHQW FRQVHUYDWLYH ULVNPHDVXUHFRPSDUHGWRWKH
other two, its interpretation being that there’s a 95%
FKDQFHWKDWWKHGDLO\ORVVZLOOQRWH[FHHG
0RQWH&DUORVLPXODWLRQ
,QWKLVFDVHZHJHQHUDWHGQRUPDOO\GLVWULEXWHG
UDQGRP QXPEHUV DQG FDOFXODWHG WKH ORJUHWXUQV IRU
WKHP XVLQJ WKH GDLO\ KLVWRULFDO PHDQ UHWXUQ DQG
VWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQ7KHQZHDUULYHGDWWKHVLPXODWHG
LQGH[SULFHVWKHIROORZLQJZD\
 log(') = (` ∗ ) + ( ∗ ) ∗ "D(')
O(') =  log(') ∗ O 
:KHUH6 L = the simulated price at moment „i“, 
U VLPXODWHGUHWXUQ
α = mean return 
σ = standard deviation
W GDLO\SHULRG
L Æ LQGH[ 

,QWKHQH[WVWHSZHGLYLGHGWKHVLPXODWHGLQGH[SULFHV
IURPWKH PLQLPDO  HXUR WRWKH PD[LPDO 
HXUR YDOXHDQGFRQVWUXFWHGWKHGLYLVLRQRISULFHVRQD
 HXUR VFDOH 7KH QH[W FKDUW VKRZV WKH REWDLQHG
KLVWRJUDPDQGGLVWULEXWLRQIXQFWLRQ

&KDUW+LVWRJUDPRIWKHVLPXODWHGSULFHV 0RQWH
&DUORVLPXODWLRQGD\ 
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5XQVRIWKHVFULSW
9D5  
)LUVW

6HFRQG

7KLUG

)RXUWK



)LIWK

7DEOH9D5IRUGLIIHUHQWUXQVRIWKHUHVDPSOLQJ
VFULSW6RXUFHauthors’ calculations in “5”
1H[WXVLQJWKH1250',67 IXQFWLRQZHFDOFXODWHG
WKHUHWXUQFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHSUREDELOLW\ZKLFK
JDYH XV WKH YDOXH RI 9D5  ZKLFK PHDQV WKDW
XQGHUQRUPDOPDUNHWFRQGLWLRQVWKHGDLO\ORVVVKRXOG
QRWEHKLJKHUWKDQZLWKDSUREDELOLW\RI 
:HDOVRFDOFXODWHG9D5LQDEVROXWHLQGH[YDOXHV:H
FDOFXODWHG WKH LQWHUYDO PHDQ SRLQWV IRU WKH GLYLVLRQV
DQGWKHLUSUREDELOLW\1H[WZHILOOHGLQ]HURHVXQWLOWKH
WDUJHW LQGH[ SULFH EHFDXVH LW LV XQNQRZQ ZKDW
happens beyond VaR), then we subtracted today’s
SULFHIURPWKHLQWHUYDOPHDQDQGPXOWLSOLHGWKHUHVXOW
E\ LWV SUREDELOLW\ )LQDOO\ EHJLQQLQJ ZLWK WKH WDUJHW
SULFHZHVXPPHGXSWKHQHJDWLYHYDOXHVZKLFKJDYH
XVWKH9D5LQDEVROXWHILJXUHV$FFRUGLQJWRWKLVXQGHU
QRUPDOPDUNHWFRQGLWLRQVWKHGDLO\ORVVRQWKH'$;
LQGH[ VKRXOG QRW EH KLJKHU WKDQ  HXUR ZLWK D
SUREDELOLW\ RI  WKH ILQHU WKH GLYLVLRQ RI WKH
LQWHUYDOVWKHPRUHDFFXUDWH9D5ZLOOEH 
CVaR (ES) was once again determined with the “R”
VFULSW DOUHDG\ SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH FDVH RI KLVWRULFDO
VLPXODWLRQ7KHDYHUDJHRI(6WXUQHGRXWWREH
ZKLFKPHDQVWKDWXQGHUQRUPDOPDUNHWFRQGLWLRQVLI
WKHSUREDELOLW\HYHQWRFFXUVWKHQWKHDYHUDJHORVV
ZLOOEHGDLO\
)RU (9D5 ZH XVHG WKH $KPDGL-DYLG $  
IRUPXOD EXW WKLV WLPH WKH GDLO\ DYHUDJH UHWXUQ DQG
VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ ZHUH REWDLQHG IURP 
VLPXODWHG UHWXUQV 7KLV JDYH XV DQ (9D5 RI 
PHDQLQJ WKDW WKH GDLO\ H[SHFWHG ORVV ZLWK 
SUREDELOLW\LV
5HVDPSOLQJ %RRWVWUDSKLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQ 
,QWKLVFDVHZHGHWHUPLQHGDOOWKUHHULVNPHDVXUHVZLWK
WKH5VWDWLVWLFDOVRIWZDUHDQGZHHPSOR\HGDVDPSOH
VL]HRIREVHUYDWLRQV
)RU FODVVLFDO 9D5 ZH FDOFXODWHG LWV YDOXH IRU HDFK
VDPSOH DW  FRQILGHQFH OHYHO DQG WKH ILQDO YDOXH
ZLWK UHVDPSOLQJ ZDV JLYHQ E\ WKH DYHUDJH RI WKH
sample VaR’s. Also, each time we ran the script, we
DUULYHGDWDGLIIHUHQWDYHUDJH9D5 VHHWKHWDEOHEHORZ
ZKHUHZHDSSOLHGWKHVFULSWILYHWLPHVZLWKYHU\VPDOO
GLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHUXQV :HZLOOXVHIXUWKHUWKH
ILUVWYDOXHIRUFRPSDULVRQVEHWZHHQWKHGLIIHUHQW9D5
PHWKRGV
2YHUDOO DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH UHVDPSOHG 9D5 XQGHU
QRUPDO PDUNHW FRQGLWLRQV WKH DYHUDJH GDLO\ ORVV RQ
WKH '$; ZLOO QRW EH KLJKHU WKDQ  ZLWK 
SUREDELOLW\
7KHVDPSOHVL]HIRU(6ZDVDOVRDQGZHVDYHG
WKH(6YDOXHVLQWRDYHFWRUWKHDYHUDJHRIZKLFKJDYH
XV WKH ILQDO YDOXH IRU (6 7KLV ZD\ WKH UHVXOWLQJ (6

IRUKLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQ RQDGDLO\KRUL]RQDQG
FRQILGHQFHOHYHO 
(6 DQG (9D5 ZHUH DOVR FDOFXODWHG ZLWK DOO WKUHH
PHWKRGV$VWDEOHVKRZVWKHYDOXHVREWDLQHGIURP
KLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQDQGUHVDPSOLQJZHUHYHU\FORVH
7KHLQHTXDOLW\HVWDEOLVKHGE\$KPDGL-DYLG$  
DOVRKROGVIRURXUGDWD(9D5!(6!9D52QFHDJDLQ
LWLVHYLGHQWWKDW(9D5JLYHVWKHXSSHUERXQGRQWKH
SRWHQWLDO ORVVHV GDLO\  XQGHU QRUPDO PDUNHW
FRQGLWLRQVDWDFRQILGHQFHOHYHO

&RQFOXVLRQV
)LQDOO\ ZH PXVW IRUPXODWH RXU FRQFOXVLRQV
FRPSDULQJ RXU UHVXOWV ZLWK WKH RQHV REWDLQHG LQ WKH
OLWHUDWXUHDQGKLJKOLJKWLQJRXUFRQWULEXWLRQWRWKHILHOG
RIVWXG\
7KHIDFWWKDWKLVWRULFDOVLPXODWLRQJDYHXVWKHELJJHVW
9D5(6DQG(9D5ILJXUHVLVLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKH
VWRFN SRUWIROLR RI Čorkalo 6    $OVR LQ OLQH
ZLWKWKHRWKHUVRXUFHVZHIRXQGELJJHUYDOXHVIRU(6
WKDQIRU9D5 IRUDJLYHQFRQILGHQFHOHYHODQGKROGLQJ
SHULRG  0RUHRYHU VLPLODU WR 'DUJLUL 0 1 HW DO
 WKHIDFWWKDWZHREWDLQHGGLIIHUHQWYDOXHVIRU
WKHWKUHHFDOFXODWLRQPHWKRGVZDVDWWULEXWDEOHWRWKH
IDFW WKDW WKH UHWXUQV RI WKH '$; LQGH[ ZHUH QRW
QRUPDOO\GLVWULEXWHG
$PRQJ WKH WKUHH QRQSDUDPHWULF PHWKRGV KLVWRULFDO
VLPXODWLRQ0RQWH&DUORVLPXODWLRQDQGUHVDPSOLQJ 
ZH LQFOLQH WRZDUGV WKH UHVDPSOLQJ PHWKRG PDLQO\
EHFDXVH ZH ZRUNHGZLWKUHODWLYHO\VPDOODPRXQWVRI
KLVWRULFDO GDWD EXW VWLOO ZHUH DEOH WR JHQHUDWH
WKRXVDQGVRIVDPSOHVRXWRIWKHPLQRUGHUWRFDOFXODWH
WKH ULVN PHDVXUHV $QRWKHU DGYDQWDJH RI WKH
UHVDPSOLQJPHWKRGLVWKDWLWSHUPLWVWKHFRQVHUYDWLRQ
RIWKHSURSHUWLHVRIWKHRULJLQDOGLVWULEXWLRQWKHQHZ
samples are “grown from the same DNS” as their
SDUHQWGLVWULEXWLRQVZKLFKLQRXUFDVHPHDQVWKDWWKH
VPDOO JHQHUDWHG VDPSOHV DUH DOVR QRQQRUPDOO\
GLVWULEXWHGUHQGHULQJWKHPPRUHUHDOLVWLF
:H DOVR VKRZHG WKDW WKH $KPDGL-DYLG $  
LQHTXDOLW\DOVRKROGVIRUWKH'$;LQGH[(9D5!(6
!9D5 IRUDJLYHQFRQILGHQFHOHYHOWLPHKRUL]RQDQG
FDOFXODWLRQPHWKRG 7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWIHDWXUHWKDW
DULVHV IURP WKLV LV WKDW (9D5 LV WKH XSSHU ERXQG RQ
WKHVHULVNPHDVXUHVLWLVWKHPRVWFRQVHUYDWLYHDQGWKH
VWULFWHVW PHDVXUH DSSO\LQJ LW OHDGV WR WKH PRVW
FDXWLRXV SRUWIROLR LQYHVWPHQW VWUDWHJLHV 7KHUHIRUH
(9D5 LV PRUH VXLWDEOH IRU WKH PRUH ULVN DYHUVH
LQYHVWRUV LW PD\ EH VXERSWLPDO IRU OHVV ULVN DYHUVH
RQHV  RU WKRVH LQVWLWXWLRQDO LQYHVWRUV WKDW DUH
FRQVWUDLQHG E\ UHJXODWLRQ WR KROG PRUH FRQVHUYDWLYH
DQG OHVV ULVN\ SRVLWLRQV VXFK DV SHQVLRQ IXQGV
LQVXUDQFHIXQGVHWF
)LQDOO\ LQ WKLV UHVSHFW ZH PD\ IRUPXODWH D
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQIRUWKH%DVHO&RPPLWWHHRQ%DQNLQJ
6XSHUYLVLRQ %&%6 QDPHO\WKDWDPRQJWKH%DVHO
JXLGHOLQHVWKH\VKRXOGFRQVLGHUWKHXVDJHRI(QWURSLF
9DOXHDW5LVNHVSHFLDOO\IRUWKHLQVWLWXWLRQDOLQYHVWRUV
we’ve indicated above (thus far therHLVQRPHQWLRQLQJ
RI(9D5DPRQJWKH%DVHOJXLGHOLQHV 

REWDLQHGZLWKUHVDPSOLQJZDV7KLVPHDQVWKDW
XQGHUQRUPDOPDUNHWFRQGLWLRQVLIWKHSUREDELOLW\
HYHQW RFFXUV WKHQ WKH DYHUDJH GDLO\ ORVV ZLOO EH

7KH QH[W FKDUW VKRZV 9D5 DQG (6 IRU GLIIHUHQW
FRQILGHQFHOHYHOVLWFDQEHVHHQWKDWZKHUHDV9D5LV
ERWKSRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYH(6LVDOZD\VQHJDWLYH7KLV
LV EHFDXVH 9D5 JLYHV D SRLQWZLVH HVWLPDWH RI WKH
PD[LPDO ORVV ZKLOH (6 VWHPV IURP DQ DYHUDJLQJ RI
WKHORVVHVEH\RQG9D5

&KDUW9D5DQG(6YDOXHVIRUWKH'$;LQGH[DW
GLIIHUHQWFRQILGHQFHOHYHOV  
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Source: authors’ calculations in “R”




,Q WKH FDVH RI (9D5 ZH DSSOLHG WKH UHVDPSOLQJ
PHWKRGWKHIROORZLQJZD\ZHFDOFXODWHGWKHDYHUDJH
UHWXUQ DQG VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ IRU HDFK VDPSOH DQG
WKHQ ZH XVHG WKH $KPDGL-DYLG IRUPXOD /DVWO\ WKH
DYHUDJHRIWKHVHYDOXHVJDYHXVWKHILQDO(9D5 
LQWKLVFDVH 
 &RPSDULVRQ RI WKH ULVN PHDVXUHV FDOFXODWHG
ZLWKWKHGLIIHUHQWPHWKRGV
/HWXVQRZFRPSDUHWKHULVNPHDVXUHVFDOFXODWHGZLWK
WKHWKUHHGLIIHUHQWPHWKRGVSUHVHQWHGLQWKHSUHYLRXV
VXEFKDSWHUV VHHWKHWDEOHEHORZ 
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VLPXODWLRQ VLPXODWLRQ 5HVDPSOLQJ



















7DEOH5LVNPHDVXUHVFDOFXODWHGZLWKWKHWKUHH
GLIIHUHQWPHWKRGVIRUWKH'$;LQGH[
Source: authors’ calculations in Microsoft Excel 
:H GHWHUPLQHG 9D5 XVLQJ DOO WKUHH PHWKRGV
(YLGHQWO\ WKH UHVXOWV GLIIHU DW RV FRQILGHQFH
OHYHODQGGDLO\KRUL]RQGXHSULPDULO\WRWKHIDFWWKDW
WKH KLVWRULFDO GDWD ZDVQRW QRUPDOO\GLVWULEXWHG 7KH
ELJJHVW LQ DEVROXWH YDOXH  9D5 ILJXUH ZDV REWDLQHG
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large impact on aggregate investment, foreign direct
investment and also on entrepreneurial activity. Also
Hall and Jorgeson (1967) found the tax policy had a
significant effect on investment behaviour, which
cannot be disregarded.
The relation between taxation and company
performance, or investment decisions are not as clear,
since there are researches that could prove also
empirically and theoretically that tax policy is not
effective to influence the growth in the long run
(Mendoza et al., 1997). While on the other hand it was
shown by Levine (1991) that the taxation of financial
markets has a large effect on the future growth of the
economy.
Greenwood and Huffman (1991) states that
government has a crucial role in treating business
cycles, since with an effective tax policy the state
would be able to stabilize economic cycles. Other
papers dealing with the effect of the tax policy on
business cycles and growth (eg. Cooley and Hansen,
1992, Mendoza et al., 1994) came to similar
conclusions.
Based on the literature taxation has a crucial role in the
growth of the economy, and economic cycles. Based
on this, the focus of our research is to analyse the effect
of corporate taxation of different types on the company
performance, and how it effects the economy as a
whole in a simple model.

KEYWORDS
Taxation, firms, growth, optimal tax rate, GDP,
simulation.
ABSTRACT
This paper is focusing on how different forms of tax
effect the performance of individual companies, the
whole economy, and the total tax income of the
government. We test fixed, sales-linked and profit
taxes under changing circumstances: first we will
examine the effect of taxes when the growth rate and
the uncertainty is zero, then we will take growth
opportunities into account, finally we add uncertainty,
too. The main result of this paper are the following. (1)
Not only total tax amount but also the form of tax
matters. Different types of taxes will influence the
business activity in various ways. (2) The extremes are
not the best choice: there could be one optimum level
of taxation. (3) Increase of nominally fixed taxes near
the maximal sustainable level should be lower than the
expected growth of the economy; and (4) too high tax
burden is more harmful in less stable countries.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on the effect of taxation is quite
widespread, since it can be analysed from several
aspects. For example the research in this field can be
grouped to two main classes, one that are dealing with
individuals (eg. Feldstein, 1995, or Surrey, 1970),
while the other part is analysing the effect of taxes on
corporations (eg. Nielson et al., 2010). This paper will
focus only on this later one.
Also this class of research is too broad, since it
incorporates questions of the effect of taxation on
optimal capital structure (eg. DeAngelo and Masuris,
1980); tax incentives (eg. Graham and Rogers, 2002);
tax policy issues (eg. Hall and Jorgeson, 1967). Our
research question is more focused, we are not
analysing the taxation in general, but we focus on the
relation between taxation and corporate performance,
and its effect on the whole economy.
Research on this topic states that taxation of
corporations has a large impact on the economy as a
whole. For example Djankov et al. (2008) states by
analysing mid-sized firms, that corporate tax has a
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
In our model the behaviour of firms are simulated. All
of them are completely equity (E) financed and the
only source of additional capital is their own retained
profit.
Firms would extend their activity only once the
achieved after-tax profit over equity (ROE – return on
equity) is higher or equal to the required rate of return
of the owners (rE). If return is less than required,
owners are not satisfied and usually are hesitating to
reinvest the profit. Of course they know that
fluctuations in market and efficiency measures are
normal.
This is why, in our model shareholders consider the
three year average ROE and compare that to the
required rate. Once being above that level they intend
to increase the business as that generates positive net
present value (NPV).
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If the given firms are willing to grow they will set the
amount of reinvestment in line with the expected
growth of the market. The market is dominated by the
firms included in the simulation so in period t they
compare their expected growth rate (g’) in period t-1
(that is a prediction for this given period change) for
the local market with the percentage increase of the
total local market sales (g) of the companies in the
model. It is the average of those two quantities that
firms will use as a prediction for the next period
according to Equation 1:

goods (e.g. food, gasoline, livestock) There is also an
explicit sales tax of 2 percent applied in Hungary.
(3) Taxes on profit are paid by firms generating a PAT
more than zero. In our model a fix percentage charge is
applied, while in many countries you may see different
tax rates applied for SMEs and bigger firms or offering
corporate tax reduction to some industries or to firms
performing specific activities like huge investments or
employing handicapped. Firms with a PAT lower than
zero pay no tax but contrary to what is common in
many countries in the model these losses cannot be
used to decrease tax base in the following years.
In this model, all firms are under the same tax regime
so tax rates do not differ across them.
Our model simulates the behaviour of individual firms
that might be different both in productivity (Sales/IC)
and efficiency (Labour expenditure/Sales, Material
expenditure/Sales). For each of these periods the total
amount of sales, and tax collected are recorded
together with total added value generated (SalesMaterial expenses), called as GDP at macro level. We
also keep a records of how expected and realised
market growth rates developed.

(1)
At the start of the simulation, g’0 (expected growth for
next period) is given as a parameter.
If the company is profitable, but average ROE falls
below the required, owners withdraw all earnings as
dividend. Once the firm is in the red, loss will decrease
the amount of equity that is equal to the total invested
capital (IC) as no debt is used in the model. (In real life
unhappy owners can even decrease invested capital
further by selling assets and repurchasing shares, but in
this model they cannot do so.) Once its equity reaches
zero, the firm stops its operation.
In any period the operation of the firm is simulated as
follows. Based on the start of period E using a pre-set
Sales/IC (asset turnover) ratio Sales is calculated. Costs
of manufacturing is described by the Labour cost/Sales
and Material cost/Sales ratios. All three of these ratios
follow a normal distribution with given average and
standard deviation.
Beside these expenses, different taxes are also
deducted from sales. The so calculated operational
profit (earnings before interest and taxes – EBIT) is
equal to profit before tax (PBT) as no debt is used. If
PBT is positive, the firm has to pay a proportional
corporate tax, and the leftover quantity is called profit
after tax (PAT). Dividing that by the start of period
equity we get return on equity we use for to decide
whether owners want to grow the business further.
In this model we included three different taxes:
(1) Firms may be required to pay fixed amount taxes
that may grow independently form the business activity
of the companies. Some real life example on that could
be yearly fees of public registration, statistical reports,
publishing financial statements, or costs of legal
actions required by the state. In our model, this
nominally fixed tax is increased by steady percentage
(bigger or equal to zero) each period.
(2) Some taxes are proportional to the business activity
but not its profitability. Those are modelled by
including a tax on sales. Real life examples include
special fees imposed on trucks for using public
highways (proportional to the distance used),
environmental duties on packaging materials
(proportional to the quantity used), or state authority
supervisory fees linked to production or sale of certain

COMPARING TAX TYPES IN A NON-GROWTH
ECONOMY
As presented in the model description part, we have
three types of taxes in this simulation. We may sum up
the effect of those on ROE by the following formulas
of Equation 2 and Equation 3.

(2)

(3)

To compare their effect on the economy we set up a
hypothetical country with firms only focusing on a
single market, and use no foreign capital. Start-up
parameters are shown in Table 1.
First, to eliminate fluctuations, standard deviations are
set to zero just as expected growth for the markets. In
that case, firms do not have the opportunity to grow, so
fixed tax creates a constant inflow for the state and can
be increased up to the level of PAT without all taxes
(in this case 440 units).
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Table 1. Start-up parameters for comparing effects of
taxes
N of firms

1000

Equity/firm

1000

IC/Equity
rE

100,00%
10,00%

Sales/IC average

110,00%

Sales/IC std. dev.

0,00%

Labour exp./Sales average

20,00%

Labour exp./Sales std. dev.

0,00%

Material exp./Sales average

40,00%

Material exp./Sales std. dev.

0,00%

Local Sales/Sales

Figure 2: Tax income across periods at different sales
tax levels
TAX AND GROWTH

100,00%

Now, let us add a 5 percent expected growth
opportunity on the local market. In this case firms
would reinvest a part of their profit once ROE>=rE. For
the shake of this model rE equals 10 percent.
The no-tax ROE is 44 percent, which is more than
enough to finance a 5 percent growth. So any tax
system that keeps after-tax ROE above 10 percent,
would keep maximum growth and not jeopardize the
long term existence of the firm. (The critical value for
that is 340 in case of fixed tax.) After-tax ROEs
between 0 and 10 percent end up with a zero growth
economy, while negative shareholder return will
destroy the companies.
Growth adds also another dimension to the optimal
taxation problem. Fixed tax may mean an increasing or
decreasing burden for firms depending on whether the
growth of the firm is higher or lower than that of the
tax amount. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of fixed tax
starting from 340 and growing at different rates.

Above that the equity decreases due to the negative
PAT and companies soon stop operating as it can be
seen in Figure 1.

Figures 1: Tax income across periods at different fixed
tax levels
All other forms of taxes reduce ROE and once pushing
that below zero the destroying of the tax base starts.
For the given case any sales tax above 40 percent will
have similar effect, but the destruction will show
somewhat different pattern according to Figure 2.
We get very similar figures when charting for different
levels of corporate tax. For corporate tax at all possible
inputs the critical level is 100 percent.
Of course political decision makers should not focus on
maximising state income rather than (at least within the
frame of this model) on maximising GDP (total added
value). Note that for the previous cases as growth was
not possible GDP remained the same until reaching the
destruction level of the given tax, and taxation was
only about redistributing GDP. (Tax decreases income
of shareholders and boost the income of those
receiving governmental transfers.)

Figure 3: Tax income across periods at different fixed
tax growth levels
As here taxation only limits economic growth when
fixed amount grows faster than the firms themselves,
GDP is maximised with any tax growth rate not higher
than 5 percent. The exact value below that level is just
a decision about redistribution.
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Still, we have to notice that there could be a potential
pitfall of taxation once the start-up level of fixed tax is
less than the maximum (e.g. here 340). For some years
even with growth rates above 5 percent the economy
grows, but ROE decreases. So at a certain point, the
whole systems collapses all of a sudden according to
Figure 4.

maximum possible rate (ROE>=rE) or not at all, or
sometimes even decreasing in sales if losing their
equity. The problem is slightly more complex once the
market growth rate is higher than rE. Under this
condition depending on the ROE achieved firms may
grow at any rate between g and rE. So fine tuning of the
tax system (not applying maximum charge) has a
radical effect on the performance of the economy.
.

Figure 4: Tax income across periods at fixed tax levels
with a yearly growth of 10 percent
Figure 6: Tax income across periods at different fixed
tax levels and yearly growth rates

The lower the initial level the later this happens so in a
real world a government may go on for years with
unsustainable taxation before noticing. When focusing
on GDP we may have a chance to track the problem
earlier, as Figure 5 shows.

Imagine the market offers a growth opportunity of 15
percent per period. Figure 6 demonstrates how more
moderate fix tax amounts end up with far higher total
tax income over time. (To assure maximum growth
fixed tax may not be higher than 290 at initiation and
to be sustainable a higher amount can only grow at
lower rate.) Any duty above 340 would immediately
decrease ROE below rE, while any growth rate above
15 percent will sooner or later make the given tax
amount to push future ROE below future rE

Figure 5: GDP across periods at fixed tax levels with a
yearly growth of 10 percent
As other kind of taxes use quantities indexed to growth
as tax base, we have no such a kind of problem: if rates
are not too high at start-up, the economy will not
collapse. Putting it differently: these kind of taxes do
not allow politicians to overtax firms and stay
unnoticed for years. That might be a reason for
decision makers suffering from myopia to prefer duties
not proportional to the business activity rather
manually indexed.
Until now in all our examples rE was higher than the
maximal growth rate available on the market (g) due to
which we either have seen companies growing at the

Figure 7: Tax income across periods at different sales
tax levels
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same rate while the company will not grow in that
given year, so the tax charge for the firm will be higher
next year. But market conditions will not allow to
boost growth above the expected level so it will be
impossible to push back the tax charge to the original
level. After some unsuccessful periods, ROE will have
nearly no chance to reach rE. Due to this phenomenon
only a taxation system with a tax amount growth far
lower than that of the economy would be sustainable as
illustrated on Figure 9. Note that for a 50 period time
interval only a tax of 265 could grow at 15 percent – an
amount 8.6 percent less than the theoretical maximum
but still providing the maximum tax income over the
long run.

When considering sales tax, any rate above
approximately 26.3 percent would leave less than 15
percent ROE with the firm, so it cannot use the total
growth potential offered by the market, while any rates
above 40 percent would make the companies to lose
money. It is at around 31 percent that ROE equals rE,
and firms stop to grow.
As seen on Figure 7 we have here the same problem as
in case of fixed duties: it is not the long term optimum
tax rate that would provide the highest income in the
short run.
As for corporate tax we see similar patterns (Figure 8).
The two critical values are 65.8 percent (leaving
enough ROE to use the total growth opportunity) and
77.3 percent (lowering ROE to 10 percent, blocking
growth completely). Of course above 100 percent, due
to the continuous decrease of equity the economy will
collapse.

Figure 9: Tax income across periods at fixed tax levels
with different yearly growth rates with uncertainty
Figure 9 demonstrates that tax systems generating
higher income in the sort run may be less effective in
the long run. The best long term option in our example
produces less state income in each of the first five
years than a tax of 290 with any growth rate between
13 and 30 (!) percent. So the time horizon using which
politicians optimise their decisions (e.g. the length of
government term) may have a dramatic effect on the
probability of introducing optimal taxation schemes.
Considering Sales tax, the critical value without
uncertainty was 31 percent reducing ROE to the
minimum required level and 26.3 to keep maximum
growth potential. In Figure 10 under uncertainty rates
not allowing room for growth slowly destroy the
economy (lowering GDP) while tax income stagnates.
Not using the maximum tax rate to leave room for
performance fluctuations and keep maximum growth
pays off in the long run. A rate of 24 percent even
generates more income than the theoretical maximum
rate of 26.3 percent from the 13th year on.
Finally, let us take a look on how different corporate
tax rate perform under uncertainty. Previously, critical
values were 65.8 and 77.63 percent. Under the given
level of uncertainty even a rate of 60 percent performs
better than that of 65.8 percent, and 63 percent overperforms both of those in Figure 11.

Figure 8: Tax income across periods at different
corporate tax levels
UNCERTAINTY AND TAXES
As a next step we introduce some uncertainty in to the
model. Three ratios: Sales/IC, Material expenses/Sales,
and Labour expenses/Sales follow a normal
distribution with the same expected values used until
now. Relative standard deviation (std. dev./average)
was set to 2 percent. Simulation is done at firm level,
so the expected growth of the whole economy is 15
percent and more smooth that of the individual firms.
Without uncertainty the critical values were 290
(ROE=g) and 340 (ROE=rE). But once we add
uncertainty, applying the former with 15 percent yearly
growth will not lead to a sustainable economy
anymore. If individual performance of a firm falls short
of the expected, it will be unable to grow because of
the tax reducing ROE below the required level. What is
more, one single event like that will kill the given firm
sooner or later as the tax keeps on increasing at the
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redistribution and may make a huge difference even if
the current total tax collected remains the same.
(2) We also showed that there could be one optimum
level of taxation, though without using the classic
argumentation about high rates increasing tax evasion
or decreasing willingness to start new business. While
higher than optimum tax rates may generate extra
income for the state in the short run, due to cutting
back on growth rates the whole economy will suffer in
the long run.
(3) When deciding about the increase of nominally
fixed taxes near the maximal sustainable level (this
may happen even at a given combination of different
taxes), decision makers have to use a considerably
lower index rate than the expected growth of the
economy, a result that might be counterintuitive. Due
to uncertainty regarding e.g. efficiency, material costs,
and labour prices highly taxed firms may not have
enough earning to retain to take profit of the market
growth. In such a case sooner or later the ever growing
tax will ruin them.
(4) Generally, in an economy with companies of more
fluctuating performance government should leave more
room for efficiency fall-backs when setting tax rates of
any kind to maximise economic growth (and tax
income) in the long run. In other words too high tax
burden is more harmful in less stable countries.
Further research opportunities include introducing
other types of taxies in the model, simulating an
economy with firms of different productivity and
efficiency, various leverage rates, or facing differences
in growth opportunities due to focusing on different
markets.

Figure 10: Tax income across periods at various sales
tax levels under uncertainty

Figure 11: Tax income across periods at different
corporate tax levels under uncertainty

LIMITATIONS
In the real economies there is much more room for a
tailor made taxation system than offered in this model.
Taxes applied were very simple and only used one kind
of tax with flat rate for all firms. In contrast to that,
most tax schemes use several rates, tax base reduction
options, and allowances, e.g. some duties and taxes
may not be to be paid by firms under a given size, in
specific industries or operating in underdeveloped
areas.
The effect of taxation on the number of newly
established companies was not considered and in our
model there was no other exit for the owners but to
wait until their equity completely evaporated. In real
life owners would liquidate investments that are not
likely to be profitable enough (ROE>=rE) in the future
(GDP would decrease sooner), and in such an industry
none would start new business either. Of course also
decision maker may notice their mistakes earlier than
the complete collapse of the economy, also thanks to
macro analysts, academic researchers or the protest of
entrepreneurs and business people.

It is worth noting that in the long run (after period 10)
the tax income produced by the rate of 77.3 percent is
only by 3 percent less than that with a 100 percent rate
while GDP is 20 percent higher. That is due to the 50
percent probability of ending up with a rate above the
required and so with at least a slight growth. Actually a
rate of 77.25 percent already produces more state
income from period 12 on while the GDP is higher in
any period after the second adding already more than
30 percent from period 12 on.
CONCLUSION
For this paper we modelled the growth decisions of
individual firms that could be hit by two types of tax:
one of them being nominally fixed and increased at a
steady rate, the other being proportional to sales (under
model conditions similar to classic corporate tax on
profit). Using our simple model we may draw at least
four very important conclusions.
(1) Our simulation has highlighted that different types
of taxes will influence the business activity in various
ways. When politicians decrease one rate and increase
another to keep budget balanced it is far more than
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GLVFXVVHGWKHQLQWKHYRODWLOLW\PRGHOLVHVWLPDWHG
)LQDOO\ LQ VHFWLRQ  ZH SURYLGH D EULHI FRQFOXVLRQ RQ
WKHPDLQUHVXOWV
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$V\PPHWULF YRODWLOLW\ 5LVN VHHNLQJ 3URVSHFW WKHRU\
7*$5&+9RODWLOLW\G\QDPLFV
ABSTRACT
7KLV SDSHU SURYLGHV DQ HPSLULFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ RI WKH
PHQWDOIUDPLQJEDVHGH[SODQDWLRQIRUKHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\
E\ 2UPRVDQG7LPRWLW\:H ILQGHPSLULFDO VXSSRUWIRU
WKHLU PRGHO IURP WZR GLIIHUHQW SRLQW RI YLHZ ILUVW WKH
DQDO\VLVRIDKXJHLQGLYLGXDOWUDGLQJGDWDVHWVKRZVWKDW
LQYHVWRUV LQGHHG EHFRPH ULVNVHHNLQJ ULJKW DIWHU ORVVHV
DQG PRUH ULVNDYHUVH VXEVHTXHQW WR JDLQV VHFRQG WKH
SDUDPHWHU HVWLPDWLRQ RI RXU YRODWLOLW\ PRGHO \LHOGV WKH
SUHGLFWHG QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ DEQRUPDO
UHWXUQVDQGVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\

INTRODUCTION

,Q WKLV VHFWLRQ ZH SUHVHQW RXU HPSLULFDO UHVXOWV
VXSSRUWLQJWKHWKHRUHWLFDOPRGHORI27LQWZRGLIIHUHQW
ways: first, investors’ dynamic behavior is tested on a
ODUJHVDPSOHFRQWDLQLQJLQGLYLGXDOWUDGLQJGDWDVHFRQG
DQ HPSLULFDO SDUDPHWHU HVWLPDWLRQ RI RXU YRODWLOLW\
PRGHO LV SURYLGHG XVLQJ &563 GDWDEDVH FRQVLVWLQJ RI
WKH GDLO\ ORJUHWXUQV of the Standard and Poor’s 500
LQGH[ PHPEHU OLVWHG RQ  6HSWHPEHU  7KH
DQDO\VHG SHULRG FRYHUV  \HDUV IURP  6HSWHPEHU
WR6HSWHPEHU

Patternsinintertemporalchoice

7LPHYDU\LQJ YRODWLOLW\ KHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\  RI DVVHW
UHWXUQV KDV DWWUDFWHG PXFK UHVHDUFK LQ WKH UHFHQW
GHFDGHV6LQFHWKHPLOHVWRQHSDSHUVRI(QJOH  DQG
%ROOHUVOHY  DJUHDWQXPEHURIVFKRODUO\SDSHUKDV
EHHQ GHYRWHG WR WKH WRSLF 7KHLU ILQGLQJV LQGLFDWH WKDW
WKH SKHQRPHQRQ FDQ EH PRGHOHG E\ *$5&+ W\SH
PRGHOV KRZHYHU DQ LPSRUWDQW DVSHFW RI WKH
DXWRUHJUHVVLRQ SX]]OH WKH DV\PPHWU\ LQ WKH YRODWLOLW\
SURFHVVVWLOOPLVVHVDUREXVWH[SODQDWLRQZLWKHPSLULFDO
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ:HDLPWRILOOWKLVYRLGLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHE\
SURYLGLQJHPSLULFDOUHVXOWV IRUWKHWKHRUHWLFDO PRGHORI
2UPRVDQG7LPRWLW\  KHQFHIRUWK27
)LUVW ZH VKRZ WKDW LQ OLQH ZLWK UHVXOWV RI 7KDOHU DQG
-RKQVRQ   LQYHVWRUV EHFRPH ULVNVHHNLQJ
IROORZLQJ ORVVHV DQG ULVNDYHUVH VXEVHTXHQW WR JDLQV LI
WKH RSSRUWXQLW\ RI EUHDNLQJHYHQ LV LQFOXGHG LQ WKH
FKRLFHVHWZKLFKLQIDFWDOPRVWDOZD\VDSSOLHVWRDVVHW
UHWXUQV $FFRUGLQJ WR WKH PRGHO RI 27 WKLV SDWWHUQ LV
GXH WR WKH LQWHUWHPSRUDO PHQWDO IUDPLQJ RI LQYHVWRUV
ZKLFK FDXVHV D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ SUHYLRXV
XQDQWLFLSDWHG RXWFRPHV DQG ULVNVHHNLQJ :H FRQILUP
WKHLUK\SRWKHVLVE\DQDO\VLQJDODUJHGDWDVHWFRQWDLQLQJ
LQGLYLGXDOWUDGHVDQGSRUWIROLRDOORFDWLRQV
6HFRQG ZH SUHVHQW WKDW WKH LQGLYLGXDOO\ PHDVXUHG
SDWWHUQV RI ULVNDYHUVLRQ DSSO\ DW WKH PDUNHW OHYHO DV
ZHOO +HUH ZH ILQG HPSLULFDO VXSSRUW IRU WKH SURSRVHG
WKHRUHWLFDO YRODWLOLW\ PRGHO RI 27 DQG FRQILUP WKH
H[LVWHQFH RI D QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ SUHYLRXV
PDUNHWVKRFNVDQGVXEVHTXHQWDVVHWSULFHYRODWLOLW\
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

:H HPSLULFDOO\ LQYHVWLJDWH ZKHWKHU ORVVHV DQG JDLQV
LQGXFH ULVNVHHNLQJ DQG PRUH ULVNDYHUVH EHKDYLRU
UHVSHFWLYHO\ $V 27’s theoretical model DUJXH WKLV
EHKDYLRU LV D UHVSRQVH WR ORVVDYHUVLRQ LQ D G\QDPLF
FRQWH[W WKDW LV LQYHVWRUV DUH UHOXFWDQW WR UHDOL]H ORVVHV
HLWKHUSK\VLFDOO\RUPHQWDOO\ DQGWU\WREUHDNHYHQLQ
RUGHU WR REWDLQ WKHLU LQLWLDO EHQFKPDUN RQ DYHUDJH
$FFRUGLQJWRHTXLOLEULXPDVVHWSULFLQJKLJKHUUHTXLUHG
UHWXUQ WKDW FRPSHQVDWHV IRU WKH SUHYLRXV ORVV FDQ RQO\
EH UHDFKHG E\ LQYHVWLQJ LQ DVVHWV ZLWK LQFUHDVHG ULVN
WKHUHIRUH FRPELQHG ZLWK WKH FKDQJH LQ ULVN DWWLWXGH
ORVVHVLQFUHDVHWKHYRODWLOLW\RIUHWXUQVLQWKHVXEVHTXHQW
SHULRG*DLQVIROORZWKHRSSRVLWHSDWWHUQLQYHVWRUVIHDU
RI ORVLQJ WKH SUHYLRXV ZHDOWK KHQFH WKH\ LQYHVW LQWR
OHVVULVN\SRUWIROLRVVLQFHWKHLQLWLDOEHQFKPDUNOHYHOLV
VWLOOUHDFKDEOHZLWKWKHODWWHU
7KH GDWD DQG PHWKRGRORJ\ RI WKLV DQDO\VLV DUH DV
IROORZV 2XU VDPSOH LV VLPLODU WR WKDW RI %DUEHU DQG
2GHDQ   FRQVLVWLQJ RI WKH WUDQVDFWLRQV DQG
GHVFULSWLYHGDWDRIDFFRXQWVDWDODUJHGLVFRXQW
EURNHUDJH ILUP IURP -DQXDU\  WR 'HFHPEHU 
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH DLP DW GHILQLQJ WKH FKDQJH LQ WKH
ULskiness (as measured by volatility) of investors’
SRUWIROLR WKHUHIRUH RQO\ FRPPRQ VWRFNV LQYHVWPHQWV
DUHFRQVLGHUHGVLQFHDPHDQLQJIXODPRXQWRIKLVWRULFDO
UHWXUQVDQGUHDOL]HGYRODWLOLW\FDQRQO\EHFDOFXODWHGIRU
WKHVHDVVHWV1HYHUWKHOHVVILQGLQJVLQWKLVUHGXFHGVXE
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VDPSOHVKRXOGEHUHSUHVHQWDWLYHIRUWKHZKROHVDPSOHDV
WKHIRUPHUDFFRXQWIRURIWKHODWWHUDVPHDVXUHGE\
WKH QXPEHU RI REVHUYDWLRQV $OWRJHWKHU WKH GDWDVHW
FRQWDLQLQJDWOHDVWRQHFRPPRQVWRFNWUDQVDFWLRQLQWKH
SHULRGLQFOXGHVDFFRXQWVZKLFKFDQEHIXUWKHU
GHFRPSRVHGEDVHGRQWKHW\SHRIWKHDFFRXQWLQZKLFK
ZH DSSO\ FDVK ,5$ DQG PDUJLQ DFFRXQWV DV FRQWURO
YDULDEOHV DQG WKH HTXLW\ KHOG E\ WKH UHODWHG KRXVHKROG
DW WKH HQG RI WKH SHULRG ,Q 7DEOH  WKH GHVFULSWLYH
VWDWLVWLFVRIWKHVHVXEVDPSOHVDUHSUHVHQWHG

7DEOH'HVFULSWLYHVWDWLVWLFVRIWKHVDPSOH


Num.of
accounts
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accounts

Cash
accounts
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accounts

WKH UHDOL]HG VHOO WUDQVDFWLRQ RI HDFK i WUDGH SDLU
UHVSHFWLYHO\
,QWKHVHFRQGUHJUHVVLRQ ZHWHVW ZKHWKHUWKHFKDQJH LQ
WKH GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH UHWXUQ LQFUHDVHV VLJQLILFDQFH DQG
JRRGQHVVRIILW 7KLV HVWLPDWLRQ LV VKRZQ LQ (T  
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1RWHV 7KH WDEOH VKRZV WKH GHVFULSWLYH VWDWLVWLFV RI WKH WUDGLQJ
DFFRXQWVLQFOXGHGLQRXUGDWDVHW


,Q UHWXUQ FDOFXODWLRQV ZH XVH GLIIHUHQW W\SHV RI PHQWDO
IUDPHV )LUVW ZH DVVXPH WKDW ZKHQ VHOOLQJ RFFXUV WKH
SURILWLVPHDVXUHGDVWKHVHOOLQJSULFHUHODWLYHWRWKHSUH
WUDQVDFWLRQ DYHUDJH EX\ SULFH RI DQ DVVHW +RZHYHU DV
WKHORQJSRVLWLRQLQDQDVVHWPD\LQFOXGHQXPHURXVEX\
WUDQVDFWLRQVEHIRUHVHOOLQJWKHVWRFNZHDUJXHWKDWLIWKH
UHSUHVHQWDWLYLW\ RU DQFKRULQJ KHXULVWLFV DUH UHVSRQVLEOH
IRU WKH FKDQJH LQ WKH ULVN DWWLWXGH WKH PRVW UHFHQW
LQIRUPDWLRQ LHWKHSULFHRIWKHODVWEX\WUDQVDFWLRQ LV
WKH PDLQ IDFWRULQ XWLOLW\SHUFHSWLRQ+DYLQJFDOFXODWHG
WKHJDLQRUORVVWKHDVVHWLQWRZKLFKWKHUHDOL]HGPRQH\
IORZV LQ WKH VXEVHTXHQW EX\ WUDQVDFWLRQ LV GHILQHG
5HODWHGWRERWKWKHERXJKWDQGVROGDVVHWVWKHYDULDQFH
DQGVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQRIGDLO\UHWXUQVLQWKHSUHFHGLQJ
\HDU DUH FDOFXODWHG )LQDOO\ EDVHG RQ WKH
DIRUHPHQWLRQHGSDUDPHWHUVUHJUHVVLRQVDUHHVWLPDWHGWR
DQDO\VH ZKHWKHU WKH ULVN RI WKH WDUJHWHG DVVHW LV GULYHQ
E\WKHSUHYLRXVRXWFRPH
$V WKH QXPEHU RI WUDGHV RI VHSDUDWH LQYHVWRUV LV RIWHQ
WRRVPDOOWRFDSXWUHLQGLYXGDODFFRXQWHIIHFWVZHDSSO\
D SRROHG GDWD VWUXFWXUH )XUWKHUPRUH VLQFH WKH QXPEHU
RI DFFRXQWV DQG WUDGH QXPEHUV MXVWLI\ WKH XVH RI WKH
FHQWUDOOLPLWWKHRUHPRXUUHJUHVVLRQVDUHEDVHGRQ2/6
HVWLPDWLRQV
7KHILUVWUHJUHVVLRQ ILUVWFROXPQVLQ7DEOH DSSOLHV
DVLPSOHHVWLPDWLRQRIWKHYDULDQFHRIWKHWDUJHWHGDVVHW
LQFOXGLQJWKHSURILW WKHUHWXUQEDVHGRQWKHDYHUDJHEX\
SULFH  RI WKH SUHYLRXV WUDQVDFWLRQ DV WKH LQGHSHQGHQW
YDULDEOHWKDWLV
?, p = ` + ad ̅, +  ,



2QHPD\DUJXHWKDWWKHYDULDQFHDOVRFRUUHODWHVZLWKWKH
ULVN RI WKH VROG DVVHW DV ZHOO DQ LQYHVWRU PD\ KDYH D
SUHIHUHQFHIRUULVN\DVVHWVZKLFKFRXOGOHDGWRDELDVHG
HVWLPDWLRQRIad LQWKHSUHYLRXVHTXDWLRQ7KHUHIRUHWKH
WKLUG UHJUHVVLRQ (T   LQFOXGHV , p  DV WKH YDULDQFH
RI WKH VROG DVVHW XVLQJ WKH UHWXUQ RQ WKH ODVW EX\ SULFH
UHVSHFWLYHO\
?, p = ` + ad , + ap , p +  , 



$FFRUGLQJWRHTXLOLEULXPSULFLQJLQYHVWRUVGRUHTXLUHD
SUHPLXPIRUULVNWKXVWKHLUH[SHFWHGUHWXUQLVGLIIHUHQW
IURP ]HUR ,QFOXGLQJ WKLV ILQGLQJ LQ WKH IRXUWK
UHJUHVVLRQ D QHZ GHILQLWLRQ RI UHWXUQ PD\ SURYLGH D
EHWWHUILWWRXWLOLW\SHUFHSWLRQKHUHWKHSHUFHLYHGUHWXUQ
LVGHILQHGDVWKHGHYLDWLRQIURPWKHKLVWRULFDO RQH\HDU 
H[SHFWHGUHWXUQDWWKHODVWEX\WUDQVDFWLRQSUHFHGLQJWKH
VHOO WUDQVDFWLRQ RI DQ DVVHW ,Q RWKHU ZRUGV ZH DVVXPH
WKDW LQYHVWRUV IRUP WKHLU QRQ]HUR H[SHFWDWLRQV DW WKH
WLPHWKH\LQYHVWLQWRDQDVVHWEDVHGRQLWVSHUIRUPDQFH
LQ WKH SDVW $FFRUGLQJO\ DV ERWK WKH OHQJWK RI WLPH
EHWZHHQ ODVW EX\ DQG VXEVHTXHQW VHOO WUDQVDFWLRQV DQG
WKH ULVN RI DVVHWV YDULHV WKURXJKRXW WKH GDWD DQRWKHU
DGMXVWPHQW LV UHTXLUHG WKH H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ LV QRW WKH
VDPH IRU HDFK WUDQVDFWLRQ KHQFH ZH VWDQGDUGL]H WKH
GHYLDWLRQIURPWKHH[SHFWHGUHWXUQE\GLYLGLQJLWE\WKH
QXPEHU RI GD\V EHWZHHQ WKH EX\ DQG VHOO WUDQVDFWLRQV
6XEVHTXHQW WR WKLV GHILQLWLRQ ZH XVH WKLV GDLO\ DYHUDJH
GHYLDWLRQ IURP WKH H[SHFWDWLRQ DV DQ LQGHSHQGHQW
YDULDEOH DV LQ WKH IROORZLQJ (T   ZKHUH   DQG b? 
VWDQG IRU WKH WLPH ZKHQ WKH VHOO DQG WKH SUHYLRXV EX\
WUDQVDFWLRQVRFFXUUHG

=

?, p = ` +
£,7 ¶e£7 |Òù 
 ¶ù

ad 9,, + ap , p +  ∶ 9,, =




,Q RUGHU WR EH DEOH WR GLVWLQJXLVK HIIHFWV RI SUHYLRXV
JDLQV IURP ORVVHV ZH DSSO\ WZR VHSDUDWHG YDULDEOHV LQ
UHJUHVVLRQILYHDVGHILQHGLQ(T  
?, p = ` + ad ¶9,, + ap +9,, + aq , p +  ∶
¶9,, = min9,, , 0 , +9,, = max9,, , 0



+DYLQJ DQDO\VHG WKH HIIHFWV RI SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV RQ
ULVN DWWLWXGH DV PHDVXUHG E\ YDULDQFH ZH SURYLGH
IXUWKHUWHVWVWKDWLQFOXGHYRODWLOLW\LQVWHDGRIWKHIRUPHU
7KH LPSRUWDQFH RI WKLV DGGLWLRQDO DQDO\VLV LV DOUHDG\
KLJKOLJKWHG ZKHUH ZH GLVFXVVHG WKDW DVVHW SULFHV LQ
SURVSHFW WKHRU\ DUH GULYHQ E\ VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ UDWKHU
WKDQ YDULDQFH +HQFH LQ IXUWKHU UHJUHVVLRQV ZH DSSO\
YRODWLOLW\DVWKHGHSHQGHQWYDULDEOH7KHVL[WKUHJUHVVLRQ



ZKHUH?, p DQG̅,, VWDQGIRUWKHYDULDQFHRIWKHDVVHWLQ
WKHVXEVHTXHQWEX\WUDQVDFWLRQDQGWKHDYHUDJHUHWXUQRI
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LVWKHVDPHDV(T  H[FHSWIRUWKHSUHYLRXVO\GHILQHG
FKDQJHLQWKHGHILQLWLRQRIULVN
2XUH[WHQVLYHGDWDVHWFRYHUV IXUWKHUSDUDPHWHUVUHODWHG
WRHDFKWUDGLQJDFFRXQWLQSDUWLFXODUWKHHTXLW\KHOGDW
WKH HQG RI WKH SHULRG DQG WKH W\SH RI WKH DFFRXQW LV
LQFOXGHG DV ZHOO ,Q IXUWKHU UHJUHVVLRQV ZH DOVR DSSO\
WKHVHODWWHUPHDVXUHVDVFRQWUROYDULDEOHVDQGLQYHVWLJDWH
GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ WKH VXEJURXSV 7KH VHYHQWK
UHJUHVVLRQ LV GHILQHG DV LQ (T   ZKHUH  , s, , ¿, 
DQG³, VWDQGIRUWKHHTXLW\WKHFDVKW\SHGXPP\WKH
,5$W\SHGXPP\DQGWKHPDUJLQGXPP\RIWKHDFFRXQW
UHODWHGWRWKHiWKWUDQVDFWLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\
?, = ` + ad 9,, + ap , + aq
+ag ¿, + a¨ ³, +  



+ a§ s, +
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,QUHJUHVVLRQHLJKWZHPRGLI\(T  DFFRUGLQJWR(T
  WKDW LV E\ VHSDUDWHO\ HVWLPDWLQJ WKH FRHIILFLHQWV RI
JDLQV DQG ORVVHV 7KHQ LQ VXEVHTXHQW HVWLPDWLRQV ZH
DSSO\ WKLV ODWWHU IUDPH LQ VXEJURXS HVWLPDWLRQV LQ WKH
QLQWKHTXDWLRQWKHHIIHFWVIRUDFFRXQWVZLWKHTXLW\YDOXH
DERYH LWV PHGLDQ LH WKH WRS  RI LQYHVWRUV UDQNHG
E\ HTXLW\ YDOXH  DUH HVWLPDWHG ZKHUHDV WKH WHQWK
FDOFXODWHV FRHIILFLHQWV IRU WKH ERWWRP  ,Q WKH ODVW
WKUHHUHJUHVVLRQVHIIHFWVIRUVXEJURXSVZLWKDFDVK,5$
DQGPDUJLQDFFRXQWW\SHVDUHHVWLPDWHG

7DEOH5HJUHVVLRQUHVXOWV
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1RWHV 7KHWDEOHUHSUHVHQWVUHJUHVVLRQUHVXOWVIRUHTXDWLRQV RQHWRWR
VL[DQGWKHLUPRGLILHGYHUVLRQVLQ3DQHOV$%&'7KHGHSHQGHQW
YDULDEOHV DUH OLVWHG LQ WKH FROXPQV 7KH &RHI FROXPQV UHSUHVHQW WKH
HVWLPDWHG FRHIILFLHQWV IRU WKH SDUDPHWHUV OLVWHG LQ WKH URZV ZKHUHDV
WKHSYDOXHFROXPQVVWDQGIRUWKHSUREDELOLW\RIDQLQFRUUHFWUHMHFWLRQ
RIWKH]HURQXOOK\SRWKHVLV
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Subsequent σ2(Eq.4)
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Adjusted
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,Q 7DEOH  ZH SURYLGH WKH HPSLULFDO UHVXOWV RI WKH
HVWLPDWLRQV UHVXOWV IRU JURXSV RI UHJUHVVLRQV RQH WR WR
VL[DQGWKHLUPRGLILHGYHUVLRQVLQ3DQHO$%&DQG'
5HVXOWV RI WKH ILUVW IRXU UHJUHVVLRQV LQGLFDWH WKDW
UHJDUGOHVVRIWKHW\SHRIUHWXUQWKHDJJUHJDWH HIIHFWRI
SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV RQ ULVN DWWLWXGH LV VLJQLILFDQWO\
QHJDWLYH HYHQ LI WKH SUHYLRXV YDULDQFH LV LQFOXGHG
ZKLFK VXSSRUWV WKH WKHRU\ RI G\QDPLF ORVVDYHUVLRQ
(YHQ WKRXJK ZH ILQG D PLQRU LQFUHDVH LQ WKH
VLJQLILFDQFH E\ FKDQJLQJ WKH UHIHUHQFH SRLQW IURP WKH
DYHUDJH UHWXUQ WR WKH UHWXUQ UHODWLYH WR WKH SULFH RI WKH
ODVW EX\ WUDQVDFWLRQ ILUVW WKHQ WR WKH UHWXUQ UHODWLYH WR
WKHKLVWRULFDOH[SHFWHGUHWXUQVHFRQGWKHH[WUHPHO\ORZ
DGMXVWHG5VTXDUHGYDOXHVLQGLFDWHQRQOLQHDUG\QDPLFV
RU PLVVLQJ YDULDEOHV 5HJUHVVLRQ ILYH \LHOGV D SRVVLEOH

Subsequent σ
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:H DUJXH WKDW WKLV HIIHFW PD\ EH GXH WR D QRQ OLQHDU
UHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQSUHYLRXVJDLQVDQGYRODWLOLW\
$ PHWKRGRORJLFDOO\ VROLG ZD\ WR KDQGOH WKLV QRQ
OLQHDULW\ ZRXOG EH WR XVH D VLPSOH GXPP\ YDULDEOH IRU
SRVLWLYHVKRFNV7KHLQWXLWLRQEHKLQGWKLVLGHDLVWKDWLI
WKHH[SHFWHGUHWXUQLVUHODWLYHO\YHU\VPDOOFRPSDUHGWR
WKH SRVLWLYH VKRFNV WKHQ VKRFNV H[FHHGLQJ WKLV
H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ KDYH D FRQVWDQW HIIHFW RQ YRODWLOLW\
VLQFH LQYHVWRUV ZRXOG QRW DQG FDQQRW UHGXFH WKHLU
UHTXLUHG UHWXUQ DQG SRUWIROLR YRODWLOLW\ WR YDOXHV EHORZ
]HUR WKH\ KROG DVVHWV SURYLGLQJ DW OHDVW WKH ULVNIUHH
UHWXUQ ZLWK ]HUR YRODWLOLW\ 7KHUHIRUH WKHUH LV D
GLVFRQWLQXLW\ LQ WKH PRGHO IRU JDLQV ZKLFK FDQ EH
KDQGOHGZLWKWKHXVHRIDGXPP\YDULDEOH
,Q WKH IROORZLQJV ZH FRPSDUH WKH UHVXOWV RI WKH
DIRUHPHQWLRQHG PRGHO DSSO\LQJ D GXPP\ YDULDEOH IRU
JDLQV DQG WKH PRGHO DVVXPLQJ D OLQHDU UHODWLRQVKLS
EHWZHHQSUHYLRXVJDLQVDQGVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\7DEOH
UHSUHVHQWVRXUILQGLQJV

7DEOH5HJUHVVLRQUHVXOWVRIYRODWLOLW\G\QDPLFV

UHDVRQ IRU WKLV ODWWHU ILQGLQJ JDLQV DQG ORVVHV KDYH D
GLVWLQFW HIIHFW RQ ULVN DWWLWXGH DOWKRXJK VHSDUDWLQJ WKH
SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV E\ WKHLU VLJQ GRHV DGG D ORW WR WKH
JRRGQHVVRIILWRIWKHODWWHUPRGHOV
7KLV SUREOHP LV ZHOO KDQGOHG E\ FKDQJLQJ WKH ULVN
PHDVXUHWRYRODWLOLW\WKHVL[WKUHJUHVVLRQVKRZVWKDWWKH
DGMXVWHG5VTXDUHGYDOXHMXPSV
5HVXOWVRIWKHYRODWLOLW\HVWLPDWLRQRIVHYHQWKUHJUHVVLRQ
LQGLFDWHIRXUPDLQILQGLQJVILUVWWKHDJJUHJDWHHIIHFWRI
SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV LV VLJQLILFDQWO\ QHJDWLYH DJDLQ
VHFRQG HTXLW\ KDV QHJDWLYH HIIHFW RQ ULVNDSSHWLWH
LQGLFDWLQJ WKDW LQYHVWRUV KROGLQJ ODUJHU DPRXQWV LQ
FDSLWDO DVVHWV LQYHVW LQWR OHVV ULVN\ SRUWIROLRV WKLUG
PDUNHW SDUWLFLSDQWV ZLWK FDVK DQG UHWLUHPHQW ,5$ 
DFFRXQWV DOVR DYRLG ULVN VKRZQ E\ WKHLU QHJDWLYH
FRHIILFLHQW IRXUWK PDUJLQDFFRXQW KROGHUVKDYH KLJKHU
DSSHWLWH IRU ULVN DV VKRZQ E\ WKH SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS
EHWZHHQVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\DQGWKHPDUJLQGXPP\
$OWRJHWKHUUHJUHVVLRQVLQ3DQHO&DOOLQGLFDWHDVLPLODU
SDWWHUQ DV EHIRUH QHJDWLYH GLIIHUHQFHV UHODWLYH WR WKH
H[SHFWHGUHWXUQKDYHDVLJQLILFDQWDQGQHJDWLYHHIIHFWRQ
WKH VXEVHTXHQW ULVNDSSHWLWH ZKHUHDV SRVLWLYH
GLIIHUHQFHV DUH HLWKHU PXFK OHVV VLJQLILFDQW RU QRW
VLJQLILFDQWDWDOO,QSDUWLFXODUUHJUHVVLRQVQLQHDQGWHQ
VKRZ WKDW FKRLFHV RI KLJKLQFRPH LQYHVWRUV DUH MXVW DV
VHQVLWLYHWRSUHYLRXVRXWFRPHVDVORZLQFRPHLQYHVWRUV
,Q 3DQHO ' UHJUHVVLRQ UHVXOWV VKRZ D VRPHZKDW PL[HG
SLFWXUH DOWKRXJK FRHIILFLHQWV DUH QRW VLJQLILFDQW
HYHU\ZKHUH WKH SUHYLRXV SDWWHUQV DSSO\ WR HYHU\
VXEJURXS H[FHSW IRU WKH FRHIILFLHQW RI WKH SRVLWLYH
SUHYLRXVUHWXUQRIPDUJLQDFFRXQWKROGHUV,QWKLVODWWHU
JURXS ERWK SUHYLRXV JDLQV DQG ORVVHV DUH VLJQLILFDQWO\
QHJDWLYH OHDGLQJ WR ORZHU DQG KLJKHU VXEVHTXHQW
YRODWLOLW\UHVSHFWLYHO\
$OWRJHWKHU ZH ILQG VLPLODU UHVXOWV WR WKH DJJUHJDWHG
UHJUHVVLRQ RI (T   DQG LWV DGMXVWPHQW IRU VHSDUDWHG
JDLQVDQGORVVHV$OWKRXJKIRUSRVLWLYHGHYLDWLRQVIURP
WKH H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ ZH ILQG D VWDWLVWLFDOO\ VLJQLILFDQW
SRVLWLYH HIIHFW RQ VXEVHTXHQW YRODWLOLW\ ZH DUJXH WKDW
WKHORZSYDOXHVDUHGXHWRWKHH[WUHPHO\KLJKQXPEHU
RI REVHUYDWLRQV $FFRUGLQJ WR 27 SRVLWLYH GHYLDWLRQV
IURP WKH H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ DUH DOVR QHJDWLYHO\ FRUUHODWHG
ZLWKVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\QHYHUWKHOHVVVLQFHYRODWLOLW\
LVQRQQHJDWLYHKXJHUHDOL]HGJDLQVOHDGWRH[DFWO\WKH
VDPHSRUWIROLRFKRLFH LHWKHULVNIUHHDVVHW DVD JDLQ
WKDWLVMXVWKLJKHQRXJKWRFRYHUWZRVXEVHTXHQWSHULRGV
RIWKHUHTXLUHGUHWXUQ7KHUHIRUHSRVLWLYHUHWXUQVKLJKHU
WKDQ D UHODWLYHO\ VPDOO OHYHO DW OHDVW WZLFH RI WKH
H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ  FDQQRW EH GHVFULEHG E\ D OLQHDU
UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK YRODWLOLW\ EXW DUH GULYHQ E\ D UDQGRP
SURFHVV 7KLV OHDGV WR WKH IDFW WKDW IRU D UHDVRQDEOH
number of observations, where the case of “too big to
fail” does not apply, pYDOXHVRIWKHSRVLWLYHFRHIILFLHQW
VKRXOG QRW LQGLFDWH D VLJQLILFDQW HIIHFW 7KH ODVW WKUHH
UHJUHVVLRQV LQ 3DQHO & HLJKWK WR WHQWK UHJUHVVLRQV  LQ
ZKLFKWKHSYDOXHRIWKHFRHIILFLHQWRISUHYLRXVJDLQVLV
PXFK KLJKHU WKDQ WKDW RI ORVVHV VXJJHVW VXFK
UHODWLRQVKLS KRZHYHU IRU VXFK KLJK QXPEHU RI
REVHUYDWLRQV D WLQ\ HIIHFW PD\ SURYH WR EH VLJQLILFDQW
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Cashdummy
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AdjustedR




squared
1RWHV 7KH WDEOH UHSUHVHQWV UHJUHVVLRQ UHVXOWV IRU WZR UHJUHVVLRQV
EHWZHHQSUHYLRXVRXWFRPHVDQGVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\7KHGHSHQGHQW
YDULDEOH LV OLVWHG LQ WKH FROXPQV WKH &RHI FROXPQV UHSUHVHQW WKH
HVWLPDWHGFRHIILFLHQWVIRUWKHLQGHSHQGHQWYDULDEOHVOLVWHGLQWKHURZV
ZKHUHDVWKHSYDOXHFROXPQVVWDQGIRUWKHSUREDELOLW\RIDQLQFRUUHFW
UHMHFWLRQRIWKH]HURQXOOK\SRWKHVLV


7KH UHVXOWV LQGLFDWH WKUHH LPSRUWDQW ILQGLQJV ILUVW E\
DYRLGLQJWKHGLVFRQWLQXLW\SUREOHPWKHUHJUHVVLRQPRGHO
VXSSRUW RXU LGHD RI D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ
SUHYLRXV JDLQV DQG YRODWLOLW\ LQVWHDG RI OLQHDULW\
VHFRQG WKLV UHODWLRQVKLS EHFRPHV PXFK PRUH
VLJQLILFDQWWKDQLQWKHOLQHDUPRGHODQGWKHUHIRUHDOOWKH
YDULDEOHV KDYH H[WUHPHO\ ORZ SYDOXHV WKLUG WKH
DGMXVWHG 5VTXDUHG DOVR LQFUHDVHV LQ WKH QHZ PRGHO
VXJJHVWLQJDEHWWHUILWZLWKWKHGXPP\YDULDEOH+HQFH
DOWRJHWKHUWKHILQGLQJVVXSSRUWWKHQHJDWLYHUHODWLRQVKLS
SURSRVHGLQWKHWKHRUHWLFDOPRGHO
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`
−0.03

7KH QXPHULFDO VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV \LHOG a  = 
0.21
`
−0.07
  ZLWK D S
ZLWK D SYDOXH RI  DQG a  = 
0.32
YDOXH RI  XVLQJ ZHHNO\ DQG PRQWKO\ SHULRGV
UHVSHFWLYHO\%RWKUHVXOWVFRQILUPWKDWLQYHVWRUVLQFOXGH
SUHYLRXVRXWFRPHVDVDQHJDWLYHSUR[\IRUWKHLUUHTXLUHG
UHWXUQ ZKLOH WKH SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ ULVN DQG
UHTXLUHG UHWXUQ VWD\V LQWDFW 7KH SDUWLFXODUO\ KLJK S
YDOXHVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKHHUURUWHUPVDUHILWWHGZHOOXVLQJ
scaled Student’sWGLVWULEXWLRQVWKXVWKHWHVWUHVXOWVDUH
UREXVW
,W LV ZRUWK PHQWLRQLQJ WKDW WKH PRGHO SUHVHQWHG DERYH
GHVFULEHV WKH G\QDPLFV RI WKH YRODWLOLW\ RI WKH ZKROH
PDUNHW +RZHYHU DV SUHVHQWHG DERYH DV\PPHWULF
YRODWLOLW\DIIHFWVLQGLYLGXDODVVHWVDVZHOO:HDUJXHWKDW
WKLV SKHQRPHQRQ VWDQGV RQ WKH IDFW WKDW PDUNHW DQG
DVVHWUHWXUQVDUHKLJKO\FRUUHODWHGHVSHFLDOO\LQSHULRGV
RI JUHDWHU FRQWLQXRXV VKRFNV HJ WKH ILQDQFLDO FULVLV 
WKDW DIIHFW YRODWLOLW\ VLJQLILFDQWO\ 6R ZH SUHVHQW D
FRUUHODWLRQWHVWEHWZHHQWKHYRODWLOLWLHVRIWKHLQGH[DQG
LQGLYLGXDODVVHWV7KHILQGLQJVSUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOHDUH
FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKH SURSRVHG UHDVRQLQJ IRU LQGLYLGXDO
DV\PPHWU\

7DEOH&RUUHODWLRQEHWZHHQPDUNHWDQGDVVHW
YRODWLOLWLHV


,QFRQFOXVLRQZHDUJXHWKDWWKHUHVXOWVSUHVHQWHGLQWKLV
VXEVHFWLRQ FRQILUP WKH HPSLULFDO YDOLGLW\ RI WKH
EHKDYLRUDO VLGH RI RXU H[SODQDWLRQ 7KH DJJUHJDWH
FRHIILFLHQW RI SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV LV QHJDWLYH DQG
VLJQLILFDQWHYHU\ZKHUHHYHQLQUHJUHVVLRQVZKHUHRWKHU
FRQWURO YDULDEOHV DUH LQFOXGHG ,Q SDUWLFXODU LW VHHPV
LUUHOHYDQW ZKHWKHU ZH WHVW WKH HIIHFW RQ ORZ RU KLJK
LQFRPH LQYHVWRUV WKH SDWWHUQ HPHUJHV IRU DOO RI WKHP
7KHUHIRUH DV D FRQILUPDWLRQ RI WKH WKHRUHWLFDO PRGHO
ZH ILQG WKDW SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV LQGHHG DIIHFW DVVHW
DOORFDWLRQ DQG VXEVHTXHQW WR ORVVHV DQG JDLQV \LHOG D
PRQH\ LQIORZ LQWR DVVHWV ZLWK KLJKHU DQG ORZHU ULVN
UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KLV ILQGLQJ LV FRQILUPHG LQ H[LVWLQJ
OLWHUDWXUH RQ PXWXDO IXQG DFWLYLW\ DV ZHOO LQ ZKLFK D
QHJDWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS ZDV IRXQG EHWZHHQ UHWXUQV DQG
VXEVHTXHQW PRQH\ LQIORZV :DUWKHU  *RHW]PDQ
DQG 0DVVD  (GHOHQ DQG :DUQHU   DQG
EHWZHHQ FRQWHPSRUDQHRXV LQIORZ RI HTXLW\ DQG ERQG
IXQGV *RHW]PDQQ HW DO   7KHUHIRUH ZH DUJXH
WKDW WKH PRGHO FDQ FDSWXUH DQG H[SODLQ WKH XQH[SHFWHG
FKDQJHVLQWKHGHPDQGIRUFDSLWDODVVHWV

Estimatingavolatilitymodel
%DVHG RQ WKH ILQGLQJV SUHVHQWHG DERYH WKH HPSLULFDO
HVWLPDWLRQ RI WKH WKHRUHWLFDO PRGHO LV SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH
IROORZLQJV,QWKLVVHFWLRQWKHXQLWURRWYRODWLOLW\PRGHO
RI27LVDQDO\VHG. The α and β parameters are estimated
IRU WKH UHWXUQ DQG YRODWLOLW\ WLPH VHULHV RI WKH GDLO\
YDOXHV RI WKH &563 YDOXHZHLJKWHG HTXLW\ LQGH[ XVLQJ
ERWKZHHNO\DQGPRQWKO\SHULRGV7KHUHWXUQLVGHILQHG
DV WKH VXP RI WKH ORJDULWKPLF GDLO\ UHWXUQV 7KH
YRODWLOLW\ LV FDOFXODWHG DV WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI WKH
UHWXUQV GXULQJ WKH JLYHQ SHULRG KRZHYHU VLQFH WKLV
ZRXOG VKRZ WKH GDLO\ YRODWLOLW\ LW LV PXOWLSOLHG E\ WKH
UDWLRRIWKHVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQRIZHHNO\UHWXUQVGLYLGHG
E\ WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI GDLO\ UHWXUQV WKH
DGMXVWPHQW WR ZHHNO\ IURP GDLO\ VDPSOLQJ  7KH
HVWLPDWLRQLVEDVHGRQVLPXODWLQJDQHUURUWHUPRI
 =  − ¦, + a¶d + `r¶d − ¦,¶d − a¶d 

<

Â
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$FFRUGLQJWRZHHNO\DQDO\VLVYRODWLOLW\FRUUHODWLRQZLWK
WKH LQGH[ LV SRVLWLYH IRU DOO WKH  LQGLYLGXDO DVVHWV
DOWKRXJKLQWKUHHFDVHVLWLVQRWVLJQLILFDQW1RQHWKHOHVV
WKHVH WKUHH ODWWHU DVVHWV LQ SDUWLFXODU WKH HTXLWLHV ZLWK
tickers “MNST”, “NAVI” and “NWSA”) have only
EHFRPH UHFHQWO\ OLVWHG LQ WKH VWRFN H[FKDQJH DQG
WKHUHIRUH FRUUHODWLRQ LV WHVWHG RQ D PXFK VKRUWHU
LQWHUYDO WKDQ LQ WKH RWKHU FDVHV +HQFH LQ WKHVH WKUHH
FDVHVWKHVLJQLILFDQFHWHVW\LHOGVORZSYDOXHVGXHWRWKH
LQVXIILFLHQWQXPEHURIREVHUYDWLRQV
$SSO\LQJ PRQWKO\ SHULRGV D VLPLODU SDWWHUQ DULVHV 2XW
RI WKH  LQVLJQLILFDQW FRUUHODWLRQ FRHIILFLHQWV  FDQ EH
DWWULEXWHG WR VKRUW DYDLODEOH WLPH VHULHV KHUH DV ZHOO
$OWRJHWKHU WKH SRVLWLYH FRUUHODWLRQ EHWZHHQ LQGLYLGXDO
DVVHWV LV D UREXVW SDWWHUQ ERWK LQ RXU ZHHNO\ DQG
PRQWKO\ DQDO\VLV DQG KHQFH LW LV LQGHHG D UHDVRQDEOH
FDXVHIRUWKHDV\PPHWULFYRODWLOLW\RILQGLYLGXDODVVHWV

CONCLUDINGREMARKS



where α∈>1,0] and β∈>@+HUHWKHHUURUWHUPLVQRW
KRPRVFHGDVWLF WKHUHIRUH ZH GHILQH WKH VWDQGDUGL]HG
HUURUXWDV

 = Â 

Weeklyanalysis





6LQFH WKHVH SDUDPHWHUV DUH SDUWLFXODUO\ VHQVLWLYH WR WKH
XQGHUO\LQJ DVVXPSWLRQV ILUVW WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH
HUURU LV ILWWHG EDVHG RQ PD[LPXP OLNHOLKRRG ZKHUH  
is assumed to follow a scaled Student’sW GLVWULEXWLRQ
ZLWK ( ) = 0 7KHQ ZH DSSO\ D .ROPRJRURY
6PLUQRII WHVW WR PHDVXUH WKH VLJQLILFDQFH RI WKH
GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WKH HPSLULFDO DQG HVWLPDWHG
GLVWULEXWLRQ IXQFWLRQV 7KH KLJKHU WKH VLJQLILFDQFH WKH
better the fit, therefore, the (α,β) pair yielding the
KLJKHVW SYDOXH LQGLFDWHV WKH EHVW ILW RI D GLVWULEXWLRQ
FRQGLWLRQDO WR ( ) = 0 LQ RWKHU ZRUGV WKLV SDLU LV
FRQVLGHUHGWRSURYLGHWKHOHDVWVLJQLILFDQWHUURUWHUPV

:HILQGWKDWWKHGHULYDWLRQVRIWKHWKHRUHWLFDOPRGHORI
2UPRV DQG 7LPRWLW\   DUH HPSLULFDOO\ VRXQG
7KHUHIRUH WKHLU UHFHQW WKHRUHWLFDO H[SODQDWLRQ IRU
DV\PPHWULFYRODWLOLW\LVVXSSRUWHGIURPERWKWKHRUHWLFDO
DQGHPSLULFDOVLGHVDVIROORZV
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7KDOHU 5+ -RKQVRQ(-   *DPEOLQJ ZLWK WKH KRXVH
PRQH\ DQG WU\LQJ WR EUHDN HYHQ 7KH HIIHFWV RI SULRU
RXWFRPHV RQ ULVN\ FKRLFH 0DQDJHPHQW VFLHQFH   

:DUWKHU 9$   $JJUHJDWH PXWXDO IXQG IORZV DQG
VHFXULW\ UHWXUQV -RXUQDO RI ILQDQFLDO HFRQRPLFV   


)LUVW ZH VKRZ WKDW LQ OLQH ZLWK WKHLU ILQGLQJV
LQGLYLGXDOV WHQG WR EHFRPH OHVV ULVNDYHUVH RU ULVN
VHHNLQJ XQWLO D JLYHQ SRLQW  DQG PRUH ULVNDYHUVH
VXEVHTXHQWWRORVVHVDQGJDLQVUHVSHFWLYHO\7KLVSDWWHUQ
FRQILUPVWKHH[LVWHQFHRILQWHUWHPSRUDOPHQWDOIUDPLQJ
WKDW LV LQYHVWRUV WHQG WR DJJUHJDWH LQ WLPH DQG DGMXVW
WKHLUSRUWIROLRDFFRUGLQJO\
6HFRQG RXU HPSLULFDO SDUDPHWHU HVWLPDWLRQ LQ GLVFUHWH
WLPH LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKH SURSRVHG PRGHO RI 27 LQGHHG
RXWSHUIRUPVWKHVLPSOHUDQGRPZDONPRGHOZHFRQILUP
WKH VLJQLILFDQFH RI WKH SUHGLFWHG QHJDWLYH HIIHFW RI
SUHYLRXV RXWFRPHV RQ VXEVHTXHQW YRODWLOLW\ ZKHUHDV
WKHSRVLWLYHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQVLPXOWDQHRXVYRODWLOLW\
DQGH[SHFWHGUHWXUQUHPDLQVVLJQLILFDQWO\SRVLWLYH
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DVVXPHWKDWYRODWLOLW\LQFUHDVHVERWKIROORZLQJJDLQVDQG
ORVVHV DV LQ YRODWLOLW\ IHHGEDFN K\SRWKHVLV 7KLV
DVVXPSWLRQ FRPHV IURP WKH SDSHU RI %DUEHULV HW DO
  ZKLFK ODWWHU SURYLGHV DQ DVVHW SULFLQJ
interpretation of Thaler and Johnson’s (1990) experiment
RI SURVSHFW WKHRU\ LQ D G\QDPLF VHWWLQJ 7KH %DUEHULV
+XDQJ6DQWRV   KHQFHIRUWK %+6  SDSHU DVVXPHV
WKDW SHUFHSWLRQ RI ORVVHV JDLQV  LV PRUH OHVV  SDLQIXO
GHOLJKWIXO  ZKHQ WKH\ DUH VXEVHTXHQW WR SULRU ORVVHV
JDLQV  ,Q RWKHU ZRUGV WKLV ODWWHU PHDQV WKDW SUHYLRXV
ORVVHV LQFUHDVH DQG SUHYLRXV JDLQV GHFUHDVH ULVN
DYHUVLRQ +RZHYHU %+6 GR QRW WDNH LQWR DFFRXQW WKH
HQWLUHDQDO\VLVRI7KDOHUDQG-RKQVRQWKHDXWKRUVGRQRW
IRFXVRQWKHILQGLQJWKDWLQYHVWRUVEHFRPHULVNVHHNLQJ
IROORZLQJ ORVVHV DQG ULVNDYHUVH VXEVHTXHQW WR JDLQV LI
WKH RSSRUWXQLW\ RI EUHDNLQJHYHQ LV LQFOXGHG LQ WKH
FKRLFHVHWZKLFKLQIDFWDOPRVWDOZD\VDSSOLHVWRDVVHW
UHWXUQV $V ZH VKRZ LQ WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQ WKH
LQGLYLGXDOGDWDVHWZHXVHLQWKLVSDSHUSURYLGHVVXSSRUW
IRU WKH ODWWHU K\SRWKHVLV LQVWHDG RI WKH DVVXPSWLRQ RI
%+6 ,Q RWKHU ZRUGV WKH SDWWHUQ REWDLQHG LQ HPSLULFDO
WHVWVVXJJHVWWKDWLQFRQWUDVWWR%+6DQG0F4XHHQDQG
9RUNLQNYRODWLOLW\LQGHHGLQFUHDVHVIROORZLQJORVVHVDQG
GHFUHDVHVVXEVHTXHQWWRJDLQVLQRUGHUWRDOORZRUSUHYHQW
EUHDNLQJHYHQUHVSHFWLYHO\
,W LV DOVR ZRUWK PHQWLRQLQJ WKDW WKH RULJLQDO VHWWLQJ LQ
ZKLFKDXWRUHJUHVVLYHFRQGLWLRQDOKHWHURVFHGDVWLFPRGHOV
ZHUHGHILQHGZDVWKHH[SHFWHGXWLOLW\WKHRU\WKDWLVWKH
G\QDPLFVRIYRODWLOLW\ LHWKHVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQRIDVVHW
UHWXUQVLQDJLYHQSHULRG KDYHEHHQDQDO\]HGPRVWO\LQ
WKHVHWWLQJRIWKHPHDQYDULDQFHRSWLPL]DWLRQRIVWDQGDUG
DVVHW SULFLQJ PRGHOV HJ WKH &$30  +RZHYHU
FRQWUDGLFWRU\UHVXOWVRIWKLVDSSURDFKWRXWLOLW\SHUFHSWLRQ
KDYHEHHQZHOOGRFXPHQWHGZKLFKZRXOGOHDGWRELDVHG

$V\PPHWULF YRODWLOLW\ 5LVN VHHNLQJ 3URVSHFW WKHRU\
7*$5&+ (*$5&+ 9RODWLOLW\ G\QDPLFV 0DUNHW
PLFURVWUXFWXUH+HXULVWLFGULYHQWUDGHU

ABSTRACT
7KLV SDSHU SURYLGHV D WKHRUHWLFDO H[SODQDWLRQ IRU WKH
KHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\RIDVVHWUHWXUQV,QOLQH ZLWKH[LVWLQJ
HPSLULFDO UHVXOWV RXU PRGHO \LHOGV DQ DV\PPHWULF
UHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQVWRFNUHWXUQDQGYRODWLOLW\%DVHGRQ
WKHVLPSOHDVVXPSWLRQVWKDWLQYHVWRUVEHKDYHDFFRUGLQJ
WR3URVSHFW7KHRU\DQGDUHVXEMHFWWRPHQWDODFFRXQWLQJ
LQDG\QDPLFVHWWLQJZHDQDO\WLFDOO\GHULYHWKHXQLWURRW
YHUVLRQV RI WZR RI WKH EHVW ILWWLQJ KHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\
PRGHOV (*$5&+DQG7*$5&+ 

INTRODUCTION
7LPHYDU\LQJ YRODWLOLW\ KHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\  RI DVVHW
UHWXUQVKDVDWWUDFWHGPXFKUHVHDUFKLQWKHUHFHQWGHFDGHV
6LQFH WKH PLOHVWRQH SDSHUV RI (QJOH   DQG
%ROOHUVOHY  DJUHDWQXPEHURIVFKRODUO\SDSHUKDV
EHHQGHYRWHGWRWKHWRSLF7KHLUILQGLQJVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKH
SKHQRPHQRQFDQEH PRGHOHGE\*$5&+W\SH PRGHOV
1HYHUWKHOHVV DV WKH HYLGHQFH VKRZV EHORZ QR UREXVW
WKHRUHWLFDOIRXQGDWLRQKDVEHHQSURSRVHG\HW
$QRWKHULPSRUWDQWDVSHFWRIWKHDXWRUHJUHVVLRQSX]]OHLV
WKHDV\PPHWU\LQWKHYRODWLOLW\SURFHVV,QSDUWLFXODUWKH
phenomenon known as “asymmetric volatility” implies
WKDW FKDQJHV LQ WKH SULFH RI WKH XQGHUO\LQJ DVVHW DUH
QHJDWLYHO\FRUUHODWHGZLWKWKHYRODWLOLW\RIWKHVXEVHTXHQW
SHULRG'HVSLWHWKHZLGHDPRXQWRIOLWHUDWXUHGHYRWHGWR
DV\PPHWULFYRODWLOLW\ %ODFN&KULVWLHDQG
6FKZHUW LWVWLOOPLVVHVDUREXVWH[SODQDWLRQ
8QWLOQRZWKUHHPDLQH[SODQDWLRQVIRUWKLVODWWHUSX]]OH
KDYHEHHQSURSRVHG7KHILUVWLVWKHOHYHUDJHHIIHFWQRWHG
E\ %ODFN   &KULVWLH   DQG 6FKZHUW  
7KHDXWKRUVDVVXPHWKDWLIWKHYDOXHRIDQHTXLW\GURSV
WKHILUPEHFRPHVPRUHOHYHUDJHGWKHUHIRUHWKHYRODWLOLW\
RI HTXLW\ UHWXUQV ULVHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH LQFUHDVHG ULVN
KHQFHFDXVLQJWKHQHJDWLYHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQUHWXUQ
DQGVXEVHTXHQWYRODWLOLW\7KH\FRQFOXGHKRZHYHUWKDW
YRODWLOLW\ LV LQGHHG DQ LQFUHDVLQJ IXQFWLRQ RI ILQDQFLDO
OHYHUDJHWKHHIIHFWE\LWVHOILVQRWVXIILFLHQWWRDFFRXQW
IRUWKHREVHUYHGQHJDWLYHFRUUHODWLRQ
7KHVHFRQGH[SODQDWLRQODEHOHGDVWKHYRODWLOLW\IHHGEDFN
K\SRWKHVLVVWDWHVWKDWLQFDVHVRIXQH[SHFWHGLQFUHDVHLQ
YRODWLOLW\ HJ H[RJHQRXV VKRFNV  H[SHFWHG YRODWLOLW\
ULVHVDFFRUGLQJO\DQGWKXVLQFUHDVLQJWKHUHTXLUHGUHWXUQ
RIWKHJLYHQDVVHWLQOLQHZLWKHTXLOLEULXPDVVHWSULFLQJ
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HDUQ WKLV UHWXUQ RQ DYHUDJH 7KDW LV LI ZH DVVXPH WKH
UDWLRQDOH[SHFWDWLRQVRIRXWFRPHVDVWKHUHIHUHQFHSRLQW
.RV]HJL DQG 5DELQ   WKH VXEVHTXHQW UHTXLUHG
UHWXUQLVGHFUHDVHGE\WKHSUHYLRXVDEQRUPDOUHWXUQWREH
DEOH WR REWDLQ WKH SUHGHILQHG UHIHUHQFH UHWXUQ RQ
DYHUDJH $QDO\WLFDOO\ WKH DIRUHPHQWLRQHG LV GHVFULEHG
ZLWKWKHIROORZLQJHTXDWLRQ

LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV7KHUHIRUHZHEXLOGRXUWKHRUHWLFDOPRGHO
RQ DQ DOWHUQDWLYH DSSURDFK WKH SURVSHFW WKHRU\ RI
.DKQHPDQDQG7YHUVN\  
%DVHGRQ2UPRVDQG7LPRWLW\  LQRXUSDSHUZH
DSSO\ WKLV ODWWHU DSSURDFK LQ D G\QDPLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
DORQJ ZLWK PHQWDO DFFRXQWLQJ DQG GHULYH WKH
PLFURIRXQGDWLRQVRIKHWHURVFHGDVWLF\2XUPDLQILQGLQJV
DUH WKDW L  SUHYLRXV XQH[SHFWHG VKRFNV KDYH QHJDWLYH
linear effect on the investors’ required return; (ii) this
SDWWHUQ\LHOGVDQHJDWLYHHIIHFWRISUHYLRXVPDUNHWVKRFNV
RQ PDUNHW YRODWLOLW\ LLL  RXU VHWWLQJ SURYLGHV WKH
PLFURIRXQGDWLRQV RI D XQLWURRW DV\PPHWULF
DXWRUHJUHVVLYH YRODWLOLW\ SURFHVV VLPLODU WR 7KUHVKROG
*HQHUDOL]HG
$XWRUHJUHVVLYH
&RQGLWLRQDO
+HWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\ 7*$5&+  DQG ([SRQHQWLDO
*HQHUDOL]HG$XWRUHJUHVVLYH&RQGLWLRQDO+HWHURVNHGDVWLF
(*$5&+  PRGHOV LQ GLVFUHWH DQG FRQWLQXRXV WLPH
UHVSHFWLYHO\
7KH SDSHU LV VWUXFWXUHG DV IROORZV LQ WKH VXEVHTXHQW
VHFWLRQ WKH WKHRUHWLFDO VHWWLQJLVGHULYHGDORQJ ZLWKWKH
PDLQHPSLULFDOILQGLQJVRIEHKDYLRUDOSDWWHUQVQHFHVVDU\
WRLQWHUSUHWWKHWKHRU\7KHODVWVHFWLRQVXPPDUL]HVWKH
PDLQ FRQFOXVLRQV RI WKH SDSHU DQG SURYLGHV SRWHQWLDO
ZD\VRIIXUWKHUUHVHDUFK

THEMODEL


μ = μ¶d + `(r¶d − μ¶d ) + ¦, − ¦,¶d : ` ∈ [−1,0].  


ZKHUH ¦,  r  DQG μ VWDQG IRU WKH ULVNIUHH UDWH WKH
SRUWIROLR UHWXUQ DQG WKH UHTXLUHG SRUWIROLR UHWXUQ RI D
JLYHQ LQYHVWRU UHVSHFWLYHO\ ,Q SDUWLFXODU LI ZH DVVXPH
WKDW LQYHVWRUV IRUP WKHLU H[SHFWDWLRQV UDWLRQDOO\ DQG
DOORFDWHWKHLUSRUWIROLRDFFRUGLQJO\ LHWKH\FKRRVHIURP
WKHHIILFLHQWSRUWIROLRV  μ UHSUHVHQWVERWKWKHUHTXLUHG
DQGWKHH[SHFWHGUHWXUQRIWKHLUSRUWIROLRDVWKHODWWHUWZR
EHFRPH HTXDO 7KHUHIRUH r¶d − μ¶d  VWDQGV IRU WKH
DEQRUPDOSRUWIROLRUHWXUQLQWKHSUHYLRXVSHULRGZKLFK
PRGLILHV WKH FXUUHQW SHULRG UHTXLUHG H[SHFWHG  UHWXUQ
through α. The economic interpretation of this latter
YDULDEOH LV GHILQHG DV WKH VHQVLWLYLW\ RI DQ LQYHVWRU WR
PHQWDO DFFRXQWLQJ WKH DJJUHJDWLRQ RI SUHYLRXV
RXWFRPHV ,WZRXOGPDNHQRVHQVHWRDVVXPHWKDWPDUNHW
SDUWLFLSDQWVDGMXVWWKHUHTXLUHGUHWXUQE\PRUHWKDQWKH
SUHYLRXVVKRFNLWVHOIKHQFHZHVHWLWVORZHUERXQGDU\DW
,WVQHJDWLYHYDOXHLVGXHWRWKHGHILQLWLRQDJJUHJDWLQJ
LQ WLPH LQFUHDVHV RU GHFUHDVHV WKH UHTXLUHG UHWXUQ
VXEVHTXHQW WR ORVVHV RU JDLQV UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH ¦, −
¦,¶d WHUPLVDGGHGDVWKHFRUUHFWLRQIRUWKHFKDQJHLQWKH
ULVNIUHHUDWHRULQIODWLRQ
,W LV ZRUWK PHQWLRQLQJ KHUH WKDW DXWRUHJUHVVLYH
FRQGLWLRQDO KHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\ KHQFHIRUWK $5&+ 
PRGHOV (QJOH   ZHUH FUHDWHG LQ WKH VHWWLQJ RI
VWDQGDUG DVVHW SULFLQJ PRGHOV WKDW DUH EDVHG RQ WKH
H[SHFWHGXWLOLW\WKHRU\ (87 KRZHYHUWKHODWWHUZRXOG
QRW \LHOG WKH EHKDYLRU GHVFULEHG DERYH ,Q FRQWUDVW WR
SURVSHFW WKHRU\ (87 DVVXPHV FRQFDYH XWLOLW\ LQ DOO
GRPDLQV RI ZHDOWK DQG WKHUHIRUH ZRXOG QHYHU LQGXFH
ULVNVHHNLQJ EHKDYLRU IROORZLQJ ORVVHV 7KHUHIRUH WKH
DIRUHPHQWLRQHG EHKDYLRU FDQQRW EH DQDO\]HG LQ D
VWDQGDUGDVVHWSULFLQJVWUXFWXUHKHQFHLQRUGHUWRJLYHD
FRKHUHQW VHWWLQJ WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQ SURYLGHV WKH
GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH ULVNUHWXUQ UHODWLRQVKLS LQ SURVSHFW
WKHRU\

Themeanvolatilityrelationshipinprospecttheory

3UHYLRXV PDUNHW UHWXUQ KDV EHHQ VKRZQ WR SOD\ D
GRPLQDQWUROHLQWKHYRODWLOLW\G\QDPLFVRIDVVHWVDQGLV
PDLQO\ UHVSRQVLEOH IRU WKH DV\PPHWULF UHVSRQVH WR
VKRFNV:HDUJXHWKDWWKLVSKHQRPHQRQFDQEHH[SODLQHG
E\DSSO\LQJSURVSHFWWKHRU\LQDG\QDPLFVHWWLQJ

Dynamicsoftherequiredreturn
$VVXPLQJ WKDW LQYHVWRUV KROG SRUWIROLRV VLPLODU WR WKH
PDUNHWSRUWIROLRRUDWOHDVWWKDWWKH\GLYHUVLI\DQGKHQFH
LQYHVW LQWR PXOWLSOH DVVHWV WKHLU SRUWIROLR LV KLJKO\
FRUUHODWHGZLWKWKHPDUNHW,QRWKHUZRUGVDQHJDWLYHRU
SRVLWLYH PDUNHW VKRFN OHDGV WR ORVVHV DQG JDLQV RQ
investors’ portfolios. Thaler and Johnson (1990) show in
WKHLUH[SHULPHQWDO VWXG\WKDW LQVXFKFDVHV LIEUHDNLQJ
HYHQLVLQWKHFKRLFHVHW LQYHVWRUVEHFRPHULVNVHHNLQJ
IROORZLQJ ORVVHV DQG PRUH ULVNDYHUVH VXEVHTXHQW WR
JDLQV WKH\ DLP WR DYRLG UHDOL]LQJ ORVVHV H[DFWO\ DV LQ
GLVSRVLWLRQHIIHFW 6KHIULQDQG6WDWPDQDQG2GHDQ
 DQGDUHDIUDLGRIORVLQJSUHYLRXVSDSHUJDLQV7KLV
EHKDYLRUFRPHVIURPWKH6VKDSHGYDOXHIXQFWLRQRIORVV
DYHUVLRQ LI ZH LQFOXGH WKH SUHYLRXV RXWFRPH DV D
UHIHUHQFHSRLQWWKHFRQYH[LW\RIXWLOLW\SHUFHSWLRQLQWKH
GRPDLQRIORVVHVUHVXOWVLQULVNVHHNLQJEHKDYLRUDVWKH
H[SHFWHGXWLOLW\UHDFKHVLWVPD[LPXPDWSRVLWLYHULVN,Q
WKLVVSHFLILFFDVHFRQVLGHULQJWKHSUHYLRXVRXWFRPHDVD
IL[HGORVVZRXOGFDXVHJUHDWHUSDLQWKDQDJJUHJDWLQJLQ
WLPH DQG KRSLQJ WR EUHDN HYHQ KRZHYHU UHDOL]LQJ WKH
SUHYLRXVJDLQ\LHOGVKLJKHUH[SHFWHGXWLOLW\WKDQWDNLQJ
WKHULVNRIORVLQJWKHDFFXPXODWHGZHDOWK
7KHUHIRUHPHQWDODFFRXQWLQJ WKHPHQWDODJJUHJDWLRQRU
VHSDUDWLRQRISLHFHVRILQIRUPDWLRQ LQDG\QDPLFVHWWLQJ
OHDGVLQYHVWRUVWRDJJUHJDWHLQWLPH+HQFHWKH\DLPWR
REWDLQDJLYHQUHIHUHQFHUHWXUQDWHDFKSHULRGRUDWOHDVW

7KH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI SURVSHFW WKHRU\ LQ DVVHW SULFLQJ
DWWUDFWHG FORVH DWWHQWLRQ LQ EHKDYLRUDO ILQDQFH 2XW RI
WKHVH ZH GLVFXVV WKH PRVW UHOHYDQW ILQGLQJV WKDW DUH
UHODWHGWRRXUPRGHO/HY\DQG/HY\  DUJXHVWKDW
WKHPHDQYDULDQFHRSWLPL]DWLRQRIVWDQGDUGDVVHWSULFLQJ
PRGHOVDSSOLHVWRSURVSHFWWKHRU\DVZHOO,QSDUWLFXODU
WKH\ILQGWKDWWKHSURVSHFWWKHRU\HIILFLHQWVHWLVDVXEVHW
RI WKH PHDQYDULDQFH HIILFLHQW IURQWLHU DQG HYHQ E\
LQFOXGLQJ SUREDELOLW\ GLVWRUWLRQ WKH WZR VHWV DOPRVW
FRLQFLGH 7KHLU UHVXOWV DUH FRQILUPHG DQG H[WHQGHG WR
DVVHW SULFLQJ PRGHOV LQ WKH SDSHU RI 'H *LRUJL HW DO
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 DQG%DUEHULVDQG+XDQJ  7KHODWWHUSDSHUV
VKRZWKDWLIWKHILQDQFLDOPDUNHWHTXLOLEULXPH[LVWVWKHQ
WKHVHFXULW\PDUNHWOLQHWKHRUHPRI&$30KROGVXQGHU
FXPXODWLYH SURVSHFW WKHRU\ DV ZHOO 7KLV ILQGLQJ DOVR
PHDQV WKDW GLYHUVLI\LQJ LQYHVWRUV KROG SRUWIROLRV IURP
WKH FDSLWDO PDUNHW OLQH DQG WKHUHIRUH WKH UHODWLRQVKLS
EHWZHHQ YRODWLOLW\ DQG H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ LV OLQHDU IRU
HIILFLHQWSRUWIROLRV
$GGLQJ WKLV OLQHDULW\ WR WKH WKHRU\ RI WKH LQFOXVLRQ RI
SUHYLRXVJDLQVDQGORVVHV DVLQ(T  OHDGVWROLQHDUO\
GHFUHDVHGDQGLQFUHDVHGSRUWIROLRYRODWLOLW\VXEVHTXHQWWR
JDLQVDQGORVVHVUHVSHFWLYHO\

Thedynamicsofportfoliovolatility

VHHPVWREHYDOLGDQGUHDOLVWLFLQWKHVHQVHWKDWSHULRGLFDO
YRODWLOLW\WHQGVWRUHPDLQLQDILQLWHLQWHUYDORYHUDORQJ
KRUL]RQLWFRQYHUJHVQHLWKHUWRLQILQLW\QRUWR]HUR
)XUWKHUPRUH(T  UHYHDOVDQRWKHULQWHUHVWLQJSDWWHUQ
LW LV YHU\ VLPLODU WR WKH 7KUHVKROG *HQHUDOL]HG
$XWRUHJUHVVLYH
&RQGLWLRQDO
+HWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\
7*$5&+ PRGHOLQWURGXFHGE\=DNRLDQ  WKDWLV
RQHRIWKHPRVWDFFXUDWHKHWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\PRGHOVEDVHG
RQ JRRGQHVVRIILW WHVWV $ZDUWDQL DQG &RUUDGL 
7DYDUHVHWDO ,QSDUWLFXODU7*$5&+PRGHOVDUH
GHILQHGDV

 = á + ï¶d + ` + ¶d + + ` ¶ ¶d ¶ 


,QWKHIROORZLQJVZHSUHVHQWDQDQDO\WLFDOGHULYDWLRQRI
WKH G\QDPLFVRIYRODWLOLW\:HGHILQHWKHLQWHUWHPSRUDO
FKDQJHRIYRODWLOLW\LQ(T  DQG  +HUHZHDVVXPH
WKDWLQDQ HTXLOLEULXP VHWWLQJWKHSULFH RIULVNGRHVQRW
FKDQJHRYHUWLPHQRQHWKHOHVVWKHUHTXLUHGUHWXUQLVQRW
FRQVWDQWEXWIROORZVWKHG\QDPLFVRI

 '! ¶d > 0
¶d + =  ¶d
 DQG ¶d ¶ =
0 '! ¶d ≤ 0
 '! ¶d ≤ 0
7KHUHIRUHWKHVSHFLDOFDVHRI(T  
 ¶d
0 '! ¶d > 0
\
implies that K=0, δ=1 and ` + = ` ¶ =  (IIHFWV RI
ZKHUH

^



SUHYLRXVJDLQVDQGORVVHVFRXOGEHKDQGOHGVHSDUDWHO\LQ
(T  DVZHOOE\XVLQJGLIIHUHQW` + DQG` ¶ KRZHYHU
DVZHVKRZEHORZSUHYLRXVJDLQVSOD\RQO\DPXFKOHVV
VLJQLILFDQW UROH LQ WKH DV\PPHWULF HIIHFW RQ YRODWLOLW\
1HYHUWKHOHVV GLVWLQFW ` +  DQG ` ¶  ZRXOG DOVR KDYH D
UHDVRQDEOH HFRQRPLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ FRQVLGHULQJ WKDW
H[WUHPH JDLQV GR QRW FDXVH D QHJDWLYH UHTXLUHG UHWXUQ
WKDWLVLQYHVWRUVFDQQRWDQGZLOOQRWLQYHVWLQDVVHWVZLWK
QHJDWLYH H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ LUUHVSHFWLYH RI WKH SUHYLRXV
RXWFRPHVJDLQVVKRXOGKDYHDOHVVVLJQLILFDQWHIIHFWRQ
WKH VXEVHTXHQWO\ UHTXLUHG UHWXUQ WKHUHIRUH ` +  VKRXOG
GLIIHUIURP` ¶ 
$QRWKHULQWHUSUHWDWLRQRI(T  OHDGVWRDQRWKHUZHOO
ILWWLQJ DV\PPHWULF *$5&+ PRGHO WKH ([SRQHQWLDO
*HQHUDOL]HG
$XWRUHJUHVVLYH
&RQGLWLRQDO
+HWHURVFHGDVWLFLW\ (*$5&+  E\ 1HOVRQ  
'LYLGLQJ E\ ¶d DQG WDNLQJ WKH QDWXUDO ORJDULWKPV RI
ERWKVLGHV\LHOGV


μ = ¦, + a = μ¶d + `(r¶d − μ¶d ) + ¦, −
−¦,¶d = ¦, + a¶d + `r¶d − ¦,¶d − a¶d   

+HUH ZH DSSOLHG WKH DIRUHPHQWLRQHG OLQHDULW\ EHWZHHQ
ULVNDQGH[SHFWHGUHWXUQRIWKH&$30VHWWLQJ$VORQJDV
ZHDVVXPHWKDWLQYHVWRUVKROGZHOOGLYHUVLILHGSRUWIROLRV
RQO\V\VWHPDWLFULVNLVSULFHGWKHUHIRUH VWDQGVIRUWKH
PDUNHWUHODWHG SRUWIROLR ULVN (henceforth volatility). β
UHSUHVHQWVWKHVORSHRIFDSLWDOPDUNHWOLQHRUWKHSULFHRI
ULVN 7KH HFRQRPLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI (T   LV WKDW
VXEVHTXHQW WR ORVVHV LQYHVWRUV DLP WR REWDLQ KLJKHU
H[SHFWHG UHWXUQ KRZHYHU DFFRUGLQJ WR HTXLOLEULXP
SULFLQJWKH\FDQRQO\DFKLHYHWKHLUJRDOE\LQYHVWLQJLQ
ULVNLHU DVVHWV RU LQFUHDVLQJ OHYHUDJH 6ROYLQJ WKH ODWWHU
HTXDWLRQIRUWKHG\QDPLFVRIYRODWLOLW\\LHOGV

\

\

^

^

\

 = ¶d + r¶d − ¦,¶d − a¶d  = ¶d + ¶d =
\

\

^

^

¶d + ¶d ∆¶d = ¶d 1 + ∆¶d ,

ln  = ln ¶d + ln 1 + ∆¶d 
^



7DNLQJ WKH 7D\ORU DSSUR[LPDWLRQ DURXQG ∆¶d = 0
WKHQJLYHV

ZKHUH ¶d  DQG ∆¶d  UHSUHVHQW D QRUPDOO\ GLVWULEXWHG
HUURUWHUPDQGWKHFKDQJHLQWKHVWDQGDUG:LHQHUSURFHVV
LQGLVFUHWHWLPH(T  UHYHDOVWKDW IROORZVDXQLWURRW
SURFHVVZLWKFRQVWDQWFRQGLWLRQDOPHDQWKDWLV
[+ |ℱ ] =  +
\

+ ∑+¶d
^ Ò

\

^

\

d \ p

^

p ^

ln  = ln ¶d + ∆¶d −   ∆¶d p +
+ ∑Òq

|ℱ  =  +

[ |ℱ ] [∆ |ℱ ] =  + ∆ 







\
∑+¶d
 ∆
Ò
^ 



(¶d)iË
!

\

  ∆¶d 
^







'XHWRWKHZHOONQRZQSURSHUW\RIWKH:LHQHUSURFHVV
as Δt approaches to zero (the continuous time version is
FRQVLGHUHG WKLUGDQGKLJKHURUGHUSRO\QRPLDOVRI ∆ 
YDQLVKDQG ∆ p = ∆7KHUHIRUHWKHFRQWLQXRXVWLPH
YHUVLRQRI(T  FDQEHZULWWHQDV



ZKHUHℱ VWDQGVIRUWKHILOWUDWLRQ LQIRUPDWLRQDYDLODEOH 
DW WLPH W +HUH WKH VHSDUDWLRQ RI FRQWHPSRUDQHRXV
YRODWLOLW\DQGQRLVHUHTXLUHVWKHDVVXPSWLRQWKDWWKH\DUH
XQFRUUHODWHG RQO\WKHGHOD\HGUHVSRQVH\LHOGVDQHJDWLYH
FRUUHODWLRQ $FFRUGLQJWR(T  WKHYRODWLOLW\SURFHVV
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\

d \ p

^

p ^

ln  = ln ¶d + ¶d −   ,

and the riskiness of investors’ portfolio based on a simple
PDUNHWPLFURVWUXFWXUDOLGHD
$VGLVFXVVHGDERYHPHQWDODFFRXQWLQJOHDGVWRDFOHDU
SDWWHUQLQLQYHVWRUVFKRLFHWKDWGHSHQGVRQWKHSUHYLRXV
XQH[SHFWHG SULFH VKRFN ORVVHV LQFUHDVH WKH VXEVHTXHQW
GHPDQG IRU ULVN\ DVVHWV ZKHUHDV JDLQV UHGXFH WKHLU
GHPDQG ,I ZH VWLFN WR WKH LGHD WKDW LQYHVWRUV KROG WKH
PDUNHWSRUWIROLRRUDWOHDVWDZHOOGLYHUVLILHGRQHWKDWLV
FRUUHODWHG ZLWK WKH PDUNHW RQH FDQ FOHDUO\ VHH WKH
IROORZLQJ PDUNHW PLFURVWUXFWXUDOVLWXDWLRQLQOLQH ZLWK
WKH PRGHO RI *ORVWHQ DQG 0LOJURP   ZH ILQG
LQIRUPHG DQG XQLQIRUPHG WUDGHUV LQ WKH PDUNHW ZLWK
probabilities π and (1π) that place market orders. In their
PRGHOWKHLQIRUPHGLQYHVWRUVNQRZWKHH[DFWYDOXHRIDQ
DVVHWWKDWFDQEHHLWKHUKLJK % ´ RUORZ % Þ DQGSODFH
WKHLURUGHUVDFFRUGLQJO\2WKHUSDUWLFLSDQWVRIWKHPDUNHW
VXFK DV WKH VSHFLDOLVWV WKDW SURYLGH WKH OLTXLGLW\ E\
SODFLQJOLPLWRUGHUV WKXVGHILQHWKHVSUHDG NQRZRQO\
WKHSUREDELOLW\RIWKHWUXHYDOXHWKDWLV3 % = % ´ )=θ and
3 % = % Þ θ. Uninformed investors place their buy
DQG VHOO RUGHUV FRPSOHWHO\ UDQGRPO\ KHQFH WKH
SUREDELOLWLHV RI EX\ DQG VHOO RUGHUV FRPLQJ IURP
XQLQIRUPHGWUDGHUVDUHHTXDO 3  
7KHUHIRUH WKH SURILW RI VSHFLDOLVWV LV JHQHUDWHG E\ WKH
ORVVHVRQWUDQVDFWLRQVZLWKLQIRUPHGLQYHVWRUVDQGJDLQV
RQWUDQVDFWLRQVZLWKXQLQIRUPHGLQYHVWRUV,IZHDVVXPH
WKDWWKHPDUNHWLVFRPSHWLWLYHWKHLU]HURH[SHFWHGSURILW
FULWHULDIRUWUDQVDFWLRQVDWWKHEX\OLPLWSULFHDQGDWWKH
VHOOOLPLWSULFH \LHOGWKHHTXLOLEULXPDVNDQGELGSULFHV
UHVSHFWLYHO\ DQGWKHVSUHDGDVWKHLUGLIIHUHQFH 
0RUHRYHU LI ZH LQWURGXFH WKH SDWWHUQ GLVFXVVHG LQ WKH
SUHYLRXV VHFWLRQV WKH VSUHDG FKDQJHV LQ WKH IROORZLQJ
ZD\ OHW XV DVVXPH WKDW EDVHG RQ PHQWDO DFFRXQWLQJ
KHXULVWLFWKHUHLVDQHZW\SHRILQYHVWRUVLQDGGLWLRQWR
LQIRUPHG DQG XQLQIRUPHG WUDGHUV WKH KHXULVWLFGULYHQ
LQYHVWRU 7KLV ODWWHU GHILQLWLRQ LV QRW QHZ LQ UHODWHG
OLWHUDWXUH DOWKRXJK DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH SLRQHHULQJ SDSHUV
RI *ORVWHQ DQG 0LOJURP   DQG .\OH  
XQLQIRUPHG WUDGHUV DUH GHILQHG DV WKRVH ZKR GR QRW
SRVVHVVIXQGDPHQWDOLQIRUPDWLRQRQDVVHWVLUUHVSHFWLYH
RI WKHLU PRWLYHV D GHILQLWLRQ VLPLODU WR RXU VHWWLQJ KDV
DOUHDG\ DSSHDUHG LQ WKH SDSHU RI %ORRPILHOG HW DO
E LQ ZKLFKXQLQIRUPHGLQYHVWRUVFDQKDYH RWKHU
WUDGLQJ PRWLYHV WKDQ IXQGDPHQWDO HJ EHKDYLRUDO  ,Q
WKHLUVWXG\WKHVLPLODUWKUHHFODVVGLVWLQFWLRQRILQYHVWRUV
LV DQDO\]HG ZKHUH LQIRUPHG DQG XQLQIRUPHG LQYHVWRUV
DQG OLTXLGLW\ WUDGHUV DUH SUHVHQW 7KH OLTXLGLW\ WUDGHU
KRZHYHU PD\IROORZDEHKDYLRUDOSDWWHUQDFFRUGLQJWR
WKHG\QDPLFVRIOLTXLGLW\GHPDQGZHKDYHGLVFXVVHGVR
IDUKHQFHZHFDOOWKLVFODVVWKHKHXULVWLFGULYHQWUDGHU
7XUQLQJ EDFN WR WKH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI VXFK WUDGHUV LQ WKH
equilibrium criteria, let π and δ and (1πδ) stand for the
VKDUHV RI LQIRUPHG KHXULVWLFGULYHQ DQG XQLQIRUPHG
WUDGHUV WKHSUREDELOLW\RIWKHLUWUDGHV 7KHQVXEVHTXHQW
WR D QHJDWLYH PDUNHW VKRFN WKH ]HUR SURILW FULWHULD RI
VSHFLDOLVWVDWWKHDVNDQGELGSULFHVFDQEHGHILQHGDV





RUE\PXOWLSO\LQJERWKVLGHVE\

\

\ p

^

^

ln  p = ln ¶d p + 2 ¶d −   .




7KHVLPLODULW\WR(*$5&+FRPHVIURPLWVGHILQLWLRQRI

ln  p =  + ad [¶d + ø(|¶d | − |¶d |)] +
 
+`d ln ¶d p 

\ p
^

ZKHUH = −   2

\
^

= ad ø = 0DQG`d = `

\LHOGVH[DFWO\(T  7KHXQLWURRWFRQVWDQWFRQGLWLRQDO
PHDQSURSHUW\RI(T ) is again found by applying Itō’s
OHPPDIRU

\

\ p

^

^

S ≡ ln  p , S = 2  −   

 


7KHQWKHLQYHUVHIXQFWLRQLVGHILQHGDV

 =  .gÂ 

 


By Itō’s lemma

` p  1 ` p  p 
` 
 = − ã ä
+ ã2 ä
+2
 =
a S 2 a S p
a S
\ p

d

^

p

\ p

= −   0.5 + 2  0.25  +
^

\

\

^

^

+2 0.5 ¶d =   

 


$JDLQWKHFRUUHODWLRQEHWZHHQFRQFXUUHQWYRODWLOLW\DQG
QRLVHKDV]HURH[SHFWHGYDOXHWKHUHIRUHWKHFRQGLWLRQDO
PHDQ LV FRQVWDQW UHJDUGOHVV RI WKH OHQJWK RI GHOD\ ,Q
FRQFOXVLRQ WKH 7*$5&+ DQG (*$5&+ PRGHOV DUH
LPSOLFDWLRQVRISURVSHFWWKHRU\LQDG\QDPLFVHWWLQJDQG
WKH\ UHSUHVHQW WKH XQGHUO\LQJ YRODWLOLW\ SURFHVV LQ
GLVFUHWHDQGFRQWLQXRXVWLPHUHVSHFWLYHO\

Thedynamicsofmarketvolatility
:H KDYH GHULYHG VR far the change of investors’ risk
DWWLWXGH DQG WKH G\QDPLFV RI WKH YRODWLOLW\ RI WKHLU
SRUWIROLRV +RZHYHU UHDVRQV EHKLQG WKH FKDQJH RI
PDUNHW YRODWLOLW\ KDYH QRW \HW EHHQ FRYHUHG ,Q WKLV
VHFWLRQ ZH SURSRVH DQ H[SODQDWLRQ IRU WKH SRVLWLYH
UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ WKH G\QDPLFV RI PDUNHW YRODWLOLW\

Ï(" − % ´ ) + ï(" − %) + 0.5(1 − Ï − ï)(" − %) = 0  
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(1 − )Ï( % Þ − 2) + 0.5(1 − Ï − ï)(% − 2) = 0

 

7KHQ O¶ > O+  LI DQG RQO\ LI O(|$|) > O(−|$|) $V WKH
QXPHUDWRUWDNHVRQDFRQVWDQWYDOXHLQWKHIXQFWLRQZH
IRFXVRQWKHGHQRPLQDWRUYDOXH!(∆)7KHQO¶ > O+ LI
DQGRQO\LI!(|$|) < !(−|$|)ZKHUH



7KHQWKHDVNSULFHLVJLYHQDV

! " +.g(d¶!+å)
!+.g(d¶!+å)
!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 

+

!+.g(d¶!+å)

=%+

! " ¶
!+.g(d¶!+å)

!(∆) = [Ï + 0.5(1 − Ï + $)][(1 − )Ï + 0.5(1 − Ï − $)]

=%+

,


 

LVDFRQFDYHVHFRQGRUGHUSRO\QRPLDOIXQFWLRQRI ∆,I
DQGRQO\LIWKHPD[LPXPSODFHRIWKLVIXQFWLRQLVUHDFKHG
LQLWVQHJDWLYHGRPDLQWKHQ!(|$|) < !(−|$|)LVDOZD\V
WUXH7KHUHIRUHLWLVHQRXJKWRWHVWZKHWKHU



ZKHUHDVWKHELGSULFHIROORZV

(d¶ )! # +.g(d¶!¶å)
=
(d¶ )!+.g(d¶!¶å)
!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 
% − (d¶ )!+.g(d¶!¶å)

(d¶ )! # ¶

% + (d¶

=

argmax !(∆) < 0

 



)!+.g(d¶!¶å)

$FFRUGLQJWRWKHILUVWRUGHUFRQGLWLRQ


2QHFDQFOHDUO\VHHWKHHFRQRPLFSURFHVVHVXQGHUO\LQJ
LQWKHDIRUHPHQWLRQHGIRUPXODVLIKHUXVWLFGULYHQWUDGHUV
DUHSUHVHQWWKHPLGSULFHGLIIHUVIURPWKHH[SHFWHGYDOXH
Subsequent to a negative shock, the δ proportion of
LQYHVWRUVSODFHEX\RUGHUVDWWKHDVNSULFHKRZHYHUWKH\
GR QRW IRUP VXSSO\ DW WKH ELG SULFH )XUWKHPRUH WKHLU
XQLQIRUPHG WUDGHV FRQWULEXWH SRVLWLYHO\ WR WKH SURILW
WKHUHIRUH WKH HTXLOLEULXP DVN SULFH GHFOLQHV DV LQ (T
  6WLOO WKHLU H[LVWHQFH ORZHUV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI
XQLQIRUPHG LQYHVWRUV KHQFH WKH HTXLOLEULXP ELG SULFH
GHFOLQHV DV ZHOO DV LQ (T   $OWKRXJK ERWK WKH DVN
DQGELGSULFHVGHFOLQHWKH]HURSURILWUHPDLQVLQWDFWGXH
WR WKH PRGLILHG SUREDELOLWLHV RI LQFRPLQJ EX\ DQG VHOO
RUGHUV
7KHQ WKH VSUHDG LQ FRPSHWLWLYH HTXLOLEULXP FDQ EH
GHILQHGDV

!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 

!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 

+ (d¶

!+.g(d¶!+å)
!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 

)!+.g(d¶!¶å)

0.5[(1 − )Ï + 0.5(1 − Ï − $)]
− 0.5[Ï + 0.5(1 − Ï + $)] = 0,
$ = (1 − 2)Ï 



+HQFH LI DQG RQO\ LI  > 0.5, WKHQ argmax !(∆) < 0
∆

!(|$|) < !(−|$|) O(|$|) > O(−|$|) DQG O¶ > O+  ,Q
RWKHU ZRUGV LI WKH SUREDELOLW\ RI D VXEVHTXHQW KLJKHU
YDOXHLVJUHDWHUWKDQWKDWRIDORZHUYDOXHWKHQVSUHDGLV
JUHDWHU VXEVHTXHQW WR D QHJDWLYH VKRFN WKDQ LW LV
IROORZLQJDSRVLWLYHVKRFN
7KH HFRQRPLF LQWXLWLRQ EHKLQG DQ DYHUDJH  > 0.5 LV
VLPSOH DV WKH JURZWK RI YDOXH LV RQH RI WKH EDVLF
DVVXPSWLRQV LQ DQDO\]LQJ FDSLWDO PDUNHWV 7KLV JUHDWHU
SUREDELOLW\RIDKLJKHUYDOXHLVFRQILUPHGE\HPSLULFDO
VWXGLHVDVZHOODOWKRXJKWKHDXWKRUVDSSO\DELWGLIIHUHQW
PHWKRGRORJ\ (DVOH\ HW DO   DQG %UHQQDQ HW DO
   PHDVXUH WKH SUREDELOLW\ RI DQ LQFUHDVH LQ WKH
YDOXHWREH(%|% = % ´ ) = 0.67DQG0.614
,Q FRQFOXVLRQ ZH DUJXH WKDW RQ DYHUDJH WKH VSUHDG
LQFUHDVHVVXEVHTXHQWWRORVVHVDQGGHFUHDVHVVXEVHTXHQW
WRJDLQV0RUHRYHUFRQVLGHULQJWKDWFRQWLQXRXVPDUNHW
RUGHUV DW WKH DVN DQG ELG SULFHV GHILQH WKH VWDQGDUG
GHYLDWLRQ RI SULFH FKDQJHV RXU H[SODQDWLRQ FOHDUO\
LPSOLHVWKDWSUHYLRXVSRVLWLYH QHJDWLYH VKRFNVGHFUHDVH
LQFUHDVH ERWKWKHVSUHDGDQGWKHYRODWLOLW\DFFRUGLQJO\
5HODWHG OLWHUDWXUH SURYLGHV IXUWKHU VXSSRUW WR RXU
DIRUHPHQWLRQHG UHDVRQLQJ 3DUN DQG 6DERXULDQ  
DQDO\]HDVLPLODUVHWWLQJEDVHGRQWKH*ORVWHQ0LOJURP
PRGHO DQG ILQG WKDW SHRSOH DFW DV FRQWUDULDQ LI WKHLU
LQIRUPDWLRQOHDGVWKHPWRFRQFHQWUDWHRQPLGGOHYDOXHV
.DQLHO HW DO   &KRH HW DO   *ULQEODWW DQG
.HORKDUMX  5LFKDUGV  %ORRPILHOGHW
DO D DOVRFRQILUPWKHH[LVWHQFHRIVXFKFRQWUDULDQ
WUDGHUV 0RUHRYHU DFFRUGLQJ WR /RI   WKH
LQWURGXFWLRQRIFRQWUDULDQWUDGLQJLQDVVHWSULFLQJPRGHOV
GUDPDWLFDOO\ LQFUHDVHV WKH SUHGLFWLYH SRZHU RI WKH
PRGHOV )XUWKHUPRUH RXU IRUPHU PHQWDO DFFRXQWLQJ
EDVHGH[SODQDWLRQIRUWKHFRQWUDULDQDFWLYLW\LVVXSSRUWHG

 


ZKHUHO¶ VWDQGVIRUWKHVSUHDGVXEVHTXHQWWRDQHJDWLYH
PDUNHW VKRFN 7KH VSUHDG IROORZLQJ SRVLWLYH PDUNHW
shocks is similar except for the sign of δ:
!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 



 

!+.g(d¶!¶å)][(d¶ )!+.g(d¶!+å)]


Let the spread be defined as a function of Δ where 

$=

ï !& DE"'% %'&$ $ℎ&R$

−ï !& &$''% %'&$ $ℎ&R


O($) = [

!(d¶ ) " ¶ # 



!+.g(d¶!+%)][(d¶ )!+.g(d¶!¶%)]

 



=

[ !+.g(d¶!+å)][(d¶ )!+.g(d¶!¶å)]

O+ = [

 

∆



O¶ =
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WKH QHXURHFRQRPLF DSSURDFK FRXOG UHYHDO IXUWKHU
XQGHUO\LQJ IDFWRUV EHKLQG WKH EHKDYLRUDO SDWWHUQV
SUHVHQWHGLQWKLVSDSHU
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THE APPLIED METHODOLOGY AND THE
DATASET
The literature of credit and default risk modeling is
rather abundant, and what is more, these keywords often
lead to writings with surprisingly differing contents.
From a historical approach, it is the accounting-based,
so-called credit risk scoring models we will first
encounter in literature. Accounting-based models are
based on financial ratios derived from the financial /
accounting statements of the companies; according to
the values taken by these ratios, businesses are divided
into two groups: bankrupt and solvent firms. More on
accounting based models can be found in the works of a
number of international and Hungarian authors, like
(Altman and Saunders 1997, Liao et al. 2005, Platt and
Platt 1990 or Kiss 2003, Virág 2004 and Oravecz 2008.
Relevant pieces of literature clearly distinguish between
loans for SMEs and those for large corporations, thus
the related risk assessment methodologies are
reasonably expected to be different, too. Authors
focusing directly on SME borrowers mention the logistic
regression as the most widespread model (Atiya 2001 és
Laitinen and Laitinen 2000) and most of the authors
uses logistic regression for their own estimates of firms’
default (Altman and Sabato 2007, Falkenstein et al.
2000) . We will follow their practice in this research.

ABSTRACT
The paper focuses on the estimation of customer default
amoung the small and medium enterprises (SME).
Based on the literature on credit scoring modelswebuild
a logistic regression model which is widely used by
commercial banks. Our models predicting customers’
default on their payables to suppliers are estimated on a
sample of a customer portfolio of 905 SME clients.
Based on the analysis the non-financial, behavioural
variables estimate better customer default than the
financial ratios. Our models perform weaker than the
usual performance level of scoring models in
commercial bank. This result assumes that defaulting on
a payable to suppliers is an early signal of possible
financial difficulties.
INTRODUCTION
As the actors in all kind of credit contracts even firms
offering trade credit to their customers are exposed to
credit risk. This idea is built into their practice when
making decisions on offering delayed paying called
trade credit to the group of reliable customers but
requiring prompt payment from less opac partners. The
decision made by the firms is based on all the important
information considered by commercial banks when
offering credit to their borrowers. Hago (Hago 2001)
describes in his paper the corporate credit policy and as
part of it the corporate credit analysis.

The trade credit database consists of the customer
portfolio of a real-life company. This business is a
member of a multinational group of corporations with
several subsidiaries in Hungary, trading in construction
materials. The total open receivables are of 2.6 billion
HUF (ca. 8 million EUR), the delayed receivables of 1.4
billion HUF equal the sales revenue for 46 days.
Besides the open receivables totals from all the 905
SME customers of the company, a record of overdue
amounts and an aged balance of accounts receivable was
also provided. These being stock variables, the figures
relate to one specific day. In addition to the agreed
credit limit, information (partly of a qualitative nature)
on the customer, its manager and its payment history
also appear in the database; these will be included in the
quantitative analysis as dummy variables. Thus the
variables that are given or can be defined for each and
every customer are as follows: Aged balanced of open
and overdue receivables; detailed breakdown of open
and overdue receivables by due date as of the date

Based on the less formal practice of a huge part of firms
we will formalize our analsys and a we will apply the
credit risk modeling methodology of banks to the
customer portfolio of a firm trading in construction
materials. We compare the classification accuracy of
financial and behavioural variables in the case of SME
customers. The findings harmonize with the practice of
the claim management firm who provided me the
database. The paper describes the applied methodology
and tha database. After forming the hypothesis we
estimate
the
models
forecasting
customers’s
nonpayment. After the results we finally conclude.
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examined; the amount (if any) purchased/paid back
between the two dates can be established; how many
times the customer appeared on the so-called blacklist
(record of non-paying customers) of the claims
management company; whether the owner/manager has
held a similar position in a company that went bankrupt
or had to be liquidated; whether there is anything
suspicious about the company (tax (and similar) arrears,
foreclosure initiated against the company, frequent
changes in place of residence and scope of activities, the
credit line extended by the supplier, if any, the amount
(if any) by which the credit line was exceeded) can be
established.

x
x
x
x
x
x

Non-payment was defined through a dummy variable
(DEF90) which equals 1 if the customer is more than 90
days past due, 0 otherwise. An important remark to the
above is that these definitions do not coincide with the
criteria of bankruptcy and even less so with those of the
company’s liquidation – they intend to describe a less
extreme situation when non-payment „only” affects the
supplier. Variable DEF90 is primarily based on the New
Basel Capital Accord (Basel II), which defines a
defaulted borrower as anyone who is more than 90 days
behind with their payments (BIS 2006). Even though
our own definition of DEF90 and that of Basel II takes
the exact same form, an important distinction is to be
made depending on whom the client is indebted to. We
made the assumption that it is companies’ suppliers who
first suffer from late payments, and it is only afterwards,
if further financial difficulties arise, that they dare fall
behind with or default on their obligations to banks.
Accordingly, our nonpayment variables describe a
situation ‘weaker’ than either bankruptcy or a default on
a bank loan, which must be taken into account when
constructing our model and when interpreting the
findings. But variable DEF90 defines a delay of
payment far more larger than the average days of delay
of the portfolio thus one can assume that it captures the
difference on a delay and of a default. This weighted
average delay of the customers are 55 days.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

EBIT/Expenses on Financial Transactions
Current Liabilities/Net Sales Revenue
Current Assets/Total Assets
Total Receivables/Total Liabilities
Owner’s Equity/Fixed Assets
Net Sales Revenue/Total Assets
Net Sales Revenue/Net Working Capital
Net Sales Revenue/EBIT
(Earnings Before Taxes+Expenses on Financial
Transactions)/Total Assets
Profit on Ordinary Activities/Owner’s Equity
Net Working Capital/Total Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents/Current Liabilities
Long-Term Debt/Owner’s Equity
Total Receivables /Owner’s Equity
Long-Term Debt/ /(Total Liabilities + Owner’s
Equity)
Total Receivables/(Total Liabilities + Owner’s
Equity)
Net Sales Revenue/Net Working Capital
Cash and Cash Equivalents/Total Assets
Current Liabilities/Owner’s Equity
Cash and Cash Equivalents/Net Sales Revenue
(Net Sales Revenue t=1/Ne Sales Revenue t=0)
-1
FCFF/Total Assets

As many others had used it in bankruptcy modeling, we
also used logistic regression to predict non-payment;
from amongst the simpler methods, this is the most
widely used one and it is considered rather successful, as
well (Falkenstein 2000; Grunert et al 2005). Relying on
relevant literature (Altman and Sabato 2007; Falkenstein
2000; in Hungary Kristóf 2008a-b) each model variation
employed the Forward Stepwise Likelihood Ratio
algorithm with significance levels of 5 percent and 10
percent for entry and removal, respectively. The sample
was partitioned into a training and a holdout sample
according to the 75% - 25% ratio recommended by
literature (e.g. Imre 2008).

As a final step in data collection,wealso looked up the
company’s key balance sheet and income statement
figures in order to aid our later analyses. The financial
rations used during modeling are as follows:
x Total Liabilities/(Total Liabilities + Owner’s
Equity)
x Earnings Before Taxes/Net Sales Revenue
x Earnings Before Taxes/Total Assets
x EBIT/Total Assets
x EBITDA/Net Sales Revenue
x EBIT/Net Sales Revenue
x Net Earnings/Owner’s Equity (ROE)
x Current Assets/Current Liabilities
x Total Liabilities/(EBIT + Income from
Financial Transactions)
x Total Liabilities/EBITDA

The studies we read all determined the cutoff value in
very different ways. The cutoff value of the model is a
threshold for the estimated probability of default: if the
latter is lower /higher than the cutoff value then the
model predicts the client in question to pay on time /to
default on the payment, respectively. Oravecz (2008)
and Tang-Chi (2005) discuss the determination of cutoff
values for default prediction models in detail. Oravecz
(2008) distinguishes between theoretical and empirical
determination. The theoretical method relies on profit
matrices. Money should be lent to the client as long as
the expected profit of lending is higher than the
expected profit of refusal. Oravecz (2008) even provides
a numerical example and according to her empirical
results, the cutoff should rather be determined using the
theoretical method if and when profit maximization is
the goal. Empirical approaches examine the model’s
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Owners'
Equity/Fixed
.00
Assets
5
Net Sales
Revenue/Total
Assets
226
Cash and
Cash
uivalents/Total 1.7
Assets
86
FCFF/Total .77
Assets
5
Constant
183

effectiveness for different cutoff values. Yet each author
has their own interpretation of effectiveness. Oravecz
(2008) sticks with profit maximization, while Tang-Chi
(2005) offer a number of different solutions. They cite
Altman (1968) having chosen cutoffs based on
classification accuracy. Frydman, Altman and Kao
(1985), for example, minimized the number of
misclassifications, while Ohlson (1980) opted for the
intersection of the probability distributions of good and
bad debtors.
Current literature primarily features cutoffs given by the
largest AUC (area under the curve), arrived at by
comparing AUC values calculated using a number of
different cutoff values and choosing the one generating
the maximum AUC. This is also the method we are
going to use in our paper.

.002

3.732

1

.053

1.005

.086

6.882

1

.009

.798

.674

7.026

1

.008

5.964

.209 13.734

1

.000

2.171

.347 84.241

1

.000

.041

According to the SPSS-output, the significant
explanatory variables of customer default in the case of
new customers are: the number of blacklist mentions,
Total Liabilities/Total Debt, Net Sales Revenue/Total
Assets, Cash and Cash Equivalents/Total Assets, and
FCFF/Total Assets. The fact, for example, that
Customer ‘A’ has been mentioned on a blacklist one
single time results in their odds becoming 1.278 times
the odds of an arbitrary Customer ‘B’ whose significant
variables are identical to those of Customer ‘A’ except
that Customer ‘B’ has never been added to any blacklist.

THE HYPOTHESIS
Our hypothesis is that the classification accuracy of the
models relying solely on non-financial variables is not
worse than that of the models using financial data only.
Even though the range of non-financial information
available to me is rather limited, we still intend to
compare the discriminative power of financial statement
data with that of other, non-financial data based on
Altman, Sabato and Wilson (2010) and Lehman (2003).
One of the motives for formulating this hypothesis was
that the claims management company that provided me
with the database had made recommendations to its
client – the supplier – on the line of credit to be
extended to each customer primarily based on nonfinancial indicators, that is, on a kind of expert system.

Table 2: Goodness-of-fit
MULTIVAR_FIN_015
Source: SPSS

Step
1

MODELS PREDICTING DEFAULT ON
CUSTOMER RECEIVABLES
The model variation named „MULTIVAR_FIN_015”
uses nothing else but publicly available financial data
(financial ratios and publicly available blacklists of
financially distressed firms, but no behavioural
indicators), thus it can be used for new customers, too.
The number “015” indicates that the optimal (AUCmaximizing) cutoff value is 15 percent. Accordingly,
clients are classified as good debtors if their estimated
probability of default is below 15 percent, and “bad”
(i.e. non-paying) customers otherwise. For this very
model, the results are presented in detail. For the second
modell only a shorter overview will be available.

indices

for

model

Cox &
Snell R
Nagelkerk
-2 Log likelihood Square e R Square
511,963

0,058

0,099

2

498,222

0,079

0,134

3

490,464

0,09

0,154

4

483,7

0,1

0,17

5

476,435

0,11

0,188

6

470,034

0,119

0,204

From amongst the goodness-of-fit indices, Nagelkerke
R2 is the easiest to interpret, because it works like the
coefficient of multiple determination, taking values
between 0 and 1 (Oravecz 2008). Consequently, the
explanatory power of our model relying solely on
publicly available financial information, is 20.4 percent.

Table 1: Parameters of model MULTIVAR_FIN_015
Source: SPSS
Name of
Exp(B
variables
B S.E. Wald Df Sig. )
number of
blacklist
.24
appearences
5
.087 8.023 1 .005 1.278
Total
iabilities/Total 2.4
Debts
36
.404 36.274 1 .000 11.429

As a next step we estimated a model based on
behavioural variables (MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015).
Even though the studies discussed in the methodological
chapter used a rather wide range of data, our database
was limited to the following variables: legal form of the
company, repayment, number and duration of blacklist
appearences, track record of the company and related
persons, and the existence and the exceeding of a credit
line. Therefore this model, similar to Altman’s ZETA-
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model, also includes the ln(Total Assets) indicator as a
proxy variable of company size. Similarly, negative
Owner’s Equity balances were also taken into account
through a dummy variable. Final results are listed in
Table 3. The indicators found to be significant were:
track record of the company (comphist_dummy),
payment habits, exceeding of the credit line and negative
owner’s equity.
Table
3:
Parameters
MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015
Source: SPSS

of

S.E
.
Wald

D
f Sig.

0,1
02 6,664

1

0,01 1,303

number
of 0,00
blacklist days
4
firmhistory_du 0,61
mmy
4

0,0
02 3,725

1

0,05 1,004

0,2
71 5,156

1

0,02 0,541

6,552

2

0,04

repayment_dum
my

0,2
68 2,22

1

0,14 0,67

repayment_dum 0,96
my2
8

0,3
84 6,354

1

0,01 0,38

excedding
creditline_dum
my

1,52
8

0,2
47 38,305 1

negative
equity_dummy

1,56
2
0,25
8

Constant

0,4
14 14,233 1
0,3
07 0,707

Table 4: Goodness-of-fit
MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015
Source: SPSS

0

0

0,772

indices

for

model

Step

Cox
&
-2
Log Snell R Nagelkerke
likelihood Square
R Square

1

502,803

0,072

0,123

2

486,494

0,096

0,164

3

473,59

0,114

0,196

5

460,938

0,132

0,226

6

457,414

0,137

0,234

Table 5: Testing of hypothesis – goodness-of-fit indices
Source: SPSS

4,767

0,4

0,209

Model MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015, only employing
behavioural and non-financial indicators as explanatory
variables, was estimated for the purpose of testing this
hypothesis. The goodness-of–fit indices and the AUC
values of both the training sample and the holdout
sample (see Tables 5 and 6) all support that replacing
financial ratios with variables describing other
dimensions of companies’ behavior yielded a betterperforming model. Based on the presented models,
hypothesis has been accepted, that is, the classification
accuracy of the models relying solely on behavioural
variables is not worse than that of the models using
financial data only. As an interesting note: the
acceptance of hypothesis also explains the practice of
the claims management company providing our database
– namely, that they can successfully determine the
credit lines to be extended to customers based primarily
on behavioural variables and only secondarily on
financial data.

0,217

1

0,122

Based on the literature on relevant methodologies, we
examined the hypothesis concerning the logit models
classifying customers either as payers or non-payers.
The comparison of our models also serves the purpose
of evaluating the hypothesis. The aspects of comparison
are listed in Tables 3 and 4 showing three goodness-of–
fit indices. The estimation algorithm minimizes the
value of -2Loglikelihood, thus: the lower the better.
Concerning Cox-Snell R2 values, however, it is the
higher values that are more favorable. This indicator, by
the way, compares the likelihood value to the empty
model (Oravecz, 2008, Sajtos and Mitev, 2007). The
interpretation of Nagelkerke R2 has already been
discussed earlier.

Exp(B)

repayment_dum
my(1)
-0,4

468,116

RESULTS

model

Name
of
variables
B
number
of
blacklist
appearences
0,26
4

4

Entire sample

-2 Log
likelihood

Nagelkerke
R Square

MULTIVAR_FIN_015

470,034

0,119

0,204

MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015

457,414

0,137

0,234

Table 6: Testing of hypothesis – AUC
Source: SPSS
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Cox &
Snell R
Square

Asymptotic
95%
Confidence
Interval
Training
sample
MULTIVAR_
FIN_015
MULTIVAR_
BEHAV_015

Std. Asymptotic Lower Upper
AUC Error Sig.
Bound Bound
0,68
6

0,029

0,000

0,628

0,743

0,70
3

0,029

0,000

0,646

0,760

0,59
1

0,048

0,063

0,497

0,686

0,69
3

0,047

0,000

0,602

0,785

Test sample
MULTIVAR_
FIN_015
MULTIVAR_
BEHAV_015

indicators. The goodness of fit and the classification
power of the models are slightly weaker than the similar
values of the bankruptcy and scoring models. A possible
reason is that suppliers are generally paid late. A delay
on supplier payables does not mean such a severe event
of credit risk with serious consequences like bankruptcy
or a delay towards a bank. Imre (2008), who developed
models for the prediction of bank loan defaults (delays
beyond 90 days, in accordance with the defaultdefinition of Basel II), drew the same conclusion at the
end of his dissertation. Thus, most probably, the
financial data of bankrupt businesses can be better
distinguished from that of non-bankrupt businesses than
the data of payers can be from that of non-payers.
Adopting the reasoning of Imre (2008), a delay beyond
90 days on one’s bank loan payment is a ”weaker” event
than bankruptcy, yet it is an even less severe credit risk
situation if it is „only” the supplier who has to wait more
than 90 days for their money. So late payment to
suppliers is such an early signal for possible financial
difficulties that the financial data of the firm can not
reflect yet. Consequently, we regard the goodness-of-fit
indices and the AUC values of our models as
appropriate in spite of the fact that literature frequently
reports of better performing models.
All of this however brings up another research question:
could the models be improved if we reformulated the
definition of customer non-payment which was the
dependent variable in the logit models? This nonpayment definition would be probably customized to the
industry which the customer belongs to. It has to be an
early signal about illiquidity and insolvency to assure
that the supplier has still enough time to make suitable
steps for the collection of the receivables. On the other
hand the delay classified as non-payment should be
sufficiently long to differ from the common, average
delays of 50-60 days in the examined portfolio, so it can
be modeled as a dependant variable and can be
predicted in advance.

Figures 1: ROC curves for the holdout sample
Source: SPSS

There would be additional research possibilities for the
future if chronological data would be available for the
aged balance of open receivables. First the circle of the
behavioural variables could be broadened by a detailed
knowledge on historical paying and purchasing habits.
Second, the stability of the paying patterns could be
tested. There is an interesting question, whether a
customer from the current database classified as a
delayer between 31-60 days was in the same due date
interval in an earlier point of time, or he/she had
belonged to the group of 16-30 days delayers earlier.
This last finding would mean that the client is
permanently falling behind towards the longer delays. It
is also possible, that until a particular due date interval
the classification is stabile, afterwards the customer
stops his/her payments and his/her classification is going
to be worse by the time. If the latter supposition is true,
then the observation of this threshold in the due date

CONCLUSIONS
The success of the MULTIVAR_BEHAV_015 model
suggests that the receivables managing company could
improve its decision making mechanism by collecting
more behavioural information.
The literature
recommends for instance the age of the customer
relationship, the age of the buying company, the number
of the employees, the education of the leaders of the
firm, the leader’s experience measured in years in the
industry, the variability of the balance of the received
trade credit, the industry and its industrial bankruptcy
rate.
There is also a further research question related, namely
to examine the classification power of other nonfinancial
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structure can help to construct a non-payment definition.
If the historical value of open balances is available, then
there is an opportunity to control and to test the results
and the prediction power of the logistic models which
are classifying the paying and the non-paying customers.
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Bangkok, the capital of Thailand is an enormous
administrative area which has more than 1,500 square
kilometers. At the 2010 census, Bangkok had overall
total population of 8.28 million. Even though, in 2015
only about 6 million people were registered residents
(http:/bangkok.go.th/info/). Due to the large number of
population, Bangkok like other big cities has faced a
high level of environmental pollution and waste
management problems. The capital produces about
9,900 tons of garbage daily or 1.53 kilograms per person
but only 13% of waste is recycled per day. The
remaining 8,700-plus tons are dumped in landfill
(http://thaipublica.org/2014/11/bangkok-big-garbageproblem/). The main reasons of disposing of waste into
landfill are that it is the simplest, cheapest and most
cost-effective method (Barrett and Lawler 1995). Solid
waste disposed in a landfill requires a complex process
which also leads to hazardous emissions (Omar and
Hani 2006). These have become a treat to human health
and quality of life problems everywhere. A range of
programs and policy instruments are required from the
government and stakeholders to manage those waste
appropriately in order to improve these problems.
Creating an environmentally sustainable community
requires an involvement of households in recycling solid
waste (Kato et al. 2015). As such, it is necessary to
increase the public awareness of waste generation and
separation at source which will reduce the volume of
waste to deposal. Not only waste reduction can help in
reducing the expenditures and investment of government
through lower collection, treatment and disposal but also
protecting the environment.

ABSTRACT
The number of population in Bangkok, the capital of
Thailand, is increasing every year. The capital produces
about 9,900 tons of garbage daily or 1.53 kilograms per
person which only 13% of waste is recycled per day.
This presents a serious challenge and concern of
municipal authority in solid waste management. This
study examines Bangkok residents’ practices,
knowledge of waste management, as well as the level of
community mobilization and the level of household
participation in solid waste segregation and recycling.
One-way Analysis of Varience (ANOVA) was
employed to test whether there was statistically
significance between the level of household
participation among different zones in Bangkok.
Additionally, the study also analyzed factors affecting
the level of household participation using Multiple
Regression Analysis. Data were collected by means of
hand-delivered questionnaires. A total of 400
respondents were selected using multi-stage random
sampling by dividing Bangkok into three zones. The
results showed that about two-thirds of the residents had
got high level on knowledge and understanding on solid
waste management. However, the results of ANOVA
revealed that there was no significant difference between
the level of household participation among residents
who live in different zones. The level of participation in
solid waste segregation and recycling of households in
Bangkok was significantly influenced by promoting
campaign and training programs continuously from local
authorities and age of the residents. Finally, the
discussion of the results of the study is presented and
further study is also mentioned.

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

Nowadays, environmental issues as well as the concern
regarding the problems of waste have been increasing in
every sector yet only little participation implements it. In
order to promote recycling among households, it may
require an understanding impact of factors affecting
household participation in solid waste recycling.
Consequently, the broad objective of this research is to
investigate factors affecting household participation in
solid waste recycling in Bangkok city, the capital of
Thailand. Specifically, the research analyzes the level of
community mobilization and knowledge on waste
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management and examine the relationship among the
level of community mobilization and knowledge of
household participation and demographic characteristics
towards the level of household participation in solid
waste recycling.

Research Instruments
This research used a quantitative method and the
instrument for gathering data was questionnaire, which
was composed of five parts:
Part 1: Inquiries about general information, socioeconomic characteristics of household and waste
generation in the residence, as well as waste behavior.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is therefore
organized as follows. Section 2 describes research
methodology employed in this study. Results obtained
from the survey are described in Section 3. Finally,
conclusion, discussion as well as practical implications
for policy makers and waste management planners are
then discussed in the final section.

Part 2: The respondents were asked whether they
have knowledge and understanding about solid waste
disposal and recycling.
Part 3: The questions regarding the level of
community mobilization awareness in solid waste
management such as adequate separated recycle bins
advertisement and providing information concerns about
solid waste management. Each question gauges
according to a five-point Likert-type scale (Wolfer
2007). Level 1 means that factor was minimal supported
in practices, whereas level 5 means that factor was
supported at maximum in practices.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Survey Design and Sampling Method
Data for this research were collected by means of handdelivered questionnaires during November and
December 2015. Population in this study referred to
individuals residing in Bangkok, the capital of Thailand.
The number of residents in Bangkok (N) was 5,696,409
people in 2015 (https://th.wikipedia.org/). Due to the
population being enormous, a total of 400 sample sizes
(n) were selected for this study (Yamane 1973). In order
to define respondents who fill in the questionnaire,
multi-stage sampling technique was used to select the
respondents (Som 1996). At the first stage, stratified
random sampling was employed by dividing Bangkok,
which comprises of 50 districts, into three strata (h) i.e.
inner area (21 districts), middle area (18 districts), and
outer area (11 districts) as shown in Figure 1. Next,
proportion allocation for each stratum (nh) was assigned
using

Part 4: The fourth part was the main part of the
questionnaire including queries about the level of
participation in waste recycling practices including 12
variables. Each variable gauges according to a five-point
Likert-type scale (Wolfer 2007). Level 1 means that
factor has minimal participation in waste recycling
practices, whereas level 5 means that factor has
maximum participating in waste recycling practices.
Part 5: Inquiries about opinions and ideas on how to
promote households involving in solid waste recycling
and source reduction, establish concerns and awareness
in environmental issues and the existing barriers or
obstacles for separating waste disposal in practices.

formula. Residents in each stratum

were then selected using convenience sampling
procedure. To obtain these samples, a questionnaire was
distributed to each household by survey teams and
finally 400 complete questionnaires were returned and
used for further analysis.

Reliability
A pilot study was carried out with 30 respondents.
Conbrach's Alpha coefficient was used to test for a
reliability of the instrument in Part 3 and 4 which were
equal to 0.89 and 0.85, respectively. It is implied that
the tool is sufficient and reliable for being used to
collect data in primary source (Creswell 2002).
Analytical Techniques
Data analysis was performed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19.0
for Windows. Descriptive statistics for each variable
including mean, standard deviation and percentage were
calculated to explain demographic characteristics, the
level of household participation in solid waste recycling,
the level of knowledge of waste management, types of
waste generated at the residence, as well as methods of
disposing solid waste in Bangkok. One-way Analysis of
Varience (ANOVA) was employed to test whether there
was statistically significance between the level of

Figure 1: Bangkok Metropolitan Area
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_districts_of_Bangkok
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household participation among three zones in Bangkok
i.e. inner, middle and outer zones. Whilst Multiple
Regression Analysis was employed to scrutinize factors
affecting the level of household participation in solid
waste recycling in the study. Before conducting
regression analysis, correlations of all variables were
investigated which were used to determine the bivariate
relationships; for instance, the strength and direction
between each predictor and dependent variable. The
predictor variable which correlated to any of dependent
variables were then further entered into Multiple
Regression Analysis to explore the effect of variables on
the level of household participation. Four principal
assumptions of multiple regression analysis, i.e
linearity and additivity, statistical independence of the
errors, homoscedasticity (constant variance) of the
errors, and normality of the error distribution were
tested before further using the models (Ryan 2009). The
results of this research were accordingly displayed using
statistical tables for interpretation in the following
section.

respondents were working in private sectors and 22.03%
are students/graduate students. 47.75% of the household
size is 3-5 people, followed by more than 5 people
(34.75%). The respondents indicated that almost half of
major constitutes of wastes generate from households
were general wastes e.g. plastic bags, foils, etc.
(49.45%) and 34.34% are compostable wastes e.g. fruits
and vegetables, leaves and so on.
The respondents were also asked how they disposed
wastes at their residence. About 57% said that they did
not segregate before disposal yet. The main reason or
obstacle for not segregating solid waste at the residence
was that the majority of respondents (36.48%) didn’t
have enough separation bins at source, followed the fact
that even though they did not have any obstacles, they
didn’t intend to do it (34.07%). Whereas, the rest of the
respondents (43%) claimed that they sort them at their
residence before disposal. After segregation, most of
them sold them for recycling at scrap dealers or garbage
shops (55.61%). About 28% put them to the collection
points after sorting in separate bags which was easy for
collectors to further manage. When asked whether or not
they had ever perceived awareness campaign on waste
segregation and recycling in their communities from the
municipality, 56.82% of the respondents indicated that
they hadn’t heard about it.

The multiple regression model employed to investigate
factors affecting household participation in solid waste
segregation and recycling in this research is expressed as
follows:
Y = α +β1X1+ β2 X2+ β3 X3+ β4 X4+ β5 X5+ β6 X6
+ β7 X7 + β8 X8+ εi
(1)

Knowledge on Solid Waste Management
Results from Table 1 showed that 68.74% of the
residents had got high level on knowledge and
understanding on solid waste management. The mean
score of knowledge on solid waste management equals
to 8.15 (S.D. = 1.24) which is quite high average score.

where:
Y = The level of household participation in waste
segregation and recycling practices
X1 = Gender (1 if women; 0 otherwise)
X2 = Age (1 if more than 35 years old; 0 otherwise)
X3 = Education (1 if undergraduate level or above;
0 otherwise)
X4 = Perceived suitable guidance on waste segregation
from the municipality (1 if yes; 0 otherwise)
X5 = Knowledge of solid waste management
X6 = Promoting campaign and training programs
continuously by local authorities
X7 = Creating network for protecting environment by
communities
X8 = Providing enough different separate bins for
encouraging segregation from local authorities
εi = The random error term

Table 1: Knowledge on Waste Management
Level of
knowledge on
waste
management
Low
Medium
High
Total

n

Percent

(X )

S.D.

4
117
266
387

1.03
30.23
68.74
100.00

3.75
6.75
8.84
8.15

0.50
0.54
0.72
1.24

One-way Analysis of Varience (ANOVA)
RESULTS

Table 2 shows the results from using ANOVA to
investigate the mean difference in the level of
participation on solid waste segregation and recycling of
household between residents who live in three zones in
Bangkok namely inner, middle and outer areas. It was
revealed that the level of participation on solid waste
segregation and recycling of residents in three different
zones were similar behaviour in nature.

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents
According to the questionnaire, the respondents were
more women (56.89%) than men (43.11%). The highest
percent of respondent were 15-24 years and 25-34 years
old (32.00%) equally, followed by 45-54 years old
(16.75%). Half of the respondents had achieved
undergraduate level (50.38%), followed by higher
school certificate level (15.54%). 27.35% of the
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Table 2: ANOVA Test
Source of
Variation
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

pvalue

308.100

2

154.050

1.532

0.217

39,929.490 397

100.578

40,237.590 399

Factors Affecting Household Participation in Solid
Waste Segregation and Recycling
Before conducting Multiple Regression Analysis, the
assumptions were investigated. Table 3 displays the
results of residual of normality test. Muticollinearity by
examining tolerance and the Variance Inflation Factor
(VIF) was also tested before further analysis and shown
in Table 4. Furthermore, normal probability plot of the
residuals in Figure. 2 shows that there is no data which
stay far away from the slope line and the results from
Table 5 also support the assumption. Hence, it can be
implied that the regression model is appropriate for
further study.

Figure 2: Graph of Normality Plot
Table 6 demonstrates the result of Multiple Regression
Analysis explaining the variables which influence
household participation in solid waste segregation and
recycling. The result shows that promoting training
programs continuously by local authorities and age have
significant influence to the level of participation in solid
waste segregation and recycling of households in
Bangkok. The value of the coefficient of determination
(R2) indicates that 51.0% of the variations in the level of
participation in solid waste segregation and recycling of
household is explained in the regression model.

Table 3: The Result of Residual Normality Test
Residual Normality Test
Standard Deviation
Kolmogorov Smirnov Z
Asymp.sig. (2-tailed)

Result
0.586
0.038
0.183

Table 6: Factors Affecting Household Pparticipation in
Solid Waste Segregation and Recycling

Table 4: Muticollinearity and the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) Values
Variables
Promoting campaign and
training programs
continuously by local
authorities (X6)
Age (X2)

p-value

Collinearity
Statistics

0.000**

1.001

0.050*

1.001

SE

tstatistics

p-value

X6

0.598

0.03

20.029

0.000**

X2

-0.121

0.06

-1.967

0.050*

CONCLUSION
This research explored factors affecting the level of
participation in solid waste segregation and recycling of
households in Bangkok metropolis, as well as examining
current Bangkok households waste management
practices and their knowledge of waste management.
Data were gathered from survey conducted using
multi-staged sampling technique during November and
December 2015 by means of hand-delivered
questionnaires. It is interesting to note that the
knowledge
and
understanding
in solid
waste
management of the respondents of this study are at a
high level. However, only 43% of them do segregate at
their residence before disposal. The main reasons or
obstacles for not segregating solid waste at home were
that the majority of respondents (36.48%) didn’t have

Table 5: Tests of Normality

Standardized
Residual

Estimation

* significant at p-value < 0.05 level
** significant at p-value < 0.01 level
R2 = 0.510
F-value = 204.303

* significant at p-value < 0.05 level
** significant at p-value < 0.01 level

KolmogorovSmirnov*

Variables

Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic

df

p-value

Statistic

df

p-value

0.086

385

0.00**

0.983

385

0.00**

* Lilliefors significance correction
** significant at p-value < 0.01 level
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enough separation bins, followed by not intention to do
so (34.07%). These findings imply that although the
score of household’s knowledge on recycling is high, the
level of waste sorting is still low in practice. The result
supports with the previous study of Latif et al. (2013)
and Otitoju (2014). In addition, the findings is also in
line with the research outcomes of Atthirawong (2015)
which revealed that there was only 13.1% of the college
students at KMITL university in Bangkok always
separate their garbage before disposal even they had
high level of opinion on solid waste management. The
results from applying Multiple Regression Analysis
indicated that there were only two factors which affected
household participation of Bangkok residents’ i.e.
perceived promoting campaign or training program on
solid waste management and age of the residents. As
such, the local authorities should launch the intensive
campaign, seminar orientation for waste education and
awareness towards waste management continuously. The
role of individual in waste management at source should
be highlighted through regular media, campaign as well
as consistent monitor (Ann et al. 2009). However, the
findings indicate that age of the residents and the level
of participation are in the opposite side. The evidence
shows that the older people have lower participation in
solid waste segregation and recycling. As such, those
campaigns should target at both the older and the
younger people continuously to encourange them in
order to take part in segregation process in the future. It
is necessary for each household to arrange a suitable
space and separate bin for disposal in the residence to
make an activity possible.

These issues should be implemented in the same
direction.

In order to make recycling to success, many parties are
needed to be involved. Efforts are needed to engage by
making collaboration and partnership with the relevant
stakeholders. Policy formulation, developing efficient
recycling initiatives and implementing an integrated
waste management programs to the citizens will be
needed to conduct and manage which should be started
at the lowest level (Worku and Muchie 2012).
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ABSTRACT
German demographic or educational projections are conventionally based on macrosimulations. Macrosimulation models
use average values of the simulation parameters to compute the
updating process. Additionally, the proportions of educational
graduate rates stay constant in these models. In this paper
I introduce a discrete event microsimulation model which
is designed to project the graduate rates of the German
population. With this simulation model it was demonstrated
that the development of the graduation rates can become the
subject of the simulation.
I NTRODUCTION
Since the late 1950s, a similar development can be observed
in all western industrial countries. This development can be
described as an increase of the educational demand and, as a
consequence, an increase of the educational level of the society
(Hradil 2006; Allmendinger et al. 2010; Geißler 2008). The
proportion of students with a lower educational attainment
decreased between 1955 and 2000, whereas the proportion
of students with an intermediate and high educational attainment increased (Allmendinger et al., 2010). Afterwards, the
development can be described as a polarization of educational
attainment. The proportion of students with an intermediate
educational attainment stagnates whereas the development of
the rest continues as the patterns before (Hannappel, 2015).
In the political and scientiﬁc discourse, this development is
usually called “the educational expansion”.
Germany occupies a middle rank in the PISA study (The
Programme for International Student Assessment) (Deutsches
PISA-Konsortium, 2001) which lead to a public and political
controversy about the structure, the aims and the curriculum
of the German education system. Hence, education policy
becomes more and more important. Whereas the sociopolitical
point of view focused on the development of the educational
level of the population1 , the educational policy focused on
the educational participation of the next generation, e.g. the
transition rates within the education system and the graduation
rates. Therefore, a main point for policymakers is to provide
1 A widespread assumption is that an increase of the educational level leads
to an increase of prosperity and social innovation capability (Anger et al.
2006; Becker 1994; Bildungsberichterstattung 2006; Picht 1964).
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an adequate educational infrastructure and a sufﬁcient number
of teachers (Klemm, 2012). However, educational reforms and
teacher-training need time. Hence, education planning needs
an anticipatory approach. To calculate the potential demand,
policy makers need information about possible (or most likely)
future developments of educational attainment. Educational
projections of those developments are usually used as an
information tool (Kultusministerkonferenz, 2002).
Problem: The German ‘Kultusministerkonferenz’ (KMK)2
regularly calculates educational projections since 1963 (Kultusministerkonferenz, 2002). The projection of the graduates
of the education system are not calculated completely by
the KMK. The calculation is based on a population projection of the German Statistical Ofﬁce (GSO). The GSO uses
macrosimulation for the population projections (Statistisches
Bundesamt, 2009). Macrosimulation models use mean values
of certain parameters to project a system status (in the case of
a population projection it is the age structure of a society) into
the “future”. The parameters of the population projection are
fertility, migration und mortality. The KMK uses these results
to calculate the future graduates of the german education system (Kultusministerkonferenz, 2013). Additionally, the KMK
uses current education transition rates and applies them to
the calculated future population. At this point, however, there
is a structural problem. The transition rates which are used
for the calculation are percentage proportions of students who
leave the school with a certain graduation. These proportions
remain constant during the macrosimulation. Nevertheless, the
previous development of the graduation rates never remain
constant. From this point of view, the problem of this kind of
projection is the structural separation of population projection
and education projection.
Objectives: In this paper I present a simulation method which
solves the problem of the separation. Instead of a macrosimulation model, I use a microsimulation model to project
possible developments of educational attainment. Whereas an
expansion of microsimulation models and techniques can be
observed during the last decade (Li and O’Donoghue, 2013),
a similar development is not recognizable for Germany.
Approach & Method: The projection of the educational
attainment is based on an event-oriented dynamic microsimulation approach. Microsimulation models calculate single bio2 The KMK is a conference of the education ministers of the different
German federal states.
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graphic events (e. g. birth, partnership, education, death, etc.)
for every agent3 . This method allows to implement different
kinds of calculations, which determine time as an interval until
an event will occur. All operations within the simulation are
regarded as chronological sequences and every event occurs
at a discrete time. The probability of single events can be
calculated by conventional statistic methods. Furthermore,
transition probabilities of a single event can be calculated
depending on other events (independent variables), e.g. sex,
age, educational status (Hannappel and Troitzsch, 2015). The
calculations are based on macro-structural analyses, e.g. the
calculation of the probability of women to give birth to a
ﬁrst child depending on age and educational status. This
structure enables to analyze interaction effect between macro
phenomena like the inﬂuence of demographic processes on
educational attainment. Whereas the graduate rates remain
constant in the macrosimulation model of the KMK, these
rates are the subject of the microsimulation model.
Contributions: The construction of a microsimulation model
needs time, manpower and money. As a consequence, the
usage of microsimulation models is usually a privilege of
larger (commercial) research institutes. The methodological
discussions about different approaches and techniques takes
place rather in the so called ‘method reports’ or ‘discussion papers’ than in scientiﬁc Journals (Axelrod 1997; Hannappel and
Troitzsch 2015)4 . This is unfortunate, because microsimulation
models have a special analytical potential and can be used as
an addition to conventional statistical methods. In particular,
the current political situations make models necessary which
are able to consider complex social phenomena in order to
test possible future scenarios and to help policy makers make
their decisions (Mannion et al., 2012).
Structure: Within microsimulation models, biographical
events have to be modeled. It is necessary to have some
knowledge about the factors the single events are inﬂuenced
by. The ﬁrst section discusses the main factors of the important
events. Afterwards, I present the module structure and with the
example of the event ﬁrst transition, I will give an introduction
to the operation mode of the simulation algorithm.
T HEORY
As mentioned above, the microsimulation model, which will
be discussed in the method section, cancels the separation
between population projection and education projection. The
microsimulation model considers educational processes and
demographic processes. To construct a theory based model,
assumptions from an educational theory as well as from
demography theory are necessary. The main ﬁndings of the
simulation are presented in the section “result” and discussed
in the last section.
3 Agents

are simulated individuals or cases/actors from the starting dataset.
are “The Journal of Artiﬁcial Societies and Social Simulation
(JASS) http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/JASSS.html and the “International Journal
of Microsimulation” http://www.microsimulation.org/ijm/
4 Exeaptions

Educational sociology:
It is well known from numerous national and international
studies that individual educational decisions are dependent
on an individual‘s social origin (Boudon 1974; Bourdieu
1982; Becker 2000; Becker 2010; Geißler 2005). The international comparison shows that the correlation between
social origin and school performance is especially high for
Germany (Deutsches PISA-Konsortium, 2001). The German
education system is characterized by a horizontal stratiﬁcation.
After primary school the parents have to decide whether
their children will go to a lower secondary, middle or higher
secondary school. Basically, there are three main transitions:
1) the transition from primary school to secondary school,
2) transitions within secondary school (from one school type
to another) and 3) the transition after secondary school to
university or to vocational training or job.
1) The transition from primary school to secondary school
is the most important transition for individual educational
careers (Becker 2000; Becker and Lauterbach 2010; Ditton
2010; Henz and Maas 1995; Solga and Wagner 2010). This
is mainly caused by two reasons: a) only a small number of
students change the initially selected school type and b) a high
correlation between educational graduation and occupational
careers. 2) Transitions within secondary schools are rare; most
transitions are downgradings (e.g. from high secondary schools
to middle secondary schools) (Baumert et al. 2003; Solga
and Wagner 2010). 3) Finally, a lot of studies show that the
transition to university is dependent on the social origin as
well(Middendorff et al. 2013; Müller et al. 2011).
Demography:
In the demographic research, two main factors have crystallized as important for fertility behavior: 1) region and 2)
education.
1) Even 25 years after the German reuniﬁcation, there are
stable differences in the fertility behavior between West(ern)
and East(ern) Germany. Women from West-Germany give
birth to their ﬁrst child later, have a higher rate of childlessness
and generally have a lower number of children (Kreyenfeld
and Konietzka, 2004).
2) Furthermore, it is well-known that the probability to
give birth to a child varies between women with different educational status. The higher the educational level of
women, the lower the probability to give birth to a child
(Blossfeld et al. 1991; Brüderl and Klein 2003; Herlyn et al.
2002; Klein and Lauterbach 1994; Wirth 2007). Other factors
like class, employment and religious denomination are less
important (Höpﬂinger, 2012)
These ﬁndings were considered by the construction of the
microsimulation model5 .
5 The points listed above are rather empirical than theoretical ﬁndings.
However, this paper is not the place for a detailed reception of the theoretical
explanations. Boudon (1974) and Bourdieu (1982) give a deep insight into
the relation between the social phenomena which are discussed above.
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Fig. 1. Elements of microsimulation models

Fig. 2. Overview: Modules
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Figure 1 shows the main elements of a microsimulation. At
ﬁrst, a dataset is necessary. During the simulation, the dataset
will be updated to a certain time point (tT ) depending on
decision rules which are implemented in the model (Gilbert
and Troitzsch 2005; Spielauer 2009). Dynamic microsimulation models can either be modelled with a period approach or
with an event-orientated approach. Whereas the former ones
model time as a process between determined time intervals
(mostly one year), event oriented simulations model time as
a random variable which is simulated as the time between
two events. In period-oriented models, the simulation runs
from one time step to another. In event-oriented models, the
simulation runs from event to event. The events like birth,
school enrolement, marriage, etc. are organized in single
simulation modules. The main item of a simulation module is
the simulation algorithm. Simulation algorithms are formalized
program codes which structure the order of the modules. In
combination with Monte-Carlo-Experiments (Galler 1997; van
Immhoff and Post 1998), the simulation algorithms decide
whether an event occurs to an agent or not. Finally, the result
of a simulation model is a ﬁctitious dataset which includes
the simulated population. The advantage of microsimulation
is that the outcome of these models has the same structure as
the input dataset. Consequently, the dataset can be analyzed
with the conventional statistical methods and software.
The model:
Figure 2 gives an overview of the model structure. I used
the Scientiﬁc Use File (SUF) 2008 as the input dataset. The
SUF is a 70% subsample of the microcensus which includes
477 239 individuals. The microcensus is a 1% annual census
of the German population which includes a lot of questions
about socio-economic issues. The simulation starts with a
scheduleEvent. All actors from the starting population and all
agents6 have to pass this event. Within this event, a simulation
algorithm checks the characteristics of the agents and decides
what will happen next to the agent.
In contrast to conventional statistical methods, microsimulation models are more complex. The description of the single
6 The input dataset includes information from real persons. These cases are
called ‘actors’. During the simulation the simulation model creates new cases
(e. g. if a “child” is born). Cases which are created by the simulation are
called ‘agents’

ExecuteBirth
university

Partnership

Graduation

Partnership

modules, the simulation algorithms, the calculation of the
transition rates and the description of the different datasets,
which are the basis of the calculations, is too complex for this
paper. Hence, I will describe the single modules in a simpliﬁed
way and will then describe how the simulation works by the
example of a single event7 .
Death: The module Death is the ﬁrst module the individuals
have to pass. The simulation algorithm calculates the exact
time of death for every individual. The time of death is a result
of a comparison between a survival function value which is
taken from the life tables of the German Statistical Ofﬁce and
a random number, which is drawn for every individual, i. e.
the calculation of the date of death is the result of a MonteCarlo-Experiment.
Education: Within the module Education, the simulation
algorithm decides which kind of educational attainment will
be assigned to an agent considering his or her “parents”.
This module takes into account the different social selectivity
mechanisms within the German education system (see the
section ‘Education model’).
Birth: The module Birth consists of three different submodules (calculateFirstbirth, calculateSecondtbirth and calculatethirdbirth. The submodule calculateFirstbirth calculates
the day when a certain women will give birth to her ﬁrst child
depending on her educational status, age and whether she lives
in West or East Germany. The submodule calculateSecondtbirth and calculateFirstbirth calculates the day of birth of the
second and the third child as well. However, whereas the ﬁrst
birth is calculated as the age of the women by her ﬁrst birth,
the second and third birth is calculated as the distance between

7 For a detailed description of the complete simulation see (Hannappel,
2015)
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Fig. 3. Modul: Education
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ﬁrst and second and second and third birth8 .
Partnership: Finally, when a woman gives birth to a child,
a partner is matched by education and age. As a consequence,
fertility is modeled independently of partnership. This approach is oriented towards an approach that Martin Spielauer
(2003) used in a model for the Austrian society.
The module education:
Figure 3 shows the empirical model of educational decisions. The education module considers three transitions. The
ﬁrst transition is the transition from primary to secondary
school. The second transition calculates the school graduations
of the agents and the third transition is the transition to
university. This structure is based on the main empirical
ﬁndings from the educational sociological research.
The ﬁrst transition is calculated depending on the social
origin of the students. I calculated the probability of a transition decision depending on the highest parental educational
degree. For the calculation I used the SUF 2008. This dataset
is used for the simulation as well. The school graduation is
calculated depending on the school type of the secondary
school in Germany. Principally, it is possible to catch up a
school graduation. Therefore, I calculated the probability to
get a certain graduation depending on the school form the
students visit during secondary school. For those calculations,
a panel dataset is necessary. Hence, I used the Socioeconomic panel (SOEP) from the German Institute of Economics
(DIW) (Siegel et al., 2010). As mentioned above, the transition
to a university is highly correlated with the social origin of the
students. For this calculation, I used another panel dataset, the
“Studienberechtigtenpanel” (Spangenberg et al., 2011) from
the Hochschulinformationssystem (HIS). With this dataset, it
8 The calculation method is described in a previous paper of the ECMS
conference (Hannappel et al., 2012), see also (Hannappel and Troitzsch, 2015)
or (Hannappel, 2015).

graduation

is also possible to calculate the probability of the transition to
university depending on the social origin of the students.
Example: the ﬁrst transition
Table I lists the probabilities for the ﬁrst transition depending on the social origin of the students. The probability for
children from parents without an education degree to visit an
integrative school9 amounts to 10,4%. It is also shown that the
TABLE I
T RANSITION RATES OF THE FIRST TRANISTION DEPENDING ON THE
HIGHEST PARENTAL EDUCATION DEGREE ( IN PERCENT )

school type
integrative
high
middle
low
N

highest parental education degree
Without
low
middle
high
university
16,1
10,4
10,2
10,3
8,8
6,3
11,3
27,6
45,2
67,3
22,3
34,6
43,4
31,5
18,6
55,3
43,6
18,8
43,6
5,3
415
3248
4766
1722
2875

Source: FDZ der Statistischen Ämter des Bundes und der Länder, Scientiﬁc
Use File 2008, own calculations, weighted with EF952, 2 unweighted

transition rates vary between the parental education categories.
The higher the parental education degree, the higher the
probability to visit a high school type. Using the example
of students from parents without an education degree, it will
be shown how the simulation algorithm of the ﬁrst transition
works.
The simulation algorithm operates with integers between
0 and 100 000. Therefore, the percentage values have to be
converted into integer values. Table II lists the percentage
values (for students from parents without an education degree),
the cumulative frequencies, the values for 1 - the cumulative
9 Integrative schools in Germany are schools which integrate all school
types, i. e. students from this school type can reach all kinds of school leaving
qualiﬁcations.
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frequencies and the simulation values. The simulation values
are the values vor 1 - the cumulative frequencies multiplied by
10 000. These are the values which are used in the simulation.

TABLE III
V ERIFICATION : C HI -S QUARE -T EST & R2
𝟀2

TABLE II
C ALCULATION OF THE SIMULATION VALUES
school type

Percent

Cum.
Frequencies

1-Cum.
Frequencies

!"

Simulation
Values
,$*:;$

integrative
high
middle
low

10,4
11,3
34,6
43,6

N2

3248

10,4
21,8
56,4
100

0,9
0,78
0,44
0

100 000
89 569
78 247
43 628

Source: FDZ der Statistischen Ämter des Bundes und der Länder, Scientiﬁc
Use File 2008, own calculations, weighted with EF952, 2 unweighted

First of all, the random number generator draws a random
number between 0 and 100 000. The simulation algorithm
compares this random number with the number of the second
row from the column “Simulation”. If the random number
is larger than 89 569, the agent will sign as a student on
an integrative school form. Otherwise the random number
will be compared with the value of the third row (category
“middle”). If the random number is larger than 78 247, the
agent will sign as a student on a high school type. This
process will be repeated until a suitable category is found. This
approach is called “Monte-Carlo-Simulation” and is based on
the probabilistic assumption that a large number of MonteCarlo-Experiments leads to an approximation of the empirical
values to the simulated cases.
limn→∞ P (|p(A) − P (A)| ≤ ε) = 1

(1)

(Kühnel and Krebs, 2001, S. 132 f.)
The transitions of agents from the category “parents without
an education degree” during the simulation should be similar
to the implemented values from table II.
Veriﬁcation
The probabilistic design of microsimulation models leads
to the problem that the results of microsimulations vary from
simulation run to simulation run. Additionally, prospective
simulations can not be validated10 . One possibility to test the
correctness of the simulation model is to verify11 the model.
Hence, to verify the model, the divergence of the output values
from the input values have to be analyzed. Figure III shows
the results of the chi-square test.
Besides only a few exceptions, the chi-square test shows
that the model works in a desirable way. The main modules
10 The only possibility to validate prospective simulations is to wait until the
real time has reached the end of the simulation time to compare the simulation
results with the real development. It is clear that this is no constructive
approach.
11 Veriﬁcation in the context of simulation models means the “process
of checking that a program does what it was planned to do” (Gilbert and
Troitzsch, 2005).
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(Birth and Education) show (nearly) no signiﬁcant deviations.
The goodness of ﬁt (R2 ) is almos above 90 % and mostly
above 99 %. Only the module partnership shows signiﬁcant
deviations12
R ESULTS
Figure 4 shows the development of the real educational
attainment until the year 2012 and the results of the simulation
for 2013 to 2050. The simulation results are based on the
analysis of the agents from the age group from 26 – 35
years. Because of the low number of cases the analyses of the
ALLBUS dataset are based on the 30 – 40-year-old population.
The age when the agents get a certain graduation depends on
the simulated educational career. Agents with a low school
career get their graduation at the age of 15, with a middle
graduation at the age of 16, with a high graduation at the
age of 19 and with a university graduation at the age of 25.
Therefore, the analysis of the simulation results can only be
calculated for the agents from the age of ≥ 26.
The simulation results show a plausible development. The
proportion of agents with at least a high graduation increases
from 42,5% to 46,6%. Hence, the simulation continues the
educational expansion. Interestingly, the proportion of agents
without a school graduation remain constant over the simulation time. This is remarkable because the population without
a school graduation is characterized by a very high birth rate.
The results show that different fertility rates are overcompensated by educational mobility.
The development until the year 2025 may seem very plausible at the ﬁrst sight. However, the reduction of the percentage
of agents with at least a high graduation needs an explanation.
The problem is caused by a problematic heuristic for the
calculation of the transition for people in vocational training.
These students where handled like students on an integrative
school. This leads to an overestimation of the agents with a
high graduation at the beginning of the simulation. This needs
to be corrected in further simulation models. Therefore, new
analyses with other datasets are necessary.
Despite the slight bias, the simulation results show:
• A continuation of the educational expansion in the upcoming years.
12 Further analysis with percentage deviations, which cannot be described
in this paper, shows that the differences between implemented values and the
simulation results are very small (Hannappel, 2015).
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Fig. 4. Results
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Source: 1980 – 2012: ALLBUS 1980 – 2012 (adjusted version of the variable v668), 2013 – 2050: simulation results

•
•

However, the increase of this expansion will loose momentum.
The expansion is largely constituted by educational mobility.
CONCLUSIONS

Conventionally, macrosimulations are used to project possible developments of the educational attainment (Kultusministerkonferenz 2002; Kultusministerkonferenz 2013). Macrosimulation models use average values of the simulation parameters
to compute the updating process. This prevents the possibility
of interaction effects. Additionally, the proportions of educational graduate rates stay constant in these models.
With this simulation model it could be demonstrated that the
development of the graduation rates can become the subject of
the simulation. Although the transition rates remain constant
in this model as well (indeed on a more detailed level), the
graduate rates did not. The interaction between demographic
educational parameters (education model & transition rates)
leads to a variation of the graduation rates during the simulation. This is the main advantage of microsimulation over
macrosimulation.
Especially in times of great changes, such models are
helpful in order to get a better understanding for complex
developments and contexts. It would be regrettable to renounce
these models.
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measurement, but usually the researches focus on one
of the levels, and on different indicators, and different
analysis methods. For example on the whole economy
level related to performance, a key issue is to handle
business cycles. The research related to the
measurement of business cycles goes back to the late
forties. The first notable research was carried out by
Burns and Mitchell (1946). This research was followed
by several more in this field. The main focus of these
research were how to decompose the business cycle
component from the empirical datasets, e.g. Baxter and
King (1999), Hodrick and Prescott (1997), Darvas and
Szapáry (2004), Hassler et al. (1992) or Diebold and
Rudebusch (1994). The most commonly used methods
based on Baxter and King (1999) are the following:
two sided moving average; first-differencing; removal
of linear or quadratic trend; application of HodrickPrescott (1997) filter; and band-pass filter. The
variables that the researches usually use to analyze
business cycles, are usually some type of
macroeconomic factor, such as GNP (gross national
product), fixed investment, employment, etc.
While on industry and company level the performance
is measured in various way also empirically and
theoretically. For example Capon et al. (1990) are
using a meta-analysis method to analyze corporate
performance by applying financial and non-financial
indicators. They collected the indicators based on the
empirical literature of the industry and company level
based researches between 1921 and 1987.
Since in our paper we will focus only on financial
indicators, we will use those ones, which are usually
used in the literature, like the Sales, EBIT or the ROE
(Damodaran, 2012).
Besides relying on the financial indicators generally
used in the literature, we will also take into account the
results of the literature in another aspect as well. Since
in previous researches it was found that the effect of
inflation is notable regarding the profitability and the
value of a company (Dömötör et al., 2013, Radó,
2007). According to this we will use inflation in our
models.
The paper will be built up as following: first we will
introduce our model, then we show our results in a
base scenario, where the demand on the market is
stable, and the leverage of the companies is zero as

KEYWORDS
Trends, fluctuation, corporate performance, inflation,
leverage
ABSTRACT
Corporate performance may be tracked using various
measures. Our model simulating the behaviour of a
simple firm underlines that the choice on measurement
unit determines what distortions we will face so based
on different measures we may end up identifying
completely different cycles. On the top of that, these
cycles would radically modify if firms within the given
industry would change their strategy towards the same
direction or when structural changes happen in the
economy. This may end in researchers analyzing nonexisting cycle changes.
INTRODUCTION
We may measure corporate performance in various
ways. Total sales, operational profit, or after tax profit
are used by market analysts to describe a given
industry, sum of added value (GDP – gross domestic
product) is common measure in macro papers, while at
firm level owners may focus on dividends, cash flows,
or some profitability ratios, like ROI (return on
investment), ROE (return on equity), or CFROE (cash
flow return on equity). We may assume that an
industry of well performing companies should be doing
well at sector level, and an economy consisting of
boosting industries ends up with great trends in macro
economy. This argumentation may be logical, but is
that really true once we use different measures to
access performance at each of those levels? Our model
shows how measurement results may differ across
measures in case of a simple company when
controlling for (1) operational and (2) financial
leverage, (3) equipment lifetime, (4) demand
fluctuations, and (5) inflation.
The main goal of our research is to show how the
performance can differ depending on what level we
carry out our analysis: on the whole economy level, the
industry level or the company level. This is an
important question, since in the literature several
papers are dealing with the question of performance
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
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well. Then in the following chapters we show how the
fluctuation in demand will effect the performance of
the company, the industry, and the whole economy.
We will also analyze the effect of the different
operational and financial leverages, the inflation, and
the lifespan of the equipments to the performance.
Finally in the last chapter we have our conclusions, and
the limitations of our research.

tax (PAT). The interest rate is automatically indexed
for inflation. Retained earnings is calculated based on
the required growth of equity given product demand of
the next year. The difference of PAT and retained
earnings is the sum of dividend paid and equity raised
or repurchased. This is the cash flow that owners will
face (FCFE – free cash flow to equity) and which
would determine in the real life the market value of the
ownership.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
BASE SCENARIO

Our model tracks the performance of one single
simplified firm. The company has only one product,
which is manufactured using one type of machine. The
net working capital of the operation is zero – payables
financing inventory and customers completely –, so
invested capital (IC) equals to the total value of the
equipment.
The sales price (10) and demand quantity (2000 in the
first period) is determined by the market forces and
cannot be influenced by the firm itself. At the same
time, the management will have an exact prediction of
the demand at the beginning of each period, so they
can purchase exactly the needed amount of machines
and will manufacture all products that the market asks
for. Though, they may not sell equipment purchased in
the previous periods. Capacity only decreases once
lifetime of the machine is over.
The firm has variable costs depending on the quantity
produced and fixed costs that do not change with the
amount produced. A pre-set part (50%) of both cost
types is labour expense. Both sales and all types of
manufacturing costs grow at the same inflation rate. To
allow for comparison we set manufacturing costs
always so that during the first period the firm earns an
operational profit before depreciation and amortization
(EBITDA – earnings before interest taxes depreciation
and amortization) of 8000.
There are several kinds of machines available for the
production all able to produce the same amount (10
thousand pieces) of product during a period. Those
only differ in their useful lifetime (from 1 up to 6
years) and are depreciated linearly. The cost of each
machine is calculated so that the yearly cost equivalent
for each type would be the same. The price of the
machine is indexed to inflation across periods and only
whole number of machines can be bought.
At the start of period 1 we always assume that the
machines owned are just enough to serve the first
period demand and had been purchased in equal
quantities during the previous years, so those will need
gradual replacement. Given the different lifespans of
the equipment when the required product quantity on
the market changes the company may have to purchase
new machines earlier or accumulate unused capacity
depending on the type of machine used.
To calculate operational profit (EBIT – earnings before
interest and taxes) manufacturing costs and D&A
(depreciation and amortization) is deducted from sales.
Then cost of debt (interest) is accounted for, and
corporate tax (20%) is deducted to calculate profit after

In the base scenario there is no growth or fluctuation in
market demand, no inflation, and we have variable
manufacturing costs only (operational leverage=0),
operate without debt (financial leverage=0). Due to
this, all periods modelled look the same.
Depending on the management choice of machines
(financially completely value neutral) we will see
different investment need, D&A, EBIT, tax, PAT, and
dividend (FCFE). Though, sales and added value (AV
= EBIT + D&A + Labour expenses) are the same in
any case. As the choice of machine influences the
investment need (IC), ROI, ROE and CFROE differ
also heavily.
Table 1. Comparison across machine types
Level of
analysis
Macro

Performance
measure

Lifetime of machines
1 year

3 years

6 years

Added value 14 000.00 14 000.00
Industry Sales
20 000.00 20 000.00
Industry EBIT
2 990.38 3 409.16
Industry PAT
2 392.31 2 727.33

14 000.00

Firm

ROI

59.69%

37.13%

27.45%

Firm

ROE

47.75%

29.70%

21.96%

20 000.00
3 920.00
3 136.00

Table 1 illustrates the differences between firms using
machines of 1, 3 and 6 years of useful lifetime. We
may conclude that while macro analysts would see no
difference between the firms, industry analyst would
see better performance at firms with machines of
longer useful lifetime. At the same time, owners of the
firms with shorter lifetime assets would be happier due
to higher returns achieved.
Operational leverage would have no effect here, as
costs are not changing over time, while financial
leverage decreases PAT and boosts ROE (once cost of
debt is less than ROI). The effect of inflation may seem
neutral for the first look, as both sales price and all
types of expenses are inflated by the same percentage.
This is indeed true for Sales, Added value, and
investment but not for EBIT, PAT, and FCFE
(dividend) once the useful lifetime of the machines is
longer than 1 year as it is shown in Figure 1.
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inflation may distort statements for several years
showing improvement in some of the measures while
leaving other unchanged. On the top of all that the
exact extend of distortions is also dependent on the
type of equipment used by the firm.
INTRODUCING DEMAND FLUCTUATION
To get a more realistic model we assume some
fluctuation in demand overtime according to Equation
1. To keep it simple we use a sinus function to achieve
cycles between 2 and 3 million pieces per period.
Figure 2 and 3 contrast the development of key
quantities in case of different machine types. Our
equation for demand (Q) is as follows:

Figure 1. Yearly growth rate at 10% inflation for
machines of 6 years lifespan

(1)

The reason for this is that D&A is not indexed for
inflation, so it takes time that it reflects the growing
price level. The lower than realistic D&A increases
EBIT and PBT (profit before tax). As PBT is increased
so by more than the inflation rate, the real tax burden
of the companies grows. As invested capital (and so
equity) is not indexed by inflation either, ROI and ROE
grow also radically. This phenomenon is also
illustrated by Table 2 and 3.

For the sake of example a=500 and c=100 have been
chosen as parameter values.

Table 2. Effect of inflation on the first year’s numbers
(1)
Machine lifetime
Inflation
Added value
Sales
EBIT
Tax
PAT
ROI
ROE
IC
E

0%
14 000.00
20 000.00
2 990.38
598.08
2 392.31
59.69%
47.75%
5 009.62
5 009.62

1 year
10%
Change
15 400.00 10.00%
22 000.00 10.00%
3 790.38 26.75%
758.08 26.75%
3 032.31 26.75%
68.78% 15.23%
55.03% 15.23%
5 009.62
0.00%
5 009.62
0.00%

Figure 2: Effect of demand fluctuation – Lifetime of
machines: 1 year

Table 3. Effect of inflation on the first year’s numbers
(2)
Machine lifetime
Inflation
Added value
Sales
EBIT
Tax
PAT
ROI
ROE
IC
E

0%
14 000.00
20 000.00
3 920.00
784.00
3 136.00
27.45%
21.96%
14 280.00
14 280.00

6 years
10%
Change
15 400.00 10.00%
22 000.00 10.00%
4 720.00 20.41%
944.00 20.41%
3 776.00 20.41%
32.14% 17.06%
25.71% 17.06%
14 280.00
0.00%
14 280.00
0.00%

Figure 3: Effect of demand fluctuation – Lifetime of
machines: 6 years
Note, that longer lifetime leads to investment and
FCFE following new patterns. It is key to see that even
during times of increasing output, Sales and added
value investment may fall back as current capacity is
dependent not only on current investment level, but
also on those of the previous 5 years. Due to this
fluctuation FCFE may not only grow when
performance increases, but also when lower proportion

This means that depending on the average useful
lifetime of machines applied a suddenly appearing
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of current profit is needed to keep production capacity
at the required level.
Differences are more dramatic when focusing on
financial ratios instead of absolute quantities. As
Figure 4 shows that the previously experienced
synchrony disappears: in case of using 1-year machines
CFROE, ROI, and ROE are unchanged and equal as
the firm can adapt to the market fluctuations perfectly.
When using equipment with 6-years life time, company
will have some unused capacity during some periods,
destroying capital efficiency. This means, that the risk
of shares will also differ.

two otherwise identical firms using two different
technologies.
Financial leverage (we assumed D/IC=50%.
interest=10%) only effects P/L (profit and loss) item
below EBIT. PAT is lowered by interest payment, but
only hurts FCFE in periods when ROI is lower than
cost of debt. In all other periods FCFE is dramatically
increased that results in boosted CFROE at any time
due to the continuously lower equity requirement as it
can be seen in Figure 6. It is also worth noticing that
operational leverage increased risk by boosting
downside potential, while financial leverage (under the
given conditions) added to risk by letting the upside
grow.

Figure 6: Performance with financial leverage in
percentage of that without leverage (machines used for
6 years)

Figure 4: Effect of demand fluctuation – Financial
ratios
FLUCTUATION AND LEVERAGE

Adding inflation to the fluctuations will also
complicate trend analysis. The steady price growth
pushes up profits faster than sales or AV due to the
lagging historical prices in D&A. As book value of
machines (IC) is not indexed by inflation while profit
is higher due to the D&A effect. ROI and ROE
distortedly shows a better performance. CFROE is
more realistic as D&A effect is not hitting it. FCFE
shows radical fluctuations as the demand fluctuation
requires to buy a huge number of new equipment every
twelfth year but as FCFE is growing slower than
investment, those years equity needs to be raised to
cover extra investment, while the real performance of
the firm has not changed at all.

Now, that manufactured amount changes from period
to period, the amount of operational leverage
(percentage of fixed costs) plays an important role.
Assume that two technologies exist: the one used until
now with 6 units of variable cost (VC) per piece and no
fixed costs (FC), and another with 4 units of VC and
5000 units of FC. Note, that both of these technologies
imply an EBIT of 4960.

Figure 5: Performance with operational leverage in
percentage of that without leverage (machines used for
6 years)

Figure 7: Performance with inflation (10%) in
percentage of that without inflation (machines used for
6 years)

The only two measures that operating leverage does
not affect is sales and investment. As fixed cost do not
change overtime, more fluctuation is to be seen in all
other quantities. Figure 5 offers a comparison between

As we have seen, once demand is not constant it is not
only the useful lifetime of the equipment used but also
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operational and financial leverage, and inflation that
would modify the measureable performance trends. In
the next step we investigate how all these factors
together may influence the financial numbers of a firm.
Let us compare the development performance
measures of two firms facing the same demand trends
but using different machines (1 year lifetime against 6
years life time), different technology (VC=6 only and
VC=4 and FC=5000), and different financing (D/IC=0
and D/IC=50% interest=10%). For simplicity we
assume these firms operate in the same country and
face the same inflation (0%). Note that the first firm is
identical to what appears on Figure 2.

While one might think that careful modelling may help
us to get rid of these distortions. Figure 9 and 10
supports that the problem is more complex. Just by
increasing the wave length of the demand fluctuation to
its twofold or fourfold (slower fluctuation of the same
size) leads to a very different set of differences.
Distortions in performance measures become more
similar as wave length increases. (Endlessly long
waves can be very similar to the flat demand we used
at the beginning of this paper.)

Figure 10: Comparing firms from the same industry of
different equipment, technology and financing (a=500.
c=25) (ratio of performance measures)

Figure 8: Comparing firms from the same industry of
different equipment, technology, and financing (a=500.
c=100) (ratio of performance measures)

It is important to notice that while in case of the
original fluctuation (Figure 8) ROE was able to over
perform at peak times of the base model (Figure 2),
due to change in the wave length this was not possible
anymore. In other words it is also the type of demand
fluctuation that determines how successful a given
strategy might be on the market.

Figure 8 illustrates the performance measurement
problem of a given sector. Though sales trends are just
the same (flat line at 100%), all other performance
measures would differ across firms due to individual
characteristics. It is easy to see that distortions are very
different both in size, form, and timing. So when
aggregating (summing, averaging) certain performance
measures we would end up concluding totally different
trends for the whole industry altogether.

CONCLUSION
We prepared a simplified financial model of a
manufacturing firm and analyzed how the useful
lifespan of equipment used (length of replacement
cycle), operational and financial leverage are applied
(business strategy), and demand fluctuation and
inflation (market conditions) would influence
performance measures.
Even in case of stable demand the kind of assets used
had serious effect on financial performance even
though financially all of the alternatives cost the same
(equal yearly cost equivalent) – a result quite
counterintuitive.
We also saw that appearance of inflation not only
increases tax payment in real terms cutting back on the
value of the firm but at the same time distorts
performance measures to show a contrary trend.
When demand fluctuation was introduced into the
model it has become clear that investment may not
peak in periods where demand does depending on the
length of equipment lifetime and due to that cash flow

Figure 9: Comparing firms from the same industry of
different equipment, technology and financing (a=500.
c=50) (ratio of performance measures)
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to shareholder may also be higher in years with lower
demand.
The use of short lifetime equipment seems to protect
owners from fluctuations of profitability ratios, while
operational and financial leverage increase risk.
Though added operational risk shows in increased
downside potential while financial leverage (under our
assumptions) offered an enhanced upside potential.
When considering inflation a new serious problem was
identified: because of demand fluctuations owners
were forced to regularly pay in cash to maintain an
operation that did not change at all in real terms.
Finally, we compared performance measures of firms
with different strategy to figure out that the choice of
firms on machines and leverage would have dramatic
effect on the performance measures making the
original demand trend nearly unrecognizable.
Depending on what kind of measure we focus on, the
industry cycle would be described completely
differently.
This issue becomes particularly important in a
transforming economies. Once companies tend to
change their strategy (some technologies, machine
types, particular leverage level gaining popularity) or
the structure of economy is shifted preferring firms
with a given strategy, we may measure macro trend
changes that are not existing at all.
Unfortunately these distortions are not even stable but
rather depend on the speed of market fluctuations. It is
not only the size but also the speed of market
fluctuations that determine how successful a business
strategy would be.
Due to these we have to be very careful when choosing
a metric to track financial performance across time of a
given industry of firm. Even an unchanged strategy
could lead to very wild fluctuations in performance on
a relatively stable market when different waves
interpolate.
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ABSTRACT
We present a three-dimensional generalization of linear Hough transform allowing fast calculating of sums
along all planes in discretized space. The main idea of
this method is multiple calculation of two-dimensional
fast Hough transforms combined with a speciﬁc method
for plane parametrization. Compared to the direct sumthe method achieves signiﬁcant acceleration
mation,
O(n3 log n) vs O(n5 ) .
INTRODUCTION
Hough Transform (HT) was invented by Paul Hough in
1959 for the analysis of bubble chamber photographs,
and patented in 1961. Later HT was modiﬁed by R. O.
Duda and P. E. Hart to eliminate cases with unbounded
transformation space (Hart 2009). There is a widespread
opinion that despite algorithm advantages and applicability
to different problems Hough transform is too slow with
computational complexity being O(n3 ).
Fortunately, there is a fast modiﬁcation of Hough transform - fast Hough transform (FHT), that is not so widely
known. Complexity boundary for FHT is O(n2 log n)
for square image with linear size n, similarly to 2D
fast Fourier transform. Moreover, FHT doesn’t involve
complex arithmetic or even multiplications and could be
computed in integer domain.
FHT has a rich reinvention history - we’ve found four
invention precedents. The ﬁrst one was made in 1995 by
W. A. Gotz and H. J. Druckmller (Gotz and Druckmller
1995). Further, Martin Brady reinvented FHT in 1998
(Brady 1998), and several years later in 2004 the version
with in-place calculations was proposed (Karpenko et al.
2004), and ﬁnally, the last reinvention was made by M.
Frederick, N. VanderHorn and A. Somani in 2005 (Frederick et al. 2005). Still, newly published HT applicability
surveys do not mention FHT, e.g. (Mukhopadhyay and
Chaudhuri 2015), (Hassanein et al. 2015).
FHT has become a very popular tool in image processing; a lot of applications of FHT exist, for instance: edge
detection, document orientation, vanishing point detection
(Nikolaev et al. 2008), detection of circles and ellipses,
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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linear separation of two-dimensional sets (Ershov et al.
2015a). Also HT was successfully used for robust regression analysis (Ballester 1994; Goldenshluger and Zeevi
2004; Bezmaternykh et al. 2012). We believe, that this tool
could improve various computer vision algorithms, e.g.
visual odometry and visual localization based on feature
point analysis (see Konovalenko et al. (2015); Karpenko
et al. (2015)): it allows to use feature lines as well.
Despite of existence and multiple reinventions of FHT
for two-dimensional image there is no analogous algorithm
for three-dimensional arrays. Such an algorithm could be
a very useful tool for many image processing tasks, such
as color segmentation, object detection, and orientation
estimation using lidar or sonar data, ultrasonic diagnostic,
and so on.
In this paper we propose fast three-dimensional Hough
transform (3FHT), which calculates sums over all quasiplanes in space using O(n3 log n) operations. Here n is
linear size of the data cube. We should emphasize that
there are two different ways to deﬁne 3FHT: as sum along
all planes of a cube (discrete Radon transform), or as sum
along all lines (discrete Jon transform). From now on we
will discuss only discrete analog of Radon transform in
three-dimensional space. We use the terms ”quasi-plane”
or ”dyadic plane” to designate discrete planes used in
proposed algorithm in contrast to conventional discrete
Bresenham planes.
The paper is separated into two chapters. In the ﬁrst
chapter we discuss features of the fast Hough transform for
two-dimensional case (2FHT). In the second chapter we
describe new 3FHT algorithm, discuss its computational
complexity, and geometrical deviation of dyadic plane
from its continuous counterpart.
2D FAST HOUGH TRANSFORM
This section is based on materials from (Karpenko et al.
2004) and aimed to emphasize main ideas and features of
2FHT.
Parametrization
Parametrization is one of the main issues while designing Hough transform. A simple form ax + by + c = 0
leads to inﬁnite size of Hough space (Hart and Duda
1972). To overcome this problem P. Hart proposed polar parametrization, but unfortunately it doesn’t allow to
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Figure 1: Parametrization and structure of dyadic pattern
in two-dimensional fast Hough transform. Two lines with
tangent 4 and 5.

construct fast computational scheme, as far as we know.
Another parametrization method is shown on ﬁgure 1. A
line is deﬁned by two positive numbers: shift along one
of the rectangle edges s and slope of the line t. Thus all
possible lines are divided into four groups: mostly-vertical
with right tangent like one on the ﬁgure 1, mostly-vertical
with left tangent, mostly-horizontal with right tangent, and
mostly-horizontal with left tangent. It is easy to see that
each group can be transformed to another with reﬂection
or 90◦ rotation. Thus the computational scheme can be
described once. And so the algorithm is described for
mostly-vertical lines with right tangent (see ﬁg. 1).
Dyadic Pattern: construction and accuracy
In practice, two Brezenham lines with tangent t and
t+1 share a lot of pixels or even line segments. Naive HT
scheme calculates the same line segment sums multiple
times, which leads to computational inefﬁciency. To overcome this problem Dyadic pattern (structure of discrete
line) was proposed. For simplicity we will consider images
with linear size n = 2p , where p ∈ N. To plot dyadic pattern with given tangent Dt one should conduct recursive
procedure: at each step the image is divided in half and
then initial line segment with slope t is approximated in
both halves with shorter line segments having slope t/2.
One pixel shift between these subsegments is added if
t is odd. Examples of dyadic patterns are illustrated on
the ﬁgure 1. Note, that there is no dependence between
structure of pattern and shif t. Mnemonically this rule can
be written as
Dt = Dt/2 [t mod 2] Dt/2

½¾



 

(1)

We call such type of discrete patterns ”dyadic lines”
or ”dyadic pattern”. This construction is recursive in
nature. Computation result’s reuse allows for complexity
reduction from O(n3 ) to O(n2 log n).
In (Ershov et al. 2015b) it was shown that maximal
possible dyadic line deviation from its geometrical counterpart grows with image size as 16 log2 n. Thus for an
image size 1024 × 1024 the maximal deviation would be
less than two pixels, which is good enough for all practical
purposes.







Figure 2: Example of dyadic plane and its parametrization.

3D FAST HOUGH TRANSFORM
In this section we describe new computational scheme for
calculating sums along all dyadic planes in data cube. At
ﬁrst glance, it appears to be a huge computational problem.
Indeed, the variety of all planes in Rn is three-dimensional
– therefore, one can uniquely represent almost any plane
using three parameters a, b and c as in the following
equation:
x y z
+ + =1
(2)
a
b
c
Let us consider planes which intersect given data cube in
space. Suppose its edge is of the size n. Then parameters
a, b and c would span in [−2n, 2n], so in discrete setting
one obtains 12n3 planes. It means that the output size of
the volumetric Hough transform should be about the same
order of magnitude as its input size, which is acceptable.
However, for each output cell one seemingly has to
calculate the sum over corresponding plane independently.
That would take O(n2 ) computations per cell, resulting in
a huge O(n5 ) overall complexity.
Parametrization and Algorithm
Luckily, a considerable speedup is possible. Allowing
for modest geometrical inaccuracy, one can compute three
dimensional fast Hough transform in O(n3 log n), thus
spending only log n summation per output voxel. As far
as we know, this result is new. The construction strongly
relies on two-dimensional Hough transform described in
previous chapter.
Firstly, let us describe convenient plane parametrization. All planes can be divided into twelve groups by
normal vector orientation. Indeed, cube has three mutually
orthogonal faces, each divided into four parts (see ﬁg.
2). Moreover, normal vector position uniquely deﬁnes
plane in space. Note that for given normal position it is
possible to determine three plane traces. Any pair of which
also uniquely determines plane parameters. Therefore, to
parametrize the plane, it is enough to ﬁx some point on
edge with coordinate (s, 0, 0) and pair of line slopes t1 , t2 .
For simplicity, we will consider further type I planes.
It has two mostly-vertical with right slope traces in xyface (t1 ) and in xz-face (t2 ). Each trace is right-sloped as
illustrated in ﬁg. 2.
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Let us sketch out the idea of 3FHT. You can
ﬁnd working MATLAB implementation on github:
https://github.com/Ershoff/FastHoughTransform3D.
Double integral over any type I plane that intersects
some ﬁxed face F of the cube can be represented as itered
integral. First, one have to integrate over all horizontal
lines intersecting F . Second, these line integrals should
be integrated again over a mostly-vertical lines contained
in F . Let’s consider this idea in detail.
At the ﬁrst stage we apply 2FHT to each horizontal
xy-slice of the data cube. This way we will obtain another
cube (sliced-FHT cube) where voxels represent sum along
corresponding lines in horizontal slice. At the second
stage we apply 2FHT for each vertical xz-slice of this
sliced-FHT cube. Resulting HT-cube contains sum along
corresponding plane at each voxel.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of 3D Fast Hough Transform
function FHT3(dc)
 dc - data cube
 n - cube edge size
n ← sizeo fe dge(dc);
hs ← zeros(n, n, n);
 cube ﬁlled with zeros.
dhs ← hs;
for i = 1 : n do
hs(:, :, i) ← f ht2 quart(m(:, :, i));
end for
for i = 1 : n do
dhs(:, i, :) ← f ht2 quart(hs(:, i, :));
end for
return dhs;
end function

between execution time of naive HT algorithm and 3FHT
is illustrated on ﬁgure 4.
In previous researches Ershov et al. (2015b), we succeed in proving that maximal spacial distance between
corresponding dyadic pattern and ideal line has order
1
6 log2 n. Moreover we showed that the largest deviation
is achieved in t = n/3. It is easy to see that maximal
deviation in 3FHT should be twice as big as in 2FHT, i.e.
1
3 log2 n.

Figure 3: Example of a dyadic plane. This one has s = 0,
t1 = 2, t2 = 4.
Pseudo-code of FHT3 is described in Algorithm 1. For
simplicity, we use function f ht2 quart() that performs
2FHT calculation only for the mostly-horizontal lines with
right slope. Thus, f ht2 quart() takes 2D square array
as an input, and returns an array of the same size. To
simplify pseudo-code we use “:” notation to work with
array dimensions. Operation dc(:, :, i) return a reference
to the two-dimensional subarray of dc with z = i.
Three coordinates of these voxels correspond to shift s
along x-axis and slopes t1 , t2 . Example of dyadic plane
is shown in ﬁgure 3.
Complexity and Precision
Let us consider complexity of proposed algorithm.
On the ﬁrst stage we apply 2FHT to each of n horizontal xy-slices of the data cube. On the second stage
we apply 2FHT to each of n vertical xz-slices of the
sliced-FHT cube. So we perform two-dimensional fast
Hough transform n-times sequentially for both slice types.
As 2FHT requires O(n2 log n) operations, both stages
have O(n3 log n) computational complexity. Difference

Figure 4: Comparison of computational time for naive
HT algorithm and three-dimensional fast Hough transform
algorithm. Execution time is given in log scale.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a new effective scheme for calculating threedimensional Hough transform is presented. Computational
complexity of proposed algorithm is reduced from O(n5 )
to O(n3 log n). To achieve this result we propose novel
three-dimensional dyadic pattern and plane parametrization. We state that the maximal deviation of dyadic plane
from its geometrical counterpart is equal to 13 log2 n,
where n is linear size of the data cube.
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ABSTRACT
This papers’ aim is to provide the Artiﬁcial Intelligence
community with a better tool for symbolic regression. In this
paper, the method of analytical programming and constant
resolving is revisited and extended. Nowadays, analytical programming mainly uses two methods for constant resolving.
The ﬁrst method is meta-evolution, in which the second
evolutionary algorithm is used for constant resolving. The
second method uses non-linear ﬁtting algorithm. This paper
reveals the third method, which use the basic mathematics to
generate constants. The ﬁndings of this study have a number
of important implications for future practice.
INTRODUCTION
A lot of application in symbolic regression ﬁeld requires
some kind of algorithm for constant generation (Koza 1992),
(O’Neill, Brabazon & Ryan 2002). Therefore the effective
numeric constant resolving algorithm is very important. In
this paper, we use analytical programming as a method for
symbolic regression (Zelinka, Davendra, Senkerik, Jasek &
Oplatkova 2011). This method based on existence of any kind
of evolutionary algorithm which generate a pointers to function
tables. Analytical programming (AP) from these pointers maps
and assemble a ﬁnal regression function. In the analytical
programming algorithm, two main approaches can be selected
for constant resolving. The ﬁrst approach is meta-evolution,
in which the second or slave evolutionary algorithm is used
for constant resolving. The second approach is to use of nonlinear ﬁtting algorithm. Both approaches added to analytical
programming a lot of complexity. This study introduces a
new approach for constant resolving in analytical programming
algorithm. This approach is founded on basic mathematical
calculation.
Section II is devoted to the original algorithm of analytical programming. Section III presents the new approach for
constant resolving. Section IV presents the methods used for
this study. Section V summaries the results of this research.
Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions of this study.
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Differential Evolution is an optimization algorithm introduced by Storn and Price in 1995, (Storn & Price 1995). This
optimization method is an evolutionary algorithm based on
population, mutation and recombination. Differential Evolution
is easy to implement and has only four parameters which need
to be set. The parameters are: Generations, NP, F and Cr. The
Generations Parameter determines the number of generations;
the NP Parameter is the population size; the F Parameter is
the Weighting Factor; and the Cr Parameter is the Crossover
Probability, (Storn 1996). In this research, the differential
evolution is used as an analytical programming engine.

Analytical Programming
Analytical Programming, is a symbolic regression method.
The core of analytical programming is a set of functions and
operands. These mathematical objects are used for the synthesis of a new function. Every function in the analytical programming set core has its own varying number of parameters.
The functions are sorted according to these parameters into
General Function Sets (GFS). For example, GF S1par contains
functions that have only one parameter e.g. sin(), cos(),
or other functions. AP must be used with any evolutionary
algorithm that consists of a population of individuals for its
run (Oplatkova, Senkerik, Zelinka & Pluhacek 2013).
The function of analytical programming can be seen in
Figure 1. In this case, Evolutionary Algorithm is Differential
Evolution. The initial population is generated using Differential Evolution. This population, which must consist of natural
numbers, is used for analytical programming purposes. The
analytical programming then constructs the function on the
basis of this population. This function is evaluated by its
Cost Function. If the termination condition is met, then the
algorithm ends. If the condition is not met, then Differential
Evolution creates a new population through the Mutation and
Recombination processes. The whole process continues with
the new population. At the end of the analytical programming
process, it is assumed that one has a function that is the optimal
solution for the given task.

After that we have
function = ((f1 , f p1 ), (f2 , f p2 ), . . . , (fn , f pn ))
where fn is function and f pn is number of parameters of
function fn .
Then we need to choose which function is applied to which
function. The values are pointers to the functions in GF Ss.
After that, we have constructed function; however, there is a
constant K, which have to be resolved. Now we have two
possibilities

Fig. 1.
Scheme of Analytical Programming with Differential Evolution
algorithm

•

Meta-evolution e.g. Differential Evolution

•

Non-linear least square
Levenberg-Marquardt

ﬁtting

for

example

NEW APPROACH
Let’s have the individual of the n length
ind = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

ORIGINAL ALGORITHM
Let’s have the individual of the n length

where xi ∈ R+ .

ind = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

This individual is then rounded

+

where xi ∈ R .

indf = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

This individual is then rounded

where . is round to ﬂoor.

indr = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

Now we can construct a difference between ind and indf .

where . is nearest integer function.
Let’s have a set called GF Sall which consists of m
functions

indc = ind − indf

GF Sall = {{f1 , f p1 }, {f2 , f p2 }, . . . , {fm , f pm }}

In vector indf are pointers to GF Ss and indc are corresponding constants.

where fm is function and f pm is number of parameters of
function fm .
Then these functions are sorted to 4 sets : GF S0 , GF S1,0 ,
GF S2,1,0 and GF Sall .
TABLE I.

Let’s have a set called GF Sall which consists of m
functions

GF S S BY PARAMETERS

GF S0 = {{f1 , 0}, {f2 , 0}, . . . , {fn , 0}} ⊂ GF Sall
GF S1 = {{f1 , 1}, {f2 , 1}, . . . , {fn , 1}} ⊂ GF Sall
GF S2 = {{f1 , 2}, {f2 , 2}, . . . , {fn , 2}} ⊂ GF Sall
GF S1,0 = GF S1 ∪ GF S0
GF S2,1,0 = GF S2 ∪ GF S1 ∪ GF S0

GF Sall = {{f1 , f p1 }, {f2 , f p2 }, . . . , {fm , f pm }}

The sets from table I are expanded to the maximum value
from the individual because we expected that the value of each
number in individual could be higher then the length of GF S.
TABLE II.

The decimal numbers in indc are in range < 0, 1 >. These
numbers could be easily converted to constants into the chosen
range.

E XAMPLE OF GF S S , WHEN MAXIMUM VALUE OF
INDIVIDUAL IS 6

GF S0 = {{K, 0}, {x, 0}, {K, 0}, {x, 0}, {K, 0}, {x, 0}}
GF S1,0 = {{Sin, 1}, {Cos, 1}{K, 0}, {x, 0} {Sin, 1}, {Cos, 1}}
GF S2,1,0 = {{P lus, 2}, {M inus, 2}, {Sin, 1}, {Cos, 1}, {K, 0}, {x, 0}}
GF Sall = {{P lus, 2}, {M inus, 2}, {Sin, 1}, {Cos, 1}, {K, 0}, {x, 0}}

Then we need to construct a matrix with functions mapped
by individual.
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where fi is function and f pi is number of parameters of
function fi .
Then this functions are sorted to 4 sets : GF S0 , GF S1,0 ,
GF S2,1,0 and GF Sall .
The next key change in analytical programming algorithm
is function selection. In this new approach, the GF Ss are
not expanded to the maximum value of the individual. The
selection of function is controlled by modulo function. On the
position where the constant K will be mapped; we can read a
constant number from the indc vector. The original mapping
algorithm is the same. Now we have constructed function with
resolved constants.

TABLE IV.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The overall research question to be answered within the
study is whether there is a possibility to outperformed the
original analytical programming method. This section presents
the design of the research question. We performed experiments
to get an insight in the constant resolving of analytical programming. The research question of our study can be outlined
as follows:
RQ: Analysing the impact of new approach on the calculation duration and minimization performance of analytical
programming.
The research question (RQ) aims to get an insight on the
new approach of constant resolving of analytical programming
and understand the actual effectiveness of this technique.
For this reason, we use 3 different methods for constant
resolving. Analytical programming with differential evolution
and two new versions of proposed algorithm. Then, we try
to outperformed the original constant resolving algorithm of
analytical programming. To asses the performance of ﬁtness
function, we used descriptive statistics.
METHOD

S ET- UP OF ANALYTICAL PROGRAMMING

Parameter
Number of leafs
GFS - functions

GFS - constants

can be seen as trees) was set to 16. This value was sufﬁcient
for the purpose of this paper.
TABLE V.

S ET- UP OF DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
Parameter
NP
Generations
F
Cr

A. Fitness function
Fitness function used for this task is as following:

Following functions have been tested
f (x) = 45.5

•

f (x) = 3x + 0.65

•

f (x) = 2.3x2 − 20x − 5.6

•

f (x) = 3.65 ∗ sin(2x)

LAD =

n


|yi − ŷi |

(1)

i=1

where yi is actual value and ŷi is predicted value.
RESULTS

These functions were selected with emphasis on constant
resolving. Functions such as constant, linear, quadratic and
harmonic were tested. There was generated 20 points for each
function. And the task for analytical programming was to ﬁt
these points. Three methods of constant resolving were tested.

For each function, 100 equations were calculated by the
aforementioned constant resolving approaches for statistical
evaluation. There were collected information about duration
and least absolute deviation error.
●

Analytical programming with differential evolution
further referred to as AP+DE

•

New analytical programming version with constant
range < −1000, 1000 > further referred to as
AP2(-1000,1000)

Duration [s]

90

•

•

Value
45
300
0.2
0.9

Table V shows the set-up of differential evolution. The
best set-up of differential evolution is the subject of further
research.

New constant resolving algorithm for analytical programming was tested for searching regression functions. Results
were compared by descriptive statistics.
•

Value
16
plus, minus, multiply, divide, power, log, log10,
exp, sqrt, ﬂoor, ceil, abs,
sin, cos
x, K

New analytical programming version with constant
range < 0, 10 > further referred to as AP2(0,10)
TABLE III.

60

S YSTEM CONFIGURATION
30

Parameter
CPU
RAM
Operation system
Programming language

Value
AMD Phenom II X2
3GHz
8 GB
Windows 7 Professional
64 bit
LUA 5.2

●

AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]

Comparison of time duration of each method for function f (x) =

Table III shows the system conﬁguration for performing
tests.

Fig. 2.
45.5

Table IV shows the analytical programming set-up. The
number of leafs (functions built by analytical programming

Figure 2 depicts the box plot comparison of time duration for each constant resolving method. As can be seen,
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the new approach for constant resolving with constant range
(-1000,1000) was nearly three times faster than analytical
programming with differential evolution. AP2(0,10) performed
slightly worse than AP2(-1000,1000).

●
●

300

Least absolute deviation [−]

●

30

Least absolute deviation [−]

●

●
●

20

200

100

●
●

●

10

0
AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]
●

0

Fig. 5. Comparison of LAD error of each method for function f (x) =
3x + 0.65

●

AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]

Fig. 3. Comparison of LAD error of each method for function f (x) = 45.5

Figure 3 depicts the box plot comparison of LAD error
for each constant resolving method. As can be seen, AP2(1000,1000) ﬁnd the minimum nearly in each of 100 equations. All presented approaches ﬁnd the minimum. AP2(0,10)
method perform as the second best.

Figure 5 depicts the box plot comparison of LAD error
for each constant resolving method. As can be seen, AP2
generated lower error than 25% of AP+DE approach. There
also can be seen a very low variance in AP2 method.
●

●
●

100

●
●
●

●
●

Duration [s]

●
●
●

Duration [s]

90

75

●

70
50

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

50

●
●

AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fig. 6. Comparison of time duration of each method for function f (x) =
2.3x2 − 20x − 5.6

30

AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]

Fig. 4. Comparison of time duration of each method for function f (x) =
3x + 0.65

Figure 4 depicts the box plot comparison of time duration for each constant resolving method. As can be seen,
AP2(-1000,1000) and AP2(0,10) performed nearly three times
faster than analytical programming with differential evolution
constant resolving. AP2(0,10) performed slightly worse than
AP2(-1000,1000).
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Figure 6 depicts the box plot comparison of time duration for each constant resolving method. As can be seen,
AP2(-1000,1000) and AP2(0,10) performed nearly two times
faster than analytical programming with differential evolution
constant resolving. AP2(-1000,1000) performed slightly worse
than AP2(0,10).
Figure 7 depicts the box plot comparison of LAD error
for each constant resolving method. None of the presented
approaches ﬁnd the minimum value. AP2(0,10) performed

2500

40

Least absolute deviation [−]

Least absolute deviation [−]

2000

1500

1000

30

●
●
●
●

●

●

20
●

●
●
●
●

10

●

500

●

●

0
0
AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

AP2(−1000,1000)

Method [−]

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]

Fig. 7. Comparison of LAD error of each method for function f (x) =
2.3x2 − 20x − 5.6

Fig. 9. Comparison of LAD error of each method for function f (x) =
3.65 ∗ sin(2x)

better than other presented approaches. As can be seen, AP2
approach had lower variance than AP+DE approach.

equation. As can be seen, the hardest equation to minimize
was equation E3 where the minimum value was 71,84 for
AP2(0,10). The new approach also has lower values for means
and medians than meta-evolution approach AP+DE.

125
●
●
●
●

DISCUSSION
The study started out with a goal to answer the question of
whether the new constant resolving technique outperforms the
standard constant resolving solution in analytical programming
algorithm. This question is answered in the result section.

Duration [s]

100

75

50

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

AP2(−1000,1000)

AP2(0,10)

AP+DE

Method [−]

Fig. 8. Comparison of time duration of each method for function f (x) =
3.65 ∗ sin(2x)

Figure 8 depicts the box plot comparison of time duration
for each constant resolving method. As can be seen, AP2(1000,1000) and AP2(0,10) performed nearly three times faster
than analytical programming with differential evolution constant resolving. AP2(-1000,1000) and AP2(0,10) performed
nearly identical.
Figure 9 depicts the box plot comparison of LAD error
for each constant resolving method. Only AP2(0,10) ﬁnd
the minimum value. AP+DE and AP2(-1000,1000) perform
notably worse than AP2(0,10).
Table VI summarises the statistics for each method and
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There is question (RQ), which must be answered. For
answering this question, we need to study ﬁgures in result
section. As could be seen in ﬁgures 2, 4, 6 and 8, the new
approach could achieve up to 3 times lower calculation duration than standard approaches. These results were expected,
because we remove time complexity of constant resolving
using another differential evolution. The most surprising aspect
of the results is in the minimization performance. The ﬁgures 3,
5, 7 and 9 depicted that the minimization performance are more
stable and the new approach ﬁnds more accurate minimum
value; however, this could be caused by the setting of slave
differential evolution.
THREATS OF VALIDITY
It is widely recognised that several factors can bias the
validity of simulation studies. Therefore, our results are not
devoid of validity threats.
External validity
External validity questions whether the results can be
generalized outside the speciﬁcations of a study (Milicic &
Wohlin 2004). The ﬁrst validity issue to mention is that
either analytical programming nor differential evolution has
been exhausted via ﬁne-tuning. Therefore, future work is
required to exhaust all the parameters of these methods to

TABLE VI.
Equation Method
E1 : AP2(-1000,1000)
E1 : AP2(0,10)
E1 : AP+DE
E2 : AP2(-1000,1000)
E2 : AP2(0,10)
E2 : AP+DE
E3 : AP2(-1000,1000)
E3 : AP2(0,10)
E3 : AP+DE
E4 : AP2(-1000,1000)
E4 : AP2(0,10)
E4 : AP+DE

S TATISTICAL COMPARISON OF TESTED METHOD
Minimum
0,00
0,00
0,07
1,58
0,00
0,62
310,80
71,84
466,10
0,01
0,00
27,65

1st Qu.
0,00
0,01
2,29
7,52
1,66
16,70
625,90
302,40
996,20
32,50
7,15
36,78

use their best versions. Threat to external validity could be
also the implementation of the analytical programming and
differential evolution algorithms. Although we used standard
implementations, there is considerable amount of code, which
could be the threat to validity.

Median
0,00
1,38
4,27
11,20
5,12
72,52
827,90
326,83
1223,30
34,47
21,55
39,42

Mean
0,18
2,31
6,17
10,28
4,38
93,85
798,00
433,71
1345,80
31,17
20,42
38,78

3rd Qu.
0,00
3,31
9,04
13,65
6,07
138,68
916,30
622,45
1710,70
34,47
34,47
41,19

Maximum
13,36
12,37
30,83
13,65
11,87
330,06
1065,30
862,60
2451,50
34,47
34,47
45,28

Zelinka, I., Davendra, D., Senkerik, R., Jasek, R. & Oplatkova, Z. (2011),
Analytical programming-a novel approach for evolutionary synthesis of
symbolic structures, InTech, Rijeka.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the new approach of constant resolving in analytical programming algorithm was presented. The presented
approach is founded on basic mathematical calculations. The
main beneﬁt of this solution is that, there are no another calculation of evolutionary algorithm or non-linear ﬁtting algorithm
for constant resolving. There is also a beneﬁt that there is
no need to set a slave meta-evolution algorithm. Nevertheless,
the range for constants must be set. Future research should
therefore concentrate on the investigation of a proper set-up
for analytical programming constant range.
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easy to estimate it and no secondary evolution process
takes place. Furthermore, a novel state-of-art version of
Differential Evolution (DE) called Success-History
based Adaptive Differential Evolution (SHADE)
(Tanabe, Fukunaga 2013) was used to carry out the
evolution.
This approach was tested on some of the basic
benchmark functions (Koza 1994) and the results are
presented below.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Next
section provides the description of AP, section that
follows describes the constant handling process and
following section is about DE and SHADE. Experiment
setup and results are provided in two following sections
and the paper is concluded in the last section.

Evolution,

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new technique for the estimation
of values of constants in programs synthesized by
Analytical Programming (AP). Proposed technique
divides the features of an individual in Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) into two parts – program part and
constant part. Features in program part are mapped to
synthesized program and features in constant part are
used as constant values. AP with implementation of this
technique is tested on four benchmark functions –
Quintic, Sextic, 3Sine and 4Sine.

ANALYTICAL PROGRAMMING
INTRODUCTION

The basic functionality of AP is formed by three parts –
General Functional Set (GFS), Discrete Set Handling
(DSH) and Security Procedures (SPs). GFS contains all
elementary objects which can be used to form a
program, DSH carries out the mapping of individuals to
programs and SPs are implemented into mapping
process to avoid mapping to pathological programs and
into cost function to avoid critical situations.

Analytical Programming (AP) is a novel approach to
symbolic structure synthesis which uses Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) for its computation. It was introduced
by Zelinka in 2001 (Zelinka 2001) and since its
introduction, it has been proven on numerous problems
to be as suitable for symbolic structure synthesis as
Genetic Programming (GP) (Koza 1990; Zelinka,
Oplatkova 2003; Zelinka et al. 2005; Oplatkova,
Zelinka 2006; Zelinka et al. 2008; Senkerik et al. 2013).
AP is based on the set of functions and terminals called
General Functional Set (GFS). The individual of an EA
is translated from individual domain to program domain
using this set. The subset of terminals often contains
constants but the proper amount and which ones should
be used is dependent on the optimized task. Zelinka et
al. (Zelinka et al. 2005) solved this problem by using
only one constant K, which is indexed in the synthesized
formula as K1, K2, …, Kn and the values are estimated
using secondary EA (meta-evolution) or by non-linear
fitting. The first mentioned method is quite time
consuming and the time estimation is hard because of
the varying number of constants in synthesized
programs. The later is also time consuming and depends
on the implementation of the non-linear fitting method.
Because of these disadvantages a new approach is
presented in this paper which extends the individual,
thus increasing the dimensionality. The extended
features are used for the evolution of the constant
values. Therefore, time complexity is increased, but it is

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

General Functional Set
AP uses sets of functions and terminals. Functions
require at least one additional argument for
computation, whereas terminals require no arguments
and are final (e.g. constants, independent variables). The
synthesized program is branched by functions requiring
two and more arguments and the length of it is extended
by functions which require one argument. Terminals do
not contribute to the complexity of the synthesized
program (length) but are needed in order to synthesize a
non-pathological program (program that can be
evaluated by cost function). Therefore, each nonpathological program must contain at least one terminal.
Combined set of functions and terminals forms GFS
which is used for mapping from individual domain to
program domain. The content of GFS is dependent on
user choice. GFS is nested and can be divided into
subsets according to the number of arguments that the
subset requires. GFS0arg is a subset which requires zero
arguments, thus contains only terminals. GFS1arg
contains all terminals and functions requiring one
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Arguments are indexed 6 and 4 – variable x and
function sin. In this step only one more argument for
function sin is needed and it is variable x denoted by
index 6. The synthesized program is therefore cos(x *
sin x).
Mapping steps:
1. Index 5 is mapped to cos. Program: cos _
2. Index 2 is mapped to *. Program: cos(_ * _)
3. Index 6 is mapped to x. Program: cos(x * _)
4. Index 4 is mapped to sin. Program: cos(x * sin
_)
5. Index 6 is mapped to x. Program: cos(x * sin x)
6. Remaining indexes {1, 0, 4, 5, 3} are ignored
because the program is complete.
It is worthwhile to note that in both examples individual
features were not fully used and synthesized programs
are not as complex as the dimensionality enables them
to be. Moreover, both examples use indexes which are
lower than the size of GFSall therefore, no modulo
operation is needed.

argument, GFS2arg contains all objects from GFS1arg and
functions requiring two arguments and so on, GFSall is a
complete set of all elementary objects. The GFS used in
the theoretical part of this paper is depicted below and
the division into subsets is also shown.
•
GFS0arg: x, k
•
GFS1arg: sin, cos, x, k
•
GFS2arg = GFSall: +, -, *, /, sin, cos, x, k
For the purpose of mapping from individual to the
program, it is important to note that objects in GFS are
ordered by a number of arguments they require in
descending order.
Discrete Set Handling
DSH is used for mapping the individual to the
synthesized program. Most of the EAs use individuals
with real numbered features. The first important step in
order for DSH to work is to get individual with integer
features which is done by rounding real feature values.
The integer values of an individual are indexes into the
discrete set, in this case, GFS and its subsets. If the
index value is greater than the size of used GFS, modulo
operation with the size of the discrete set is performed.
Two examples of mapping are depicted in (1) and (2).
0.12, 4.29, 6.92, 6.12, 2.45,
&
D'%'"# = 
6.33, 5.78, 0.22, 1.94, 7.32
*&D 'D'%'"# = {0, 4, 7, 6, 2, 6, 6, 0, 2, 7}
éO8@@ = {+, −,∗,/, $'D, R&$, S, }
'()*(+,: -./ 0 + 1

Security Procedures
SPs are used in AP to avoid critical situations. Some of
the SPs are implemented into the AP itself and some
have to be implemented into the cost function
evaluation. The typical representatives of the later are
checking synthesized programs for loops, infinity and
imaginary numbers if not expected (dividing by 0,
square root of negative numbers, etc.).
The most significant SP implemented in AP is checking
for pathological programs. Pathological programs are
programs which cannot be evaluated due to the absence
of arguments in the synthesized function. For example,
individual with rounded features of {4, 4, 4, 4, 4} would
be mapped to program cos(cos(cos(cos(cos_)))) which
lacks constant or variable at the empty position denoted
by _ and thus represent a pathological program. Such
situation can be avoided by a simple procedure which
checks how far is the end of the individual during
mapping and according to that maps rounded individual
features to subsets of GFSall which do not require too
many arguments. With the previous example using GFS
from GFS section, the mapping process would be as
follows:
1. First three features {4, 4, 4} already mapped to
GFSall. Program: cos(cos(cos _))
2. Current index in rounded individual features is
4 and only 1 feature is left to the end of the
individual therefore, the index is mapped to
GFS1arg and modulo operation by the size of
GFS1arg which is 4 is performed, thus index = 4
mod 4 = 0. The index is mapped to sin.
Program: cos(cos(cos(sin _)))
3. Last index in rounded individual is 4 and no
features are left to the end of the individual,
therefore index is mapped to GFS0arg and
modulo operation by the size of GFS0arg which
is 2 is performed, thus index = 4 mod 2 = 0.
Index is mapped to x. Program: cos(cos(cos(sin
x)))

(1)

The objects in GFSall are indexed from 0 and mapping is
as follows: The first rounded individual feature is 0
which represents + function in GFSall. This function
requires two arguments and those are represented by
next two indexes – 4 and 7, which are mapped to
function sin and constant k. The sin function requires
one argument which is given by next index (rounded
feature) – 6 and it is mapped to variable x. Since there is
no possible way of branching the program further, other
features are ignored and synthesized program is sin x +
k.
Mapping steps:
1. Index 0 is mapped to +. Program: _ + _
2. Index 4 is mapped to sin. Program: sin _ + _
3. Index 7 is mapped to k. Program: sin _ + k
4. Index 6 is mapped to x. Program: sin x + k
5. Remaining indexes {2, 6, 6, 0, 2, 7} are
ignored because the program is complete.
Where _ denotes the space in the program which needs
to be filled with objects from GFS.
5.08, 1.64, 5.58, 4.41, 6.20,
&
D'%'"# = 
1.28, 0.07, 3.99, 5.27, 2.64
*&D 'D'%'"# = {5, 2, 6, 4, 6, 1, 0, 4, 5, 3}
éO8@@ = {+, −,∗,/, $'D, R&$, S, }
'()*(+,: 23-(0 ∗ -./ 0)

(2)

The first index to GFSall is 5, which represents cos
function, its argument is chosen by next index – 2
representing function * which needs two arguments.
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size(GFS0arg) = 0) and constant k2. The synthesized
program is therefore cos(k1 * (x – k2)). The constants
are replaced by the remaining features 0.07 and 3.99
respectively.
Individual mapping steps:
1. Index 5 is mapped to cos. Program: cos _
2. Index 2 is mapped to *. Program: cos(_ * _)
3. Index 7 is mapped to k1. Program: cos(k1 * _)
4. Index 1 is mapped to -. Program: cos(k1 * (_ _))
5. Index 6 mod 2 = 0 is mapped to x. Program:
cos(k1 * (x - _))
6. Index 1 is mapped to k2. Program: cos(k1 * (x
– k2))
7. Constants are replaced by the remaining
features according to their indexes – k1 is
replaced by the first available feature 0.07 and
k2 is replaced by the second available feature
3.99. Program: cos(0.07 * (x – 3.99))

The program is no longer pathological and can be
evaluated. This simple SP is able to eliminate the
generation of pathological programs and, therefore,
improve the performance of AP because all individuals
can be evaluated.
CONSTANT HANDLING
The main novelty of this paper is in the constant
handling technique used with AP. In the previous work
(Zelinka et al. 2005), constant values in synthesized
programs were estimated by second EA (meta-heuristic)
or by non-linear fitting. This work presents a novel
approach, which uses the extended part of the individual
in EA for the evolution of constant values.
The important task was to determine, what is the correct
size of an extension (3).
 = # − !#&&(# − 1) / F"S_"E

(3)

Where k is the maximum number of constants that can
appear in the synthesized program (extension) of length
l and max_arg is the maximum number of arguments
needed by functions in GFS. Also the floor() is a
common floor round function. The final individual
dimensionality (length) will be k+l and the example
might be:
•
Program length l = 10
•
GFS: {+, -, *, /, sin, cos, x, k}
•
GFS maximum argument max_arg = 2
•
Extension size k = 10 – floor((10-1) / 2) =
6
•
Dimensionality of the extended individual
k+l = 16
This means, that the EA will work with individuals of
length 16, but only first 10 features will be used for
indexing into the GFS and the rest will be used as
constant values.
While mapping the individual into a program, the
constants are indexed and later replaced by the value
from individual. Simple example can be seen in (4).
Individual features in bold are the constant values. It is
worthwhile to note that only features which are going to
be mapped to GFS are rounded and the rest is omitted.
5.08, 1.64, 6.72, 1.09, 6.20,
&
1.28, . 4, 5. 66, 7. 84, 8. 9:
*&D 'D'%'"# = {5, 2, 7, 1, 6, 1}
éO8@@ = {+, −,∗,/, $'D, R&$, S, }
'()*(+,: 23-1 ∗ (0 − 18)
ÿ;<=+>;?: 23-. 4 ∗ (0 − 5. 66)

SUCCESS-HISTORY
BASED
DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION

ADAPTIVE

This section describes the basics of DE and SHADE
algorithms.
DE algorithm has three control parameters – population
size NP, crossover rate CR and scaling factor F. In the
canonical form of DE, those three parameters are static
and depend on the user setting. Other important features
of DE algorithm are mutation strategy and crossover
strategy. Canonical DE uses “rand/1/bin” mutation
strategy (5) and binomial crossover (8). SHADE
algorithm, on the other hand, uses only two control
parameters – population size NP and size of historical
memories H. F and CR parameters are automatically
adapted based on the evolutionary process and its values
for each individual are generated according to (7) and
(9) respectively. Also, the mutation strategy is different
than that of canonical DE. Novel mutation strategy used
in SHADE is called “current-to-pbest/1” and it is
depicted in (6). The concept of basic operations in DE
and SHADE algorithms is shown in following sections,
for a detailed description on feature constraint
correction, update of historical memories and external
archive handling in SHADE see (Tanabe, Fukunaga
2013).

D'%'"# = 

Mutation Strategies and Parent Selection

(4)

In canonical forms of both algorithms, parent vectors
are selected by classic PRNG with uniform distribution.
Mutation strategy “rand/1/bin” uses three random parent
vectors with indexes r1, r2 and r3, where r1 = U[1, NP],
r2 = U[1, NP], r3 = U[1, NP] and r1 ≠ r2 ≠ r3. Mutated
vector vi, G is obtained from three different vectors xr1,
xr2, xr3 from current generation G with help of static
scaling factor Fi = F as follows:

The first index to GFSall is 5, which represents cos
function, its argument is chosen by next index – 2
representing function * which needs two arguments.
Arguments are indexed 7 and 1 – constant k1 and
function -. After this step, two arguments are needed
and only two features are left in the program part of the
individual. Therefore, the security procedure takes place
and those last two features are indexed into GFS0arg.
Thus indexes 6 and 1 are mapped to variable x (6 mod

@,Á = 0£d,Á +  0£p,Á − 0£q,Á 

(5)

Contrarily, SHADEs mutation strategy “current-topbest/1” uses four parent vectors – current i-th vector
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xi,G, vector xpbest,G randomly selected from NP × p (p =
U[pmin, 0.2], pmin = 2/NP) best vectors (in terms of
objective function value) from G, randomly selected
vector xr1,G from G and randomly selected vector xr2,G
from the union of G and external archive A. Where xi,G
≠ xr1,G ≠ xr2,G.
@,Á = 0,Á +  0b?<,Á − 0,Á  +
 0£d,Á − 0£p,Á 

y
0.3
0.2
0.1

(6)

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

x

0.1

The scaling factor Fi is generated from Cauchy
distribution with location parameter value of MF,r which
is randomly selected value from scale factor historical
memory, and scale parameter value of 0.1 (7).

0.2
0.3
Figure 1: Quintic Dataset

(7)

 = NÜA,£ , 0.1ß

y

Crossover and Elitism

0.14

The trial vector ui,G which is compared with original
vector xi,G is completed by crossover operation (8) and
this operation is the same for both DE and SHADE
algorithms. CRi value in DE algorithm is again static
CRi = CR whereas with SHADE algorithm its value is
generated from a normal distribution with a mean
parameter value of MCR,r which is randomly selected
value from crossover rate historical memory and with
standard deviation value of 0.1 (9).
B4,,Á = 

@4,,Á
04,,Á

if [0,1] ≤ N* or  = £8
otherwise

9

0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
1.0

(8)

0.5

B,Á
0,Á

if !B,Á  < !0,Á 
otherwise

x

y
2

(9)

1

Vector which will be in the next generation G+1 is
selected by elitism. When the objective function value
of trial vector ui,G is better than that of the original
vector xi,G, the trial vector will be selected for the next
population and the original will be placed into the
external archive A. Otherwise, the original will survive
and the content of A remains unchanged (10).
0,Á+d = 

1.0

Figure 2: Sextic Dataset

Where jrand is randomly selected index of a feature,
which has to be updated (jrand = U[1, D]), D is the
dimensionality of the problem.
N* = HÜsC,£ , 0.1ß
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(10)

Figure 3: 3Sine Dataset

y

EXPERIMENT SETTING
The regression capabilities of proposed version of the
AP algorithm were tested on four typical benchmark
functions used in (Koza 1994):
•
Quintic: y = x5 – 2x3 + x
•
Sextic: y = x6 – 2x4 + x3
•
3Sine: y = sin x + sin 2x + sin 3x
•
4Sine: y = sin x + sin 2x + sin3x + sin 4x
The dataset of 50 points for Quintic and Sextic
functions was generated in x range <-1, 1>. Also 50
points from x range <-π, π> were generated for function
3Sine and 4Sine. All four datasets are displayed in
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.

3
2
1
3

2

1

1
1
2
3

Figure 4: 4Sine Dataset
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x

The settings of AP for the experiments and the settings
of the underlying EA – SHADE can be found in Table
1.

y
0.15

Table 1: AP and SHADE Settings

Quintic, Sextic
AP
GFS
SHADE
Dimension

0.10

3Sine, 4Sine

+, -, *, /, x, k
90 (60 program
+ 30 constants)

Population size
Generations
Historical
memory size

0.05

180 (120
program + 60
constants)
100
2000
100

50
4000
50

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

x

Figure 6: Sextic Regression

y

All datasets were synthesized 30 times and the results
are presented in the next section.

2

RESULTS

1

Simple descriptive statistic results over 30 independent
runs on all four datasets are given in Table 2. The table
shows minimum, maximum, mean, median and standard
deviation values obtained throughout the test. The
fitness value of a synthesized program is a sum of the
absolute distances between dataset points and their
synthesized equivalents. Best results are displayed in
Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The dataset is illustrated by red
points and the best solution is represented by a green
line.

3

2

1

1

2

3

2

3

x

1
2
Figure 7: 3Sine Regression

y

Table 2: Results Over 30 Independent Runs of AP with

3

SHADE and Extended Individuals

Dataset
Quintic
Sextic
3Sine
4Sine

Min
0.21
0.24
11.96
14.23

Max
6.36
2.37
37.47
26.09

Mean
1.60
0.75
14.94
16.54

Med
0.61
0.62
12.79
15.77

StD
2.19
0.54
6.18
2.57

2
1
3

2

1

1

x

1
y
0.3

2
3

0.2

Figure 8: 4Sine Regression
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As expected from the results in Table 2, the synthesized
functions for 3Sine and 4Sine dataset are far less precise
in modeling, than that of Quintic and Sextic datasets.
In order to obtain a better model for 3Sine and 4Sine
datasets, the content of GFS was extended by sin
function and the most precise models are shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 10.

x

0.1
0.2
0.3
Figure 5: Quintic Regression
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1

(Quintic, Sextic, 3Sine, 4Sine, e. g.). The comparison
between GP and AP on those datasets can be found in
(Zelinka, Oplatkova 2003). One of the goals of this
paper was to demonstrate that AP with extended
individuals is still able to perform a regression which
transcribes the original trend of a non-complex dataset,
but the main area of use is for the regression of complex
datasets where the continuous constant space is
necessary.
The advantage of the proposed approach is in its time
complexity which is increased against canonical AP
only by the increase in size of an individual in used EA.
While other approaches (meta-evolution and non-linear
fitting) might provide more precise results, their time
complexity is higher and a lot harder to estimate which
might be a problem in real time regression and
prediction. The time complexity of meta-evolution is
dependent on settings of the secondary EA and the time
complexity of the non-linear fitting approach strongly
depends on the used fitting algorithm and on the number
of constants to estimate.
Further research will be targeted at the use of proposed
variant of AP in real world applications where the
constant estimation will be more likely to bring benefits
in regression and at improving its precision.

2
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Figure 10: 4Sine Regression with sin in GFS

CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel approach to estimation of
the constant values in programs synthesized by AP. This
approach uses part of the features of an individual in EA
for the evolution of constant values.
As can be seen from the results, the performance of this
variant is sufficient for two of the four benchmark test
functions – Quintic and Sextic. Those two datasets are
generated by polynomials and therefore can be
synthesized from the functions and terminals contained
in the GFS. Contrarily, 3Sine and 4Sine datasets are
generated by harmonic functions which are not present
in the GFS. This leads to the less precise regression, but
the main trend is still transcribed. Further experiments
confirmed, that when the harmonic function sin is added
into the GFS, AP is able to find a better solution. This
opens an interesting topic for further research in the
possibility of using AP variant with extended
individuals for the prediction of a suitable content of
GFS. Determining the most suitable content of GFS for
real world problems is a complex task and therefore a
technique for prediction might be beneficial.
All four datasets tested in this study were taken from
(Koza 1994). The proposed variant uses evolution for
estimating the constant values, creating an infinite space
of possibly synthesized programs and thus making it
less suitable for non-complex test functions where the
static value constants would be more reasonable
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problem is defined following with the experiment setup.
The results are presented and discussed in the following
section. The paper closes with a conclusion section.

ABSTRACT

CHAOTIC MAPS

In this paper a new multi-chaotic variant of differential
evolution is used to solve a model of vehicle routing
problem with profits. The main goal was to achieve
exceptional reliability (success rate) and low time
demands in comparison with deterministic solvers. The
method will be applied in the future on solving realworld transportation network problems.

Chaotic maps are systems generated continuously by
simple equations from a single initial position. The
current position is used for generation of a new position
thus creating a sequence which is extremely sensitive to
the initial position, which is also known as the “butterfly
effect.” Sequences generated by chaotic maps have
characteristics which are not common in classical
random number generation. Therefore, their application
in evolutionary algorithm (EA) can change its behavior
and improve the performance.
The multi-chaotic system presented in this paper uses
five different chaotic maps – Burgers, Delayed Logistic,
Dissipative, Lozi and Tinkerbell.
The process of acquiring i-th random integer rndInti
from chaotic map is depicted in (1).

INTRODUCTION
Various vehicle routing problem (VRP) variants are still
actual category of optimization problems in these days
and their solving is challenging for many optimization
methods (Laporte 1992; Boussier et al 2007; Avci,
Topaloglu 2016). However, in this paper we deal with a
modification of VRP (or travelling salesman problem
(TSP) alternatively) that is the so-called VRP with
profits (the VRP with profits on a non-complete graph
or selective VRP, alternatively), where not all customers
have to be visited, see (Boussier et al, 2007).
We present initial results of evolutionary optimization
method called multi-chaotic success-history based
adaptive differential evolution that is being developed
for future application on real vehicle routing problems
(Pavlas et.al, 2015; Stodola et.al., 2014) and
transportation network problems (Roupec et. al., 2013).
Approach that we present in the paper is considered to
be further developed to follow ideas in network design
problems (Roupec et. al., 2013) and in waste
management (Somplak et. al., 2013). Other
modifications of the problem as well as algorithm are
also considered (Stodola et.al., 2014).
The differential evolution (DE) (Storn, Price, 1997) is a
foundation for some of the best performing evolutionary
optimizers. In recent years, various successful
applications of DE enhanced with chaotic pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) were presented
(Senkerik et.al., 2013, Liang et.al., 2011).
In the following section the basics of chaotic systems
(maps) and their use as PRNGs are presented. The next
section describes proposed Multi-chaotic differential
evolution algorithm. In the following section the
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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Where abs(Xi) is an absolute value of i-th X of a chaotic
sequence with length of N, max(abs(Xi∈N)) is a
maximum of absolute values of X in chaotic sequence
and round() is common rounding function. The
generated number rndInti is from interval [1,
maxRndInt].

Lozi Chaotic Map
The Lozi map is a simple discrete two-dimensional
chaotic map. The map equations are given in (2). The
typical parameter values are: a = 1.7 and b = 0.5 with
respect to (Sprott, 2013). For these values, the system
exhibits typical chaotic behavior and with this
parameter setting it is used in the most research papers
and other literature sources. The x,y plot of Lozi map
with the typical setting is depicted in Figure 1.

X n 1  1  a X n  bYn
Yn 1  X n
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Figure 3: x,y plot of Burgers map

Figure 1: x,y plot of Lozi map
Dissipative Standard Map

Tinkerbell Map

The Dissipative standard map is a two-dimensional
chaotic map. The parameters used in this work are b =
0.6 and k = 8.8 based on previous experiments [15, 16]
and suggestions in literature (Sprott, 2013). The x,y plot
of Dissipative standard map is given in
Figure 2.The map equations are given in (3).

The Tinkerbell map is a two-dimensional complex
discrete-time dynamical system given by (5) with
following control parameters: a = 0.9, b = -0.6, c = 2
and d = 0.5 (Sprott, 2013). The x,y plot of the
Tinkerbell map is given in Figure 4.

4

4

X n 1  X n  Yn 1 (mod 2 )
Yn 1  bYn  k sin X n (mod 2 )

4

5874

X n1  X n2  Yn2  aX n  bYn
Yn1  2 X nYn  cX n  dYn

4

5:74

Figure 4: x,y plot of Tinkerbell map

Figure 2: x,y plot of Dissipative standard map

Delayed Logistic Map
The map equations are given in (6). The control
parameter A=2.27 (Sprott, 2013). The x,y plot of the
Delayed Logistic map is given in Figure 5.

Burgers Chaotic Map
The Burgers map (See Fig. 3) is a discretization of a
pair of coupled differential equations The map
equations are given in (4) with control parameters a =
0.75 and b = 1.75 as suggested in (Sprott, 2013).
4

X n 1  aX n  Yn2
Yn 1  bYn  X n Yn

4

Y
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+d

= MY (1 − H )
H +d = Y

(6)

1.0

Mutation Strategies and Parent Selection
In canonical forms of both algorithms, parent vectors
are selected by classic PRNG with uniform distribution.
Mutation strategy “rand/1/bin” uses three random parent
vectors with indexes r1, r2 and r3, where r1 = U[1, NP],
r2 = U[1, NP], r3 = U[1, NP] and r1 ≠ r2 ≠ r3. Mutated
vector vi, G is obtained from three different vectors xr1,
xr2, xr3 from current generation G with help of static
scaling factor Fi = F as follows:

0.8

y

0.6

0.4

0.2

4
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

@,Á = 0£d,Á +  0£p,Á − 0£q,Á 4

5;74

Contrarily, SHADEs mutation strategy “current-topbest/1” uses four parent vectors – current i-th vector
xi,G, vector xpbest,G randomly selected from NP × p (p =
U[pmin, 0.2], pmin = 2/NP) best vectors (in terms of
objective function value) from G, randomly selected
vector xr1,G from G and randomly selected vector xr2,G
from the union of G and external archive A. Where xi,G
≠ xr1,G ≠ xr2,G. (8)

1.0

x

Figure 5: x,y plot of Delayed Logistic map

DIFFERENTIAL
EVOLUTION,
SUCCESSHISTORY BASED ADAPTIVE DIFFERENTIAL
EVOLUTION AND MULTI-CHAOTIC PARENT
SELECTION

@,Á = 0,Á +  0b?<,Á − 0,Á  +  0£d,Á − 0£p,Á 45<74

DE algorithm (Storn, Price, 1997) has four control
parameters – population size NP, maximum number of
generations Gmax, crossover rate CR and scaling factor
F. In the canonical form of DE, those four parameters
are static and depend on the user setting. Other
important features of DE algorithm are mutation
strategy and crossover strategy. This work uses
“rand/1/bin” mutation strategy (7) and binomial
crossover (10). The success-history based adaptive
differential evolution (SHADE) algorithm, on the other
hand, uses only three control parameters – population
size NP, maximum number of generations Gmax and new
parameter H - size of historical memories. F and CR
parameters are automatically adapted based on the
evolutionary process. Values of F and CR for each
individual are generated according to (9) and (11)
respectively. Also, the mutation strategy is different
than that of canonical DE. Novel mutation strategy used
in SHADE is called “current-to-pbest/1” and it is
depicted in (8). The concept of basic operations in DE
and SHADE algorithms is shown in following sections.
For a detailed description on feature constraint
correction, update of historical memories and external
archive handling in SHADE see (Tanabe, Fukunaga,
2013).

The scaling factor Fi is generated from Cauchy
distribution with location parameter value of MF,r which
is randomly selected value from scale factor historical
memory, and scale parameter value of 0.1 (9).
4

 = NÜA,£ , 0.1ß4

5>74

Crossover and Elitism
The trial vector ui,G which is compared with original
vector xi,G is completed by crossover operation (5) and
this operation is the same for both DE and SHADE
algorithms. CRi value in DE algorithm is again static
CRi = CR whereas with SHADE algorithm its value is
generated from a normal distribution with a mean
parameter value of MCR,r which is randomly selected
value from crossover rate historical memory and with
standard deviation value of 0.1 (10).
4

B4,,Á = 

@4,,Á
04,,Á

if [0,1] ≤ N* or  = £8 9
4 56?74
otherwise

Where jrand is randomly selected index of a feature,
which has to be updated (jrand = U[1, D]), D is the
dimensionality of the problem. (11)

Initialization

4

The initial population is generated randomly from
objective space and has NP individuals in both
algorithms. In SHADE algorithm, the external archive A
is initially empty with a maximum size of NP and
historical memories MCR and MF are both set to the size
H where MCR,i = MF,i = 0.5 for (i = 1, …, H).

N* = HÜsC,£ , 0.1ß4

56674

Vector which will be in next generation G+1 is selected
by elitism. When the objective function value of trial
vector ui,G is better than that of the original vector xi,G,
the trial vector will be selected for the next population
and the original will be placed into the external archive
A. Otherwise, the original will survive and the content
of A remains unchanged (12).
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4

0,Á+d = 

B,Á
0,Á

if !B,Á  < !0,Á 
4
otherwise

customer must be served; (20) is a capacity constraint of
the quantity q(i).

56@74

Table 1: Experiment setup
Multi-Chaotic Parent Selection
Multi-chaotic framework for parent selection process is
based on ranking selection of chaotic map based PRNGs
(CPRNGs). A pool of CPRNGs Cpool has to be added
to the EA and each CPRNG is initialized with the same
probability pcinit = 1/Csize, where Csize is the size of
Cpool. For example, for five CPRNGs Csize = 5 and
each of them will have the probability of selection pcinit
= 1/5 = 0.2 = 20%.
For each individual vector xi,G in generation G, the
chaotic generator CPRNGk is selected from the Cpool
according to its probability pck, where k is the index of
selected CPRNG. This selected generator is then used to
replace classic PRNG for selection of parent vectors and
if the generated trial vector succeeds in elitism, the
probabilities are adjusted. There is an upper boundary
for the probability of selection pcmax = 0.6 = 60%, if the
selected CPRNG reached this probability, then no
adjustment takes place. Whole process is depicted in
(8).
b5 +.d

4

if !B,Á  < !0,Á 

R4 =

I

d.d
b5
d.d

otherwise

if  = 

4 56874

otherwise

R4 = R4

No.

Demand

Neighbor No. (distance)
2 (18.39), 6 (22.39), 10 (24.48), 15 (27.57), 19
(3.18)

1

-283

2

11

1 (18.39), 3 (7.24), 7 (2.18), 8 (18.81), 10 (8.18)

3

19

2 (7.24), 19 (8.36)

4

16

6 (8.95), 9 (6.61), 13 (6.18), 20 (4.48)

5

13

6
7
8

13
12
13

9

19

10

10

11

15

9 (12.74), 10 (2.14), 11 (13.76)
1 (22.39), 4 (8.95), 9 (2.95), 10 (9.67), 14 (4.88),
17 (13.62), 18 (6.9)
2 (2.18), 9 (18.68)
2 (18.81), 13 (16.23), 14 (5.22), 18 (9.)
4 (6.61), 5 (12.74), 6 (2.95), 7 (18.68), 11
(11.14), 14 (1.99)
1 (24.48), 2 (8.18), 5 (2.14), 6 (9.67), 11 (15.1),
13 (15.28), 17 (17.8), 19 (21.63)
5 (13.76), 9 (11.14), 10 (15.1), 13 (0.76), 14
(11.59), 16 (4.31)

12

20

13

16

14

20

13 (11.15), 15 (5.16), 16 (15.07), 20 (3.36)
4 (6.18), 8 (16.23), 10 (15.28), 11 (0.76), 12
(11.15), 14 (11.01)
6 (4.88), 8 (5.22), 9 (1.99), 11 (11.59), 13
(11.01), 15 (5.2), 18 (10.25), 20 (9.6)

15

18

1 (27.57), 12 (5.16), 14 (5.2)

16

11

11 (4.31), 12 (15.07)

17

17

6 (13.62), 10 (17.8), 18 (7.47), 19 (7.93)

18

11

6 (6.9), 8 (9.), 14 (10.25), 17 (7.47)

19

12

1 (3.18), 3 (8.36), 10 (21.63), 17 (7.93)

20

17

4 (4.48), 12 (3.36), 14 (9.6)

PROBLEM DEFINITION
The following model presents a modified open VRP
with profits (see, e.g., Boussier et al, 2007 for similar
problems). In order to make/test our (experimental)
computations/algorithm, we consider one vehicle in the
model (which corresponds to travelling salesman
problem modification of VRP) that does not have to
return into the initial node (depot). The basic goal is to
deliver cargo from source (production facility) to
multiple customers at lowest cost (with maximal profit).
In our setting, not every customer must be served (if it is
not profitable according to objective function). There
are only few links for each node meaning the network is
not complete.

4

The network was designed as is presented in Table 1. In
Table 1 each node is given alongside with its demand
and neighboring nodes and their distance. The node no.
1 is the source (production facility) therefore its demand
is negative. The network is depicted in Figure 6.

with the decision variables:
q(i) : quantity delivered up to i;
Mp(i; i1) : 1 if i immediately precedes i1; 0 otherwise;

max ∑,
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the sets of indices:
I : set of all nodes in the network,
IC : set of customers,

The objective function (14) maximizes the total profit,
i.e. the revenue minus transportation cost. Equations, or
in equations alternatively, (15) - (20) present a set of
constraints, where: (15) and (16) guarantee that we can
neither come nor leave one node more than once and,
moreover (17) guarantee that we have to come and
leave every node either once or not at all; (18) sets
quantities q(i) from the first point of the tour; (19)
means that if a node/customer is visited then the

and parameters:
Md(i; i1) : distance matrix presenting also a cost for
using a path,
W : vehicle (e.g. a lorry) capacity or maximal possible
production
capacity in a production node, i.e. in i ∈ I – IC
d(i) : demand in a (customer) node, i ∈ I
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p : unit selling price;
c : unit transportation cost per unit of length:

The maximal number of objective function evaluations
Max_FEs was set to 200 000. Cpool contained Burgers,
Dissipative, Lozi, Tinkerbell and Delayed Logistic
CPRNGs. Other parameters were set as follows:
DE:
Dim: 20; NP: 100; Gmax: 2 000; F: 0.5; CR: 0.8;

EXPERIMENT SETUP
To generate experimental network (see Figure 6) that
approximates real situations, we use a network
generator presented in (Pavlas et.al, 2015).
In the experiment three variants of DE were compared,
the original DE rand/1/bin, SHADE and proposed MCSHADE.
The goal for the optimizing algorithm is to find the best
possible route and amount of cargo with respect to
profit (14).

SHADE:
Dim: 20; NP: 100; Gmax: 2 000; H = 10;
MC-SHADE:
Dim: 20; NP: 100; Gmax: 2 000; H = 10;

Figure 6: Experiment network setup with highlighted source of cargo
Table 2: Results comparison

RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
In this section the results of above described experiment
are presented and discussed. The statistical overview of
the results is presented in Table 2. 50 independent runs
were performed for each algorithm. The success rate
refers to number of runs in which the best possible
solution was found. The best possible solution
(confirmed by deterministic commercial solver) is
visualized in Figure 7.

DE

SHADE

MC-SHADE

1:42

8:48

9:06

Min:

13176.45

13839.60

13839.60

Max:

13865.72

13865.72

13865.72

Mean:

13588.97

13863.63

13865.20

Median:

13623.61

13865.72

13865.72

173.35

7.16

3.69

8%

92%

98%

Time for 50
runs (m:s)

Std. Dev.:
Success Rate:

Best solution details:
Route sequence: 1, 19, 17, 18, 6, 9, 14, 15, 12, 20, 4, 13,
11, 5, 10, 2, 3
Not-visited nodes: 7, 8, 16
Cargo picked-up in node No. 1. : 247
It is clear that the original DE is much faster than
SHADE or MC-SHADE however the success rate is
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unacceptable for practical use. The canonical SHADE
achieved satisfactory success rate with higher time
demands. With comparable time demands the proposed
MC-SHADE achieved exceptional success rate failing
to find the optimum only in 1 run from 50. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test between SHADE and MCSHADE results with alternative hypothesis that mean
rank value of SHADE is lower than that of MC-SHADE
provided p-value of 0.0745. Based on this result the

reliability of the proposed method seems very
satisfactory even in comparison to deterministic solvers.
The time demand is significantly lower than those of
comparable deterministic solvers where a single run for
this model can easily take over 1 hour.
The presented evidence strongly supports the feasibility
of the proposed multi-chaotic method for solving the
modified VRP and its superiority to canonical SHADE.

Figure 7: Final solution visualization
CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0089 and by Internal Grant Agency
of Tomas Bata University under the Project no.
IGA/CebiaTech/2016/007.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a Multi-chaotic Success-history based
adaptive differential evolution was applied to a model of
open vehicle problem with profits. The performance
was compared with canonical version of the algorithm
and also with the original differential evolution. The
performance of proposed method is superior to both
algorithms and the reliability is almost as good as a
deterministic solver with significantly lower time
demands. This supports the claim that the proposed
method can be used as a fast and reliable transportation
network problem optimizer. The future research will
focus on applying these findings on similar real-world
problems.
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details alongside with methodology for CN creation and
first visualizations are given in following two sections.
Afterwards the conclusions are presented.

ABSTRACT

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

In this study it is presented a summarization of our
research of possible ways of creating of complex
networks from the inner dynamics of Swarm
Intelligence based algorithms. The particle swarm
optimization algorithm and the firefly algorithm are
studied in this paper. Several methods of complex
network creation are proposed and discussed alongside
with possibilities for future research and application.

The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) is
the evolutionary optimization algorithm based on the
natural behavior of bird and fish swarms and was firstly
introduced by R. Eberhart and J. Kennedy in 1995
(Kennedy, Eberhart 1995). PSO proved itself to be able
to find better solutions for many optimization problems.
In the PSO algorithm the particles move trough the
multidimensional space of possible solutions. The new
position of the particle in the next iteration is then
obtained as a sum of actual position and velocity. The
velocity calculation follows two natural tendencies of
the particle: To move to the best solution found so far
by the particular particle (known in the literature as
personal best: pBest or local best: lBest). And to move
to the overall best solution found in the swarm or
defined sub-swarm (known as global best: gBest)..

INTRODUCTION
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Kennedy,
Eberhart 1995, Shi, Eberhart, 1998, Kennedy 1997,
Nickabadi et al., 2011) and Firefly algorithm (Yang,
2008, 2009, 2013, Tilahun, 2012) are among the most
prominent members of Swarm Intelligence based
algorithms.
These
evolutionary
computational
techniques (ECTs) are in recent years in the center of
interest of the research community. Recently the links
between ECTs and complex networks (CNs) has been
studied (Zelinka 2011a, 2011b, 2013).
In this study it is presented the possibilities of
successful CNs creation from two swarm algorithms.
Despite that the algorithms do differ the created
networks seem to share similarities and in future various
statistical methods may be used in order to gather
information about the otherwise hidden inner dynamic
of the swarm algorithms. The complex networks have
many unique attributes that may help to understand and
analyze the inner dynamic of Swarm algorithms. The
goal is to use gathered knowledge to improve the
performance of the optimization method. The usefulness
of such approach was already shown in (Davendra,
2014a, 2014b).

In the original PSO the new position of particle is
altered by the velocity given by Eq. 1:

vijt 1

 c 2  Rand  ( gBest j  xijt )

(1)

Where:
vit+1 - New velocity of the ith particle in iteration t+1.
w – Inertia weight value.
vit - Current velocity of the ith particle in iteration t.
c1, c2 - Priority factors (set to the typical value = 2 ).
pBesti – Local (personal) best solution found by the ith
particle.
gBest - Best solution found in a population.
xijt - Current position of the ith particle (component j of
the dimension D) in iteration t.
Rand – Pseudo random number, interval (0, 1). The
chaotic pseudo-random number generator is applied
here.

In this study a methodology for complex network
creation for PSO and Firefly Algorithm is presented.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the next
section the PSO algorithm is described. Following is the
description of Firefly Algorithm. The experimental
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

w  vijt  c1  Rand  ( pBest ij  xijt )

The maximum velocity of particles in the PSO is
typically limited to 0.2 times the range of the
optimization problem and this pattern was followed in
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this study. The new position of a particle is then given by
Eq. 2, where xit+1 is the new particle position:

2.
3.

xit 1

xit  vit 1

(2)

4.
5.

Finally the linear decreasing inertia weight (Nickabadi
et al., 2011). is used in the PSO here. Its purpose is to
slow the particles over time thus to improve the local
search capability in the later phase of the optimization.
The inertia weight has two control parameters wstart and
wend. A new w for each iteration is given by Eq. 3,
where t stands for current iteration number and n stands
for the total number of iterations.

w wstart 

wstart  wend  t
n

PSO EXPERIMENTS
During the experiments several different ways of
complex network creation and visualization were tested.
The goal was to capture the inner dynamics of swarm
algorithms in a sufficient detail but in a network of
appropriate size for further processing.

(3)

In the first experiment the PSO with typical defaults
setting was used to optimize the commonly used
Schwefel’s benchmark function for 100 iterations with
population size set to 30.
In this experiment the main interest was in the
communications that leads to population quality
improvement. Therefore only communication leading to
improvement of the particles personal best (pBest) was
tracked. The link was created between the particle that
has improved and particle that triggered the current
gBest’s update.
In Figure 1 the created complex network is visualized.
Nodes of similar color represent particles with same ID
during different iterations. All links are from particle
that triggered gBest update to particle that has improved
based on that gBest.
In Figure 2 a zoomed partial view of the network is
presented. It is possible to clearly see the density of the
network and links of various lengths.
Close look on a single cluster in the network is
presented in Figure. 3. The numbers in nodes represent
a code for a particle ID and current iteration. That way it
is possible to track exactly the development of the
network and the communication that happens within the
swarm. On this example cluster it can be observed a
single gBest update led to improvement of multiple
particles in different iterations.
A different visualization method was used in Figure. 4
where a smaller network is depicted. Both networks
share many similarities.

FIREFLY ALGORITHM
Firefly algorithm was first presented by Xin-She Yang
in at Cambridge University (Yang, 2008, 2009). FA is
based on simplified behavior of fireflies in night.
Following rules were established to describe mentioned
behavior (Yang, 2008, 2009, 2013, Tilahun, 2012):
1.
2.

3.

All fireflies are unisex so that fireflies will
attract each other regardless of their sex.
The attractiveness is proportional to the
brightness, and they both decrease as their
distance increases. This means that for any two
flashing fireflies, the less bright one will move
towards the brighter one. Firefly will move
randomly if there is no brighter one.
The brightness of a firefly is determined by the
landscape of the objective function.

Firefly’s attractiveness is determined by its light
intensity, which is proportional to the encoded objective
function. The brightness I(r) varies with the distance r
monotonically and exponentially Eq. 4. That is,

I (r )

I0
1  Or 2

,

(4)

,where I0 is the initial brightness and O is the light
absorption coefficient. Similarly, the attractiveness of a
firefly can be defined using following formula Eq. 5:

A(r )

A0
1  Or 2

,

(5)

,where A0 is the initial attractiveness.
If a firefly located at >?  >? $ & >? @ & A& >?' is brighter than
firefly located at >  >$ & >@ & A>' , the firefly located
at > will move towards one located at >? .
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1.

Compute intensity BD$ & D@ & AD' C for each
member of solution set.
Move firefly towards other brighter firefly if
possible, move it randomly if not.
Update solution set.
If a termination criterion is fulfilled terminate
algorithm. Otherwise go to step 2.

Generate a random solution set B>$ & >@ & A>' C.
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Figure 3: PSO dynamic as complex network– close view
Figure 1: PSO dynamic as complex network – complete view

Figure 4: PSO dynamic as complex network – swarm of size
10 running for 10 iterations. Nodes with same color belong to
same iteration.

FIREFLY EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2: PSO dynamic as complex network – partial view

In the second experiment the firefly algorithm was used.
The algorithm optimized Schwefel’s benchmark
function for 100 iterations with population of size 30.
In the process of creation of the network every firefly
was visualized as a node. Connection between nodes is
plotted for every successful interaction between
fireflies. Successful interaction is defined as such
interaction where one of the individuals gets improved.
In the case of FA it is when firefly flies towards another
and improves own brightness. This leads to network
presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Duplicate
connections were omitted from the network in the sake
of clarity.
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Because across multiple iterations off algorithm thhere
may be multiple
m
connections betw
ween nodes the
connections were weighted in this deesign. If theree is
connection between
b
the firefly
f
A and B it starts with
w
weight 1. If
I in another iteration there
t
is anotther
successful innteraction betw
ween the fireffly A and B, new
n
connection iss not created but the weighht of the existting
connection iss incrementedd by 1. At the end of evoluttion
the weight iss normalized. If the firefly gets improvedd in
all iterations,, at the end off the evolutionn their connecttion
will have weight
w
1. If it
i never getss improved thheir
connection will
w have weigght 0.

Figure 7: Time capturin
ng oriented neetwork

Figure 5: Bassic weighted orriented networkk for populationn of
size 30 afteer 100 iterationss.
Figure 8: Timee capturing orieented network with
w visually
en
ncoded iterationn order (Red: itteration 1, Blue: iteration 10)

Figure 6: Bassic weighted orriented networkk for populationn of
size 30 after 100 iterations with
w visually highlighted weighhts
(Blue: 0.7 < weight,
w
Grey: 0.3
0 < weight < 0.7,
0 Red: weighht <
0.3).

Figure 9: Time capturing
c
orientted network witth highlighted
iteration 0 and 10.

Finally, evenn though prevvious network yield interestting
information, its size is lim
mited by the siize of populatiion.
This may not
n be favoraable for all tools of netw
work
analysis. In the
t extended model
m
(Figuree 7 – 9) nodes are
not created by fireflies alone
a
but by fireflies and the
iteration in which
w
they were
w
created. This way evvery
firefly will get
g representedd up to numbeer of times thaat is
equal to the number of iteerations. Becaause of this thhere
cannot be muultiple connecctions betweenn same nodess, so
the weights become
b
unneccessary.

ONCLUSION
N
CO
In this study seeveral compleex networks were createdd
fro
om Swarm Intelligence based algo
orithms andd
anaalyzed. The goal is to ccapture the hidden innerr
dyn
namics of sw
warm algorithm
ms. The inforrmation basedd
on the complex network
n
analyysis may be ussed in variouss
adaaptive approaches. The com
mplex network
ks may provee
a very
v
beneficiaal tool for cappturing the in
nner dynamicss
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of swarm algorithms. The future research will shift the
focus from creating the networks to implement various
analytic and statistical tools and further to impellent
adaptive mechanisms in order to improve the
performance of the optimization algorithm
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been presented in several research fields and in many
applications with promising results (Lee and Chang
1996; Wu and Wang, 1999).
Another research joining deterministic chaos and
pseudorandom number generator has been done for
example in (Lozi 2012). Possibility of generation of
random or pseudorandom numbers by use of the ultra
weak multidimensional coupling of p 1-dimensional
dynamical systems is discussed there.
Another paper (Persohn and Povinelli 2012), deeply
investigate logistic map as a possible pseudorandom
number generator and is compared with contemporary
pseudo-random number generators. A comparison of
logistic map results is made with conventional methods
of generating pseudorandom numbers. The approach
used to determine the number, delay, and period of the
orbits of the logistic map at varying degrees of precision
(3 to 23 bits). Another paper (Wang and Qin 2012)
proposed an algorithm of generating pseudorandom
number generator, which is called (couple map lattice
based on discrete chaotic iteration) and combine the
couple map lattice and chaotic iteration. Authors also
tested this algorithm in NIST 800-22 statistical test suits
and for future utilization in image encryption. In
(Narendra et al. 2010) authors exploit interesting
properties of chaotic systems to design a random bit
generator, called CCCBG, in which two chaotic systems
are cross-coupled with each other. A new binary streamcipher algorithm based on dual one-dimensional chaotic
maps is proposed in (Yang and Wang 2012) with
statistic proprieties showing that the sequence is of high
randomness. Similar studies are also done in (Bucolo et
al. 2002).

KEYWORDS
Deterministic chaos; Chaotic oscillators; Heuristic;
Chaotic Optimization; Chaotic Pseudo Random Number
Generators
ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the utilization of the complex
chaotic dynamics given by the several selected timecontinuous chaotic systems, as the chaotic pseudo
random number generators and driving maps for the
chaotic optimization. Chaos based optimization concept
is utilizing direct output iterations of chaotic system
transferred into the required numerical range or it uses
the chaotic dynamics for mapping the search space
mostly within the local search techniques. This paper
shows two groups of complex chaotic dynamics given
by either chaotic flows or oscillators. Simulations of
examples of chaotic dynamics transferred to the pseudo
random number generators were performed and related
issues like distributions of such a systems, periodicity,
and dependency on sampling times are briefly discussed
in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Generally speaking, the term “chaos” can denote
anything that cannot be predicted deterministically. In
the case that the word “chaos” is combined with an
attribute such as “deterministic”, then a specific type of
chaotic phenomena is involved, having their specific
laws, mathematical apparatus and a physical origin. The
deterministic chaos is a phenomenon that - as its name
suggests - is not based on the presence of a random or
any stochastic effects. It is clear from the structure of
the equations (see the section Chaotic Optimization),
that no mathematical term expressing randomness is
present. The seeming randomness in deterministic chaos
is related to the extreme sensitivity to the initial
conditions (Celikovsky and Zelinka 2010).
In the past, the chaos has been observed in many of
various systems (including evolutionary one). Systems
exhibiting deterministic chaos include, for instance,
weather, biological systems, many electronic circuits
(Chua’s circuit), mechanical systems, such as double
pendulum, magnetic pendulum, or so called billiard
problem.
The idea of using chaotic systems instead of random
processes (pseudo-number generators - PRNGs) has
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

MOTIVATION
Recently the chaos has been used also to replace
pseudo-number generators (PRGNs) in evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) or for mapping of solutions or
iterations within local search techniques. An
evolutionary chaotic approach generally uses the chaotic
system in the place of a pseudo random number
generator (Aydin et al. 2010). This causes the heuristic
to map unique regions, since the chaotic system iterates
to new regions. The task is then to select a very good
chaotic system (either discrete or time-continuous) as
the pseudo random number generator.
The initial concept of embedding chaotic dynamics into
the evolutionary algorithms is given in (Caponetto et al.
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(2); unmodified UEDA oscillator (3); and Driven Van
der Pol Oscillator (4).
The parametric plots of the chaotic systems are depicted
in Figures 1, 4, 7 and 10. The typical chaotic behavior
of the utilized chaotic systems, represented by the
examples of direct outputs for the variable x is depicted
in Figures 2, 5, 8 and 11. Finally the Figures 3, 6, 9 and
12 show the example of dynamical sequencing during
the generating of pseudo number numbers transferred
into the range <0 - 1> by means of particular studied
CPRNGs and with the sampling rate of 0.5s.

2003). Later, the initial study (Davendra et al. 2010)
was focused on the simple embedding of chaotic
systems in the form of chaos pseudo random number
generator (CPRNG) for DE (Differential Evolution) and
SOMA (Zelinka 2004) in the task of optimal PID tuning
Several papers have been recently focused on the
connection of heuristic and chaotic dynamics either in
the form of hybridizing of DE with chaotic searching
algorithm (Liang et al. 2011) or in the form of chaotic
mutation factor and dynamically changing weighting
and crossover factor in self-adaptive chaos differential
evolution (SACDE) (Zhenyu et al. 2006). Also the PSO
(Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm with elements
of chaos was introduced as CPSO (Coelho and Mariani
2009).
This idea was later extended with the successful
experiments with chaos driven DE (ChaosDE)
(Senkerik et al. 2014) with both complex and simple test
functions.
At the same time the chaos embedded PSO with inertia
weigh strategy was closely investigated (Pluhacek et al.
2013), followed by and novel chaotic Multiple Choice
PSO strategy (Chaos MC-PSO) (Pluhacek et al. 2014).
The primary aim of this work is to try, test, analyze and
compare the implementation of different natural chaotic
dynamic as the CPRNG, thus to analyze and highlight
the different influences to the system, which utilizes the
selected CPRNG (including the evolutionary
computational techniques).

Lorenz System
The Lorenz system is a 3-dimensional dynamical flow,
which exhibits chaotic behavior. It was introduced by
Edward Lorenz in 1963, who derived it from the
simplified equations of convection rolls arising in the
equations of the atmosphere. It is a very simple model
of the dynamics of a fluid heated from below in the
gravitation field, thus it was first used to study a
problem of weather predictability. The equations which
describe the Lorenz system are given in (1) (Sprott
2003). The Lorenz attractor is depicted on Fig. 1.
dx
= σ ( y − x)
dt
dy
= x (ρ − z ) − y
dt
dz
= xy − β z
dt

CHAOTIC OPTIMIZATION
It exist two possible utilizations of chaotic dynamics in
optimization tasks. Either direct output simulation
iterations of chaotic system are transferred into the
required numerical range (as simple CPRNG) or it uses
the complexity of chaotic systems for dynamical
mapping of the search space mostly within the local
search techniques (Hamaizia and Lozi 2011). The
general idea of CPRNG is to replace the default system
PRNG with the chaotic system. As the chaotic system is
a set of equations with a static start position, we created
a random start position of the system, in order to have
different start position for different experiments. Once
the start position of the chaotic system has been
obtained, the system generates the next sequence using
its current position.
Generally there exist many other approaches as to how
to deal with the negative numbers as well as with the
scaling of the wide range of the numbers given by the
chaotic systems into the typical range 0 – 1:
CHAOTIC SYSTEMS
This section contains the description of time-continuous
chaotic systems (flows or oscillators), which were used
as the CPRNG. In this research, direct sampled output
iterations of the chaotic systems were used for the
generation of real numbers scaled into the typical range
for random function: <0 - 1>. Following chaotic
systems were used: Lorenz system (1). Rossler system

Fig. 1 x, y, z parametric plot of the Lorenz system
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(1)

Fig. 2 Simulation of the Lorenz system (variable x –
line-plot)

Fig. 4 x, y, z parametric plot of the Rossler system

Fig. 3 Example of the chaotic dynamics: range <0 - 1>
generated by means of the Lorenz system
Rossler System
The Rössler system is a system that exhibits chaotic
dynamics associated with the fractal properties of the
attractor. It was originallly introduced as an example of
very simple chaotic flow containing chaos similarly to
the Lorenz attractor. This attractor has some similarities
to the Lorenz attractor, but is simpler and has only one
manifold. The attractor was later found to be useful in
modeling equilibrium in chemical reactions. The
Rössler system is given by folloving set of equations (2)
(Sprott 2003):
dx
= −y − z
dt
dy
= x + ay
dt
dz
= b + z (x − c )
dt

Fig. 5 Simulation of the Rossler system (variable x –
line-plot)

(2)

Rössler studied the chaotic attractor with a = 0.2,
b = 0.2, and c = 5.7,

Fig. 6 Example of the chaotic dynamics: range <0 - 1>
generated by means of the Rossler system
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UEDA Oscillator
UEDA oscillator is the simple example of driven
pendulums, which represent some of the most
significant examples of chaos and regularity.
The UEDA system can be simply considered as a
special case of intensively studied Duffing oscillator
that has both a linear and cubic restoring force. Ueda
oscillator represents the both biologically and physically
important dynamical model exhibiting chaotic motion.
It can be used to explore much physical behavior in
biological systems (Sprott 2003).
The UEDA chaotic system equations are given in (3).
The parameters are: a = 1.0 b = 0.05, c = 7.5 and
 = 1.0 as suggested in (Sprott 2003). The x, y
parametric plot of the chaotic system is depicted in Fig.
7.

dx
=y
dt
.
dy
3
= −ax − by + c sin ωt
dt

Fig. 9 Example of the chaotic dynamics: range <0 - 1>
generated by means of the UEDA chaotic oscillator
Van der Pol Oscillator
Van der Pol oscillator is the simple example of the limit
cycles and chaotic behavior in electrical circuits
employing vacuum tubes. Similarly to the UEDA
oscillator, it can be used to explore physical (unstable)
behaviour in biological sciences. (Bharti and Yuasa
2010).
In this paper, the forced, or commonly known as driven,
Van der Pol oscillator is investigated. This system
consist of the original Van der Pol oscillator definition
with the added driving function a sin(t), thus the
differential equations have the form (4). The parameters
are:  = 0.2  = 8.0, a = 0.35 and  = 1.02 as suggested
in (Sprott 2003).

(3)

dx
=y
dt
dy
= μ 1 − γx 2 y − x 3 + a sin ωt
dt

(

)

(4)

Fig. 7 x, y parametric plot of the UEDA oscillator

Fig.10 x, y parametric plot of the Van der Pol oscillator
Fig. 8 Simulation of the UEDA oscillator (variable x –
line-plot)
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number sequences. Comparisons of the distributions of
pseudo random real numbers transferred into the range
<0 - 1> are depicted in Fig.13. Findings can be
summarized as follows:
• It was proven that chaos based optimization is
very sensitive to the hidden chaotic dynamics
driving the CPRNG/mapping the search space.
Such a chaotic dynamics can be significantly
changed by the selection of sampling time in
the case of the time-continuous systems. Only
small sampling rate of 0.1s keeps the
information about the chaotic dynamics (as in
Figs 14 and 15) and by using such chaotic
dynamics driving the optimization technique,
its performance is significantly influenced.
• Oscillators are giving more dynamical pseudo
random sequences with unique quasi-periodical
sequencing in comparison with chaotic flows
(See Figs 3, 6, 9 and 12).
• Furthermore presented chaotic systems have
additional accessible parameters, which can by
tuned. This issue opens up the possibility of
examining the impact of these parameters to
generation of random numbers, and thus
influence on Chaos based optimization
(including adaptive switching between chaotic
systems or sampling rates).
• Distributions are similar for all systems.

Fig. 11 Simulation of the Van der Pol oscillator (variable x –
line-plot)

Fig. 12 Example of the chaotic dynamics: range <0 - 1>
generated by means of the Van der Pol chaotic oscillator

EXPERIMENT DISCUSSION
Four different complex chaotic time-continuous
flows/oscillators have been simulated and the output
behaviors have been transferred into the pseudo random

Fig. 13: Comparison of distributions of pseudo random real numbers transferred into the range <0 - 1> (5000 samples); upper left –
Lorenz system, upper right Rossler system, bottom left UEDA oscillator, bottom right Van der Pol Oscillator.
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ABSTRACT
The design and simulation of an integrated common mode
ﬁlter (CMF) for differential data lines, like the USB 2.0
interface, is presented in this paper. The device is manufactured in a bipolar semiconductor process for the integration of
diodes protecting sensitive CMOS circuits against damage by
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). The ﬁlter is formed by planar
coupled coils that are processed in copper/polyimide layers
applied on top of silicon die. The design process is using 2.5D
simulation techniques based on method of moments. Furthermore a lumped model is derived that allows exact and efﬁcient
transient simulations in SPICE [1] based simulators. The ﬁlter
design itself shows strong common mode rejection in the GSM
spectrum. The small size (1.34 mm x 0.95 mm) of the device
makes it well suited for integration in modern mobile phone
applications, to suppress electromagnetic interference (EMI)
between a USB transmitter and a GSM receiver. Measurement
data demonstrates the EMI protection in the GSM downlink
spectrum. The dynamic resistance of the ESD diodes is derived
in transmission line puls (TLP) measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Even though the speciﬁcation of the USB 3.0 standard has
been released in 2008, the adoption rate in the smartphone
world is very low and USB 2.0 is still the dominant wire
based interface for data exchange and for charging of mobile
phones. With a natural data rate of 480 Mbit/s in high-speed
mode, a certain spectral power density can be detected around
960 MHz due to harmonic content of the digital signals. This is
depicted in Fig. 1: Multiple spurious signals close by the larger
spur at 960 MHz appear as common mode component on a
USB cable. The data on USB lines is NRZI (non-return-tozero) encoded and bit stufﬁng is applied to ensure that data and
clock are synchroneous at the USB receiver. This allows data
transmission without seperate clock lines. The nature of the
encoded data stream creates additional spectral components

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

below 960 MHz. In the standard GSM-900 system, 124 downlink channels are located between 935 MHz and 960 MHz.
The extended system (E-GSM) adds additional channels at
the lower end between 925 MHz and 935 MHz. The received
signal strength can be close to the minimum sensitivity level of
-102 dBm [2], e.g. in a rural area (with large distance between
the transmitting base station and a mobile phone) or inside a
building with shielding walls. Any additional noise from the
internal USB interface that falls into the 200 kHz spectrum of
a speciﬁc GSM downlink channel, will directly degrade the
sensitivity. Since the GSM antenna (as potential EMI victim) is
operating in an asymmetric mode and the high-speed data lines
(as potential EMI source) are driven differentially, there is an
inherent isolation. In real phone applications, the differential
behaviour suffers partly from certain layout compromises
(unequal line length, parasitic capacitances, etc.), partly from
timing imperfections of the two single ended output driver
circuits for D+ and D- signal lines (e.g. due to spread in
semiconductor manufacturing). This results in a conversion
from differential mode (DM) to common mode (CM) [3], [4]
and provides the coupling path from USB to GSM antenna.
For certain phone designs, this might already occur inside the
phone (e.g. with long ﬂexfoil cable between system on chip
(SoC) and USB connector) or externally when a USB cable is
plugged into the phone (see also Fig. 15). In order to increase
the attenuation on this EMI path, a common mode ﬁlter can
be placed on the USB data lines. The presented ﬁlter includes
ESD protection diodes, which provide additional protection
against damage from electrostatic discharge on the data lines,
including the ID pin of USB on-the-go (OTG) ports [5].
In the development and manufacturing process of mobile phones many restrictions inﬂuence the physical shape,
geometry and placement of components (e.g. main printed
circuit board (PCB), battery, antennas, connectors and internal
ﬂexfoil interconnections). Those constraints are driven by
aspects like size and cost reduction, EMI performance, antenna
characteristics and usability. Fig. 2 shows three examplary
conﬁgurations, which differ in PCB geometry and placement
of antenna module and USB port. The designs in Fig. 2 a) and
b) allow for a very short routing between SoC and USB port
and furthermore a maximized decoupling from the opposing
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Fig. 1. Exemplary common mode (CM) spectrum on USB 2.0 data lines
(measured during persistent reading from USB memory in high-speed mode,
FFT-based spectrum by digital oscilloscope).
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Fig. 3. Example of actual phone design with ﬂexfoil USB connection.
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concept of semiconductor controlled rectiﬁers (SCR) is applied
to achieve a very low dynamic resistance [8], [9].

Á

Fig. 2. Typical design variants found in mobile phones.



GSM antenna module. However, this position of the USB port
might be inconvenient for the user: E.g. during the use of a
car mount or docking station for battery charging and data
synchronization via USB the placement at the bottom side is
favorable (Fig. 2 c). An actual phone design that is using this
architecture is depicted in Fig. 3. The long signal tracks of
the ﬂex-foil interconnection provide an internal coupling path
into the GSM antenna structures. The close proximity of the
USB port itself can exacerbate the coupling in particular when
the quality of external cable plugs and the internal port has
been deteriorated due to numerous insertion/removal cycles. In
order to increase the isolation on this coupling path, a common
mode ﬁlter can be used.
DESIGN AND SIMULATION
Circuit
The ﬁlter device is composed of two coupled planar coils
and additional diode structures. Fig. 4 depicts the simpliﬁed
schematic diagram, showing the fundamental elements and
pin names of the USB connector. The design work ﬂow is
using electromagnetic (EM) simulation tools, based on the
method of moments [6], [7], in order to consider the effects
on the desired frequency response by distributed and parasitic
structures. The ESD protection for the data lines is provided
by diodes arranged in rail clamp structure; this reduces the
capacitive load for the high-speed signals. Typical junction
capacitance of reverse operated diode clamp is 1.5 pF. The

  
D+
D–
ID

GND

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of common mode ﬁlter with ESD protection.

The coils are characterized by their series inductance
Ls ≈ 60 nH and series resistance Rs ≈ 6 Ω. The coupling
factor k ≈ 0.85 provides sufﬁcient DM passband to handle
the spectrum of USB 2.0 signals. Inductance, coupling factor
and diode capacitance shape the CM frequency response,
that is designed to yield strong suppression in the 900 MHz
GSM band. Nevertheless, it does not affect the single ended
transmission as used for low-speed and full-speed signaling
(USB 1.0/1.1).
Once the design was ﬁnalized, a more detailed lumped
element equivalent circuit has been created for the purpose
of signal integrity studies. This passive circuit model is
rather compact, yet allows high accuracy for efﬁcient transient
simulations like eye diagrams. Compared with S-parameters
the lumped model can reﬂect the device behaviour exactly at
DC and low frequencies. The basic cell is shown in Fig. 5.
In combination with few additional components, it is used
four times to simulate the distributed characteristic of the real
device for frequencies from 0 Hz beyond 2 GHz.
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Fig. 7. Cross sectional view from EM simulation tool: Copper layers in
red/green, aluminium layer in light blue, solder balls are not visible.

R2p
R=Rs/4

P5

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of basic element for lumped model.

Implementation
The ESD diode structures are manufactured in a bipolar
semiconductor process with two aluminium layers. The die
size is 1.34 mm x 0.95 mm. Layers of polyimid and copper
are processed on top of the silicon die in order to implement
the two coupled coils with acceptable series resistance. In a
ﬁnal processing step solder balls are added. In Fig. 6 these
solder balls face up, and the upper copper layer is clearly
recognizable. The lower copper layer is hardly distinguishable
in this photograph. The cross sectional views in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 provide a better view on the two layers. The former is
taken from the EM simulation tool [6] and reveals a crosssection, that allows to identify both copper layers and the
electrical connection between the coils and pads for the solder
balls. The latter was taken by a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The transversal dimension of a single coil winding is
about 8 μm by 8 μm.

Fig. 8. Cross sectional view from SEM: Upper and lower copper coil layer
(a), larger view showing interconnect from aluminium lower copper layer (b)

RESULTS
ESD protection
The ideal ESD protection is a switch with an inﬁnite onresistance in normal operation and zero on-resistance during
an ESD event. A semiconductor controlled rectiﬁer (SCR) is
near-ideal in the sense that it exhibits a very high resistance
for low positive voltages and switches to a highly-conductive
state after triggering. Fig. 9 a) shows a typical SCR I-V graph.
Once a certain voltage (trigger voltage Vt1 ) is exceeded, the
SCR triggers and the voltage drops to a very low value, the
holding voltage Vh , which is typically 1.5 V . . . 2 V. During the
transition from Vt1 to Vh , the SCR exhibits brieﬂy a negative
dynamic resistance. An equivalent circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 9 b). Beyond Vh , the voltage rises again with increasing

Fig. 9. SCR I-V graph (left); SCR equivalent circuit diagram (right).
Fig. 6. Photograph of silicon die, showing solder balls, copper layers and
underlying aluminium layer on top of semiconductor substrate.

current in accordance with the ohmic resistance Rdyn of the
device. An SCR typically has a very low dynamic resistance
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Fig. 10. Cross-section of an SCR showing the integrated return diode.
Fig. 11. Typical 100 ns TLP current (left) and voltage pulse (right).

in this range, in the order of a few tenths of an Ohm. Thus,
the power dissipation in an SCR is very low during an ESD
event, resulting in very high current capability in case of an
ESD pulse, up to 80 mA / μm width of the SCR.
For reverse polarity ESD pulses, the ESD current is handled
by the diode from D+ respectively D- to GND (Fig. 4) . The
overall concept is a Low-Voltage-Triggered SCR (LVTSCR),
[10], [11], in which the low-voltage triggering is not achieved
by means of an avalanche diode. A cross-section of the device
is shown in Fig. 10. For positive signal voltages the SCR is
formed by the p+ in the n-epi, the pwell (pw) and ﬁnally the
n+ to ground (gnd).
Both, the low clamping voltage and the low dynamic
resistance of the SCR contribute to an excellent protection
of the SoC in the following way:
1) The low clamping voltage reduces the risk of overvoltage on the SoC input / output (IO) pins, which might
otherwise damage the sensitive gate oxides, which in
advanced CMOS devices can be destroyed at voltages
below 5 V.
2) The low dynamic resistance shunts most of the ESD
current to ground. The residual current into the SoC
decreases, as the SCR dynamic resistance gets lower.
By a proper choice of the protection, the SoC current
capability and the impedance in between, the residual
current into the SoC can be limited to values preventing
thermal damage to the SoC [12].
The current capability of all components can be quantiﬁed
according to a number of international standards (e.g. HBM
[13]). The system ESD performance can be established using
an IEC 61000-4-2 test [14]. Such tests yield a pass/fail result,
which is useful for production-type testing but does not give
much support for the development process. During development, the Transmission Line Pulse (TLP [15]–[17]) is widely
used. A TLP system applies square current pulses, usually
of 100 ns duration, to the device under test (DUT) which
allow accurate determination of the voltage and current during
the pulse. The TLP pulses provide an ESD-like discharge
(regarding the pulse duration) and are known to correlate very
well with HBM and IEC pulses [18], [19]. Fig. 11 shows a
typical TLP pulse of about 0.4 A of current and the resulting
voltage pulse. The voltage pulse shows, that when a current
pulse is applied, the voltage brieﬂy (< 0.5 ns) rises to the
trigger voltage Vt1 and then drops sharply to the holding
voltage Vh .

Because the TLP employs pulses in the ESD time frame, it
is possible to measure the I-V curve under typical ESD conditions, regarding pulse width (100 ns) and rise time (10 ns).
A full TLP I-V curve is measured by applying a succession
of pulses with increasing current until a pre-determined maximum current is reached or the device fails. The time interval
between two consecutive pulses is typically about 1 s, which
is much larger than the cool-down time of the device (which
is in the order of ns). Thus, cumulative heating effects are
avoided. As shown in Fig. 11 a), each current pulse exhibits a
ﬂat plateau of about 100 ns after the initial transient during the
rise time of the pulse. An HPPI 3010C TLP system - combined
with a 3011C pulse width extender - was used to apply the TLP
pulses. Voltage and current within each pulse were measured
on-wafer by means of RF Kelvin probes connected to a 4 GHz
Tektronix TDS7404B digital oscilloscope (at 10 GS/s). Each
current and voltage measurement represents the average of
the signal at the plateau between 75-85 ns during the pulse
width. The force signal is applied into 50 Ohms to the DUT
and the voltage sense signal is picked up via a 5 kOhm series
resistor. The current is measured by means of a Tektronix
CT1 current probe, connected via an attenuator of 26 dB. By
successively increasing the amplitude of each current pulse, a
complete I-V curve can be measured. Failure of the device
can be detected by monitoring the DC leakage current at
+5 V between two consecutive pulses, using a Keithley 2636
SMU. Fig. 12 shows an example of a TLP I-V curve for an
SCR as implemented in this common mode ﬁlter. The curve
appears continuous, because the data points are connected by
a solid line and the individual pulse measurements are not
indicated, but in fact it represents a succession of individual
pulses. The leakage measurements are not shown, because
the device did not fail within the pulse current range of 12 A to +12 A as depicted in Fig. 12. Using this I-V curve,
it is straightforward to measure device parameters, such as
the dynamic resistance Rdyn . Such a measurement cannot
be performed using DC measurements, because the much
longer pulse durations would lead to extreme power dissipation
and thus to premature failure unrelated to the actual ESD
performance. The TLP measurement results in Fig. 12 cover
both polarities: For pulses with negative polarity the ground
diode gets conductive once the voltage exceeds the forward
voltage (Vcl < −1 V). The dynamic resistance during the TLP
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system. The most severe, i.e. the widest eye opening, is given
by template 1 as speciﬁed in [22]. The eye diagram as depicted
in Fig. 14 was measured with the ﬁlter device mounted in a
complete application circuit, proving that insertion loss and
cut-off frequency in differential mode are compliant with
USB 2.0 requirements.
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Fig. 12. I-V graph of the integrated SCR, measured with 100 ns TLP.

pulse can be read from the slope in Fig. 12 as Rdyn− ≈ 0.22Ω.
For positive polarity the SCR is triggered at Vt1 = Vcl ≈ 8 V.
After this snap-back, the SCR provides a dynamic resistance
of Rdyn+ ≈ 0.27 Ω.
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Mixed mode scattering parameters
Scattering parameters are measured using a four port vector
network analyzer (VNA) and converted into mixed mode Sparameters Sdd21 (solid lines) and Scc21 (dashed lines) as
shown in Fig. 13 [20], [21]. Besides the measured data (blue
curves), the graph includes simulation results based on the EM
model (red curves) and the lumped model (green curves).
For low frequencies all six curves show an insertion loss
of S21 ≈ -0.5 dB due to the series resistance of the coils.
The -3 dB cut-off frequency for the differential mode is above
1 GHz, for the common mode below 200 MHz. The resonant
behaviour of inductive and capacitive elements in the ﬁlter
design results in a signiﬁcant common mode rejection over
the full GSM-900 uplink (880 MHz to 915 MHz) and downlink
bands (925 MHz to 960 MHz).
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Fig. 13. Measured mixed-mode S-parameter:(1) = Sdd21 ; (2) = Scc21 .

Signal integrity
The eye diagram is used to asses the signal integrity in the
time domain. The USB speciﬁcation deﬁnes various limits for
the eye diagram to be measured at different test points in a










  











Fig. 14. Measured eye diagram according to template 1, test point TP2 [22].

Impact on USB EMI emission
As discussed above, several coupling paths from the USB
interface to the GSM antenna module might exist in a mobile
phone (Fig. 15). Investigations based on commercially available phones can be difﬁcult as documentation of hardware
and software is hardly available. Thus, a Beagleboard running
the Linux operating system is used. The SoC incorporates an
AM335x Cortex A8 ARM processor. This SoC is similar to
those used in modern smartphones and provides two integrated
USB 2.0 OTG host controllers. One of them is connected to a
female type A USB connector, which is used during testing.
1) Test setup: Since the application board is operated
with opensource software, full access to the low level USB
functions is available. This is essential for good reproducibility
of persistent USB transmissions. Here “persistent” means that
data is read continuously from an external USB memory
as fast as possible, without additional delay from higher
software layers, circumventing any caching that would reduce
or avoid the physical USB transmission. The data itself is still
transmitted in packets. This behaviour creates a non-stationary
frequency spectrum. In order to observe this spectrum with a
swept spectrum analyzer, the maximum hold detector was used
over ten consecutive sweeps.
To mimic an arbitrary coupling path between the USB data
lines and an asymmetric (antenna) structure a single winding
current probe is used: The inner conductor of a coaxial cable
is twined around the paired data lines and soldered to the outer
conductor [23]. In a real phone, this coaxial cable would be
connected to the RF frontend of the GSM module; here, an
EMI test receiver measures the spectrum in the GSM downlink
channels (compare Fig. 15 and 16). In this experiment, only
the single coupling path between an external USB cable and
the asymmetric probe is evaluated (Fig. 16).
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can be particularly detrimental to absolute radio-frequency
channel numbers (ARFCN) 123 (fc = 959.6 MHz) and 124
(fc = 959.8 MHz).

0

B

relative amplitude in dB

-5
Fig. 15. Potential EMI interference paths from USB interface to GSM antenna
module in a mobile phone.
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Fig. 16. Laboratory test setup to measure impact of EMI ﬁlter during
persistent USB trafﬁc and emulate condition in mobile phones.

Fig. 17 depicts the ﬁlter PCB with the common mode ﬁlter
(detail 1) in blue frame) in front of a USB memory device.
During testing, this PCB is replaced by an identical one, but
without a ﬁlter device. Here the ﬁlter footprint is bypassed
by wires (detail 2) in orange frame) in order to establish a
through connection. Any impact of the ﬁlter PCB itself, such
as reﬂections at the male and female ports, is therefore kept
the same. Finally the spectrum in the GSM downlink band is
measured with and without the ﬁlter device.

956

957

958

f in MHz

959

960

Fig. 18. Detailed view on GSM downlink spectrum measured with (lower,
blue graph) and without (upper, orange graph) common mode ﬁlter during
persistent read access on USB memory (maximum hold detector over 10
sweeps).

Furthermore multiple narrowband interferers (Marker B)
can be identiﬁed, spaced by 0.67 MHz offset. Given the
200 kHz channel spacing in GSM, almost every third downlink
channel would be impaired by these spurs. By adding the
CMF into the USB transmission path, all of these spurs are
reduced by approximatly 20 dB. This corresponds well with
the measured S-parameter Scc21 (Fig. 13). Furthermore this
proves that the coupling path between USB cable and coupling
probe is dominated by common mode. Likewise the noise
spectrum (Marker C) is reduced, although the reduction by
20 dB is masked due to sensitivity limitations of the chosen
test setup (impact of maximum hold detector and insertion
loss of coupling probe). The spur denoted by marker D is
not affected by the CMF. It is identiﬁed as non-USB related,
direct EMI injection from the Beagleboard into the coupling
probe: even without any USB transmission and disconnected
USB memory this spurious emmission can be measured.
CONCLUSION

Fig. 17. The ﬁlter PCB is attached to a USB memory stick. Detail 1: CMF
is mounted. Detail 2: CMF is replaced by through connection.

2) Results: The observed spectrum is given in Fig. 18:
The orange graph is measured without and the blue graph
with the common mode ﬁlter in place. Both graphs show
a strong signal at 960 MHz (Marker A) which is linked
to the harmonic spectrum of the inherent clock signal for
480 MBit/s USB data signals (see also Fig. 1). This noise

The design process for a common mode ﬁlter with integrated ESD protection for the USB 2.0 interface is presented
in this paper. The EM simulation, based on 2.5D tools,
has demonstrated its strength in simulating planar structures
in semiconductor devices. Simulated and measured mixedmode scattering parameters show very good conformance. The
achieved frequency response allows to suppress common mode
signals in the GSM-900 downlink spectrum as demonstrated
by an experimental test setup. The ESD protection is realized
by advanced SCR structures that protect sensitive CMOS SoCs
due to their low clamping voltage and low dynamic resistance.
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Processes with time-delay are difficult to control using
standard feedback controllers. When a high
performance of the control process is desired or the
relative time-delay is very large, a predictive control
strategy must be used. The predictive control strategy
includes a model of the process in the structure of the
controller. The first time-delay compensation algorithm
was proposed by (Smith 1957). This control algorithm
known as the Smith predictor contained a dynamic
model of the time-delay process and it can be
considered as the first model predictive algorithm.
Historically first modifications of time-delay
algorithms were proposed for continuous-time
(analogue) controllers using various approaches. In
industrial practice, the implementation of the timedelay compensation algorithms on continuous
technique is difficult.
One of possible approaches to control of process with
time-delay is digital Smith predictor based on
polynomial theory.
Polynomial methods are design techniques for complex
systems (including multivariable), signals and
processes encountered in control, communications and
computing that are based on manipulations and
equations with polynomials, polynomial matrices and
similar objects. Systems are described by input-output
relations in fractional form and processed using
algebraic methodology and tools (Šebek and Hromºík
2007). Controller design consists in solving polynomial
(Diophantine) equations. This paper is oriented to
design of a robust LQ control using polynomial theory.
The Diophantine equations can be solved using the
uncertain coefficient method – which is based on
comparing coefficients of the same power. This is
transformed into a system of linear algebraic equations
(Kuºera 1993).
The digital pole assignment Smith predictor was
designed using a polynomial approach in (Bobál et al.
2011). The design of this controller was extended by a
method for a choice of a suitable pole assignment of
the characteristic polynomial. Because the classical
analogue Smith predictor is not suitable for control of
unstable and integrating time-delay processes, the
polynomial digital LQ Smith predictor for control of
unstable and integrating time-delay processes has been
designed in (Bobál et al. 2014).

KEYWORDS
High-order process, Time-delay system, Set of liquid
tanks, Smith predictor, LQ digital control, Simulation
of control loops.
ABSTRACT
Time-delays (dead time) are found in many processes
in industrial practice. Time-delays are mainly caused
by the time required to transport mass, energy and
information. In many cases time-delay is caused by the
effect produced by the accumulation of a large number
of low-order systems. One of possibilities of control of
such processes is their approximation by lower-order
model with time-delay. The contribution is focused on
the design of an algorithm for digital control of highorder process that is approximated by a second-order
model with time-delay. The controller algorithms use
the digital modification of the linear quadratic (LQ)
Smith predictor (SP). The LQ criterion was combined
with pole assignment principle. These algorithms were
applied to the control of a set of equal liquid cylinder
atmospheric tanks.
INTRODUCTION
Some technological processes in industry are
characterized by high-order dynamic behaviour or large
time constants and time-delays. For control
engineering, such processes can often be approximated
by the FOTD (first-order-time-delay) model. Timedelay in a process increases the difficulty of controlling
it. However using the approximation of a high-order
process by a lower-order model with time-delay
provides simplification of the control algorithms.
Let us consider a continuous-time dynamical linear
SISO (single input u t – single output y t ) system
with time-delay L. The transfer function of a pure
transportation lag is e  Ls where s is a complex
variable. Overall transfer function with time-delay is in
the form

GL s

G s e Ls

(1)

where G s is the transfer function without time-delay.
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B(1),
(
i.e. for z = 1. Thiss is to avoid
d problem off
co
ontrolling a model
m
with a B(z-1), whiich has non-minimum
m
phasse zeros cauused by a hiigh samplingg
peeriod or fraactional delaay. Since B(z-1) is nott
co
ontrollable as in the case off a time-delay
y, it is movedd
ou
ut of the preediction moddel Gm(z-1) an
nd is treatedd
to
ogether with th
he time-delayy block, as sho
own in Fig. 1..
Th
he difference between the ooutput of the process y andd
th
he model inclu
uding time-deelay is the predicted errorr
êp as shown in Fig. 1, whereaas e and d aree the error and
d
th
he measured disturbance, w is the refeerence signal..
Th
he primary (m
main) controlller Gc(z-1) can
n be designedd
by
y different approaches
a
(ffor example digital PID
D
co
ontrol or metthods based oon polynomial approach)..
Th
he detailed deescription of tthe block diagram (Fig. 1))
is in (Bobál et al.
a 2011).

It is obviouus that the majority pro
ocesses met in
industrial praactice are inflluenced by un
ncertainties. T
The
uncertaintiess suppressionn can be solved eithher
implementatiion adaptive control or robust contrrol.
Some adaptivve (self-tuningg) modificatio
ons of the digiital
Smith predicctors are desiigned in (Han
ng et al. (19889;
1993); Bobáál et al. 20111). Two verrsions of theese
controllers w
were implemennted into MA
ATLAB Toolbbox
(Bobál et al. 2012a; Bobáll et al. 2012b).
The paper iis organized in the follow
wing way. T
The
general problem of a conttrol of the tim
me-delay system
ms
with regard to polynomiial approach is described in
The fundamental principle of
o digital Sm
mith
Section 1. T
predictor is described inn Section 2. The high-ordder
system (a seet of n equal liquid cylind
der atmospheeric
tanks) is annalysed in Seection 3. Section 4 contaiins
description oof identificatioon proceduress. Two versioons
of the primaary polynomiial LQ contro
oller, which aare
components of the diggital Smith Predictor, aare
proposed in Section 5. Thhe simulation verifications of
w their resullts are presentted
individual coontrol-loops with
in Section 6. Section 7 conncludes this paaper.

ERIES OF EQUAL LIQU
UID TANKS
SE
In
n many cases in industrial practice the time-delay iss
caaused by the effect
e
produceed by the accu
umulation of a
laarge number of low-order syystems. Consiider a set of n
eq
qual cylinder atmospheric ttanks, where a single tankk
is shown in Fiig. 2 (Torricoo and Normey-Rico 2007))
an
nd the whole set
s is shown inn Fig. 3. In th
his system, thee
ou
utput flow of tank
t
i ( qiO ) ffeeds tank i + 1; that is, thee

E OF DIGITA
AL SMITH PREDICTOR
P
R
PRINCIPLE
The discrete versions of the SP and itts modificatioons
are more suuitable for time-delay
t
co
ompensation in
industrial praactice. The block diagram of a digital SP
(see Hang ett al. (1989, 19993)) is shown in Fig. 1. T
The
function of thhe digital verssion is similarr to the classiccal
analogue verrsion.

in
nput flow tank
k i + 1 is q(ii 1) I

qiO . Iff all the tankss

haave the same area (F) of ccrosscut and the
t individuall
taank levels aree near to an operating po
oint, then thee
dy
ynamic behav
viour of the leevel in each tank
t
hi can bee
modelled
m
by a linear
l
system
F

dhi
dt
qiO

q iI  qio

(2)

K 1hi

where
w
K1 is a constant thhat depends on the tank
k
ch
haracteristics.

Figure 1: B
Block diagram
m of a digital Smith Predictoor
Number of high-order industrial
i
pro
ocesses can be
del with a puure
approximatedd by a reducced order mod
time-delay. IIn this paper,, the followin
ng second-ordder
linear model with a time-ddelay is consid
dered
G L z 1

B z 1
A z 1

z d

b1 z 1  b2 z 2
z d
1  a1 z 1  a2 z 2

( 1)
Figure 2:
2 Schema of lliquid cylindeer tank

The term z-dd represents the
t pure discrete time-delaay.
The time-deelay is equaal to dT0 where
w
T0 is tthe
-1
sampling perriod. The block Gm(z ) rep
presents proceess
dynamics w
without the time-delay
t
an
nd is used to
compute an open-loop prediction.
p
Th
he numerator in
i replaced by
y its static gaain
transfer funcction Gd(z-1) is

Consider a set of n tanks as shown in Fig
g. 3. Thus, thee
traansfer functio
on relating thee input follow
w in tank i andd
itss level is given
n by
hi s
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1 K1
qiI s
Ts  1

(3)

Figure 3: Serries of liquid cylinder
c
tankss
with zero-ordeer holder andd
diiscrete transfeer function w
saampling period
d T0 is valid

where T = F / K1 is time coonstant.
For tank 1 is
h1 s

G z 1

1 K1
q1I s
T
Ts  1

(44)

1 K1
q2 I s
Ts  1

1 K1
q1O s
Tss  1

1 K1
K1h1 s (55)
Ts
T 1

Then, using tthe expressionn (4) it follows
hn s

G s q1I s

Kg
Ts  1

q1I s

n

(9)

Th
he transfer function
fu
(9) w
was approxim
mated by thee
diiscrete second
d-order model with time-dellay (1).
It is obvious thaat linear modeel (8) was obttained withoutt
co
omplying with valves conntain hysteressis and otherr
no
onlinearities that the serries liquid tanks
t
system
m
co
ontains (Chalu
upa et al. 20111).

n of (2)
and for tank 2 using the seecond equation
h2 s

b1 z 1  b2 z 2  !  b8 z 8
1  a1 z 1  a 2 z 2  !  a8 z 8

(66)

ID
DENTICATION OF SERIIES LIQUID
D TANKS
Determination
n of number ttime-delay steeps

and the transsfer function of
o the series off tanks system
m is
G s

where K g

hn s

Kg

q1I s

Ts  1

n

In
n this paper, the numberr of time-deelay steps iss
ob
btained using an off-line identification by the leastt
sq
quares method
d (LSM). Thee measured process
p
outputt
(liiquid level h8 k > m @ neear operatin
ng flow) iss

(77)

ystem.
1 K 1 is static gain of the sy

in
nfluenced by input
i
– generrator of whitee noise whichh
ex
xcites changees of flow raate q1I k ª¬ m3 min 1 º¼ . Thee

Consider forr simulation experiments
e
of
o control moddel
(7) the eightt – order sysstem, i. e. n = 8. Followiing
parameters oof the individuual liquid tank
ks are considerred
(see Fig. 1): high of tank h = 1.5 m; diameter
d
of taank
S dT
0.785 m2; set pooint
dT = 1 m; tannk area F
4
h1 = 1 m; tim
me constant T = 2 min;
F 0.785
0.3925 m2min
constant K1
m -1 ;
T
2
1
1
static gain K g
3.08 m-2
min.
K1 0.3925
The resultingg transfer funcction is given by
b
G s

h8 s
q1I s

3.08
2s  1

8

no
on-measurablee system distuurbances causse errors e inn
th
he determinatiion of modell parameters and thereforee
reeal output vecttor is in the foorm

y

F
e

(10)

Th
he matrix F has
h dimensionn (N-n-d, 2n), the vector y
ˆ
(N
N-n-d) and thee vector of parrameter modell estimates 
(2
2n). N is the nu
umber of sam
mples of measu
ured input andd
ou
utput data, n iss the model orrder. It is posssible to obtainn
th
he LSM expression for calcu
culation of thee vector of thee
paarameter estim
mates

ˆ


(88)

FT F

1

FT y

(11)

Eq
quation (11), where n = 88, serves for calculation
c
off
ˆ using N
th
he vector of the parametter estimates 
saamples of meeasured input--output data. The form off

me
If (8) is thee transfer funnction of a continuous-tim
dynamic systtem, then the following ex
xpression for tthe
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individual vectors and matrices in equations (10) and
(11) are introduced in (Bobál et al. 2013a,b).
Consider that model (1) is the deterministic part of the
stochastic process described by the ARX (regression)
model
y k

 a1 y k  1  a2 y k  2 
 b1 y k  1  d  b2 y k  2  d  es k

where

es k is

the

random

Identification procedures

Two identification procedures were used for
calculation of parameter estimates of model (17).
Following individual parameters were used for off-line
LSM (11): n 2; d 5; N 300.
Beside LSM the MATLAB function from the
Optimization Toolbox

(12)

component.
The vector of parameter model estimates is computed
by solving equation (11)

ª aˆ1
¬

ˆ T k

aˆ2

bˆ1 bˆ2 º¼

was also used for the off-line process identification.
This function finds minimum of an unconstrained
multivariable function using derivative-free method.
Algorithm “fminsearch” uses the simplex search
method of (Lagaris et al. 1998). This is a direct search
method that does not use numerical or analytic
gradients.
The difference between static gain K g 3.08 of the

(13)

and is used for computation of the predicted output

ˆy k

aˆ 1 y k  1  aˆ 2 y k  2 
bˆ u k  1  d  bˆ u k  2  d
1

continuous-time transfer function (8) and estimation of
the static gain of discrete transfer function (17) can
serve as a good criterion for the quality of
identification.

(14)

2

The quality of identification can be considered
according to error, i.e. the deviation
y k  ˆy k

eˆ k

Kˆ g

(15)

Continuous-time system (8) was identified by discrete
model (1) using off-line LSM (11) for different timedelay dT0 ; T0 1 min . The White Noise Generator was
used as excitation input signal. A criterion of the
identification quality is based on sum of squares of
error
2

eˆ 2
¦
k 1

k

(19)

Discrete model for sampling period T0
ĜL1 z 1

1 min

0.0161z 1  0.0798 z 2 5
z
1  1.7789 z 1  0.7996 z 2

was obtained using LSM method, K g1

(16)

(20)

3.0733.
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J eˆ d
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x = fminsearch('name _ fce', x0 )
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Comparison of step responses of continuous-time
model (8) and discrete model (20) is shown in Fig. 5,
where hc is the step response of the continuous-time
model (8) and hd is step response of the discrete model
(20). The input step signal 'q1I
0.04 m 3 min 1 was
chosen so that tank level is near to an operating point.
It is obvious from numerator of the transfer function
(20) than this system is slightly non-minimum phase
(this is incurred by an identification error).

This criterion represents accuracy of process
identification. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that minimum
value of the criterion (21) is reached when the number
of time-delay steps d = 5. Then it is possible to use
model
bˆ1 z 1  bˆ 2 z 2
z 5
1  aˆ 1 z 1  aˆ 2 z 2

20

Figure 5: Comparison of step responses of models (8)
and (20)

9

Figure 4: Criterion of Quality Identification for
d  > 0,8@

ĜL z 1

10

(17)

Identification using algorithm “fminsearch”

for an approximation of model (8).

Discrete model for sampling period T0
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1 min

ĜL 2 z 1

0.03099 z 1  0.0286 z 2 5
z
1  1.7777 z 1  0.7964
4 z 2

oes not enter into the conntroller design. Then it iss
do
po
ossible to deriive the polynoomial R from equation (23))
by
y substituting z = 1

(2 1)

was obtainedd using fminnsearch metho
od, K g 2

3.008 .

R

Comparison of step respoonses of conttinuous-time ((8)
and discrete model (21) is shown in Fig. 6. The inpput
step signal ' q1I is the sam
me as in a prev
vious case.
Model (21) is more acccurate than model
m
(20¨) aand
therefore waas chosen forr the design of
o two versioons
primary polyynomial LQ controller forr control of tthe
series of liquuid cylinder tannks.

hc[m], hd[m]

0.05

20

30
time
e [min]

40

50

Q z 1
K z 1 P z 1

y k (25)

Minimization
M
of LQ Criterrion Using u((k)
In
n the first casee the linear quuadratic contro
ol methods tryy
to
o minimize the quadratiic criterion which usess
peenalization of the value of th
the controller output

DESIGN OF
F PRIMARY
Y POLYNOM
MIAL 2DOF
LQ CONTR
ROLLER

¦ ^> w(k )  y(k )@
f

J

The design of the contrrol algorithm is based onn a
general blocck scheme of
o a closed-loop with tw
wo
degrees of fr
freedom (2DO
OF) according
g to Fig. 7. T
The
controller syynthesis connsists in the solving lineear
polynomial (Diophantinne) equationss. From fiirst
polynomial eequation

2

k 0

 qu >u (k )@

2

`

(26)

where
w
qu is thee so-called peenalization constant, whichh
giives the influeence of the coontroller outpu
ut to the valuee
off the criterion
n. In this papper, criterion minimizationn
(2
26) will be reaalized throughh the spectrall factorizationn
fo
or an input-outtput descriptioon of the systeem

D ( z 1 ) (222)

A z qu A z 1  B z B z 1

it is possibble to comppute 7 feedb
back controlller
parameters – coefficientts of the polynomials Q, P.
Polynomial D z 1 is thhe characterisstic polynom
mial
and K z 1

K z1 P z 1

w k 

60

Figure 6: Coomparison of step responsees of models (88)
and (21)

A( z  1 ) K ( z  1 ) P ( z  1 )  B ( z  1 ) Q ( z  1 )

(24)

Tw
wo primary polynomial LQ
Q controllers are
a derived inn
th
his paper using
g minimizatioon of LQ criteerion (Kuºeraa
19
991). Spectral factorizattion by meeans of thee
MATLAB
M
Poly
ynomial Tooolbox 3.0 (Šebek 2014) iss
ussed for a minim
mization proccedure.
Th
he design of two LQ conntrollers for control
c
of thee
seecond-order system with ttime-delay (1) is in detaill
deerived in (Bob
bál et al. 2014 ; Bobál et al. 2015).

0.1

10

r0

u k

hc
hd

0
0

D(1)
B(1)

Th
he 2DOF conttroller output is given by

0.2
0.15

r0

D z G D z 1 (27)

where
w
is a co
onstant chosenn so that d0 = 1. A(z), B(z))
arre the second--order polynom
mials and D(zz) is also thee
seecond-order po
olynomial

1  z 1 .

D z 1

1  d11 z 1  d2 z 2

(28)

Sp
pectral factorization of poolynomials of the first andd
th
he second degree can be coomputed by an
nalytical way;;
th
he procedure for higher deegrees must be
b performedd
iteeratively (Bo
obál et al. 2005). Thee MATLAB
B
Po
olynomial To
oolbox is useed for a computation off
sp
pectral factorizzation (27) usi
sing file spf.m by command
Figure 7: Bloock diagram of
o a closed loo
op 2DOF contrrol
syystem

d = spf(a*qu**a' + b*b')

It is known thatt by using thee spectral facto
orization (27),,
it is possible to compute only
ly two suitablee poles (, )..
It is obvious from
f
equationn (22) that in
n this case a
ch
hoice of the fo
ourth-degree ppolynomial D((z) is optimal

Asymptotic tracking of the referencce signal w is
provided byy the feedforrward part off the controlller
which is giveen by solutionn of the follow
wing polynom
mial
Diophantine equation

S ( z 1 ) Dw z 1  B( z 1 ) R( z 1 )

D( z 1 )

(29)

D4 z 1

(233)

1  d1 z 1  d 22 z 2  d3 z 3  d 4 z 4

(30)

Th
herefore the other poles ( , ) are useer-defined. A
method
m
for suitable pole asssignment and
d computationn
off parameters of polynomiial (30) was designed inn

For a step-chhanging refereence signal vaalue, polynom
mial
Dw (z-1) = 1 - z-1 and S is an
a auxiliary po
olynomial whiich
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(Bobál et al. 2014). Then the primary digital 2DOF
controller (25) can be expressed in the form
r0 w k  q0 y k  q1 y k 1  q2 y k  2

u k

 1  p1 u k 1  p1u k  2

(31)

K z 1

1  z 1 ; P z 1

Q z 1

q0  q1 z 1  q2 z 2  q3 z 3

r0
1  d1  d 2  d3  d 4
b1  b2

(40)

and from expression (24)

where
r0

1  p1 z 1  p2 z 2 ;

(32)

1  d1  d 2  d3  d 4  d5  d 6
b1  b2

(41)

The primary 2DOF controller output is given by
u k

and parameters q0 , q1 , q2 , p1 are computed from (22).

r0 w k  q0 y k  q1 y k  1  q2 y k  2

(42)

 p1  p2 u k  2  p2 u k  3

Minimization of LQ Criterion Using u(k)

In the second case the linear quadratic control methods
try to minimize the quadratic criterion which uses
penalization of the incremental value of controller
output

¦^> w(k )  y(k )@
f

J

2

k 0

 qu > 'u (k )@

2

`

SIMULATION VERIFICATION AND RESULTS

A simulation verification of the designed control
algorithms was performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment. The robustness of individual control
loops was experimentally investigated by a change of
the static gain K of the nominal process model. From
the point of view of the robust theory it is possible to
consider these experiments as the gain margin
determination by the parametric uncertainty influence.
The experimental process model (8) was used for
simulation experiments.
The individual simulation experiments are realized
subsequently: the static gain Kg = 3.08 was increased
as far as the control closed-loop was in the stability
boundary. The experiments are not realized when the
static Kg = 3.08 was decreased.

(33)

Equation (27) for computation of the spectral
factorization changes into
1  z A z qu 1  z 1 A z 1
 B z qu B z 1

D z G D z 1

(34)

It is obvious that the characteristic polynomial in (34)
is the three-degree polynomial

D z 1

1  d1 z 1  d2 z 2  d3 z 3

(35)

Spectral factorization of (34) gives three optimal poles.
However for the 2DOF controller design it is possible
to propose other three user-defined real poles of the
polynomial
D6 z 1

1  d1 z 1  d 2 z 2  d3 z 3
 d 4 z 4  d5 z 5  d 6 z 6

Control Using Primary Controller (31)

Because the subject of this paper is oriented to design
of the polynomial robust control, the following
simulation experiments have been realized. The
discrete transfer function (21)

(36)

The expressions for computation of individual
parameters of polynomial (36) are derived in (Bobál et
al. 2015).
Then the 2DOF controller design consists of
determination of polynomial parameters (36) using
command (29) from the Polynomial Toolbox and
solution of the Diophantine equation for computation
of feedback controller parameters

with K g 2

D6 ( z 1 ) (37)

a s1

1  as1 z 1  as 2 z 2  as 3 z 3

a1  1; as 2

a2  a1 ; as 3

 a3

3.08 is the nominal model.

0.3

where

As z 1

(43)

The penalization factor qu = 2 was used for all
experiments . The characteristic polynomial is given by
D4 z
z 4  3.3716 z 3  4.4271z 2  2.4148 z  0.5154
with individual poles
D , E 8358 r 0.1301i J 0.8; G 0.9 .
h[m], hr[m], q[m3/min]

As ( z 1 ) K ( z 1 ) P ( z 1 )  B ( z 1 )Q ( z 1 )

0.0309 z 1  0.0286 z 2 5
z
1  1.777 z 1  0.7964 z 2

ĜL 2 z 1

(38)
(39)

0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2
0
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h
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q
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600
time [min]
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Figure 8: Control of nominal model GL2(z ),
Kg2 = 3.08
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The individual control parameters of controller (31):

The control courses of the process output and
controller output for the nominal model GL 2 z 1 are

The individual control parameters of controller (42):
q0 0.4891; q1 1.115; q2 0.8771; q3 0.2352;
p1 0.0151; p2 1.9400e  04; r0 0.0160.
The control courses of the process output and
controller output for the nominal model G' L 2 z 1 are

shown in Fig. 8.
The discrete transfer function

shown in Fig. 10.
The discrete transfer function

q0

0.8832; q1

p1

0.6218; r0

1.5652; q2

Ĝ P 2 z 1

0.6968;

0.0147.

0.0602 z 1  0.0558 z 2 5
z
1  1.777 z 1  0.7964 z 2

Ĝ' P 2 z 1

(44)

with K g 2 c

with K g 2 c 1.95 3.08 6 is the perturbed model when
the closed-loop control is on the stability boundary.
The control courses of the process output and
controller output for perturbed model (44) are shown in
Fig. 9.

h [m], hr [m], q [m3/min]

h[m], hr[m], q[m3/min]

h
hr
q
0

200

400
600
time [min]

800

1.55 3.08

1000

0.5
h
hr
q

0

-0.5

-1
0

200

stability of the controller (42) by increase of the
penalization constant qu. For example, when qu 5 the
interval of the robust stability is K g 2  3.08, 7.7 .

Control Using Primary Controller (42)

The discrete model (43) was chosen also as the
nominal model. The characteristic polynomial is given
by

CONCLUSION

Digital LQ Smith predictor algorithms for control of the
high-order processes was designed. The high-order
process, a set of equal liquid cylinder atmospheric
tanks, was identified by the second-order model with
five time- delay steps. The off-line least squares method
was used for the identification of the number time-delay
steps. The White Noise Generator was used as an
excitation input signal. Two controller algorithms are
based on polynomial design using the linear quadratic
control method. This method minimizes the quadratic
criterion by penalizing the value of the controller
output u k or its increment 'u k . The linear

1  3.2798 z 1  4.1025 z 2  2.3413z 3
 0.5339 z 4  0.0144 z 5  0.0001z 6

h [m], hr [m], q [m3/min]

0.01;

.

0.4
h
hr
q

0
-0.2
-0.4
0

200

400
600
time [min]

800

1000

K g 2  3.08, 4.77 . It is possible to improve the robust

K g 2  3.08, 6 .

0.2

800

It is obvious from Figs. 10 and 11 that approximate
interval of the robust stability of nominal model
by increase of the static gain is
G ' L 2 z 1

It is obvious from Figs. 8 and 9 that approximate
interval of the robust stability of nominal model
by increase of the static gain is
G L 2 z 1

0.6948; G

400
600
time [min]

Kg2c = 4.77

Kg2c = 6

with individual poles
D , E 7925 r 0.25321i J
O 0.02; P 0.97.

4.77 is the perturbed model

Figure 11: Control of perturbed model G' P 2 z 1 ,

Figure 9: Control of perturbed model GP 2 z 1 ,

D6 z 1

(45)

when the closed-loop control is on the stability
boundary. The control courses of the process output
and controller output for perturbed model (45) are
shown in Fig. 11.

0.5

-0.5
0

0.0479 z 1  0.0443 z 2 5
z
1  1.777 z 1  0.7964 z 2

quadratic control method was combined with poleassignment. Both designed controllers were derived to
obtain algorithms with easy implementability in
industrial practice. The control designs of both
modifications were verified by simulation. The results of
simulation verifications in both cases demonstrated very

1000

Figure 10: Control of nominal model G' L 2 z 1 ,
Kg2 = 3.08
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nomial Toolboxx for MATLAB
B, Version 3.0..
Šeebek, M. Polyn
2014. PolyX
X, Prague, Czeech Republic.
Šeebek, M. and M. Hromºík.. 2007. „Poly
ynomial designn
methods,” International Journal of of
o Robust andd
C
17, 6799-681.
Nonlinear Control

good controol quality and robustness of designed digiital
LQ algorithm
ms. It is posssible to improve the robuust
stability by inncreasing the penalization constant qu. T
The
contribution of this paperr is the fact th
hat a high-ordder
system, whiich is compoosed of a seet of low-ordder
systems, cann be approxim
mated by a lo
ow-order moddel
with time-deelay. For thesse approximaated model it is
possible to design relativelly simple digiital controllerss.
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significant studies have also occurred in the area of
relay based identification strategy working with oscillations and cycle measurements (Majhi, 2007). Another
suitable strategy for adaptive algorithms is a multi-delay
approach consisting of a number of possible delays with
the goal of identifying the most precise one (Drakunov
et al., 2006). Risk of changes in parameters during a
control process suggests an application of recursive
approach to identification. An extension of established
algorithms with recursive delay estimation was already
presented in (Elnaggar et al., 1989) In cases where timedelay may change in time, or depend on system parameters it is suitable to apply an adaptive identification
technique. For such systems it can be assumed that the
time-delay is the only unknown system parameter (Orlov et al., 2003). Adaptive or on-line identification strategies find practical applications by themselves as well
as a part of a bigger adaptive system. A method of increased precision beyond limitations of sampling time
based on least-squares method and frequency analysis
was suggested in (Ferretti et al., 1991). Despite a number of scientific studies, the demand for precise timedelay estimation still remains.
With the intention to develop an on-line identification
approach targeted exclusively on time-delay itself, we
have proposed a multi-delay strategy derived from the
predictive control. It is an identification technique focused purely on time-delay parameter with assumption
that systems structure and remaining values are known
As the key mechanics the predictive equation and its
defining parameters are analysed in the first chapter.
Consequently, the proposed time-delay identification
algorithm is described and illustrated step by step. The
functionality verification follows in the next section in a
form of simulated process with time varying time-delay
parameter.

KEYWORDS
Time-delay, on-line identification, time-varying delay,
model based prediction, MATLAB/SIMULINK.
ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to suggest a new approach in
time-delay identification. With the focus on the value of
the delay it utilizes known system parameters for model
based predictions in order to estimate the most precise
value of the time-delay. This method was further extended by applying a modified internal model based on
smaller sampling value which enables to receive results
with greater precision than a single original sampling
step. The suggested procedure therefore grants a deeper
insight into the development of the time-delay and influencing effects from outer signals. The identification
algorithm was realized in the MATLAB environment,
which was also used for simulations verifying precision
of the approach.
INTRODUCTION
Time-delay occurrence in industrial processes brings
significant complications. As a cause of desynchronization between input and output signals it makes use of
conventional control techniques ineffective. It is necessary to apply special control strategies designed specifically to deal with this kind of behaviour. Disadvantage
of these control algorithms is, among others, an increase
of demands for amount of recorded data and performed
computations, as well as dependence on precise information about the duration of the delay (Normey-Rico
and Camacho, 2007). Furthermore, number of control
approaches which are sufficiently robust with respect to
the time-delay is scarce (Normey-Rico and Camacho,
2008), (Karafyllis and Krstic, 2013).Therefore it is necessary for the value of the delay to be exactly determined and if possible even during the control of a process.
Due to the complexity of the time-delay identification
problem and its resistance to conventional approaches, it
remains a subject of active research (Richard, 2003).
One of basic principles for time-delay estimation is
based on calculation of correlation between input and
output signals (Knapp and Carter, 2003). A number of

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR IDENTIFICATION
The goal during time-delay estimation is to find a particular shape of output signal corresponding to specific
input signal. In order to enable the on-line application of
the algorithm, it is necessary to address the fact that
output shape can have almost any form. Even if we
don’t consider presence of noise, a number of ongoing
output changes may exist, especially in systems of high-
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er order. To safely assume the shape of the output in
relation to the recorded input the knowledge of system
parameters in necessary. Therefore, the design of the
identification method assumes that the structure of the
studied system and its parameters with the exception of
time-delay itself are known.
Part of the design was the option to increase the precision through the application of system parameters to
derive a mathematical description with lowered sampling period. The existence of multiple models led to
suggestion of multi-delay approach with determining
the most precise outcome based on qualitative criterion.

Data from the record of the input signal are then shifted
by the length determined by the delay duration.
METHOD OF ESTIMATION
Based on knowledge of remaining system parameters, it
is possible to determine the output values in the future
sampling steps. When we apply this procedure for a
series of internal models with a value of time-delay
varying in a specified interval a number of possible
outcomes is obtained. Consequently, these results are
compared with measured output and the most precise set
gives the most probable value of the time-delay.
In order to eliminate the necessity to wait the length of
the prediction horizon to receive all the data for comparison the whole procedure was transformed to work only
with data already measured. Initial values for the prediction are therefore extracted from the output data measured at horizons length in the past, as well as control
input values.

Predictive principle
The mechanism for estimating of future behaviour of
the controlled system was chosen as the basic element
for our identification technique. Its principle stands on
using a mathematical model of the studied system as a
simulated representative of the real system’s behaviour.
In its general form for 2nd order discrete system

G( z) 

b1 z

1

1  a1 z

 b2 z

1

yˆ ( k  i )   a1 y ( k  1  i )  a 2 y ( k  2  i )

2

 a2 z

 b1u ( k  1  i  d )  b2 u ( k  2  i  d ) (6)

(1)

2

i  N  1, N  2, ..., 0

an equation for a future output estimation in declarative
version can be stated (Haber et al., 2011)
yˆ (k  1)  a1 y (k )  a 2 y (k  1)  b1u (k )  b2 u (k  1)
(2)
Provided that the control input development and the two
past values of the output are known, it is possible to
estimate the future outputs up to the duration of the
control input.

For illustration purposes the following data are from
simulated identification of a 2nd order linear system with
parameters
2
4 s  5s 1

in its discrete form

yˆ ( k  i )   a1 y ( k  1  i )  a 2 y ( k  2  i )
 b1u ( k  1  i )  b2 u ( k  2  i )

(7)

2

0,4728 z

1

1  0,7419 z

(3)

i  1, 2, ..., N

 0,2076 z

1

2

 0,0821z

2

(8)

with sampling period T0 = 2s and time-delay d set to
4.5s. The prediction horizon size was set to 10 sampling
steps.

The amount of future steps which will be predicted is
determined by constant N called prediction horizon.
This value limits the length of predicted output, as well
as computing demands of this operation.
Prediction with time-delay
In case of our method, we intend to estimate the output
of a system containing time-delay, which the model
may express in the following form

G( z) 

b1 z

1

 b2 z

2

d

z
(4)
1
2
1  a1 z  a 2 z
where d represents the number of sampling steps of
time-delay. The previous relation (3) needs to be extended as
yˆ ( k  i )   a1 y ( k  1  i )  a 2 y ( k  2  i )

Figure 1: Controlled process as a source of input and
output values for identification
Applying the identification procedure at time of 90s
with maximal expected delay set to 12s provides the
following range of possible outcomes.

 b1u ( k  1  i  d )  b2 u ( k  2  i  d ) (5)
i  1, 2, ..., N
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order to determine initial values of the output an interpolation between two recorded values was used.
To decrease unnecessary computations, this time the
predictions are performed only in the interval between
two smallest values gained by the criterion in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Extended set of possible system outputs
Repeated evaluation of the precision by applying the
identical criterion (9) for the newly received estimates
offers the result with a greater amount of data in the
critical area.

Figure 2: Set of possible system outputs based on different time-delay values
Estimated outputs are compared with the real one and
using a discrete version of a qualitative criterion ISE its
dependency on the duration of the time-delay is obtained.
N 1

ISE ( k , d )    y d ( k  i )  y ( k  i )

2

(9)

i 0

where k represents the current step. Therefore we obtain
a set of values representing divergences from delay
estimations in every sampling step.

Figure 5: Extended ISE criterion dependency on the
estimated value of time-delay
Figure 5 demonstrates how additional data received
from the modified internal model with sampling time
0.2s fill in the missing part of the crucial segment.

Figure 3: ISE criterion dependency on the estimated
value of time-delay
Considering the content of Figure 3 we may assume,
that data interpolation followed by determining its minimal value may produce even more precise estimation.
Nonetheless, interpolation cannot guarantee notably
precise information about the development of the system dynamics in reference to the time-delay. Therefore,
the internal model is modified to a form with decreased
sampling period. This model is again applied in the
identification algorithm. The control input signal has to
be shaped accordingly to fit the new sampling time. In

Figure 6: Comparison between identification results and
interpolation
The distinction from the interpolated data is displayed in
Figure 6, where piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation
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and our estimation results were compared. A significant
difference appears between both minimal values.
Length of the horizon determines the amount of data
used in prediction and therefore criterion calculations.
Larger area of identification can more accurately determine the correct outcome especially if noise is present.
Nevertheless, during a sudden change in time-delay, in
theory, approximately half of the horizon length of the
new data needs to be processed in order to establish a
new minimum in the criterion set. Therefore, changing
the horizon value shifts the balance between precision
and speed of the identification.

As can be seen in the Figure 8 delay estimation results
are able to determine the correct value of the system
time-delay while it is static. To increase the precision
during large step changes of the time-delay, the maximal change in results has been limited to a half of the
sampling period. Consequently, the development of the
estimations is slower, but on the other hand outcomes
are closer to real values. Constant changes in the form
of ramps have proven to be the most difficult to estimate, for the mere fact that the bigger is the delay the
longer it takes to get the correct result, which tends to
distort results in the whole section of the process.

ALGORITHM VERIFICATION RESULTS

Noise compensation

The identification algorithm performance was tested by
a simulated system with time-varying delay. System
parameters were kept identical to (7) (8), only the value
of the delay was set to change. The length of the prediction horizon was set to 10 sampling steps which were
previously verified to provide acceptable results. The
procedure was applied in every sampling step, however
several first steps could not be analysed as the amount
of data was not sufficient to fill the prediction horizon.
Ideal conditions for identification require constant
changes in recorded signals. Therefore, the shape of
control input consists of ramps and step changes.

From the principle of the method is clear, that the outcome precision depends on how the real process behaviour is close to the internal model description. We have
selected noise as a tool to simulate inaccuracies of a real
system.
To demonstrate the negative influence of noise, the
previous model (7) was extended with a source of white
noise. The input signal trajectory was kept identical, as
well as the time-delay development.

Figure 7: Controlled process as a source of input and
output values for identification
Figure 7 shows recorded input and output signals which
were used in the identification algorithm.
To test the option of on-line application a time-varying
output signal delay was suggested. Its final form contains areas of constant value, sudden steps and ramps.

Figure 9: Controlled proces with added noise
Figure 9 displays the system input signal and delayed
output burdened by noise. This process was initially
identified with algorithm parameters identical to the
previous case.

Figure 8: Time-delay on-line estimation
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CONCLUSION
In this paper we have suggested a new discrete method
for time-delay estimation, enabling to determine its
value even in cases when it is not an integer. Extending
of the multi-delay approach with a version of the studied system with a smaller sampling step made possible
to predict output values of system with a fractional
time-delay. Functionality of the designed method was
verified in simulations and has proven the correctness of
its results.
Periodic measurements during a process control can
provide an opportunity to measure changes in timedelay effect during the process that would stay otherwise hidden. Additionally, they provide information
about a possible influence of system states on timedelay. The estimation concept can be applied both online and outside of a controlled process. It is also suitable for any type of system which can be described in a
form of internal model.
Further research involves application of the method on a
real system and increase in robustness of the identification algorithm.

Figure 10: Time-delay online estimation from process
with added noise
Figure 10 shows that noise can significantly influence
the value of qualitative criterion and consequently entire
identification result. Noise influence heavily depends on
the ratio between noise and system gain, as well as
chosen precision of the method.
In order to compensate above mentioned negative effects, we have expanded the prediction horizon, which
has enlarged the area involved in determining of the
estimation precision. Therefore, the prediction horizon
N in the identification algorithm was set to 15 sampling
steps in order to decrease the influence of the noise,
which has extended the area studied in every step by 10
seconds of recorded data.
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is suitable for simple controlled plants with small number
of parameters. First principle modelling can be used for
obtaining basic information about controlled plant (rage
of gain, rank of suitable sample time, etc.). Some
simplifications must be used to obtain reasonable results
in more complicated cases. These simplifications must
relate with the purpose of the model. The first principle
modelling is also referred to as white box modelling.
The paper combines of both methods. Basic relations are
derived using first principles. The obtained model is
further improved on the basis of measurements. This
approach is known as grey box modelling (Tan and Li
2002). The goal of the work was to obtain a mathematical
model of the CE152 Magnetic levitation plant (Humusoft
1996) and to design the model in MATLAB-Simulink
environment. The CE152 plant was developed by
Humusof Ltd. and serves as a real-time model of fast
nonlinear system. The major reason for creating the
model of this laboratory equipment was usage of the
model in control design process.

Simulink,

ABSTRACT
The paper deals with modelling of a magnetic levitation
laboratory plant. The goal of the work was to create a
nonlinear model in a MATLAB / Simulink environment
representing behaviour of a real-time CE152 laboratory
plant. The CE152 is a magnetic levitation model
developed by Humusoft company. From the control point
of view, the CE152 magnetic levitation plant is a
nonlinear very fast system. The model of the plant is
developed using first principle modelling and
subsequently made more precise using real-time
experiments. The behaviour of the resulting Simulink
model is compared with the behaviour real-time plant.
The Simulink model can be further used in the process of
controller design.
INTRODUCTION

THE CE152 MAGNETIC LEVITATION SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION

Knowledge of a model a controlled plant is necessary for
most of current control algorithms (Bobál et al. 2005). It is
obvious that some information about controlled plant is
required to allow design of a controller with satisfactory
performance. A plant model can be also used to
investigate properties and behaviour of the modelled
plant without a risk of damage of violating technological
constraints of the real plant. Two basic approaches of
obtaining plant model exist: the black box approach and
the first principles modelling (mathematical-physical
analysis of the plant).
The black box approach to the modelling (Liu 2001),
(Ljung 1999) is based on analysis of input and output
signals of the plant. In this case the knowledge of
physical principle of controlled plant is not required but
obtained model is generally valid only for signals it was
calculated from.
The first principle modelling provides general model
valid for whole range of plant inputs and states. The
model is created by analysing the modelled plant and
combining physical laws (Himmelblau and Riggs 2004).
On the other hand, there are usually many unknown
constants and relations when performing analysis of a
plant. Therefore, modelling by first principle modelling

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

A photo of the CE 152 magnetic levitation plant is
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Photo of the CE152 plant
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Figure 2: Principal scheme of the magnetic levitation model

System behaviour
The CE152 Magnetic levitation system is a nonlinear
unstable dynamic system with one input and one output.
Input signal is the control signal and output signal gives
information about position of a steel ball. Both signal
values are converted and scaled to the specific range of
the machine unit [MU].

In this part system behaviour is discussed. As mentioned
before the CE152 Magnetic levitation system is a
nonlinear unstable dynamic system with one input and
one output. When an input control signal of certain value
is sent to the system, the ball is lifted upwards to the
magnetic core and it stops when it hits the core. This
behaviour is caused by electromagnetic force of the
magnetic core which overcame the force of gravity. As
the ball getting closer to the coli core, accelerating force
grows. Because of an obstacle in the form of magnetic
core, both the ball and accelerating force stops. Higher
input signal means higher electromagnetic force and
much more rapidly increasing acceleration. If input
control value is decreased under the certain value, the ball
falls down. That is happening, because the
electromagnetic force is too low to overcome
gravitational force. Ball fell down to the head of the
sensor, which stops the ball. When the ball hits the sensor
it bounces a several times. Presented behaviour is the
system basic behaviour as a reaction to a constant input
signal. Figure 3 shows the step response on different
input values and Figure 4 presents the reaction, when the
input value has changed to zero. If input value is not
exactly zero, but still too low to hold up the ball, then the
ball still falls, but his bouncing behaviour is slightly
different due to the non-zero force of attraction.

Structure of the CE152 Magnetic levitation system
The system consists of a model of the magnetic levitation
system, power supply and a universal data acquisition
card MF624. MF624 is a standard PCI card with A/D,
D/A converters, analogue/digital inputs and outputs,
counters, timers and appropriate drivers. The model is
connected to the PC via this card.
Following parts are considered for a modelling of the
plant:
 D/A converter,
 A/D converter,
 the position sensor,
 the power amplifier,
 the ball and coil subsystem
Simplified inner structure is shown in Figure 2. A steel
ball levitates in magnetic field of the coil driven by power
amplifier connected to D/A converter. Position of the
steel ball is measured by inductive linear position sensor
connected to A/D converter. Both control and measured
parameters are sent and received by Simulink.
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0.5

with the real system, counting with this delay should be
taken into account. A small delay can be also observed
when the ball rebound (see Figure 4). This behavior is
caused by difference between zero position of the
measurement system and position corresponding to the
ball on the head of the position sensor (ball in the initial
position).

0.4
0.3

MODELLING OF THE SYSTEM PARTS
Based on mentioned approaches and methodologies, an
adequate model of CE152 magnetic levitation system is
deduced in this section. According to above preview of
the system specification and composition, model can be
decomposed to following parts: D/A and A/D converter,
position sensor, power amplifier and ball and coil
subsystem. All parts can be identified separately. All
parts are eventually interconnected and they form the
final model of CE152 magnetic levitation system.

0.2
0.1
0

0

0.05

0.1
t[s]

0.15

0.2

input value - u = 0.6 [MU]
input value - u = 0.5 [MU]
input value - u = 0.45 [MU]
input value - u = 0.425 [MU]
input value - u = 0.4 [MU]

D/A converter
The D/A converter converts digital signal uMU from PC
into an analogue voltage signal u. The D/A converter can
be described by a linear function (1) and represented by a
Simulink block (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Step response on different input value
Tested input signal was step signal because other input
signals like ramp or sinus signal don’t have adequate
information value, thanks to the described system
behaviour, when once the electromagnetic force is strong
enough, the ball is attracted to magnetic core, despite
increasing input signal. In opposite case, when input
signal decreasing, it is the same situation but in opposite
meaning of the ball movement.

u = kDAuMU

(1)

where u is D/A converter output signal/coil input voltage
[V], uMU is D/A converter input signal [MU] and kDA is
D/A converter gain [V/MU]
The D/A converter maps the input signal range uMU <-1
MU, 1 MU> to the range u <0 V, 5 V>. This leads to
converter gain kDA = 10 V/MU. Real range of D/A input
signal is −10 V to 10 V but input to the CE152 magnetic
levitation system is constructed for the range 0 V to 5 V,
so signal input must be constrained.

0.5
0.4

A/D converter
0.3

The A/D converter converts analogue voltage signal y
into a digital signal yMU. The A/D converter can be
described by a linear function (2) and represented by a
Simulink block (Figure 6).

0.2

yMU = kADy

0.1
0

1

1.05

(2)

where y represents A/D converter output signal/position
sensor voltage [V], yMU is A/D converter output signal
[MU] and kAD is A/D converter gain [MU/V]
The A/D converter maps the input signal range y <−10 V,
10 V> to the range yMU <−1 MU, 1 MU>. This leads to
converter gain kAD = 0.1 MU/V.

1.1

1.15
1.2
1.25
t[s]
Figure 4: Reaction on input value change to zero

As it can be seen, there is some kind of delay, before the
system starts to attract the ball. This is happening because
coil first needs to attract the ball straight to the middle
under its core and then the ball is lifted. This can be
overcome by setting an optimal starting point of the ball.
Even though, the small but non zero delay still remains
and it is probably caused by internal processes in the
system. Because of later comparison of the created model

The position sensor
An inductive position sensor is used to measure the ball
position x. Maximum declared height l is calculated as a
difference between physical distance of the coil and the
sensor l0 and the ball diameter dk. The position of the ball
is obtained by reading the voltage from A/D converter’s
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output. Sensor voltage varies with ball position. The
relation between ball position and voltage is
approximately linear.

The power amplifier can be described by the following
set of equations:


y = k xx + y 0

       

       

(3)

where x is ball position [m], y0 position sensor offset [V],
y position sensor voltage [V], kx - position sensor gain
[V/m]
Calibration experiment must be done. First of all, a
travelling distance of the ball l has to be calculated. It is
a difference between physical distance of the coil and the
sensor l0 = 18.4 · 10−3 m and the ball diameter dk = 12.7 ·
10−3 m.
l = l0 − dk = 5.7 · 10−3 m

(6)
(7)

Using direct Laplace transform with zero initial
conditions leads to:
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(8)

Simulation diagram is then shown in Figure 9.

Final results of the boundary values were noted (Table 1),
and based on calculation with these values, position
sensor gain is obtained.
Table 1: Calibration data of the position sensor

i
1
2

xi[m]
0
0.0057

yMUi[MU]
0.00254
0.47384

yi[V ]
0.02537
4.73840

Position sensor offset y0 is taken as an initial value from
the inductive sensor, when input action signal is zero.
    0.02537 
 
 826.8525 /




Figure 6: Power amplifier detailed simulation diagram
We can also do simplification of equation (8) and define
it by transfer function of 1st order:

(4)
(5)

)*+ , 

The power amplifier

-,
1,


 4 ,1
9

(9)

Constant ki is an amplifier gain and Ta is an amplifier time
constant. Manual (Humusoft 1996) states, that typical
parameters of each component of the coil and power
amplifier are:
kam = 100
ks = 13.33
L = 0.03 H
Rc = 3.5 Ω
Rs = 0.25 Ω

The power amplifier works as transconductance
amplifier whose differential voltage between input
voltage u from the D/A converter and ui produces an
output current supplied to the coil. The power amplifier
essentially represents a source of constant current with
the current stabilisation. Internal structure of the
amplifier is presented in Figure 5 where kam stands for
amplifier gain [-] ks stands for current sensor gain [-], L
represents coil inductance [H], Rc is coil resistance [Ω]
and Rs is resistance of feedback resistor [Ω]

When these values are substituted into equations (8) and
(9) then power amplifier gain and time constant have
following values:
Ta = 8.90210−5 s
ki = 0.297 A/V
Time constant is very small and can be neglected, then
only power amplifier gain can remain. Difference
between response of the detailed model and the
simplified model with only power amplifier gain was
assessed as minimal. Because of this minimal difference
and faster computation of a simulation, simplified model
was used.

Figure 5: Internal structure of the power amplifier
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The ball and coil subsystem
Parameter of the ball damping constant kfv cannot be
measured directly or by a dedicated experiment. It was
identified by the trial-and-error method using real
experimental data for comparison:

Lagrange’s method can be used for modelling ball and
coil subsystem. The motion equation is based on the
balance of all acting forces. Final equation (11) is a
nonlinear second order differential equation where input
variable is electric current and output variable is ball
position. Gravitational force Fg depends on ball mass and
it is constant. This force acts against electromagnetic
force Fm created by coil, when electric current pass
through it. It is clear that to lift the ball up,
electromagnetic force must be greater than gravitational
force (accelerating force greater than zero). From the
equation (11) we can figure out that electromagnetic
force relies on two parameters, the amount of electric
current i and actual ball position x. Damping force is also
considered in this model:
;  ;  ;<
= >?

 =$

 @A >B  

C 

kfv = 0.0195[N.s.m−1]
The ball and coil simulation diagram is presented in
Figure 7.

(10)


=D

(11)
Figure 7: The ball and coil simulation diagram

where:
Fm - electromagnetic force [N]
Fa - accelerating force [N]
Fg - gravitational force [N]
g - gravitational acceleration [m.s−2]
x - ball position [m]
mk - ball mass [kg]
x0 - coil offset [m]
kc - coil constant [-]
i - coil current [A]
kfv - dumping constant [N.s.m−1]
Parameter of the ball mass mk can be calculated from its
diameter dk = 12.7·10-3m and density ρ = 7800 kg.m−3:
=

F



G

J

G

 E=  E H I  K  8.37 ∙ 10 G D

Bouncing
A coefficient of restitution is used for bouncing ball
behaviour. This coefficient accounts for the loss of
kinetic energy during each bounce. Bouncing behaviour
of the model isn’t very close to the behaviour of the real
system, because it doesn’t take into account friction and
other impacts of physics. Comparing can be found in
section dedicated to validation and verification of the
model. Bouncing model in placed inside the Second order
integrator block presented in Figure 7. Bouncing
subsystem itself is presented in Figure 8.

(12)

Parameters of the coil constant are obtained through the
measurement of the steel ball stable positions, which
means that the system have to be controlled somehow.
Required data was obtained from closed loop control.
Design of the control was taken over from Humusoft real
time toolbox control simulation model for CE152
magnetic levitation system. Calculation of desired
parameters has been done by two point calibration
method with data given by (Table 2).
Table 2 Two point calibration data

Figure 8: Hard stop and bouncing block diagram

[m]
0.018



[A]
0.6579



1

[MU]
0.1500

>

2

0.3500

0.0042

0.4144

1.3951

i


M

[V]
2.2152

THE WHOLE SYSTEM MODEL
The whole system consists of created subsystem, which
were included into subsystem blocks and interconnected.
Interconnection of these blocks is shown in Figure 9.

Two stable points were measured and based on the
following equation desired parameters were calculated.
x0 = 0.0083[m];
kc = 8.0915 · 10−6[N.m2A.−2]
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immediate response of the system. Now if responses are
compared it can be said, that created model have the same
behaviour. Waveforms have the same direction and
tendency.
Bouncing behaviour of the model is presented in Figure
12 and differs from the behaviour of the real plant. But
this is obvious, because this behaviour was modelled in
the simplest form.
Figure 9: Interconnection of subsystem blocks

0.5
0.45

Finally, subsystem blocks were turn into a parent
subsystem block as presented in Figure 10.

0.4
0.35

y[MU]

0.3

y[MU ]

real system
model of the system

0.25
0.2

u[MU ]

v[m/s]

0.15
0.1

x[m]

0.05

Nonlinear Magnetic Levitation Model

0

2

2.05

2.1

2.15

2.2

2.25

t[s]

Figure 10: CE152 magnetic levitation system

Figure 12: Comparison of bouncing of the model and
the real system

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF THE
MODEL

0.45

From the perspective of a verification, created model is
satisfactory. Behaviour of the model is just like the
behaviour of the real system template. When we take a
look on results of a validation, they are surprisingly good.
The control input values have the same course and same
is it with output values. The resulting characteristics
depends strictly on estimated parameters. Figure 11
presents the response of the created model of the system
to the input value u = 0.45 MU and its confrontation with
response of the real system.

Reference
Nonlinear model
Real Model

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.25

0.2
0.5
0.45

0.15
0

0.4

1

2

3

4

3

4

t[s]

0.35

1

y[MU]

0.3
real system
model of the system

0.25

0.8

0.2

0.6
0.15
0.1

0.4

0.05
0

0.2
0

0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035
t[s]

0.04 0.045

0.05

0

Figure 11: Comparison of step responses of the model
and the real system

-0.2

Response of the real system is then moved a little
backwards, because of the delay discussed in a chapter
dedicated to the system behaviour. From the same reason
also response on the change of input value to zero needs
to be moved a little backwards. This corresponds to an
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Figure.13: Control experiment
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Validation was also performed by control experiments on
the system and then the same experiments are repeated
on the model. Compared values are output values and
input action values as presented in Figure 13. It can be
concluded that even from the perspective of validation is
created model sufficiently adequate, because both the
output and even the control input signal have the same
behaviour as the output and control input signal obtained
from the real system.
CONCLUSION
The CE152 Magnetic levitation system was investigated
and its first principle model was derived. This model was
created in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
Obtained model was made more precise by incorporating
data from several real-time experiments.
Validation and verification proved a good
correspondence of the nonlinear Simulink model and the
real time plant.
The model will be further improved and used or control
design of a model predictive controller for the magnetic
levitation system.
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control strategies to minimize their influences. The most
known solution to eliminate this problem is classical
feedforward control of measurable disturbances. These
types of compensators provide a possibility to take
control actions before the disturbance affects the
process output. On the other hand, for simple processes,
where effect of disturbance is not too significant, using
of classical feedforward control is sufficient. For more
complex processes which are slightly nonlinear, exhibit
time delay and with possibility of measuring
disturbance, Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy
can be used. This paper deals with the use of MPC for
slightly nonlinear processes with time delay with
possibility of measuring disturbance compensation.
Strategy of MPC presents a series of advantages over
other methods. The MPC can be used to control a great
variety of processes, ranging from those with relatively
simple dynamics to other more complex ones, including
systems with long time-delay, unstable ones or
non-minimum phase. The multivariable case can easily
be dealt with. The additional advantage is that extension
to the treatment of constraints is conceptually simple
and these can be systematically included during the
design process. This approach of control is a totally
open methodology based on certain basic principles that
is allowed for future extensions.
The MPC was mainly deployed on slower processes. It
was caused by the large computational complexity of
control algorithms. Over the years trends have expanded
towards modifications of MPC, which can control very
fast processes (e.g. explicit MPC can be used). In
practice, MPC has proven to be a reasonable strategy for
industrial control, and several reports indicate that it is
the most used advanced control technology in industry
(Camacho and Normey-Rico 2007; Rossiter 2003).
Extended version of Generalized Predictive Control
(GPC) algorithm is used for design of predictive
controller in this paper.
The paper is organized in the following way. The
general principle of the MPC is described in the first
section. The next section is devoted to explain the
extended GPC algorithm. The GPC cost function and
control law are introduced in following section. The
identification of model of experimental laboratory
liquid-liquid stirred heat exchanger is described in the
next section. Verification of control method is shown
next. Results evaluation is described in following
section and the last section concludes the paper.

KEYWORDS
Model Predictive Control, MPC, Time Delay, Heat
Exchanger, Parameter Estimation, Nonlinear System,
Nonlinear Model, Control Simulation
ABSTRACT
Many nonlinear processes in industry exhibit time delay
in their dynamic behavior. Time delay is mainly caused
by the time required to transport energy, information or
mass, but it can be caused by processing time as well.
There are also many cases when compensation of
measurable disturbance is required. In case, when the
nonlinearity of system is not significant, it can be
controlled by linear control method, but accurate system
identification in the operating area should be performed.
Moreover the suitable control algorithm, which is able
to handle these requirements, should be used. In light of
these facts, the goal of this paper is to design predictive
algorithm for control of nonlinear time-delayed systems
with the possibility of measurable disturbance
compensation. Basically this paper deals with the
essential principles of model predictive control (MPC),
design process of the predictive controller, calculation
of control law and identification of control process.
Identification of control process is also an important
part of MPC. This paper describes simulation and
verification of designed regulator which was verified in
MATLAB/SIMULINK as well.
INTRODUCTION
Heat exchangers are an essential part of many
technologies in energy and chemical industry, polymer
manufacturing, petroleum refineries, and many others
and they are typical examples of nonlinear system.
Nonlinear processes with time delay are difficult to
control using standard feedback controllers. When a
high performance of the control process is desired or the
relative time delay is very large, we can choose another
approach. One of the most known methods for control
of processes with time delay is Smith predictor,
however this predictor does not allow to control
nonlinear processes. Another negative aspect is effect of
measurable disturbance on the process output which is a
very important issue that needs to be analyzed and
considered in control problems where it is possible to be
measured. Disturbances drive the system away from its
desired operating point and require more sophisticated

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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sequences will be brought up to date. Therefore
the next control signal u ( k + 1) is calculated
using the receding horizon concept (Bars et al.
2011; Bobál 2008; Camacho and Normey-Rico
2007; Schwarz et al. 2012).

MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL PRINCIPLES
The term MPC does not describe a specific control
strategy but a very extensive range of control methods
that make explicit use of a model of the process to
obtain the control signal by minimizing an objective
function. The essential ideas of the predictive control
family are (Camacho and Normey-Rico 2007; Rossiter
2003):
• Explicit use of a model to predict the process
output at future time instants (horizon).
• The trajectory of the reference signal is known
for the time horizon of the prediction.
• Calculation of a control sequence minimizing an
objective function, mostly quadratic.
• Only the first computed system input value is
used for control and the calculation is repeated
in the next sampling period (Camacho and
Normey-Rico 2007).
Various discrete models can be used to represent the
process behavior which is the main difference between
the MPC methods. For example step response, transfer
function, impulse response and other discrete models
can be used.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 represent principle of MPC.

 

' 



k+N u
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GENERALIZED
CONTROL ALGORITHM

k+N 2

J ( N1 , N 2 , N u ) =

future

Nu

+  λ (i ) [ Δu ( k + i − 1) ]

N2

•

2

+

(1)

2

i =1

Figure 1 : The MPC Main Idea
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•
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Principle scheme of extended MPC algorithm is
depicted in Fig. 2, where dashed line represents
measurable disturbance.
The GPC minimizes a cost function that can be
rewritten as
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Figure 2 : Extended Structure of MPC
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where yˆ ( k + i ) is an optimum prediction of the system
output, N1 and N2 are the minimum and maximum
costing horizons, Nu is the control horizon, δ (i ) and

The future outputs for the prediction horizon N
are predicted at each instant t using the process
model. These predicted outputs yˆ (k + j ) for
j = 1...N depend on the known values up to
instant k (past inputs and outputs) and on the
future control signals u ( k + j ) , j = 0...N − 1 ,
which are to be sent to the system and to be
calculated, but only the first calculated one will
be implemented.
The vector of future control signals is calculated
by optimizing a determined criterion in order to
keep the process as close as possible to the
reference trajectory w(k + j ) . This criterion
usually takes the form of quadratic function of
the errors between the predicted output signal
and the predicted reference trajectory. The
control effort is included in the objective
function in most cases.
The control signal u (k ) is sent to the process
while the next control signals calculated are
neglected, because at the next sampling instant
y ( k + 1) will already be known, and step 1 will
be repeated with this new value and all the

λ (i ) are weighting coefficients and w( k + i ) is a vector
of future reference sequence. The objective of predictive
control is to compute the future incremental control
sequence Δu (k ) , Δu (k + 1) ,... This is accomplished by
minimizing of cost function J. To minimize J, the
predictions yˆ ( k + i ) are first expressed as a function of
the past data and the future control actions Δu ( k + i − 1)
. Then, J can be considered as a function of the future
control sequence and minimization is accomplished in
order to obtain the optimal value. The weighting factors
and horizons are the tuning parameters (Camacho and
Normey-Rico 2007).
Without loss of generality and because of the time delay
characteristics of the process, horizons N1and N2are
computed as N 1 = d + 1 and N 2 = N u + d .
The extended mathematical model used by GPC to
compute the predictions is a modified CARIMA model.
It is a typical CARIMA model extended by the vector
v(k ) which represents measurable disturbance.
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A( z −1 ) y (k ) = z − d B( z −1 )u (k − 1) + z − dv D( z −1 )v(k ) +
+

−1

C(z )
es (k )
Δ

Following equation corresponds to the free response of
the system that is the output that would be obtained if
the control and disturbance signals were kept constant.
(7)
f = H u1 + S y1 + HV1 v1
Forced response of system is represented by next
equation
(8)
f r = Gu + HV2 v2
Based on equation mentioned above (7) and (8), overall
response of system is computed as sum of free and
forced response.
(9)
yˆ = f + f r

(2)

where Δ = 1 − z −1 , d and dv is number of steps of the
time delay and eS (k ) is the white noise. The
polynomial D( z −1 ) represents character of disturbance
and the polynomial C ( z −1 ) describes character of the
noise. This character is difficult to determine, therefore
polynomial C ( z −1 ) was chosen to be equal to one.
Vector v(k ) is discrete set of measurable disturbance
(Camacho and Bordons 2004; Fikar and Mikleš 2008).
After application of following equation and
multiplication equation (2) by Δ
A ( z −1 ) = (1 − z −1 ) A( z −1 ) = 1 − a1 z −1  − a na +1 z − na −1 =

= 1 − (1 − a1 ) z −1 − (a1 − a2 ) z −2  − ana +1 z − na −1

COST FUNCTION AND CONTROL LAW
If ŷ is introduced in equation (1), it is evident that J is a
cost function of y1, u and u1. Function should be written
as

(3)

J = (Gu + Hu1 + Sy1 − w)T Qį (Gu + Hu1 + Sy1 − w) +
+ uT QȜ u

model should be represented in following way, where
output should be predicted as
yˆ( k + 1) =

na +1

where Q* and Q + are the diagonal weighting matrices
of size N u × N u with elements δ ( j ) and λ ( j ) ,
respectively. Although, in practice, the most common
choice is to set δ ( j ) and λ ( j ) constants on the horizon.
In practice, the values of these weighting factors must
be normalized in order to obtain a correct weighting of
the different errors and controller outputs.
After some manipulations J is written as

nb

 a y(k + 1 − i) +  b Δu(k − d − i) +
i

i

i =1

i =1

(4)

nd

+  di Δv( k + 1 − dv − i)
i =1

wherena, nb, nc a nd are degrees of polynomials A( z −1 ) ,

B( z −1 ) , C( z −1 ) and D( z −1 ) . The white noise e S (k )
and its future values are considered to be equal to zero
for the prediction of the future output values.
In case where time delay is present, following equation
should be used when equation (4) is applied recursively
for i = 1, 2, ...,Nu
yˆ(k + d + 1)
yˆ(k + d + 2)

Δu (k )

Δu (k + 1)
=G


Δu (k + Nu − 1) 
yˆ(k + d + N u ) 
+S

yˆ(k + d )
yˆ(k + d − 1)

yˆ(k + d − na) 

+ HV2

J = uT (QȜ + G T QįG )u + 2( Hu1 + Sy1 − w )T QįGu +

∂J
=0,
∂u

Minimizing J with respect to u, it means
leads to
Mu = P0y1 + P1u1 + P2w

Δu (k − nb) 

where M = G T Qδ G + Q λ

is of dimension

P0 = −G T Q δ S

dimension

of

(12)
Nu × Nu ,

N u × (na + 1) ,

P1 = −G Qδ H of dimension N u × nb and P2 = G T Qδ of
T

Δv(k − 1)
+ HV1

(11)

+( Hu1 + Sy1 − w )T Qį ( Hu1 + Sy1 − w )

Δu (k − 1)
Δu (k − 2)
+H
+


Δv(k − 2)
+

Δv(k − nd + 1) 

(10)

dimension N u × N u , therefore

(5)

M

Δv(k )
Δv(k + 1)

Δv(k + Nu − 1) 

+ P1

Equation (5) should be written as

Δu (k )
Δu ( k + 1)

Δu (k + N u − 1) 
Δu ( k − 1)
Δu (k − 2)

Δu ( k − nb) 

= P0

+ P2

yˆ ( k + d )
yˆ ( k + d − 1)

yˆ (k + d − na ) 

+

(13)

w(k + d + 1)
w( k + d + 2)

w(k + d + N u ) 

(6)
yˆ = Gu + Hu1 + Sy1 + HV1 v1 + HV2 v 2
Matrices G, H and S are constant matrices of
N u × nb and
N u × (na + 1) .
dimensions N u × N u ,

In a receding horizon algorithm only the actual value
Δu (k ) is computed, so if m is the first row of matrix

Matrices HV1 and HV2 are of dimensions Nu × (nd − 1)

(14)
Δu (k ) = mP0 y1 + mP1 u1 + mP2 w
When compensation of measurable disturbance is
required, Δu (k ) is given by extended form of control
law
(15)
Δu (k ) = mP0 y1 + mP1 u1 + mP2 w + mPV1 v1 + mPV2 v 2

M −1 , then Δu (k ) is given by

and N u × N u . Matrix HV1 can be used only in case when
degree of polynomial D( z −1 ) is equal to 2 or higher.
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where PV1 = −G T Q δ H V1 is of dimension N u × ( nd − 1)

hρ +1

hρ

and PV2 = −G Q δ H V2 of dimension N u × N u .
After introducing vectors y1, u1, w, v1 and v2, final
control law is defined as

hρ + 2

hρ +1

  

0







  
  

h1
h2

T

yˆ(k + d )
yˆ(k + d − 1)

Δu ( k ) = mP0

Δu ( k − 1)
+ mP1


yˆ( k + d − na) 

+ mP2

Δu (k − 2)
+


Δv ( k − 1)

w(k + d + 2)
+ mPV1


Δv ( k − 2)


+

(16)


Δv (k + N u − 1) 

HV1 and HV2 are matrices including the coefficients of
the system step response to the disturbance.
Future values of disturbance can be known in some
cases, when disturbance is related to the process load. In
other cases, it can be predicted by using means, trends
or other information. If this is the case, the term
corresponding to future deterministic disturbance can be
computed (Pawlowskaa et al. 2012).
It is evident that matrices HV1 and HV2 are dependent on
the relative difference between number of steps of time
delay of input-output and disturbance-output which is
defined as
(17)
ρ = d − dv
This leads to three different structures for matrices HV1
and HV2 based on the sign of ρ :
ρ<0
•

•

ρ =0

H VX =

•




ρ
  


  hρ hρ +1  

(20)

Since MPC is based on an internal model of the system,
a sufficient model is necessary therefore system
identification is an important factor in MPC strategy.
Identification of control processes can be divided into
two groups that are used most often. The first group is
one-time (offline) method and the second is ongoing
(online) methods. Online identification methods can be
used for self-tuning controllers (STC).
Both types of identification can be used for estimation
of the model parameters of the system. Online
identification, offline identification and comparison
with estimation by MATLAB function fminsearch are
shown in following subsections.

Δv ( k )
Δv ( k + 1)

HVX =


hN + ρ −1

0

IDENTIFICATION

Δv( k − nd + 1) 




ρ




hN + ρ

0

Where hi are the coefficients of HV1 and HV2 matrices
obtained from the delay free disturbance response
shifted in accordance with ρ (Pawlowskaa et al. 2012).

Δu ( k − nb) 

w(k + d + 1)

w( k + d + N u ) 
+ mPV2

HVX =

 h1

Offline Identification Methods
The most used method for the identification of the
parameters of discrete transfer function models is the
least squares estimator (LSE) based on the idea of linear
regression. These identification algorithms can be
carried out in an online manner as well.
The least squares estimator is defined as the vector ,̂
that minimizes the quadratic error
−1
(21)
Ĭˆ = ( F T F ) F T y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



    

0

0

0

0

0

0

h1

0

0

0

0

0


hNu + ρ

 0
 h1

0
0

0
0

0
0

h1
h2

0


0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0







0

0

0







h1

0

0











0

Online Identification Methods

hNu

h N u −1





h2

h1 

One of the advantages of the identification procedure
based on the LSM is that it can be used recursively
because the parameter vector estimated at time t can be
computed as a function of the parameter vector
estimated at k − 1 . The recursive least squares method
(RLSM) is the most known method. This method uses
ARX model (Bobál et al. 2012).
(23)
y ( k ) = ĬT ( k )ĭ (k ) + es (k )

Notice that ,̂ is a vector of estimated model
parameters of dimension 2n, F is a matrix of dimension
N − n − d × 2n , y is a data vector of dimension
N − n − d , where N is a number of measured data, n is
an order of system and d is a number of steps of time
delay (Camacho and Normey-Rico 2007).
MATLAB function fminsearch can find the minimum
of a scalar function of several variables as well, starting
at an initial estimate. This function uses the simplex
search method for finding the minimum of a function.
(22)
x = fminsearch( fun, x0 , options)

(18)

(19)

ρ =0
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(24)

Steady-State Characteristic of Model of LiquidLiquid Stirred Heat Exchanger

(25)

The dependence of the refrigerated fluid output
temperature on the coolant flow in the steady-state is in
Figure. 4.

where , is a vector of model parameters
ĬT ( k ) = [ a1

b1 b2  bn ]

a2  an

and - is a regression vector

ĭ T ( k ) = [ − y ( k − 1) − y ( k − 2) − y ( k − n)

u (k − d − 1) u (k − d − 2)  u (k − d − n) ]

Identification of Model of Liquid-Liquid Stirred
Heat Exchanger
Identification was performed on the SIMULINK model
of stirred heat exchanger and the estimated
mathematical model was used for verification purposes.
q ,Tv

qc ,Tcv

Figure 4 : Static Characteristic of Heat Exchanger
V,T

In subsequent control simulations, the operating interval
for qc has been determined as 0.0003 ≤ qc ≤ 0.0083 ,
where the static characteristic is only slightly nonlinear
as is shown in Figure 5.

F
α

qc ,Tc

q ,T

Vc ,Tc

Figure 3 : Model of Stirred Flow Heat Exchanger
Model of this heat exchanger can be described by two
differential equations of first order:
q ρ c pTv = q ρ c pT + Fα (T − Tc ) + V ρ c p

qc ρc c pc Tcv + Fα (T − Tc ) = qc ρc c pc Tc + Vc ρc c pc

dT
dt

(26)

dTc
dt

(27)

with initial conditions:
T (0) = T s , Tc (0) = Tcs

Figure 5 : Static Characterstic for Operating Interval

(28)

and boundary conditions:
(29)
0.02 ≤ qc ≤ 0.6
where t stands for the time, T for temperatures, q for
flow of fluids, ρ for densities, cp for specific heat
capacities, L for heat transfer coefficients, V for
volumes and F for heat exchanger area.
For the control purposes, the output temperature of the
refrigerated fluid T(t) is considered as the controlled
output, and, the coolant flow qc (t) as the control input,
while other inputs can enter into the process as
disturbances.
Parameters of heat exchanger were chosen as is shown
in the following table.

Choice of Input Sequence for Model of LiquidLiquid Stirred Heat Exchanger Identification
Pseudorandom Binary Signal (PRBS), Random Binary
Signal (RBS) and Random Gaussian Signal (RGS) were
used for identification of laboratory model, see Table 68. Input signals were generated by MATLAB function
idinput.
(30)
u = idinput( N , type, band , levels )
Function idinput generates input signals which are used
for identification purposes, where u is returned as
matrix or column vector. Parameter N determines the
number of generated input data and parameter type
defines the type of input signal to be generated.
Sum of squares subtraction of estimated outputs and
measured data was used for analysis of quality of
identificated models.

Table 1 : Parameters of Heat Exchanger
Parameter
V = 2.65 m3
Vc = 0.63 m3
ρ = 985 kg m-3
ρc = 998 kg m-3
F = 8.8 m2
Tv = 370.0 K

Value
q = 0.2 m3min-1
qc = 0.4 m3min-1
cp = 4.05 kJ kg-1K-1
cpc = 4.18 kJ kg-1K-1
L = 58 kJ m-2min-1K-1
Tc = 293.0 K

Sy =

1 b
2
[ yˆ(k ) − y(k )]
N k =a

(31)

Where N represents number of measured data, y(k) is
measured output value and yˆ (k ) is estimated output
value.
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SIMULATION VERIFICATION
Parameters estimated by RLSM with RBS were chosen
for verification purposes since the frequency spectrum
of RBS is suitable for these types of systems. Discrete
transfer function for exchanger has the following form:
GS ( z −1 ) =

B ( z −1 ) − d −157.9094 z −1 − 47.1242 z −2 −2
z =
z
A( z −1 )
1 − 1.2834 z −1 + 0.3368 z −2

(32)

Discrete transfer function for disturbance is:
GV ( z −1 ) =

D( z −1 ) − dv −78.9547 z −1 − 23.5621z −2 −2
z =
z
A( z −1 )
1 − 1.2834 z −1 + 0.3368 z −2

(33)

where TS = 100s , d = 2 , dv = 2 , δ = 1 , λ = 20 and
N u = 10 .
Figures below show regulation processes for various
types of disturbance compensation (predictive algorithm
without compensation of measurable disturbance (A),
with compensation (B) and the case when vector of
measurable disturbance is known in time (C)).

Figure 6 : Identification by PRBS Input Signal

Figure 7 : Identification by RBS Input Signal

Figure 9 : Regulation Processes (A, B and C)

Figure 8 : Identification by RGS Input Signal
Following table shows results of laboratory model
identification.
Table 2 : Evaluation of Identification Quality
Figure 10 : Controller Outputs (A, B and C)

Method

Parameter
PRBS
RBS
RGS
-1.6166
-1.6059
-1.5631
a1
a2
0.6416
0.6319
0.5839
Coeffs.
LSM
b1 -149.9939 -126.3404 -276.0283
b2
54.6479
29.0058
6.4397
Quality Sy
18.9143
13.5954
8.1969
-1.3710
-1.2834
-1.5538
a1
a2
0.4183
0.3368
0.5779
Coeffs
RLSM
b1 -144.4788 -157.9094 -202.3707
b2 -40.0787 -47.1242 -109.0916
Quality Sy
17.6613
10.7138
7.7424
-0.9825
-1.7038
-0.8247
a1
a
0.0487
0.7121
-0.0858
Coeffs 2
fminsearch
b1 -889.1335 -485.4889 -4823.0477
b2 630.3898 450.0139 3678.7293
Quality Sy
16.1456
6.8179
5.7447

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The quadratic criterion of the measured error, the
quadratic criterion of the system output increments and
absolute values of these signals were chosen for a
control quality analysis.
1 b
1 b
2
e( k ) ] , Sea =  e( k )
[

N k =a
N k =a
2
1 b
1 b
=  [ Δu ( k ) ] , S dua =  Δu (k )
N k =a
N k =a

Se 2 =
S du 2

(34)

Evaluation of control quality for various types of
disturbance compensation is shown in the following
table.
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Table 3 :Evaluation for Simulation of Heat Exchanger
Overshoot

Without com. (A) 2.11
1.52
With comp. (B)
Known dist. (C) 1.27

Sdu2
/10-8
13.22 2.59 6.02
13.14 2.56 6.02
13.02 2.49 7.79
Se2

Sea

Sdua
/10-5
4.00
4.00
4.56

CONCLUSION
This paper dealt with an extended GPC design
procedure to improve the measurable disturbance
compensation. The extended GPC control law with
implicit disturbance compensation is interpreted as
classical feedback plus feedforward control scheme that
is described by theoretical analysis. Functionality of
designed algorithm was simulation verified on a
mathematical model of liquid-liquid stirred heat
exchanger.
In case, where impact of different types of disturbance
compensation was verified, there is shown that
integration of disturbance compensation to basic GPC
algorithm improves regulation processes and control
quality as well. Without compensation of measurable
disturbance, i.e. standard version of GPC, overshoot of
output signal is 2.11 K. When compensation of
disturbance is used, but vector of disturbance is
unknown (the case when only disturbance is measured),
overshoot is reduced to 1.52 K. In situation, when
vector of disturbance is known, compensation is more
substantial (overshoot 1.27 K) and can have positive
effect when it is measured and predicted
simultaneously, e.g. sunrise or sunset and effect of sun
can be predicted based on part of season; particular
substance is inserted into chemical reactor at a certain
time; vehicles can predict and adapt driving style based
on type of turn on road and many other cases.
The simulation results demonstrate improved usability
of extended GPC algorithm and results also showed that
this algorithm is able to control slightly nonlinear
processes.
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control the nonlinear system like the chosen system of
the two funnel liquid tanks in series. This step is
linearization of the nonlinear mathematical model in a
selected operating point. The divergence linear model is
result of the linearization. It means, that the selected
operating point is a new origin state for the controller
and the input and the output values are divergence from
the equilibrium values (Albertos Peréz and Sala 20014;
Hangos et al. 2004).

KEYWORDS
predictive control, time-delay, constraints of process
variables, state-space, two liquid tanks.
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method called the predictive
control used to control a nonlinear process about a
selected operating point. The system of the two funnel
liquid tanks in series is chosen as an exemplar process.
The parameters of the tanks simulate a large industry
tanks used in a chemical industry. The state-space
CARIMA mathematical model is used for the output
values prediction. This paper describes the linearization
process of the nonlinear system at the operating point
and a possibility of constraints of the process variables.
The designed controller is verified on the process
without and with a time-delay.

MATHEMATICAL
MODEL
CONTROLLED SYSTEM

THE

The mathematical model of the chosen experimental
system of the two liquid tanks system is taken from
(Krhovják et al. 2015). This model represents a
nonlinear system with two input variables and two
output variables. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of
the controlled process consists of two funnel liquid
tanks in series. The first tank is filled by input stream
q1f, the second tank is filled by input stream q2f and
output stream from the first tank q1.

INTRODUCTION
Many processes in the real world are nonlinear,
complex and they often include a time-delay. These
processes are very difficult to control. The situation is
more complicated when some process variables require
some sort of a limitation. The basic control methods do
not handle with this situation so we need a more
advanced method. The predictive control is a great
example of the modern control method capable of
solving the complex control problem (Bobál 2008).
This method is based on the prediction of the output
values on the chosen time horizon. This time horizon
should be long enough to cover the step response of the
controlled system and the prediction of the output
values is based on the mathematical model of the
controlled system. The predictive control in this paper
uses state-space CARIMA model for multi-input multioutput (MIMO) system (Bars et al. 2011; Wang 2009).
The control signal is obtain by minimization of a cost
function. This cost function has usually a quadratic form
and it minimize the differences between the reference
value and the output value and the control signal
increments. We can also take into account the
constraints of the process variables in the cost function
minimization process. This is done by using a quadratic
programming method (Camacho and Bordons 2004;
Maciejowski 2002; Rossiter 2003).
However, the state-space CARIMA model is a linear
mathematical model. So we have to do one more step to
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Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the process
The mathematical model of this process can be obtained
from balancing equations of the input and output mass
streams. The equation (1) stand for the balancing
equation of the input, output and accumulation of the
first tank and the equation (2) stand for the balancing
equation of the input, output and accumulation of the
second tank (Richardson 1989).

D 2 2 dh1
+ q1 = q1 f
h1
4H 2
dt

(1)

D 2 2 dh2
− q1 + q2 = q2 f
h2
4H 2
dt

(2)

π
π
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In these equations, D is the maximum diameter, H is the
total height and h1 and h2 are the liquid levels from the
bottom of the tanks. The output liquid streams q1 and q2
depend on the valve constants k1, k2 and the liquid levels
as well.

q1 = k1 h1 − h2

(3)

q2 = k2 h2

(4)

where matrices A, B are

A=
B=

s + a01
a03

a01 ( h ) =

)

a03 ( h ) = −

(

dx2
4H
=
u + k x − x − k2 x2
dt π D 2 x22 2 1 1 2

)

(6)
To linearized this nonlinear state-space model, we have
to calculate the operating point as equilibrium point of
the system. This means, that we are looking for the
state, where are no changes of the liquid levels in the
tanks and steady input streams to the tanks.

0=

(

x1 − x2

(

The mathematical model used for the prediction of the
output values is based on the state-space CARIMA
model. It can be expressed as
 ( k ) + BΔu ( k − d )
x ( k + 1) = Ax
(15)
y ( k ) = Cx ( k )
where the vector of state variables has form

uδ ( t ) = u ( t ) − u
(8)

x ( k ) = [ y ( k ) , y ( k − 1) , , y ( k − na ) ,

Where x is a vector of the equilibrium state variables,

(16)

Δu ( k − d − 1) , , Δu ( k − d − nb + 1)]

T

u is a vector of the equilibrium input variables, y is a

and the vectors of the outputs variables and the input
control increments are

vector of the equilibrium output variables, xδ , uδ , yδ
are divergences from equilibrium values.
The linearized state-space model can be expressed in
form

yδ = Cxδ

(14)

STATE-SPACE PREDICTIVE CONTROL

xδ ( t ) = x ( t ) − x

xδ = Axδ + Buδ

2 D 2π h22 ( h1 − h2 )

A ( z −1 ) = (1 − z −1 ) A ( z −1 )

)

(7)
The linearization about the operating point means
substitution of the absolute value of the input, output
and state variables by its divergence from the steady
state.

yδ ( t ) = y ( t ) − y

4 H 2 k1 h1 − h2

(12)
This continuous-time model needs to be transferred into
a discrete-time input-output model with the sampling
period T0.
A ( z −1 ) y ( k ) = B ( z −1 ) z − d Δu ( k )
(13)

−
1
where the polynomial matrix A ( z ) is

)

4H 2
u + k x − x − k 2 x2
π D 2 x22 2 1 1 2

2 D 2π h12 ( h1 − h2 )

k1 h1 − h2 k2 h2
4H 2
+
2 D 2π h22
h1 − h2
h2 
2
4H
4H 2
b01 ( h ) = 2 2 , b04 ( h ) = 2 2
D π h1
D π h2

y2 = x2

4H 2
u −k
π D 2 x12 1 1

4 H 2 k1 h1 − h2

a04 ( h ) =

y1 = x1

0=

4 H 2 k1 h1 − h2

2 D 2π h12 ( h1 − h2 )

a02 ( h ) = −

where equations of single states and outputs are

2

a02
y1 ( t )
b
0 u1 ( t ) (11)
= 01
s + a04  y2 ( t ) 
0 b04  u2 ( t ) 

(5)

(

x = x ,u=u

where

y2 = x2 = h2 . This state-space model has form

dx1
4H 2
=
u −k x −x
dt π D 2 x12 1 1 1 2

∂f
∂u

A ( s ) y (t ) = B ( s ) u (t )

and the output and state variables as y1 = x1 = h1 and

y = g ( x)

x = x ,u=u

(10)
and C is an identity matrix (Albertos Peréz and Sala
2004; Hangos et al. 2004).
At this point we transfer this linear state-space model
into linear continuous-time input-output model

However, the chosen predictive control method works
only with linear mathematical models, so the model of
the described process needs to be linearized about an
operating point. First of all, the equations (1) and (2)
have to be expressed as nonlinear state-space model by
selecting the input variables as u1 = q1 f and u2 = q2 f

x = f ( x,u )

∂f
∂x

y ( k ) = [ y1 ( k )

y2 ( k )  yn ( k ) ]

T

(17)

Δu ( k − d ) = [ Δu1 ( k − d )  Δum ( k − d )]

T

(9)
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(18)

where w is a vector of the future reference values, y is

where n is number of outputs and m is number of inputs
(Bars et al. 2011).
The matrices A , B and C can be expressed as

A =

− A1  − A na
I 
0
 


− A na +1
0


0
0
0







I
0
0


0
0
0


0
0
I







0
0
0


0



0

0

0



I

B = [ B1 0  0 0
C = [I

B2  Bnb −1
0 
0
 


I

the vector of the predicted outputs values, Qλ and Qδ
are the diagonal weighting matrices. The vector Δu f is

Bnb
0


unknown vector of the future control increments (Fikar
and Mikleš 2008).
When the constraints of the process variables are not
required, the control signal is obtain by minimizing this
cost function. But when the constraints of the process
variables are necessary, the cost function needs to be
modified into form suitable for quadratic programming
method

0
0
0

0 

0  0 0]

T

J=

0  0 0]

(

H c = 2 QȜ + H Tf Qį H f

(

gT = 2 H p Δu p + Fx − w

j = 1, , nb consist of the coefficients of the polynoms
of the polynomial matrices A ( z −1 ) and B ( z −1 ) .

f

f

Δu p is the vector of the past control increments and
Δu f is the vector of the future control increments.
These vectors are

y ( k + d + 1)
y ( k + d + 2 )

y ( k + d + N )

Δu ( k − d )

Δu p =

Δu ( k − d + 1)

Δu ( k − 1) 
Δu ( k )

Δu f =

Δu ( k + 1)


I Δu f ≤ ǻumax

Δu ( k + N ) 

(21)
where d is number of steps of the time-delay and N is
the prediction time horizon (Camacho and Normey-Rico
2007). This time horizon should be long enough to
cover the step response of the controlled system.
This output values prediction can be substituted into the
quadratic cost function that the chosen predictive
control method minimizes.

J = ( w − y ) Qδ ( w − y ) + ΔuTf Qλ Δu f
T

)

(24)

Qį H f

The constraints of the process variables mean limitation
of the input, output and state values. The most common
limitations are
• Limitation
of
control
increments:
Δumin ≤ Δu (k ) ≤ Δumax
• Limitation of the absolute control input signal:
umin ≤ u (k ) ≤ umax
• Limitation
of
the
output
value:
ymin ≤ y (k ) ≤ ymax
All of the constraints need to be expressed as control
increments constraints. It means, that it is possible to
constrict every variable that depends on the control
signal (Camacho and Bordons 2004; Maciejowski
2002). All of these constrains can be joined into one
equation for purposes of the quadratic programming
Au ≤ b
(25)
where u is a vector of the future control increments, A is
a corresponding matrix and b is a vector of the
constricted values. Their dimensions depend on desired
constraints and number of the inputs and outputs.
The constraints of the control increments can be
expressed as
Δu(k ) ≤ Δumax

where y is the vector of the predicted output values,

y =

)

T

CONSTRAINTS OF THE PROCESS VARIABLES

The output values prediction can be calculated
recursively using state-space model in equation (15) and
it can be expressed in a matrix form
y = Fx + H Δu + H Δu
(20)
p

(23)

where

(19)
where I is an identity matrix and 0 is a zeros matrix.
The matrices − A i for i = 1,, na + 1 and B j for

p

1 T
u H c u + gT u
2

(26)

Δu(k ) ≥ Δumin
−Δu ( k ) ≤ −Δumin
− I Δu f ≤ − ǻumin

(27)
The constraints of the absolute value of the control
signals can be expressed as

(22)
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u(k ) ≤ umax

The control simulations were also compared by two
quadratic criterions for analysis of the control quality.
The first criterion, described in equation (34), compares
the control increments made in every step and the
second criterion, described in equation (35), compares a
difference between the reference value and the output
value.

u ( k − 1) + Δu(k ) ≤ umax

Δu ( k ) ≤ umax − u(k − 1)
T Δu f ≤ umax − uk −1

(28)

u(k ) ≥ umin
− u ( k − 1) − Δu ( k ) ≤ −umin

Su =

−Δu ( k ) ≤ −umin + u(k − 1)
−T Δu f ≤ −umin + uk −1

(29)

Se =

The constraints of the output values can be expressed as
y (k ) ≤ ymax

Tank
1
2

(30)

− H f Δu f − y free ≤ − ymin

d[steps]
0
10

− H f Δu f ≤ − ymin + y free

(31)
If we join these constraints into equation (25), we get
Au ≤ b

(34)

(k )

k =1

N

 w ( k ) − y (k ) 

2

ymax − y free
− ymin + y free 

(32)
where I is an identity matrix, T is a lower triangular
matrix and Hf is a square matrix of dimension
( N ⋅ n ) × ( N ⋅ n )  . The vector b on the right side of the

D[m]
4
4

k[m3/min]
0.316
0.296

H[m]
10
10

T0[min]
0.25
0.25

N[steps]
20
20

¼
1
3

equation contains column vector of length (N.m) and
(N.n). The vector yfree is the free response of the
controlled system
y free = H p Δu p + Fx
(33)
RESULTS
This section shows the process control simulation
results. The simulations demonstrate functionality and
possibilities of the designed state-space predictive
controller. All of the simulations were done for the
system parameters shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the
controller parameters in case without a time-delay and
in case with a time-delay. The presence of the timedelay can pretends a situation when a pipeline is
attached between the valve changing the input stream
and the tank. The process control simulation was done
about one operating point with values: h1 = 7m ,

h 2 = 5m ,

(35)

k =1

½
1
0.1

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the simulation results when
the change of both tank liquid levels is desired.
Constraints setup for Figure 2 and Figure 3:
• Case 1: no constraints.
• Case 2:
o u1max = 1 m3/min, u1min = 0 m3/min
o u2max = 1 m3/min, u2min = 0 m3/min
• Case 3:
o u1max = 1 m3/min, u1min = 0 m3/min
o u2max = 1 m3/min, u2min = 0 m3/min
o y1max = 7.5 m, y1min = 6.5 m
o y2max = 5.5 m, y2min = 4.5 m

ǻumax
− ǻumin
umax − uk -1
u≤
−umin + uk -1

Hf
−H f 

2

Table 2 : Controller Parameters

y (k ) ≥ ymin

I
−I
T
−T

N

Δu

Table 1 :System Parameters

H f Δu f + y free ≤ ymax
H f Δu f ≤ ymax − y free

1
N

1
N

Figure 2 : System output signals

q1 f = 0.4469m3 / min ,

q 2 f = 0.2150m3 / min .
Figure 3 : System control signals
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Table 3 : Control simulation results
Se1[m2]
Se2[m2]
Su1[(m3/min)2]
Su2[(m3/min)2]

Case 1
0.007
0.005
8.61⋅10−4
5.24 ⋅10−4

Case 2
0.021
0.023
3.85 ⋅10−4
2.83 ⋅10−4

Case 3
0.021
0.023
4.03 ⋅10−4
2.85 ⋅10−4

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the simulation results when
liquid level of tank 2 is changing and liquid level of
tank 1 should stay constant.
Constraints setup for Figure 4 and Figure 5:
• Case 1: no constraints.
• Case 2:
o u1max = 1 m3/min, u1min = 0 m3/min
o u2max = 1 m3/min, u2min = 0 m3/min
• Case 3:
o u1max = 1 m3/min, u1min = 0 m3/min
o u2max = 1 m3/min, u2min = 0 m3/min
o y1max = 7 m, y1min = 7 m

Figure 6 : System output signals with time-delay

Figure 7 : System control signals with time-delay
Table 5 : Control simulation results
Se1[m2]
Se2[m2]
Su1[(m3/min)2]
Su2[(m3/min)2]

Figure 4 : System output signals

Table 4 :Control simulation results
Case 1
1.91 ⋅10−7
0.005
8.26 ⋅10−5
5.21 ⋅10−4

Case 2
8.89 ⋅10−5
0.016
8.37 ⋅10−5
2.89 ⋅10−4

Constrained
0.031
0.033
1.59 ⋅10−4
5.57 ⋅10−5

The presented figures show functionality of the
constraints of the process variables in the predictive
control. The predictive controller without constraints
tries to minimize the difference between the reference
signal and the output signal and the result can be
negative value of the input signal. In this case it means
negative liquid stream to the tank. Which is not
possible. The possibility of process variables constraints
brings a huge advantage into this case. This possibility
is directly implemented into the input signal calculation,
so there is no need of an additional limitation method. It
allows us to keep the input liquid streams between 0
m3/min and 1 m3/min. The constraint of the process
variables is not restricted only at one kind of constraint,
but they can be combined as Figures 2 to 5 show as case
3. The Figures 4 and 5 show the advantage of the
combined constraints when the constant liquid level of
the tank 1 is required and the tank 2 liquid level
changes. If there is only the absolute control signal
value limitation, the liquid level of the first tank drops
under the reference value. However, this liquid level
stays at the reference value when the hard output signal
constraint is combined with the control signal value
constraint. The Figures 6 and 7 show another possibility
of control process influence. The weighting coefficients

Figure 5 : System control signals

Se1[m2]
Se2[m2]
Su1[(m3/min)2]
Su2[(m3/min)2]

No constraints
0.022
0.017
1.56 ⋅10−4
7.88 ⋅10−5

Case 3
2.26 ⋅10−13
0.017
8.30 ⋅10−5
2.89 ⋅10−4

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the simulation results when
the 10 steps time-delay is present.
Constraints setup for Figure 6 and Figure 7:
• Case 1: no constraints.
• Case 2:
o u1max = 1 m3/min, u1min = 0 m3/min
o u2max = 1 m3/min, u2min = 0 m3/min
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¼ and ½ are also an option to affect this process. As can
be seen, it necessary to slow down the control process
by changing these coefficients to handle it stable.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, the predictive controller based on the
state-space CARIMA model with additional possibility
of the process variables constraints was presented. This
method was used to control the nonlinear process about
the selected operating point. The multi-input multioutput system of the two funnel liquid tanks on series
was chosen as the exemplar process. The parameters of
the tanks simulate large tanks used in an industry.
However, the chosen predictive control method works
only with linear processes, so the linearization of the
nonlinear process is also described in the mathematical
model of the controlled system section. One of the main
problems of controlling any system is possibility that
some process variables can reach a value that is not
physically or technologically achievable. The predictive
control is a great method to implement the desired
process variables constraints directly into the control
signal calculation. The results section demonstrates this
feature. There are two options how to influence the
control process. The first is direct process variables
constraints and the second is change of the weighting
coefficients ¼ and ½. This method is also able to control
this system with a time-delay with a proper setting of
the controller.
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In this paper, the TCR control strategy is based on the
fact that a concentration of the main component of the
reaction taking place in the reactor depends on the
output reactant temperature. Moreover, the procedure
assumes that the output reactant temperature is
measured continuously. Then, in the cascade controlloop, the concentration of a main product of the reaction
is considered as the primary controlled variable, and, the
output reactant temperature as the secondary controlled
variable. The coolant flow rate represents a common
control input. The primary controller determining the set
point for the secondary (inner) control-loop is derived as
a proportional controller with a nonlinear part obtained
from the steady-state characteristics of the reactor and
with a selectable part. Since the controlled process is
nonlinear, a continuous-time adaptive controller is used
as the secondary controller. The procedure for the
adaptive control design in the inner control-loop is
based on approximation of a nonlinear model of the
TCR by a continuous-time external linear model (CT
ELM) with recursively estimated parameters. In the
process of the parameter estimation, a corresponding
delta model is used, see, e.g. (Garnier and Wang 2008;
Mukhopadhyay et al. 1992; Stericker and Sinha 1993;
Bobál et al. 2005). The resulting CT controller is
derived on the basis of the polynomial method, see, e.g.
(Kuºera 1993; Mikleš and Fikar 2004; Dostál et al.
2007). The control is tested by simulations on nonlinear
model of the TCR with a consecutive exothermic
reaction.

KEYWORDS
Cascade control, tubular chemical reacor, external linear
control, pole assignment.
ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the cascade control of a tubular
chemical reactor. The control is performed in the
primary and secondary control-loops. A gain of the
primary discrete nonlinear P controller consists of two
parts. The first nonlinear part is determined on the basis
of simulated or measured steady-state characteristics of
the reactor, the second part is selectable. The controller
in the secondary control-loop is an adaptive controller.
The proposed method is verified by control simulations
on a nonlinear model of the reactor with an exothermic
reaction.
INTRODUCTION
The cascade control belongs to useful control methods
for many technological processes. It may be applied in
such cases when at least two output variables can be
measured and only one input variable is available to the
control. Principles and examples of the use of cascade
control can be found e.g. in (Smuts 2011; King 2010;
Seborg et al. 1989).
Chemical reactors are typical processes suitable for the
use of cascade control. In cases of non-isothermal
reactions, concentrations of the reaction products mostly
depend on a temperature of the reactant. Further, it is
known that while the reactant temperature can be
measured almost continuously, concentrations are
usually measured in longer time intervals. Then, the
application of the cascade control method can lead to
good results. In this paper, the procedure for control
design of a tubular chemical reactor is presented.
Tubular chemical reactors (TCRs) are units frequently
used in chemical industry inclusive of manufacturing
and processing of polymers and some others. From the
system theory point of view, TCRs belong to the class
of nonlinear distributed parameter systems. Their
mathematical models are described by sets of nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDEs). The methods of
modelling and simulation of such processes are
described e.g. in (Corriou 2004; Ingham et al. 1994).
Detailed analysis of the specific TCR is carried out for
example in (Dostál et al. 2008).
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MODEL OF TCR
An ideal plug-flow tubular chemical reactor with a
k1

k2

simple exothermic consecutive reaction A o B o C in
the liquid phase and with the countercurrent cooling is
considered. Heat losses and heat conduction along the
metal walls of tubes are assumed to be negligible, but
dynamics of the metal walls of tubes are significant. All
densities, heat capacities, and heat transfer coefficients
are assumed to be constant. Under above assumptions,
the reactor model is described by five PDEs in the form
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Here, t is thee time, z is thee axial space variable,
v
c staands
for concentrrations, T foor temperaturres, v for fl
fluid
velocities, d for diameeters, U for densities,
d
cp for
specific heatt capacities, U for heat tran
nsfer coefficieents,
n1 is the num
mber of tubess and L is thee length of tubbes.
The subscrippt ()r stands foor the reactantt mixture, ()w for
the metal walls of tubes,, ()c for the coolant, and the
superscript ()s for steady-sstate values.
The reactionn rates and heeat of reactio
ons are nonlinnear
functions exppressed as
§ E j
k j 0 expp ¨
© RTr

·
¸ , j = 1,2
¹

(' H r1 ) k1 c A  (' H r 2 ) k2 cB

4 qr
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4 qc

, vc

c pw = 0.71 kJ/k
kg K

Uc = 998 kg/m
U1 = 2.8 kJ/m2s K

c pc = 4.18 kJ/k
kg K

16
k10
1 = 5.6110 1/s
E1/R = 13477 K

k 20 = 1.12810
018 1/s
E 2/R = 15290 K

(-'Hr1) = 5.810
04 kJ/kmol

((-'Hr2) = 1.8104 kJ/kmol

cAs 0

2.85 km
mol/m3

cBs 0

0 kmoll/m3

Trs0

323 K
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293 K

qrs

0.15 m3/s
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U2 = 2.56 kJ/m
m2s K

CO
OMPUTATIO
ON MODELSS
For computatio
on of both ssteady-state and
a
dynamicc
chaaracteristics, the finite differences method iss
em
mployed. The procedure
p
is bbased on substitution of thee
spaace interval z  0, L ! by a set of discrete nodee
poiints {zi} for i = 1, … , n, and, subssequently, byy
app
proximation of
o derivativess with respectt to the spacee
varriable in each
h node point by finite diff
fferences. Thee
pro
ocedure is in detail
d
describeed in (Dostál et
e al. 2008).

(6)

TH
HE CONTRO
OL OBJECTIIVE AND ST
TEADYST
TATE CHAR
RACTERISTIICS

(7)

where k0 aree pre-exponenntial factors, E are activattion
energies, (  ' H r ) are reaction entthalpies in the
negative connsideration andd R is the gas constant.
The fluid veelocities are calculated via the reactant and
coolant flow rates as
vr

Uw = 7800 kg/m
m
3

Tr (0, t ) Tr 0 (t ) (K), Tc ( L, t ) Tc L (t ) (K).
(

Qr

c pr = 4.05 kJ/k
kg K
3

with initial conditions
c A ( z,0) c As ( z ) cB ( z, 0)) cBs ( z ) Tr ( z,0) Trs ( z )
,
,
,
Tw ( z,0) Tws ( z ) , Tc ( z,0) Tcs ( z)
and boundaryy conditions
c A (0, t ) c A 0 (t ) (kmol/m3), cB (0, t ) cB 0 (t ) (kmol/m
m3),

kj

n 1 = 1200
d 2 = 0.024 m

Baasic scheme of the cascade control is in Fig. 1. Here,,
NP
PC stands forr the nonlinea
ear proportion
nal controller,,
AC
C for the adapttive controllerr.
Th
he control objective is to aachieve a con
ncentration off
thee component B as the prim
mary controlled output nearr
to its maximum. A dependencce of the concentration of B
g. 2.
on the output reaactant temperaature is in Fig

(8)

The TCR parameter valuues with corrrespondent uunits
used for simuulations are giiven in Table 1.
From the system engineering point of viiew,
c A ( L, t ) c A out , cB ( L, t ) cB out , Tr ( L, t ) Tr out and

Tc (0, t ) Tc oout are the output variab
bles and q r ( t ) ,
qc (t ) ,

c A 0 (t ) , Tr 0 (t ) and
a

Tc L (t )

Figure 1: Cascade C
Control Schem
me.

are the innput
here, an operatting interval cconsists of two
o parts. In thee
Th
firsst subintervall, the concenntration B in
ncreases withh
inccreasing reactant tempeerature, in the secondd
sub
binterval it ag
gain decreasees. The endpo
oints definingg
botth intervals arre

variables. Am
mong them, for the co
ontrol purpo ses,
mostly the ccoolant flow rate
r
can be taaken into accoount
as the controol variable, whhereas other inputs enterring
into the proocess can bee accepted ass disturbancess. In
this paper, thhe output reacttant temperatu
ure

Tr out

Tr ( L, t )

315.55 d Tr out d 328.499

(9)

c
outpput.
is consideredd as the seconndary (inner) controlled
The concenntration cB out representts the prim
mary

in the
t first interv
val, and,

controlled ouutput.

in the
t second intterval.

331.32 d Tr out d 334.633
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Figure 4: Steady-State Characteristics in the First
Interval.

Figure 2: Steady-State Dependence of Product B
Concentration on Output Reactant Temperature.
It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the maximum value of cB
can be slightly higher than 2.2 kmol/m3. However, the
maximum desired value of cB will be limited just by 2.2
kmol/m3.
For purposes of later approximations, the output
temperature is transformed as
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Figure 5: Steady-state Characteristics in the Second
Interval.

The dependence of cB on  is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Steady-State Dependence of cB on  .
THE NPC DESIGN
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The derivatives of approximate polynomials can be seen
in Figs. 6 and 7.

The procedure of the NPC design appears from steadystate characteristics and its subsequent polynomial
approximation. Steady-state characteristics with
polynomial approximations corresponding with Fig. 3
can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5.
The polynomials for both interval have forms

cB

(13)

where ' cBw cBw  cB and Gw is a selectable gain
coefficient.
The derivatives of approximate polynomials calculated
from (11) and (12) take forms

3

cB (kmol/m )
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min § d cB ·
Gw (Trmax
¸ ' cB w
out  Tr out ) ¨
© d [ ¹ cB

1.2
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Interval 1

0.7

in the second interval.
Evidently, the desired value of the reactant output
temperature in the output of the NPC can be computed
for each cB as
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Figure 6: Approximate Polynomial Derivative in the
First Interval.
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Figure 7: Approximate Polynomial Derivative in the
Second Interval.

k  2 , equation (21) can be rewritten to

G 2 y(k  2)  a1cG y(k  2)  a0c y(k  2) b0c u(k  2) .

ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

(22)

Then, establishing the regression vector

Nonlinearity of the reactor is evident from the shape of
the steady-state dependence of the output reactant
temperature on the coolant flow rate shown in Fig. 8.

GT ( k  1)

G y ( k  2)

 y ( k  2)

u ( k  2) (23)

where

G y (k  2)

335
330

y(k  1)  y(k  2)
T0

(24)

the vector of delta model parameters

325

GT ( k )

s

Tr (K)

(21)

where tc is the discrete time.
When the sampling period is shortened, the delta
operator approaches the derivative operator, and the
estimated parameters a c, bc reach the parameters a, b of
the CT model.

3
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320
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Figure 8: Dependence of the Output Reactant
Temperature on the Coolant Flow Rate.
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Figure 9: Feedback Control loop.
(19)

The feedback controller design is based on the
polynomial approach. Procedure for designing can be
briefly described as follows:
The transfer function of the controller is in the form

Establishing the G operator

d 1
T0

e

(18)

External Delta Model

G

(27)

-

and, in the complex domain, as the transfer function
b0

.

The feedback control loop is depicted in Fig. 9. In the
scheme, w is the reference signal, e denotes the tracking
error, u the control input, and y the controlled output.
The transfer function G(s) of the CT ELM is given by
(19). The reference w is considered as a step function.

The CT ELM is proposed in the time domain on the
basis of preliminary simulated step responses in the
form of the second order differential equation


y(t )  a1 y (t )  a 0 y(t ) b0 u(t )

T02

Adaptive Controller

For the control purposes, the controlled output and the
control input are defined as

Tr out (t )  Trsout

y(k )  2 y(k  1)  y(k  2)

G 2 y(k  2)

External Linear Model of the TCR

' qc (t ) qc (t )  qcs

(26)

where

Note that all of the following control simulations are
performed in intervals shown in Fig.8.

u(t )

(25)

is recursively estimated by the least squares method
with exponential and directional forgetting from the
ARX model (see, e.g. (Bobál et al. 2005) in the form

Interval 1

Interval 2

a1c a0c b0c

Q( s )

(20)

q( s)
p( s )

(28)

where q and p are coprime polynomials satisfying the
condition of properness deg q ( s ) d deg p ( s ) .

is the forward shift operator and T0 is the
where
sampling period, the delta ELM corresponding to (18)
takes the form
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As known, the problem is solved by controller whose
polynomials are given by a solution of the polynomial
equation
(29)
a( s) p ( s)  b( s) q ( s) d ( s)

328
326

Tr out (K)

324

with a stable polynomial d(s) on the right side, with
roots representing poles of the closed-loop, and where
p ( s ) s p ( s ) for step references.
In this paper, the polynomial d(s) is considered in the
form

d ( s)

n( s ) ( s  D ) 2
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320
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Figure 11: Reactant output temperature responses
(ts = 15,  = 0.05).

(30)

n ( s ) n( s )

Gw = 0.8

316
0

where the polynomial n(s) is chosen as a result of
spectral factorization

2.2

(31)

cBw

2.0
3

cB (kmol/m )

a ( s) a( s )
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and  is a selectable double pole.
For G(s) with a( s) s 2  a1 s  a0 , the resulting
controller has the transfer function

1.6
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q2 s  q1 s  q0
s ( s  p0 )
2

Q(s)

1.8

(32)
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Figure 12: Concentration cB responses (ts = 15,  =
0.05).

with parameters computed from (26).
The above procedure implies that the controller
parameters can be adjusted by the single selectable
parameter .

0.38

Gw = 0.8
Gw = 1

0.36

Simulation Experiments

3

qc (m /s)

0.34

Simulations document an effect of the concentration cB
measurement period and the adjustable part of the NPC
gain on the control signals.
All simulations were performed on nonlinear model of
the TCR. In the secondary control-loop, the P controller
with a small gain was used at the start of simulations.
For the G-model parameter recursive identification, the
sampling period T0 = 0.5 s was chosen. The value of the
selectable parameter D is stated under each figure.
In the first case, simulations in the first operating
interval started from the point cBs 1.3504 kmol/m3,
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0.32
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0.28
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Figure 13: Coolant flow rate responses (ts = 15,  =
0.05).
It can be seen that an increasing Gw accelerates all
signals in the control loop. However, its value is not
unrestricted and its convenient value should be found
experimentally.
An effect of the period ts in the same operating interval
can be seen in Figs.14 – 17. Although shortening ts
leads to faster control responses, its length is determined
by possibilities of measurement.

and qcs

0.383 m3/s. The desired
value of cB has been chosen as cBw 2.2 kmol/m3 An
effect of the parameter Gw on the reference w, output
temperature Tr out , the concentration cB and the control

315.55 K

600

input qc responses is evident from Figs. 10 – 13.
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Figure 14: Reference Signal Courses (Gw = 0.5,  =
0.05).

Figure 10: Reference Signal Courses (ts = 15,  = 0.05).
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Figure 15: Reactant Output Temperature Responses
(Gw = 0.5,  = 0.05).
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Figure 19: Reactant Output Temperature Response.
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Figure 20: Concentration cB response.

Figure 16: Concentration cB responses
(Gw = 0.5,  = 0.05).
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The paper deals with design of the cascade control of a
tubular chemical reactor. The presented procedure
supposes measuring both the output concentration of a
main reaction product and the output reactant
temperature. The control is performed in the external
and inner closed-loop where the concentration of a main
product is the primary and an output reactant
temperature the secondary controlled variable. A
common control input is the coolant flow rate.
The controller in the external control-loop is a discrete
nonlinear P-controller derived on the basis of simulated
or measured steady-state characteristics of the reactor.
The controller in the inner control-loop is an adaptive
continuous-time controller. In its derivation, the
recursive parameter estimation of an external delta
model of the reactor, the polynomial approach and the
pole placement method are applied.
The presented method has been tested by computer
simulation on the nonlinear model of the tubular
chemical reactor with a consecutive exothermic
reaction.

334.63 K and qcs 0.244 m3/s. The desired value
of cB has again been chosen as cBw 2.2 kmol/m3.
Here, only signal courses for Gw = 1.2, ts = 10 and  =
0.08 are presented. All signal courses are shown in Figs.
18 – 21.

200

300
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CONCLUSIONS
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100
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Figure 21: Coolant flow rate response.

In the second case, simulations in the second operating
interval started from the point cBs 1.3564 kmol/m3,

0

100

600

Figure 17: Coolant flow rate responses
(Gw = 0.,  = 0.05).
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Figure 18: Reference Signal Course.
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and output variables in discrete time intervals. This
approach could be inaccurate for bigger values of the
sampling period. One solution can be found in the use
of so called delta-models (Middleton and Goodwin,
2004) that are special types of DT models where
parameters of input and output variables are related to
the sampling period. It was proved that parameters of
the delta-model approach to parameters of the CT
model for sufficiently small sampling period (Stericker
and Sinha, 1993). This combination of the continuoustime control synthesis with the discrete-time
identification is called “Hybrid adaptive control” and
some applications can be found for example in
(Vojtesek and Dostal, 2005) and (Vojtesek and Dostal,
2011).
The second way is to use the CT control synthesis and
also the CT recursive identification. The CT online
estimation is not as simple as a DT estimation because
derivatives of the input and output variable are
immeasurable. This negative feature could be solved for
example with the use of differential filters (Dostal et al.,
2001).
The control synthesis uses polynomial approach which
satisfies basic control system requirements such as a
stability of the control loop, a reference signal tracking
and a disturbance attenuation. Moreover, the two
degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) configuration has good
results in the reference signal tracking (Kucera, 1993).
The continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) is typical
nonlinear equipment used in the chemical and
biochemical industry for production of various
chemicals (Ingham et al., 2000). The mathematical
model of this nonlinear system is described by the set of
nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which
can be solved mathematically for example by the
Runge-Kutta’s method. This mathematical model than
serves as a testing model for simulation analyses
proposed in the theoretical part.
All results in this paper are simulations made in the
mathematical software Matlab, version 7.0.1.

KEYWORDS
Simulation, Mathematical Model, Adaptive control,
Continuous-time model, Delta-model, Continuous
Stirred-tank Reactor.
ABSTRACT
An adaptive control is a technique where the controller
adopts a structure or parameters somehow to the control
conditions and the state of the controlled system. One
way how we can fulfil the adaptivity of the controller is
a recursive identification of the controlled system which
satisfies that parameters of the controller changes
according to parameters of the controlled system during
the whole control process. The goal of this contribution
is to compare identification models that work in
continuous and discrete time. The control synthesis uses
polynomial approach that satisfies basic control
requirements such as a stability, a disturbance
attenuation and a reference signal tracking. The control
response could be tuned by the choice of the root
position in the Pole-placement method. Moreover, this
control method could be easily programmable that is big
advantage while we use this method in simulation
software such as Matlab etc.
INTRODUCTION
The adaptive control (Åström and Wittenmark, 1989) is
not new control approach but it is still used because it
produces good control results. Advantage of this
method can be found in very good theoretical
background and variety of modifications (Bobal et al.,
2005).
The approach used here is based on the choice of the
External Linear Model (ELM) which describes
controlled, originally nonlinear, process in the linear
way for example by the discrete or the continuous
transfer function (TF) (Bobal et al., 2005). Parameters
of this ELM are then identified recursively during the
control and parameters of the controller are recomputed
according to them. Results of control synthesis are the
structure and relations for computing controller’s
parameters that reflect identified parameters of ELM.
The recursive identification of the continuous-time (CT)
model (Wahlberg, 1990) is a bit more complicated than
identification of the discrete-time (DT) model where the
computation uses measured or simulated values of input
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

ADAPTIVE CONTROL
The adaptive approach (Åström and Wittenmark, 1989)
takes its philosophy in the nature, where plants, animals
or even human beings “adapt” their behavior to the
actual conditions and environment they live in. There
could be various adaptive control techniques but the one
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The dynamics of the differential filters c(s) in (4) must
be faster than the dynamics of the controlled system
(Dostal et al., 2001). It is good to choose the parameters
of this polynomial sufficiently small.
The values of filtered values are taken in the discrete
time moment tk = k · Tv for k = 0, 1, 2, … N. Tv is
sampling period and the regression vector has n+m
parts where deg a = n and deg b = m, i.e.

which is used in this work adapt parameters of the
controller to actual state of the controlled system. This
done via recursive identification of the system’s ELM
and parameters of the controller are then recomputed
according to identified parameters of the ELM.
The design of the controller starts with the choice of the
ELM. We can use for example transfer functions (TF)
that are generally described in the CT form:
b s

G s

a s

ª  y f tk ,  y f1 tk ,! ,  y fn 1 tk ,!
¬

M CT tk

(1)

! , u f tk , u f1 tk ,! , u fm tk ,1º¼

where polynomials a(s) and b(s) will be later used in the
computation of controller’s parameters.
It is good to do the static and dynamic analysis of the
controlled system before the design of the controller.
The static analysis helps with the choice of the optimal
working point where we can obtain for example the best
concentration of the product or minimal costs. On the
other hand, the dynamic analysis of the system can be
used for example for the choice of the ELM’s order.

T

(6)

The vector of parameters

> a0 , a1 ,!, an 1 , b0 , b1 ,!, bm @

T

T CT tk

(7)

is computed from the differential equation
y fn tk

T
T CT
tk  M CT tk  < tk

(8)

where < tk includes immeasurable errors.

Continuous-Time Identification Model
Discrete-Time Identification Model

As G(s) is also relation of the Laplace transform of the
output variable, Y(s), to the input variable, U(s), the
ELM in the (1) could be also rewritten to the form
a V y t

b V u t

The second approach used for example in (Vojtesek and
Dostal, 2011) uses so called delta-models for
identification. The delta-models are special types of DT
models where input and output variables are related to
the sampling period.
A new complex variable J is defined generally as
(Mukhopadhyay et al., 1992)

(2)

where u(t) denotes the input variable, y(t) is the output
variable and V is the differentiation operator.
The identification of CT model in (2) is problem
because the derivatives of the input and the output
variables are immeasurable. If we replace these
derivations by the filtered ones denoted by uf and yf and
computed from
c V uf t

u t

c V  yf t

y t

J

z 1
E  Tv  z  1  E  Tv

where Tv denotes a sampling period and E is an optional
parameter and it holds 0 d E d 1 . It is clear, that there
could be an infinite number of delta-models but so
called Forward delta-model for E = 0 was used here.
The complex variable J is then

(3)

for a new stable polynomial c(V) that fulfils condition
deg c V t deg a V , the Laplace transform of (3) is

J

then
c s U f s

U s  o1 s

c s  Yf s

Y s  o2 s

b s
a s

Uf s < s

z 1
Tv

(10)

Some works compares parameters CT vs. delta-model
and it was proved for example in (Stericker and Sinha,
1993), that parameters of the delta-model approaches to
the CT ones for sufficiently small sampling period Tv.
The CT model (2) can be rewritten to

(4)

where polynomials o1(s) and o2(s) includes initial
conditions of filtered variables. If we substitute (4) into
the Laplace transform of the Equation (2), the relation
for the Laplace transform of the filtered output variable,
Yf(s) is
Yf s

(9)

ac G y t c

bc G u t c

(11)

where a’(G) and b’(G) are discrete polynomials and their
coefficients are different from those in CT model but
we suppose, that they are close to them.
The regression vector is in this case

(5)

MG (k  1)

and <(s) is a rational function which contains initial
conditions of both filtered and unfiltered variables.

>  yG (k  1),! ,  yG (k  n),
uG (k  m  n),! , uG (k  n) @

T
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(12)

The vector of parameters is generally

TG k

> anc 1 , ..., a0c , bmc ,..., b0c @

T

(13)

and its parameters are computed again from the
differential equation
yG k

TGT k  MG k  1  e k

(14)
Figure 1: 2DOF control configuration

for e(k) as a general random immeasurable component.
Both identification methods with the CT model and the
delta-model was discussed in this work.

The signal w is reference signal (i.e. wanted value), v
denotes disturbance, u is an input and y an output
variable. The block G(s) in Figure 1 represents the
controlled system described by the TF (1), blocks Q(s)
and R(s) are feedback and feedforward parts of the
controller again in the form of TF, generally:

Recursive Identification

Vectors of CT and delta parameters must be identified
recursively to satisfy the adaptivity condition. This
could be done for example by the Recursive LeastSquares (RLS) method (Fikar and Mikles 1999) which
is simple, easily programmable method that could be
modified with exponential, directional etc. forgetting
factors. These forgetting factors helps with the accuracy
in the more complex systems. The RLS method used for
7
estimation of vectors of parameters TˆCT
or TˆG7 in (7)
and (14) could be described generally by the set of
equations:
H k
J k

P k

Q s

1

ª
«
T
1
«P k  1  P k  1 M k M k  P k  1
O1 k  1
O1 k  1 «
 M T k  P k  1 M k
«
O2 k  1
«¬
Tˆ k Tˆ k  1  L k H k

1 K J k H 2 k

p s

(17)

p s

deg q s d deg p s ; deg r s d deg p s

(18)

The condition for the reference signal tracking is
satisfied if the polynomial p(s) in the denominator of
the controller’s transfer functions (17) is divided into
p s

(15)

f s  p s

(19)

where f(s) is a least common divisor of the reference
and the disturbance transfer functions. If we have these
TF in the form of the step function, f(s) = s and (17)
could be rewritten into

º
»
»
»
»
»¼

Q s

where I is regression vector, H denotes a prediction
error, P is a covariance matrix and O1 and O2 are
forgetting factors. For example constant exponential
forgetting (Fikar and Mikles 1999) uses O2 = 1 and

O1 k

r s

;R s

Degrees of polynomials p(s), q(s) and r(s) must hold
properness condition:

y k  M T k  Tˆ k  1

T
¬ª1  M k  P k  1  M k ¼º
L k J k  P k  1 M k

q s

q s
;R s
s  p s

r s
s  p s

(20)

Parameters of controller’s polynomials are computed
from the set of polynomial equations
a s  s  p s  b s  q s
t s s b s r s

(16)

d s

(21)

d s

that are in the literature called Diophantine equations
(Kucera, 1993) and they can be solved by the Method of
uncertain coefficients. Polynomial t(s) in equation (21)
is an auxiliary stable polynomial and coefficients of this
polynomial are not used for computing of coefficients
of the polynomial r(s).
Polynomials a(s) and b(s) in (21) are known from the
recursive identification and the polynomial d(s) on the
right side of Diophantine equations (21) is stable
optional polynomial which could affect the quality of
the control.
Degrees of controller’s polynomials p s , q(s) and r(s)

where K is a very small value (e.g. K = 0.001). This
RLS modification was used in this work for the online
estimation.
DESIGN OF THE CONTROLLER

The controller is designed with the use of the
polynomial synthesis (Kucera, 1993). There are several
advantages of this approach. At first, they can work
with the controller in the polynomial description, for
example in the form of the transfer function (1). The
result of the synthesis is not only the structure, but also
the relations for computing of controller’s parameters.
Moreover, this method satisfies basic control
requirements.
The control scheme with two degrees-of-freedom
(2DOF) (Grimble, 1994) is shown in Figure 1.

and the degree of the stable polynomial d(s) are
deg p s
deg q s
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deg a s  1
deg a s

deg r s
deg d s

0

2  deg a s

(22)

The simplest way how to choose the stable optional
polynomial d(s) define the Pole-placement method The
polynomial d(s) is then divided into

dTr
q
h
 r Tr 0  Tr  r
dt
Vr
Sr c pr
dTc
1

Qc
dt
mc c pc

deg d s

d s



s  si

(23)

i 1

s D

deg d

(24)

One disadvantage of this method is that it is very
general and it provides for example for deg d(s) = 4
four simple roots, two double roots, one single and one
triple root but no recommendation for the choice of
these roots.
Our previous experiment (Vojtesek and Dostal, 2011)
have shown, that it is good co connect the choice of this
polynomial somehow with the controlled system. The
Spectral factorization could be used for this task and it
means that the polynomial d(s) is divided into two parts
d s

n s  s D

deg d  deg n

a* s  a s

Figure 2: Continuous Stirred-tank Reactor (CSTR) with
Van der Vusse reaction inside

(26)

Other variables are supposed to be constant during the
control because of the simplification. The volume of the
reactor is denoted as Vr, Ar is the heat exchange surface,
Ur is used for the density of the reactant, U is the heat
transfer coefficient, cpc and cpr are specific heat
capacities of the cooling and the reactant a mc is the
weight of the cooling mass. Values of these fixed
parameters are in Table 1 (Chen et al., 1995).

The use of Spectral factorization satisfies that the
polynomial n(s) is always stable even if the polynomial
a(s) is unstable. This could happen for example by
inaccurate estimation at the beginning of the control
when an estimator does not have enough information
about the system.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

The adaptive approach was tested by simulations on the
mathematical model of the Continuous Stirred-Tank
Reactor (CSTR) with so called Van der Vusse reaction
inside (Chen et al., 1995). This reaction can be
described by the following scheme:
k1
k2
A ¶¶
l B ¶¶
lC
k3
lD
2 A ¶¶

Table 1: Parameters of the reactor
k01 = 2.145·1010 min-1
k03 = 1.5072·108 min-1mol-1
E2/R = 9758.3 K
h1 =-4200 kJ.kmol-1
h3 = 41850 kJ.kmol-1
Vr = 0.01 m3
cpr = 3.01 kJ.kg-1.K-1
U = 67.2 kJ.min-1m-2K-1
cA0 = 5.1 kmol.m-3
Tr0 = 387.05 K

(27)

and the mathematical model of this system comes from
material and heat balances inside the reactor. The result
is the set of four nonlinear ordinary differential
equations (ODE):
dc A qr

c A0  c A  k1c A  k3 cA 2
dt
Vr
dcB
q
  r cB
dt
Vr

ArU Tr  Tc

(25)

where one part is classic pole-placement method and
n(s) comes from the Spectral factorization of the
polynomial a(s) in the denominator of the controlled
system’s transfer function (1):
n* s  n s

(28)

State variables are in this case concentrations cA, cB and
temperatures of the reactant Tr and the cooling Tc. There
could be theoretically four input variables – a
volumetric flow rate of the reactant, qr, a heat removal
of the cooling, Qc, an input concentration cA0 and an
input temperature of the reactant, Tr0. The last two are
only theoretical and could not be used as an input
variable from the practical point of view.
The scheme of this chemical reactor is in Figure 2.

where roots si are generally in the complex form
si = Di + Zi · j and the stability is satisfied for Di < 0. If
we want to obtain an aperiodic output response, Zi must
be Zi = 0 and (23) is then
d s

ArU
Tc  Tr
Vr Sr c pr

k02 = 2.145·1010 min-1
E1/R = 9758.3 K
E3/R = 8560 K
h2 = 11000 kJ.kmol-1

Ur = 934.2 kg.m-3

cpc = 2.0 kJ.kg-1.K-1
Ar = 0.215 m2
cB0 = 0 kmol.m-3
mc = 5 kg

The steady-state analysis (Vojtesek and Dostal, 2005)
has shown that the optimal working point is in this case
defined by the volumetric flow rate of the reactant
qrs = 2.4·10-3 m3.min-1 and heat removal of the coolant
Qcs = -18.56 kJ.min-1.

(28)

k1c A  k2 cB
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u(t) was limited to the values u(t) = <-75%; +75%> due
to physical limitations.

The input variable for the dynamic study was the
change of the heat removal of the coolant, 'Qc, and the
output variable was the change of reactant’s
temperature, Tr,
u t

Qc t  Qcs
s
c

Q

100 > %@ ,

Control with CT Identification Model

The first simulation experiment was done for CT
identification model. The degree of the polynomial c(s)
was chosen as deg c(s) = deg a(s) = 2 and

T t  T s > K @ (29)

y t

The dynamic behavior was observed for various step
changes of the input variable from the range
'u(t) = <-100%; +100%> and results are in Figure 3.
-100%

y(t) [K]

1
0

50%

-2

75%

-3

100%

y (t )

u f (t )  c1u (t )  c0 u f (t )

u (t )

5
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20

t [min]

25
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40

2.5

Q s

y (D=0.05),

y (D=0.08),

y (D=0.4)

1.5

(30)

As the ELM (30) is of the second order, the TF of the
controller for both identification methods are according
to (20) and (22)
q2 s 2  q1 s  q0
;R s
s  p1 s  p0

w,

2.0

w(t), y(t) [K]

a s

b1 s  b0
s  a1 s  a0
2

are estimated recursively by

RLS method with constant exponential forgetting
described in the theoretical part.
There were done three simulation studies for different D
and results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

It was already mentioned, that the dynamic analysis
could help us with the choice of the ELM. It can be
seen, that resulted step responses could be approximated
by the second order TF with relative order one.
The TF (1) is then
b s

(34)

T

where parameters T CT tk

Figure 3: Results of the dynamic analysis for the
various changes of the input variable 'u(t)

G s

1
f

ª  y f tk ,  y f1 tk , u f tk , u f1 tk º
¬
¼ (35)
T
T CT tk > a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 @

M CT tk

-4
0

(33)

The vector of parameters and the regression vector are
for ELM (30)

25%

-1

y f2 (t )  c1 y f1 (t )  c0 y f (t )
2
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-25%

2

s 2  1.4s  0.49

Filtered input and output variables are then

4
3

s 2  c1 s  c0

c s

1.0
0.5
0.0

-0.5

r0
s  p1 s  p0

(31)

-1.0
0

200

400
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t [min]

and the stable polynomial d(s) on the right side of (21)
is of the fourth degree, i.e.
d s

n s  s D

2

Figure 4: Courses of the reference signal, w(t), and the
output variable, y(t), for various values of the parameter
D, results for the CT identification model

(32)

Figure 4 clearly shows that increasing value of the
parameter D affects mainly the speed of the output
response – an increasing value of D produces quicker
output response. It is worth to notice, that the change of
the reference signal from the positive to the negative
value causes problems for smaller values of D. The
output response then do not reach the reference signal.
On the other hand, the control with the biggest value of
D = 0.4 produces very good results also with this
negative step changes of the reference signal.
Figure 5 shows that the controller computes also very
smooth course of the action value, u(t), what is also
important from the practical point of view. The action
signal is represented by some action of the actuators and

where n(s) comes from the Spectral factorization of (26)
Finally, we have one tuning parameter – the position of
the root D.
All simulations have same parameters – the sampling
period was Tv = 0.3 min, the initial covariance matrix
P(0) has on the diagonal 1Ì106 and starting vectors of
parameters for the identification was chosen
T
Tˆ 0 Tˆ 0 > 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1@ . The simulation
CT

G

took 750 min and there were done 5 changes of the
reference signal w(t). Our previous experiments have
shown that we can obtain better control results if the
first change of the reference signal is exponential
function instead of the step function. The input signal
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quick changes of the input variable could affect the
lifetime of them.
80

u (D=0.05),

u (D=0.08),

There were done simulation experiments for the same
values of the parameter D = 0.05, 0.08 and 0.4 and the
same changes of the reference signal as in previous case
due to comparability. Results are shown in Figure 6 and
Figure 7.
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Figure 5: The course of the input variable, u(t), for
various values of the parameter D, results for the CT
identification model

-80
0

The second approach uses delta-models for
identification which means that vector of parameters
and data vector are

MG (k  1)

>  yG (k  1),  yG (k  2), uG (k  1), uG (k  2)@
T
TG k > a1c, a0c , b1c, b0c @

T

(36)

where G-values of the input and the output variables are
yG (k )

y (k )  2 y (k  1)  y (k  2)
Tv2

yG (k  1)

y (k  1)  y (k  2)
Tv

yG (k  2)
uG (k  1)

y (k  2)

(37)

u (k  2)

Parameters of TˆG k are again estimated recursively by
the RLS method with constant exponential forgetting.
w,

y (D=0.02),

y (D=0.05),

600

It can be seen that the use of delta-models for the
identification can also produce good control results. The
effect of D is the same as in previous case, i.e. quicker
output response can be obtained for bigger values of D.
The output response in this case have a very small
overshoots for the biggest value of D = 0.4 but does not
have problem with negative changes of the reference
signal compared with the CT model. The course of the
input variable, u(t), is very similar to the previous case.
We can see only some problems at the very beginning
of the control which is typical for the adaptive controll
that starts from the general vector of parameters TˆG 0 .

N

2.5

400

t [min]

It takes some time to approach to right values, but once
they are reached, results are good.
The quality of the control for both control techniques
was evaluated by the control quality criteria Su that
displays how big are changes of the input variable u(t)
and the output criteria Sy that sums the square of the
control error e = w – y, i.e.

u (k  1)  u (k  2)
Tv

uG (k  2)

200

Figure 7: The course of the input variable, u(t), for
various values of the parameter D, results for the delta
identification model

Control with Delta-model Identification
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u i  u i 1
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1.5

¦
i 1

w(t), y(t) [K]

u (D=0.08),

2

> @
for N

w i y i

2

ª¬ K º¼
2

Tf
Tv

(38)

1.0

where Tf is final time which is in this case Tf = 450 min.
Values of these quality criteria was computed for each
simulation study and results are shown in Table 2.

0.5
0.0

-0.5

Table 2: Values of quality criteria Su and Sy
CT model
Delta model
Su [-]
Sy [K2]
Su [-]
Sy [K2]
278
1 254
23 939
1 733
D = 0.02
374
886
390
1 233
D = 0.05
2 203
312
1 704
453
D = 0.4

-1.0
-1.5
0
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Figure 6: Courses of the reference signal, w(t), and the
output variable, y(t), for various values of the parameter
D, results for the delta identification model
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The choice of the optimal value of the tuning parameter
D in both strategies depends what is important for us
from the control point of view. Table 2 shows that if the
output variable is more important, the bigger value of D
is better. This can be also clearly seen from graphs in
Figure 4 and Figure 6. Oppositely, if we want the less
changes of the input variable, the control with lower
value of D is good choice.
As all results in this paper comes from the simulation it
is worth to mention the computation requirements. The
simulation of the control with the delta identification
model takes in Matlab about 10 seconds. On the other
hand, the CT identification model is more
computationally demanding and the simulation for the
same parameters took 1.5 minutes. As a result,
computation with CT model is nine times more
demanding than control with delta identification model.
In fact it is not big problem because the sampling period
was Tv = 0.3 min, which is 20 seconds that is enough
time for the identification and the computation of new
parameters of the controller even for CT model.
CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this paper was to show two on-line
recursive identification methods used in the adaptive
control. The first one is continuous-time identification
that uses differential filters. This method is more
computationally demanding but offers more accurate
results. The next identification method is based on
delta-models that are special types of DT models where
input and output variables are related to the sampling
period which could shift parameters of the delta-model
close to parameters of the CT model. As a result, this
method is quicker and the output responses are very
close to those from the CT model. Used adaptive
approach uses polynomial approach with the Poleplacement method and the Spectral factorization that
satisfies basic control requirements. Moreover, this
adaptive controller could be tuned by the choice of the
position of the root in the Pole-placement method and
the main effect is in the speed of the control. All
approaches were tested on the mathematical model of
the CSTR as a typical member of the nonlinear systems
with lumped parameters. The future work will head to
the verification of simulated results on the real model of
this or similar system.
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Therefore, conventional controllers with fixed
parameters cannot guarantee performance beyond the
vicinity of operating point. Interestingly enough, in
many situation, it is possible to explicitly capture how the
dynamic of the system changes in its equilibrium points
by introducing a family of linear models which are
parametrize by one or more scheduling variables. In such
cases it is intuitively reasonable to linearize the nonlinear
system about selected operating points, capturing key
states of the system, design a linear feedback controller
at each point, and interpolate the resulting family of
linear controllers by monitoring scheduling variables.
There has been a significant research in gain scheduling
(GS). We refer the interest reader to (Rugh 1991;
Shamma and Athans 1991; Shamma and Athans 1992;
Lawrence and Rugh 1995) for deeper and more insightful
understanding of the gain scheduling procedure.
Most efforts have been devoted to the analytical
framework (Shamma and Athans 1990; Rugh 1991) and
less attention has been paid to particular engineering
applications except few remarkable applications in
technological processes (Jiang 1994; Kaminer et al.
1995; Krhovják et al. 2015). Moreover, these intensive
efforts have not paid attention to the question of optimal
performance design which would make the concept much
more attractive for a potential practitioner in industry. In
order to address those needs we have stressed to illustrate
gain scheduling strategy for a nonlinear system of two
funnel liquid tanks in series (TFLT), extending region of
validity of linearization approach by designing an
optimal controller that is a prescription for moving from
one design to another.
Thus, the problem of a designing an optimal control
for a model of the nonlinear system of the TFLT has been
reduced to a problem of designing a family of optimal
feedback controllers that are interpreted as a single
controller via scheduling variables.
Throughout the paper we gradually reveal the
scheduling procedure satisfying a tracking problem as
well as the design of an optimal control trajectory for the
multivariable nonlinear system of two funnel tanks.

KEYWORDS
Two funnel liquid tanks, nonlinear model, parametrized
linear model, scheduling variable, integral control,
optimal gain scheduled controller.
ABSTRACT
Motivated by the control complexity of nonlinear
systems, we introduce an optimal gain scheduled
controller for a nonlinear system of two funnel liquid
tanks in series, based on a linearization of a nonlinear
state equation of the system about selected operating
points. Specifically, the proposed technique aims at
extending the region of validity of linearization by
introducing a parametrized linear model, which enables
to construct a feedback controller at each point.
Additionally, we present an integral control approach
which ensures robust regulation under all parameter
perturbations. The parameters of resulting family of
feedback controllers are scheduled as functions of
reference variables, resulting in a single optimal
controller. Nonlocal performance of the gain scheduled
controller for the nonlinear model has been checked by
mathematical simulation.
INTRODUCTION
We live in a world of highly complex systems that
exhibit nonlinear behavior. Engineers facing the control
of these systems are required to design such mechanisms
that would satisfy desired characteristics through the
operating range. In many cases, situation is complicated
by the fact that the tracking problem involves multiple
variables interacting with each other. One consequence
is that superposition principle, which is known from
linear systems does not hold any longer and we are faced
more challenging situations.
However, because of powerful tools we know for
linear systems, the first step in designing a control for a
nonlinear systems consists in linearization. There is no
question that whenever it is possible, we should take
advantage of design via linearization approach.
Nevertheless, we must bear in mind the basic
limitation associated with this approach. The
understanding that linearization represents only an
approximation in the neighborhood of an operating point.
To put it differently, linearization cannot be viewed
globally since it can only predict the local behavior of a
nonlinear system.
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

MODEL OF THE TFLT
A simplified model of the TFLT system taken from
(Dostál et al. 2008) is schematically shown in Figure 1.
The process consists of two liquid streams that are
pumped into funnel tanks. Pump with a flow rate q1f
discharges liquid into the first tank (T1). The second tank
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(T2) is fed by both liquid stream q2f and q1, representing
liquid that leaves the first tank through the opening in the
base. There are no reactants or reaction kinetics and
stoichiometry to consider. The model also includes
hydraulic relationship for the tank outlet streams.
Both parameters of the tanks and initial liquid levels
are captured in Table 1.

(equilibrium) points. Thus, the coupled nonlinear firstorder ordinary differential equations (1)-(2) capturing the
dynamics of the TFLT have to be transformed into its
linearized form.
In view of our example, we shall deal with multi-input
multi-output linearizable nonlinear system represented
by
(5)
x  f ( x, u)

Table 1: Model parameters
Tank

D

H

h

m

m

m

1

1.5

2.5

1.8

2

1.5

2.5

14

y  g (x )

where x denotes derivative of x with respect to time
variable and u are specified input variables. We call the
variable x the state variable and y the output variable. We
shall refer to (5) and (6) together as the state-space model.

In this case study we have used k1  0.32 m 2.5 min ,

k 2  0.3 m

2.5

min

and q1 f  0.2 m

3

min ,

(6)

To obtain a state-space model of the TFLT, let us take
x1  h1 , x2  h2 as state variables and u1  q1 f , u 2  q 2 f
as control inputs. Then the state equations are

q2 f  0.1 m min .
3

d x1
4H 2

(u1  k1 x1  x2 )
dt
 D 2 x12

(7)

d x2
4H 2

(u 2  k1 x1  x2  k 2 x2 )
dt
 D 2 x22

(8)

and the output equations take the form

y1  x1

(9)

y 2  x2

(10)
One can easily sketch the trajectory of steady-state
characteristic by setting x  0 and solving for unknown
vector x .

Figure 1: Two funnel liquid tanks in series
The only step needed to develop the model of SLT is to
write conservation equation (Richardson 1989),
representing material balance for a single material. Recall
that the general form of a mass balance is given

Therefore the equilibrium points correspond to the
solution of

INPUT = OUTPUT + ACCUMULATION
It is easy to see that the simplified model of TFLT can
be modeled by



D 2 2 dh1
h1
 q1  q1 f
dt
4H 2

0

D 2 2 dh2
(2)
 q1  q2  q2 f
h2
dt
4H 2
where h1 and h2 represent liquid levels from the bottom
and D is the diameter of the cross sectional area at the top
of the tanks. As the liquid moves through the valves, we
see dependence of q on liquid level as



(3)

q 2  k 2 h2

(4)

(11)

4H 2
(u 2  k1 x1  x2  k 2 x2 )
 D 2 x22

(12)

Having calculated equilibrium points of state equation,
our goal now is to approximate (5) about selected single
operating point. Suppose x  0 and u  0 , and consider
the change of variables

(1)

q1  k1 h1  h2

4H 2
(u1  k1 x1  x2 )
 D 2 x12

0

y1  x1

(13)

y 2  x2

(14)

y1  x1

(15)
It should be noted that in the new variables system has
equilibria in origin.
Expanding the right hand side of (5) about point ( x , u ) ,
we obtain

where k1 and k2 are positive valve constants.

f ( x , u ) f ( x , u )

 H.O.T. (16)
x
u
If we restrict our attention to a sufficiently small
neighborhood of the equilibrium point such that the

MODEL STRUCTURE FOR GS DESIGN

f ( x, u)  f ( x , u ) 

In the process of designing and implementing a gain
scheduled controller for a nonlinear system, we have to
find its approximations about the family of operating
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higher-order terms are negligible, then we may drop these
terms and approximate the nonlinear state equation by the
linear state equation

value x1 and x 2 , we have to generate the corresponding

x δ  Axδ  Buδ

u 2  k 2 x 2 , respectively. This implies that for every
value of w in the operating range, we can define the
desired operating point by x  y  w and u  u (w)

input signal to the system at u1  k1 x1  x2

(17)

where
f
x

x  x ,u u

f
B
u

x  x ,u u

A

and

Thus it means, that we can directly schedule on a
reference trajectory.

(18)

Having identified a scheduling variable, the common
scheduling scenario takes this form

x δ  A(α) xδ  B(α)uδ

PARAMETRIZATION OF LINEAR MODELS

(21)

Intuitively speaking, the parameters of (21) are scheduled
as functions of the scheduling variable α. Since our model
is simple nonlinear TITO system, we need to calculate
elements of A, B, corresponding to the structure of (18).
In other words, the key how to move from one operating
point to another is given by

Before we present a parametrization via scheduling
variable, let us first examine configuration of the gain
scheduled control system captured in Figure 2. From the
figure, it can be easily seen that controller parameters are
automatically changed in open loop fashion by
monitoring operating conditions. From this point of view,
presented gain scheduled control system can be
understand as a feedback control system in which the
feedback gains are adjusted using feedforward gain
scheduler.

a 01 (α ) 

4 H 2 k1  1   2
2 D 2  12 ( 1   2 )

a 02 (α )  
a 03 (α )  

4 H 2 k1  1   2
2 D 2  12 ( 1   2 )
4 H 2 k1  1   2
2 D 2  22 ( 1   2 )

(22)

k1  1   2 k 2  2
4H 2

2
2
1   2
2
2 D  2

2
2
4H
4H
b01 (α )  2 2 , b04 (α )  2 2
D  1
D  2

a 04 (α ) 

An important feature of our analysis is that even if α
represents reference vector, the equations (22) still
capture the behavior of the system around equilibria.

Figure 2: Gain scheduled control
Then it comes as no surprise that first and the most
important step in designing a controller is to find an
appropriate scheduling strategy. Once the strategy is
found, it can be directly embedded into the controller
design.
In order to understand the idea behind the gain
scheduling let us first consider the nonlinear system

x  f ( x, u, α)

(19)

y  g ( x, α )

(20)

REGULATION VIA INTEGRAL CONTROL
Since the previous sections resulted in a family of
parametrized linear models we want to design state
feedback control such that

y  yr as t  

(23)

Further, we assume that we can physically measure the
controlled output y . In order to ensure zero steady-state
tracking error in the presence of uncertainties, we want
to use integral control. The regulation task will be
achieved by stabilizing system at an equilibrium point
where y  y r .
To maintain the system at that point it must be true, that
there exists a pair of ( x, u ) such that

We can see that the nonlinear system is basically same as
the system that we have introduced in the previous
section by equations (5) and (6). The only difference here
is that both state and output equations are parameterized
by a new scheduling variable α representing the
operating conditions.
To illustrate this motivating discussion let us consider
this crucial point in the context of our example.
Suppose the system is operating at steady state and we
want to design controller such that x tracks a reference
signal w. In order to maintain the output of the plant at the

0  f ( x, u , α )

(24)

0  g ( x, α )  y r

(25)

Note, that for equations (24)-(25) we assume a unique
solution ( x, u ) .
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In searching for an optimal control u   Kx we have to
design gain matrix K that minimizes quadratic cost
function (omit dependence on α)

Toward the goal, we have integrate the tracking error

e  y  yr

(26)

σ  e

(27)



Having defined the integrator of the tracking error let
now augment the system (19) to obtain

x  f ( x, u, α)

(28)

σ  g( x, α)  y r

(29)





J   x T Qx  uT Ru  2 x T Nu dt

(35)

0

where Q, R a symmetric, positive (semi-) definite
weighting matrices and N represents
The traditional problem is solved using algebraic Riccati
equation

AT P  PA - PB  NR - 1(B T P  N T )  Q  0 (36)

It follows the control u will be designed as a feedback
function of ( x, σ ) . For such control the new system has

Then the gain matrix K is derived from P by

an equilibrium point ( x, σ , α ) .

K  R 1 ( B T P  N T )

To proceed with the design of the controller, we now
linearize (28)-(29) about ( x, σ , α ) to obtain augmented
state space model as

(37)

In view of the procedure that we have just described, one
can notice that three main issues are involved in the
development of gain scheduled controller; namely
linearization of TFLT about the family of operating
regions, design of a parametrized family of linear matrix
feedback controllers for the parametrized family of linear
systems and construction of gain scheduled controller.

A(α ) 0
B (α ) def
ξ 
ξ
υ  A(α )ξ  B (α )υ (30)
C (α ) 0 
0 
where

ξ

x-x
σ -σ

, υu-u

So far, we have formed the basic idea of the control
problem. All that remains now is to simulate the
performance of the gain scheduling procedure with the
help of the integral control.

(31)

Now we have to design a matrix K (α) such that A  BK
is Hurwitz.

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we simulate the gain scheduled control of
TFLT. We have developed a custom MATLAB function
based on the simulator introduced by (Krhovják et al.
2014) that simulates adequately the behavior of TFLT.
Idealistic model has been implemented according to
equations (1) and (2). The popular ODE solver using
based on Runge-Kutta methods (Hairer et al. 1993) was
considered to calculate numerical solution.

Partition K (α) as K (α)  K1 (α) K 2 (α) implies
that the state feedback control should be taken as

u   K1 (α)( x  x )  K 2 (α)(σ  σ )  u

(32)

and by applying the control (32), we obtain the closedloop system

x  f ( x, K1 (α)( x  x )  K 2 (α)(σ  σ )  u ) (33)

σ  g( x, α)  yr

The simulation results of gain scheduled control are
presented in Figures 4-8. Figure 4 shows the optimal
responses of the control system to sequences of step
changes in reference signals. As can be seen a step change
in reference signals causes a new calculation of the
equilibrium point of the system.

(34)

Figure 3 clearly illustrates the block diagram of the
control system, where we can clearly see embedded
integral control action

y1

y2

w1

w2

y1, y2 [m]

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05 0
-0.1

100

200

300

400

Time [min]

Figure 4: The responses of the closed-loop system to a
sequence of step changes

Figure 3: Block diagram of integral control system
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y1, y2 [m]

Figure 5 shows the response of the closed-loop system to
a slow ramp that takes the set points over a period of 500
minutes. These observations are consistent with a
common gain scheduling rule-of-thumb about the
behavior of gain scheduled controller under slowly
varying scheduling variable.
0.5
y1

0.4
y1, y2 [m]

y2

0.3

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1 0
-0.2
-0.3

y1
y2
w1
w2

20

40

60

80

100

Time [min]

w1
w2

Figure 7: The reference and output signal of the gain
scheduled control

0.2
0.1

0.9

0
100

200
300
Time [min]

400

0.7

500
y1, y2 [m]

0

Figure 5: Slow ramp
In contrast, the figure 6 shows the reponse to a faster ramp
signal. As the slope of the ramp increases, tracking
performance deteriorates. If we keep increasing the slope
of the ramp, the system will eventually go unstable.

y1

y2

w1

w2

0.5
0.3
0.1
-0.1 0
-0.3

20

40

60

80

100

Time [min]

0.5

Figure 8: The reference and output signal of the fixed
gain control

y1

0.4
y1, y2 [m]

y2

0.3

w1

CONCLUSION

w2

This paper addressed the problem of the gain scheduling
procedure as well as the design of optimal control for a
nonlinear multi-input multi-output system of two funnel
liquid tanks in series. First, we have detailed studied the
simplified model of the technological process. Based on
the model, we have followed a general analytical
framework for gain scheduling. We have also pointed out
that selection of scheduling variable depends on
particular characteristics of the system. This observation
has critical importance and leads us to the conclusion that
rule of scheduling on reference variable can be applied
for other technological processes. The main advantage of
this approach is that linear design methods can be applied
to the linearized system at each operating point. Thanks
to this feature, the presented procedure leaves room for
many linear control methods. As our results show,
presented integral control approach ensures robust
regulation under all parameter perturbations. However
the strength of the presented feedback lies in the optimal
design of the gain matrix. In addition, we have
demonstrated that a gain scheduled control system has
the potential to respond rapidly changing operating
conditions.

0.2
0.1
0
0

1

2
3
Time [min]

4

5

Figure 6: Fast ramp
To appreciate what we gain by gain scheduling, Figure 7
and Figure 8 illustrates responses of the closed-loop
system to the same sequence of changes. In the first case,
a gain scheduled controller is applied, while in the second
case a fixed-gain controller evaluated at α = [-1 -1] is
used.
From this illustration it is evident why we have to modify
the gain scheduled controller. While stability and zero
steady-state tracking error are achieved, as predicted by
our analysis, the responses deteriorates significantly as the
reference is far from operating point. In some situations it
may be possible to reach a large value of the reference
signal by a sequence of step changes, as in the Figure 4
where we allow enough time for the system to settle done
after each step change. This can be viewed as another
possible way how to change the reference set point.
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representation leads to static analyses which are based
on model equations, while BG representation permits a
physical structural analysis which is based on the system’s energy structure. The bond graph representation in
this paper is built using the graphical editor MS1. MS1,
an acronym of Modelling System One, is an interactive
environment for modelling, simulation and analysis of
non-linear dynamic systems (Jardin et al. 2008).

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a Bond Graph (BG) modelling
approach to add and exploit on existing Modelica models some information on the energy structure of the
systems. The developed models in the ThermosysPro
library (Modelica-based) are already validated against
the experimental data in previous works. A plate heat
exchanger (PHE), which is equipment for nuclear power
plants, is considered as a case study in this paper.
Simulation results of the BG model for the counterﬂow
PHE are compared with simulation results of the tested
Modelica model. Comparisons show good agreement
between both model results.

In the literature, bond graph modelling of heat exchangers is widespread (Shoureshi and Kevin 1983;
Hubbard and Brewer 1981; Delgado and Thoma 1999).
Due to difﬁculties in handling entropy and heat transfer
rate, many efforts have been made to develop pseudobond graph representations of thermo-ﬂuid transport
and heat exchange (Karnopp and Azerbaijani 1981;
Karnopp 1978, 1979; Ould Bouamama 2003). All these
references mentioned above have different assumptions. For instance, in (Shoureshi and Kevin 1983) a
temperature-entropy bond graph technique has been proposed based on three lump models to predict the reversal
of ﬂow. In this model, the authors have considered that
the ﬂuid domain is operated independently from the
thermal domain. In (Karnopp 1978), pseudo bond graph
strategies have been proposed with using the temperature
and heat ﬂow as effort and ﬂow.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the major problems of the numerical computation of mathematical models for complex processes are
solved by using different commercial and open source
software packages. The representation of the models in
these languages is often based on model equations. The
bond graph representation allows a physical structural
analysis which is based on the system energy structure.
This facilitates the exchange of models and simulation
speciﬁcations. Bond graph is a graphical representation
methodology for modelling multidisciplinary physical
systems (Jardin et al. 2009).

This paper uses pseudo bond graph method for
heat/mass transfer modelling. Furthermore, multi-port
C and multi-port R elements have been used. This
method is based on ﬁnite volume approach considering
the thermal and ﬂuid bonds. First, fundamental theory
of thermoﬂuid is given. Then, the plate heat exchanger
models are explained: the Modelica model and the
BG model. In the section after that, simulation results
are discussed. The last section contains conclusion and
future research paths.

Heat exchange is an important unit operation that contributes to efﬁciency and safety of many processes (nuclear power plants, steam generators, automotive, heat
pumps, etc.). A plate heat exchanger is a type of heat
exchanger that uses metal plates to transfer heat between
two ﬂuids. The plate heat exchanger was invented by Dr
Richard Seligman in 1923 and revolutionised methods
of indirect heating and cooling of ﬂuids (Crepaco 1987).
Plate heat exchangers are widely used in many other
applications (food, oil, chemical and paper industries,
HVAC, heat recovery, refrigeration, etc.) because of their
small size and weight, their cleaning as well as their
superior thermal performance compared to other types
of heat exchangers (Guo et al. 2012).

THERMOFLUID SYSTEM
Thermoﬂuid or thermal ﬂuid sciences involve the study
of the thermodynamics, ﬂuid mechanics, heat and mass
transfer in complex engineering systems. In the open
system case, the energy and mass equations for a thermodynamic system are formulated as (see nomenclature
page 7)
dEs
(1)
= Q̇in + Ẇin + Ėi − Ėe
dt
where (dEs /dt) is the rate of increase in energy within
the system, Q̇in is the rate at which heat enters the
system, Ẇin is the rate at which work enters the system,
Ėi is the rate at which energy is brought in by the mass
entering the system, and Ėe is the rate at which energy
is removed by the mass leaving the system.
dms
= ṁi − ṁe
(2)
dt

The plate heat exchanger model is one of over 200
0D/1D models of components belonging to the ThermosysPro library. This open source library, developed
by EDF R&D, is used to model energy systems and different types of power plants (nuclear, conventional, solar, etc.) (El Hefni 2014; El Hefni and Bouskela 2006;
El Hefni et al. 2011, 2012; Deneux et al. 2013). The
Modelica model is developed in Dymola. Modelica
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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where (dms /dt) represents the rate of increase in mass
within the system, and mi and me represent the respective
rates at which mass entering and leaving the system.

Hot water ﬂow direction
Hot
Volume 5

In many thermal application, the reduced heat equation
is used
dT
dQ
= mC p
= KA(ΔT ),
(3)
Q̇ =
dt
dt

i+1

ΔPi
ṁi , hi

ΔPi+1
ṁi+1 , hi+1

Volume I-1
hI−1 , PI−1

Volume I
hI , PI

Hot
Volume 3

Hot
Volume 2

Hot
Volume 1

Wall mass 1 Wall mass 2 Wall mass 3 Wall mass 4 Wall mass 5
Cold
Volume 1

where Q̇ is the heat-ﬂow-rate (named just heat rate), C p
is the speciﬁc heat capacity, m is the mass ﬂow rate,
the global heat transfer coefﬁcient K (associated to a
bounding area A and the average temperature jump ΔT
between the system and the surroundings). More details
about the above equations can be seen in reference
(Martìnez 1992).
i

Hot
Volume 4

Cold
Volume 2

Cold
Volume 3

Cold
Volume 4

Cold
Volume 5

Cold water ﬂow direction

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a typical discretized counterﬂow plate heat exchanger
which are quite similar. The inlets and outlets of the
heat exchanger block are shown by the blue and red
rectangles, respectively. The red and blue arrows show
the cold and hot waters of the two parts respectively.

Hot water

Volume I+1
hI+1 , PI+1

Cold water

Figure 1: Staggered ﬁnite volume scheme
The cooling water heat exchanger used in this study
is an equipment for nuclear power plants. Two main
approach for the dynamic modelling of the heat exchanger are the moving boundaries (MB) and the
discretized models, known as ﬁnite-volume models
(FVM) (Bendapudi et al. 2004; Desideri et al. 2015).
The moving boundary method is useful for developing
feedback controllers, in this approach the heat exchanger
is divided into zones based on the ﬂuid phase in each
region and the location of the boundary between regions
vary in time according to the current conditions. In
ﬁnite-volume models the 1D ﬂow is subdivided into
several equal control volumes as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: Dymola layout of the heat exchanger
In this model, the rate of mass accumulation within the
volume does not incorporate any dynamic effects. This
means that the entering mass ﬂow rate is exactly equal
to the leaving one i.e. the steady balance for all volumes
of the heat exchanger, yields
ṁb,i−1 − ṁb,i = 0

(4)

where ṁ is the mass ﬂow rate. Throughout the paper,
the subscript b means the hot part when (b ← h) or the
cold part when (b ← c).

The modelling technique used in this paper is based on
ﬁnite volumes approach. A pictorial representation of
the discretized counterﬂow heat exchanger is shown in
Figure 2.

To simplify the model, the mass ﬂow rate is considered
positive in both parts i.e. ṁb,i > 0, and the pressure
between each two volumes is deﬁned as

PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER MODELS
The plate heat exchanger is the component that transforms heat (thermal energy) from one ﬂuid to another.
Plate heat exchangers have a high heat transfer rate
compared to other types of heat exchangers due to their
large surface area.

Pb,i+1 = Pb,i − ΔPb,i /N

(5)

where N is number of segments, ΔPb,i is the pressure
drop.
The pressure drop (ΔPb,i), which has direct relationship
to the size of the plate heat exchanger, is deﬁned by

Modelling of Water/Water Heat Exchangers in
Modelica

2
−0.25
ΔPb,i = kb,i · Nu−a
b,i · qub,i + 104.97 · Nub,i

(6)

where a = 0.097 and kb,i , correlation for the heat transfer
Nu (is called also Nusselt number), and pressure drop
qu characteristics, are deﬁned as
⎧
Nu = ṁ /(M · μb,i )
⎪
⎨ qu b,i = ṁ b,i/M
b,i
b,i
1.54(M − 1) c1,b (7)
⎪
⎩ kb,i = 14423.2 1472.47 +
2
ρb,i

The dynamic water/water heat exchanger component
used belongs to the ThermoSysPro library. The core
model of the heat exchanger was written in Modelica
and simulated with the Dymola simulation environment.
Figure 3 shows the schematic of the heat exchanger
model in Dymola. This model has two parts: the upper
part for hot water and the other part for cold water,
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C

where c1,b is a correction coefﬁcient, and M = (n − 1)/2,
n is the number of plates. The formulas above are
investigated experimentally, see (Cracow 2011).

dmh,I dEh,I
dt
dt
T

The energy balance equation in each layer is given by:

ṁh,i hh,i

dhb,I
Vb,I · ρb,i ·
= ±(hb,i · ṁb,i − hb,i+1 · ṁb,i+1 − ẆI ) (8)
dt

ṁh,i

R

ṁh,i hh,i
ṁh,i

0 Pb,I

0ṁb,Ih,i+1 hh,i+1
ṁh,i+1
hh

where the plus-minus sign (±) indicates (+) for the hot
part and (-) for cold part.

ẆI

MR

1

hc

The global heat exchanged between the both ﬂuids and
the wall is
ẆI = KI · ΔS · (Th,I − Tc,I )

ṁc,i+1

ṁc,i

Pc,I

0 Tc,I

(9)
ṁc,i+1 hc,i+1

The heat exchange surface ΔS, and the global heat
transfer coefﬁcient KI are given by
⎧
⎨ ΔS = (n − 2) · A/N,
KI = (hh · hc )/(hh + hc + hh · hc · λemm ),
⎩
0.4 · λ .
hb = 11.245 · |Nub,i|0.8 · Prb,i
b,i

0

R

ṁc,i hc,i

ṁc,i
ṁc,i hc,i

dmc,I dEc,I
dt
dt

C
(10)

Figure 4: Pseudo bond graph of a small heat
exchanger

where hb is the convection heat transfer coefﬁcient
between the ﬂuid and the wall. The Prandtl number Prb,i
is deﬁned as,

Modelling of Watet/Water Heat Exchangers using
Bond Graph Approach

Prb,i = μb,i ·Cpb,i /λb,i

The bond graph model of this complex dynamic behavior and nonlinear system in thermoﬂuids engineering
allows to non-expert to get a better understanding of
the model and to analyse the properties of this physical
system (Karnopp et al. 1990, 2012). In this approach,
the speciﬁc enthalpy and some other properties of water
are calculated from tables depending on pressure and
temperature. The bond graph developed here has more
degree of freedom compared with the Modelica model
due to the consideration of the rate of mass accumulation
within the volume.

(11)

In Equations (7) to (11), ρb,i , Tb,I , λb,i , μb,i , and Cpb,i are
the density, temperature, thermal conductivity, dynamic
viscosity, and heat capacity respectively. In Modelica
model, water properties are expressed as
⎧
ρb,i = ρb,i (Pb,I , hb,I )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨λb,i = λb,i (ρb,i , Tb,I , Pb,I )
⎪
⎪
μb,i = μb,i (ρb,i , Tb,I )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
Cpb,i = Cpb,i (Pb,I , hb,I )

(12)

The same ﬁnite volume method used in previous section
is applied, where the heat exchanger has to be divided
into n small successive heat exchangers, where each
has uniform hot and cold temperature. Figure 4 shows
the causal bond graph representation for one small heat
exchanger. For modelling of each lump, the following
elements were used

The pressure Pb,I and the speciﬁc enthalpy hb,I at the
volume are given by
⎧
⎪
⎨ Pb,I = Pb,i + Pb,i+1 ,
2
(13)
hb,i + hb,i+1
⎪
⎩ hb,I =
.
2

•

The multi-port C-element is used here for a thermodynamic accumulator, and is in its pseudo-bond graph
form since the variables at its ports are not strictly
power variables (see Figure 5). The thermodynamic
accumulator has two degrees of freedom (2-DOF) since
its volume is ﬁxed here. The two state variables chosen
are the water mass (m) for the ﬂuid domain, and the
speciﬁc enthalpy (h) for the thermal domain. Therefore,
several modiﬁcations must be done compared to the
Modelica model. The outputs from the multi-port Celement are the pressure and temperature, which are
given by following relations:

Then the temperature at the volume is calculated from
the tables of the water thermodynamic properties, and it
is deﬁned as
Tb,I = Tb,I (Pb,I , hb,I )

Multi-port C-element,

(14)

In Modelica model, water temperature T and density
ρ are calculated from tables of water thermodynamic
properties, depending on water pressure P and speciﬁc
enthalpy h. However, for most of the elements presented
above, the calculation of pressure depends on water
density, which introduces an algebraic loop in the calculation scheme.

Fluid Bond Pb,I = Pb,I (ρb,I , hb,I )
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(15)

Ẇ
ṁi+1 hi+1

control volume

C
material port
dm
dt

ṁi

0

The relationships between the efforts (temperatures and
pressures) and ﬂows (mass ﬂow rate and speciﬁc enthalpy ﬂow rate) in R-elements are given by

TI
ṁi+1 hi+1

PI

ṁb,i = ṁb,i (Tb,I−1 , Tb,I , Pb,I−1 , Pb,I ),
qhb,i = qhb,i (Tb,I−1 , Tb,I , Pb,I−1 , Pb,I ).

ṁi+1
Ẇ

(21)

where the speciﬁc enthalpy ﬂow rate qhb,i is represents
the quantity ṁb,i hb,i shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 5: Control volume and its corresponding
bond graph of the thermodynamic accumulator
Thermal Bond Tb,I = Tb,I (Pb,I , hb,I )

R

Tb,I
qhb,i
Pb,I
ṁb,i

Figure 6: The pseudo bond graph of the R-ﬁeld
of the heat exchanger

thermal port
dE
dt

0

ṁi hi

Tb,I−1
qhb,i
Pb,I−1
ṁb,i

5
2 x 10

ΔPb,1
ΔP̄b,1
|ΔPb,1 − ΔP̄b,1|

20

(16)
Pressure (Pa)

where the temperature table Tb,I (Pb,I , hb,I ), thermodynamic property of the water, is well detailed in reference (Wagner and Kretzschmar 2008) and the ThermoSysPro model. The function Pb,I (ρb,I , hb,I ) is calculated by an iterative resolution given in Algorithm 1
described in the appendix section. The algorithm provides an easiest way to obtain the pressure, as a function
of a given density and speciﬁc enthalpy. To obtain the
density the dynamic continuity equation, in which the
total stored mass equals the net integrated mass ﬂow
rate, is used
dmb,I
= ṁb,i − ṁb,i+1
(17)
dt
where mb,I is the mass, ṁb,i and ṁb,i+1 are respectively
the control volume entering and leaving mass ﬂow rates,
as shown in Figure 5 by the dashed bonds.

1.5

1

19
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200 250
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ṁi hi

The Multi-port R-element is used for a thermodynamic
resistance and in its pseudo-bond graph form. The
structure of the multiport pseudo-bond graph model Relement is deﬁned in Figure 6.

18
400

Figure 7: Comparison between the pressure difference
To calculate the mass ﬂow rate ṁb,i as a funtion of
ΔPb,i using the Equation (6) is quite difﬁcult. Hence,
to obtain an approximate solution, we ignore the second
term 104.97 · (Nub,i )−0.25 in the Equation (6) because its
effect on ΔPb,i is negligible (see Figure 7). The pressure
drop can be written as

To convert Equation (17) into a more useful form to
obtain the density in the control volume, the following
relationship is used
mb,I
(18)
ρb,I =
Vb,I

ΔP̄b,i

=
=

where Vb,I is the volume of the control volume.

=

2
kb,i · Nu−a
b,i · qub,i
−a
ṁb,i
ṁb,i
kb,i ·
·
μb,i · M
M
k̄b,i · ṁ2−a
b,i

2

(22)

Assuming a C-element with a constant volume, which
leads to
ṁb,i − ṁb,i+1
dρb,I
=
(19)
dt
V
In Equations (16) and (15), the speciﬁc enthalpy hb,I is
calculated from the following one-dimensional energy
equation

where k̄b,i = kb,i · μab,i · M (a−2) . Thus, the mass ﬂow rate
ṁb,i can be calculated by using the following formula

 
ln (ΔP̄b,i ) − ln k̄b,i
(23)
ṁb,i = exp
2−a

dhb,I
= ±(hb,i · ṁb,i −hb,i+1 · ṁb,i+1 − ẆI ) (20)
dt
Multi-port R-element,

Figure 8 shows the comparison between both mass ﬂow
rates of the hot water in Dymola and MS1, in which
calculated by Equation (23). The blue curve represents
the mass ﬂow rate obtained by the ThermoSysPro model,

Vb,I ·ρb,I ·
•
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300

temperature as following

ṁh in Dymola
ṁh in MS1

290

⎧
ρb,i = ρb,i (Pb,i , Tb,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
hb,i = hb,i (Pb,i , Tb,i )
⎪
⎪
⎨
λb,i = λb,i (ρb,i , Tb,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
μb,i = μb,i (ρb,i , Tb,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
Cpb,i = Cpb,i (Pb,i , Tb,i )

Pressure (Pa)

280
270
260
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240
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where, the pressure Pb,i and the temperature Tb,i at the
multi-port R-element are given by

220
210
0
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200
Time (s)

300

⎧
+ Pb,I
P
⎪
⎨Pb,i = b,I−1
2
(26)
⎪
⎩Tb,i = Tb,I−1 + Tb,I
2
The functions in Equation (25) of the water properties are based on the Industrial Formulation IAPWSIF97 which consists of a set of equations for
different water regions (more details are given
in (Wagner and Kretzschmar 2008)).

400

Figure 8: Comparison between both mass ﬂow
rates in Dymola and MS1

Tc,I

ẆI
Th,I

hh
1

Tc,I − Th,I

MR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The bond graph model of the exchanger has been validated by simulations. Figure 10 shows the bond graph
model of the PHE. The PHE model consists of total
(N = 5) numbers of plates, each layer being represented
as a small heat exchanger (shown in Figure 4). The
inputs of bond graph model are the pressure and the
temperature, while the outputs are the mass ﬂow rate
and enthalpy ﬂow rate for hot and cold parts.

hc

Figure 9: Modulated 1-port R-element and 1junction
and dashed black curve represents the mass ﬂow rate obtained by BG model. As a result, both curves are similar
because the pressure drop obtain by Equation (22) is
quite equal to that obtained by Equation (6).
•

(25)

The Modelica and the BG models were run for 400
seconds of simulation time. Figure 11 shows the pressures, where the black curves represent the pressure at
the boundaries, the blue curves represent the pressure
at each volume in the ThermoSysPro model, and the
dashed green curves represent the pressure at each
volume (C-element) in the BG model. Figure 12 shows
the error between obtained pressures (Dymola and MS1)
at ﬁrst volume. From the comparison of the simulation
results, the conclusion that can be made is that the both
models have similar dynamic behavior.

Modulated 1-port R-element,

The rate of heat transfer in each segment occurs between
two C-ﬁelds at higher and lower temperatures. The
heat ﬂow between C-ﬁelds (from higher temperature to
lower temperature) is proportional to the difference of
temperatures, and is given by
ẆI = KI · ΔS · (Th,I − Tc,I )

(24)

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-port pseudo BG model of a plate
heat exchanger system has been presented. The model
can be used in transient system simulations and can
be extended to cover other heat exchanger types. The
comparison of the simulation results of bond graph
model with the Modelica model indicates that the model
predicts the dynamic behavior of the heat exchanger
well.

where KI and ΔS are given in Eq (10). KI is a function
of the convection heat transfer coefﬁcient hb , the latter
is calculated in R-Element and materialized by the blue
arrows in Figure 9.
In Figure 9, the 1-junction means that the rate of heat
transfer Ẇ (ﬂow) through all connected bonds is the
same, and that the temperatures (efforts) sum to zero.
The sign of each temperature is related to the power
direction (i.e. direction of the half arrow) of the bond.

Future developments will include developing bond graph
models of centrifugal pump, regulating valve, feeding
on-off valve, and pipes for nuclear power plants. The
main objective is to study the observability, initial
conditions, structural inversibility by physical structural
analysis to improve systems diagnosis and operation.

In the bond graph model, the calculation of some thermodynamic properties of water is different compared
to Equation (12). Here, the thermodynamic properties
of water are given in terms of the pressure and the
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Figure 10: Pseudo bond graph of the plate heat exchanger (counterﬂow)
3.60

x 105

accurate method in all regions except solid region of
the water. This algorithm is used because, as far as
we know (Wagner and Kretzschmar 2008), there are
no tables to calculate the water pressure directly in
terms of speciﬁc enthalpy and density. In the solid
region, the calculation of the water pressure is based
on incompressibility consideration.
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Data: ρ, h;
pmin = 0.00611657; pmax = 1000;
ps = 100; ρs = ρs (ps , h);
while |ρ − ρs| > 1E − 7 do
ρs = ρs (ps , h);
if ρs ≥ ρ then
pmax = ps ;
else
pmin = ps ;
end
ps = (pmin + pmax )/2;
end
p = ps ;
Algorithm 1: Calculation of the water pressure using
the density function
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Figure 11: Comparison of bond graph model with
Dymola model in hot ﬂow
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Figure 12: Error between obtained pressures (Dymola and MS1) at ﬁrst volume
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APPENDIX
The following algorithm has been developed for pressure calculation in the C-accumulator of the heat exchanger. Based on the density function it was developed to determine water pressure in terms of speciﬁc
enthalpy and density. The structure of the algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1. This is a very fast and
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Figure 13: Pressure as a function of h and ρ
Figure 13 shows how the thermodynamic propriety of
the water pressure is very sensitive to small changes in
density of the water.
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NOMENCLATURE
λm
ṁ
h
ΔS
L
n
μ
em
KI
N

Metal thermal conductivity P
Mass ﬂow rate
ΔP
Speciﬁc enthalpy
ρ
Heat transfer surface
Cp
Heat exchanger length
T
Number of plates
Pr
Dynamic viscosity
Q̇
Metal wall thickness
Ẇ
Heat transfer coefﬁcient
V
Number of segments
Nu

Chosen
PHE
BG
FVM
MB

Pressure
Pressure drop
Density
Heat capacity
Temperature
Prandtl number
Heat ﬂow rate
Thermal power
Volume
Nusselt number

abbreviations
Plate Heat Exchanger
Bond Graph
Finite-Volume Method
Moving Boundaries

Subscripts
I
i

in the volume I
entering the volume I

b=c
b=h

Cold side
Hot side
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TecQuipment models (TecQuipment 2016) include
CE107 Engine Speed Control Apparatus, CE108
Coupled Drives Apparatus, CE120 Controller, CE150
Helicopter Model, CE151 Ball and Plate Apparatus and
CE152 Magnetic Levitation Model. AMIRA models
(Amira 2016) consists of DTS200 Three-Tank-System,
DR300 Speed Control with Variable Load and PS600
Inverted Pendulum. Then there are also other models
from Feedback (Feedback 2016): 33-007-PCI Twin
Rotor MIMO System, from Leybold (LD Didactic
2016): T 8.2.1.4 Gas Flow Control and from Armfield
(Armfield 2016): PCT40 Multifunction Process Control
Teaching System. While some of the processes are fast,
e.g. the magnetic levitation model, coupled drives
apparatus or speed control system – experiments with
these models are relatively quick with responses in
seconds, others can be really slow with responses in tens
of minutes or even hours. These include e.g. the threetank-system or a heat-exchanger from the multifunction
process control teaching unit. In this case students have
to wait even hours to complete their experiment.
Therefore it is very useful for them to have simulation
models of these systems that capture their main
properties so that students or other faculty staff can test
their control algorithms by simulation means, prior to
real-time implementation. Simulation experiments with
these models are much faster with responses in seconds
which leads to more effective work. For instance, a
simulation model of the three-tank-system was
developed and presented in (Chalupa et al. 2012).
Modelling of the PCT40 Heat Exchanger has been the
subject of student’s Master’s thesis (Macek 2015) and it
is described briefly in this contribution, including also
main results. The modelling principles employed here
follow the basic guidelines presented in the modelling
classics, e.g. (Wellstead 1979; Ljung and Torkel 1994;
Severance 2001). A simplified, first-principles
mathematical model is derived analytically with
parameters further tuned using real-time experiments.
The paper is structured as follows: after this
introductory section it continues by a description of the
PCT40 heat exchanger including also experimental
conditions and main variables. The main body includes
modelling of the basic process parts – heating/cooling
systems and proportioning solenoid valve (PSV). Last
section compares the developed model to real-time data
and the paper concludes summarizing main results and
suggesting future possible directions of development.

KEYWORDS
Modelling, Simulation, Heat exchanger, PCT40.
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a simulation model of a PCT40 heat
exchanger. It starts with a motivation, followed by
description of the system and of the whole modelling
process. The mathematical model includes simplified
description of heating and cooling systems together with
a more detailed description of a proportioning solenoid
valve. It is formed using combination of both analytical
and empirical approaches and the resultant simulation
model is compared to real-time measurements in terms
of both static and dynamic properties. The overall
results indicate that although the model is relatively
simple it can be used for control-oriented simulation
experiments, which was the purpose of this work and
saves time during experiments on this system.
INTRODUCTION
Modelling and simulation courses are essential parts of
education process in the field of control engineering.
Students – prospective control experts have to be able to
model a given system to be controlled in order to design
a model-based controller. Prior to real-time
implementation of the proposed controller it is also
common nowadays to perform simulation testing to
ensure the proposed control system is effective and safe
at the same time. In order to prepare students for
industrial practice properly the courses always include a
form of laboratory exercises where students test they
knowledge of control field on laboratory-scale industrial
processes. These labs are usually included in the followup studies and students face real control problems here –
from system identification, controller design to real-time
implementation and tuning on different plants related to
industrial practice. Similarly, during studies of
Automatic Control & Informatics Master’s degree
course at the Faculty of Applied Informatics, Tomas
Bata University in Zlin (FAI TBU in Zlin 2016),
students have to complete the course “Real Process
Control”. Here students work in the Department of
Process Control laboratory with various laboratory-scale
processes to prove their understanding of control
engineering. In this lab there is a wide range of
processes from different producers to ensure students
test many different types of systems. For instance,
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with nominal power 2 kW. Three temperature sensors –
k-type thermocouple probes (0–200°C) are incorporated
within the vessel. The first one is used to measure the
fluid temperature inside the vessel while the two
remaining located at the inlet/outlet of the heating/
cooling coil are used to measure the fluid temperature as
it enters and leaves the coil (Armfield 2005).

PCT40 HEAT EXCHANGER
The heat exchanger modelled in this paper is a part of
the PCT40 multifunction process control teaching
system (Armfield 2016). This unit is designed for use in
teaching a wide range of control methods and to
demonstrate a variety of process control loops.
Processes such as level, temperature, flow or pressure
control can be easily implemented using the provided
interface, multifunction I/O card and suitable software.
More advanced aspects of control can be addressed by
adding optional extras to the basic system, such as fluid
property control (conductivity and pH probe), remote set
points or dual loops (Armfield 2005). Illustrative
overview of the unit is presented in Fig. 1. The heat
exchanger is located on the right side and it is further
depicted schematically in more detail in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Heat Exchanger Schema
Experimental Conditions
Within the “Real Process Control” course during
experiments on this unit in the Department of Process
Control laboratory, Faculty of Applied Informatics,
Tomas Bata University in Zlin, students have a special
set-up of this system. First the vessel is filled with water
to a certain level to ensure that both heating element and
heating/cooling coil are under water. The level stays the
same during the experiments. The coil is used for
cooling only and so it is connected to cold water inlet
using the pressure regulating valve, proportioning
solenoid valve and the flow meter. The inlet flow rate is
set to 1500 ml/min approx. using the pressure regulating
valve and then it can be controlled continuously using
the PSV valve via the I/O card and MATLAB/Simulink
software. Then students perform various experiments
including e.g. measurements of the static properties of
the PSV valve, pulse-width modulation (PWM) of the
heater power for temperature control, identification of
heating/temperature and cooling/temperature systems,
temperature control using heating and cooling, etc.

Figure 1: Basic Process Control Unit PCT40 with
Process Vessel Accessory
Heat Exchanger Description
It consists of a small clear acrylic vessel that
incorporates an electrical element for heating water. A
thermostat and level detector are incorporated in the
vessel to prevent the heater from operating if the water
is too hot (>80 °C) or the level in the vessel is too low.
The vessel lid provides support for the stainless steel
heating/cooling coil. Fittings at the inlet and outlet of the
coil accommodate thermocouple-type temperature
sensors and allow connection to the water supply. The
lid also accommodates adjustable glands for a variableheight thermocouple sensor, a thermometer pocket and a
temperature switch (thermostat) to be inserted into the
vessel for the purpose of calibration. The main water
inlet is connected to a pressure regulating valve with
integral filter. The flow of water through the equipment
can be varied by adjusting the setting of the regulator. A
turbine type flow meter is fitted in series with the main
water inlet to allow inlet flow rate measurement. It has a
range from 0.2 to 1.5 litres/minute approximately. A
proportioning solenoid valve (PSV) is also located near
the main water inlet to enable continuous regulation of
the inlet flow rate. The heater power can be controlled
by SSR (Solid State Relay) drive in on/off sense only

Main Variables for Modelling and Control
From the control theory point of view the main usual
output variable to be controlled is the temperature inside
the vessel T(t) [°C], measured via the k-type
thermocouple sensor. Control inputs (manipulated
variables) used for the temperature control are usually
heater power P(t) [%] (regulated using PWM) and water
flow rate through the cooling coil qC(t) [l/min]
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qC / C  1.43  10 6  o5  5.21  10 4  o 4  0.07  o3

(measured by the turbine type flow meter and controlled
using PSV). Therefore it can be generally seen as a
MIMO system with 2 inputs and 1 output. For modelling
purposes the main state-variables were selected as: water
level in the vessel h(t), temperature inside T(t) and
(output) temperature of the cooling water TC(t).

 3.43  o 2  34.91  o  62.31,

(2)

where the variable o [%] describes the opening/closing
rate. The approximation is presented in Fig. 4 and shows
relatively good fit of both curves to the measured data.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The modelling goal was to develop a relatively simple
mathematical model for control purposes that captures
main static and dynamic properties of the system rather
than deriving a comprehensive mathematical model.
Therefore the heat-exchanger is modelled as a lumpedparameters system using a set of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) only. The presented model consists of
two main parts – model of the PSV valve and model of
the heat exchanger that can be also divided into two
interconnected systems – heating and cooling models.
Model of Proportioning Solenoid Valve
This regulating valve has specific static and dynamic
properties which has been measured and identified
experimentally and then modelled mathematically. First,
a static characteristics has been measured – during
repeated experiments the valve was opening gradually
and the resultant flow rate was recorded, and the same
for the valve closing. Repeated experiments were
averaged. The results are presented in Fig. 3 below.

Figure 4: PSV – Approximation of Opening/Closing
Dynamical properties were measured as step-responses
in different operating points for both opening and
closing. As the responses were relatively similar the
results were averaged, normed and identified as a firstorder system with a time-constant T = 0.33 [s]
approximately, i.e. with a transfer function:
G s 

1
.
0.33s  1

(3)

Comparison of this model for both opening and closing
responses are given in the following graphs, Fig.5 and
Fig.6. The results confirm good fit of this simple model.

Figure 3: PSV – Static Properties
From the graph it is clear that the valve has a hysteresis
and that suitable (nearly linear) area for control is
between 40 – 60 [%] for opening and 20 – 40 [%] for
closing approximately. The opening and closing curves
were approximated using the polynomial regression of
5th degree and consequently the resultant equations are
of the form (1) for opening and (2) for closing.
qC / O  1.754  10 5  o5  0.0061  o 4  0.83  o3
 53.23  o 2  1577.6  o  17234

(1)
Figure 5: PSV – Dynamical Approximation of Opening
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Figure 6: PSV – Dynamical Approximation of Closing
Figure 7: Heat Exchanger Main Variables
Both static and dynamic parts of this model were
combined in the MATLAB/Simulink to form a
simplified simulation model of the PSV. Input into the
model is the value of valve opening in [%] and the
model gives flow rate as the output variable in [ml/min].
There are also several auxiliary functions and blocks to
detect opening/closing and for the hysteresis.

Material balance of heated water can be described by:
qV  t   q  t  

dV  t 

,

dt

(4)

where the output flow rate can be modelled simply as:
q t   k h t 

Model of Heat Exchanger
As it has been explained before, the mathematical model
of the heat exchanger can be divided into two main
interconnected parts – the water filled vessel with a
heating element and the coil with cooling water.
Schematic picture of the heat exchanger is presented in
the following figure (Fig. 7). In the picture, qV describes
the input flow rate into the vessel of temperature TV,
output flow rate is denoted as q with temperature T.
Water volume V in the tank is function of water level h
and the tank diameter D. Heater power is denoted as P
and its efficiency as . Heat transfer coefficients are
described using symbols  (heated water ↔
surroundings with temperature TO) and C (heated water
↔ cooling water). Input/output flow rate of cooling
water is denoted as qC with input and output
temperatures TCV, TC, respectively. Cooling water
volume describes variable VC. As it has been explained
earlier in the paper the main state-variables for
modelling were selected as: water level in the tank h(t),
temperature inside T(t) and (output) temperature of the
cooling water TC(t). Consequently the model is
described by 3 basic equations derived using mass and
energy balances of the whole system. The following
simplified assumptions were taken into account for the
modelling purposes: ideal mixing of both heated and
cooling liquid, heat capacity of the vessel and cooling
coil walls is neglected and all the following variables
remain constant during the experiment: heat transfer
coefficients  and C, densities of both fluids and C
and the same for their heat capacities cP, cPC.

(5)

for some constant k. The volume can be further
described using the water level and cross-section area F
as V = Fh(t) while ideally F = D2/4. In fact, the crosssection area D is smaller as there is a heating element
and cooling coil inside the vessel. Therefore it was
calculated experimentally for several volumes from the
equation above and averaged. The result is F = 0.00705
m2 approx. (while ideally it can be easily calculated
using its diameter D = 0.1 m as FIDEAL = 0.00785 m2).
For the model, the averaged value of F was further used.
Then the resultant ODE for heated water balance reads:
qV  t   k h  t   F

dh  t 

(6)

dt

for some initial (steady-state) water level h(0) = hS.
Energy balance of the heated water provides:
qV cPTV   P  t   q cPT  t    FO T  t   TO  t  
 C FC T  t   TC  t    V c p

dT  t 

(7)

dt

for some initial temperature T(0) = TS, while the
simplified energy balance of the cooling water gives:
qC  t 

 qC  t 
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c T

C PC CV

  C FC T  t   TC  t   

C cPC TC  t   VC

C c pC

dTC  t 
dt

(8)

for some initial cooling water temperature TC(0) = TCS.
In the equation above, the volume of cooling water was
measured experimentally as VC = 30 ml = 0.00003 m3
approx. It is obvious that heat transfer surface areas FO
(heated water ↔ surroundings) and FC (cooling water ↔
heated water) are functions of the water level h(t), i.e.
FO = Dh(t) and FC = FC(h) generally (this constant is
approximated further using experiments). Then the basic
set of ODEs describing the heat exchanger in a suitable
form for numerical solution can be expressed as:
qV k h  t 

,
dt
F
F
 P t 
dT  t  qV TV
qT  t   D




T t 
dt
Fh  t  F cP h  t  Fh  t  F cP
dh  t 





 DTO
F cP

dTC  t 
dt




F cP h  t 



F cP h  t 

,

Figure 8: Approximation of the Term CFC

(9)

The resultant regression equation reads:

 F h
T
 CV qC  t   C C
T t 
VC
VC C cPC

 C FC  h 
VC

 C FC  h  T  t   C FC  h  TC  t 

c

TC  t  

C PC

 C FC  292269698h5  213321855h 4
61608458h3  8792620h 2  619260h  17242.

1
qC  t  TC  t  ,
VC

This equation was further used in the resultant
simulation model which was implemented in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment and it is formed using
the PSV model, described earlier in the paper, together
with the heat exchanger model explained in this section.

where the input, state and output variables are denoted
as time-dependent. These equations represent a model of
dynamics and consequently are described by a set of
ordinary differential equations. Steady-state models are
also useful as they can be used to assess static
properties, e.g. present nonlinearities, suitable working
areas, or they can be used to identify unknown
parameters experimentally. The same idea was used here
to estimate the parameters k, FC,  and C. First, a
steady-states model of (9) was obtained by putting all
time-derivatives equal to zero and denoting the timedependent variables as steady using the superscript “s”:

SIMULATION RESULTS
The developed model was tested in various experimental
conditions usual in the course. The tests comprised both
open and closed-loop experiments for which suitable
controllers were proposed. All the main experiments,
linearization, control-oriented analysis and design
together with corresponding results are included in
(Macek 2015). Here, due to the limited space, only some
of them are presented. Comparison of open-loop
responses of the model and real-time measurements on
the PSV are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 where the
latter one is zoomed in to enable closer inspection.

qVS  q S  k h S

 P S   FO T S  TOS    C FC  h S T S  TCS 
S
C

q

c T

C PC CV

  C FC  h

S

T

S

T

S
C

q

S
C

(11)

(10)

S
C PC C

c T

The first equation can be used to identify the valve
constant k experimentally. For several steady input flow
rates qVS the steady-state water level in the vessel hS was
measured and averaged with the following approximate
result: k = 0.128 m5/2/s. The second and third equations
were used to estimate experimentally the heat transfer
coefficient , and the term CFC which is a function of
the water level hS. Several repeated experiments were
performed in usual operating points. The results were
averaged and processed further to estimate the unknown
parameters. The resultant approximation of  was
 = 13.9 J.m-2.K-1.s-1. The other unknown term CFC
was obtained as a function of the water level in the form
of the following graph, Fig. 8, which has been
approximated by a polynomial regression.

Figure 9: PSV – Open-Loop Comparison of Responses
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water inside the vessel to ambient temperature TO. From
the graph it is clear how the process can be slow – with
responses in hours. The second graph, Fig. 13, present
the case of heating with prescribed power (P = 5 %).

Figure 10: PSV – Detailed Open-Loop Comparison
Overall behaviour during the measurements of the static
characteristics presented in Fig. 9 shows relatively good
static approximation of the valve. Detailed inspection of
the responses in Fig 10 reveals lower accuracy in the
dynamic part of the model, especially in the lower flowrates, which is given by the only one (averaged) simple
approximation of the dynamics (3) in the whole working
range of the valve. Closed-loop responses obtained
using an auxiliary PI-controller are presented in Fig. 11.

Figure 12: Heat Exchanger – Open-Loop Comparison of
Responses (Heating & Cooling OFF)

Figure 13: Heat Exchanger – Open-Loop Comparison of
Responses (Heating ON)
Both responses reveal good model tracking of the realtime data. Next responses present behaviour in the
cooling case – Fig. 14 for cooling only and Fig. 15 for
simultaneous heating and cooling. The cooling
comparison (Fig. 14) reveals a small acceptable
mismatch in the simulation model for cooling. The last
graph, Fig. 15, shows high noise ratio during the
measurements which has led to the need of data
filtration which has been implemented simply using a
first order low-pass filter.
The overall results indicate that the developed
simulation model, although simple, can be successfully
used for simulation experiments comparable to real-time
measurements when there is no need for high accuracy
in terms of absolute values, which is the common case
of control-oriented simulation.

Figure 11: PSV – Closed-Loop Comparison
Here, it is clear that the model approximates the real
valve in the closed loop system well and can be further
used for simulation experiments. The heat exchanger
model presented in the previous section has been also
tested properly in both open and closed-loop settings.
Several open-loop responses are presented further, other
(especially closed-loop ones) are beyond the space limit
of this contribution and can be found in (Macek 2015).
Next graphs present open-loop dynamic responses for
the following usual experimental conditions: h = 20 cm,
qC = 1200 ml/min and P = 5 %, in different regimes. The
first one (Fig. 12) presents behaviour without any
heating and cooling, i.e. it is a process of heating the
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can be a theme for further work, comparing the
presented simplified model with the more precise,
distributed one.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a simulation model of the
PCT40 heat exchanger. It was developed using both
analytical and experimental methods – the basic model
structure was obtained analytically and its unknown
parameters were identified using repeated real-time
measurements and corresponding data processing. The
resultant model, though relatively simple, exhibits good
fit in terms of main dynamic properties, which is
sufficient for the outlined purposes, i.e. control-oriented
simulation. As a result, both students and teachers
working in the laboratory can save time during their
experiments – they can easily and quickly test their
control algorithms prior to the real-time implementation.
The whole system could be, of course, modelled more
precisely, especially the cooling part, resulting in a
distributed-parameters system described by partial
differential equations (PDEs). However, this was not the
goal of the presented modelling & simulation study and
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taken based on past errors. MPC uses also future values
of the reference signals.
The aim of this contribution is implementation of an
adaptive predictive controller for control of the
simulation three – tank – system model. The design of
the controller is based on a state – space model. An
initial state – space model was constructed according to
first principles and physical rules. The three-tanksystem is a nonlinear system with variable parameters
and its description by a linear model is valid only in a
neighbourhood of a steady state. Self-tuning controllers
(Bobál et all, 2005) are a possible approach to the
control of this kind of system. However, the state –
space description is not quite suitable for a recursive
identification of the parameters of the process which is
performed during control with self – tuning controllers.
The state space model was then converted to a model in
the form of difference equations. This model is suitable
for the recursive identification. So the proposed
approach combines both types of models. The state –
space model is used for the controllers design and the
corresponding input/output model for the estimation of
the unknown parameters. Of course it is possible to base
the controllers design on the input/output model as well.
But using of state-space model enables to solve tasks
which are unsolvable when using an input/output model.
For example control with state constraints.
Reverse conversion of the difference equations to the
original state – space model is not possible. An
alternative state – space model was than established and
used for the controllers design. This model corresponds
to the original model despite the fact that it has a
different structure. So it is possible to assume that this
model describes main properties of the controlled
process as well as the original model.
The Generalised Predictive Control (GPC) method
(Clarke et all, 1987 I., Clarke et all, 1987 II.) was then
applied for the controllers design. In the optimization
part of the algorithm a quadratic cost function was used.
The algorithm takes into account constraints of
manipulated variables. The recursive least squares
method is used in the identification part.

KEYWORDS
Predictive control, Adaptive control, Three-TankSystem, Recursive identification, State-Space model.
ABSTRACT
The paper introduces a controller which integrates a
predictive control synthesis based on a multivariable
state-space model of a controlled system and an on-line
identification of an ARX model corresponding to the
state-space model. The used approach then combines
both the state-space and input-output models. The
model parameters are recursively estimated using the
recursive least squares method. The control algorithm is
based on the Generalised Predictive Control (GPC)
method. The optimization was realized by minimization
of a quadratic objective function. The controller was
applied for simulation control of a model of a threetank-system. The objective simulation model is a two
input-two output (TITO) nonlinear system. Results of
simulations are also included.
INTRODUCTION
Typical
technological
processes
require
the
simultaneous control of several variables related to one
system. Each input may influence all system outputs.
The three – tank – system in Fig. 1 is a typical
multivariable nonlinear system with significant cross –
coupling. The design of a controller for such a system
must be quite sophisticated if the system is to be
controlled adequately. Simple decentralized PI or PID
controllers largely do not yield satisfactory results.
There are many different advanced methods of
controlling multi-input–multi-output (MIMO) systems.
The problem of selecting an appropriate control
technique often arises. Perhaps the most popular way of
controlling MIMO processes is by designing decoupling
compensators to suppress the interactions (e.g.
Krishnawamy et all, 1991) and the designing multiple
SISO controllers (e.g. Luyben, 1986). This requires
determining how to pair the controlled and manipulated
variables. One of the most effective approaches to
control of multivariable systems is model predictive
control (MPC) (Camacho and Bordons, 2004, Morari
and Lee, 1999, Bitmead et all, 1990). An advantage of
model predictive control is that multivariable systems
can be handled in a straightforward manner. When
using most of other approaches, the control actions are
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

MODEL OF INTERCONNECTED TANKS
The three – tank – system can be viewed as a prototype
of many industrial applications in process industry, such
as chemical and petrochemical plants, oil and gas
systems. It is desirable to obtain the tank levels at
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certain valuees. The princciple scheme of the modeel is
shown in Figg 1. It consistss of three tanks numbered frrom
left to right as T1, T2 and
a T3. Thesse are conneccted
serially withh each other by cylindricaal pipes. Liquuid,
which is colllected in a reservoir, is pum
mped into the ffirst
and the thirdd tanks to maintain their lev
vels. The leveel in
the tank T2 is a responsse which is uncontrollable
u
e. It
affects the leevel in the twoo end tanks.
Q1 and Q2 arre the flow rates of the pum
mps 1 and 2. T
The
V2.
tanks are coonnected seriialy by valves V1 and V
Valves V3 annd V4 represeent leakage from tanks T1 and
T3.
The model w
was controlledd as a two inp
put – two outtput
(TITO) systtem. The ouutputs are controllable liqquid
levels of thee tanks T1 annd T2 and th
he inputs are the
pump flow raates Q1 and Q2. Each pump
p flow rate affe
fects
both liquid levels. This is
i the couplin
ng. The systeems
inputs and ooutputs interacct and the wh
hole system iis a
multivariablee system.
The three – tank – system
m is a nonlin
near system w
with
variable paraameters. Flow
w rate of liquid
d through a vaalve
is proportionnal to square root
r
of a presssure differencee in
front of and bbehind the vallve.

q1 t

k1 h1 t  h2 t

q2 t

q3 t

k 3 h1 t

k 4 h3 t

q4 t

k2

h2 t  h3 t

(2)

Wh
here k1, k2 , k3 and k4 are coefficients of
o the valves..
Th
he model theen takes folloowing form of nonlinearr
equ
uations which
h express relatitions among sttate variables.
dh
d1t
dt
dh
d t
S 2
dt
dh
d t
S 3
dt
S

Q1 t  sign>h1 t  h2 t @k1 h1 t  h2 t  k3 h1 t
sign>h1 t  h2 t @k1 h1 t  h2 t  sign>h2 t  h2 t @k 2
Q2 t  sign>h2 t  h3 t @k 2

h2 t  h3 t

h22 t  h3 t  k 4 h3 t

(3))
On
n the basis off equations (33) was realizeed a model inn
thee Matlab/Sim
mulink environnment in thee form of S-fun
nction. Mesurrement of thee static characcteristics wass
sim
mulated. The system
s
parameeters used in the
t simulationn
aree in Table 1.
Table1. Three-Tank-SSystem param
meters
Taank cross section area S
S = 7 m2
5
Valve coefficcient k1
k1=5 m5/2
/min
5/2
Valve coefficcient k2
k2=4 m5 /min
5
Valve coefficcient k3
k3=3 m5/2
/min
5/2
Valve coefficcient k4
k4=2 m5 /min
Th
he static characcteristics are sshown in Figu
ure 2.

Figure 1: Prinnciple schemee of three-tank
k-system
If we consider flow ratees balances we
w get dynam
amic
mathematicaal model ass a set of three ordinnary
differential eequations which can be wriitten in form (1).
We can definne following parameters:
p
seection of cylinnder
S (the tanks are supposedd to have equ
ual sections), and
liquid levelss in particulaar tanks h1, h2, h3. We w
will
consider twoo input variablles which are flow rates off the
pumps Q1 annd Q2, two ouutput variablees representedd by
liquid levels of the two outer tanks h1 and h3 and thhree
state variablees which are thhe liquid levels h1, h2, h3.
dh1 t
dt
dh2 t
S
dt
dh3 t
S
dt
S

Q1 t  sign>h1 t  h2 t @q1 t  q3 t
siggn>h1 t  h2 t @q1 t  sign>h2 t  h3 t @q 2 t

(1)

Q 2 t  sign>h2 t  h3 t @q 2 t  q 4 t

Flow rate off liquid throuugh a valve iss proportionaal to
square root of a pressurre difference in front of and
behind the vvalve. Particullar flow ratess in our case are
then given byy following eqquations.
Fig
gure 2: Static characteristicss of three-tank
k-system
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Initial conditions in equations (1) we can obtain by
solving of a steady state model. In the steady state holds
Q1s

q1s  q3s

Q2s

q 2s  q 4s

q1s

q2s

dx1 t
dt
dx t
S 2
dt
dx3 t
S
dt

(4)

After substitution of (4) to (3) we can obtain
expressions for computation of steady state liquid levels
and then position of the operational point h1s , h2s , h3s
q1s

k1 h1s  h2s

q2s t

q3s

k3 h1s

k 4 h3s

q4s

k 2 h2s  h3s

dx1 t
dt
dx 2 t
dt
dx3 t
dt
(13)

(5)

xj t

'h j t

hj t  h u j t

'Q j t

Qj t  Q

s
j

d'h1 t
dt
d'h2 t
S
dt
d'h3 t
S
dt

(6)
a11
a 21

'Q1 t  sign>h1 t  h2 t @'q1 t  'q3 t
sign>h1 t  h2 t @'q1 t  sign>h2 t  h3 t @'q 2 t

(7)

a32

'Q2 t  sign>h2 t  h3 t @'q 2 t  'q 4 t

s

§ wq t
§ wq t ·
'q 2 t | ¨¨ 2 ¸¸ 'h2 t  ¨¨ 2
© wh2 t ¹
© wh3 t
s
q2
'h2 t  'h3 t
K2
s
2 h2  h3s
s

§ dq t ·
'q3 t | ¨¨ 3 ¸¸ 'h1 t
© dh1 t ¹
s

§ dq t ·
'q 4 t | ¨¨ 4 ¸¸ 'h3 t
© dh3 t ¹

q
'h1 t
2h1s

K 3 'h1 t

q 4s
'h3 t
2h3s

K 4 'h3 t

a32 x 2 t  a33 x3 t  b33 u 2 t

 K1  K 3
S
K1
a 22
S
K2
a 33
S

º
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼

ª a11
«a
« 21
«¬ 0

K1
1
b11
S
S
K
 K1  K 2
a 23  1
S
S
 K2  K4
1
b33
S
S
a12

a12
a 22
a32

0 º ª x1 t º ªb11
a 23 »» «« x 2 t »»  «« 0
a33 »¼ «¬ x3 t »¼ «¬ 0

ª x1 t º
ª1 0 0º «
»
«0 0 1 » « x 2 t »
¼« x t »
¬
¬ 3 ¼

ª y1 t º
«y t »
¬ 2 ¼

(14)

0º
ªu t º
0 »» « 1 » (15)
u t
b33 »¼ ¬ 2 ¼

ª h1 t º
ª1 0 0º «
»
«0 0 1» «h2 t »
¼ «h t »
¬
¬ 3 ¼

(16)

The continuous – time process model can be transferred
for a given sampling time Tv to a discrete time state –
space model

(9)

'h2 t  'h3 t

s
3

a 21 x1 t  a 22 x 2 t  a 23 x3 t

The output equation can be defined as

(8)

s

·
¸¸ 'h3 t
¹

a11 x1 t  a12 x 2 t  b11u1 t

ª dx1 t
« dt
« dx t
« 2
« dt
« dx3 t
« dt
¬

s

s

u 2 t  K 2 x 2 t  x3 t  K 4 x3 t

The state equations can be transcribed to a matrix form

The differences are then substituted by linear terms of
their Taylor polynomial in the neighbourhood of the
operational point h1s , h2s , h3s

§ wq t ·
§ wq t ·
'q1 t | ¨¨ 1 ¸¸ 'h1 t  ¨¨ 1 ¸¸ 'h2 t
w
h
t
© 1 ¹
© wh2 t ¹
q1s
'h1 t  'h2 t
K1 'h1 t  'h2 t
s
2 h1  h2s

(12)

where

Now we transcribe equations (1) to the differential form
S

K 1 x1 t  x 2 t  K 2 x 2 t  x3 t

with zero initial conditions. The model can be
transcribed to

In a steady state always holds h1s ! h2s h2s ! h3s
We can compute a linearized mathematical model
which is a differential model. Let us establish
differences of liquid levels and input flow rates from the
initial steady state as
s
j

u1 t  K 1 x1 t  x 2 t  K 3 x1 t

S

x k  1 Ax k  Bu k
y k Cx k

(10)

(17)

The discrete state – space model which structure
corresponds to the continuous – time state space model
(15) and (16) takes the following general form

(11)

ª x1 k  1 º
«x k  1 »
« 2
»
«¬ x3 k  1 »¼

The coefficients K1, K2, K3, K4 are dependent on the
operational point position. After substitution of (8), (9),
(10) and (11) to (7) we obtain the linearized differential
model of the system in the form

ª y1 k º
«y k »
¬ 2 ¼
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ª A1
«A
« 4
«¬ A7

A3 º ª x1 k º ª B1
A6 »» «« x 2 k »»  «« B3
A8 A9 »¼ «¬ x3 k »¼ «¬ B5
ª x1 k º
ª1 0 0º «
»
«0 0 1 » « x 2 k »
¬
¼«x k »
¬ 3 ¼
A2
A5

B2 º
ªu k º
B4 »» « 1 »
u k
B6 »¼ ¬ 2 ¼

(18)

k  1 º ª 0 1 0 0 º ª x1 k º
»
«
k  1 »» « a 2 a1 a 4 a 3 » «« x 2 k »»

k  1 » « 0 0 0 1 » « x3 k »
»«
»
» «
k  1 ¼ ¬a 6 a5 a8 a 7 ¼ ¬ x 4 k ¼
b1
b3
º
ª
»
«a b  a b  b
a
b
a
b
b


1
1
3
5
2
1
3
3
7
4
» ª u1 k º
«
» «¬u 2 k »¼
«
b5
b7
»
«
¬ a 5 b1  a 7 b5  b6 a 5 b3  a 7 b7  b8 ¼
ª x1 k º
»
«
ª y1 k º ª1 0 0 0º « x 2 k »
«y k » «
»
¬ 2 ¼ ¬0 0 1 0 ¼ « x 3 k »
»
«
¬ x4 k ¼
ª x1
«x
« 2
« x3
«
¬ x4

The model has 15 unknown parameters. This state –
space model, which is in fact based on first principles
and perceives physical nature of the process, can be
transcribed to difference equations
a1 y1 k  1  a 2 y1 k  2  a 3 y 2 k  1 

y1 k

 a 4 y 2 k  2  b1u1 k  1  b2 u1 k  2 

(19)

 b3 u 2 k  1  b4 u 2 k  2
a 5 y1 k  1  a 6 y1 k  2  a 7 y 2 k  1 

y2 k

 a 8 y 2 k  2  b5 u1 k  1  b6 u1 k  2 
 b7 u 2 k  1  b8 u 2 k  2

where
A2 A5 A7
; a3
A8

a1

A1 ; a 2

A2 A4 

a4

A2 A6 

A2 A5 A9
; b1
A8

b3

B2 ; b4

A2 B4 

a5
a8
b7

A8 A5
 A7 ; a 6
A2

B1 ; b2

A2 A5
 A3 ;
A8
A2 B3 

A2 A5 B5
A8

For purposes of the controller design it was necessary to
incorporate an integrator to the model of the process in
order to achieve zero permanent control error. One
possibility is to define a new state vector by making
u(k-1) an additional internal state.

(20)

A2 A5 B6
A8
A8 A4 

A8 A6 

A8 A5 A3
; b5
A2

B6 ; b8

AA B
A8 B4  8 5 2
A2

B5 ; b6

A8 B3 

A9 ;

y1 k

x2 k

y1 k  1  b1u1 k

x3 k

y2 k

x4 k

y 2 k  1  b3 u 2 k

(23)

Then we can obtain an augmented state space – model
in the form

A8 A 5 B1
A2

x k 1
yk
ª x1
«x
« 2
« x3
«x
« 4
«u1
«
¬u2

This model is suitable for a recursive identification of
the unknown parameters of the process and was used in
the identification part. From the equations (7) it is
obvious that conversion of the obtained difference
equations to the original state – space form is not
possible. The difference equations were then converted
to an alternative state – space model. This model
corresponds to the original model despite the fact that it
has a different structure. So it is possible to assume that
this model describes main nature of the controlled
process as well as the original model.
New state variables were established. The model has
four state variables defined as follows
x1 k

§ xk ·
¨¨
¸¸
© u k 1 ¹

xk
A8 A5 A1
; a7
A2

(22)

k 1 º
k  1 »»
k 1 »
k 1 »
»
k
»
»
k
¼

§ A B·
§B·
¨¨
¸¸ x k  ¨¨ ¸¸'u k
0
I
©
¹
©I¹
C 0 x k Cx k
ª0
«a
« 2
«0
«
«a6
«0
«
¬« 0

b1
ª
«a b  a b  b
1
1
3 5
2
«
«
b5
«
«a5b1  a7b5  b6
«
1
«
0
¬«

ª y1 k º
«y k »
¬ 2 ¼

1
a1

0
a4

0
a3

b1
a1b1  a3b5  b2

0

0

1

b5

a5

a8

a7

a5b1  a7 b5  b6

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

A x k  B 'u k

(24)

b3
º ª x1 k º
a1b3  a3b7  b4 »» « x2 k »
«
»
» « x3 k »
b7
»«x k
»
a5b3  a7 b7  b8 » « 4
»
» «u1 k  1 »
0
»«
»

1
u
k
1
¼
¼» ¬ 2

b3
º
a1b3  a3b7  b4 »»
» ª 'u1 k º
b7
»«
»
a5b3  a7b7  b8 » ¬'u 2 k ¼
»
0
»
1
¼»

ª x1 k º
« x k »
« 2
»
ª1 0 0 0 0 0º « x3 k »
»
«0 0 1 0 0 0 » « x k
¬
¼« 4
»
«u1 k  1 »
«
»
¬u 2 k  1 ¼

(25)

This model was then used for the controller’s design.

(21)

DESIGN OF PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER

The state – space model then takes the form

The basic idea of MPC is to use a model of a controlled
process to predict N future outputs of the process. A
trajectory of future manipulated variables is given by
solving an optimization problem incorporating a
suitable cost function and constraints. Only the first
element of the obtained control sequence is applied. The
whole procedure is repeated in following sampling
period. This principle is known as the receding horizon
strategy. The computation of a control law of MPC is
based on minimization of the following criterion
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N

¦e k  j

J k

j N1

2

Nu

 O ¦ 'u k  j

2

where the gradient g and the Hess matrix H are defined
by following expressions

(26)

j 1

gT

where e(k+j) is a vector of predicted control errors,
¶u(k+j) is a vector of future increments of manipulated
variables (for the system with two inputs and two
outputs each vector has two elements), N is length of the
prediction horizon, Nu is length of the control horizon
and Ð is a weighting factor of control increments.
A predictor in a vector form is given by
yˆ

Gu  y 0

(27)

G

" "
0 "

0
G0

% %
G0
" " "

0º
0 »»
# »
»
0»
G 0 »¼

C A j xˆ k 

j 1

¦ CA

j i 1

'u

A'u d b

(29)

where x̂ k is an estimation of the state vector x k .
The equation (27) can be written after substitution as
F xˆ k  G' u

CA j

F

ª CA
«
2
« CA
« #
«
N
¬«C A

2

G

ª CB
«
« CAB
« CA 2 B
«
#
«
«C A N 1 B
¬
2

RECURSIVE IDENTIFICATION

º
»
»
»
»
¼»

0

2

C A i j B

Gij

"º
»
"»
0
CB
"»
»
#
"»
C A N 3 B "»¼
0

CB
CAB
#
CA N

The control algorithm was applied as a self-tuning
controller (as discussed in section 1). The unknown
parameters of the controlled process were identified on
the basis of the model in the form of difference
equations (19) which are suitable for recursive
identification. Self-tuning control is based on the online
identification of a model of a controlled process. Each
self – tuning controller consists of an on – line
identification part and a control part.
Various discrete linear models are used to describe
dynamic behaviour of controlled systems; see for
example the overview in (Nelles, 2001). The most
widely applied linear dynamic model is the ARX model.
Usually the ARX model is tested first and more
complex model structures are only examined if it does
not perform satisfactorily. However, the ARX model
matches the structure of many real processes. The
parameters can be easily estimated by a linear leastsquares technique. It is suitable also for the proposed
difference equations (19).
The ARX model describing the TITO process is defined
as

2

B

(31)

2

The criterion (26) can be written in a general vector
form

J

yˆ  w

T

yˆ  w  O'uT 'u

(32)

where w is a vector of the reference trajectory. The
criterion can be modified using the expression (30) to

J

(36)

(30)

The free and forced responses are then computed
recursively

Fij

(35)

The inequality (36) expresses the constraints in a
compact form.
The optimization problem is then solved numerically by
quadratic programming in each sampling period. The
first element of the resulting vector is then applied as
the increment of the manipulated variable.
The design of the controller is based on the state – space
model which has significant advantages in predictive
control. However, this model is not suitable for
recursive estimation of its parameters. This requirement
suits an input – output model. A problem is that it is not
possible to simply convert a state – space model to an
input – output model and vice versa. An alternative
possible conversion which enables both controllers
design based on the state – space model and simple
recursive estimation of its parameters is presented in the
previous section.

i 0

yˆ

(34)

owing to

(28)

B 'u k  i

G T G  OI

min 2 g T 'u  'u T H'u

where sub-matrices Gi have dimension 2x2 and contain
values of the step sequence.
Predictions over the horizon N are computed recursively
using (14), resulting in
yˆ k  j

H

In case of the three – tank – system, manipulated
variables have a limited range of action. MPC can
consider constrained input and output signals in the
process of the controller design (Maciejowski, 2002)
This is one of the major advantages of predictive
control. General formulation of predictive control with
constraints is then as follows

Where ŷ is a vector of system predictions along the
horizon of the length N, ¶u is a vector of control
increments over the horizon Nu, y0 is the free response
vector. G is a matrix of the dynamics given as
ª G0
« G
« 1
« #
«
« #
«G N 1
¬

G T Fxˆ k  w

2 g T 'u  'uT H'u

(33)
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y1 k

1 k I k  1  es1 k

y2 k

2 k I k  1  e s 2 k

((37)

where es1(k), es2(k) are nonn-measurable disturbances.
Parameter veectors are speccified as follow
ws:
1T k
2

T

k

>a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 @
>a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a8 , b5 , b6 , b7 , b8 @

((38)

The data vecctor is

I T k 1

>y1 k  1 ,y1 k  2 ,y 2

k 1 ,

y 2 k  2 , u1 k  1 ,u1 k  2 ,u 2 k  1 ,u 2 k  2 @

(339)

The recursivve least squarees method (Bo
obál et all, 20005)
was then useed for the estim
mation of the parameters.
p
Fig
gure 3: Simu
ulation controol of three-taank-system –
con
ntrolled and reeference variaables

SIMULATION EXAMPLE
The model in the form
m of S-functtion which w
was
previously introduced was
w
used as
a a simulaated
controlled syystem. Its paraameters are in Table 1.
Simulation pparameters are
a in Table 2. The tunning
parameters thhat are the prrediction and control horizoons,
the weightingg coefficient  and sample time were tuuned
experimentallly. There is a lack of cleaar theory relatting
to the closed loop behavioor to design paarameters.
In Figures 3 and 4 are shown time responses
r
of the
control wheen the initiaal parameter estimates w
were
chosen withoout any a prioori informatio
on. The refereence
signal was chhosen as a step function. Th
he controlled and
manipulated variables weere stabilized and asymptootic
tracking of thhe reference signal
s
was ach
hieved. In Figgure
5 are shown courses of thhe identified parameters
p
off the
controlled syystem. It is obbvious that steep changes off the
reference siggnal cause changes of th
he parameterss in
particular operating pointss of the nonlin
near system.


Fig
gure 4: Simulaation control oof three-tank-ssystem –
maanipulated variables

Table 2. Simuulation parameeters
Predictioon horizon N
N=5
Control horizon Nu
Nu = 5
Samplle time TS
0,4 min
Weightiing factor Ð
0,1
Minimum flow rate pumpp 1
Q1min=0 m3/min
Maximum fllow rate pumpp 1
Q1maxx =10 m3/min
Minimum flow rate pumpp 2
Q1min=0 m3/min
Maximum fllow rate pumpp 2
Q1maxx =10 m3/min

Fig
gure 5: Coursees of the estim
mated parametters
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orari, M., Lee, J. H. 1999. M
Model predictiv
ve control: past,,
Mo
present and fu
uture. Computerrs and Chemica
al Engineering,,
23, 667-682.
Nelles, O. 2001. Nonlinear Sys
ystem Identifica
ation, Springer-Verlag, Berlin
n.

CONCLUSIIONS
The model predictive self
s
- tuning controller w
was
proposed annd verified by
b simulation
n control of the
nonlinear tim
me varying syystem. The proposed approoach
combines booth state – spaace and input output modelss of
the controlled system. Staate space models do not enaable
simple recurrsive parametters estimatio
on. On the otther
hand predictive controlleers based on
n state – sppace
formulation are better for
fo handling of multivariaable
systems and they also ennable to solve tasks which are
unsolvable w
models. Statee –
when using input/output
i
space model is then used for the contro
ollers design and
the corresponnding input/ouutput model for
f the estimattion
of the unknoown parameterrs of the proccess. The origiinal
state – spacce model baased on firstt principles and
physical rulees was convertted to the diffeerence equatioons.
Reverse connversion of thhe difference equations to the
original statte – space form
f
was no
ot possible. An
alternative sttate – space model
m
was than
n established and
used for the controllers deesign. It is po
ossible to assuume
that this m
model describbes main prroperties of the
controlled prrocess as well as the originaal model.
General prinnciples were ellaborated on a specific systtem
with two inpputs and two outputs
o
that iss often applicaable
in industrial practice. Coontrol algorith
hm based on the
specific moddel was derivedd.
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example, MPC control techniques for trajectory tracking
of mobile robots as can be seen in (Gu, D. and Hu 2006),
(Kuhne et al. 2004) and (Lages et al. 2006). A review of
motion control of Wheeled Mobile Robots (WMRs)
using MPC can be found in (Kanjanawanishkul 2012). A
mobile robot trajectory tracking problem with linear and
nonlinear state-space MPC is presented in (Kuhne et al.
2005). An experimental overview of WMR is published
in (De Luca et al 2001). Dynamic behavior of a
differentially steered robot model, where the reference
point can be chosen independently and gives us more
general formulation, is published in (Dušek et al. 2011).
In our previous work (Sharma et al. 2015), we proposed
predictive control of the mobile robot, where the linear
and angular velocities are optimally controlled by
voltages to the drive motors with constraints on
controlled variables, manipulated variable and states
(current and wheel speed of the motors).

ABSTRACT
The paper deals with trajectory tracking of the
differential drive robot with a mathematical model
governing dynamics and kinematics. Motor dynamics
and chassis dynamics are considered for deriving a linear
state-space dynamic model. Basic nonlinear kinematic
equations are linearized into a successively linearized
state-space model. The dynamic and kinematic models
are augmented to derive a single state-space linear model.
The deviation variables are reference variables which are
variables of an ideal robot following a reference
trajectory which can be pre-calculated. Reference
tracking is achieved by model predictive control of
supply voltage of both the drive motors by considering
constraints on controlled variables and manipulated
variables. Simulation results are provided to demonstrate
the performance of proposed control strategy in the
MATLAB simulation environment.

The most common way (for e.g. Maurovic et al. 2011) of
trajectory tracking of mobile robots is by controlling the
linear and angular velocities by some advanced
controllers and then control the mobile robot’s wheel
speeds by low level controllers like a PID controller. In
this paper, we firstly modelled dynamics of the
differential drive robot considering motor dynamics and
chassis dynamics. The nonlinear kinematics equations
are linearized into a linear time-varying error based
model by successive linearization, where state variables
are deviations from reference variables. Reference
variables are variables of the ideal robot which follows a
time-varying reference trajectory. The dynamic and
kinematic models are augmented into a discrete timevarying state-space model, whose control inputs are
motor control variables and outputs are positions in x and
y direction and orientation. Model predictive control is
used for trajectory tracking simulation in the MATLAB
environment by optimizing a quadratic cost function
using quadratic programming.

INTRODUCTION
Trajectory tracking of mobile robots refers to mobile
robot tracking in a predefined time-varying reference
trajectory, which is one of the fundamental problems in
motion control of mobile robots. In the case of
differential drive robots, trajectory tracking has been well
studied in the past. The most popular way of trajectory
tracking is by considering a linearized dynamic error
tracking model with feed forward inputs or a successively
linearized model.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of the most
popular optimization control strategies in the process
industries. It is designed to handle complex, constrained,
multivariable control problems. It is an online
optimization tool, which will generate optimal control
actions required at every time instance minimizing an
objective function based on predictions (Camacho and
Alba 2004). With the increase in computational power,
the MPC is not only limited to slow dynamics processes,
where dynamical optimization is easily possible, but also
there are new applications for faster systems. For

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

The main advantage of our approach is that (in contrast
to the commonly used WMRs models) we consider
dynamics of motors as well, so the controller outputs are
motor voltages and the robot can be tracked into a
reference trajectory, respecting the physical constraints
like currents. Since, in trajectory tracking problem, the
future set-points are known, MPC is preferred when
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compared with other control methods and also because of
the ability to handle soft and hard constraints.

point of the intersection of the axis joining the wheels and
centre of gravity normal projection – see figure 2. Point
T is the general centre of gravity – usually it is placed at
the centre of the axis joining the wheels.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The differential drive mobile robot is assumed to have
two wheels connected with DC series motors and firmly
supported by a castor wheel (See figure 1 and 2).

FB = FL + FR
MB = MBR - MBL

R
L
UL=U0.uL

ML

iL

RZ

U0

iR

MP

UR=U0.uR

R

FL =
FR =
MBL=
MBR=

L

Figure 1: DC Motor Wiring

Figure 2: Chassis Scheme and Forces

The mathematical model of the robot, consists of three
relatively independent parts. The dynamics of the DC
series motor, chassis dynamics (dependency between
translational and rotational velocities of the chassis
reference point on moments acting to driving wheels),
and kinematics (influence of motor speed to translational
and rotational velocities).

The chassis dynamics can be expressed by balance of the
forces and balance of the moment. Equation (5) is the
result of applying balance of forces and Equation (6)
from balance of moments.

dv
p
pG
M L  G M R  kv v B  m B  0
dt
r
r
dvB
M L  M R  rG kv vB  rG m
0
(5)
dt
p
p
d!B
 lL G M L  lR G M R  k!!B  JT  mlT2
0
r
dt
r
d!B
 lL M L  lR M R  k!!B  rG J B
0
(6)
dt
where, pG is the gear box transmission ratio, k! is the
resistance coefficient against rotational motion. The rest
of the parameters are shown in figure 2.The parameters
rG and JB are described as,

Dynamics of the mobile robot
The following derivation of the model representing
dynamics of the differential drive mobile robot, closely
follow the derivations in (Dušek et al. 2011), with some
minor notation changes. The Dynamics of the series DC
motor can be derived from balancing of voltages
(Kirchhoff’s law) and balancing of moments. From
Kirchhoff’s voltage law, we can derive,
diL
 uLU 0  K!L
dt
di
RiR  Rz iL  iR   L R  uRU 0  K!R
dt

RiL  Rz iL  iR   L



(1)

r
; J B  J T  mlT2
pG
From the theorems of similar triangles, depicted in figure
3, we can recalculate the peripheral velocities of the
wheels vL, vR to the linear velocity vB and angular velocity
!B at point B as,
r
vB  G lR !L  lL !R 
(7)
lL  lR
rG 

By considering the balance of moments we can derive,
d!L
 kr !L  M L  KiL
dt
d!R
J
 kr !R  M R  KiR
dt



(2)

where, K is the back EMF constant, !R and !L are the
right and left motor speeds. uR and uL are the control
voltages of the right and left motors respectively. All the
other parameters are shown in figure 1.

J

MGL /r
MGR/r
FLlL
FRlR

(3)

!B 

rG
 ! L  ! R 
lL  lR

(8)

(4)

where J is the moment of inertia of the robot, kr is the
coefficient of rotational resistance. ML and MR are the
load moments on left and right wheels respectively.
Chassis dynamics is defined with a vector of linear
velocity vB acting on a chassis reference point and with
rotation of this vector of angular velocity !B (constant for
all chassis points). The chassis reference point B is the

lL

lR

Figure 3: Linear and Angular Velocity Recalculation
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These six differential Equations (1)-(6), and two
algebraic Equations (7)-(8) containing eight state
variables represent a mathematical description of the
dynamic behaviour of ideal differentially steered mobile
robots with losses linearly dependent on the revolutions
or speed. Control signals, uL and uR, that control the
supply voltages of the motors are input variables.

Kinematics of the mobile robot

Calculation of steady-state values for constant engine
power voltages are given below. A calculation of steadystate is useful both for the checking of derived equations
and for the experimental determination of the values of
the unknown parameters. Steady-state in matrix
representation is,

The following derivations closely follow (Kuhne et al.
2004), despite some notation changes which have been
used. Let the global coordinates of the robot be (xB, yB),
the orientation of the robot be α, and vB , ωB are the linear
and angular velocities. The kinematic equations of the
differential drive mobile robot is given by (Campion et
al. 1996),

R  Rz
Rz
K
0
0
0

Rz
R  Rz
0
K
0
0

K
0
 kr
0
0
0

K
0
 kr
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
 lL

0
0
0
1
1

0

0

lR

lL

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

lR

0
0
0
0
 rG kv
0
l l
 R L
rG
0

0
0
0
0
0
 k!
0


lR  lL
rG 

iL
UL
iP
UR
!L
0
!R
0

ML
0
MR
0
vB
0
!B 
0 

U0
L
BD 

0
0

;

k l r2
aR  k r  v L G
lL  lR

ml R rG2
lL  lR

;

bR  J 

bL  J 

(9)

x B  f (x B ,u B )

k ω rG2
lL  lR

; cR  kr lR 

d L  Jl L 

J B rG2
lL  lR

; d R  Jl R 

(11)

(12)

where state variables xB=[xB yB α]T and control inputs
uB=[vB ωB] T.

ml L rG2
lL  lR

cL  kr lL 

l L rG
lL  lR
rG
lL  lR 

dxB
 vB cos α
dt
dyB
 vB sin α
dt
dα
 ωB
dt
This can be represented as a simple model,

The Equation (1-8) can be reduced to a state-space model
with four states by introducing the following parameters,
k l r2
aL  kr  v R G
lL  lR

0

0
l R rG
0 0
U0
lL  lR
; CD 
r
L
0 0  G
0
lL  lR
0 

y

k ω rG2
lL  lR

Reference
Robot

J B rG2
lL  lR

Real
Robot

dx D
 A Dx D  BDu
dt
y D  CD x D

(10)
x

Figure 4: Coordinate System of Real Robot and
Reference Robot

where,

A linear model can be derived from the non-linear model,
Equations (11), from an error model with respect to the
reference robot (see figure 4). A reference robot can be
considered as a robot with reference (desired) parameters
of the robot to follow a trajectory which can be
represented as,

iL
iR
u
"
xD 
; u  L ; yD  B
uR 
!B 
!L
!R 

with matrices AD, BD and CD as,
R  Rz
L
R
 z
L
A D  K d  b l 
R
R L
bL d R  bR d L
K d L  bL l L 
bL d R  bR d L


Rz
K

L
L
R  Rz

0
L
K d R  bR l R 
d a b c
 R L R L
bL d R  bR d L
bL d R  bR d L
K d L  bL l R 
d a b c
 L L L L
bL d R  bR d L
bL d R  bR d L

x r  f (xr ,ur )



(13)

0

The reference parameters are [S£ P£ `£ %£ £ ]. The linear
velocity, orientation angle and angular velocity of the
reference robot can be derived from Equation (11) as,

K
L
d a b c
 R R P R
bL d R  bR d L
d a b c
 L R L R
bL d R  bR d L 


vr ( t )  x r ( t )2  y r ( t )2
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(14)

 r ( t )  arctan 2( y r ( t ), x r ( t ))

!r ( t )   r ( t ) 

x r ( t )yr ( t )  y r ( t )xr ( t )
x r ( t )2  y r ( t )2

invariant, the error model will be the same as that of
Equation (10) but has to be discretized. Let the following
be the discrete time state-space dynamic model.

(15)

(16)

x D (k  1)  AD (k )xD (k )  BD (k )uD (k )
y D (k )  CD (k )xD (k )

Applying the Taylor series approximation to Equation
(12), around the reference points (xr, ur), we can derive,
ẋ = f (xr ,ur ) +

The matrices A D , B D and CD are discretized matrices of
the dynamic model (Equation (10)). The state variables
and control inputs are deviation variables from the
reference points, xD_r and uD_r, as,

∂ f(x,u)
(x -x)+
M
∂ x x= xr B r
+

u= ur
∂ f ( x,u)
∂u

Nx= xr (uB - ur )

iL ( k )  iL _ r ( k )
iR ( k )  i R _ r ( k )
u L (k )  u L _ r (k )
u (k ) 
x D (k ) 
u R (k )  u R _ r (k )
!L ( k )  !L _ r ( k ) D
!R ( k )  !R _ r ( k ) 

u= ur

x  f (xr ,ur )  f xr , (xB  xr )  fur (uB  ur ) (17)
Subtracting Equation (17) from Equation (13) gives,

x  f xr , x  fur u

This dynamics model and linearized kinematic timevariant model, Equation (19), can be augmented into a
single state-space time-variant model with 9 states
(currents, wheel speeds, linear and angular velocities and
coordinates), two control variables (motor voltage
control input) and three outputs (position in x and y
direction and orientation measured from x direction).

(18)

x is the error vector of state variables and u is the error
vector of control variables with respect to the reference
robot. The approximation of x in Equation (18), by the
forward differences gives the following discrete-time
linear time-variant (LTV) state-space model:
x K (k  1)  A K (k )x K (k )  BK (k )uK (k )
y K (k )  CK x K (k )

x(k  1)  A(k )x(k  1)  B (k )u (k )
y ( k )  C ( k ) x( k )

(19)

(20)

where,

1 0 - v r (k ) sinα r (k )T
A K (k )  0 1 v r (k ) cos α r (k )T
0 0
1


A(k ) 

cos α r (k )T 0
1 0 0
B K (k )  sin α r (k )T 0 ; CK  0 1 0
T
0 0 1
0
x B ( k )  xr ( k )
vB (k )  vr (k )
xK  y B (k )  yr (k ) ; uK 
!B (k )  !r (k )
(k )   r (k ) 

A D(44)

0(45)

CD(24)

0(25)

0(34)

BK (32)



CK (33) ; x  xD uK xK 

C(k )  0(36)

AK (33)

; B (k ) 





T

BD(42)
0(52) 
; u  uD

MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
At each sampling time, the model predictive controller
generates an optimal control sequence by optimizing a
quadratic cost function. The first control action of this
sequence is applied to the system. The optimization
problem is solved again at the next sampling time using
the updated process measurements and a shifted horizon.
The cost function formulation depends on the control
requirements. The most common cost function is in the
form of,

where T is the sampling period and x K is deviation state
vector which represents the error with respect to the
reference robot, and uK is associated with the control
input. The reference values, %£ , `£ , £ are the reference
linear velocity, orientation angle and angular velocity
respectively which can be calculated from Equations (1416).

ny

N2
J    ri  ŷi (k  j )  wi (k  j )2 
i 1 j 1

Combined model – LTV

nu

(21)

N3

   qi ui (k  j  1)2
i 1 j 1
Where ŷi (k  j ) is an optimum j-step ahead prediction

The kinematic model is linearized into a discrete error
model. The dynamic model also has to be converted to a
discrete error based model for augmenting with a
kinematic model. Since the dynamic model is linear time

of the system i-th output, N2 is the control error horizon,
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N3 is the control horizon and wi (k  j ) is the future setpoint or reference for the i-th controlled variable. The
parameters, ri and qi are the weighting coefficient for
control errors and control increments respectively.
ui (k  j  1) is the control increment of the i-th input.
nu and ny are the number of inputs and number of outputs
(manipulated and controlled variables).

where, R and Q are diagonal matrices with diagonal
elements ri and qi respectively and W is a column vector
of N future set points.

The cost function consists of two parts, mainly costs due
to control error during the control error horizon N2 and
costs to penalize the control signal increments during the
control horizon N3. For simplicity in the following text
we consider, N2=N3= N.

u min & ui  & u max , i % #k , k  N  1$

Constraints
In a long range predictive control, the controller has to
anticipate constraint violation and correct control actions
in an appropriate way. The input constraints are,

The implementation of MPC with constraints involves
the minimization of a quadratic cost function

A general discrete-time state-space model is given as,



x(k  1)  A x(k )  B u(k )
y (k )  C x(k )

(22)

x p k 



ˆy (k  N )


0
OP

0
0

OM N 1P OM N  2 P
OP



Y

G

u(k )
u(k  2)

OM
OM 2



xp

u(k  N  1)


OM N 



U

f

Which can be represented as sum of forced and free
responses,
Y

GU


forced response



vr,ωr
αr
xr,yr

(24)

f


uR_r
uL_r
uR, uL
Optimiser

Precalulation
iL_r , iR_r
ωL_r , ωR_r

free response

Cost
function

Cost function
The cost function in Equation (21) can be represented in
matrix format as,
J =  Y - W  R  Y - W   U QU
T

k

The augmented model is an error based model whose
state variables are deviations from reference variables.
The reference variables can be seen as an ideal robot
following a time-varying reference trajectory. These
reference velocities vr, !r and orientation angle r can be
calculated from Equations (14) to (16) from the reference
inputs (positional coordinates of the robot - xr, yr). The
other reference variables xD_r and uD_r can be precalculated from the model, Equation (10), by closed loop
control with set-points (as previously calculated) vr, !r
and with an initial condition calculated from steady state
Equation (9) . The trajectory tracking of the mobile robot
is achieved by model predictive control with the linear
time-variant model, Equation (20), with a cost function
as in Equation (25) considering the constraints, Equation
(26). At every time instance, the MPC algorithm will
calculate the optimal control inputs (motor voltage
control inputs - uL and uR). The overall control scheme is
shown in figure 5.

(23)

The predicted output representation of state-space model,
in matrix form, is

OP
OMP

gT

Predictive control of mobile robot

x p k 

ˆy (k  1)
ˆy (k  2)

T

Subject to the linear inequalities AU≤b, which is a
Quadratic Programming (QP) problem. The QP problem
can be solved e.g. using the function quadprog in
MATLAB (Honc and Dušek 2013).

P

xk 
y k   C 0
 uk  1
O



T

H

A B
xk 
B
xk  1


uk 
0 I  uk  1
I
uk  

 
 

 
M



J  UT GT RG  Q U  2f  W  RG U  f  W  Rf  W 

 





 


An incremental state-space model can also be used, if the
model input is the control increment ∆u(k) instead of
u(k). ∆u(k)=u(k)-u(k-1)

x p k 1

(26)

y min & y i  & y max , i % #k  1, k  N $

Constraints
Input (uL,uR),
Output (xB, yB, α)

Model Predictive control

Figure 5: Overall Control Scheme

T

(25)
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Robot

xB,yB,α

SIMULATION RESULTS
Chassis parameters and DC motor parameters were
chosen as in (Dušek et al. 2011).These values are chosen
so that they roughly correspond to the real physical
values of the mobile robot. The reference trajectory
chosen was an S-shaped trajectory as follows,

xr  sin2t 
y r  5 sin t  '2





The mobile robot MPC was simulated in the MATLAB
simulation environment with a sample time of 0.1 s and
prediction horizon, N=5. The initial position of the robot
was chosen to be the same as the reference trajectory
points. The weighing matrices are chosen as,

Figure 7: Control Inputs, Linear and Angular Velocity

Q  diag(1,10,10)
R  diag (10,10)
In figure 6, the simulated trajectory is compared with the
desired (reference trajectory). The control inputs and
reference (calculated by Equation 14 and 16) and
simulated linear and angular velocities are shown in
figure 7. Figure 8 depicts the wheel speeds and currents.
Figure 9 shows the reference orientation (calculated by
Equation (15)) and simulated orientation.
Constraints were applied to controlled variables (control
voltages to right and left wheel). The constraints of
control voltage of the motors were set to [0, 1] since the
source voltage is 10 V and no backward motions of motor
was assumed. The trajectory was chosen in such a way
that we can see the response of the robot when a sudden
change of position and orientation to the robot.

Figure 8: Currents and Wheel Speeds

Figure 9: Reference and Simulated Orientation
Since the main objective of the paper was to model and
simulate the response, efforts were not made in the
control quality (e.g. constraints on state variables, tuning
of weighing matrices, steady state error etc.). Control
quality can be significantly improved by proper tuning of
weighing matrices and/or by choosing an optimal horizon
and/or by including a state observer etc.

Figure 6: Trajectory Tracking
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, a linear time-variant model is derived by
considering both the kinematics and dynamics of the
mobile robot, which will allow trajectory tracking of
mobile robot by controlling the control voltage to the
motors. Constraints were considered only for the control
variable.
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variables an important issue (F. Angulo et al. 2007; G.A.
Ifrim et al. 2013; D. Dochain 2008; E. Petre et al. 2013).
To surmount these difficulties, numerous control
strategies were developed such as linearizing feedback
(F. Angulo et al. 2007; G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013; I. NeriaGonzález et al. 2009), adaptive and robust-adaptive
approach (G. Bastin and D. Dochain), predictive an
optimal control (F. Logist 2011; S. Tebbani et al. 2014),
sliding mode (D. SeliÓteanu et al. 2007), and so on.
This paper presents the design of predictive and feedback
linearizing
control
methods
for
a
complex
photoautotrophic growth process that is carried out in a
torus photobioreactor numerical simulation are
performed in order to validate the proposed control
algorithms.

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that water is one of the essential
elements of life being an important resource both for
industrial applications and domestic usage. Lately, many
environmental laws and directives have been enforced in
order to decrease the industrial and urban pollution. This
situation has lead to an increase in the use of wastewater
biological treatment processes using anaerobic digestion.
This fermentation bioprocess is very important since it
produces valuable energy (methane) besides removing
the organic pollution from the liquid influent. It is useful
for concentrated wastes such as agricultural and food
industry wastewater (F. Angulo et al. 2007).
Nevertheless, its main drawback is the production of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and its easy destabilization, giving
rise to the disappearance of the methanogenic bacteria
(G. Bastin and D. Dochain 1990; O. Bernard 2004).
Therefore in the last decade the researchers have been
looking for solutions to improve the efficiency in the
pollution reduction and for CO2 mitigation (O. Bernard
2011; G.A. Ifrim 2012; G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013, S. Tebbani
et al. 2014). A recently used solution consist in the
growth of some microalgae populations that by using
light as source of energy are able to assimilate inorganic
forms of carbon (CO2, HCO3 ) and to convert them into
requisite organic substances for cellular functions,
generating at the same time oxygen O2 (G.A. Ifrim 2012;
G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013, S. Tebbani et al. 2014; S. Tebbani
et al. 2013; S. Tebbani et al. 2015).
The control of such processes remains a key issue for the
improvment of stability and process efficiency. A
difficulty for the design of high-performance control
techniques of such living processes lies in the fact that, in
many cases, the models contain kinetic parameters and/or
yield coefficients that are highly uncertain and time
varying (G. Bastin and D. Dochain 1990; O. Bernard
2004; D. Dochain and P. Vanrolleghem 2001; D.J.
Batstone et. Al 2002; F. Mairet et al. 2011; F. Mairet et
al. 2011a). Another problem in the control of these
processes is finding adequate sensors used for measuring
all the important state variables (G. Bastin and D.
Dochain 1990; O. Bernard 2011). The problem becomes
of great importance in complex systems like wastewater
treatment plants, where critical instability of the process
must be avoided, making the monitoring of the system
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The considered bioprocess is a photoautotrophic growth
of the green alga C. reinhardtii in a photobioreactor
under limiting conditions. Microalgae are able to absorb
CO2 as major substrate and to generate O2 as residue
from the water oxidation reaction induced by the light as
source of energy (G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013; S. Tebbani et al.
2013). A dynamical model employed for describing all
phenomena that is carried out in the photobioreactor,
assuming well mixed conditions, was developed in (G.A.
Ifrim 2012). In this paper a simplified model, described
by the following differential equations, is used:
X t
CTIC t

§ CTIC ,i 
 W TIC  N CO2 t  D t ¨
¨ C
© TIC t

CO2 t

W O2  N O2 t  D t CO2 t

CO2
y out

CO2
y out
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WX  D t X t
·
¸¸
¹

CO2
§  yout
t Gout t  Vl N CO2 t  ·
¨
¸
¨ G CO2 t
¸
© in
¹

t

RTa
PVg

t

O2
RTa §  yout t Gout t  Vl N O2 t  ·
¨
¸
¸
PVg ¨ G O2 t
© in
¹

(1)

where Q p is the photosynthetic quotient.

where X is the biomass concentration, CTIC is total
inorganic carbon concentration, and CO2 is the dissolved

gas and liquid volume of the photobioreactor, P is the
total pressure in the gas phase, Ta is the temperature,

The CO2 and O2 mass transfer rates to the liquid phase
are expressed as follows (S. Tebbani et al. 2013):
§ P
·
CO2
N CO2
K L a CO ¨
yout
 CCO2 ¸ ,
(6)
¸
2 ¨ H
© CO2
¹
§ P O
·
(7)
N O2
K La O ¨
yout2  CO2 ¸ ,
¸
2 ¨ H
© O2
¹
where K L a CO and K L a O are volumetric mass

GinCO2 and GinO2 are the CO2 and O2 feeding flowrates,

transfer coefficients, H CO2 and H O2 are the Henry

CO2
yout

O2
yout

oxygen concentration,
and
are the molar
fractions of CO2 and O2 in the outlet gas, D is the
dilution rate, CTIC ,i is the concentrations of TIC in the
feed, R is the universal gas constant, Vg and Vl are the

2

respectively, and Gout are the total output flowrate.
The global volumetric growth rate W x is expressed using
a Monod model of the light flux into the culture medium
as:
§ Pmax
¨
¨ L
©

Wx

L

I z

³ Ki  I
0

·
dz  P s ¸ X ,
¸
z
¹

constant at 25oC. Also, the CO2 concetrations is given by
(S. Tebbani et al. 2013) :

(2)

(1  D )eG ( L  z )  (1  D )e G ( L  z )
,
(1  D )2 eG L  (1  D ) 2 e G L

Gout

X Ea Ea  2bEs

coefficient,

D

(3)

is

the

linear

where

1
WX ,
Mx

Mx

WX ,

GinN 2
CO2
yout 

O2
yout

.

c1e c2 X  Ps X ,

with Pmax , L, D , q0 , K I and G1

(9)

(10)

Ea Ea  2bEs .

Also, it is considered that the feeding flowrate of the
oxygen is given by:
GinO2

(4)

c3GinCO2

(11)

where c3 is a subunitary constant.
In conclusion, the model of microalgae growth can be
cast in general form:

denotes spatial averaging.
The oxygen production rates is proportional to the
growth rate, and can be expressed as:

W O2

(8)

where c1 and c2 are constants, defined in accordance

M x is the C-mole mass of the cells and

Qp

1

Wx

scattering modulus, Ea is the mass absortion coefficient,
Es is the mass scattering coefficient and b is the
backward scattering fraction.
The microalgae growth is synthesized exclusively from
inorganic carbon, so the TIC consumption rate is given
by:

W TIC

.

the feeding flowrate of CO2 ( GinCO2 ).
In order to obtain a less complex model, the global
volumetric growth rate is approximated by the following
expression:

is the two-flux extinction

Ea / Ea  2bEs

 K1K 2 102 pH

So, the above model (1) is nonlinear and control-affine
model with respect to the state variables (S. Tebbani et
al. 2015).
The control objective of this study is to maintain a
biomass setpoint concentration in the photobioreactor
and to minimize the quantity of CO2 in the output flux,
using as manipulated variables the dilution rate ( D ) and

where q0 represents the hemispherical incident light
flux, G

1  K110

pH

Finally, the output flow rate of gas mixtures is given by:

expressed through a radiative model for a specific
photobioreactor. In case of torus configuration the
expression of I z is given by (G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013):

2q0

CTIC

CCO2

where Pmax is the maximum specific growth rate, Ki is
the half-saturation constant, L is the photobioreactor
total depth and I z is the local value of the irradiance,

I ( z)

2

x

f x g x u

y

h x

(12)

(5)
where u
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In order to obtain the predictions of the future behaviour
of the system, a discrete Euler approximation of the
above linear system, was used,
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PREDICTIVE CONTROL

The model predictive control uses a discrete model of the
system in order to obtain a prediction of its future
behaviour, by applying a set of input sequence to model,
taking into account constraints on state, ouput and input
variables (M. Morari and J.H. Lee 1999). The liniarizing
model is defined around certain equilibrium points, being
obtained by Jacobian linearization and Taylor series
expansion, respectively,

CO2

H CO2

a31

a42

Gout are given by relations (10), (4), (5), (6), (7) and (9).

Ax t  Bu t
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(14)

Cd x k

t kTe

|

x k  1  x k
Te

x k and Cd

C.

, Te is the sampling

) 2 is a column matrix with N c identity matrix I mum ,

Additionally, an integral action has been embedded in the
closed loop behavior of the system, such that:
xa k  1
ya k

j
'U min
and

j
j
m  N c elements of 'umin
and 'umax
.

Aa xa k  Ba 'ua k

(15)

Ca xa k

LINEARIZING CONTROL

In this section, an exact feedback linearizing technique
was used to express the forms of the commands for the
considered closed loop system.
In both control scenarios it is assumed that the model is
completely known, and all the state variables are avaible
for on-line measurements. Then, taking into account that
hypothesis, the following commands vanishing the
dynamics of the considered outputs:

where:
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identity matrix, p is the number of outputs and n is the
number of states.
According with the considered outputs, the control
objective is to mantain the biomass concentration and the
output molar fraction of the CO2 at certain set points.
The optimal commands, represented by the dilution rate

u2 t
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The feedback linearizing command law (17) was choosen
such that the dynamics of the tracking error
e t /e t guarantee the exponential convergence of

N c is the control horizon, N p is the prediction horizon,
Y * is column vector with p  N p elements of set points,

Q is positive definite error weight matrix, H is a

m u N c u m u N c diagonal weighting matrix used as
tuning parameter for closed loop performance, m is the
number of inputs,

the outputs to the chosen setpoints y1* and y2* ,
respectively.
The above control law will be used in order to compare
the behaviour of the closed loop system with that
obtained by using the optimal command developed in the
precedent section.
In accordance with the optimal command, it is
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Moreover, the solution of tracking problem can be solved
by using a corrective term:
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D and the feeding CO2 flowrate GinCO2 are computed at
every step by solving the quadratic minimization problem
and applying the principle of receding horizon strategy:
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such

as

the biomass concentration reaches its setpoint around 12h
and this time increase with descending profile of setpoint.
In case of the second considered output, it was observed
an overshoot for predictive control algorithm.
In Figures 3 and 4 are presented the time evolution of the
control inputs applied to the system (optimal and
linearizing commands).
The time evolution of the dissolved oxygen concentration
is represented in Figure 5.
All the presented tests were carried out considering a
constant incident light q0 .

RESULTS

Suppose a photobioreactor growth process of form (12)
with the following parameters (G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013; S.
Tebbani et al. 2013):
Ea 172 m 2 kg 1 , Es 870 m 2 Kg 1 , b 0.0008  ,
120 P mol m 2 s 1 , Pmax

KI

L

0.013 h 1 ,

q0

27.8 gC  mole , Q p

1.107 ,

0.04 m, P s

Mx
KLa

0.16 h 1 ,

CO2

300 P mol m 2 s 1 ,

KLa

0.72 h 1 , K1 106.35 (  ), K 2
1.47 103 m 3 , pH

Ta

298.15 K , Vl

c3

0.28 (  ), Vg

R

8.3145 J mol 1K 1 , H O2

O2

0.9 h 1 ,

1010.3 (  ),

CONCLUSIONS

7.5,

0.1764 103 m3 , P 1.1013  105 Pa,

The paper presents two control strategies for a
photobioreactor growth process – predictive and
feedback linearizing. Starting from the highly nonlinear
model of the process, it was defined an appropriate
approximation in order to reduce the inhered complexity.
For predictive control strategies we define based on
Jacobian and Taylor expansion technique a linear model
valid around chosen equilibrium points. The control input
are computed by minimization of an quadratic problem
with respect to the dynamic of the process and the
constraint on input. In the second control scenario an
exact feedback linearizing commands are defined, based
on the nonlinear model of the process.
The results from numerical simulation have prove the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithms: the output
variables follows the imposed references.
The slighty better results were obtained in the second
control scenario. However, the main drawback of the
method can be the constant matrix gain / , which is not
suitable for the design of a robust controller (for example
the incident light may varies according with the
environment conditions).
Instead, the proposed predictive controller was proven
their robustenees against the external disturbances of the
model (see F. Stinga and all, 2015)
So, the future work shell concerns to prove the
robustness analyses of the presented control strategies
against the uncertainites of the model (the variation of the
incident light) and, also for practical implementation of
the proposed control schemes.

8.384  104 Pa m 3mol 1 ,

H CO2

2903.8 Pa m 3mol 1 , GinN 2

CTIC ,i

0.02 mol L1 .

10 mL min 1 ,

The approximation (10), was obtained for the above
numerical values, by using the fit Matlab function, so
that: c1 0.1141 ( ) and c2 1.37 ( ) .
For the predictive control algorithm, it was defined a
discrete model, starting from the echilibrium values
corresponding to optimal dilution (G.A. Ifrim et al.
2013):
x1 0.4 g L1 ,
x2 0.017 mol L1 ,
x3

9.545 104 mol L1 ,

x5

0.047  ,

Also,
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Te

Q

ª100  I N umN
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¬
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10  I mN c umN c ,

2
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2
0, 'umax

x4

0.05 h 1 , u2

0.3 h,

0.038  ,

1.97  103 mol h 1 .

Np

Nc

8,

5,

T

0.001  I N p umN p º ,
¼
'u1min

0,

'u1max

0.1 h 1 ,

3  102 mol h 1 .

The gains used in relation (17) are defined as: O1 1.5,

O2

j
j
j
j
'umin
, umax
'umax
, j 1, 2 .
0.01 . Also, umin
All control scenarios were performed with the following
intial conditions (G.A. Ifrim et al. 2013):
x1 0 0.36, x2 0 0.02 , x3 0 0 , x4 0 0.005 ,

x5 0

0.005 .
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DOMINANT SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENT FOR NEUTRAL TIME DELAY
SYSTEMS: A STUDY CASE
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Nad Stránºmi 4511, 76005 Zlín, Czech Republic
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adjustable controller parameters faced with the infinite
spectrum of system poles. There is a natural effort to
develop tuning procedures for the aforementioned class
of systems which are usable and understandable also for
non-experts without an excessive mathematical
formulation. A possible way is to shape the dominant
the feedback spectrum by means of pole placement
controller parameters tuning principles.

KEYWORDS
Characteristic Quasipolynomial, Finite Spectrum
Assignment, MATLAB®/Simulink®, Neutral System,
Time Delay System.
ABSTRACT
This paper is aimed at the presentation of a suboptimal
numerical algorithm that has been designed for the
assignment of a finite dominant part of the infinite
eigenvalue spectrum of a strongly stable neutral time
delay control system. Once a structure of a conventional
finite-dimensional controller for a delayed controlled
plant is suggested, desired loci of a sufficient number of
feedback poles are selected, according to required
dynamical properties. The goal is to bring the dominant
spectrum to prescribed one as close as possible. The
first step of the procedure insists in the use of the QuasiContinuous Shifting Algorithm (QCSA). Then, the
results are enhanced by an optimization procedure for a
suitable objective function. The presented methodology
is demonstrated by a simulation example of control of
an unstable time delay system (TDS) in the
MATLAB®/Simulink® environment. Some possibilities
how to adjust the algorithm are given to the reader as
well.

A one-shot or direct pole assignment for controllable
TDS has been presented e.g. in (Lee and Zak 1982; Zítek
and Vyhlídal 2002). A more advanced idea is based on
successive shifting the dominant poles to the left (stable)
complex half-plane by using the Quasi-Continuous
Shifting Algorithm (QCSA) (Michiels et al. 2002;
Michiels and Vyhlídal 2005), or other methods (Michiels
and Gumussoy 2014; Vyhlídal 2003). However, all these
methods intend to minimize the spectral abscissa only.
The pole-matching problem for retarded TDS operating
in the state-space has been solved in (Michiels et al.
2010) where poles can not leave the prescribed positions
and the unrestrained rest of the spectrum is attempted to
be pushed to the left, which may results in a lengthy trialand-reset placing procedure.
In (Peka¾ and Navrátil 2014), we introduced an
algorithm called the PPSA (Pole-Placement Shifting
based controller tuning Algorithm) for retarded TDS
where both poles and zeros are selected according to
desired closed-loop dynamic properties represented by
the finite-dimensional model. During the shifting
procedure minimizing both spectral abscissas as a
secondary objective function, poles and zeros can leave
their prescribed positions but remain in their vicinities.

INTRODUCTION
Although there have been derived and designed various
unconventional ad-hoc control methods and strategies for
linear time-invariant time delay systems (TDS) in the
scientific literature during the early years of this
millennium, see e.g. (Chiasson and Loiseau 2012;
Richard 2003; Sipahi et al. 2012), the use of conventional
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers still
plays a crucial role in modern control theory despite the
made progress and advances (Àström and Hägglund
2006; Wang et al. 2009; Zítek et al. 2013).

In this paper, ideas and methodology of the PPSA are
applied to dominant low-frequency pole assignment in
input-output neutral TDS model formulation. Neutral
TDS spectral properties are more advanced, tricky and
intricate compared to retarded ones, i.a. the so-called
strongly stable system are to be reached. First, dominant
poles are forced to move towards the prescribed
positions. Then, the objective function reflecting the
distance of prescribed poles from the actual ones and
the abscissa of the rest of the spectrum is minimized by
means of the Nelder-Mead technique (Nelder and Mead
1965). The whole procedure is simply implementable in
standard program languages.

If, however, a finite-dimensional controller is applied to
a TDS plant, an infinite-dimensional control feedback
system is obtained. This feature is characterized by the
fact that the eventual characteristic quasipolynomial
instead of a polynomial (the zeros of which usually
agree with system poles) includes exponential terms.
Simply, a PID law can not cancel delays in the feedback
loop. In such cases, the task of controller tuning yields
the problem of a suitable setting of a finite number of
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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1.

It may be nonsmooth and hence not differentiable,
e.g. in points with more then one real pole or
conjugate pairs with the same maximum real part.
2. It is non-Lipschitz, for instance, at points where the
maximum real part has multiplicity greater than
one.

A detailed simulation example performed in the
MATLAB®/Simulink® environment provides the reader
with the procedure demonstration and performance
verification.
PRELIMINARIES
Neutral TDS Spectral Properties

Neutral TDS Stability

Let basic spectral and exponential stability properties of
retarded and neutral TDS be introduced first. Consider a
single-input single-output (SISO) TDS governed by the
following transfer function

Among many approaches to stability of neutral TDS,
exponential and strong ones are matters of this
contribution.

G (s ) = N (s ) / D(s )

Proposition 1 (Michiels and Vyhlídal 2005). Neutral
system (1) is exponentially stable if α (p ) < −ε , ε > 0 .

(1)

where N (s ) , D(s ) are quasipolynomials of the general
form

X (s ) = s n + in=0 hj=1 xij s i e
i

− s  kL=1 λij , kτ k

Whereas the notion of exponential stability is wellknown, the concept of strong stability is much more
unfamiliar to researchers and engineers. It expresses the
ability of Σ a to persist in the left (stable) half-plane
under small delay perturbations.

in which

0 = (τ 1 ,τ 2 ,...,τ L ) ∈ 5 +L , represent independent delays,

λij ,k ∈ 10
X a (s ) = 1 + 

and
− s  kL=1 λnj , kτ k
hn
j =1 nj

x e

xij ∈ 5 .

be

Let

the

associated

Definition 1 (Hale and Verduyn Lunel 1993; Michiels
and Niculescu 2007; Michiels and Vyhlídal 2005).
Neutral system (1) is said to be strongly stable if

exponential polynomial related to X (s ) . If Da (s ) ∈ 5 ,
system (1) is called as retarded; otherwise, the system is
of a neutral type.

γ = sup{γ (0 + δ0 ) : δ0 < ε } < 0

Assumption 1. Assume that

for any sufficiently small ε > 0 .

Σ ND = {s ND ,k } = ∅, s ND ,k := {s : N (s ) = D(s ) = 0}

Property 3 (Michiels and Vyhlídal 2005). Number of
poles with Re sk > γ + ε 1 for a sufficiently small ε 1 > 0
is always finite and they are isolated.

that is, there are no common roots of N (s ) , D(s ) .
Under Assumption 1, the roots of D(s ) coincide with
system poles. For their spectrum, Σ , it holds the
following properties (Hale and Verduyn Lunel 1993;
Michiels and Niculescu 2007).

Proposition 2 (Vyhlídal 2003). The system is strongly
stable if
h
 j =1 d nj < 1
i

Property 1. For system (1) of neutral type it holds that:
1. If there exists a nonzero pair qij , λij ,k for some

{

}

(2)

When achieving exponential stability it is desirable for
practical reasons to satisfy strong stability as well.

τ k > 0 and some i, j, k, then Σ = ∞ .
There exists a vertical chain of poles, sk , at
γ := sup Re Σ a
such that
lim k →∞ Re sk = γ ,
lim k →∞ Im sk = ∞ where Σ a is the zero set of
X a (s ) .
3. Isolated poles behave continuously and smoothly
with respect to 0 on &.

2.

DOMINANT SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENT
ALGORITHM
Consider the closed-loop control feedback system
governed by the transfer function (1) with the
denominator including the number of r > 0 selectable
parameters

However, rather different features hold for the so-called
spectral abscissa defined as α (p ) := p sup Re Σ , for a
parameters vector p .

K = (K1 , K 2 ,..., K r ) ≠ 0 ∈ 5 r
T

hence, D(s ) = D(s, K ) , and let Assumption 1 hold
hereinafter. The designed algorithm framework solving
the pole placement matching problem for neutral TDS
can be summarized as follows.

Property 2. For the spectral abscissa of neutral system
(1) holds the following (Vanbiervliet et al. 2008):
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of the system dynamics might be determined by this
small low-frequency subset. Moreover, the eventual
value of γ can be adjusted. In other words, from the
dynamical point of view, it is not reasonable to deal
with the rightmost high-frequency poles. Nevertheless,
their position must be checked with respect to
exponential stability.

Algorithm 1.
1. It is given the feedback denominator D(s, K ) as
the input.
2. If Da (s, K ≡ 0) and condition (2) does not hold,
abandon the algorithm; else, select the number of
n < r poles and their loci according to desired
feedback dynamics.
3. Place a subset of poles to prescribed positions by
using a direct pole placement methodology. The
initial setting K 0 is obtained.
4. If the placed spectrum is the rightmost (dominant)
within the selected range of frequencies and (2)
holds, terminate the algorithm (go to step 6); else,
move the dominant roots to the desired loci by
means of a shifting algorithm, and simultaneously,
push the rest of the spectrum to the left as far as
possible. Denote the eventual result as K i , where i
expresses the achieved number of iterations.
5. If the shifting is successful (see step 4), terminate
the algorithm; otherwise, minimize the cost
function Φ(K ) reflecting the distance of dominant
roots from prescribed ones and the spectral abscissa
of the rest of the spectrum, by using an optimization
iterative algorithm. The (sub)optimal solution K opt
6.

Step 5 of Algorithm 1 includes the optimization
procedure that may be performed via several
techniques. The crucial substep consists of the
formulation of the objective function that must consider
up to three factors: The distance of current dominant
poles form the desired ones, the spectral abscissa of the
rest of the spectrum, α r (K ) , and the condition (2).
Thus, three subfunctions φ (K ) , π (K ) , ϕ (K ) are to be
set, respectively, such that
Â(K ) = φ (K ) + π (K ) + ϕ (K )

(3)

Simply, we have

φ (K ) = nk=1 σ k − sk

(4)

where σ k stand for prescribed poles, whereas the
current dominant ones are expressed as s k .

is obtained.
Get K 0 , K i or K opt as the output.

Function π (K ) can be chosen as a penalty function
(Fletcher 1987), for instance

Algorithm Discussion
Going into details of Algorithm 1, step 2 means that if
the feedback system is strongly unstable and the
associated exponential polynomial can not be affected
by selectable parameters, there is no sense to shape the
spectrum anymore. The number of selected desired
poles should be less the number of free parameters to
remain some degrees of freedom to adapt α (K ) .

π (K ) = λ1α r (K ), λ1 > 0

(

)

π (K ) = λ2 max 0,α r − α r (K ) ,

(5a)

l

α r < min(sup Reσ k ,α r (K )), λ2 > 0, l ∈ 1 ≥ 1

(5b)

where α r represents the desired eventual abscissa
margin for the rest of the spectrum, and λ2 must be
sufficiently high.

In step 3, the reader is referred e.g. to (Vyhlídal 2003;
Zítek and Vyhlídal 2002) for details. Once the initial
spectrum is placed, its dominant part is checked. If it
concurs with the desired loci, the placement is sufficient
and there is no reason to made improvements (unless
the user wants to enhance the spectral abscissa).
Contrariwise, rightmost poles may be successively
shifted towards the prescribed positions. Here in step 4,
we have to highlight our observation: Although it has
been stated in (Michiels and Vyhlídal 2005) that for a
neutral TDS there is no reason to deal with poles
Re sk < γ (see Property 1, and Definition 1), we have
observed by simulations that it is desirable to control
also poles left from this vertical line with a sufficiently
small modulus in some cases. The idea can simply be
explained as follows. Consider the vertical strip of poles
introduced in Property 1, item 2, with some unperturbed
γ and Da (s, K ≠ 0) . If a finite number of isolated
poles satisfies Re s < γ but they are right from the
bunch of poles constituting the strip, the essential part

Finally, for ϕ (K ) , a barrier function is better to be
taken instead of penalty one, due to the constrain
(inequality) in (2), e.g.

(

)

ϕ (K ) = − log 1 − ε − hj=1 anj (K ) ,0 < ε << 1
N

see (Michiels and Gumussoy 2014), for which the initial
setting must be made such that 1 − ε > hjN=1 anj (K 0 ) .

SIMULATION EXAMPLE
Let us demonstrate the procedure described above on a
simulation example in the MATLAB®/Simulink®
environment. Controller structure design is omitted.
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*0.1458 ± 3.94j,−0.1 ± 0.2j,−0.4731 ± 22.114j,
Σ0 = )

(− 0.4737 ± 16.0155j,−0.5067 ± 9.709 j,...


Assume a non-minimum phase unstable TDS plant
modeled by the transfer function

(s − 4)e − s
P(s ) =
−0.4 s

K 0 = (1.0317,1.2722,0.71174,0.2978,0.5927 )

T

(6)

s + 1 − 2e

respectively. This setting gives exponentially unstable
yet
strongly
stable
feedback
system
with
α (K 0 ) = 0.1458 and γ = γ = −0.5231 . It indicates that
the spectrum must be enhanced according to step 4 of
Algorithm 1.

Although model (6) is of a retarded type, any attempt to
design a feasible feedback controller results in the TDS
control system of a neutral type. For instance, the use of
the stabilizing general finite-dimension controller
governed by the transfer function
q s 2 + q1s + q0
R(s ) = 22
s + p1s + p0

The evolution of σ 1 − s1 , α (K ) and α r (K ) via the
QCSA for the number of 16000 iterations can be seen in
Figure 1, and that of K is displayed in Figure 2. As can
be seen, the value of q2 is being improved during the
shifting and system has been stabilized. However, the
dominant pair is still quite far from the desired one. A
slump in the plot of σ 1 − s1 is caused by closeness of

(7)

within the well-known habitual simple negative
feedback loop yields the following characteristic
quasipolynomial

(
)(
)
+ ((s − 4)e ) q s
= (1 + q e )s
+ (1 − 2e
+ p + (q − 4q )e )s
) + p + (q − 4q )e )s
+ ( p (1 − 2e
) − 4q e
+ p (1 − 2e

real parts of the dominant pair and a close real pole that
appears right from the pair within some iterations.

D(s, K ) = s + 1 − 2e −0.4 s s 2 + 1i =0 pi s i
−s

−s

2
i =0

i

i

3

2

−0.4 s

−s

1

1

− 0 .4 s

1

−s

0

− 0 .4 s

0

2

2

0

1

−s

0

(8)
the roots of which constitute the system spectrum.
Strong stability condition (2) apparently reads
q2 < 1

(9)

which must hold during the evolution of the selectable
T
parameters
vector
K = ( p1 , p0 , q1 , q0 , q2 ) , r = 5 .
Following step 2 of Algorithm 1, let the prescribed
(desired) poles be represented by a conjugate pair
σ 1, 2 = −0.1 ± 0.2 j , i.e. n = 2 . Note that it can be

Figure 1: The Evolution of σ 1 − s1 , α (K ) , α r (K ) by
Using the QCSA

calculated that the vertical line introduced in Property 1,
item 2, is located in γ = − log − 1 / q2 = log q2 , see e.g.
(Bonnet et al. 2011). Hence, in order to get the vertical
strip of neutral poles left from the desired pair, the
inequality log q2 < −0.1 must hold, the solution of
which reads
q2 < 0.9048

(10)

By placing roots of (9) directly to the desired loci, the
initial feedback spectrum found within the selected
range R = [− 6,15]× [0,40] and parameters setting read

Figure 2: The Evolution of K by Using the QCSA
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The eventual dominant spectrum and the values of K
are the following
*− 0.0988 ± 2.0394 j,−4.5531,−4.6077, 
Σ16000 = )

(− 4.6077,−4.7493, − 4.7533 ± 18.5866 j,...

K 16000 = (0.316, 4.59, − 0.0568, − 0.0984, − 0.0054)

T

These values are taken as initial conditions for the NM
optimization procedure (Nelder and Mead 1965), the
results of which are provided to the reader in Figures 3
and 4 where Δ stands for the simplex edge length. The
objective function has been brought together from (4),
(5a) with λ := λ1 = 0.2 and ϕ (K ) ≡ 0 .

Figure 4: The Evolution of the Simplex Size by Means of
the NM Algorithm for λ = 0.2 and Various Values of Δ
Our simple test has revealed the setting λ = 0.2, Δ = 2
as a suitable one for the optimization here since it gives
the minimal Â(K ) from three possibilities. In Figure 5,
we further try to compare this setting with the setting
pair λ = 0.05, Δ = 10 . Although results for both pairs in
Figure 5 are almost comparable, only the selected
setting yields the dominant pair of poles in the close
vicinity of desired positions (see the solid thin line
approaching the zero).

Figure 3: The Evolution of Â(K ) by Means of the NM
Algorithm for λ = 0.2 and Various Values of Δ

Figure 5: The Evolution of σ 1 − s1 , α (K ) and α r (K ) by Means of the NM Algorithm for Setting Pairs

(λ , Δ ) = {(0.05,10), (0.2,2)}
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Then the optimal low-frequency spectrum and the final
controller parameters’ values read

Σ opt , 250

objective function and optimization methods (and its
parameters), the use of faster software and hardware
tools, or by the development of a better poles loci
computation.


*− 0.1 ± 0.2 j,−3.59 ± 4.2255 j,


= )− 3.5903 ± 18.9356 j,−3.7083 ± 37.6507 j, 
− 3.7579 ± 31.6205 j,−3.9273 ± 25.0812 j,...

(

013.4082, − 6.3073, − 0.3543, − 1.7256, ++
K opt , 250 = ..
/ − 0.0238
,
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T

Apparently, the dominant poles agree with desired ones
and the feedback system can be judged as strongly
exponentially stable (Michiels and Gumussoy 2014)
since α K opt , 250 = 0.1458 and condition (9) holds.
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6DQMD\3UDEKDNDU5RGHULFN0HOQLNDQG/XLV%RQLOOD

7KH06'LVFRYHU\,QWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\5HVHDUFK,QVWLWXWH01(7/DERUDWRU\
:LOIULG/DXULHU8QLYHUVLW\:DWHUORR211/&&DQDGD

%&$0%DVTXH&HQWHUIRU$SSOLHG0DWKHPDWLFV(%LOEDR6SDLQ

*UHJRULR0LOODQ,QVWLWXWH)OXLG'\QDPLFV1DQRVFLHQFHDQG,QGXVWULDO0DWKHPDWLFV
8QLYHUVLGDG&DUORV,,,GH0DGULG/HJDQHV6SDLQ



 6PDOOEDQGJDSRSHQLQJLVDOVRH[SHFWHGGXHWR
.(<:25'6
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQ WKH EDQG VWUXFWXUHV
&RPSOH[V\VWHPVJUDSKHQHFRXSOHGWKHRU\'LUDF
RIJUDSKHQHWKURXJKSVHXGRPRUSKLFYHFWRUSRWHQWLDO
HQHUJ\EDQGVPXOWLVFDOHHIIHFWV


'XH WR D UDQJH RI PXOWLVFDOH HIIHFWV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK
$%675$&7
WKHVHSURSHUWLHV WKH GHYHORSPHQWRIQHZPDWKHPDWLFDO
:H VWXG\ WKH LQIOXHQFH RI ULSSOH ZDYHV RULJLQDWLQJ
PRGHOV
DQG
WKHLU
HIILFLHQW
FRPSXWDWLRQDO
IURPWKHHOHFWURPHFKDQLFDOHIIHFWVRQEDQGVWUXFWXUHV
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQVDUHHVVHQWLDO,QWKLVSDSHUZHSUHVHQW
RI JUDSKHQH QDQRULEERQV *15V  *15V DUH FRPSOH[
D PRGHO WKDW FRXSOHV WKH 1DYLHU HTXDWLRQV DFFRXQWLQJ
V\VWHPV WKDW UHTXLUH QRYHO DSSURDFKHV IRU WKHLU
IRU HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO HIIHFWV WR WKH HOHFWURQLF
DQDO\VLV GXH WR PXOWLVFDOH DQG PXOWLSK\VLFV HIIHFWV
SURSHUWLHV RI ]LJ]DJ JUDSKHQH QDQRULEERQV :H VKRZ
LQYROYHG +HUH ZH GHYHORS D PDWKHPDWLFDO PRGHO DQG
WKDW WKH ULSSOH ZDYHV RULJLQDWLQJ IURP WKH
ZH VKRZ WKDW WKH H[WHUQDOO\ DSSOLHG  PDJQHWLF ILHOGV
HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO HIIHFWV VWURQJO\ LQIOXHQFH WKH EDQG
DORQJ ]GLUHFWLRQ LQ FRPELQDWLRQ ZLWK SVHXGRILHOGV
VWUXFWXUHVRI*15V7KLVUHVSRQVHPHFKDQLVPPLJKWEH
HQKDQFH WKH VSLQ VSOLWWLQJ  RI *15V EDQGV ,Q
XVHG IRU WXQLQJ WKH EDQG JDSV DW WKH 'LUDF SRLQW LQ
SDUWLFXODU  ZH VKRZ WKDW  WKH VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQGXFH
VWUDLQHG *15V WKDW FDQ EH XWLOL]HG WR GHVLJQ WKH
TXDQWXP FRQILQHPHQW HIIHFW WKDW WXUQ WR OHDG WKH
RSWRHOHFWURQLFGHYLFHVIRUWKHDSSOLFDWLRQLQVWUDLQWURQLF
RSHQLQJ RI WKH EDQGJDSV DW 'LUDF SRLQW 6XFK ILQLWH
/HY\HWDO 
EDQGJDSVDUHKLJKO\VHQVLWLYHWRWKHFRQWUROSDUDPHWHUV

SHULRG OHQJWK DSSOLHG VWUHVV  RI WKH ULSSOH ZDYHV WKDW
([SHULPHQWDO VWXGLHV RQ WZR GLPHQVLRQDO LPDJHV RI
KHOS WR GHVLJQ WKH RSWRHOHFWURQLF GHYLFHV  IRU
JUDSKHQHVKHHWWDNHQIURPKLJKUHVROXWLRQWUDQVPLVVLRQ
VWUDLQWURQLFDQGVSLQWURQLFDSSOLFDWLRQV
HOHFWURQ PLFURVFRSH RU VFDQQLQJ WXQQHOLQJ PLFURVFRSH

VKRZ WKDW LQSODQH DQG RXWRISODQH ULSSOHV ZDYHV
YDULHV E\ VHYHUDO GHJUHHV DQG  UHDFK WR WKH QDQRPHWHU
,1752'8&7,21
VFDOH 6DUPD HW DO   7KHVH ULSSOHV LQ JUDSKHQH
*UDSKHQH KDV D SRWHQWLDO LQWHUHVW IRU  IXWXUH
DUHLQGXFHGE\VHYHUDOGLIIHUHQWPHFKDQLVPVWKDWKDYH
RSWRHOHFWURQLFGHYLFHVGXHWRLWVXQLTXHHOHFWURQLFDQG
EHHQZLGHO\LQYHVWLJDWHG 6KHQR\HWDO&DGHODQR
SK\VLFDO SURSHUWLHV 6DUPD HW DO  &DVWUR HW DO
HW DO  &KRL HW DO  .LWW HW DO  &DUSLR
 1RYRVHORY HW DO  $EDQLQ HW DO 
DQG %RQLOOD&DGHODQRDQG&RORPER 6XFK
%DUELHU HW DO   6HYHUDO REVHUYHG TXDQWXP
ULSSOHVDUHSDUWRIWKHLQWULQVLFSURSHUWLHVRIJUDSKHQH
SURSHUWLHVVXFKDVWKHKDOILQWHJHUTXDQWXP+DOOHIIHFW
WKDWDUHH[SHFWHGWRVWURQJO\DIIHFWWKHEDQGVWUXFWXUHV
QRQ]HUR %HUU\ SKDVH DV ZHOO DV WKH  PHDVXUHPHQW RI
GXH WR WKHLU  FRXSOLQJ WKURXJK SVHXGRPRUSKLF YHFWRU
FRQGXFWLYLW\ RI HOHFWURQV LQ WKH HOHFWURQLF GHYLFHV OHDG
SRWHQWLDO %DR HW DO  %DR HW DO  &HUGD DQG
WR QRYHO DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ FDUERQ EDVHG  QDQRHOHFWURQLF
0DKDGHYDQ   5HFHQWO\ LQ 5HI 3UDEKDNDU HW DO
GHYLFHV 6DUPD HW DO  &DVWUR HW DO 
  LQSODQH RVFLOODWLRQV DQG WKHUPRPHFKDQLFV RI
1RYRVHORYHWDO1RYRVHORYDQG-LDQJHWDO
UHOD[HGVKDSH JUDSKHQH GXH WR H[WHUQDOO\ DSSOLHG
1RYRVHORY HW DO  =KDQJ HW DO   2QH DWRP
WHQVLOH HGJH VWUHVV DORQJ ERWK WKH DUPFKDLU DQG]LJ]DJ
WKLFN JUDSKHQH VKHHW KDV WKH VDPH SURSHUWLHV DV D WZR
GLUHFWLRQV LQ JUDSKHQH TXDQWXP GRWV KDYH DOVR EHHQ
GLPHQVLRQDOV\VWHPWKDWGRHVQRWFRQWDLQDQ\EDQGJDS
H[SORUHG +HUH DXWKRUV KDYH VKRZQ  WKDW  WKH OHYHO
DW WZR 'LUDF SRLQWV 1RYRVHORY HW DO   )XUWKHU
FURVVLQJ EHWZHHQ WKH JURXQG DQG ILUVWH[FLWHG VWDWHV LQ
VWUDLQ HQJLQHHULQJ RI JUDSKHQH E\ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH
WKH ORFDOL]HG HGJH VWDWHV FDQ EH DFKLHYHG ZLWK
HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO SURSHUWLHV  YLD WKH  SVHXGRPRUSKLF
DFFHVVLEOH YDOXHV RI WHPSHUDWXUH 7KH OHYHO FURVVLQJ LV
JDXJH ILHOGV DUH FRQVLGHUHG DV D QH[W JHQHUDWLRQ
DEVHQWLQWKHVWDWHVIRUPHGDWWKHFHQWHURIWKHJUDSKHQH
RSWRHOHFWURQLF GHYLFHV 6KHQR\ HW DO  &KRL HW DO
VKHHW GXH WR WKH SUHVHQFH RI WKUHHIROG V\PPHWU\0RUH
%DR HWDO &DGHODQR HWDO %DRHWDO
UHFHQWO\ LQ 5HI 3UDEKDNDU DQG 0HOQLN   WKH
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DXWKRUV RI WKLV ZRUN KDYH LQYHVWLJDWHGWKHLQIOXHQFHRI
LQSODQH ULSSOHZDYHVLQJUDSKHQHQDQRULEERQV,QWKLV
SDSHUZHLQYHVWLJDWHWKHLQIOXHQFHRIERWKLQSODQHDQG
RXWRISODQH ULSSOH ZDYHV LQ ]LJ]DJ JUDSKHQH
QDQRULEERQV LQ SUHVHQFH RI H[WHUQDO PDJQHWLF ILHOGV
DORQJ]GLUHFWLRQ,QSDUWLFXODUZHSUHVHQWDPRGHOWKDW
FRXSOHV WKH 1DYLHU HTXDWLRQV DFFRXQWLQJ IRU
HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO HIIHFWV  WR WKH HOHFWURQLF SURSHUWLHV
RI ]LJ]DJ JUDSKHQH QDQRULEERQV :H VKRZ WKDW WKH
ULSSOH ZDYHV RULJLQDWLQJ IURP WKH HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO
HIIHFWV VWURQJO\LQIOXHQFHWKHEDQGVWUXFWXUHVRI*15V
7KLVUHVSRQVHPHFKDQLVPPLJKWEHXVHGIRUWXQLQJWKH
EDQGJDSVDWWKH'LUDFSRLQWLQVWUDLQHG*15VWKDWFDQ
EH XWLOL]HG WR GHVLJQ WKH RSWRHOHFWURQLF GHYLFHV IRU WKH
DSSOLFDWLRQLQVWUDLQWURQLFV2WKHUQRYHODSSOLFDWLRQVRI
FRPSOH[ V\VWHPV VXFK DV *15V EDVHG RQ FRXSOHG
SK\VLFDOHIIHFWVDUHH[SHFWHG


WKHHODVWLFPRGXOXVWHQVRU DQG HLN RU H OP LVWKHVWUDLQ
WHQVRU ,Q WKH DERYH WKH  VWUDLQ WHQVRU FRPSRQHQWV FDQ
EHZULWWHQDV
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GLVSODFHPHQWV UHVSHFWLYHO\ -XDQ HW DO  &DUSLR
DQG %RQLOOD  %DR HW DO  6KHQR\HWDO
&HUGD DQG 0DKDGHYDQ   +HQFH WKH VWUDLQ WHQVRU
FRPSRQHQWVIRUJUDSKHQHLQWKH'GLVSODFHPHQWYHFWRU
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VTXDUHGYVGLVWDQFH \ LQ]LJ]DJ *15V DWN[ 7KHVH
SORWVDUHREWDLQHGIURP(TV  DQG   E 7KHEDQG
VWUXFWXUHV RI  *15 ZLWK WKH ]LJ]DJ HGJH DUH REWDLQHG
IURP(TV   GRWWHGOLQHV DQG   VROLGOLQHV +HUH
ZH FKRRVH WKH ZLGWK RI WKH *15 DV /   D1 1  
WRUHSURGXFHWKH UHVXOWVRI5HI %UH\DQG)HUWLJ 
%DQG GLDJUDP RI VWUDLQHG ]LJ]DJ *15V DUH VKRZQ LQ
)LJ  LLL  DQG LY  +HUH ZH FOHDUO\ VHH WKH EDQG JDS
RSHQLQJV GXH WR VWUDLQ WHQVRU DQG KLJKO\ DV\PPHWULF
ZDYHIXQFWLRQV RI JUDSKHQH HOHFWURQV RI VXEODWWLFHV $
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ZKHUHWLVWKHWKLFNQHVVRIWKHVLQJOHOD\HUJUDSKHQH
)[ W H T VLQ T[ DQG )\ W H T VLQ T\ +HUH

7KH WRWDO HODVWLF HQHUJ\ GHQVLW\  DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH
VWUDLQ IRU WKH WZR GLPHQVLRQDO JUDSKHQH VKHHW FDQ EH
ZULWWHQ  DV /DQGDX DQG /LIVKLW]  &DUSLR DQG
%RQLOOD  &DGHODQR DQG &RORPER  
8 V &LNOPH LNH OP +HUH &LNOP LVDWHQVRURIUDQNIRXU

T

S  L ZLWK L EHLQJWKHSHULRGOHQJWKRIWKHLQ

SODQHULSSOHZDYHV:HDVVXPHV\PPHWULFRXWRISODQH
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IRU XQVWUDLQHG +DPLOWRQLDQV ZLWKRXW DQ\ VRXUFH RI
H[WHUQDO PDJQHWLF ILHOG ZH FDQ ZULWH WZR FRXSOHG
HTXDWLRQVDV
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DORQJ[DQG\GLUHFWLRQLQWKHSODQHRIWZRGLPHQVLRQDO
JUDSKHQHVKHHW 0HQJHWDO*XLQHDHWDO
%DRHWDO 7KXVZHZULWH(TV  DQG  DV
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IURP OHIW RQ   DQG FDVW WKHVH WZR FRXSOHG (TV  
DQG   LQ WZR GHFRXSOHG HTXDWLRQV IRU VXEODWWLFHV $
DQG%DV

VWUXFWXUHV RI]LJ]DJ*15VDQGVHHWKDWWKHILQLWHZLGWK
RI WKH *15 EUHDNV WKH HQHUJ\ VSHFWUXP LQWRDQ LQILQLWH
VHW RI EDQGV +HUH WKH  VROLG OLQHV VKRZ WKH  FRQILQHG
PRGHV DQG GRWWHG OLQHV  VKRZ WKH HGJH VWDWHV RI WKH
VXUIDFHZDYHVWKDWKDYHYDQLVKLQJHQHUJ\DWRUQHDUWKH
HGJH RI WKH ]LJ]DJ *15V  )LJV  LLL  DQG LY 
FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH ZDYHIXQFWLRQV DQG WKH EDQG GLDJUDP
RI VWUDLQHG ]LJ]DJ *15V +HUH LQ )LJ  LLL  ZH FOHDUO\
VHH WKDW WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI VWUDLQ WHQVRU ZLWK PDJQHWLF
ILHOGVVKLIWWKHORFDOL]DWLRQRIZDYIXQFWLRQVWRWKH]LJ]DJ
HGJH ,Q )LJ  LY  ZH VHH WKDW WKH WKH VWUDLQ WHQVRU
LQGXFHRSHQLQJRIWKHILQLWHEDQGJDSDW'LUDFSRLQW,Q
)LJZHKDYHSORWWHGHQHUJ\HLJHQYDOXHVDVVRFLDWHGWR
VXEODWWLFHV $ DQG % RI HOHFWURQ KROH OLNH VWDWHV YV
PDJQHWLF ILHOG +HUH ZH VHH WKDW WKH VSLQVSOLWWLQJ
HQHUJ\ GLIIHUHQFH HQKDQFHV ZLWK PDJQHWLF ILHOG :HUH
HPSKDVL]HG WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI WKH DQDO\VLV RI FRXSOHG
HIIHFWVLQVXFKFRPSOH[SK\VLFDOV\VWHPVDV*15V

&21&/86,216
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%DVHGRQDQDO\WLFDODQGILQLWHHOHPHQWQXPHULFDOUHVXOWV
ZH KDYH DQDO\]HG WKH EDQG VWUXFWXUHV RI VWUDLQHG DQG
XQVWUDLQHG ]LJ]DJ JUDSKHQH QDQRULEERQV LQ SUHVHQFH RI
H[WHUQDOO\ DSSOLHG PDJQHWLF ILHOG DORQJ ]GLUHFWLRQ2XU
IRFXV KDV EHHQ RQ FRXSOHG HIIHFWV LQ VXFK FRPSOH[
V\VWHPV ,Q SDUWLFXODU ZH KDYH VKRZQ WKDW ILQLWH ZLGWK
RI WKH XQVWUDLQHG *15 EUHDNV WKH HQHUJ\VSHFWUXPLQWR
DQ LQILQLWH VHW RI EDQGV %\ LPSOHPHQWLQJ WKH
FRQWULEXWLRQ RI VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQ WKH 'LUDF +DPLOWRQLDQ
ZH KDYH VKRZQ WKDW LQ WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI VWUDLQWHQVRU
DQG H[WHUQDO PDJQHWLF ILHOG DFW OLNH D VKLIWHG SDUDEROLF
FRQILQHPHQW SRWHQWLDO $V D UHVXOW ZH KDYH VKRZQ WKDW
WKH ORFDOL]DWLRQ RI ZDYHIXQFWLRQV RI HOHFWURQV PRYH
WRZDUGV WKH HGJH RI WKH ]LJ]DJ ERXQGDU\:HKDYHDOVR
FRQILUPHG WKDW WKH VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQGXFH RSHQLQJ RI WKH
ILQLWHEDQGJDSDW'LUDFSRLQW)LQDOO\LQ)LJZHKDYH
VKRZQ WKDW WKH =HHPDQ VSLQ VSOLWWLQJ HQHUJ\ HQKDQFHV
ZLWK PDJQHWLF ILHOGV LQ VWUDLQHG *15V 7KH GHYHORSHG
PRGHODQGDVVRFLDWHGPHWKRGRORJ\FDQEHXVHIXOIRUWKH
DQDO\VLV RI  FRPSOH[ SK\VLFDO V\VWHPV ZKHUH FRXSOHG
SK\VLFDOHIIHFWVDUHHVVHQWLDO

$&.12:/('*(0(176


)LJXUH%DQGVWUXFWXUHVRIVWUDLQHG*15VRIVXEODWWLFHV
$ DQG % YV PDJQHWLF ILHOGV +HUH ZH FKRRVH WKH ZLGWK
RI WKH *15 DV /   D1 1   7KH SDUDPHWHUV DUH

FKRVHQDV W H H9QPK QPDQG% 7

5(68/76$1'',6&866,216

7KH VFKHPDWLF GLDJUDP RI WKH WZRGLPHQVLRQDO
JUDSKHQH VKHHW LQ D FRPSXWDWLRQDO GRPDLQ LV VKRZQ LQ
)LJ  XSSHU SDQHO  )RU VWUDLQHG ]LJ]DJ *15V E\
FRXSOLQJ VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQWR WKH 'LUDF +DPLOWRQLDQ
WKURXJKSVHXGRPRUSKLFYHFWRUSRWHQWLDOZHDVVXPHWKDW
VXFK VWUDLQ WHQVRU LQGXFH D SDUDEROLF FRQILQHPHQW
SRWHQWLDO DQG WKXV ZH DSSO\ WKH 'LULFKOHW ERXQGDU\
FRQGLWLRQV DW WKH WZR ERXQGDULHV WR OHW WKH
ZDYHIXQFWLRQV WR YDQLVK DW WKH ERXQGDU\ DQG VROYH
QXPHULFDOO\ RI WZR GHFRXSOHG (TV   DQG  
QXPHULFDOO\ EDVHG RQ ILQLWH HOHPHQW PHWKRG FRPVRO
  )RU *15V FRQVLGHUHG KHUH W\SLFDO QXPEHUV RI
HOHPHQWV GHSHQG RQ JULG UHILQHPHQWV DQG H[FHHG 
:H VROYH WKH PXOWLSK\VLFV SUREOHP HQVXULQJ WKH
FRQYHUJHQFHRIWKHUHVXOWV,Q)LJ L ZHKDYHSORWWHG
WKH ZDYHIXFQWLRQV VTXDUHG YV [ IRU WKH ORZHVW HQHUJ\
VWDWHV RI]LJ]DJ*15VIRU N [  )RUWKHFDVH N [  WKH
ZDYHIXQFWLRQV FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH QRGHOHVV FRQILQHG
VWDWHV 7KLV LV SHUIHFWO\ GHVFULEHG E\ (TV    
  DQG   ,Q )LJ  LL  ZH KDYH SORWWHG WKH EDQG

7KHDXWKRUVZHUHVXSSRUWHGE\WKH1DWXUDO6FLHQFHVDQG
(QJLQHHULQJ5HVHDUFK&RXQFLO 16(5& RI&DQDGDWKH
&DQDGD5HVHDUFK&KDLU &5& SURJUDPDQGWKH%L]NDLD
7DOHQW*UDQWXQGHUWKH%DVTXH*RYHUQPHQWWKURXJKWKH
%(5& SURJUDPDVZHOODV6SDQLVK0LQLVWU\
RI (FRQRP\ DQG &RPSHWLWLYHQHVV 0,1(&2 %&$0
6HYHUR2FKRDH[FHOOHQFHDFFUHGLWDWLRQ6(9
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)LOWHUHG(GJH6WDWHVDQG4XDQWXP+DOO(IIHFWLQ
*UDSKHQH´3K\V5HY/HWW
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1RYRVHORY.6$.*HLP690RUR]RY'-LDQJ0,
.DWVQHOVRQ,9*ULJRULHYD69'XERQRVDQG$$
)LUVRY³7ZRGLPHQVLRQDOJDVRIPDVVOHVV'LUDF
IHUPLRQVLQJUDSKHQH´1DWXUH
1RYRVHORY.6'-LDQJ)6FKHGLQ7-%RRWK99
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6DUPD 6' 6 $GDP ( + +ZDQJ DQG ( 5RVVL 
³(OHFWURQLFWUDQVSRUWLQWZRGLPHQVLRQDO JUDSKHQH´5HY
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sysstems usually combine the properties off two or moree
of the following
g six basic ennergy domain
ns - electrical,,
meechanical, optiical, biochemiical, magneticc and thermal..
Th
hey are usuallly designed aand integrated
d on a singlee
chiip - possibly
y in a multi--chip hybrid design. Exo-sysstem components have stru
ructures with micron (Ùm))
dim
mensions who
ose technical ffeatures are co
onditioned byy
thee shape of the microstructurre. Micro-systtems combinee
sev
veral micro co
omponents wi
with two or mo
ore functions,,
opttimized in thee internal systtem - in many cases usingg
microelectronic structures andd functions.
EMS technology, precisee
Priior to the advent of ME
meechanical gyro
oscopes and aaccelerometerrs were used..
Further develop
pment/evolutioon of MEMS technologyy
enaabled the pro
oduction of seensors, which
h – while nott
attaaining the peerformance off conventionaal mechanicall
sen
nsors – but, which dramaticcally reduced the
t price, sizee
and
d weight/masss.
Ineertial Measu
urement Unitt (further only
o
IMU/s))
micromechanicaal sensors, hav
ave only recen
ntly begun too
app
pear on the market cheaap, modern and
a
effectivee
alteernatives to ex
xisting inertiaal sensors. Maany of today´ss
- contemporary,
c
, inertial senssors can now
w be found inn
military, automo
obile, industriial, and the ph
harmaceuticall
ind
dustries - for in
nstance.

KEYWORD
DS
CHR6-DM, ggyroscope, acccelerometer, magnetometer
m
r.
ABSTRACT
T
This articlee presents the
t
possibilitties offered by
exploiting C
CHR 6-DM Orientation Sen
nsors in Secuurity
Technologiess. It also adddresses hard
dware resourrces
suitable for tthe inertial navvigation of RC
C models usedd in
Security Tecchnologies. The
T basis of the CHR 6-D
DM
sensor is a ggyroscope thaat is further complementedd by
an accelerom
meter and a magnetometer
m
. In order to use
orientation seensor securityy technology, suitable softw
ware
was developped that can be used for the autonom
mous
implementatiion of autonoomous RC mo
odels suitable for
use in Securiity Technologgy applicationss.
INTRODUC
CTION
Inertial Naviigation System
ms (further on
nly INS) are uused
for navigatioon, i.e. they arre mainly used to measure the
instantaneous geographicc coordinatess of a mobbile
main significaance of inertiaal navigation lies
device. The m
in its autonoomy, i.e. its independencce from exterrnal
sources of innformation. Stuudies on inerttial navigationn go
back to lonng before thhe advent off Micro-ElecctroMechanical System (furthher only MEM
MS) technoloogy.
The first ineertial navigatioon device waas developed and
tested by roocket makerss like Roberrt Goddard and
Werner Von Braun in thee early nineteeen-thirties. Laater,
the inertial technology was further improved by
L
- which created the ffirst
institutions llike Drapers Labs
INS. Inertiaal navigationn enabled fu
urther great air
accomplishm
ments; e.g. thee Apollo rock
ket and the sppace
program.
M
techn
nology, precission
Prior to thee advent of MEMS
a
accelerom
meters had bbeen
mechanical gyroscopes and
used. Their high cost hoowever, limiteed the individdual
applications to a very greaat extent.

IN
NERTIAL UN
NITS
Ineertial navigatio
on represents a navigationaal technique –
wh
here measurem
ment is actuualised/implem
mented usingg
acccelerometers and gyroscoppe. They (are//can be) usedd
forr following or tracking positions and
a
for thee
oriientation of ob
bjects relativee to (their) kn
nown startingg
poiint, orientation
n and rapidityy.

MEMS
m is generallly defined aas a
An MEMS micro-system
miniature, inntelligent sennsing system associating the
scanning off information, signal proccessing and the
execution off special funcctions on thee output. MiccroProceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

Figure 1: An Inertial Naavigation System [1]
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An INS typpically containns three ortho
ogonally locaated
gyroscopes aand three orthhogonal acceleerometers, whhich
measure decllination speedd and linear accceleration.
The processsing of such signals from
m these deviices
means the ppossibility off such devices being usedd to
acquire the loocation and orrientation of objects.
o
Inertial Navvigation is baased upon the applicationn of
Newton´s Laaws on Motionn. The Second
d Newton Law
w is
used to disscover acceleeration – acccording to the
following equ
quation:

a

F
m

h computatioonal units are reduced..
cossts for such
Strrapdown systeems have beccome a dominant type off
INS.
T
SE
ENSOR MOD
DEL
A TYPICAL
Each MEMS sen
nsor can be deescribed by a linear
l
model.

(1)

dy, F is the foorce
where: a is tthe acceleratioon of the bod
influencing tthat body, andd m is the body
y´s mass.
A.

Fig
gure 3: An Ineertial Sensor B
Block Diagram
m [3]
In Figure 3 is xk is the value oof the physicaal quantity, T-11
t inverse matrix of the deeviated axis, K is the scale,,
is the
b is
i bias, vk is the
t measurem
ment interferen
nce, and yk iss
thee output of thee inertial sensoor.

AS
Stable Platform
m System

m is assembled using inerrtial
A Stable Plaatform System
sensors, sitedd upon a platfform that is isolated from any
form of exterrnal rotation.

b

ª¬bx

K

§ kx
¨
¨0
¨0
©

bz º¼

by

0
ky
0

T

0·
¸
0¸
k z ¸¹

(2))

(3))

Sin
nce the errorr of a deviaated axis typ
pically attainss
sev
veral tenths of
o a degree, oone can use the
t followingg
equ
uation:

p
a

T

§ 1
¨
¨ axz
¨ axy
©

 a yz
1
a yx

azy ·
¸
azx ¸
1 ¸¹

(4))

Th
he measured ou
utput can thenn be modelled
d as follows:
yk

K Tap

11

xk  b  vk

(5))

Figure 2: A S
Stable Platform
m [2]
B.

A “S
Strapdown” System
S

In Strapdow
wn systems, inertial senssors are soliidly
mounted to tthe device; thhus, the outpu
ut is measuredd in
bodily geom
metric sets. Thhe integrated output from the
gyroscope uused for trackking movemen
nts is a triadd of
signals from the accelerom
meter (which are) transform
med
into global coordinates. The accelerration signalss in
global coorddinates are theen integrated in the same w
way
as in a stablee platform algoorithm.
Stable platfoorms and Straapdown system
ms are basedd on
the same priinciples. Strappdown system
ms have reduuced
mechanical complicatednness – and are physicaally
smaller. Theese advantagees are achieveed at the costt of
increasing thhe computationnal complicateedness, while the

Fig
gure 4: An Ax
xis Deviation E
Error [3]
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Scale Errors
E

INERTIAL SENSOR QU
UALITY

B.

All types of aaccelerometerrs and gyrosco
opes demonstr
trate
bias, scale eerrors, errors in
i the inclinaation of the sccale
axis, or randdom interfereence. The sizee of these errrors
depends uponn the type of sensor.
s
Every sourcee of systematiic errors has four
f
componeents:
fixed contribbutions, tempperature deviaations, run-to--run
deviations, aand in-run deeviations. Fix
xed contributiions
are permaneently present on a senso
or and the IINS
processor unnit is correctedd with the aid of data measuured
in a laboratoory. As regarrds Run-to-run, the error ssize
changes overr time on the sensor – but remains consttant
for any run. The in-run contribution
c
deviations
d
chaange
slowly in thee course of thhe activity. Th
heoretically, iit is
possible to correct this error
e
through the additionn of
more sensorrs; but, practtically speaking, this is vvery
difficult to atttain.

ation in the input-outputt
A scale error is a deviat
incclination. Acccelerometer ooutput error is dependentt
upo
on the size off the acceleraation force acting upon thee
axiis. For gyrosscopes – thiss is on the size
s
of anglee
vellocity.
C.

Deviateed Axis Errorss

Deeviated axis errrors occur in all types of IN
NS. This errorr
is the consequ
uence of techhnological reestrictions onn
pro
oduction.

Fig
gure 7: Dev
viated Axes of Accelerrometers andd
Gy
yroscopes [6]
D.

No
on-linearity represents the pprecision of reeal calibrationn
currves with the ideal static tr
transmission characteristics
c
s
(i.ee. straight lin
ne). It expressses in perceent the upperr
borrder of the scale´s extent aand provides the
t maximum
m
dev
viation of any
y calibration ppoint whatsoeever from thee
corrresponding point
p
on the iideal characteeristic. Sensorr
linearity error (i.e. Non-linearrity), is defineed as follows:

Figure 5: Typpical Inertial Navigation
N
Errrors: (a) Bias ,
(b) Scale Errrors, (c) Non-llinearity Errorrs,
(d) Asymmettrical Errors, (e)
( Dead-zonee Errors,
(g) Quantificcational Errorss [4]
A.

Non-lin
nearity

Biass

'y max
Fulll scale

(6))

NAVIGAT
TION

HARDWARE
H
E

Le

Bias is a connstant error thaat occurs in all acceleromeeters
and gyroscoppes. In many cases,
c
bias is a dominant errror
in inertial sennsors.

IN
NERTIAL
RE
ESOURCES

Table1. Bias Error Levels for IMU Degrees [5]

A.

STEVA
AL-MKI02V22

Th
he STEVAL-M
MKI02V2 kit is a developm
ment kit from
m
ST
TMicroelectron
nics.

Fig
gure 8: The STEVAL_MK
KI02V2 Development Kitt
[7]]

Figure 6: Scaale Error [6]
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•
•

•

•

•
•

B.

Two possibble ways of
o charging: A
charging connnector or a USB connectorr
STM32F103RE:
High-dennsity
performance line, ARM
M-based 322-bit
USB,
MCU with 256 to 512 kB Flash, U
CAM, 11 timers, 3 ADC and 13
communicatiion interfaces
LPR430AL: 2-axis gyrosccope (roll, pitcch),
300°/s full extent with an analogue outtput
a
filters
and settable additional
LSM303DLH
H[7]: 6-axis geomagnnetic
module: ±2 g/ ± 4 g/ ± 8 g accelerattion
range, configgurable magneetic field ±1,22 do
8,1 Gauss (m
max), I2C Bus-box
LPS001DL: Pressure sen
nsor range: 3300w an I2C Bu
us-box
1100 mbar with
STLM75: Temperature seensor range: -55
to +125°C annd an I2C Buss-box

Functions:
•
•
•
•

•

EK
KF estimationn of yaw, pitch and rolll
ang
gles
Ad
djustable outpput speeds: (2
20 Hz – 3000
Hzz)
Mo
otherboard wiith a 3.3V regu
ulator
+3.3 output, w
with an abiliity of up too
400mA for reccharging otheer peripheralss
(e.g. GPS)
Tw
wo UARTs andd an SPI Bus--box

A SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR THE
E CHR6-DM
M
ENSOR
SE
In order to be ab
ble to track alll of the measu
ured quantitiess
fro
om the sensorrs on-line, a user-program
m was writtenn
usiing the C# lan
nguage. The prrogram comm
municates withh
thee measuremen
nt system accross a UAR
RT or RS2322
interface.
Co
ommunication between thee measuremen
nt system andd
thee user-program
m takes placee across a UA
ART interfacee
witth a transmisssion speed oof 115200, 8 bits, withoutt
parrity, with a single stop bbit. For data transmissionn
purrposes, a dataa packet was ccreated whosee length is 41
bits.

CH Robotics 6DM
M

The CH Robbotics CHR-66DM AHRS contains
c
an IM
MU
complementeed by a tripple-axis magnetometer. D
Data
from all of thhe sensors aree collated by a 64 MHz AR
RM
Cortex M3 pprocessor withh an Expandeed Kalman Fiilter
(EKF). The E
EKF combinees data from th
he acceleromeeter,
gyroscope an
and magnetom
meter with esstimates of yyaw,
pitch, and rooll angles. The output is prresented in Euuler

Fig
gure 10: Datta Transmissiion Packet for
f the User-pro
ogram
Th
he meaning of the individuaal bytes is as fo
ollows:
•
•

•
Degrees via a UART Buus-box with sp
peeds up to 3300
Hz.

•

H Robotics CHR-6DM
C
AHRS
A
Develooper
Figure 9: CH
Kit [8]

•
•

Main componnents:
• STMicroelecctornics LPR5
510AL – pitcch a
roll gyroscoppe: ±100°/C
C, with analoogue
output
• STMicroelecctornics LY5
510LH – yyaw
gyroscope
• Analogue Deevice: ADXL3
335[8] – tri-ax
axial
accelerometeer
•
Honeywell HMC5843 – tri-axial diggital
mpass
magnetic com

•

•

1 to
t 3 – bits: 's',,'n','p' – form the headlinerr
of the message
4 – bit: aXH [m
mg] – is the upper
u
byte off
accceleration on axis X, writtten in pairedd
add
ditions
5 – bit: aXL [m
mg] – is the lower
l
byte off
accceleration on axis X, writtten in pairedd
add
ditions
6 to
t 7 – bits: aYH, aYL [mg] – is thee
accceleration aloong axis Y, allso written inn
paiired additions
8 to 9 – bits: aZH
H, aZL [mg]
10 to 15 – bitss: gXH, gXL
L, gYH, gYL,,
ZH, gZL [°/s] – are the an
ngle speeds inn
gZ
ind
dividual axees, measureed by thee
gyrroscopic sensoor
16 to 21– bits: mXH, mXL, mYH, mYL,,
ZH, mZL [m
mGauss] – aree the outputss
mZ
fro
om the magneetometer in the
t individuall
axees
22 to 27 – bbits: rollH, ro
ollL, pitchH,,
pitchL, yawH, yawL [°/s]] – are thee
rottational angless of the inertiaal unit
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•

28 to 41 – bits: rollRaateH, rollRatteL,
pitchRateH, pitchRateL, yawRateH and
yawRateL – are the anglee speed, acquiired
by merging the gyrosco
opic sensor, the
gnetometer.
accelerometeer and the mag

CO
ONCLUSION
N
Th
he system sugg
gested herein is a suitable instrument
i
forr
thee control of pilotless RC airrcraft, which can
c be used inn
seccurity appliccations. Esppecially, it enables thee
exp
ploitation of such
s
RC mode
dels for monito
oring hard-to-acccess locationss during floodds - or, as thee case may bee
durring extensivee fire outbreakks. It is becom
ming clear thatt
it is
i appropriatee to construct such pilotlesss RC modelss
witth inertial nav
vigation capaccities.
Co
ontemporary technical leevels already
y allow thee
dev
velopment of
o very higgh-quality IRS (Inertiall
Reeference Systtems) with precise meaasurement off
positional angless in flight of ccca ±1à.
he precision an
nd reliability oof an IRS con
nceived in thiss
Th
waay can be subsstantially imprroved – for instance, by thee
usee of a minim
mum of three groups of in
nertial sensorss
(veery cheap, light, smalll, and witth minimum
m
con
nsumption).
In the case wh
here stochasttic processes breakdownss
using measurrement errors are correlated, and afterr
cau
add
ding togetherr the adequaate signals, the resultantt
meeasurement errrors are reduuced to one third. An IRS
S
like this, with
h micromechhanical (MEMS) inertiall
sen
nsors´ precisio
on approachees that of an IRS,
I
artificiall
horrizon and gyrro-magnetic ccompass based
d on classicall
gyrroscopic techn
nology and, inn the coming decade, it cann
be expected thatt this will com
mpletely forcee out classicall
nologies from
m onboard aircraft.
gyrroscopic techn

The followinng figure reepresents an example of the
depiction of the data from
m the gyroscop
pe, acceleromeeter
u
ment.
and magnetoometer in the user-environm

Figure 11: D
Depiction of the
t course off the output ddata
from the gyrooscope and acccelerometer
The CHR6-D
DM sensor waas used for th
he analysis off the
behaviour off the individuual control co
omponents of the
RC model. To be able to track on
n-line all of the
t RC modeel, software w
was
measured quuantities on the
designed using C# languaage which com
mmunicates w
with
ment system across
a
the UAR
RT interface.
the measurem
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SCHOTTKY DIODE REPLACEMENT BY TRANSISTORS: SIMULATION
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MOTIVATION
The expansion of metal oxide field effect transistors has
led to efforts to substitute conventional diodes by
electronic circuit that behave in the same way as the
diodes, but show considerably lower power dissipation
as the voltage drop over the transistor can be eliminated
to very low levels. In Fig. 1 there is a block diagram of a
backup power source for the devices that use Power
over Ethernet technology. This solution, that has been
developed at Tomas Bata University in Zlin, enables
immediate switching from the main supply to the backup
one together with gentle charging of the accumulator,
unlike the conventional on-line uninterruptable power
sources do (Pospisilik and Neumann 2013).

ABSTRACT
The software support for simulation of electrical circuits
has been developed for more than sixty years. Currently,
the standard tools for simulation of analogous circuits
are the simulators based on the open source package
Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis
generally known as SPICE (Biolek 2003). There are
many different applications that provide graphical
interface and extended functionalities on the basis of
SPICE or, at least, using SPICE models of electronic
devices. The author of this paper performed a simulation
of a circuit that acts as an electronic diode in Multisim
and provides a comparison of the simulation results with
the results obtained from measurements on the real
circuit.
INTRODUCTION
For the first time, Simulation Program with Integrated
Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) was released in 1973 as a
general-purpose, open source analog electronic circuit
simulator. It was intended to check the integrity of
circuit designs on the board-level and to predict the
circuit behaviour in time (Vladimirescu 1994). In 2011
the development of SPICE has been named and IEEE
Milestone (Bogdanowicz 2011).
To process the simulation, the devices of the
simulated circuit must be defined in the form of the set
of parameters. These parameters can be set manually, or,
obtained from the manufacturers of the devices. The
simulation itself is based on numerical methods and its
complexity exceeds the framework of this paper.
The author has chosen the application Multisim,
released by National Instruments, that employs SPICE
models and algorithms, but provides graphical interface
and a wide variety of device libraries. The aim was to
provide a comparison of results obtained by means of
simulation with the results measured on the real circuit.

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

Figure 1: Simplified Block Diagram of the Backup
Power Source for Power over Ethernet Devices
When the power supply network fails, the Charge pump
is activated. This results in opening of the Q1 transistor.
Now the output is fed by the accumulator and the
Negative voltage source is decommissioned, being
blocked by the Schottky diode D1.Once the supply
network starts to be active again, the Charge pump is
switched off and the transistor Q1 is closed as its gate
charge is distracted by the R1 resistor. The Negative
voltage source is fed from the rectifier B1, delivering
controlled charging voltage drop at the currents around
6 A is expected to be as high as 1 to 1.2 V, resulting in
the power dissipation of up to 7.2 W. Therefore there
was a need to find a simple and stable solution that
would be implementable on a small area of the printed
circuit board, ideally by means of surface mounted
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the gate-to-source voltage of the transistor T1 at the
appropriate level at various input voltages.

devices, not needing any other heatsink than the copper
on the board. As the solution, a functional sample of a
circuit employing a transistor instead of the diode has
been created and its behaviour was simulated and tested.
The principle of replacement of the Schottky diode
with the metal oxide field effect transistor (MOSFET) is
depicted in Fig. 2. If the P-channel MOSFET is used,
the current flows in the direction from the drain (D) to
the source (S) of the transistor. At the voltages lower
than the threshold voltage between the gate (G) and the
source of the transistor (S) the current flows through the
internal protective diode. When the voltage is increased
and the voltage difference between the source and the
gate of the transistor is higher than its threshold voltage,
the transistor is turned to the ON state and its
conductivity is increased significantly. Once the polarity
of the power source is alternated, the transistor does not
lead any current at all. However, the maximum voltage
difference between the gate and the source of the
transistor is limited and therefore in practical solutions
the circuit cannot be as simple as depicted in Fig. 2.
Thanks to the fact that there is the Negative voltage
source equipped with a current limiter connected in
series with the accumulator, the voltage and current
stresses to the accumulator are considerably limited. The
bottleneck of this solution is the Schottky diode D1. Its
expected

Figure 3: The Circuit Replacing the Schottky Diode D1
in Fig. 1
The description of the devices used in the circuit is
provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Elements of the circuit depicted in Fig. 3
Element
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
D1
D2
T1
T2
Q1

Figure 2: Replacement of a Diode by P-channel
MOSFET

Description
100 kΩ, metal oxide resistor
1 kΩ, metal oxide resistor
47 kΩ, metal oxide resistor
330 kΩ, metal oxide resistor
10 kΩ, metal oxide resistor
Zener diode 12 V, BZX55C12
Diode, 1N4001
NPN transistor, BC547
PNP transistor, BC557
MOSFET, IRF9Z34N

SIMULATION
The simulation was performed in Multisim 12 according
to the model depicted in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the
values of resistors have been set according to Table 1
and their tolerances have been set to 1 %. The
semiconductors D1, D2, Q2 and Q3 have been chosen
from the software’s library. The model of the transistor
Q1 was implemented according to the information
provided by its producer. This model is shown in
Table 2.
For the purposes of simulation, the circuit was
loaded with an adjustable current source I1 whereas the
source of energy for the circuit was simulated as a presettable piecewise linear voltage source V1.
Different kinds of simulation of the circuit has been
performed as described in the subchapters below.

CIRCUIT DESIGN
The diagram of the circuit that can replace the Schottky
diode D1 depicted in Fig. 1 can be found in Fig. 3. The
principle of the operation of the circuit is as follows:
When there is a power source connected to the pads P1
and P2 and the voltage on P2 is higher than the voltage
on P1, the current starts to flow through the internal
diode of the transistor Q1 to the load that is connected
between pads P3 and P4. The voltage drop at this diode
and at the diode D2 is high enough to open the transistor
T2 that drives the transistor T1. As the transistor T1
starts to conduct the current, a voltage drop is created on
the resistor R1, resulting in generation of the sufficient
gate-to-source voltage on the transistor Q1. At this
moment, the transistor Q1 is opened, exhibiting a good
conductivity. Now the voltage drop over the transistor is
very low which leads to pinching of transistor T2 and
the transistor T1 respectively. This effect helps to keep
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Table 2: Spice model of the transistor Q1 (Vishay 2010)
*Mar 30, 2010 *Doc. ID: 90320, Rev. A
*File Name: part irf9z34n_sihf9z34n_PS.txt and part
irf9z34n_sihf9z34n_PS.spi
*This document is intended as a SPICE modeling guideline and does
*not constitute a commercial product datasheet. Designers should
*refer to the appropriate data sheet of the same number for
* guaranteed specification limits.
.SUBCKT irf9z34n 1 2 3
**************************************
* Model Generated by MODPEX *
*Copyright(c) Symmetry Design Systems*
* All Rights Reserved *
* UNPUBLISHED LICENSED SOFTWARE *
* Contains Proprietary Information *
* Which is The Property of *
* SYMMETRY OR ITS LICENSORS *
*Commercial Use or Resale Restricted *
* by Symmetry License Agreement *
**************************************
* Model generated on Apr 12, 99
* MODEL FORMAT: SPICE3
* Symmetry POWER MOS Model (Version 1.0)
* External Node Designations
* Node 1 -> Drain
* Node 2 -> Gate
* Node 3 -> Source
M1 9 7 8 8 MM L=100u W=100u
* Default values used in MM:
* The voltage-dependent capacitances are
* not included. Other default values are:
* RS=0 RD=0 LD=0 CBD=0 CBS=0 CGBO=0
.MODEL MM PMOS LEVEL=1 IS=1e-32
+VTO=-3.18176 LAMBDA=0 KP=2.52466
+CGSO=4.9266e-06 CGDO=1e-11
RS 8 3 0.0001
D1 1 3 MD
.MODEL MD D IS=2.51148e-12 RS=0.0124373 N=1.05244 BV=55
+IBV=0.00025 EG=1 XTI=2.91741 TT=0.0001
+CJO=4.87958e-10 VJ=5 M=0.731488 FC=0.5
RDS 3 1 1e+06
RD 9 1 0.028942
RG 2 7 6
D2 5 4 MD1
* Default values used in MD1:
* RS=0 EG=1.11 XTI=3.0 TT=0
* BV=infinite IBV=1mA
.MODEL MD1 D IS=1e-32 N=50
+CJO=8.50824e-10 VJ=0.5 M=0.456256 FC=1e-08
D3 5 0 MD2
* Default values used in MD2:
* EG=1.11 XTI=3.0 TT=0 CJO=0
* BV=infinite IBV=1mA
.MODEL MD2 D IS=1e-10 N=0.4 RS=3e-06
RL 5 10 1
FI2 7 9 VFI2 -1
VFI2 4 0 0
EV16 10 0 9 7 1
CAP 11 10 8.50824e-10
FI1 7 9 VFI1 -1
VFI1 11 6 0
RCAP 6 10 1
D4 6 0 MD3
* Default values used in MD3:
* EG=1.11 XTI=3.0 TT=0 CJO=0
* RS=0 BV=infinite IBV=1mA
.MODEL MD3 D IS=1e-10 N=0.4
.ENDS irf9z34n

Figure 4: Simulation Schematics of the Circuit Created
in Multisim 12
Voltage Drop at Different Loads
In the next step, the voltage drop between the input and
the output of the circuit has been simulated for different
output loads and different input voltage. For this
purpose, the PWL source (V1) was set to increase its
voltage from 0 to 30 V in the period from 0 to 1 s and
transient analysis of the circuit was performed
repeatedly for different settings of the current source I1.

Figure 6: Voltage Drop over the Circuit Versus the Load
Current

Figure 7: Calculated Power Dissipation on the
Transistor Q1
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The Parameter sweep simulation has been used to
perform this in one step. In the graph that is depicted in
Fig. 6 there are the output results for the load currents
0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 A. The output results consist in the
difference between the input and the output voltage of
the circuit (e.g. the voltage drop).
The power dissipation on the transistor Q1 can also
be obtained directly by the simulation as depicted in
Fig. 7.

RESULTS OBTAINED BY MEASUREMENT
In order to prove the results obtained by simulation, a
functional sample of the circuit has been constructed and
its behavior has been tested by means of the following
laboratory equipment:
5 Programmable power source Picotest P9611A,
5 Electronic load Array 3721,
5 Digital oscilloscope Hameg HMO722,
5 RMS Multimeter UNI-T UT803,
5 Multimeter Voltcraft VC820.
The configuration of the experiment was made
according to the scheme depicted in Fig. 10.

Rectification at 50 Hz
The behavior of the circuit used as a rectifier operating
at standard 50 Hz frequency has always been simulated.
The modification of the simulation schematics was done
as depicted in Fig. 8. The power source was replaced by
a standard AC power source with the output voltage of
20 VRMS and the frequency of 50 Hz. The circuit was
loaded by a combination of a 4 Ω resistor and 47 mF
capacitor in parallel. The internal impedance of the AC
power source was set to 30 mΩ.

Figure 10: Experiment Setup
Considering the capabilities of the equipment, only DC
characteristics of the electronic diode circuit have been
measured.
From the measurements that have been obtained,
measurement of the voltage drop over the circuit at
different loads was the most interesting one. The voltage
of the power source has been increased from 0 to 25 V
with the step of 1 V and the electronic load was
sequentially set to a constant current of 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and
6 A. The voltage drop over the circuit was measured by
the voltmeter VC820 and the stability of the DC voltage
at the input as well as at the output of the circuit was
monitored by the oscilloscope HMO720. The output
current was monitored by the multimeter UT803.
The results of the measurement can be found in Fig.
11.

Figure 8: Simulation Schema for the Circuit Used as a
Rectifier
This situation simulates the operation of a one-way
rectifier connected to a transformer with a low output
impedance. The waveforms simulated in the nodes 1 and
2 can be found in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Waveforms at the Input and the Output of the
Circuit When It Is Used as a 50 Hz Rectifier
Figure 11: Measured Voltage Drop Over the Circuit at
Different Current Loads
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The findings resulting from the experimental
measurement can be compared to the results of
simulation of the same operating conditions of the
circuit that are depicted in Fig. 6. For low currents the
measured results correspond to the results obtained by
the simulation. However, at higher currents the results
obtained by the simulation were not correct. It is
expected, that the increased voltage drop, obtained by
the real experiment, has been partially caused by the
resistance of the connecting wires as well as by the
resistance of the PCB traces. At the current of 6 A and
the input voltage of 22.5 V, considering the voltage drop
over the current, the difference between the simulation
and the measurement was as high as 0.3 V, which
corresponds to the traces’ resistance of about 50 mΩ.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the construction of the circuit that replaces
a conventional Schottky diode is described together with
the results of simulations that were made in order to
verify the circuit’s design before it was constructed as
well as with the results obtained by measurement on the
functional sample of this circuit. It was proven that the
circuit operates correctly and the achieved results were
close to the simulated behavior of the circuit with the
exception of high current loads. When the circuit was
loaded with high currents, the voltage drop over it was
considerably higher than simulated.
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To minimize the bullwhip effect, cooperation between
all members in a supply chain is necessary. Basically,
informations about i.e. orders of customers have to be
provided to all subsuppliers in the supply chain.
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A very simple model of a supply chain without any
cooperation between the particular members has been
published on the ECMS2013 (Barbey 2013). The target
of this simulation was to develop strategies for a closedloop control of each stage of a supply chain. These
controlling strategies have been applied to a seasonal
trend in this simple simulation model. (Barbey 2014).
Now this model will be used with a controlling strategy,
which includes a kind of cooperation between the
members of the supply chain. The model is designed in
the following manner:
The model consists of four identical stages according
fig. 1. The behavior of each stage is the same. The time
to place an order is 1 time unit (TU). The time for
delivery is 3 time units. Therefore lead time to fill up
the stock for one stage is the sum of both, 4 time units.
If a customer places an order the lead time for the entire
supply chain is 16 time units to deliver the material
from the very beginning to the end of the supply chain.
To be able to fulfill a customers order within the
minimum lead time of 4 TU each stage needs a stock.

ABSTRACT
Supply chains in industry have a very complex
structure. The influence of many parameters is not
known. Therefore the control of the orders, material
flow and stock is rather difficult. In order to recognize
the basic relationships between the parameters, a very
simple model was set up. It consists of 4 identical
stages. In all stages the stock is closed-loop controlled
to a nominal stock. Therefore the only decision which
can be done in the entire supply chain is the quantity of
an order. In a first simulation run a suitable order
strategy will be defined. Good results can be realized, if
an order is splitted up in two: A customers order and a
stock order. In a second run this strategy will be applied
to a seasonal trend of the customers requirements. It will
be shown that the bullwhip effect can be minimized
with the applied order strategy.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic behavior of the material flow in a supply chain
is influenced by the order policy of each particular
company of a supply chain. A not defined interaction of
all companies creates the bullwhip effect, which has
been described first by (Forrester 1958). It is the
increasing of a small variation in the requirements of a
customer to an enormous oscillation with the
manufacturer at the beginning of a supply chain. In
many articles, this phenomenon is only described in
general terms without a mathematical definition (i.e.
Erlach 2010 and Dickmann 2007). It is questionable if
the bullwhip effect can be avoided at all (Bretzke 2008).
A mathematical justification for this thesis is not given
in that paper. The main influences of the bullwhip effect
are as follows (Gudehus 2005):
x Independent orders of the particular companies
in a supply chain
x Synchronic orders (i.e. subsidiaries of one
company)
x Wrong order policy in an emergency case
x Speculative order policy or sale actions

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

Figure 1: Model of a Supply chain
(TU= time unit)
The only decision, which can be done in this simulation,
is to decide about the quantity of the order. This order
has two tasks: It fulfills the predecessors order in the
supply chain and compensates a difference in the own
inventory. The applied controlling strategies for this
decision will be described in chap. 2. This decision has
been taken each time unit. It is obvious that these
parameters do not simulate a real supply chain.
Normally the lead time is much shorter than the time for
the next order. However, this simulation demonstrates
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with this short order period the bullwhip effect in a
more impressive manner.
To demonstrate the bullwhip effect clearly, all other
influences like delay in delivery or empty stock have
been eliminated.

the supply chain (stage 4) is able to compensate the
stock difference within the scheduled time, here 16 time
units (fig.3 and fig. 4). For all other stages it requires
more than double the time.
110
100

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF A SUPPLY CHAIN
90

order

Before the dynamic behavior of a supply chain will be
examined, a suitable closed-loop controller for a
particular stage in the supply chain has to be found.
Assuming the unrealistic precondition of a zero lead
time the best strategy is: “input is output”. Under this
precondition there is no need for a stock at all. Now this
strategy is applied to the simulation model as described
above.
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Figure 3: One-orders-strategy with compensation
within 16 time units
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Figure 2: Stock with input=output strategy
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If the customer increase his order, here from 50 to 70
items, the stock of stage 4 decrease in a linear manner
(fig. 2). The other stages follow after the order time of 1
unit. After the lead time the stock is constant, because
now the output of the stock is equivalent to the input.
However there is a difference to the nominal stock.
Does the customer reduce his order to the original value,
the behavior is vice versa.
An improved strategy is a one-order-strategy. That
means a stage orders material at his supplier, which
covers the requirements of his customer and
compensates the deviation in his own stock. Assuming
the increase or decrease in the order is permanent, the
aim of each particular stage is to equalize this
difference, which occurred with the strategy “input is
output”, to the nominal stock. Therefore the orders have
to be increased for a certain time above the customer
order (fig. 3). In this example the time for compensation
is 16 time units in one particular stage. If the
compensation time is constant for all stages, the stages
upstream have to increase their orders more and more.
The reason is that they have to compensate their own
stock difference and additional the stock differences in
the stages downstream. Only the stage at the very end of
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stage 1

Figure 4: Stock with one-order-strategy: constant
order within 16 time units
This is quite obvious: The last stage has only to fulfill
the customers requirement. All other stages have to
fulfill the customers requirement and have to
compensate the stock difference of all stages
downstream. Only when the first stage in the supply
chain has balanced the stock difference, the order is
reduced to the value of the customer. This is the reason
why the bullwhip effect also occurs in the stock (fig.4).
The second strategy seems to be relative similar, but it
is quite different. The best strategy to fulfill a customers
order is:
Order in = order out
This strategy leads to a deviation of the stock from the
nominal stock in each stage of the supply chain as
explained above. To fill up the stock to the nominal
stock has nothing to do with a customers order, it is only
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related to the behavior of a particular stage of the supply
chain. Therefore a second order, the stock order, should
be done. The only decision is now how long the
compensation of the stock will take.

too. However each stage can compensate the stock
difference in the same time.
Comparing both strategies for the 2nd one there are three
advantages:
x All stages can compensate their stock
differences in the same time
x The total order (customer order + stock order)
is lower
x The bullwhip effect in the stock difference is
slightly lower
This strategy is perfect, if customers order changes only
one time. If there is a linear trend in the orders of the
customer (fig. 7), a permanent deviation in the stock
occurs (fig. 8).
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Figure 5: Order strategy of the closed-loop
controller: Customers order and stock order with a
compensation within 16 time units
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Fig. 5 shows the in=out strategy for the customers order
and the stock order with a compensation time of 16 to
eliminate the stock deviation. The customers order is the
same for all stages only with a time difference of one
time unit. The stock order increases from stage to stage.
This is obvious because a stage has to compensate his
own stock difference and all
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Figure 7: Customer order and stock order for a
linear trend with a compensation time of 8 TU
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differences of the stages downstream. Therefore the
bullwhip effect is only created by the stock orders.
Each stage upstream has a higher stock difference (fig.
6). The bullwhip effect occurs in the stock difference
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Figure 8: Permanent stock deviation caused by a
linear trend in the orders, compensation time 8
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When the linear trend starts the stock orders have a
linear increase. After the compensation time they come
in a steady state (fig. 7) and the stock deviation is in a
steady state too (fig. 8). It can be shown that this
permanent deviation depends from the increase of the
trend, the duration of compensation time for the stock
order and the position of a particular stage in a supply
chain. In the next step the deviation has been calculated
with these parameters and was included in the stock
order (fig. 9). After starting the trend there is an increase
of the stock orders over a time length of the
compensation time. After that time the stock orders are
constant with the same values as in fig. 7.

compensation. For the last stage the deviation is worse
(fig. 10). But all stages can reduce the deviation to zero.
A further examination of the linear trend will be not
done in this paper. Seasonal trends seem to be more
important.

SEASONAL TREND
A seasonal trend with oscillating orders also leads to
major changes in inventories. Therefore the aim must be
to minimize the oscillation of the stock by an
appropriate closed-loop control. If the oscillation of the
stock is minimized, then the average stock is at a
minimum too.
A seasonal trend is simulated by a sine function very
well. In this simulation the amplitude of the sine is +/40% of the average, which is 500 in this simulation. The
period of this sine is 300 time units. The following
simulations examine the fluctuation of the stock for the
individual stages in the supply chain and the variations
in the orders. Three different control strategies are
applied:
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Order in = order out
One-order-strategy (fig. 11 and fig. 12)
Customer order and stock order including
compensation of a trend. (fig. 13 and fig. 14)
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The first strategy is not a real controlling strategy. It is
only applied to get a basis to compare the other
strategies. The variation in the orders according to the
sine from minimum to maximum is 400. In all stocks
the variation of the stock items from minimum to
maximum is 1600 (fig.11).
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Figure 9: Compensation of the linear trend with a
stock order, compensation time 8
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Figure 11: Stock difference with strategy 2

stage 1

Figure 10: Stock deviation with the compensation of
the linear trend, compensation time 8

Important for the other strategies of the closed-loop
control is the duration of the compensation time.
Therefore in the next simulation runs varies the
compensation time from 2 to 120.

For the first three stages the deviation from the nominal
stock is better than without the calculation of this
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For strategy 2 exists for very short compensation times
a bullwhip effect in the stock. Then the stock difference
diminishes to a minimum and increases again with
elongation of the compensation time (fig.11). At a
compensation time of 80 for stage 1 and 100 for stage
for the stock difference becomes worse than with the
in=out strategy. Now the closed-loop controller is to
slow to compensate the variation in the stocks.
For the order differences occurs an extreme bullwhip
effect especially for stage 1 (fig.12). After a minimum
the order differences increases slowly again with an
increasing compensation time. It is obvious that in=out
strategy has better results all the time. The reason is that
with this strategy no additional stock order for
compensation has to be created.

Much better results can be realized with strategy 3
(fig.13). Just as with strategy 2 a bullwhip effect exists a
short compensation times too. After a minimum the
stock differences increase with an increasing
compensation time. However, even with large
compensation times the results are much better than
with the in=out strategy. The order differences are very
similar to strategy 2 (fig.14). Only some rounding
effects caused by the simulation occur in the diagram.
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Figure 14: Order difference with strategy 3
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

stage 2

This study is a theoretical view of the dynamics in a
supply chain. For this examination a quite simple model
has been used. The advantage of a model like that is to
see the main influences of the dynamic behavior of the
supply chain.
The target of all stages is to keep the stock at a
minimum with a seasonal trend of the customers orders.
This has been realized by a closed-loop control. In this
closed-loop control the only decision which could be
done was the quantity of the orders. Due to lead times
caused by orders and delivery, it is difficult or better
more or less impossible to get a constant stock by
applying a closed-loop control. The seasonal trend has a
strong influence on the stock. Two effects can minimize
the stock. First it should be applied a short
compensation time. Is that time to short, a bullwhip
effect can occur. Second a split of the order should be
done: Customers order and stock order. The customers
is handled like the in=out strategy and only the stock
order is close-loop controlled. This split of the order is a
kind of cooperation between the members of a supply
chain: A supplier of a stage in the supply chain gets
information in terms of the order about the customer of
that stage.

Figure 12: Order difference with strategy 2
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OPTIMIZATION OF A HEAT RADIATION INTENSITY AND
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variously complicated surfaces and with weights
approximately up to 300 kg are used in the production
of artificial leathers (see Figure 2). The shell mould
thickness is constant. For various moulds this constant
thickness is from 6 to 8 mm. Moulds are usually made of
aluminium or nickel alloys.

KEYWORDS
Intensity of heat radiation, optimization of temperature
field, differential evolution algorithm, parallel
programming, software implementation.
ABSTRACT
This article is focused on the infrared heating of shell
metal moulds and optimization of temperature field on
the surface of the mould. The upper part of the mould is
heated by infrared heaters, and after the required
temperature is attained the inner part of the mould is
sprinkled with special PVC powder. The moulds are
made of aluminium or nickel alloys. The described
mathematical model allows us to optimize locations of
heaters above the mould and thus we get an
approximately uniform temperature field on the whole
inner mould surface. In this way the whole surface of
produced artificial leather has the same material
structure and colour shade. A differential evolution
algorithm is used to optimize the locations of heaters.
A practical example of the optimization of the heaters
locations and the calculation of the temperature field on
the inner part of mould surface is included at the end of
the article. The described process is one of the
economical ways of artificial leathers production in the
car industry.

Figure 1: Ushio infra heater with 1000 W power

Figure 2: Aluminium mould of a passenger car
dashboard
An important requirement for manufacturing artificial
leathers is approximately uniform temperature of the
whole inner mould surface in the given time during
heating of the mould. In this way we obtain the required
uniform material structure and colour shade of the
artificial leather surface.
The above mentioned requirement of the uniform
temperature can be fulfilled by finding suitable locations
of heaters over the mould. The aim is to optimize the
locations of the heaters, that is to find such locations that
ensure the uniform radiation on the whole heated surface
of the mould. Up to now, suitable locations of heaters
were determined by manufacturing technicians based on
their operational experience. Nevertheless, this approach
did not provide a sufficiently uniform temperature and
was time consuming.
The infrared heaters above the mould are usually located
at a distance of between 5 and 30cm over the mould
surface. In our model we also do not know the heater

INTRODUCTION
This article concerns economically beneficial
technology for producing artificial leathers in the
automotive industry. The artificial leathers are used as
final parts for some components of car interior
equipment (e.g. the inner surface of the door padding,
the surface of the dashboard).
In practice, a metal mould is at first preheated by
infrared heaters located above the mould. Then the inner
mould surface is sprinkled with a special PVC powder
and the upper part of mould surface is continually
heated for about 3 minutes to an approximate
temperature of 250°C.
The infra heaters have a tubular shape and their length is
between 15 and 30 cm (see Figure 1). The heater is
equipped with a mirror located above the radiating tube,
which reflects heat radiation in the adjusted direction.
Shell metal moulds of different proportions with
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
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distribution intensity function from the heater
manufacturer. Therefore, experimental values for the
heat radiation intensity by a sensor in the surroundings
of the infra heater were measured. For radiation intensity
calculations it was necessary to use transformations of
Cartesian coordinate systems in Euclidean space E3 and
the linear interpolation at individual points of the mould
surface.
During the optimization process of heaters locations we
have to take into account the possible collisions of two
heaters as well as collisions of a heater and the mould
surface. Therefore, the optimization process is more
complicated. The minimized function has many local
extremes and for this reason it is not suitable to use
gradient methods in the optimization. We used an
evolutionary algorithm, specifically the differential
evolution algorithm (using this algorithm, we obtain
better results than when using a genetic algorithm, see
(Mlynek and Srb 2012)). Evolutionary algorithms in
general require a lot of operations and long computation
time (especially when the mould volume is larger and
we use a higher number of heaters). This is the main
reason for us to use parallel programming techniques in
the optimization process. The whole optimization
process was programmed by the authors in the Matlab
system and we used the Matlab Parallel Computing
Toolbox.
For finding optimized locations of the heaters and the
optimized heat radiation intensity on the whole
irradiated surface of the mould we calculate temperature
evolution (during the heating of the mould surface) on
the inner part of the mould surface. We solve the partial
differential parabolic equation of the heat conduction in
the mould with initial and boundary conditions. We use
the ANSYS software package to obtain the solution to
this equation.
The used mathematical model, the process of calculation
of the heat radiation intensity on the mould surface are
described in more details in (Mlynek and Srb 2012) and
the optimization process in (Mlynek and Srb 2014).

first two coordinates of the unit vector u of the heat
radiation direction (the third coordinate is negative, i.e.
the heater radiates “downward”). The last parameter is
the angle 6 between the vertical projection of vector r
of the heater axis onto the x1x2-plane and the positive
part of axis x1 ( 0 & 6 7  , the vectors u and r are
orthogonal).
x3
r – vector
of heater axis
d – heater length
o – heater axis

S

u – vector
of radiation
direction
x2

x1

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the heater
Representation of a mould
The upper mould surface Pup is described by elementary
surfaces p j , where 1 & j & N . It holds that Pup  8 p j ,
where 1 & j & N and int pi 9 int p j  Ø for i  j ,

1 & i, j & N . Each elementary surface p j is described





by its centre of gravity C j  c1j , c 2j , c3j , by the unit



outer normal vector v j  v , v , v
j
1

j
2

j
3



at the point

C j (we suppose v j faces “upwards” and therefore is
defined through the first two components v1j , v 2j ) and by
the area of elementary surface w j . Therefore each
elementary surface p j can be defined by the following 6
parameters





p j : c1j , c 2j , c3j , v1j , v 2j , w j .

(2)

Calculation of total heat radiation
Now, we describe the numerical procedure for
computation of total heat radiation intensity on the upper
mould surface Pup. We denote L j as the set of all heaters

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HEAT
RADIATION ON THE MOULD
We describe a heat radiation model in this chapter. The
heaters and mould are represented in a 3-dimensional
Euclidean space E 3 using a Cartesian coordinate system

radiating on the j-th elementary surface p j ( 1 & j & N )

e1  (1, 0, 0) ,

radiation intensity of the l-th heater on the
p j elementary surface (in our model we suppose I jl is

(O, x1 , x 2 , x3 ) ,

with

basis

vectors

for the fixed position of heaters, and I jl the heat

e2  (0, 1, 0) and e3  (0, 0, 1) .

constant on the whole p j and is calculated in its centre

Representation of a heater

of gravity C j ). Then the total radiation intensity I j on

The heater is represented by a straight line segment with
a given length (see Figure 3). The position of every
heater H can be defined by the following 6 parameters
H : (s1 , s 2 , s 3 , u1 , u 2 , 6 ) ,
(1)
where the first three parameters are the coordinates of
the heater centre S, the following two parameters are the

the elementary surface p j is given by the following
relation (more details in (Cengel 2007))

Ij 

I

jl

.

(3)

l%L j

A detailed description of the procedure for calculating
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the heat radiation intensity I jl of the l-th heater in

determine an optimized solution y opt that is satisfactory

a general position at the elementary surface p j is shown

for the production requirements.
Every population of our evolutionary algorithm includes
NP individuals. The generated individuals are saved in
the matrix B NP( 6 M 1) . Every row of this matrix

in (Mlynek and Srb 2012).
OPTIMIZATION OF HEAT RADIATION
INTENSITY

represents one individual y, and its evaluation F(y).
Now, we briefly describe the used differential evolution
algorithm.

In this chapter we describe a procedure for optimizing
the location of heaters. We need to determine such
location of heaters that heat radiation intensity on the
whole upper mould surface Pup will be approximately
equal to the constant value of heat radiation intensity
I rec recommended by the producer of artificial leathers.
~
We can define the deviation function F (respectively F )
of heat radiation intensity by the relations

F

1

W

N

I

j

 I rec w j ,

Our minimization problem is solved by the differential
evolution algorithm named DE/rand/1/bin (for more
details see (Price et al. 2005)) and was programmed in
the Matlab code by the authors. We describe
schematically the individual steps of the algorithm.
Steps of the differential evolution algorithm
Input: The initial individual y1 , population size NP, the
number of used heaters M (dimension of the problem is
6M), crossover probability CR, mutation factor f, the
number of calculated generations NG.
Internal computation:
1. create an initial generation (G =0) of NP individuals
y iG , 1 & i & NP,

(4)

j 1

~ 01 N
F  .   ( I j  I rec ) 2 w j +
+
. W j 1
,
/
where W 

Differential evolution algorithm

1

2

,

(5)

N

w

j

. We highlight that w j denotes the

j 1

area of the elementary surface p j . Our goal is to find the
~
minimum
of
function
F (respectively F ).
~
Function F (and analogously function F ) has many
local minima. Using the gradient method for minimizing
~
function F (respectively F ) is not appropriate because
there is a high probability of failure of this method
(finding only a local inconvenient minimum). Therefore,
we use an evolutionary algorithm to find a minimum of
~
function F (respectively F ). In accordance with relation
(1), the location of every heater H is defined by 6
parameters. Let us suppose we use M heaters for heating
of the mould. Therefore, 6M parameters are necessary to
define the positions of all M heaters. We successively
construct populations of individuals y by the
evolutionary algorithm (for more details see (Price et al.
2005)). Every individual y represents one possible
location of heaters above the mould.
We seek the individual y min % C satisfying the condition

F ( y min )  min#F ( y) ; y % C$,

2. a) evaluate all the individuals y iG of the generation G
(calculate F ( yiG ) for every individual y iG ), b) store the
individuals y iG and their evaluations F ( yiG ) into
the matrix B,
3. repeat until G & NG
a) for i:=1 step 1 to NP do
(i) randomly select index k i % {1, 2, ... , 6M },
(ii) randomly select indexes r1 , r2 , r3 %{1, ... , NP},
where rl  i for 1 & l & 3 ; r1  r2 , r1  r3 , r2  r3 ;
(iii) for j:=1 step 1 to 6M do
if (rand(0,1) ≤ CR or j=ki) then
G
G
G
yitrial
, j : y r3 , j  f y r1 , j  y r2 , j





else
G
yitrial
, j : y i , j

end for (j)
(iv) if F yitrial & F yiG



(6)



 

then yiG 1 : yitrial
else yiG 1 : yiG

where C : E 6 M is the examined set. Every element of C
is formed by a set of 6M allowable parameters and this
set defines just one location of heaters above the mould.
We keep track of the following three types of collisions
during generation of individuals y: a heater radiates
more on another heater than the given limit, a heater has
an insufficient distance from another heater, a heater has
an insufficient distance from the mould surface. If a
collision occurs then the corresponding individual y is
penalized and excluded from the population.
The finding of the individual y min defined by relation
(6) is not realistic in practice. However, we are able to

end for (i)
b) store individuals y iG 1 and their evolutions F yiG 1





1 & i & NP of the new generation G+1 into the matrix

B; G:= G+1
end repeat.
Output: The row of matrix B that contains the
corresponding value min{F yiG ; yiG % B} represents

 

the best found individual y opt .
Comment: function rand(0,1) randomly chooses a
number from the interval 0, 1 . The notation y iG, j
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T ( x, t )
  (T ( x, t )  Tair ) ,
"
where  is the coefficient of the heat transfer between
the mould material and air, Tair is air temperature and
" is the unit vector of the outer normal. Nevertheless,
this linear formulation of the boundary condition is not
sufficient for our problem. There are two main reasons:
1/ the temperature of the mould reaches up to 300°C and
it is not possible to neglect the own heat radiation of the
mould determined by Stefan-Boltzmann law; 2/ there are
no volume heat sources Q( x, t ) in the body of the mould
and the heat is supplied exclusively by infrared heaters
through the upper part Pup of the mould surface < .
When we consider these two facts, we obtain the
following form of the boundary condition (see e.g.
(Incropera 2007))
T ( x, t )
(9)
;
  (T ( x, t )  Tair ) 
"

means the j-th component of an individual y iG in the G-

;

th generation. The individual y opt is the final solution
and includes information about the location of each
heater H in the form (1).
CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELD IN
THE MOULD
By using the differential evolution algorithm described
in chapter “Optimization of Heat Radiation Intensity”
we obtain the optimized individual y opt . This means we
receive suitable locations of heaters above the mould
(each heater is defined in the form of relation (1)) and
approximately uniform heat radiation intensity (close to
the value I rec ) on the upper surface Pup of the mould
(we know heat radiation intensity I j for each elementary
surface p j % Pup ).
Now we describe the calculation of the temperature field
in the mould for time of mould heating and for locations
of heaters defined by optimized individual y opt .



Mathematical model of the heat conduction

;

In this section we solve the parabolic equation of the
heat conduction
T ( x, t )
c
 ; T ( x, t )  Q( x, t )
(7)
t
on the domain < : E3 , where < represents the shell



x  ( x1 , x 2 , x3 ) % < , time
t % 0, =  , where = is the duration of the heat radiation.
The symbol  stands for the Laplace operator with
respect to space variables, i.e.
in relation (7) , point

3


i 1

 2 T ( x, t )
x i2

(10)



chapter “Optimization of Heat Radiation Intensity”.
The equation (7) together with initial condition (8) and
boundary conditions (9) - (10) describes the heat
conduction in the mould < . It is a nonstationary heat
conduction problem, time = of duration of heat radiation
is usually 3 minutes. For needs of the production it is
most important to know the temperature on the inner
part of the mould surface Pin (the artificial leather is
produced on this part of the mould surface).

.

The values c and stand for the specific heat and mass
density of the mould material. The value ; denotes the
heat conductivity of the mould material. We suppose a
homogeneous and isotropic material of the mould. The
function Q( x, t ) represents the volume density of the
heat sources. Nevertheless, in our case there is no inner
heat source in < and so Q( x, t )  0 in relation (7).
We consider the initial condition

T ( x,0)  T0 >x % < ,

T ( x, t )
  (T ( x, t )  Tair ) 
"

4
.
 @ ? T 4 ( x, t )  Tair
Here value @ denotes the emissivity of the mould and
the
Stefan-Boltzmann
constant,
? denotes
2 -4
8
?  5,775 10 Wm K . Value I(x) indicates the heat
radiation intensity on the part of mould surface Pup. In
our case the value I(x) is defined by locations of the
heaters given by optimized solution y opt from

mould. The function T ( x, t ) denotes a temperature field

T ( x, t ) 



4
 @ ? T 4 ( x, t )  Tair
 I ( x)
on the upper part Pup of the mould surface < and for
all other parts of the mould surface <  Pup

Use of software package ANSYS
We use the ANSYS 15.0.7. software package to
determine the solution of the parabolic equation of the
heat conduction (7) with conditions (8) - (10). The input
parameters for the ANSYS system are the mould surface
described by triangle elementary surfaces in Euclidean
space E3, heat radiation intensity on each elementary
surface and thickness of the shell mould. The finite
element method is used to solve our thermal problem by
the ANSYS system. The corresponding base functions
are quadratic.

(8)

where T0 denotes the initial temperature of the mould.
We choose the Newton boundary condition which suits
best the situation when the hot body is surrounded by an
environment (air) and when the heat transfer between
the body and environment is possible. The simple
Newton boundary condition can be expressed in the
form
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PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

We

We find the optimized locations of the infrared heaters
over the mould, and we calculate the temperature of the
mould (especially the temperature on the inner surface
Pin of the mould).

differential evolution algorithm described in section
“Steps of the differential evolution algorithm” with the
following input parameters: crossover factor CR = 0,98;
mutation factor f = 0,60; population size NP = 200;
number of calculated generations NG = 10 000. The
locations of heaters over the mould corresponding to
individual y opt and appropriate heat radiation intensity

I. Input parameters
a/ heaters
type of infrared heater: Ushio, length 15 cm, width 4 cm,
power 1000 W, all the heaters are of the same power
and shape, number of heaters: 16,
b/ mould
mould size: 0,9x0,4x0,15 m3, mould thickness: 8 mm,
material of the mould: aluminium alloy, number of the
elementary surfaces of the mould N = 2178, specific
heat c = 875 J/kgK, mass density = 2770 kg/m3, heat
conductivity ; = 160 W/mK, coefficient of the heat
transfer between the mould material and air
 = 20W/m2K, emissivity of the mould @ = 1,
c/ heat radiation
recommended heat radiation intensity Irec by producer of
the artificial leather: Irec = 47 kW/m2, duration of the
heat radiation = = 180 s,
d/ temperature
temperature of air Tair = initial temperature T0 = 22 °C.

receive

the

optimized

individual y opt by

the

are shown in Figure 5. Deviation function F (defined by
value
relation (4)) has for individual
y opt
F( y opt ) = 2,30.
b/ optimized locations of heaters and heat conduction
We solve the parabolic equation of the heat conduction
(7) with conditions (8) – (10) for heat radiation intensity
on the upper part of the mould surface Pup
corresponding to initial individual y1 , y opt and for the
case when the heat radiation intensity has the constant
value I =Irec (recommended heat radiation intensity by
the producer of artificial leathers).

II. Starting locations of the heaters in optimization
process
The heaters in the initial locations lie in the plane given
by axes x1 and x2 and at a distance of 10 cm over the
mould top and with heater axis r parallel to axis x1.
Initial locations of heaters over the mould are
represented by individual y1 and corresponding heat
radiation intensity on the upper part Pup of mould
surface is displayed in Figure 4. The value of the
function F (defined by relation (4)) for the initial
individual y1 is F(y1) = 20,87.

Figure 5: The locations of heaters and heat radiation
intensity I corresponding to the individual y opt .
For producers of leathers the most important knowledge
is the temperature field on the inner part of the mould
surface Pin (here the artificial leather is gradually
formed and it is necessary that the deviations of
temperatures at specific time of warming are less then
15°C ). The temperature field at the heating time t =
180 s on the inner part Pin of the mould surface for
above three mentioned cases are successively displayed
in Figures 6, 7 and 8.

Figure 4: The initial locations y1 of the heaters and heat
radiation intensity I (kW/m2) on the mould surface.
III. Results
a/ optimized locations of heaters and heat radiation
intensity

Figure 6: Temperature field corresponding to initial
individual y1 .
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D( yrec , 180)  1,135 .
The last two values demonstrate that the optimized
solution yopt differs only very little from the ideal

Furthermore, we determine the temperature deviation D
on the inner part of the mould surface Pin. The value of
D is defined by the following relation



D( y , t D ) 

(T ( x, t D , I y )  T ( t D , I y )) 2 dx A

solution y rec and is therefore fully acceptable for the
practical production needs.

(11)

Pin

A

N

 (T (C , t
j

D

CONCLUSIONS

, I y )  T (t D , I y )) 2 w j .

The mentioned technology of artificial leather
manufacturing in the automotive industry is
economically feasible (low energy consumption during
production). The suitable locations of the heaters above
the mould and their connection to an auxiliary
constructions has been up to now conducted by
experienced technicians. However, this approach was
very laborious and time consuming (approximately 2
weeks). Furthermore, the optimized solution obtained by
using our mathematical model is much more accurate
and the calculation time when using parallel
programming tool is on average approximately 4 hours.
We are now able to determine the temperature of the
mould during its heating for the optimized locations of
the heaters. This information is important for the
manufacturer of artificial leathers, but it was not
available before. Only temperature sensors were up to
now positioned at some points of the mould. Knowledge
of the temperature is important in particular on the
inside surface part of the mould (where the artificial
leather is produced). The temperature differences on this
part of the mould surface have to be maintained at less
than 15°C at the given moment of the mould heating.
Such a temperature distribution ensures a uniform
material structure and colour shade on the whole leather
surface.
We obtained better results using the differential
evolution algorithm than using a genetic algorithm
(Mlynek and Srb 2012) in numerical experiments.
The described mathematical model and algorithm allows
us to find the optimized locations of the heaters over the
mould and in this way to determine the corresponding
heat radiation intensity on the irradiated mould surface
and to calculate the temperature field on the inner
surface of the mould. In addition, using our
mathematical model and calculation does not add any
additional economic costs for the manufacturer.

j 1

Here

T ( x, t D , I y ) denotes the temperature at point

x % Pin at heating time t D for heat radiation
intensity I y corresponding to individual y. The term

T (t D , I y ) represents the average temperature on the
surface

part Pin for the given time t D and heat
radiation intensity I y . We remind that Cj denotes the
centre of gravity of elementary surface pj and wj is the
area of this elementary surface.

Figure 7: Temperature field corresponding to optimized
individual y opt .

Figure 8: Temperature field corresponding to the
recommended constant heat radiation intensity Irec on the
upper part of the mould surface.
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energy costs as well as the rising average age of the
economically active population and the ensuing aggravation of skill shortage, it will also have to be noted that
the aspect of sustainability will gain a high significance
in the future. In this paper, we have therefore examined
existing concepts of sustainability for the various individual stages of hierarchical planning and analysed
deficits regarding an integrative concept.

ABSTRACT
Production planning and production control mainly
focus on optimising the entire production system of a
company. On the basis of hierarchical planning as a
suitable method for solving this task, this paper shows besides the economic dimension taken into account so
far - that there are also social and ecological effects
which will have to be considered in the process of planning. For this purpose, we would like to indicate here
which social and ecological parameters can be or have
already been taken into account for master production
scheduling, for lot sizing and resource scheduling. As a
result, an overview has been created which presents the
existing concepts of sustainable production planning
and production control as well as the existing deficits
regarding the sustainability perspective.

This paper has been structured as follows: Chapter 2
shows the relevance of sustainability. Subsequently,
Chapter 3 looks into master production scheduling and
shows which social and ecological aspects can be considered at this level of planning. Likewise, batch sizing
and resource scheduling are examined in chapters 4 and
5. The concluding Chapter 6 presents our conclusions as
well as a summary.

INTRODUCTION
The concepts of hierarchical planning, as put forward
by Hax, and Meal (1975), represent the state of the art
in research and industry. In this paper, we have looked
at hierarchical planning considering the restricted capacities as suggested by Drexl et al. (1994), with respect
to production planning and production control (PPC).
We distinguish between three planning stages: Master
production scheduling (1), lot sizing (2) and resource
scheduling (3) (refer for figure 1).

Fig. 1: The concept of hierarchical planning (based on
Drexl et al. 1994)

The planning approaches applied so far mostly consider
single stages of planning and forbear from considering
an interrelationship in connection with a hierarchical
approach. Because of ecological impacts emanating
from a company’s environment, such as an increased
ecologically motivated demand behaviour, an increasing
shortage of resources and growing waste disposal and

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

RELEVANCE OF SUSTAINABLE VARIABLES
The idea of sustainability is a frequently discussed notion in science and practice (Andriolo et al. 2014). In
the Brundtland report, this notion has been defined as “a
development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
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their own needs“, (Brundtland 1987). Any industrial
progress should consist of the elements “economy”,
“ecology” and “social aspects” which need to form a
triad of equivalent priorities since the equal balance of
these elements will become a critical task of sustainable
corporate governance in the future, particularly due to
the aggravation of skill shortage and the rising average
age of the economically active population. In industrial
companies, this task will first and foremost have to be
managed by PPC (Haasis 2008).

not improve (Schmucker 2014). Among others, the
report: “DGB-Index Gute Arbeit 2013” (good work
index of the German trade union confederation, 2013)
classified the physical stress and work intensity as
“poor” and even as “lower medium range” (Schmucker
2014). This report shows that 45 per cent of the work
force do not assume to be able to exercise their profession until they will have reached the age of retirement
(Schmucker 2014). The consequences of increased
stress may be psychosomatic, psychological, or behavioural. As short-term reactions, an increased heart rate
(psychosomatic), frustration (psychological), increased
failure rate (behavioural & individual) or aggressive
behaviour (behavioural & social) can be observed; these
factors lead to increased durations of absence from
work, resignation as well as psychosomatic diseases
(Nerdinger et al. 2014). The general responsibility of
companies for their employees urges them to improve
working conditions; and the fact that the economically
active population decreases, as forecast by the German
Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, increasingly forces companies to boost the performance potential of their employees. A mutual solution to these tasks
may for example consist in reducing physical and psychological overstress and in benefiting from learning
effects. In addition to the improvements of the work
environment and the development of carefully adapted
production processes, PPC therefore offers lots of possibilities for improving their employees’ performance
potential (Vorderwinkler and Heiß 2011).

Any economic parameters such as storage costs or default charges are traditional parameters in the field of
PPC. By considering these parameters, companies succeeded in minimising costs and improving their performance. Besides that, the global intertwinement of markets creates an enormous cost pressure for production
companies, forcing them to become more and more
flexible; as a result of this, methods of dynamic planning and optimization are required which have to take
uncertainties of the market into account and which primarily permit a sufficient scope of action in terms of
capacity. (Lanza and Peters 2011).
Due to the ongoing climate changes and the resulting
political decisions and requirements, ecological parameters such as efficiency of energy and resources will
however also constitute an important dimension in the
future. In the framework of the climate and energy
package, the EU committed to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 20 per cent, to increase the percentage of
renewable energies to 20 per cent of the total energy
demand and to increase energy efficiency by 20 per
cent, by the year 2020 in comparison with a development without further efforts to reduce energy consumption. In addition to this, the Paris Agreement concluded
during the United Nations Climate Change Conference
in 2015 provides to curb global warming to a value
significantly below 2 degrees Celcius (if possible 1.5
degrees Celcius). As soon as ecological parameters are
taken into account at all levels of hierarchical planning,
this will provide an enormous potential for supporting
the conformity with these requirements (Müller et al.
2008; Erlach and Westkämper 2009; Vorderwinkler and
Heiß 2011). The Frauenhofer IPT estimated that the
potential energy savings feasible in Germany in the
medium run would range between 25 and 30 per cent
(Drescher and Rohde 2009), where mainly cost savings
would be a critical criterion, in addition to positive effects on the environment and the climate (Lanza and
Peters 2011), a fact which will put even more emphasis
on the intertwinement of ecological and economical
parameters.

MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULING
Master production scheduling as a central planning
module captures all production segments of a given
production site, as well as its main products and its aggregate capacity requirements. The task to be solved
consists in preparing production programmes over several time periods and in coordinating these programmes
between the various production segments. The starting
points of master production scheduling are existing
customer orders as well as short-term demand forecasts
for end products. The resources needed are organised in
groups and units having the same functions and necessitating the same amount of costs (cost centres). The objective is to minimize the relevant costs incurred in
connection with production, storage and resources on
the basis of the deadlines specified for the target to be
reached (Günther and Tempelmeier 2012).
As a rule, the actual capacity needed per unit of quantity
to be produced is considered as constant. In case of a
purely machine-based production, this assumption is
correct. However as soon as manual processes are used
in a production system, besides the machine-based processes, the capacity needed for producing a certain unit
of quantity of a product will also depend on the employee to whom the job is assigned. However because
of the huge complexity and the generally prevailing
aggregate approach, a detailed human resources plan-

The third dimension to be considered here comprises
social parameters which must always be considered as
soon as human labour is involved. In spite of different
models which are used for work shift planning, job
rotation or staff scheduling, the working conditions do
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ning is not expedient in the field of master production
scheduling. The objective should rather consist in building up and maintaining a constant performance level of
the employees, also against the background of social
influences on the production system. This performance
level is determined by the respective employee’s qualification, experience and workload, however in the
framework of master production scheduling, we need to
consider employee groups. A possible clustering may
for example be set up on the basis of various qualifications.

basis of individual contracts or from the spot market. In
the future, we will have to expect fluctuating energy
prices. These fluctuations may be of the seasonal or the
intra day type. Because of the change-over to regenerative sources of energy, we will have to expect that the
amplitude of these fluctuations will keep on rising in the
future as witnessed in the past. By planning energy
intensive processes in low price periods, companies
may benefit from the volatility of energy prices and thus
save costs. In addition to variable energy prices, a restriction of energy supplies will have to be considered
in the ecological dimension. In the future, it will not be
possible to ensure constant energy supplies with the
help of regenerative sources of energy (e.g. solar and
wind energy) since sufficient energy storage capacities
are still lacking (Laux 2013). If phases of low energy
generation overlap with peaks of demand, bottle necks
will be the result. The idea of integrating these aspects
as early as at the moment of the preparation of the master production scheduling has not been considered so
far, a fact which constitutes a respective research task.

The nurse-scheduling method for instance considers
social effects. In case of a planning horizon ranging
between one and three months and a period length of
one shift, further parameters are taken into account in
addition to the necessity of covering the capacity requirements with the lowest possible number of employees. For instance it is imperative to comply with legal
requirements. However any cyclical shift systems which
can be set up easily, as suggested by Warner (1976),
Warner and Prawda (1972) and Miller et al. (1976), are
not sufficient to ensure this. However these models are
characterised by a low flexibility towards fluctuating
capacity requirements, so that dynamic planning alternatives such as the model created by Smith and Wiggins
(1977) have to be given preference (Ozkarahan 1989).
There, the individual preferences of employees are additionally taken into account. Human resources scheduling in general has been analysed by literature for a long
time. The investigations made by Dantzig (1954) and
Edie (1954) were the starting points. The fundamental
objective is to cover the required capacities. Here, legal
requirements of the Law on Working Hours and stochastic influences such as illness and vacation were also
considered. However as a rule, these models assume
given capacity requirements which can only be modified by means of advance production or subcontracting.
Since the utilisation of learning effects and the reduction of employees’ stress exposure have a direct impact
on execution times and therefore on the capacity requirements, it is necessary to look at master production
scheduling and human resources planning in an integrated manner. Here, it becomes apparent that there are
various approaches which are based on a group-related
consideration of employees’ preferences, simultaneously ensuring the availability of required capacities. However particular approaches considering this explicitly for
the PPC and simultaneously including the interdependencies between the employees assigned to the jobs on
the one hand and the capacity requirements on the other
hand, are still lacking.

LOT SIZING
As a result of the previous planning activities, the data
of net quantities, as required in the specific periods of
time are now available which are used as starting points
of lot sizing. These net quantities may be produced on
the basis of the “just in time” principle, which will
however cause considerable set-up times and therefore
set-up costs. Therefore, the task of lot sizing is to combine these required quantities in reasonable batches. The
increased storage costs caused here lead to a batch size
problem. In addition to this, it is imperative to take
existing sequence relations between subordinate and
superordinate products and the restricted resource capacities into account, and this will then give rise to a
multi-tiered dynamic batch size problem with capacity
restrictions. This can be represented in a simplified
manner by means of the Multi-Level Capacitated Lot
Sizing Problem (MLCLSP). Explanations in this respect
may be found in Tempelmeier (2008), Tempelmeier
(2012) and Herrmann (2009).
The major part of research work in the field of lot sizing, which is discussed in specialist literature focuses on
optimising economic and ecological target parameters.
In their economic dimension, the conventional target
parameters such as costs of production, ordering, set-up
work, storage and transport are looked at in the context
of the decision to be taken about lot sizes. In their ecological dimension, a predominant part of research work
focuses on different approaches aiming at minimising
carbon dioxide emissions (CO2-emissions) and on the
ensuing costs. Here, the interrelation between batch
size and CO2-emissions, resulting from production,
transport and storage of this batch size is used as the
basis of batch sizing. For example the approaches suggested by Absi et al. (2013) and by Wahab et al. (2011)
envisage minimising the costs of batch-size related

Besides capacity requirements, production also generates a certain energy demand which in turn causes further costs. As a rule, the energy price to be considered is
assumed to be constant. However in case of particularly
energy-intensive (high-consumption) productions systems, it may be advantageous to procure energy on the
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CO2-emissions in connection with transport processes.
Other works enlarged this approach even further by
integrating the batch size-related CO2-emission costs of
storage (Battini et al. 2014, Bouchery et al. 2012). In
case of perishable products, any decisions on batch
sizes, which are based on an overestimation of the future product demand may result in the generation of
waste. The disposal of these kinds of waste will also
generate costs in the form of expenses for CO2emissions which need to be taken into account by batch
sizing. Approaches in this respect have been provided
by the works of Battini et al. (2014) as well as Bonney
and Jaber (2011). Arslan and Turkay (2013), Benjaafar
et al. (2013), Chen et al. (2013) and Hua et al. (2011)
integrated aspects of CO2-trading (compliance with
emission limits, payment of penalties when emission
limits are exceeded, prices of emission right trading)
into their batch size models and therefore they also aim
at minimizing the costs. Besides CO2 emissions, there
are further ecological target parameters which have not
been taken into account yet by the research done in the
field of batch sizing. As examples, those waste quantities may be referred to here which are brought about by
batch packaging (discrepancy between batch size and
transport size) or as a result of rejected parts produced
in start-up phases after retrofitting processes initiated by
batch changes. The energy demand depending on batch
sizes in production, storage and transport processes
should be included here as well.

nomics. The bigger the size of the batch to be manufactured is, the higher the frequency of identical work steps
will be which production workers will have to perform
repeatedly. This monotony may have a negative impact
on the employees’ performance potential both in physical and a psychological terms, a fact which will in turn
lead to an increase of stress. An approach aiming at
illustrating the process of exhaustion was presented by
the work of Jaber et al. (2013) which also considered
aspects of exhaustion and recovery in addition to a onephase process of learning and forgetting. However this
model was not integrated into a batch size model.
In summary, we need to emphasise that there are different approaches which take the economic, ecological and
social dimensions into account, independently to different degrees. However a combination of all these approaches aiming at establishing a really sustainable
model has not been achieved yet. Besides that, these
approaches partially assume unrestricted capacities, a
problem which leads to production schedules that cannot be implemented in entrepreneurial practice. Therefore, an extension will be required here (e.g. including
an MLCLSP-model) in addition to a combination of
these approaches.
RESOURCE SCHEDULING
Batch sizing is followed by resource scheduling; here,
the production orders prepared during batch sizing have
to be released on the basis of the previously determined
major deadlines and to be allocated to concrete work
systems. This elucidates the respective interrelationship
between the various planning stages. The length of a
period is reduced to any smaller amount of time and any
time-consuming processes have to be taken into account
(Günther and Tempelmeier 2012). As a possible solution to this problem, we refer to the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem model RCPSPmodel presented by Günther and Tempelmeier (2012).
The field of application of the RCPSP models is wide
and not limited to the original domain of project scheduling (Hartmann and Briskorn 2010). Hartmann and
Briskorn (2010) have put various versions of RCPSP
together and classified them. Stadtler (2005) combined
the MLCLSP and the RCPSP and developed an integrated model. However these studies put the focus on
the economic dimension.

The analysis of the state of science regarding the existence of methods which also take the social dimension
into account leads us to the research work done by
Arslan and Turkay (2013). In this approach, the man
hours required for producing, transporting and storing
batches are considered as a minimization target; or a
limiting value is specified as a side condition of batch
sizing. Battini et al. (2014) attributed an indirect significance to the minimisation of transport costs. Since any
minimisation of transport costs mostly goes along with
a reduction of the number of transports, it is possible to
reduce the probability of the occurrence of accidents
and traffic jams. The minimisation of emission costs
also provides an indirect social contribution, since environmental pollution will thus be reduced and a contribution is made to the protection of the environment for the
benefit of the generations to come. A further approach
which has a social dimension besides the economic one
is the work done by Jaber and Bonney (2007). There, a
two-phase model of learning and forgetting is integrated
in a classical EMQ-model (Economic manufacture
quantity model), where effects of learning and forgetting are taken into account as a function of batch sizes.
The two-phase model of learning and forgetting is
based on the work submitted by Jaber and Kher (2002),
which splits the process of learning and forgetting into a
cognitive part and a motor skill part. Further significant
social factors which are influenced by the decision on
the batch size are in particular the aspects of work ergo-

At a social level, Boysen and Fliedner (2011) showed
exact and heuristic solutions aiming at reducing the
stress exposure of an airport’s ground. The workload
the ground staff is exposed to depends on the arrival
frequency of aeroplanes so that overwork may occur in
case of a high arrival frequency of large aeroplanes.
Here, the available time window for arrivals is limited
by the earliest and the latest times which result from
flight distances, speed and quantities of aviation fuels.
This may for instance be compared to the planning of
production orders. The equivalents of earliest and latest
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time are the major deadlines of batch sizing. As a result,
the work pressure the employees are exposed to may be
reduced by means of an adapted scheduling of the production orders. In addition to a possible reduction of
work pressure, Peteghem and Vanhoucke (2015) referred to significant potentials which become available
as soon as learning effects are considered regarding the
discrete time/resource trade-off scheduling problem
(DTRTP). Particularly the reduction of throughput time
was presented as a significant result. Furthermore, the
authors suggested to consider learning effects in stochastic terms in order to permit an approach that would
be more realistic than deterministic methods. In parallel,
effects of forgetting must also be considered in addition
to learning effects. As regards resource planning, the
consequence is that production orders can be planned in
such a way that their sequence will generate the highest
possible level of learning, that a maximum work load of
the employees is not exceeded and that the production
targets are achieved according to the time schedule. The
available literature offers several approaches to this.
However this approach is still lacking a concrete consideration of social parameters for resource scheduling.

models for solving the subproblems are presented in
literature; however as a rule these are limited to the
economic dimension.
In the section of master production scheduling we
pointed out that a more sustainable approach could help
obtaining more realistic results and various kinds of cost
savings. In this context, cost savings benefit from fluctuations in energy prices and can also be achieved by
reducing the work pressure employees are exposed to,
since reduced work pressure contributes to reducing the
frequency of work-related diseases, to increasing the
motivation and therefore to achieving lower and more
constant execution times. In the field of batch sizes, we
have shown that some approaches taking the ecological
dimension into account do exist. Furthermore it became
however apparent that these approaches have not been
combined yet in order to create a really sustainable approach. In addition to this, it will be necessary to convert a combined model into a model which is close to
reality (e.g. MLCLSP). In resource scheduling, we referred to the RCPSP-model as a multifaceted solution
model. In combination with the approaches suggested
by Selmair et al. (2015) and Boysen and Fliedner
(2011) this will permit reducing work pressure of employees as well as energy costs. Besides that, a significant reduction of throughput times can be achieved as
soon as learning effects are taken into account, as
demonstrated by Peteghem (2015).

In the ecological dimension, energy savings are possible
when the modes of operation of machines are considered in resource scheduling (Selmair et al. 2015).
Selmair et al. (2015) explained that energy demand and
operation time, the latter one being based on resource
scheduling, are not directly related which means that
energy demand is not directly proportional to the total
throughput time, a fact which unveils a considerable
potential for optimization. For assessing the energy
demand within the optimization process, a flexible energy price has to be chosen, as suggested by Selmair et
al. (2015), since as a rule, companies conclude special
contracts which stipulate individual energy prices. In
addition to this, a possible restriction of the energy supply and of CO2-emissions has to be considered for the
entire planning horizon (for example one day) . In a
future research task, a sustainable model will have to be
developed (e.g an RCPSP-model) which will aim at a
timely achievement of production targets by considering
social effects for a more realistic ascertainment of process times and for a reduction of employees’ exposure
to work pressure as well as ecological effects for a reduction of energy costs.

In summary, it can be said that, based on the integration
of the ecological and social dimension, hierarchical
panning offers supplementary improvement potentials,
which may yield additional cost savings and considerably contribute to protecting our resources (in social and
ecological terms), besides a timely achievement of the
production targets. However the scientific works presented here are exclusively approaches of a sustainable
PPC which need to be combined at each level of planning. Besides that, the concrete interdependencies between the various planning stages will have to be analysed explicitly. We also have to point out that the possibilities indicated here are just mere options for the
time being. The effects and integration possibilities of
these options have to be investigated further.
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KEYWORDS
In the Netherlands, out of the CO2 emissions totaling
180 Mtpa, which were almost constant over the past
few years, approximately 109 Mtpa of CO2 is emitted
by stationary sources from the energy and
manufacturing sector (equal to approximately 60% of
the total emissions). Efficient use of energy, use of
alternative fuels and energy sources, and applying geoengineering
approaches
(afforestation
and
reforestation) can all lead to reduction of CO2
emissions to the atmosphere (Dennis et al. 2014), but
CO2 capture, transport and sequestration/storage (CCS)
has been considered as an important strategy for bulk
mitigation of CO2. According to the International
Energy Agency’s roadmap, 20% of the total CO2
emissions should be removed by CCS by year 2050
(Zaman and Lee 2013). The stationary sources provide
us with an easier opportunity for bulk reduction in CO2
emissions nationwide.

Carbon Capture, CO2 reduction, CCS, Optimization,
Supply Chain, Mathematical Model.
ABSTRACT
A major challenge for the industrial deployment of a
CO2 emission reduction methodology is to reduce the
overall cost and the integration of all the nodes in the
supply chain for CO2 emission reduction. In this work,
we develop a mixed integer linear optimization model
that selects appropriate sources, capture process,
transportation network and CO2 storage sites and
optimize for a minimum overall cost. Initially, we
screen the sources and storage options available in the
Netherlands at different levels of detail (locations and
industrial activities) and present the network of major
sources and storage sites at the more detailed level.
Results for a case study estimate the overall optimized
cost to be €47.8 billion for 25 years of operation and 54
Mtpa reduction of CO2 emissions (30% of the 2013
levels). This work also identifies the preferred
technologies for the CO2 capture and we discuss the
reasons behind it. The foremost outcome of this case
study is that capture and compression consumes the
majority of the costs and that further optimization or
introduction of new efficient technologies for capture
can cause a major reduction in the overall costs.

The CCS process involves the capture and separation
of CO2 in bulk (from either stack gas or other
intermediate gas streams) and then isolating it from the
atmosphere through geological sequestration. The
nodes of the CCS supply chain problem are the CO2
source(s), capture process(es), transportation via
pipeline(s) and the geological storage sites. A major
challenge for the industrial deployment of a CO2
reduction methodology is to reduce the overall cost and
the integration of all nodes of the CO2 reduction system
(Hasan et al. 2014).

INTRODUCTION
The increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is
directly related to the increase in CO2 emissions from
burning and consumption of fossil fuels, leading to
global warming, which is an issue of a great concern
today (IPCC 2007). The concentration of CO2 (396
ppmv) in the atmosphere in 2013 is roughly 40%
higher than it was before the industrial revolution, with
a growth of approximately 2 ppmv/year in the last ten
years (IEA, 2014) and the emission in 2013 is about
56% higher than in 1990. In the Netherlands, the high
court has ordered the government to have the emissions
cut by at least 20% of the 1990 levels within five years
from 2015. The targets for CO2 reduction by 2030,
according to the reports from the Environmental
Assessment Agency of the Netherlands and the EU
policy, are set at 40% of the 1990 levels, showing a
strong commitment to reduce anthropogenic CO2
emissions.

In this work, we design a network consisting of
sources, a capture system (technologies and materials)
and the storage sites to be transported to for the
Netherlands. We design the network such that the
overall costs for 25 years of operation and 54 Mtpa
(30% of the 2013 levels) reduction of CO2 is
minimized. We will also evaluate what the preferred
post combustion technologies are. Initially, we develop
a Mixed-Integer Linear Optimization (MILP) model
for the reduction of CO2 emissions through CCS. The
model is represented a set of constraints and an
objective function. Later, for the case study, we first
screen the sources at different levels of detail (both for
locations and industrial activities) and investigate how
the level of detail affects the overall costs in order to
select the appropriate required level of detailing. Then,
we group the clusters of storage options available in the
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Netherlands according to the geographical locations to
present the network of major sources and storage sites.
Having established the supply chain structure, we use
the model for minimizing the overall costs in order to
find the optimal network connecting sources and
storage sites. Finally, we discuss the results and the
outcomes obtained and the reasoning behind it.

CCS SUPPLY CHAIN
DEVELOPMENT

x The source and capture plants are considered to be
in the same and fixed location to avoid
transportation of flue gases.
x One to one coupling of source and capture nodes.
This means, it is assumed that one source node can
be connected to only one capture node and one
capture node can receive from only one source
node.
x No alternative competing mode of transport to
pipeline transport is considered.
x A source node can be connected to only one storage
node, but a storage node can receive from multiple
source nodes.
x Profit functions such as utilization, carbon tax, etc.
are not considered.
x Network structure remains constant throughout the
chosen time horizon of 25 years.

The whole network consisting of CO2 sources,
capturing CO2 from the sources with the technologies
and materials available, and transporting it to the
storage sites can be viewed as a supply chain network
problem (Hasan et al. 2014). Sources can be seen as the
suppliers of CO2, and capacity restrictions for each
storage site can be related to the demands of each site
which are satisfied by transporting the CO2 from the
capture plant to the storage sites through a pipeline.
Basically, the supply chain consists of sources, plants
with capture technology and materials and geological
storage sites (see Fig. 1). In this work, we have
considered that the capture plants are located in the
source site to avoid transport of flue gases.
Transport

MODEL

We setup a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)
model to solve the supply chain problem presented in
the previous section.
Basic Modelling Assumptions

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Sources (i) Capture Plant (j)

NETWORK

Storage (k)

MINIMIZE
R = T(RRV,,X + ZRV,,X + RV,,X )

(1)

V,,X

s.t.
T \V,,X L 1

) ^_

(2)

)d  e

(3)

,X

T RV ` a8V,,X L
V,

Figure 1 Carbon Capture and Storage Scheme

T RV ` a8V,,X K 54

The problem statement is as follows:
Given:
1. Sources: type & location, yearly CO2 emissions and
compositions
2. CO2 capture and compression technologies:
materials and costs
3. Transportation: distance and quantity to be
transported, transportation mode and costs
4. Sequestration/storage: type, location, storage
capacity, injection costs and storage limit
5. CO2 reduction target
Determine:
1. Source and the quantity to be captured
2. Technology and material combination to be used
for the CO2 capture of each selected source
3. Sequestration/storage sites to be used and quantity
to be stored in each site
4. Network topology to capture, transport & store CO2
The objective of the model is to minimize the overall
CCS network costs, leading to an optimized structure.

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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Eq. 1 shows the objective C, overall costs, as a sum of
capture and compression costs (CCi,j,k), transportation
costs (TCi,j,k) and storage costs (SCi,j,k). Xi,j,k is a binary
decision variable that selects a source ‘i’ and only one
suitable technology-material combination ‘j’ and a
storage site ‘k’ per source and Eq. 2 is a constraint to
facilitate this. CSi is the total emissions from source ‘i’
and FRi,j,k is 0-1 continuous variable that gives the
fraction of CO2 that is going to be captured from source
‘i’. Eq. 3 ensures that the maximum storage limit of
each storage site ‘k’ (CUkmax) is not exceeded. ‘Yrs’
appearing in the Eq. 3 means the number of years of
operation (25 years in our case). Eq. 4 checks if the
minimum targeted CO2 reduction of 54 Mtpa (30% of
the 2013 levels) is achieved. Eq. 5 is a constraint,
which makes sure that if a source is selected, no more
than 90% is captured from that source. The additional
computational benefit is avoidance of the
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multiplication of variables FRi,j,k and Xi,j,k and thereby
linearizing the model reported by Hasan et al. (2014).
Before going into the details of costs of capture and
compression, we need to decide on the technologies
and materials to be considered. The four leading
capture and compression technologies selected based
on maturity and Total Readiness Level are Absorption,
Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA), Vacuum Swing
Adsorption (VSA) and Membrane separation
(Abanades et al. 2015; Hasan et al. 2014; Zaman and
Lee 2013).

70
60
50
COSTS (€/tCO2)

RRV,,X = l_RV,,X + @RV,,X + MRV,,X m ` cCE

compositions. This also shows that the applied
linearization does not significantly change the costs of
the various material-technology combinations and
provides results almost the same as that by the original
model presented by Hasan et al. (2014).

(6)

Eq. 6 shows capture and compression costs as a sum of
Investment costs (ICi,j,k), Operating costs (OCi,j,k) and
the flue gas Dehydration costs (DCi,j,k). Optimizing the
capture and compression costs, which depends on flue
gas composition and flow rate, is an important step
towards reducing the total cost and there have been
various efforts to optimize the overall and individual
processes. Hasan et al. in their work have optimized
various capture and compression technologies and
materials and reported the costs for the leading
technologies and material combinations in terms of
CO2 composition (XCO2) and flue gas flow rates (Fi in
mol/s) (Hasan et al. 2012a; Hasan et al. 2012b; Hasan
et al. 2014). The basic assumptions considered in their
cost model are that the technology-material
combination is able to capture at least 90% of CO2
from the flue gas with the least product purity of 90%
CO2 at 150 bar pressure of CO2 product.
€
v
+ wmaV !
_R V,,X n p = q ` \V,,X + lrstu

oC
(7)
` l9 a8V,,X + 9 \V,,X m
€
@R V,,X n p = qx ` \V,,X
oC
v
(8)
+ lrx stuy + wx maV !y
` l9 a8V,,X + 9 \V,,X m
Eq. 7 and 8 shows the linearized version for the
investment and operating costs per year presented by
Hasan et al. (2012; 2014) and the cost model’s
assumptions and basis can be found in their work.
Their model mainly becomes non-linear because of the
exponent in FRi,j,k. For each of the 13
technology/material combinations considered, the costs
are linearized with less than 5% overall relative error
compared to the original model. Linearization also
allows the model to choose the FRi,j,k freely, rather than
assuming it constant as was done by Hasan et al.
(2014). The flue gas dehydration costs contribute 9.28
€/tCO2 captured uniformly. Fig. 2 shows the capture
and compression costs as a function of the composition
of CO2 in the flue gas, for a constant flue gas flow rate
of 10 kmol/s and FRi,j,k = 0.9. The figure is very similar
to that provided by Hasan et al. (2014). It can be
clearly seen that absorption is preferred for cases with a
very low CO2 composition in the flue gas, whereas
adsorption is preferred for cases with higher
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Figure 2 Capture and compression costs for different
technology material combinations (Flue gas flow rate
= 10 kmol/s)
Modeling of the transportation node(s) also received
attention. The review by Knoope et al. (2013) gives a
good overview of all the available models. In our work,
we use the model presented by Serpa et al. (2011), as it
provides us with a linear model and also cost as a
function of the quantity transported. We consider a
terrain factor, FT of 1.2, (which can also be taken as a
correction factor for distances) and we also add 16 kms
to the distance (Di,k) for access to a suitable injection
site within storage formation (Dahowski et al. 2004).
Eq. 9 shows the function for the transport cost that we
use in this model. The yearly operation and
maintenance costs (OMt) of transportation are taken as
4% of the investment costs. There are also no
distinction made between transportation costs in land
and sea.
ZRV,,X = _z{DEH9DzH + @DC|H^z} R?EH
= ~lq ` RV a8V,,X + r ` \V,,X m ` a ` lMV,X + 16m
+ @ ` _z{DEH9DzH ?EH ` cCE

(9)

For the storage and injection costs, Jansen et al. (2011)
give an average investment (Iwell) and operating costs
(OMwell) per well and to calculate the number of wells,
we use a parameter maximum injection capacity per
well (ICmax) given by Hasan et al. (2014). Although the
well construction, operation and maintenance depend
on the type of the storage site and individual well
characteristics (like depth, location – offshore &
onshore etc.), we assume it to be a constant for the
simplicity of the model itself. Eq. 10 shows the storage
and injection cost that we use in our model.
RV,,X = _z{DEH9DzH + @DC|H^z} R?EH
RV a8V,,X
p
= (_  + cCE ` @  ) n
_R !"#
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(10)

individual activity level. Most of the sources lie in the
composition range of 7% and 20%. Only 3 of the 35
sources have a CO2 composition above 20%. The flue
gas composition plays a major role in the capture costs
of CO2 – the lower the CO2 composition in the flue gas,
the higher the costs.

CASE STUDY
Data analysis and interpretation
Sources
Data for the CO2 sources are obtained from the
Netherlands Government’s Pollutant Release and
Transfer Register database and the “Centraal Bureau
voor de Statistiek” for the year 2013. The database
divides sources with different levels of detailing,
according to their location (Total, Province level,
Community (municipality) level and Individual
location) and industrial activities (Sector level, SubSector level, and Individual Activity level). Initially, to
analyze the data, Province – Subsector combination
was taken as the others are either less detailed or too
detailed. In the total emissions of 180 Mtpa, 242 large
stationary sources (leaving out emissions from
educational institutions, recreation clubs, etc.) account
for ~109 Mtpa, approximately 60% of the total
emissions. Out of those 242 sources, the top 35 sources
 ]` Mtpa) account for ~98 Mtpa. We decided to
go into different levels of detailing with the same
criteria and consider sources only above 0.5 Mtpa
emissions.

Number of sources

25

88
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0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

CO2 composition (mol%) in the flue gas
Figure 4 The composition distribution of various
sources at the Community-Individual activity level
Fig. 5 shows the objective (total costs for CCS) for
different levels of detail. The higher the level of detail,
the higher the costs are, as anticipated. It can be noted
that the cost becomes almost constant with less than
1% change between the Community-Subsector level
and the Community-Individual Activity level. This also
shows that going into further detail than the
Community-Individual Activity level is not necessary,
as there is no noticeable change in the objective.

Overall Costs (€ Billion)

95

10

0

Obviously, the number of sources and the total
emissions are bound to vary when we go into various
levels of detail (see Fig. 3) It can be seen that the
number of sources are almost constant around 34 and
this may be related to the fact that when going into
more detail the larger sources getting split into two or
more parts. The emissions decrease initially, as
expected, and become almost constant at the
community level.
99
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0

Four different combinations are considered:
- Province – Sub-Sector
- Province – Individual Activity
- Community – Sub-Sector
- Community – Individual Activity
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Figure 5 Total costs as a function of the level of detail.
clearly showing that the costs become constant at the
community - activity level.

Province – Province – Community Community
Sub-Sector Individual
– Sub– Individual
Activity
Sector
Activity
Total Emissions

Province – Community – Community –
Individual Sub-Sector Individual
Activity
Activity

Further case & optimization study is evaluated with the
data at the level of Community-Individual activity. Fig.
6 shows the location of the sources spread across the
Netherlands. It can be clearly seen that the major
emitters of CO2 are located in the western and southwestern part of the Netherlands.

Number of Sources

Figure 3 Total Emissions (Mtpa) and Number of
sources in each level of detail
Typical CO2 compositions of flue gas are used for
various sources. Fig. 4 shows the composition
distribution for the sources at the community-
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Figure 7. Netherlands map locating the top 15 storage
site

Figure 6. Netherlands map locating the top 35
stationary sources

Results and discussion
As discussed in the previous section, we consider 35
sources, 13 technology-material combinations for
capture & compression and 15 grouped storage sites to
inject CO2. So, the total number of discrete variables
are 6825 (35 u 13 u 15). Thus an enormous reduction
in the number of sources and storage sites has helped
decreasing the size in the model, which also helps in
the interpretation of the results. The presented Supply
Chain optimization model was used to optimize the
costs of the capture of 54 Mtpa of CO2 and storage for
25 years. A summary of the resulting minimized costs
can be found in Table 1.

Storage sites
The storage data were obtained from DHV and TNO
(2009), Ramirez et al. (2010), Damen et al. (2009) and
Neele et al. (2013). Although there are several
hundreds of individual storage sites, the geographical
location of the storage sites represented in the above
publications on the map of the Netherlands (clusters of
storage sites) were grouped manually to reduce the
overall problem size to 47 cluster groups, out of which
31 are oil & gas groups, 12 are saline aquifer groups
and 4 are groups of coal seams. The storage capacity
for each group is estimated on the basis of the known
total capacity of each type of storage in the
Netherlands. Storage estimation of 47 groups summed
to approximately 11 Gt. Out of the 47 storage groups,
the top 15 groups contributed to more than 10 Gt of
storage and for the ease of implementation, only these
15 storage sites were considered for the case study. Of
the 15 storage sites chosen, 11 are oil & gas sites, 3 are
saline aquifers and 1 of them is an un-mineable coal
seam.

Table 1 Overall costs and cost per ton basis for the
optimal CCS network in the Netherlands

Fig. 7 indicates the geographical location of the
grouped storage sites on the map of the Netherlands,
where each circle represents the center of the group and
size of the circle represents the capacity of the storage.
The figure shows that most of the large storage groups
are in the north and north-eastern part of the
Netherlands. The Groningen site (the biggest circle in
Fig. 7) contributes to 7.35 Gt of storage possibility. An
important assumption is that all these storage sites are
free, ready and available for CO2 storage and the CO2
injection platform is going to be built from scratch.
Also no costs related to delay by public protests for
injection in these storage clusters are assumed.

Overall
Costs
(€Billion)

Cost
(€/tCO2/yr)

Total Expenditure

47.83

35.43

FG Dehydration Costs

12.53

9.28

Capture and
compression

30.70

22.74

Sequestration

2.7

2

Transport

1.9

1.42

While, dehydration, storage and transportation add to
the total costs, the costs of capture and compression, as
expected, is the major contributor. Although we used
different cost functions for storage/injection and
transportation costs, the cost proportions are very
similar to the ones obtained in Hasan et al. (2014). The
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total costs for 25 years of operation of CCS is
estimated at €47.8 billion and €35.43 per year per ton
of CO2 captured. The storage or injection costs just
accounts for 2 €/ton whereas the transportation costs
accounts for only 1.42 €/ton. The pipeline costs are
often underestimated as the majority of the models
reported in the literature keep the cost of natural gas
pipelines constructed before 10 – 15 years as the basis,
whereas the CO2 pipelines generally operate at higher
pressures (Knoope et al. 2013). The storage costs may
also be underrated, but even if the storage costs are 3 or
4 times more, the capture and compression costs with
22.74 €/ton will still remain the largest among all the
costs for CO2 emission reduction. Thus, the main
takeaway finding is that the capture processes cause the
major lump of expenses and further optimization or
invention of new technologies at much lower costs for
capture can cause a major change in the overall costs.
The optimized network is shown in Fig. 8. The thinner
end shows the source and the thicker end shows the
storage site and thickness is also proportional to the
quantity captured, transported and injected in each
storage site. For the optimal design, 18 sources and 9
storage sites are selected by the model. Out of the
selected 9 storage sites, 5 storage sites are oil & gas
sites, 3 are saline aquifers and 1 of them is an unmineable coal seam.

the straightforward linear relation for costs which
doesn’t take into account the scale effect of the storage.
Furthermore, it is because of the fact that most of the
sources selected are from the western or south western
part of the Netherlands, whereas the Groningen site is
in the Northeastern part of the Netherlands and the
transportation cost is comparable to the storage cost.
100%

Percentage Occupied

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Storage sites
Figure 9 The storage occupancy after the 25 years of
optimal operation
In the technology aspect, only 3 out of the 13
technology-material combinations are chosen - 17 of
the 18 selected sources use pressure swing adsorption
and only 1 use absorption (Fig. 10). In the material
feature, MVY (a type of zeolite) based adsorption is
strongly preferred over the WEI (another type of
zeolite) based one (15 times to two times). In
absorption, piperazine (PZ) is preferred over Mono
Ethanol Amine (MEA). This shows that the heuristic
choice of MEA absorption or absorption in general
may not always be the most cost-effective one.
Songolzadeh et al. (2014) also found that adsorption is
the most preferred post-combustion capture technology
at higher feed gas pressures and they also state that
adsorption can have a much lower energy consumption
and cost for the capture of CO2. Another reason why
adsorption is the most often selected technology in the
optimization, is that 17 of the 18 selected sources have
a medium to high CO2 compositions in the feed flue
gases (>10%). Absorption is preferred when the
concentrations are below 8% at higher flue gas flow
rates. This shows that the costs and the selection of the
technology depend both on composition and flow rate.

PSA Adsorption - WEI

Figure 8 Optimal network for Carbon Capture and
Sequestration for the Netherlands

PSA Adsorption - MVY

Fig. 9 shows the storage occupancy of each of the
storage groups and it can be clearly seen that there still
exists more than 85% of the CO2 storage capacity even
after 25 years of operation to reduce 54 Mtpa. The
biggest storage site of all, the Groningen gas field
(storage site 9 in the Fig. 9), still has almost 100%
storage capacity left. To start with, it maybe because of

Absorption - PZ

0

5

10

15

20

Figure 10 The most preferred technology-material
combinations.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
An MILP model is developed and applied to synthesize
a national CCS network by optimizing the total costs
of this network. Appropriate sources, capture
processes, transportation connections and CO2 storage
sites were selected. The MILP model has a linearized
relation for the estimation of capture and compression
costs. This linearization allows the model to choose the
fraction captured from each source instead of assuming
it to be a constant. We analyzed different data sets with
different detailing for the sources in the Netherlands
and came up with a definitive data set, by checking the
variation in the objective function, to carry out the case
study. The optimal cost achieved by considering the
most mature technologies close to commercialization
and using an efficient network design, was found to be
€47.8 billion for 54 Mtpa of CO2 reduction in the
Netherlands for 25 years of operation. Pressure Swing
Adsorption (PSA) was significantly preferred over the
heuristic choice of absorption and the difference in
costs were also noted to be considerable. It was also
concluded that, even after the 25 years of operation,
there is still more than 85% of the total storage
capacity left across the Netherlands for CO2 injection.
Although the estimate for storage and transportation
costs may not be very accurate, a clear conclusion from
the relative contribution to the costs is that the capture
& compression cost is the major contributor to the total
costs. It is therefore recommended to further optimize
existing technologies or develop new technologies with
much lower capture costs to cause a further major
reduction in the overall costs.
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trading constraints. These include the cardinality
constraint (a limit on the total number of assets held in
the portfolio, i.e. select k out n (k<n) assets to be held
in the portfolio), the minimum position size constraint
(bounds on the amount of each asset), the minimum
trade size constraint (bounds on the amount of
transaction occurred on each asset) and transaction
costs. The goal of the problem is to minimize the risk
of the adjusted portfolio and the transaction costs
incurred, while satisfying the set of trading constraints
in feasible portfolios. The aim of this paper is to
develop a hybrid method to solve the complex PSP
efficiently. The techniques developed here are
employed to solve a specific problem, but it could be
applied to other variants of PSP with cardinality
constraint, and possible other combinatorial problems
outside this domain.

KEYWORDS
Hybrid algorithm; Branch-and-Bound; local search;
portfolio selection problems
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate a constrained portfolio
selection problem with cardinality constraint, minimum
size and position constraints, and non-convex
transaction cost. A hybrid method named Local Search
Branch-and-Bound (LS-B&B) which integrates local
search with B&B is proposed based on the property of
the problem, i.e. cardinality constraint. To eliminate the
computational burden which is mainly due to the
cardinality constraint, the corresponding set of binary
variables is identified as core variables. Variable fixing
(Bixby, Fenelon et al. 2000) is applied on the core
variables, together with a local search, to generate a
sequence of simplified sub-problems. The default B&B
search then solves these restricted and simplified subproblems optimally due to their reduced size
comparing to the original one. Due to the inherent
similar structures in the sub-problems, the solution
information is reused to evoke the repairing heuristics
and thus accelerate the solving procedure of the subproblems in B&B. The tight upper bound identified at
early stage of the search can discard more subproblems to speed up the LS-B&B search to the
optimal solution to the original problem. Our study is
performed on a set of portfolio selection problems with
non-convex transaction costs and a number of trading
constraints based on the extended mean-variance
model. Computational experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm by using less
computational time.

If the transaction cost function is linear, then the
problem is generally easy to solve. However, a
function which better reflects realistic transaction costs
is usually non-convex (Konno and Wijayanayake
2001). Some research show that realistic transaction
costs usually include a fixed fee, and thus the cost is
relatively higher when the amount of transaction is
smaller (Konno and Wijayanayake 2001, Konno and
Wijayanayake 2002). The transaction cost is thus
usually represented by a linear piecewise concave
function. This turns the problem into a non-convex
optimisation problem, which is more difficult to solve.
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid approach which
integrates local search with B&B to solve the nonconvex portfolio selection problem heuristically. We
conceptually divide the decision variables into two
parts: the set of core variables which defines the
cardinality constraint and the rest of variables.
Variable fixing is applied to the core variables. The
result of variable fixing has two facets: values (i.e. 0, 1)
are assigned to the core binary variables and simplified
sub-problem is generated. A local search together with
variable fixing are performed on the core variables to
generate a sequence of simplified sub-problems. These
sub-problems are traversed heuristically to find the

INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we tackle the single-period portfolio
selection problem (PSP). In the problem concerned, a
number of transactions can be carried out to adjust the
portfolio during a given trading period. We take into
account these transaction costs as well as a set of
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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promising suub-problems, i.e. whose lo
ower bounds aare
not greater than upper bounds.
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The promising suubproblems theen are solveed by a defau
ult B&B. Vallue
assignments by variable fixing,
fi
togetheer with the vallue
assignments by a defaullt B&B, form
m the compleete
solutions to the original problem.
p
The best solutionn to
the sub-probblem, togetherr with the value assignmennts
by variable ffixing approxiimates an opttimal solutionn to
the original pproblem.

bjective problem where (1)) is the sum of
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w the same weights.
w
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he transaction
n cost is the suum of the tran
nsaction costss
asssociated with
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I ( x)
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In
n this paper, we
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feee plus a linear cost, thuus leads to a non-convexx
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hown in Fig.. 1. This fun
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pplied in (Lobo, Fazel et al. 2007) . The
T fixed feee

ATION
PROBLEM FORMULA
Consider thaat an investor is holding an
n initial portfoolio
that consistss of a set of n assets. To respond to tthe
changes in tthe market, the
t investor must
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review its
current portffolio, with thee view to carrry out a numbber
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med that the neew portfolio w
will
be held for a fixed time period.
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to minimize both the transsaction costs occurred
o
and tthe
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where objecctive (1) is to
t minimize the risk of tthe
portfolio andd the transaction costs incurrred. (2) ensurres
the expected return. F in (3)
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portfolios suubject to all thhe related constraints. Theese
constraints iinclude the minimum
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minimum traading size, etc., which will be
b detailed neext.
In this papeer, we modeel the probleem as a singgle
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n

The tottal number off assets

i

The ind
dex of assets, i=1,…,n

w0

Initial position
p
of thee portfolio

Vij

Covariance betweenn assets i and j

ri

Return of asset i at thhe end of the investment
period

R

Expectted return of thhe portfolio

Ei

Fixed cost
c for buying
ng or selling assset i

Di

Variable cost rate foor buying or seelling asset i

There are two groups of variables in the formulation of
the problem, as denoted by the “feature” column. wi,
sell
buy
sell
xibuy , xi are decision variables. zi , zi and zi are

wmin

Minimum hold position

xmin

Minimum trading amount

k

Number of assets in the portfolio after
transaction

Variable

Feature

wi

Revised position of the
portfolio after transaction

Decision variable

xibuy

Amount of buying asset i

Decision variable

xisell

Amount of selling asset i

Decision variable

auxiliary variables which are used to formulate the
constraints. The column “core variable” denotes which
variables are core variables. The selection of the core
variables is problem dependent.  Several researchers
have pointed out that the cardinality constraint presents
the greatest computational challenge to the problem
(Bienstock 1996, Jobst, Horniman et al. 2001, Stoyan
and Kwon 2010, Stoyan and Kwon 2011). Actually, the
PSP with cardinality constraint has been recognized to
be NP-complete (Bienstock 1996, Mansini and
Speranza 1999). To eliminate the cardinality constraint,
we identify variables zi which define the cardinality
constraint

zi

Hold asset i or not in the
revised portfolio

zibuy

Buy asset i or not

zisell

Sell asset i or not

i n j n

Auxiliary variable

i 1 j 1

k

i

as a set of core variables.

i 1

Based on the model PSP, we will introduce two
Auxiliary variable additional reduced models (PSP basic, PSP sub) as
follows which will be applied to evaluate the
Auxiliary variable neighbourhood in the local search and to calculate the
lower bound:
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(PSP sub)

In this section, we propose a new hybrid search, named
LS-B&B to PSP according to the property of the
problem. To the PSP with binary variable zi we are
dealing with, we know that exactly k out n binary
variables will be assigned to 1 in the feasible and
optimal solutions. With this knowledge, we can apply
variable fixing on a set of variables at one time,
resulting into simplified sub-problem. A local search is
performed on these set of variables to generate a
sequence of sub-problems, and the best solution will be
identified among them.

fix variables in subsets S to 1, to obtain sub-problems
Psuby as follows:
Psuby : min cT x
s.t. Ax d b;
x j 1, j  S  B z 
[0,1], j  C

xj

In this way, we simplify the original problem to a subproblem. One selection of the subsets S can generate
one possible simplified sub-problem of the original
problem. Therefore, we apply variable fixing together
with a local search to generate a sequence of subproblems where we will search for the best solution.

Framework of LS-B&B to PSP

We present the framework of LS- B&B to PSP, as
shown in Fig.2.

LS- B&B
LB: lower bound;
UB: upper bound;
(h, x, w, z): a solution (x, w, z) of the problem with a
corresponding objective value h;
solveB&B: a default B&B solver;
Z: set of zi;
S: subset of Z;
Porg: the original problem defined by model (PSP);
Psub : sub-problem defined by variable fixing;

LS-B&B consists of four main components. The first
component is the initialization phase (line 1). In this
phase, variable fixing is applied to the core variables to
generate a simplified sub-problem. Lower bound and
upper bound of the problem are also initialized in this
phase.
The second component is a default B&B search (line
7). It is called to solve the sub-problems to optimality.
This solution to the sub-problem together with the
variable assignments by variable fixing, forms the
solution to the original problem.

y

1: Initialization phase
2: while (the number of iterations not met)
3:
If (LB ( Psub ) UB)

The third component is a local search (line 9) which is
performed on set Z of variable zi to update sets S and.
With the updated S, the sub-problem is updated
correspondingly. Therefore, we state that this local
search generates a sequence of sub-problems.

y

prune the sub-problem Psub ;
y

4:
5:
6:
7:

go to line 9;
Else
(h, x, w, z) = solveB&B( Psub ) ;
y

The fourth component is an overall search procedure
(the while loop). In this search procedure, a local
search, variable fixing and a default B&B work
together to identify the best solution among the subproblems by pruning inferior sub-problems and solving
the promising sub-problems to optimality.

8:
9:

if h <UB set UB =h;
perform a Local search on set Z; 10:
generate sub-problems by variable fixing: Psub =
y

Porg

(zi= 1), zi  S;

11: set (x*, w*, z*) as the best solution among all (x, w, z)
and h* be the corresponding objective value;

We present explanations of these components next.
Fig. 2 The LS-B&B algorithm to PSP

Components of LS-B&B to PSP

Variable fixing

Initialization phase

(Hard) variable fixing has been used in MIP context to
divide a problem into sub-problems. It assigns values
to a subset of variables of the original problem. That is,
certain variables are fixed to the given values. Based on
the definition of variable fixing in (Bixby, Fenelon et
al. 2000, Lazic, Hanafi et al. 2009), we apply this
variable fixing to simplify the original problem into
sub-problems in the following way. We first denote a
subsets S on the binary variable set B: S  B. Then we

The main task of the initialization phase is the
generation of a sub-problems Psub by variable fixing
y
on variables zi on sets S. From the definition of Psub ,
y

we can state that Psub is Porg with the initialization of
y
variables in S to 1.
In the initialization phase, the lower bound is obtained
by solving the continuous relaxation of the sub-
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extended tableau simplex algorithm in the default
MIQP solver) for the current problem are stored, and
this can be retrieved and applied to the successive subproblems. This means the solution information (i.e.,
basis list and basis factors) of the problem Psub can thus

problem Psub based on model (PSP sub), and the upper
y
bound is set as .
Default B&B search

y

As we stated in the framework of LS-B&B, each of the
sub-problems itself is still a MIQP problem due to the
presence of binary variables zibuy and zisell. However,
due to the assignments of variable zi by variable fixing,
the size of the sub-problem is much smaller comparing
to the original one. Therefore, sub-problems can be
handled by the default B&B. In this paper, the default
B&B algorithm in the MIQP solver in CPLEX is
applied to solve the promising sub-problems (when LB
( Psub ) < UB ) to optimality. What is more, the inherent

be reused to obtain solution to Psub , so that Psub does
y'
y'

similar structures of the sub-problems enable a very
successful reuse of solution information, so the
repairing heuristics embedded in solveB&B are evoked
to improve the search.

To evealuate our algorithm on more general benchmark
instances, we also concern in this paper the portfolio
optimisation instances publicly available in the OR
library (ORlibrary), with additional constraints derived
from the above real-world problem. Six problem
instances are used to test the algorithm proposed in this
paper, which can be found at (He and Qu, 2014).

not need to be solved again from scratch. This solution
information reusing thus can evoke the repairing
heuristics embedded in the default B&B solver. This
solution information reusing has shown to be extremely
efficient.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

y

Overall search procedure
The overall search explores the sequence of subproblems. This is shown in the while loop in Fig.2. In
this search, the lower bound of the sub-problem Psub is

We set the minimum proportion of wealth to be
invested in an asset, wmin, to 0.01%, and the minimum
transaction amount, xmin, to 0.01%. We also set the
parameters in the transaction cost function i to 0.005
and ßi to 0.0001 for all the assets. Other values of k in
the cardinality constraint have been tested, ranging
from 10 to 150 for different sizes of portfolios.

y

computed by a general QP solver, which relaxes the
sub-problem to a continuous problem, i.e. model PSP
sub (line 3 in Fig.2). Here, the computation of the
lower bound is different from the evaluation of a
solution in the local search, which is based on model
PSP basic. The objective value of the feasible solution
to the concerned sub-problem Psub serves as the upper

Evaluations on the LS-B&B algorithm

y

bound of the original problem. If the lower bound of a
sub-problem is above the current upper bound found so
far, we can discard this sub-problem during the search
(line 4 in Fig.2). Otherwise, these promising subproblems are solved exactly by a default B&B (line 7
in Fig.2). The solutions to the sub-problems together
with the assignments of core variables consist of the
feasible solutions to the complete original problem.
These sub-problems are solved in sequence, and the
best solution among them, together with the variable
assignments done by variable fixing, approximates the
optimal solution to the original problem. The whole
procedure terminates by a pre-defined number of
iterations in the local search. Therefore, the search is an
incomplete search. It cannot guarantee optimality of the
solution due to the nature of the local search on core
variables zi.

In LS-B&B, after fixing values for variables zi by
variable fixing and the local search, the resulting MIQP
sub-problems are created. If the lower bound of a subproblem is not greater than the current upper bound
(we say it is a promising sub-problem, otherwise it will
be pruned), it will be solved by the default B&B in
CPLEX12.0. Therefore, when these sub-problems are
processed, in conclusion four possible situations could
emerge: (1) a sub-problem could be solved by B&B to
optimality; (2) the repairing heuristic mechanism
imbedded in CPLEX could be evoked and applied to a
sub-problem to obtain a feasible solution heuristically;
(3) a sub-problem could be pruned; this will happen if
the optimal solution under continuous relaxation on
model PSP sub is larger than the current upper bound;
and (4) the solution of a sub-problem could be
infeasible.

The local search together with variable fixing creates a
sequence of sub-problems which have very similar
structures. They only differ in the coefficient or the
right-hand side of constraints which are related to zi.
When solving this sequence of sub-problems, the
solution information such as the basis list and basis
factors from its simplex tableau (i.e., we apply the

Table 1 illustrates the behavior of the above four
situations during the processing of sub-problems. The
total CPU time of the algorithm is dependent upon the
CPU time needed for each situation.
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x
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Table 1. Information of sub-problem processing.
total
Instance CPU
time

sub-problem
solved

sub-problem
repaired

sub-problem
pruned

sub-problem
infeasible

Table 2. Comparisons of default B&B and LSB&B. + denotes that the repairing heuristics are
succeed. All the CPU time is measured in seconds.

Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Number CPU Numb CPU Number CPU Numb CPU
time/p
time/p
time/p
time/p
Société
3.16
Générale

56

0.01

398

0.006

86

0

60

0

HangS

3.09

184

0.01

178

0.005

120

0

118

0

DAX

9.00

296

0.02

121

0.01

112

0.01

71

0

FTSE

11.44

79

0.08

102

0.025

127

0.02

292

0

S&P

13.55

286

0.04

114

0.01

77

0

123

0

Nikkei 76.97

89

0.40

21

0.36

221

0.08

269

0.06

If the repairing heuristic is evoked and succeed;
The total CPU time required.

In Table 2, in LS-B&B, the number of nodes processed
is the average of nodes being processed with repairing
heuristics. From Table 2 we can see that by simplifying
the problem through variable fixing, the repairing
heuristics succeed in LS- B&B approach. The repairing
heuristics cannot be evoked by the default B&B while
solving the original problem.

Table 1 clearly indicates that the CPU time for
identifying infeasibility is negligible. The CPU time for
pruning the inferior sub-problem is quite efficient.
Therefore, the more sub-problems pruned, the more
efficient the search is. It can be interpreted from Table
1 that solving sub-problems with repairing heuristics is
quite efficient. These repairing heuristics are the results
of solution information reuse in the B&B solver.
Solving sub-problems exactly is the most time
consuming situation comparing with the other three
situations.

Without the simplification, the default B&B needs to
explore a much larger number of nodes in the search to
obtain feasible solutions, while LS-B&B with
simplification requires much less time, shown in Table
2. For example, for the largest instance Nikkei, more
than 35,500 nodes have been explored in the default
B&B to obtain a feasible solution with a gap of 0.44%.

Comparisons with the default B&B in CPLEX
It is worth noting that LS-B&B is a heuristic approach
to the problem. It cannot prove optimality of the
solution due to the nature of the local search on core
variables zi, although the sub-problems can be
measured by the optimality gap. In order to evaluate
the quality of the solutions we obtained from LS-B&B,
we compare it against the optimal solution to the
problem. It is however very difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain and prove the optimal solution to the
problems concerned. We therefore calculate the
approximate optimal solution to the problem concerned
by running the default B&B algorithm in CPLEX12.0
for an extensive amount of time.

The optimality gap of solution obtained by LS- B&B is
calculated by gap = (fLS – fR) / fR, where fLS is the
objective value obtained by LS- B&B, and fR is the
objective value of continuous relaxation. Table 2
shows that, to achieve solutions of similar quality (as
measured by the optimality gap), the CPU time needed
by the default B&B is much greater than that required
by LS-B&B (e.g. 180 CPU seconds as opposed to
76.97 seconds for the instance Nikkie).
The comparison of LS-B&B with the default B&B can
be more clearly illustrated in Fig. 3, which plots of the
objective values of LS-B&B and the approximate
optimal values obtained by the default B&B with
extensive runtime.

In the comparison presented in Table 2, we aim to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the repairing heuristic
evoked in our proposed LS- B&B. Therefore, we
present the characteristics of the sub-problems being
repaired by heuristic against the characteristics of the
default B&B. We compare LS-B&B with the default
B&B in Table 2 in terms of the following criteria:
x The number of nodes being processed in B&B to
obtain the best integer feasible solution;
x The gap between optimality and the quality of the
best feasible solution;

It can be seen that LS-B&B converges very well for
instances Société Générale, Hang Seng and Nikkei,
where the gap between the objective values of LSB&B and approximate optimal is very small. For
instance DAX, the best solution of LS-B&B is even
better than the approximate optimal value. For
instances FTSE and S&P, the gap is slightly larger.
However, it should be noted that LS-B&B spends
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significantly less time (3-79 seconds) than the default
B&B (180 and 600 seconds).
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Fig. 3 The gap between LS-B&B and the
approximate optimal by the default B&B
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced the hybrid LS-B&B
method to solve the portfolio selection problem with
practical trading constraints and transaction costs. We
have analysed a specific PSP problem which is
modelled as MIQP. The hybrid method closely
integrates local search with B&B. It implements an
incomplete search which aims to seek near optimal
solutions in a limited computational time. It simplifies
the problem into much smaller sub-problems, which
are much easier to solve than the original complete
problem, hence can be searched intensively by B&B. It
has been demonstrated by our experiments that the
repairing heuristics are evoked by solution information
reusing in solving sub-problems, thus the successive
sub-problems can be solved more efficiently. The
heuristic initialization of the core variables in our
problem provides a tight upper bound to prune more
sub-problems.
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ranges (Ginn et al. 2012; Albella et al. 2014;
Shcherbakov et al. 2014). Different particle geometries
can be considered, but mainly spherical and cylindrical
antennas have been considered to date. Nanodisks have
proven versatile in tailoring of electric and magnetic
response, by exploiting two degrees of freedom: radius
and height (van de Groep and Polman 2013; Staude et
al. 2013). All-dielectric optical antennas also offer
unique opportunities for nonlinear optics at the
nanoscale with two prominent assets that lack in
plasmonics: very low losses leading to high radiation
efficiency and multipolar characteristics of both electric
and magnetic resonant optical modes potentially leading
to the engineering of the radiation pattern (Shcherbakov
et al. 2014). It is also worth saying that while in
plasmonic nanostructures the optical nonlinear response
is dominated by surface nonlinearity (Kauranen and
Zayats 2012; Butet et al. 2015; de Ceglia et al. 2015;
Celebrano et al. 2015; Finazzi et al. 2007; Dadap 2008),
in high-permittivity dielectric nanoantennas the bulk
nonlinearity dominates and the properties of the
radiation diagram strongly depend on the nonlinear
susceptibility elements, the crystallographic orientation,
and the input polarization state (Finazzi et al. 2007;
Dadap 2008). In this framework, the enhancement of
the nonlinear response due to coupling between
magnetic and electric dipole resonances has already
been observed in third harmonic generation and twophoton absorption (TPA) experiments in Si nanodisks
(Shcherbakov et al. 2014, Shcherbakov et al. 2015a;
Shcherbakov et al. 2015b). More recently, second
harmonic generation (SHG) with an efficiency of 10-3
has been theoretically predicted by exploiting the
magnetic dipole resonance in AlGaAs structures
(Carletti et al. 2015). So far, research in this field has
focused on the enhancement of the nonlinear response
of nanostructures rather than on the control of the
radiation pattern of the nonlinearly generated signals.
For example, in (Carletti at al. 2015) a very high SHG
efficiency is reported, but the SH signal emitted by the
AlGaAs nanodisk has a null along the cylinder axis in
the forward and backward directions. Engineering the
radiation pattern of SHG for e.g. achieving unidirectional signal emission is of paramount importance
for using all-dielectric nanoantennas in applications

KEYWORDS
Second Harmonic Generation, dielectric nanoantennas,
radiation pattern.
ABSTRACT
We present numerical results that describe how to
engineer the radiation pattern of the second harmonic
(SH) signal generated by AlGaAs on aluminum oxide
all-dielectric nanoantennas. The SH beam divergence is
minimized by coherent forward and backward scattering
of the radiation emitted at grazing angles from the
optical antenna toward a concentric grating grown on
the aluminum oxide substrate, whereas the symmetry of
the SH mode is converted by introducing a suitablydesigned phase shift. The parameters of the structure are
optimized through extensive numerical simulations and
design guidelines for fabrication are provided.
INRODUCTION
Optical antennas are a promising research area for their
potential
application
in
various
areas
of
nanotechnology: as a matter of fact, their ability to
convert
propagating
radiation
into
localized
subwavelength modes at the nanoscale (Taminiau et al.
2008; Novotny 2008; Koenderink 2009; Devilez et al.
2010; Novotny and van Hulst 2010; Dorfmuller et al.
2011; Miroshnichenko et al. 2011) makes optical aerials
highly desirable in many different fields. Antennas have
been in common use at radiofrequencies (RF) for more
than a century, in a wide variety of applications; as a
consequence, well-assessed design rules have been
developed in time, and are now available, at RF, for
molding the electromagnetic radiation (Balanis 1982).
Recent advancements in the fabrication of devices at the
nanoscale has allowed to bring many of the concepts of
the RF aerials to optics, leading to the development of
optical antennas consisting of properly engineered
subwavelength metallic and/or dielectric structures
(Novotny and van Hulst 2010). In recent years,
semiconductor nanoparticles have emerged as a
promising alternative to metallic ones for a wide range
of nanophotonic applications based on localized
resonant modes in the entire visible and near-IR spectral
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such as chemical or biological sensing requiring low
power and low cost components, (Albella et al. 2014)
because it affects the collection efficiency of
experiments in real-life conditions. Although the
radiation pattern of SHG in centrosymmetric
nanoparticles (Bennemann 1998; Dadap et al. 1999;
Mäkitalo et al. 2014; Bautista et al. 2012) and THG in
amorphous dielectric particles has been studied, shaping
of the SHG emission from non-centrosymmetric
nanoparticles exhibiting both magnetic and electric
multipole resonances remains almost unexplored. The
main goal of this paper is to describe a route based on
the structuring of the substrate (Lezec et al. 2002;
Garcia-Vidal et al. 2003; Yu et al. 2008; Iwaszczuk et
al. 2013) to engineer the radiation pattern of the second
harmonic (SH) signal generated by AlGaAs on
aluminum oxide all-dielectric nanoantennas. The SH
beam divergence is minimized by coherent forward and
backward scattering of the radiation emitted at grazing
angles from the optical antenna toward a concentric
grating structure, whereas the symmetry of the mode is
converted by introducing a suitably-designed phase
shift. The parameters of the structure are optimized
through extensive numerical simulations and design
guidelines for fabrication are provided.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of SHG from a
cylinder. The pump beam at ω is a plane wave with
wave vector, k, parallel to the cylinder axis.
In order to model the dispersion of the refractive index
of Al0.18Ga0.82As we used the analytical model proposed
by Gehrsitz (Gehrsitz et al. 2000) which was derived
from comparison with measurements. The scattering
efficiency (defined as Qsca = Csca/πr2 where Csca is the
scattering cross-section and r is the cylinder radius) at
wavelengths close to the magnetic dipole resonance is
reported in Fig. 2(a). It is possible to notice that due to
the presence of the substrate the magnetic resonance
redshifts (λ = 1655 nm) with respect to the case of
cylinder suspended in air (λ = 1640 nm).

SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION IN AlGaAs
NANOANTENNAS

a)

In order to demonstrate the control of the radiation
profile of the SH field generated by AlGaAs
nanoantennas we use frequency-domain simulations
implemented using the finite-element-method in
COMSOL. The pump beam at the fundamental
frequency is assumed to be a plane wave s-polarized
along one of the crystalline axes, which are assumed to
be aligned with the simulation Cartesian coordinate
system axes (see Fig. 1). The second-order nonlinear
susceptibility tensor of AlGaAs has only elements of the
type χ(2)ijk with i≠j≠k (Carletti et al. 2015). Thus the i-th
component of the nonlinear polarization at the SH
frequency 2ω is given by:

b)

c)

θ

(2) (! ) (! )
Pi (2! )  @ 0 Bijk
E j Ek

Figure 2: (a) Scattering efficiency Qsca, as a function of
wavelength calculated for r = 225 nm and h = 400 nm,
in the case of presence of the substrate (red line) or
completely air-surrounded nanostructure (blue line). (b)
SHG efficiency as a function of pump wavelength for
the same cylinder in the presence of the Al2O3 substrate
and pump intensity I0=1.33 10-3 W/m2. (c) Far-field
radiation pattern of the SH electric field for pumping
wavelength λ = 1710 nm, y-z plane. The incident light is
a plane wave with a wave vector, k, parallel to the
cylinder axis and the electric field, E, polarized along
the y-axis.

where ε0 is vacuum dielectric constant and Ej(ω) is the jth component of the electric field at the pump frequency
ω. The nonlinear polarization in Equation (1) is used to
define the nonlinear source currents and calculate the
SHG from the AlGaAs cylinders. The reference
structure that we have considered here is borrowed from
(Carletti et al. 2015) and is an Al0.18Ga0.82As cylinder
with radius r = 225 nm and height h = 400 nm on top of
an Al2O3 substrate.
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We investigate the SHG phenomenon by using the
nonlinear polarization induced by the nonlinear
susceptibility χ(2) as a source in COMSOL simulations.
We define the SHG efficiency as:

 SHG 

S

SH

DESIGN OF THE BEAM COLLIMATOR
In this section we tackle the problem of engineering the
radiation pattern of the second harmonic (SH) signal
generated by the AlGaAs nanoantennas described in the
previous paragraph. We demonstrate that the SH beam
divergence can be minimized and the main radiation
lobe can be tilted along the cylinder axis by using a
concentric grating grown on the aluminum oxide
substrate. Our approach mimics the surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) assisted scattering from a periodic
structure with the groove spacing, width and depth that
are optimized for our specific geometry. Indeeed,
Garcia-Vidal et al. have previously shown that it is
possible to collimate and even focus the output of a
subwavelength emitter, with an optimized performance
for a finite number of grooves in the grating structure
(Garcia-Vidal et al. 2003). This principle was later used
by Yu (Yu et al. 2008), who fabricated linear and
concentric arrays of grooves in the end facet of QCLs
for collimation of the output. Agrawal and Nahata used
concentric corrugations for resonant enhancement of
transmission of THz waves through subwavelength
apertures (Agrawal et al. 2005; Agrawal and Nahata
2006) and enhanced coupling between free-space THz
beams and wires (Agrawal and Nahata 2007). Fig. 3
illustrates the basic design considered here. In our case
we place N concentric corrugations with radial distance
d, width a, and depth tg around the optical antenna. The
first step is to design an effective grating for the SH
wavelength. We start from a 2D model of the grating.
Fig. 4(a) shows the scheme of such a structure that
consists of teeth composed of of high (AlGaAs) and low
(air) index material deposited onto a low-index layer
(Al2O3). The design parameters for the structure include
the grating period (Λ), the grating thickness (tg), and the
duty cycle (DC). The DC is defined as the ratio of the
width of the high index material with respect to Λ
(Finazzi et al. 2007). Here we assume an infinite
thickness of the low-index layer under the grating (tL).
We fix tg equal to the height of the cylinder. By using
the reciprocity principle, we excite the structure with a
Gaussian beam at a wavelength of 855 nm (i.e. the
wavelength at which the SHG efficiency should be
maximum) at normal incidence and with the electric
field polarized along the y-axis, and we measure the
power that is scattered from one side of the grating
towards a numerical probe (depicted by the red line in
Fig. 4(a)). We vary the DC and the period of the grating
in order to find the values that maximize the lateral
scattered power. In our simulations the probe is about
1200 nm far from the grating. We repeated the
simulation for different distances of the probe but we
found that the result is independent from the distance.

 nˆ da

A

I 0  r 2

(2)

where
is the Poynting vector of the SH field, is the
unit vector normal to the surface A enclosing the
antenna and I0 is the incident field intensity
(I0 = 1.33 10-3 W/m2 in the simulations). We observed
that the SHG efficiency peak is for a pumping
wavelength of λ = 1710 nm, as reported in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 2(c) shows the far field in the air region at that
pumping wavelength. The mode has its twofold
symmetry directly transferred to its emission pattern
with maximum emission intensity at large off-axis
angles; the radiation null in the forward direction
(θ = 90°) directly comes from the symmetry of the
nanoantenna and the relative orientation between the
crystallographic axes and the input polarization state of
the pump (Iwaszczuk et al. 2013).
In order to avoid the presence of this null of the
radiation diagram one can take advantage of structured
pump light beams or resort to different particle
geometries; the approach we have considered here
explores the use of structuring the substrate similarly to
what is done at radio frequency where collimation is
achieved through the patterning of the ground plane
(Lezec et al. 2002; Garcia-Vidal et al. 2003).
Our beam collimator (described in the next Section) was
derived from the plasmonic collimator that was
introduced by Yu and Iwaszczuk (Yu et al. 2008;
Iwaszczuk et al. 2013) and is essentially based on an
interference effect in the near field: as schematically
described in Fig. 3, the SHG source (the AlGaAs
nonlinear cylinder) couples to the half-ring pattern
acting as a 2D ensemble of scatterers that coherently
radiate the energy of the SH into the far field. The
design of the beam collimator, which is treated in the
next section, is thus of utmost importance to shape the
multipolar emission pattern of the AlGaAs nanoantenna
into a uni-directional beam.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the AlGaAs
concentric grating over the Al2O3 substrate.
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a)

a)

b)

b)
c)

Figure 4: (a) Schematic picture of the system under
study: one-dimensional high contrast grating realized in
AlGaAs over an Al2O3 low-index layer. (b) Scattered
power as a function of grating period Λ and duty-cycle
for a probe placed 1200 nm far away from the grating.

Figure 5: (a) Schematic illustration of a concentric
grating structure with radial distance d = 500 nm; top
view. (b) Concentric grating with phase-shift s = 250
nm. (c) Magnitude of the far-field in the forward
direction (θ = 90°) as a function of the phase shift s.

We discovered that the values that maximize power are
a grating period Λ = 350 nm with a DC equal to 65%
that corresponds to a width of the high index material of
227.5 nm. The next step of our design procedure
consists in evaluating the optical response of the
nanoantenna surrounded by the grating by using a threedimensional model. In particular, we placed N
concentric grooves around the cylinder at a radial
distance d = 380 nm. That distance is chosen such that
it does not affect the linear scattering behaviour of the
cylinder at the fundamental frequency. The concentric
grating structure will lead to a vertical redirection of the
radiation emitted in the xy-plane; however, the
quadrupole symmetry of the SHG mode still prohibits
that radiation is coupled onto the normal propagation
direction. Therefore, as schematically illustrated in Fig.
5, we must introduce a phase shift between the light
scattered from each of the two half-rings of the
concentric grating structure (see Fig. 5(a)). This will
lead to a conversion of the quadrupole mode to a
dipolar mode, and thus the far-field pattern will be
coupled onto the propagation direction normal to the
surface (Dadap 2008). Looking at the magnitude of the
far-field in the forward propagation direction (θ = 90°),
we notice that the optimal shift between the two half
rings is s = 250 nm, see Fig. 5(c).

The effect of the grating can be verifeld by looking at
the electric field above the cylinder. As it can be seen
from Fig. 6(b), when the optimized grating is present
the zero at the normal direction (θ = 90°) disappears.
Fig. 6(c) shows the calculated far field intensity pattern
emitted from the structure with the N = 3 grating. We
observe a clear collimation of the generated SH field
into a narrow, forward-propagating lobe. The
asymmetry observed in the emission in the x-z plane
from the optimized structure is due to the asymmetry
introduced in the grating structure in that plane,
combined with the usage of a grating with finite number
of grooves. We have observed (results not shown here)
that, by increasing the number of grooves, this
asymmetry is significantly reduced. However, we point
out that our interest is in the realization of ultracompact
frequency converters operating at the nanoscale, thus
we aim at finding a good trade-off between size and
performance. Moreover, the simulation of structures
with high N is an extremely demanding task and
therefore, for the present analysis, we limit ourselves to
small values of N.
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a)

c)

b)

CONCLUSION
We report the design of an AlGaAs nanoantenna based
on a nanodisk with a concentric grating structure that
guarantees a desired SH radiation pattern. We show
that, by careful engineering of the surrounding grooves,
it is possible to convert a radiation pattern with
azimuthal mode number m = 2 into a dipolar-like
emission profile. This was accomplished by introducing
a concentric grating structure that scatters the SH
radiation in the forward direction. The symmetry of the
generated SH mode was broken by an engineered
asymmetry of the grating structure, leading to a highly
collimated output.

d)

θ
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Figure 6: Magnitude of the SH electric field in the x-y
plane (top view) in the case of, (a), single cylinder, and,
(b), N = 3 grating. (c) SH far field in the y-z plane in the
case of N = 3 grating. (d) Comparison of SH radiation
pattern in the air region for pumping wavelength
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D  (t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) — approximation of AS

KEYWORDS
Active moving objects control system, evaluation of
goal abilities, attainability set and scheduling, optimal
control program.

x(t 0 ) — initial state vector of AMO CS
x(t f ) — end state vector of AMO CS
t 0 — initial point of time
t f — final time of the scheduling interval

ABSTRACT
One of the important problems in active moving objects
control system (AMO CS) is the evaluation of goal
abilities, i.e., potential of the system to perform its
missions in different situations. Thus, the preliminary
analysis of information and technological and goal
abilities (GA and ITA) of AMO CS is very important in
practice and can be used to obtain reasonable means of
the  exploitation under different conditions. In the
paper models and algorithms for abilities evaluation of
AMO CS are proposed.

u(t ) — control vector, represents AMO control
program
Hij(t) — element of the present time function of timespatial constraints (Hij(t){0,1})
INTRODUCTION
The general objects of our investigation are active
moving objects control system (AMO CS). The notion
“Active Mobile Object” generalizes features of mobile
elements dealing with different complex technical
systems (CTS) types (Kalilin et al.,1985, Okhtilev et
al.,2006, Ivanov et al., 2010). Depending on the type of
CTS Active Mobile Objects can move and interact in
space, in air, on the ground, in water, or on water
surface. Active Mobile Object can be regarded as multiagent system. We distinguish two classes of AMO.
AMO-one, namely AMO of the first type. This type of
AMO fulfills CTS principal tasks. AMO-two supports
functioning of AMO-one. Objects-in-service (OS) can
be regarded as external AMO. Analysis of the main
trends of modern AMO CS indicates their peculiarities
such as: multiple aspects and uncertainty of behavior,
hierarchy, structure similarity and surplus for main
elements and subsystems of AMO CS, interrelations,

ABBREVATIONS AND NOTATION
AMO — active moving objects
AS — attainable sets
CS — control system
CTS — complex technical systems
GA — goal abilities
ITA — informational and technological abilities
IZ — interaction zone
NFDDS — nonstationary finite-dimensional differential
dynamic systems
OS — object-in service
OPS — optimal program control
SDC — structure-dynamics control
D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) — attainable sets (AS)
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variety of control functions relevant to each AMO CS
level, territory distribution of AMO CS components.
One of the main features of modern AMO CS is the
variability of their parameters and structures as caused
by objective and subjective factors at different phases of
the AMO CS life cycle (Klir 2005, Okhtilev et al.,2006,
Ivanov et al., 2010). In other words, we always come
across the AMO CS structure dynamics in practice.
Under the existing conditions the AMO CS
potentialities increment (stabilization) or degradation
reducing makes it necessary to perform the AMO CS
structures control (including the control of structures
reconfiguration). There are many possible variants of
AMO CS structure dynamics control. For example, they
are alteration of AMO CS functioning means and
objectives; alteration of the order of observation tasks
and control tasks solving; redistribution of functions, of
problems and of control algorithms between AMO CS
levels; reserve resources control; control of motion of
AMO CS elements and subsystems; reconfiguration of
AMO CS different structures.
According to the contents of the structure-dynamics
control problems belong under the class of the AMO CS
structure–functional synthesis problems and the
problems of program construction, providing for the
AMO CS development.
One of the important problems in AMO CS structuredynamic control is the evaluation of goal abilities, i.e.,
potential of the system to perform its missions in
different situations. Thus, the preliminary analysis of
information and technological and goal abilities (GA
and ITA) of AMO CS can be used to obtain reasonable
means of the objects Bj, j = 1,...,m exploitation under
different conditions. The numerical estimations of
AMO CS GA and ITA should be based on the system of
measures. These measures can be regarded as
characteristics of AMO CS potential effectiveness. The
GA measures characterizing different levels of AMO
CS are interrelated and have a hierarchical structure.
The leading role of information and technological
aspects of the goal-abilities (GA) evaluation is a result
of the influence of the technology structure (the
structure of AMO CS control technology) upon the
other AMO CS structures (organizational structure,
technical structure, etc.) So the information and
technological abilities (ITA) of a system ought to be
evaluated first of all. These abilities can be measured as
AMO CS capacities. The following measures are to be
evaluated: the total number of objects in a given macrostate over a fixed time period or at a fixed point of time;
the total number of working operations performed over
a fixed time period V or by the time point t.
Parallel with the enumerated measures of ITA the
following measures of GA can be used the total possible
number of objects-in-service (OS) over the time period
V; the total time that is necessary for the execution of all
interaction operations with OS. If the uncertainty factors
are considered (the stochastic, probabilistic, or fuzzy
models can be applied) the measures of GA can be

evaluated as the expectation (or the fuzzy expectation)
of the number of serviced objects by a given time point;
the probability (its statistical estimation) of successful
service for the given objects. Similar measures can be
proposed for ITA estimations, for example the
expectation of the number of objects in a given macrostate, the probability of technological operations
fulfillment.
The problem of AMO CS GA and ITA evaluation and
analysis can be solved on the basis of structure
dynamics control models (the model M and its
components , k, ,  , g, Q, ¡, ¢)
(Okhtilev et al.,2006, Kalinin et al., 1985,1987).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The proposed approach is based on fundamental
scientific results of optimal program control (OPC)
theory regarding dynamic interpretation of scheduling
problems and performance evaluation. The research
methodology is based on the following basic principles.
The first feature of the research methodology is an
original dynamic representation of AMO CS schedule
as OPC control vector u(t ) , represents AMO control
programs (plans of AMO CS functioning) (Kalinin et
al., 1985,1987). The AMO CS scheduling is interpreted
as dynamic process of operations control. From these
points of view, the understanding of “dynamic
scheduling” in this control theoretic study differs from
the concept of dynamic scheduling in traditional
rescheduling techniques (compare with Vieira et al.
2000). The advantages of the scheduling with the help
of OPC have been extensively discussed in
(Khmelnitsky et al., 1997, Ivanov and Sokolov 2010).
For the stage of AMO CS scheduling, we formulate the
OPC model as a linear non-stationary finite-dimensional
controlled differential system with the convex area of
admissible control. Such a model form is favourable
because of (i) possibilities to calculate OPC and (ii) to
approximate attainable sets (see further in this paper).
The calculation procedure for OPC is based on the
Pontryagin’s maximum principle. With representing the
AMO CS schedule as OPC, it becomes possible to
perturb the parameters of AMO CS schedule at any
point of time and of different severity (e.g., in the
interval from zero to full resource breakdown) and to
reflect non-stationary perturbations in the further
calculation of robustness metric. Hence, the parameters
and their variations in dynamics are explicitly expressed
in the scheduling model and can be used for the
robustness analysis in order to integrate the robustness
objective as a non-stationary performance indicator in
AMO CS scheduling.
The second feature of the research methodology is the
dynamic representation of AMO CS schedule execution
under different uncertainties based on attainable sets
(AS). An AS of a controllable dynamic system in the
state space is typically notated as D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) , where
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with reconfigurable structures. So the problem of GA
and ITA evaluation can be regarded as a problem of
NFDDS controllability analysis. The latter problem, in
its turn, can be solved by the NFDDS attainability set
D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) construction. If the attainability set (AS)

t 0 , is an initial point of time, x(t 0 ) is an initial state
vector, and t f is the final time of the interval.

The AS at current time t1  (t 0 , t f ] includes all points
of the system’s state trajectories (e.g., a set of all
possible execution scenarios which may occur for the
AMO CS schedule after the perturbations) at time t1
under the following conditions: each trajectory begins at
time t t 0 in the state x(t 0 ) and is formed through
some allowable variations of control u(t 0 ) within the
time interval (t 0 , t f ] (Gubarev et al. 1988, Chernousko

is obtained, the solvability of the previously stated
boundary problems for structure-dynamics control
(SDC) can be checked in accordance with the sets of
initial £0 and final Xf states ( x(t 0 )  X 0 , x(t f )  X f ),
with the considered period of time, with time-spatial,
technical, and technological constraints.
Moreover, the problems of AMO CS GA and ITA
evaluation and analysis can be formulated as follows:
c (x()) o
J 
min
,
(1)

1994, Clarke et al. 1995, Okhtilev et a. 2006). It is
important that the AS concept be applicable to multistep procedures. It may be possible to derive the
multiple decoupled attainable sets at each point of time
that ensure that the overall schedule meets the
performance requirements as long as the constituent
steps are operated within the AS.
In less technical words, the AS approach is to determine
a range of operating policies (the union of which is
called as an AS) during the scheduling stage over which
the system current performance can be guaranteed to
meet certain targets, i.e., the output performance.
Basically the AS is a fundamental characteristic of any
dynamic system. If the AS is known its basic
characteristics in essence replace with themselves all the
information necessary about system dynamics, the
stability of its functioning and output performance. The
AS characterizes all possible states of the AMO CS
schedule subject to different variations of AMO CS
parameters in nodes and channels (e.g., resource
capacity availability).
Besides, if the AS is known, it becomes possible to
analyse the dependence between the scheduling results
subject to output performance (e.g., service level and
delivery reliability) and the structure and properties
(e.g., inventory quantity and location, lot-sizes,
transportation channels and the intensity of their usage)
of the start and end states ( X 0 , X f ] . In other words, it

x ()D (t f ,t0 ,x (t0 ))

where D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) is the attainability set of the

c (x()) – is the initial
dynamic system (model) M; J 
functional transformed to the form of Mayer’s
functional. It is important that the alteration of objective
functional does not imply the recalculation of the
attainability set D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) . If the dimensionality of
AMO CS GA and ITA evaluation and analysis
problems is high, then the construction of the
attainability sets becomes a rather complicated problem.
Therefore, the approximations of D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) ought
to be used (Chernousko F.L. 1994). Now we introduce
the algorithm of D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) construction. The
boundary points of the set D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) are obtained
as the solutions of the optimal control problems
(Chernousko F.L. 1994, Okhtilev et al.,2006, Ivanov et
al., 2010):
cc (x()) c  x(t f ) o min ,
J 
(2)
uQ p ( x )

where » is a vector such that |c| = 1. For a given vector c
we obtain the optimal control u*(t), the appropriate
state vector ¼*(Tf) that is equal to some boundary point
of D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) , and the hyperplane »¼*(tf) to

becomes possible to define the area in which
permissible solutions (e.g., AMO CS schedules) are
included. On the other hand, the AS analysis may show
that, with the given resource and at the given time
horizon, it is impossible to achieve the required output
performance; hence, we should introduce additional
resources or expand the supply cycle.

D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) at the point ¼*(tf).

Let '

E

be the number of different vectors c E ,

1,..., ' ,

then

D  (t f , t 0 , x(t 0 ))

the

external

of the set

approximation

D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 ))

is a

polyhedron whose faces lie on the corresponding
hyperplanes,
the
internal
approximation
D  (t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) of D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) is a polyhedron

MODELS AND ALGORITHMS FOR ABILITIES
EVALUATION OF ACTIVE MOVING OBJECTS
CONTROL SYSTEM

whose

vertices

D  (t f , t 0 , x(t 0 ))

The problem of AMO CS GA and ITA evaluation and
analysis can be solved on the basis of structuredynamics control models (the model M and its
components , k, ,  , g, Q, ¡, ¢).
(Okhtilev et al.,2006, Ivanov and Sokolov 2010).
These models have a form of nonstationary finitedimensional differential dynamic systems (NFDDS)

are

the

points

x *E (t f ) ,

i.e.,

Co(x1 (t f ),..., x (t f )) . The bigger
'

' , the better approximation of the attainability set
D(t f , t 0 , x(t 0 )) can be obtained. It can be proved

(Okhtilev et al.,2006, Ivanov and Sokolov 2010, Ivanov
et al., 2010) that the value ' is defined by the total
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number of possible interruptions for AMO CS
interaction operations over a given time period (t 0 , t ) .
To obtain D  , D  Krylov and Chernousko’s method
was used (Chernousko F.L. 1994). Instead of the vector
c the vector \(t0) of conjugate variables is to be varied.
Besides the general dynamic model of AMO CS
functioning (the model M) its aggregated variants can
be used for the attainability-set construction. Let us
exemplify this approach via the models 0, k.
Interaction operations of the object Bj will be regarded
as one aggregated operation, the channels CO( j ) will be

~
xij( k )

m

~ (o)
ij (t )u ij

,

m

¦ u~

(k )
lj

~
xi(o )

where

si

(4)

¦

Here

si

¦u

u~ij(o )

xi(æo ) ,

æ 1

(o)
i æj

are

æ 1

m

¦ u~

(k )
ij

j 1

u~ij( k )

¦ u~

m

i 1

~
D(o,k )

d 1,

xij( k )

i 1

(6)

~
x (k )

~
x ( k ) (t 0 )



.

Let

~
x (o ) (t 0 )

^

i

i

ª

³ «¬ max H
j 1,...,m

`

{ 0 t , i , M ij( k )

(10)

º
under the conditions
¼

ij (W ) dW »

max {hlij }j .

jcc 1,...,m

i

while the sets

D(o,k ) ,

D(o,k )

ij

let, in many cases, verify

the end conditions and calculate the range of variation
for the measures of AMO CS ITA.
The sets D, D(+), D(–) and their images in the criteria
space can be represented in a graphic form by Cartesian
display.
Fig.1-3 illustrate different representation variants for
attainability sets. So they show three service situations
for the object B3 interaction with the objects ¤1  ¤2
(see the expressions (3), (5)).
The first service situation (see Figure 1) demonstrates
the absence of conflicts (interaction zones (IZ) do not
intersect).

m

~
x1( k ) ,..., ~
x m( k )

½°
1;0 d F i d 1¾,
°¿
~
~
x (o ) d ~
x (o) ,
x0 d ~

The theorem is of high importance for the preliminary
analysis of AMO CS control processes, as the
~ (o)
x , M (k ) is rather simple,
calculation of the values ~

sV(o ) , ~
sV( k ) are function-theoretic constraints
where ~
imposed on the classes of allowable controls.
We assume that the control inputs are piecewise
continuous
functions.
We
introduce
vector

(o)
(o)
(o)
~
~
~
and
vector
x
x ,..., x
1

tf

t0

½
d 1, u~ij( k )  {0,1}; ~
sV( k ) ¾,
¿

i

(9)

0d~
xij( k ) d F i M ij( k ) , 0 d F i d 1 ,
~ (o)
where ~
xi

(k )
ij

~ (o)
xi ,
d[i ~

(o)
i

¦[

¦

 ~ (k )
®U V
¯

hli( j )  ~
xij( k )
J  ~xlj( k ) .
(k )
~
x

, q~lj

0d~
xij( k ) d F i M ij( k ) , [ i t 0,

¦

m



^~x 0 d ~x

~
D(o,k )

the

~
~
aggregating functions. The classes K V(o ) , KV( k ) of
allowable control inputs are defined as follows:
m
° ~
~
K V(o ) ®U V(o ) u~ij(o )
u~ij(o ) d 1,
°̄
i 1
(5)
m
½
(o)
(o) ~ (o)
(o)
(o) °
~
~
~
~
0, u ij  {0,1}; sV ¾,
u ij d 1, u ij x ij
°¿
j 1

~
K V( k )

(~
x (o) )  ( ~
x (k ) ) 

meets the following conditions:
) It is bounded, closed, and convex. It lies in the
~
nonnegative orthant of the space X R ( m mm) ;
~
b)
D(o,k )  D(o,k )  D(o,k ) , (8)

lj

l 1
l zi

³¦

The following theorem [20] expresses characteristics of
the attainability set.
Theorem 1. Let the functions Hij(t) be nonnegative
bounded functions having at most denumerable points
of discontinuity, let the classes of allowable controls be
~
defined by (5), (6), then the attainability set D(o,k )

(3)

hli( j )  ~
xij( k )
J  ~xlj( k ) ,
~
x (k )

½
~
~ °
q~lj (W )u~lj( k ) (W )dW , U V( k )  K V( k ) ¾,
°¿
1

lj

j 1

~
xij( k )

(7)

tf m

where x

prescribe TiæjO=1i, æ, j, O and allow the interruptions
of operations. So the aggregated models of object’s IO
and channels can be stated as follows:

¦H

³¦

t0 l

replaced by one general channel C ( j ) . Besides, we

~
xi(o )

tf m

°~ ~ ( o )
x
H ij (W )u~ij(o ) (W )dW ,
x
® i
°
t0 j 1
¯
~
~
U V(o )  K V(o ) ,

~
D(o,k )

0,

~
x 0( k ) . Then the attainability set in the state

space of the dynamic system (3)–(4) can be obtained as
follows:
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The second service situation (see Figure 2) shows the
whole intersection of IZ and maximal conflicts.
The third service situation (see Figure 3) is intermediate
and shows the partial intersection of IZ.
If the number of interacting pairs grows, then several
Cartesian systems or polar diagrams may be used.
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Figures 2: The second service situation shows maximal
conflicts in AMO CS.
Figures 1: The first service situation demonstrates the
absence of conflicts in AMO CS
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7

different capacities and processing times (Ivanov et al.
2010b). In order to interconnect the schedule execution
and the performance analysis to the AS in the state
space, an AS in the performance space has to be
constructed.
Besides, if an AS we know it becomes possible to
analyse the dependence between the AMO CS
scheduling results subject to the schedule performance
and the start and end states. In other words, it becomes
possible to define the area in which permissible
solutions (e.g., schedules) are included. On the other
hand, an AS analysis may show that, with the given
resources and at the given time horizon, it is impossible
to achieve the required output performance; hence,
additional resources should be introduced or the supply
cycle shall be expanded (here, the AS approach is
similar to goal programming). Limitations of using AS
are their dimensionality. However, in most cases, it is
possible to approximate AS, e.g., to a rectangular form
while estimating the outcomes at four points of an AS.
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gradually these emergency requests in such a way that
vehicles are following their pre-established routes, the
question that arises from this context is how much time
to wait in order to reprogramming their paths: (Larsen et
al. 2002) suggest that the “degree of dynamism” may be
considered. Another approach may be to predict these
stochastic requests in order to obtain a static vehicle
routing problem, which is the proposal of this paper.

KEYWORDS
Emergency orders, forecasting, dynamic vehicle
routing.
ABSTRACT
This work proposes a methodology to predict
emergency requests on electric distribution utilities,
based on the historical data in order to promote a further
pro-active routing by reducing a dynamic vehicle
routing in its static form. The proposed methodology
aims to minimize the average service time for
emergency services, from the consideration of typical
aspects that exert influence on the service time required:
the day of the week, time of the day and the
geographical location where services are requested. A
case study from actual data is presented to show how
the methodology can be applied.

This work presents a methodology to predict emergency
services in an attempt to answer the following questions
when a pro-active routing is assumed:
1.

Which is the period of time over the time
horizon considered that will be emergency
requests?

2.

Which are the locations where the random
requests will occur?

3.

How much time each emergency request
predicted will involve as service time?

INTRODUCTION

By answering the first question, the proposed
methodology furnishes a time window to be considered
in the static vehicle routing. The answer to the second
question corresponds to the geographic consideration of
dummy nodes in the vehicle routing problem. And
finally, answering the last question one defines the
service time to the dummy nodes previously created.

In the electric power utilities sector, there is a set of
orders to be attended by a set of teams. The set of orders
includes two subsets: the subset of commercial orders
and the subset of emergency services. The former is
known in advance and the latter is only known when
vehicles are proceeding with theirs routes (Garcia et al.
2014).

It is worth noting that the contribution of this work is
only part of a more sophisticated dispatch system, as
pointed out by (Weintraub et al. 1999). The following
sections detail the proposed methodology, the case
study developed from actual data and finally the final
remarks.

The attendance of emergency services in electric
utilities corresponds to a major and a high impact task
related to the Network Operation Center. Not only by
assuring security procedures but also by promoting
efficiency and effectiveness on the services provided,
accomplishing these random requests is a challenge
especially with the occurrence of extreme climate
changings, as in the South Brazil.

METHODOLOGY
Planning routes to maintenance crews is part of a
dispatching process in electric distribution utilities, from
the consideration of two main kinds of orders, which
can be described as (Garcia et al. 2014):

Since the Network Operation Center also manages
service requests of non-emergency character, a general
concern involves how to plan maintenance crew routes
from the assumption that there will be unknown
requests that will have to be attended immediately. The
optimization problem involved in the routing planning
corresponds to the vehicle routing problem (Toth and
Vigo 2001), a well-studied problem with a large range
of contributions (Eksioglu et al. 2009).

a)

The commercial orders: known in advance and
are typically created from customer requests;
b) The emergency orders: these orders are not
known a priori and can occur at any moment.
The dispatch of commercial orders is performed by the
method proposed by (Garcia et al. 2014), comprising the
well-know vehicle routing problem in its static form.
From the business processes usually employed by the

When assuming a scenario to handle emergency
requests, the vehicle routing problem takes its dynamic
form (Psaraftis 1995; Pillac et al. 2013). By knowing
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electric distribution utilities, the same maintenance crew
that serves commercial orders should also attend
emergency requests, thus qualifying a multitasking
character and involving a partially dynamic vehicle
routing problem as described by (Larsen et al. 2002).

Starting nodes
Commercial nodes
Emergency nodes

3

5

9

7

1

Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical routing solution to
commercial orders: route 1, starting at node 1 and
visiting nodes 3, 5 and 7; route 2, starting at node 2 and
visiting nodes 8, 6 and 4. Since this routing problem
involves on site service time due to the nature of the
problem of attending service orders (Garcia et al. 2014),
the arrival time at each node should be calculated. For
this example, they are presented on Table 1 in minutes
in the last column, as well as the service time also
presented in minutes.

2
10
8

6
4

Figure 2: Hypothetical instance of emergency dispatch
problem.

When considering partially dynamic scenarios, a certain
number of emergency orders come up, two as the
example of Figure 2 (emergency orders 9 and 10). The
question that may arise is the moment when this
perturbation occurs: if we consider the occurrence of
both orders at instant t=0, a possible solution may be
that one presented in Figure 3. However, if this
occurrence is on instant of time t=27, only after
completing services 3 and 8 that both 9 and 10 come up,
making the most preemptive behavior as that presented
in the solution of Figure 4.

Starting nodes
Commercial nodes
Emergency nodes

3

5

9

7

1
2
10
8

6
Starting nodes
Commercial nodes

3

4
5

Figure 3: Solution for instance of Figure 2 (t=0).

7
1

Starting nodes
Commercial nodes
Emergency nodes

3
2

5

8
9
6

7

1

4

2
10
8

Figure 1: A hypothetical
commercial orders.

routing

solution

to
6
4

Table 1: Arrival times for the example of Figure 1.
Route
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Node
1
3
5
7
2
8
6
4

Service time
0
10
3
55
0
6
3
30

Arrival time
0
15.23
39.79
60.27
0
12.20
29.38
55.61

Figure 4: Solution for instance of Figure 2 (t=27).
The main inspiration for the proposed approach to
handle this partially dynamic vehicle routing problem
comes from the recent work of (Ferrucci et al. 2013),
which describes a pro-active real-time control approach
for dynamic vehicle routing problems. Following the
same approach of Ferrucci et al. that considers historical
request information, future emergency requests are
predicted without assuming any prescribed probability
distributions.
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corresponds to the methodology described by steps 1-4,
in such a way that these nodes can be assumed a-priori
by the dispatch system, thus performing a static vehicle
routing. By executing “vehicle routing algorithm”, one
obtains the planned routes to all teams considered and
including not only the commercial orders but also an
“estimation” of possible occurrence of “emergency
nodes”, namely “dummy nodes”, as previously depicted
in Figure 1-Figure 4.

This work presents the following attributes as those
fundamental to be considered in carrying out the
emergency requests: (i) the location of the service, i.e.
where is the customer order demand; (ii) time of
occurrence; and (iii) service time. At the same time, it is
assumed that the management of services to handle the
assignment and routing decisions related to the
maintenance crews involves observance of route time,
since these crews have strict workload which may not
be violated.

Start

The definition of which variables significantly influence
the occurrence of an emergency service order has been
performed from the correlation analysis between the
following variables: (1) Cause of the emergency event;
(2) Latitude; (3) Longitude; (4) Year; (5) Month; (6)
Day of the month; (7) Weekday; (8) Time of day; and
(9) Service time. Afterwards, random variables and their
domains (continuous or discrete) are defined. It is
known that each random variable is quantified by a
probability density function, so to identify the
distribution of each variable the following steps were
followed as (Taha 2007):
1.

Analysis of the dispersion of the number of
service time hours by each geographical area
considered;

3.

From the definition of empirical Probability
Density Function that every random variable
(X) belongs, are calculated the expected value
E(x) and standard deviation (σ);

Node
data

Historical
data

Dummy node
prediction

Dispatch system
(Vehicle routing algorithm)

Planned
routes

Summary of the raw data in the form of a
suitable frequency histogram function to
determine the empirical probability density
associated with the random variable (day, time
and geographical location);

2.

4.

Team
data

End

Figure 5: The proposed methodology in the whole
dispatch system.
The next section presents the case study developed to
show how to apply these four steps.
CASE STUDY
The case study developed for testing and validating the
proposed methodology is based on the observation
27989 occurrences of emergency services in an electric
distribution utility, comprising a horizon of 392 days.

Calculation of probabilities from frequency
distribution ranges for service time considering
day of week, time of day and the discretization
of the geographical area assumed.

After accumulating these 27989 occurrences in each of
24 hours of day, the sample size is equal to 9408 units.
Figure 6 depicted the service time in hours for each one
of these 9408 units. After reducing the relative standard
deviation from 102% to 79%, by removing
approximately 3.6% of the sample, one obtains a
reduced sample as shown in Figure 7.

This method of prediction added the service time for
every day of the week and every hour of day, with an
estimated probability of occurrence in a particular
geographic area.

70

Following these steps, one can obtain the dummy nodes,
with their corresponding geographic locations and
service time.

60

50
Service time (in hours)

From a broader perspective, one can be easily situated
on how to use this procedure in a more sophisticated
dispatch system following the flowchart of Figure 5. At
the beginning, all the information about teams is
available, called “Team data”, like workday hours,
average speed and location. At the same time, all the
information about the orders is also available from the
database system, depicted as “node data”, which means
to capture location, service time and priority of those
orders assumed as commercial ones. From the historical
data, the procedure namely “dummy node prediction”
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Figure 6: Service time for raw data.
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Figure 7: Service time for the reduced sample.

Figure 9: Analysis for the variation on “time of day”
variable.

Next, it is necessary to carefully observe how data
behave as the random variables assumed on the day of
the week, the time of day and the geographical
distribution. Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 analyze
the reduced sample for the day of the week, the time of
day and the geographical distribution, respectively. The
latitude and longitude axis of Figure 10 are discretized
according to the number of each box defined by
following a pre-established size 16 km2. This size is
justified from the moment that routing for planning
purposes, displacements within each box are
disregarded.

The next step corresponds to an attempt to answer the
questions pointed out in the first section of this work:
(1) Which is the period of time over the time horizon
considered that will be emergency requests? According
to Figure 9, the period between 7 and 20 hours of any
business day is the most relevant to be considered; (2)
Which are the locations where the random requests will
occur? According to Figure 10, only a small subset of
the potential locations are the most relevant with regard
to the service time required; (3) How much time each
emergency request predicted will involve as service
time? The service time of each box of Figure 10 may
help to evaluate how many working hours will be
needed.

From the analysis of Figure 8-Figure 10, one can
conclude the following:
•

Business days have similar behavior; Sundays
and Saturdays require an individual analysis;

•

In fact the time of day must be assumed in
particular for every day of the week
considered;

•

Discretization of the geographical area in
boxes of 16 km2 (4 km x 4 km) allows the
consideration about high demand regions.

Service time (in hours)

50

40

30

Figure 10: Analysis for the variation on “geographical
distribution” variable.

20

10

The next step refers to the measurement of these
quantities and the sample separation strategies in
defined quantities. Considering that we are trying to
predict the level of service time required to a period of a
certain Tuesday, between 8 am and 12 pm, one must
find the historical data for all occurrences of a Tuesday,
between 8:12 in the morning, as Figure 11 summarizes.
After that, occurrences need to be stratified in the
geographical area according to the set division: since
time of day is very important, Figure 12-Figure 16
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Figure 8: Analysis for the variation on “day of the
week” variable.
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includes the service time of each hour between 8 and 12
in the morning over the discretization of Figure 10.
With this result, each hour (8:12) has the its service time
demand stratified within 49 boxes, and one may
conclude that the area with the highest demand is not
the same when comparing the hours.
7

6

Service time (in hours)

5

4

3

2

Figure 14: Historical service time on Tuesday, 10 am.
1

0
0

50

100

150
Sample unit

200

250

Figure 11: Service time for the Tuesday, between 8 am
and 12 pm.

Figure 15: Historical service time on Tuesday, 11 am.

Figure 12: Historical service time on Tuesday, 8 am.

Figure 16: Historical service time on Tuesday, 12 pm.
Now it is time to define the level of service time in each
area selected, for every hour considered: 8 am – 12 pm.
According to (Taha 2007), this calculation may be done
by assuming a random variable with empirical
distribution and obtaining the expected value of each
one of these variables: each variable corresponds to a
box previously selected. First it is defined the histogram

Figure 13: Historical service time on Tuesday, 9 am.
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information of each box for each hour, for instance, box
(2;6) of Tueady, 8 am, Figure 12. Table 2 summarizes
these results, resulting in a expected value of 0.56253
hours of service time.
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FINAL REMARKS
This paper has presented a methodology to predict
emergency requests in electric distribution utilities,
based on historical data in order to allow a further proactive routing, which is understood as a way of reducing
a dynamic vehicle routing in its static form.
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known as Multi-Mode Resource Constrained MultiProject Scheduling Problem (MMRCMPSP).
The two widely known generalizations of modelling
multiple modes are (1) an activity with requirement of
multiple skills available with various resources (2)
change in activity duration time with different quantity
of resource. For detailed definitions and variations for
MMRCMPSP, we refer to the research provided by
Kuster et al. (2007).

KEYWORDS
Project Scheduling, Meta-Heuristics, Priority Rules,
Genetic Algorithm, Assembly Line
ABSTRACT
Solving NP-hard Problems like Multi-Mode
Resource Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling
Problems (MMRCMPSP) needs efficient search and
optimization strategies. The combination of different
approaches such as a meta-heuristic (Genetic
Algorithm) for the mode assignment and a Heuristic
(Priority Rules) for the job selection allows a 2-step
solving-process. In this paper, we present such an
approach for solving MMRCMPSP implemented
with a simulation-based optimization tool. We
investigate the influence of specific parameters of the
algorithm to figure out which parameters mostly
affect the result of MMRCMPSP.

In complex industrial environments with a variety of
orders and resource limitations, scheduling is an NPhard problem (Bowman, 1959), even if it is to find a
feasible one. This class of problem is characterized as
NP hard because of various reasons:
5 Integer variables
5 Non-convex problems
5 Lack of exact solution methodologies
Many scheduling algorithms have been presented in
past literature and a few basic techniques can be
reviewed in a journal by Kolisch et al. (1995) in which
they emphasized the need of computational efficiency
for solving large scale problems. With changing
customers’ requirements and technology, objectives of
the companies have been evolved and have multiple
dimensions which impose limitations on using
traditional search techniques for near optimal results.
Solution methodologies for these can be divided into
four main types (Brucker, 2004):
Relaxation: The problems are solved by relaxing some
parameters.
Approximation: These methods solve the problem close
to original one but do not guarantee global optima.
These include commonly heuristics methods usually
applied on large scale problems.
Expert Systems: These are increasingly gaining
popularity for solving NP-hard problems. They usually
combine the advantages of enumeration and heuristic
methods.
Enumeration: These methods guarantee global optima
but are found difficult to apply in case of large
variables. Examples include B & B and Dynamic
programming.
Apart from these solution methodologies, simulation
methods and graphical techniques are also being applied

INTRODUCTION
Organizations deal with different sorts of projects
subjected to various variables and constraints. The basic
principles in project management are the same but they
cannot be applied on every organization due to their
divergent production layouts and needs. Richard P.
Olsen (1971) defined in his article "Can Project
Management Be Defined?" project management as
"…the application of a collection of tools and
techniques to direct the use of diverse resources towards
the accomplishment of a unique, complex, one-time task
within time, cost, and quality constraints. Each task
requires a particular mix of these tools and techniques
structured to fit the task environment and life cycle
(from conception to completion) of the task."
Resource constrained scheduling is a class of project
management problem concerning limited availability of
resources which was initially defined by Conway et al.
(1967) and later on was further extended by Brucker et
al. (2004). The state-of-the-art extension of taxonomy
and division can be found in Zahid et al. (2015).
The current paper deals with the extended version of
such constrained scheduling problems by means of
creating models which are able to reproduce
characteristics of real time production floors. It is
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in this area with the main focus of attaining an
acceptable optimal schedule in a feasible time for
complex production systems. However, studies mostly
seem to focus on one expect of the problem, which is
either to find better search algorithms for optimized
results or on the development of models.
This paper uses MMRCMPSP model where each
resource has various skills required to perform tasks.
This way of modelling not only enables decision
managers to use various options of shifting activities to
a different renewable resource available at the time but
also narrates the real time production floor in a better
way. On the contrary, it also complicates the problem
by increasing the decision variables since apart from the
decision of allocating start time for the tasks,
assignment of particular resource needs to be done as
well. In the next section, review of search techniques in
this area has been provided before describing the
proposed simulation based optimization strategy.

In a similar study on heuristics (Myszkowski et al.
2013) conducted on new data set developed with the
help of Volvo-IT department in Wroclaw. They
concluded that resource based priority rule perform the
worst and slack based measures were simple in
calculations and provide better performance results. In
another research (Buddhakulsomsiri and Kim 2007)
FIFO was concluded as the best in case of maximizing
number of finished products while shortest processing
times rule (SPT) performed better with the objective of
maximum machine utilization. The comparison of
famous priority rules can be seen in an article by
Iringova et al. (2012). Another comprehensive study in
this regard can be seen in the article by Boctor (1993)
who studied state of the art priority rules with respect to
different manufacturing layouts. In a research conducted
by Kühn et al. (2015), sensitivity analysis was
performed to measure the impact of priority rules on
various factors of a single performance measure.

LITERATURE REVIEW

With the increase of problem scale and need to extend
these optimization techniques to real scale problems,
numerous meta-heuristics like simulated annealing
(SA), ant colony (ACO), genetic algorithms (GA) and
particle swarm optimization (PSO) have been explored
to speed up the optimization process. GA is most
popular in this regard. GA based decomposition was
proposed by Vanhoucke et al. 2013. However, this
decomposition was used for optimization of schedule.
First the whole schedule was created and then a random
part of the schedule was selected for optimization and
after achieving the target value, was remerged into the
complete schedule. Cheng et al. (2012) used a
simulation based GA approach for similar problem with
the addition of time based resources.
However, GA involves the use of several parameters to
search in the solution space with a random distribution
such as selection pressure, crossover and mutation rate.
In the light of state-of-the-art research, this investigation
focuses on the question “How do the GA parameters
effect the search direction in correspondence with
various priority heuristics?” Among several heuristics,
best considered in past researches have been chosen and
investigated in combination with GA. As in a conducted
study on MMRCMPSP (Kuster, 2007), it was concluded
that GA techniques mostly seem to show higher rate of
improvements in the first simulation runs which is why
good initial solutions are of significant improvement for
solution quality. Thus, the present research proposes to
investigate priority heuristics and GA in concurrent. In
the next section, model and design of experiments
would be described in detail for the readers.

Due to the number of limitations which came across for
using exhaustive search (based on searching the
complete search space), scientists were prone towards
guided search techniques. The figure below (Zahid, T.,
2013) depicts the overview of search techniques for
optimization which have been explored so far in the
manufacturing industry.
Search
techniques
Guided
search
techniques

Heuristics
Priority
heuristics

Tabu search

Metaheuristics

Exhaustive
Search
Methods

Hill
climbing

Branch &
Bound
Dynamic
programming

Evolutionary
algorithms
Simulated
Annealing

Figures 1: Classification of Search techniques
The research area regarding heuristic solution
techniques dominates exact approaches in this area. The
basic reason is the problem of complexity faced in
RCPSP and its variants while solving large scale
problems where exact approaches are unable to find
solution with accepted computational time.
The most famous commonly used approach in this area
is constructive heuristics which uses priority rules with
parallel or series schedule generation schemes. Various
types of priority rules have been applied and discussed
in literature. These most commonly used greedy priority
heuristics are used as a decisive tool to allocate limited
resources to tasks.

MODEL AND PLATFORM
Model
The case study is based on a complex assembly line for
the production of printing machines and therefore,
attributable to the mechanical and plant engineering and
is implemented through a case study. The production
system involves different orders considered as separate
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The first step is the transformation of the real system to
the manufacturing model. The models describe all
necessary production information as previously
described in the model part. The optimizer has 3
functions: (1) parameter setting for creation of various
simulation models (2) data collection (3) evaluation by
calculating the interested key performance indicators. If
the stopping criteria are not met, the optimization
process continues.

projects with individual due dates (Multi-ProjectProblem). Every product is an independent project
which includes specific product, resource and process
information. The individual network of each project is
presented as an activity-on-arc network. An activity
requires specific qualification/skills for execution,
fulfilled by various resources (Modi-Problem). This
information is summarized as options in a qualification
table (Fig. 2) based on the work of Carl and Angelidis
(2015). Following paragraph describes the constraints
and variables which were modelled according to the
above described production plant requirements.

In the later section, optimization objectives and
optimizer used for the current simulation would be
explained.

Activity 1

Project 1

Optimizer
In a manufacturing environment, various conflicting
objectives are desired for example production cost and
production time. For this, production managers need to
find the compromise between these conflicting
objectives for optimal results. To simultaneously
optimize the multi-objective problem, we developed a
multi-objective genetic algorithm which (1) utilizes
classical Pareto ranking approach to determine the nondominated solutions (2) introduces methods for diverse
population. We will briefly describe the features of this
algorithm as follows.
(1) Pareto ranking approach:
It utilizes the Pareto dominance concept (AlvarezBenitez et al. 2015) to compare the solutions in order to
determine the non-dominated solutions in the solution
space. In this algorithm we use the Fast Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm approach referred to Deb et
al. 2002.
(2) Customized genetic algorithm to produce diverse
population:
(2.1) Chromosome representation (figures 4)
In this study, to represent a simulation model
MMRCMPSP, we have used the encoding where each
chromosome is made of n genes, where n is the number
of the activities.

Mode A
Mode B

Project 2

Mode options for activity

Project n

….

Time

Capacity
requirement
resource 1
max

Activity
duration

Mode A
Mode B

min

max

min

Figures 2: Multi-Mode- and Multi-Project-Problem
Three types of staff resources are considered in this
model based on a case study (e.g. electrician, logistic)
and each renewable resource is defined via a set of
skills/qualifications. In total there are 9 internal workers
(assumption: available 24 hours) in addition to the
possibility of one subcontracted worker for each
resource with increased cost. Equipment (Crane in this
case) is also added with possibility of renting another
one at an additional cost. The considered scenario
includes 10 sales orders with a total of 13 products. The
time horizon for production plan is 20 days. Each
product has an own due date and cost rate for delay and
earliness. The total activities are 2700 which can be
performed with a maximum of two modes. There is a
range of 126-276 activities to produce for a single
product where the activity duration varies between 11
and 400 minutes.
Platform
Simulation based optimization is widely used to get fast
optimized solutions in large search spaces such as for
the above described problem class. A platform which
implements this theory was developed by Angelidis et
al. (2013) and is called SBOP (simulation based
optimization platform). The optimization cycle is shown
in figure 3.
Experiment
Design

Optimizer
Parameterization &
Model creation

Simulator
(Scheduler)

Chromosome= (gene 1, …, gene n)
Mode of activity

Figures 4: Chromosome representation
(2.2) Population formation (figures 5)
To make a trade-off between convergence speed and
diverse population, we have applied a special strategy.
A population consists of three parts. The individuals of
the first part are obtained from the non-dominated
solutions (from the first front to the fifth front solution)
discovered by the GA which is considered as an elitist
method (X). We use a parameter ‘copy rate from pareto’
to represent percentage of population copied from nondominated solutions. The individuals from the second
part are created randomly. It is described by another
parameter ‘rate of random selection’ (Z). The

Optimizer
Data Collection

Import
Model
Stop criteria is reached

Stop criteria
is not
reached

Optimization
cycle

Results

Optimizer
Evaluation

Data
Preparation

Figures 3: Scheduling with simulation based
optimization (Based on Angelidis et al. 2013)
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(2.5) Solving genetic drift problem
Due to multi-dimensional search space, multi-objective
genetic algorithm has an inherent characteristic called
genetic drift. The population tends to form relatively
few clusters that prevent diverse population. In order to
increase diversification, we have utilized the concept of
density estimation by means of calculating the total
Euclidean distance (figures 6) of a solution to other
solutions in the same Pareto front.

individuals of the third part come from the previous
population via selection, crossover and mutation (Y).
The following is an example to demonstrate how to
form a population. Supposed the population size is 100,
the ‘copy rate from pareto’ is 0.2 and the ‘random
created rate’ is 0.1, which means 20 (100*0.2)
individuals are copied from the non-dominated
solutions, 10 (100*0.1) individuals are created
randomly, and the rest 70 (100-20-10) individuals are
created from the previous population.
Current
population

The first step is to calculate the Euclidean distance for
every solution pair x and y.

Next
population
Selection,
Crossover,
Mutation rate

Pareto
solutions
(1st-5th
front)

X

T (ì)¶T (V)

U
z(x, y) = R∑]]Òd( UXYZ X[\
)² (2)
W
¶W
U

Y

k:
amount of objectives
¸Ä , ¸Ä8 :
Maximum and Minimum value of
objective function zk observed so far.

Randomly
created

Z

The second step is to calculate the total distance TD of
solution x to other solutions t of population P (eq. 3)
while the third step is to adjust fitness of solution x (eq.
4):

Figures 5: Formation of population
(2.3) Selection method
We use rank-based roulette wheel selection (Kumar and
Jyotishree, 2012) to select individuals as parents to
create off springs. The mapping function g(pos) of the
ranks of individuals for determining their selection
probability is as follows:
g(pos) = 2 − 2 ∗ (SP − 1) ∗

OöF¶d
Q¶d

U

with

TD(x, t) = ∑∈` z(x, t) (3)
f L (x) =
Objective k 1

(1)

OöF

F2

Euclidean
distance

d

F1

minimize

Where SP is the selective pressure that is considered as
one parameter of the GA (1 < O ≤ 2), pos is the
position of the sorted individual in the population P, n is
the number of the individuals in the population. This
means the higher the position of an activity, the higher
rank the activity has.

a

(4)

ab(ì,)

e

f

2nd front

b
1st front

c

minimize

Objective k 2

(2.4) Crossover method
In this algorithm we employ parameterized uniform
crossover (Jaddan et al., 2015) to create offspring. After
two individuals are selected as parents, at each gene a
biased coin is tossed to determine which parent will
transmit the gene to the offspring. It assumes that a toss
of head will choose the gene from the first parent, and a
toss of tail will select the gene from the second parent.
The following table shows the mode selection for a tail
rate of 0.3. It means that the probability to toss a tail is
0.1-0.3 while the probability to toss a head is 0.4-1.0.

In this study, the considered optimization objectives are
minimizing (1) total cycle time C (sum of cycle time Cj
of each product j), (2) total tardiness T (sum of tardiness
Tj of each product j referred to the due date dj), and (3)
total costs M (activity-based costing, Cost Mj for
manufacturing a product j).

Table 1: Crossover method

 = F"S ∑c4Òd(N4 − 4 , 0) (2)

Coin toss

Head (0,5)

Tail (0,1)

Parent A

Mode 1

Mode 3

Parent B

Mode 2

Mode 4

Child

Mode 1

Mode 4

Figures 6: Euclidean distance in Pareto fronts

N = F'D ∑c4Òd N4 (1)

 = F'D ∑c4Òd 4 (3)
where;
j
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Product (j=1…J)

Table 3: Results of Experiment Runs

The unit of tardiness and cycle time is time unit (TU),
the unit of costs cost unit (CU).
The applied cost function is a result of the research
project of Carl and Angelidis (2015).

Average
Standard deviation
Minimum
Maximum

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
For answering the research question we conduct
computational experiments. The investigated input
parameters of the optimizer and the associated DOE is
shown in the following table:

Low
10
10
0.1
0.1
0.1

Medium
30
30
0.5
0.5
0.5

High
50
50
0.9
0.9
0.9

Each parameter of the optimizer is investigated with 4
different priority rules, which are:
5 First in First out (FIFO)
5 Earliest operation Due Date (ODD)
5 Minimum Slack (MSLK)
5 Shortest processing time (SPT)
So we apply a 3-level plan for the 4 different priority
rules which becomes a total of 972 design experiments
described by an IDEF diagram in figure 7.
Crossover
Mutation rate
Population
Generation size
Tail rate

Priority
Heuristic
Model
Input

GS
PS
CR
MR
TR
PR FIFO
PR MSLK
PR ODD
PR SPT

User

SBOP
Initial
Heuristic
Schedules

Tardiness
(TU)
-3.356
-15.6
1.17
11.08
2.43
-1.1764
7.0108
1.1842
-7.0185

Cycle Time
(TU)
-22
-32.2
17.30
4.33
6.29
-24.18
22.5
13.41
-11.74

Costs (CU)
-912.8
-995.98
311.26
382.92
119.28
-65.22
240.87
142.46
-318.12

Table 4 shows that GS and PS are minimizing the
objective functions when they are increased while CR,
MR, TR are maximizing the objective functions when
they are increased. For the usage of the priority rules,
the impact on the objective function is different and not
so significant. On ranking the impact we observed that
in general, GS and PS have maximum influence on
objectives although, detail analysis shows that it is not
necessary to have continuous improvement by
increasing GS and PS. It can be observed in the figure
below that with increased GS and PS levels, cycle time
does not shows continuous improvement (CR=0,1,
MR=0,1 and TR=0,1):

Pareto
Schedules

SBOP

Simulation

332503.3
818.35
322663.9
334862.8

Table 4: Results of Experiment Runs

Parameter rate OR Level
(low, medium, high)
Optimization
Algorithm

Costs (CU)

The following table shows the main effects of the
parameters on the single objectives (uncoded
parameters). The main effect of a factor is defined as the
average change in the output, which is generated by
conversion of this factor from a level to the next higher
level (for priority rules from random rule to specified
rule).

GS=Generation size, PS=Population Size,
CR=Crossover, MR=Mutation rate, TR=Tail rate

•
•
•
•
•

Cycle Time
(TU)
5456.11
47.7
5305
5569

If we have a look on the results, there are significant
differences between the minimum and the maximum
values for the objectives. To find out which parameter
has the strongest influence on the objectives, we have
performed a sensitivity analysis.

Table 2: Full 3-level factorial plan
GS
PS
CR
MR
TR

Tardiness
(TU)
2693.37
20.34
2607
2751

GA Parameters

Optimi- Pareto
Fronts
zer
Genetic
Algorithm

Figures 7: Experiment design
The amount of simulation runs for each experiment
depends on the parameters generation size and
population size. So one experiment can have in our
example up to 2500 simulation models (GS=50,
PS=50). So all in all the experiments took 12 days on an
2,49 GHz Intel® Xeon processor with 24 GB RAM.
For each experiment, the best schedule according to the
fitness-value f´(x) is selected for the investigation.
The following table shows an overview for the results of
the best schedules from each experiment:

5550

Cycle Time

5500
5450
5400
5350
5300
10x10 30x10 10x30 50x10 10x50 30x30 50x30 30x50 50x50
FIFO

GSxPS

MSLK

ODD

SPT

Figures 8: Cycle time to priority rules and GSxPS
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heuristics provide poor initial population, higher
optimization runs have to be performed for the same
results obtained from better initial solutions via better
priority rules. Our further investigation will concentrate
on methods to find the optimal parameter setting, to get
a good trade-off between run time and results. We will
also investigate the performance of priority rules in case
of different production layouts.

The figure shows that it´s possible to get with any
priority rule good results, but not according to a specific
parameter combination. The only exception is MSLK,
where results are generally poor. With more simulation
runs it tends to better results. So the question is how to
get with a high probability good results when choosing
a priority rule. For this investigation, we must have a
look at the distribution of results, shown in the
following figure for cycle time as a box-plot whisker
diagram.
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Abstract—The rising energy prices – particularly over the last
decade – pose a new challenge for the manufacturing industry.
Reactions to climate change, such as the advancement of renewable energies, raise the expectation of further price increases and
variations. Regarding the manufacturing industry, production
planning and controlling can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the inplant energy consumption. In this paper, we develop a scheduling
method as a linear optimization model with the objective to
minimize energy costs in a job shop production system.
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Fig. 1. Hourly electricity price and average (dashed line, for information
purposes) for the following day, in this case 21th of January 2016 (Own
representation of data from www.epexspot.com)

I NTRODUCTION
Since the industrial revolution, the worldwide economic
prosperity depends on the reliable provision of electric energy. Yet the generation of this energy by means of fossil
fuels is, as measured by the associated CO2 -emissions, the
main contributor to climate change (Finkbeiner et al. 2010).
According to the Federal Association for Energy and Water
Management, the electricity costs for private customers rose
by 85% between the years 2000 and 2010. Within the same
period, an increase of 130% was noted for the industrial sector
(Bauernhansl et al. 2013). One of the driving factors in this
distinct rise are increases in taxes and other charges, such as
the EEG reallocation charge (EEG = Erneuerbare-EnergienGesetz; Renewable Energies Act of Germany). The most of
the remunerated electricity under the EEG is traded at spotmarkets like the European Energy Exchange (EEX) or the
European Power Exchange (EPEX). As supply and demand
determine the price, energy tariffs are highly variable over the
day. In line with this, methodologies for price predictions for
competitive energy markets have been published by Lei and
Feng 2012 and others. The spot-markets are trading electricity
for the following day (Day-Ahead). Figure 1 shows exemplary
the hourly electricity price for the following day - in this case
for the 21st of January 2016, with a standard deviation of
20.75 (39.8%). The hourly electricity prices are used in this
research to minimize the energy consumption costs by means
of intelligent scheduling.
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R ELATED L ITERATURE
Energy-efﬁcient scheduling and the reduction of energy
consumption has been a very important issue over the recent
years. In this area of research, Weinert et al. 2011 introduced
a so-called energy blocks methodology, which allows for
the accurate prediction of energy consumption and integrates
energy efﬁciency criteria into production system planning and
scheduling. Dai et al. 2013 proposing an improved genetic
simulated annealing algorithm for energy efﬁcient ﬂexible ﬂow
shop scheduling, focusing on the two objectives makespan and
energy consumption. Furthermore, Liu et al. 2014 developed
a multi-objective scheduling method in which the reduction of
the energy consumption was one of the primary objectives.
The three papers mentioned above consider only two operational machine states with respect to the energy consumption:
Idle (or standby) and processing. In 2014, Shrouf et al. 2014
extended these works by making also decisions on a machine
level, which allowed them to consider more operational-modes
of a machine. Developing a model for optimizing the total
energy consumption costs when scheduling jobs on a single
machine, they consider the operating states Idle, Processing,
Turning Up and Turning Down.
The extension of this approach to more than one machine

complicates matters substantially. Dependencies between all
machines are unavoidable and need to be modeled when
assuming a job shop production system. Already the basic
job shop problem is known to be NP-complete and to be
computationally extremely difﬁcult.
Concerning exact solution methods for job shop problems,
rather few methods have been published. Until 2005, the most
effective approaches have been branch-and-bound algorithms
that branch on the job orders on the machines in the so-called
disjunctive graph model. In the traditional job shop problem,
the optimal starting times of the jobs can be easily computed
once the decisions concerning the order of the jobs are made.
Aiming to avoid unnecessary branchings, these algorithms
typically also employ constraint programming techniques in
order to tighten the bounds for the job starting times and infer
job orders during the branch-and-bound process.
Motivated by the success of time-indexed models and
solution approaches for other scheduling problems (Sousa
and Wolsey 1992; Akker 1994), Martin and Shmoys 2005
eventually proposed to use time-indexed integer programming
formulations also for the job shop problem. Using such a
formulation together with effective bound tightening techniques and specialized branching, they have been able to
computationally derive lower bounds that were stronger than
those obtained with disjunctive graph models and job order
based formulations.
In a time-indexed formulation, the planning horizon is discretized and binary variables are used to indicate if a job starts
at a speciﬁc time. Formulations of this type are widely used
to tackle project scheduling and dynamic planning problems
that involve complex resource, precedence, or state constraints,
as these additional constraints often can be formulated much
easier in a time-index model than in a continuous time model.
Already Ford and Fulkerson 1962 observed that dynamic ﬂow
problems in a network with transit times on the arcs can be
modeled equivalently as static ﬂow problems in time-expanded
networks, which is equivalent to a time-indexed formulation of
the problem.
Successful applications of time-indexed and time-expanded
problem formulations include the optimization of supply
chains (Küçükyavuz 2011; Pochet and Wolsey 2006), production planning in mining, energy production, and other
industries (Louis and Hill 2003; Chicoisne et al. 2012; Epstein
et al. 2012; Lambert et al. 2014), timetabling in transportation
(Schöbel 2007; Seraﬁni and Ukovich 1989), and many more.
In many of these cases, the time-indexed integer programming formulations also lead to mathematically stronger linear
relaxation than their continuous time counterparts, which is
beneﬁcial in branch-and-bound algorithms. This beneﬁt typically comes at the cost of a much larger problem formulation.
However, exploiting the special structure of the time-indexed
formulations in specialized solution algorithms, the size of
the formulation that actually has to be solved often can
be reduced substantially. A discussion of the main features,
strengths, and limitations of alternative modeling and optimization techniques, with a special focus on short-term scheduling
of chemical batch processing, can be found in the survey of
Méndez et al. 2006.
A computational evaluation of different mixed-integer pro-
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gramming formulations for parallel machine scheduling problems for job-related objective functions such as weighted
completion time, weighted tardiness, maximum lateness, and
number of tardy jobs has been published in Unlu and Mason
2010. The results of this study, as mentioned also in Berghman
et al. 2014, suggest that time-indexed formulations perform
reliably well for such problems and should be explored further
for the solution of scheduling problems with multiple machines. Time-indexed formulations are widely used to model
variable operational-modes of devices and plants in various
applications (for example in unit commitment planning for
electricity networks or in dynamic spectrum assignment in
telecommunication networks) or to model time-dependent jobrelated objective functions in scheduling problems. To the best
of our knowledge, however, the use of time-indexed formulations to model the job-independent ramping and switching
dynamics of the machines’ operational states in a multimachine scheduling problem has not yet been investigated, yet.
P ROBLEM D EFINITION
When considering a common job shop production system,
each machine usually has a varying energy demand depending
on its operational state. Production systems that consist of
chipping (e.g. milling machines) or transforming tool machines
(e.g. presses or benders) typically have a vast demand of
energy (Neugebauer 2008). Further examples of high energy
consumers are industrial laser welding or laser cutting systems (Ahn et al. 2016). Note that a considerable share of
the electricity consumption of these machines in practice is
actually associated with the standby-mode, when the machines
are active but not working (Neugebauer 2008; Ahn et al. 2016).
Furthermore, peripheral systems, such as cooling and ventilation, loading and unloading mechanisms, or hydraulic systems
require a signiﬁcant amount of electricity even in standbymode. Shutting down these modules is generally refused in
industrial practice on account of the necessary process stability.
Operational states would have to be predictable and reliable
in order to initiate a safe ramp down without risking process
stability.
If one did assume that machines ramp down entirely when
not in use, an initial evaluation would exhibit short idle times
and, thus, a high level of machine capacity utilization, which
in turn saves energy. This would reduce the energy demand
during standby-mode and the machine in question could ramp
down after each processing operation. However, long idle times
are also possible, which would allow for a complete ramp
down of the machine. The feasibility of this option depends on
planning a timely and safe restart and the subsequent ﬂawless
resumption of production.
Our research speciﬁcally addresses these questions. We
aim to develop models where the operating-modes of all
machines are planned together with the scheduling of the jobs
in a period-speciﬁc manner such that longer ramp up, ramp
down, and standby-processes are adequately considered. Thus,
periods with lower energy costs could be utilized to schedule
production processes with high energy demands and remaining
in standby-mode or even ramping down production facilities
in more expensive periods can save energy costs.
Referring to the above mentioned use case (chipping or
transforming tool machines as well as laser welding and

cutting), we have identiﬁed ﬁve crucial operational states that
should be considered: off, ramp up, setup, processing, standby
and ramp down. ramp up and ramp down can be seen as
transitional states with a ﬁxed duration depending on the
machine. The transition time between standby and processing
or standby and setup and vice versa is assumed to be negligible.
In industrial practice, this transition only lasts a matter of
seconds and is typically too short to affect a solution that
ranges from minutes to hours. The essential decisions related
to the machines are to decide whether a machine is switched
off and on or whether it is left in standby in a production break.
Both choices require energy and cause costs, and the ﬁrst one
is only possible if the break is long enough for ramping down
and up.
To determine the processing periods for all operations and
the operational states for each machine, our proposed model
provides:
1) start period of processing each operation on the machines,
2) start period for setting up a machine for the upcoming
operation (implicitly), and
3) all operational status transitions for each machine.
F ORMULATION OF THE M ODEL
All jobs and machine states are planned within a speciﬁc
time period. The planning horizon is discretized into T ∈ N
equally long intervals, called periods, and denoted by [T ] :=
{0, . . . , T −1}. If  represents the duration of a period, t ∈ [T ]
denotes the period from time t to time (t+1). In accordance
with Shrouf et al. 2014, every time period is associated with
its individual energy price described by Ct ∈ R+ . Note that
all durations and times are given and modeled as integers, so
only integer multiples of the period length  can be represented
exactly in this model.
The given set of v machines is denoted by M = {Mj }vj=1
(using an arbitrary predeﬁned order on the machines). The
considered operational machine states are described by the
set S := {of f, standby, processing, setup, rampup,
rampdown}. For each operational state s ∈ S and each
machine j ∈ M , a speciﬁc energy demand Pj,s ∈ R is
given. For the two transition states ramp up and ramp down,
we are also given the transition times drampup
∈ N and
j
∈
N
for
ramping
up
machine
j
from
operational
drampdown
j
state off and for ramping it down to off, respectively.
In accordance with Özgüven et al. 2010, we let J =
{Ji }ni=1 denote the given set of n jobs.
Each job i ∈ J consists of Oi ∈ N individual operations
(sub-tasks). The k-th operation of job i is denoted operation
(i, k). The
 overall set of all operations of
 all jobs is denoted
by O := (i, k) | i ∈ J, k ∈ {1, . . . , Oi } . For each operation
(i, k) ∈ O we are given
• the machine setup time dsetup
∈ N0 ,
i,k
• the operation processing time dop
i,k ∈ N, and
• the associated machine mi,k ∈ M .

• a due time fi
Note: Release date ai means job i can start from period ai
(at time ai ). Due date fi means job i must be completed
within period fi − 1 (not later than fi ).
Assumptions
1) Every machine can only process or setup for one operation at a time.
2) Once an operation has started to process, interruptions
are not allowed. The same applies for setup processes.
3) Every job contains operations in a linear sequence.
Consequential operation (i, k) must be completed before
operation (i, k + 1) begins.
4) No time is required for changes between operatingmodes from standby to processing and vice versa.
5) Changes between operating-modes (ramp up and ramp
down) cannot be interrupted after they have been initiated.
6) A machine can be setup for operation (i, k) even if the
preceding operation of the same job (i, k − 1) is still
being processed on another machine.
7) The setup of operations (i, 1) can be initiated prior to
the release time ai of job i.
8) Processing operations have to start immediately after the
related setup process.
9) Two artiﬁcial periods are added at the beginning and at
the end of the planning horizon (−1 and T ), which are
free of any machine activity (processing, setup, ramp up
or ramp down). These only serve to describe the initial
and ﬁnal states of the machines. In this paper, we assume
that all machine must be in state off in these periods.
Preprocessing
Initially, bounds ai,k and fi,k for the earliest and the latest
starting times for the individual operations (i, k), respectively,
are determined on the basis of the given parameters. This
approach reduces the solution space signiﬁcantly and increases
the speed and efﬁciency of the model.
1) For all operations (i, k) ∈ O determine:
ai,k := max ai +

k−1

q=1

fi,k :=fi − 1 −

Oi


rampup
dop
+ dsetup
i,q , dmi,k
i,k

dop
i,q

q=k

2) Determine A := {(i, k, t) ∈ O × [T ] | ai,k ≤ t ≤ fi,k }
of possible operations-startperiod-pairs. Thus, operation
(i, k) can only start between the periods ai,k , . . . , fi,k .
Decision Variables
We introduce two types of binary decision variables: αvariables model the start periods of the operations and βvariables represents the operational states for all machines in
all periods.

Furthermore, for each job i ∈ J we have

For each operation (i, k) and each start-period t with
(i, k, t) ∈ A (i.e., t is a permissible start time for (i, k)), we

• a release time ai
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have a binary variable
⎧
⎨1
αi,k,t =
⎩
0

αi,k,t ∈ {0, 1}, which is interpreted as
Processing of operation (i, k)
starts in period t.
Else.

For each machine j ∈ M , each state s ∈ S, and each period
t ∈ [T ] ∪ {−1, T }, we have a binary variable βj,s,t ∈ {0, 1},
which means
⎧
⎨1 In period t machines j
βj,s,t =
is in operational state s.
⎩
0 Else.
Objective Function

(or earlier): It must either remain active in processing, setup, or
standby-mode after the operation it was executing (or setting
up for) in period t or, if it decides to ramp down after this
operation, the ramp down phase cannot have ended by period
t + drampdown
or earlier. Similarly, constraints (9) ensure that
j
the ramp up phases are at least as long as required. If the
energy consumption in the ramp up and ramp down states is
not lower than that in the off state and, similarly, that energy
consumption in the processing and setup state is not lower than
that in the standby state, these constraints sufﬁce to ensure that
the machine state schedules in an optimal solution of the model
satisfy the given constraints. Otherwise, one may add further
constraints similar to (8) and (9) to ensure that ramping phases
have exactly the required lengths and that machines actually
switch to off or standby whenever possible.

The objective function needs to determine and minimize
the energy consumption costs. The operational state of each
machine is set by the decision variable β. Parameter Pj,s
represents the associated power demand. With Ct the energy
price per period is provided. Thus Equation 1 minimizes the
total energy costs.
min Z =

−1 
 T

βj,s,t · Pj,s · Ct



βm,of f,t = 1
∀ m ∈ M, t ∈ {−1, T }

j∈M t=0 s∈S



Inequalities (5) ensure that machine j is in operational state
processing in period t if some operation of duration d started
between t−d+1 and t and, thus, is still running in period t on
this machine. Similarly, inequalities (6) ensure that machine
j is in operational state setup in period t if some operation
with setup time d starts between t + 1 and t + d and, thus,
requires machine setup in period t on this machine. Moreover,
together with (2) these constraints guarantee that machine j
can be in setup-mode for or actually executing at most one
single operation at a time. Thus, operations and setups do not
overlap on any machine, the so-called parallel constraints hold.
Inequalities (7) imply the so-called sequential constraints.
Enforcing for all times t that operation (i, k) starts no later
than t − dprocessing
if operation (i, k + 1) starts in period t (or
i,k
earlier), these inequalities imply that operation (i, k) indeed
completes running before operation (i, k + 1) starts.
Inequalities (8) and (9) ﬁnally model the technical constraints that are related to the machine states and the duration
of ramp up and ramp down phases. The required minimum
duration of the ramp down phases is enforced via constraints
(8). These ensures that, if machine j is active (i.e. processing,
in setup, or in standby) in period t, then it cannot be off (or
even already in ramp up-mode again) in period t + drampdown
j
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(4)

t∈[T ]:(i,k,t)∈A

Equalities (2) ensure that every machine has exactly one
operational state in each period.

(3)

αi,k,t = 1

Constraints

Equalities (4) ensure that every operation will start exactly
once in its permissible horizon (depending on the release and
due date).

(2)

∀ j ∈ M, t ∈ [T ] ∪ {−1, T }

(1)

Equalities (3) ﬁx the speciﬁc operational state off at the
beginning (period −1) and in the end (period T ) of the
planning horizon for each machine.

βj,s,t = 1

s∈S

∀ (i, k) ∈ O


t


(i,k)∈O:
mi,k =j

q=t−dprocessing
+1
i,k

αi,k,q ≤ βj,processing,t

(5)

∀ j ∈ M, t ∈ [T ]


(i,k)∈O:
mi,k =j

t+dsetup
i,k



αi,k,q ≤ βj,setup,t

q=t+1

(6)

∀ j ∈ M, t ∈ [T ]
t−dprocessing
i,k


q=0

αi,k,q ≥

t


αi,k+1,q

q=0

(7)

∀ i ∈ J, k ∈ {1, . . . , Oi − 1}, t ∈ [T ]
βj,of f,q + βj,rampup,q ≤
1 − βj,processing,t − βj,setup,t − βj,standby,t

(8)

}
∀ j ∈ M, t ∈ [T ], q ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + drampdown
j
βj,of f,q + βj,rampdown,q ≤
1 − βj,processing,t − βj,setup,t − βj,standby,t
, . . . , t − 1}
∀ j ∈ M, t ∈ [T ], q ∈ {t − drampup
j

(9)

C OMPUTATIONAL R ESULTS
This section presents an exemplary case study of a 5×5 job
shop problem to demonstrate how scheduling affects the total
energy consumption and total energy costs. The study scrutinizes ﬁve jobs processed on the same number of machines. The
planning horizon spans three consecutive days. It was decided
to plan by hours and every period lasts one hour with a total
of 72 periods. The proposed plans rely on the energy price
model given in Figure 1 for each day. Consequential energy
is most expensive between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.. Our proposed
planning horizon begins and ends at midnight. All jobs and
their respective release and due dates are given in Table I.
These dates are to be strictly adhered to, as delayed jobs are not
allowed. The associated operations with all related parameters
are given in Table II.
TABLE I.
i
1
2
3
4
5

ai
0
8
16
24
48

J OBS

TABLE II.

fi
72
72
72
72
72

(i, k)

mi,k

1, 1
1, 2
1, 3
1, 4
1, 5
2, 1
2, 2
2, 3
2, 4
2, 5
3, 1
3, 2
3, 3
3, 4
4, 1
4, 2
4, 3
4, 4
5, 1
5, 2
5, 3

1
2
4
5
2
3
2
5
4
1
1
2
3
5
3
2
4
5
1
2
3

3
3
1
1
4
3
3
1
1
3
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
2

TABLE III.
j
drampup
j

drampdown
j
Pj,of f
Pj,rampup
Pj,setup
Pj,processing
Pj,standby
Pj,rampdown

O PERATIONS
dsetup
i,k

1
3
2
0
18
8
20
7
5

dprocessing
i,k
4
4
6
6
4
4
4
5
5
4
5
5
8
4
5
5
4
4
3
3
3

3
3
2
0
5
8
20
0.5
5

4
2
1
0
4
3
6
0.5
2

Figure 4 presents the energy-efﬁcient solution of our new
model. Several things are particularly noticeable. The ﬁrst
salient ﬁndings are the scheduled operational states. The
machines are not switched on continuously. In addition to the
setup and processing states, ramping up and down is planned as
well as the standby-mode. The analysis of the schedule of M1 –
M3 was the ﬁrst step. As shown in Table III, these machines
have a vast demand for energy in all operational states. M1
has the highest energy consumption in standby-mode. This is
reﬂected by the schedule plan: M2 and M3 ramp up hours
before they start to process operations. This can be explained
by the energy prices. As energy is cheap between 0 a.m. and
8 a.m., the model plans expensive processes in such periods.
Obviously the cost for the subsequent standby-mode over many
hours is lower than ramping up the machines just prior to the
job. This was also observed for the ramping down of M3 .
M1 ramps up just in time due to its high energy consumption
during standby-mode. Consequently the standby-mode for M1
is used very rarely. M3 is in standby-mode during the more
expensive periods. In contrast, M1 and M2 are processing
during these expensive periods as speciﬁc due dates need to
be met. M5 does not use the standby-mode. Although energy
consumption in standby-mode is very low, it is cheaper to turn
the machine off completely during the non-productive time.
The key performance indicators for both solutions are
compared in Figure 2. It is interesting to note that, with
exception of M1 , the energy consumption of the optimized solution remains the same or is indeed higher than its makespan
counterpart. Yet the resulting energy costs are lower owing
to the well-conceived scheduling strategy. Merely M4 causes
slightly higher costs in our model compared to the minimizing
makespan model.
Table IV aggregates the energy consumption and the resulting costs for all machines of scenario 1 (optimized makespan)
and scenario 2 (optimized energy consumption costs). The
provided signiﬁcant savings are given in the last two columns.

M ACHINES
2
3
2
0
10
8
20
1
5

jobs are planned by minimizing their makespan to complete
them as soon as possible. Along with the planned operational
periods, all further machine-speciﬁc operating-modes are visualized. The key can be found in Figure 5.

5
1
1
0
2
3
6
0.5
2

TABLE IV.

As presented by Table III, the duration for ramping up
and down as well as the demand for energy in the different
operational states varies between machines. Machine M1 , for
example, has the highest energy consumption in standby-mode.
Ramping up is also quite expensive in comparison to the other
machines of the production system. Machines M3 –M5 require
less energy and are comparatively cheap in standby-mode. The
highest consumption of energy for processing and setup-mode
is linked with Machines M1 –M3 . It is expected that our model
will schedule jobs to these machines only in periods with cheap
energy prices, if possible.
Figure 3 visualizes a schedule plan without taking either
energy consumption or energy prices into consideration. All
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R ESULTS

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

energy consumption

2,194 kWh

2,052 kWh

142 kWh

Savings
6.5%

energy costs

e 120

e 93

e 27

22.3%

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This work proposed a model for minimizing the total energy consumption costs when scheduling a job shop production
system. Considering the continuous changes of energy prices,
our model can help to organize a more efﬁcient production
schedule, especially for high-energy production systems. Furthermore we evaluated the signiﬁcant energy price savings that
could be obtained by using this model instead of the commonly
used lead time minimization.
For further benchmark experiments, we propose to use
the model for a continuous rolling and overlapping planning
long-term study by means of simulation. Finally, our study

Energy Consumption in kWh

800
600
400
200
0
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

Energy Costs in e

40
30
20
10
0

Minimized Makespan
Minimized Energy Consumption Costs
Fig. 2. Comparison of Schedule Plans in Terms of Energy Consumption and
Costs

is planned to be integrated as an ecological component of
a sustainable production planning concept. The hierarchical
production planning as proposed by Hax and Meal 1973
might contribute to creating an ecological and also social
environment for sustainable production planning (Trost et al.
2016).
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes a computer system for simulating metallurgical rolling processes that consist of multiple steps, each
of which is performed by a different type of devices. Both
devices and processed materials are described with models,
which can be dynamically reconﬁgured between simulation
runs to study different device and environment conﬁgurations.
Such an approach is especially crucial in technology design
based on multi-iterative optimization procedures, for which an
objective function uses computationally intensive algorithms.
Due to the approach proposed in this paper, in the ﬁrst stage of
optimization more general and coarse models can be applied
characterized by lower predictive capabilities and higher computational efﬁciency. Afterwards, when the optimization procedure ﬁnds a solution close to the optimal one, very detailed
models can be used to obtain high quality solutions in the last
few steps of calculations. To achieve such an objective a hybrid
computer system able to use High Performance Computing
(HPC) infrastructures was designed and implemented. The
details of proposed approach are described, which is followed
by presentation of a data farming platform responsible for
distribution of complex numerical simulations onto various
computer clusters. Finally, a concrete use case of a hot rolling
mill is presented and analyzed.

process can be realized in a cost-effective way by simulating
hot rolling strip mills consisting of multiple devices with
distinct conﬁgurations.
Data farming (Horne and Seichter 2014) is an example of a
methodology, which combines data exploration and analysis
methods with efﬁcient exploitation of modern computational
infrastructures such as HPC computer clusters. Its main goal
is to increase data volume in a systematic manner in virtual
experiments by executing the same simulation many times with
different input parameter values. The collected results are then
used to gain knowledge about the studied processes.
Advancements in computer hardware in recent years have
signiﬁcantly decreased the time required to run simulations and
enabled reﬁnement of simulation models with regard to their
complexity (Rauch 2012). Besides accelerating simulations,
the modern high-performance computer clusters are capable
of processing much more data in a given time interval than
ever before. As a result, data farming experiments containing
dozens of simulation cases can be ﬁnally conducted during the
time, which is satisfactory for the industry.

INTRODUCTION

However, harnessing computer clusters to execute complex
numerical simulations is a challenging task when dealing
with large-scale simulation-based experiments. Neither remote
access nor uniﬁed interface nor provision of abstraction layers
are typically offered by current queuing systems to deﬁning
computer experiments as a collection of simulation runs with
different input parameter values, like different material models
or device conﬁgurations. Thus, in the presented work, a higherlevel platform, called Scalarm, for data farming computing
(Król and Kitowski 2016) has been used.

Computer simulation is an essential tool used to verify a
stated hypothesis faster and in a more cost-effective way
compared with physical experiments in various computationaloriented science ﬁelds and in the industry. Metallurgy and
metal forming processes, e.g. rolling and cooling, are representative examples of successful simulation applications.
Attaining desired mechanical properties of hot rolled Advanced
High Strength Steels (AHSS) and Ultra High Strength Steels
(UHSS) strips (which are utilized in many branches of industry,
e.g. the automobile one) requires implementation of thermomechanical schemes, in terms of time/temperature/deformation
along the hot rolling process. Such a complex metallurgical

The above mentioned challenges justiﬁed the development of
a model-based computer system (VirtRoll) in the framework
of the Research Fund for Coal and Steel (RFCS) VirtROLL
project, which combines numerical simulations, multiscale
modeling, meta-modelling, inverse analysis and optimization
techniques to minimize costs of design of production technologies and to optimize semi- and ﬁnal product properties. In
a nutshell, the main objective of the project is to combine a
model database and inverse solution coupled with optimization
techniques in one comprehensive computer system oriented
on enabling domain experts to create and simulate a virtual
hot rolling mill (Rauch et al. 2012) equipped with selected
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devices.

Design of Hot Rolling Mill – Web-Based VirtRoll Module

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
speciﬁes the problem, which is solved by the proposed system,
Section 3 contains an overview of the proposed system, its
architecture and differentiating features, Section 4 describes
the system’s evaluation in the context of hot rolling mills
simulations and Section 5 concludes the paper.

The functionality leading to design a new rolling mill is
covered by a web-based module, which, in connection with
a database, allows for efﬁcient management of production
devices, materials and models. Due to the ﬂexibility-oriented
design of the database a schema-less document-oriented MongoDB engine was used. This choice was dictated by the
necessity to keep the ﬂexible data model of the process
supporting addition of new materials and devices characterized
by different parameters.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us assume we have a multi-phase metallurgical process
to simulate, in which each phase is conducted by a different
device. Each device is modelled by a different numerical
procedure with multiple conﬁguration options, which inﬂuence
the results. The processed material is described by constant
properties and models, including description of rheology and
microstructure evolution. The main problem is to determine the
optimal parameters of production devices, which lead to the
desired output, i.e. to semi- and ﬁnal products with speciﬁed
thermo-mechanical properties. Moreover, the goal is to achieve
the answer in reasonable time, which could be accepted also
by the industrial practice. Therefore the main objective of the
work is to design and implement such mechanisms, which
allow for:
•

replacing numerical models dynamically between subsequent iterations of an optimization procedure,

•

facilitating usage of modern HPC infrastructures in a
seamless manner.

The hot rolling mill design is prepared with a virtual workplace, which enables the users to either prepare a hot rolling
mill design from the scratch or select and ﬁne-tune an existing
project of a rolling mill common scheme. Moreover, the user
can upload new material or devices models and use them in
the simulation process. At ﬁrst, the user selects devices, their
placement on the rolling line and conﬁguration parameters.
Afterwards, the material to be processed and its models are
selected.
The database includes descriptions of different kinds of steels,
characterized by grade, name and chemical composition, which
can be used further by numerical models.
Flexibility of the VirtRoll system enables the users to add new
material models through the graphical user interface (GUI).
Therefore, a generic library with abstract classes organized in
a multi-level hierarchy for direct inheritance was created. The
classes already implemented are as follows:
•

Model – a root class of the whole hierarchy, containing abstract method for the main algorithmic part of
the model. The method is implemented by each model
separately. The main attributes of this class are collection of parameters and map of the parameters, which
allow to manage model parameters dynamically.

•

RheologicalModel – the main class for rheological models containing deﬁnition of fundamental
models for plastic metal forming. Speciﬁc models like
HenselSpittel, CEMEF or Sellars inherit from
this class and deﬁne their own parameters as well as
a method for numerical calculations,

•

MicrostructureEvolution – the abstract
class allowing deﬁnition of derived classes
responsible for calculation of grain growth, static
StaticRecrystallizationModel, dynamic
DynamicRecrystallizationModel and metadynamic MetadynamicRecrystallizationModel recrystallization. The simulations of
microstructure
evolution
are
managed
by
MicrostructureEvolutionLogic,
which
aggregates all other models. The logic class can be
also inherited and implemented speciﬁcally for new
material grades.

•

PhaseTransformation
–
deﬁnes
basic
functionality
for
classes
responsible
for
simulation of four main phase transformations
i.e.
FerriteTransformationModel,
PearliteTransformationModel,
BainiteTransformationModel
and

PROPOSED SOLUTION
Studying rolling-related processes, by building a virtual hot
rolling mill can be described as a multi-step workﬂow involving: 1) design of a virtual hot rolling mill, 2) design
of the computational experiment, 3) simulation of the rolling
process with the parameter study approach, and 4) output
data exploration with optimization and sensitivity analysis
methods to discover relationships between the hot rolling mill
parameters and the obtained thermo-mechanical properties in
the ﬁnal product. An overview of the proposed system is
depicted in Figure 1. There are three main elements of this
solution: a virtual workbench where a hot rolling mill is
designed and conﬁgured; middleware which is responsible for
simulation scheduling onto remote HPC computer clusters; and
numerical simulations actually executed on the clusters.

0RGHO
GDWDEDVH

9LUW5ROO
&OXVWHU$

+RWUROOLQJPLOO
PRGHO
6LPXODWLRQ
VFKHGXOLQJ

&OXVWHU%

6LPXODWLRQ
VXEPLVVLRQ

&OXVWHU&

Figure 1: Overview of VirtRoll Integration with the Scalarm
Platform.
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Figure 2: Module Containing Classes Used in Modeling of Hot Rolling.
MartensiteTransformationModel.
Similarly to microstructure evolution in the
case of phase transformation the separated
class, dedicated to management of phase
transformation
logic,
was
implemented
(PhaseTransformationLogicModel).
The implemented models in the form of different classes of the
presented hierarchy were described in (Pietrzyk et al. 2015)
in more details.
Design of Computational Experiment with Scalarm Platform
In the presented work, veriﬁcation and validation of semi- and
ﬁnal products properties obtained with the designed virtual hot
rolling mill is conducted by applying the data farming methodology. The user prepares a parameter space involving formed
material parameters, devices conﬁguration in the rolling mill
and environmental conditions. Each data point in the parameter
space describes a distinct simulation case of a virtual hot
rolling mill. Therefore each data point can be executed in
parallel using distributed HPC computer clusters. Simulation
results are available online to visualize progress of any given
simulation. This functionality is attained by integrating the
VirtRoll system with the Scalarm platform. Scalarm is a
tool designed to support the management of data farming
experiments, including input parameter space speciﬁcation,
execution, and results collection. Scalarm provides two user
interfaces: graphical user interface in form of a web-based
application and HTTP-based API. The graphical user interface
is oriented towards the users who currently run their simulation
codes manually on various infrastructures and would like to
facilitate this process. The HTTP-based API is exposed to
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support integration of third-party tools with Scalarm using
the common JSON data representation format. Hence, the
integration of the VirtRoll system with Scalarm is based on this
approach as depicted in Figure 1. The following list describes
the most important methods of the API for computation
delegation from the VirtRoll system to actual computational
infrastructure:
(1) registering a simulation scenario – it is a prerequisite of
conducting a parameter study experiment with Scalarm; in
the presented case the VirtRoll system registers simulation
binaries/codes and description of simulation input parameters
for each hot rolling process phase,
(2) starting a new simulation experiment – arguments of this
method include identiﬁcation of a previously registered simulation scenario and input space speciﬁcation, i.e. parametrization
types and speciﬁc attributes for each selected parametrization
type, e.g. a model describing material to be processed or
conﬁguration options for a simulated device,
(3) scheduling computations – the user can specify how much
computing power and from which cluster should be used to
execute simulations,
(4) getting information about experiments progress – at any
given time the user can check how many simulation runs are
running and how many of them were completed,
(5) download experiment results – an integrated third-party
tool can download results of the already completed simulation
runs, e.g. in form of a CSV ﬁle, to enable further analysis in
the VirtRoll system,
(6) extending an experiment – based on the conducted results
exploration, it may be necessary to explore some additional
parameter space to study some interesting cases, not included
previously,
(7) stopping an experiment – when all simulation runs were

completed, the experiment can be stopped and marked as
historical; in such a case the experiment results are stored in
the platform and can be explored.
The open-source Scalarm platform supports simulation execution on different types of computing infrastructures including: computer clusters, grids and clouds, by using abstraction of computing tasks, infrastructure facades and infrastructure credentials (Król et al. 2014b). It is available
online (http://www.scalarm.com), hence the third party tools
can be integrated and used in any research. Scalarm was
started as a module for data farming within the EDA EUSAS
project (Kvassay et al. 2012), where it was was used to enhance the training process of security forces through evaluating
strategies used during missions. Since then, Scalarm has been
used in other scientiﬁc disciplines including: computational
chemistry (Król et al. 2014a), metallurgy (Rauch et al. 2015),
and computer science (Funika et al. 2015).
Numerical Simulations on HPC Computer Clusters
The main part of the system is encapsulated in separated
computational module responsible for numerical modelling
of macro and micro properties of material. The macro scale
simulations of temperatures are realized by using FE method
coupled with mechanical and microstructural models.
Mechanical Model.
Originally developed ﬁnite element (FE) simulation
model
(Pietrzyk 2000) was used to calculate strains,
stresses, forces, torques and temperatures. Even if a simple
stationary FE model with a coarse mesh is used in simulations
of metal ﬂow in rolling, the computing time for one pass
is about 2-3 minutes. Since a lot of passes have to be
simulated to determine one value of the objective function, it
is useful to search for alternative models, which can accelerate
optimization. Application of the metamodel approach is such
an alternative. A metamodel of the process or phenomenon is
a certain abstraction created on the basis of the lower level
model developed using mathematical techniques. Thus, any
approximation of the basic model, which gives reasonably
realistic description of the process, can be considered as
a metamodel, which allows for signiﬁcant decrease of the
computing time.
Various techniques can be used to build metamodels. Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) methods, in particular Artiﬁcial Neural
Networks (ANN), are the most common. When the cost of
computations for training data is not so high and large training
data sets can be created, application of the ANN is efﬁcient and
even very complex relationships can be accurately described
by the metamodel. Contrary, when the FE method is used to
generate training data, the costs of computations of one set
of data are high and other metamodelling techniques should
be searched. The surface response method was used in the
present work to calculate mechanical parameters including
strains, stresses, forces and torques. An additional advantage
was made of the fact that the material ﬂow stress is the main
factor, which decides about the accuracy of calculation of force
parameters and inﬂuence of the geometrical parameters is of
lesser importance. Therefore, the emphasis was put on accurate
identiﬁcation of the ﬂow stress model. Plastometric tests
were performed for each material from the database and the
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ﬂow stress models were identiﬁed using the inverse analysis
(Szeliga et al. 2006). The relation between the ﬂow stress (σp )
and the average pressure (pav ) in rolling has to account for so
called friction hill and this relation was described by the surface response method. The metamodel follows the idea of Sims
(Sims 1954), who introduced a coefﬁcient Q representing the
average pressure-to-ﬂow
stress ratio (Q = pav /(aσp ), where
√
a = 2/ 3). Large number of calculations was performed
using FE program (Pietrzyk 2000) for different reductions
(ε), roll radius (R) and friction coefﬁcients (μ). This data
were used to ﬁnd polynomial relation describing the function
Q = f (ε, R, μ). However, the sensitivity analysis has shown
that the effect of the design variables can be combined together
by introduction of one variable ξ = μ/Δ, where Δ is the
shape factor deﬁned as √
hav /ld , hav = (h1 + h2 )/2 is an
average thickness, ld = Rh1 ε is the length of the arc of
contact. Several FE simulations were performed for various
process parameters and it was found in (Szeliga et al. 2011)
that for a wide range of strip thicknesses and reductions the
relationship between Q and ξ is linear. In consequence, the
following equation was obtained by approximation of results
of the FE simulations:

μ
F = σp ld w 1 + 0.572
(1)
Δ
where: w - width of the strip, F - rolling force.
Several ﬂow stress models are implemented in the system,
described in (Pietrzyk et al. 2015) and not reported here. The
Hensel-Spittel model (Hensel and Spittel 1979) was used in
the case study presented in subsequent section.
σp = AεB e−Cε ε̇D e−ET

(2)
◦

where ε - strain, ε̇ - strain rate, T - temperature in C , A,
B, C, D, E - coefﬁcients. Similar metamodel was developed
to calculate strain distribution through the thickness of the
strip. Numerous FE simulations were performed for various
parameter and it was found that following function describes
strain distribution with good accuracy:


2
2
h
0.387yΔ
ε(y) = √ ln
(3)
1+3
h1
ymax
3
where: h1 , h - entry and current thickness of the strip,
respectively, y coordinate through the thickness (y = 0 in
the center and y = ymax = h/2 at the surface). Equation (3)
allows to calculate strain at each location along the roll gap and
through the thickness of the strip. Equation (1) allows further
to calculate rolling torque (Mr ) as well as electric current (I)
and power (P ) of the motor:
Mr = ψF ld

(4)

Mb = 2μb F Rb

(5)

MM =

Mw + Mb + Mbj
ηT ηM i

(6)

P = Ms ω

(7)

where: ψ - lever arm of the torque according to (Roberts
1983), i - transmission ratio, Mb - friction torque in bearings,
MN - nominal torque of the motor, Mbj - idle torque assumed
as equal to 0.05MN , Rb - radius of the bearing, μb - friction

coefﬁcient in the bearing, ηT , ηM - current and nominal
angular velocity of the motor.
The equations describing components of the total torque were
taken from [8]. The electric current of the motor was calculated
from the electric power, depending on the type of the motor.
For alternative current motors it was:
P
I=
(8)
U cos(ϕ)
where: U - voltage, ϕ - phase angle between voltage and
current.
The equations presented in this section are used in the system
to calculate all mechanical parameters as well as power and
electric current required to run the rolling mill. These equations
are coupled with thermal and microstructural models.
Thermal and Microstructural Models.
One dimensional solution of the Fourier equation was used to
calculated temperature distribution through the thickness:
∂ ∂T
∂T
λ
+ Q = ρcp
(9)
∂x ∂x
∂t
where: T - temperature, λ - conductivity, x - coordinate along
the thickness, ρ - density, cp - speciﬁc heat, t - time.
Equation 9 has to satisfy the boundary condition on the top
and bottom surface:
∂T
λ
= α(T − Ta )
(10)
∂x
where: Ta - ambient temperature, α - heat transfer coefﬁcient
selected according to the current location of the strip.
Microstructure evolution model was based on works of Sellars (Sellars 1979). This model includes equations describing
recrystallization and grain growth. The model is executed depending on strain and recrystallized material fraction according
to the diagram presented in Figure 3. The diagram contains
general approach for the austenite microstructure evolution
simulation during the hot rolling process.

the laminar cooling model. Modiﬁed Johnson-Mehl-AvramiKolmogorov (JMAK) equation was used to reach this task.
The basic form of this equation is:
X = 1 − e−kt

n

(11)

where: X - volume fraction of a new phase, k, n - coefﬁcients,
t - time. Modiﬁcation of equation 11 included introduction
of the coefﬁcient k as a function of the temperature. Various
functions k = f (T ) were used for different transformations
(Pietrzyk and Kuziak 2012).
Coefﬁcients in microstructure evolution equations for each
steel in the database of the system were determined on the
basis of stress relaxation tests or 2-step compression tests.
Equations of the microstructural model with the description
of coefﬁcients for investigated steels are given in (Kuziak
and Pietrzyk 2011). 1D thermal model allows to obtain very
fast and reliable calculations, which do not require parallelization. On the other hand, microscale models are attached
to selected integration points in hierarchical semi- or fully
coupled way. Such implementation offers very ﬂexible way
of distribution of calculations onto HPC infrastructures, as
well as facilitates collection of results. The algorithms used
in microscale can be designed and implemented on the basis
of different approaches, depending on the needs. This gives
another possibility of distribution on the level of multicore
computing devices e.g. GPGPUs or dedicated co-processors.
Additionally, the computational module contains two numerical libraries: i) optimization library dedicated to determine
optimal parameters for rolling mill devices; ii) sensitivity
analysis library allowing investigation of particular parameters
inﬂuence on ﬁnal properties of the product.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Rolling Mill Design
The created system was validated for typical conﬁguration of
the hot rolling line consisting of furnace, descaler, roughing
mill, ﬁnishing mills, laminar cooling and coiler. The conﬁguration of the most important parameters of particular devices
is given in Table 1. The material model and its parameters are
given in Table 2.
Table 1: Conﬁguration Parameters of Devices
Device

Parameter

Value

Furnace

1250 C◦
1.5 m
11 m
0.22 m
180MPa
0.3m
0.183, 0.141, 0.099, 0.058, 0.034 m

Finishing

Temperature
Slab width
Slab length
Slab thickness
Pressure
Distance
Reversing mill with 5
passes
Linear velocities
6 two-high roll stands

Laminar
cooling

Linear velocities
8 long sections divided
into 2 subsections

Descaler
Roughing

Figure 3: Flow of Calculations in Simulations of
Microstructure Evolution (SRX, DRX and MTDRX Static,
Dynamic and Metadynamic Recrystallization, respectively)

Coiler

Prediction of the kinetics of phase transformations and volume fractions of phases after cooling was the main task of
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Distance from laminar
cooling

1.5, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0, 5.0 m/s
0.023, 0.014, 0.0094, 0.0067, 0.0049,
0.004 m
1.17, 1.94, 2.97, 4.28, 5.88, 7.23 m/s
Intensive cooling (1st subsection) = 30 m
Normal cooling (1st subsection) = 30 m
Intensive cooling (2nd subsection) = 40
Normal cooling (2nd subsection) = 20 m
80 m

Table 2: Material Models and their Parameters
Parameter

Value

Chemical composition
Rheological model:
Hensel-Spittel
Phase logic params

”Mn”: 0.7, ”C”: 0.16, ”Si”: 0.03, ”Nb”: 0.01
”A”: 2481.1, ”B”: 0.083937, ”C”: 0.1, ”D”: 0.12065,
”E”: 2.9803
”Ca1”: 0.0349, ”Ca2”: -0.0000403, ”Cga1”: 4.57,
”Cga2”: -0.005412, ”Cgb1”: -0.94, ”Cgb2”: 0.00228

For the evaluation purpose, we designed two data farming
experiments. The input parameter set for both experiments
contained the pressure parameter in 3 out of 8 devices performing laminar cooling. The parametrized devices were selected
based on their more important role in the process. The pressure
parameter is a ﬂoat number with minimum value of 0 and
maximum value of 100. The factorial design with 6 values
for each pressure parameter was used. As the result each data
farming experiment consisted of 216 distinct simulation runs.

Figure 4: Temperature Change of the Simulated Steel Strips
Throughout the Rolling Process (Measurement Points: 1 Axis; 2 - Middle; 3 - Surface)

HPC Infrastructure
We used two TOP500 clusters (Prometheus with peak performance of 2.4 PFlop/s and Zeus with peak performance of 374
TFlop/s) available at the Academic Computer Center Cyfronet
AGH as our testbed. Prometheus includes Intel Haswell cores
and NVidia K40XL GPU, while Zeus consists of Intel/AMD
cores supported by NVidia M2050/M2090 GPU. Computing
jobs simulating the metallurgical process were scheduled to
both clusters through the Scalarm platform. Each scheduled
job on Prometheus had been conﬁgured to use 24 cores, and
each job scheduled on Zeus had been conﬁgured to use 12
cores. In both cases we scheduled 25 jobs on each cluster for
the demonstration purpose.

Figure 5: Simulated Volume Fractions of Phases

Results
The collected results from the conducted evaluation can be split
into two groups: domain-speciﬁc results and execution-related
metrics.
The ﬁrst group of results, domain-speciﬁc, includes information how the temperature of the rolling strips was changing in
different places throughout the simulated metallurgical process.
An example of such changes from a single simulation run is
presented in Figure 4. Due to asymmetric nature of the results
the temperature was measured at three points on the sample
thickness: (1) axis, (2) middle and (3) surface.
Another domain-speciﬁc knowledge obtained from the simulations is information about volume fraction of phases with data
collected on the surface part only. This information is essential
to understand and predict the kinetics of phase transformations.
Sample results are depicted in Figure 5.
In Table 3 the runtime metrics of simulation runs are collected
from the experiments. The total experiment runtime includes
runtime of all simulation runs including the queuing time.
The executed numerical simulations are thread-based parallel
applications. The observed runtime decrease is due to much
higher cores-per-node density on Prometheus comparing to
Zeus (24 to 12) and much more efﬁcient cores themselves.
However, the executed simulation is not linearly scalable
between clusters. In addition, the queuing time was lower on
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Premetheus, which is reﬂected by the total experiment runtime
metric.
Table 3: Execution Time of Simulation
Cluster
Zeus
Prometheus

Mean simulation runtime [min]

Total experiment runtime [min]

53
38

606
392

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we described the VirtRoll simulation system
integrated with HPC clusters through the Scalarm platform
for large-scale massive parallel computations. The system
supports design of production technology of hot rolling strips.
The main advantages of the VirtRoll system in comparison
to other existing metallurgical systems is capability to study
different numerical models, describing material behavior under
loading conditions or during heat treatment. This allows to
investigate the whole production process regarding aspects of
data uncertainty and inﬂuence of different parameters of the
models on ﬁnal results of numerical simulations.
Detailed analysis of the results will be conducted in our future
work. We plan to utilize data exploration techniques including
sensitivity analysis and optimization methods, which can be

applied as the last step of the described experimental workﬂow.
The main objective of this step is to develop better understanding of the hot rolling process and to discover pros and
cons of the designed virtual rolling mill in terms of thermomechanical properties of the ﬁnal products. In this context,
data farming experiments will be used to provide large enough
volume of data to perform a meaningful sensitivity analysis in
order to reveal hidden relationships between simulation input
and output.
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ABSTRACT
One of the main characteristics of personnel scheduling
problems is the multitude of rules governing schedule feasibility and quality. This paper deals with an issue in personnel scheduling which is both relevant in practice and often
neglected in academic research: When evaluating a schedule
for a given planning period, the scheduling history preceding
this period has to be taken into account. On the one hand, the
history restricts the space of possible schedules, in particular at
the beginning of the planning period and with respect to rules a
scope transcending the planning period. On the other hand, the
schedule for the planning period under consideration affects
the solution space of future planning periods. In particular if
the demand in future planning periods is subject to uncertainty,
an interesting question is how to account for these effects
when optimizing the schedule for a given planning period. The
resulting planning problem can be considered as a multistage
stochastic optimization problem which can be tackled by
different modeling and solution approaches. In this paper, we
compare different deterministic lookahead policies in which a
one-week scheduling period is extended by an artiﬁcial lookahead period. In particular, we vary both the length and the way
of creating demand forecasts for this lookahead period. The
evaluation is carried out using a stochastic simulation in which
weekly demands are sampled and the scheduling problems
are solved exactly using mixed integer linear programming
techniques. Our computational experiments based on data sets
from the Second International Nurse Rostering Competition
show that the length of the lookahead period is crucial to ﬁnd
good-quality solutions in the considered setting.
INTRODUCTION
Personnel scheduling problems have been widely studied
in the Operations Research literature. The interest in this
class of problems stems from the fact that, compared to
scheduling problems dealing with more “simple” resources,
personnel-related problems are considerably more complex:
In personnel scheduling problems, a multitude of rules and
objectives need to be considered. An important source of
these rules is the human need for daily, weekly and annual
recreation. Furthermore, quality-of-life aspects often play an
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important role in the objective function of personnel scheduling
problems: People value having a full weekend off; furthermore,
they have individual preferences for days and shifts off and
other schedule attributes. On the one hand, these individual
preferences lead to to the fact that there are often different
contracts such as full-time and part-time contracts and sometimes even different payment schemes. On the other hand,
personalized preferences expressed e.g. via requests for days
off lead to the fact that personnel scheduling problems often
cannot simply be regarded on a resource-aggregated level but
every staff member needs to be considered individually.
While the challenging characteristics of personnel scheduling problems sketched so far form a good source of challenges
for the scientiﬁc community in the ﬁeld of Operations Research
– for a recent overview of the research dealing with personnel,
see e.g. (Van den Bergh et al., 2013) – many of those studies
deal with simpliﬁed and stylized problem instances. This paper
deals with two practically relevant issues to be considered in
real-world personnel scheduling often neglected in academic
papers: The multistage nature of personnel scheduling problems and the uncertainty of the demand to be covered in future
planning periods. In practice, when evaluating a schedule for
a given planning period, the scheduling history preceding this
period has to be taken into account. On the one hand, this
restricts the space of possible schedules, in particular at the
beginning of the planning period and with respect to rules a
scope transcending the planning period. On the other hand, the
schedule for the planning period under consideration affects
the solution space of future planning periods. In particular if
the demand in future planning periods is subject to uncertainty,
an interesting question is how to account for these effects when
optimizing the schedule for a given planning period.
In this paper, we show that the planning problem resulting from considering the described multistage characteristic
along with uncertain future demands can be considered as
a multistage stochastic optimization problem. Furthermore,
we propose deterministic lookahead policies for this problem
in which at each stage, a mixed-integer linear programming
problem is solved for the planning period under consideration
augmented with a lookahead period. Finally, we evaluate these
policies using publicly available problem instances from the
Second International Nurse Rostering Competition (INRC-II).
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section,
we describe the problem setting of the INRC-II forming the
source of the data sets used in the computational experiments.
Then, we provide a short review of related work followed

by a characterization of the personnel scheduling problem
considered in this paper as a multistage stochastic optimization
problem. Next, we present the deterministic lookahead policies
to be investigated in this paper followed by the description of
the experimental design and the computational results.
PROBLEM SETTING
The problem setting along with the data sets considered in
this paper stems from the Second International Nurse Rostering
Competition (INRC-II). For a detailed description of this
competition and its problem setting, see (Ceschia et al., 2015).
In this section, we will brieﬂy sketch its main characteristics
relevant to our investigation.
The INRC-II problem consists in ﬁnding a cost-minimal
schedule (a sequence of shift assignments and days off) for a
given set of nurses covering the given shift-wise demand and
respecting all hard roster legality rules for a given planning
horizon. The cost function consists of a linear combination of
penalties for violating soft rules of the problem. Furthermore,
each nurse has a given set of skills and certain contract (e.g.
full time, half time and part time) governing certain rule-related
parameters such as the maximum number of working days in
the planning horizon. Using the numbering and notation from
(Ceschia et al., 2015) in which H stands for a hard and S for
a soft constraint, the constraints used for evaluating a solution
are as follows:
H1 A nurse can be assigned at most one shift per day.
H2 For each (day/shift/skill) combination, the assigned
number of nurses must cover the minimum requirement.
H3 Two consecutive shifts of one nurse must form a legal
shift type succession (e.g., early must not follow night shift)
S1 Respect the the optimal requirement for each
(day/shift/skill) combination
S2 Respect the minimum and maximum number of consecutive work days (in general and for each shift type)
S3 Respect the minimum and maximum number of consecutive days off
S4 Respect the shift off requests for each nurse
S5 At a weekend, a nurse should either work both days or
no day at all
S6 Respect the minimum and maximum number of total
work days in the planning horizon
S7 Respect the maximum number of total working weekends.
Since they affect the legality of blocks of days on and days
off, in the following discussion, we will refer to the rules H3,
S2, and S3 as “block-related” rules. Similarly, since they affect
the full planning horizon, we refer to the rules S6 and S7 as
“full-horizon” rules.
One of the main features of INRC-II competition is the fact
that the problem to be solved is a multistage problem under
uncertainty: While each instance consists of a four- or eightweek scheduling horizon, demand and request information
only becomes available for a single week in each stage. Thus,
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in each stage, a single-week scheduling problem needs to be
solved – under consideration of the history from the previous
week(s) affecting the evaluation of the full-horizon rules and
of the block-related rules at the beginning of the week. Given
the last statement, it becomes clear that a main challenge of
the described problem lies in both ﬁnding a good schedule for
the week under consideration and leaving a history allowing
ﬁnding good schedules for the subsequent week(s) – for which
both demand and request information is unknown. Following
Powell (2014), this type of problem can be considered as a
multistage stochastic resource allocation problem.
Each publicly available data set for the INRC-II consists of
multiple ﬁles: A scenario ﬁle containing nurse-, contract- and
rule-related data, multiple history ﬁles which can serve as a
history for the ﬁrst week and 10 week data ﬁles containing demand and preference information. Note that in order to reduce
the computational burden for for the extensive experiments
performed for the present paper, for each of the considered
INRC-II instances, we only consider the skill “trainee”. On the
one hand, this reduces the number of nurses to be regarded per
instance. On the other hand, since in all instances, the trainee
nurses only have a single skill, the originally multi-skill setting
of the INRC-II problem is turned into a single-skill setting.
RELATED WORK
For a recent and comprehensive survey of the Operations
Research literature dealing with variants of personnel scheduling problems, see (Van den Bergh et al., 2013). This section
intends to provide a short overview of work closely related
to the problem sketched in the previous section and to our
approaches used in the following sections.
When it comes to solving (deterministic) personnel
scheduling problems, as discussed by Van den Bergh et al.
(2013), one can distinguish exact and heuristic methods.
Many of the most successful exact approaches are based on
Mathematical Programming, making use of state-of-the art
solvers complemented by problem-speciﬁc valid inequalities
(see e.g. Santos et al., 2014) and/or advanced techniques
such as branch-and-price (see e.g. Burke and Curtois, 2014).
Note that while we use a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
approach to solve the scheduling problem in each stage, the
focus of the present paper is on evaluating policies for handling
the multistage stochastic nature of the problem. Consequently,
besides the fact that we use an exact approach for solving
these problems in order to avoid issues with regard to solution
quality introduced by heuristic approaches, the choice of the
modeling and solution approach is not of primary importance
for the results of the present paper.
The ﬁrst important aspect considered in this paper is
the multistage characteristic of the problem described in the
previous section. Note that the multitude and the complexity of
the schedule legality rules makes this issue particularly relevant
in personnel scheduling problems: On the one hand, there are
full-horizon rules transcending the planning period of each
stage, on the other hand, there are local or block-related rules
affecting the start of the planning period. While this issue is
often ignored in the personnel scheduling literature, recently,
Salassa and Vanden Berghe (2012) address this issue in a
deterministic setting and show that neglecting the multistage

characteristic leads to inferior results in practice. Furthermore,
it can be expected that the INRC-II competition will draw a
certain amount of research interest towards this issue (which
actually happened to the authors of this paper).

According to Powell (2014), a multistage stochastic optimization can be be modeled using a framework encompassing
ﬁve elements, each of which we will shortly explain and apply
to the personnel scheduling problem addressed in this paper.

The second important aspect of the problem sketched in
the previous section is the fact that the demand and request
information in future stages is subject to uncertainty. As
shown in (Van den Bergh et al., 2013), there are some works
dealing with uncertainty in personnel scheduling, mostly using
stochastic programming and robust optimization approaches.
Most papers however, deal with a two-stage setting in which
the decision stages deal with different types of decisions: For
example, in (Kim and Mehrotra, 2015), the ﬁrst stage involves
stafﬁng decisions and the second stage involves the selection
of weekly scheduling patterns under uncertain demand. Other
papers such as (Campbell, 2011) deal with the problem of
creating a schedule under demand uncertainty which then has
to be adjusted in an operational setting forming the secondstage subproblem. This contrasts with the problem setting
described in the previous section in which the type of decisions
taken at each stage have the same type: Constructing a schedule
for a full week for which demand is known while demand
for the subsequent weeks is subject to uncertainty. Following
Powell (2014), this type of problem can be characterized as
a sequential or multistage stochastic optimization problem;
it consists in ﬁnding an optimal policy, that is a function
mapping states to decisions. While in general, this optimization
problem is intractable, approaches from the ﬁeld of approximate dynamic programming have been successfully applied to
multistage stochastic resource allocation problems, see various
case studies e.g. on ﬂeet and driver management in the lessthan-truckload industry described in the monograph (Powell,
2011).

The ﬁrst element is the characterization of the state St of
the system at the time t before a decision is made. St is the socalled state variable, which, following Powell (2014), can be
deﬁned as “the minimally dimensioned function of history that
is necessary and sufﬁcient to compute the decision function,
the transition function and the contribution function”. In the
case of the personnel planning problem considered here, the
elements of the state variable encompass the resource state
at the beginning of the planning week and the demand and
request information (in the INRC-II problem, this information
is supplied in form of the history and week data ﬁles). Note
that in the case study under consideration, the probability
distribution of demand and request data does not depend on
the week index t. The resource state represents all rule-relevant
information such as number of days worked so far, number
consecutive work days up to the border of the planning period
etc.

To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no study
applying similar techniques to personnel scheduling problems
as described in the last section. In the following sections,
we demonstrate that the problem can in fact be interpreted
and modeled as a multistage stochastic optimization problem.
Furthermore, we propose variants of deterministic lookahead
policies and evaluate these policies using stochastic simulation.
MODELING AS A MULTISTAGE STOCHASTIC
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The problem addressed in this paper can be considered as
as a (stochastic) dynamic resource allocation problem. While
there are different modeling and solution frameworks for this
class of problems, among which is (multistage) stochastic
programming, in this paper, we will model the problem using
the more general framework for multistage stochastic optimization problems discussed in (Powell, 2014). In the personnel
scheduling problem under consideration, each stage t consists
of a weekly scheduling problem for which the demand is
assumed to be known. The future demand from stage t + 1 to
the ﬁnal stage T (in the instances considered in this paper, T is
4 or 8), however, is uncertain. Note that an interesting feature
of the personnel planning problem under consideration is that
each stage itself consists of a dynamic resource allocation
problem (which in addition has to account for the impact of
the resulting schedule on future planning weeks with uncertain
demand).
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The next element are the decisions xt to be determined
by the chosen policy in stage t. In the personnel scheduling
problem under consideration, the vector xt encompasses all
assignment decisions, that is, there is a binary decision variable
for each combination of nurse, day d in the week t under consideration and shift type. Note that the ensuring the feasibility
of the decision vector xt is one of the things to consider when
designing a policy π.
The third element of the framework is the vector of
exogenous information Wt becoming available in period t:
In case of the personnel scheduling problem, the exogenous
information involves the demand for each combination of day
and shift as well as the shift off requests.
The next element is the transition function
S M (St , xt , Wt+1 ) describing the transition from state St to
St+1 given the decisions xt taken in t and the exogenous
information becoming available in t + 1. In the personnel
scheduling problem considered in this paper, the transition
to the resource state Rt+1 is performed by computing the
new schedule history information for each nurse based on the
information Rt and on the assignment information contained
in the vector xt . Since the demand and request information is
not history-dependent, the transition with regard to this part
of the state variable is performed by replacing the information
from period t with the newly arrived exogenous information
contained in Wt+1 .
The last element of the modeling framework is the objective function stating the overall objective of minimizing
the expected costs over the planning horizon. Note that in the
case of the planning problem under consideration, the planning
horizon is ﬁnite and consists of T periods. The objective
function (which is linear and does not involve a discount
factor) can be formulated as follows:

min Eπ
π∈Π

T

t=1

C(St , Xtπ (St ))

(1)

Note that the optimization problem (1) consists in ﬁnding
the cost-minimal policy π from the set Π of all policies. Since
π is a function, the problem forms a search in a function space.

week states since the impact of the schedule for the planning
week under consideration on the subsequent week is accounted
for by considering the lookahead period.

DETERMINISTIC LOOKAHEAD POLICIES

The resulting deterministic lookahead policy π, parameterized by the forecasting strategy fs and the length H of the
lookahead horizon can be written as follows:

At the time of this writing, no computationally tractable
method for solving problem (1) exactly is known. Nonetheless,
there exist methods for approximately tackling this type of
problem. According to Powell (2014), there are four fundamental classes of policies (and hybrids of these classes) typically employed to address multistage stochastic optimization
problems:
Policy function approximations (PFA) represent an analytic function mapping a state to an action or a set of decisions.
For example, a PFA may be a simple lookup table, a decision
rule or a linear or polynomial function. Note that applying a
PFA does not involve solving an optimization problem.
(Myopic) Cost function approximations (CFA) are
formed by modifying the objective function and/or the constraints of the decision problem to be solved in stage t in a
way that the resulting policy does not only involve the singlestage cost function but also accounts for the impact of the
decisions in stage t on the future stages.
Value function approximations (VFA) involve constructing and calibrating a function approximating the future value
of the state resulting from taking a decision. For example, in a
resource allocation problem, value function approximation can
be designed around the post-decision state, that is, the state
after having taken a decision, of the resources to be allocated.
Lookahead policies involve solving a multistage decision
problem at each stage by explicitly considering the future
decision stages for a lookahead horizon to be speciﬁed. Lookahead policies come in two main ﬂavors: In a deterministic
lookahead policy, the uncertain parameters in the exogenous
information process are replaced by point estimates resulting
in a deterministic multistage optimization problem to be solved
in each stage. In a stochastic lookahead policy, the uncertain
parameters are modeled in a stochastic scenario tree; the
resulting problem to be solved then forms a (multistage)
stochastic programming problem (which may be approximated
by a two-stage stochastic programming problem in order to
reduce the computational complexity of the problem).
For the personnel scheduling problem considered in this
paper, we ﬁrst tried to design myopic cost function approximations and simple value function approximations – however,
we were not satisﬁed with the results: In fact, it was difﬁcult
to even get an intuitive understanding of what makes a “good”
post-decision state (that is, the state after having taken the
scheduling decisions for the week under consideration) and
thus, at least to our impression, approximating the future value
of a given state is difﬁcult for this type of problem.
As a result, we started experimenting with deterministic
lookahead policies which yielded much better results. This was
in line with our intuition that a lookahead model would be a
good approach for dealing with the impact of the block-related
rules at the end of the scheduling week: Instead of explicitly
stating what makes a good state at the end of a week, adding
a lookahead period H may implicitly yield good end-of-the
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π(fs,H)
Xt
(St )

= arg min
xt ∈Xt

ctt xtt +

t+H



ctt xtt

(2)

t =t+1

Using this policy, in each stage t, the optimization problem
does not involve the decisions variables (and possibly needed
supplementary variables) affecting t (represented by the vector
xtt ), but also the decisions xtt affecting stages contained in
the lookahead period ranging from t+1 to t+H. Note that the
full vector of decision variables from all these stages is denoted
with xt ; the set Xt depends on the state St and denotes the
set of all feasible vectors xt .
Clearly, (2) forms a very high-level statement of a deterministic lookahead policy. For our experiments, we formulated
(2) as a mixed-integer linear program – that is, Xt is formulated
as a set of linear inequalities and integer constraints – we solve
using a standard solver. Note that instead of using a compact
formulation as discussed in Santos et al. (2014) or an extremepoint formulation as proposed by Burke and Curtois (2014),
we use a multi-commodity ﬂow formulation in the spirit of
(Mellouli, 2001) and (Römer and Mellouli, 2011) dealing with
airline crew scheduling.
In order to capture the soft full-horizon constraints (in
our case, concerning the limitations regarding number of days
of work and of working weekends) in the model, the upper
bounds belonging to the full planning horizon were adjusted
according to the relative amount of time passed after the end
of the lookahead horizon t + H.
When designing a deterministic lookahead model it is necessary to make point forecasts for the exogenous information
Wt for the lookahead period from t + 1 to t + H for which
demand is uncertain at stage t. In this paper, we consider two
strategies fs for obtaining these forecasts. The ﬁrst approach,
referred to by fs := R, uses a simple resampling strategy: For
each of the periods t , one of the ten week data ﬁles in the
INRC-II dataset under consideration is randomly drawn and
the demand information from this week data ﬁle is used as a
forecast.
The second approach is based on (conditional) averaging
and referred to by fs := A in the experimental results section.
Based on an analysis of the weekly demand data of all INRCII data sets, we ﬁgured out that in most cases, the demand
of weekdays is signiﬁcantly different from the demand on
weekends. As a result, for each data set, we compute the
average demand for weekdays and weekend days across all
week data ﬁles and use these average values as point forecasts
for the respective types of days (the weekday average is thus
use from Monday to Friday and the weekend average for
Saturday and Sunday).
In addition to varying the forecasting strategy, we experiment with the length of the lookahead horizon. Note that we

do not only use full week increments, but also consider a
lookahead horizon of three days. In this case, the H takes the
fractional value 3/7 and the lookahead model is constructed
accordingly.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

number of (non-trivial) MILP to solve within one replication
corresponds to the number of weeks in the instance. As a
consequence, since in total we had to solve 912 000 MILP,
we set the mipgap parameter to 0.5 % and imposed a time
limit of 4 minutes per MILP. Note, however, that this time
limit was rarely ever hit.

The problem instances for evaluating the policies described
above are publicly available and stem from the Second International Nurse Rostering Competition (INRC-II) described in
(Ceschia et al., 2015). As discussed in the problem description
above, in order to manage the computational burden of the
experiments, we artiﬁcially reduced these instances by only
considering trainee nurses, resulting in a reduction with respect
to the number of nurses to approximately a quarter of the
original number (the tables below display the number of trainee
nurses per instance).

TABLE I.

For each of the resulting instances, we evaluate the performance of the policies described in the previous section by a
simulation-based approximation of the objective function (1):
We randomly sample N paths for the full scheduling horizon
T (that is, we randomly select a history ﬁle for the ﬁrst week
and then select a random sequence of week data ﬁles for each
of the data sets). The estimated performance F̂ π(fs,H) of a
policy π(fs, H) is then estimated by applying the policy to
each sample path and averaging the resulting costs:

F̂

π(fs,H)


 T
N
1  
π(fs,H)
=
C(St , Xt
(St ))
N n=1 t=1

(3)

As discussed in the previous section, in this paper, we
consider deterministic lookahead policies varying with respect
to two dimensions: The forecasting strategy fs and the length H
of the lookahead horizon. Concerning the forecasting strategy,
we use an averaging strategy (signiﬁed by A) and a resampling
strategy (signiﬁed by R). When it comes to the lookahead
horizon H, we consider multiple values: First of all, we
consider a myopic policy with H = 0 in which there is no
lookahead at all in order to ﬁgure out whether a lookahead is
useful at all. Then, we use a lookahead period of three days
(H = 3/7) in order to consider a short lookahead horizon
– the main motivation is to evaluate whether such a short
lookahead with a comparably small computational burden is
able to address the border effects resulting from block-related
constraints such as shift sequence rules. Furthermore, for both
the four- and the eight-week instances, lookahead horizons of
1, 2 and 3 weeks are considered (note that for a four-week
instance, H = 3 means that in the ﬁrst week, the full planning
horizon of T = 4 is considered in the lookahead model).
Moreover, for the eight-week instances, H = 5 and H = 7
are considered.
All experiments were conducted on a personal computer
with 8 GB Ram, with an Intel Core i7 4-core CPU with 3.4
GHz. The simulation and the model generation are implemented in C++. For solving the mixed integer linear programs
(MILP) within the deterministic lookahead approach, we used
IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6. For each instance and for each
policy, we carried out N = 1000 replications in order to obtain
a good estimate of the true value of each policy. Note that the
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AVERAGE PERFORMANCE FOR 4- WEEK INSTANCES
(N = 1000)
lookahead horizon H (weeks)

# nurses

fs

0

3/7

1

2

3

5

A
R

575.3
575.3

492.8
494.4

444.5
447.7

441.1
443.2

438.6
439.9

8

A
R

614.1
614.1

613.0
625.6

559.5
551.4

544.8
539.3

532.7
539.1

10

A
R

637.2
637.2

564.0
578.8

441.8
445.6

424.0
432.8

422.6
428.9

20

A
R

920.3
920.3

797.3
829.3

566.5
561.8

509.9
519.1

508.6
512.6

25

A
R

829.2
829.2

692.0
680.1

509.7
514.6

441.4
449.1

433.0
443.3

30

A
R

1694.5
1694.5

999.3
974.6

688.0
683.3

619.4
610.7

590.2
585.4

The results for the four-week instances are presented in
Table I. The most evident observation concerns the effect of the
lookahead horizon: For all instances (and for both forecasting
strategies), increasing the lookahead horizon leads to a significant cost reduction. For all but one instance, even a threeday lookahead yields a major improvement (more than 10 %
on average) compared to a myopic policy without lookahead.
Then, for every additional week, the solution quality is further
improved.
A very interesting result is that the positive effect of a
long lookahead period grows with the size of the instances in
terms of the number of nurses: The relative impact of using
a long lookahead horizon is much bigger for bigger instances
(e.g., the best solution is 25 % better than the myopic solution
in the 5-nurse instance while it is 75 % better for the 30nurse instance). Furthermore, the marginal positive impact of
additional weeks to the horizon is higher for big instances.
Regarding the choice of the lookahead strategy, the result
is not as clear: In some cases, the resampling-based strategy
(R) works better, in other cases the average-based strategy (A)
is more effective. Even for a single instance, one strategy does
not necessarily dominate the other when considering all tested
lookahead horizons. On average, however, the strategy A turns
out to perform slightly better. In general, given the described
results and given the fact that both strategies are fairly simple
it may be beneﬁcial to develop more sophisticated forecasting
strategies in order to achieve better overall results.
Most of the statements made regarding the results for the
four-week instances also hold for the results for the eight-week
instances displayed in Table II. In general, a longer forecasting
horizon leads to better results and in most (but not all) cases the
averaging-based forecasting strategy performs better than the
resampling strategy. For some instances, interestingly, even if
there is some beneﬁt of using a very long lookahead horizon,
the largest part of the improvement compared to a myopic
policy can be obtained with a 1- or 2-week lookahead period.

TABLE II.

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE FOR 8- WEEK INSTANCES
(N = 1000)
lookahead horizon H (weeks)

# n.

fs

0

3/7

1

2

3

5

7

5

A
R

807.9
807.9

722.8
746.8

652.7
650.5

637.4
633.7

630.2
620.6

633.8
612.8

633.6
613.2

8

A
R

1318.3
1318.3

1572.1
1552.2

1134.1
1134.1

1112.6
1106.2

1085.2
1086.5

1065.5
1073.0

1069.9
1070.1

10

A
R

1374.0
1374.0

1316.5
1351.8

1001.8
1012.5

973.2
973.9

942.6
944.0

910.3
913.3

904.2
909.8

20

A
R

1645.7
1645.7

1826.7
1832.9

1289.0
1278.1

1194.6
1201.5

1167.8
1166.4

1154.3
1153.1

1154.0
1147.6

25

A
R

1821.6
1821.6

1697.2
1700.5

1204.0
1200.2

1149.6
1154.0

1123.8
1120.1

1057.0
1065.3

1040.3
1050.7

30

A
R

3416.7
3416.7

2082.0
2006.0

1047.4
1017.0

834.4
825.1

761.7
767.5

671.4
682.4

657.2
670.2

to consider a stochastic lookahead policy by formulating a twoor multistage stochastic programming model. Furthermore,
after thoroughly examining the problem structure and the
different solutions from these policies, it might be tried to
ﬁnd a good value function approximation allowing to solve
larger problem instances. In addition, it appears promising to
develop hybrid policies, e.g. by combining a lookahead policy
with a cost function approximation and/or a value function
approximation.
Finally, in order allow addressing bigger problem instances,
e.g. the full INRC-II instances involving all skills and multiple
overlapping skill sets with up to 120 nurses, it is important to
improve the modeling and solution approaches used to solve
the lookahead problems.
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hand-shaped ceramic mold into a tank full of
concentrated latex with the length of time. Moreover,
the machines will be run all the time. The volume of
production in each batch will depend on a number of
hand-shaped ceramic molds which are set up within
each machine by size and type of mold. Therefore, in
production planning process, it is obligatory to find a
number of hand-shaped ceramic molds which are fit
with orders from customers. Excess or shortage items
should be minimal in each type and size of production
run. If the production planning process does not match
with customers’ orders, it is necessary to stop the
production run in order to set up the machine again by
changing molds. This will result in loosing time and
budget in setting up the machines.

KEYWORDS
Production planning, Rubber glove, Rubber glove
Mold.
ABSTRACT
The production process of rubber glove is the
continuous production line which the hand-shaped
ceramic molds are installed and dipped into the
concentrated latex to form the rubber gloves. Since, the
rubber gloves are diverse in terms of size, surfaces and
types of latex, the multiple molds and latex are changed
and used in a production process in order to produce
rubber gloves from customer requirement. Thus, the
changing of mold is extremely complex for production
ratio which the rubber glove production planning will be
employed to meet anticipate customer orders. This
research therefore develops the mathematical model to
find the optimal quantity of molds and rubber gloves
production planning. Finally, the developed model is
applied to an example data set to find the minimum total
volume of rubber gloves in every mold for keeping the
minimal volume of inventory.

Most of the literature in the area of production
management for the rubber glove industry is related to
the structure of the rubber industry (Haan et al. 2003),
production improvement (Jirasukprasert et al. 2012) and
economics and environment (Rattanapana et al. 2012.
The researches on production planning for the rubber
gloves manufacturing are still limited. Klomsae et al.
2012 present an applied mathematical model for rubber
latex industry decision planning, that covers purchase
and storage over a multi-period timeframe, with due
consideration of product aging and deterioration through
each time period. However, there has not been research
related to the production planning of rubber glove
products involving the mold. Thus, this paper presents
the production planning and scheduling for rubber
gloves with mixed mold sizes and types.

INTRODUCTION
Rubber gloves industry has become increasing
significant for Thai economy. At present, a large
volume of natural latex is used for producing rubber
gloves which extracted from rubber trees. Rubber is one
of the important industrial crops for Thailand, both for
the local consumption and the global market. From the
export data of Thai Custom Department in 2014 it was
found that rubber gloves had contributed an enormous
export values to Thai economy. The uses of gloves as
part of infection control within healthcare will be
increased extensively in the near future, as at present
people are more and more aware of their health and
cleanliness. The growth of sale will also affect the
manufactures to serve their customer needs.

Most production planning and scheduling has been done
by applying mathematical models (Hsu et al. 2011,
Wen-Chiung et al. 2012 and Yan et al. 2013). Birger R.
et. al. 2013 present the mathematical model for multiproduct multi-period aggregate production-distribution
planning problem with mould sharing between plants.
This paper aims to create a mathematical model for
rubber glove production planning and scheduling for
multi-glove products, multi-molds, multi-concentrated
latex and multi-production lines for multi-periods to
plan production in order to meet the customer
requirement.

Rubber gloves industry has a complicate and complex
process in production planning due to several of type
and size of products. Moreover, each type of glove uses
different raw materials to produce. The process of
producing rubber gloves is forming by dipping each size
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
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The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we
provide general information about type of rubber gloves
and rubber gloves production machine describe the
production planning process. Then, the problem
statement is discussed in section 3 and the mathematical
model of the problem is developed in section 4. A
numerical example and its computational results are
presented in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks and
further work are provided in the last section.

Hand-shaped Ceramic Molds
A number of gloves to be produced depend on a number
of molds which are set up in a machine. Normally,there
are many kinds of rubber glove, for instance, just
smooth skin or "dot" on the fingertips or plams that let
users can touch device without smudging or scratching
it. Moreover, there are many sizes of rubber gloves
which suit for users’ hand such as XS, S, M, L, XL or
XXL. In each mold conveyor, it can be mixed every size
and type of rubber gloves in one production line. Hence,
planners should find out the exactly molds in their
factories before making a production scheduling. Table
1 shows an example of molds for each item in a case
study of this research.

RUBBER GLOVES INFORMATION
The types of rubber gloves, hand-shaped ceramic molds
and concentrated latex are described in this section.
Types of Rubber Gloves

Table 1: An Example of Molds for Each Item

Generally, here are three main types of rubber glove i.e.
1) medical glove, 2) industrial glove and 3) household
glove. Details are as follows:

Number of hand-shaped ceramic molds
Type\size XS
S
M
L
XL
Smooth
Skin
Dots Balm
Dots
Finger

a) Medical Glove
Medical gloves use during medical procedures to
prevent contamination between caregivers and patients.
Medical glove can be divided into two major types
which are surgical and examination. Surgical gloves are
generally sterile and feature extra long reinforced cuffs.
Generally, these gloves are thicker for use in higher-risk
clinical applications for extra protection. So, high
technology process in production and sensitive
procedures are necessary to make sure that
manufacturers of these devices have a higher standard.
Examination gloves are available as either sterile or
non-sterile which made from 100% synthetic latex, both
powder-free and powered. Medical gloves are regulated
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to make
sure that manufacturers can meet performance criteria
such as leak and tear resistance.

XXL

10,000

20,000

50,000

50,000 20,000 10,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

20,000 10,000 10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000 10,000 10,000

Types of Concentrated Latex
Natural rubber is obtained from different species of
rubber trees in form of latex which is called normal or
field latex. The latex is then placed into a centrifuge to
remove some of water and increase rubber content of
the latex. After centrifuging, the material is known as
concentrated latex, which contains about 60% rubber,
are then compounded by adding other raw material
ingredients to achieve the desired performance
characteristics. On the other hand, synthetic latex is
produced from a petrochemical which is developed as
an alternative to natural latex for some people who are
allergic reaction to natural latex rubber. The 4 types of
latex used in this study are Natural latex, Synthetic
white latex, Synthetic blue latex, and Synthetic black
latex.

b) Industrial Glove
There are various types of industrial gloves which are
produced to protect against a wide variety of hazards.
Normally, determining which type of glove to use is
depended upon the duration of the job, the type of
conditions or the environment (wet or dry). These
gloves are designed to ensure employee safety and
sanitary conditions in the workplace and provide both
strength and chemical protection. For example, heat or
cut resistant gloves have different properties and
compositions from chemical and oil resistant glove.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The productions planning process of rubber gloves
starts from the marketing department receives the orders
from customers and sends them to the production
planning department for scheduling. Normally, at the
first step a planner will rearrange schedule according to
due date and inform a plan to other departments such as
logistics and transportation department. Afterwards, the
planner will check on-hand inventory and calculate
actual volumes that are needed to produce. It is
necessary to consider capacity of each size in all
production lines in real time in order to create
production schedule of each machine. If the machine is
not processing the same type of rubber gloves, it will be
terminated to change ceramic molds; otherwise, that
orders are cancelled. After the master production

c) Household Glove
Household glove are generally used for domestic
cleaning and food processing purposes. It
provides ergonomic design to ensures excellent
abrasion as well as cut and tear resistance. There are
different designs and colour of this type of glove in
order to attract housewives. The best rubber gloves
should be durable, whilst allowing users to accomplish
their tasks effectively.
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schedule (MPS) is set up, it will be returned to
customers to confirm delivery time.

Table 2: Conditions of Rubber Glove Production
Machine

At present, a planner can get anticipated demand in each
type and size of product in advance. A number of molds
for each type and size to be fixed with each machine as
well as running time process are calculated to be
ensured that the products will be sent to customers on
time. The amount of products depends on a number of
molds which are set up at each machine by taking size
and type of molds into consideration. Such process is
very complicated and takes a long time for the
production planner in operating and sometimes this can
cause a mistake. Such optimization problem can
effectively be solved using mathematical modeling.
Figure 1 presents the conveyors of production lines
which the molds are installed.

Production line 1

Production Line 1
M old
Conveyor
1
Latex type 1

Mold
Conveyor
2
Latex type 2

The machine runs 24 hours per day for 30 days for each
production period.

Production Line 2
M old
Conveyor
1
Latex type 1

Mold
Conveyor
2
Latex type 2

Rubber glove mold
conveyor 1

Rubber glove mold
conveyor 2

- It can be used only one type
of latex.
- The maximum hand-shaped
ceramic molds are less than
11,000 pieces. Therefore,
the maximum capacity per
day is less than 11,000 ×
26.81 (production rate of
one ceramic mold per day)
or 294,910 pieces per day.
- Any size of ceramic molds
can be mixed, however;
ceramic molds are limited.

- It can be used only one type
of latex.
- The maximum hand-shaped
ceramic molds are less than
11,000 pieces. Therefore, the
maximum capacity per day is
less than 11,000 × 26.81
(production rate of one
ceramic mold per day) or
294,910 pieces per day.
- Any size of ceramic molds
can be mixed, however;
ceramic molds are limited.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Details of indices, decision variables, parameters,
objective functions, and constraints in production
planning for rubber gloves in one month planning
horizon are as follows:

≤
11,000 Molds

≤
11,000 Molds

≤
11,000 Molds

Indices
i
Type and size of hand-shaped ceramic mold;
i = 1, 2, 3, …, I
j
Product type of latex;
j = 1, 2, 3, …, J
k
Product type mold conveyor;
k = 1, 2, 3, …, K
l
Production line;
l = 1, 2, 3, …, L
t
Date;
t = 1, 2, 3, …, 30

≤
11,000 Molds

Figure 1: Mold Conveyors of Production Lines

Therefore, the production planning of rubber gloves is a
process of bringing anticipated demand one month
ahead to find the production volume in order to set up
machines. Each machine is required to produce rubber
gloves upon the customers demand. The followings are
the conditions and limitation of rubber glove production
machine.
- The number of mold for each machine is limited.
- Each conveyor has the same piece of mold and run
simultaneously.
- Each type and size of molds is limited.
- Each machine can mix 2 types of latex. In mold
conveyor 1 and mold conveyor 2 must be the same
latex.

Parameters
Demand of rubber gloves for molds ‘i’
using latex ‘j’ in date ‘t’
sijt
Inventory of rubber gloves for molds ‘i’ using
latex ‘j’ in date ‘t’
ckl
Maximum capacity per day for mold conveyor
‘k’ in production line ‘l’
mi
Maximum volume of rubber gloves
using molds ‘i’

dijt

Decision Variables
xijklt
Quantity/Volume of rubber gloves from mold
‘i’ using latex ‘j’ by typing of mold conveyor
‘k’ in production line ‘l’ in date ‘t’
yjklt
Decision variable which will take on only
possible states i.e. yes (1) or no (0) production
by using latex ‘j’, typing of mold conveyor ‘k’
in production line ‘l’ in date ‘t’

Table 2 summarizes the conditions.
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be produced which keep inventory in the system at the
minimal by considering the requirement of customers in
each item and due date. An example of customer
requirement of the rubber gloves for the smooth skin,
XS size and natural latex gloves (Table 4). The first
oder is due on the fifteen of the month and the total
requirement is 5,000,000 pieces.

Objective function
The objective function of the problem is to find the
minimum total volume of rubber gloves in every mold
‘i’ and latex ‘j’ in 30 days, as shown in equation (1).
I

J

Min Z =  sij 30

(1)

i 1 j 1

Table 4: Rubber Glove Production Demand
where

sijt  xijklt .y jklt  sijt -1  d ijt

; >i, j, k,l,t

(2)
Type

Constraints
1. Quantity/Volume of rubber gloves from mold ‘i’
using latex concentrate ‘j’ by typing of mold conveyor
‘k’ in production line ‘l’ in date ‘t’ is less than or equal
to maximum capacity per day for mold conveyor ‘k’ in
production line ‘l’.
I

J

 x

& ckl

ijklt

; >k,l, t

Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Smooth Skin
Dots Balm
Dots Balm

(3)

i 1 j 1

2. Quantity/Volume of rubber gloves from mold ‘i’
using latex concentrate ‘j’ by typing of conveyor ‘k’ in
production line ‘l’ in date ‘t’ is less than or equal to
maximum volume of rubber gloves from using molds
‘i’.
J

K

L

 x

ijklt

& mi

; >i, t

(4)

3. The production of rubber gloves in every mold ‘i’ in
each conveyor belt ‘k’ in production line ‘l’ must be the
same latex concentrate ‘j’ only.

y

jklt

1

; >k,l, t

(5)

j 1

4. Shortage of rubber gloves for molds ‘i’ using latex
‘j’ in date ‘t’ is not allowed.
sijt C 0
; >i, j,t (6)

;>i,j,k,l,t

(7)

y jklt䌜㼧 0,1 }

;>j,k,l,t

(8)

15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY

5. Constraints describing the decision variables.

xijklt C 0

Due
Date

The results of production planning and scheduling of
rubber gloves will be displayed in terms of decision
cariables of the volume of gloves to be produced using
mold ‘i’ latex ‘j’ for mold convenyor ‘k’ on production
line ‘l’ at date ‘t’. An example of on hand inventory of
rubber gloves is zero inventory in first period. All data
will be computed under production ratio of a machine
using Excel solver. The results of the volume of molds
to be set up for a mold convenyer ‘k’ on production line
‘l’ at date ‘t’ are demonstrated in Table 5. By applying
these formula in a production planning procedure and
adjusting mold by following computational results
would result in the total of inventory volumes for every
mold and latex in 30 days at the minimum.

j 1 k 1 l 1

J

Customer Demand
Type of
Volume
Size Concentrated
(piece)
Latex
XS natural latex 5,000,000
S natural latex 5,000,000
M natural latex 5,000,000
L natural latex 5,000,000
XL natural latex 5,000,000
XXL natural latex 5,000,000
XS natural latex 2,000,000
L natural latex 5,000,000
XL natural latex 5,000,000

This paper, the mathematical model was formulated to
minimize total volume of rubber gloves under limited
resource constraints. A numerical example of case study
was presented. The short-term scheduling time horizon
for rubber gloves production is one month, however;
this model can be extended for multi-stage decision
making in the future. The proposed production planning
and scheduling model can improve and organize several
management decisions for producing, carrying
inventories, and balancing utilization of machines in the
short-term planning time horizon.
However, for
analysis process, it may need person who can
understand mathematical precisely and take time to
solve such problem. Consequently, developing decision
support system (DSS) can assist and support decision
makers in accommodating changes in the input
information.

The results from the production planning in each month
using equation (1) to (8) will keep minimal on the
volume of inventory of rubber gloves using mold ‘i’ in
every latex ‘j’ in the final date of the time horizon. The
schematic diagram in Table 3 shows the production
quantity and demand of rubber gloves.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
This section demonstrates a numerical example by
applying mathematical model described in section 4
using a case company in Thailand. The objective of the
study is to find the number of rubber gloves volume to
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Table 3: The Production Volume Addressed in Mathematical Model for Rubber Glove Production Planning
Rubber Gloves Production Volume of Mold i, Latex j, Mold Conveyer k,
and Production Line l, in Date t (piece)
Xijklt
Mold
i

Latex
j

Mold
Conveyer

Production
Line

k

l
1
2
:
l
1
2
:
l
:
l
1
2
:
l
1
2
:
l
:
l
:
l
1
2
:
l
1
2
:
l
:
l
1
2
:
l
1
2
:
l
:
l
:
l
:
l

1

1
2
:
k
1
1

2
2

:
j

:
k
:
k
1

1
2
:
k
2
1

2
2

:
i

:
j
:
j

:
k
:
k
:
k

1
X11111
X11121
. . .
X111l1
X11211
X11221
. . .
X112l1
. . .
X11kl1
X12111
X12121
. . .
X121l1
X12211
X12221
. . .
X122l1
. . .
X12kl1
. . .
X1jkl1
X21111
X21121
. . .
X211l1
X21211
X21221
. . .
X212l1
. . .
X21kl1
X22111
X22121
. . .
X221l1
X22211
X22221
. . .
X222l1
. . .
X22kl1
. . .
X2jkl1
. . .
Xijkl1

Rubber Gloves Demand of Mold i,
Latex j, in Date t (piece)
Dijt

Date of Production

Date of Rubber Glove Demant

t

t

2
X11112
X11122
. . .
X111l2
X11212
X11222
. . .
X112l2
. . .
X11kl2
X12112
X12122
. . .
X121l2
X12212
X12222
. . .
X122l2
. . .
X12kl2
. . .
X1jkl2
X21112
X21122
:
X211l2
X21212
X21222
. . .
X212l2
. . .
X21kl2
X22112
X22122
. . .
X221l2
X22212
X22222
. . .
X222l2
. . .
X22kl2
. . .
X2jkl2
. . .
Xijkl2
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30
X111130
X111230
. . .
X111l30
X112130
X112230
. . .
X112l30
. . .
X11kl30
X121130
X121230
. . .
X121l30
X122130
X122230
. . .
X122l30
. . .
X12kl30
. . .
X1jkl30
X211130
X211230
:
X211l30
X212130
X212230
. . .
X212l30
. . .
X21kl30
X221130
X221230
. . .
X221l30
X222130
X222230
. . .
X222l30
. . .
X22kl30
. . .
X2jkl30
. . .
Xijkl30

1

2

. . .

30

D111

D112

. . .

D1130

D121

D122

. . .

D1230

. . .
D1j1

. . .
D1j2

. . .
. . .

. . .
D1j30

D211

D212

. . .

D2130

D221

D222

. . .

D2230

. . .
D2j1
. . .
Dij1

. . .
D2j2
. . .
Dij2

.
.
.
.

. . .
D2j30
. . .
Dij30

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
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3

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Synthetic black latex

Synthetic blue latex

Synthetic white latex

Natural latex

Rubber Glove Production Machine
Production Mold
Type of
Line Convenyer Concentrated Latex
S

733

M

L

XXL

1,467 6,600

XL

3,300 2,933 5,093

4,828 1,467 2,200

3,667 2,200 4,787

2,933 1,467 2,933

0 1,467 1,874

713 2,200 1,467

1,100 1,813

733 1,945 1,976

1,630 1,731 2,078 1,100 1,467 4,094

1,467 2,933

XS

Smooth Skin Mold
XS

S

M

1,467

XL

733

713 2,200

1,100

733 1,945

1,100 1,467

L

Mold and Latex Install Result (Piece)
Dots Balm Mold
XXL

XS

S

Table 5: Mold and Type of Concentrated Latex Installation Result

M

L

Dots Finger Mold
XL

XXL
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flow shop with machine setup time, and solved the
problem using a heuristic. The heuristic is composed of
two phases. The first phase constructs a schedule and the
second phase assigns jobs with setup time consideration
according to the constructed schedule. Vignier et al.
1996 applied a branch and bound based algorithm to
schedule jobs in multi-stages flow shop to minimize the
makespan. Pan and Chen 2005 formulated a multi-stage
reentrant hybrid flow shop as a mixed integer program
(MIP). Their study also aims to minimize the makespan
of a set of jobs. Choi et al. 2008 studied a mixed binary
integer program of two-stage reentrant hybrid flow shop
in which a due-date constraint was added to prevent
tardiness. Their application was a coating process in
automotive manufacturing that jobs were first coated in
the paint shop, passed through an oven, and then coated
the second time in the paint shop. Yalaoui et al. 2009
proposed several algorithms to solve a scheduling
problem of a re-entrant production line. Their objective
was to minimize the total tardiness. The performance of
their heuristic was better than those of the EDD
algolithm.

KEYWORDS
Optimal Scheduling, Reentrant Hybrid Flow Shop, Heat
Treatment Process.
ABSTRACT
The reentrant hybrid flow shop for a heat treatment
process is considered in this study. We consider job
scheduling in a reentrant hybrid flow shop problem that
consists of two statges in series. The first stage is
washing, followed by heat treating in the second stage.
Each job passes through the first and second stages,
respectively, and then re-enter the first stage one more
time. Since the first stage must process the jobs twice
(with different processing times depending upon the
type of the jobs), it becomes the bottleneck in this flow
shop problem. To resolve this problem, the jobs needed
to be better sequenced to balance the load among the
first and the second stages. The objective is to minimize
makespan of a set of jobs and increase the utilization of
the both stages. This problem was formulated as a mixed
integer program (MIP). The results from the data set
show that the utilization of the second stage (heat
treating) increased from 79.5% to their full capacity at
100%, exceeding the target set by the company at 95%.

This paper presents a two-stage reentrant hybrid flow
shop problem with due date constraints. In this flow
shop all new jobs pass through the first and second
stages. Then jobs reenter the first stage again. After the
reentrance, jobs exit the flow shop. There are several
identical machines (and furnaces) working in parallel at
these stages. Jobs require different heat treatment times,
but the time needed to wash them are the same. This
problem is formulated as a mathematical program, and
solved by LINGO commercial software.

INTRODUCTION
Heat treatment is a technique to enhance the properties
of materials to a desired level. The heat treatment
process is wildly used with automotive parts to increase
their strength. The process consists of a heating and
cooling cycle. In practice, the parts are heated in heat
furnaces and cooled by passing through washing
machines. However, prior to the heating parts need to be
washed to clean the parts. This production process is
equivalent to a two-stage flow shop, whereas the first
stage is washing, then heating, and re-washing
(reentrance). Each stage may consist of several
machines working in parallel. This problem is called a
reentrant hybrid flow show scheduling (RHFSS) (Choi
et al. 2009).

The organization of this paper is as the following. The
next section describes the two-stage re-entrant hybrid
flow shop of the heat treatment process. Then the
problem is formulated as a mixed integer program. A
numerical example is presented to illustrate an
application of the formulation. Finally, the paper is
concluded.

The RHFSS problem was studied by Watanakich 2001.
He studied a scheduling problem for a two-stage hybrid

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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Let Xijk be the assignment of job i to machine (or
furnace)k for processing operation j, and Sij be the
starting time of job i for processing operation j. The due
date of job i is denoted by Di. The followings are a
complete list of all notations.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

first-washed
job

washing
machine;
k=1

heat treating
furnace;
k=q+2

washing
machine;
k=3

heat treating
furnace;
k=q+3

washing
machine;
k=q
stage 1

Indices
i, i '
j, j'

k

heat treating
furnace;
k=q+1

washing
machine;
k=2

heat-treated
job

second-washed
job

new jobs
(i,i’)

The heat treatment process is composed of three
sequencial processes. The first process is washing. Then
the parts are heat treated, and passed through the second
washing. The washing machines and heat treating
furnaces were arranged as a two-stage hybrid flow shop.
The flow of the jobs starts from entering through one of
the washing machines (working in parallel) to clean the
parts. Then each of the jobs will pass through one of the
heat treating furnaces. Then each of the jobs re-enters
any of the washing machines one more time, as shown in
Figure 1.
washing process
heat treatment process
(j,j’=1,3)
(j,j’=2)

jobs : i,i' = 1,2,3,..., n
operations : j, j' = 1 : first washing
j, j' = 2 : heat treatment
j, j' = 3 : second washing
machines at stage 1 : k = 1,2,3,....q
furnaces at stage 2 : k = q + 1, q + 2,
q + 3,..., q + r

Parameters
Di
M
n
Pij

due-date of jobs i
very large positive number
number of jobs
processing time of job i processed at
operation j
number of machines at stage 1
number of furnaces at stage 2

q
r

Decision Variables

S ij starting time of job i processed at operation j

heat treating
furnace;
k=q+r

X ijk = 1 if job i processed at operation j on

stage 2

Yiji'j'

Figure 1: Two-stage Reentrant Hybrid Heat Treatment
Flow Shop

machine or furnace k , and 0 otherwise
= 1 if job i processed at operation j precedes
job i' that processed at operation j' , and 0
otherwise

The objective is to schedule jobs to these sets of the
washing machines and the heat treatement furnaces so
that the total makespan of all the jobs is minimized. This
implies that the jobs must be sequenced to balance the
utilization among these machines. To sequence the jobs,
the starting times of each job to the washing machines
and the furnaces, and their order must be determined.
Since the jobs reenter the washing machines, each job
needs two enter times to the washing machines. One for
the first pass and the other for the second pass.

Objective Function
The objective function is to minimize the
makespan. The equation is :
Minimize Cm ax
(1)
where Cm ax is described by Equations (10) and (11)
Constraints
1. For each job, the starting time of the next
operation j' must follow the finish time of the current
operation j :

The next section describes this two-stage reentrant
hybrid flow shop with various constraints as a
mathematical program.

q

∑

k =1

X ijk ( Sij + Pij ) ≤

q+r

∑

k=q

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

X ij' k Sij' , ∀ i, j = 1
and j' = 2

The mathematical model is a system of equations
established to solve the problem of optimal scheduling
of two-stage reentrant hybrid flow shop for heat
treatment process. As earlier mentioned, the objective is
to minimize the makespan.

q+r

∑

k=q

X ijk (Sij + Pij ) ≤

q

∑

k =1

X ij' k Sij' , ∀ i, j = 2
and j' = 3
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(2)

(3)

2. Each job must be processed at operation j by only
one machine (or furnace):
q

∑
∑

k =1

q+ r
k=q

X ijk = 1, ∀ i and j = 1,3

(4)

X ijk = 1, ∀ i and j = 2

(5)

as shown in the Table 1. We assume that the first job
starts at time zero.
Table 1: Job Processing Times and Due Dates
Job
(i)

3. For the first stage, a job can be processed only on a
machine at any time.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(2 - X ijk - X i' j' k )M + (1 - Yiji' j' )M + Si' j' - Sij ≤ Pij , where
1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n, j, j' = 1,3 and k = 1,2,3,..., q

(6)

(2 - X ijk - X i' j' k )M + Yiji' j' M + Sij - Si' j' ≤ Pi' j' , where
1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n, j, j' = 1,3 and k = 1,2,3,..., q

(7)

4. For the second stage, a job can be processed only on a
machine at any time.

(2 - X ijk - X i' jk )M + (1 - Yiji' j )M + Si' j - Sij ≤ Pij , where
1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n, j = 2 and k = q + 1, q + 2, q + 3,..., q + r
(2 - X ijk - X i' jk )M + Yiji' j M + Sij - Si' j ≤ Pi' j , where

(8)

1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n, j = 2 and k = q + 1, q + 2, q + 3,..., q + r

(9)

q
k =1

X ijk ( Sij + Pij ) ≤ Cmax, ∀ i and j = 3

Cm ax ≥ 0

q
k =1

X ijk ( Sij + Pij ) ≤ Di ,

(10)
(11)

∀ i and j = 3

The results show the optimal schedule of the jobs in this
two-stage reentrant hybrid flow shop by minimizing the
makespan under a specific due date. Each job is
assigned to a specific machine and a furnace every time
it passes through these stages, and only allowed to
access the machine or the furnace at a specific starting
time. For example Job 1 enters the washing machine
No.2 (k=2) for 45 minutes, starting at the time 1,500
minute, then passes through the heat treating furnace
No.2 (k=4) for 180 minutes immediately after leaving
the washing machine. The job leaves the furnace at time
1,725 minute. Then the job waits to reenter the washing
process through the first washing machine (k=1) at time
2,700 minute. The job is completed at time 2,745
minute. Other jobs can be described similarly.

(12)

7. Constraints describing the decision variables.

Sij ≥ 0, ∀ i, j

(13)

X ijk ∈ {0,1}, ∀ i, j = 1,3 and k = 1,2,3,..., q

(14)

X ijk ∈ {0,1}, ∀ i, j = 2 and k = q + 1, q + 2, q + 3,..., q + r
Yiji' j' ∈ {0,1}, 1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n and j, j' = 1,3

(15)
(16)

Yiji' j ∈ {0,1}, 1 ≤ i < i' ≤ n and j = 2

(17)

5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760
5,760

LINGO software is used to solved this problem. The
results are shown in Table 2. The table shows the
starting time and completion time of the jobs, or their
schedule. The makespan is then calculated by taking the
difference of the starting time of the first job that enters
the flow shop and the completion time of the last job
that leaves the flow shop.

6. For each job, the completion time must not exceed the
due date.

∑

Due date
(Di),
min.

Results

5. For each job, the completion time must be less than
the makespan.

∑

Processing time (Pij), min.
First
Heat
Second
washing
treatment
washing
j=1
j=2
j=3
45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45
45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45
45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

From the table, the first jobs that enter the flow shop are
Jobs 10 and 12, and the last jobs that leave are Jobs 2
and 4. The makespan of all the jobs is 2,790 minutes.
With the job schedule details in Table 2, the utilization
of heat treating furnaces is at 100% and all the jobs are
completed prior to the due date. Details of the schedule
of all the jobs by washing machines and heat treating
furnaces can be found in Figure 2.

In this example, 15 jobs were processed on two washing
machines and two heat treating furnaces. We denote k =
1 and 2 to represent the two washing machines, and k =
3 and 4 to represent the two heat treating furnaces.
There are four different types of jobs depend on the heat
treatment time; 180, 300, 420 and 600 minutes. Each
job was washed for 45 minutes during the first washing
and then another 45 minutes for the second washing. All
jobs must be completed in four days (or 5,760 minutes)
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Table 2: Job Schedule

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Completion time,
min

7

Starting time (Sij),
min

6

k=4

5

k=3

4

45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45
45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45
45
180
45
45
300
45
45
300
45
45
420
45
45
600
45

Heat
treating
furnace

k=2

3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Washing
machine

k=1

2

Processing time (Pij),
min.

1

Process (j)

Job (i)

CONCLUSION
Job assignment, Xijk

0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

1,500
1,545
2,700
2325
2,445
2,745
2,100
2,145
2,445
2,280
2,325
2,745
480
525
2,370
300
345
2,235
1,170
1,845
2,145
1,080
1,125
1,425
90
1,425
1,845
0
45
645
90
645
2,655
0
45
2,610
135
825
1,125
45
1,125
1,545
45
1,725
2,325

1,545
1,725
2,745
2,370
2,745
2,790
2,145
2,445
2,490
2,325
2,745
2,790
525
1,125
2,415
345
525
2,280
1,215
2,145
2,190
1,125
1,425
1,470
135
1,845
1,890
45
645
690
135
825
2,700
45
345
2,655
180
1,125
1,170
90
1,545
1,590
90
2,325
2,370

A two-stage reentrant hybrid flow shop with washing
and heat treatment processes as the two stages is
addressed in this paper. The reentrance occurs only at
the first stage, after the jobs leave the second stage. The
problem is formulated as a mixed integer program. A
numerical example is used to illustrate the application of
the formulation, and solved by a commercial software,
LINGO. In the example, 15 jobs are scheduled to
minimize the makespan under a specific due date. It was
found that the schedule of the jobs to the first washing
affects the utilization of the heat treating furnaces,
whereas the schedule of the second washing is critical to
the final makespan. The schedule obtained balances the
workload among the machines and furnaces. As a
consequence, the utilization of the furnaces increased
from 79.5% to 100% (theoretically), exceeding the 95%
target set by the company. This model can also be
extended to a flow shop with more than two stages, and
the jobs may reenter to any of the stages. For large-scale
problems, a heuristic may be developed to quickly solve
the problem because a multi-stage reentrant hybrid flow
shop scheduling is considered as a hard problem.
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Although there are merely 15 jobs in this example, the
problem requires approximately two and a half hours to
obtain the final optimal solution by LINGO. First, the
software found an upper bound of the optimal solution,
then this bound was entered to the software to find the
final solution. This shows that scheduling jobs in this
type of flow shop is not an easy task.
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Machine

Washing
machine 1

10 14 11 13

Washing
machine 2

12 15 9

Furnace 1

5

13 7

6

10
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Furnace 2

8

6
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machine 1
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machine 2

1 14
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7

Furnace 1

9
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14

7

1

6

4

2

12 11 1

5

3

2

4

3

2

15

4

Time(min.)
1425

i

1620

1800

Job i enters the first washing

1980

2160

i

2340

2520

Job i enters the heat treatment

2700

i

2790

Job i enters the second washing

Figure 2: Job Schedule by Machines and Furnaces
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function g(x) is used so that the function can be estimated
at other points (Szidarovszky & Yakowitz, 2013).
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Disease; Logarithmic Transformation; hCG; Exponential
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Exponential interpolation considers the function g(x)
as a linear combination of exponentials
n

g(x) = B + ∑ Ai · eαi ·x .

ABSTRACT
Exponential interpolation is a problem in mathematics which can have very useful results in many areas.
One area which is particularly of interest here is using
exponential interpolation to model human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) levels in women with gestational trophoblastic disease as it has been previously reported that
the hCG measurements in these women follow an exponential curve.

In this case, the Exponential Interpolation problem can
be formulated as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Given a function f : [a, b] → R which is
twice differentiable and 2n + 1 points
a ≤ x0 < x1 < . . . < x2n+1 ≤ b
then ﬁnd the function g(x) given by equation 1 so that
f (xi ) = g(xi ), i = 1, 2, ..., 2n + 1.

INTRODUCTION

Usually, in exponential interpolation, it is requaired to
ﬁnd a method to calculate the 2n + 1 coefﬁcients, B and
Ai , αi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 2n, and then to prove that these coefﬁcients are unique. It is also useful to have an evaluation
for the interpolation error | f (x) − g(x)|.

Interpolation is the process of estimating the value of
a function, f (x), whose value is known at speciﬁc points,
say x0 < x1 < . . . < xn , by a second function g(x) so that
f (xi ) = g(xi ) for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. The values of
the function f (x) at other points in the interval (x0 , xn )
can then be estimated using the function g(x). In most
interpolation schemes, the function g(x) is found to be
unique and either an equation or an algorithm can be used
to calculate it. For example, the linear, polynomial and
spline interpolation methods provide nice equations for
the unique function g(x). Furthermore, theoretical results
are also available for these methods to evaluate the estimation error of f (x) − g(x) (see (Phillips, 2003) for a
good review of interpolation methods).

Exponential Interpolation, often called interpolation
with Dirichlet polynomials, has been investigated quite
intensively for the last decades in order to solve the above
problems (Ammar, Dayawansa, & Martin, 1991), however the interpolation methods proposed are either difﬁcult to implement or computational expensive. More
effective approaches can be developed by some direct approaches especially in some particular cases of equation
1.
One particular form is given by g(x) = A · e−α·x + B,
which occurs in various technical and medical decay
problems. A problem of interest for us is the variation
of the hCG marker for Gestational Trobhoblastic Disease
(GTD). GTD is a term used to describe a range of illnesses in women, such as complete and partial hydatidiform mole, choriocarcinoma, placental cite trophoblastic
tumour and epithelioidtrophoblast tumour. All of these
conditions arise from human trophoblastic tissue (Young
et al., 2011). Upon diagnosis, the hydatidiform mole

Interpolation is used in many different areas including
economics, engineering and medical simulation for a variety of reasons. One reason that interpolation is used is
if the actual function f (x) is known explicitly but is too
complicated to use in a computer programme. In this case
an interpolating function g(x) that agrees closely with the
actual function is used. Another situation where interpolation is used is when the value of the function f (x) is
only known at certain points. In this case an interpolating
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

(1)

i=1
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must be satisﬁed. Solving for B gives B = y0 − Ae−αx0
and substituting it into the second equation to obtain A =
y1 −y0
. To get the equation for α both of these can
e−αx1 −e−αx0
be substituted into the third equation to give

should be surgically evacuated. Usually, after this procedure the hCG levels will drop exponentially (Schoeberl,
2007). Interpreting the drop in hCG levels is a useful way
to decide on a treatment plan for the patients, and to decide if the use of chemotherapy is required (Schoeberl,
2007).

y1 − y0
e−αx2
−αx
e 1 − e−αx0

The aim of this study is to mathematically model hCG
level in women with gestational trophoblastic disease using Exponential Interpolation. It has been suggested
previously in (Almufti et al., 2014) that in the future,
mathematical models may be used to describe tumour
biomarker production. This could be in relation to tumour size, the effectiveness of treatment and biomarker
elimination. It was even thought that based on a few time
points for each patient, mathematical models may enable
early prediction of changes in disease burden and treatment efﬁcacy, , however little concrete research work has
been done in this direction. It was reported in (You et
al., 2010) and (You et al., 2013) that the model that hCG
follows after evacuation is of the form
g(t) = Ae−αt + B.

Theorem 1. Equation 6 has a unique solution for α.
Proof. From equation 2 g(x) = Ae−αx + B. Then
g (x) = −Aαe−αx

(2)

p = x1 − x0 > 0
q = x2 − x0 > 0, q > p
y1 − y0
k =
∈ (0, 1)
y2 − y0

(10)
(11)
(12)

Now, equation 6 can be rewritten in terms of p, q and k to
give
e−pα − 1
− k = 0.
(13)
m(α) = −qα
e
−1
The function m(α) can be extended at 0 by m(0) = qp −
k so that it is continuous and differentiable over R. By
looking at the behaviour of m(α) it can be shown that a
unique solution for m(α) = 0 exists.
lim m(α) = 1 − k > 0

(14)

lim m(α) = −k < 0.

(15)

α→∞

(4)

and

Proposition 1. Given the points (x0 , y0 ),(x1 , y1 ) and
(x2 , y2 ), the parameters A and B can be calculated using
the formulas so that yi = g(xi ) for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

α→−∞

As a consequence of this, a solution of equation 8 can be
found. In order to show that the solution for α is unique
it will be shown that the equation m(α) is strictly monotone. Finding the derivative of m(α) gives

(5)

and α can be found by ﬁnding a root of the equation

m (α) = e(q−p)α ·
(6)

p
q
e pα − 1
·
−
. (16)
eqα − 1 e pα − 1 eqα − 1

Multiplying the top and bottom by α gives
pα
qα
e pα − 1
1
· pα
− qα
· .
qα
e −1
e −1 e −1
α
(17)
Examining each part of m (α) to check to see if m (α)
is positive or negative, since q > p it is clear that e(q−p)α
pα −1
and eeqα −1
are always positive. α1 is positive for positive

Proof. Insisting the function passes through the points
{x0 , y0 },{x1 , y1 } and {x2 , y2 } means the the equations
Ae−αx0 + B = y0
Ae−αx1 + B = y1 .
Ae−αx2 + B = y2

(9)

From this it is clear that as long as A · α = 0 then g(x) is
strictly monotone. Since for x0 < x1 < x2 ⇒ y0 > y1 > y2
we have that g(x) is decreasing i.e. A · α > 0. Concentrating on this case, let

that goes through three points (xi , yi ) e.g. g(xi ) = yi , i =
0, 1, 2. We assume that

e−α(x1 −x0 ) − 1 y1 − y0
=
e−α(x2 −x0 ) − 1 y2 − y1

(8)

as desired.

The interpolation process needs to ﬁnd the exponential
function
(3)
g(t) = Ae−αt + B

y1 − y0
, B = y0 − Ae−αx0
e−αx1 − e−αx0

= y2 .

e−α(x1 −x0 ) − 1 y1 − y0
=
e−α(x2 −x0 ) − 1 y2 − y0

EXPONENTIAL INTERPOLATION FOR
n=1

A=

y1 − y0
e−αx0
−αx
e 1 − e−αx0

Tidying this up gives

Firstly, this article investigates the exponential interpolation based on equation 2 in order to calculate the coefﬁcients A, B and α. Then we will prove that these coefﬁcients are unique and will evaluate the interpolation error.
Finally, we present how this interpolation can be applied
to predict the evolution of the hCG marker in GTD.

x0 < x1 < x2 ⇒ y0 > y1 > y2 .

+ y0 −

m (α) = e(q−p)α ·

(7)
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α and negative for negative α so it just remains to ﬁnd
the sign of e pαpα−1 − eqαqα−1 .

Remark 1. As a consequence of proposition 2
| f (x) − m(x)| <

t

(t−1)
t
, ψ (t) = 1−e
,
Looking at the function ψ(t) = et −1
(et −1)2
we can ﬁnd that ψ (t) is always negative as the numerator
is negative and the denominator is positive. This implies
that the function ψ (t) is decreasing. This means that
qα
pα
e pα −1 − eqα −1 is positive for positive α and negative for
negative α.

maxx∈(x0 ,x2 ) | f (x)| + Aα 3 e−αx0
|(x−x0 )(x−x1 )(x−x2 )|
6
maxx∈(x0 ,x2 ) | f (x)| + Aα 3
|(x−x0 )(x−x1 )(x−x2 )|.
≤
6
(23)

So overall m (α) > 0 for all values of α, which means
that m(x) is strictly increasing. So m(α) is injective so
there is a unique solution to equation 6.

From experiments it was found that the value of A is very
large, at least in the order of 103 . So this error term is
not small enough to ensure that the errors would be sufﬁciently small when using this method.

Theorem 2. Given a function f : [a, b] → R n times differentiable and n points {xi }n−1
i=0 so that f (xi ) = 0 for all
i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, then for all x ∈ (a, b) there is a number
c ∈ (a, b) so that
f (x) =

f (n) (c) n−1
(x − xi )
n! ∏
i=0

IMPLEMENTING EXPONENTIAL
TERPOLATION FOR n = 1

The method described in proposition 1 was implemented in C# in order to ﬁt the model 2 to the data. The
Newton-Raphson method was used on equation 6 in order
to ﬁnd the root. This method is an iterative root ﬁnding
technique that uses an initial guess together with the value
of the function at that point and its derivative at the point
in order to make a better approximation to the root. The
n + 1th guess is found using the formula

(18)

This is just a consequence of the interpolation error
theorem (Phillips, 2003) in which the interpolation polynomial is 0 since all the values f (xi ) = 0 are 0.
Proposition 2. Given a function f : [a, b] → R 3 times
differentiable and g(x) the exponential function deﬁned
in equation 2 so that f (xi ) = g(xi ) = yi , i = 0, 1, 2 (with
A, B and α satisfying equations 7). Then the interpolation
error is provided by:

xn+1 = xn −

maxx∈(a,b) | f (x) + Aα 3 e−αt |
|(x−x1 )(x−x2 )(x−x3 )|
6
(19)

(20)

with the properties m(x) is 3 times differentiable and
m(x0 ) = m(x1 ) = m(x2 ) = 0. By theorem 2 there is some
c ∈ (x0 , x2 ) so that
m (c)
(x − x0 )(x − x1 )(x − x2 )
6

In order to test if the method of interpolation works
well for ﬁtting a curve to data points some points were
chosen from a curve in the form of 2 with known values
for A, B and α. In this case, the values for A, B and
α chosen were 1000, 7 and 0.5 respectively. Using the
method described in algorithm 1 the parameters

(21)

This means that

A
B
α

| f (x) − g(x)| <
maxx∈(x0 ,x2 ) |m (x)|
|(x − x0 )(x − x1 )(x − x2 )|
6

(24)

Algorithm 1 Finding A, B and α using Interpolation
input: x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 , x2 , y2
α = newtonraphson(equation 8)
A = ﬁndA(α) {using equation 5}
B = ﬁndB(α, A) {using equation 5}
output: A,B, α

Proof. Deﬁne the function

m(x) =

f (xn )
f (xn )

The process continues until the difference xn+1 − xn < ε,
where ε is the accuracy of the root desired. On implementing the Newton-Raphson method, the values of the
derivatives of 6 were estimated numerically at each iteration (Szidarovszky & Yakowitz, 2013) (Press, Teukolsky,
Vetterling, & Flannery, 1992).

| f (x) − g(x)| <

m(x) = f (x) − g(x)

IN-

(22)

=
=
=

999.999
7.0009
0.5000

were found. This shows that this method for interpolation works well. The error in the estimated parameters is
negligible.
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hCG measurement

model 2, the values found are

2500

A = 152, 149.769
B = 222.544
α = 1.368.

2000
1500
1000
500

Using these values in the model 2 it can be shown that this
corresponds to a value of 385.36 at week 5, which means
the relative error is 0.09. This is a good approximation to
the actual value.
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Figure 1: hCG measurements for a Typical Patient

Another situation in which interpolation might be used
is in predicting future measurements. Say the hCG measurements for weeks 3, 4 and 5 are known and an approximation for the measurement for week 6 is required. In
this case the coefﬁcients found are

MODELLING hGC MARKER FOR GTD
Upon diagnosis, the hydatidiform mole should be surgically evacuated. Usually, after this procedure the hCG
levels will drop exponentially (Schoeberl, 2007). Sometimes, however, after a possible drop at the start the hCG
levels will plateau or rise again. Sustained high levels of
hCG are an identiﬁer of gestational trophoblastic neoplasia (GTN), these high levels of hCG have also been an indicator for the need for chemotherapy (Schoeberl, 2007).
Interpreting the drop in hCG levels is a useful way to decide on a treatment plan for the patients, and to decide if
the use of chemotherapy is required (Schoeberl, 2007).

A = 193, 159.163
B = 293.621
α = 1.457.
The actual hCG level for week 6 is 264, using this technique the approximation is 324.45, which corresponds to
a relative error of 0.22. This is larger than the error for
the previous test but this is to be expected as interpolation
works best for approximating values within the interval
used to generate the curve.

Each woman in the UK, and now in Ireland, diagnosed
with GTD should be registered with a specialist centre
for hCG surveillance as it is necessary to monitor hCG
levels in these women since it is known that about 15%
of women with a complete hydatidiform mole will require chemotherapy (Seckl, Sebire, & Berkowitz, 2010).
Currently in these centres in the UK hCG is measured
every 2 weeks following evacuation until the values are
within normal range. After this, hCG concentrations are
measured monthly for 6 months from the evacuation date
(Seckl et al., 2010). Therefore, a number of blood tests
(usually about 10 - 14) are conducted fortnightly in order
to asses the evolution of the hCG marker. In most patients’ cases, these hCG levels are decreasing suggesting
that the chemotherapy treatment is not needed. In practice it often happens that a patient would miss some blood
tests so that there may be a discontinuity of the data. In
this case, we can apply exponential interpolation to best
ﬁt the curve g(x) = Ae−αx + B through the available data,
in order to estimate the missing data and to predict the
future data.

TESTING ON MULTIPLE WOMEN
Firstly, the second, third and ﬁfth points from each data
set were used for interpolation and then the fourth point
was used to check the size of the error, the same way as
in the previous section. The results of this can be seen in
table 1. Each row in the table represents a different womans data. The actual value is the fourth measured value
of hCG in the blood of each patient. The error represents
the difference between the actual fourth measurement and
the value predicted using the curve that uses the values of
A, B and α found using interpolation for each data set.
The percentage error is the absolute value of the error, divided by the actual measurement. It can be seen that 7
out of the 21 points have a percentage error of less than
0.15. This seems to be reasonable, however, some of the
points have very large errors, with 5 of the data points
having percentage errors of more than 1. These errors are
most likely due to the fact that the hCG levels drop exponentially fast so measurements taken in later weeks are
small. This means that even a small deviation from the
curve will result in a large relative error.

A TYPICAL PATIENT
The hCG measurements for a typical patient are shown
in ﬁgure 1.

A test was then carried out using the second, third and
forth data points to ﬁnd the values of the coefﬁcients for
the model 2, and then estimating the value for the ﬁfth
measurement. The results are shown in table 2.

Assume the patient has missed her blood test at week
5, but the results are known for week 3, 5 and 6. Using
interpolation to ﬁnd the coefﬁcients A, B and α in the
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data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

actual value
426
1,250
236
56
5
163
295
1,979
388
34

error
-40.64
-97.73
68.08
-11.91
-0.62
-21.32
-36.79
-770.59
1,003.83
-4.96

relative error
0.09
0.07
0.28
0.21
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.38
2.58
0.14

that interpolation is known to be more accurate when estimating values within the interval used to calculate the
coefﬁcients. The other is that since the hCG levels are
smaller for later weeks, the relative errors are larger for
these values even if the absolute error stays the same.
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Table 1: Errors for predicting the fourth hCG measurement using interpolation
data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

actual value
264
357
290
17
3
63
213
504
113
26

error
60.45
158.42
-82.11
14.98
1.2
28.81
45.65
840.41
-113
5.312

relative error
0.22
0.44
0.28
0.88
0.4
0.45
0.21
1.66
1
0.20

Table 2: Errors for predicting the ﬁfth hCG measurement
using interpolation

Some women had measurement of 0 for their ﬁfth measurement. These women were left out of this test. The
results of this experiment are not quite as good as the previous experiment. This is to be expected however. Even
though a lot of the cases have large errors, some of the
cases have small enough errors, for instance case 14 has
a relative error of just 0.2.

CONCLUSION
In this study interpolation was implemented. Some
nice results were found about using interpolation to calculate values of A, B and α for the model 2 including a
proof that a unique solution for the values of A, B and α
exists.
The method described in this study was tested on simulated data and it works very well for ﬁnding the values
of A, B and α. Estimating missing hCG measurements in
the data was quite successful, with relative errors as small
as 0.07 in the data sets tested. This method was not as accurate for predicting measurements outside of the values
used to calculate the coefﬁcients, In saying that, relative
errors as small as 0.2 were observed.
There are two reasons the relative errors for predicting future measurements are larger than the relative errors for estimating missing measurements. The ﬁrst is
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ABSTRACT
The fashion industry is one of the most ﬂourishing ﬁelds
for visual applications of IT. Due to the importance of the
concept of look in fashion, the most advanced applications of
computer graphics and sensing may fruitfully be exploited. The
existence of low cost solutions in similar ﬁelds, such as the
ones that empower the domestic video games market, suggest
that analogous low cost solutions are viable and can foster
innovation even in small and medium enterprises. In this paper
the current state of development of vMannequin, a dynamic,
user mimicking, user enacted virtual mannequin software solution, is presented. In order to allow users designing dress
concepts, the application simulate the creation and ﬁtting of
clothes on virtual models. The interaction is sensor based, in
order to both simplify the user interface, and create a richer
involvement inside the application.
I NTRODUCTION
The fashion industry is one of the application ﬁelds in
which proper IT applications may be a strong enabling factor
for innovation. Despite the information content of its ﬁnal
products is low, due to the peculiarly physical nature of pieces
of cloths, there is a signiﬁcant margin to be exploited by means
of IT solutions in the production, sales, after sales support
and services areas, due to the high information content of the
related processes.
The availability of low cost computers capable of complex,
real time graphical manipulation of realistic, dynamic 3D
models, together with the availability of low cost and low
impact positioning and movement sensors enables a number
of innovative applications to support the processes of fashion
design, being it in the phase of conceptual shaping of haute
couture or mass market pieces of clothes or in the phase of
personal outﬁt style shaping, and sales, in presence or by
means of e-commerce web stores or virtual reality applications.
Such solutions potentially offer many advantages; they may
reduce the development cost for products, as much as the
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piece of cloth is made of expensive materials or needs a
complex manufacture, by reducing the need for prototyping;
they may empower low cost tailor made production; they may
meet the needs of customers with special needs by custom,
unconventional, or even out of market pieces of clothes; they
may allow small producers to emerge and acquire vertical
market shares or reach a wider customer base; they may
lower the barriers of the market for emerging stylists or
ﬁrms; they can enable the creation virtual ﬁrms producing
or assembling pieces of clothes or total looks by means of
remote collaborative crowd production or crowd design. The
beneﬁts for a scattered (from the point of view of the size of
the producers and from the point of view of price categories)
market, like the Italian one is, are unpredictable, but possible
developments may reasonably be considered to be interesting.
The availability of visual tools that allow the simulation of
dressing up a customized mannequin and the effects of fabric,
colour, cut on it while its movements mimic the movements
of the user may improve the sales process, widening the
potential market even for small ﬁrms or shops and lowering the
TCO of show rooms by potentially minimizing the crowd and
the waiting time for customers, and paves the way to more
advanced technologies such as automatic shop assistants or
sales advisors, personal shopper support systems or remote
fashion advising.
In this paper we present the current state of development of
vMannequin, a computer application designed to help fashion
store customers to design the dress concept of their next
purchase. The ﬁnal goal of vMannequin is to be used in virtual
ﬁtting rooms, as an in-store solution, while the goal of the
project is to obtain a ﬂexible, computer based support for
advanced virtual fashion applications. At the state, the focus
is on enhancing the real time aspects of clothes dynamics, to
increase the realism of the moving virtual mannequin.
The original contribution of this work is thus the description of the architecture of a customizable application that: i)
allows the users to create, design and test new clothes on a
virtual mannequin; ii) allows a data-driven conﬁguration to
customize it for different fashion contexts without requiring
the writing of extra code; iii) provides a robust and innovative
interaction model that can exploit available sensors and actuators to provide the ﬁnal user with an immersive experience.

Sensors

R ELATED W ORKS
Research and enterprise both have focused on virtual ﬁtting
rooms since more than a decade[1]. Many application that
implements this idea are currently on market, sometimes very
different one another in terms of goals and technologies
involved. Some are conceived as plug-ins for e-commerce web
sites, like e.g.: Virtusize [2], others as full web services like
Fitnect[3]. In other cases still, like e.g. Fit.me[4], these web
application leverages on robots able to simulate the size of
the users. Augmented reality is enabled in case of products
like Swivel [5], while triMirror [6] resorts on virtual avatars.
However, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd any technical details of these
systems. For space constraints, we limit the related work
analysis to those academic works closely related to ours.
Dress dynamics in real time is considered by some authors,
like e.g.:[7], where a physical based approach is used to
realize real-time virtual try-on of garments by user interaction.
Their approach is different from ours since the intended use
of their application is to test dresses as they are designed
by professional, moreover they do not speciﬁcally address
animation of the virtual bodies in use. The introduction of the
Microsoft Kinect sensor introduced novel interaction strategies,
that are currently under investigation. In [8], the authors use
an high deﬁnition camera to record the movement of the user,
while the Kinect sensor analyze it. The analysis is then used
to compute dynamic dress ﬁtting which is then composed
on the camera recoding. Even if the basic installation setting
of the application is closely related to ours, their approach
is not in real-time like ours. Moreover they do not address
customization of dresses. The same overlapping technique
is also exploited in [9], differently from our approach that
preferred a virtual mannequin for the ﬁtting. More recently, in
[10] authors exploit the use of the virtual avatars for the ﬁtting.
This work lacks the visual appeal that is one of the focus of our
proposed system, but introduced the use of real-time virtual
body animation. Differently from it, however, we preferred
an approach based on the recognition of a movement that
triggers the closely matching animation present in a database
of animation, instead of matching the user on time. In this way
we avoided the animation artifacts that inﬂuenced their work.
T HE S IMULATOR
The vMannequin simulator is intended to provide support
to end-users involved in fashion concept design. The application will provide them with a variety of 3D assets, ranging
from dresses to props, from shoes to hair styles that can be
easily but thoroughly customized. A virtual 3D model, male or
female as chosen by the user, can be dressed with the selected
assets to show how they ﬁt. The 3d model is displayed on a big
screen, animated in real-time and can mimic users movements.
To enhance the realism of the simulation, a great care has been
devoted in implementing the visual part of the application
using state-of-the-art shading techniques. Dress dynamics is
also considered for the same reason.
In this section we describe the vMannequin simulator highlevel architecture, highlighting the elements that compose the
application and the environment where it is run, as well as their
interaction. Figure 1 presents the application architecture, that
the next Sections will describe into details.
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Essentially, two types of interaction are required to be
handled. The ﬁrst is the customization interaction, that is
the interaction to customize the dresses before sending them
to the 3D character for ﬁtting. The second type concerns
animation interaction, that is the sequence of gestures made
by the user that causes the character to animate. Different
currently on-market interaction devices can be adopted to these
ends, ranging from QR-code reader or sound and motion
recognition sensors to smart displays. We group them all
under the deﬁnition of ‘sensors’ to focus on their ability to
capture inputs from users and decode them into parametrized
triggers for the application. The presence of different sensors
is important since the customization interaction may require a
deeper involvement as well as more precision gestures by the
user, compared to animation interaction.
System Conﬁguration
The simulator relies on an asset manager, for example
a database, to handle the elements involved in visualization
and customization of the the 3D models. This part of the
application is intended to be transparent to the ﬁnal user, but
requires careful planning from the point of view of application
developers. Since in this context developers requires not only
programmers and IT technicians, but also 3D and computer
graphics artists, as well as fashion and design experts which
rarely have sufﬁcient coding skills, the application has been
developed to be data-driven. The goal is to have a simulator
that can be completely conﬁgured, in term of types of assets
available, sensors used and interaction models, by only inserting proper information in the database. This is to allow the
maximum deployment ﬂexibility in different kinds of fashion
retail shops. After all, an high-end fashion store has different
requirements in terms of customization options, animations,
gestures to be recognized than a sport store.
The elements, or assets, required by vMannequin can be
divided into four broad categories: Characters conﬁgurations,
Animations, Gestures and Dresses. Since assets belonging to
a category may need information stored for another category
or needs to be related with it, a speciﬁc category of data
is required to handle this inter-category communication: the
Orchestration.
•

Characters conﬁgurations. The virtual models to be
used to show the dress ﬁtting are essentially one male
and one female 3D virtual model that can be adapted
to the user’s needs. Features like weight, height, age,
eye colors, skin tone, tattoos, nails colors can be
customized as required and the database stores all
the associated parameters. Depending on the degree
of customization allowed, this category can require a
larger or a smaller storage space.

•

Animations. Virtual models are not static meshes but
can be animated. Even if it is possible to let the 3D virtual models simply mimic the user’s movements this
is not advisable. Animation directly mapped from a
sensor’s body detection capability to the virtual model
may result in visually awkward movements, that may
break the simulation realism. Instead we propose an
indirect mapping between the sensor readings and

System
Conﬁguraon
End-User

Characters
conﬁguraon

Dress Concept
Design

Animaons
Sensors
Dresses

Dress Concept
Animaon

Gestures
Orchestraon
Fig. 1.

Applicaon

The Simulator Structure

the animation played. The sensor recognizes an input
pattern made by the user and the application select
which of the database’s available animations is the
closest match. In this way, user’s actions still affects
the virtual mannequin in real-time but the realism of
the movement is not compromised.
•

Dresses. This category constitutes the bulk of the
database, and again its size depends on the number
of dresses, props, hairs the application is set to use.
The meshes, i.e. the geometric deﬁnition of the 3D
objects, can be further divided between conforming or
dynamic. To the ﬁrst group belong those dresses which
follows skin-tightly the 3D virtual models (such as a
pair of leggings). From a computational perspective
they are the less expensive to handle because require
the same animation techniques used for the virtual
characters. Dynamic dresses, on the other hand, try to
reproduce the majority of clothes physical characteristics and thus require speciﬁc management techniques,
often resulting in an higher storage space requirement.
In Figure 2 an example of the two kind of dresses is
presented.

•

Gestures. The interaction with the application is governed by gestures. Different type of sensors can allow
different types of interactions. Full body sensors can
recognize the position of the user, and return the
orientations and the positions of the various joints
that corresponds to the head, the torso, the arms
and the legs. They can also recognize a sequence
of movements as a speciﬁc action performed by the
user. Speech recognition sensors might return identify
words and sentences pronounced by the user and
return. Pressure sensors or other haptic devices might
return other interactions performed by the user. In this
work, we will imagine that all the sensors will be able
to identify a ﬁnite set of actions performed by the user.
We will call gestures the data required to conﬁgure the
sensors to identify the action performed by the user:
for full body sensors, they correspond to sequence of
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a.

b.

Fig. 2.

The difference between conforming (a.) and dynamic (b.) clothes.

positions assumed by the user; for speech recognition
sensors, they correspond to the vocabulary that must
be recognized; and so on. Since the application might
be conﬁgured to be used in different contexts (i.e.
a sport goodies store, a bride-dress manufacturer, a
department store), different gestures might be required

(a sport store customer might want to run or dance,
while a bride-to-be might want to throw a bucket). The
gesture data-base holds the speciﬁc gestures for the
considered conﬁguration. These gesture might trigger
animation and conﬁguration steps.
•

Orchestration. The orchestration category holds the
information required to connect the gestures, to the
dress selection and conﬁguration, to the characters
and to the animation. Since the goal is to simplify
the customization of the application using a data-drive
approach, it exploits a formal speciﬁcation (that will
be described in next Section) that allows the setup
of the interaction model without the requirement of
programming skills.
T HE A PPLICATION

The purpose of the application is to enable the two objectives of the simulator: the design of a dress concept and the
animation in real time of the result. To this end, it handles the
following tasks: render the image on the big screen device, load
and unload the assets from the database, allow the customization of these assets, react to the inputs received from interaction
devices, play the animations. The rendering task requires a
good trade-off between performances vs realism. One of the
key factors of the vMannequin simulator is its ability to attract
and involve shopper, hence the need for a state-of-the-art visual
quality coupled with an immediate reaction to user’s gestures.
Visual quality can be easily achieved nowadays but comes
with an higher requirement cost in terms of per asset storage
space, which in turn translates in a possibly higher loading
times before an element is displayed on screen. To this end the
integration with the database is a critical issue, especially when
considering the loading time of precomputed dynamic dresses.
This is a non-trivial challenge that has been successfully
addressed by producing a proprietary binary ﬁle format, which
allowed, along with other techniques described in Section
-A to reduce it considerably. In particular we have used
principal component analysis based techniques to compress
the animations, as well as a near-exhaustive precomputation
of secondary cloth effects [11].
A. The database architecture
The database (which in this case can also be seen as a
ﬁle system) contains all the assets required by the application
as shown in Fig. 3. Note that the ﬁgure is not a classical
entity-relationship diagram, since the conﬁguration DB is not
a relational database. In fact the conﬁguration DB is a NoSQL
database whose description goes beyond the scope of this
paper.
To present the conﬁguration DB we start with the table
of the characters conﬁguration component, that is represented
with blue boxes. The Character box represents the type of
characters that are available in the speciﬁc simulation. It
usually includes two items (one for the male and another for
the female), but can be increased depending on the context (for
example to include young teens or children). Each element
of the Character table also includes a small image that the
application can use to show the preview of her selection. The
Geometry box includes the meshes used by the application.
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Each character must be connected to one and only one element
of the geometry table. However the geometry table also holds
data for other 3D objects that are used in the simulator such as
dresses and add-ons which will be described later. Geometry
data includes all the speciﬁcations required to properly draw
the 3D objects: it includes a scene tree composed of several
hierarchically interconnected nodes and mesh pointers, a set
of index buffers, a set of vertex buffers. For characters and
conforming clothes it also includes a bone hierarchy and a
binding pose expressed using offset matrices [12]. Vertices
have a variable format that always includes the positions, and
accompany it with the directions of vertex normals, the UV
coordinates. For characters and conforming clothes vertices
includes also a set of up to four indices to inﬂuencing bones,
and the weight using to blend ﬁnal pose. The character
conﬁguration also includes the Texture box that, as the name
suggests, includes all the texture sets associated to a character.
Texture elements are collections of several images used by
the shader to produce the ﬁnal render: they usually includes
diffuse color map, transparency map, normal and bump map
and specular reﬂection map. Each character can be associated
to more than one texture to allow simple customizations like
changing the tone of the skin or the color of the eyes. Each
texture set is thus also characterized by a preview image. In
special circumstances characters might not have any texture
involved: in this case the application will allow the user to
select a ﬁxed color.
The dresses components are represented in Fig. 3 with
green boxes. The Dress table contains one element for each
dress supported in the conﬁguration. Again, each element of
the dress table also includes a small image to preview its
appearance. As for characters, each dress must have a pointer
to an element of the geometry table and might have a pointer
to one or more texture sets. As previously introduced, dresses
are divided into two main types: conforming and dynamics.
However, the dress table includes also a third type of element,
called body features. The latter is used to add body features
like hairs, piercing or tattoos. Body features can either be
conforming or dynamic (to support dynamic hairs). In case
of tattoos, the features might not have associated a geometry.
Body features are implemented by the simulator as normal
dresses: however the distinction allows the introduction of the
elements in different locations of the user interface, and prevent
them to be considered as clothe features to be exported to the
real dress production plan. Not all dresses could be tailored for
all characters (e.g. a kids clothe cannot be ﬁt on an adult): for
this reason the table Can ﬁt represents a many-to-many relation
that deﬁnes which clothes can be worn by a given character.
Dresses are also grouped into different types, as deﬁned by
the table Clothe Type. In this way the application can present
the clothes grouped into different categories, considering for
example tops, trousers, leggings, socks, shoes and so on. The
table Clothe clash contains instead couples of clothe types
that cannot be worn together. It avoids for example to ﬁt at
the same time two evening dresses, one on top of the other.
Beside changing the texture, clothes can also be conﬁgured
as speciﬁed in the table Add-on. Each dress might have
associated zero or more add-ons, which are divided into two
types: Decals and Props. As for other customizable elements,
they are both characterized by a preview image. Decals are
simple texture overlays that can be superposed to the fabric to
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The Application Database: character conﬁgurations (blue), animations (orange), dresses (green), gestures (purple) and orchestration (red).

create an high level, but controlled, degree of personalizations.
The application allows to move, rotate and scale the decal
on the surface of the dress. Since decals are basically extra
textures, they are connected to one and only one element of
the Texture table. Props are instead pieces of geometry that
can be superposed to the dress (such for example an extra
button or a pendant). The application allows to position and
rotate them, keeping them anchored to the surface of the dress.
Props requires a pointer to one and only one element of the
geometry table, and can point to one or more elements of the
texture table to allow the selection of different texture sets to
further customize the add-on.
Elements of the animation component of the DB are
represented with orange boxes in Fig. 3. In particular, each
animation that a character can perform has a corresponding
element in the Animation table. Each animation is characterized by its length in frames, and it must be associated to a
skeletal animation that is stored into table Skeleton movement,
which holds the positions, rotations and scaling of all the bones
associated with a character. Dynamic clothes must also have
associated an element of the Dynamic mesh animation table
that stores the compressed deformations of the dress to produce
a realistic effect. Elements of table Implements, associate the
deformation to a given animation for a speciﬁed dynamic dress.
The gesture component of the DB is shown with purple
boxes in Fig. 3. Table Sensor and table Actuator include
respectively the description of all the sensors and actuators
connected to the application. Each of the element of both tables
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select among a possible set of sensors (i.e. a Microsoft Kinect,
a Midi device, a step-up motor, a LED based colored dynamic
illumination system) preconﬁgured in the application, that can
be used in the speciﬁc conﬁguration. Elements of the Gesture
table hold instead the possible user interactions that can be
identiﬁed by the application: they can for example correspond
to the detection of the wave of the arm, or the movement of
a joypad, the interaction with central-left portion of a smart
screen and so on. Each gesture must be then deﬁned through
a set of sensor-speciﬁc parameters contained in the Gesture
data table. Note that the application deﬁnes a special type
of sensor/actuator: the timer. Timers are special actuators that
can be started, and produces a sensor reading when a given
time elapses. This can be used to trigger special actions for
example when the user does not interact with the application
for a prolonged time.
In Fig. 3, red boxes represents the orchestration part of the
DB. In particular, the application can run in one of several
conﬁgurations, each one represented by an element of the
Conﬁguration table: this may allow the shop owners to run
the installation in different operating modes, depending on the
expected afﬂuence in number and type of customers. Each
conﬁguration is characterized by a ﬁnite set of states stored
in the State table. This allows to use state-machines as a
theoretically proven effective mechanism to store the causeeffect interactions of the conﬁguration in a data-driven way.
In particular, the application can perform a set of actions that
are deﬁned in the Action table. An action can either activate

an actuator, play an animation or change the current state (as
shown with the possible connections with the elements of the
corresponding tables). Actions are started by an element of
the Trigger table. Triggers are ﬁred whenever the associated
gesture is detected. The effect of the trigger can be conﬁned
to be effective only in a given state, or for a given character.
Finally, each trigger can ﬁre more than one action, as speciﬁed
by the elements of the Activate table.
Users and their Experience
In Figure 4 it is possible to preview the expected installation of vMannequin in a fashion store. The user is detected by
the application (In Figure 4-A) which exits its idle status and
becomes active. A short set of instructions can be provided to
the user at this point. If the user decides to interact with the
simulator, it is prompted by the request for the speciﬁcation
of some characteristics, like gender, height, size, age, for
the virtual 3D model used for the ﬁtting. This step can be
substituted by automatically detecting the user’s features but
this may introduce more problems than not. What if the dress
to be purchased and that the user wants to virtually ﬁt is not
meant for her but as a present for someone else?
After this ﬁrst stage, a catalog of the available customizable
assets (mainly dresses, but shoes, hair styles are available too)
is presented to the user (In Figure 4-B). The user is supposed
to interact with the application for as long as required to
be satisﬁed with the options selected. Each time an asset is
completed, it can be sent to the 3D character and seen ﬁtted.
The user is not required to completely dress the character, and
can see the real-time ﬁtting and animation at any moment.
In the last stage, the 3D character is dressed up to the point
the user needs (In Figure 4-c). At this point her experience
is concluded and the results of its interaction, both in terms
of pictures, both in terms of a checklist with the chosen
dresses and their customization can be send to her mobile,
mail account or other preferred communication methods.
P ROOF OF C ONCEPT
In this Section we present the proof-of-concept application
that implements the most relevant features introduced in the
previous Section. In Figure 5 the architecture of this system is
shown. The goal of the application is to verify the technical
feasibility of the proposed model.
The application has been developed using Microsoft Visual
C# [13], while users can interact with the simulator by means
of a Microsoft Kinect II for XBOX ONE sensor [14]. The
sensor offers a wide range of detection features that can be
used to implement both the customization and the animation
interaction types. Other interaction devices are currently under study, since the customization procedure, because of its
speciﬁc needs, can be demanded to a different device such as
a smart screen or a mobile device connected to the application. The same big screen on which the simulation result is
displayed can be also ‘smart’ to allow the customization of
interactions.
Rendering is performed using a speciﬁcally developed
rendering engine tailored on the speciﬁc requirements of the
simulator, in terms of performances vs realism, and uses simple
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but effective three points light model to produce believable
images. To allow the maximum deployment ﬂexibility on
different hardware, the OpenGL graphic library has been
chosen, accessed through the the OpenTK [15] wrapper. Since
it is widely supported by different display adapters, the use
of OpenGL could be of beneﬁt especially in case of a future
integration with mobile displays.
In order to have high quality models for the asset manager,
we leveraged the repository of Daz 3D, a software dedicated
to morphing, posing, animating virtual characters. The general
idea is to use easy-to-ﬁnd detailed objects that can near as
much as possible the clothes that the retail store wants to
show with the application. With a little extra effort by modeling
professionals, those objects can be customized to exactly match
the clothes in stock. Currently there are different similar
programs, e.g. Poser, Bryce, MakeHuman, so there is a high
number of available dress models, hair styles, props and other
elements that can be reused.
Because of this, the origin of the used 3D models can
be very different, introducing the challenge of having many
different ﬁle formats to handle for the asset manager. This has
been solved by using the Assimp[12] library, able to import
in a uniform manner a vast number of standard formats. Since
Assimp is currently unable to read dynamic dress information,
stored as mesh morphs targets (or blend shapes) that only two
ﬁle format are able to save (i.e.: Collada *.dae and autodesk
*.fbx), we used Autodesk FBX SDK 2015.1 [16] to import
them. 3D Model ﬁles decoded using these library are transformed in the proprietary format used by our application. Models are transformed off-line, before being used by vMannequin
simulator. Since performances are an important issue for the
concern of assets management (the user should experience
immediate visualization of the chosen clothes and the applied
customizations), the development of a proprietary binary ﬁle
format allowed us to signiﬁcantly shorten the loading time
of dresses, especially of the precomputed dynamic ones. The
animations used in the example application were baked at
30fps, and the simulator can run them while displaying one
animating character in full attire, with at least one dynamic
dress ﬁt on it. The test was run on a machine equipped with an
Intel Core i7 2.4GHz, 8GB of RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce
GT670M at a 1920 × 1080 resolution.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the current state of development
of vMannequin, a computer application designed to help
fashion store customers to design the dress concept of their
next purchase. Future works goes in the direction of improving
the performances of the application, also to adapt it to low end
architectures. Moreover, we aim to enhance the realism of the
simulated environment by means of techniques like spherical
harmonics, that allows the illumination of the 3D models to
match that of the retail store, to achieve an higher degree of
realism and immersiveness. Next development stage will be
directly tested by users to improve the interaction part, as well
as its ability to improve retail store attractiveness.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 4. The user experience. The Kinect sensor detects a user standing in front of the installation (a). The user interacts with the application, by Kinect or
smart screen (b). The user can simulate the ﬁtting of the dress concept created (c).
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ABSTRACT
For many years, NTNU in Ålesund (formerly Aalesund
University College) has maintained a close relationship
with the maritime industrial cluster, centred in the surrounding geographical region, thus acting as a hub for both
education, research, and innovation. Of many common
relevant research topics, virtual prototyping is currently
one of the most important. In this paper, we describe
our ﬁrst complete version of a generic and modular
software framework for intelligent computer-automated
product design. We present our framework in the context
of design of offshore cranes, with easy extensions to other
products, be it maritime or not. Funded by the Research
Council of Norway and its Programme for Regional R&D
and Innovation (VRI), the work we present has been
part of two separate but related research projects (grant
nos. 241238 and 249171) in close cooperation with two
local maritime industrial partners.
We have implemented several software modules that
together constitute the framework, of which the most
important are a server-side crane prototyping tool (CPT),
a client-side web graphical user interface (GUI), and a
client-side artiﬁcial intelligence for product optimisation
(AIPO) module that uses a genetic algorithm (GA) library for optimising design parameters to achieve a crane
design with desired performance. Communication between
clients and server is achieved by means of the HTTP and
WebSocket protocols and JSON as the data format.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the fully functioning
complete system, we present a case study where our
computer-automated design was able to improve the existing design of a real and delivered 50-tonnes, 2.9 million
EUR knuckleboom crane with respect to some chosen
desired design criteria.
Our framework being generic and modular, both clientside and server-side modules can easily be extended or

replaced. We demonstrate the feasibility of this concept in
an accompanying paper submitted concurrently, in which
we create a simple product optimisation client in Matlab
that uses readily available toolboxes to connect to the CPT
and optimise various crane designs by means of a GA.
In addition, our research team is currently developing a
winch prototyping tool to which our existing AIPO module
can connect and optimise winch designs with only small
conﬁguration changes. This work will be published in the
near future.
INTRODUCTION
With the geographical heart of the Norwegian maritime
cluster located on campus, NTNU in Ålesund (formerly
Aalesund University College) has played the role of a hub
for collaborations in education, research, and innovation.
According to the Global Centre of Expertise (GCE) Blue
Maritime, one of only three industrial clusters in Norway
that have been awarded this prestigious title and funding from the Norwegian Innovation Clusters Programme,
the Norwegian maritime cluster consists of 13 design
companies, 14 ship yards, 20 ship-owner companies, 169
equipment suppliers, 22,500 employees, and a total annual
revenue of about 5.7 billion EUR.1 Together with two of
these companies, ICD Software AS (provider of industrial
control systems software)2 and Seaonics AS (designer and
manufacturer of offshore equipment),3 we have received
funding from the Research Council of Norway and its
Programme for Regional R&D and Innovation (VRI)
for two independent but related research projects (grant
nos. 241238 and 249171) for using artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI) for intelligent computer-automated design (CautoD)
of offshore cranes and winches, respectively.
Our main focus is on the development of a generic
and modular software framework for intelligent CautoD of
products such as crane and winches. We use the recently
completed crane design project for exempliﬁcation but
emphasise that our work has strong synergies with our
1 www.bluemaritimecluster.no,
2 www.icdsoftware.no
3 www.seaonics.com
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ongoing winch design project and generically can be
extended to other products and CautoD methodologies.
In the following, we begin with a background overview
of virtual prototyping (VP) in general and CautoD in
particular, offshore cranes, and the motivation and aim
of our work. Next, we outline the method we have used,
including details about the software architecture of our
framework and each of its main components. Then we
demonstrate how our ﬁrst, complete version of our system
is able to improve the design of a real knuckleboom crane
that has already been sold and delivered to a company
in Baku, Azerbaijan. Finally, we discuss our results and
impact on future work.
BACKGROUND
Virtual Prototyping (VP)
We may deﬁne VP as the computer-aided construction
of digital product models (usually virtual prototypes or
digital mockups) and realistic graphical simulations for the
purpose of design and functionality analyses in the early
stages of the product development process (Pratt, 1995).
Both the shipbuilding (Kim et al., 2002) and automotive
(Wöhlke and Schiller, 2005) industries have made signiﬁcant use of VP aspects such as modelling, simulation, and
visualisation techniques, in the process of evaluating and
improving product design and to the validation of product
planning and manufacturing processes (e.g., Mujber et al.,
2004; De Sa and Zachmann, 1999; Weyrich and Drews,
1999).
Common VP methodologies include computer-aided
design (CAD), realistic virtual environments (VEs), virtual
reality (VR), and CautoD. CAD is related to the use of
computer systems to aid in the creation, modiﬁcation,
analysis, or optimization of a design (Narayan et al., 2008),
and is generally associated with 2D and 3D modelling
software. VEs can be used to improve collaboration and
teamwork in product design, for example in construction
engineering (e.g., Waly and Thabet, 2003; Sarshar et al.,
2004; Yerrapathruni, 2003) or component and assembly
design (e.g., Shyamsundar and Gadh, 2002; Chang et al.,
1999; Chan et al., 1999), and can be particularly useful in
multidisciplinary product development (e.g., mechatronics
engineering), to avoid inefﬁcient communication between
designers and engineers with different backgrounds that
can slow the design process (Shen et al., 2005). Likewise,
employing VR as a collaborative VP tool can greatly
improve the product design, test and review loop before
committing to physical fabrication (Choi and Cheung,
2008). Here, our main focus is on applying AI for CautoD,
and a GA in particular, to automate and optimise the
design phase of product development.
Computer-Automated Design (CautoD)
Likely the ﬁrst scientiﬁc report of CautoD was reported
by Kamentsky and Liu (1963), who created a computer
programme for determining suitable logic circuits satisfying certain hardware constraints while at the same time
evaluating the ability of the logics to perform character

recognition. Many contributions of CautoD have been
made since then, particularly in the ﬁeld of structural
engineering (see Hare et al., 2013, for a survey). The
general paradigm is that of optimisation, where one formulates the design problem as the optimisation of an
objective function; that is, minimisation of a cost function
or maximisation of a ﬁtness function. For complex optimisation problems for which analytical and exact solutions
are difﬁcult or impossible to obtain, AI methods such as
machine learning and evolutionary computation can often
be used with great success (see Zhang et al., 2011, for a
survey).
A seminal example of design optimisation using AI
is the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm (Kirkpatrick,
1984; Černỳ, 1985), which is still in use today, e.g.,
for CautoD of tensegrity systems (Xu and Luo, 2010).
Another highly inﬂuential algorithm is the GA, which has
been used for a variety of design optimisation problems,
including computer-based control of gas pipeline systems
(Goldberg, 1983), structural systems (Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy, 1992), 2D geometrical nonlinear steel-framed
structures (Pezeshk et al., 2000), the piping process of
offshore drilling platforms (Peng et al., 2010), and the
inﬂuential work on design planar and space structures by
Erbatur et al. (2000). Finally, we would like to guide the
reader to the work of Kaveh and Talatahari (2009), who
used particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and ant colony
optimization (ACO) to ﬁnd an optimal design of different
types of truss structures, and the work of Schoning and Li
(2013); Schöning (2014), who used a set of different AI
algorithms that could connect and interrogate a simulator
for a homogeneous charge microwave ignition system in
search of novel design solutions, much in the same vain
as the software framework we present here.

Virtual Prototyping of Offshore Cranes
An offshore crane such as the one in Figure 1 is a
complex system of components interacting to achieve safe
movement of heavy goods, often under harsh and difﬁcult
conditions.
Even simple versions of such offshore cranes consist of a large number of components, including hooks,
winches, slewing rings, cylinders, booms, hinges, sheaves,
and pedestals (see Figure 2 for an illustration of the
main components). The choice of crane components and
their physical properties and interrelationships determines
various measures of performance of interest to the crane
designer. For example, key performance indicators (KPIs)
such as the desired workspace, the working load limit
(WLL) and the safe working load (SWL) within that
workspace; the total weight of the crane; its control system
characteristics, durability, installation and operating costs;
and safety concerns are all factors that the crane designer
must take into account when designing a new crane. In
addition, laws, regulations, and the use of design codes
such as the standards provided by classiﬁcation socities
like DNV-GL, Lloyd’s Register Group Limited, and the
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Figure 1: Boomerang-shaped knuckleboom crane by
Seaonics AS with an ingeniously designed wire or ﬁbre
rope running directly from winch to boom tip. The design
increases the workspace compared to standard knuckleboom cranes while reducing wear and tear of the wire or
ﬁbre rope. This crane is ideal for arctic operations and
ﬁbre rope use. Image courtesy of Seaonics AS.

2013, 2015; Chu et al., 2014, 2015; Chaves et al., 2015;
Hatledal et al., 2015).
Of particular interest is the recent work by colleagues
Hatledal et al. (2015), who present a voxel-based numerical method for computing and visualising the 3D
workspace of offshore cranes. Despite the importance of
a crane’s lifting capacity in different positions in the
workspace (often visualised as a 2D load chart), which
depends on the properties of crane components such as
the length of the boom and jib and the maximum pressure
of their cylinders, workspace and load chart calculations
are usually not taken into account in the design phase and
are merely realised as an indirect consequence of a priori
design choices (Hatledal et al., 2015). However, Hatledal
et al. note that employing their algorithm as a trial-anderror VP tool during the preliminary design phase, factors
such as the length of the boom and jib and the size of
their cylinders can be designed to yield better workspace
characteristics.
Several other researchers have recently published relevant work relating to VP of offshore cranes, operations, and
control. Bak et al. (2011); Bak and Hansen (2013); Peng
et al. (2010); Pawlus et al. (2014) present VP of offshore
knuckleboom cranes and pipe handling equipment, including techniques for modelling, simulation, and parameter
identiﬁcation that can aid in the VP process. Park and Le
(2012) employ VP technology for modelling and control
design of a mobile harbour crane system, whereas He et al.
(2014) focus on VP-based multibody systems dynamics
analysis of offshore cranes.
The work presented above shows that VP of offshore
cranes and is an active ﬁeld of research, however, as we
will detail in the following section, most of this work
can be improved by intelligent automation of the design
process, which is the motivation for our own work.
Motivation and Aim

Figure 2: Illustration of the main components of an offshore knuckleboom crane and its 2D load chart. Image
courtesy of ICD Software AS.

American Bureau of Shipping all put constraints on the
choice of design parameters.
VP is currently the main focus of research of the
Software and Intelligent Control Engineering (SoftICE)
Laboratory4 at NTNU in Ålesund. For the last few years,
the SoftICE lab and our colleagues in the Mechatronics
Laboratory5 have published several papers relating to VP
and aspects of modelling, simulation and visualisation
of offshore cranes, marine operations, installations, and
industrial robotics (e.g., Bye et al., 2015; Sanﬁlippo et al.,
4 blog.hials.no/softice
5 www.mechatronics.hials.org

While the contributions above are valuable, the various
models, calculations, simulations, and visualisations are
mainly used as VP tools requiring a human to manually
try and test design solutions until satisﬁed. For example,
the work of Hatledal et al. (2015) describe how their VP
environment can be used for a trial-and-error procedure
to improve the traditional experience-based rule-of-thumb
approaches employing pen-and-pencil or spreadsheet calculations commonly employed in the maritime industry but
their method is hardly satisfactory given the large number
of design parameters involved.
The ﬁndings reported in the literature typically describe
various means to determine offshore crane properties and
behaviour based on pre-determined design parameters,
analogous to calculating the forward kinematics of a
robotic arm. However, the inverse problem, namely that
of choosing appropriate, possibly conﬂicting, values for
numerous offshore crane design parameters such that some
desired design criteria are satisﬁed, is much harder.
The aim of our two research projects is to solve this
problem for respectively offshore cranes and winches
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by means of an intelligent CautoD software framework
employing a GA for searching through the vast number of
design choices and combinations until an optimised design
is found. The design will inevitably involve tradeoffs and
thus be Pareto optimal, which means that improving some
aspect of the design will necessarily detract from another.
METHOD
Software Architecture
The diagram in Figure 3 shows the software architecture
for our complete system.
We have adopted a server-client software architecture,
in which the CPT act as as server to which clients such
as the AIPO module and the web GUI can connect via
two different communication interfaces. The ﬁrst interface uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), with
data transferred as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), a
lightweight human-readable data-interchange format. The
second interface uses WebSocket (WS), which is a protocol providing full-duplex communication channels over
a single TCP connection, also with JSON as the data
format. Because WS enables streams of messages on top
of TCP, uing WS for communication is advantageous for
bidirectional conversations involving many small messages
being sent to and from a server. If this is not a concern,
clients may prefer to use HTTP, since this protocol is very
mature and well supported in many different programming
languages. Two server modules that implement the communication interfaces both connect to a third module, the
crane calculator. All three modules are implemented in
Java and together constitute the CPT.
On the client side, we have implemented an AIPO
module that uses a GA library module for optimisation.
Both modules are programmed in Haskell and are used
for CautoD of offshore cranes. In addition, we have
implemented a web GUI in JavaScript. Finally, to test
the modularity of the software framework, we have also
implemented a crane optimisation client in Matlab. The
Matlab client and a test suite for optimal crane design is
presented in an accompanying paper submitted together
with this paper (Hameed et al., 2016).
The CPT server accepts messages that conform to a
set of rules that we have deﬁned. Speciﬁcally, the AIPO
module sends a JSON message object consisting of three
parts (subobjects): (i) a "base" object with a complete set
of default design parameter values; (ii) a "mods" object
with a subset of design parameter values that modiﬁes the
corresponding default values; and (iii) a "kpis" object with
the desired KPIs to be calculated and returned by the CPT.
The design is highly modular. On the server side, we
can swap prototyping tools as long as they conform to the
HTTP/JSON or WS/JSON communication interfaces and
message formats that we have deﬁned. Thus, we can easily
create a winch prototyping tool (currently under development in a parallel project) or another product prototyping
tool, as long as the tool is able to receive such messages
as described above and calculate and return desired KPIs.
Likewise, on the client side, different optimisation clients

can connect to the CPT (or another product optimisation
tool), again as long as they conform to the communication
interface.
Crane Calculator
The components of an offshore crane may total several
thousand parameters, making it infeasible to manually
pick good values for each parameter. However, through
the years, crane designers have been able to reduce this
number to a set of about 120 design parameters that are
considered the most important. Based on the values of
these parameters, which can be set manually or by a
CautoD tool such as AIPO, our crane calculator is able to
calculate a fully speciﬁed crane design and its associated
KPIs. The goal of the designer is thus to determine
appropriate design parameter values that achieve desired
design criteria (KPIs), while simultaneously meeting requirements by laws, regulations, codes and standards.
The accuracy of our crane calculator has been veriﬁed
against other crane calculators and spreadsheets currently
in use in the industry, and, as a result, Seaonics AS has
already adopted the CPT server and web GUI client for
manual crane design.
A block diagram depicting how the crane calculator can
be used for manual crane design is shown in Figure 4.
Web Graphical User Interface (GUI)
To simplify practical use of the crane calculator, we
have created a web graphical user interface (GUI) that can
be used to interact with the crane calculator via WS/JSON
communication. Using the web GUI to manually adjust the
120 design parameters in the crane calculator by trial-anderror, the effect of the parameters on a number of KPIs
and other design criteria can be investigated numerically,
with the possibility for exporting to text ﬁles, and visually,
by depicting the main components of the crane and its 2D
SWL load chart.
The GUI consists of three parts aligned horizontally: a
left column with "drawers" where design parameters can
be modiﬁed; the visualised crane and load chart in the
middle; and a right column that shows numerical results,
including the load vector (position and SWL), slewing
ring torque, boom angle, jib angle, and the main and jib
cylinder data (compression force, buckling force and SWL,
and pressure and its SWL).
The load chart is a graphical representation of the lifting
capacity in the workspace of a particular crane design
as determined by the crane calculator. The workspace is
divided into zones, where each zone is highlighted by a
colour indicating the maximum SWL in tonnes in that
particular crane conﬁguration.
Due to space consideration, we refer to Bye et al. (2015)
for a screenshot of the GUI.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Product Optimisation (AIPO)
The manual design process using the web GUI together
with the CPT is cumbersome. Indeed, there are more
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Figure 3: Software architecture for intelligent CautoD of offshore cranes, winches, or other products. The winch
calculator is shown in grey because it is still under development. Solid and dashed lines indicate whether modules and
their interconnections are inside or outside the scope of this paper, respectively.

x

Crane calculator

y = f (x)

provided in the following sections.

Human designer or AIPO
Figure 4: Human crane designer using a manual trialand-error approach with the crane calculator to tune the
input design parameters x until the resulting design y
matches the desired design criteria. Our aim is automate
this process by a CautoD solution, namely AIPO.

than 120 parameters that must be speciﬁed by the crane
designer. Clearly, this large number of parameters makes
the search space (the space of all possible combinations
of parameter values) very large and a manual trial-anderror approach will necessarily be both time-consuming
and cost-inefﬁcient and lead to suboptimal designs. Hence,
we have developed an AI for product optimisation (AIPO)
software module replacing the human operator in Figure 4
in order to automate and optimise the design process.
The product designer must conﬁgure the AIPO module
with one or several objective functions based on the KPIs
and design criteria of the product to be designed, be
it an offshore crane, a winch, or some other product.
In addition, the product designer must conﬁgure the AI
algorithm to be used for optimisation. For example, if
using a GA, the designer must set certain parameter values
such as population size, mutation rate, and choose methods
for selection and crossover.
Using AI optimisation methods such as a GA in this
case, the module interrogates the CPT with an objective
function until an optimised design solution is obtained.
A short description of GAs and objective functions are

Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
The GA is inspired by natural evolution, with elements
such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. It is
well suited for hard optimisation problems where solutions
are difﬁcult or impossible to obtain in polynomial time.
Additionally, an advantage of GAs is that constraints can
be handled with ease. For crane design, the most important
components are the hydraulic cylinders and the slewing
ring. In the case of the slewing ring, the maximum torque
is of special interest, because it limits both the lifting
distance and weight of the payload. In the case of the
cylinders, their maximum pressure and buckling limit is of
major importance. These and other constraints can easily
be incorporated in a GA optimisation procedure.
Most of the literature attributes the GA to Holland (1975), with subsequent popularisation by Goldberg
(1989), and it is currently a very popular optimisation tool
across many different disciplines (e.g., Haupt and Haupt,
2004).
The authors and colleagues have used GAs for a number
real-world optimisation problems (e.g., Bye, 2012; Bye
and Schaathun, 2014, 2015; Bye et al., 2015; Alaliyat
et al., 2014; Sanﬁlippo et al., 2013). Here, we let the
AIPO module use a GA in conjunction with the CPT for
optimising the design phase of offshore cranes. Nevertheless, with only minor adjustments, we are able to adopt
the same process for CautoD of winches (currently under
development) or other products. More details about the
GA we use here can be found in a previous paper (Bye
et al., 2015).
Objective Functions
In order for the GA to succeed in optimising design
solutions, a suitable objective function must be selected
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that incorporates the design criteria that we wish to optimise. That is, the GA must determine values for a number of
input parameters x such that the selected objective function
f (x) is optimised.
Nevertheless, choosing an appropriate objective function is not trivial. In addition to adhering to laws, regulations and standards, offshore cranes must be designed
in accordance with the speciﬁc needs of the customer.
Optimising such a set of potentially conﬂicting design
criteria (that is, there is a tradeoff between two or more
objectives) is called multiobjective optimisation (MOO).
Using a GA for MOO, the GA will not return a single
solution but a set of Pareto optimal solutions, which means
that none of the objective functions can be improved
without degrading others (e.g., see Haupt and Haupt, 2004;
Arora, 2012, for details).
Choice of Implementation Languages
The web GUI was implemented in JavaScript, the CPT
in Java, and the AIPO module and the GA library in
Haskell.
JavaScript has stayed popular for more then a decade
and has a huge user base and easy access to resources.
Most web client supports JavaScript out of the box. Since
only a text editor and web browser is needed for creating
programs, modiﬁcations can be tested immediately by
refreshing the browser, thus enabling rapid development
and testing. Initially, therefore, the crane calculator was
part of a JavaScript web client, but this choice had
several drawbacks. Most importantly, the source code
was open for everyone to see, which was unacceptable
to our industrial partners. In addition, processing speed
was dependent of the client’s hardware. Thus, to ensure
sufﬁcient processing power independent of user hardware,
the JavaScript implementation was moved "as is" to the
server-side. Unfortunately, there were speed issues and
further development was needed in order to develop a
suitable application programme interface (API) for the
AIPO module. We therefore decided to opt for a different
implementation language able to solve these issues, and
also chose to separate the calculator from the handling of
communication with clients. In order to keep migration
costs low, a language with syntax similar to the Clike syntax of JavaScript was desired. Java was therefore
chosen, with the additional advantage of its portability to
different platforms. If even higher performance will be
needed in the future, we might use compiled languages
such as C, C++ or C#, or a functional language like
Haskell, which is well suited for parallellisation.
For the AIPO module and its interconnected GA library,
we chose Haskell. Haskell is a purely-functional programming language, which means that functions in Haskell are
pure, there is no global state, and no side effects. In addition, the separation between pure and impure functionality
makes code easier to debug. Code written in Haskell is
therefore less error-prone and usually more concise, compact, and readable than imperative programming languages
like C or Java.

Haskell is a good choice for parallel programming,
which we believe is likely to be needed as the complexity
of our software framework grows. Using pure parallelism
guarantees deterministic processes and zero race conditions or deadlocks, however, non-pure concurrency related
to pseudorandom number generators and other processes
is still required.
Using Haskell for AIPO and GA implementation makes
this part of our framework very modular and extensible,
something we believe is necessary in order to expand the
framework and design tools in the future.
Parallel Computing
The most computationally expensive part of the GA
calculations is the evaluation of the objective function.
Fortunately, calculating objective functions in a GA is
known as "an embarrassingly parallel problem" because
it involves solving many similar, but independent tasks
simultaneously in parallel, with little or no need for
intertask coordination and communication. Consequently,
it is possible to speed up the GA by outsourcing objective
function calculations to local computer clusters or computing clouds. An affordable and interesting option is to use
general purpose computing on graphical processing units
(GPGPUs), since GPUs in common modern desktop computer graphics cards are already optimised for parallelism.
The GA library we have developed already supports
parallel processing, thus, we should be able to extend our
framework to apply parallel computing with little or no
modiﬁcation. Note, however, that we currently do not take
advantage of parallel processing, since the evaluation of
the cost function is performed by the server-side CPT,
and not the client-side GA. In future work, we may
consider improving the server-side CPT implementation
by parallel processing, for example by recoding in Haskell
and employing GPGUs for parallel evaluation of objective
functions.
Case Study
To test the ability of our software framework to perform optimised CautD of an offshore crane, we used a
real knuckleboom crane as a nominal benchmark against
which our optimised crane design could be compared. The
nominal crane has been designed, sold, and delivered by
Seaonics AS to a company in Baku, Azerbaijan. The crane
had a total delivery price of approximately 2.9 million
EUR.
Two KPIs were chosen as components of an objective
function to be optimised: (i) the maximum safe working
load SWLmax and (ii) the total crane weight W. Whilst
the total crane delivery price is of great concern, we do not
currently have price estimates as a function of crane design
implemented in the CPT. Nevertheless, the total weight can
to some extent be used as a proxy for price, because price
will be correlated to weight, and one wants to minimise
both measures. Moreover, these cranes are installed onboard vessels and reduced crane weight allows a higher
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deadweight tonnage (DWT). Hence, weight is important
for both capital and operating expenditure.
The maximum SWL, on the other hand, is a measure
of the maximum lifting capacity of the crane in the entire
workspace. In a particular crane conﬁguration, with the
tip of the crane in a particular position of the workspace
where SWL is maximum, all other conﬁgurations with the
crane tip in surrounding positions will have a SWL less
than or equal to the maximum SWL.
The goal of the crane optimisation was thus to maximise
SWLmax while simultaneously minimising W. To achieve
this goal, we let the optimisation function be a ﬁtness
function f1 given by
SWLmax
W
The evaluation of f1 will increase when SWLmax increases and/or W decreases, and vice versa.
There are several other possible choices for objective
functions, including handling with MOO, some of which
are studied in our accompanying paper (Hameed et al.,
2016). Here, we are mainly concerned with showing proofof-concept, namely that our complete software framework
performs as intended. A simple case study and a single
objective function sufﬁces for this purpose.
As optimisation variables, we chose four design parameters that greatly affect both SWLmax and W: (i) the
boom length; (ii) the jib length; (iii) the maximum pressure
of the boom cylinder; and (iv) the maximum pressure of
the jib cylinder. The parameter values were constrained
to a range with minimum and maximum limits. All other
design parameters were identical to those of the nominal
crane.
f1 =

RESULTS
Using the GA with a population size (set of candidate
design solutions) of 100 and running for 50 generations,
giving a grand total of 5,000 evaluated designs, took
98.4 minutes, including transfer times between the AIPO
client and CPT server. The best design solution found is
presented in Table 1, and shows that compared with the
nominal benchmark crane, the maximum SWL improved
from 100.0 tonnes to 142.1 tonnes, or an improvement
of 42.2%, while simultaneously, the weight of crane was
reduced from 50.8 tonnes to 44.0 tonnes, or an improvement of 13.5%. The objective function evaluated at the
optimised design parameters was improved by 64.3%.
A graphical representation of the load charts of the
nominal crane and the optimised crane design is shown in
Figure 5. From the diagram, it is clear that the optimised
design has resulted in a a crane with a much smaller
workspace than the nominal crane but with much higher
lifting capacity.

proof-of-concept of the fully functioning complete system,
we did a case study where our CautoD solution was able
to improve the existing design of a real and delivered 50tonnes, 2.9 million EUR knuckleboom crane with respect
to the objectives of maximising the SWL and minimising
the total crane weight. Whilst the results are sufﬁcient for
the purpose of proof-of-concept, we wish to emphasise
that for real crane design, much more sophisticated objective functions must be constructed, able to handling a
variety of different, possibly competing, design criteria.
For example, our optimised design solution in the case
study above outperforms the real crane on the objectives
we have chosen but may fail on other design criteria not
encompassed by our choice of objective function. For
instance, the workspace of the optimised crane is much
smaller compared to the real crane (see Fig. 5) and may
not satisfy the needs of the company buying the crane.
Generic and Modular Software Architecture
We have implemented several software modules (see
Figure 3) that together constitute the framework: (a) the
server-side CPT calculates a fully speciﬁed crane design
and a number of key performance indicators based on a set
of about 120 input design parameters; (b) the client-side
web GUI facilitates manually setting the design parameters
of the CPT as well as providing an immediate visualisation
of the resulting crane and its 2D workspace SWL load
chart; (c) the client-side AIPO module uses a GA library
for optimising the design parameters to achieve a crane
design with desired performance. Communication between
clients and server is achieved by means of the HTTP and
WS protocols, and with standardised JSON messages as
the data format.
Our framework being generic and modular, both clientside and server-side modules can easily be extended or
replaced. On the client-side, crane designers may choose to
create their own custom-made computer-automated design
modules or GUIs that can communicate with the CPT
to obtain desired crane designs and visualisations. We
demonstrate the feasibility of this concept in an accompanying paper submitted concurrently (Hameed et al., 2016),
in which we create a simple product optimisation client
in Matlab that connects to the CPT and optimises various
crane designs by means of a GA. On the server-side, crane
designers can provide other product prototyping tools to
which our existing AIPO module can connect and optimise
the product design.
Furthermore, our research team is currently developing
a winch prototyping tool to which our existing AIPO
module can connect and optimise winch designs with little
or no modiﬁcation. This work will be published in the near
future.
Complexity and Sensitivity

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented our ﬁrst version of
a generic and modular software framework for intelligent computer-automated product design. To demonstrate

We have not analysed algorithm complexity nor sensitivity with respect to the design parameters. A core of
N = 120 design parameters has been implemented in the
crane calculator but only n = 4  N parameters were
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measure

units

nominal

limits (min, max)

optimised

difference

change

boom length
jib length
boom cylinder max pressure
jib cylinder max pressure
SWLmax
W
f1 = SWLmax /W

mm
mm
bar
bar
kg
kg
-

15,800
10,300
315
215
99,978
50,856
1.97

(12,000, 26,000)
(6,000, 16,000)
(100, 400)
(50, 300)
-

12038
6124
383
262
142,138
44,014
3.23

-3,762
-4,176
68
47
42,160
-6,842
1.26

-23.8%
-40.5%
21.6%
21.8%
42.2%
-13.5%
64.3%

Table 1: Optimised crane design compared with a nominal benchmark crane.

Figure 5: 2D SWL load charts for a nominal benchmark crane (left) and the optimised crane (right).
optimised by the GA in our case study. Now that we have
demonstrated proof-of-concept of our framework with 4
parameters, we are in the process of investigating both the
effects of varying both the choice of parameters and their
values (sensitivity) and expanding our solution and let the
number n grow (complexity). As the number of design
parameters grows, the search space grows exponentially.
Hence, parallel computing may be needed in order to ﬁnd
optimal solutions within reasonable time.
Intellectual Property Protection and Licensing
In its current implementation, our software framework
partially supports protection of intellectual property as
required by our industrial partners. Speciﬁcally, product
designers who wants to use the web GUI to design offshore cranes will have no knowledge of the inner workings
of the black box server-side CPT. Designers can also write
their own customised client software to connect to the
CPT, such as the Matlab crane optimisation client we have
developed concurrently (Hameed et al., 2016).
The CautoD solution, on the other hand, consists of the
AIPO module and its GA library and does not have a GUI
frontend yet, which would have enabled black box usage.
Thus, in it current state of implementation, users must

modify the code directly to obtain crane design results,
and intellectual property is therefore not protected. We
describe the possibility of extending the AIPO module
with a web GUI in the next section.
For licensing, we have currently developed a
username/password-protected version of the web GUI,
which uses the WS/JSON interface. This can easily be
extended to the HTTP/JSON interface as well. Using
usernames/passwords enables the owner of the software to
license usage of the CPT server on a time-limited basis.
We may implement licensing for the CautoD solution, as
well as more advanced licensing mechanisms, in future
work.
AIPO GUI and Added Functionality
Product designers are experts in their own professional
domains but will often lack prior knowledge of AI or
programming. It is therefore essential to enable these
domain experts to use our software framework while
having to acquire as little as possible of this knowledge.
Accordingly, we plan to develop a GUI for conﬁguration
of the AIPO module, possibly absorbing the functionality
of the existing web GUI in Figure 3. This has several
advantages. First, the code and intellectual property of the
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AIPO module and related AI algorithms can be hidden
and used as a black box. Second, the GUI could be used
for conﬁguration purposes, such as deﬁning and using new
objective functions or setting parameters or weights of a
set of predeﬁned objective functions. Moreover, such a
GUI should enable the user to choose which AI algorithm
should be used for optimisation and set its parameters.
Third, the GUI culd be used for visualisation, not only
of the load chart, but of other relevant design aspects,
thus enabling the product designer to quickly obtain an
overview of the proﬁciency of the design and possible
tradeoffs. Fourth, the GUI could let the user investigate
existing product designs stored in a library, and possibly
use these as a starting point for optimisation. Finally, the
GUI can provide an intuitive and user-friendly method for
doing all of the above when compared with text-based
alternatives and direct programming of the software.
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A BSTRACT
This paper demonstrates rapid prototyping of a stroke
rehabilitation system consisting of an interactive 3D virtual
reality computer game environment interfaced with an
EEG headset for control and interaction using brain waves.
The system is intended for training and rehabilitation
of partially monoplegic stroke patients and uses lowcost commercial-off-the-shelf products like the Emotiv
EPOC EEG headset and the Unity 3D game engine. A
number of rehabilitation methods exist that can improve
motor control and function of the paretic upper limb in
stroke survivors. Unfortunately, most of these methods are
commonly characterised by a number of drawbacks that
can limit intensive treatment, including being repetitive,
uninspiring, and labour intensive; requiring one-on-one
manual interaction and assistance from a therapist, often
for several weeks; and involve equipment and systems
that are complex and expensive and cannot be used at
home but only in hospitals and institutions by trained
personnel. Inspired by the principles of mirror therapy
and game-stimulated rehabilitation, we have developed a
ﬁrst prototype of a game-like computer application that
tries to avoid these drawbacks. For rehabilitation purposes,
we deprive the patient of the view of the paretic hand
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while being challenged with controlling a virtual hand
in a simulated 3D game environment only by means of
EEG brain waves interfaced with the computer. Whilst our
system is only a ﬁrst prototype, we hypothesise that by
iteratively improving its design through reﬁnements and
tuning based on input from domain experts and testing on
real patients, the system can be tailored for being used
together with a conventional rehabilitation programme to
improve patients’ ability to move the paretic limb much
in the same vain as mirror therapy. Our proposed system has several advantages, including being game-based,
customisable, adaptive, and extendable. In addition, when
compared with conventional rehabilitation methods, our
system is extremely low-cost and ﬂexible, in particular
because patients can use it in the comfort of their homes,
with little or no need for professional human assistance.
Preliminary tests are carried out to highlight the potential
of the proposed rehabilitation system, however, in order
to measure its efﬁciency in rehabilitation, the system
must ﬁrst be improved and then run through an extensive
ﬁeld test with a sufﬁciently large group of patients and
compared with a control group.
I NTRODUCTION
A stroke is a medical condition when blood supply to
the brain is interrupted or reduced, usually because a blood
vessel bursts or is blocked by a clot (Stroke, Cerebrovascular Accident | World Health Organization, 2016). As a
consequence, brain cells are deprived of oxygen and begin
to die, resulting in a loss of control of muscles that are
controlled by the dead area of the brain. The effects of a
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stroke may vary from minor problems, such as temporary
weakness of an arm or leg, to permanently paralysis on one
side of the body or losing the ability to speak, depending
on which part of the brain is injured and how severely it
is affected. Some people recover completely from strokes,
but more than 2/3 of survivors will have some type of
disability (What is Stroke? | National Stroke Association,
2016). A typical result of stroke is monoplegia, where the
patient loses control over a single limb, usually an arm.
The focus of this paper is on the development of
a ﬁrst prototype of a rehabilitation system for partially
monoplegic patients with a paretic hand. Such patients
have not completely lost all motor function of the limb
and therefore have the potential for rehabilitation. The
main components of our system are a computer application
with a game-like 3D virtual environment, and an electroencephalography (EEG) brain-computer interface (BCI)
providing control inputs to the application by means of
brain waves.
In the following sections, we ﬁrst provide some background on existing stroke rehabilitation methods, with a
particular focus on mirror therapy and game-stimulated
rehabilitation; EEG and BCI; the steady state visually
evoked potential (SSVEP); and our motivation and aim.
We proceed with presenting our proposed method, before
turning our attention to the implementation details of our
system. Finally, we present some preliminary test results
and a discussion of our work.
BACKGROUND
Stroke Rehabilitation
Whilst stroke rehabilitation has come a long way since
the early ages of medicine, it is still an active ﬁeld of research with room for improved methodologies. Before the
1950s, stroke rehabilitation was practically non-existent
and damage control was the only approach. Thomas
Twitchell was one of the ﬁrst to accurately describe the
possible recovery after a stroke (Twitchell, 1951). He
posed that it was possible to achieve full recovery within
a certain period of time if stroke patients underwent a
suitable rehabilitation programme. Around the same time
Signe Brunnstrom developed the Brunnstrom approach
(Brunnstrom, 1966; Brunnström, 1970), an approach to
determine the stage of the recovery and consequently
evaluate different rehabilitation techniques.
As noted by Nudo and Duncan (2004), an increasing
number of studies demonstrate the property of neuroplasticity in the brain, with sensorimotor regions of the brain
undergoing both structural and functional alterations as a
function of use and injury. The development of interventions for stroke rehabilitation have been shown to result
not only in adaptive reorganization in the cerebral cortex
but may also invigorate recovery in the impaired limb
months or years after the stroke (Nudo and Duncan, 2004).
A number of various rehabilitation methods and their
effects in improving upper-extremity motor control and
functioning have been reported in the literature, including

exercise training of the paretic arm (Kwakkel, Wagenaar, Twisk, Lankhorst and Koetsier, 1999), impairmentoriented training of the arm (Platz, Eickhof, Van Kaick,
Engel, Pinkowski, Kalok and Pause, 2005), functional
electric stimulation (Ring and Rosenthal, 2005), roboticassisted rehabilitation (Masiero, Celia, Rosati and Armani,
2007), and bilateral arm training (Summers, Kagerer,
Garry, Hiraga, Loftus and Cauraugh, 2007). However, as
pointed out by Yavuzer, Selles, Sezer, Sütbeyaz, Bussmann, Köseoğlu, Atay and Stam (2008), most of the rehabilitation methods that exist for the paretic upper extremity
are labour intensive, and require personal interaction and
instructions from trained personnel such as therapists
for several weeks, which makes it difﬁcult to ensure
proper intensive treatment for all patients. In addition, the
equipment and systems used in stroke rehabilitation are
often expensive, non-portable, and complex, thus requiring
being located in a hospital or institution and operated by
trained medical personnel.
Mirror Therapy
Contrary to most rehabilitation methods, mirror therapy
is a simple, inexpensive, and patient-directed rehabilitation
method that has been shown to improve hand functioning
when used in conjunction with conventional stroke rehabilitation programmes (e.g., Yavuzer et al., 2008). Yavuzer
and colleagues instructed patients to perform wrist and ﬁnger extension and ﬂexion movements simultaneously with
both their paretic and nonparetic hand, whilst the paretic
hand was hidden from sight. While doing the movements,
patients watched a mirror image of their normal functioning hand, thus tricking the brain into believing that the
paretic hand was actually able to perform the movements.
Compared with a control group of patients who received
sham treatment, the patients who received mirror treatment
signiﬁcantly improved their motor recovery as measured
by Brunnstrom stages.
The ﬁndings of Yavuzer et al. (2008) have later been
enforced in a metastudy by Thieme, Mehrholz, Pohl,
Behrens and Dohle (2013), who examined 14 studies
that compared mirror therapy with other interventions,
and found that compared with all the other interventions,
mirror therapy had a signiﬁcant effect on motor function,
although effects were dependent on the type of control
intervention. Thieme and colleagues also found that mirror
therapy was found to signiﬁcantly improve everyday living
activities and reduce pain but found limited evidence for
improving visuospatial neglect.
Game-Stimulated Stroke Rehabilitation
There are several studies in the literature of using
serious games for game-stimulated stroke rehabilitation
(e.g., Burke, McNeill, Charles, Morrow, Crosbie and McDonough, 2009a,b; Alankus, Lazar, May and Kelleher,
2010; Yavuzer, Senel, Atay and Stam, 2008; Vogiatzaki
and Krukowski, 2014; Lewis, Woods, Rosie and McPherson, 2011; Joo, Yin, Xu, Thia, Chia, Kuah and He,
2010). Effective stroke rehabilitation requires intensive
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and repetitive exercises that can be demotivating for
the patient, however, game-stimulated rehabilitation can
improve patient motivation, enjoyment, and engagement
(e.g., Yavuzer, Senel, Atay and Stam, 2008; Lewis et al.,
2011; Joo et al., 2010).
For example, Joo et al. (2010) found that using the
Nintendo Wii as an adjunct to conventional rehabilitation
of patients with post-stroke upper limb weakness was more
enjoyable than conventional therapy and showed that there
were small but statistically signiﬁcant improvements in the
Fugl-Meyer Assessment and Motricity Index scores.
Another example is that of Yavuzer, Senel, Atay and
Stam (2008), who examined the effects of using the Playstation EyeToy Games on upper extremity motor recovery
and upper extremity-related motor functioning of patients
with subacute stroke. They found that the functional
independence measure (FIM) signiﬁcantly improved in the
patients with the EyeToy intervention compared to the
control group. However, no signiﬁcant differences were
found between the groups for the Brunnstrom stages for
hand and upper extremity.
Another advantage of using serious games is that the
therapy can take place in the patient’s home, making it
easier for the patient to complete the necessary number of
exercise repetitions in her own time, and with the game
easily customized to the patient’s needs and progression
(Alankus et al., 2010).
In addition to the use of game development platforms
such as the PlayStation and Nintendo Wii mentioned
above, the Unity 3D game engine has also been used, as
have control interfaces such as Microsoft Kinect, Cyber
Glove, Rutgers RMII Master, Leap Motion, Emotiv EPOC
EEG, the Viacon camera system, and electromyography
(EMG) measurements, and 3D projectors, thus enabling
a great variety of game-stimulated stroke rehabilitation
methods (e.g., see Vogiatzaki and Krukowski, 2014).

Electroencephalography (EEG)
EEG is an electrophysiological monitoring method that
measures the natural electric potential on the scalp (Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005). Physiologically, EEG power
reﬂects the number of neurons that discharge synchronously (Klimesch, 1999). This electric potential is a result
of brain activity and behaves in a periodic, wavelike
fashion referred to as brain waves and can be recorded
with a portable EEG headset such as the Emotiv EPOC
EEG (e.g., Duvinage, Castermans, Petieau, Hoellinger,
Cheron and Dutoit, 2013). The brain waves are divided
into frequency bands, where each band corresponds to
different brain functions. The EEG frequency bands are
categorised as the delta (< 4 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha
(8–15 Hz), beta (16–31 Hz), and gamma (> 32 Hz) bands,
of which the alpha band, which is active during an alert
and cognitive state of the patient (Klimesch, 1999), and the
beta band, which is closely related to purposive movement
(Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005), are most important with
respect to stroke rehabilitation.

Brain waves and brain wave pattern recognition have
been widely investigated in the recent literature. For instance, this technology has been employed for monitoring
and prevention purposes, motivated by the fact that there
is physiologic coupling of EEG morphology, frequencies,
and amplitudes with cerebral blood ﬂow (Ueki, Linn
and Hossmann, 1988). Intraoperative continuous electroencephalographic monitoring (CEEG) is an established
modality that is used to detect cerebral ischemia during
carotid surgery. These facts have generated interest in
applying EEG/CEEG in the intensive care unit to monitor
cerebral ischemia. There is also evidence that EEG and
CEEG add value to early diagnosis, outcome prediction,
patient selection for treatment, clinical management, and
seizure detection in acute ischemic stroke (AIS) (e.g,
Jordan, 2004).
Motor Imagery Brain-Computer Interface (MI-BCI)
In a large clinical study on the ability of stroke patients
to use an EEG-based motor imagery brain-computer interface (MI-BCI) presented by Ang, Guan, Chua, Ang, Kuah,
Wang, Phua, Chin and Zhang (2011), it was shown how
BCI technology has the prospects of helping stroke survivors by enabling the interaction with their environment
through brain signals rather than through muscles, and
restoring motor function by inducing activity-dependent
brain plasticity. The same work presented a clinical study
on the extent of detectable brain signals from a large
group of 54 stroke patients in using an EEG-based MIBCI. A clinical study that investigated the ability of
hemiparetic stroke patients in operating an EEG-based
MI-BCI was also presented in (Ang, Guan, Chua, Ang,
Kuah, Wang, Phua, Chin and Zhang, 2010). This work
also assessed the efﬁcacy in motor improvements on the
stroke-affected upper limb using EEG-based MI-BCI with
robotic feedback neuro-rehabilitation compared to robotic
rehabilitation that delivers movement therapy.
Recent studies have found distinct cortical physiology
associated with contralesional limb movements in regions distinct from primary motor cortex (e.g., see Fok,
Schwartz, Wronkiewicz, Holmes, Zhang, Somers, Bundy
and Leuthardt, 2011). These ﬁndings allow researchers to
implement closed-loop interaction systems with valuable
kinesthetic feedback for the user. For instance, based on
these ﬁndings, a BCI that localises and acquires these brain
signals to drive a powered hand orthotic was designed
and implemented in (Fok et al., 2011). In this work, the
patient’s hand was guided with appropriate force feedback,
thus enabling the hand to open and close.
Steady State Visually Evoked Potential (SSVEP)
Evoked potentials are speciﬁc patterns in brain activity
which are caused by inputs to the patient from the inside
or the outside of the body. These potentials can be recorded through the use of EEG. Steady state potentials are
recorded potentials which show a phase, frequency and
amplitude that are directly related to the input that caused
the potential. If the patient is exposed to an input method
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which delivers the input at a steady frequency and brain
activity is recorded at the same or a related frequency,
this brain activity is called a steady state evoked potential.
If for example the input in question is a ﬂashing screen
placed in front of the patient, it is called a steady state
visually evoked potential (SSVEP) (Misulis, Fakhoury and
Spehlmann, 2001), and may be used to increase brain
activity in certain desired EEG bands.
According to a survey by Zhu, Bieger, Molina and
Aarts (2010), BCI systems based on the SSVEP provide a
higher level of information throughput and require shorter
training than BCI systems using that are not augmented
with SSVEP. On the negative side, repetitive visual stimuli
modulated at certain frequencies can provoke epileptic
seizures or induce fatigue (Fisher, Harding, Erba, Barkley
and Wilkins, 2005).
With the increased activation of selected EEG bands,
we hypothesise that in line with the previously mentioned
properties of neuroplasticity and adaptive reorganization of
the cerebral cortex (Nudo and Duncan, 2004), employing
SSVEP could result in a faster rehabilitation process.
Motivation and Aim
Most of the stroke rehabilitation methodologies described in previous sections require technical assistance
to be provided to the patient by professional and skilled
personnel. In addition, these methods typically are dependent on systems and equipment that are normally very
costly and therefore only available at specialised medical
centres. Hence, patients cannot perform their rehabilitation
programmes at home but instead have to physically commute to reach these centres, with accompanying cost, time
expenditure, and physical stress. However, as we describe
above, stroke rehabilitation methods like mirror therapy
and game-stimulated rehabilition are able to counteract
some of these drawbacks and improve motor functioning
when used as an adjunct to conventional rehabilitation
therapy.
Inspired by mirror therapy and game-stimulated rehabilition, our aim is to combine the two and present a ﬁrst
prototype of a ﬂexible and easy-to-use stroke rehabilitation
system for the paretic hand consisting of an interactive
3D virtual reality computer game environment interfaced
with an EEG headset for control and interaction using
brain waves. Our proposed solution is a customisable
and extensible low-cost framework that allows patients to
perform their rehabilitation programme in the comfort of
their house, with potentially no need for human assistance,
adapting to patients’ progression and skill, and that can be
extended to other interfaces and external devices, e.g., a
robotic exoskeleton for manipulating the paretic hand.
M ETHOD
The following sections provide details on the Emotiv
EPOC EEG headset, including data acquisition, training of
mental commands, 3D modelling of the paretic hand, and a
description of the ﬁrst prototype of a computer application
containing the 3D virtual environment using the Unity 3D
game engine.

EEG Data Acquisition
The Emotiv EPOC EEG headset is a high resolution,
multi-channel, portable system that has been designed for
practical research applications (Emotiv, 2016b). It has 14
EEG channels with its sensors placed according to the
international 10-20 system1 such that EEG activity from
the following brain areas is measured (see Figure 1): AF3,
F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8,
and AF4. Each channel samples the small variations in
electric potential on the scalp with a dynamic range of
±4.17 mV, a resolution of 0.51μV, and at a frequency of
2048 Hz, subsequently ﬁltered and downsampled to 128
Hz (Emotiv, 2016a). The EEG signal data are transmitted
wirelessly via bluetooth to a USB receiver that connects
to a computer.

Figure 1: Positions of electrodes.

Training of Mental Commands
Emotiv software is able to perform pattern recognition
of the received EEG data, thus building up a library of
trained mental commands calibrated to each user of the
equipment. Up to four different user-deﬁned commands
can be learnt and stored by the software. These commands
typically have labels such as ’push’, ’pull’, ’lift’, ’drop’,
’left’, ’right’, however, by employing the application programming interface (API), one is free to access these
commands and use them for whatever purpose the software
developer ﬁnds suitable.
In our case, we used the Emotiv API to interface such
commands to Unity for controlling a virtual hand in a
3D virtual environment but restricted to the 2D horizontal
plane. In the reaching phase of a hand movement, the
commands to be learnt by a user is therefore ’left’ and
’right’ (along the x-axis) and ’forward’ and ’back’ (along
the y-axis), whereas in the grasping phase, the commands
are ’open’ and ’close’.
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1 Wikipedia:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/10-20_system_(EEG)

Whilst Emotiv provide their own software training
environment (in the Emotiv Control Panel), we have
conveniently integrated this environment in our own Unity
application. This serves the purpose of making our application standalone, but more importantly, lets us design our
own training environment tailored for stroke rehabilitation
patients.
It is well known from the literature (e.g., Pfurtscheller,
Flotzinger and Kalcher, 1993) that EEG signals will display characteristic changes just prior to making a physical
movement. Indeed, Emotiv (2016b) make use of this
property in their own software, whereby making a facial
expression such a lifting an eyebrow or blinking an eye
will elicit a particular EEG pattern that the software
can easily recognise and convert to a mental command.
Therefore, as for mirror therapy, we believe it is crucial
that patients try to physically move both the paretic
and nonparetic hand while performing EEG training. The
purpose of this is to link the particular EEG patterns that
emerge when patients move their hands with brain control
of the virtual hand.
3D Model of the Paretic Hand
The success of mirror therapy is based on tricking
the brain of the patient into believing that the paretic
hand moves without any problem when in fact it is just
the mirror image of the functioning nonparetic hand that
the patient observes. Whilst a 3D virtual representation
can never be made as perfect as a mirror image, we
hypothesise that by using a virtual hand that is very
realistic both in behaviour and in looks, coupled with
direct brain control using EEG, we can get a positive effect
in rehabilitation similar to that of mirror therapy.
For creating a realistic 3D model of the paretic hand, we
used Blender,2 which is a free and open source 3D creation
suite. It supports a variety of 3D modelling aspects,
including rigging, animation, simulation, rendering, compositing, and motion tracking. The resulting virtual hand is
visually realistic and equipped with an internal set of ﬁnger
joints that can be accessed and individually controlled
by a computer programme. Importantly, however, to be
realistic, the virtual joints must programmed to move in a
synergy, that is, a coordinated manner, just like real hand.
After development, the 3D hand model was imported into
Unity.
Unity 3D Application
The Unity 3D application is made up of four different
scenes: a main menu, a settings panel, a training environment, and a game rehabilitation environment. Navigation
between these scenes is done by using buttons that are
readily available during the game. Fig. 2 shows some
screenshots of scenes from the application, and how they
are connected.
Main Menu: The main menu is the boot scene of the
application, and is used to navigate to all the other scenes.
2 www.blender.org

Settings Panel: The purpose of the settings panel is to
calibrate the application to have the best possible effect
on the patient. There are four different settings: (i) Hand
movement speed, which is the speed with which the hand
moves in an in the horizontal x-y plane. The faster the
hand moves the more difﬁcult it becomes for the patient
to control the hand; (ii) The hand close speed, which is the
time it takes for the hand to close and grasp target object
(a ball, in this case) inside the environment. The longer the
hand close speed, the longer the patient has to focus on
the close command; (iii) target score, which is the number
of objects (balls) the patient must succesfully be able to
graps before the game ends; and (iv) SSVEP frequency,
which is the frequency with which the screen’s background
colour will ﬂash in order to evoke the SSVEP. The ideal
frequency will have to be determined by physicians, likely
through an experimental procedure, in order achieve the
optimal level of brain activation.
Training Environment: The training environment has
been developed by Emotiv. It is basically the same training
environment they use in their own native software but
ported to the Unity game platform, thus enabling us to
use it as a separate scene in our Unity application. The
EEG headset can be set up in this scene and the different
mental commands can be trained. Since EEG patterns vary
across users, the software stores and maintains a calibrated
proﬁle for each user of the headset.
Game Rehabilitation Environment: To limit the initial
work, we have only fully implemented a virtual game
rehabilitation environment for the left paraplegic hand, and
only for a single kind or exercise. The extension to the
right hand is straight forward due to the dual properties
of the left and right hand and intended for future work.
The developed environment can also serve as a template
if other limbs need to be considered.
In the game rehabilitation environment, the patient is
presented with a top view of the virtual hand and a
randomly positioned target object, which in the current
implementation is a ball. The purpose of the game is for
the patient to move the hand in the horizontal x-y plane.
This is achieved by the patient simultaneously sending two
mental movement commands (e.g., ’right’ and ’forward’
for a movement in the positive x and y directions).
When the target is approached, the game view zooms
in to a close-up and the hand speed slows. The patient
must then send a mental ’close’ command in order to
grasp the target object. The ’close’ command must last
for a minimum duration (can be adjusted in the settings
menu) for the virtual hand to successfully grasp the object,
otherwise, the hand will open and the patient will have to
try again.
After successfully having grasped the object, the score
counter is incremented and the game resets with the target
in a new random position. The exercise is repeated until
the desired number of successful reach-and-grasps have
been reached (can be adjusted in the settings menu).
Importantly, for both the reaching phase and the grasping phase of the exercise, we hypothesise that the patient
should also try to move his physical paretic hand and
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Figure 2: Selected scenes from the stroke rehabilitation application: main menu (top left); settings panel (top middle);
and game rehabilitation environment, consisting of left hand start view (bottom left), left hand close-up grasping view
(bottom right), and score counter (top right).
his well-functioning nonparetic hand, in order for the
rehabilitation to get a positive effect similar to mirror
therapy.
Finally, we highlight that during the rehabilitation exercise, the background can be set to be constantly ﬂashing
between two colours with the purpose of evoking the SSVEP for higher EEG activation and better mental control.
Application Overview and System Diagram
A high-level overview of the application is shown in
Fig. 3, which shows how the application is built on top
of the Emotiv EPOC EEG headset interfaced by an API
with the Unity 3D game engine. Some of the features of
the application are highlighted.
The system diagram in Fig. 4 shows the different
system modules, data ﬂow and usage modes of the stroke
rehabilitation system. The top box in stapled blue line
shows modules that provide the system setup. The SSVEP
module is used for setting SSVEP parameters such as
colours and ﬂashing frequency. Blender is used to create
3D models such as a virtual hand. Data (settings and
3D model) is passed as inputs to the Unity 3D game
environment. The game environment is presented to the
user via the display. The user’s EEG brain waves are
sampled by the EEG headset and pattern-matched with

    



  








  

Figure 3: System overview.
a library of brain wave patterns and corresponding actions
in order to generate the correct action, which is fed to
back to Unity.
P RELIMINARY T EST R ESULTS
Having partially monoplegic patients testing this ﬁrst
prototype of our stroke rehabilitation system would have
been unethical, as the system needs further development
in close cooperation with medical experts before being
tested on real patients. Nevertheless, the ﬁrst author, a
healthy 22-year-old male at the time, constantly tested the
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Figure 4: System diagram.
system during development and was able to achieve very
precise control of the virtual hand only by using EEG brain
waves, that is, without simultaneously moving his physical
hands. Had the participant added physical movement we
would have likely observed stronger EEG activation, easier
brain wave pattern recognition, and even better control.
Unfortunately, this was never tested.
To demonstrate proof-of-concept, we report below on
the effects of including SSVEP on EEG activation and on
game completion time for this single participant. We emphasise, however, that much more testing, under guidance
of medical expertise, with a set of different exercises and
execution regimes, and with many more participants, both
healthy and partially monoplegic patients, is needed before
any scientiﬁc conclusions can be made.
Effect of SSVEP on EEG Activation
Fig. 5 shows the typical effect on EEG activation with
and without SSVEP that we observed for our single
participant while performing the stroke rehabilitation game
exercise. The effect was present both in early and late
stages of testing. The magnitude of brain activity at brain
locations is indicated by the spectrum of colours, with the
highest activity shown in red and the lowest in blue.
Without the SSVEP, the AF4 and F8 (right frontal lobe)
and FC5 (left frontal lobe) regions were the most active
in both the alpha and beta bands.
Employing the SSVEP raised the EEG activity markedly
across the entire scalp. For alpha waves with SSVEP, the
increase in activity was greatest in the right frontal lobe

Figure 5: EEG activation with and without SSVEP.

in the AF4, F4, F8, FC6 regions but also the FC5 activity
in the left frontal lobe increased. For beta waves with
SSVEP, there was a great increase in activity across both
frontal lobes (particularly left regions F3, F7, FC5 and
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right regions AF4, F4, F8, FC6) but also a marked increase
in P7 (left parietal lobe) and O1 (left occipital lobe).
Effect of SSVEP on Game Completion Time
The participant had been using the rehabilitation system
extensible before the trials and the effect of improvement
due to practice during trials can likely be neglected.
The rehabilitation game was conﬁgured to ﬁnish upon
completion of four successful reach-and-grasp exercises.
A single reach-and-grasp exercise typically took about
half a minute, hence, completing a game would typically
take about two minutes. The effect of SSVEP on game
completion time is summarised in Table 1.
Trial

Without SSVEP (mm:ss)

With SSVEP (mm:ss)

1
2
3
4
5

02:04
01:58
02:34
02:16
01:52

01:43
01:46
02:06
01:55
01:59

Average
St. dev.

02:09
00:16

01:54
00:09

Table 1: Game completion times with and without SSVEP.
The participant completed the rehabilitation game ﬁve
times with SSVEP turned on and ﬁve times with SSVEP
turned off. With SSVEP turned on, the completion time
was lower in four trials, whilst the average completion
time was 01:54 with a standard deviation of 9 sec. With
SSVEP turned off, the average completion time was 02:09
with a standard deviation of 16 sec. Hence, with SSVEP
turned on, the average completion time was improved by
15 sec, corresponding to a 12% reduction.
The measurements may suggest that using SSVEP reduces game completion time and its variability as observed
by the standard deviation and average completion time,
respectively, however, we strongly emphasise that these
results are obtained from a single participant and are meant
only as an encouragement for further studies when stroke
rehabilitation system has been largely improved.
D ISCUSSION
This paper has demonstrated fast prototyping of a stroke
rehabilitation system consisting of an interactive 3D virtual
reality computer game environment interfaced with an
EEG headset for control and interaction using brain waves.
The system is intended for training and rehabilitation of
partially monoplegic stroke patients, was developed over
the course of only a few months, and uses low-cost COTS
products like the Emotiv EPOC EEG headset and the
Unity 3D game engine.
Preliminary testing of a ﬁrst prototype of the system
highlights its potential, however, in order to validate its
efﬁciency in stroke rehabilitation, the system must ﬁrst be
adjusted and improved in close cooperation with medical
experts and then run through an extensive ﬁeld test with
a sufﬁciently large group of patients for comparison with
a control group.

C OMPARISON WITH E XISTING M ETHODS
A number of rehabilitation methods exist that can improve motor control and function of the paretic upper limb
in partially monoplegic stroke survivors. Unfortunately,
most of these methods are commonly characterised by a
number of drawbacks that can limit intensive treatment, including being repetitive, uninspiring, and labour intensive;
requiring one-on-one manual interaction and assistance
from a therapist, often for several weeks; and involve
equipment and systems that are complex and expensive
and cannot be used at home but only in hospitals and
institutions by trained personnel. Mirror therapy, on the
other hand, is a simple, inexpensive, and patient-directed
rehabilitation method that has been shown to improve hand
functioning when used in conjunction with conventional
stroke rehabilitation programmes.
Inspired by the principles of mirror therapy, we have
developed a game-like computer application in which we
deprive the patient of the view of the paretic hand while
being challenged with controlling a virtual hand in a 3D
game environment only by means of EEG brain waves
interfaced with the computer.
We hypothesise that by adopting a rehabilitation scheme
similar to mirror therapy, where patients try to physically
move their paretic and nonparetic hands whilst using EEG
brain waves to control the virtual hand, patients may
improve motor control and functioning of their paretic
hand.
F UTURE W ORK
Whilst our system is only a ﬁrst prototype, we hypothesise that by iteratively improving its design through reﬁnements and tuning based on input from domain experts
and testing on real patients, the system can be tailored
for being used together with a conventional rehabilitation
programme to improve patients’ ability to move the paretic
limb much in the same vain as mirror therapy.
Such an improved system would have several advantages over mirror therapy and other conventional rehabilitation methods, namely being (i) game-based and immersive,
counteracting laborious and repetitive training exercises
and providing a rewarding environment that strengthens
and improves rehabilitation; (ii) customisable, allowing
for a library of different training exercises not limited
by physical equipment; (iii) adaptive and stand-alone,
removing the need for instructions from a therapist as
the patient progresses and different exercises must be
performed; and (iv) extendable, for example by interfacing
to a robotic exoskeleton on the paretic limb. In addition,
when compared with conventional rehabilitation methods,
our system is extremely low-cost and ﬂexible, in particular
because patients can use it in the comfort of their homes,
with little or no need for professional human assistance.
With respect to extending the system with external
physical devices, using Unity as virtual environment enables initial virtual protyping of the devices. That is, a
device ﬁrst be ﬁrst modelled, simulated, and interfaced and
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controlled by brain waves inside Unity, before an actual
physical device is built and connected to the system.
For example, we could provide the user with valuable
kinesthetic feedback by connecting the rehabilitation system to a hand exoskeleton or a low-cost haptic glove,
such as the one presented by Sanﬁlippo, Hatledal and
Pettersen (2015). With this integration, the patient’s hand
may be guided with appropriate force feedback for a more
engaging learning experience.
Another example is to use EEG brain waves for controlling a prosthetic hand, similar to the mind-controlled,
low-cost modular manipulator system presented by Sanﬁlippo, Zhang and Pettersen (2015). Such a robotic hand
may be used for compensating hand function in chronic
stroke patients.
Finally, we would like to draw attention to an accompanying paper we submit concurrently, in which we use a
similar system as described here, designed to provide tetraplegic patients a training platform for EEG brain control
of a virtual electric wheelchair (Hjørungdal, Sanﬁlippo,
Osen, Rutle and Bye, 2016).
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A BSTRACT
Paraplegia is a disability caused by impairment in motor
or sensory functions of the lower limbs. Most paraplegic
subjects use mechanical wheelchairs for their movement,
however, patients with reduced upper limb functionality
may beneﬁt from the use of motorised, electric wheelchairs. Depending on the patient, learning how to control
these wheelchairs can be hard (if at all possible), timeconsuming, demotivating, and to some extent dangerous.
This paper proposes a game-based learning framework
for training these patients in a safe, virtual environment.
Speciﬁcally, the framework utilises the Emotiv EPOC EEG
headset to enable brain wave control of a virtual electric
wheelchair in a realistic virtual world game environment
created with the Unity 3D game engine.
I NTRODUCTION
The ability to move around, explore our surroundings
and being able to transfer to other places in order to take
part in daily activities is an essential quality in human life.
People with disabilities may lack this ability due to their
illness. With the aid of prostheses or wheelchairs, many
disabled people can be become more mobile. However, it
may be very difﬁcult or even impossible for tetraplegic
patients, or paraplegic patients with reduced upper limb
functionality, to control an electric wheelchair via a joystick or other manual control devices. For these patients, an
electric wheelchair that can be operated solely by the mind
Corresponding author: Robin T. Bye.
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could provide a formidable improvement in the quality of
life.
Prior to the development of brain-actuated wheelchair,
several factors must ﬁrst be considered. In order to map
out the needs and shortcomings of the available technology
it is desirable to test the existing technology in a virtual
environment. This enables the exploration, testing and
development of the user interface and brain-computer
interface (BCI) functionality.
This paper presents the development of an open-source
framework for disabled people such as tetraplegics or
sufferers of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) to control
a brain-actuated wheelchair in a virtual environment. The
framework is realised by exclusively adopting low-cost
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components and tools.
In particular, an electroencephalography (EEG) headset,
the Emotiv EPOC, is chosen for monitoring the subject’s
brain waves. These signals are then used as inputs for
controlling a wheelchair in a simulated environment. To
achieve this goal, the Unity 3D game engine is selected
as an efﬁcient integration platform. The adopted design
choices make the proposed framework very ﬂexible and
extremely low-cost.
In the following sections, we ﬁrst provide a background
of game-based learning, EEG technology, related work,
and our motivation and aim. We proceed with describing our game-based methodology before presenting the
framework architecture, including the Emotiv headset and
library and the Unity environment, the interface between
the headset and Unity, design of the game environment,
and a preliminary artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) (Yegnanarayana, 2009) for converting raw EEG brain waves
into control signals. Finally, we present the results of our
work and a discussion, including future work.
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Hz), alpha (8–15 Hz), beta (16–31 Hz), and gamma (> 32
Hz) bands, of which the alpha band, which is active during
an alert and cognitive state of the patient (Klimesch, 1999),
and the beta band, which is closely related to purposive
movement (Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005), are the most
important with respect to BCI.
One of the features of this software is the ability to
store speciﬁc brain wave patterns as commands. Up to
four different user-deﬁned commands can be stored (e.g.,
up, down, left, right), and the proper software for mapping
and training these commands are provided. The application
programming interface (API) provided by Emotiv enables
software developers to access these commands and use
them in their software, achieving BCI as a result.

 
   

  
 

 

Figure 1: Game-based learning framework for paraplegic
subjects to control brain-actuated wheelchairs.
BACKGROUND
There is a rapidly growing body of empirical evidence
on the effectiveness of using video and computer games
to provide instruction (Tobias et al., 2014). We experience
pleasure when actively engaged in games, especially in
coming to understand how a new system works. This is
true whether the game is considered “entertainment” or
“serious” (Susi et al., 2007). Here, we adopt a game-based
learning approach, where a ”serious” game is developed to
engage disabled subjects in learning how to control their
wheelchair by using brain waves. We believe our approach
is especially suitable for this kind of training, because
mastering brain wave control can be difﬁcult and involve
tedious and repetitive tasks and thus be demotivating for
the subject. Figure 1 illustrates the main idea and a high
level view of the components involved in the game-based
learning framework.
EEG Technology
EEG is an electrophysiological monitoring method that
measures the natural electric potential on the scalp (Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005). Physiologically, EEG power
reﬂects the number of neurons that discharge synchronously (Klimesch, 1999). This electric potential is a result
of brain activity and behaves in a periodic, wavelike
fashion referred to as brain waves and can be recorded
with a portable EEG headset such as the Emotiv EPOC
EEG (e.g., Duvinage et al., 2013).
Traditionally, EEG technology has been a diagnostic
tool for medical professionals in order to diagnose neurological disorders such as epilepsy, brain tumors and more
(Vaque, 1999). In recent years, EEG technology has seen
a commercialisation which has resulted in affordable EEG
equipment for both researchers and end-consumers. One
such device is the Emotiv EPOC headset, which comes
with several pieces of software developed for BCI. The
included software enables the user to both record and
investigate their brain wave activity in real time with
the brainwave signals split into the conventional EEG
frequency bands, namely the delta (< 4 Hz), theta (4–7

Related Work
The possibility of using EEG technology for medical
assistant applications has been studied in the literature.
In particular, the possibility of enabling disabled subjects
to control their wheelchairs by using brain waves has
been investigated by several research groups. For instance,
an attempt to use brain signals to control mechanical
devices such as wheelchairs was presented by Tanaka et al.
(2005). To achieve this goal, a recursive training algorithm
to generate recognition patterns from EEG signals was
developed. Relevant experimental results demonstrated the
potential of the proposed system. In particular, the system
was tested in a real experimental scenario where subjects
were required to approach target positions by repeating
movements. However, this experimental setup required
external assistance for the subjects because the wheelchair
was supposed to be stopped during EEG detection and
pattern matching, since the processing time was very
slow. Successively, thanks to different advances in this
technology, a real-time EEG classiﬁcation system was
presented by Craig and Nguyen (2007), with the goal
of enhancing the control of a head-movement controlled
power wheelchair for patients with chronic spinal cord
injury (SCI).
One of the main challenges that characterises most of
these previous works is that developing and testing brainactuated wheelchairs in a real-world environment is very
difﬁcult because of the extensive training that is required
for the paraplegic subjects to safely operate the systems.
In this perspective, even though numerous research efforts
have been performed to develop brain-actuated wheelchairs, to the best of our knowledge there exists only a few
integrated frameworks for effectively training paraplegic or
tetraplegic subjects in controlling their wheelchairs. For
instance, the possibility of a tetraplegic for using brain
waves to control movements of his wheelchair in virtual
reality was ﬁrst studied by (Leeb et al., 2007). In this
study, a tetraplegic subject was able to generate bursts of
beta oscillations in the EEG by imagination of movements
of his paralyzed feet. These beta oscillations were used for
self-paced (asynchronous) BCI control based on a single
bipolar EEG recording. The subject was placed inside a
virtual street populated with avatars. Even though the use
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of a visual-rich virtual environment was proved to be a
very effective approach for improving efﬁciency of virtual
training, the possibility of adding some elements of gamebased learning was not deeply considered.

Game-based Methodology

Users can also beneﬁt from competing against themselves, for example trying to reduce their completion time
for a particular game level. A shorter completion time
would likely be due to better ability to switch input
commands.
We have attempted to address some of the advantages
of a game-based methodology in our implementation. For
example, we have included the abovementioned game
completion timer that accompanies an onscreen description of the task at hand where it is relevant. Furthermore,
we have created an environment with an emphasis on
step-by-step self-paced incremental learning, where users
complete game levels with progressively more difﬁcult
tasks, exploring different aspects of the skills needed to
operate an electric wheelchair in a real-world environment.
The proposed game-based training methodology follows
the game levels depicted in Figure 2. In Level 1, users
begin by concentrating on only learning and practicing a
single input command, namely that of moving forward in
a “drag race,” in which the task is to drive the wheelchair
straight forward from the starting line to the ﬁnish line.
After this level has been completed, the player can choose
to repeat the level in order to improve completion time,
or to proceed to more challenging tasks involving several
input commands. Speciﬁcally, in Level 2, the user will
learn to switch between movement commands in order
to navigate a labyrinth. In Level 3, users learn to handle
safety mechanisms, whereas Level 4 offers more difﬁcult
and advanced tasks for improving navigation skills. Finally, Level 5 provides users with a realistic real-world
scenario, where users must navigate the wheelchair in an
urban area, using all the skills they have learnt previously.

The aim of implementing game-based learning concepts
is to create a training environment in such a manner that
the trainee is learning while at the same time enjoying the
game aspects of the exercises. The skills and knowledge
provided by the experience of playing the game can then
later be applied in real-life scenarios.
Several aspects of game-based learning have been implemented in our virtual training environment in order to
enhance learning, including
• safe risks, where users can experience consequences
from their mistakes in a safe environment;
• goal-based tasks, where an on-screen prompt informs
the user about the current task;
• incremental learning, where the user is prompted
to complete more challenging tasks as the game
progresses; and
• timed events, where users can compare themselves
with their previous times.
Learning to consistently switch between input commands is imperative to safely operate a brain-actuated
wheelchair. In our virtual environment, the user can explore and test the wheelchair functionality in a setting
free from risk in order to improve their BCI skills. As
a result, a patient utilizing a brain-actuated wheelchair in
the future may greatly beneﬁt from the experience gained
in the game-based learning environment.

Framework Architecture
The framework consists of two main components: the
EEG headset and the game engine. The choice of these two
components is crucial for the success of the framework. In
this section, each of the main components are explained
and ﬁnally the interfacing between the game engine and
the EEG device is described in detail.
Emotiv Headset and Library: The EEG device connects the user’s brain to the virtual environment by converting EEG brain waves measured from one or several
electrodes positioned on the user’s scalp into BCI commands. There were two factors that we considered the most
important when choosing the EEG hardware to achieve our
goals, namely convenience and accuracy.
In terms of convenience, the device must be simple for
the end user to equip and use. In addition the device should
have a good API in order to make it easy for the developer
to create software.
In terms of accuracy, it is important that the EEG device
provides enough accuracy to differentiate between several
mental states for control, e.g. “forward,” “left,” and “right.”
This is necessary in order for the user to able to move
around freely in an open, unconstrained environment such
as the real world.
Compared to most conventional medical equipment, the
Emotiv EPOC is very convenient to use as it is intended

Motivation and Aim
As described above, development and testing of brainactuated wheelchairs for paraplegic patients in a real-world
environment is challenging due to safety concerns. Only
recently did researchers attempt to use virtual reality training to overcome this challenge but failed to include the advantage of game-based learning aspects. Moreover, using
a virtual environment enables an adaptive and incremental
learning paradigm, where training exercises are matched
with the level of skill attained by the users. Finally, virtual
environments are easy to modify and extend in software
compared to their physical counterparts.
Motivated by these factors in an emerging ﬁeld of
research, our aim is to propose a game-based learning
framework for brain-actuated wheelchairs, developed in
only a few months by a small group of people, and
involving only low-cost COTS components, that incorporates many of the advantages a virtual training environment
can offer.
M ETHOD
This section describes the implementation details of
our framework, and the rationale for some of our design
decisions.
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Figure 2: The proposed game-based training methodology. A training sequence of different levels is adopted.
for end-consumers and does not require professional expertise. Considering the nature of how EEG is measured,
convenience is not compatible with accuracy and some
sacriﬁces must be made in order to ensure the quality
of the measured signals. Nevertheless, compared to other
COTS EEG equipment that solely uses dry electrodes,
the Emotiv EPOC is designed to be used with a saline
solution that is applied to electrodes, thus signiﬁcantly
improving the connection between the capacitive sensors
and the scalp compared to dry electrodes.
Furthermore, the numerous electrodes of the Emotiv
EPOC along with its advanced software for brain wave
pattern recognition enables the device to recognise up to
four different mental states that can be used simultaneously for EEG brain control. Whilst the source code of
Emotiv software is proprietary and hidden, it is clear that
the recognition of these mental states is presumably done
by means of some advanced machine learning algorithm
such as an ANN and is conveniently available to programmers via the API.
Also convenient is the availability of an ofﬁcial plugin
compatible with Unity 4.6 that connects the Emotiv API
to Unity. This enables software developers to implement
in Unity the features provided by the headset with ease.
Hence, considering these facts, the Emotiv EPOC provides
a solid middle ground between convenience and accuracy.
Unity Environment: A number of 3D game engines for
developing virtual environments exist, with perhaps some
of the most popular being Unity, Unreal Engine, CryEngine, and Source 2. While each of these have their own
strengths and weaknesses, we wish to highlight that the
engine of our choice, Unity, is very quick to learn whilst
simultaneously being quite advanced, thus enabling very
fast prototyping of virtual game environments. Another
strength of the Unity game engine is the cross-platform
focus of the engine, which potentially enables portability
between platforms such as tablets or smart phones in
future development. Finally, as stated above, Emotiv has
developed an ofﬁcial Unity plugin which further simpliﬁes
the relationship between the headset and the game engine.
By having access to a readily available plugin to the
Emotiv API, choosing the Unity engine ensures that a
minimal amount of time is used to interface the EEG
device to the game engine and more time can be used
to develop the virtual environment.

An illustration of the framework architecture is shown in
Figure 3. The Emotiv “EmoEngine” handles the EEG signals from the headset and interfaces with the Emotiv API,
enabling programmers to access both raw and processed
EEG signal, thus utilizing BCI functionality. The Unity
plugin provides an interface between the Emotiv API and
the Unity game engine, which is used for creating the virtual training environment. More details on the components
and their interaction are provided in the following sections.
Interfacing Emotiv EPOC with Unity
Before the EPOC headset can be used as a BCI, the
user must record at least one mental state associated with
a “BCI command.” This is done via the bundled Emotiv
Control Panel. This software stores the user proﬁles and
their relationship between mental states and BCI commands. When the conﬁguration process begins, the user is
prompted for a “neutral” state of mind for a short amount
of time in order for the algorithm to have a neutral base
where no command is active. After the neutral state is
stored, the user may proceed to conﬁgure up to four other
commands, in our case labelled by the Emotiv software as
“push,” “pull,” “left,” and “right.” These four commands
can later be accessed programmatically from within Unity
via the plugin. After the desired BCI commands have been
recorded, the user can attempt to activate them again inside
the wheelchair framework. Importantly, these commands
can be mapped to have different meanings in different
setting, e.g., “push” can be used as a “forward” command
in one particular setting, or mode, while being used as a
“choose” command in another mode.
When the headset measures an EEG state similar to a
previously recorded EEG state, the EPOC determines how
closely it matches the original recording, and assigns it
a number in the interval [0, 1], where 1 means a perfect
match. Algorithm 1 shows how this information can be
accessed in Unity. This particular piece of code is executed
at a rate of 60 times per second, and queries the Emotiv
plugin for updated information.
When recording the BCI commands it may be beneﬁcial
for the user to mentally associate the commands with physical movements. For example, one may associate “push”
with walking, and “left” and “right” with movement of the
left and right arms, respectively, thus making it easier to
reproduce a particular BCI command. However, in cases
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Figure 3: The proposed framework architecture. Some elements of this ﬁgure are credit to Emotiv (Emotiv, 2014).
void CognitivActionUpdate(){
int count=0;
foreach (float f in EmoCognitiv.
CognitivActionPower) {
//only the current active command can be
greater than zero
if(f>0f) {
CurrentCognitivPower = f;
CurrentCognitivAction =
EmoCognitiv.cognitivActionList[count].
ToString();
}
else count+=1;
}
}

Algorithm 1: Method of obtaining cognitive data from the
plugin.

BCI commands and implemented functions as illustrated
in Figure 3.
The wheelchair has two modes of operation that the
user can switch between at any time, a manual self-paced
asynchronous mode (as opposed to cue-based synchronous
mode) and an autopilot mode. We mainly adopt the term
“asynchronous” in this paper since this term is commonly
used in the literature but for most purposes the term
is equivalent to “manual,” meaning that the user is not
limited by any cues or overridden by an autopilot, but is
free to make movements at will.
In the asynchronous mode, the user can move around
freely while learning and practicing BCI commands by
completing tasks prompted by a context-sensitive graphical user interface (GUI) (an example is shown in Figure 4).

where the person never had the ability to walk or make
arm movements, slightly more creative approaches must be
made. For example, some testing was done using various
mental images unrelated to bodily movement. An example
of this could be to imagine a cube suspended by rubber
bands inside one’s own head. To imagine the movement or
rotation of such a cube will require mental concentration,
which in turn affects the EEG state of the user that can
be used as a control signal.
Design of Game Environment
This section describes how the environment was created
together with the design choices underneath the surface.
The aim was to create an open game world where the
user can roam freely around the environment whilst having
terrain, trees, rubble and buildings limit movement to a
reasonable degree. This is done in order to both create an
intuitive understanding of what to do and where to go, and
at the same time avoid the artiﬁcial feeling one might get
from a minimalistic design using invisible borders.
The world is divided into ﬁve game levels as described previously (see Figure 2), each testing various

Figure 4: Context-sensitive GUI describing the current
objective.
The autopilot mode enables the user to travel between
ﬁve predeﬁned geographical locations in the virtual environment. The autopilot is realized by utilizing the A*algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) for pathﬁnding, and is accessed via the GUI. For real-word purposes, the autopilot
would have to incorporate real maps and a means to
select target locations, for example by freely available map
services online. Great care must also be taken to ensure
that the chosen path is safe and accessible for an electric
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wheelchair.
Being limited to four degrees of freedom impose some
challenges when designing how the user should interact
with the application, when there are two modes of operation involved. Several designs were considered prior to
choosing the design illustrated in Figure 3. The diagram
illustrates the inner workings of the Emotiv software
engine, and how the virtual environment is connected. The
“EmoEngine” receives pre-processed EEG and gyro data
from the headset which will then be post-processed into
an “EmoState”-structure that contains the currently active
BCI command. These structures can be accessed via an
“EmoEvent” query which will return the current state. In
this case, the querying for an “EmoEvent” is handled by
the Emotiv API and the Unity plugin (Emotiv, 2014).
The number of mental commands that the Emotiv
software can learn and store for a particular user is limited
to four. However, by using modes, we can use these four
commands for many different purposes. Speciﬁcally, the
function activated by a BCI command depends on which
mode is currently active, and whether the command’s
threshold value has been exceeded.
In asynchronous mode, forward, rotateLeft, rotateRight
and toggle are activated by the BCI commands “push,”
“left,” “right,” and “pull,” respectively. The purpose of the
ﬁrst three commands is to move the wheelchair forward
or rotate it to the left or right, whilst the last command is
used to switch to autopilot mode and back.
In autopilot mode, the wheelchair is operated in a
similar fashion, with the BCI command “push” mapped
to choose, “left” is mapped to down, “right” is mapped to
up, and “pull” is again mapped to toggle. The user uses the
up and down commands to navigate a list of destinations,
and then selects it using the choose command.
Importantly, when having two or more modes in the
game, every mode must include a command for changing
modes. Here, we use a toggle but for more complex structures, possibly involving many modes and even submodes,
a better command could be back, which is well know to
users of smartphones and tablets.

states, namely “meditation” and the command “push.“
We collected 200 raw EEG data samples comprised of
these two different cognitive states. The ﬁrst 100 samples
were sampled while the user was meditating with closed
eyes, trying to become completely relaxed. The other
100 samples were sampled while the user was trying
to generate the cognitive action “push,” which can be
considered a polar opposite to “meditation.” We used
the Neural Network Toolbox in Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.,
2015) to implement the ANN and perform the experiment.
During the EEG data collection for the experiment, the
user controlled the wheelchair in Unity to ensure that the
correct cognitive state was activated, meaning that if the
wheelchair was not moving, the “push” sample would be
discarded. Measuring the quality of meditation is usually
not a straightforward process because the nature of high
quality meditation remains subjective. As long as the eyes
are closed, less beta activity in the brain can be normally
expected. For these reasons and in order to ensure good
reliability and accuracy for the considered data set, each
data sample was sampled with a duration of 10 seconds
by the same user during the same day.
As inputs to the ANN, the mean power spectral density
from seven EEG channels was used. The power spectrum
was further divided into six frequency bands, namely the
delta, theta, and alpha bands, and the low, medium, and
high subbands of the beta band. Using some rules-ofthumb and trial-and-error, the number of hidden neurons
was set to 21 for best results. Summarising, the ANN
therefore consisted of a 6 × 7 inputs, 21 hidden neurons,
and an output categorising the input as either “meditation”
or “push“, as depicted in Figure 5. The sample size of the
training set was 140, whereas both the validation set and
testing set was set to 30 samples.

Preliminary Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN)
Whilst the Emotiv software for brain wave pattern recognition is a powerful tool for the framework we describe
here, it is proprietary and closed source. This may limit
the functionality of the framework and also forces it to be
compatible with current and future versions of the Emotiv
software. We therefore decided to implement a preliminary
ANN for EEG pattern recognition and classiﬁcation. In
machine learning and cognitive science, ANNs are a
family of models inspired by biological neural networks
and are used to estimate or approximate functions that
can depend on a large number of inputs and are generally unknown (Yegnanarayana, 2009). This technology is
particularly relevant for the application recognising mental
BCI commands, with a large number of inputs that need to
be considered when acquiring data with an EEG headset.
Here, an experiment was performed to investigate
whether an ANN was able to classify two types of EEG

Figure 5: Structure of artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) for
classiﬁcation of two EEG states.
R ESULTS
A large and realistic urban 3D virtual world has been
implemented, in which users can control a virtual brainactuated wheelchair to navigate this world. Within this
virtual environment, there are ﬁve incrementally more difﬁcult game levels for game-based learning and practicing
of brain control of the wheelchair (see Figures 6–10 for
screenshots).
Three young and healthy male students in their twenties
using the virtual training environment were all able to
learn how to control the virtual wheelchair only with their
minds. In particular, the students were able to utilise all
the different BCI commands to complete all game levels
succesfully with good scores in a self-paced asynchronous
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Figure 6: Level 1.

Figure 11: Scatter plot of EEG amplitudes for channel 4
(A) and 7 (B) at 20Hz.

Figure 7: Level 2.

Figure 8: Level 3.

mode; to toggle between asynchronous mode and autopilot
mode; and to tell the autopilot to plan and move the
wheelchair to one of ﬁve geographical locations in the
virtual world, all only by means of EEG brain waves.
Lower completion time of a game level is equivalent
to better control of the brain-actuated wheelchair. A timer
system was used that both displays the amount of time the
user have spent in a GUI as well as stores the completion
time in a high score system.
Two safety features were implemented, namely collision avoidance and rolling protection. Navigating the
wheelchair, if suddenly on collision course with an object
tagged as “collidable” (which is almost any object in the
virtual environment), the safety brakes will engage if the
wheelchair gets too close. In addition, brakes are also
engaged to avoid unwanted rolling if the wheelchair’s
angle relative to the horizontal plane reaches a certain
threshold and no control command is present.
The A* algorithm was used as basis both for path
planning in the autopilot mode, and for simulating people
walking around on streets.
Preliminary ANN experiment

Figure 9: Level 4.

Figure 10: Level 5.

To gain some insight into the acquired EEG data, a
scatter plot of the signal amplitude of EEG channels 4
and 7 at 20 Hz for either “meditation” samples or “push”
samples is depicted in Figure 11. The two cognitive states
are not aggregated in clusters, which means that observing
EEG at just one particular frequency generally is not
sufﬁcient for classiﬁcation of a BCI command. It it is for
this reason we had to use bands of frequency with mean
power spectral density instead. As a matter of fact, running
the ANN with a set of discrete frequencies proved to be
insufﬁcient for classifying the two EEG states. Instead,
when running the ANN as described previously using the
mean power spectral densities for six bands of frequencies,
the ANN was able to consistently discern meditation
from the “push” command with an error rate of 0–4%,
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depending on the initialisation values of the network, and
the distribution of samples in the training, validation, and
test sets.
D ISCUSSION

in a manner similar as the cue-paced mode above to aid
in generating certain EEG patterns and BCI commands at
discrete points in time.
Reverse-Engineering Emotiv Software

In this paper, we present a game-based learning framework for controlling brain-actuated wheelchairs. The
framework may be used to train paraplegic patients with
paralysis of the upper body in a safe virtual environment before introducing them to real wheelchairs. The
virtual wheelchair is controlled only using brain waves
through the low-cost COTS product Emotiv EPOC headset. Moreover, the virtual environment has been developed
using the Unity 3D game engine. Compared to existing
works, we use a game-based learning methodology to
motivate, enhance and speed up the learning process. The
framework is modular and ﬂexible, with easy extensions
to more features such as game levels and skill training,
multiplayer options, interfacing to a real wheelchair, and
more.
Safety and Control
Safety is an extremely important issue before actual
real-world brain-actuated wheelchairs can be used. Here,
we have implemented two safety features, namely collision avoidance and rolling protection. Collision avoidance
would be much harder to do in a real-world, uncertain,
dynamic environment than in our controlled virtual world,
and would likely require the use of advanced artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) for computer vision, planning, and
decision-making. Using the rolling protection mechanism
for a real wheelchair would need a gyroscope but should
be fairly easy to implement for the physical wheelchair.
A safety feature that probably should be implemented
include some kind of AI emergency interruption, where
the AI overrides the BCI command provided by the user
if the execution of the command can be dangerous, such
as driving the wheelchair into a street with heavy trafﬁc.
It may also be that the inclusion of a third semiautonomous, or cue-paced (synchronous), mode could
improve control and thereby safety. In such a mode, the
user is presented with cues such as a visual image, text,
sound, or similar for triggering particular BCI commands.
An AI decision-support system could infer what would be
a good command at a given moment, for example, turning
left at an intersection, and present the user with the cue
that corresponds to turning left.
Finally, one could take advantage of the steady state
visually evoked potential (SSVEP), much like we do in our
accompanying paper submitted concurrently (Verplaetse
et al., 2016). When providing a user with a computer
screen rapidly switching between two colours at a given
frequency, one can evoke a SSVEP for higher EEG activation and better mental control. According to a survey
by Zhu et al. (2010), BCI systems based on the SSVEP
provide a higher level of information throughput and
require shorter training than BCI systems using that are
not augmented with SSVEP. The SSVEP could be used

The preliminary ANN experiment is equivalent to a
ﬁrst baby step towards reverse-engineering the proprietary
software developed by Emotiv for generating BCI commands based on EEG signals. We were able to successfully
implement a simple ANN able to classify two EEG states:
meditation and “push.“ The experiment has provided some
insight into how we can use ANNs for such brain wave
pattern recognition. However, we acknowledge that there
is still much work to do, and that the task we adopted
was simple. If we had chosen two BCI commands that
both require concentration and mental focus on a command (as opposed to meditation, which aims to reduce
concentration), it may have been more difﬁcult for the
ANN to perform classiﬁcation. Likewise, with more BCI
commands to classify, the problem also becomes harder.
Nevertheless, our experiment does seem to indicate that
ANNs are suitable for solving this problem.
Future Work
As future work, it would be interesting to consider
the possibility of adding some level of adaptability to
the proposed game-based methodology to improve the
learning experience. This could be achieved by developing
a speciﬁc learning algorithm that can adapt the level of
external assistance provided to the subject according to
the subject’s experience. A similar algorithm has been
presented by several researchers (Philips et al., 2007;
Millan et al., 2009). The underlying idea was to provide
the subject with an adaptive level of support, thereby
complementing the user’s capabilities at any moment,
whenever necessary. An inexperienced user will receive
more assistance than an experienced one. If, after some
time, the performance of the user has improved, the
assisting behaviours will be less activated. By introducing
this adaptability, the users remain in maximal control.
To make the game-based learning experience more
immersive and therefore even more engaging for the user,
the integration with an open-source low-cost framework
for a fully-immersive haptic, audio and visual experience
like the one proposed by Sanﬁlippo, Hatledal and Pettersen
(2015) may be considered. This framework allows for
establishing a kinesthetic link between a human operator
interacting with a computer-generated environment.
One more possible future work that we are considering
is the possibility of implementing a shared control system
between the a simulated and a real wheelchair. The system
can then serve the purpose as a platform for virtual
prototyping of the real wheelchair, where modelling, features, functionality and so forth can be simulated before
the real physical wheelchair is built. This approach may
also be very useful for minimising the difﬁculties for the
subjects to switch from a simulated system to a real system
when the training programme is terminated. In addition,
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comparative studies can be performed concerning usability
and taking into account human factors.
The concept of EEG and BCI can probably be beneﬁcial
for other human assistance technologies. One exciting application could be that of intelligent prostheses or exoskeletons that likely would require the use of machine learning
algorithms and evolutionary computation, with which we
have extensive experience at NTNU in Ålesund (e.g., see
Sanﬁlippo et al., 2013, 2014; Sanﬁlippo, Hatledal, Styve,
Zhang and Pettersen, 2015; Bye et al., 2015; Bye and
Schaathun, 2015; Alaliyat et al., 2014; Hatledal et al.,
2014, for work relating to genetic algorithms, particle
swarm optimisation, ANNs, and more).
Other possible work to be considered in the future may
include testing of different machine learning algorithms
and compare their corresponding performances. In order
to do this, a machine learning framework that provides a
selection of existing learning approaches and allows for
implementing new algorithms can be used as presented
in (Hatledal et al., 2014). This framework can be used
to develop a standard benchmark suite for testing and
measuring the effectiveness and accuracy of the compared
methods.
Finally, we would like to draw attention to an accompanying paper we submit concurrently, in which we use
a similar system as described here, designed to provide
partially monoplegic stroke patients with a rehabilitation
platform using EEG brain control of a virtual paretic hand
(Verplaetse et al., 2016).
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ABSTRACT
In an accompanying paper submitted concurrently to
this conference, we present our ﬁrst complete version of
a generic and modular software framework for intelligent
computer-automated product design. The framework has
been implemented with a client-server software architecture that automates the design of offshore cranes. The
framework was demonstrated by means of a case study
where we used a genetic algorithm (GA) to optimise the
crane design of a real and delivered knuckleboom crane.
For the chosen objective function, the optimised crane
design outperformed the real crane. In this paper, we
augment our aforementioned case study by implementing
a new crane optimisation client in Matlab that uses a
GA both for optimising a set of objective functions and
for multi-objective optimisation. Communicating with an
online crane prototyping tool, the optimisation client and
its GA are able to optimise crane designs with respect to
two selected design criteria: the maximum safe working
load and the total crane weight. Our work demonstrates the
modularity of the software framework as well as the viability of our approach for intelligent computer-automated
design, whilst the results are valuable for informing future
directions of our research.
INTRODUCTION
The need to reduce the time and cost involved in taking
a product from conceptualisation to production and the
desire to meet customers’ demands and their ability to
compete have encouraged companies to turn to new and
emerging technologies in the area of manufacturing. One
such technology is virtual prototyping (VP) (Mujber et al.,
2004). VP refers to the process of simulating the user,
the product, and their combined (physical) interaction in
software through the different stages of product design,
and the quantitative performance analysis of the product

(Song et al., 1999). Being a relatively new technology, VP
typically involve the use of virtual reality (VR), virtual
environments (VE), computer-automated design (CautoD)
solutions, computer-aided design (CAD) tools, and other
computer technologies to create digital prototypes (e.g.,
Gowda et al., 1999).
Together with two companies in the industrial maritime cluster of Norway, ICD Software AS (provider of
industrial control systems software)1 and Seaonics AS (designer and manufacturer of offshore equipment),2 we have
received funding from the Research Council of Norway
and its Programme for Regional R&D and Innovation
(VRI) for two independent but related research projects
(grant nos. 241238 and 249171) for using artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) for intelligent computer-automated design
(CautoD) of offshore cranes and winches, respectively. In
an accompanying paper submitted concurrently (Bye et al.,
2016), we present our ﬁrst complete version of a generic
and modular software framework for intelligent computerautomated product design. The framework has been implemented with a client-server software architecture for
the design of offshore cranes and consists of several
modules: a server-side crane prototyping tool (CPT); a
client-side web graphical user interface (GUI); and a
client-side artiﬁcial intelligence for product optimisation
(AIPO) module that uses a genetic algorithm (GA) for
optimisation.
The framework was demonstrated by means of a case
study where we used the AIPO module and its GA
to optimise the crane design of a particular real-world
knuckleboom crane that has already been designed by
Seaonics AS and sold to a company in Baku, Azerbaijan,
for a total delivery price of approximately 2.9 million
EUR. For the chosen objective function, the optimised
crane design outperformed the real crane.
Motivation and Aim
For the work we present here, we will focus solely on
intelligent CautoD of offshore cranes, using the software
framework developed concurrently (Bye et al., 2016). In
1 www.icdsoftware.no
2 www.seaonics.com
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the concurrent paper, we tested the framework with a
case study that only involved a single crane optimisation
client using a single objective function. Here, we aim
at complementing this work by completing the following
three goals: (i) examine the modularity of the framework
by developing a new crane optimisation client in Matlab
(the MCOC module) to be used instead of the AIPO
module; (ii) augment the abovementioned case study with
a set of alternative objective functions as well as multiobjective optimisation (MOO); and (iii) interpret the results to inform the directions of future work.
To make this paper self-contained, we reproduce some
of the material from our accompanying paper (Bye et al.,
2016). However, much of the relevant background literature pertaining to VP, CautoD, and design of offshore
cranes has been left out. The interested reader is encouraged to read the accompanying paper for further details.
METHOD

in Figure 1, whereas the remaining boxes in grey and the
dashed lines indicate modules and their interconnections
outside the scope of this paper.
Online Crane Prototyping Tool (CPT)
The CPT server consists of a crane calculator and two
modules for handling WS/JSJON and HTTP/JSON connections (see Figure 1). Here, we let our MCOC connect
via WS/JSON to the CPT (see Figure 1). Messages are
sent as JSON objects in a standardised format that the
CPT accepts, consisting of three parts (subobjects): (i)
a “base” object with a complete set of default design
parameter values; (ii) a “mods” object with a subset of
design parameter values that modiﬁes the corresponding
default values; and (iii) a “kpis” object with the desired
KPIs to be calculated and returned by the CPT.
Crane Calculator

This section outlines the software architecture and describes the main components. We provide details on GAs,
objective functions, and multi-objective optimisation, before we present a case study on intelligent CautoD of
offshore cranes.
Software Architecture
The diagram in Figure 1 shows the client-server software architecture of the framework that we present in our
accompanying paper (Bye et al., 2016). On the server-side,
the CPT is able to calculate a number of key performance
indicators (KPIs) of a speciﬁed crane design based on a
set of about 120 design parameters. On the client-side,
the web GUI facilities the process of manually selecting
the design parameters of the designed CPT and providing
a simple visualisation of the designed crane and its 2D
workspace safe working load (SWL) chart. Additionally,
the AIPO module that uses a GA for optimising the design
parameters in a manner that achieves the crane’s desired
design criteria (that is, the level or quality of the KPIs,
typically related to performance and cost).
In the work we present here, we replaced the AIPO
module and its GA library with a new Matlab software module that implements a crane optimisation client
for CautoD, the MCOC module. To emphasise that the
framework is generic and modular, we chose to use the
WebSocket (WS) communication interface instead of the
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) that the AIPO module
used (see Figure 1). WS is a protocol providing full-duplex
communication channels over a single TCP connection.
Because WS enables streams of messages on top of
TCP, using WS for communication is advantageous for
bidirectional conversations involving many small messages
being sent to and from a server. JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON), a lightweight human-readable data-interchange
format, was used for data messages. We also kept the
existing web GUI in order to obtain visualisations of load
charts. The software architecture for this reduced subsystem is highlighted with white boxes and solid connections

The components of an offshore crane may total several
thousand parameters, making it infeasible to manually
pick good values for each parameter. However, through
the years, crane designers have been able to reduce this
number to a set of about 120 design parameters that are
considered the most important. Based on the values of
these parameters, which can be set manually or by a
CautoD tool such as MCOC, our crane calculator is able to
calculate a fully speciﬁed crane design and its associated
KPIs. The goal of the designer is thus to determine appropriate design parameter values that achieve desired design
criteria (based on KPIs), while simultaneously meeting
requirements by laws, regulations, codes and standards.
The accuracy of our crane calculator has been veriﬁed
against other crane calculators and spreadsheets currently
in use in the industry, and, as a result, Seaonics AS has
already adopted the CPT server and web GUI client for
manual crane design.
Web Graphical User Interface (GUI)
To simplify practical use of the crane calculator, we
have created a web graphical user interface (GUI) that can
be used to interact with the crane calculator via WS/JSON
communication. Using the web GUI to manually adjust the
120 design parameters in the crane calculator by trial-anderror, the effect of the parameters on a number of KPIs
and other design criteria can be investigated numerically,
with the possibility for exporting to text ﬁles, and visually,
by depicting the main components of the crane and its 2D
SWL load chart.
Due to space consideration, we refer to Bye et al. (2015,
2016) for a screenshot of the GUI and more information.
Matlab Crane Optimisation Client (MCOC)
The manual design process using the web GUI together
with the CPT is cumbersome. Indeed, there are more
than 120 parameters that must be speciﬁed by the crane
designer. Clearly, this large number of parameters makes
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Figure 1: Generic and modular software architecture for intelligent CautoD of offshore cranes, winches, or other
products. The modules in white (grey) and their solid (dashed) interconnections are inside (outside) the scope of this
paper.
the search space (the space of all possible combinations
of parameter values) very large and a manual trial-anderror approach will necessarily be both time-consuming
and cost-inefﬁcient and lead to suboptimal designs.
In our accompanying paper (Bye et al., 2016), we
present an AIPO software module replacing the human
crane designer in order to automate and optimise the
design process. Here, we use Matlab to implement such
a crane optimisation client, the MCOC module. Two
libraries freely available from the MathWorks File Exchange3 were used for the WS/JSON interface, namely
MatlabWebSocket, which is a simple library consisting of
a websocket server and client for Matlab, and JSONlab,
which is a toolbox to encode/decode JSON ﬁles in Matlab.
For optimisation, we used the GA Solver and the Multiobjective GA Solver from the Global optimisation Toolbox
(Mathworks, Inc., 2015). The GA solvers were used to
optimise a set of objective functions that we deﬁne later.
The Genetic Algorithm (GA)
A GA is a search method based on principles of natural
selection and genetics (Holland, 1975). GAs encode the
decision variables of a search problem into ﬁnite-length
strings of alphabets of certain cardinality. The strings,
which are candidate solutions to the search problem, are
referred to as chromosomes, the alphabets are referred to
as genes, and the values of the genes are called alleles. In
contrast to traditional optimisation techniques, GAs work
with coding of parameters, rather than the parameters
themselves. To evolve good solutions and to implement
natural selection, a measure for distinguishing good solutions from bad solutions is required. This measure is
usually an objective function, and is called a ﬁtness (cost)
function if the goal is to maximise (minimise) it.
3 http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/ﬁleexchange

Another important concept of GAs is the notion of
population. Unlike most traditional search methods, GAs
rely on a population of candidate solutions. The population size, which is usually a user-speciﬁed parameter, is
one of the important factors affecting the scalability and
performance of GAs. A small population size might lead
to premature convergence and yield substandard solutions.
On the other hand, large population sizes lead to unnecessary expenditure of valuable computational time. Once
the problem is encoded in a chromosomal manner and a
ﬁtness or cost measure for discriminating good solutions
from bad ones has been chosen, a GA can start to evolve
solutions to the search problem using the following steps:
1) Initialization. The initial population of candidate
solutions is usually generated randomly across the
search space. However, domain-speciﬁc knowledge
or other information can be easily incorporated.
2) Evaluation. Once the population is initialized or an
offspring population is created, the ﬁtness values of
the candidate solutions are evaluated.
3) Selection. Selection allocates more copies of those
solutions with higher ﬁtness (lower cost) and thus
imposes the survival-of-the-ﬁttest mechanism on the
candidate solutions. The main idea of selection is
to prefer better solutions to worse ones, and many
selection procedures have been proposed to accomplish this idea, including roulette-wheel selection,
stochastic universal selection, ranking selection and
tournament selection.
4) Recombination. Recombination combines parts of
two or more parental solutions to create new, possibly better solutions (i.e. offspring). There are many
ways of accomplishing this, and good performance depends on a properly designed recombination
mechanism.
5) Mutation. While recombination operates on two or
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more parental chromosomes, mutation locally but
randomly modiﬁes a solution.
6) Replacement. The offspring population created by
selection, recombination, and mutation replaces
the original parental population. Many replacement
techniques such as elitist replacement, generationwise replacement and steady-state replacement
methods are used in GAs.
7) Repeat. Steps 2–6 are repeated until a termination criterion is satisﬁed, for example, a maximum
number of generations, a run-time limit, a ﬁtness
threshold, or no improvement is detected for certain
number of generations or run-time.
Objective Functions
In GAs, an objective function (either a cost function
or a ﬁtness function) is used to generate an output from
a set of input variables (a chromosome). The goal is to
modify the output in some desirable fashion by ﬁnding
the appropriate values for the input variables (Haupt and
Haupt, 2004).
GAs are generally customised for solving singleobjective optimisation problems (SOPs). However, many,
or most, real-world engineering problems require MOO,
since they have multiple, often conﬂicting, objectives such
as minimising cost while maximising performance. GAs
can be used for MOO through the aggregation of the
individual objective functions into a single composite
function. Determination of a single objective is possible
with methods such as utility theory or the weighted sum
method but the problem lies in the correct selection of the
weights or utility functions to characterise the decisionmakers’ criteria. In practice, it can be very difﬁcult to
precisely and accurately select these weights, even for
someone very familiar with the problem domain. Also,
small perturbations in the weights can lead to very different solutions. For this reason and others, decision-makers
often prefer a set of promising solutions given the multiple
objectives (Konak et al., 2006). Such a set is called a
Pareto optimal set of solutions.
Multi-Objective optimisation using a GA (MOOGA)
Combining individual objective functions into a single
composite objective function is challenging and might not
be realistic or even correct. The second general approach
is to determine an entire Pareto optimal solution set or a
representative subset. A Pareto optimal set is a set of solutions that are non-dominated with respect to each other.
While moving from one Pareto solution to another, there
is always a certain amount of sacriﬁce in one objective
to achieve a certain amount of gain in the other. Determining a set of Pareto solutions overcomes the problem of
weight selection often used in when combining individual
objectives into one composite objective function.
Case Study
We adopt the same case study as in our accompanying
paper (Bye et al., 2016), where a real knuckleboom crane

is used as a nominal benchmark against an optimised
crane. The crane has about 120 different design parameters
and a number of KPIs. Due to the large number of design
parameters, the manual design process is cumbersome,
time consuming and expensive. Even simple versions of
such offshore cranes consist of a large number of components, including hooks, winches, slewing rings, cylinders,
booms, hinges, sheaves, and pedestals. Figure 2 illustrates
the main components of offshore cranes.

Figure 2: Illustration of the main components of an offshore knuckleboom crane and its 2D load chart. Image
courtesy of ICD Software AS.
In an attempt to reduce design time, cost and satisfy
customers’ need, we propose a CautoD solution in which
the MCOC module uses a GA to automate the process and
optimise the design.
Choice of KPIs: Among many relevant KPIs, two KPIs
were chosen as components of the objective functions in
order to demonstrate proof-of-concept, namely the maximum safe working load SWLmax and the total crane
weight W. Whilst the total crane delivery price is of great
concern, currently there is no function implemented in the
CPT that can precisely estimate the delivery price of the
crane designed. Nevertheless, the total weight can, to some
extent, be used as a proxy for price, because price will have
some correlation to the weight, and one wants to minimise
both measures. Moreover, these cranes are installed onboard vessels and a reduced crane weight allows for
a higher deadweight tonnage (DWT). Hence, weight is
important for both capital and operating expenditure. The
maximum SWL, on the other hand, is a measure of
the maximum safe lifting capacity of the crane within
the workspace. The goal of the design is to maximize
SWLmax while simultaneously minimising W. These two
objectives are conﬂicting and competing with each other,
since increasing SWLmax will tend to increase W and
vice versa.
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A number of objective functions were implemented in
the MCOC and are presented below.
Objective function f1 : An intuitive choice for an
objective function composed of SWLmax and W is the
ﬁtness function f1 given by
f1 =

SWLmax
,
W

(1)

since the evaluation of f1 will increase when SWLmax
increases and/or W decreases, and vice versa.
Objective function f2 : Another composite objective
function f2 is the weighted sum of both SWLmax and
W given by
f2 = w1 SWLmax + w2

1
,
W

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the values of the four design parameters
Lboom , Ljib , Pmax,boom , and Pmax,jib and the resulting
maximum SWL (SWLmax ) and total crane weight (W) for
the nominal crane that we use as a benchmark with which
to compare the optimisation results. During optimisation,
each design parameter was constrained to a minimum and
a maximum value as given by the Table 1. The table also
shows the objective function evaluations of the nominal
crane.

(2)

where w1 amd w2 are weight values used to reﬂect the
importance or amount of contribution of SWLmax and W.
We note that the total ﬁtness will increase when SWLmax
increases and/or W decreases, and vice versa.
Objective functions f3 and f4 : It may be of interest to
design a crane where either SWLmax or W is the same
as for the nominal benchmark crane, while we optimise
the remaining KPI. For example, it might be that the
crane customer wants a crane with the same “target”
weight Wtarget as the nominal crane but with a higher
SWLmax . Likewise, the crane customer might require the
optimised crane to be able to safely lift as much (but
not necessarily more, since this could for example have a
detrimental effect on the delivery price) as the benchmark
crane, denoted as SWLtarget , but with a smaller total crane
weight W. The objective function must therefore “punish”
deviations from the target KPI while optimising the other
KPI. Thus, two possible cost functions f3 and f4 are given
by


1


+ w2 Wtarget − W
f3 = w1
(3)
SWLmax

nominal

(min, max)

mm
mm
bar
bar

15800
10300
315
215

(12000, 26000)
(6000, 16000)
(100, 400)
(50, 300)

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

99.978
50.856

-

objective function

evaluation

w1

w2

f1
f2
f2
f2
f2
f3
f4

1.9659
100.00
198.29
1098.10
108.31
0.01000
50.856

1
1
10
0.1
1
1

1
5000
5000
5000
1
1

Table 2 provides a summary of the results. It shows the
total processing times and optimised values for SWLmax
and W for each of the optimised cranes, the mean and
standard deviation for these values, and the difference of
the means when compared with the nominal crane.

(4)

where w1 and w2 are weight values as before.
Choice of Optimisation Variables: Among the 120
different design parameters, four design parameters that
greatly affect both SWLmax and W were chosen as
decision (i.e., optimisation) variables, namely (i) the boom
length Lboom ; (ii) the jib length Ljib ; (iii) the maximum
pressure of the boom cylinder Pmax,boom ; and (iv) the
maximum pressure of the jib cylinder Pmax,jib . The parameter values were constrained to a range with minimum
and maximum limits. All other design parameters were
identical to those of the nominal crane.
GA Settings: For GA optimisation, we used a population size (set of candidate design solutions) of 100 and
let the GA run for 50 generations, giving a grand total of
5,000 evaluated designs.

units

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

Table 1: Nominal crane, its objective function evaluations,
and optimisation constraints.

and




f4 = w1 SWLtarget − SWLmax  + w2 W,

measure

objective function

SWLmax

W

T (min)

f1
f2 , w1
f2 , w1
f2 , w1
f2 , w1
f3 , w1
f4 , w1
MOO

142.14
140.63
140.59
140.02
143.37
112.54
99.94
140.95

44.01
44.22
44.22
44.22
43.88
50.81
47.1
43.88

98.4
115.21
89.39
106.19
66.36
125.82
90.97
182.83

mean
standard deviation

132.52
16.60

45.29
2.47

109.40
34.68

nominal
difference of mean with nominal

99.98
32.54

50.86
-5.56

-

= w2 = 1
= 1, w2 = 5000
= 10, w2 = 5000
= 0.1, w2 = 5000
= w2 = 1
= w2 = 1

Table 2: Processing time T in minutes and optimal values
of SWLmax and W for the set of objective functions, their
mean and standard deviation, and the difference of the
means from the nominal crane.
The total processing time is the total run-time from the
start of the optimisation process till a result was obtained,
including transfer times between the MCOC client and the
CPT server.
For reference, we include the detailed results of employing f1 –f4 and MOO for optimisation in Tables 4–11.
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Maximum SWL (SWLmax )
Table 2 shows that employing f1 , f2 , or MOO all
resulted in optimised cranes with a SWLmax greater than
140 tonnes, or an improvement of more than 40 tonnes
when compared to the SWLmax = 99.98 tonnes of the
nominal crane.
Employing f3 , whose purpose is to maximimise
SWLmax while having a W as close as possible to that
of the nominal crane, resulted in an SWLmax of about 12
tonnes more than the nominal crane’s SWLmax .
Finally, employing f4 resulted in a crane with a
SWLmax = 99.94, which is almost identical to the
SWLmax = 99.98 tonnes of the nominal crane. This is not
surprising, given that the purpose of f4 was to minimise
W while having a SWLmax as close as possible to that
of the nominal crane.
The mean SWLmax for all the optimised crane designs
was 132.52 tonnes, or an improvement of 32.54 tonnes
when compared with the nominal crane. The standard
deviation of SWLmax for the optimised cranes was 16.60.

Comparing the charts, it is apparent that all the optimised cranes have one or several zones with a SWL
capacity in the range 50–150 tonnes, whereas the zone
of the nominal crane with the highest SWL capacity is 50
tonnes.
It can also be observed that the overall lifting capacity
of the workspace is higher than that of the nominal crane.
However, a notable observation is that all crane designs
apart from that obtained using f3 has a smaller workspace
than the nominal crane. The reason for this is that whereas
the goal of using f3 is to obtain a total crane weight
W identical to the nominal crane (while maximising
SWLmax ), the other objective functions and the MOO
try to minimise W. As a result, the lengths of the boom
and jib are shorter than the nominal crane for these latter
designs, thus making W smaller, but at the expense of a
smaller workspace.

Total Crane Weight (W)
Table 2 shows that employing f1 , f2 , or MOO all
resulted in optimised cranes with a total W of 44.22
tonnes or less, or an improvement of about 7 tonnes when
compared to the W = 50.86 tonnes of the nominal crane.
Employing f4 resulted in a SWLmax = 47.1, or an
improvement of nearly 4 tonnes when compared to the
nominal crane.
Finally, employing f3 resulted in a crane with a W =
50.81, which is almost identical to that of the nominal
crane.
The mean W for all the optimised crane designs was
45.29 tonnes, or an improvement of 5.56 tonnes when
compared with the nominal crane. The standard deviation
of W for the optimised cranes was 2.47.
Processing Times
The total processing time for each of the optimisation
processes ranged from 66.36 minutes for f2 with w1 = 0.1
and w2 = 5000 to 182.83 minutes for the MOO. The
mean processing time was 109.40 minutes, with a standard
deviation of 34.68 minutes. The fastest processing time
was more than one standard deviation lower than the mean,
whereas the slowest processing time was more than two
standard deviations higher than the mean. The remaining
processing times were all within one standard deviation
from the mean.
SWL Load Charts
The SWL load charts for nominal crane and the optimised crane designs are shown in Figures 3–6.
Each load chart shows the workspace and the SWL
lifting capacity in various coloured zones of the workspace
for a given crane. The legend at the top left indicates the
capacity of a particular zone with colours in a spectrum
from red (3 tonnes) up to blue (150 tonnes).
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Figure 3: SWL load charts: nominal (top); f1 (bottom).

Figure 4: SWL load charts: f2 : w1 = w2 = 1 (top);
f2 : w1 = 1, w2 = 5000 (bottom).

Figure 5: SWL load charts: f2 : w1 = 10, w2 = 5000 (top);
f2 : w1 = 0.1, w2 = 5000 (bottom).

Multiobjective Optimisation (MOO)

client are sent to an online crane prototyping tool that
uses a crane calculator to determine two key performance
indicators, the maximum safe working load and the total
crane weight, for each crane design. The CPT server
sends the results back to the MCOC and the GA uses
them to evolve another set of candidate solutions. The
process iterates until some stopping criteria is satisﬁed,
for example when the solutions do not improve for a
prolonged number of iterations.

For MOO, the two KPIs SWLmax and W were used
as two individual objective functions to be respectively
maximised and minimised by the Matlab MOOGA Solver.
The optimal solution is provided as a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions for values of the design parameters given by
Table 3. Each of these solutions results in a crane design
with SWLmax = 140.95 tonnes and W = 43.88 tonnes. A
sample solution is presented in Table 11 in the Appendix.

Case Study
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented an intelligent computerautomated design solution for optimising offshore cranes
using a genetic algorithm for single-objective or multiobjective optimisation. Candidate crane designs suggested
by a GA incorporated in a Matlab crane optimisation

To test the viability of our approach, we adopted the
case study of our accompanying paper (Bye et al., 2016).
Here, we used MOO and a set of four different objective
functions to optimise the design of an offshore crane
consisting of about 120 design parameters. Of about 120
design parameters, most were ﬁxed to values correspond-
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Lboom

Ljib

Pmax,boom

Pmax,jib

12000.9
12000.8
12000.9
12000.9
12000.6
12000.6
12001.0
12000.9
12000.9
12000.9
12001.0
12000.8
12000.9
12000.9
12000.7
12000.8
12000.8
12000.5
12000.7
12000.6
12000.6
12000.8
12000.9
12000.6
12000.9
12000.7
12000.9
12000.7
12000.7
12000.8
12000.9
12000.7
12000.9
12000.8
12000.9

6000.95
6000.50
6000.39
6000.60
6000.95
6000.49
6000.69
6000.88
6000.61
6000.98
6000.99
6000.95
6000.74
6000.55
6000.92
6000.61
6000.82
6000.97
6000.79
6000.99
6000.95
6000.93
6000.86
6000.81
6000.51
6000.98
6000.91
6000.99
6000.66
6000.82
6000.95
6000.49
6000.93
6000.63
6000.51

331.309
331.183
332.326
332.32
331.309
332.241
332.101
331.984
332.333
331.788
331.876
331.309
332.816
331.308
332.344
332.227
332.414
331.109
331.142
332.633
331.151
332.252
331.048
331.017
332.668
331.41
331.983
331.75
332.401
331.325
331.246
332.264
331.261
332.088
332.668

67.1085
75.4687
88.6125
71.5644
67.1085
80.8655
72.0046
68.08
83.6164
74.0161
75.4702
67.1554
66.7924
75.4687
82.1006
82.379
66.8399
72.9711
87.5899
81.1601
84.4106
89.7784
82.0198
80.539
68.4269
79.5427
68.8521
81.9171
82.9699
72.0107
67.1085
80.928
68.3642
78.7431
68.4269

Table 3: Pareto set of optimised cranes using MOO that
all have SWLmax = 140.95 and W = 43.88.
ing to the design of a real and delivered crane, whereas
four design parameters, the boom length, jib length, maximum boom cylinder pressure, and maximum jib cylinder
pressure, were optimised by the MCOC. The goal of the
optimisation was to maximise the lifting capacity given
by SWLmax and the total crane weight W. Two of the
objective functions (f3 and f4 ) only tried to optimise one
of the KPIs while keeping the other as close as possible
to that of the nominal crane.
The results show that all the optimised crane designs
outperform the nominal crane on the two selected KPIs.
However, other KPIs not incorporated in the optimisation
process will inevitably also be change when the crane
design changes. This can lead to unwanted and unexpected
results. For example, as can be seen from the load charts
in Figures 3–6, whilst the optimised crane designs have
improved the maximum SWL, most of them have reduced
workspace as a sideeffect. One way to overcome this
would be to incorporate another KPI, or optimisation
objective, relating to the workspace area.
Future Work
Figure 6: SWL load charts: f3 (top); f4 (middle);
MOO (bottom).

Importantly, this case study was limited to optimising
only a fraction of all the design parameters needed to
construct an offshore crane, and only two KPIs were
considered. For more realistic use, our method needs to
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be expanded to involve both more design parameters and
and more KPIs. The ﬁrst is trivial, as it only involves
minor modiﬁcation to the GA; the latter is non-trivial, as
many KPIs are interrelated and mutually conﬂicting (for
example, delivery cost versus performance), and care must
be taken in the choice of objective functions. We plan to
work in close cooperation with our industrial partners and
their crane designers to develop a set of useful KPIs and
objective functions for real-world use.
Using optimisation weights for single-objective optimisation is one means for handling this problem, however,
choosing the right weights can be difﬁcult. Using MOO
can, at least to some extent, handle the problem automatically without the need to determine such weights. Instead
of a single design solution, one obtains a Pareto set of
solutions, all with the same values for the desired KPIs.
The crane designer and customer must then decide which
solution in the set to implement and build for delivery.
Being able to handle many more design parameters and
KPIs will likely lead to slower processing times, since
objective function evaluation is the main contributor to
computational load. Still, for the proof-of-concept study
we do here, the mean processing time was less than 2
hours, which is many orders of magnitude smaller than
what a human crane designer would require. In future
work, we intend to implement several other AI algorithms
for optimisation, possibly using parallel computation, and
examine their performance both with respect to optimisation and processing time.
We will also use the knowledge we gain from our
study on offshore cranes inform related work on optimised
CautoD of offshore winches.

Winch Design (Kunstig intelligens for vinsjdesign (KIV)),
grant no. 249171.
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Concluding Remarks
The work presented here has accomplished the three
goals set out in the introduction: We have successfully
been able to use the software framework developed concurrently (see Bye et al., 2016) by creating a new product
optimisation client customised for offshore cranes and
insert it as a module in our existing framework. Moreover,
we have augmented the case study we present in Bye
et al. (2016) with a set of alternative objective functions
and with MOO and the results are valuable for our future
development. Finally, we would like to point the reader to
our accompanying paper for related concurrent and future
work (Bye et al., 2016).
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APPENDIX
All tables show the optimised values for the four
design parameters, the resulting SWLmax and W, and the
optimised objective function value. Values are compared
with the nominal crane and the difference and percentage
change is shown.
measure

units

optimised

difference

measure

units

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

f2 , w1 = 10, w2 = 5000

-

optimised

difference

change

12269.6
6121.56
304.72
249.9

-3530.40
-4178.44
-10.28
34.90

-22.34%
-40.57%
-3.26%
16.23%

140.02
44.22

40.04
-6.64

40.05%
-13.05%

1513.27

415.17

37.81%

Table 7: Optimised crane using f2 , w1 = 10, w2 = 5000.

measure

units

optimised

difference

change

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

12000
6000
353.42
297.48

-3800.00
-4300.00
38.42
82.48

-24.05%
-41.75%
12.20%
38.36%

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

143.37
43.88

43.39
-6.98

43.40%
-13.72%

f2 , w1 = 0.1, w2 = 5000

-

128.28

19.97

18.44%

Table 8: Optimised crane using f2 , w1 = 0.1, w2 = 5000.

change

measure

units
mm
mm
bar
bar

optimised

difference

change

14321.5
11864.1
396.89
187.75

-1478.5
1564.1
81.89
-27.25

-9.36%
15.19%
26.00%
-12.67%

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

12038
6124
383
262

-3762
-4176
68
47

-23.81%
-40.54%
21.59%
21.86%

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

142.14
44.01

42.16
-6.84

42.17%
-13.45%

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

112.54
50.81

12.562
-0.046

12.56%
-0.09%

f1

-

3.23

1.26

64.27%

f3 , w1 = w2 = 1

-

0.0549

0.0449

448.74%

Table 9: Optimised crane using f3 , w1 = w2 = 1.

Table 4: Optimised crane using f1 .
measure

units

optimised

difference

change

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

12266.9
6120.56
340.9
266.84

-3533.10
-4179.44
25.90
51.84

-22.36%
-40.58%
8.22%
24.11%

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

140.63
44.22

40.65
-6.64

40.66%
-13.05%

f2 , w1 = w2 = 1

-

140.65

40.65

40.66%

Table 5: Optimised crane using f2 , w1 = w2 = 1.
measure

units

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

SWLmax
W
f2 , w1 = 1, w2 = 5000

measure

units

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

f4 , w1 = w2 = 1

-

optimised

difference

change

13443.9
8328.99
273.36
101.05

-2356.1
-1971.01
-41.64
-113.95

-14.91%
-19.14%
-13.22%
-53.00%

99.94
47.1

-0.038
-3.756

-0.04%
-7.39%

47.138

-3.718

-7.31%

Table 10: Optimised crane using f4 , w1 = w2 = 1.

optimised

difference

change

12266.9
6123.56
392.14
297.62

-3533.10
-4176.44
77.14
82.62

-22.36%
-40.55%
24.49%
38.43%

tonne
tonne

140.59
44.22

40.61
-6.64

40.62%
-13.05%

-

253.66

55.37

27.92%

Table 6: Optimised crane using f2 , w1 = 1, w2 = 5000.

measure

units

Lboom
Ljib
Pmax,boom
Pmax,jib

mm
mm
bar
bar

SWLmax
W

tonne
tonne

optimised

difference

change

12000.9
6000.95
331.31
67.11

-3799.1
-4299.05
16.31
-147.89

-24.04%
-41.74%
5.18%
-68.79%

140.95
43.88

40.972
-6.976

40.98%
-13.72%

Table 11: Optimised crane using MOO.
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ABSTRACT
The introduction of Internet of Services technologies is
promoting manufacturing servitization of Cyber Physical Production Systems for the most important Manufacturing 4.0 capabilities, namely self-awareness, self-conﬁguration and selfrepairing. In addition, industrial data are emerging as a new
industrial asset, creating new opportunities for operations
improvement, and increase industrial value through the capitalisation of immaterial assets. These recent research trends
also raised several challenges and, among them, Big Data
acquisition and storage. In this paper, we describe a Data
as a Service approach, designed to deal with the Big Data
environment. The service is able to manage data volume and
velocity during the data collection phase, accumulating and
summarizing measures from the machine ﬂeet, and to proper
organize them in order to serve advanced Manufacturing 4.0
facilities. Experiments on service performances demonstrate
the efﬁciency of the proposed service.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) have
attracted an ever growing attention to realize advanced
Manufacturing 4.0 capabilities, namely self-awareness, selfconﬁguration and self-repairing. Cyber-Physical Production
Systems have been deﬁned as novel transformative technologies for managing interconnected systems between their
physical assets and computational capabilities [9].
In parallel, the introduction of Internet of Services (IoS)
technologies contributed to promote manufacturing servitization, deﬁned as the strategic innovation of organisations’
capabilities and processes to shift from selling products to
selling an integrated product and service offering, i.e., a
Product-Service System (PSS) [8]. Service-oriented computing
enables modern Manufacturing 4.0 infrastructure to deliver
self-awareness, self-conﬁguration and self-repairing as a service, through cloud-based data collection and sharing [6],
and adherence to widespread standards, such as XML, JSON
and recommendations speciﬁcally designed for the Internet of
Things (IoT), such as MTConnect 1 . To this aim, advanced
1 MTConnect

Institute, http://www.mtconnect.org/.
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PSS must be rooted on the collection and organization of huge
amounts of data from sensors and machine controls, in order
to apply advanced functionalities, such as data mining and
analysis algorithm, as well as innovative data visualisation for
effective decision support, only to name a few. These data overwhelming issues have been accentuated by the emerging and
diffusion of IoT and advanced sensing technologies. Therefore,
the actual processing of big data is a key factor for the success
of Manufacturing 4.0 goals.
A. Open challenges
As underlined in [5], Manufacturing 4.0 advanced capabilities start from machine self-awareness, that enables CPPS to
perform automatic state detection and health assessment. This
assumption and the panorama depicted above raised interesting
research challenges, that we summarize in the following.
Big data acquisition and storage. Collection of huge amounts
of data from the sensors and machine controls is a crucial task
that has an impact on all the other 4.0 goals we introduced
above. Data are provided at high rate, they present a poor
structure (they are basically schemaless) and high variety (e.g.,
missing or incomplete data) and must be stored and indexed
considering the functionalities that will be provided on top of
the data infrastructure. This challenge is strictly related to the
other ones.
Widespread data relevance. All measures coming from monitored CPPS might have a relevance. Therefore, approaches
that only consider measures that are close to critical working
conditions of machines, according to FMECA analysis, are
not always feasible. Depending on the particular conditions in
which a machine is working, anomalous behaviours could be
identiﬁed, although the machine is not close to breakdown limits. Moreover, unknown working conditions might be detected.
All these requirements imply that nearly all data collected from
the machine should be properly stored.
Data stream elaboration. Measures gathered from machines
are featured by a continuous incoming ﬂow (data stream). This
have a crucial impact on data acquisition, but also on data
elaboration and usage. Data storage, although performed by
using performant big data technologies, is not straightforward
and should be performed in an efﬁcient way, having in mind
the use of such data that will be made by Manufacturing 4.0
applications.
Machine similarity identiﬁcation. Recent approaches [5],
[12] suggest to look for similar assets working in similar

conditions, to apply self-conﬁguration and self-repairing facilities to a machine. Nevertheless, detecting the right factors
that inﬂuence the machine working conditions is not straightforward. In fact, not all inﬂuencing factors are completely
observable. Analysis of all measures from the machine ﬂeet,
to be combined with other information, such as the operating
environment or the chronology of maintenance tasks performed
on the machines, could help. Big data collection and management is a key enabler in this sense.
In the following, we will discuss a big data infrastructure, and
a data service to access it, that are able to meet the above
mentioned challenges. In the conclusions, we will provide
some additional considerations about the challenges.
B. Paper contribution

Fig. 1.

In this paper, we propose a Data as a Service approach,
rooted within the Big Data environment. In particular, the
implemented service collects measures coming from the machine ﬂeet (through sensors and machine controls) and organizes gathered data in a proper infrastructure according to
different multi-dimensional feature spaces. Feature spaces are
deﬁned as groups of measured features (e.g., voltage, pressure,
acceleration) and are conﬁgured to monitor speciﬁc aspects
during machine operation (e.g., energy consumption, parts
subject to wear and tear). Engaged Big Data technologies
enable the service to manage data volume and velocity during
the data acquisition phase, while proper data organization
also speeds up data querying phase, as demonstrated by
experimental results on service performances. The service is
able to accumulate and summarise knowledge on machine
behaviour in various working conditions in order to elaborate
information that evolves over time. This in the near future will
be used to implement advanced Manufacturing 4.0 facilities
(self-awareness, self-conﬁguration and self-repairing).
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the research background; in Section III and IV we present the
data infrastructure and the implemented service, respectively;
experimental results are shown and discussed in Section V;
related work are described in Section VI; Section VII closes
the paper with some ﬁnal remarks.
II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Recently, a uniﬁed architecture for implementation of CPS
has been proposed in [5]. We rely on this vision as research
background for our Big Data as a Service approach. In
particular, such an architecture is organized over ﬁve level,
as shown in Figure 1:
•

smart connection level, focused on data measurement
and acquisition from machines through proper sensors and controllers, or from enterprise manufacturing
systems (e.g., CMMS - Computerized Maintenance
Management Systems); at this level, challenges related
to various types of data, that might be schemaless
and incomplete, and to the engagement of new IoT
technologies such as MTConnect are highlighted; data
variety is one of the key aspects characterizing Big
Data, for which we propose speciﬁc technological
solutions in our service;
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Five-level architecture for CPS implementation [5].

•

data-to-information conversion level, focused on tools,
methodologies and algorithms speciﬁcally conceived
to extract meaningful information from gathered data,
e.g., implementing advanced prognostics and health
assessment applications; this level has been designed
to pursue self-awareness in Manufacturing 4.0; our
proposed data infrastructure includes information at
different granularity levels (e.g., limits detected for
different working conditions) in order to enable the
application of such tools;

•

Cyber level, focused on the description in the cyber
space of the machine behaviour, in order to reach the
capability of machine self-comparison, where performances of a single machine are analyzed in the context
of a machine ﬂeet; this aspect is deeply rooted into the
concept of similarity between machines, that is one of
the challenges highlighted in the introduction;

•

cognition level, focused on tools and techniques (e.g.,
info-graphics facilities) to properly present the acquired knowledge to expert users, thus supporting
correct decisions to be taken;

•

conﬁguration level, deﬁned as a feedback from cyber space to the physical one and acting as a resilience control system (RCS) to make machines selfconﬁgurable and self-adaptive.

Our proposed Big Data as a Service approach aims at deﬁning
a proper data infrastructure that is built on top of the Smart
Connection level and is designed to enable the other four
levels. Future research that will start from the current version
of the service will be discussed in Section VII.
III.

THE DATA MODEL

The conceptual model of the data infrastructure underlying
our approach is shown in Figure 2. In the following, we will
highlight the main elements of the model and the rationale
behind their introduction with reference to research challenges.
Hierarchical aggregation of monitored components. Monitored components on the physical side (denoted as Assets)
are hierarchically aggregated as shown in Figure 2, where
a Composite Asset is deﬁned as an aggregation of

1
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Conceptual model for the data infrastructure underlying the Big Data as a Service approach.

Assets, that can be either atomic or in turn composite.
In this way, the model ensures aggregations of Assets
into Composite Assets at arbitrary depth. Among the
composite assets, we distinguish the monitored Machine,
that constitutes the physical component at the highest level of
aggregation. Hierarchical aggregation of physical components
can enable the easy propagation of warning/error alerts, that
are presented below.
Virtual components and abstract virtual components. The
counterpart of a physical component (asset) on the cyber-side
is the Virtual Component. Measures always refer to a
virtual component, that in turn represents a speciﬁc instance of
an asset. The Abstract Virtual Component represents
a set of virtual components that are mutually similar, that is, act
in comparable working conditions, such that boundaries set for
state detection alerts are common to all the virtual components
associated with the same abstract virtual component. The automatic identiﬁcation of virtual component similarity involves
several (also not observable) factors (e.g., working conditions,
contextual variables, maintenance tasks history, and so on)
and will be investigated in future work. The conceptual model
shown in Figure 2 already takes into account this concept.
Working mode and parameters. All virtual components associated with the same abstract virtual component may operate
in different Working modes (but given a working mode, all
virtual components associated with the same abstract virtual
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component operate coherently by deﬁnition). The working
mode, for a CPPS, might depend on different Working
parameters, such as the task that is being executed (described within the part program), the tool that is being used,
the values of speciﬁc working variables that have been set
through the machine control before starting the task execution.
Therefore, monitoring virtual components, associated with the
same abstract virtual component, should be performed taking
into account the particular working mode in which they are
operating.
Features and feature spaces. Features are monitored
variables measured through sensors and machine control. Each
measure always refer to a speciﬁc feature (e.g., voltage,
pressure, acceleration), that in turn is described by a name
and a unit of measure. Features are aggregated into Feature
Spaces. Examples of feature spaces are the machine energy
consumption, the degree of wear of a speciﬁc asset, and so
on. For instance, energy consumption might be measured by
considering the voltage, the consumed power, and so on. The
goal is to create feature spaces using the different measures
needed to describe the evolution in the time of the behaviour of
speciﬁc machine characteristics. With this multi-dimensional
model, we should be able to follow the evolution of the speciﬁc
monitored characteristics. Multiple feature spaces might be
observed, and the observation of a feature might be useful
to monitor more than one feature space.

TABLE I.

WARNING AND ERROR ALERTS , WITH CORRESPONDING
CONTEXT ( FEATURE , WORKING MODE ) AND PRIORITY (1= HIGHEST
PRIORITY ).
Alert
Error alert
1st level warning alert
2st level warning alert

Symbol

Alert context

Priority

E
W1
W2

Feature
Feature
Working mode

1
2
3

IV.

Measurement. Data collection is performed by gathering
Measures from Sensors and Machine control, that
globally constitute the available Measurement tools.
Each measure is tagged with a unique timestamp and represents the value of a speciﬁc Feature for a given Virtual
Component, that operates in a speciﬁc Working mode.
State detection alerts. Alerts are raised when measures of one
or more features, within a feature space that is being monitored, go beyond speciﬁc limits that are set according to the
experience of domain experts, that are in charge of populating
the model with these information for a given abstract virtual
component. The same limits hold for all virtual components
associated with the same abstract virtual component, that
is, have been recognized as having the same behaviour for
the same working conditions. In our model, we distinguish
different kinds of alerts, namely warning and error ones, in
turn organized at different levels, as summarised in Table I,
where priorities among them are also provided (lower number
means highest priority). Each feature has its own boundaries,
that cannot be exceeded, whatever is the working mode. For
these boundaries, we foresee a warning level, that raises a ﬁrst
level warning alert when it is violated, and is used to attract
the focus on that feature. When the measures for a feature
overcome the error boundaries, an error alert is launched on
that feature. At lowest priority, features might present value
boundaries also with regard to a speciﬁc working mode. If the
measures exceed these boundaries, then a second level warning
alert is launched. The rationale behind this choice is that, in a
speciﬁc working mode, a feature usually assume values within
a speciﬁc range. Values outside that range do not necessarily
correspond to warning or error conditions for the feature, but
might be an indicator that something is going wrong during the
machine working. This corresponds to the second challenge
highlighted in the introduction and is addressed here with
multiple-level alert management. Since features are aggregated
into feature spaces, alerts are associated to latter ones as well.
In particular, an alert of type AX (namely, error, ﬁrst level
warning, second level warning) is raised for a speciﬁc feature
space if the same type of alert is raised for at least one of the
features associated with the feature space. Furthermore, alerts
are propagated taking into account the hierarchical aggregation
of assets, as shown in Figure 2. We remark here that our
data model does not constrain the application of any speciﬁc
algorithm to establish if a feature goes beyond error or warning
limits: this can be detected if a single value is out of limits, or
after a given number of measures in a pre-deﬁned time slot go
beyond limits. This choice depends on the application domain
and knowledge of experts who are in charge of populating the
model.
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BIG DATA AS A SERVICE

Figure 3 depicts the functional architecture of the implemented service. The service provides methods to: (i) receive
and collect data from machine ﬂeet and store them according
to the conceptual model proposed in Figure 2; (ii) push alert
messages in case of error or warning conditions (see Table I);
(iii) query the collected data, with focus on critical feature
values within the scope of a speciﬁc working mode and a
given feature space. The aim was at providing efﬁcient data
collection, ensuring at the same time prompt alerting and
information storage and indexing apt to efﬁciently query the
data infrastructure for critical feature values. This goal has
been met as explained in the following.
After gathering measures from sensors and machine control, a pre-processing step is applied, where data are saved in
a text ﬁle, containing on each row all the measures gathered
in a given timestamp ti , and cleaning techniques such as data
ﬁltering and quantization are applied to check the data quality
and increase SNR (signal-to-noise ratio).
All information about the Virtual Component that
is being monitored, the Working modes and associated
Parameters, Features and Feature Spaces breakdown and warning limits are considered as conﬁguration
data, that are common for each Abstract Virtual
Component. This information is stored within a MySQL
relational DBMS, given the low variability and volume of this
data. On the other hand, measures and their proper storage
and management are the key point here and are stored within
a NoSQL database (MongoDB): these data present a very
simple structure, but are collected at high rate and their volume
increases very quickly.
MongoDB stores data into documents, in turn organized
into collections. This data organization is very ﬂexible. Therefore, this ﬂexibility can be exploited to further speed up
querying over the database (see next section about performance
experiments). In particular, in our approach, the structure of
each document stored within MongoDB for each record of
measures, collected in the same timestamp, is as follows:
Record ID
Timestamp
Working mode Params

Parameter 1
Parameter 2
...
Parameter n
FS 1

Feature Spaces

...
FS k

Feature
Feature
...
Feature
dots
Feature
Feature
...
Feature

1.1 [E|W1|W2]
1.2 [E|W1|W2]
1.m [E|W1|W2]
k.1 [E|W1|W2]
k.2 [E|W1|W2]
k.h [E|W1|W2]

The basic idea is to process incoming cleaned data using
MySQL conﬁguration information, identify critical situations
based on feature breakdown and warning limits (see Table I)
and store information within MongoDB properly tagged with
the type of alert (either error or warning) that has been
recognized (E, W1, W2). If, as remarked in the previous
section, alerts are raised after a given number of measures
in a predeﬁned time slot go beyond error or warning limits,
tags are assigned, after raising alerts, to all measures that

TXT
Data Cleaning&
Normalization
Sensor&Control
Data

Data Storage
Cleaned&
Normalized
Data

JSON

MongoDB

MySQL

Configuration data
Physical side

Fig. 3.

Big data service

Big Data as a Service for CPPS: functional architecture.

are out of limits. All these steps have been implemented
within the Data Storage module (see Figure 3). This design choice slightly decreases performances in the acquisition
phase compared to a straightforward plain MongoDB solution,
where incoming records are directly stored as documents in a
potentially inﬁnite, although unique MongoDB collection. On
the other hand, this contributes to speed up the querying phase,
since all relevant information (including recognized critical
situations) are already stored within the MongoDB storage
space. Moreover, the organization of documents into MongoDB as implemented in our Big data service also takes into
account relationships between Feature measures, Feature
Spaces and Working modes (see Figure 2).

the spindle is working). A feature can also be tagged with the
occurred alert type (namely, error E, ﬁrst level warning W1,
second level warning W2).
1

{

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Experiments in Section V will demonstrate efﬁciency of
our approach compared to a plain MongoDB solution and
a storage and indexing solution that is completely based on
MySQL.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A. Implementation issues

22
23

The Big data service is implemented in Java as a RESTful
service [10], using XML as data exchange format. Implementation of the service is based on a distinct collection for
each virtual component corresponding to a monitored physical
asset or component. Therefore, collections are aggregated
by abstract virtual component. MongoDB is an open source
project developed in C++ and made available for all the
well known platforms. The mongo-java-driver-3.1.1
driver has been used to enable the interconnection between
Java and MongoDB. JSON is the data format adopted to represent measures and save them within the MongoDB database.
Listing 1 show a partial JSON representation for the case study
in which the performances of Big data service have been tested.
In this example, three feature spaces are monitored for a
spindle, namely axle hardening, shear stress and tool wear.
Each feature space groups together a set of features: in the
example, load and rpm of the spindle are used to monitor
all the three feature spaces. Monitoring is performed also
considering the working mode, that in this case is identiﬁed
by the part program, the used tool and the mode (G0, i.e.,
quiescent state, in which the tool is mounted, or G1, in which
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

}

Listing 1.

"_id" : ObjectId("565d9c4673738227a03a2244"),
"Timestamp" : "value",
"Parameters" : {
"PartProgram" : " value ",
"Tool" : " value ",
"Mode" : " value "
},
"FeatureSpaceList" : {
"AxleHardening" : {
"Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
},
"ShearStress" : {
"Current_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Current_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Current_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
},
"ToolWear" : {
"Current_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Speed_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
"Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
}
}

Example of JSON representation of measures

V.

EXPERIMENTS

We tested the performances of the Big data service (BDaaS,
Big Data as a Service) in terms of: (i) the number of records
per second that can be loaded by the service (acquisition rate);
(ii) the velocity in processing queries issued on the service
(querying rate). The scalability of the approach has been
checked by comparing the service implementation with other
two versions: (a) an implementation based on a traditional relational DBMS (MySQL), where the whole conceptual schema
shown in Figure 2 is engaged to design the logical schema

TABLE II.
ACQUISITION TIME OF THE B IG DATA SERVICE (BDAA S),
COMPARED AGAINST A PLAIN M ONGO DB IMPLEMENTATION AND A FULL
M Y SQL IMPLEMENTATION .

where Measure.FK_Feature is the foreign key constraint
on Feature, F1 , F2 , . . . Fn are the names of the features
whose measures have to be retrieved.
Query Q3 can be expressed as:

Acquisition time in sec
Num. of
loaded records

BDaaS

Plain MongoDB

MySQL

2000
4000
8000
12000
16000
20000
30000
40000
60000
80000
100000
150000
200000
400000
800000
Avg acquisition time

2,07 (0,0010)
3,88 (0,0010)
7,80 (0,0010)
11,92 (0,0010)
15,44 (0,0010)
19,39 (0,0010)
28,77 (0,0010)
38,84 (0,0010)
56,36 (0,0009)
75,33 (0,0009)
97,86 (0,0010)
145,46 (0,0010)
199,19 (0,0010)
385,55 (0,0010)
768,90 (0,00099)
0,0010

1,62 (0,0008)
3,45 (0,0009)
6,30 (0,0008)
9,44 (0,0008)
13,35 (0,0008)
16,95 (0,0008)
23,48 (0,0008)
32,63 (0,0008)
48,68 (0,0008)
62,36 (0,0008)
73,13 (0,0007)
120,90 (0,0008)
153,41 (0,0008)
332,64 (0,0008)
608 (0,0008)
0,00086

4,90 (0,0025)
10,65 (0,0027)
17,63 (0,0022)
28,23 (0,0024)
37,48 (0,0023)
46,74 (0,0023)
69,88 (0,0023)
93,02 (0,0023)
139,30 (0,0023)
185,58 (0,0023)
254,86 (0,0026)
323,01 (0,0022)
391,15 (0,0020)
663,73 (0,0017)
1360,44 (0,0017)
0,00225

Q3:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature, Feature_Space WHERE
(Feature_Space.FeatureSpace_ID = Feature.FK_FeatureSpace)
AND (Feature_Space.name = FSX ) AND
(Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND
((Measure.value < Feature.lowerBound_warning) OR
(Measure.value > Feature.upperBound_warning) OR
(Measure.value < Feature.lowerBound_error) OR
(Measure.value > Feature.upperBound_error))

where Feature.FK_FeatureSpace is the foreign key
constraint on Feature_Space, FSX is the name of the
Feature Space target of this query. Finally, query Q4 can
be expressed as:
Q4:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature, Feature_Space
Working_mode, Feature_mode_boundaries WHERE

(i.e., tables) of the relational database; (b) an implementation
of the service based on MongoDB, where all incoming records
are simply stored within the same, huge MongoDB collection.
The experiments have been carried out on a an Intel Core i7
platform, with 2.8 GHz CPU, 16GB RAM and Mac OS.

(Working_mode.Mode_ID = MX ) AND
(Measure.FK_Working_mode = Working_mode.Mode_ID) AND
(Feature_Space.name = FSX ) AND
(Feature_Space.FeatureSpace_ID = Feature.FK_FeatureSpace)
AND (Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND
(Feature_mode_boundaries.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature)

Table II shows acquisition time required by the three
implementations to process incoming records. As expected,
the MySQL-based solution is outperformed by the other two
implementations. The plain MongoDB implementation slightly
outperforms our implementation with reference to the acquisition time (since the loading procedure is simpliﬁed). Figure 4
presents a similar comparison in terms of acquisition rate (i.e.,
number of records per seconds that can be processed) and conﬁrms the previous considerations, as well as the scalability of
all the implementations when required to process an increasing
number of records.
Concerning tests executed on querying rate (Figure 5), we
ﬁrstly identiﬁed four kinds of relevant queries to be issued on
the data infrastructure:
Q1)
Q2)
Q3)
Q4)

a SELECT query, to retrieve all records stored in the
data infrastructure;
a SELECT query with projection, to retrieve all
values for a subset of features, independently from
the feature space and the working mode;
a query to retrieve, given a Feature Space, all
measures that exceed error or warning limits;
a query to retrieve, given a Feature Space, all
measures that exceed error or warning limits for a
speciﬁc Working mode.

With reference to the conceptual model shown in Figure 2,
query Q1 can be expressed as
Q1:: SELECT * FROM Measure;

Similarly, query Q2 can be expressed as:
Q2:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature WHERE
(Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND
((Feature.name = F1 ) OR (Feature.name = F2 ) OR
...OR (Feature.name = Fn ))
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AND (Feature_mode_boundaries.FK_Working_mode =
Working_mode.Mode_ID) AND
((Measure.value <
Feature_mode_boundaries.lowerBound_warning) OR
(Measure.value >
Feature_mode_boundaries.upperBound_warning))

where MX is the ID of the Working mode target of this
query, FSX is the name of the Feature Space target of
this query, properties named as FK_* represent foreign key
constraints as in the previous query types.
Tests on querying rate have been performed by issuing ten
different queries of each kind and computing the average time
values. Figure 5 shows querying rate for the queries Q1-Q4
with respect to the number of records in the data infrastructure.
As expected for queries Q1 and Q2, MySQL is outperformed
by the other two solutions based on Big Data technologies.
Moreover, plain MongoDB implementation and our approach
are comparable. For queries Q3 and Q4, further controls are
needed in the plain MongoDB implementation, also requiring
to access conﬁguration database to retrieve error and warning
limits. In our approach, controls on such boundaries are already
performed at acquisition time, and output of this processing is
stored within MongoDB (see Listing 1). On the other hand,
in the full MySQL solution, all conﬁguration data are saved
within the same MySQL database together with measures, thus
a unique (although complex) query has to be issued for Q3
and Q4. This explains why for Q3 and Q4 full MySQL solution outperforms plain MongoDB implementation. Moreover,
MongoDB documents are organized according to Feature
Spaces only in our BDaaS implementation, therefore no
interaction at all is needed with conﬁguration database. Our
approach presents better performances compared to plain
MongoDB solution, thus demonstrating that the difﬁculty of
mixing multiple technologies in BDaaS is compensated by

Acquisition rate (records per second)

1400
BDaaS
Plain MongoDB
Full MySQL

1200

1000

800

600

400

200

0

Fig. 4.
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Acquisition rate (number of collected records per second) for different implementations (BDaaS, plain MongoDB, full MySQL).
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performance improvements, taking the best from the different
worlds.
VI.

RELATED WORK

Traditional approaches on machine state detection are
mainly focused on control-centric optimisation and intelligence. These approaches, and in general PHM (Prognostics
and Health Management) systems, are simulation-oriented,
that is, they rely on a separation between development and
implementation, that is, PHM algorithms are based on lab
generated and training data, that are different in quality and
quantity from data collected from real machines and their
surrounding environment (in-ﬁeld data), that contain much
more information. Moreover, they have been applied in speciﬁc
ﬁelds, namely aircraft engines [12], wind turbine [4], electrical
motors [1], machine tools [7] and so on. Our aim is not at
solving a domain-speciﬁc problem, but at offering a ﬂexible
data infrastructure that is able to face challenges raised by the
advent of Big Data technologies [11].
Research efforts have been devoted to the application
of ontologies to the state detection problem [13]. Authors
in [13] proposes an ontology, based on FMECA (Failure Mode,
Effects and Criticality Analysis), that conceptualises the aggregation of parts of a wind turbine and is used as a reasoning
base to propagate critical alerts occurring on sub-parts of
the monitored system towards composite aggregations. The
purpose of the proposed ontology is close to the hierarchical
organization of assets in our model, but authors in [13] do not
manage Big Data challenges and do not mention many of the
aspects we highlighted in our model.
Available prognostic and state detection methods are
mainly designed to support single machine monitoring and
do not take advantage of considering similar machines as
a ﬂeet by gathering knowledge from similar, although different, instances of monitored assets. Novel methodologies
are foreseeing the interaction between different surrounding
systems, that pursue self-aware and self-learning machines by
relying on observation of other assets operating in similar
conditions [6]. We share with this approach the same vision,
as also remarked by the same authors in [2], where Big
Data era is promoted as carrier of big opportunities towards
Manufacturing 4.0 full implementation. Nevertheless, in our
paper we focused on the description of a data infrastructure
acting as a fundamental engine for this revolution. Compared
to recent efforts in storage service selection, also within
modern cloud-based architectures [3], that support third-party
storage service selection based on preferences of customers
with respect to desired QoS, we provided here an optimised
data acquisition and organization infrastructure rooted on Big
Data technologies.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

ﬂexible and customizable architecture for CPPS-ization in the
modern industry.
Next steps will concern the deﬁnition of a service-oriented
infrastructure built on top of the proposed data infrastructure, including state detection and health assessment services.
Within the design of such services, incremental and data stream
clustering techniques will be studied, to identify working states
of the monitored machines starting from the information stored
within the data infrastructure described in this paper. This will
enable a reﬁnement of state detection algorithm, helping to
identify rates of changes of monitored variables, in order to
anticipate possible failures. We think that querying efﬁciency
demonstrated by the Big Data service will be of paramount
importance to this aim. Advanced automatic techniques to
identify similarity across machines will be integrated in the
state detection and health assessment services as well. Finally,
security issues of cloud-based data collection for CPPS selfmonitoring and representation of knowledge extracted from
collected measures will be studied.
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with a single-threaded design in mind, although still
capable of exposing multiple cores to the guest. In this
simpliﬁed context, QEMU emulates multiple guest CPUs
by executing them in a round robin fashion, making the
guest actually slower then the uniprocessor variant.
Moving to a real multi-threading design (multiple
guest CPUs executed concurrently in different threads) is
a signiﬁcant improvement for QEMU, allowing various
emulation use cases in today’s many-core systems. This
design change comes with several challenges and among
the most important ones is the proper and accurate
translation of atomic instructions. With multi-threading
in mind, atomicity is not granted by default and must be
implemented carefully instead.

TCG/QEMU; atomic instructions; system emulation;
instructions emulation; parallel emulator; multi-threading
ABSTRACT
In the context of system emulation, the sophistication
of the emulator usually grows with the complexity of the
target system model. Particularly, emulating precisely a
certain CPU architecture can introduce many challenges
that have to be properly explored and somehow solved
to reach an accurate emulation of the target system.
In this paper we present an implementation design of
ARM atomic instructions for a multi-threaded version of
QEMU (the Quick EMUlator), currently under development [1].
To prove the correctness and performance of such
an implementation, some tests have been performed
showcasing a high degree of accuracy and ﬁdelity of the
emulated instructions. While this paper does not cover
all possible guest architectures that QEMU supports, the
described new approach results in a reliable infrastructure
that eventually can address all target architectures in
QEMU.

Challenges to be addressed
Emulation in itself brings two considerable challenges:
accurate emulation for both the processor architecture,
and the target machine model, including any attached
devices/peripherals. The former challenge is of crucial
importance, since in the context of QEMU it requires to:
• fetch the opcode instructions from guest memory
• decode and translate instructions to an intermediate
code representation (IR), which is handled by the
TCG frontend
• express the IR code in host machine instructions,
which is done in the TCG backend.
The technique listed in the steps above is also called
Dynamic Translation [Bellard 2005] and allows to create
extremely portable full system emulators. For instance,
adding support for a new guest/host architecture requires
the implementation of a new TCG frontend and backend
respectively, making the overall emulator design quite
ﬂexible and modular.
Every modern instruction set includes a number of
atomic instructions which are extremely useful when implementing synchronization functions in a shared memory system. This kind of instructions are used to implement lock-free algorithms or, in general, programs where
accesses to the shared data don’t necessarily require a
lock.
Examples of such instructions are the Compare and
Swap (CAS) instructions (like the x86 LOCK CMPXCHG
[2]) or the LoadLink/StoreConditional (LL/SC),
introduced by Jensen, Hagensen, and Broughton
[Jensen et al. 1988] as part of the S-1 AAP project.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-threading architectures have brought new challenges in the context of synchronization between parallel
execution ﬂows, requiring for speciﬁc multi-thread aware
instructions.
Some of these instructions are called atomic, in that
their execution is indivisible and uninterruptible. This
means that any modiﬁcations to memory are always
consistent, no matter how many CPUs can concurrently
access it.
The main reason for such instructions is to simplify the
code required to synchronize these ﬂows, and of course
to make it faster. Nowadays, almost every architecture
has its own set of atomic instructions, which is often
used to implement low-level synchronization routines.
These instruction sets, introduced complications for
all system emulators, such as QEMU, that need to
preserve the atomic nature of the instructions while
emulating them. TCG (Tiny Code Generator), a software
component parsing and translating the guest instructions
to host instructions, has been originally implemented
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
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The idea of the LL/SC instructions was to perform
read-modify-write operations without requiring any bus
to be locked, or in general, any CPU to be temporarily
halted. This approach is superior compared to CAS
instructions, because it solves the so called ABA problem
when implementing non-blocking algorithms.
In a uniprocessor system all beneﬁts brought by atomic
instructions are irrelevant, as the implementation overhead of coherency for concurrent tasks is not needed.
This is why QEMU was not concerned with such complications thus far, assuming that all guest instructions can
be considered atomic by default. However, modifying
QEMU towards real multi-threading (capable of emulating more than one CPUs at once) requires to revisit
this simpliﬁed design, in favour of a more complex one,
described in Section V of this paper.

LL has not been invalidated by any other CPU in the system. This includes any CPU capable of reading/writing to
system memory, which can result in violating the initial
assumption of an exclusive memory region.
From now on, the following notation will be used:
• wPi (y, val) write of value val to address y made by
process i
• wx (y, z, val) write access of size z bytes to address
y made by processor x, the value written is val.
When the value written is not relevant, the notation
wx (y, z) will be used
• rx (y, z) read access of size z bytes made by processor x to address y. In some generic cases, for a
read access to address x, the notation load(x) will
be used
• llx (y, z) LoadLink instruction issued by processor
x to address y, resulting in a read access of z bytes.
In some generic cases, for a LoadLink to address y,
the notation loadLink(y) will be used
• scx (y, z) StoreConditional instruction issued by
processor x to address y, resulting in a write access
of z bytes no matter what is the value written. In
some generic cases, for a StoreConditional access
to address y that writes the value val, the notation
storeCond(y, val) will be used
• EM Rx,y exclusive memory region created by the
system after CPU x performed llx (y, z). EM Rx,y
persists until scx (y, z) is performed.

II. ATOMIC INSTRUCTIONS
This section describes the semantics of the LL and SC
instructions. Excluding minor differences, these instructions are considered semantically equal for all architectures.
LoadLink
This instruction reads the value from a shared memory
location and stores the content into a register of the
calling CPU. It also establishes a link and records the
CPU with the accessed address (xaddr), to properly
handle the subsequent SC operation. The LL marks
the beginning of a tentative exclusive memory region
[Jensen et al. 1988], that will be either conﬁrmed or
dismissed by the following SC instruction; each CPU
deﬁnes its own EMR, only one at once is allowed. Depending on the architecture implementing the instruction,
the size of the exclusive memory can be bigger than the
size of the memory access (i.e. the size of the data read
and then stored to a system register by the LL operation).
For instance ARMv7 deﬁnes as IMPLEMENTATION
DEFINED the Exclusive Reservation Granule, which is
the size of the memory that will be monitored whenever
a CPU issues a LL instruction.

III. T HE ABA PROBLEM
The ABA problem usually occurs when a CASbased non-blocking algorithm gives a false positive result
[Dechev et al. 2010]. Listings 1 and 2 give an example
of the same algorithm implemented using the two types
of atomic instructions (CAS instruction and LL/SC instructions). The algorithm, called updateValue, updates
the current value of a memory location at address addr.
The algorithm makes use of the CPU’s instructions CAS,
LL and SC. In case of failure, SC returns 1.
Listing 1: updateValue() non-blocking algorithm
with possible occurrence of the ABA problem
input: int addr
output: none
begin:
do
old ← load(addr)
new ← compute_new_val()
while CAS(addr, old, new) = old
end

StoreConditional
This instruction writes to the address xaddr only if
it belongs to an exclusive memory region previously
created by an LL. The SC is not always successful
since another CPU can nullify the exclusive memory
region by writing or reading to it. In general, the SC
fails if a certain condition comes true. In its original
deﬁnition, this condition has been deﬁned speciﬁcally for
the implementation of a particular processor architecture
[Broughton et al. 1982], however, all recent architectures adopting these instructions implement a slightly
different variant.

If a process P1 running updateV alue(addr) is interrupted after loading the value pointed by addr and before
the execution of the CAS instruction, then the ABA problem will occur if a process P2 , with P2 = P1 , changes
the value pointed by addr to old1 , with old1 = old,
and eventually restore the value old (more concisely:
wP2 (addr, old1 ), wP2 (addr, old)). In this scenario, the
CAS instruction would success, without P1 knowing that
the value pointed by addr changed two times.

Invalidation of an exclusive memory region
Setting aside the actual implementation, this condition
has to guarantee that the exclusive region initiated by the
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Listing 2: updateValue() non-blocking algorithm
ABA problem resistent
input: int addr
output: none
begin:
do
old ← LL(addr)
new ← compute_new_val()
while SC(addr, new) = 1
end

actual data to be accessed: every access made by the
CAS instruction would modify also the tag, guaranteeing
uniqueness to every access. It is worth noting that
the problem is solved only at an algorithm level, since
spurious writes could still change only the value of the
actual data, leaving the tag unaltered.
Given the nature of emulation, we can not make the
guest aware of such an additional tag, and the extra
care of emulating properly the LL/SC semantic has to
be left entirely on the host. This makes the adoption
of CAS-like instructions hardly feasible, especially if
corner cases have to be handled. One such example
is when 128bit wide LL/SC guest instructions have to
be emulated relying on 32bit or 64bit cmpxchg host
instructions, which would be the case for the emulation of ARMv8 LDXP/STXP instructions on x86 64.
For reasons explained above, the emulation of atomic
instructions can not be implemented in a straightforward
way, imposing several challenges in which a major one
is an actual solution to the ABA problem.

On the contrary, if the implementation provided by
Listing 2 was used to handle the same scenario, there
would not be any false positive since the SC would fail
due to the ﬁrst write wP2 (addr, old1 ) made by process
P2 .
Suppose now that the code of Listing 2 is executed by
a guest OS, and that TCG is used to translate the loadLink (LL) and storeCond (SC) instructions. Depending
on the architecture of the host, TCG can rely on the
same instructions of the host to directly map the guest
instructions to host instructions. In ARM for instance,
LL would be mapped to LDREX while SC to STREX.
However, for architectures such as x86 where similar instructions are not present, emulating correctly the
LL/SC semantic is not obvious, and requires some additional effort. In other words, the emulation has to resolve
the ABA problem using only CAS-like instructions. The
simplistic emulation proposed by Listing 3 and 4 still
suffers of the ABA problem, since in between the LL
and SC, the value can be changed and then restored to
GLOBAL old.

IV. QEMU INTERNALS
Before diving into details, some QEMU concepts are
presented for completeness in the following paragraphs.
Instruction translation
In QEMU, the process of translating guest instructions
to host instructions, is covered by TCG, which ﬁrst translates guest instructions to an intermediate representation
(deﬁned by TCG instructions), and ﬁnally to a host
representation. An example of this process is depicted
in Figure 1, where TCG is translating ARM instructions
to native (host) x86 instructions.

Listing 3: LL emulation with CAS instruction
input: int *addr
output: int
begin:
GLOBAL_old ← load(addr)
return GLOBAL_old
end

guest
instruction
(ARM code)

Listing 4: SC emulation with CAS instruction
input: int *addr, int new
output: int
begin:
written ← CAS(addr, GLOBAL_old, new)
if new = written
return 0
else
return 1
end
end
In previous work [Dechev et al. 2010], it is proved
already that it is possible to replicate correctly the
LL/SC semantic without incurring the ABA problem,
by the usage of additional variables which the nonblocking algorithm has to be aware of. For example
[Gifford and Spector 1987], as representative of a common solution, makes use of version tags that pair the
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cmp r4, #26
bxne lr

IR

...
movi_i32 tmp5,$0x1a
mov_i32 tmp6,r4
sub_i32 NF,tmp6,tmp5
mov_i32 ZF,NF
...

host
code
(x86 code)
...
mov
test
jne
mov
...

-0x4(%r14),%ebp
%ebp,%ebp
0x40b562da
0x10(%r14),%ebp

Fig. 1: Example of code translation for a TB
Host code is always contained in Translation Blocks
(TBs), that although part of QEMU’s address space,
they are not normal functions but rather auto generated
code of the QEMU process itself. Every TB contains
a basic block of the guest code translated for the host
machine. This generated code is not always enough
to emulate all guest features (devices or instructions
affecting the machine model state for instance); for this
reason TCG allows to jump out of a TB to execute
additional emulation functions. Figure 2 illustrates the
TB structure, where the prologue and epilogue are the
entry point and the exit point of the TB respectively.

TB

additional steps that are not directly covered by TCGgenerated code. This option would result in modifying
all QEMU supported guest architectures in a consistent
way, thus making the transition to multi-threading even
more demanding. The other solution, proposed in this
paper, aims at providing a uniﬁed code infrastructure for
all guest frontends, providing an accurate implementation
that abides more closely to the semantics dictated by the
architecture speciﬁcation.

prologue
epilogue

host
instructions

helpers
Fig. 2: Scheme of a TB

LL/SC helpers
Two helper functions consist the core of atomic
instruction translation. LoadLink and StoreConditional,
which are functionally equal to the analogous instructions described in Section II. The two helpers have
been designed to have an one to one mapping to the
corresponding atomic instructions present in architectures such as ARM, that adopted the LL/SC paradigm.
In other cases, for example x86 LOCK CMPXCHG,
the instruction can be easily achieved by means of
LL/SC instructions as presented in [Maged 2004] and
[Anderson and Moir 1995]. Even if the work presented
in this paper is focused on ARM ldrex and strex,
it nevertheless provides the means to translate atomic
instructions for all other architectures that are supported
by QEMU.
These two helpers rely heavily on QEMU’s softmmu.
Since being extremely deep-rooted in QEMU’s MMU
emulation layer, it is the perfect tool to address all the
features that the atomic instructions require. From now
on, we will refer to the notation that has been introduced
in Subsection II, where llx (y, z) and scx (y, z) map respectively to ldrex and strex, wx (y, z) and rx (y, z)
map to normal load and store instructions (namely ldr
and str).
The translation of llx (y, z) has to deﬁne the correlated
EM Rx,y , in such a way that the link established by the
ﬁrst instruction is honoured by all CPUs in the system.
In practice, the system has to react properly to all write
accesses made to EM Rx,y invalidating the link. Figure
3a depicts what would happen if all the fast-path accesses
are not taken into account.
To protect against this, a new bitmap, called
exclusive, has been added to QEMU’s softmmu,
which ﬂags all the pages containing an active EMR.
Whenever QEMU generates a TLB entry for a guest
page, the corresponding exclusive bit in the bitmap is
checked. A set bit on a page will make all the TLB
entries created for that page to be such that, if evaluated
by the guest code for an address translation (something
that occurs for every rx (y, z) and wx (y, z)), they will
always force the execution to exit from the TB. This
will be used as a hook to trap from a TB to a QEMU
function that evaluates if the access conﬂicts an existing
EMR. If such a conﬂict occurred, the subsequent SC
instruction will fail. In any case, the normal write access
that triggered the failure will always succeed. Accesses
to pages containing EMRs are depicted in Figure 3a.

QEMU software MMU
QEMU offers two emulation modes, user and system.
The ﬁrst mode allows to run Linux user space applications and is not the topic of this paper. System mode
instead is the most commonly used, but also the part of
QEMU that receives most of the community effort. This
mode of execution allows for full system emulation as the
name suggests, relying on a software MMU (softmmu)
that is able to solve the disparity between guest and
host addresses. More speciﬁcally, the softmmu translates
guest RAM (virtual) addresses to host pointers. The
softmmu, in turn, relies on a TLB (Translation Lookaside
Buffer) to cache the newly translated addresses (in the
form of TLB entries). TLB entries are used to prevent
guest table walks for addresses that are frequently accessed.
QEMU uses different bitmaps to track the different
properties of each guest memory page. For example,
one bitmap is used to distinguish memory mapped IO
(MMIO) pages of the guest. These bitmaps are usually
monitored when a new TLB entry is created, since the
whole TLB is accessed directly from TCG code each
time the guest wants to do a load or store operation.
This happens mostly because reading and writing to
memory requires translating the guest address into a host
compatible, and the TLB serves exactly this purpose.
While executing TB code, TLB entries are constantly
checked to perform the translation; if the TLB entry does
not exist or is meant for a different page, the execution
exits the TB in order to generate the missing entry.
In other cases, e.g. MMIO pages, the corresponding
TLB entries will always force the execution to leave the
TB to execute, for instance, the emulation code of some
device.
According to QEMU terminology, we will call slowpath the execution that exits from the current TB, either
due to a missing TLB entry or for a TLB entry that
requires an exit (as per MMIO entries). In all the other
cases, the execution will follow the so called fast-path.
V. T OWARDS MULTI - THREADING
Extending QEMU’s infrastructure to properly translate
atomic instructions in a real multi-threaded implementation, can result in two notable design options: One, where
the translation of atomic instructions is fully in charge of
the guest frontend, eventually using helpers to implement
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generated TLB entries for the same page, forcing the
execution to follow the fast-path (as what happens in
Figure 3a). To avoid this dangerous behaviour, TLB
entries of these CPUs will be ﬂushed, forcing them to
recreate the TLB entry that covers the page in the EMR.
This ﬂush request will also prevent race conditions, that
are related to the delayed new state propagation of the
exclusive bit.
Lastly for this implementation, the evaluations and
updates of the EMRs have been safeguarded using a
mutex. This is mandatory because updating this structure
is not possible with a single atomic instruction. Another
related aspect that requires additional caution, relates to
the actual memory accesses made by the LL and SC
instructions. More speciﬁcally, the results on memory
brought by these instructions has also to be done jointly
with the update of the EMR values. The Listings 5, 6
and 7 represent respectively the LL, SC and normal store
access. In these examples, the critical region is delimited
by two calls LOCK and UNLOCK.
For instance, consider the Listing 5, which only works
as long as the normal load is done inside the critical
section, otherwise the loaded value can be potentially
updated by another CPU, which might or might not be
inside the critical region. For the same reason, the SC
operation (Listing 6) has also to rely on the same critical
region to be consistent with the rest of the atomic instruction emulation. Without entering the critical region, it can
potentially declare the operation as successful (returning
0), but performing the store after another CPU modiﬁed
the value. Similarly, the store operation (Listing 7) enters
the critical region to check for a possible conﬂict in
EMR, but also to perform the regular access.

memory
T:
1 ll a (y,z)

EMR a,y,z

fast
path

T:
2 w b (y,z)

T:
3 sc a (y,z)
(a) Fast-path access colliding an existing EMR

memory

T:
2 w b (y,z)
check for
EMR collision

T:
1 ll a (y,z)
EMR a,y,z

T:
3 sc a (y,z)
(b) Access to EMR properly trapped
to eventually invalidate other CPU SC
operations

Fig. 3: In both (a) and (b) T1 < T2 < T3 is applicable. In
(a) guest CPU 2 is writing to the EMR through the fastpath, the following sca (y, z) will anyhow succeed. In (b)
access wb (y, z) makes CPU 2 evaluate a TLB entry that
will require to leave the fast-path

The deﬁnition of the EMR is done by storing its range
inside the guest CPU state variable: this is perfectly in
line with the impossibility to have nested LL/SC operations like llx (y1 , z), llx (y2 , z), scx (y1 , z), scx (y2 , z).
VI. I MPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section all complications regarding multithreading execution will be described, together with the
design choices of the proposed implementation. One major problem when dealing with multi-threaded programs
is the occurrence of race conditions. In the context of this
work, a race condition can be associated to an inconsistency of the whole machine state, which is in charge of
translating atomic instructions. The direct negative result
of such a state is the failure of a SC operation that should
have succeeded, or even worse, the success of a SC
operation that had to fail. In the following sections, all
critical points that result in race conditions are explored,
where the implemented approach is also documented.
Updates of the exclusive bitmap can lead to inconsistencies due to the out-of-order execution of load/store
operations as seen, for instance, on ARM architectures
[3]. For this reason all accessors to such a bitmap are
atomic, an outcome that is possible by means of host
atomic instructions. It is important to note, that this can
be possible only in the case where bitmap accessors
are QEMU functions and not implemented through TCG
generated code.
Setting a bit in the exclusive bitmap to enforce slow
path execution for the TLB entries overlapping an EMR,
can result in another problem. In fact, other guest CPUs,
different from the one issuing the LL, could have already

Listing 5: LoadLink pseudo code, load() denotes a
plain load from memory of size z
input: int y, int z, int x
output: int
begin:
LOCK()
CPU[x].EMR ← [y, y + z]
ret ← load(y,z)
UNLOCK()
return ret
end

Listing 6: StoreCond pseudo code, store() denotes
a plain store to memory of size z
input: int y, int z, int x,
int val
output: int
begin:
LOCK()
if CPU[x].EMR = [y, y + z]
store(y,z,val)
ret ← 0
else
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ret ← 1
end
UNLOCK()
return ret

straight application of the host’s CAS instruction. The C
code of the test is presented in Listing 8, each thread is
pinned to one ARMv7 guest CPU. The value of ADDEND
has been chosen explicitly to make the identiﬁcation of
the ABA occurrence easy to verify on the host emulation
side, not in the guest. In fact, in case the problem
occurs, the STREXD instruction will fail as it should,
but it would not fail in the case ADDEND was 1 (in
such a case, the occurrence would not be noticed by the
guest). Listing 9 shows the naive implementation of the
STREXD instruction used in the multi-threaded QEMU
code; the method lsb32 returns the 32 least signiﬁcant
bits of the argument.

end
Listing 7: Plain write access trapped by the slow-path
input: int y, int z, int val
begin:
LOCK()
for each CPU
if CPU.EMR overlaps [y, y + z]
CPU.EMR ← NULL
end
store(y, z, val)
UNLOCK()
end

Listing 8: ABA problem triggering test
/* shared counter */
uint64_t global_cnt
/* thread 1 */
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE; i++) {
__sync_fetch_and_add(&global_cnt, 2);
}

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The implementation has been evaluated under two
main points of view: correctness of the emulation and
performance. Both of them are relevant aspects that have
to be properly considered: from one side, the translation
of atomic instructions needs to behave in accordance with
the architecture instruction set speciﬁcation. From the
other side, the performance evaluation has also to be
taken into consideration, as too much overhead would
slow down the guest execution considerably. Atomic
instructions in fact, are mostly used for synchronization
routines, e.g. the Linux implementation of the spin lock
functions, and are designed to keep as short as possible
the lifespan of the EMR in order to minimize the number
of conﬂicts.
[Wang et al. 2011] and [Ding et al. 2011] could have
been two candidates for comparison against the presented
work, however, only the upstream version of QEMU
(whose source code is available at [4]) will be taken into
account. In fact, QEMU has been signiﬁcantly evolving
over the last years and as such, results from these
previous attempts would be considered deprecated and
outdated. In addition, as it has been described in Chapter
V, the presented implementation sets the objective of
providing a common infrastructure for atomic instruction
translation for all supported architectures, relying as
much as possible on the current QEMU code base, as
well as its features and components. While the proposed
implementation results in a slightly greater overhead than
a guest speciﬁc implementation, at the same time it is
also more beneﬁcial to the QEMU community by offering a uniﬁed implementation and a faster upstreaming
process.

/* thread 2 */
#define ADDEND ((1 << 32) | 1)
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE; i++) {
__sync_fetch_and_add(&global_cnt,
ADDEND);
__sync_fetch_and_sub(&global_cnt, 1);
}

Listing 9: ABA problem: STREXD emulation code
input: int *addr, int new
output: int
begin:
written ← CAS(addr, GLOBAL_old, new)
if new = written
return 0
else
if lsb32(written) = lsb32(new)
aba_errors++
end
return 1
end
end

The cycle we need to identify is (here ll does not report
the access size, the second argument of sc is the value
written): ll1 (addr) → ll2 (addr) → sc2 (addr, val1 +
ADDEND) → ll2 (addr) → sc2 (addr, val2 − 1) →
sc1 (addr, val1 ), where val1 is the value retrieved by
both ll1 (addr) and the ﬁrst ll2 (addr), val2 = val1 +
ADDEND and addr is the address of the global counter.
More speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst and last instructions implement the sync fetch and add of thread 1, the inner
sync fetch and add
instructions instead implements
sync fetch and sub of thread 2. When such a
and
cycle happens, the 32 most signiﬁcant bits are incremented by (1  32), while the least signiﬁcant half
returns to the original value (e.g.: 0x00000001 00000001
→ 0x00000010 00000010 → 0x00000010 00000001):
when this particular sequence of values takes place, the
code registers the event incrementing the ABA errors
counter.

ABA problem occurrence test
With the purpose of verifying that the ABA problem could actually occur in the context of emulation
(as explained in Section III), a speciﬁc test has been
implemented. The test is used as a proof that LL/SC
instructions can not be translated by relying only on a
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LOOP SIZE

occurrence (%)

10x106

0.0008

8x106

0.0008

6x106

0.0007

2x106

0.0005

1x106

0.0004

In Listing 10 the pseudo code of the stress test is
reported, the variable global_a and global_b are
shared among all the processors, while the functions
LOCK and UNLOCK are used to deﬁne the critical region,
providing means to hold/release a basic lock.
The purpose of the if statement is to swap the two
values according to the index (identiﬁer) of the CPU
that has the lock. The aim of the test is to verify the
correctness of the execution: in case the critical region
was not respected, then the assignments to the global
variables would overlap with the likely outcome of the
two variables being set to the same value.
The implementation of LOCK can be found in Listing
11; as far as UNLOCK is concerned, its implementation
is not reported as it resolves in a normal store to memory. Given the particular design of the test, the multithreading feature of QEMU doesn’t offer any advantage
since the single iteration of the test case is spent almost
entirely inside the critical region.
The results of the stress tests are reported in Figure 4a
and 4b where LOOP_SIZE is respectively one million
and ten million. The number of guest CPUs (reported in
the x-axis) was always lower or equal to the number of
host CPUs.
The host machine used for the tests is an Intel Core
i7-4710MQ clocked at 2.5GHz while the machine model
used in QEMU is ARM virt.
With the aim of testing the code in a real use case
scenario, the boot time of the Linux kernel has also been
measured. The results are reported in Figure 5.

Table 1: Occurrence ratio of ABA problem (referring the
test code of Listing 8)

Table 1 reports the percentage of errors according to
the value of LOOP_SIZE, verifying the actual risk derived from an improper translation of LL/SC instructions.
It is worth to note that thread 2 could have used plain
load and store accesses; this would have probably made
the occurrence of the ABA ﬂaw even more consistent,
though greatly complicating the algorithm to detect its
occurrence.
Benchmarking tests
A benchmark bare metal application has been developed to evaluate the correctness and performance of
the proposed solution, which is compared against the
current version of QEMU. The application is also a stress
test, as it puts the whole machinery under heavy load,
implementing a scenario characterized by signiﬁcant
contention of a shared resource. The source code has
been kept at a bare minimum and designed without any
operating system dependencies.
Listing 10: Code used to benchmark the emulation
overhead, executed for every core of the guest.

Results analysis

for i ← 0 to LOOP_SIZE
LOCK()
if global_a
global_a
global_b
else
global_a
global_b
end

By implementing a test designed to showcase the ABA
problem, the risk of false positives in the ﬁeld of atomic
instruction emulation is conﬁrmed. The same test could
not have been possible with the implementation object of
this work, since its overall design guarantees the eviction
of the ABA problem from the start. However, the most
complicated implementation of atomic instruction translation based on a multi-threaded QEMU is slightly slower
than the upstream counterpart. In upstream QEMU there
is no real CPU concurrency and all the iterations are
serialized inherently by QEMU, through its round-robin
scheduling of guest CPUs. Moreover, the emulation of
ldrex and strex is done entirely inside a TB, which is a
huge performance advantage since it does not require any
branches to C code. As we can see in 4a, the relatively
low number of iterations pronounces the overhead by the
proposed implementation signiﬁcantly. However, Figure
4b shows how the gap between the two implementations
is lower with an increased number of iterations. With ten
million iterations the overhead introduced by the new
atomic translation is less than 9%. The stress test has
also proved the correctness of the emulation, since the
error counter never left the initial value of 0.
In the case of Linux kernel boot-up times, the overhead
with one guest CPU increases the boot time by 13.5%.
However, as soon as the beneﬁts of multi-threaded

= cpu_index % 2
←1
←0
←0
←1

if global_a = global_b
errors ← errors + 1
end
UNLOCK()
end

Listing 11: Simpliﬁed ARM assembly code of the
LOCK() function. The register r2 contains the address
of the shared lock.
lock:
mov r1, #1
repeat:
ldrex r3, [r2]
strex r0, r1, [r2]
cmp r0, #0
bne repeat
cmp r3, #0
bne repeat
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Fig. 4: Stress test result
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Other related works like [Hong et al. 2012],
[Chipounov and Candea 2010], [Scheller 2008] and
[Brad et al. 2012] combined (or entirely replaced) the
current dynamic binary translator of QEMU with LLVM,
ofﬂoading to an additional thread the compilation and
optimization of the generated code. These works,
although proposing indeed a multi-threaded version of
QEMU, keep the emulation of multiple guest cores in
one single thread, as in the vanilla version of QEMU.
Broadening the scope, another work that relates
to QEMU, since it adopts dynamic binary translation, is ARCSim [Almer et al. 2011] that translates the
ARCOMPACT atomic exchange wrapping its emulation
with spin locks. While this solution can work to emulate CAS-like instructions, it would not work with
LL/SC instructions. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
[Almer et al. 2012] that instead maps the ARCOMPACT
atomic instruction directly to x86 compare and exchange.
This is perfectly ﬁne for the scope of the ARCOMPACT
ISA, but would not work for LL/SC instructions emulation due to the reasons presented in Listing 3 and 4.
These related works can certainly give some hints on
how to translate speciﬁc guest atomic instructions, but do
not help in building an infrastructure that could address
different types of guest instructions emulated by different
host architectures.

Linux 4.3.0-rc5 boot time
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Fig. 5: Boot time of the Linux kernel
QEMU come into play, upstream QEMU is outperformed
as we can see from Figure 5.
VIII. R ELATED WORK
There have been already some attempts to make
QEMU multi-threading in the past, all of them had to
address the problem of atomic instruction translation.
PQEMU [Ding et al. 2011] implemented the translation
of ARM’s LDREX and STREX instructions enclosing
their actual memory access in a mutex. This solution,
although capable of serializing all the overlapping atomic
accesses, is unable to emulate completely the LL/SC
semantic since it does not solve the ABA problem. In
fact, in the sequence lla (y, z, val1 ) → wb (y, z, val2 ) →
wb (y, z, val1 ) → sca (y, z, val3 ) the SC does not fail.
COREMU [Wang et al. 2011] also does not address at
all the ABA problem, without even handling concurrent
LDREX or STREX instruction.

IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
This paper described the key points for a new uniﬁed approach towards atomic instruction translation in
the QEMU emulator, focusing on the set of problems
introduced by parallel execution of guest cores, like the
ABA problem.
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One of the most important aspect discussed, relates
to the use of the LL/SC semantic to implement a set of
helper functions. These helpers can be used to translate
ARM’s ldrex or strex directly, but also additional ones
e.g. CAS instructions.
As expected, the overhead of the emulated instructions
turned to be higher than the non multi-threaded counterpart, but still under 15% in a real use case scenario.
Important to note is that the proposed implementation
did not produce any errors and resulted in a ﬂawless
boot of Linux (which makes considerable use of atomic
instructions). While there is a cost in performance, the
new infrastructure provides means for a real parallel
execution of SMP guest environments, as we can see
in Figure 5.
The source code for the proposed implementation,
which is currently at its seventh iteration, is available
at [5] git repository. The patch series will be updated
according to the feedback of the community that already
helped to advance the work to this stage. In the future
releases, the support of other architectures will be added
to extend the multi-threaded execution for further QEMU
supported targets.
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ABSTRACT
Task scheduling in large-scale distributed High Performance Computing (HPC) systems environments remains challenging research and engineering problem. There is a need of
development of novel advanced scheduling techniques in order
to optimise the resource utilisation. In this work, we develop
the Agent Supported Non-Deterministic Meta Scheduler for
cloud environments. This scheduling model is a simple combination of intelligent agent-based monitoring model for cloud
system and security-aware cloud scheduler. In our model,
scheduling, monitoring and reporting are provided in nondeterministic time intervals. An empirical case study using
a FastFlow task farm was presented. It has demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed solution.
I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud computing became a key paradigm for massive data
processing and large scale computing. Scalability, ﬂexibility,
virtualisation, and geographical distribution of resources and
users in computational clouds are the main features of such
systems. The efﬁcient management of available resources, in
form of task scheduling, is the key point in every cloud system.
Optimal task scheduling of available resources becomes even
more challenging when considering security constraints.
In computational clouds, pervasive virtualisation of
distributed resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications,. . .) supports the distributed access to the cloud
services. The cloud service can be therefore deﬁned by a
set of personalised functionalities provided by virtualised
resources [16]. Canonical cloud services class include the
following components:

deployed applications and environment conﬁgurations;
and
•

Software as a Service (SaaS) where ﬁnal users employ software via application programming interfaces
and browsers.

In order to expose cloud services as a utility [5], cloud
providers must deploy resource pooling, rapid elasticity, ondemand self-service, measured service, and broad network
access. It is therefore crucial to efﬁciently administrate and
provision computational resources to meet user needs.
Traditional cloud scheduling strategies usually focus on
the Makespan reduction. Additional criteria such as energy
consumption, security-awareness, load balancing, reliability,
intercommunication time, heterogeneous elements (resources
and/or tasks), proper completion time, and service level
agreements signiﬁcantly increase complexity of scheduling.
Therefore, cloud scheduling can be deﬁned as a family of
NP-complete optimisation problems. Depending on the users
needs, the complexity of the scheduling problem may be
determined by the number of objectives to be optimized, the
type of the environment, and/or the processing mode and tasks
interrelations [14].
Many concepts of the multi-criteria cloud schedulers are
published in the literature. The List Scheduling [3] algorithm
is an example of the simple greedy algorithm minimising the
makespan: whenever a VM becomes available it process any
unprocessed job. The Least-Cost-Last algorithm [11] allows
to minimise given objective: after ﬁnding the job that has
the latest due date, it recursively schedules all the remaining
jobs to minimise a given objective. Randomized rounding and
linear and dynamic programming algorithms are used to solve
the multi-objective problem [4]. The most popular rounding
algorithm is the Round Robin Algorithm [7], and its modiﬁed
versions: Weighted Round-Robin [9], Fair Round-Robin [22]
and Adaptive Round Robin [17].

•

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) which encompasses hardware, network, storage, and operating system, typically packaged as a Virtual Machine (VM)
or instance;

While soft methods based on evolutionary computing (e.g.
genetic algorithms) have been documented [14], Independent
Batch Scheduling (IBS) offers a substantial improvement [15].
IBS groups tasks into batches which can be executed independently. The paper considers IBS problem in the context of
increasing security and timing of system monitoring.

•

Platform as a Service (PaaS) which provides an integrated development environment with control over the

Cloud environments may also be overexploited by unauthorized individuals and organisations. Without the proper control
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one would be able to upload his own task. Then the cloud
system will work on his beneﬁt and the dishonest will not pay
for computational time. To control the privileges users have
different roles with distinct access to resources. Schedulers
and service providers must also take into account the privileges, internal security policies, governance, and geographical
regulations (different low regulation in different countries).
A service provider gives users the access to resources using
different authentication and authorisation roles and policies.
They are enforced and monitored in equal interval. Such timing
determinism may be exploited as a vulnerability to allow
an attacker to use CPU time of the system in unauthorized
way. The payment for CPU time will be at the expense
of the end-user or system vendor. Putting unauthorized task
between monitoring intervals will not be be detected. Such
vulnerabilities have been revealed during this timing-based
manipulation [23]. There is a necessity of introducing nondeterministic methods during scheduling the tasks.
In this work, we deﬁne the problem of scheduling, monitoring, and reporting of independent tasks execution, where
submitted tasks are processed in a batch mode using nondeterministic time intervals. Such process of managing tasks
(scheduling, monitoring and reporting) is supported by a
simple cloud multi-agent system.
In many existing security-driven scheduling models, service providers have full knowledge about the security demands
from cloud users and the trust levels for virtual machines.
Differently to the above approaches, in our model, we deﬁne
dynamic “reputation” indexes for VMs and security requirements for the execution of tasks [10]. The security aspect
of scheduling in our model can be interpreted as the system
security concept from the provider’s perspective.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II, the
model of Agent Supported Non-Deterministic Meta Scheduler
is formally deﬁned. The next two sections, III and IV, are
dedicated to the implementation and evaluation of the proposed
model respectively. The paper is summarized in Section V
along with the directions of further research.
II.

M ODEL

We consider the IBS problem, where tasks are executed
independently in batches. Additionally, we assume in our
model that the times of the distribution of the workloads are
stochastically estimated. Such scheduling problem instance can
be deﬁned by using A|B|C notation speciﬁed in [8] and [12],
where A deﬁnes the resource layer and architecture type, B
deﬁnes the processing characteristics and the constraints, and
C speciﬁes the scheduling criteria. Formally, the considered
scheduling problem can be deﬁned as follows:
Rm|b, indep, stat, hier|(objectives)

(1)

•

stat - static mode, when the given number and characteristics of VMs remains the same during scheduling
process;

•

hier - references that the scheduling objectives are optimised in hierarchical mode: a central meta-scheduler
which interacts with local job schedulers in order to
deﬁne the optimal schedules; and,

•

objectives - denotes the set of considered scheduling
objective functions.

Conventional scheduling objectives are:
•

S∈Schedules

Rm – tasks are sent into parallel resources of various
computing capabilities;

•

b - the task processing mode is batch mode;

•

indep - independency as the task interrelation;

j∈T asks

where Cj is the time when task j is ﬁnalized, T asks
are all tasks submitted to system and Schedules is
the set of all possible schedules.
•

The Flowtime measures minimum of the sum of times
of all the tasks:
 

F =
min
Cj ,
(3)
S∈Schedules

j∈T asks

A. Assumptions
Our scheduling model is based on a simple centralized
multi-agent system with one master agent and several working agents (workers). The master agent manages the nondeterministic of tasks scheduling and execution. Then gathers
and analyses the information about the objectives for the whole
system [see (2)-(3)]. After that makes decisions about the
scheduling process. Working agents look after the incorporated
workload, and gather and analyse objectives for the nodes that
they are responsible of. They also negotiate the parameters for
the scheduling policy with the master agent.
The following conditions are necessary for deﬁnition and
implementation of our scheduler:
•

a fully distributed environment with M nodes composed of a VM;

•

each task is performed on single VM;

•

all tasks are delivered to the system in batches;

•

a variety of computing capabilities, access modes, and
response times for all participating nodes;

•

the performance of any given task on a single VM is
neither related nor affected by the performance of any
other VM;

•

the number of machines in the physical layer of the
cloud is ﬁxed and unchanged during the execution of
generated schedules; and

•

the scheduler sends the tasks from one batch after
another.

where the individual components mean:
•

The Makespan measures the time when the latest task
is done:


max Cj ,
(2)
min
Cmax =

Let the time interval [0, T ] be a time horizon of system
activity. We assume that at time t = 0 the system receives a
batch of tasks from the scheduler. Then the next one, until the
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last batch. Last batch from comes before deadline time t = T .
Let us assume that the scheduler is activated N times during
time interval [0, T ], T > 0, at randomly selected moments
t1 , t2 , ..., tN – ‘scheduler ticks’. At time t = t1 , the ﬁrst batch
of the tasks is sent and the scheduler waits until t = t2 . At
t = t2 , some tasks will be completed and some will be in
progress. There will be machines idle, busy with work to end
the job, and some ﬁnishing their jobs. At t = t2 , the second
batch of tasks is sent to the machines. Let us denote by tsched
i
the time that is necessary for the scheduler to perform all the
activities to obtain the i-th schedule.
Let j from 1 to W (where W - number of tasks) be the task
label. Task j may be characterised by workload parameter wlj
expressed in Millions of Instructions per second (MIPS). Then
the vector [wl1 , ..., wlW ] is a workload vector for all tasks in
the batch.
If we divide workload vector into K categories representing
the K different levels task volume, we may build a frequency
distribution, [13], that shows us a summarised grouping of
tasks divided into mutually exclusive classes and the number of
occurrences in a class. Firstly, we decide about the number of
classes. The√maximum number of classes may be determined
by formula 2 W . Secondly, we calculate the range of the data
by ﬁnding minimum and maximum data value. The range will
be used to determine the class width. Thirdly, we decide about
width of the class denote by h and obtained by dividing the
range by number of classes. The classes taken together have
to cover the distance from the lowest value in the workload
vector to the highest workload vector value. Finally, we ﬁnd
the frequencies in each class counting how many task belongs
to each class. We formulate the frequency distribution by
frequencies for all of the classes from the lowest values to
the maximal values.
For example for K = 3, we may interpret categories as:
low cost tasks, medium cost task, high cost task. The ﬁrst (from
three consecutive values of the frequency vector) coordinate
denoted how many task is in the batch that require low cost
to be performed.
The proposed model can be characterised as centralized
adaptive IBS. Such schedulers can be represented by the vectors of machines or tasks labels where a direct representation
of the schedule is used [14]. Let us denote by S the set of
all permutations with repetition of the length W over the set
of machine labels M . An element s from set S is termed as
schedule and it is encoded by the vector s = [i1 , ..., iW ], where
ij from M denotes the number of the machine on which the
task labelled by j is executed. The j from 1 to W are the task
labels.
B. Non-deterministic ticks of scheduling/monitoring/reporting
Let us assume that the scheduling/monitoring/reporting is
activated N times during time interval [0, T ], T > 0, at random
points t1 , t2 , ..., tN called ticks. Three different models of
randomness were proposed to obtain ti for i = 1, 2, .., N :
•

discrete uniform distribution on interval [0, T ]: Values
are equally probable; every one of N values has equal
probability 1/N .
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•

Binary Blum-Blum-Shub sequence model: As shown
in algorithm 1, the sequence of zeros and ones using Blum-Blum-Shub Pseudo-Random Bit Generator (PRBG) is calculated until the N -th ones appeared [18]. Then the interval is divided into K equal
parts, where K - number of bits. The each subsequent
value in the binary sequence is assigned to consecutive
point. If the value zero was assigned to the particular
tick - system remains turned off, if the value of one
appeared scheduler/monitor/reporter is being turned
on. The cryptographic security of the Blum-BlumShub PRBG is based on the quadratic residuosity
problem [19].

Algorithm 1 Binary Blum-Blum-Shub sequence model
1: Generate p and q - two big Blum prime numbers.
2: Calculate n := pq
3: Choose the random seed s  s ∈ (1, n − 1),
4: Calculate x0 := s2 (mod n)
5: for i ∈ 1 to n do
6:
xi := x2i−1 (mod n)
7:
zi := xi (mod 2)
8: return z1 , z2 , z3 , . . . , zn
•

Binary SHA-2 sequence model assumes the usage of
cryptographic hash function Secure Hash Algorithm
2 in the SHA-512 version [2], with output size of
512 bits. That is the improvement of usage the older
version of SHA-1 algorithm as the random number
generator presented in [1].
This model assumes generation 512 values (0 or 1)
at each single run and the scheme of turning on
scheduler/monitor/reporter remains the same as in 3.

Both Pseudo-Random Bit Generators [18] are deterministic
algorithms which generated binary sequence indistinguishable
from a truly-random binary sequence. Therefore, it is impossible for the malicious individual to calculate when the next
scheduling/monitoring/reporting will take place and the attack
described in [23] is very probable to be revealed and blocked.
III.

I MPLEMENTATION

The system is implemented using agents which are capable
of autonomous actions in a given environment to meet design
objectives. Speciﬁcally, the schedules are executed in nondeterministic intervals and monitored by dedicated agents.
Moreover, the true response time of the nodes, and the time
of processing the single task may vary non-deterministically
due to the possible failures of the VM, being under denial-ofservice attack, or problems with connection between machines.
In proposed model, the tasks are submitted to selected
cloud task providers, from where they are sent to the pool
of tasks. Next, the tasks are gathering to the batches. The
master agent’s inputs are both, batch of tasks and scheduling
tick. The master agent is responsible for management of the
scheduling process and decides when to get the batch and start
scheduling. For the process of implementing of the schedule
are responsible cloud task dispatchers, that submit the tasks
to the VMs. The second amenability of master agent is the

Fig. 1.

Overall architecture of the system.

gathering the information from worker nodes agents, and
making decisions respecting the their needs.
If the master agent is idle, it has to assume that the
environment will not be at the same state, because the worker
nodes are still in use. Thence, it has contact the worker agents
to gather the information about the environment. This action
is taken from time to time due to the very hight cost of
the continuous monitoring. The model has assumed that the
activities of scheduling, monitoring, and reporting are being
performed in the non-deterministic time intervals as the part
of one connection.
Agents are assumed to have a set of possible actions, which
transform the state of the environment. The architecture is
shown in Figure 1.
Let Ac = a1 , a2 , ...aL be the (ﬁnite) set of L actions.
The basic model of agents interacting with their environments
assumes that the agents starts making decisions in some state of
environment. The result of this decision that is the environment
can respond with a number of possible states is St = s1 , s2 , ....
This process has two main features. Firstly, the environment is history dependent. That means, the decisions made
earlier by the agent inﬂuences the current state. Secondly, the
environment is non-deterministic [21]. In this paper the we
have proposed:
•

ai - action after setting non-deterministic i-th model,
for i = 1, 2, 3 (see p. 6.),

•

a4 - action necessary to change between models 6.16.3,

•

ai - actions necessary to change parameters of models
6.1-6.3, for i = 5, 6, 7, 8,

•

si - value of the chosen objective (2)-(3) for the whole
system.

A utility function is deﬁned as a numeric value, representing how ’good’ the state is. The role of the agent is then
to make such a decisions that maximize utility [21]. In this
approach, utility is a function:
u : St− > R

(4)

which associates a real value with every environment state, and
is deﬁned as one of the possible objectives in equations (2)-(3).
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The scheduling decisions inﬂuence the worker nodes. Additionally, the information from the worker nodes about the
performance of the systems affect next Master Agents decision.
Each worker node in equipped with model of an agent
responsible for monitoring the node and managing the tasks
send to this node.
•

ai - action necessary to change between models 6.16.4,for i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

•

ai - actions necessary to change parameters of models
6.1-6.4, for i = 5, 6, 7, 8,

•

ai - actions after the k-th task arrived i = 8 + k, ...,

•

si - value of the chosen objective (2)-(3) for the
particular node.

A FastFlow task farm has been selected as the testing
environment. The task-farm pattern allows for the replication
of a stateless function W (Worker), where each replica receives
stream inputs from a dispatcher E (Emitter) and sends outputs
to the collector C. The master and worker agents have been
deployed as separate services in the form of private functions
for workers and FastFlow Emitters.
FastFlow is a structured parallel programming environment
written in C++ on top of the POSIX thread library. It provides
programmers with predeﬁned and customisable stream parallel
patterns–including task-farm and pipeline–and has been successfully employed in clouds [6].
The implementations of Blum-Blum-Shub Pseudo-random
number generator and SHA-2 based Pseudo-random number
generator have been programmed via the OpenSSL C++ library [20]. The pseudo-random number generation uniform
distributions employs the Random Number Engines and Random Number Distributions for C++. These algorithms are the
basis for the ticks generator.
IV.

E VALUATION

The empirical evaluation is based on the matrix multiplication problem and the size of the task governed by the
magnitude of the matrix. Five types of tasks were considered.
The ratio of the tasks size in term of time consumption was:
1, 2, 3, 8, 10, where the size 1 is equal to single node working
for T /12 [min] that is 5 minutes. 120, 180 or 240 tasks are
grouped into a single batch. Each batch is assumed to be the

same, but the single tasks are scheduled using round-robin
according to the scheduler policy.
Five types of workers are introduced. For the sake of
clearness workers was arranged as follows:
•

Very high speed worker A, using 100% of the computational time available in favour of the system;

•

High speed worker B, using 90% of the computational
time available in favour of the system;

•

Moderate speed worker C using 75%;

•

Slow speed worker D using 60%;

•

Very slow worker E using 50%, according the introduced referential time slice.

This simulation reﬂects the different worker physical location and the variety of time necessary to connect with the
worked, sending the data to be precessed it and gathering the
results of calculation. Measures of performance of the system
selected were: makespan, see (2) and ﬂowtime, see (3).

Low: workers remains idle for some amount of given
time;

•

Moderate: workers are idle for very small amount of
the total time;

•

High: workers do not get idle at all.

For comparative purposes, a referencing model has also
been introduced. In this model, the time interval [0,T ] was
divided into p equal parts, where p was assumed to be equal
to 12. The batch of tasks is distributed 12 times by the round
robin scheduler. It has been presumed during models 6.1 − 6.3
testing that the same number of scheduler switching on (and
the number of the system checks and reports) introduced is
12.
Consequently, we have three scenarios: 120, 180 and 240
tasks distributed during time interval [0,T ]. The time load
of each batch of task was (according to a very high speed
worker computational power, not considering lateness due to
communication and other reasons): 5 tasks that lasts (1/5) *
(T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (2/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (3/5)
* (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (1+3/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts
2 * (T /12). Each batch has the same size and the workload is
constant in order to check the inﬂuence of the models 6.1-6.3
into the objectives (2)-(3). For the clarity of the presentation
T is assumed as 3600 seconds. Models 6.1-6.3 resulted in
different time moments in with the tasks were send to the
workers.
TABLE I.

T HE FREQUENCY OF WORKERS A, B, C, D, E USAGE
DURING PERFORMING 12 BATCHES X 20 TASKS =240 TASKS
B
53
56
51
51

C
45
48
51
50

D
42
41
38
39

M AKESPAN EQ (2) VALUE [ SEC ] FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER
OF TASKS

Model
Ref.
Uniform
BBS
SHA-2

120
14185 (3,9h)
10522 (2,9h)
12921 (3,5h)
13124 (3,6h)

180
14523 (4,3h)
13260 (3,6h)
13959 (3,8h)
14018 (3,8h)

240
17161 (4,7h)
17341 (4,8h)
18650(5,1h)
17610 (4,8h)

Makespan eq(2) value has been examined for different
system loads as shown in Table II. The big potential for
upgrading the system performance without intervention inside
the scheduler is stated. Changing the time of scheduler usage
lead to the reduction of the Makespan of the given tasks for
all non-deterministic models for low to moderate system load.
When the system was very heavy loaded the models seem very
close as far as the Makespan of the given tasks.
M EAN M AKESPAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR
BATCHES FOR VARIOUS NUMBERS OF TASKS IN THE BATCH

•

A
65
55
63
61

TABLE II.

TABLE III.

Three types of load have been considered:

Model
Ref.
Uniform
BBS
SHA-2

signiﬁcantly more seldom, as they were used by the Referencing Model, BBS, and SHA-2 models. The best resources
usage seem to take place in the Referencing Model but BBS
and SHA-2 models performed similarly and not worse.

E
35
40
37
39

The utilization of the workers by the models is shown in
the Table I. The Uniform model has used the fastest workers
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nr of tasks in batch
Ref. 10
Ref. 15
Ref. 20
Uniform 10
Uniform 15
Uniform 20
SHA-2 10
SHA-2 15
SHA-2 20
BBS 10
BBS 15
BBS 20

mean
2188
2265
2411
1796
2120
2454
1705
2115
2383
1767
2100
2484

12

st. dev.
353
367
214
215
256
284
193
334
266
185
314
526

Table III presents the mean Makespan of 12 batches, where
all batches are equal in terms of workload. The differences in
Makespans comes from the necessity of waiting in the queue
for the worker to be available. The test shows that for all
models, the mean Makespan is kept at constant level with a
non-decreasing standard deviation.
The higher value of standard deviation of Makespan value
means that some bottlenecks occurred during the calculation
process. The raising standard deviation may be the the signal
for the worker agents to start the negotiation with the master
agent to switch from one model to another. Alternating the
models may help the master agent to choose the most effective
one.
For BBS and SHA-2 models it is easy to calculate the
schedules more often without the need to run the model again,
and the next part of the 0-1 sequence may by used with
different frequency. The assumed frequency might be changed
from one minute to 0.5 min or any given number of seconds.
For the discrete uniform model 6.1 is necessary to prepare new
set of random numbers.
The sample distribution of time ticks ’worst case scenarios’
(regardless of non-deterministic values, ﬁrst scheduling is done
at the beginning of the process for the system not to remain
idle) may be:

•

•

•

•

1 31 40 48 50 25 37 14 24 38 35 51 from the discrete
uniform model 6.1, that gives the time of scheduling
during time interval length T =60min: 1min, 14min,
24min, 25min, 31min, 37min, 38min, 36min, 40min,
48min, 50min, 51min. It results 4 times of scheduling/monitoring in the ﬁrst half if the time interval, and
7 times of scheduling/monitoring in the second half if
the time interval. This kind of scheduling adversely
affects the time of calculation if the batches are so
small that workers become idle waiting for the next
batch, after ﬁnishing all of the tasks from the previous
batch. When workers are very loaded, this way of
scheduling does not affect the performance of the
system much, because during the next scheduling tasks
are queued in workers that are still in use.
0101111111001001101: 12-ths ’one’ as 19-ths number inside the sequence of BBS 6.2 model, that gives
the time of scheduling during time interval length
T =60min: 1min, 3min, 9min, 12min, 15min, 18min,
21min, 24min, 27min, 36min, 45min, 48min, 54min.
The assumed frequency in minutes. It results 9 times
of scheduling/monitoring in the ﬁrst half if the time
interval, and 4 times of scheduling/monitoring in the
second half if the time interval.
1111100110110011000000000001: 12-ths ’one’ as
28-ths number inside the sequence of SHA-2 6.3
model, that gives the time of scheduling during time
interval length T =60min: 1min, 4min, 6min, 8min,
10min, 16min, 18min, 22min, 24min, 30min, 32min,
58min. It results 9 times of scheduling/monitoring in
the ﬁrst half if the time interval, and 3 scheduling
times in the second half if the time interval. The
phenomenon mentioned above is taking place in the
second half of the [0,T] interval.
the time of scheduling during time interval length
T =60 min in the reference deterministic model: 1min,
5min, 10min, 15min, 20min, 25min, 30min, 35min,
40min, 45min, 50min, 55min. It results in 6 times
of scheduling/monitoring in the ﬁrst half if the time
interval, and 6 scheduling times in the second half if
the time interval.

The sets of numbers presented above are the single execution of the proposed models. For the process of scheduling that lasts much longer, e.g. one month, we will obtain
different sets with distinct possible ‘gaps’ between scheduling/monitoring/reporting moments. The average behaviour of
the model after many executions will not depend much on the
single realization’s imperfection.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK

The proposed models for modifying the existing schedules
policies have proven to be effective. They enable ﬂuent batch
calculating without any side effects. The non-deterministic
intervals of system monitoring and reporting prevents from
timing attacks on the resources. Different moments of sending
batches to Virtual Machines enable to improve system speed
as far as the Makespan is concerned.
Our case study with corresponding experimental results has
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed solution and
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the potential to increasing the system effectiveness without
changing the scheduler itself.
The proposed models have checked resources consumption
smoothness. Makespan of the pool of task was examined, the
average time of single batch processing and the bottlenecks
occurrence. There are differences accordingly to the system
load . The preliminary strategies of master and worker agents
have been developed. The proposed multi-agent model enables
to negotiate the parameters of the models according to the
system state.
The proposed solution is very elastic and may be used
for different scheduler types. This approach did ensure proper
security of the system. Monitoring and reporting are not
possible to predict, because of the fact that they are based on
’safe’ random number generator (BBS) or generator working
as the random oracle (SHA).
Achievement of the aforementioned objectives open several possibilities for further research in related areas. Thus,
the number of additional tests and extensions are planned
in the nearest future. One of them is to consider the nonheterogeneous batches of tasks. Based of the knowledge of the
length of the next gap between scheduler usage, it is planned
to incorporate the master agent changing decision about the
enlargement of the batch size. Worker agents are planned to
negotiate the smallest gaps when they are recording that idle
state occurred.
The Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) is being tested as
the support for the master agent decisions. ANN is simulating
the cloud computing environment without running the working
nodes. It calculates the estimate results of the different future
decision of the master agent, helping it to proceed towards
better option.
The project involves the implementation of new nondeterministic models for ticks of scheduling, monitoring and
reporting. One of these models can be discrete Poisson distribution. As well as plans to implement new schedulers especially those based on genetic algorithms. More advanced
schedulers will be tested in OpenStack and Amazon AWS
environments.
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developing medical wireless body area networks
(WBAN) are (Kirichek et al. 2016):
- Wearable smart fitness electronics, which acts as a
mentor in the observance of a healthy way of life (sleep,
physical activity, etc.). The data is collected from all
kinds of bracelets, smart watches, pedometers,
neurointerface and then is delivered to the cloud service
through the Internet, while the smartphone is used as a
gateway. As a rule, these products do not require strict
medical certification.
- Specialized clothing and high-precision sensors for
collecting the data on the state of human health data
according to the key performance indicators (heart rate,
blood sugar, blood pressure and others.). Sensors are
installed in the suits of sportsmen and people of extreme
professions. These products are subject to mandatory
medical certification.
- Medical nanonetworks are implanted directly into the
body of the human and communicate through a dedicated
gateway. This area is at the stage of research, but the
results are predicting the widespread of this type of
network.
In turn, the collected data should be delivered to a single
point for storage and subsequent processing. For these
purposes, it is advisable to use UAV-P that can quickly
fly around the area of people dislocation and transmit
data to the cloud server, using the telemetry channel.
An example of such an interaction can be a group of
climbers who came under an avalanche of snow. UAV-P
is capable of arriving at the accident site in a few minutes,
flying around the area, fixing the place where there are
people and transmitting the data from the WBAN about
their health in the cloud server.

KEYWORDS
Model, WBAN, UAV, Data, Sensor Node, Channel.
ABSTRACT
Currently, the wireless body area network for monitoring
the human body and preventing the critical situations of
life are widely spread. Data from the sensors are collected
in the memory of the microcomputer, and should be
delivered in a cloud service for the further analysis. The
classical methods for delivery via wireless interfaces
require large power consumption (Wifi, LTE, 3G
technology), whereas the protocols with low power
consumption suggest the presence of additional gateway
with the Internet, which is not always possible to
implement. The paper proposes an original approach of
using UAVs to deliver data from the wireless body area
network to a remote cloud server. The proposed model
takes into account the bandwidth, the ability of
generating traffic parameters, the number of sensor nodes
and the characteristics of the UAV.
INTRODUCTION
The Flying Ubiquitous Sensor Network (FUSN) is a new
application of the Internet of Things (Koucheryavy et al.
2015; Kirichek and Koucheryavy 2016). The term is
rather new, but it has managed to win the attention of the
scientific community. The main objective of the FUSN is
a collection of data from the remote sensor nodes by
using public unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV-P). This
effect has become possible and necessary due to the
emergence of a large number of objects, equipped with
sensors (temperature sensors, humidity, light, etc.) and
radiomodules based on protocols: ZigBee, 6LoWPAN,
BLE, RPL, AODV and so on (Koucheryavy et al. 2014;
Vasiliev et al. 2014; Rosario et al. 2014), as well as a
reduction of the cost and promotion the UAV-P that can
perform the autonomous flights on a given route (Phuong
et al. 2014; Kirichek et al. 2015).
There are two segments of the flying ubiquitous sensor
networks: terrestrial and flying. The terrestrial segment is
represented as a classical ubiquitous sensor network
(Abakumov and Koucheryavy 2014; Vybornova and
Koucheryavy 2014; Futahi et al. 2015), and the flying
segment as one or several of UAV-P (Sahingoz 2014; De
Freitas et al. 2010; Orfanus et al. 2014). Actively

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
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OVERVIEW OF THE UAV CHANNELS OF
INTERACTION WITH THE PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
One or more UAV can be used for the tasks of data
collection and transmission (figure 1). Autonomous
UAV flight is performed on the basis of the flight task,
which is pre-loaded into the controller (Kirichek et al.
2015).
Although the full autonomy of the flight, the telemetry
channel is typically used for monitoring parameters of
UAV and for supplying the emergency landing
command. Given the fact that the maintenance traffic is
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transmitted in the channel – the channel utilization is
about 60%, the channel resource remains small for
efficient data transmission collected from WBAN.

The access network is constructed on the basis of the
communication nodes located on UAVs. In general, k
UAVs can be located in a service area, where the sensor
nodes coverage areas may overlap, as shown in figure 2,
3.

Figure 2: The Sensor Network Areas Model Served by
UAVs

Figure 1: Data Collection from WBAN Using One or
Multiple UAVs
Thus, it is necessary to solve the problem of guaranteed
data delivery from the sensor nodes (a man with WBAN)
on the cloud server via the Internet.
The following parameters can be varied:
- The number of people;
- The number of UAVs;
- The radius of radio coverage of the UAV;
- The size of the territory with people;
- Frequency (various channels of interaction).

Figure 3: Overlap Sensor Network Areas and UAVs
Areas
Area can be served by multiple UAVs. UAVs have a
random location at some time, and can also be viewed as
a Poisson field.
We believe that the communication nodes which are
located on UAVs, have a choice of free frequency
channel to communicate with the sensor nodes.
Frequency Division Multiplexing makes it possible to
serve the nodes of sensor network with multiple UAVs
crossing their service areas. We assume that the sensor
node periodically performs the data sending operation. If
at the time of this operation there is a free channel
resource, the data is transmitted at a rate determined by
the free channel bandwidth. If there is no available
resource, the data waits to be sent. Time data delivery
through the access network will be determined by the
transmission rate in the channel and the standby
transmission start time

THE MODEL OF DATA DELIVERY FROM THE
WBAN TO THE PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
NETWORK WITH THE USE OF UAV
The purpose of the UAV network simulation is to choose
its parameters to provide the desired quality of service
traffic (Kirichek et al. 2015). The quality of service traffic
in the context of this task is determined by the delivery
of the data from the sensor network (WBAN) in the cloud
server. The network parameters are the bandwidth data
transmission channel and the number of UAVs required
for the task.
In order to build a model, we will make the following
assumptions. Let us assume that it is required to transfer
the data from a group of n sensor nodes. The sensor nodes
are arranged randomly and form a Poisson field (Ventcel'
1959). Each of the sensor nodes produces a fixed amount
of data v (bytes), which is a set of values obtained from
the various sensors. The data from each of the nodes
should be delivered to the collection cloud server at a
time not exceeding T0. The network structure includes a
segment of the sensor nodes, the access network segment,
implemented with the help of UAVs, gateway and data
network segment between the gateway and the cloud
services server. We assume that the bottleneck in this
structure is a segment of the access network. Further we
will consider only the settings for the access network
segment, believing that the network settings of other
elements have a substantial margin of bandwidth.

T =W +t

(1)

where W - waiting time of the beginning of transfer;
b - transfer time through a channel.
Considering this system as a queuing system, it is
possible to estimate the delay associated with waiting for
the start of service.
The flow of requests for the system input is determined
by the activity and the number of the sensor nodes. We
proceed from the fact that the traffic characteristics,
which are produced by various different nodes, differ
(different frequency of sending data and different amount
of data). Then the resulting flow of quite a large number
of nodes can be described by a simple flow model, the
intensity of which is equal to
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where }i – the flow rate produced by the i-th node. The
average volume of transmitted data is:
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second formula Erlang (Erlang C-formula) (Iversen
2001);
a = λ ⋅ t - the intensity of the load (Earl);
k - the number of available channels (UAV);

(3)

i =1

where ~i is the volume of data transmitted by the i-th
node.
At a constant speed of data transmission in the channel
b (bit/s) the average service time of requests is equal to

t = tC +

v
(s)
b

μ=

k
(requests/sec)
t

1
- the average number of requests served (sent) by
t

one channel per unit of time.

(4)

If the distribution of the service time is different from the
exponential, it is possible to resort to an approximate
evaluation of its upper limit, for example (Kleinrock
1975).
Assuming an exponential distribution service time, the
necessary number of available channels (UAV) can be

where tC - the time required for channel selection and
communication (sec).
v - the amount of sensor data (bit);
b - the data transmission rate in the channel (bits/sec).
If tC is significantly less time required for transmission, it
can be neglected.
If at the moment of awakening the node selects a free, at
the moment, frequency channel, ie, channel which is not
currently transmitted to a traffic, then the model can be
described with a queuing system form M/G/k in service
procedure with expectation. Assuming that the
communication channels with the UAV 1 ... k, are
identical, it is possible to present that their total capacity
is equal to

μk =

estimated as the solution of the inequality T ≤ T0 that
can be obtained by minimizing the expression

k = arg min
k

EC (k , λ , μ )
+ t − T0
kμ − λ

(5)

t

(8)

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Model of Service Sensor Network Nodes

The paper suggests the new ways of using UAVs to
deliver the real-time data on a remote cloud server. The
proposed model will enable to calculate the number of
UAVs required for the collection and delivery of data,
taking into account the intensity and volume of traffic to
the network underwear, the number of units and the
radius of their connection.
These results will be used to conduct a series of
experiments on the flying ubiquitous sensor network.

If we make the assumption that the time of service
requests (the time of its transmission over the channel) t
is accidental and has an exponential distribution, for the
system M/M/k we can estimate the waiting time at queue
as the

EC (k , λ , μ )
kμ − λ

k
πR 2

where R – the radius of the node connection.
Thus, using the expressions (7) and (8) based on the
intensity of traffic data which is produced by the sensor
nodes, and their amount of traffic intensity, the amount
of transmitted data and the radius of connection, one can
estimate the required number (density) of the UAV which
is necessary for data delivery over the time, which does
not exceed a predetermined value.

λ

W =

(7)

The conditions of the model k - should be viewed as the
average number of UAVs, which are simultaneously in
communication area where the density can be obtained,
i.e. the average number of UAV unit area service area

ρUAV =

W

is the

(6)
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ABSTRACT
The paper concerns the problem of robot-assistance in
localization of stationary nodes in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN). In our work, we present a simulation of localization
process based on real-life data obtained during experiments.
The paper describes classical localization algorithm – multilateration, however this algorithm is run not only on raw
distance estimates but also on distance estimates obtained after
application of specialized ﬁltering procedures. A provided case
study demonstrates the localization accuracy obtained for a
robot localizing three stationary nodes during it’s movement
along example path.
INTRODUCTION
Localization of moving objects is one of the fastest developing topics in the ﬁeld of wireless communication. The
domain which few years ago was a point of interest mostly
researchers working in robotics, now becomes more and more
popular in other ﬁelds. The idea of providing information about
mobile user position especially in indoor environment attracts
attention not only researchers, but ﬁrst of all a huge number
of companies. They hope this technology will open for them a
new advertisement market. As a conﬁrmation one can look at
the well known localization contest organized in recent years
by Microsoft co-located with IPSN conference (International
Conference on Information Processing in Sensor Networks).
The best solutions published last year provided means and
algorithms allowing to locate user with localization error lower
than half of meter (see Dewberry and Petroff (2015); Sánchez
et al. (2015); Lazik et al. (2015)).
The obtained accuracy is impressing. However there is one
disadvantage – each of this solutions require highly specialized
devices and techniques to achieve such accuracy. For example
Sanchez et al. propose to build a map of the environment.
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Their system employs a high deﬁnition point cloud generated
by pair wise registration of laser scanner acquisitions, yielding
accurate maps consisting of 3D points, normals and (optionally) colors. As a consequence this method can by applied
only in environment where specialized mapping procedure was
done earlier. Overcoming this drawback is difﬁcult and usually
inﬂuence worse accuracy, however the survey paper published
by Liu et al. (2007) outlines at least few methods applying
Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements for localization
of moving objects.
High localization quality obtained by our High Performance Localization System (HPLS) in case of static networks
(see Marks et al. (2014)) encouraged us to validate by simulation the possibility of localizing moving object in WSN
environments. The simulation is done numerically but is based
on real-life data registered in existing network composed by
set of Crossbow MicaZ nodes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains all
aspects of collecting and processing RSSI data from testbed
networks. Section III introduces the localization task formulation. Next this task in solved using localization scheme
described in Section IV. Section V presents some numerical
results obtained in our test network. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper and gives possible future directions for
research on robot-assisted wireless positioning.
REAL-LIFE RSSI DATA
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is considered
to be a simplest and cheapest method amongst the wireless
distance estimation techniques, since it does not require additional hardware for distance measurements and is unlikely
to signiﬁcantly impact local power consumption, sensor size
and thus cost. Main problem in application RSSI is low
accuracy. According to well-known wireless channel models
(described in next section) received power should be a function
of distance. However, the RSSI values have a high variability
and it’s difﬁcult to use them as a distance estimator (see
Benkic et al. (2008); Ramadurai and Sichitiu (2003); Marks
and Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz (2011)).

The radio signal propagation modeling
Propagation models are generally focused on predicting the
average received signal strength at a given distance from the
transmitter, as well as the variability of the signal strength in
close spatial proximity to a particular location. Propagation
models that predict the mean signal strength for an arbitrary
transmitter-receiver separation distance are useful in estimating the radio coverage area of a transmitter and are called
large-scale propagation models, since they characterize signal
strength over large distances (hundreds or thousands of meters). On the other hand, propagation models that characterize
the rapid ﬂuctuations of the received signal strength over very
short travel distances or short time durations are called smallscale models (see Rappapport (2002)).
In this paper we do not concentrate on small ﬂuctuations of
the signal strength in time. Hence the large-scale model is used
further. Rappapport (2002) and many other authors claim that
both theoretical and measurement based propagation models
indicate that average received signal power decreases logarithmically with distance, whether in outdoor or indoor radio
channels. The mean large-scale path loss can be expressed as
a function of distance:
d
P L(d)[dB] = P L(d0 )[dB] + 10nlog
,
(1)
d0
where d is the transmitter-receiver distance, d0 is a reference
distance (for IEEE 802.15.4 radio typically the value of d0
is taken to be 1 m) and n is the path loss exponent (rate at
which signal decays). The value of n depends on the speciﬁc
propagation environment and should be obtained through curve
ﬁtting of empirical data. Many authors, including Gibson
(1999), indicate an empirical experiment as the best way to
select an appropriate path loss for the reference distance d0 .
The received signal strength P r at a distance d is:
P r (d)[dBm] = P t [dBm] − P L(d)[dB],

(2)

t

where P denotes the power of transmitter.
Data collection
The data collection procedure was done by Jarosław
Śmietanka – Warsaw University of Technology student during
his thesis preparation (see Śmietanka (2015)). All series of
experiments were done outside, in the ﬁeld 10m x 10m. The
MicaZ nodes were placed on wooden sticks 1.8 m tall. Two
types of experiments were carried out. The ﬁrst series was
dedicated to measure RSSI values characterizing signal propagation between one mobile node and each of stationary nodes.
As a result signal characteristics for three pairs of nodes were
collected – they are described in Training stage: RSSI-distance
relationship identiﬁcation subsection. The second series of
experiments was done assuming scenario with one mobile
node moving around the whole test area and exchanging
messages with three stationary nodes. This series of experiment
is described in subsection Testing stage: Tests on a full grid.
Figure 1 demonstrates the testbed conﬁguration.
Training stage: RSSI-distance relationship identiﬁcation
As it was written in previous subsection, the ﬁrst experiment was dedicated to measuring RSSI values characterizing
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Fig. 1.

Testbed conﬁguration for RSSI data acquisition.

signal propagation between one mobile node and each of
stationary nodes. The aim of this experiment was identiﬁcation
of relationship between distance separating nodes and values of
Received Signal Strength. At the beginning separation distance
between nodes was equal 1 meter. Later it was extended one
by one by 1 meter up to ﬁnal separation distance equal 10
meters. The experiments conﬁrmed the high variability of RSSI
signal – what is illustrated in Figure 2. As it can be seen for
mobile node and stationary node #1 the registered values are
not monotonous. For example the signal strength equal -75
dBm was observed both for distance equal 5 and 7 meters,
while for 6 meters the signal was stronger (-73 dBm). Of
course the presented values represents mean values for a series
of 20-30 radio signal measurements.
Although the ﬂuctuations of the signal strength make
localization much more difﬁcult, we decided to build the RSSIdistance relationship model and check how this ﬂuctuations
impose localization process. Similar results were observed by
us earlier – Marks et al. (2014) and they didn’t prevent us
from obtaining high localization accuracy. The RSSI-distance
modelling was done using OLS scheme (see Marks and
Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz (2011)).
Using (1) and (2) we can estimate the average distance
between nodes i and j as a function of received signal strength
Pijr :
P t −P L(d0 )
r
1
· 10− 10n Pij ,
(3)
d˜ij = d0 · 10 10n
where d0 denotes the reference distance, P L(d0 ) the path loss
at the reference distance, n the path loss exponent and P t
output power of the transmitter. It should be pointed that the
goal of the calibration procedure is only to predict a value
of the distance dij for known value of Pijr , not to ﬁnd the
exact value of the parameters n, P t , d0 , P L(d0 ). Hence, we
can simplify the equation (3) introducing parameters η and θ:
r
d˜ij = η · 10θ·Pij ,

(4)

P t −P L(d0 )
10n

1
and θ = − 10n
. It seems to
where η = d0 · 10
be reasonable to ﬁt the RSSI-distance curve based on two
parameters not four.

It is obvious that this average distance differs vastly from
the true physical distance between selected nodes, but there is
no chance to ﬁt the curve describing signal propagation to all

Testing stage: Tests on a full grid
Using nomenclature from Machine Learning ﬁeld the aim
of training stage is building models which are later validated
in testing stage. In the considered experiment the situation is
very similar. The propagation models achieved as a solution
of optimization task (5) creates basis to estimate distances
in more realistic scenario. The estimation is done separately
for each pair (mobile – stationary node). In this scenario, as
it was written earlier, mobile node moves around the whole
test area and exchanges messages with three stationary nodes.
To be precise, by moving around, we understand a set of
measurements which are done on a grid 10m x 10m with cell
equal 1m x 1m. As a result at the end of this stage there are
121 locations with known distances between them and every
stationary node. The experiment conﬁguration is very similar
to the one described by Bulusu et al. (2000).
LOCALIZATION TASK FORMULATION
For the purpose of simulation the robot-assisted localization we assume that the location of robot is known in each
point of its trajectory and locations of three stationary nodes
are unknown. The aim of localization process is determining
the positions of stationary nodes with the minimal displacement. Without any information about relationship between
stationary nodes the localization of each node can be treated
independently. Hence, the average localization error can serve
as the localization quality indicator.
Let’s deﬁne the robot trajectory (path) A as a set of K
points:
A = a1 , a2 , ..., aK ,

(6)

where the distance between two neighbouring points is equal
one meter:

||ak − ak−1 || = 1.
(7)
k=2,...,K

Therefore the localization task can be expressed as:
M K
1 
(||ak − x̂i ||2 − d˜k,i )2
min J =
x̂
M i=1

(8)

k=1

Fig. 2.

Distance-RSSI relationship for Mobile node and particular anchors.

samples. An ordinary least square (OLS) method can be used
to calculate values of parameters η and θ that minimize the
error between the true physical and estimated distances:

min

ηols ,θols





ηols · 10θols ·Pij − dij
r

2

.

(5)

r ,d )∈Ψ
(Pij
ij

Obtained RSSI-distance curves are illustrated in Figure 2
by red lines.
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where M is the number of stationary nodes, x̂i denotes
estimated positions of node i and d˜k,i distance between pairs
of nodes (k, i).
LOCALIZATION SCHEME
Classic Approach – Multilateration
The most intuitive approach to solve the task deﬁned in (8)
is to use collaborative multilateration algorithm described by
Savvides et al. (2001). The idea of algorithm is very simple and
it can be expressed as a minimization of differences between
measured distances and distances resulting from estimated
nodes locations:

i=1,...,M

min
x̂

K

k=1

(||ak − x̂i ||2 − d˜k,i )2

(9)

Real-data ﬁltering
Multilateration is a widely used and popular algorithm in
WSN localization, however it’s accuracy is not impressive
for noisy measurements. Unfortunately in case of localization
problem deﬁned in previous section there is no place for
algorithms utilizing the information about all connections
in the network, which are much more precise, as the one
described by Marks et al. (2014).
Therefore the only factor inﬂuencing localization accuracy
which can be improved is the measurements quality. To be
precise, not exactly measurements quality as we cannot change
the data which are already obtained from real-life deployment,
but the measurements can be ﬁltrated to form a smooth curve.
This is the consequence of condition (7) which limits possible
changes in distances between stationary node xi and two point
on the path ak , ak+1 to 1 meter. Only if the mobile node is
going straight in direction of node si the distance is equal 1
meter. The general condition can be express as:




||dk,i − dk+1,i ||2  ≤ 1

the most signiﬁcant one. By signiﬁcance we mean the absolute
difference between values of distances for current, previous
and next mobile node positions. How strict is the peak-ﬁlter
function depends on the tolerance parameter which determines
which absolute differences of distances are acceptable and
which values should be corrected. Additionally peak-ﬁlter
function utilize information about upper limit of distance
– which is determined by terrain size. The node which is
localized must be inside the searching ﬁeld. The Figure 4
presents how the distance curve looks like after applying peakﬁlter – in upper part and after applying both ﬁlters in lower
one.

(10)

In the proposed localization scheme the condition (10)
is realized by application of two smoothing functions. The
aim of the ﬁrst one (peak-ﬁlter) is limitation local peaks
in distances for subsequent ak points. The second function
applied after realization of (peak-ﬁlter) is (local-changeﬁlter) which limits too big differences in subsequent distances
values.

Fig. 3. Raw distance measurements obtained for subsequent mobile nodes
positions.

To illustrate what is the distance ﬁlters purpose let’s analyze the raw distance measurements obtained for subsequent
mobile nodes positions and stationary node #1 – Figure 3.
The grey circles denotes the highest peaks. The peak-ﬁlter
identiﬁes all peaks in the curve and limits them starting from
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Fig. 4. Filtrated distance measurements obtained for subsequent mobile nodes
positions.

The local-change-ﬁlter is used to determine and reduce
changes in distances for subsequent mobile nodes positions
occurring in monotonous function range. Similarly to peakﬁlter also local-change-ﬁlter behaviour depends on the tolerance parameter which determines what absolute differences of
distances are acceptable and what values should be corrected.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the purpose of localization schemes evaluation the
path composed of 19 locations was selected. The considered
mobile node path is presented in ﬁgure 5. True locations of
three stationary nodes are marked with blue (node #1), red
(node #2) and green (node #3) triangles. The mobile node
started in the bottom-left corner and moved to upper-right
one. First attempt to localize stationary nodes was taken after
visiting ﬁrst four locations. Later the process was repeated until
achieving the last location by mobile node. The ﬁnal solution
– after visiting all locations is presented in Figure 6. Figure 6a
shows the locations obtained using raw distance measurements,
while the Figures 6b and 6c illustrate locations found after
localization method run on ﬁltrated data – respectively after
peak-ﬁlter and peak-ﬁlter + local-change-ﬁlter application.
The shorter are lines connecting true locations (marked with
triangle) and estimated locations (marked with squares) the
better are location estimates. The quality of location estimates
for different distance measurements (raw and ﬁltrated) is
presented in Table I. As it can be observed application of
ﬁltering process improves the localization quality, however for
particular node the location error can be higher in comparison
to RAW distance measurements – node #2. In general application of smoothing functions resulted in mean localization error
reduction from 2.00 to 1.03 meter.

Fig. 5.

Mobile node test path.

TABLE I.

Localization
Error
Node #1
Node #2
Node #2
Mean

L OCALIZATION ERRORS FOR STATIONARY NODES 1-3 AND
DIFFERENT DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS .

RAW distance
measurements
2.39
1.90
1.70
2.00

Peak-ﬁlter
0.90
2.09
0.70
1.23

Peak-ﬁlter Intel
+ local-change-ﬁlter
0.55
2.38
0.17
1.03

As it was mentioned earlier the localization process was
repeated along the mobile node path. The values of localization
errors as a function of travelled path length are presented
in ﬁgure 7. The general rule is that the more measurements
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Fig. 6.

Distance-RSSI relationship for Mobile node and particular anchors.

is available the more precise locations should be computed.
However in some conditions the quality of localization can
decrease after adding additional distance measurements which
are disrupted by high measurement errors. Such situation can
be observed for node #2 (red lines). The best position estimation was obtained after visiting 16 points along the mobile
node path, not after 19 points. This is the result of signiﬁcant
underestimation of distances for the last 4 measurements – see
row two in ﬁgure 8.

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was simulation of robot-assisted
localization in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). For the
purpose of simulation real-life data were collected and used to
estimate inter-node distances exploited in further simulations.
Such strategy guarantees that localization algorithms were
validated in conditions not far from real-life deployments. In
the same time it was possible to test localization methods
for different mobile-robot paths without necessity of hardware
paths realization. The main originality in our approach is
incorporation of specialized smoothing ﬁlters. The proposed
smoothing ﬁlters correcting distances measurements allowed
on almost 50% localization error reduction in comparison to
RAW distances measurements.
In the future we plan to prepare an extensive set of tests
with different mobile node paths. These experiments should
let us to use collected data to propose an optimal routes for
mobile node, which allow us to minimize localization errors
for stationary nodes.
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ABSTRACT
An approach for constructing an Enterprise Service Bus
based Service Oriented Architecture for individual
clouds and then considering workflows where services
from multiple clouds are used is formulated and a systematic methodology for performance evaluation of the
architecture is presented. The participation in this environment is achieved by allowing the SOA to dynamically federate with services through Community of Interest registries, i.e., different clouds, and by utilizing
these services to share enterprise-level information. The
performance prediction methodology is based on multiformalism modeling.

RELATED WORK
Liu et al. (2007) presented a performance modeling and
benchmarking approach that facilitates estimating performance characteristics of the Enterprise Service Bus
and analyzing the performance relationship between the
ESB and its composite applications. To simplify the performance analysis, their work focuses only on the performance of ESB routing and transformation; this model
does not incorporate the orchestration service, or modeling of the technological network.
Sloane et al. (2007) presented a hybrid approach to
modeling SOA systems of systems in which two separate models are developed, a Colored Petri Net (CPN)
model used to capture internal protocols, communications and resource consumption and a discrete event
simulation model called MESA (Modeling Environment for SOA Analysis) to capture the interactions between nodes in a SOA environment. Although called a
hybrid approach, the CPN and the MESA models are
completely isolated. This approach is hard to generalize
to capture different behaviors, and doesn’t fully capture
the effect of the network on the behavior and performance of a SOA. Finally, the approach does not capture
business processes, the very driver of employing cloudbased service orientation in the first place.
Shin and Levis (2003) use CPN and network simulator models to gain insight into the behavior and performance characteristics of architectures. Their approach
has two separate executable models, the functional executable model is a CPN and the physical (communication) model is a queuing net modeled using the ns-2
(2008) network simulator. The simulation models run
offline, i.e., no message exchange between the two executable models during run-time.
Abusharekh, et al. (2009) presented an approach to
evaluating the end-to-end response time of business processes deployed in an ESB-enabled SOA environment.
The discrete event simulator OMNeT++ (2009) provided the behavior environment in which SOA-based
performance was evaluated. An abstract ESB model
which supports business process orchestration, routing,
and reliable messaging was introduced. The model was
capable of specifying the SOA supporting network to
the needed level of detail. This approach assumed that

INTRODUCTION
Service orientation enables enterprise interoperability
and resource re-use. However, as clouds proliferate,
each with its own core and application-specific services,
the problem of invoking services and creating workflows that use services from two or more clouds needs
to be addressed. Consequently, a methodology to evaluate and predict the logical, behavioral, and performance characteristics of such a federated Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) becomes a necessity. Such a
methodology would synthesize an executable model capable of capturing the complexity of a SOA federation
deployed on different clouds.
The system architect or designer needs to analyze the
dynamic behavior of the proposed workflow, identify
logical and behavioral errors not easily seen in the static
documentation of the architecture, and demonstrate the
capabilities that the architecture enables and how well
they could be used. What makes the problem challenging is that the system’s behavior and performance don’t
only depend on the system’s services but also on (a) the
infrastructure services that enable loose coupling, (b)
services implemented by other systems, i.e., residing in
other clouds, and (c) the underlying network supporting
the different cloud architectures. Sustaining acceptable
end-to-end performance in such a dynamic environment
becomes a challenging problem.
This paper presents a methodology for performance
evaluation and prediction of an Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) enabled SOA federation. The methodology involves the development and implementation of a multiformalism based executable model that is capable of
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an architecture had been designed and that its description consisted of a set of static views describing the logic
and behavior of the business services and business processes and a physical view.
Ghasemi, et al. (2014) transformed UML activity diagrams to generalized stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN); although their approach is targeting SOA performance
evaluation, it does not incorporate the complexities of
SOA ESB, or capture the overhead associated with the
cloud and network services. Duan (2015) focused on the
critical role of network communications in cloud computing and its effect on end-to-end performance of cloud
service provisioning. He presented an approach for
characterizing the service capabilities of a composite
network–computer system using network calculus. The
approach targets the cloud platform and does not fully
capture the architecture to be deployed to the cloud infrastructure. Bocciarelli, et al. (2015) introduced a
model-driven approach to generate HLA-based simulation from SysML specifications of autonomous systems.
The present work extends the work done by
Abusharekh, et al. (2009) by employing multi-formalism modeling in which CPN and network models interoperate during execution. Our approach goes further
in allowing the architect to capture the specifics of the
communication network at any level of detail through
the network simulator. Furthermore, our approach allows the architect to capture the SOA components and
the underlining business processes and their interaction
with the technological network.

Cloud environment is assumed to host the COIs and the
Cloud registry is the central federation repository/registry that publishes COI information. When a service failure occurs candidate services are examined at other
SOAs to locate an alternative service implementation.
SOA1

SOA2

Service 1

Service 1

Service 4

Service 3

Cloud Registry
COI 1
SOA5

Service 1

COI 3

Service 1
Service 3
Service 2

COI 2

Service 3

Service 2

Service 4

Cloud
Environment

Service 4

SOA 3

SOA 4

Service 4

Service 3

Service 2

Service 2

Fig. 1 Cloud Environment and SOA Federation
The objective of the approach is to construct an eventdriven SOA capable of participating in the Cloud environment by consuming existing services and/or to populate it with new ones that can be consumed by anticipated and un-anticipated users. This SOA infrastructure
is based on an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). The services and processes are published through their Communities of Interest (COI) as services for other SOAs
and COIs to re-use.
Two additional sources of information are needed to
be able to insert a new SOA in the Cloud environment:
(1) Information about existing COIs and the services
they expose in order to be able to consume services
and to publish new ones. Full understanding of the
other COIs policies and rules, their data formats, and
services descriptions is needed to successfully federate with them; the new SOA will need to abide by
them. The Cloud Registry Service will be the main
source of such information. The designer needs to understand the services exposed by other SOAs in order
to make a decision whether or not they will fulfill the
functional and non-functional requirements of the
new federate.
(2) Access to existing Enterprise Services currently
available in the Cloud environment. These enterprise
services will allow for trustworthy enterprise-level
data, information, and services sharing.
The products of the Design phase are then used in the
Analysis and Evaluation phase to construct an executable model. Structural and behavioral models of a system
architecture (in this case of a workflow) are static representations of an unprecedented, complex, and dynamic
system. These models are capable of describing the behavior of the architecture only in a limited way. Consequently, there is need for evaluation techniques that go
beyond static diagrams. An executable model of the

THE DESIGN PHASE
In a SOA federation, SOAs co-exist in different clouds.
Each SOA has established producer-consumer relationships, such that the right rules and policies (trust, governance, security, etc.) apply throughout its environment. This allows for autonomy of individual SOAs but
requires implementing federation-wide rules and policies to regulate and govern the federation. (Erl, 2004;
Goodner and Nadalin, 2007)
The concept of Community of Interest (COI) is used
to enable dynamic federation with pre-defined or un-anticipated systems. A Community of Interest is a problem-solving entity that utilizes services across different
SOAs to implement the workflow that addresses its
problem. In order to simplify and speed-up the discovery of services, COIs will not only define common vocabularies, taxonomies, data standards, interchange
agreements, and specifications among COI members,
but also will define service descriptions relevant to the
communities and will host a repository of current implementations of those services. Each COI will have its
federation repository.
To further clarify the SOA federation construct and
how the notion of COI enables and supports such an environment, an example is depicted in Fig. 1. Several
problems with this approach need to be resolved such as
the location of a COI repository that should be negotiated and agreed upon among participating parties. The
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workflow design enables the designer to analyze its dynamic behavior, identify logical and behavioral errors
not easily seen in the static descriptions, and demonstrate to the user the capabilities that the workflow enables.

be reflected directly to the architecture models to maintain traceability. The state space analysis tool embedded
in CPNTools is used to generate and examine the
model’s state space to detect errors or unwanted behavior. After the behavioral and logical analyses are done,
processing delays of the services are added to the CPN
model (Timed CPN) and the performance of the processes is analyzed. This performance reflects processing
delays of services only; additional overhead due to SOA
infrastructure services and the underlying network infrastructure is not captured here. If the performance of
the CPN model does not meet the requirements of the
architecture, the designer must make changes to the architecture to improve the performance. This CPN model
performance serves as the best case (baseline) performance of the design; adding the SOA and network infrastructure will degrade performance.

THE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION PHASE
A key concept in the Analysis and Evaluation phase is
that all elements of the executable model must be traceable to elements in the architecture description of the
workflow; any corrections or changes introduced in the
executable model should be reflected back in the architecture data.
In order to predict the dynamic behavior and performance of a process or application composed of multiple
services, behavior and performance characteristics of
participating services and the supporting network must
be captured. To accomplish this, the executable model
makes use of two model formalisms, a discrete event
system model expressed as a Colored Petri Net and a
network model expressed as queueing network.
Inputs to the Analysis and Evaluation phase are the
structural and behavioral models that describe the functional, the services, and the systems views of the architecture. Outputs of this phase are either changes to the
architecture, or an architecture ready for deployment
along with its Measures of Performance (MOPs) and
Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs).
Stage 1: Behavioral and logical evaluation. Verification of the logical and behavioral aspects of the architecture must be done before performance evaluation. An
executable model of the business processes and services
is built using CPNTools (2016). The inputs to this stage
are the data in the functional architecture models, and
the outputs are the services definitions, the services implementations as CPN Models, and the business processes as XML files, all of which are fed to Stage 2.
Step 1: Synthesizing CPN Executable Model
The structure of the CPN model includes organizational
nodes, the services under their organizational boundaries, and the business processes they own. Although the
CPN model is for the functional viewpoint of the workflow design, Services and Systems models are also
needed to define and construct services definitions, interfaces and implementations.
Two types of services are modeled in CPN, singleton
services and composite ones. A singleton service has
one input place representing service requests and one
output place representing service response. A composite service has two additional places, an output place
representing a process request and an input place representing a process response. For simplicity, each service
is assumed to have one and only one activity (function)
and the current composite service model allows for one
process to be requested.
Step 2: Evaluation using the CPN Executable Model
At this step, scenarios need to be defined to evaluate the
logical and behavioral aspects of the design and any logical or behavioral errors will be captured and fixed and

Stage 2: Performance prediction and evaluation. The
inputs to this stage are the outputs of Stage 1 and the
Services viewpoint models; the outputs are changes to
the design. The tools suite used at this phase is the C2
Wind Tunnel. (Balogh et al., 2008) This is a High Level
Architecture (HLA, 22000) simulation environment that
integrates various simulation platforms, including CPNTools and OMNeT++. The C2 Wind Tunnel integration
is done on three levels: the API level, the interactions
level, and the model semantics level. API level integration provides basic services such as message passing
and shared object management, while the interaction
level integration addresses the issues of time synchronization and coordination. Semantic integration is more
subtle and depends upon the goals and the context of the
overall simulation environment. At the API and interactions level the C2 Wind Tunnel uses Portico (2009) an
open-source, cross-platform HLA RTI implementation.
At the level of model semantics it uses the meta-programmable Generic Modeling Environment (GME,
2009) engine to integrate the operational semantics of
multiple simulation platforms, to manage the configuration and deployment of scenarios in the simulation environment, and to generate the necessary interface code
for each integrated simulation platform. GME is used to
generate configuration files and HLA interactions and
glue code for the C2 Wind Tunnel to host the two interoperating models that make up the multi-formalism
based executable model. Configuration is accomplished
through meta-models that formally specify the modeling paradigm of the application domain. A meta-model
is used to define all the syntactic, semantic, and presentation information regarding the domain.
The goal is to compute the creation time (TC) and endto-end response time (TR) of processes deployed on such
an environment as defined in Abusharekh, et al. (2009).
TC and TR depend on the behavior and performance of
the ESB services and the business services contributing
to the business process, the underlying network supporting the SOA and the cloud environment, and the request
load of business processes deployed on the SOA at a
given time. In order to capture the above factors and the
related characteristics of the environment, five profiles
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need to be created: (1) Network profile, (2) ESB profile,
(3) Services Profile, (4) Processes Profile and (5) Scenario profile. Abusharekh et al. (2009) provide a full description of the profiles and their structure.
Step 3: Building the Multi-formalism based Executable
Model
In the executable model services are modeled in CPNTools while the network infrastructure is modeled in
OMNeT++. The C2 Wind Tunnel instance that was
used hosts two types of federates, CPN federates and
Network federates. The structure of the network model
is shown in Fig. 2. MOM is the Message oriented Middleware module.

A CASE STUDY
The case study results presented here are based on a hypothetical operational concept for a system called Airborne Theater Ballistic Missile (TBM) Interceptor System (ATIS). This case study is used here because a documented complete architecture exists. (Abusharekh et
al. 2007)
In order to create a cloud based architecture capable
of intercepting and destroying TBMs and capable of
providing and consuming information and services to
and from this particular cloud environment we need to:
(a) define services and processes to be hosted by the
ATIS (internal services); (b) re-use business services
and/or processes implemented by other and residing in
different clouds systems (external capabilities); and (c)
publish relevant ATIS services to be used by other systems in this cloud environment. To re-use existing services and populate the cloud environment with new
ones, ATIS must join relevant COIs that have their own
SOA in different clouds. Two COIs are modeled: (a)
the Ballistic Missile Response (BMR) COI: a collaborative group of cloud users who exchange information
regarding ballistic missile response; (b) the Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) COI: a collaborative group of cloud users who exchange information
related to ISR.
The operational concept graphic of the architecture is
shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that Core Enterprise Services (CES) are available and accessible. The Systems
and Services Interface Description is shown in Fig. 4 as
a Unified Modeling Language Deployment diagram.

Fig. 2 OMNeT++ Model Structure
The OMNeT++ model implements the RTI module, a
generic SOA ESB model, service nodes, and the network topology. The RTI module supports communication with the C2 Wind Tunnel through HLA interactions. The ESB model is the same as that introduced in
Abusharekh et al. (2009) but enhanced by including a
Service Application module managing interactions
from/to the CPN model through the RTI Module.
Step 4: Evaluation Using the Multi-formalism based Executable Model
This step needs a scenario profile to define the request
loads on different business processes and within different classes of a business process. The results of the execution are analyzed, after which the designer either is
satisfied with the results or decides to make changes to
one or more of the profiles in order to improve the overall performance.
The performance evaluation of the architecture is
done using the System Effectiveness Analysis methodology (Levis, 1997). The MOP of interest are Timeliness
and Accuracy of a federated SOA architecture. Accuracy is defined as the expected cost of a business process
producing an outcome different from the desired one.
The variables quantifying timeliness are business process response time, creation time, and throughput rate.
Identifying variables quantifying accuracy depends on
the specific mission and objectives of the workflow.
After the executable model has been configured, the
Simulation panel of the C2 Wind Tunnel is used to generate all necessary files for the executable model to run.

1.
2.

ISR COI
Track Blue Service
Track Red Service

BMR COI

1.

ATI Service

2.

GBMW Service

Core Services
•ATIS Tactical Picture
•GBMW System Tactical Picture

 

 

Fig. 3 Operational Concept Graphic for ATIS
A CPN executable model using CPNTools was created to evaluate the operational aspects of the design.
This first model included the processes and services of
the ATIS, but no ESB interaction was included. Once
created, the executable model was used to check the
logic and behavior of the services and their composition
into processes. As errors were detected, fixes were made
to the CPN model and reflected back to the architecture
models. The performance of the ATIS capabilities was
tested by converting the CPN model into a Timed CPN.
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(TBMs not destroyed after 400 seconds of being detected by ATIS). This must be no more than 2. (c)
Throughput rate: the number of TBMs processed per
unit time. There is no constraint so it is parameterized.
The following scenario was used for performance
analysis. An adversary capable of launching multiple
missiles exists and the ATIS and the Global Ballistic
Missile Warning service provided by the BMR COI
have been deployed. The summary of the results of the
15 simulation runs for the baseline case in which the
SOA and network infrastructures are not present are in
Table 1. They show that 3 interceptors can handle the
10 threats with a maximum of two leakers if the threats
arrive at a rate slower than 1 in 25 seconds. These results
represent the best performance the architecture could
accomplish.

Fig. 4 Services & Systems Interface Description
The main questions to be addressed are: (1) Is the
ATIS capable of intercepting in a timely manner incoming TBMs? (2) How many interceptors are required to
handle various adversary capabilities while keeping the
average response time and number of leakers within the
requirements? Therefore, the parameters of interest are:
1. TBM inter-arrival time: a continuous parameter with
values used in the experiments of 0, 25, 50, 75 and
100 seconds.
2. The number of ATIS interceptors: a discrete parameter with values 3, 4 and 5 interceptors.
The resulting parameter locus is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of the three vertical lines.

Table 1. Number of Leakers vs. Number of Interceptors
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Fig. 5 The Parameter Locus
Three Measures of Performance were used to assess
ATIS: (a) Average response time: the average time between ATIS detecting the threat and the threat being engaged by ATIS interceptors. The requirement is for
ATIS to be able to destroy a TBM within 400 seconds
of detecting it. (b) Accuracy: the number of leakers

5
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TBM Interarrival
0
25
50
75
100
0
25
50
75
100
0
25
50
75
100

Average Response Time
347.1
270.1
180.6
159.0
159.0
283.9
212.9
159.0
159.0
159.0
245.5
180.0
159.0
159.0
159.0

# of Leakers
4
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The multi-formalism based executable model captures the communications systems and the SOA infrastructure and shows how they will interact to enable the
composition of services in processes for successfully
executing the mission.
To predict the performance of federated SOAs, the
scenario was modified so that the first ATIS unit,
ATIS_A, federates with another unit of ATIS, ATIS_B
in order to overcome failures in services during an attack. The two ATIS units cover adjacent geographical
regions and are both members of the ISR COI. The region under ATIS_A is under attack, and after 350 seconds, ATIS_A’s ISR node fails. ATIS_A then federates
with ATIS_B (not under attack) and re-uses its
TrackRed, TrackBlue, TPReport and AssessKill Services published through the ISR COI. The goal is to
show the effect of SOA federation on the performance
of the architecture.
Figure 5 shows the average response time of the ATIS
for three different message sizes (1KB, 500KB, and
1000KB with the latter containing images) and how it is
affected by increasing the number of interceptors under
the federated network infrastructure. With long TBM
inter-arrival times, increasing the number of interceptors produces no significant gain in response time for
large message sizes. The best achievable performance
for different messages sizes is:
1. 1KB message sizes, average response time of 184.5
sec with no leakers.
2. 500KB message sizes, average response time of
238 sec with 4 leakers.
3. 1000KB message sizes, average response time of
290 sec with 10 leakers.
Sensitivity analysis of the number of leakers to the
number of ATIS interceptors and message size, respectively, with different adversary launch capabilities,
showed that, with large message sizes, increasing the
number of interceptors will not decrease the number of
leakers.
For each operating point in the parameter locus, a
value for each Measure of Performance is computed using the executable model. The set of all such values is
the Performance Locus. The Requirements locus is the
set of admissible values of the two measures of performance: Average Response Time < 400; Leakers < 2.
The ATIS Measures of Effectiveness are calculated
by comparing the measures of performance against the
requirements. (Levis, 1997) This is computed as the
fraction of the Performance locus that intersects the Requirements locus.
ATIS Requirements and Performance loci for the single SOA without communication delays as a function of
message size are shown in Fig. 7. Considering the performance requirements for the average response time
and the number of leakers, the Measure of Effectiveness
of the single SOA model can be calculated by considering the projection of the performance locus on the average response time against the number of leakers. The
resulting value is 93%, i.e., the single SOA architecture
without communication delays is 93% effective.

Number of Leakers

Fig. 6 Average Response Time vs. Inter-arrival time
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2
Requirements Locus
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0
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Average Response Time

400

450

Fig. 7 Evaluation of Measure of Effectiveness
When the same analysis is done for the federated SOA
architecture, the Measure of Effectiveness drops to 73%
for 1KB message size and to 0% for the larger message
sizes. This is a significant result because it shows that
the infrastructure (computers and communications)
needed to implement a federated SOA architecture exact
a very substantial Quality of Service cost. For time sensitive operations, this cost may be unacceptable. For
other types of operations, this type of cost should be
considered when determining whether to use federated
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SOAs, i.e., creating workflows that use services residing
in different clouds, or not.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a SOA federation framework that
allows dynamic federation between SOA instances that
are implemented in different clouds. This design enables the provision of new services and the consumption
of existing ones through dynamic federation.
The evaluation approach is based on synthesizing an
executable model that is capable of capturing and predicting the dynamic behavioral and performance aspects
of the Service Oriented Architecture. The executable
model employs multi-formalism that makes use of two
models, CPN models for the SOAs and the workflows
and an OMNeT++ network model that captures the underlying technological infrastructure in some detail.
One of the main conclusions of this analysis is that
using the multi-formalism based executable model gave
more insight and understanding of the dynamics of a
federated SOA design. While SOA offers many advantages such as information sharing, reuse, and interoperability it also has its drawbacks. More information sharing across the federated SOAs introduces
more latency and can cause substantial degradation in
the quality of service (QoS). For time-critical system
such as ATIS, more information sharing is not sufficient
to produce better actions due to time constraints. Services receive better information but too late to act on it.
The critical conclusion is that while a single SOA offers many performance and agility advantages, a federation of SOAs introduces Quality of Service issues that
may indicate that this is not always the right solution.
Thus it is necessary to analyze alternative architectures
to determine the appropriate solution for a particular
problem. The executable model presented is capable of
verifying, evaluating, and demonstrating the capabilities of a SOA and how well it performs as a single instance and also as part of a federation. In addition, the
executable model can be used as a test-bed to evaluate
new algorithms and protocols to enhance the design.
With the emergence of cloud and containerization
(PaaS/IaaS) technologies, deploying a federated SOA
that satisfies the functional and non-functional requirements is becoming a challenge for the architect/designer. Future work includes exploring and evaluating
the use of these technologies to achieve the targeted
non-functional requirements of the architecture, such as
timeliness and availability. COI concepts can be leveraged to allow dynamic evolution of the federated SOA
at runtime to fulfill its mission or the COI mission, e.g.
using service mirroring to improve performance and/or
availability. These issues need to be explored and evaluated in a quantitative manner, before investing in implementing and deploying the architecture.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of networks on the performances of cloud
architectures are a very signiﬁcant issue in designing a data
center. The efﬁciency of data transfers and the overall trafﬁc
management are a critical factor that constitutes a potential
performance bottleneck, potentially limiting the number of
computing nodes that can be installed more than their cost
issues. In this paper we present a modeling approach, based
on Markovian agents, that allows a performance analysis of
network effects in high scale cloud architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization is a key technology in the ﬁeld of cloud
computing. The use of virtual machines (VM) allows to
exploit the enormous amount of computing power available
in modern data centers, by decoupling the computing needs
of the applications from physical processors and memory;
moreover, VM are an efﬁcient mean to neutrally save the
state of a complex computation, to spawn different instances
of the same computing environment or to implement safety
and security related strategies and lower the overall risk in
sensitive applications.
The drawback of using VM is their startup phase. When
not in use, a VM is normally stored in the cloud storage
system, with an (uncompressed) footprint that can be around
several hundreds of megabytes. Additionally, a VM may use
a persistent virtualized storage unit, that is logically mounted
during the startup phase. Starting a VM, by using a standard
predeﬁned snapshot, or restarting a VM, previously stored as
a snapshot at the end of the previous running period, is thus
a time consuming task, due to data transfers from the storage
subsystem of the cloud and the memory of the physical server
chosen to run it.
As the schedule of the cloud depends on the workload, a
snapshot (and, in case, its persistent storage) is not necessarily
stored in the same node that can run it when needed (e.g.
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OpenStack): a new VM instance from a standard image has
to be retrieved from the image repository; an existing stored
snapshot may need to be moved on the node that offers enough
physical resources and time slots; if the architecture is made
of different nodes for computing and storage, the snapshot
obviously needs to be properly sent to the computing node;
if the storage subsystem uses a distributed ﬁle system (e.g.
CEPH), the snapshot retrieval involves even more complex
mechanisms.
As a consequence, VM startup relies on the efﬁciency of
the network layer, that is the part of cloud architectures that
grows at the lowest pace. In this paper we present a modeling
technique to evaluate the impact of the network layer and
its organization on the VM startup time in high scale cloud
architectures based on a three-tier network and a standard,
replication based distributed storage model.
The paper is organized as follows: the next Section presents
related works; Section III introduces the reference scenario
for this work; Section IV describes the modeling approach;
Section V shows the application to a case study; conclusions
follow in the last Section.
II. RELATED WORKS
The use of VM is a classic technique, known since the
mainframe era, to optimize the use of a large amount of
resources by smartly sharing them between different, independent and isolated complete software stacks, by running
different operating systems on virtualized hardware. A good,
performance evaluation oriented introduction is provided by
[1], that also offers a good historical perspective. VM offer
a great ﬂexibility in the management of cloud resources, that
may give great beneﬁts if a proper performance analysis driven
tuning is implemented [2], as many performance inﬂuencing
factors arise from the complexity of the architecture and must
be taken into account [3] [4] [5] [6] [7].
The most critical performance factor in a modern data
center is the efﬁciency of the network (at the point that data
dependent structures may be needed [8]): to get an idea of the
needs of a large data center, [9] reports about how this problem
has been studied and what solutions have been implemented in
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Google facilities. Several well spread architectures emerged,
such as the three layer, the Clos, the fat tree [10] and the DCell
ones [11] [12], but other solutions have been proposed as well
(e.g. VL2 [13] and CONGA [14]). The problem is relevant
also in distributed data centers [15] [16], but the scope of this
paper is focused on the internal infrastructure of a single, high
scale datacenter.
Performance evaluation studies on the main cloud network
architectures have been performed by means of simulation:
two very good examples are given by [11] and [12], that
give a complete and comparative panorama. A simulative
approach is potentially capable of allowing the analysis of
very large scale clouds, at the cost of a long computational
effort: simulation time is as much longer as much the system
behaviors are variable and its scale is large. In this paper an
analytical approach is preferred. An important issue is also the
evaluation of energy consumption in cloud networks: this is
out of the scope of this paper, but interested readers can ﬁnd
an interesting introduction and recent results in [17] and [18].
The authors already applied analytical and simulative methods to performance evaluation of cloud systems, both in small
[19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and large scale [24] [25] [26] [27] [28].
Although analytical methods are known to be affected by the
state space explosion problem, some approaches (e.g. product
forms [29] and Markovian agents [30]) proved to be effective
tools to overcome this limit. In this paper Markovian agents are
exploited (as in [26], [27] and [28]) for their special suitability
in modeling systems with very large number of states with
increasing precision.
In this paper OpenStack cloud architecture is used as a
reference. The management of VM images is documented at
[31]; some technical information about typical VM images
for OpenStack can be found at [32]. The network solicitation
due to a VM is described at [33], while the integration of the
operating system of a VM is described at [34] (using Ubuntu
Linux distribution as an example). The main advantage of
our approach woth respect to the rest of the literature is the
capability, thanks to the adoption of Markovian agents, for
seamlessly scaling up the models (and the dimensions and
complexity of datacenters) to thousands of components, while
keeping an analytical approach and increasing the precision of
the approximation.
III. SCENARIO
In this work we focus on a datacenter of medium or
large scale. Figure 1 shows a simpliﬁed architecture of the
considered scenario. In a datacenter, the IT equipment is
enclosed into ﬁxed form factor cases called rack units. Units
include computing servers, storage servers, network equipments and power supply units (PSUs). In this work we will
not focus on PSUs; network equipments include switches,
routers, ﬁrewalls and load balancers: in this work we will
only focus on switches. Units are organized in columns, that
we will simply address as racks. Racks are further organized
in corridors, to improve the air circulation and the cooling
of units. In particular, corridors are organized into cold aisles

and hot aisles. The former ones present the front panels of
the equipments, and allow technicians to access the controls
of the units. The latter ones instead hold the backs of the units,
and they are where cables interconnecting the units are placed.
Cool air, produced by fans or air conditioners, enters the room
from the cold aisles, ﬂows through the units, cools them down,
and exits the room from the hot aisles. Computing servers are
usually special multiprocessor, multicore, and multithreaded
power and network redundant x86 PCs. They are usually
equipped with a relatively large amount of memory (currently
in the range of 64-128 GB), and can run around 40-80 threads
in parallel. They are however equipped with a limited disk
space, and they relay to external storage to hold most of the
persistent data. Storage units include both RAIDs (Rapid Array
of Independent Disks) and JBOD (Just a Bunch Of Disks).
The former are more expensive and require more advanced
controllers: however they allow for both greater performance
and reliability. The latter are much simpler and less expensive
disk enclosures, whose task is just to allow computing units
to mount them and use them as they were internal disks.
Both units can be equipped with both rotational disks (HDD)
or solid-state disks (SSD): usually a datacenter integrates all
possible combinations of technologies to deﬁne different disk
pools to be used for different purposes.

TOR switch

Core
network
equipment

High speed
links

Server with
multi-core CPUs

Network
aggregator

Servers
corridor

JBOD/RAID unit
Hot aisle
Cold aisle

Fig. 1. Architecture of a datacenter.

Several network interconnection strategies for datacenters
have been studied in the literature: a good survey can be
found in [11]. In this work, we will mainly focus on the threelevel network architecture as shown in Figure 2. Computing
and storage units are directly connected to a switch that is
deﬁned as Access switch and that composes the so called
Access layer. The switches can be positioned in two points
that are usually addressed as Top Of the Rack (TOR) or End Of
the Line (EOL). In the former, each rack has a switch, usually
positioned in the top-most slot (for this reason it is called ”top
of the rack”). It has the advantage of requiring a small number
of shorter cables. However it can reduce performances by
placing additional bottlenecks, and it can reduce the size of the
infrastructure. In the other topology, switches are put at the end
of each line of racks. EOL allows a greater scalability, but it is
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usually more expensive compared to the TOR solution. In our
example we will focus on the TOR topology. Access switches
are connected together using another level of switches, called
Aggregation layer, that partitions the datacenter topology
into a set of disjoint groups. In the example of Figure 1,
aggregation switches are placed at the end of each corridor,
and all the TOR access switches of the corresponding row
of racks are connected to them. The connectivity of the
datacenter is then completed by a further network, called the
Core layer, that allows the communication between different
aggregation switches. This organization however is affected
by a problem known as the bisection bandwidth, which limits
the maximum communication speed among nodes connected
at different sides of the considered switch. Two techniques
can be used to increase the available bisection bandwidth.
Links that interconnect the different layers together might
be characterized by different network technologies that might
result in different link speeds. Since as the layer increases from
access to aggregate, and from aggregate to core, the number
of connected nodes increases as well, the bisection bandwidth
can be increased by using faster communication technologies
for links at higher levels. The second common way to increase
the bisection bandwidth is by adding extra switches at each
access layer, and using protocols like Equal Cost Multi-Path
(ECMP) [35] to equally share the trafﬁc among the different
routes. For example, Figure 2 shows a 36 nodes architecture
where each access switch is connected to three nodes (two
for computing and one for storage), and access switches are
grouped into bunches of three by the aggregation layer. Finally
the four groups are connected together with the core layer.
The bisection bandwidth is increased by using two aggregation
layers per switch, and the by having three core layer switches.
In this work we mainly focus on a cloud datacenter, where
all the computing nodes are used to host VMs. In our scenario,
users are IaaS clients, that require the system to provide them
a VM. Each user will then use the VM to run his software, and
release it after use. As in a classical cloud scenario, VMs are
started from images, that contain the ﬁlesystem of the OS plus
all the other software that could be run in the VM. Persistent
data are then stored using special block services set up by
the cloud provider: they usually simulate the presence of a
network connected disk that can be reached using the iSCSI
protocol (a speciﬁc protocol that encapsulates SCSI data inside
internet packets). For example, in Openstack [36], images are
stored by a service called Glance, while persistent storage
is provided by another service called Cinder. Both services
use a lower-level block storage service (which in Openstack
is called Swift). This ﬁle system architecture creates a high
load over the network, which in many occasions becomes
the real bottleneck of the system. In particular, the lifetime
cycle of a VM, together with its storage access, is shown
in Fig. 3. Initially, VM OS root disk images and persistent
volume storage images are divided into blocks that are spread
over the storage nodes of the datacenter (Fig. 3a). Root disk
images size ranges from few tenth of MBs (for the smallest
OS distributions) to several tenth of GB (for Windows based

OS, or for more featured Linux installations). As soon as a
VM is started, its root disk image is copied into a local drive
of the computing node where the VM is run (Fig. 3b). This
creates a strong utilization of the network, since GBs of data
must be transferred inside the datacenter. After the image has
been copied, the virtual machine manager can start the VM.
Each OS running on a VM usually can access at least three
different disks: the root disk that contain the OS, a fast but
small local disk (called the ephemeral storage), and a remote
persistent storage. The main characteristic of ephemeral disks
is that they are not persistent: when the VM is released,
they are cleaned, and all their content is lost. During normal
operations, the VM accesses the locally connected disks: the
root disk to install OS updates or other software that must be
run on the VM; ephemeral disks to hold temporary data. In
this case the network is usually accessed only to access the
persistent storage (Fig. 3c). Even if the exact access pattern
is cloud-architecture dependent, it is usually performed by
locally caching the data, and only relatively large blocks of
packed data are sent across the network. At the release of
the VM, the resources required to hold both the root and the
ephemeral disks must be released. The user might require to
perform a snapshot of the root disk in order not to lose the
OS updates that have been made during the VM execution.
This process is called shelﬁng in Openstack terminology, and
it requires that the new disk image must be transferred from
the node that is releasing the VM to a storage node (Fig. 3d).
IV. MODELING APPROACH
Markovian Agents [37] are a formalism used to describe
large system where elements can interact. Such models are
solved using Mean Field Analysis [38]. In this case, agents
do not communicate using messages, as ordinary Markovian
Agents do, but they can inﬂuence each other via induction: the
rate of jumping from one state to another can be inﬂuenced
by the number of agents in a given state at a given location.
Moreover, agents can increase in number or decrease (either
spontaneously or induced by other agents), or they can multiply during the transitions.
The Markovian Agent based model depicted in Fig. 4
describes the behavior of a compute node. The system receives
a total of Λ requests for activation of new VMs per time unit.
Each node i receives requests at rate λi (Π) (with ∑i λi (Π) = Λ)
where Π represents the count of agents in each state for each
node. In particular, VMs are randomly assigned to nodes, with
a probability that is proportional to the number of free VMs.
Let us call f reei (Π) the number of VMs that can still be
assigned to node i, and let us call λi (Π). We then have:

λi (Π) = Λ

f reei (Π)
.
∑ j f ree j (Π)

If the disk image of the starting VM is locally present, the
agent goes in state Local with probability pinCache to simulate
the immediate start of the computation. Otherwise, the agent
goes in state Startupi j to represent the image transfer from
storage node j to compute node i. The image is transferred at
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Fig. 2. Logical architecture of a three-tier datacenter interconnection network.
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Fig. 3. Storage access during the lifetime of a VM: a) storage organization prior to startup, b) startup phase, c) disk access during normal operation, d)
shutdown procedure.

rate σStartupi j , that is equal to the speed of the link performing
as bottleneck in the route connecting the compute node i to
the storage one j. To be more precise, the computation of the
speed of the route is computed in this way:
1) the total number of VMs NRi j transferring data from each
compute node i to each storage node j is computed;
2) let us call Rlk = {Ri j , . . .} the set of all routes Ri j that
traverses a link lk . The total number of VMs Nlk using
link lk is computed by considering all the possible routes
i j that traverses that link, and multiplied by the sharing
factor sh(Ri j , lk ) of that link in the communication: Nlk =
∑Ri j ∈Rl NRi j ·sh(Ri j , lk ). Sharing factor sh(Ri j , lk ) allows
k

to model protocols like the ECMP;
3) for each link lk , actual link speed σlk is determined
Cl

as σlk = max (Nk ,1) , where Clk is the maximum effective
lk
speed of link lk measured in MB/s;
4) for each route Ri j , route speed σRi j is computed as the
minimum capacity along the path: σRi j = minlk ∈LRi j σlk ,
where LRi j = lk is the set of link used by route Ri j ;
5) let us call DV Mimage the average size of a VM image.
σR i j
Rate σStartupi j is then determined as σStartupi j = DV Mimage
.
When the transfer is completed, the agent goes in state
Local. The VMs session has duration 1/μshutdown ; once it is
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terminated the agent goes in state Shutdown with probability
1 − pnoShelve to model the user has performed the shelve
action, otherwise the agent leaves the system. During the
session, access to the remote disk can be requested by some
applications at rate μBlockIO . This behavior is modeled by the
agent moving to the state Block I/Oi j . The agent returns to
the normal state when the I/O is completed. This occurs at
σR
rate σBlockIOi j = D i j , where DBlock is the average I/O block
Block
size. If the VM requests to shelf the new image, the time
spent to leave the system with rate σShutdown considers the
copy of the image snapshot of size DV Msnapshot . Also in this
case the transfer speed depends on the bottleneck link between
the computation and the storage nodes, and it is deﬁned as
σR
σShutdown = D i j
V Msnapshot

λ

Startupj
pinCache

σStartup
μBlockIO

Block I/Oj

Local

σBlockIO

μShutdown
Shutdownj

pnoShelf

σShutdown
Fig. 4. Agent model of a compute node.

V. A CASE STUDY
To test the methodology, we apply the model proposed in
Section IV to study the performances of four different patterns
for placing computing and storage nodes inside a datacenter.
In particular the considered scenarios are:
• Distributed storage (Fig. 5a). In this case there are no
speciﬁc storage nodes, and disks are held directly inside
the computing node. In this scenario, computing nodes
have a slightly more limited capacity in term of VMs they
can run, since they must also handle part of the storage
requests.
• Storage on rack (Fig. 1). Each rack has its own set of
storage nodes. This means that computing node might
reach part of the storage nodes using just the switch at
the corresponding access layer.
• Storage on aisle (Fig. 5b). In each aisle, there is a
rack that includes all the storage nodes. In this way,

•

computing nodes must use switches at the aggregation
layer to reach their storage units. However they can be
easier to maintain, since disks are located in a limited
number of locations (i.e. one per aisle).
Storage in a given area (Fig. 5c). Storage nodes are
concentrated in a speciﬁc aisle (which might also be
physically located in a different room with respect to the
computing nodes). This has the disadvantage that storage
nodes can be accessed only passing through the core
layer. However it ensures a higher security, allowing the
storage to be located in different places.

All the scenarios share the same number of nodes Nnodes =
36, and the same maximum number of VMs that can be run
on the infrastructure NV Ms = 1920. Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 are
characterized by Ncompute = 24 computing nodes, Nstorage = 12
storage nodes, and each node has the capacity of running up
to NV Ms × Node = 80 VMs. In scenario 1, all nodes act both as
computing and storage device: for this reason their capacity
of running VMs NV Ms × Node has been reduced accordingly to
keep the maximum capacity of the system NV Ms = 1920 as in
the other scenarios. Links are characterized by the following
speed: ClAccess = 500 Mb/s at the access layer, ClAggr = 500
Mb/s at the aggregation layer and ClCore = 500 Gb/s at the
core layer1 . The average VM image size has been set to
DV Mimage = 80 GB, while the snapshot size for VMs that
are shelved (i.e. the difference from their original image) has
been set to DV Msnapshot = 50 MB. VMs perform block I/O
on the average μBlockIO = 1 block/h, and the block size is
DBlock = 10MB. Requests of new VMs activations arrive at a
rate varying in the range Λ = 5..30 req./h, and each VM has
an average duration of 1/μshutdown = 25h. The probability of
having a VM in cache is pinCache = 0.1%, and the probability
of not shelving a terminating VM is pnoShelve = 90%.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the average, minimum and
maximum utilization of the links respectively at the access,
aggregation and core layer. At the access layer, Scenarios 3 and
4 have a higher utilization since nodes produce a higher trafﬁc
to obtain the VMs due to the distribution of storage nodes. At
the access layer, the only one having a lower utilization is
Scenario 4, that is also the only one producing trafﬁc at the
core layer. In this case, however, the smaller utilization is due
to the fact that the system saturates and creates a bottleneck
for some nodes at the access layer.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the number of free VMs, the
number of VMs performing IO operations (i.e. VMs laying
in Startup, BlockIO, and Shutdown states), and the number
of VMs in normal activities, respectively. As explained above,
Scenarios 1 and 2 are more stable, as a consequence of the
distribution of computing and storage nodes. It follows that
they have a higher number of VMs performing the normal
activity whereas in Scenarios 3 and 4 there is a higher number
of VMs executing IO operations.
1 These speeds roughly corresponds to the maximum effective throughput
that can be achieved on standard 1GB and 10GB Ethernet technologies
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a) Totally distributed
storage

b) Dedicated rack
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Fig. 5. Three alternative storage device organizations: a) storage is co-located with the computing nodes, b) storage is on a dedicated rack, c) storage is on
a dedicated aisle.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed an approach for performance
evaluation of the effects of networks in clouds. Our results, at
the best of our knowledge, allow researchers and practitioners
to model higher scale cloud systems with respect to previous
literature, including architectures composed of more than one

data center. Future works include the integration with our
previous proposals for a detailed overall evaluation of all
aspects of cloud systems. Moreover, we will study other
network topologies that rely on commodity hardware such
Fat-tree organizations, to see if alternative to the three layer
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architectures could improve the performance and reduce the
cost of a data-center.
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A Multi-Formalism Framework to Generate
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combination of formalisms is useful whenever specifying a system with a single modeling language would be
hard, if not impossible. In this paper, two “classical” AI
formalisms are combined to generate DDSSs: systems
are described with ontologies in the sense of [Gru95],
i.e., “formal and explicit speciﬁcation of conceptualizations”; diagnostic computations are described with
actor-based models as introduced in [Agh85] with the
extensions found in [LTSS11].

A BSTRACT
The task of a Diagnostic Decision Support System
(DDSS) is to deduce the health status of a physical
system. In this paper, a multi-formalism framework to
generate DDSS software based on formal descriptions of
the application domain and the diagnostic computations
is proposed. The key idea is to describe systems and
related data with a domain ontology, and to describe
diagnostic computations with an actor-based model.
Implementation-speciﬁc code is automatically generated
from such dual-formalism descriptions, while the structure of the DDSS is invariant across applications. An
evaluation involving an artiﬁcial scalable domain related
to the diagnosis of air conditioning systems is presented
to exemplify and to test the proposed framework.

More in detail, the choice of ontologies is motivated
by their increasing popularity outside the AI community
— mainly due to Semantic Web applications — and
the added ﬂexibility that they provide over traditional
relational data models, e.g., the ability to cope with taxonomies and part-whole relationships, and the ability to
handle heterogeneous attributes. It should be noticed that
other proposals exists in the literature to extend the basic
relational data model in order to handle more expressive
domains, e.g., [CM94]. We consider ontologies because
they provide a general-purpose, logically well-fonded
extension which also enjoys widespread use. Since it is
expected that large quantities of data should be handled
to provide meaningful input to the DDSS, the choice
of the ontology language should be restricted to those
designed for tractable reasoning like the DL-Lite family
introduced by [CGL+ 05]. The choice of actor-based
models is motivated by support for heterogeneous modeling, i.e., a situation wherein different parts of a system
have inherently distinct properties, and therefore require
different types of models. DDSSs are no exception to
this pattern, since they are required to monitor and
diagnose the behavior of heterogeneous systems, and
they are themselves a composition of physical processes
and computational elements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Diagnostic Decision Support Systems (DDSSs) help
humans in the deduction of information about the health
status of some observed physical system. From a practical point of view, the availability of digital sensors,
reliable and high-capacity networks and powerful processing units, makes automated diagnosis applicable
to an increasing number of systems. However, data
and diagnostic rules remain domain-dependent, and the
implementation of a DDSS requires the development of
substantial portions of ad-hoc software which can hardly
be recycled. Indeed, while most of the existing literature
about DDSS focuses on improving performances in
some domain of interest, to the best of our knowledge
there is no contribution in the way of generating customized DDSS from high-level speciﬁcations.
The research presented in this paper attempts to
ﬁll this gap by developing a framework to generate
customized DDSSs using a multi-formalism approach.
Multi-formalism modeling — see, e.g., [GI13] — refers
to tools and techniques wherein several different formalisms are exploited to achieve a speciﬁc goal. The

Following the approach outlined above, a DDSS
generator – called DiSeGnO for “Diagnostic Server
Generation through Ontology” – has been developed.
DiSeGnO outputs a DDSS given a formal description
of the application domain — the domain ontology —
and associated diagnostic computations — the diagnostic rules. DiSeGnO interprets such dual-formalism
descriptions by generating a relational database from the
domain ontology and then computing diagnostic rules
using P TOLEMY II [EJL+ 03], an open-source software
supporting experimentation with actor-based design. The
generated DDSS is also wrapped by automatically generated web services which connect to the plant on one
side, and to diagnostic dashboards on the other. The
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OWL 2 QL logic underpinning is given by DL-LiteR ,
one of the members of the DL-Lite family [CGL+ 05].
A detailed description of DL-LiteR can be found
in [CGL+ 05]. The most important feature of OWL 2
QL in this context is that, using the mapping techniques
introduced in [RMC12], it is possible to keep the terminological view to reason about data, while storing
the Abox elements as records in a relational database.
Formally, given a knowledge base K = T , A, it is
possible to build a database with a set of relations
(tables) RK such that the query K |= α can be translated
to a relational algebra expression over RK returning the
same result set. The choice of OWL 2 QL guarantees
that the mapping from K to RK is feasible, and the
translation of ontology-based queries to SQL queries
will yield polynomially bounded expressions. In this
way, it is possible to take the best of the two approaches,
i.e., use ontologies to deﬁne the conceptual view of the
domain, and databases to store actual data and connect to
the other performances-critical elements of the generated
DDSS, like data I/O and processing components.
The following notations and deﬁnitions are
from [LTSS11]. Let S be a set of variables that
take values in some universe U . A valuation over S is a
function x : S → U that assigns to each variable v ∈ S
some value x() ∈ U . The set of all assignments over
S is denoted by Ŝ. If x ∈ Ŝ, v ∈ S and α ∈ U, then
{x | v → α} denotes the new valuation x obtained
from x by setting v to α and leaving other variables
unchanged. Timers are a special type of variables that
take values in R+ , i.e., non-negative real numbers.
Let R∞
+ denote the set R+ ∪ {∞}, where ∞ denotes
positive inﬁnity. Finally, let ⊥ ∈ U and absent ∈ U
denote “unknown” value or “absence” of a signal at a
particular point in time, respectively.
An actor is a tuple A = (I, O, S, so , F, P, D, T )
where I is a set of input variables, O is a set of output
variables, S is a set of state variables, and so ∈ Ŝ is a
valuation over S representing the initial state; F is the
ﬁre function, deﬁned as F : Ŝ × Iˆ → Ô, that produces
output based on input and current state; P is the postﬁre
function deﬁned as P : Ŝ × Iˆ → Ŝ that updates the state
based on the same information of the ﬁre function; D is
a deadline function deﬁned as D : Ŝ × Iˆ → R∞
+ and T is
a time-update function deﬁned as D : Ŝ × Iˆ × R+ → Ŝ.
It is assumed that F , P , D, T , are total functions, and
I, O, and S are pair-wise disjoint. In the following, the
terms input, output and state refer to valuations over I,
O and S, respectively.
Every actor A deﬁnes a set of behaviors whose model
is inspired by the semantic models of timed or hybrid
automata. A timed behavior of A is a sequence

conversion of the ontology design to a database structure
is a key element in DiSeGnO. It preserves the high level
description but, at the same time, it ensures quick access
to data and leverages industry-standard database systems. The usage of P TOLEMY II as a rule engine enabled
fast-prototyping of DiSeGnO, and might be replaced
by a diagnostic rule compiler in practical applications.
However, as the experimental analysis herein presented
shows, even in its current P TOLEMY II-based implementation, DiSeGnO can process a substantial ﬂow of data
from an incoming (simulated) plant in real-time. In this
sense, our work is similar in spirit to [FMMV16], as both
contributions propose to merge different formalisms in
order to describe complex systems properly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II an introduction to ontologies and actor-based
models is given. A case study about Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems in households is
presented in Section III. In Section IV the architecture
of DiSeGnO and the main components to generate
DDSSs are presented. Finally, Section V shows the
experimental evaluation of DiSeGnO on the HVAC case
study. The paper is concluded in Section VI with some
ﬁnal remarks and an outline of a future research agenda.
II. BACKGROUND
Ontology-based data access (OBDA) relies on the
concept of knowledge base, i.e., a pair K = T , A
where T is the terminological box (Tbox for short) specifying the intensional knowledge, i.e., known classes of
data and relations among them, and A is the assertional
box (Abox for short) specifying the extensional knowledge, i.e., factual data and their classiﬁcation. Filling
the Abox with known facts structured according to the
Tbox is a process known as ontology population. One of
the mainstream languages for deﬁning knowledge bases
is OWL 2 (Web Ontology Language Ver. 2) described
in [MPSP+ 09]. Since OWL 2 is a World Wide Web
Consortium’s recommendation, it is supported by several
ontology-related tools. However, the logical underpinning of OWL 2 is the description logic SROIQ whose
decision problem is 2NE XP T IME-complete according
to [Kaz08]. This makes the use of the full expressive
power of OWL 2 prohibitive for an application like the
one we are considering.
To retain most of the practical advantages of OWL
2, but to improve on its applicability, Motik et al.
introduced OWL 2 proﬁles – see [MPSP+ 09]. Formally,
an OWL 2 proﬁle is a sub-language of OWL 2 featuring
limitations on the available language constructs and
their usage. In particular, the OWL 2 QL proﬁle is
described in the ofﬁcial W3C’s recommendation as “[the
sub-language of OWL 2] aimed at applications that
use very large volumes of instance data, and where
query answering is the most important reasoning task.”.
Given our application domain, OWL 2 QL is more
appealing than both OWL 2 and other proﬁles, because
it guarantees that conjunctive query answering and the
consistency of the ontology can be evaluated efﬁciently.

x0 /yo

x /d0

x1 /y1

x /d1

x2 /y2

s0 −−−−→ s0 −−0−−→ s1 −−−−→ s1 −−1−−→ s2 −−−−→ s2 . . .
ˆ yi ∈ Ô
where for all i ∈ N, si , si ∈ Ŝ, di ∈ R+ , xi ∈ I,
,
yi = F (si , xi )
di ≤ D(si , xi )
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si = P (si , xi )

si+1 = T (si , xi , di ).

Fig. 1.

Domain ontology for HVAC monitoring. Concepts are represented by ovals, concept inclusions (is-a relationships) are denoted by dashed arrows, roles are
denoted by solid arrows, and attributes are denoted by dots attached to classes.

the main model components are Thermostat, Warmer
and House subsystems. Thermostat allows ﬂuctuations within a certain range above or below the desired set point. If House temperature drops below the
set point minus allowed ﬂuctuation, Thermostat turns
on Warmer to provide a hot air ﬂow at a constant
rate and temperature. The heat ﬂow is expressed by
dQwarmer
= (Twarmer − Troom ) · Mdot · c where dQ
dt
dt
is the heat ﬂow from Warmer to House, c is the heat
capacity of air at constant pressure, Mdot is the air mass
ﬂow rate, Twarmer is the temperature of hot air and
Troom is air temperature in the house. House subsystem
calculates internal temperature variations. It takes into
account the heat ﬂow from Warmer and heat losses.
Heat losses and the temperature time derivative are
−Toutside
= Troom R
and dTroom
=
governed by dQlosses
dt
dt
eq
dQwarmer
dQlosses
1
−
where Mair is the mass
Mair ·c ·
dt
dt
of air inside House and Req is the equivalent thermal
resistance of House. The DailyTempVar subsystem
generates a daily ﬂuctuations of outdoor temperature.
Both inside and outside temperatures are affected by a
Gaussian noise to simulate reading from real sensors.

Fig. 2. Thermal model of a house with an HVAC unit sketched with P TOLEMY

II graphical syntax. Gray boxes which include rectangles inside, e.g., House,
are composite actors, whereas those with circles inside, e.g., Thermostat, are
ﬁnite-state machines.

Intuitively, if A is in state si at some time t ∈ R+
and the environment provides input xi to A, then
A instantaneously produces output yi using the ﬁre
function F , and moves to state si using the postﬁre
function P . The environment then proposes to advance
time, but it does so “respecting” any restriction on the
amount of time that may elapse. A “declares” such
restrictions by returning a deadline D(si , xi ). Next, the
environment chooses to advance time by some concrete
delay di ∈ R+ , making sure that di does not violate the
deadline provided by A. Finally, the environment notiﬁes
A that it advanced time by di , and A updates its state
to si+1 accordingly, using the time-delay function T .

The ontology of the HVAC domain is shown in
Figure 1. The main concepts in the static part of
the domain are System and DataSource. They are
related by isInSystem, stating that every system
has — possibly several — data sources attached
to it. hasSubsystem relationship indicates that
one System could be composed by one or more
SystemComponent which are themselves subclasses
of System. DataSource is the comprehensive class
of elements that can generate diagnostic-relevant
information. The main concepts in the dynamic
part of the ontology are DDSS which receives
instances of IncomingEvent and sends instances
of OutgoingEvent. Notice that IncomingEvent

III. HVAC CASE STUDY
HVAC systems are a classic topic in diagnostics
— see, e.g., [NAL+ 07]. Here, the model1 shown in
Figure 2 is considered as an example. This model
takes into account topology, thermal properties of materials, and warmer characteristics, i.e., temperature of
output hot air and ﬂow-rate. As shown in Figure 2,
1 The house thermal model can be downloaded from http://www.
mathworks.it/help/simulink/examples/thermal-model-of-a-house.html
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are designed by the user. In the DiSeGnO phase, the
system reads and analyzes both the domain ontology and
the rules model. The output is code structured as shown
in the DDSS phase. Here, input web services receive
data from the observed physical system and record them
in the generated data store. The rule engine feeds the
diagnostic rules with records loaded from the data store
and logs results, if any. Output web services can then
be invoked to query the data store.

Fig. 3.

In the USER phase, the user is required to provide
an ontology of the observed physical system which
must be written using OWL 2 QL language. While
this can be accomplished in several ways, the tool
PROT ÉG É [GMF+ 03] is suggested because it is robust,
easy to use, and it provides, either directly or through
plug-ins, several add-ons that facilitate ontology design
and testing. The diagnostic computation model must
be a sound actor diagram generated by P TOLEMY II
which describes the processing to be applied to incoming
data in order to generated diagnostic events. The only
additional requirement on the rules model is that the set
of external inputs of the diagram must coincide with the
incoming events described in the ontology. Analogously,
the set of external outputs of the diagram must coincide
with the outgoing events.

Functional architecture and work-ﬂow of the current DiSeGnO

framework.

instances are connected to DataSource instances
by the role generates, denoting that all incoming
events, i.e., data from the observed system, are
generated by some data source, i.e., some ﬁeld
sensor. Also every OutgoingEvent instance, i.e.,
every diagnostic event, relatesTo some instance of
DataSource. This is because the end user must be
able to reconstruct which data source(s) provided
information that caused diagnostic rules to ﬁre a
given diagnostic event. OutgoingEvent specializes
to AlarmEvent, FaultEvent and DescriptorEvent.
Every OutgoingEvent instance is connected to one of
DiagnosticIndicator instances, i.e. Alarm, Fault and
Descriptor sub-concepts, by reports relation, in order
to have a reference message about the diagnostic rules.

The DiSeGnO phase contains the actual DDSS generation system which consists of two modules in the
current implementation, namely the Data Store Generator and the Web Services Generator. Given the
domain ontology, a data store is generated to record
data and events. The data store is a relational database
which is obtained by mapping the domain ontology
to suitable tables. The web services generator creates
services whose interface asks for incoming events of the
correct type (input web services) and services which can
be queried to obtain diagnostic events (output web services). Currently, the working prototype uses P TOLEMY
II internal engine to run the rules model as if they
were code run on top of an interpreter. This solution is
straightforward to implement, but has the disadvantage
of being potentially slow for real-world applications.

Diagnostic rules of interest have been extracted from
the literature on HVAC systems — see, e.g., [RWLF04].
In particular, assuming that there is a single fault in the
system at any time, air ﬁlter obstruction, thermostat fault
and pressure loss in the compressor are investigated. In
case of air ﬁlter obstruction, a reduction of air ﬂow in
output from the warmer results in a slow temperature
drift away from the comfort zone. If the thermostat
ceases to work properly, e.g., because its state is stuck
to either on or off, then the house temperature stays
permanently away from the comfort zone. In case of
pressure loss in the compressor, a loss of refrigerant
charge happens which diminishes the capability of the
compressor. The domain ontology, as well as the model
rules herein described are available on-line from

In the DDSS phase, the customized DDSS runs in
a loop wherein (i) data is acquired from the observed
system and stored in the internal database, (ii) the rules
engine processes data and generates diagnostic events
which are recorded on the database, and (iii) diagnostic
data is served to end-user application. The details of
the data acquisition on the observed system are not of
concern to the DDSS generated by DiSeGnO, because
it is the responsibility of the observed system control
logic to implement the data acquisition part. This choice
effectively isolates the physical details of data acquisition from the rest of the DDSS. Similarly, the generated
DDSS is not concerned with the details of displaying
and representing diagnostic data, because these data are
made available through output web-services and it is
responsibility of the user applications to read such data
and present them in a meaningful way.

http://www.aimslab.org/disegno
IV. D I S E G N O FRAMEWORK
A. Software architecture
Figure 3 shows the current functional architecture and
work-ﬂow of DiSeGnO, organized in three phases. In the
USER phase, the domain ontology and the rules model
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procedure VISIT O NTOLOGY(onto, d, r)
g ← new Graph()
VISIT O NTOLOGY R EC (onto, onto.getThing(), g, d, r)
return g
end procedure

concepts and datatype properties and the map relMap
between concepts and object properties (roles). At this
point, it can visit the ontology by traversing the concept
hierarchy with the function VISIT O NTOLOGY — see
Figure 4 — and it creates the graph dbGraph containing
part of the relational model corresponding to onto, using
dataMap as d and relMap as r. Finally, it builds the
relational model by considering all the relationships,
and translates it into a database, considering all the
nodes of dbGraph and building corresponding tables and
constraints.
In more detail, VISIT O NTOLOGY and its sister procedure VISIT O NTOLOGY R EC — see Figure 4 — perform
a visit of the concept hierarchy contained in onto to
create a corresponding graph stored in dbGraph. Since
the concept hierarchy forms, by deﬁnition, a directed
acyclic graph, a simpliﬁed implementation of depth-ﬁrst
search visit is sufﬁcient to explore onto exhaustively.
Inside VISIT O NTOLOGY R EC a new table T — and a
corresponding node in the graph g — is created for
each concept contained in onto. Furthermore, all the
datatype properties corresponding to the concept of T
are retrieved from the map d and added to T . These will
become attributes of the entity corresponding to the concept in the ﬁnal relational database. Notice that a oneto-many relationship corresponding to the inheritance
relation is added to r, the set of relationships extracted
considering object properties in onto. As long as d is
implemented with a constant-time access structure, the
running time of VISIT O NTOLOGY is linear in the size
of onto.

procedure VISIT O NTOLOGY R EC(onto, c, g, d, r)
for all Concept s ∈ c.getSubConcepts() do
father ← NIL
if c = onto.getThing() then
father ← g.getTable(c)
end if
T ← g.getTable(s)
if T is NIL then
T ← new Table(s)
for all Attribute a ∈ d.getDataAttribute(s) do
T .addAttribute(a)
end for
g.addNode(new Node(T ))
if father is not NIL then
r.add(new Relationship(T , father, ’1 to n’))
g.addEdge(T , father)
end if
VISIT O NTOLOGY (onto, s, g, d, r)
else
if father is not NIL then
r.add(new Relationship(T , father, ’1 to n’))
g.addEdge(T , father)
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

Fig. 4.

Main algorithms of the Data Store Generator component.

B. From ontology to Database
Ontology has to be divided into two interconnected
parts, namely a static and a dynamic part. In the static
part, the ontology should contain a description of the
observed physical system including entities for each
relevant (sub)system and relationships among them.
This part, once populated with the actual systems to
be observed, does not require further updates while
monitoring. On the other hand, the dynamic part describes events, including both the ones generated by the
observed system and its components, and those output
by the DDSS. An event is always associated to a timestamp, i.e., the time at which the event happens. Data
associated to events can be of heterogeneous types, but
we always distinguish between two kinds of events, i.e.,
those incoming to the DDSS from the observed system,
and those outgoing from the DDSS. This distinction
is fundamental, because DiSeGnO must know which
events have to be associated with input and output web
services, respectively. Furthermore, both events should
be associated with the data sources, i.e., the elements
of the static part which generate events or inﬂuence the
generation of a diagnostic event.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the creation of a
relational database from the ontology, i.e., the Tbox T ,
allows efﬁcient storage of the corresponding Abox A.
The knowledge base K = T , A can still be queried
seamlessly, e.g., by using the mapping techniques described in [RMC12]. The algorithm used by DiSeGnO
to encode an OWL 2 QL ontology into the structure
of a relational database reads the ontology model from
an OWL ﬁle into the internal representation onto; then
it parses onto and extracts the map dataMap between

C. Rules Engine in Ptolemy
Database connection is guaranteed by a DatabaseManager actor that opens a connection and passes it to all
actors accessing the database. Data are collected using
generic DatabaseQuery actors that query the database
via the speciﬁed DatabaseManager and provide results
as arrays of records. Collected data are provided to other
actors in the rule models according to their time stamp.
Fault-detection rules are implemented in P TOLEMY II
models using data-driven techniques. In particular, both
rule 1 and 3 leverage Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN)
trained with Encog [Hea14] software. In the rule detecting fault 1, the ANN is used to estimates the value (in
percentage) of air which is getting through the warmer.
In case of fault 3, the ANN estimates the value of
gas pressure in the compressor circuit. Both estimations
are required because no physical sensors are available
to measure those quantities directly — ANNs act as
virtual sensors as in [KPJ06]. Rule 2 is based on a
statistical outliers detection on the population of time
intervals between thermostat switching cycles. Outliers
are identiﬁed by a ﬁnite state machine that assesses
whether or not they fall within a set of numerical
boundaries called fences. If the time interval between
two consecutive warmer “on” status is bigger than the
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Fig. 5. P TOLEMY II model to detect air ﬁlter obstruction and generate
corresponding alarms and faults.

8
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6
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corresponding fence value, a thermostat stuck-at fault is
recorded.
As an example, in Figure 5 the P TOLEMY II
model related to the air ﬁlter obstruction is shown.
The main model components are DiagnosticComputationalModel, DecisionStateMachine, AlarmToDatabase and FaultToDatabase subsystems — data
collection is not detailed in the ﬁgure. Bold arrows
on the left of Figure 5 represent incoming data. DiagnosticComputationalModel subsystem contains actors
capable of organizing raw data in vectors to be fed
to an ANN to estimate the percentage of air coming
through the warmer (0% fully obstructed - 100% no
obstruction). The moving average of the estimated value
is used as input of DecisionStateMachine subsystem
where the proper event (i.e fault or alarm) is determined.
The decision is based on two thresholds t1 = σ and
t2 = 2 ∗ σ where σ is the standard deviation of the
estimated percentage ﬂow in normal conditions. If an
alarm or a fault is detected, the corresponding event
is inserted in the database by AlarmToDatabase and
FaultToDatabase subsystems. In the plot of Figure 6
an example behavior of the HVAC system leading to
identiﬁcation of an air ﬁlter obstruction is shown. To
generate the proﬁle shown in the ﬁgure, a fault is
injected into a simulated HVAC ﬁlter for a speciﬁed time
interval. The onset and the end of the faulty behavior
are marked by arrows in the plot. The proﬁle of the
fault is assumed in this case to be trapezoidal, i.e.,
starting with no obstruction the air ﬂow is gradually
reduced to 70% of the capacity and then it is gradually
restored. The behavior of Figure 6 corresponds to the
generation of several alarm events as soon as threshold
t1 is exceeded due to the initial drift with respect to the
normal behavior, and then fault events when threshold
t2 is exceeded due to persistent anomalous behavior.
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Fig. 6. An example of air ﬁlter obstruction. The x axis reports time
(seconds) and the y axis reports temperature (Celsius degrees). The
blue proﬁle is the normal behavior, whereas the red proﬁle is obtained
by injecting the fault in the system.
TABLE I
L OAD RESULTS OF THE DDSS FOR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS .
#

Hits

Mean
service
time [s]

Mean
SQL
time [s]

SQL
hits/min

HTTP
hits/min

5
10
15
20
25

3600
7200
10800
14400
18000

2.611
4.073
6.557
9.070
10.894

0.597
0.871
1.330
1.774
2.123

236712
264612
309150
302727
315289

101
113
132
129
134

Mean
client
time
[h:m:s]
0:33:40
1:02:01
1:19:31
1:49:49
2:11:54

data store and contain all the information related to
the queries that input and output web services have
to execute. Metadata are leveraged by the skeleton to
implement domain-speciﬁc behavior.
V. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The purpose of our experiments is to assess whether
the DiSeGnO framework can be used in a real case, both
in terms of absolute performances, i.e., time to store
data coming from clients, and in terms of scalability,
i.e., growth of computation time related to the quantity
of data to be handled by the rules. Synthetic data are
generated by P TOLEMY II models of the HVAC system
shown in Figure 2. Data from temperature sensors and
warmer apparatus are sampled (1 sample per simulation
minute), collected in a ﬁle, and sent to the DDSS
input web-services through an HTTP connection every
60 simulation minutes. Experiments were performed on
a family of six identical Intel-based PCs, featuring a
Core2Duo 2.13 GHz CPU, 4 GB of RAM and running
Ubuntu Linux 12.04 (64 bit edition). Five “client” PCs
run household simulations, and one “server” runs the
DDSS server generated by DiSeGnO. Each client PC
simulates 1 to 5 HVAC systems running for 30 simulated days. Server performances are monitored using
JavaMelody2 , an open-source tool to proﬁle Java server
applications.
Table I shows load results for different conﬁgurations
obtained varying the number of HVAC systems (“#”)

D. Web Services
Data coming from physical systems are collected in
xml ﬁles and sent to the DDSS input web service through
the Internet. Because of potential security threats, ﬁles
are digitally signed combining a message-digest algorithm with public-key cryptography. Encryption uses the
symmetric-key algorithm available in the Java security
API. The code that implements web services consists
of a manually-developed skeleton — which is invariant across applications — and application-dependent
metadata. These are stored in tables inside DiSeGnO

2 https://code.google.com/p/javamelody.
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with acceptable performances as shown in Table I and
Table II. One of the issues left for future extensions is
to automatically compile the model of rules in order to
improve performances, e.g., by generating code independent from P TOLEMY II. A practical implementation
on a real industrial case study will be the ﬁnal testing
ground.

TABLE II
R EAL - TIME PERFORMANCES OF THE DDSS.
Number
of rules
1
2
3

Wall clock
time [h:m:s]
6:29:32
9:56:07
12:06:08

User
time [s]
10539
24340
31600

System
time [s]
1665
1652
1628
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Summing up, this paper shows that it is possible to
combine ontology-based system descriptions and actorbased rule computation models in DiSeGnO framework
to generate efﬁcient DDSS software in a push-button
way. In the current prototype implementation, DiSeGnO
still relies heavily on P TOLEMY II to run the rules
engine potentially requiring more computation time than
an equivalent, manually-coded, DDSS. However, even
in its present prototypical stage, the system is usable
in practice to diagnose small-to-medium scale systems
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.(<:25'6
&RPSXWDWLRQDO&ORXG0XOWL$JHQW6\VWHP(YDFXDWLRQ
6\VWHP 0RGHOOLQJ DQG 6LPXODWLRQ 0DS5HGXFH
+DGRRS

$%675$&7

ZKHUH LQQRYDWLYH WHFKQLTXHV QHHG WR EH HPSOR\HG LQ
RUGHUWRHIILFLHQWO\XVHLQIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHVLQUHDO-WLPH
,Q PDQ\ FDVHV LW LV LPSRVVLEOH WR SURYLGH DQ HIIHFWLYH
FURZG PDQDJHPHQW LQ HYDFXDWLRQ E\ H[WUDFWLQJ GDWD
JHQHUDWHG LQ UHDOZRUOG HYDFXDWLRQ > @ DQG UHDOLVWLF
H[SHULPHQWV > @ PDLQO\ EHFDXVH RI ODUJH GDWD
YROXPHV DQG LQFRPSOHWHQHVV ,Q VXFK FDVHV VLPXODWLRQ
FDQEHWKHSURSHUVROXWLRQIRUVXFKSUREOHPV

0RGHOLQJ DQG VLPXODWLRQ PHWKRGV GHVLJQHG IRU
HYDFXDWLRQ V\VWHPV FDQ EH GLYLGHG LQWR WZR PDLQ
FDWHJRULHV L  IORZEDVHG DSSURDFKHV DQG LL 
LQGLYLGXDOEDVHG DSSURDFKHV ,Q IORZEDVHG DSSURDFKHV
>@WKHEHKDYLRURILQGLYLGXDOVLQWKHFURZGLV LJQRUHG
ZKLOHLQWKHVHFRQGFDWHJRU\>@WKHFURZGLVGHILQHGDV
DFROOHFWLRQRILQGLYLGXDOVZKLFKDUHHLWKHUHQWLW\EDVHG
RUDJHQWEDVHGZLWKDXWRQRPRXVLQWHOOLJHQWDJHQWV

$JHQWEDVHG DSSURDFKHV W\SLFDOO\ IRFXV RQ GHILQLQJ
the rule of an individual’s behavior and then applies the
UXOHWRDOOLQGLYLGXDOVRIWKHZKROHVLPXODWHGFURZG>
@ +RZHYHU WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI 0$6 LQ ELJ FURZG
VLPXODWLRQV LV KLJK ZKLFK PDNHV WKH ZKROH PRGHO
LQHIIHFWLYHLQWKHFDVHRIVKRUWWLPHGHFLVLRQVSURFHVVHV
VXFK DV FURZG PDQDJHPHQW LQ HPHUJHQF\ VFHQDULRV
7KHUHIRUH W\SLFDO 0$6 XVHG IRU FURZG PRGHOLQJ KDV
EHHQVXSSRUWHGDGGLWLRQDOO\E\XVLQJYDULRXVPXOWL&38
V\VWHPV >@ FOXVWHU >@ JULG WHFKQRORJLHV >@
*UDSKLF 3URFHVVLQJ 8QLW *38V  >@ DQG )LHOG
3URJUDPPDEOH*DWH$UUD\ )3*$V >@

&ORXG FRPSXWLQJ HQWDLOV WKH H[FKDQJH RI FRPSXWHU
DQGGDWDUHVRXUFHVDFURVVJOREDOQHWZRUNVLWFRQVWLWXWHV
D QHZ YDOXH-DGGHG SDUDGLJP IRU QHWZRUN FRPSXWLQJ
ZKHUH KLJKHU HIILFLHQF\ PDVVLYH VFDODELOLW\ DQG VSHHG
UHO\ RQ HIIHFWLYH VRIWZDUH GHYHORSPHQW >@ &ORXG
FRPSXWLQJLVUDSLGO\EHFRPLQJDSRSXODULQIUDVWUXFWXUH
RI FKRLFH DPRQJ DOO W\SHV RI RUJDQLVDWLRQV 'HVSLWH
VRPH LQLWLDO VHFXULW\ FRQFHUQV DQG WHFKQLFDO LVVXHV DQ
LQFUHDVLQJ QXPEHU RI LQVWLWXWLRQV DUH FRQVLGHULQJ
PRYLQJ WKHLU DSSOLFDWLRQV DQG VHUYLFHV LQWR 7KH
&ORXG 5HFHQWO\ FORXGEDVHG WHFKQRORJLHV KDYH EHHQ
VXFFHVVIXOO\XVHGDVHIIHFWLYHVXSSRUWWRROVLQFRPSOH[
VLPXODWLRQV LQ HPHUJHQF\ VLWXDWLRQV >@
0DS5HGXFH SURJUDPLQJ PRGHO >@ LV YHU\ SRSXODU
WRRO IRU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH FURZG VLPXODWLRQ LQ
HYDFXDWLRQ VLWXDWLRQV DV WZRVWDJH PDSSHUUHGXFHU
SURFHVV ,Q PDSSHU SKDVH WKH LQSXW GDWD LV H[WHQGHG

2YHU WKH \HDUV HYDFXDWLRQ VLPXODWLRQ KDV EHFRPH
LQFUHDVLQJO\LPSRUWDQWLQWKHUHVHDUFKRQWKHZLGHFODVV
RISUREOHPVUHODWHGWRWKHSXEOLFVHFXULW\LQ HPHUJHQF\
VLWXDWLRQV,QWKLVSDSHUZHGHYHORSVLPXODWLRQSODWIRUP
IXOO\ LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK WKH FORXG V\VWHPZLWK XVLQJ WKH
0DS5HGXFH SURJUDPLQJ PRGHO DQG +DGRRS
IUDPHZRUN7KH HQYLURQPHQW LOOXVWUDWLQJ HYDFXDWLRQ
VFHQDULRV DQG DFWRUV LV PRGHOOHG E\ FHOO DXWRPDWD DQG
LQWHUSUHWHG DV D SRWHQWLDO ILHOG LQ ZKLFK WHFKQRORJLHV
WKHJHQHUDWHGDJHQWVDUHORFDWHGZLWKXVLQJPXOWLDJHQW
7KH VLPXODWLRQ LV H[HFXWHG DV D VWUHDPEDVHG GDWD
SURFHVVLQJ RSHUDWLRQ WR HQDEOH HQYLURQPHQWDO
XQLYHUVDOLW\ ZKLOH WDNLQJ DGYDQWDJH RI WKH 0DS5HGXFH
PRGHO 6HYHUDO WHVW FDVHV DUH SURYLGHG WR VKRZ WKH
HIILFLHQF\RIWKHVLPXODWLRQSODWIRUP


,1752'8&7,21
7KH PDQDJHPHQW RI HPHUJHQF\ DFWLYLWLHV VXFK DV
JXLGLQJ SHRSOH RXW RI GDQJHURXV DUHDV DQG
FRRUGLQDWLQJUHVFXH WHDPV LV FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\
XQFHUWDLQW\UHJDUGLQJERWKWKHVRXUFHRIGDQJHUDQGWKH
DYDLODELOLW\ RIXVHIXO UHVRXUFHV 'HSHQGLQJ XSRQ WKH
VFDOH DQG QDWXUH RI WKH LQFLGHQW SHRSOH LQYROYHG LQ D
FULVLV PD\VXIIHU IURP OLPLWHG VLWXDWLRQDO DZDUHQHVV
6$ >@ 6$ LQYROYHV EHLQJ DZDUH RI ZKDW LV
KDSSHQLQJ DURXQG LQRUGHU WR XQGHUVWDQG KRZ
LQIRUPDWLRQ HYHQWV DQG WKH FURZG DFWLRQV ZLOO LPSDFW
WKHJRDOVDQGREMHFWLYHV

/DFNLQJ RU LQDGHTXDWH 6$ LQ HPHUJHQF\ VLWXDWLRQV
KDVEHHQLGHQWLILHGDVRQHRIWKHSULPDU\IDFWRUVOHDGLQJ
WR KXPDQ HUURU ZLWK SRWHQWLDOO\ JUDYH FRQVHTXHQFHV
+RZHYHU HPHUJHQF\ VLWXDWLRQV DUH FKDRWLF LQ QDWXUH
DQG DQ\ LQFLGHQW PDQDJHPHQW V\VWHP W\SLFDOO\
HQFRPSDVVHV PXOWLSOH VRXUFHV RI LQIRUPDWLRQ VXFK DV
PRELOH GHYLFHV IURP DIIHFWHG SHRSOH VRFLDO QHWZRUN
IHHGV DQG YDULRXV RQ-VLWH VHQVRUV $OO RI WKHVH VRXUFHV
DUH DYDLODEOH LQ GLIIHUHQW IRUPDWV SUHVHQW LQGLIIHUHQW
ORFDWLRQVDQGUHOLDEOHDWGLIIHUHQWFRQILGHQFHOHYHOV$V
VRXUFHVDUHGLVSHUVHGWKURXJKRXWJHRJUDSKLFDODUHDV6$
EHFRPHV D FRPSOH[ GLVWULEXWHG SURFHVVLQJ SUREOHP
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)
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7KHJHQHULFHQYLURQPHQWPRGHOLVDIRUPDOPRGHORI
WKHYLUWXDOHQYLURQPHQWXVHGIRUVLPXODWLRQRIWKHFURZG
HYDFXDWLRQ VFHQDULRV 7KLV PRGHO LV EDVHG RQ WKH
SRWHQWLDO ILHOG SDUDGLJP DQG FRQWDLQWV D YHFWRU ILHOG
EDVHG SDWKILQGLQJ PHFKDQLVP ,Q WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO
PRGHOYDULRXVW\SHVRIVSDWLDOGDWD IURP PXOWLSOHGDWD
VRXUFHV HJ KLJKUHVROXWLRQ UHPRWH VHQVLQJ GDWD RU
RQOLQH PDS VHUYLFHV GDWD  DUH FROOHFWHG PHUJHG DQG
FRQYHUWHGLQWRVWUHDPVDQGPXOWLVWUHDPVIRUWKHIXUWKHU

7KH PXOWLDJHQW VLPXODWLRQ PRGXOH LV XVHG IRU
VLPXODWLRQV RI WKH FURZG EHKDYLRU  DQG GHFLVLRQV LQ
HPHUJHQF\ VLWXDWLRQV ,W LV EDVHG RQ WKH 0DS5HGXFH
DUFKLWHFWXUH DQGUXQVRQD+DGRRSFOXVWHU0RVW RI WKH
DJHQW’s RSHUDWLRQV DUH WUDQVIRUPHG LQWR VLPSOH GDWD
DFFHVV DQG SURFHVVLQJ RSHUDWLRQV +DGRRS 'LVWULEXWHG
)LOH 6\VWHP +')6  LV D VWDQGDUG WHFKQRORJ\ XVHG IRU
GDWDDQGLQIRUPDWLRQWUDQVIHUV

*(1(5,&(19,5210(17$/02'(/

LQWR D ODUJH LQWHUPHGLDWH WDEOH ZKLOH LQ WKH UHGXFHU
SKDVH WDEOH LV UHGXFHG LQ RUGHU WR JHQHUDWH WKH RXWSXW
GDWD 7KH 0DS5HGXFH SURFHGXUH FDQ EH LWHUDWHG PDQ\
WLPHV XQWLO VSHFLILHG VWRSSLQJ FULWHULD XVXDOO\ WKH
H[SHFWHGRXWSXWGDWD 

7KHUH DUH QRW PDQ\ VXFFHVVIXO H[DPSOHV RI
LQWHJUDWLRQ RI HYDFXDWLRQ 0$6 ZLWK FORXG
HQYLURQPHQWV,QPRVWRIVXFKDSSURDFKHV0$6EDVHG
VLPXODWLRQ LV LQWHUSUHWHG DV D VLPSOH GDWD SURFHVVLQJ
RSHUDWLRQ,Q>@LQWKHORRSEDVHGVLPXODWLRQSURFHVV
DJHQWV KDYH EHHQ RUGHUHG DQG SURFHVVHG DV D TXHXH LQ
WKH ORRS7KH DJHQWTXHXHV KDYH EHHQLPSOHPHQWHGDV
ELJ WDEOHV RI YDULRXV VL]HV JHQHUDWHG GXULQJ WKH
VLPXODWLRQ ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH GHYHORS 2SHQ6WDFN >@
FORXGEDVHG VLPXODWLRQ SODWIRUP XVLQJ WKH 0DS5HGXFH
SURJUDPLQJ PRGHOWR VXSSRUW D ODUJHVFDOH HYDFXDWLRQ
FURZG VLPXODWLRQ 0XOWLDJHQW WHFKQRORJ\ ZDV
HPSOR\HG WR SURYLGH WKH FURZG VLPXODWLRQ DQG D JULG
EDVHG PRGHO ZDV XVHG WR SURYLGH HQYLURQPHQWDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ 7KH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV VKRZ EHQHILWV RI
XVLQJ WKH FORXGVXSSRUW LQ HYDFXDWLRQ LQ UHVWULFWHG
LQGRRUHQYLURQPHQWVFRPSDUHGWRWUDGLWLRQDO,7VXSSRUW
XVHGLQPDQ\UHDOLVWLFVFHQDULRV

7KH SDSHU LV RUJDQL]HG DV IROORZV ILUVW ZH SURYLGH
DVKRUW GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO PRGHO DQG
FORXGEDVHG VLPXODWLRQ SODWIRUP 1H[W ZH GHILQH WKH
0DS5HGXFHEDVHG PXOWLDJHQW VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO DQG
VSHFLI\ WKH RXWSXW GDWD UHTXHVWV DQG JHQHUDWLRQ 7KHQ
ZH SUHVHQW WKH UHVXOWV RI VLPSOH H[SHULPHQW $IWHU WKDW
ZHGHILQHGUDIWFRQFOXVLRQVDQGSODQVIRUIXWXUHZRUNLQ
WKLVGRPDLQ

23(167$&.&/28'%$6('6,08/$7,21
3/$7)250)25&52:'(9$&8$7,216

7KH JHQHULF HQYLURQPHQW PRGHO LQ WKLV DSSURDFK LV
EDVHG RQ HQYLURQPHQW PRGHOV ZLWK FHOO DXWRPDWD
GHYHORSHG LQ > @7KH PDLQ FRPSRQHQW RI WKLV
PRGHO LV DQ HQYLURQPHQWDO PDS GHILQHG DV D JULG LQ
ZKLFK HDFK FHOO UHSUHVHQWV D VPDOO VTXDUH DUHD LQ
SK\VLFDO HQYLURQPHQW :H VSHFLI\ WKUHH W\SHV RI FHOOV
QDPHO\ L  DFFHVVLEOH FHOOV LL  EORFNHG FHOOV DQG LLL 
H[LW FHOOV $Q DFFHVVLEOH FHOO UHSUHVHQWV DQ DUHD ZKLFK
PD\ EH DFFHVVHG E\ WKH LQGLYLGXDO KXPDQ DJHQW 
ZKHUHEORFNHGFHOOLVGHILQHGDVDQDUHDZLWKREVWDFOHV
,Q WKH VLPXODWLRQ LQGLYLGXDOV DUH DEOH WR SDVV WKURXJK
DFFHVVLEOH FHOOV EXW QRW EORFNHG FHOOV 7KH
HQYLURQPHQWDO PDS FDQ EH JHQHUDWHG IURP VDWHOOLWH
SKRWRV VHQVLQJGDWD RURQOLQHZHEPDSV HJ*RRJOH
0DS 

7KH VHFRQG FRPSRQHQW RI WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO PRGHO
LVDSRVLWLRQSRWHQWLDOILHOG>@IRUWKHPDQDJHPHQWRI
the agent’s posiWLRQ RQ WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO PDS
$SRWHQWLDO ILHOG PRGXOH FDOFXODWHV D GLVWDQFH WR WKH
nearest exit cell from the specified (current) agent’s
SRVLWLRQ7KHQLWLVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKH
RSWLPDO SDWK IRU WKH DJHQW IURP KLV FXUUHQW SRVLWLRQ WR
WKHH[LW

7KH SRVLWLRQ SRWHQWLDO ILHOG LV XVXDOO\ GHILQHG DV D
GLVFUHWH ' IXQFWLRQ ZLWK YDOXHV QXPHULFDOO\
UHSUHVHQWHG DV D PDWUL[ RI WKH VDPH VL]H DV
HQYLURQPHQWDO PDS (DFK SDUDPHWHU LQ WKDW PDWUL[ LV
LQWHUSUHWHG as the cell’s ‘position potential’. ,Q
SDUWLFXODU WKH SRVLWLRQ SRWHQWLDO RI REVWDFOH FHOOV LV 
ZKLFK PHDQV WKDW WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FHOOV DUH
LQDFFHVVLEOH 2EYLRXVO\ DOO H[LW FHOOV KDYH D SRVLWLRQ
SRWHQWLDORIZKLFKLVWKHORZHVWYDOLGYDOXH

:LWK WKH SRWHQWLDO ILHOG WKH JHQHUDO HQYLURQPHQW
PRGHO LV DEOH WR SURYLGH SDWK LQIRUPDWLRQ IRU WKH
VLPXODWLRQZKLFKFDQHOLPLQDWHWKHQHHGIRUSDWKILQGLQJ
DOJRULWKPV,QIDFWLQRXUDJHQWLPSOHPHQWDWLRQURXWLQJ

:H GHVLJQHG DQG LPSOHPHQWHG RXU FORXGEDVHG
VLPXODWLRQ SODWIRUP E\ XVLQJ WKH FORXG 2SHQ6WDFN
WHFKQRORJ\ >@ DQG 0DS5HGXFH SURJUDPPLQJ PRGHO
>@ ZLWK +DGRRS IUDPHZRUN >@ 7KH SODWIRUP
PRGHO DUFKWHFWXUH LV SUHVHQWHG LQ )LJ  7KH PRGHO LV
FRPSRVHG RI WKUHH PDLQPRGXOHV QDPHO\ L  D JHQHULF
HQYLURQPHQW PRGHO LL D PXOWLDJHQWEDVHGVLPXODWLRQ
PRGXOHDQGDGDWDUHTXHVWRU





)LJXUH 7KH$UFKLWHFWXUHRIWKH6LPXODWLRQ3ODWIRUP
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LVRQO\D VHDUFK RSHUDWLRQLQ DVPDOOOLVW ZKLFKFDQEH
PXFKIDVWHUWKDQRUGLQDU\SDWKILQGLQJDOJRULWKPVDUH

0$35('8&(%$6('6,08/$7,21
7KH FURZG EHKDYLRU LQ HYDFXDWLRQ VFHQDULRV LV
PRGHOOHG E\ WKH PXOWLDJHQW V\VWHP 0$6  0$6 LQ
RXU DSSURDFK LV IXOO\ LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK WKH 6DD6
6RIWZDUHDVD6HUYLFH  FORXG OD\HU DQG 0DS5HGXFH
PRGHO 7KH DUFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH PXOWLDJHQW VLPXODWLRQ
PRGXOHLVVKRZQLQ)LJ

&URZG VLPXODWLRQ LV SHUIRUPHG FRQWLQXRXVO\ DV D
SKDVHORRSV VWHSV (DFKORRSFRUUHVSRQGVWRRQHWLPH
VWHS DQG FRQWDLQV RQH PDS RSHUDWLRQ DQG RQH UHGXFH
RSHUDWLRQ$IWHUHDFKORRSDSRVLWLRQ ORFDWLRQ RIHDFK
DJHQW LV XSGDWHG ,W PHDQV WKDW D VHULDO FHOO VHOHFWLRQ
RSHUDWLRQ LV SHUIRUPHG DQG WKH VLPXODWHG VFHQH RI WKLV
WLPHVWHSLVSURGXFHG





)LJXUH 7KH&DQGLGDWH&HOO/LVW

7KH FURZG VLPXODWLRQ SURFHVV EHJLQV ZLWK WKH
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH DJHQWV LQ WKH DJHQW LWHPV WKDW
FRQWDLQ NH\YDOXH SDLUV DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ  $ NH\ LV
XVHGWRGHWHUPLQHWKHSRVLWLRQRIWKHDJHQW,WLVXQLTXH
GXHWRWKHIDFWWKDWLQRQHFHOO LWFDQEHRQO\RQHDJHQW
DQG LW LV VWDWLF EHFDXVH WKH SRVLWLRQ GRHV QRW FKDQJH
GXULQJ WKH SURFHVVVLQJ VWDJH RI WKH ORRS $Q LPSRUWDQW
HOHPHQW ZKLFK GHVHUYHV DWWHQWLRQ LV WKDW +DGRRS VRUWV
WKHDJHQWLWHPVGHSHQGLQJRQWKHLUVWDWHRIKHDOWK7KHQ
DJHQW LWHPV DUH WUDQVIHUUHG WR WKH PDSSHU ZKLFK LV
GHVFULEHGEHORZ







)LJXUH 7KH7UDQVLWLRQ)URP$JHQW0RGHOWR$JHQW,WHP

)LJXUH 0DS5HGXFHEDVHG6LPXODWLRQ0RGXOH$UFKLWHFWXUH

TheMapper
7KH LQSXW RI WKH DJHQW LV WUDQVPLWWHG WR WKH PDSSHU
WKDWFUHDWHVDVHWRILQWHUPHGLDWHNH\YDOXHSDLUVHDFKRI
WKHVHSDLUVGHWHUPLQHVWKHDWWUDFWLRQYDOXHRIHDFKLWHP
LQWKHTXHXHof agent’s candidate cells,GHQWLILHURIHDFK
RIWKHVHSDLUVLVL.H\ZKLFKPHDQVWKDWWKHLWHPVLQWKH
TXHXHGFDQGLGDWHFHOOVRIWKHVDPHDJHQWKDYHWKHVDPH
L.H\ 7KLV SKHQRPHQRQ LV FKDUDFWHULVWLF RI WKH UHGXFHU
E\ WKH +DGRRS IUDPHZRUN (QYLURQPHQW GDWD ZKLFK
UHTXLUHV WKH PDSSHU FDQ EH SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH IRUP RI D
JHQHUDO HQYLURQPHQW PRGHO )RU VPDOO DQG VLPSOH
SUREOHPV WKH\ FDQ EH WUDQVIHUUHG IURP WKH VWDQGDUG
LQSXW RU WR VSHHG XS WKH VLPXODWLRQ EXLOW LQWR WKH
PDSSHU

7KHPDSSHUFDOFXODWHVWKHFHOODWWUDFWLRQYDOXHRIDOO
HLJKW VXUURXQGLQJ FHOOV DQG SURGXFHV DQ LQWHUPHGLDWH
WDEOH DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ  7KH LQWHUPHGLDWH WDEOH
FRQWDLQVLQIRUPDWLRQRIWKHDJHQWLWVHOIDQGDFDQGLGDWH
FHOO TXHXH ZLWK HDFK FHOO V DWWUDFWLRQ YDOXH 7KH ILUVW

AgentModelling
$Q DJHQW FRQWDLQV WKH IROORZLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW
LWV ORFDWLRQ VSHHG RI PRYHPHQW KHDOWK UHFHQW PRYHV
DQG D VHW RI ZHLJKWV DV ZHOO DV D FDQGLGDWH FHOO TXHXH
&HOO TXHXH FRQVLVWV RI HLJKW FHOOV IURP WKH
QHLJKERXUKRRGspecified by the current agent’s position
LQWKHHQYLURQPHQW7KLVVLWXDWLRQLVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ)LJ
(DFK DJHQW GHFLGHV DERXW SRVVLEOH PRYHPHQWV  LQ D
JLYHQWLPHVWHS,IWKHDJHQWGHFLGHVWRPRYHLWFDQRQO\
PRYH WR RQH RI WKH FHOOV LQ WKH FDQGLGDWH OLVW 0RUH
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH DJHQW PRGHO DQG LWV XVHV LQ WKH
FORXGVLVGLVFXVVHGLQ>@
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LWHPFRUUHVSRQGVWRWKHFXUUHQWFHOOLWVHOIZKLFKKDVWKH
ORZHVW DWWUDFWLRQ YDOXH VLQFH WKH DJHQW RQ FXUUHQW FHOO
ZLOOFKRRVHWRVWDQGVWLOORQO\LILWFDQQRWPRYHWRDQ\RI
WKH  VXUURXQGLQJ FHOOV 1H[W WKH LQWHUPHGLDWH WDEOH LV
VRUWHG E\ +DGRRS IUDPHZRUN LQ GHVFHQGLQJ RUGHU
DFFRUGLQJWRFHOODWWUDFWLRQYDOXHRIHDFKSDLU

TheReducer
$JHQW LWHPV ZLWK WKH VDPH L.H\ DUH FRPELQHG WR
UHSURGXFHWKHDJHQWLQIRUPDWLRQDVVKRZQLQ)LJ,W
LVZRUWKQRWLQJWKDWWKHRXWSXWRIWKHUHGXFHULVWKHVDPH
DVWKHLQSXWRIWKHPDSSHUDVVKRZQLQ)LJ7KXVWKH
UROH RI WKH UHGXFHU LV WR FROOHFW LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP WKH
VRUWHG LQWHUPHGLDWH WDEOH DQG JHQHUDWH DJHQW
LQIRUPDWLRQ ZKLFK LV WKHQ WUDQVPLWWHG WR WKH +DGRRS
IUDPHZRUNWRFUHDWHDOLVWRIDJHQWV





)LJXUH 7KH0DSDQG5HGXFH3URFHVVXVHGLQWKH6LPXODWLRQ

CellSelectionandAgentMovement
(YHU\ PRYLQJ RI DQ DJHQW FDQ DIIHFW RWKHU DJHQWV
DQGDWWHPSWWRSDUDOOHOVKLIWFDQFDXVHHUURUV7RSUHYHQW
WKLV KDSSHQLQJ WKH SDUDOOHO PDS DQG UHGXFH RSHUDWLRQV
RQO\ JHQHUDWHV D VRUWHG FDQGLGDWH FHOO TXHXH IRU HDFK
DJHQW EXW GR QRW PRYH DJHQWV 7KHVH PRYHPHQWV DUH
SHUIRUPHG LQ D SURFHVVLQJ VWDJH FDOOHG D FHOO VHOHFWLRQ
+HUHWKHDJHQWTXHXHLVSURFHVVHGRQHE\RQH)RUHDFK
DJHQWRQHFHOOLVVHOHFWHGDVDWDUJHWEXWLWPXVWEHDFHOO
WKDW KDV QRW EHHQ SUHYLRXVO\ WDNHQ E\ DQRWKHU DJHQW
7KHQ WKH DJHQW LV PRYHG DQG WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW LWV
ORFDWLRQLVXSGDWHG

$IWHUWKHFHOOVHOHFWLRQVWDJHWKHVLPXODWHGVFHQHRI
WKHFXUUHQWWLPHVWHSLVIXOO\UHDG\$QHZDJHQWTXHXH
LV DOVR SURGXFHG ZKLFK LV WKH LQSXW IRU WKH QH[W WLPH
VWHS

SimulationProcessControlandDataGeneration





7KHVLPXODWLRQSURFHVVLVDSURFHVVWKDWWDNHVSODFH
LQDQLQILQLWHORRSHDFKLWHUDWLRQUHSUHVHQWVH[DFWO\RQH
WLPHVWHS DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ  ,W LV DQ DV\QFKURQRXV
SURFHVV ZKLFK LV UXQ LQ WKH FORXG +RYHYHU LI D XVHU
VHQGV D UHTXHVW WKH GDWD UHTXHVWRU ZLOO VHQG DQ
LPSHUDWLYH V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ VLJQDO WR WKH VLPXODWLRQ
PRGXOH$WWKHWLPHRIUHTXHVWSURFHVVLQJDJOREDOORFN
LVVHWZKLFKPHDQVWKDWDOOQRGHVLQWKHFORXGDUH VWRS
IRU D VSHFLILHG SHULRG RI WLPH 7KHQ WKH HQWLUH VWDWLF
IUR]HQ  VLPXODWLRQ VFHQDULR LV JHQHUDWHG E\ DOO WKH
QRGHVDQGWKHQUHWXUQHGWRWKHXVHU$IWHUWKLVSURFHVVLV
FRPSOHWHGWKHJOREDOORFNLVFDQFHOHGDQGQRGHVUHWXUQ
WRWKHLUSUHYLRXVMREV

)LJXUH 6LPXODWLRQ3URFHVV

&$6(678'<
,Q WKLV 6HFWLRQ ZH GHPRQVWUDWH UHVXOWV RI VLPSOH
H[SHULPHQWV SURYLGHG IRU YHULILFDWLRQRI WKH FRUUHFWQHVV
RI SODWIRUP LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ DQG FORXG V\VWHP
PRWLYDWLRQ DQG DJHQWEDVHG FURZG PDQDJHPHQW LQ WKH
HYDFXDWLRQVFHQDULRV
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)LJXUH (QYLURQPHQWDOPDSPRGHO

7KH HQYLURQPHQWDO PRGHO LQFOXGHVD VLPSOH PDSRI
P LQGRRUDUHDZLWKH[LWVLVSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ
7KH WHVWV ZHUH UXQ RQ D VPDOO SK\VLFDO +DGRRS FOXVWHU
ZLWK RQH KHDG QRGH DQG  VODYH QRGHV ZLWK LGHQWLFDO
KDUGZDUH DQG VRIWZDUH FRQILJXUDWLRQ 7KLV VPDOO
SK\VLFDO FOXVWHU LV FRQQHFWHG ZLWK WKH ZLGH SXEOLF
2SHQ6WDFN FORXG HQYLURQPHQW WR SURYLGH SURSHU
VHUYLFHV IRU FURZG PDQDJHPHQW 7KH PDSSHU DQG WKH
UHGXFHU PRGXOH ZHUH ZULWWHQ LQ & DQG LPSOHPHQWHG
E\ XVLQJ WKH +DGRRS IUDPHZRUN VWUHDPLQJ PRGXOH 
7KH HQYLURQPHQW LQIRUPDWLRQ LV JHQHUDWHG E\ D PDS
HGLWRU DQG FRPSLOHG LQ ERWK PDSSHU DQG UHGXFHU
PRGXOHV$SODWIRUPHYDOXDWLRQSURFHVVLVPRQLWRUHGE\
WKH LQWHUQDO VKHOO PHFKDQLVPV LQ WKH FORXG 7KH
PRQLWRULQJ UHVXOWV DUH VWRUHG LQ WKH VKHOOVULSWV 7KRVH
VFULSWV DUH XVHG DOVR IRU DFWLYDWLQJ WKH +DGRRS
IUDPHZRUNDQGUXQQLQJWKHPDSSHUDQGWKHUHGXFHU

:H FRPSDUHG WKH UHVXOWV DFKLHYHG E\ WKH FORXG
EDVHG +DGRRS FOXVWHU ZLWK WKH UHVXOW RI VLPLODU WHVWV
SHUIRUPHG IRU D VLQJOH SRZHUIXO ZRUNVWDWLRQ ZLWK WKH
VDPHDQGWLPHVVPDOOHUFURZG ZKHUHDOORSHUDWLRQV
ZHUHVHTXHQWLDOZLWKRXWWKHFORXGVXSSRUW7KLVVFHQDULR
LVYHU\ W\SLFDO IRU FRQYHQWLRQDO HYDFXDWLRQ V\VWHPV DQG
PRVW RI UHDOLVWLF HYDFXDWLRQ VFHQDULRV VR IDU 7KH PDLQ
LGHDRIVXFKDFRPSDUDWLYHDQDO\VLVZDVWRGHPRQVWUDWH
EHQHILWV RI XVLQJ +DGRRS FOXVWHUV HYHQ LI WKH
V\QFKURQL]DWLRQRISDUDOOHOSURFHVVHVLQWKHV\VWHPPD\
GHOD\ WKH ZKROH FURZG PDQDJHPHQW 7DEOH  VKRZV
KDUGZDUH DQG VRIWZDUH VHWWLQJV IRU +DGRRS FOXVWHU DQG
WKHVHTXHQWLDOVHUYHU

FORXG ZLWK +DGRRS DQG VHTXHQWLDO VHUYHU – ZH KDYH
 DJHQWV DQG WKH VL]H RI WKH FURZG LQFUHDVHV LQ
HTXDOWLPHLQWHUYDOVE\RIWKHPD[LPDODPRXQWRI
DJHQWV – LW PHDQV  LQ HDFK WLPH LQWHUYDO $QRWKHU
FULWHULRQZDVDVLPXODWLRQFRVWPHDVXUHGIRULQWKHVHQVH
RI WRWDO PHPRU\ XVDJH DQG PHPRU\ ZRUNLQJ VHW VL]H
UHFRUGHG DIWHU  WLPH LQWHUYDOV 7KH OHQJWK RI WKH RQH
WLPH LQWHUYDO LQ VLPXODWLRQ ZDV VHW WR  VHF )RU WKLV
H[SHULPHQW ZH KDYH JHQHUDWHG  HQYLURQPHQWDO
VFHQDULRV L  IRU WKH +DGRRS FOXVWHU ZH JHQHUDWHG D
ODUJH QXPEHU   RI LQGLYLGXDOV DJHQWV  LL  IRU
SRZHUIXO VHTXHQWLDO VHUYHU ZH JHQHUDWHG D VPDOOHU
QXPEHU   RI LQGLYLGXDOV DJHQWV  WU\LQJ WR
HYDFXDWH WKHPVHOYHV IURP WKH VDPH EXLOGLQJ 7KH
QXPEHU RI DJHQWV IRU VHUYHUV UHSUHVHQWHG  RI WKH
QXPEHU RI DJHQWV IRU +DGRRS FOXVWHU ZLWK  QRGHV
ZKLFKPDNHVWKHWHVWVFRPSDUDEOHWKHDYDUDJHQXPEHU
RI DJHQWV ZKLFK FDQ EH PDQDJHG E\ D +DGRRS QRGH LV


Crowdevacuationtimes
7DEOH ,, JLYHV WKH H[HFXWLRQ WLPHV LQ VHFRQGV  RI
WKH WZR W\SHV RI FURZG VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHPV ZLWK
LQFUHDVLQJFURZGVL]HV
7$%/(,,6,08/$7,217,0(
1ERIDJHQWV






&21),*85$7,212)+$'22312'(6$1'7+(
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CPU
RAM
Network
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OSfor
Server
OS
Hadoop

:LQGRZV6HUYHUELW

+DGRRS







,QWKHFDVHRIDJHQWVWKHH[HFXWLRQWLPHLQFORXG
VLPXODWLRQLVORQJHU DOPRVWWLPHV WKDQLQWKHFDVHRI
VHTXHQWLDOVHUYHU7KHUHDVRQFDQEHWKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
RYHUKHDG RI WKH FORXG VHUYLFHV +DGRRS EHFRPHV WR
ZRUNEHWWHUIRUELJFURZGV RYHUDJHQWV ,QWKRVH
VFHQDULRV WKH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ RYHUKHDG LV FRYHUHG E\
WKHEHQHILWV JDLQHGE\GLVWULEXWLQJFRPSXWDWLRQORDGRI
DJHQWVWRPXOWLSOHFRPSXWHQRGHV7KHDFKLHYHGUHVXOWV
LQGLFDWH WKDW L  WKH FORXG DUFKLWHFWXUH FDQ VLJQLILFDQWO\
LPSURYHWKHUXQWLPHSHUIRUPDQFHRIH[HFXWLQJFRPSOH[

7$%/(,
+DUGZDUHIRU
WKH6HUYHU
DQGD+DGRRS
QRGHV
6RIWZDUH

6HUYHU



1$
1$

8EXQWX/76ELW
KDGRRS


,Q RXU H[SHULPHQWV ZH ILUVW FRPSDUH WKH VLPXODWLRQ
WLPH RI WKH FURZG :H DVVXPH WKDW LQ ERWK V\VWHPV –
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VDPH ZRUN VWDWLRQ FDXVH VRPH GDWD SURFHVVLQJ
RSHUDWLRQV FDQ EH SHUIRUPHG E\ XVLQJ WKH VRIWZDUH
IUDPHZRUNVVKDUHGLQVLGHWKHSXEOLFFORXG

7KHUHVHDUFKSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVSDSHULVMXVWWKH ILUVW
VWHS LQ WKH ORQJ SHULRG UHVHDUFK SODQV ,Q WKH IXWXUH
ZRUN ZH ZRXOGOLNHWRLPSURYHWKH  PHFKDQLVPV XVHG
IRU FRQWURO RI WKH VLPXODWLRQ SURFHVV DQG WKH FHOO
VHOHFWLRQ RSHUDWLRQ LQ RUGHU WR UHGXFH WKH QXPEHU RI
VHTXHQWLDORSHUDWLRQVLQWKHV\VWHPDVPXFKDVSRVVLEOH
:H SODQ WR DSSO\ .9'%EDVHG GDWD V\VWHP VXFK DV
$SDFKH +%DVH WR LPSURYH WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQ RI DJHQW
GDWD WDEOHV $GGLWLRQDOO\ WKH JHQHULF HQYLURQPHQWDO
PRGHOVKRXOGEHLPSURYHGWRLOOXVWUDWHERWKLQGLYLGXDOV
DQG HQYLURQPHQW DFWLYLWLHV ZKLFK DOORZ XV WR SURYLGH
RXUVLPXODWLRQVLQIXOO\G\QDPLFHQYLURQPHQWV)XUWKHU
H[SHULPHQWVZLWKODUJHUFURZGVL]HVDQGKLJKO\FRPSOH[
HQYLURQPHQWV VKRXOG EH SHUIRUPHG WR LPSURYH WKH
VWDELOLW\ DQG HIILFLHQF\ RI WKH GHYHORSHG VLPXODWLRQ
SODWIRUP

$&.12:/('*0(17

VLPXODWLRQ VFHQDULRV DQG LL  LW VFDOHV ZHOO ZLWK WKH
scenario’s complexity.

Simulationcost
7DEOH,,,VKRZVWKHFDOFXODWHGVLPXODWLRQFRVWVDIWHU
 WLPH LQWHUYDOV LQFOXGLQJ WRWDO PHPRU\ XVDJH
PHPRU\ZRUNLQJVHWVL]HDQGDYHUDJHPHPRU\XVDJHIRU
RQH LQGLYLGXDO IRU ERWK +DGRRS FOXVWHU DQG WKH
VHTXHQWLDOVHUYHU
7$%/(,,,6,08/$7,21&267

Totalmemoryusage(KB)
Memoryworkingsetsize(KB)
Memoryusageperindividual
(KB)
Memoryworkingsetsizeper
individual(KB)

+DGRRS




6HUYHU









,WFRXOGEHH[SHFWHGWKDWWKHWRWDOPHPRU\XWLOL]DWLRQ
DQG WKH PHPRU\ ZRUNLQJ VHW VL]H DUH ODUJHU IRU WKH
+DGRRS FOXVWHU 7KLV LV PDLQO\ EHFDXVH RI WKH LQLWLDO
SRSXODWLRQ RI WKH DJHQWV ZKLFK ZDV  WLPHV ELJJHU
WKDQ WKDW JHQHUDWHG IRU WKH VLQJOH VHUYHU +RZHYHU
PHPRU\ GLVWULEXWLRQ SHU LQGLYLGXDO LV DOPRVW WKH VDPH
ZKLFK VKRZV JRRG PHPRU\ PDQDJHPHQW UHVXOWV LQ WKH
FORXGV\VWHP%XWWKHPRVWVLJQLILFDQWUHVXOWVDUHIRUWKH
IRXUWK SDUDPHWHU LQ 7DEOH ,,, WKH PHPRU\ ZRUNLQJ VHW
VL]H IRU HDFK LQGLYLGXDO ,Q WKH FDVH RI +DGRRS WKLV
SDUDPHWHU LV RQO\  RI WKH YDOXH DFKLHYHG IRU WKH
VLQJOH VHUYHU 7KH PDLQ UHDVRQ LV WKDW LQ WKH FORXG
HQYLURQPHQW GDWD SURFHVVLQJ RSHUDWLRQV DUH SURFHVVHV
VXFFHVVIXOO\H[HFXWHGIRUGLIIHUHQWGDWDVHWV,QWKHFDVH
RI WKH VLQJOH VHUYHU HDFK GDWD PLQLQJ SURFHGXUH LV
H[HFXWHG DV D QHZ SURFHVV 7KLV FRPSDULVRQ VKRZV
VLJQLILFDQW SRWHQWLDO EHQHILWV RI XVLQJ WKH FORXG V\VWHP
IRU VXSSRUWLQJ WKH FURZG HYDFXDWLRQ LQ FULWLFDO
VFHQDULRV 6XFKEHQHILWVFDQEHREVHUYHGLQWKHFDVHRI
DELJGLVSURSRUWLRQLQWKHFURZGVL]H WLPHVODUJHULQ
WKHFORXGVXSSRUWFDVH 

&21&/86,216$1')8785(:25.

7KHLQVSLUDWLRQIRUWKHUHVHDUFKSUHVHQWHGLQWKLV
SDSHULVWKHUHVXOWRIZRUNLQWKH,&&267$FWLRQ
+RUL]RQSURMHFWF+L36HW+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH
0RGHOOLQJDQG6LPXODWLRQIRU%LJ'DWD$SSOLFDWLRQV

5()(5(1&(6
>@7-6KLHOGV.(%R\FHDQG10F&RQQHOO7KHEHKDYLRXUDQG
HYDFXDWLRQ H[SHULHQFHV RI :7&  HYDFXHHV ZLWK VHOIGHVLJQDWHG
PRELOLW\ LPSDLUPHQWV )LUH 6DIHW\ -RXUQDO YRO  SS 

>@ 3 ) -RKQVRQ & ( -RKQVRQ DQG & 6XWKHUODQG 6WD\ RU *R"
+XPDQ %HKDYLRU DQG 'HFLVLRQ 0DNLQJ LQ %XVKILUHV DQG 2WKHU
(PHUJHQFLHV)LUH7HFKQRORJ\YROSS
>@&0+HQHLQDQG7:KLWH0DFURVFRSLFHIIHFWVRIPLFURVFRSLF
IRUFHV EHWZHHQ DJHQWV LQ FURZG PRGHOV 3K\VLFD $6WDWLVWLFDO
0HFKDQLFV$QG,WV$SSOLFDWLRQVYROSS
>@'/HH-+3DUNDQG+.LP$VWXG\RQH[SHULPHQWRIKXPDQ
EHKDYLRUIRUHYDFXDWLRQVLPXODWLRQ2FHDQ(QJLQHHULQJYROSS

>@ 5 / +XJKHV 7KH IORZ RI KXPDQ FURZGV  $QQXDO 5HYLHZ RI
)OXLG0HFKDQLFVYROSS
>@/<-LDRDQG4<-LDQJ6WXG\RQ(PHUJHQF\0DQDJHPHQWLQ
/DUJH6RFLDO $FWLYLWLHV %DVHG RQ %HKDYLRU 0RGLILFDWLRQ 7KHRU\
3URJUHVVLQ6DIHW\6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\9RO3WV$$QG%3DUW
DSS
>@ - :DV DQG . .XODNRZVNL $JHQW%DVHG $SSURDFK LQ
(YDFXDWLRQ0RGHOLQJ$JHQWDQG0XOWL$JHQW6\VWHPV7HFKQRORJLHV
DQG$SSOLFDWLRQSS
>@ < 4 /LQ , )HGFKHQLD % /D%DUUH DQG 5 7RPDVWLN $JHQW
%DVHG 6LPXODWLRQ RI (YDFXDWLRQ $Q 2IILFH %XLOGLQJ &DVH 6WXG\
3HGHVWULDQ$QG(YDFXDWLRQ'\QDPLFVSS
>@ 0 + =DKDULD ) /HRQ & 3DO DQG * 3DJX $JHQW%DVHG
6LPXODWLRQ RI &URZG (YDFXDWLRQ %HKDYLRU LQ 3URFHHGLQJV 2I 7KH
WK :VHDV ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ $XWRPDWLF &RQWURO
0RGHOOLQJ$QG6LPXODWLRQSS
>@ 6 6KDUPD + 6LQJK DQG $ 3UDNDVK 0XOWL$JHQW 0RGHOLQJ
DQG 6LPXODWLRQ RI +XPDQ %HKDYLRU LQ $LUFUDIW (YDFXDWLRQV ,(((
7UDQVDFWLRQV 2Q $HURVSDFH $QG (OHFWURQLF 6\VWHPV YRO  SS

>@1=DUERXWLVDQG10DUPDUDV'HVLJQRIIRUPDWLYHHYDFXDWLRQ
SODQVXVLQJDJHQWEDVHGVLPXODWLRQ6DIHW\6FLHQFHYROSS

>@ 7 0DR + -LDQJ - /L < =KDQJ 6 ;LD DQG = :DQJ
3DUDOOHOL]LQJ FRQWLQXXP FURZGV LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH WK $&0

,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SUHVHQWHG DQ HDUO\VWDJH
GHYHORSPHQW UHVXOWV RQ 2SHQ6WDFN FORXGEDVHG PXOWL
DJHQW VLPXODWLRQ SODWIRUP IRU HYDFXDWLRQ RI WKH FURZG
IURPWKHLQGRRUHQYLURQPHQWZLWKWKHOLPLWHGQXPEHURI
HYDFXDWLRQH[LWVDQGHYDFXDWLRQSDWKVL]H(QYLURQPHQW
LQ WKLV PRGHO LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ FHOO DXWRPDWD DQG
LQWHUSUHWHG DV D SRWHQWLDO ILHOG LQ ZKLFK JHQHUDWHG
DJHQWVDUHORFDWHG7KHFURZGPDQDJHPHQWLQWKHFORXG
LVVXSSRUWHGE\WKH0DS5HGXFHSURJUDPLQJPRGHOZLWK
WKH FODVVLFDO +DGRRS IUDPHZRUN XVHG IRU LWV
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ6LPSOHH[SHULPHQWVZHUHSHUIRUPHGRQ
D VPDOO +DGRRS FOXVWHU ZLWK WHQ QRGHV DQG VHSDUDWHO\
IRU D VLQJOH SRZHUIXO VHUYHU LQ RUGHU WR GHPRQVWUDWH
SRWHQWLDOEHQHILWVRIXVLQJWKHFORXGV\VWHP7KHUHVXOWV
RI WKH H[SHULPHQWV VKRZ WKDW FORXGEDVHG V\VWHPV FDQ
UHGXFH VLJQLILFDQWO\ WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH PDQDJHPHQW
RILQGLYLGXDOVLQWKHFURZG0RUHRYHUWKHUHLVQRQHHG
WR LQLWLDWH WKH ODUJH QXPEHU RI QHZ SURFHVVHV RQ WKH
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6\PSRVLXP RQ 9LUWXDO 5HDOLW\ 6RIWZDUH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\ $&0
9567 
>@*9LJXHUDV0/R]DQR&3HUH]DQG-02UGXQD$VFDODEOH
DUFKLWHFWXUH IRU FURZG VLPXODWLRQ ,PSOHPHQWLQJ D SDUDOOHO DFWLRQ
VHUYHU ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ 3DUDOOHO 3URFHVVLQJ SS 

>@'&KHQ/:DQJ&%LDQDQG;=KDQJ$JULGLQIUDVWUXFWXUH
IRUK\EULGVLPXODWLRQV &RPSXWHU6\VWHPV6FLHQFHDQG(QJLQHHULQJ
YROSS
>@'&KHQ/:DQJ;:X-&KHQ68.KDQ-.RORG]LHM0
7LDQ ) +XDQJ DQG : /LX +\EULG PRGHOOLQJ DQG VLPXODWLRQ RI
KXJHFURZGRYHUDKLHUDUFKLFDO*ULGDUFKLWHFWXUH)XWXUH*HQHUDWLRQ
&RPSXWHU6\VWHPVYROSS
>@<:DQJ0/HHVDQG:&DL*ULGEDVHGSDUWLWLRQLQJIRUODUJH
VFDOHGLVWULEXWHGDJHQWEDVHGFURZGVLPXODWLRQLQ3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH
:LQWHU6LPXODWLRQ&RQIHUHQFH%HUOLQ*HUPDQ\SS

>@ ( <LOPD] 9 ,VOHU DQG < < &HWLQ 7KH YLUWXDO PDUDWKRQ
3DUDOOHO FRPSXWLQJ VXSSRUWV FURZG VLPXODWLRQV ,((( &RPSXWHU
*UDSKLFVDQG$SSOLFDWLRQVYROSS
>@ , * *HRUJRXGDV 3 .\ULDNRV * & 6LUDNRXOLV DQG , 7
$QGUHDGLV $Q )3*$ LPSOHPHQWHG FHOOXODU DXWRPDWRQ FURZG
HYDFXDWLRQ PRGHO LQVSLUHG E\ WKH HOHFWURVWDWLFLQGXFHG SRWHQWLDO
ILHOGV 0LFURSURFHVVRUV DQG 0LFURV\VWHPV YRO  SS 

>@+&<DQJ=%:DQJDQG-63HQJ3URGXFWLRQVLPXODWLRQ
XVLQJ D GLVWULEXWHG QRGHDZDUH V\VWHP ,((( ,QWHUQDWLRQDO
&RQIHUHQFHRQ,QGXVWULDO(QJLQHHULQJDQG(QJLQHHULQJ0DQDJHPHQW
SS
>@ * 3UDW[ DQG / ;LQJ 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQ RI SKRWRQ
PLJUDWLRQ LQ D FORXG FRPSXWLQJ HQYLURQPHQW ZLWK 0DS5HGXFH
-RXUQDORI%LRPHGLFDO2SWLFVYRO
>@ $ &LREDQX DQG ) ,SDWH 3 V\VWHP WHVWLQJ ZLWK SDUDOOHO
VLPXODWRUV  $ VXUYH\ 6FDODEOH &RPSXWLQJ YRO  SS 

>@-1LX6%DL(.KRVUDYLDQG63DUN$+DGRRSDSSURDFKWR
DGYDQFHG VDPSOLQJ DOJRULWKPV LQ PROHFXODU G\QDPLFV VLPXODWLRQ RQ
FORXG FRPSXWLQJ ,((( ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFHRQ %LRLQIRUPDWLFV
DQG%LRPHGLFLQHSS
>@26FHNLF&'RUQDQG6'XVWGDU6LPXODWLRQEDVHGPRGHOLQJ
DQG HYDOXDWLRQ RI LQFHQWLYH VFKHPHV LQ FURZGVRXUFLQJ
HQYLURQPHQWV&RQIHGHUDWHG ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFHV RQ 2Q WKH
0RYHWR0HDQLQJIXO,QWHUQHW6\VWHPVSS
>@ - 'HDQ DQG 6 *KHPDZDW 0DSUHGXFH 6LPSOLILHG GDWD
SURFHVVLQJ RQ ODUJH FOXVWHUV &RPPXQLFDWLRQV 2I 7KH $FP YRO 
SS
>@ 5 /DHPPHO *RRJOH V 0DS5HGXFH SURJUDPPLQJ PRGHO 
5HYLVLWHG 6FLHQFH 2I &RPSXWHU 3URJUDPPLQJ YRO  SS 

>@ - 'HDQ DQG 6 *KHPDZDW 0DS5HGXFH $ )OH[LEOH 'DWD
3URFHVVLQJ 7RRO &RPPXQLFDWLRQV 2I 7KH $FP YRO  SS 

>@0'RX-&KHQ'&KHQ;&KHQ='HQJ;=KDQJ.;X
DQG - :DQJ 0RGHOLQJ DQG VLPXODWLRQ IRU QDWXUDO GLVDVWHU
FRQWLQJHQF\ SODQQLQJ GULYHQ E\ KLJKUHVROXWLRQ UHPRWH VHQVLQJ
LPDJHV)XWXUH*HQHUDWLRQ&RPSXWHU6\VWHPV
>@ ' *U]RQND 7KH $QDO\VLV RI 2SHQ6WDFN &ORXG &RPSXWLQJ
3ODWIURP)HDWXUHVDQG3HUIRUPDQFH-RXUQDORI7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQV
DQG,QIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\SS

>@ 7D\ORU 5 & 7D\ORU $Q RYHUYLHZ RI WKH
+DGRRS0DS5HGXFH+%DVHIUDPHZRUNDQGLWVFXUUHQWDSSOLFDWLRQVLQ
ELRLQIRUPDWLFV %0&%LRLQIRUPDWLFV  6XSSOHPHQW  9RO 
S
>@ 6 :ROIUDP 7KHRU\ DQG DSSOLFDWLRQV RI FHOOXODU DXWRPDWD
$GYDQFHG 6HULHV RQ &RPSOH[ 6\VWHPV 6LQJDSRUH :RUOG 6FLHQWLILF
3XEOLFDWLRQ
>@6:ROIUDP&HOOXODUDXWRPDWDDQGFRPSOH[LW\FROOHFWHGSDSHUV
YRO,6%1$GGLVRQ:HVOH\5HDGLQJ
>@5*XR++XDQJDQG6&:RQJ$SRWHQWLDOILHOGDSSURDFKWR
WKH PRGHOLQJ RI URXWH FKRLFH LQ SHGHVWULDQ HYDFXDWLRQ -RXUQDO RI
6WDWLVWLFDO0HFKDQLFV7KHRU\DQG([SHULPHQW YROS3

>@ $ %\UVNL 0 .LVLHO'RURKLQLFNL $JHQWEDVHG PRGHO DQG
FRPSXWLQJ HQYLURQPHQW IDFLOLWDWLQJ WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI GLVWULEXWHG
FRPSXWDWLRQDO LQWHOOLJHQFH V\VWHPV &RPSXWDWLRQDO 6FLHQFH–,&&6

>@ 0 5 (QGVOH\ 7RZDUG D WKHRU\ RI VLWXDWLRQ DZDUHQHVV LQ
G\QDPLFV\VWHPV+XPDQ)DFWRUV-RXUQDO



$1'5=(-WILCZYŃSKIJUDGXDWHG
ZLWK GLVWLQFWLRQ LQ &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH
IURP
&UDFRZ
8QLYHUVLW\
RI
7HFKQRORJ\ 3RODQG LQ  +H DOVR
VWXGLHGDW)RQW\V8QLYHUVLW\RI$SSOLHG
6FLHQFHV 1HWKHUODQGV LQ 
&XUUHQWO\KHLVDUHVHDUFKDQGWHDFKLQJ
DVVLVWDQW DW &UDFRZ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 7HFKQRORJ\ DQG D
3K' VWXGHQW DW$*+ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 6FLHQFH DQG
7HFKQRORJ\ KH ZRUNV DV D SURJUDPPHU DV ZHOO )RU
PRUH
LQIRUPDWLRQ
SOHDVH
YLVLWZZZDZLOF]\QVNLPH+LV
HPDLO
DGGUHVV
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based on the ﬁnancial information and credit history of
the borrower. An appropriate information support system is usually used for the the management of the underwriting process. Up to now there are two types of underwriting systems: automatic and manual. In an automatic
underwriting system (credit scoring system), the information from the application is entered by a bank worker
into a computer program which determines whether the
borrower ﬁnancially ﬁts the loan conditions. Usually it
takes from 5 minutes up to 5 hours to make a decision.
If the loan is approved through an automatic system, the
bank will proceed with it. If it is not, then the bank either
rejects the application or hands it further for the manual
underwriting.
In the manual underwriting2 a bank worker (underwriting inspector) performs a set of procedures instead of
a computer program and eventually determines the risk
of providing a loan. In cases of high risks he can propose new conditions under which the loan can be provided. These procedures are speciﬁc for each bank and
can be very diﬀerent from the procedures run inside the
automatic system. For example, they can include sending
oﬃcial requests to the federal state services, checking of
the persistent arrears problems, evaluation of ﬁnancial information, contacting internal bank services (such as security service). It is being reported that in case of manual
underwriting it takes from 1 to 10 days to make a decision
but this period heavily depends on the bank, application
type and size of a loan. Despite the fact that in this case
underwriting is done almost manually, a bank needs a
supporting information system which will manage applications and track their status. Another goal of the system
is to distribute applications among the available underwriting inspectors in order to keep them equally or unequally loaded3 . But due to the fact that applications
must be evaluated within the given time limits (deadlines), which are usually speciﬁed at a legislator level,
the supporting information system must be able to make
such dispatching decisions (i.e. specify which application must be sent to which inspector and when), that al-

bank’s underwriting, optimal rule, scheduling, dispatching, simulation
ABSTRACT
Bank’s manual underwriting involves a group of underwriting inspectors, which perform a known set of procedures with the loan applications submitted by the borrowers, in order to determine the risk of providing a loan
and eventually approve or disapprove it. Due to the fact
that the evaluation process of applications must satisfy
quality of service requirements usually set at legislator
level and the bank resources are limited, one has to deﬁne such dispatching rules, that specify which application must be sent to which inspector and when in such a
way that the requirements are met. This paper presents a
case study of the application of “computer-aided scheduling” to the new problem of optimal management of applications, which is seen in the bank manual underwriting process. Here it is shown that the problem of optimal
distribution of applications between the inspectors in the
bank’s manual underwriting can be represented as an optimal dispatching problem, commonly encountered in the
distributed processing environment. We build the simulation model of the corresponding dispatching system and
ﬁnd best decision rule with the help of computational
simulations. The realization of best decision-making is
done by ﬁnding in a given set of dispatching rules the best
one (either static or adaptive) for a given criterion and by
estimating its parameters (if needed). By virtue of numerical examples it is shown how the quality of service
requirements are met using diﬀerent dispatching rules.
INTRODUCTION
The problem which is being considered in this paper frequently arises in the bank manual underwriting process
and concerns algorithms, which are implemented in the
bank information support systems and are used to manage incoming loan applications1 . In banking, underwriting is the process of approving or denying of a loan,

2 In general the manual underwriting is used for commercial (or
business) loans.
3 The objectives may be very diﬀerent and usually depend on the
bank’s goals.

1 Documents

that provide the essential ﬁnancial and other kind of
information about the borrower on which the bank bases the decision
to lend.
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ated by the bank. Fourthly, one ﬁnds the best possible
solution by simulation and generates the improved dispatching rule. Finally, the bank, having implemented the
new rule in the information support system, keeps tracking of the QoS requirements. As soon as it detects severe
violations, the simulation model is re-built (if there were
any changes in the underwriting procedures or staﬀ) and
run again with the updated historical data eventually generating the new rule, that is implemented in place of the
previous one and used until the next violation.
Even though the idea is simple4 it has a number of
drawbacks. The ﬁrst step looks to be the most diﬃcult
one because of the high level of ambiguity: there are
many ways in which manual underwriting procedures
can be formalized. Some procedures can be left out of
consideration, others cannot and it is hard to determine
what the right granularity level is. Another aspect is the
performance evaluation of the underwriting procedures.
Inter alia this includes the understanding of performance
characteristics of underwriting inspectors (how fast one
copes with diﬀerent stages of application evaluation process), estimation of the true times needed to fulﬁl the internal procedures and external oﬃcial requests. The latter is not possible without enough historical data. Moreover the estimations of time frames can be done only on
the probability basis. Finally, making the simulation results conform to the results achieved in real-life is another challenge which can be done only through trials
and errors. Additionally, the need to re-build model each
time the underwriting processes are changed, requires
such a simulation framework in which models are built
in an algorithmic manner. Given that simulation experiments are cheap compared to real-life implementation,
trials and errors may have the price that can be paid.
Our experience shows that in close cooperation with the
bank these diﬃculties can be overcome at some abstraction level. Even if the abstraction level is high, which
means that only basic procedures are being formalized,
simulation can be advantageous, because the optimal decision rules may depend exactly on these basic procedures5 . By building even a rough though consistent simulation model one obtains a basis to judge if the QoS
requirements can be met without any changes in the underwriting procedures or staﬀ number.
The case study presented in this paper demonstrates
that the proposed idea indeed can be fulﬁlled. To our
knowledge there are no studies on this topic in the literature. Here we demonstrate that the management (including assignment) of applications by inspectors during
the manual underwriting process can be seen as a service
process in a dispatching system. We give a short description of our algorithmic simulation framework and present
the results of the numerical experiments based on syn-

low the bank to meet the required deadlines. From the
given rough description of the manual underwriting process, it is clear that the evaluation process of an application requires a random amount time even if the bank has
well-established internal underwriting procedures. This
fact in combination with the unpredictability of the application submission times and the requirement to meet the
target deadlines makes the dispatching decisions complicated. The situation becomes even rougher as soon
as one tries to take into consideration more and more
details of the manual underwriting such as skills of the
underwriting inspectors, working schedule, priorities of
the applications, load balancing etc. It can also turn out
that the deadlines and other quality of service (QoS) requirements, that may be speciﬁed at a legislator level (or
within the bank) in order to increase its competitiveness,
cannot be met by the bank. In the latter case the reason may not be in the bank’s internal underwriting procedures, but in the deﬁcit of the number of inspectors or in
the lack of experienced stuﬀ. The true reason is not that
easy to ﬁgure out because, for example, the given number
of employees cannot cope with the ﬂow of applications
because the incoming applications are distributed among
them in a wrong way, which can be optimized. It can be
seen in practice, that when the bank realizes that it cannot
cope with the current ﬂow of applications, the dispatching decisions are taken under manual control of the executive manager, who decides when and who must evaluate
which application. Eventually this leads to the accumulation of expired applications and inevitable consequences
like penalties. Now most of the banks have an appropriate information support system for the manual underwriting and the bank’s main goal is to tune it in a proper
way so that the QoS requirements are met. In order to
tune the system one has to answer the question: given
that the bank understands its internal manual underwriting procedures and has relevant statistical information on
how well (quantitatively and qualitatively) these procedures were performed for a certain period of time in the
past, what is the best strategy (algorithm) to distribute the
incoming applications between underwriting inspectors,
which allows one to meet the QoS requirements? Despite a great generality of the question, from our point of
view, the answer to it can be given by using computeraided scheduling techniques and by seeing an analogy
between the described information support system and
the task/resource allocation problems typically met in the
ﬁeld of the distributed computations. The idea is that
ﬁrstly one represents the problem of distribution of incoming applications among inspectors under given constraints (inspector skills, application priorities etc.) as a
resource allocation problem (or a dispatching problem).
Secondly one identiﬁes QoS requirements that need to
be met (for example, not more than 10% of overdue applications). Thirdly, one builds the simulation model of
the system, which (at least to some extent) can reproduce
the values of the chosen performance characteristics provided by the information support system currently oper-

4 And not new. It is reported to be quite common approach in production scheduling in the ﬁeld of industrial manufacturing. See, for
example, Harmonosky and Robohn (1987).
5 Of course, this is not always the case. But in the situation when one
needs a more or less argumentative improved decision rule, this looks
to be a feasible approach.
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thetic data, which show how the QoS requirements of the
manual underwriting process are met using diﬀerent dispatching rules. Even though the comparison of the simulation results with the results from real-life experiments
is not given here, one can see that in considered environment complex rules may be advantageous to simple ones.
However the great increase in the rule’s complexity does
not lead to the prospective increase in the performance.
Thus the appropriate rule is a matter of trade-oﬀ.

der to meet the objectives. Each job consists of several
tasks (actions which inspector perform on the application), which have to be served in a prescribed sequence.
The next subsection contains the detailed description of
the dispatching system, which models key aspects of a
manual underwriting process.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISPATCHING SYSTEM
The dispatching system consists of N of servers without a dedicated queue each. There are M types of job
ﬂows that arrive at the system. Flows are independent
and times between successive arrivals in each ﬂow are
i.i.d. random variables. A job within each ﬂow has a
deadline, consists of a number of tasks, which have to be
served sequentially, one by one and a job is considered to
be completed when all tasks it is comprised of are completed. Each task within a job is served in two steps. The
ﬁrst step is the preparation phase6 , which does not require the processing time of the server. The second step
is the service phase, when the server processes the task.
Preparation and service times are considered to be i.i.d.
random variables with cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) DI and DII , respectively, which are considered
to be known7 . Thus each task T can be described by a
pair (DI , DII ), which deﬁnes how long a task is prepared
and then served. Thus in order to introduce diﬀerent task
types one only needs to change CDF DI and/or DII . Jobs
within one ﬂow are homogeneous: a job J in a ﬂow can be
described by a set (d, T1 , . . . , Tk ), where d is a deadline
of a job, k is the total number of tasks within a job and
Ti is the task type8 . Finally, each ﬂow F can be deﬁned
by a pair (D, J), where D is the CDF of the inter-arrival
times of job J. The joint arrival ﬂow in the system can be
described by a set F = (F1 , . . . , F M ).
Each server can handle a certain number of jobs in
parallel and this number is called the server’s capacity,
which we denote by c. Servers’ capacities can be diﬀerent and are assumed to be known9 . The server is considered to be busy when it has at least one job in service.
Due to the fact that jobs consist of several tasks and each
task is performed in two stages we have to specify how
the service process goes on. When a job arrives at the
server, its ﬁrst task immediately starts getting prepared.
This (preparation) time does not require server’s processing power and though the server is considered to be busy
it is in fact idle and ready to process other, already prepared tasks (if any are present). When one has ﬁnished

MANUAL UNDERWRITING PROCESS AS A DISPATCHING PROCESS
On a certain abstraction level one can see that the manual underwriting processes ﬂow within one system, composed of typical objects: applications and inspectors.
Typically there are several types of applications, that the
bank works with and a pool of inspectors with diﬀerent
qualiﬁcations, which indicate the types of applications
the inspector is allowed to evaluate. The manual underwriting process itself is just a sequence of actions that
an inspector performs with each application. The number and sequence of actions depend on the type of the
application and are usually ﬁxed and are rarely changed
within the bank. Due to the fact that the evaluation of
the application requires contacting internal and external
services, inspector is not busy with the evaluation of a
single application during all his working time. It can be
seen in practice that one inspector is evaluating several
applications in parallel. The number of applications that
an inspector can evaluate at the same time depends on his
qualiﬁcation level and rules of the bank. Each inspector
is busy with the evaluation of the assigned applications
strictly according to his working schedule: thus there are
periods of unavailability when the applications are postponed until an inspector becomes available. The bank
launches the underwriting process for each new application. Thus each application has a start time (when the
application is submitted) and a ﬁnish time (when the application is approved or disapproved). In order to meet
the quality of service requirements the bank has to appropriately control the objects of the system. But there
is not too much in the system that can be controlled. For
example, the bank cannot control the submission times of
new applications; they arrive in stochastic manner. Time
frames during which applications are evaluated are not
deterministic and can vary signiﬁcantly due to diﬀerent
reasons such as sudden illness of the inspector or unexpected delay at external service. Most of the unknown
values can be estimated only on the probabilistic basis
and the bank possesses only one major control option:
set the rule according to which arriving applications are
distributed between the inspectors.
The analogy between the described system and the dispatching system is apparent. In a dispatching system,
each server (underwriting inspector) has its own queue
and the task is to assign the arriving jobs (applications)
to servers either immediately upon arrival or later, in or-

6 The preparation phase is introduced in order to model times when
the application is served by internal and external services. During these
times the server (i.e. inspector) is not performing any work and is only
considered to the busy. Thus it can process other tasks which are already prepared.
7 We assume that these times can be estimated using historical data.
8 Here one can observe clear resemblance with practice. If one considers the ﬂow of a certain type of applications, when it is clear that
applications are homogeneous, require the same number and type of
actions from the inspector.
9 This corresponds to the fact that an inspector can handle several
applications at a time.
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the preparation of the task and the server is idle, it starts
processing the task and the service time is determined
by server’s speed r (which can be diﬀerent for diﬀerent
servers) and task’s service time v, and is equal to v/r.
In the meanwhile the next task of the job starts getting
prepared (which again does not require server’s processing power). The server can process only one task at a
time and if at the moment when the server becomes idle
there are prepared tasks it starts to process a next task10 .
The speeds of the servers are assumed to be known. We
also assume that server’s availability is periodic11 and denote by t0 and t1 the availability and unavailability periods correspondingly. Note that the preparation of each
task does not depend on the server’s availability (except
for the fact that it can be started only when the server is
available). But the server can become unavailable, even
if it currently serves the task. The pre-emption of tasks is
not allowed. Thus the type of a server can be described
by the set R = (c, r, t0 , t1 ) and the speciﬁcation of the system’s resources is given by R = (R1 , . . . , RN ). We again
note that the set of parameters (F, R) is considered to be
known a priori.

one of them. Otherwise it is kept in a virtual queue of
the cluster until one of the appropriate servers becomes
available. Note that once the job has entered a cluster it
cannot leave it.
For such a two-level hierarchical structure one can
introduce an agent based structure of a dispatching
rule. Dispatcher agent A0 makes decisions whereto route
newly arriving jobs. Decisions are made at once. Agent
Ai , i = 1, . . . , K, are responsible for assigning jobs within
i-th cluster. Speciﬁcally the agent Ai consists of two
agents (Ai ; Ai ). Agent Ai decides whereto route the job
when it arrives at the i-th cluster. Due to the fact that at
that moment all appropriate for the job servers may be
busy, the agent may decide to put a job in a queue. Agent
Ai is responsible for assigning jobs, which are waiting
in a queue, to servers each time when a server in the i-th
cluster becomes available. Because a server may be busy
with multiple jobs at a time, then upon service completion of a task there may be several other tasks ready for
service. Agents Aki are responsible for choosing the next
task when server k in the i-th cluster ﬁnishes service of
the previous task.
Thus a dispatching rule A consists of (K +N +1) agents
and symbolically can be written as

CONTROL IN THE SYSTEM AND THE COST
FUNCTION

A = (A0 ; A ; A ; Ã),

The dynamics of the described dispatching model depends on the dispatching rule for the incoming jobs12 . As
each job is admitted into the system and each server can
handle several jobs at a time, then the dispatching rule
must specify how the server is assigned for the newly arriving job and how the server (upon service completion)
chooses the next task to be served. Here a variety of options exists. For example, the assignment of the job to a
server can be based on server’s current utilization13 and
the choice of the next task can depend on the total number
of prepared tasks and on jobs’ deadlines. In order to limit
the number of options we assume that the system has a
two-level hierarchical structure. All servers are grouped
into K disjoint sets (clusters). Number of servers in the
i-th cluster is ni , i = 1, . . . , K, and servers within a clusK
ni = N.
ter may be non-homogeneous14 . Clearly, i=1
These K clusters form the bottom level. The upper level
of the system consists of a single entity called dispatcher.
Each newly arriving job ﬁrstly goes to the dispatcher,
which routes it immediately to one of the clusters. When
a job arrives at the cluster and there are available servers
in the cluster for this job, it is immediately assigned to

where A = (A1 , . . . , AK ), A = (A1 , . . . , AK ). Ã =
(Aki , i = 1, . . . , nK ; k = 1, . . . , K).
For the considered dispatching problem it is hardly
possible to ﬁnd analytically an optimal dispatching
rule A. Following the common practice, we will use
heuristic rules in conjunction with simulation in order
to ﬁnd the best rule in the given set of rules. Here we
will present the results for the following common heuristics15 : uniform random, least loaded ﬁrst, ﬁrst-in-ﬁrstout. Each dispatching rule A is assumed to be constructed
from one or several of these heuristics16 . In the next section we show the eﬃciency of diﬀerent dispatching rules
with respect to the cost function which is equal to the
mean number of on-time jobs (i.e. mean number of jobs
that were served within their deadlines). It is important
to note that this cost function is not fair. Indeed it implies that some jobs may not be served at all (in case of
high load) or may starve (i.e. may be served with severe
deadline violations), which does not inﬂuence the average value of the cost function. A number of ways exist to
make it fair (for example, one can introduce progressive
penalties which grow with the growth of deadline violation times) but we don’t consider them here.

10 It

means, that we consider only work-conserving disciplines.
corresponds to working schedules of the inspectors.
12 This directly corresponds to our assumption that the bank can control the underwriting process only by assigning newly submitting applications to inspectors.
13 But in the considered problem it is unclear how to uniquely determine server’s utilization. This is due to the fact that tasks which
comprise a job are served in two stages: preparation phase and service
phase. During the preparation phase the server either may process another task (if any) or may be free (though is still considered to be busy)
if there are no other already prepared tasks.
14 That is of diﬀerent capacities and speeds.
11 This

OBTAINING THE BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTION
The optimization is based on the statistical simulation
techniques. The problem considered in this paper lies in
15 A review of dispatching policies up to 2011 can be found, for example, in Semchedine et al. (2011).
16 For example, the agent A may route newly arriving jobs either to
0
a random cluster, or least loaded one.
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the area of distributed computing and evolutionary computation. Not need to mention that in this area there are
numerous research papers devoted to solving dynamic
optimization problems using simulation which resulted
in a variety of methods. Among the latest ones which
include reviews on the topic one can refer, for example,
to Kolodziej (2012); Doroudi et al. (2014); Broberg et al.
(2006); Harchol-Balter et al. (1999). Below we describe
in short our approach and highlight its peculiar features
(for the details one can refer to Konovalov (2007)).
The solution of the optimization problem is found by
building the simulation model and using adaptive optimization algorithms on simulated trajectories. For the
ﬁrst step we use our ﬂexible simulation framework for
job allocation problems in distributed processing systems. It allows one to build logical processes governing jobs’ handling, is algorithmic and, to some extent,
allows assembly of complex models from simple ones.
Its formal description is based on the concept of communicating sequential processes introduced by C.A.R.
Hoare (see Konovalov and Razumchik (2014); Konovalov (2014, 2007)).
The simulation model allows one to obtain the value
of the cost function for any dispatching rule A. By carrying out series of experiments with diﬀerent dispatching rules one can ﬁnd the one which leads to the best
value of the cost function. But there are reasons which
may make this exhaustive search inapplicable. One reason is the time needed to obtain the stable value of the
cost function. This time depends on the rate of convergence in the strong law of large numbers and may take
too long. Exhaustive search becomes also diﬃcult whenever the number of dispatching rules under test is inﬁnite. We try to overcome these kind of diﬃculties by
using adaptive search algorithms for partially observable
Markov decision processes. Such algorithms use a single
trajectory for each dispatching rule and tune its parameters in such a way that the probability of better values of
the cost function is increased. For the detailed description of the algorithms used one can refer to Sragovich
(2007); Konovalov (2007).

have diﬀerent qualiﬁcations17 . Bank ranges inspectors
by granting each one a certain category. We assume that
there are 5 diﬀerent categories (from 1 to 5), with # 1 denoting the highest one. In practice the category indicates
which types of applications are available to the inspector.
Usually the higher category of the inspector, the more
important applications is allowed to evaluate. Within one
category all inspectors are assumed to behave identically.
The speciﬁcation of each of the inspector’s category is
given in Table 4. One can see that, for example, inspectors belonging to the 1st category are able to handle 4 applications at a time, have 720 working minutes (12 hours)
which are succeeded by 720 oﬀ-work minutes.
We also introduce an assumption that all inspectors are
grouped into clusters (or teams). As mentioned in the
previous section this artiﬁcial hierarchical view is introduced purely in order to make a decision process a little
simpler. Table 5 shows the speciﬁcation of each cluster.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The cost function under consideration is the mean
number of jobs served within their deadlines. We deﬁne
several dispatching rules (see Table 6) and look for the
one, which allows us to make the value of the cost function as high as possible. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. one can see
the values of the cost function and corresponding values
of the mean sojourn time (i.e. mean evaluation time for
an arbitrary application) for each of the dispatching rules.
One can see from the ﬁgures that the best result one
managed to achieve is little more than 86% of jobs served
on time (dispatching rule A5 ). But the dispatching rule
A1 , which is much easier to implement, is worse only by
less than 1%. Moreover the rule A4 , which does not take

Table 1: Speciﬁcation of the task types
Task type
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Time to prepare, DI
DI ∼ Pareto(xmin , a)
xmin = 800, a = 6
mean=960
xmin = 480, a = 3
mean=720
xmin = 320, a = 3
mean=480
xmin = 160, a = 3
mean=240
xmin = 80, a = 3
mean=120

Service time, DII
DII ∼ N(m, σ)
m = 960, σ = 20
m = 480, σ = 20
m = 240, σ = 10
m = 480, σ = 1
m = 120, σ = 1

Table 2: Speciﬁcation of the job (application) types
Job type
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

Consider a bank which has 5 diﬀerent business lines and
thus the bank’s manual underwriting process must handle
5 diﬀerent types of loan applications. The speciﬁcation
of each application ﬂow is given in Table 3. One can
see that each ﬂow is considered to be Poisson and on average the bank has 26 applications per day. We assume
that the bank identiﬁes 5 diﬀerent actions (i.e. task types)
that can be performed by an inspector when evaluating an
application. The assumptions concerning the task types,
including preparation and processing times, are stated in
Table 1. We assume that each application type (i.e. job
type) consists of 3 tasks and jobs diﬀer from one another
only by types of tasks they consist of (see Table 2). A
total of 55 underwriting inspectors work in the bank and

Types of task
T1 , T2 , T3
T1 , T2 , T5
T1 , T3 , T4
T2 , T3 , T4
T2 , T3 , T5

deadline, d in min.
8640
7200
5760
5760
4320

17 For example, security classiﬁcation, experience with stock market
clients, municipalities.
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Table 3: Speciﬁcation of the ﬂow (application) types.
Times between successive arrivals for each ﬂow are exponential
Flow
(application)
type
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

Rate

0, 006
≈ 9 per day
0, 002
≈ 3 per day
0, 003
≈ 5 per day
0, 001
≈ 2 per day
0, 005
≈ 7 per day

Job
(application)
type
J1

Suited servers
(inspectors)

J2

R1 ,

J3

R 1 , R3

J4

R4

J5

R 2 , R5

R 2 , R4

Figure 2: Mean evaluation time of an application (in
hours) for each dispatching rule

Table 4: Speciﬁcation of the servers (inspectors)
Server
(inspector)
type
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

Capacity, c

Speed, r

Schedule
(on/oﬀ)

Total
number

4
3
3
2
2

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

720/720
600/840
600/840
600/840
480/960

5
10
10
10
20

(2014)). A simple heuristic rule (for example, decision
based only on the number of applications) may lead to
very good performance. As our experiments indicate the
gain of the dispatching rule is very sensitive to the structure of the system (i.e. number of inspectors, number
and types of applications etc.) and sometimes a change
of a dispatching rule may lead to 20-30% performance
increase.

Table 5: Speciﬁcation of the clusters (teams)

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5

SUMMARY

Number of servers (inspectors) of type
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
1
2
2
2
4
1
3
4
0
0
1
3
2
3
4
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
0
2
10

Here one has demonstrated that the bank’s manual underwriting process can be played back in a large-scale
dispatching system, which is a common mathematical
model for various distributed processing systems. The
goal of such modelling is to select a decision rule under which the bank’s manual underwriting process will
perform at a given level of quality of service. The idea,
which was utilized to select an eﬃcient decision rule, is
well-known: perform search in a given set of heuristic
rules using simulation. Due to the complexity of the system it is analytically intractable and this idea is apparently the only one which allows one to obtain an adequate solution. The special simulation framework and
algorithms that we have used18 allowed us to carry simulation experiments with fairly large-scale systems (500
servers/inspectors) on a stand-alone PC. It is worth noticing that even a simple model of the manual underwriting
process may be of an advantage for a bank because it
allows to select an appropriate decision rules based on
something more that intuition and expert’s opinion. Generally speaking it is possible to build an adequate model
of the bank’s manual underwriting process, which will
take into account not only those basic properties mentioned in this paper, but also many speciﬁc ones: skills
of the inspectors, restricted access to applications, occasional events (illnesses), load balancing. Such model will
not require much more computational resources and thus
will not incur huge extra cost from the bank. Though
in this paper the control is restricted only to the most

Figure 1: Percent of the jobs served within a deadline for
each dispatching rule
into account type of incoming job, is worse by less than
2% than the best rule A5 . Finally the simplest rule with
random choice is worse by only 10% (approx. 10 hours).
Here one can see that the complication of the dispatching rule does not lead to signiﬁcant increase in the value
of the cost function but may require too much for implementation (see, for example, Konovalov and Razumchik

18 Reader can refer to Konovalov and Razumchik (2014) and Konovalov (2007) for more details.
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Table 6: Speciﬁcation of the decision rules used
Decision rule
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Rule for A0
minimum load per ﬂow typea
random
minimum number of jobs
minimum mean backlogb
minimum load per ﬂow type

Rule for Ak
minimum load per ﬂow
random
minimum number of jobs
minimum mean backlog
minimum mean backlog with thresholdsc

Rule for Ak
FIFO
random
FIFO
FIFO
FIFO

Rule for Aki
FIFO
random
FIFO
FIFO
FIFO

a This

value is calculated as the mean total service time of all jobs in a cluster of the same type as the incoming one.
value is calculated as the mean total service time of all jobs in a cluster.
c This value is calculated as the product (mean total service time of all jobs in a cluster of the same type as the incoming one)× (threshold value).
This is the analogue of the threshold policy used, for example, in Hyytia (2013).
b This

common case – routing of applications, – one can also
speculate whether the performance of the manual underwriting process depends on the staﬀ structure (i.e. the
number and type of inspectors and teams). Our experiments show that if one has control over this component
as well, the performance of the underwriting processes
can be improved even more.
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of secure architecture (Grusho et al., 2015a) of control
and monitoring systems it is necessary to look for nonconventional statistical decisions. That is why we use
a concept of a ban of probability measure in discrete
probability space (Grusho and Timonina, 2011; Grusho
et al., 2010).
In ﬁnite set of words of ﬁnite length the ban is the
word having zero probability of appearance. If the statistical criterion has the critical set consisting of only
bans of supposed probability measure, the probability of
wrong rejection of this measure is equal to zero. Therefore repeated application of such criterion won’t generate to false alarms in monitoring systems (Grusho et al.,
2013a).
There are certain special applications of statistical
methods deﬁned by bans. For example in (Denisov,
2015) the search of inserted functional relations in random sequences is investigated. The important problem
is to determine bans of considered measures. This problem was solved with help of statistical simulation of the
analyzed measures (Grusho et al., 2013b). Such simulation helps to get consistent estimation of the set of
bans.
At research of such criteria it is proved that under certain conditions there is consistency meaning that power
function tends to 1 on each alternative (Grusho et al.,
2013a). Conditions when power function becomes equal
to 1 for all alternatives on a ﬁnite step are found (Grusho
et al., 2014, 2015b).
In this paper we present the generalization on a case of
statistical classiﬁcation when classes are deﬁned by ﬁnite
sets of probability distributions on a space of inﬁnite
sequences.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces deﬁnitions and previous results. In Section 3 the
main results are proved. In Conclusion we shortly analyze future problems of construction of decision functions.

KEYWORDS
statistical decision functions, bans of probability measures, secure architectures, intelligent monitoring
ABSTRACT
The paper is devoted to the statistical classiﬁcation
problems. Repeated classiﬁcation in control and monitoring systems is complicated by nonzero mistakes of
traditional statistical decisions. At repeated applications of rules of statistical classiﬁcation small probabilities of mistakes generate a large number of wrong
decisions. At construction of monitoring systems of information security in computer systems wrong decisions
are especially dangerous. Therefore for construction of
secure architecture of control and monitoring systems it
is necessary to look for nonconventional statistical decisions.
In ﬁnite set of words of ﬁnite length the ban is the
word having zero probability of appearance. If the statistical criterion has the critical set consisting of only
bans of supposed probability measure, the probability of
wrong rejection of this measure is equal to zero. Therefore repeated application of such criterion won’t generate to false alarms in monitoring systems.
In the paper we consider a case of statistical classiﬁcation when classes are deﬁned by ﬁnite sets of probability
distributions on a space of inﬁnite sequences. We use
bans to deﬁne decision functions and prove conditions
when these decisions produce no mistakes.
INTRODUCTION
The paper is devoted to the statistical classiﬁcation
problems. Statistical classiﬁcation of data is often used
in diﬀerent mathematical modeling problems. However
repeated classiﬁcation in control and monitoring systems is complicated by nonzero mistakes of traditional
statistical decisions. At repeated applications of rules of
statistical classiﬁcation small probabilities of mistakes
generate a large number of wrong decisions (Axelson,
1999).
At construction of monitoring systems of information
security in computer systems the wrong decisions are especially dangerous. Monitoring and control systems are
widely explored in diﬀerent directions (Socolov et al.,
2013). One of the most important model of monitoring
systems is a stochastic one. Therefore for construction
Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

MATHEMATICAL MODEL. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
Let X = {x1 , ..., xm } be a ﬁnite set, X n be a Cartesian
product of X, X ∞ be a set of all sequences when i-th
element belongs to X. Deﬁne A be a σ-algebra on X ∞ ,
generated by cylindrical sets. A is also Borel σ-algebra
in Tychonoﬀ product X ∞ , where X has a discrete topology (Bourbaki, 1968; Prokhorov and Rozanov, 1993).
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On (X ∞ , A) a probability measure P is deﬁned. Assume Pn be a projection of P on the ﬁrst n coordinates of
sequences from X ∞ . It is clear that for every Bn ⊆ X n
Pn (Bn ) = P (Bn × X ∞ ).

MATHEMATICAL RESULTS
Let P (i) , Q(i) and Vi be deﬁned as in Section 2. The
solution for the basic problem is described in the next
theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists a sequence of dn (x|n ), n =
1, 2, ..., deﬁned by bans, for which exists such N , that for
every n ≥ N equations (3) are fulﬁlled if and only if

(1)

Let Dn be a support of measure Pn :
Dn = {xn ∈ X n , Pn (xn ) > 0}.
Denote

Δ(Vi ) ∩ Δ(Vj ) = ∅,

The set Δ(P ) is closed and it is a support of P . If
xk ∈ X k , then x
k−1 is obtained from xk by dropping
the last coordinate.
Deﬁnition 1. Ban (Grusho et al., 2014) of measure
Pn is a vector xk ∈ X k , k ≤ n, such that

for i = j, i, j = 1, ..., r.
The proof of the theorem 1 is based on several lemmas.
Let xk be the smallest ban of measure P (i) . Then
deﬁne Ii (xk ) be the elementary cylindrical set in X ∞ ,
which is generated by the vector xk .
Lemma 1. For every sequence x ∈ Ii (xk ) it follows
that x ∈ Δ(P (i) ).
Proof. Suppose that there exists x ∈ Ii (xk ) that
belongs to Δ(P (i) ). From formula (2) it follows that
x ∈ Δn (P (i) ) for every n = 1, 2, .... By the deﬁnition of
Δk (P (i) ) the vector x|k deﬁned by the ﬁrst k coordinates
of x belongs to the set Dk (P (i) ). Then

Pn (xk × X n−k ) = 0.

Pk (x|k ) > 0.

Δn = D n × X ∞ .

The sequence Δn , n=1,2,..., is nonincreasing and
Δ(P ) = lim Δn =
n→∞

∞


Δn .

(2)

n=1

If

Besides

xk−1 ) > 0,
Pk−1 (

x|k = xk ,

then xk is the smallest ban (Grusho et al., 2014).
If xk is a ban of measure Pn then for every k ≤ s ≤ n
and for every xs sequence starting with xk we have

that contradicts to supposition. The lemma 1 is proved.
Let’s deﬁne the open set Si :

Ps (xs ) = 0.
If there exists xn ∈ X n such that Pn (xn ) = 0 then
there exists the smallest ban. That is why further we
say simply a ban of measure P .
Let on (X ∞ , A) probability measures P (1) , ..., P (s)
(i)
be deﬁned. As before we also deﬁne Pn , Dn (P (i) ),
Δn (P (i) ), Δ(P (i) ), i = 1, 2, ..., s.
(i)
Further under Λn i = 1, 2, ..., s, we will understand
(i)
a set of the smallest bans of measure Pn , which have
lengths equal to n.
Let’s construct a graph G on vertices P (1) , ..., P (s) .
Vertices P (i) and P (j) are connected by edge in graph G
if and only if Δ(P (i) ) ∩ Δ(P (j) ) = ∅. Let Q(1) , ..., Q(r)
be sets of vertices in components of graph G, and for
i = 1, ..., r, Vi be a set of indexes of vertices, including
in Q(i) . Denote

Δ(Vi ) =
Δ(P (j) ), i = 1, r.

Ii (xk ).

(4)

k=1 xk ∈Λk

From lemma 1 it follows that
Si ∩ Δ(P (i) ) = ∅.
Lemma 2. The set Si can be represented in the next
form
Si = X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ).
Proof. From
Si ∩ Δ(P (i) ) = ∅
it follows that
Si ⊆ X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ).
Let’s assume that

j∈Vi

x ∈ X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ).

∞

For x ∈ X denote x|n be a vector which includes
the ﬁrst n coordinates of the sequence x.
Then let’s consider a sequence of decision functions
dn (x|n ) = i, i = 1, r, n = 1, 2....
The basic problem considered in the paper is to ﬁnd
conditions when there exists such N that for all n ≥ N
we can determine such decision function dn (x|n ) deﬁned
by bans that
Pn(i) (dn (x|n ) = j) = 1,

∞



Si =

If x ∈ X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ) then
x ∈ Δ(P (i) ) =

∞


Δn (P (i) ).

n=1

The sequence of sets {Δn (P (i) )} is not increasing.
Then there exists n such that for every t ≥ n we have
x ∈ Δt (P (i) ). That means that Pt (x|t ) = 0. Thus
there exists the smallest ban xk such that x ∈ Ii (xk ), so
x ∈ Si . Lemma is proved.

(3)

where i = 1, 2, ..., s, j = 1, ..., r, i ∈ Vj .
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Lemma 3.

The lemma 5 is proved.
Lemma 6. If ∀t = j,

Δ(Vj ) ∩ Δ(P (i) ) = ∅

Δ(Vt ) ∩ Δ(Vj ) = ∅,

if and only if
then ∃N :

Δ(Vj ) ⊆ Si .

ΔN (Vt ) ∩ ΔN (Vj ) = ∅.

Proof. From the condition of lemma 3 it follows that

Proof. According to lemma 5

Δ(Vj ) ⊆ X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ).

∞ 


Then from lemma 2 Δ(Vj ) ⊆ Si .
On the other hand if Δ(Vj ) ⊆ Si , then

n=1 i∈Vt

∞


and it follows that

n=1

Δ(Vj ) ∩ Δ(P (i) ) = ∅.

Δ(Vj ) ⊆

Ni





Δn (P (i) )] ∩ [

i∈Vt



Δn (P (i) )]} = ∅.

i∈Vj

Δn (P (i) ) ∩

Ii (xk ).

and



it follows that


(5)

ΔN (P (i) ) ∩

(i)

σNi (i) = CNi × X ∞ ,
(i)

CNi ⊆ X Ni .

Lemma 5. For every j = 1, ..., r,

ΔN (P (i) ) = ∅.

i∈Vj

N=

(6)

n=1 i∈Vj

max

i=1, 2,...,s

N (i) .
(i)

Consider the next matrix M = Λj  of size s × N ,
where element of i-th row and j-th column is the set of
smallest bans of the measure P (i) and of the length j.
For the observed random sequence x let’s determine
vectors x|1 , ..., x|N . For every one of these vectors compare its value with elements of certain column of matrix
M . If any coincidence is found then let’s mark that row
where the vector is an element of the set of the smallest
bans. It is clear that the true probability distribution
cannot produce any coincidence. It follows from the
fact that in x there are no bans of the true distribution.

Proof. For every i = 1, ..., s
∞


Δn (P (i) ).

n=1

Union in formula (6) for every j is ﬁnite and sequence
Δn (P (i) ) for every i is non increasing. Then
Δn (P (i) ) =



Lemma 6 is proved.
Corollary of Lemma 6. If true probability distribution of x is in Q(i) then from lemma 4 it follows
(j)
that supports of all measures PN , j ∈ Vi , are covered
by bans of true measure. That is every vector from
DN (P (j) ) includes bans of true measure.
Let’s now prove the theorem 1. Let’s deﬁne the decision function dN (xN ) satisfying to conditions of the
(i)
theorem 1. Note that deﬁned earlier sets CN (i) , i =
1, 2, ..., s, are determined by bans. Then they are deﬁned by the smallest bans. Let’s denote

Lemma 4 is proved.
The set σNi (i) is a cylindrical set. Therefore it can
be represented in the next form

Δn (P (i) ).

Δn (P (i) )

i∈Vj

k=1 xk ∈Λk

Δ(P (i) ) =

n=1 i∈Vj

i∈Vt

Ii (xk ) = σNi (i).

∞ 


Δn (P (i) ) = ∅.

i∈Vt

Proof. Tychonoﬀ product X ∞ is a compact space
(Bourbaki, 1968) and therefore from an every inﬁnite
cover of a compact by open sets it is possible to select
a ﬁnite cover. The closed set Δ(Vi ) is a compact and
Δ(Vj ) ⊆ Si . That’s why due to deﬁnition (4) there
exists N such that
Ni



N 


From monotonicity to n of

Δn (P (i) )

k=1 xk ∈Λk

i∈Vj n=1

n=1 i∈Vj

n=1 i∈Vt

then ∃Ni such that

∞
 

{[

N 


Δ(Vj ) ∩ Δ(P (i) ) = ∅

Δ(Vj ) =

Δn (P (i) ) = ∅,

Due to compactness of Tychonoﬀ product (Bourbaki,
1968) it follows that ∃Nt, j that for ∀N ≥ Nt, j

Lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. If

where

∞ 


and

Δ(Vj ) ⊆ X ∞ \Δ(P (i) ),

Δ(Vj ) ⊆

Δn (P (i) ) ∩

∞ 


Δn (P (i) ).

n=1 i∈Vj
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That’s why the row for the true distribution in M is not
marked.
For every possible x and the row of M corresponding
to the probability distribution diﬀerent from the true
distribution and located in other component of G with
probability 1 we ﬁnd a ban in x which belongs to that
row. It follows from the corollary of lemma 6. That’s
why all rows of M corresponding to the probability distributions in diﬀerent components from the true distribution are marked. Then we can deﬁne the decision
function dN (x|N ) takes value j if in a component Q(j)
there is a row i of matrix M which is unmarked. From
lemma 6 it follows that this function is determined correctly for every x. Note that this function is deﬁned by
bans. The suﬃciency is proved.
Let’s prove the necessity. Let there exists N and a
function dN (xN ) deﬁned by bans such that for all i =
1, 2, ..., s, j = 1, ..., r,
(i)
PN (dN (xN )

From the theorem 1 we can get the main result of
(Grusho et al., 2016).
Theorem 2. Let P (1) , ..., P (s) are such that for all
i, |Q(i) | = 1, then there exists N and a function dN (xN )
deﬁned by bans such that for all i = 1, 2, ..., s,
(i)

PN (dN (xN ) = i) = 1,
if and only if for all pairs i, j, i = j, i = 1, 2, ..., s, j =
1, 2, ..., s,
Δ(P (i) ) ∩ Δ(P (j) ) = ∅.
Under the considered conditions we can deﬁne decision functions gn (x|n ), which are determined by the conditions
gn (x|n ) = i,
where i is the min{j} such that
x|n ∈ Dn (Vj ).

= j) = 1,

It is possible to prove that there exists N when functions
satisfy equation

when i ∈ Vj .
Deﬁne the set

(i)

(j)
BN

PN (gN (x|N ) = j) = 1

= {xN : dN (xN ) = j}

for all i ∈ Vj .
But searching bans is equivalent to signature analysis,
which proved to be quick.
It is interesting to compare these types of decision
functions. Let’s deﬁne rooted trees containing admissible trajectories of random data x ∈ X ∞ produced under
the probability distribution P (i) . The root of every tree
means the ﬁrst element of admissible sequence. Every
inﬁnite branch of the tree uniquely deﬁnes a sequence
x ∈ X ∞ in the same way at it is usually done in m-arc
tree, edges show possible ways of development of the
random sequence. All admissible parts of branches of
the length n deﬁne the set Dn (P (i) ) and X n \Dn (P (i) )
is a set of all bans of the length n. The set Dn (P (i) ) can
be represented by trees of the height n. All bans of the
length n also can be represented by trees.
If we use the smallest bans for classiﬁcation we use
reduced vectors which have lengths less or equal n. We
can see smallest bans on the Dn (P (i) )-trees. When we
use the smallest bans then the number of steps to check
that the vector x|n does not belong to Dn (P (i) ) demands
less or equal then n steps. That’s why we say about
decision functions deﬁned by bans.
No marks in the matrix M means that x|n may belong
to Dn (P (i) ). But all vectors x|n have to possess bans
of all other measures when n ≥ N , because x|n doesn’t
belong to supports of measures in other components of
the graph G. If n < N it is possible to make a mistake. It means that probability distribution in another
component may be admitted as a part of the true one.

and denote
(j)

RN =

r


{xN : dN (xN ) = i}.

i=1, i=j

Then for P (i) ∈ Q(j)
(j)

DN (P (i) ) ⊆ BN .
Due to the deﬁnition for all i = 1, 2, ..., s, we have
(i)

(j)

PN (RN ) = 0.
Then due to deﬁnition
(j)

RN ∩ DN (P (i) ) = ∅.
That’s why

(j)

RN × X ∞ ⊆ σ(i).
As

(l)

(t)

PN (BN ) = 1
for t = j and l ∈ Vt , d(xN ) is correctly deﬁned, then
DN (P (l) ) ∩ DN (P ((i) ) = ∅
and

(j)

DN (P (l) ) ⊆ RN .

Then for t = j
ΔN (Vj ) ∩ ΔN (Vt ) = ∅.

CONCLUSION

It follows that

Conditions under which the statistical classiﬁcation of
random inﬁnite sequence is reduced to consideration of
ﬁnite space of vectors of ﬁnite length N are found in the
article. The oﬀered approach allows to generalize the

Δ(Vj ) ∩ Δ(Vt ) = ∅.
The theorem 1 is proved.
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found conditions on a case when some classes of probability measures contain an inﬁnite number of measures.
There is an open problem of constructive estimation
of parameter N . If this problem was solved, from conditions on supports of measures in inﬁnite spaces it would
be possible to pass to conditions on supports of measures
in ﬁnite spaces. In certain cases this problem is eﬀectively solved. However the overall picture isn’t visible
yet.
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ABSTRACT
We consider a class of inhomogeneous birth-death
queueing models and obtain uniform approximation
bounds of two-sided truncations. Some examples are
considered. Our approach to truncations of the state
space can be used in modeling information ﬂows
related to high-performance computing.

0, 1, . . . , N In the present paper we consider a more
general approach and deal with truncated processes on
state space N1 , N1 + 1, . . . , N2 for some natural N1 ,
N2 > N1 .
Let X = X(t), t ≥ 0 be a birth and death
process (BDP) with birth and death rates λn (t), μn (t)
respectively.
Let pij (s, t) = P r {X(t) = j |X(s) = i } for i, j ≥
0, 0 ≤ s ≤ t be the transition probability functions of
the process X = X(t) and pi (t) = P r {X(t) = i} be
the state probabilities.
Throughout the paper we assume that
P (X (t + h) = j|X (t) = i) =
⎧
⎨qij (t) h + αij (t, h)
if j = i,
= 1 −  q (t) h + α (t, h) if j = i,
ik
i
⎩

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that explicit expressions for the
probability characteristics of stochastic birth-death
queueing models can be found only in a few special
cases. Therefore, the study of the rate of convergence
as time t → ∞ to the steady state of a process is one of
two main problems for obtaining the limiting behavior
of the process. If the model is Markovian and stationary in time, then, as a rule, the stationary limiting
characteristics provide sufﬁcient or almost sufﬁcient
information about the model. On the other hand, if
one deals with inhomogeneous Markovian model then,
in addition, the limiting probability characteristics of
the process must be approximately calculated. The
problem of existence and construction of limiting
characteristics for time-inhomogeneous birth and death
processes is important for queueing and some other
applications, see for instance, [1], [3], [5], [8], [15],
[16]. General approach and related bounds for the rate
of convergence was considered in [13]. Calculation of
the limiting characteristics for the process via truncations was ﬁrstly mentioned in [14] and was considered
in details in [15], uniform in time bounds have been
obtained in [17].
As a rule, the authors dealt with the so-called northwest truncations (see also [9]), namely they studied
the truncated processes with the same ﬁrst states
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Victor Korolev
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(1)

k=i

where all αi (t, h) are o(h) uniformly in i, i. e.
supi |αi (t, h)| = o(h). Here all qi,i+1 (t) = λi (t),
i ≥ 0, qi,i−1 (t) = μi (t) i ≥ 1, and all other
qij (t) ≡ 0.
The probabilistic dynamics of the process is represented by the forward Kolmogorov system of differential equations:
⎧ dp0
⎪
⎨ dt = −λ0 (t)p0 + μ1 (t)p1 ,
dpk
= λk−1 (t)pk−1 − (λk (t) + μk (t)) pk +
dt
⎪
⎩
+μk+1 (t)pk+1 , k ≥ 1.
(2)

By p(t) = (p0 (t), p1 (t), . . . ) , t ≥ 0, we denote
the column vector of state probabilities and by A(t) =
(aij (t)) , t ≥ 0 the matrix related to (2). One can see
that A (t) = Q (t), where Q(t) is the intensity (or
inﬁnitesimal) matrix for X(t).
We assume that all birth and death intensity functions λi (t) and μi (t) are linear combinations of a ﬁnite
number of functions which are locally integrable on
[0, ∞). Moreover, we suppose that
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λn (t) ≤ Λn ≤ L < ∞,

μn (t) ≤ Δn ≤ L < ∞,
(3)

for almost all t ≥ 0. Throughout the
 paper by  ·  we
denote
the
l
-norm,
i.
e.
x
=
|xi |, and B =
1

supj i |bij | for B = (bij )∞
.
i,j=0
Let Ω be a set all stochastic vectors, i. e. l1 vectors
with nonnegative coordinates and unit norm.
Then we have
A(t) ≤ 2 sup(λk (t) + μk (t)) ≤ 4L,

have f (t) = (0, 0, . . . , μi , λi , 0, . . . ), and B (t) is the
following matrix:

p = p(t),

t ≥ 0,

(4)

in the space l1 with bounded operator function A(t).
It is well known (see, for instance, [2]) that the
Cauchy problem for differential equation (1) has
unique solutions for arbitrary initial condition, and
moreover p(s) ∈ Ω implies p(t) ∈ Ω for t ≥ s ≥ 0.
Therefore, we can apply the general approach to employ the logarithmic norm of a matrix for the study of
the problem of stability of Kolmogorov system of differential equations associated with nonhomogeneous
Markov chains. The method is based on the following
two components: the logarithmic norm of a linear
operator and a special similarity transformation of the
matrix of intensities of the Markov chain considered,
see the corresponding deﬁnitions, bounds, references
and other details in [4], [5], [13], [15], [17].

Deﬁnition. Let X(t) be a Markov chain. Then ϕ(t)
is called the limiting mean of X(t) if
lim (ϕ(t) − Ek (t)) = 0

t→∞

for any k.
AUXILIARY NOTIONS AND RESULTS
The property
 p(t) ∈ Ω for any t ≥ 0 allows to put
pi (t) = 1 − j=i pj (t), for arbitrary ﬁxed i. Then we
obtain the following system from (4)
dz(t)
= B(t)z(t) + f (t),
dt

i−1

i+1

i+2

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

λi−2 − μi
−λi
0

−μi−1 − λi−1 − μi
−λi
0

−μi − μi
−μi+1 − λi+1 − λi
λi+1

−μi
μi+2 − λi
−μi+2 − λi+2

Let D∗ be a matrix
0
i
i
∗
D =
i
i
i

−2
−1
+1
+2
+3

0
⎛ −1
⎜· · ·
⎜
⎜ −1
⎜
⎜ −1
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎝ 0
···

i−2

i−1

i+1

i+2

i+3

0
···
−1
−1
0
0
0
···

0
···
0
−1
0
0
0
···

0
···
0
0
1
0
0
···

0
···
0
0
1
1
0
···

0
···
0
0
1
1
1
···

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

then D∗ BD∗−1 =
⎛−μ − λ
1
0
λ1
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎝
0
···

0
μ2
−μ3 − λ2
λ3
0
0
0

μ1
−μ2 − λ1
λ2
0
0
0
0

0
0
μ3
−μ4 − λ3
λ4
0
0

0
0
0
μ4
−μ5 − λ4
λ5
0

0
0
0
0
μ5
−μ6 − λ5
λ6

One can see that D∗ BD∗−1 does not depend on i.
Let now {dk } be a sequence of positive numbers,
and D∗∗ = diag (d0 , d1 , . . . , di−1 , di+1 , di+2 , . . . ).
Put D = D∗∗ D∗ ,
⎞
⎛
−d0
0
0
0
0
···
⎟
⎜ −d1
−d1
0
0
0
···
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ ...
⎟
⎜
⎟.
⎜
0
···
D = ⎜−di−1 −di−1 · · · −di−1
⎟
⎜ 0
0
···
0
di+1 di+1 · · ·⎟
⎟
⎜
⎝ 0
0
···
0
0
di+2 · · ·⎠
···

Deﬁnition. A Markov chain X(t) is called weakly
ergodic, if p∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t) → 0 as t → ∞ for any
initial conditions p∗ (0), p∗∗ (0).
Here p∗ (t) and p∗∗ (t) are the corresponding solutions of (4).
Put Ek (t) = E {X(t) |X(0) = k } ( then the corresponding initial condition of system (4) is the k − th
unit vector ek ).

⎜· · ·
⎜
⎜· · ·
⎜
⎜· · ·
⎜
⎜· · ·
⎜
⎜· · ·
⎝· · ·
···

i−1
i+1
i+2

for almost all t ≥ 0. Hence the operator function A(t)
from l1 into itself is bounded for almost all t ≥ 0 and
locally integrable on [0; ∞).
Therefore we can consider the system (2) as a
differential equation
dp
= A (t) p,
dt

i−2

⎛· · ·

0
1
2

Then we have DBD−1 =
⎛
−μ1 − λ0
⎜
⎜ d1 λ1
⎜
⎜
d0
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
= ⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎝

d0 μ1
d1
−μ2 − λ1
d2 λ2
d1
0
0

0

0

d1 μ2
d2

0

−μ3 − λ2
d3 λ3
d2
0

d2 μ3
d3
−μ4 − λ3

···

d4 λ4
d3

···

⎞

⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟.
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
· · ·⎠

Let l1D be the space of sequences: l1D = {z =
(p0 , p1 , ..., pi−1 , pi+1 , ...) : z1D ≡ Dz < ∞}.
We also introduce the auxiliary space of sequences l1E

as
 l1E = {z = (p0 , p1 , ..., pi−1 , pi+1 , ...) : z1E ≡
k=i k|pk | < ∞}.
Consider the following expressions:
αk (t) =
⎧
dk−1
dk+1
⎪
⎪λk (t) + μk+1 (t) − dk λk+1 (t) − dk μk (t) , k < i − 1
⎪
⎨
di+1
di−2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

λi−1 (t) + μi (t) −
λ (t) −
μ
(t) , k = i − 1
di−1 i
di−1 i−1
di+2
di−1
λi (t) + μi+1 (t) −
λ
(t) −
μ (t) , k = i
di+1 i+1
di+1 i
d
dk
μ (t) , k > i
λk (t) + μk+1 (t) − k+2 λk+1 (t) −
dk+1
dk+1 k

(6)

and
(5)

where z (t) is p (t) without coordinate pi , namely,
z (t) = (p0 , p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . ). Respectively we

α (t) = inf αk (t) .
k≥0

(7)

Consider (5) as a differential equation in the space
l1D . Then its solution is
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· · ·⎞
· · ·⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
⎟
· · ·⎟
· · ·⎠

··· ⎞
··· ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟.
··· ⎟
⎟
··· ⎟
··· ⎠

Then we have

$
z(t)

=

t

V (t, 0)z(0) +

z (t) 1D = D z (t)  =

V (t, τ )f (τ ) dτ, (8)
0



where V (t, z) is the Cauchy operator of (5), see, for
instance [13].
We have f (t)1D = di−1 μi (t) + di+1 λi (t) ≤
di−1 Δi + di+1 Λi for almost all t ≥ 0. On the other
hand, if we put
βk (t) =
⎧
dk−1
dk+1
⎪
λk+1 (t) +
μk (t) , k < i − 1
λk (t) + μk+1 (t) +
⎪
dk
dk
⎪
⎨
di+1
di−2
λi−1 (t) + μi (t) +
λ (t) +
μ
(t) , k = i − 1
di−1 i
di−1 i−1

d
d
λi (t) + μi+1 (t) + i+2 λi+1 (t) + i−1 μi (t) , k = i
⎪
di+1
d
⎪
⎪
d
⎩λ (t) + μ (t) + k+2 λ (t) + i+1
dk
μ (t) , k > i.
k

k+1

dk+1

k+1

dk+1

k

then one has
B(t)1D = sup βk (t) ≤ 4L − α(t),
k≥0

in accordance with (7), see detailed discussion in our
previous papers [4], [5], [15], [17].
Hence
t

α(τ ) dτ

s

.

(11)

Suppose now that there exist positive M and α such
that
t
e

−



α(τ ) dτ

s

≤ M e−α(t−s) ,

(12)

for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Then X(t) is exponentially weakly
ergodic in 1D norm.
Put now z (0) = 0 (i. e., p (0) = ei ). Then we have
z (t) 1D ≤ V (t, 0) 1D z (0) 1D +
%t
+ 0 V (t, s) 1D f (s) 1D ds ≤
%t
≤ 0 M e−α(t−s) f (s) 1D ds ≤
≤

1
αM

(di−1 Δi + di+1 Λi ) .

k>i

Hence pk (t) ≤

t
0

∗

∗
(t) = V (t, 0) z (0) − z (0) +

V (t, s) B (s) − B

0

dj ,

Gk =

k


dj .

and we obtain

dz∗
(17)
= B ∗ (t) z∗ (t) + f ∗ (t) .
dt
instead of (5).
Rewrite (17) in the form:
dz∗
= B (t) z∗ (t) + (B ∗ (t) − B (t)) z∗ (t) + f ∗ (t) .
dt
(18)
Then we have the following equality for the solutions of (5) and (18):

t

Denote

k>i

Consider truncated BDP on state space N1 , N1 +
1, . . . , N2 with intensities λ∗k (t) = λk (t) if N1 ≤ k <
N2 , and μ∗k (t) = μk (t) if N1 < k ≤ N2 and suppose
other birth and death rates equal to zero. We will
denote by A∗ (t), p∗ (t) and so on the correspondent
characteristics of truncated BDP.
We have for the truncated process the following
equation
dp∗
(16)
= A∗ (t) p∗ (t) ,
dt
instead of (4). Now, the property p∗ (t)
 ∈ Ω for any
t ≥ 0 allows to put p∗i (t) = 1 − j=i p∗j (t), for
arbitrary ﬁxed i. Then we obtain from (16)

(13)

···+ di−1 pi−1 + di+1 pi+1 + (di+1 + di+2 ) pi+2 + ···.

j=k

⎩

k<i

TWO-SIDED TRUNCATIONS

z (t) − z

z1D = (d0 + ···+ di−1 ) p0 + (d1 + ···+ di−1 ) p1 +

i−1


z(t) 1D
,
gk
z(t) 1D
,
Gk

(14)

for any k.

On the other hand

gk =

⎧
⎨

pk (t) gk , k < i
pk (t) Gk , k > i

Theorem 1. Let a BDP X(t) with rates λk (t) and
(9) μ (t) be given. Assume that there exists a sequence
k
{dk } such that (12) is fulﬁlled. Then X(t) is exponentially weakly ergodic in 1D norm and the following
bound holds
⎧
⎨ M (di−1 Δi +di+1 Λi ) , k < i
α gk
pk (t) ≤
,
(15)
i +di+1 Λi )
⎩ M (di−1αΔG
,k>i
k

k≥0

−

pk (t) Gk ≥

pk (t) gk +

k<i

the following statement.

for almost all t ≥ 0.
Then f (t) and B(t) are bounded and locally integrable on [0, ∞) as vector function and operator
function in l1D respectively.
Now we have the following bound for the logarithmic norm γ (B(t)) in l1D :


γ (B)1D = γ DB(t)D−1 1 =
− inf (αk (t)) = −α(t),
(10)

V (t, s)1D ≤ e

&



∗

(s) z

V (t, s) f (s) − f

∗

∗

(s) ds+
(s)

(19)

ds.

We will suppose that z (0) = z∗ (0) = 0 (i. e., p (0) =
p∗ (0) = ei or X(0) = X ∗ (0) = i), where N1 < i <
N2 . Then f (s) = f ∗ (s), for any s.
Hence we have
$ t
∗
V (t, s) (B (s) − B ∗ (s)) z∗ (s) ds,
z (t)−z (t) =
0

j=i+1
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(20)

d1 + · · · + di−1
p1 + · · · +
1
di−1
d
di+1
(i − 1)
pi−1 + i pi + (i + 1)
pi+1 +
i−1
i
i+1
di+1 + di+2
(i + 2)
pi+2 + · · · ≥ W p1E .
i+2
(31)
2z1D ≥ 1

and


((B (s) − B ∗ (s)) z∗ (s)) =
0, · · · , 0, μN1 p∗N1 , −μN1 p∗N1 , 0, · · · ,

0, −λN2 p∗N2 , λN2 p∗N2 , 0, · · · .

(21)

Let {d∗k } be a sequence of positive numbers such
that there exist positive M ∗ and α∗ such that
e

−

t

α∗ (τ ) dτ

s

∗ −α∗ (t−s)

≤M e

,

(22)

for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t, instead of (12), where
α∗ (t) = min αk∗ (t) ,

Theorem 2. Let birth-death processes X(t) and
X ∗ (t) be such that (12) and (22) hold. Let p (0) =
p∗ (0) = ei (i. e., X(0) = X ∗ (0) = i). Then the
following bounds hold:

(23)

and
αk∗ (t) =
⎧
dk−1 ∗
dk+1 ∗
∗
⎪
λ∗
⎪
k (t) + μk+1 (t) − dk λk+1 (t) − dk μk (t) , k < i − 1
⎪
⎨
d
d
i−2 ∗
i+1 ∗
∗
λ∗
i−1 (t) + μi (t) − di−1 λi (t) − di−1 μi−1 (t) , k = i − 1

di−1 ∗
di+2 ∗
∗
λ∗
⎪
i (t) + μi+1 (t) − di+1 λi+1 (t) − di+1 μi (t) , k = i
⎪
⎪
⎩λ∗ (t) + μ∗ (t) − dk+2 λ∗ (t) − dk μ∗ (t) , k > i.
k

k+1

dk+1

k+1

dk+1

k

|GN2 +1 + GN2 | λN2 (s)p∗N2 (s) ≤
≤ 2gN1 −1 ΔN1 p∗N1 (s) + 2GN2 +1 ΛN2 p∗N2 (s).

j=k

d∗j and G∗k =

k

j=i+1

(25)

(33)

Corollary 1. Let under assumptions of Theorem 2
N2 = ∞. Then the following bounds hold

d∗j .

Instead of (15) we have now
⎧ ∗
∗
+Λi d∗
i+1 )
⎨ M (Δi di−1
,k<i
∗ g∗
α
∗
k
pk (t) ≤
.
∗
∗
∗
⎩ M (Δi di−1 +Λi di+1 ) , k > i
α ∗ G∗

(26)

k

Therefore (20), (25) and (26) imply the bound
z (t) − z∗ (t) 1D ≤


2M M ∗ Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1
α α∗
GN2 +1 ΛN2
gN1 −1 ΔN1
.
·
+
∗
gN
G∗N2
1

W = inf
k

g k d Gk
, ,
k i k

p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤


4M M ∗ Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1 gN1 −1 ΔN1
,
∗
dα α∗ gN
1

(34)

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤


4M M ∗ Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1 gN1 −1 ΔN1
,
∗
W α α ∗ gN
1

(35)

for any i > N1 .
(27)

Corollary 2. Let under assumptions of Theorem 2
N1 = 0. Then the following bounds hold

Let
d = min (di−1 , di+1 ) ,

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤


4M M Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1
W α α∗
GN2 +1 ΛN2
gN1 −1 ΔN1
.
·
+
∗
gN
G∗N2
1
∗

 (B (s) − B ∗ (s)) z∗ (s) 1D ≤
|gN1 −1 + gN1 | μN1 (s)p∗N1 (s)+

i−1


(32)

(24) and

Hence we obtain

Put gk∗ =

p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤


4M M ∗ Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1
dα α∗
gN1 −1 ΔN1
GN2 +1 ΛN2
,
·
+
∗
g N1
G∗N2



4M M

∗

4M M


∗

(28)

p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤

2
z (t) − z∗ (t) 1D ,
d

p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤

+ Λi d∗i+1 GN2 +1 ΛN2
,
dα α∗ G∗N2

(36)

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤

Δi d∗i−1 + Λi d∗i+1 GN2 +1 ΛN2
,
W α α∗ G∗N2

(37)

.

We have the inequalities:
|pi − p∗i | ≤ |p0 − p∗0 | + |pi−1 − p∗i−1 | +
1
|pi+1 − p∗i+1 | + · · · ≤ z (t) − z∗ (t) 1D ,
d

Δi d∗i−1

(29)

for any i < N2 .
(30)
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Put i = 106 .
We consider the similar sequences {dk } and {d∗k }.
Namely, let

EXAMPLES
Example 1. Consider a birth-death process with
periodical birth and death rates:
λk (t) = λ (t) = 10 + cos t

. . . , d999997 = 1.52 , d999998 = 1.5, d999999 = 1,
d1000001 = 1.5, d1000002 = 1.52 , d1000003 = 1.53 , . . . ;

μk (t) = 1 + sin t, 0 < k < 1000

and

μk (t) = 24 + sin t, k ≥ 1000.

∗
= 2, d∗999999 = 1,
. . . , d∗999997 = 4, d999998

Let i = 1000.
Firstly we put

d∗1000001 = 2, d∗1000002 = 4, d∗1000003 = 8, . . . .
For the ﬁrst sequence {dk } we have d = 1.5 and
the following bounds hold:

. . . , d997 = 1.52 , d998 = 1.5, d999 = 1,
d1001 = 1.5, d1002 = 1.52 , d1003 = 1.53 , . . . ;
and

p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤ 10−12 ,
p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−6 ,

. . . , d∗997 = 4, d∗998 = 2, d∗999 = 1,

if N1 = 99350, N2 = 100650.
Let {dk } be the such that

d∗1001 = 2, d∗1002 = 4, d∗1003 = 8, . . . .

. . . , d999997 = 1.12 , d999998 = 1.1, d999999 = 1,

Then we obtain
M = 1, α =

1
1
, M ∗ = 1, α∗ = ;
2
2
1.5
d = 1.5, W =
;
1001
Λi = 11, Δi = 25.

d1000001 = 1.1, d1000002 = 1.12 , d1000003 = 1.13 , . . . .
Then we have d = 1.1 and the following bound
holds
p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤ 10−14 ,
p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−8 ,

Hence Theorem 2 implies the following bounds:

for N1 = 90800, N2 = 100200.
p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤ 10−12 ,
p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−9 ,

Example 3. Consider a birth-death process with
large periodical birth and death rates:

for N1 = 350, N2 = 1650.
Let now {d∗k } be the same sequence, and let {dk }
be the such that

μk (t) = 1000 (1 + sin t) , 0 < k < 103

. . . , d997 = 1.12 , d998 = 1.1, d999 = 1,

μk (t) = 1000 (24 + sin t) , k ≥ 103 .

d1001 = 1.1, d1002 = 1.12 , d1003 = 1.13 , . . . .

Let i = 103 .
Consider the same sequences {dk } and {d∗k }. For
the ﬁrst sequence {dk } we have d = 1.5 and

Then one has
1
, d = 1.1,
2
and the following bounds hold
M = 1, α =

∗

p (t) − p (t)  ≤ 10

−14

λk (t) = λ (t) = 1000 (10 + cos t)

Λi = 11000, Δi = 25000, ΔN1 = 2000, ΛN2 = 11000.
Hence the following bounds hold:
p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤ 10−6 ,

,

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−11 ,

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−3 ,

for N1 = 800, N2 = 1200.
Example 2. Consider a birth-death process with
periodical birth and death rates:

if N1 = 350, N2 = 1650.
For the second sequence {dk } we have d = 1.1 and
the bounds:
p (t) − p∗ (t)  ≤ 10−8 ,

λk (t) = λ (t) = 10 + cos t
μk (t) = μ (t) = 1 + sin t, 0 < k < 106 ,
6

p (t) − p∗ (t) 1E ≤ 10−5 ,
for N1 = 800, N2 = 1200.

μk (t) = 24 + sin t, k ≥ 10 .
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we considered a class of inhomogeneous birth-death queueing models and obtained uniform approximation bounds of two-sided truncations.
Such approximations can be used in studying the information ﬂows related to high-performance computing.
The development of methodology for other classes of
inhomogeneous Markovian queueing models seems to
be a promising direction of research.
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ABSTRACT
Statistical regularities of the information ﬂows in contemporary communication, computational and other information
systems are characterized be the presence of the so-called
“heavy tails”. The outlying observations make the traditional
moment-type location estimators inaccurate. In this case the
robust median-type location estimators are preferable. On the
other hand, the random character of the intensity of the ﬂow
of informative events results in that the available sample size
(traditionally this is the number of observations registered
within a certain time interval) is random. The randomness of
the sample size crucially changes the asymptotic properties
of the estimators. In the paper, asymptotic expansions are
obtained for the distribution function of the sample median
constructed from a sample with random size. A general
theorem on the asymptotic expansion is proved for this case.
The cases of the Laplace, Student and Cauchy distributions are
considered. Special attention is paid to the situations in which
the heavy-tailed distributions (Cauchy, Laplace) are inherent
in both the original sample and the asymptotic regularities of
the sample median (Student, Laplace) due to the randomness
of the sample size. This approach can be successfully used
for big data mining and analysis of information ﬂows in highperformance computing.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical regularities of the information ﬂows in contemporary communication, computational and other information
systems are characterized be the presence of the so-called
“heavy tails”. The outlying observations make the traditional
moment-type location estimators inaccurate. As is known, in
this case the robust median-type estimators are preferable. On
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the other hand, the random character of the intensity of the
ﬂow of informative events results in that the available sample
size (traditionally this is the number of observations registered
within a certain time interval) is random. The randomness of
the sample size crucially changes the asymptotic properties of
the estimators, see, e. g., [12], [3].
In the paper, asymptotic expansions (a. e.) are obtained
for the distribution function (d. f.) of the sample median
constructed from a sample with random size. The cases of
the Laplace, Student and Cauchy distributions are considered.
These results are further development of the research presented
in [6], [1], [12], [15], [16], [7], [8], [4], [5].
Special attention is paid to the situations in which the
heavy-tailed distributions (Cauchy, Laplace) are inherent in
both the original sample and the asymptotic regularities of the
sample median (Student, Laplace) due to the randomness of
the sample size.
We use the following notation: R and N are the sets of real
and natural numbers, respectively, Φ(x) and ϕ(x) are the d.
f. of the standard normal law and its density.
Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be independent identically distributed
random variables with the common d. f. F (x − θ) and
probability density p(x − θ), where θ is the unknown location
parameter to be estimated from the sample X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn .
By X(1)  X(2)  . . .  X(n) we denote the order statistics
constructed from the original observations X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn .
Let Mn be the sample median (see, e. g., [10], [18], [9]), that
is,
⎧
⎨X(m+1) ,
n = 2m + 1,
Mn =
. (1.1)
⎩ 1 (X
+
X
),
n
=
2m,
m
∈
N.
(m)
(m+1)
2
The ﬁrst-order asymptotic properties of the sample median
Mn are well known (see, e. g., the book [18], Theorem 5.3.2
on p. 313, or the book [17], p. 81). Namely, if F (0) = 12 and
p(0) > 0, then, as n → ∞,
 √



sup Pθ n(Mn − θ) < x − Φ 2xp(0)  −→ 0, (1.2)
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x∈R


−2 −1
Eθ (Mn − θ)2 = 2p(0)
n + o(n−1 ).

(1.3)

The second-order asymptotic properties of the sample median
were considered in [9]. Recall the main results of that paper.
For this purpose, ﬁrst, formulate the regularity conditions
imposed in [9] on the density p(x).
Condition 1.1. The density p(x) is symmetric around zero,
i. e., p(−x) = p(x), x ∈ R, and p(0) > 0.
Condition 1.2. The density p(x) has three continuous
bounded derivatives in some neighborhood of zero of the form
(0, δ), δ > 0.
Condition 1.3. There exist constants C > 0 and α > 0
such that the d. f. F (x) satisﬁes the inequality
1 − F (x)  Cx−α ,

x > 0.

For example, note that these regularity conditions are satisﬁed
by the Cauchy distribution with the density
p(x) = [π(1 + x2 )]−1 ,

x ∈ R,

(1.4)

and the Laplace distribution with the density
p(x) = 12 e−|x| ,

x ∈ R.

(1.5)

For the Laplace distribution the sample median Mn coincides
with the ma[imum likelihood estimator of the parameter θ (see,
e. g., [9]).
In what follows we will use the notation
'
(
k = n/2 , p0 = p(0) > 0, p1 = p (0+), p2 = p (0+),
where [ · ] denotes the integer part of a number.
Theorem 1.1 [9]. 1. Let the density p(x) satisfy the regularity conditions 1.1 and 1.2. Then
√
 √

p1 x|x| 2
√ +
Pθ 2p0 2k(Mn − θ) < x = Φ(x) + ϕ(x)
8p0 k


x 2 p2
x4 p21
x
−
+ϕ(x)
+ O(n−3/2 )
3 + x2 +
3
8k
6p0
8p40

Eθ (Mn − θ)2 =

It is easy to see that
√
1
2
2 1 + (−1)n+1
1
√ = √ +O(n−3/2 ),
=√ +
+O(n−3 ),
k
n2
n
n
k
23/2
1
4
+ O(n−5/2 ),
= 2 + O(n−3 ).
k2
n
n3/2
Hence, the assertions of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 can
be rewritten as
√
 √

p1 x|x| 2
√ +
Pθ 2p0 2k(Mn − θ) < x = Φ(x) + ϕ(x)
4p0 n

2
4 2
x
x p2
x p1
+ O(n−3/2 ),
3 + x2 +
+ϕ(x)
−
3
4n
6p0
8p40
√
p1 2
1
2
Eθ (Mn − θ) = 2 − 4 √ 3/2 +
4p0 n 4p0 πn

n+1
(−1)
−5
p2
15p21 
1
− 3+
+ 2 2
+ O(n−5/2 ).
4p0 n
2
4p0
16p40
1

k 3/2

x(18 + 10x2 − 3x4 )
+ O(n−3/2 ),
48k
1
1
1
+ √ 3/2 −
Eθ (Mn − θ)2 =
+ O(n−5/2 ).
2
2k
16k
πk
+ϕ(x)

2. For the Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have
 √

Pθ 2 2k(Mn − θ) < πx = Φ(x)+
+ϕ(x)

x[9 + x2 (3 − π 3 )]
+ O(n−3/2 ),
24k

=

For the Laplace distribution (1.5) we obtain the asymptotic
relations
√

Pθ 2k(Mn − θ) < x = Φ(x)−
x|x|
x(18 + 10x2 − 3x4 )
+ O(n−3/2 ),
−ϕ(x) √ + ϕ(x)
24n
2 n
√
*
 1 
2 2
1
1 )1
2
Eθ (Mn −θ) = + √ 3/2 + 2 +(−1)n+1 +O 5/2 ,
n
2n 2
πn
n
whereas for the Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have
 √

Pθ 2 2k(Mn − θ) < πx = Φ(x)+
x[9 + x2 (3 − π 3 )]
+ O(n−3/2 ),
12n


π 2 π 2 + (−1)n+1 − 5
π2
2
+
+ O(n−5/2 ).
Eθ (Mn − θ) =
4n
8n2
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WITH RANDOM SIZE
+ϕ(x)

uniformly in x ∈ R
2. If the regularity conditions 1.1–1.3 hold, then
p1
1
Eθ (Mn − θ)2 = 2 − 4 √ 3/2 −
8p0 k 8p0 πk
p2
15p21 
1 
3
+
+ O(n−5/2 ).
−
−
16p20 k 2
4p30
16p40
Corollary 1.1. 1. For the Laplace distribution (1.5) we have
√
√

x|x| 2
Pθ 2k(Mn − θ) < x = Φ(x) − ϕ(x) √ +
4 k

π 2 (π 2 − 6)
π2
+
+ O(n−5/2 ).
8k
32k 2

In classical problems of mathematical statistics, the size of
the available sample, i. e., the number of available observations, is traditionally assumed to be deterministic. In the
asymptotic settings it plays the role of inﬁnitely increasing
known parameter. At the same time, in practice very often the
data to be analyzed is collected or registered during a certain
period of time and the ﬂow of informative events each of
which brings a next observation forms a random point process.
Therefore, the number of available observations is unknown
till the end of the process of their registration and also must be
treated as a (random) observation. For example, this is so in
high-frequency ﬁnancial statistics where the number of events
in a limit order book during a time unit essentially depends on
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the intensity of order ﬂows [15]. In these cases the number of
available observations as well as the observations themselves
are unknown beforehand and should be treated as random to
avoid underestimation of risks or error probabilities.
Therefore it is quite reasonable to study the asymptotic
behavior of general statistics constructed from samples with
random sizes for the purpose of construction of suitable
and reasonable asymptotic approximations. As this is so, an
appropriate non-random centering and normalization of the
statistics under consideration must be used to obtain reasonable approximation to the distribution of the basic statistics.
Otherwise the approximate distribution becomes random itself
and, for example, the problem of evaluation of quantiles or
signiﬁcance levels becomes senseless.
In asymptotic settings, statistics constructed from samples
with random sizes are special cases of random sequences
with random indices. The randomness of indices usually leads
to that the limit distributions for the corresponding random
sequences are heavy-tailed even in the situations where the
distributions of non-randomly indexed random sequences are
asymptotically normal see, e. g., [2], [3], [13]. For example,
if a statistic which is asymptotically normal in the traditional
sense, is constructed on the basis of a sample with random
size having negative binomial distribution, then instead of the
expected normal law, the Student distribution with power-type
decreasing heavy tails appears as an asymptotic law for this
statistic.
As regards sample median constructed from a sample with
random size, in [12] it was shown that, if the sample size
has the geometric distribution, then, instead of the normal law
expected in the classical situation (see Theorem 1.1), the actual
asymptotic distribution of the sample median is the Student
law with two degrees of freedom deﬁned by the d. f.

x
1
, x ∈ R.
1 + √
S2 (x) =
2
2 + x2
This distribution has so heavy tails that the moments of orders
δ  2 do not exist.
Consider a problem setting that is traditional for mathematical statistics. Let random variables N1 , N2 , . . . , X1 , X2 , . . . ,
be deﬁned on one and the same probability space (Ω, A, P).
Assume that for each n  1 the random variable Nn takes only
natural values and is independent of the sequence X1 , X2 , . . .
of independent identically distributed random variables. Let
Tn = Tn (X1 , . . . , Xn ) be a statistic, that is, a measurable
function of X1 , . . . , Xn . For every n  1 deﬁne the random
variable TNn as


TNn (ω) = TNn (ω) X1 (ω), . . . , XNn (ω) (ω)
for each ω ∈ Ω. The random variable TNn so deﬁned is
referred to as a statistic constructed from the sample with
random size Nn . As this is so, n ∈ N is the “inﬁnitely large”
parameter required to make the asymptotic settings reasonable.
For better understanding, n may be treated as the “mean” or
“expected” or “most probable” value of Nn .

Now we formulate the condition that determines the a. e.
for the statistic Tn under the non-random sample size n.
Condition 2.1. There exist constants l ∈ N, μ ∈ R, σ > 0,
α > l/2, γ  0, C1 > 0, a differentiable d. f. F (x) and
bounded differentiable functions fj (x), j = 1, ..., l such that


l

 

fj (x)  C1
≤
, n ∈ N.
sup P σnγ (Tn −μ) < x −F (x)−
nj/2  nα
x
j=1
The following condition determines the a. e. for the d. f. of
the normalized random sample size Nn .
Condition 2.2. There exist constants m ∈ N, β > m/2,
C2 > 0, a function 0 < g(n) ↑ ∞ (n → ∞), a d. f. H(x),
H(0+) = 0, and functions hi (x), i = 1, ..., m with bounded
variation such that
 

m



Nn
hi (x)  C2

< x − H(x) −
≤
, n ∈ N.
sup P
g(n)
ni/2  nβ
x0
i=1

In [7] the following statement was proved.
Theorem 2.1. Let the statistic Tn = Tn (X1 , ..., Xn ) and
the random sample size Nn satisfy Conditions 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively. Then there exists a constant C3 > 0 such that

 

supP σg γ (n)(TNn − μ) < x − Gn (x) ≤
x

≤ C1 ENn−α +
where

$

C3 + C2 D n
,
nβ

l
∂ 

fj (xy γ ) 

γ
F (xy ) +
Dn = sup
dy

(yg(n))j/2
x
1/g(n) ∂y
j=1
∞

and the a. e. Gn (x) is deﬁned by the formula Gn (x) =
$ ∞
$ ∞
m

1
=
F (xy γ )dH(y) +
F (xy γ )dhi (y)+
i/2
n
1/g(n)
1/g(n)
i=1
$ ∞
l

1
fj (xy γ )
+
(n)
dH(y)+
g j/2
y j/2
1/g(n)
j=1
+

m
l 

j=1 i=1

1
ni/2 g j/2 (n)

$∞

fj (xy γ )
dhi (y).
y j/2

1/g(n)

With the account of Theorem 1.1 it is easy to see that the
sample median Mn satisﬁes Condition 2.1 with
√
√
γ = 12 , α = 32 , l = 2, μ = θ, σ = 2p0 2, g(n) = k,
(2.1)
√
p1 x|x| 2
,
F (x) = Φ(x), f1 (x) = ϕ(x)
4p0
x
x 2 p2
x4 p21 
.
(2.2)
f2 (x) = ϕ(x) 3 + x2 +
−
4
6p30
8p40
In the same way as Lemma 5.1 was proved in [7], it can be
shown that there exists a constant D > 0 such that
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Dn  D,

n ∈ N.

(2.3)

In [8] a similar theorem was obtained for a non-normalized
statistic under the following regularity condition:
Condition 2.3. There exist constants l ∈ N, α > l/2,
C1 > 0, a differentiable d. f. G(x) and bounded differentiable
functions gi (x), i = 1, . . . , l such that
l


gi (x)  C1

supP(Tn < x) − G(x) −
 ≤ α,
n
ni/2
x
i=1

n ∈ N.

⎧
⎨Cr n−1 ,

r  1,

⎩C n−r ,
r

r ∈ (0, 1),

l



2C2
supP(TNn < x)−Gn (x) ≤ C1 ENn−α + β sup
|gi (x)|,
n
x
x
i=1

where Hr (x) is the gamma-distribution function with parameter r > 0,
$ x
rr
Hr (x) =
e−ry y r−1 dy,
x  0.
(3.3)
Γ(r) 0
ENn = r(n − 1) + 1.

nj/2

j=1

= G(x) +

l


$
gi (x)

i=1

+

m


∞
1

(3.4)

Thus, from (3.2) – (3.4) it follows that the random sample size
Nn satisﬁes Condition 2.2 with

where the function Gn (x) has the form Gn (x) =
$ ∞
l

gi (x)
1 
d H(y − u(n))+
= G(x) +

i/2
i/2
1/v(n) y
i=1 v(n)
m

hj (y − u(n)) 

(3.2)

Furthermore,

Theorem 2.2. Let Conditions 2 ([10]) and 2.3 hold. Then

+

n ∈ N,

Cr > 0,

g(n) = r(n − 1) + 1, H(x) = Hr (x),
m = 1, h1 (x) ≡ 0, C2 = Cr > 0,
&
1, r  1,
β=
r, r ∈ (0, 1).

=

(3.5)
(3.6)

Using the equality



∞

γ(γ − 1) · ... · (γ − k + 1) k
(1+x)γ =
x , |x| < 1, γ ∈ R,
k!

z −i/2 d H(z/v(n) − u(n))+

k=0



it is easy to verify that for r > 0, r = 1, n ∈ N
1
1 − nr−1
ENn−1 =
=O r .
r−1
(n − 1)(1 − r)n
n

n−j/2 hj (z/v(n) − u(n)) .

j=1

THE STUDENT ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION
In [3] it was shown that if the random sample size Nn has
the negative binomial distribution with parameters p = 1/n
and r > 0, that is,
(k + r − 2) · . . . · r 1 
1 k−1
,
k∈N
P(Nn = k) =
1
−
(k − 1)!
nr
n
(3.1)
(with r = 1 this is the geometric distribution), then for an
asymptotically normal statistic Tn we have
  √

√ 
lim sup P σ n(TNn − μ) < x − S2r (x r) = 0

For r = 1 we have
ENn−1 =

1
log n,
n−1

n > 1.

(3.8)

So, with the account of Theorem 2.1 we have
$ ∞
√
Φ(x y)dHr (y) =
1/(r(n−1)+1)

$

∞

=
0

n→∞ x∈R

(see [3], Corollary 2.1), where Sf (x) is the d. f. of the Student
law with the parameter f = 2r corresponding to the density
Γ(f + 1/2) 
x2 −(γ+1)/2
pf (x) = √
, x ∈ R,
1+
f
πf Γ(f /2)
Γ( · ) is Euler’s gamma-function, and f > 0 is the shape
parameter (if f is natural-valued, then it is referred as “the
number of degrees of freedom”). In general, this parameter
can be arbitrarily small corresponding to the case of heavy
tails. If f = 2, that is r = 1, then the d. f. S2 (x) can be
expressed explicitly (see the preceding section). With r = 1/2
we have the Cauchy distribution.
In the book [4] (see formula (6.112) there on p. 233) the
following convergence rate estimate was obtained:

  N



n
supP
< x − Hr (x) ≤
EN
n
x0

(3.7)

1
1
√
Φ(x y)dHr (y) + O
= S2r (x) + O
, (3.9)
n
n
$ ∞
√ √
ϕ(x y) ydHr (y) =
x|x|
1/(r(n−1)+1)

$

1
√ √
ϕ(x y) ydHr (y) + O
≡
n
0
1
x|x|rr Γ(r + 1/2)
+O
,
≡√
n
2π(r + x2 /2)r+1/2 Γ(r)
∞

= x|x|

(3.10)

Hence, we obtain the following statement.
Theorem 3.1. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold and for some
r > 12 the random variable Nn has the negative binomial
distribution (3.1). Then, as n → ∞, we have
  √


supPθ 2p0 2m(MNn − θ) < x − S2r (x)−
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x

−


p1 Γ(r + 1/2)x|x|rr

√ +
=
2p0 (r + x2 /2)r+1/2 Γ(r) 2π r(n − 1) + 1

=

⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n),

r = 1,

⎩O(n−1 ),

r > 12 , r = 1,

where the function S2r (x) was deﬁned in (3.9) and m =
[(r(n − 1) + 1)/2].
Corollary 3.1. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold and for
some r > 12 the random variable Nn has the negative binomial
distribution (3.1).
1. In the case of Laplace distribution (1.5) for the d. f. of the
sample median Mn we have the a. e. of the form
 √


supPθ 2m(MNn − θ) < x − S2r (x)−

Corollary 3.2. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold and for
some r > 12 the random variable Nn has the negative binomial
distribution (3.1).
1. In the case of Laplace distribution (1.5) we have the
following a. e. for the d. f. of the normalized sample median
M̃n :

√

sup Pθ (M̃Nn − 2mθ < x) − Φ(x)−
x

√
Γ(r − 1/2) 
ϕ(x)x|x| r
− +
=
Γ(r)
2 rn(n − 1) + n
⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n), r = 1,
=
⎩O(n−1 ),
r > 12 , r = 1,

x

−


Γ(r + 1/2)x|x|rr

+
=
2Γ(r) π(r + x2 /2)r+1/2 r(n − 1) + 1
⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n), r = 1,
=
⎩O(n−1 ),
r > 12 , r = 1,
√

2. In the case of Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have the
following a. e. for the d. f. of the normalized sample median
M̃n :
√

 

sup Pθ (M̃Nn − 2mθ) < πx − Φ(x) =
x

where the function S2r (x) was deﬁned in (3.9).
2. In the case of Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have the a. e.

  √

sup Pθ 2 2m(MNn − θ) < πx − S2r (x) =
x

=

⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n),

r = 1,

⎩O(n−1 ),

r > 12 , r = 1,

=

and Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following statement.
Theorem 3.2. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold and for some
r > 12 the random variable Nn has the negative binomial
distribution (3.1). Then, as n → ∞, for the d. f. of the sample
median we have the a. e.
 
√


sup Pθ 2p0 (MNn − 2mθ) < x − Φ(x)−
√
ϕ(x)p1 x|x| 2r Γ(r − 1/2) 
+
−
=
Γ(r)
4p0 rn(n − 1) + n
⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n), r = 1,
=
⎩O(n−1 ),
r > 12 , r = 1,

r = 1,

⎩O(n−1 ),

r > 12 , r = 1,

THE LAPLACE ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION

Now deﬁne the normalized sample median as
⎧√
⎨ n − 1X(m+1) ,
n = 2m + 1,
M̃n =
√
⎩ 1 n(X
(m) + X(m+1) ), n = 2m, m ∈ N.
2
(3.11)
With the account of the formula
√
$ ∞
2p1 x|x|
1
ϕ(x)
√ +
√ dHr (y) ≡
4p
n
(r(n − 1) + 1) y
0
1/(r(n−1)+1)
√
1
ϕ(x)p1 x|x| 2r Γ(r − 1/2)
+
≡
+O
,
(3.12)
Γ(r)
n
4p0 rn(n − 1) + n

x

⎧
⎨O(n−1 log n),

Let θ > 0. Consider the Laplace distribution with the d. f.
Λθ (x) and density
 √2|x| 
1
λθ (x) = √ exp −
,
x ∈ R.
θ
θ 2
In [5] the following example was presented of a sequence of
random variables Nn (s) depending on the parameter s ∈ N.
Let Y1 , Y2 , ... be independent identically distributed random
variables with the continuous d. f. For s ∈ N deﬁne the random
variable
N (s) = min{i ≥ 1 : max Yj <
1≤j≤s

max

s+1≤k≤s+i

Yk }.

It is well known that the random variables so deﬁned have the
so-called discrete Pareto distribution

s
, k≥1
(4.1)
P N (s) ≥ k) =
s+k−1
(see, e. g., [21] or [20]). Now let N (1) (s), N (2) (s), ... be
independent identically distributed random variables with distribution (4.1). Deﬁne the random variable
Nn (s) = max N (j) (s).
1≤j≤n

Then, as it was shown in [5],
 


lim sup P Nn (s) < nx − e−s/x  = 0,
n→∞ x>0

(4.2)

and for an asymptotically normal statistic Tn we have the
relation

  √

lim sup P σ n(TNn (s) − μ) < x − Λ1/s (x) = 0,
n→∞ x∈R

where Λ1/s (x) is the Laplace d. f. with θ = 1/s.
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In [19] the following estimate of the rate of convergence in
(4.2) was obtained: there exists a constant Cs ∈ (0, ∞) such
that
 


sup P Nn (s) < nx − e−s/x  ≤ Cs n−1 , Cs > 0, n ∈ N.
x0

(4.3)
So, from (4.3) it follows that the random variable Nn (s)
satisﬁes Condition 2.2 with
g(n) = n,
h1 (x) ≡ 0,

H(x) = e−s/x ,

m = 1,

(4.4)

C2 = Cs > 0,

β = 1.

(4.5)

Consider ENn−1 (s) in more detail. From the deﬁnition of
Nn (s) and (4.1) we obtain

  k n  k − 1 n
P Nn (s) = k =
−
=
s+k
s+k−1
$ k
xn−1
= sn
dx.
n+1
k−1 (s + x)
Therefore
ENn−1 (s)



∞

P Nn (s) = k
=
=
k
k=1

≤ sn

k=1

k=1

k
k−1

n−2

x
dx = sn
(s + x)n+1

$

∞
0

Corollary 4.1. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold. Assume
that for some s ∈ N the random variable Nn (s) has the
distribution (4.7).
1. As n → ∞, for Laplace distribution (1.5) we have
 √
1

ls (x) 

,
supPθ 2k(MNn (s) −θ) < x −Λ1/s (x)− √  = O
n
x
2n
where the functions Λ1/s (x) and ls (x) were deﬁned in (4.5)
and (4.6), respectively.
2. As n → ∞, for Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have

  √

supPθ 2 2k(MNn (s) − θ) < πx − Λ1/s (x) = O(n−1 ).
x

we obtain the following theorem.
n−2

Theorem 4.2. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold. Assume
that for some s ∈ N the random variable Nn (s) has the
distribution (4.7). Then, as n → ∞, for the d. f. of the
normalized sample median M̃Nn (s) we have the a. e.
√
1
√


2p1 ls (x)
√
=O
Pθ 2p0 (M̃Nn (s) − 2mθ) < x −Φ(x)−
n
4p0 n

x
dx.
(s + x)n+1

To calculate the last integral use the relation
$ ∞
xs−1
Γ(s)Γ(n)
,
a, b, s, n > 0,
dx = n s
s+n
(a
+
bx)
a
b Γ(s + n)
0
see [11], formula 856.12. We obtain

uniformly in x ∈ R, where the function ls (x) was deﬁned in
(4.6).

1
Γ(n − 1)Γ(2)
=
= O(n−1 ).
ENn−1 (s) ≤ sn 2
s Γ(n + 1)
s(n − 1)
So, with the account of Theorem 1.1 and the formulas
$ ∞
$ ∞
1
√
√
Φ(x y)dy e−s/y =
Φ(x y)dy e−s/y + O
=
n
n−1
0
1
= Λ1/s (x) + O
,
(4.5)
n
$ ∞
√ √
ϕ(x y) ydy e−s/y =
x|x|
$

uniformly in x ∈ R, where the functions Λ1/s (x) and ls (x)
were deﬁned in (4.5) and (4.6), respectively.

For the normalized sample median M̃n (see (3.11)), using
the formula
$ ∞
1
x|x|
,
√ dy e−s/y ≡ ls (x) + O
y
n
n−1

$
∞

1 k
xn−1
= sn
dx ≤
k k−1 (s + x)n+1
∞ $


Then, as n → ∞, for the d. f. of the sample median MNn (s)
we have the a. e.
1
 √

p1 ls (x)
√ =O
Pθ 2p0 2k(MNn (s) −θ) < x −Λ1/s (x)−
n
2p0 n

n−1

1
1
√ √
≡ ls (x) + O
,
= x|x|
ϕ(x y) ydy e−s/y + O
n
n
0
(4.6)
we directly obtain the following theorem.

Corollary 4.2. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold. Assume
that for some s ∈ N the random variable Nn (s) has the
distribution (4.7).
1. For the Laplace distribution (1.5) we have

1
√
ls (x) 

.
supPθ (M̃Nn (s) − 2mθ) < x) − Φ(x) − √  = O
n
x
2n
2. For the Cauchy distribution (1.4) we have
√

 

supPθ 2(M̃Nn (s) − 2mθ) < πx − Φ(x) = O(n−1 ).
x

∞

Theorem 4.1. Let Conditions 1.1 and 1.2 hold. Assume
that for some s ∈ N the random variable Nn (s) has the
distribution

  k n  k − 1 n
P Nn (s) = k =
−
,
k ∈ N.
s+k
s+k−1
(4.7)

CONCLUSION
In the paper a general transfer theorem was presented for
the asymptotic expansions of the distribution of the sample
median constructed from a sample with random size. This
theorem gives an algorithm for the construction of these
asymptotic expansions from the given asymptotic expansion
for the distribution of the sample median in a sample with
a non-random size and the given asymptotic expansion for
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the distribution of the random sample size. The bounds for
the corresponding residuals were also presented in terms of
O- and o-symbols. As examples of the application of the
general theorem, two special cases were considered where the
asymptotic distributions of the sample median in a sample with
random size are normal scale mixtures such as the Laplace
and Student laws. Moreover, the examples related to samples
from the Cauchy, Laplace and Student laws were considered
as well. This approach can be successfully used for big data
mining and analysis of information ﬂows in high-performance
computing.
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Mt /Mt /S queue with batch service, and Mt /Mt /S with
catastrophes and batch arrivals when empty. The problem under consideration can be formulated as follows:
determine the number of servers S , which guarantees that
in the long run the probability of zero waiting time in a
queue is higher than the target probability at all times1 .
One can think of two common approaches to the problem. The ﬁrst one is the numerical. It requires the calculation of the limiting system’s state probability distribution (which still depends on time t due to inhomogeneity), by truncating the countable state space of the
Markov chain. The truncation must be wise in the sense
that the calculation errors must be kept low. Having obtained the limiting probabilities one can ﬁnd the appropriate value for S by exhaustive search. The second approach is the construction of bounds for the value of S
without the calculation of the limiting distribution but
by using general inequalities known for some classes of
continuous-time Markov chains. The bounds obtained in
such a way are not sharp, but do not require the solution
of the system of ordinary diﬀerential equations. Due to
the simplicity of their calculation in some cases (for example, when one needs to know only the order of magnitude of S ) they still can be valuable. Moreover even
crude bounds facilitate the search of exact values of S ,
especially when the traﬃc intensity is high.
In this paper we dwell on the second approach and
provide the new methodology which allows one to compute bounds for S in case of three diﬀerent classes of
continuous-time Markov chains introduced above. This
methodology heavily relies on the results of Zeifman and
Sipin et al. (2015) and thus here one will omit most of
the intermediate calculations. It is also worth noticing

KEYWORDS
inhomogeneous continuous-time Markov chain, approximation bounds
ABSTRACT
In this paper we present new analytical results concerning long-term staﬃng problem in high-level telecommunication service systems. We assume that a service system can be modelled either by a classic Mt /Mt /S queue,
or Mt /Mt /S queue with batch service or Mt /Mt /S with
catastrophes and batch arrivals when empty. The question under consideration is: how many servers guarantee that in the long run the probability of zero delay in
a queue is higher than the target probability at all times?
Here the methodology is presented, which allows one to
construct uniform in time upper bound for the value of
S in each of the three cases and does not require the calculation of the limiting distribution. These upper bounds
can be easily computed and are accurate enough whenever the arrival intensity is low, but become rougher as
the arrival intensity is further increased. In the numerical section one compares the accuracy of the obtained
bounds with the exact vales of S , obtained by direct numerical computation of the limiting distribution.
1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper consideration is given to three classes
of continuous-time Markov chains, which describe the
behaviour of multi-server queueing systems of type
Mt /Mt /S with a single queue of inﬁnite capacity. Specifically our attention is paid to a classic Mt /Mt /S queue,
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is a uniform in time bound.

that the study of qualitative and quantitative properties
of inhomogeneous continuous-time Markov chains has
received considerable attention since 1980’s (one can refer to papers Di Crescenzo et al. (2008)-Zeifman (1995),
Zeifman and Korotysheva et al. (2012)-Margoulis (2013)
and references therein). Other interesting results related
to this paper can be found in Zeifman and Satin et al.
(2009) and Zeifman, Satin and Korolev et al. (2014).
The result, which seems to be the most useful for the
computation of the bounds for S , can be found in Zeifman and Sipin et al. (2015). According to it, the limiting
state probabilities of an inhomogeneous Markov chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} deﬁned on non-negative integers which described the behaviour of one of the three queueing systems mentioned at the beginning of the Section, satisfy
the inequality

lim sup
di pi (t) ≤ K,
(1)
t→∞

and Pender (2014) and references therein). But in case
when the intensities of all the processes (arrivals, services, breakdowns, etc.) vary periodically over time, this
question to our knowledge remains open and challenging. The results presented in this paper may give insights
into the inﬂuence of periodicities on the management of
the service system in case when it is possible to model it
as Mt /Mt /S queue with possible group services, breakdowns and group arrivals after recovery.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
description of the general inhomogeneous Markov chain
under consideration is given. In Section 3 we show how
one can construct the bounds for the value of S for three
particular cases of the chain. In the numerical section one
demonstrates the accuracy of the obtained results.
2

Let {X(t), t ≥ 0} be an inhomogeneous continuous-time
Markov chain describing the evolution of the number of
customers in the system which is of Mt /Mt /S type. Denote the state space of {X(t), t ≥ 0} by E = {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
Throughout the paper we assume that for the transition
probabilities it holds that

i

where K is some constant and {di }, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . is an
increasing sequence of positive numbers, with d0 = 1.
As the inequality (1) implies that
lim sup
t→∞



di pi (t) ≤

i≥S

K
,
dS

Pr (X (t + h) = j|X (t) = i) = qi, j (t) h + αi, j (t, h) , j  i,

where all αi (t, h) = − ji αi, j (t, h) are o(h) uniformly in
i, i. e., supi |αi (t, h)| = o(h). Additionally we assume
that all intensity functions are linear combinations of a
ﬁnite number of locally integrable on [0, ∞) non-negative
Let intensity matrix of the chain be Q (t) =
functions.


qi, j (t) with qii (t) = − ji qi j (t).

Let ai j (t) = q ji (t) for j  i, then aii (t) = − ji a ji (t).
According to our approach from Zeifman (1995); Zeifman and Leorato et al. (2006) we assume that the intensity matrix is essentially bounded, i. e.

then the solution of the considered problem can be found
from the condition:
Pr (X(t) ≤ S ) ≥ 1 −

K
,
dS

(2)

for suﬃciently large t. In the rest of the paper we show
how one can obtain in a uniﬁed way the values for constants in (2) for each of the chains, mentioned at the beginning of the Section. In order to illustrate the accuracy
of the obtained bounds for S we present the comparison
of their values with the exact2 values of S obtained by
applying the ﬁrst approach (i.e. by truncation of the state
space and direct calculation of the limiting probabilities).
The details of the direct calculation are omitted and can
be found in Zeifman and Korotysheva et al. (2015). From
the examples one can see, that the bounds are good as
long as the arrival intensity is not too high. As the arrival
intensity grows, the bounds become crude.
The problem considered in the paper is closely related
to the staﬃng problem in service systems (such as telephone call centers), in which there is an objective of immediately serving all incoming requests. Speciﬁcally, the
question is: if one needs to keep, say, more than X% of
incoming requests to be served without waiting, what is
the number of service units which allows the system to
achieve this goal? There is a big number of research
papers devoted to stochastic modelling of service systems in various settings (see, for example, Whitt (2002),
Whitt (2002) and references therein) and speciﬁcally to
the latter question (see, for example, Whitt (2002), Whitt
and Song-Hee (2014), Whitt and Liu (2012), Engblom
2 In

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

|aii (t) | ≤ L < ∞,
for almost all t ≥ 0.
Denote by pi j (s, t) = Pr {X(t) = j |X(s) = i }, i, j ≥ 0,
0 ≤ s ≤ t the transition probability functions of the chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} and by pi (t) = Pr {X(t) = i} – the state probabilities. By p(t) = (p0 (t), p1 (t), . . . )T , t ≥ 0, denote the
column vector of state probabilities.
Probabilistic dynamics of the considered chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} is given by the forward Kolmogorov system
dp (t)
= A (t) p (t) ,
dt

(3)

where A (t) = QT (t) is the transposed intensity matrix of
the chain. Throughout the paper by · we denote the


l1 -norm, i. e., x = i |xi |, and B = sup j i |bi j | for
 ∞
B = bi j
. Let Ω be the set all stochastic vectors, i. e.
i, j=0
l1 – vectors with nonnegative coordinates and unit norm.
Then we have A (t) = 2 supk |akk (t)| ≤ 2L for almost all
t ≥ 0. Hence, the operator function A (t) from l1 into itself is bounded for almost all t ≥ 0 and locally integrable

fact they are approximate too, but sharper.
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on [0; ∞). Therefore, we can consider (3) as a diﬀerential
equation in the space l1 with bounded operator.
It is well known (see Dalecki and Krein (1974)) that
the Cauchy problem for diﬀerential equation (3) has a
unique solution for arbitrary initial condition, and p (s) ∈
Ω implies p (t) ∈ Ω for t ≥ s ≥ 0.
Denote by E (t, k) = E {X (t) |X (0) = k } the expected
value (mean) of the chain X (t) at moment t under initial
condition X (0) = k.
Recall that chain X (t) is called weakly ergodic, if
p∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t) → 0 as t → ∞ for any initial conditions p∗ (0) , p∗∗ (0), where p∗ (t) and p∗∗ (t) are the corresponding solutions of (3). chain X (t) has the limiting
mean ϕ (t), if limt→∞ (ϕ (t) − E (t, k)) = 0 for any k.

T
T
where z(t)
1 (t), p2 (t), . . . ) , f(t) = (λ0 (t), 0, 0, . . . ) ,
 = (p
∞
B(t) = bi j (t)
and
i, j=1

⎧
−(λ0 + λ1 + μ1 ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
μ2 − λ0 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
−λ0 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
−(λ j + μ j ),
bi j = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
μ j,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
λ j,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,

z(t) =

i = 1, j > 2,
i = j > 1,

if i = j − 1 > 1,
if i = j + 1 > 1,
otherwise.

V(t, 0)z(0) +

t

V(t, τ)f(τ) dτ,

0

where V(t, τ) = V(t)V −1 (τ) is the Cauchy operator of (6).
Consider equation (6) in the space l1D . We have

The inhomogeneous continuous-time Markov chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} describing the behaviour of the ordinary
Mt /Mt /S system is of birth-and-death type. Its birth and
death intensities are equal to qn,n+1 (t) = λn (t) = λ(t) and
qn,n−1 (t) = μn (t) = min (n, S ) μ(t), respectively.
Consider an increasing sequence of positive numbers
{di }, i = 1, 2, . . . , d1 = 1, and the corresponding triangular matrix D:
⎞
⎛
⎜⎜⎜ d1 d1 d1 · · · ⎟⎟⎟
⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜ 0 d2 d2 · · · ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟
⎜⎜⎜
D = ⎜⎜ 0 0 d3 · · · ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟
⎜⎜⎜
.
.
.
⎝
. . . . . . ⎟⎟⎠

DBD−1 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
d1
0
⎜⎜⎜ −(λ0 + μ1 )
d2 μ2
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
d2
d2
−(λ1 + μ2 )
⎜⎜⎜
d1 λ1
d3 μ3
⎜⎜⎜
d
3
⎜⎜⎜
0
−(λ2 + μ3 )
d2 λ2
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
..
..
⎜⎜⎜
.
.
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
..
⎝
.

l1D = z = (p1 , p2 , · · · )T : z

1D

≡ Dz < ∞ .

Put
W = inf
i≥1

di
,
i

gi =

i


dn .

n=1

Consider the following expressions:
αk (t) = λk (t) + μk+1 (t) −

k ≥ 0,

Hence
V(t, s)
(4)

k≥0

p∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t)
(5)

..

d3
d4 μ4

0

..

.

..

.

..

.

.

t
− α(τ) dτ

1D

≤e

s

,

1D

= z∗ (t) − z∗∗ (t)

1D

≤

t

− α(τ) dτ

≤e

The property p(t) ∈ Ω for any t ≥ 0 allows one
to use the normalization condition and write p0 (t) =

1 − i≥1 pi (t). Then from (3) we obtain the following
system of diﬀerential equations for the considered chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} :
dz(t)
= B(t)z(t) + f(t),
dt

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟ . (7)
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

and therefore

and
α (t) = inf αk (t) .

.

k≥0

dk+1
λk+1 (t) −
dk

dk−1
μk (t) ,
dk

..

Note that f(t) and B(t) are bounded and locally integrable
on [0, ∞) as being a vector function and an operator function in l1D respectively. Now, taking into consideration
(5), we have the following bound for the logarithmic
norm γ (B(t)) in l1D :


γ (B)1D = γ DB(t)D−1 =
1


di+1
di−1
λi+1 (t) +
μi (t) − (λi (t) + μi+1 (t)) =
sup
di
di
i≥0
− inf (αk (t)) = −α(t),

Let l1D be the space of sequences:

i≥1

if
if



Mt /Mt /S system

d = inf di = 1,

i = j = 1,
i = 1, j = 2,

This is a system of linear non-homogeneous diﬀerential equations which solution can be written in the form

3 THEORETICAL BOUNDS
3.1

if
if

s

p∗ (s) − p∗∗ (s)

1D ,

for any t ≥ s ≥ 0 and any initial conditions p∗ (s), p∗∗ (s).
Moreover, inequality p∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t) ≤ 2 z∗ (t) −
∗∗
z (t) ≤ 4 p∗ (t) − p∗∗ (t) 1D implies the following bound:
∗

∗∗

t
− α(τ) dτ

p (t) − p (t) ≤ 4e

(6)



s

i≥1
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gi |p∗i (s) − p∗∗
i (s)|,

Assume that the following bounds hold
e−

t
τ

α(u)du

∗

≤ M ∗ e−α (t−τ) ,

λ(t) ≤ Λ,

The analysis of the limiting behaviour for this chain
can be carried out in the same way as it was done in the
previous subsection. We have

(8)

for almost all t ≥ 0. Then we obtain the following inequality
z(t)


V(t)

1D

z(0)

1D

t

+

V(t, τ)

0
∗ −α∗ t

M e

1D

f(τ)

1D

1D

αi (t) = −aii (t) −

k≥1

≤

z(t)

1D

=

i≥1

pi (t)

i


α(t) = inf αi (t),

dτ ≤

dk ≥

k=1

instead of (4) and (5), where λ1 (t) = λ(t), λk (t) ≡ 0 for
k ≥ 1, and μk (t) = μ(t)
k , if k ≤ S , μk (t) ≡ 0 for k > S .
Instead of (7) we obtain
⎛
⎜⎜⎜ a11
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜ λ d2
1 d1
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜ λ2 dd3
1
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜ · · ·
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
d
⎜⎜⎜ λr−1 d1r
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎝ · · ·

gi pi (t).

i≥N

Hence
∞


∗

∗ −α t

gi pi (t) ≤ M e

i=N

M∗Λ
z(0) 1D + ∗ ,
α

DBD−1 =
(μ1 −μ2 ) dd12

(μ2 −μ3 ) dd13

···

(μr−1 −μr ) dd1r

a22

(μ1 −μ3 ) dd23

···

(μr−2 −μr ) dd2r

λ1 d32

a33

···

(μr−3 −μr ) d3r

λr−2 dd2r

λr−3 dd3r

···

arr

···

···

···

···

d

d

⎞
· · · ⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
· · · ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟
· · · ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟ .
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
· · · ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
· · · ⎟⎟⎟⎠

Hence the following theorem holds.

and
∞


pi (t) ≤

i=N

∗ −α∗ t
g−1
N M e

Theorem 2 Assume that the arrival and service intensities λ(t) and μ(t) for Mt /Mt /S system with group services
are known and assume that (8), (9), (10) hold. Then the
chain {X(t), t ≥ 0}, describing the number of customers
in the system at time t, is exponentially weakly ergodic,
and the following bound holds for any N:

M∗Λ
z(0) 1D + ∗ ,
α gN

for any N and any t ≥ 0, and we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 1 Assume that the arrival and service intensities λ(t) and μ(t) for Mt /Mt /S system are known and
satisfy (8). Then the chain {X(t), t ≥ 0}, describing the
number of customers in the system at time t, is exponentially weakly ergodic, and the following bound holds for
any N:
lim sup Pr (X(t) < N) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

lim sup Pr (X(t) < N) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

M∗Λ
.
α∗ gN

From the previous theorem is follows that the inequality (3) for the Mt /Mt /S system with group services has
the form

M∗Λ
.
α∗ g N

lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

3.3
From the previous theorem is follows that the inequality
(3) for the Mt /Mt /S system has the form

M∗Λ
.
α∗ gS

Mt /Mt /S system with catastrophes and batch arrivals when empty

Assume that the inhomogeneous continuous-time
Markov chain {X(t), t ≥ 0} describing the behaviour
of the ordinary Mt /Mt /S system with catastrophes and
batch arrivals when empty has the following intensity
matrix:

M∗Λ
lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 − ∗ .
α gS
t→∞
3.2

(10)

i≥1

M∗Λ
z(0) 1D + ∗ .
α



dk+i 
dk
−
(μi−k (t) − μi (t)) , (9)
di
di
k=1
i−1

λk (t)

and

On the other hand, because all pi (t) are non-negative, we
have




Mt /Mt /S system with group services

⎛
⎞
r1 (t) r2 (t) r3 (t) r4 (t) . . . . . . ⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ a00 (t)
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟
⎜⎜⎜ β (t) + μ (t) a (t) λ (t) 0
0 . . . . . . ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
1
11
1
⎜⎜⎜ 1
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
(t)
μ
(t)
a
(t)
λ
(t)
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
β
2
2
22
2
⎟⎟⎟
⎜
⎟⎟⎟ .
Q(t) = ⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟
⎜⎜⎜
βr (t)
0
. . . μr (t) arr (t) λr (t) . . . ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎠
⎝
...
... ... ... ... ... ...

The inhomogeneous continuous-time Markov chain
{X(t), t ≥ 0} describing the behaviour of the ordinary Mt /Mt /S system has non-zero arrival intensities qn,n+1 (t) = λ(t), and non-zero service intensities
qn,n−i (t) = μi (t) = μ(t)
i for group of i customers, 1 ≤ i ≤ S .
The chain {X(t), t ≥ 0} is a SZK chain described in detail in Satin and Zeifman et al. (2013); Zeifman and Satin
et al. (2013); Zeifman and Korotysheva et al. (2015).
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and
For the detailed description of the system one can refer
to Zeifman, Korotysheva and Satin et al. (2015); Zeifman
and Satin et al. (2016) and references therein. We will
apply the approach from Zeifman, Korotysheva and Satin
et al. (2015) or study of ergodic properties and for the
construction of bounds for {X(t), t ≥ 0}.
Put
β∗ (t) = inf βi (t) ,

∞


⎧
⎪
⎨ a0 j (t) − β∗ (t)
(t) = ⎪
⎩
a (t)

(11)

if i = 0
otherwise.

ij

From the previous theorem is follows that the inequality (3) for the Mt /Mt /S system with catastrophes and
batch arrivals when empty has the form

Let now D be a diagonal matrix
D = diag (d0 , d1 , d2 , . . . )
with elements satisfying the inequalities 1 = d0 ≤ d1 ≤
d2 ≤ . . . . Consider the corresponding space of sequences
l1D = {z = (p0 , p1 , p2 , . . .)} such that
z 1D = Dz 1 < ∞.
  d j ∗ 
∗
Put β∗∗ (t) = inf i |a (t) | − ji  a (t) .
ii

lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

4

ji

di

Then one can obtain the following estimate for the logarithmic norm of the operator function A∗ (t) in the l1D norm:


γ (A∗ (t))1D = γ DA∗ (t) D−1 =
⎛

⎞
  d j
⎜⎜⎜
⎟
∗
∗
 a (t)⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟ = −β∗∗ (t) .
sup ⎜⎜⎜⎝aii (t) +
ji
 di
⎠
i
Assume now that the following bounds hold:
t
τ

β∗∗ (u)du

∗

≤ Me−a (t−τ) ,

(12)

β∗ (t) ≤ Θ,

(13)

for almost all 0 ≤ τ ≤ t. Then one can bound the solution
of the system (11) in the following way:
p (t)
≤ U ∗ (t, 0)

1D

t

∗

= U (t, 0) p (0) +

1D

t

1D +

∗

U (t, τ) g (τ) dτ ≤

U ∗ (t, τ)

1D

g (τ)

1D dτ

≤

0
∗

≤ Me−a t p (0)
On the other hand,


di pi (t) ≤ p(t)

1D

+

MΘ
.
a∗

1D ,

i≥N

i=N

∗

di pi (t) ≤ Me−a t p(0)

1D

+

Consider the classic Mt /Mt /S queue with arrival intensity λ(t) = 1 + sin 2πt and service intensity μ(t) =
3 + cos 2πt.
Put dn+1 = 2n , n ≥ 1. Then using results from the
subsection 3.1 we have that gk = 2k − 1 and αk (t) ≥
μ(t) − λ(t) for any k ≥ 1, S and t ≥ 0. From (5) it follows
that α(t) ≥ 2+cos 2πt −sin 2πt. Notice that the inequality
(8) holds for α∗ = 2, M ∗ = 2 and Λ = 2. Hence the
Theorem 1 gives us the following bound for the value
of S :
2
lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 − S
.
(14)
2 −1
t→∞
One can see that S = 4 guarantees that more than 90% of
incoming requests will be served without waiting. On the
other hand, if one directly computes the limiting probabilities (by truncation of the state space of the chain),

and hence
∞


NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Example 1

0


p (0)

MΘ
.
a∗ dS

In this section we will consider six diﬀerent examples of
inhomogeneous Markov chains describing the behaviour
of Mt /Mt /S queues. For each example we give two values of the required number of servers S . One of the values is obtained using theorems from the previous section,
and the other value is obtained by direct numerical computation of the limiting probabilities (for more details
how the limiting probabilities are found one can refer to
Zeifman, Korotysheva and Satin et al. (2015); Zeifman
and Korotysheva et al. (2015)). As one will see the accuracy of bounds greatly depends on the arrival intensity
and drops signiﬁcantly as it grows.

ji

e−

MΘ
,
a∗ dN

Theorem 3 Assume that the intensities λi (t), μi (t), βi (t)
and ri (t) for Mt /Mt /S with catastrophes and batch arrivals when empty are known. Assume that (12) and (13)
hold. Then the chain {X(t), t ≥ 0}, describing the number of customers in the system at time t, is exponentially
weakly ergodic, and the following bound holds for any
N:
MΘ
lim sup Pr (X(t) < N) ≥ 1 − ∗ .
a dN
t→∞

where g (t) = (β∗ (t) , 0, 0, . . . )T , A∗ (t) = a∗i j (t) , and
a∗i j

+

for any N and any t ≥ 0. Thus the following theorem
holds.

and rewrite the forward Kolmogorov equation (3) as
t ≥ 0,

1D

i=N

i

dp(t)
= A∗ (t) p(t) + g (t) ,
dt

∗

pi (t) ≤ dN−1 Me−a t p (0)

MΘ
,
a∗
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zero waiting time for S = 2 and S = 3 is depicted in Fig.
3 and 4.

then one can ﬁnd that in fact S = 2 guarantees that 90%
of requests have zero waiting time. The behaviour of the
probabilities of zero waiting time for S = 1 and S = 2 is
depicted in Fig. 1 and 2.

Figure 3: Probability of immediately serving of 87% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 2) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 100.

Figure 1: Probability of immediately serving of 80% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 1) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 100.

Figure 4: Probability of immediately serving of 90% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 3) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 100.

Figure 2: Probability of immediately serving of 90% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 2) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 100.

Example 3
Example 2

Consider the classic Mt /Mt /S queue service intensity
μ(t) = 4 + cos 2πt but with very high arrival intensity
λ(t) = 100 + 5 sin 2πt. In order to choose the sequence
of positive numbers {di } (see subsection 3.1) we initially
suppose that S ≥ 60. The if one puts dk+1 = 1.02k for
k ≥ 1 then using results from the subsection 3.1 we have
that gk > 1.02k , k ≥ 2. After little algebra one can ﬁnd
that the inequality (8) is satisﬁed for α∗ = 2, M ∗ ≤ e2
and Λ ≈ 100. Hence the Theorem 1 gives us the following bound for the value of S :

Consider the Mt /Mt /S queue with group services with
the arrival intensity λ(t) = 1+sin 2πt and service intensity
μ(t) = 3+cos 2πt. This is the same example as in Zeifman
and Satin et al. (2013).
Put dn+1 = 2n , n ≥ 1. Then using results from the
subsection 3.2 we have that gk = 2k − 1 and αk (t) ≥
μ(t) − λ(t), for any k ≥ 1, S and t ≥ 0. Therefore from
(10) it follows that α(t) ≥ 2 + cos 2πt − sin 2πt, and the
inequality (8) holds for α∗ = 2, M ∗ = 2 and Λ = 2.
Hence the Theorem 2 gives us the following bound for
the value of S :
lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

2
.
2S − 1

lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

(15)

103
,
2 · 1.02S

(16)

Here S ≥ 450 guarantees that more than 90% of incoming requests will be served without waiting. On the other
hand, if one directly computes the limiting probabilities,
then one can ﬁnd that the true value is S = 37. The
behaviour of the probabilities of zero waiting time for
S = 36 and S = 37 is depicted in Fig. 5 and 6.

It can be seen that even with group services, four servers
(S = 4) guarantee that more than 90% of incoming requests will be served without waiting. But by numerical
computation of the limiting probabilities, one can ﬁnd
that in fact S = 3 guarantees that 90% of requests have
zero waiting time. The behaviour of the probabilities of
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Figure 5: Probability of immediately serving of 85% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 36) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 600.

Figure 7: Probability of immediately serving of 88% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 52) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 600.

Figure 6: Probability of immediately serving of 90% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 37) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 600.

Figure 8: Probability of immediately serving of 90% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 53) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 600.

Example 4

respectively. Notice that breakdowns may happen only
when system is not empty.
 k
Put β∗ (t) = 1 and dk = 43 for k ≥ 1. Then using
results from the subsection 3.3 we have that β∗∗ (t) ≥ 13
and (12), (13) hold for M = 1, a∗ = 13 and Θ = 1. Hence
the Theorem 3 gives us the following bound for the value
of S :
3S +1
lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 − S .
(18)
4
t→∞

Consider the Mt /Mt /S queue with group services with
the service intensity μ(t) = 3 + cos 2πt and high arrival
intensity λ(t) = 1 + sin 2πt. Again in order to choose the
sequence of positive numbers {di } (see subsection 3.2)
we initially suppose that S ≥ 60. The if one puts dk+1 =
1.02k for k ≥ 1 then using results from subsection 3.2
we have that gk > 1.02k , k ≥ 2 and the inequality (8) is
satisﬁed for α∗ = 2, M ∗ ≤ e2 and Λ ≈ 100. Hence the
Theorem 2 gives us the following bound for the value of
S:
lim sup Pr (X(t) < S ) ≥ 1 −
t→∞

103
.
2 · 1.02S

One can see that S ≥ 12 guarantees that more than 90%
of incoming requests will be served without waiting. It
turns out that this bound is very crude. Indeed from the
direct computation of the limiting distribution it follows
that in fact already one server (S = 1) is enough to guarantee 90% of no-wait. (see Fig. 9).

(17)

Surprisingly, as in Example 3, here S ≥ 450 guarantees
that more than 90% of incoming requests will be served
without waiting. But the true value is S = 53. The
behaviour of the probabilities of zero waiting time for
S = 52 and S = 53 is depicted in Fig. 7 and 8.

Example 6
Consider again the Mt /Mt /S queue with breakdowns and
batch arrivals when empty but with arrival and service intensities as in Example 3. Assume that the intensities of
breakdowns and batch arrivals are βn (t) = 2 + cos 2πt + 1n
2πt
and rn (t) = 1−sin
, n ≥ 1, respectively. Again break4n
downs may happen only when system is not empty.
 k
Put β∗ (t) = 1, and dk = 201
for k ≥ 1. Then using
200
results from the subsection 3.3 we have that β∗∗ (t) ≥ 25
and (12), (13) hold for M = 1, a∗ = 25 and Θ = 1. Hence

Example 5
Consider the Mt /Mt /S queue with breakdowns and batch
arrivals when empty. Let the arrival and service rates
be as in Examples 1,2. Assume that the breakdown and
batch arrival intensities are state-dependent and equal to
2πt
βn (t) = 2 + cos 2πt + 1n and rn (t) = 1−sin
, n ≥ 1,
4n
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rival intensity is low. As the latter grows the bounds become very inaccurate and additional analysis is needed.
Clearly two directions of further research are visible:
elaboration of similar bounds for more complex systems
and the development of methodology for the estimation
of bounds for probabilities given by (3) in cases when the
arrival rates are high.
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Figure 9: Probability of immediately serving of 90% incoming requests Pr (X(t) < 1) on [9, 10], with error less
then 10−6 , one can choose n = 100.
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ABSTRACT
For the study and veriﬁcation of our mathematical model
of RED-like active trafﬁc management module a discrete
simulation model and a continuous analytical model were
developed. However, for various reasons, these implementations are not entirely satisfactory. It is necessary to develop
a more adequate simulation model, possibly using a different
modeling paradigm. In order to modeling of the TCP source,
the RED control module, and the process of their interaction it
is proposed to use a hybrid (continuous-discrete) approach. For
computer implementation of the model the physical modeling
language Modelica is used. Because the language Modelica has
multiple implementations we have selected the OpenModelica
compiler. The hybrid approach allows us to take into account the transitions between different states in the continuous
model of the TCP protocol. The hybrid approach simpliﬁed
the consideration of the model due to the conversion of a
differential inclusions into a set of differential equations with
discrete transitions. The considered approach allowed to obtain
a simple simulation model of interaction between RED module
and TCP source. This model has great potential for expansion.
It is possible to implement different types of TCP and RED.
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Furthermore, it is possible to use a hybrid approach not only
for the simulation but also for analytical modeling.
INTRODUCTION
While complex systems modeling there is the problem of
choosing a model approach.When using a discrete-continuous
dichotomy, we always have some inappropriate elements.
These elements of the model do not well correspond to the
selected approach. In particular, the existing models of control
systems can not fully meet our needs.
As the implementation of the system with a threshold
control we investigated the RED (seeFloyd and Jacobson
(1993); Feng et al. (2015); Lautenschlaeger and Francini
(2015); Karmeshu et al. (2016)) active trafﬁc management unit
for the TCP protocol. During simulation of TCP protocol and
RED mechanism the serious problems arised. As it turned out
adequate TCP models are simply missing. Not even a common
method for its modeling (see Paxson and Floyd (1997, 1995);
Leland et al. (1994)) exists.
For example, overload control can be analyzed using the
queuing systems theory (see Abaev et al. (2014); Gaidamaka
et al. (2014)).
For modeling we used the continuous (ﬂuid) model for TCP
and RED (see Demidova et al. (2014); Eferina et al. (2014)).
However, this approach allowed us to model the TCP protocol

only partially. In addition, we received differential inclusions
instead of differential equations.
We used software package ns-2 for the resulting model
veriﬁcation. Discrete event simulator ns-2 (see Altman and
Jiménez (2012); Issariyakul and Hossain (2012)) implements
some network protocols. Because of this, it has a low scalability and is suitable for modeling of small networks at small
time intervals.
Also the veriﬁcation on the basis of the software router
(see Velieva et al. (2014)) was carried out.
For further development of our model, it was decided to
use a hybrid approach (see Maler (1992, 2002); Färnqvist et al.
(2002); Hespanha et al. (2001); Bohacek and Lee (2001)). This
article discusses a general approach to a hybrid modeling of
TCP and RED. The implementation is demonstrated on the
basis of Modelica (see Fritzson (2003, 2011)) language with
the help of OpenModelica system.
The structure of the article is as follows. The ﬁrst section
describes the hybrid paradigm of mathematical modeling. The
general information about the language of physical modeling
named Modelica is given in the same section. Modelica
implements continuous and hybrid paradigms. The TCP Reno
protocol as also continuous and hybrid models of this protocol
are presented in the second section. Similarly, in the third
section this is done for the RED active trafﬁc management
module. The last section describes the network topology and
the overall structure of the hybrid model for its implementation.
THE HYBRID APPROACH TO MODELING
The hybrid1 (see Maler (1992, 2002); Färnqvist et al.
(2002); Hespanha et al. (2001); Bohacek and Lee (2001))
system has both continuous and discrete aspects of behavior.
The hybrid behavior may be due to different reasons.
•

Hybrid behavior is due to the joint operation of the
continuous and discrete objects. For example, the automatic control system with continuous control object
and discrete control device.

•

Hybrid behavior is caused by changes in the structure
of the system. A system with variable number of
components may be considered as an example.

•

Hybrid behavior may be caused by instant qualitative
changes in a continuous object. In this case, qualitative
changes during the simulation of continuous systems
are presented as discrete events. Asesult, the hybridism
is not an inherent characteristic of the system, but the
modeling technique.

Hybrid systems may be considered as discrete-continuous
or continuous-discrete systems.
•

The waiting time for the next input and the duration of
the output action can be taken into account in discrete
systems.

1 Other names are continuous-discrete system, system with variable structure, event-driven system.
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•

The coexistence of instant and long-term processes in
a continuous-time model.

We will add discrete elements to the initially developed
continuous dynamic model.
Discrete events in continuous dynamic models can be
created by the following components:
•

initial conditions and parameter values in the right
sides;

•

the form of the right sides;

•

the number of equations.

The change of the initial conditions and the stepwise change
of the parameters may be considered as the same type changes
because the stepwise change of parameters can be described
as a replacement of the initial conditions for a new system of
equations.
Thus, one can use both indicator functions and differential
inclusions within the hybrid model. This technique allows to
replace the system with a variable right side by the system
with the constant right side and the variable initial conditions.
For example, let’s suppose a system of differential equations with a piecewise constant parameter π:
dx
= f (x, t, π),
dt
ψ 1 , x ∈ X1 ,
π=
ψ 2 , x ∈ X2 .
Then it can be replaced by the following system:
⎧
dx
⎪
⎨
= f (x, t, π),
dt
⎪
⎩ dπ = 0,
dt
with the following initial conditions:
π(0) = ψ1 ,
π(0) = ψ2 ,

x ∈ X1 ,
x ∈ X2 .

This technique may be applied in modeling of the behavior
of the TCP protocol and RED mechanism in different states.
Modelica modeling language
Modelica language (see Fritzson (2003, 2011)) is developed by a nonproﬁt organization Modelica, which also develops a free library for this language. Modelica is positioned as
an object-oriented physical modeling language.
The classes are the basis of modeling in Modelica. Modelica class includes not only the ﬁelds and methods, but also the
equations which relate variables to each other. The equations
are a special entity in the language. The number of equations
and variables in the program must be the same. Also, the ﬁelds
may have a different type of variability: a constant parameter
(does not change under the current modeling), a variable. The
ﬁeld in the class can be both the object of embedded types and
the object of user-deﬁned types. The classes can be inherited,
the entire contents of inherited class is copied to the inheriting
class, including equations.

cwnd

ACK for each packet, but in reality it can be assumed that
conﬁrmation come together at the end of the double turnaround
time (Round-Trip Time, RTT). Thus, the congestion window
is doubled after the round-trip time.

SS: Slow Start
CA: Congestion Avoidance
TO: Timeout
TO

When TCP Reno window size takes the certain value the
protocol mechanism enters the congestion avoidance phase.
In this phase, the congestion window is increased by the
amount of 1/cwnd for each acknowledgment ACK, which is
equivalent to increasing of the window by one packet for the
double-turn.

ssthresh1
ssthresh2

t
SS

CA

SS

CA

Protocol TCP Reno monitors two options of packet loss:
Fig. 1.

TCP phases

•

Triple Duplicate ACK (TD). Let n-th package is not
delivered, and subsequent packets (n + 1, n + 2, etc.)
are delivered. For each packet delivered in violation of
prioritization(for n+1, n+2, and so on), the recipient
sends ACK message for the last undelivered (n-th)
package. With receiving three such packets the source
resends the n-th package. In addition, the window size
is decreased by 2 times cwnd → cwnd/2.

•

Timeout (TO). While sending a package the timeout
timer is started. After receiving the conﬁrmation the
timer is restarted. Wherein the window size is set to
the initial value of the congestion window. The ﬁrst
lost package is resent. The protocol passes into a slow
start phase.

Modelica supports continuous and hybrid (continuousdiscrete) paradigms. However, the discrete elements are also
present in the language.
Modelica language is presented by a large number of
commercial implementations such as:
•

Dymola [http://www.claytex.com/];

•

CATIA
catia/];

•

MapleSim
maplesim/];

•

Wolfram
com/].

[http://www.3ds.com/products-services/
[http://www.maplesoft.com/products/
SystemModeler

[http://www.mathcore.

There are also open source implementations of Modelica
language and the environment:
•

OpenModelica [https://openmodelica.org/];

•

Scicos [http://www.scicos.org/];

•

JModelica.org [http://jmodelica.org/].

Overall congestion control algorithm belongs to AIMD
algorithms type (Additive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease)
— an additive increase of the window size and multiplicative
decrease of it.
The transition to the continuous model for the congestion
window

HOW TCP WORKS
The TCP protocol uses a sliding window mechanism to
avoid a congestion. The implementation of this mechanism
depends on the particular type of TCP protocol.
TCP congestion control mechanism
Since the original model (see Misra et al. (1999, 2000);
Velieva et al. (2014)) is based on the TCP Reno protocol, then
this particular protocol will be simulated.
In TCP Reno protocol the congestion control mechanism
consists of the following phases: slow start, congestion avoidance, fast transfer and fast recovery. Dynamics of changes
in congestion window size (CWND) depends on the speciﬁc
phase (see Fig. 1).
Each time the source receives a delivery notiﬁcation (Acknowledge, ACK), in slow start phase congestion window is
increased. The source increases the congestion window size
depending on the number of conﬁrmed segments (Segment
Size, SS): cwnd = cwnd + 1 for each transmitted ACK. Initial
congestion window size (Maximum Segment Size, MSS) can
take a value of 1, 2 or 10 segments. The receiver sends an
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Because we want to construct the hybrid continuousdiscrete model, we need pass to the continuous-time model
in order to describe the operation of each TCP phase. The
transition between the phases will be described by discrete
states.
Using the results of section , the behavior of our model may
be formalized. A congestion window change is described by an
elementary event, which corresponds to a single acknowledgment or conﬁrmation of all. Let us assume that the elementary
event is the arrival of all acknowledgments that occurs during
the round-trip time (RTT).
In the slow start phase a congestion window size increases
with each occurrence of conﬁrmation (ACK):
W (tACK
+ ΔtACK ) = W (tACK
) + 1.
n
n
We now rewrite (1) relative to the round-trip time T :
W (tn + Δt) = W (tn ) + 1 · W (tn ),
W (tn )
W (tn + Δt) − W (tn )
=
.
Δt
Δt
Assuming that Δt = T , we obtain
W
dW
=
,
dt
T

(1)

dt
d ln W = ,
T

1
ln W = ;
T

,
1
W = exp
.
T

Thus, the window grows exponentially, as it should be in a
slow start phase in accordance with the TCP description.
Similarly, we examine congestion avoidance phase. For
each occurrence of an ACK the window size is increased:
1
.
+ ΔtACK ) = W (tACK
)+
W (tACK
n
n
ACK
W (tn
)
We rewrite this for a round-trip time:
1
W (tn + Δt) = W (tn ) +
W (tn );
W (tn )
W (tn + Δt) − W (tn )
1
=
.
Δt
Δt
Assuming that Δt = T , we have
1
dW
= ,
dt
T
dt
1
dW = , W = .
T
T
The result is a linear increase of the window, as described in
the speciﬁcation of the TCP.
Construction of hybrid model for TCP
To construct a hybrid model we need:
•

to write a dynamic model for each state (done in
section );

•

to replace the system with step parameters by the
system with variable initial conditions;

•

to write the state diagram (Fig. 2).

The resulting chart (Fig. 2) can be converted to a Modelica
program. We give a fragment of the listing. Here we demonstrate only the state transition algorithm for TCP. As can be
seen, it is made by almost verbatim copying of UML-diagrams
(it is theoretically possible to carry out the code generation
based on the corresponding chart). For greater clarity, the
certain variables before the algorithm2 are given.
RED ADAPTIVE CONGESTION CONTROL
MECHANISM
To improve the channel performance the queue management on routers needs to be optimized. One of the possible
approaches is to use the random early detection algorithm
(Random Early Detection, RED) (see Floyd and Jacobson
(1993)) or RED modiﬁcations.
Generally, the RED algorithm is very simple, but at the
same time it presents the effective model of active trafﬁc
management. In addition, it imposes virtually no restrictions on
the researcher. As a result, researchers are constantly creating
new modiﬁcations of this algorithm (see Floyd and Jacobson
(1993); Feng et al. (2015); Lautenschlaeger and Francini
(2015); Karmeshu et al. (2016)).
2 Note that the function edge() (used only with Boolean variables) is set to
true only in case the operand only just received value true(that is, its previous
value was false).
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Listing 1.

State transition algorithm for TCP protocol

model TCPSender "Transmission Control
Protocol"
// Variables
type TCPState = enumeration(slowStart,
fastRecov, congestAvoid, timeOut);
discrete TCPState state(start =
TCPState_slowStart);
parameter Real timeout_th = 4.0 "
Window threshhold for entering
timeout";
Real ssth(start = 32.0) "Slow start
thresholds";
Real w(start = MinSS, min = 1, max =
w_max) "Communication window sizes,
no of packets";
Real drop_timer(start = 0) "Drop timer
";
Real retr_timer(start = 0) "
Retransmission timer";
Boolean DelayD(start = false) " Delay
induced Drop detected";
//
// Some code
//
algorithm
// State transitions
state := TCPState.slowStart;
when edge(DelayD) and w >= timeout_th
and (state == TCPState.slowStart or
state == TCPState.congestAvoid)
then
state := TCPState.fastRecov;
elsewhen w >= ssth and state ==
TCPState.slowStart then
state := TCPState.congestAvoid;
elsewhen w < timeout_th and edge(
DelayD) and (state ==
TCPState.slowStart or state ==
TCPState.congestAvoid) then
state := TCPState.timeOut;
elsewhen retr_timer < 0 and state ==
TCPState.fastRecov then
state := TCPState.congestAvoid;
elsewhen retr_timer < 0 and state ==
TCPState.timeOut then
state := TCPState.slowStart;
end when;
end TCPSender;

Slow start
do/cwnd + 1

[cwnd >= ssth]

[cwnd >= timeout_th]

Congestion Avoidance

[cwnd < timeout_th]

[retr_timer < 0]

do/cwnd + 1/cwnd

[retr_timer < 0]

[cwnd >= timeout_th]

[cwnd < timeout_th]

Fast Recovery

Timeout

do/ssth=cwnd/2, cwnd=ssth

Fig. 2.

do/cwnd=1, ssth=cwnd/2

TCP state diagram

Calculate EWMA

[q_min <= q <= q_max]

Fig. 3.

RED module

[q < q_min]

The previous implementation of the RED algorithm
(see Velieva et al. (2014)) was done in the ideology of continuous modeling. Therefore, we were limited to the following
model assumptions:
•

we have considered only the congestion avoidance
stage;

•

we took into account the loss of packets only by triple
duplication.

The hybrid modeling allows us to overcome this barrier
and to investigate the mechanism in its entirety.
How RED works
The module that implements the RED-type algorithm can
be schematically represented as follows (ﬁg. 3):
RED algorithm uses a weighted value of the queue length
Q̂ as factor for the determination of packet dropping probability. In order to calculate Q̂ the exponentially weighted movingaverage (EWMA) is used:
Q̂k+1 = (1 − wq )Q̂k + wq Qk ,

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

where wq , 0 < wq < 1 is a weight coefﬁcient of the
exponentially weighted moving-average.
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Calculate dropping probability

Enqueue

Fig. 4.

[q > q_max]

Drop

RED state diagram

As the the average queue length increases, the packets drop
probability also increases (see. (2)). For dropping management
algorithm the dropping function with two average queue length
thresholds Qmin and Qmax as arguments (Fig. 5) is used:
⎧
0 < Q̂  Qmin ,
⎪
⎪ 0,
⎪
⎨
Q̂ − Qmin
p(Q̂) =
p
, Qmin < Q̂  Qmax , (2)
⎪ Qmax − Qmin max
⎪
⎪
⎩
1,
Q̂ > Qmax .
Here p(Q̂) is the package dropping function, Q̂ is the queue
length weighted average, Qmin and Qmax are thresholds of
queue length weighted average, pmax is the maximum level of
packages reset.

TCP source 1
...
Router

Router

TCP Receiver

TCP source N

Fig. 5.

RED drop function

Fig. 6.

Dumbbell topology

The transition to the continuous model for RED algorithm
The behavior of an exponentially weighted moving average
queue length, which is a constraint equation between the
source and the receiver, is described further.
Let wq is the parameter of the moving average (see Floyd
and Jacobson (1993)). Based on the formula for exponentially
weighted moving average, we can write:
Q̂(tn + Δt) = (1 − wq )Q̂(tn ) + wq Q(tn ),
Q̂(tn + Δt) − Q̂(tn ) = −wq Q̂(tn ) + wq Q(tn ),
Q̂(tn + Δt) − Q̂(tn )
wq
=
(Q(tn ) − Q̂(tn )).
Δt
Δt
Let δ = Δt. Let us give δ meaning of time spent by one
packet in the queue. Assuming that C is the service intensity,
we can write δ = C1 . Then the equation for the exponentially
weighted moving average queue length takes the form:
dQ̂
wq
=
(Q − Q̂) = wq C(Q − Q̂).
dt
δ

Listing 2.

Implementation of the topology

model RED_hybrid "RED hybrid model"
Router router1;
Router router2;
TCPSender aTCP(L = 500);
Receiver receiver;
REDqueue red_queue;
Link link1(delay = 0.02);
Link link2(delay = 0.02);
equation
connect(aTCP.o, link1.i);
connect(link1.o, router1.i);
connect(router1.o, red_queue.i);
connect(red_queue.o, router2.i);
connect(router2.o, link2.i);
connect(link2.o, receiver.i);
end RED_hybrid;

CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the RED active trafﬁc management mechanism as the implementation of the system with a threshold control. Some mathematical models (both analytical and
simulation) of this mechanism using different paradigms and
techniques were presented. On closer inspection, the presented
modeling techniques have shown their shortcomings.

Construction of hybrid model for RED algorithm
To construct a hybrid model, we need:
•

to write a dynamic model for each state;

•

to replace the system with step parameters by the
system with variable initial conditions;

•

to write the state diagram (Fig. 4).

In general RED model is more simple than TCP model.
Especially considering that the RED model has only one state,
hence there is no need to encode the transitions between states.
THE GENERAL SCHEME OF THE MODEL
For the study of interaction between active queue management module and the TCP trafﬁc source we will use a simple
dumbbell topology (Fig. 6). For all its simplicity, it gives a
good description of the basic elements of our model.
In Modelica language the model is written as follows (see
listing 2). Routers play only the role of connectors, without any
other functionality. RED module is conﬁgured as a separate
class. To set a delay in the network, we introduced the links.
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The considered in the article hybrid (continuous-discrete)
approach seems to be the most appropriate for network protocol modeling.
A hybrid approach can be used both in the analytical modeling, and in simulations. A hybrid approach can be used both
in the analytical modeling, and in simulations. Unfortunately,
this approach does not actively used by researchers, although
it is implemented in a number of computer simulation systems.
In the future, it seems useful to develop a library for
simulation of the interaction between different types of TCP
protocol with different versions of RED algorithm.
a) Notes and Comments: The work is partially supported by RFBR grants No’s 14-01-00628, 15-07-08795, and
16-07-00556.
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ABSTRACT
The increased wireless network densiﬁcation has resulted
in availability of wireless access points (AP) in almost each
and every indoor location (room, ofﬁce, etc.). To provide
complete in-building coverage very often an AP is deployed
per room. In this paper we analyze signal-to-interference (SIR)
ratio for wireless systems operating in neighboring rooms
separated by walls of different materials by explicitly taking
into account the propagation and wall penetration losses.
Both AP and direct device-to-device (D2D) conﬁgurations are
addressed. Our numerical results indicate that the performance
of such system is characterized by both the loss exponent
describing the propagation environment of interest and wall
materials. We provide the numerical results for typical wall
widths/materials and analyze them in detail.
INTRODUCTION
The predicted increase in the user trafﬁc demands places
extreme requirements on the future evaluation of mobile
systems, often referred to as ﬁfth generation (5G) networks
[1], [2]. In addition to physical layer improvements including
advanced modulation and coding and MIMO techniques, over
the last decade researchers investigated a number of network
solutions providing decisive performance improvements including the use of small (micro/pico/femto) cells [3], clientrelays [4], direct in-band and out-of-band device-to-device
communications [5]. All these concepts target aggressive spatial reuse of frequencies promising substantial area capacity
gains.
With the adoption of novel mechanism the user devices
are expected to take a more active part in 5G systems and,
in some cases, even take on the role of the network infrastructure in providing wireless connectivity such as offering
D2D-based data relaying, proximity services, etc. This shift
from the classic cellular model is dictated by the progress in
communications technologies: the user devices are augmenting
their capabilities, whereas the base stations (BSs) are becoming
smaller as a result of the ongoing network densiﬁcation [6].
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The networks densiﬁcation, novel networking and service
mechanisms as well as the trend to use multiple access technologies to serve the users, known as heterogeneous cellular
system concept, altogether lead to increased randomness of the
network, where the positions of servicing stations such as BSs,
relays and D2D partners are random rather than deterministic.
The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is a universal metric
specifying performance of wireless systems [7]. Once SIR is
known one could describe the Shannon rate of the channel and
spectral efﬁciency of the system. In contrast to noise-limited
systems, where the bit error rate (BER) decreases exponentially
with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the heterogeneous mobile
networks are interference-limited showing linear improvement
of BER with respect to SIR. Thus, the increase of the emitted
power does not improve the performance of these systems.
Thus, the problem of ﬁnding SIR for typical network conﬁgurations is of special importance characterizing applicability and
typical scenarios of modern and future wireless technologies.
The SIR performance of wireless systems is often studied
using the tools of stochastic geometry [8]. The basic approach
is to specify the point process on the plane modeling positions
of the stations and then derive the interference at the point of
interest. The last step is rather complex as we need closed-form
distribution of distance to the point of interest from at least
several neighboring points. For this reason typical considered
models are often limited to Poisson point process on the plane
for which we immediately have closed-form expressions for
distributions of distances to the i-th neighbor [9].
The constantly increasing need for wireless connectivity
on-the-go [10] are gradually changing the way service is
provisioned in wireless networks. Nowadays, one of the trends
is to deploy small wireless stations including both IEEE 802.11
or micro-LTE access points (AP) in crowded areas to beneﬁt
from increased network densiﬁcation [6] and shorter propagation distances. Examples include large shopping mall, ofﬁce
environment, where one of few adjacent rooms is served by
an AP having relatively small coverage area. In this dense environment interference between neighboring APs is inevitable
and may easily lead to degraded system performance.
In this paper, using the tools of stochastic geometry, we
analyze performance of wireless systems operating in neighboring rooms of rectangular conﬁguration. We consider both
direct device-to-device and AP conﬁgurations assuming that

the systems in adjacent rooms operate at the same frequency.
The analytical results are compared to simulations showing
adequate agreement. Numerical results for the set of input
metrics demonstrate that the system performance is dictated
by the interplay between path loss exponent typical for a given
environment and type of the walls used between rooms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in
the next section we introduce a system model. Further, we
analytically study SIR for downlink scenario. The simulation
models for both downlink and D2D scenarios are introduced
next. Numerical results for different sets in input variables are
illustrated. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.

In addition to AP scenario we also address D2D conﬁguration, sketched in Fig. 1(c). The principal difference
compared to AP case is that both transmitter and receiver are
assumed to be uniformly distributed within a room. Under this
assumption the conﬁguration is symmetric, i.e., we do not have
to distinguish between uplink and downlink cases. Similarly,
we concentrate on D2D pair located in the central room.
Focusing on SIR, as a metric of interest, for both AP and
D2D conﬁgurations we calculate it for a randomly chosen
receiving device, taking into account the interference from a
set of neighboring rooms. Using the commonly used propagation model, we add a correction factor, accounting for the
attenuation of a signal when passing through a wall
S
i=1

,

(1)

(Ii Bi )

where S is the received signal power, N is the number of
interfering sources, Ii is the interference power from the ith
source, Bi is the correction factor.
The received signal power is a function of the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver (or between the
interfering device and the device of interest). The functions
in (1) are speciﬁed as
S = S (l) = gl−γ , Ii = Ii (li ) = gli −γ ,

Consider the case with four interfering devices. Here we
build an analytical model for Uplink scenario where devices
are located in the square rooms with sides of c = aj = bj , j =
1, 3, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Taking this into account, (1) can
be simpliﬁed as
S (R0 )
SIR = 4
,
(3)

(Ii Bi )
i=1

4


Ii (Di Bi ) = g

i=1

In this study we focus on an indoor scenario with grid
aligned rooms, see Fig. 1 that are typical for shopping malls
or ofﬁce buildings. In these environments rooms are often of
rectangular or square shapes. Each room is assumed to be
equipped with an AP deployed in the geometrical center. To
take advantage of the wireless network densiﬁcation trend as
a solution to upgrade the degree of spatial reuse, the devices
in adjacent rooms are assigned the same set of communication
channels [6]. The mobile terminals (users) operating over the
same channel are assumed to be uniformly distributed over
the room, one per room. We concentrate on the so-called
tagged user in the central room, see Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).
We assume both AP and users to be equipped with omnidirectional antennas. We do not focus on a particular radio
technology addressing the general case.

N


Uplink scenario

S (R0 ) = gR0−γ ,

SYSTEM MODEL

SIR =

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

(2)

where g is the transmit power assumed to be constant for all the
transmitters, l is the distance, and γ is the path loss exponent,
which ranges from 2 to 6.
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4


Di −γ Bi ,

(4)

i=1

where R0 is the distance between T x0 and Rx0 . The distance
between T xi and Rx0 is denoted by Di . Assuming constant
transmit power (3) reads as
SIR =

R0−γ
gR0−γ
=
.
4 
4 




−γ
−γ
D i Bi
D i Bi
g
i=1

(5)

i=1

Introduce the following random variables
ξ = SIR, η1 = R0−γ , η2 = D−γ .

(6)

According to the method described in [11] the probability
density function (pdf) of D−γ , Wη2 (y2 ), is given by
Wη2 (y2 ) =

2
γc2

−2

y2γ

−1

×

⎧
 −γ
⎪
0, y2 ≥ 2c
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
c
⎪
⎪
arcsin
− arcsin
−1/γ
⎪
2y2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 - −γ
⎪
 −γ
⎪
⎪
< y2 ≤ 3c
c 52
⎪
⎪
⎪

2
⎪
⎨
−2/γ
−c2 +4y2
×
arcsin
,
−1/γ
2y2
⎪
⎪
⎪
 −γ
⎪
 c −γ
⎪
⎪
⎪
√c
<
y
≤
⎪
2
2
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
c
⎪
arcsin
,
⎪
−1/γ
⎪
2y2
⎪
⎪
 −γ
⎪


⎪
⎩ 3c −γ < y ≤ √c
2

2

−2/γ

−9c1 +4y2
−1/γ

2y2


,
(7)

2

Consider now the total sum of all interfering signals. Since
the convolution of (7) is not trivial, we approximate this sum
with a Normal distribution. Using (7) we calculate the mean
and variance of the interfering signal power as
μ
=

4

i=1

μi Bi , σ
2 =

4


σi2 Bi .

(8)

i=1

Since all four rooms are symmetric, the distributions of the
individual interfering signals are the same. Assuming the same
material and width for all walls between the room of interest
and the interfering rooms, (8) is reduced to
μ
 = 4μB, σ
2 = 4σ 2 B.

(9)
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The approximating Normal distribution is then written as
Nη2 (x) =

1
√
e−
σ
 2π

(x−μ)2
2σ 2

.

(10)

The pdf of the signal of interest Wη1 (y1 ) is obtained as
Wη1 (y1 ) =

−2
γ −1

2
γc2 y1

1

∪

 
c −γ

< y1 < ∞ , −∞ < y2 < ∞

2

(16)


.

×

⎧
 −γ
π, 2c
< y1 < ∞
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎨
c
− arcsin
2 arcsin
−1/γ
×
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⎪
⎪


⎪
−γ
 −γ
⎪
⎩
√c
<y ≤ c
.
2

According to the limits imposed by (7, 10), Y is
,
 −γ
 c −γ
√c
<
y
≤
,
−∞
<
y
<
∞
∪
1
2
2
2

Thus, we have
−2/γ

−c2 +4y1
−1/γ

2y1



Y= Y 1 ∪ Y 2 ,
,

where

2

1

(11)

Now we derive the density function for (3) by applying the
functional transformation of random variables [12]. We obtain
the pdf of random variable ξ denoting the SIR based on the
joint pdf of the signal power of interest and total interfering
signal power. Recalling the form of SIR in (3), we establish
y3 = f (x3 , x4 ) =x3 /x4
y4 = x 4 ,

Y =

y3 < 0,

∪ y3 > 0,
and

y3

(13)

Y

where Y is the range of the variable y4 for the inverse.
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γ ln 2−γ ln c

eγ ln 2−γ ln c
y3

,
∪
(18)

,
.

y3

eγ ln 2−γ ln c
y3

M2



∪
(19)


.

M4

(20)

where the limits of integration are
M1 =
M2 =

(15)

<

e 2 γ ln 2−γ ln c
y3

The density of SIR, Wξ (y3 ), is now provided by
%
⎧ %
I1 (y3 , y4 )dy4 +
I1 (y3 , y4 )dy4 ,y3 < 0
⎨
M
M
1
3
%
%
Wξ (y3 ) =
I2 (y3 , y4 )dy4 +
I2 (y3 , y4 )dy4 , y3 ≥ 0.
⎩

(14)

 −γ
where wχ1 ,χ2 (y3 , y4 ) is the joint density of D−γ and
R0 .
To obtain a univariate density function of SIR we integrate out
y4 in (14)

1

e

<y4 <

∪ y3 > 0, y4 >

The pdf we are looking for is obtained using

Wξ (y3 ) =


%

3 ,y4 ) 
= wχ1, χ2 (ϕ (y3 , y4 ) , y4 ) ·  ∂ ϕ(y
 dy4 ,
∂ y3

1
e 2 γ ln 2−γ ln c



The inverse of (12) takes the following form

Wη1 ,η2 (y3 , y4 ) =



3 ,y4 ) 
= wχ1 ,χ2 (ϕ (y3 , y4 ) , y4 )  ∂ ϕ(y
,
∂ y3

eγ ln 2−γ ln c
<y4
y3


Y 2 = y3 < 0, y4 <

(12)

where y4 is an auxiliary variable.
x3 = ϕ(y3 , y4 ) = y3 y4 ,
∂ ϕ(y3 ,y4 )
= y4 .
∂ y3

(17)

(y3 , y4 ) :


(y3 , y4 ) :

eγ ln 2−γ ln c
<y4
y3
1
e 2 γ ln 2−γ ln c

y3

M3 = (y3 , y4 ) : y4 <

M4 = (y3 , y4 ) : y4 >

e

1

<

e 2 γ ln 2−γ ln c
y3

<y4 <


γ ln 2−γ ln c

y3

eγ ln 2−γ ln c
y3



eγ ln 2−γ ln c
y3

,
,
(21)

while the integrands have the following forms
I1 (y3 , y4 ) =
arcsin

⎡
c

2(y3 ·y4 )

=

4y4
γc2

√

I2 (y3 , y4 ) =

of random variables have been obtained using conventional
statistical methods.

−1
γ

−c2 +4(y3 ·y4 )

− arcsin ⎣

e

−

e

−

⎦

(y4 −μ)2
2σ 2

 (y3 · y4 )
2 2π 3 y4 · σ
γc2

−1
γ

⎤

,

−2 −1

(y3 ·y4 ) γ
√
σ 2π

2(y3 ·y4 )

−2
γ

(y4 −μ)2
2σ 2

−2
γ −1

.

(22)

As we show in the numerical results section, this yields a
pretty loose approximation due to the fact that we take into
account the interference only from four sources, which is not
large enough to comply with the central limit theorem. Thus,
we compare the obtained results with another approximation
based on the hyperexponential distribution. In this case we
use the truncated two phase hyperexponential distribution to
approximate the interference from a single source (7). The total
interference power is obtained by convolving the obtained approximate distribution four times. We will omit the derivation,
as the method we use to obtain these results is exactly the
same like described in this section.
Downlink and D2D cases
The performed analysis for uplink scenario is feasible due
to the independence of propagation paths between interferers
and receiver. In downlink scenario these distances are no
longer independent as all interference paths share the same
ﬁxed point - the receiver of interest. Because of this fact,
the approximation for the denominator in (1) cannot be used
without any further assumptions, thus complicating further
derivations. Due to symmetric conﬁguration of the scenario,
one may observe that approximation obtained by assuming
independence between these distances will result in signiﬁcant
approximation error. The situation is similar for D2D scenario,
where the interference paths are again dependent. To facilitate
derivation of the SIR densities in these cases we developed
simulation environment described in the next section.
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The developed simulation model based on the Monte Carlo
method is a software tool implemented in C++ to gather
statistics of SIR for a receiver in the central cluster by
directly modeling all the underlying random variables. The
tool relies on the same propagation model we used in analytical
derivations, allowing not only to acquire SIR for downlink and
D2D cases, but as well to assess the accuracy of analytical
model.
The basic principle of the tool is as follows. We randomly
choose all coordinates of devices that interfere and transmit
signal to the target device located in the central cluster. Using
SIR expression provided in (5) we collect statistics by repeating this process sufﬁciently many times. Once the statistics
is obtained empirical pdf is constructed. Due to insigniﬁcant
resource usage for all input values of interest we are able
to obtain a number of samples that is signiﬁcantly higher
than recommended n = 1 + log2 N . All the characteristics
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Fig. 2.

Simulation tool graphical user interface.

The graphical user interface for Windows operating system is shown in Fig. 2. In the left pane user deﬁnes input
parameters for modeling. They are the lengths of the sides of
rectangular rooms and the value for the path loss exponent.
An estimate of the SIR is obtained in either the so-called
"standard" mode, when interference from all eight neighboring
nodes is taken into account, or in the so-called "custom" mode,
where the user manually selects the set of interfering rooms.
Fig. 2 demonstrates an example of a user-mode selection.
The simulation model provides three options for the location of the devices in the clusters: the so-called "uplink"
scenario, where the transmitters are located in the centers of
rooms, and the coordinates of the receivers all follow uniform
distribution, the "downlink" scenario, where the receivers are
in the centers of their areas and coordinates of the transmitters
follow uniform distribution, and the so-called "D2D" scenario,
where the coordinates of both receivers and transmitters are
distributed uniformly. In the right pane, a user sets the output
parameters of the simulator. One or more characteristics can
be chosen, including SIR, the power of the useful signal,
the power of interfering signal, as well as their statistical
characteristics. Particularly, when assessing SIR the 0.05quantile is of special interest. The representation of the results
can be selected by checking the box option "histogram" or
"empirical distribution function". The last two parameters are
responsible for setting the number of intervals of the histogram
and the empirical pdf of random variables.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present numerical results for all three
considered scenarios. For uplink case we compare analytical
data with those obtained using simulations. For comparison
purposes, the numerical modeling was carried out in square
clusters with sizes c = 10 (hereinafter the lengths are given
in arbitrary units, e.g. meters), for all three scenarios. For
downlink and D2D scenarios simulation data are presented.
The values of losses caused by wall penetration are taken from
[13]
Fig. 3 illustrates the comparison between analytical and
simulation results for room size set to 10 and different path
loss exponents. The number of samples used to construct
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Fig. 5.

the empirical density function has been set to 10e6. First,
as one may notice, analytical results obtained by modeling
the joint interference by Normal distribution deviate from
the simulations implying that the model provides fairly loose
approximation. The deviations is attributed to the approximation by the Normal distribution. Basically, it just shifts
the distribution of the signal of interest (11), leaving the
form intact. This is especially true for small values of SIR
that are of special importance in practice specifying the socalled outage probabilities. However, the results obtained using
Hyperexponential approximation for a single interferer yield a
pretty tight ﬁt for the empirical results and can be used as a
lower bound estimate.

SIR for downlink scenario, c = 10, γ = 3.
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SIR for D2D scenario, c = 10, γ = 3.
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SIR for uplink scenario, c = 10, γ = 3.
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The comparison of SIR densities obtained using the simulation approach for c = 10 and path loss exponent γ = 3,
is shown in Fig. 4. These ﬁgures were constructed assuming
(i) no walls between rooms (loss of 0 dB, i.e. B = 1), (ii)
wood walls with thickness 102mm resulting in (loss of 4
dB, i.e. B ≈ 0.4), and (iii) brick walls of thickness 267mm
corresponding to (loss of 4 dB, i.e. B ≈ 0.2). As one may
observe, the presence of walls between rooms fundamentally
changes the structure of SIR density. As expected, the mode
of the distribution shifts to the left implying better system
performance.
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Glass 0.5"(13mm) B = 2 dB
Brick 7"(178mm) B = 5 dB
Concrete 4"(102mm) B = 12 dB
Masonry Block 16"(406mm) B = 17dB
Reinforced Concrete 3.5"(203mm) B = 27dB
Concrete 12"(305mm) B = 35dB

Fig. 7.

SIR for a number of different wall materials.
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For both downlink and D2D scenarios we obtained SIR
densities using simulation approach. Fig. 5 compares SIR
distributions for different path loss exponents and type of walls
having c ﬁxed at 10. Observing Fig. 4, where γ = 3, one may
notice the ”so-called” knees in the form of the densities. These
bending points are not artifacts of the simulation study but are
inherent form of the density corresponding to transition from
small path loss exponent (γ = 2 and slightly greater) resulting
in Gamma-like unimodal densities to high exponents around
4 characterized by distributions with no mode. Observe that
the bending point gets smoother when the material of walls
becomes harder to penetrate for electromagnetic radiation. For
γ = 4 the densities are completely smooth implying that the
wall material effect if similar to the increase of the path loss
exponent.
The D2D case for different propagation loss exponents and
c = 10 is shown in Fig. 6. For D2D scenario the form of
the densities corresponds to γ = 3. As one may observe
increasing the propagation losses caused by walls materials the
mass of the density tends to concentrate on the left hand side
making the tail of the distribution lighter. Thus, the propagation
conditions become better.
Finally, the performance of the D2D connectivity for a
number of different wall materials and path loss exponents
is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, the results are presented in dB
using the transformation 10 log10 I. The data for propagation
loss for different materials is taken from [14].
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed performance of densely deployed
indoor wireless systems for both D2D and AP conﬁgurations.
For uplink AP conﬁguration we obtained analytical results and
demonstrated that for downlink AP and D2D conﬁgurations
the interference path are, in fact, dependent preventing mathematical analysis in these cases. These scenarios have been
addressed using simulation study.
Our results indicate that the performance of the considered
scenarios is affected by the interplay between the propagation
loss exponent and the types of walls between rooms. We
evaluated the deﬁned scenarios for a range of these parameters.
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When modeling various physical and technical systems, we
often can model them in the form of a one-step processes (see
Demidova et al. (2013, 2014); Velieva et al. (2014); Basharin
et al. (2009)). Then there is the problem of adequate representation and study of the resulting model. The formalism of
stochastization of one-step processes has been developed by
our group for quite a long time. But so far, our efforts have
been aimed at getting more models than on their investigation.
For the statistical systems in addition to representation of the
state vectors (combinatorial approach) the representation of
the occupation numbers (operator approach) (see Hnatič et al.
(2016); Grassberger and Scheunert (1980); Täuber (2005);
Janssen and Täuber (2005); Mobilia et al. (2006)) is also used.
This representation is especially well suited for the system with
a variable number of elements description. In addition, for this
representation there are effective methods for solving equations
based on the formalism of Green’s functions and perturbation
theory.

ABSTRACT
By the means of the method of stochastization of onestep processes we get the simpliﬁed mathematical model of
the original stochastic system. We can explore these models
by standard methods, as opposed to the original system. The
process of stochastization depends on the type of the system
under study. We want to get a uniﬁed abstract formalism for
stochastization of one-step processes. This formalism should
be equivalent to the previously introduced. To implement an
abstract approach we use the representation of occupation
numbers. In this presentation we use the operator formalism. A
feature of this formalism is the use of abstract linear operators
which are independent from the state vectors. We use the
formalism of Green’s functions in order to deal with operators.
We get a fully coherent formalism by using the occupation
numbers representation. With its help we can get simpliﬁed
stochastic model of the original system. We demonstrate the
equivalence of the occupation number representation and the
state vectors representation by using a one-step process example. We have suggested a convenient formalism for uniﬁed
description of stochastic systems. Also, this method can be
extended for the study of nonlinear stochastic systems.
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In this paper, we want to demonstrate the methodology of
both approaches.
The structure of the article is as follows. In the ﬁrst section
basic notations and conventions are introduced. The ideology
of the method of of stochastization of one-step process and
its components are described in the second section. Then
the interaction schemes and master equation overview are
presented in the next section. The combinatorial method of
modelling is discussed in the following section. The operator
model approach is presented in the last section, where, in

particular, the algorithm of transition to the occupation number
representation is described.
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
1)

2)

The abstract indices notation (see Penrose and
Rindler (1987)) is used in this work. Under this
notation a tensor as a whole object is denoted just
as an index (e.g., xi ), components are denoted by
underlined index (e.g., xi ).
We will adhere to the following agreements. Latin
indices from the middle of the alphabet (i, j, k) will
be applied to the space of the system state vectors.
Latin indices from the beginning of the alphabet (a)
will be related to the Wiener process space. Greek
indices (α) will set a number of different interactions
in kinetic equations.

GENERAL REVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY
Our methodology is completely formalized in such a way
that it is sufﬁcient when the original problem is formulated
accordingly. It should be noted that the most of the models
under our study can be formalized as a one-step process (see
van Kampen (2011); Gardiner (1985)). In fact, for this type
of models we developed this methodology, but it may be
expanded for other processes.
First we transform our model to the one-step process (see
Fig. 1). Next, we need to formalize this process in the form
of interaction schemes 1 (see Demidova et al. (2013, 2014);
Hnatič et al. (2016)).
Each scheme has its own interaction semantics. Semantics
leads directly to the master equation (see van Kampen (2011);
Gardiner (1985)). However, the master equation has usually
rather complex structure that makes it difﬁcult for direct study
and solution. Our technique involves two possibilities (see
Fig. 2):
•

computational approach — the solution of the master
equation with help of perturbation theory;

•

modeling approach — the approximate models are
obtained in the form of Fokker–Planck and Langevin
equations.

The computational approach allows to obtain a concrete
solution for the studied model. In our methodology, this
approach is associated with perturbation theory (see Hnatič
et al. (2013); Hnatich and Honkonen (2000); Hnatich et al.
(2011)). Methodologically, this method is quite simple. Each
expansion element appears in the form of of Feynman diagrams. However, with increasing order of the expansion, the
number of Feynman diagrams increases rapidly and can reach
tens or hundreds of thousands. It is quite natural that this
should involve high-performance computing.
The model approach provides a model that is convenient to
study numerically and qualitatively. In addition, this approach
assumes the iterative process of research: the obtained approximate model can be speciﬁed and changed, which leads to the
correction of initial interaction schemes.
1 The analogs of the interaction schemes are the equations of chemical
kinetics, reaction particles and etc.
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In this article we will describe the model approach.
There are two ways of building the master equation2
•

combinatorial approach (see Fig. 3);

•

operator approach (see Fig. 4).

In the combinatorial approach, all operations are performed
in the space of states of the system, so we deal with a particular
system throughout manipulations with the model.
For the operator approach we can abstract from the speciﬁc
implementation of the system under study. We are working
with abstract operators. We return to the state space only at
the end of the calculations. In addition, we choose a particular
operator algebra on the basis of symmetry of the problem.
These two approaches are belong to different paradigms
of physical theories construction. Accordingly, they are complementary. Some constructions are simpler in one approach,
others are simpler in another. For example, in the combinatorial
approach, the process of obtaining the approximate models is
more convenient, but not more easy. For perturbation theory
it is easier to expand in a series the master equation by using
the operator formalism. In addition, the operator formalism
is suitable for describing the transient processes and nonstationary statistical systems.
Interaction schemes
The system state is deﬁned by the vector ϕi ∈ Rn , where
n is system dimension 3 . The operator Iji ∈ Nn0 ×Nn0 describes
the state of the system before the interaction, the operator Fji ∈
Nn0 ×Nn0 describes the state of the system after the interaction4 .
The result of interaction is the system transition from one state
to another one.
There are s types of interaction in our system, so instead of
Iji and Fji operators we will use operators Ijiα ∈ Nn0 ×Nn0 ×Ns+
and Fjiα ∈ Nn0 × Nn0 × Ns+ 5 .
The interaction of the system elements will be described by
interaction schemes, which are similar to schemes of chemical
kinetics Waage and Gulberg (1986); Gorban and Yablonsky
(2015):
iα
I j ϕj

+

kα

iα

j
−
−


−−
−
− Fj ϕ ,
−

α = 1, s,

(1)

kα

the Greek indices specify the number of interactions and Latin
are the system order. The coefﬁcients +kα and −kα have
meaning intensity (speed) of interaction.
The state transition is given by the operator:
iα

iα

iα

rj = Fj − I j .

(2)

2 In quantum ﬁeld theory the path integrals approach can be considered as an
analogue of the combinatorial approach and the method of second quantization
as analog of the operator approach.
3 For brevity, we denote the module over the ﬁeld R just as R. Accordingly,
N, N0 , N+ are modules over rings N, N0 (cardinal numbers with 0), N+
(cardinal numbers without 0).
4 The component dimension indices take on values i, j = 1, n
5 The component indices of number of interactions take on values α = 1, s

+

1
−

−

s1

Fig. 1.
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si

−
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+
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−
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−
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+

+

+
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The general structure of the methodology

Thus, one step interaction α in forward and reverse directions can be written as
ϕi → ϕi − rj ϕj .

If a domain of ϕ is a discrete one then the (3) can be
written as follows (the states are numbered by n and m):
∂pn (t) 
=
[wnm pm (t) − wmn pn (t)],
(4)
∂t
m

We can also write (1) not in the form of vector equations
but in the form of sums:

where the pn is the probability of the system to be in a state
n at time t, wnm is the probability of transition from the state
m into the state n per unit time.

iα

ϕi → ϕi + rj ϕj ,
iα

iα

+

kα

There are two types of system transition from one state to
another (based on one–step processes) as a result of system
iα
elements interaction: in the forward direction (ϕi + rj ϕj )
+
with the probability sα (ϕk ) and in the opposite direction

iα

j
−−

I j ϕj δ i 
−−
−
− Fj ϕ δi ,
−

kα

where δi = (1, . . . , 1).

iα

(ϕi − rj ϕj ) with the probability −sα (ϕk ) (ﬁg. 1). The matrix
of transition probabilities has the form:

Also the following notation will be used:
iα

I iα := Ij δ j ,

iα

F iα := Fj δ j ,

iα

riα := rj δ j .

wα (ϕi |ψ i , t) = +sα δϕi ,ψi +1 + −sα δϕi ,ψi −1 ,

α = 1, s,

where δi,j is Kronecker delta.

The master equation
For the system description we will use the master equation,6 which describes the transition probabilities for Markov
process (see van Kampen (2011); Gardiner (1985)):
$
'
∂p(ϕ2 , t2 |ϕ1 , t1 )
=
w(ϕ2 |ψ, t2 )p(ψ, t2 |ϕ1 , t1 ) −
∂t
(
− w(ψ|ϕ2 , t2 )p(ϕ2 , t2 |ϕ1 , t1 ) dψ ,
where w(ϕ|ψ, t) is the probability of transition from the state
ψ to the state ϕ for unit time.
Fixing the initial values of ϕ1 , t1 , we can write the equation
for subensemble:
$
∂p(ϕ, t)
= [w(ϕ|ψ, t)p(ψ, t) − w(ψ|ϕ, t)p(ϕ, t)] dψ . (3)
∂t
6 Master

equation can be considered as an implementation of the Kolmogorov equation. However, the master equation is more convenient and has
an immediate physical interpretation (see van Kampen (2011)).
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Thus, the general form of the master equation for the state
iα
vector ϕi , changing by steps with length rj ϕj , is:
s
∂p(ϕi , t)   −
=
sα (ϕi + riα , t)p(ϕi + riα , t) +
∂t
α=1

+ +sα (ϕi − riα , t)p(ϕi − riα , t) −
)
*

− +sα (ϕi ) + −sα (ϕi ) p(ϕi , t) .

(5)

COMBINATORIAL APPROACH
We will obtain the function +sα and
with use of combinatorial approach.

−

sα for equation (5)

The transition probabilities
The transition rates +sα and −sα are proportional to the
number of ways of choosing the number of arrangements of

ϕi to I iα (denoted as AIϕi ) and to F iα (denoted as AF
) and
ϕi
deﬁned by:
iα

+

sα = +kα

−

sα = −kα

n
2

i=1

AIϕi = +kα
iα

i=1

n
2

iα

AF
= −kα
ϕi
iα

n
2

i

ϕ!
,
i
(ϕ
−
I iα )!
i=1
n
2

ϕi !
.
i
(ϕ − F iα )!
i=1

= +kα

−
fpsα

−

= kα

n
2

(6)

iα

i F iα

(ϕ )

.

i=1

The Fokker–Planck equation is a special case of the master
equation and can be regarded as its approximation. We can
get through the expansion of the master equation in a series
up to the second order. We will use the decomposition of
the Kramers–Moyal (see Gardiner (1985)) (for simplicity it
is written for the one-dimensional case):
∞
*
∂p(ϕ, t)  (−1)n ∂ n ) n
=
(ϕ)p(ϕ,
t)
,
ξ
∂t
n! ∂ϕn
n=1

$∞

n

ξ (ϕ) =

where ai := ai (ϕk ), bia := bia (ϕk ), ϕi ∈ Rn is the system
state vector, W a ∈ Rm is the m-dimensional Wiener process8 .
Latin indices from the middle of the alphabet will be applied
to the system state vectors (the dimensionality of space is
n), and Latin indices from the beginning of the alphabet
denote the variables related to the Wiener process vector (he
dimensionality of space is m  n).

Ai = a i ,

Fokker–Planck equation

where

(9)

The connection between the equations (7) and (9) is
expressed by the following relationships:

(ϕi )I ,

i=1
n
2

The Langevin equation which corresponds to the Fokker–
Planck equation:
dϕi = ai dt + bia dW a ,

Replacing in (6) the ϕ(ϕ − 1) · · · (ϕ − (n − 1))-type
combinations on (ϕ)n we obtain for Fokker–Planck equation7 :
+
fpsα

Langevin equation

(ψ − ϕ)n w(ψ|ϕ) dψ .

B ij = bia bja .

It can be seen that the second term of the Langevin
equation is a square root, which has a complicated form in the
multidimensional case. However, we note that is often used is
the square of the second term of the Langevin equation, so
often calculate the root is not required.
OPERATOR APPROACH
Occupation numbers representation
Occupation number representation is the main language
in the description of many-body physics. The main elements
of the language are the wave functions of the system with
information about how many particles are in each singleparticle state. The creation and annihilation operators are used
for system states change. The advantages of this formalism are
following:
•

it is possible to consider systems with a variable
number of particles (non-stationary systems);

By dropping the terms with order higher than the second
one, we obtain the Fokker–Planck equation:

•

∂
∂2
∂p(ϕ, t)
=−
[A(ϕ)p(ϕ, t)] +
[B(ϕ)p(ϕ, t)] ,
∂t
∂ϕ
∂ϕ2

system statistics (Fermi–Dirac or Bose–Einstein) is
automatically included in the commutation rules for
the creation and annihilation operators;

•

this is the second major formalism (along with the
path integral) for the quantum perturbation theory
description.

−∞

and for multivariate case
(
∂p(ϕk , t)
∂ '
= − i Ai (ϕk )p(ϕk , t) +
∂t
∂ϕ
(
1 ∂ 2 ' ij k
B (ϕ )p(ϕk , t) ,
+
i
j
2 ∂ϕ ∂ϕ
where
i

i

k

A := A (ϕ ) =

)

riα +
fpsα

B ij := B ij (ϕk ) = riα rjα

)

−

+
fpsα

−
fpsα

(7)

The Dirac notation is commonly used for occupation
numbers representation recording.

*
,

*
−−
fpsα .

(8)

As can be seen from the (8), the coefﬁcients of the Fokker–
Planck equation can be obtained directly from the (2) and (6),
that is, in this case, it is not necessary to write down the master
equation.
7 This

The method of application of the formalism of second
quantization for the non-quantum systems (statistical, deterministic systems) was studied in a series of articles (see Doi
(1976a,b); Grassberger and Scheunert (1980); Peliti (1985)).

change corresponds to a series expansion.
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Dirac notation
This notation is proposed by P. A. M. Dirac9 (see Dirac
(1939)). Under this notation, state of the system is described
by an element of the projective Hilbert space H. The vector
√
Wiener process is realized as dW = ε dt, where ε ∼ N (0, 1) —
the normal distribution with mean 0 and variation 1.
9 The notation is based on the notation, proposed by G. Grassmann in
1862 (see (Cajori, 1929, p. 134)).
8 the

ϕi ∈ H is deﬁned as |i, and covariant vector (covector) ϕi ∈
H∗ := H• is deﬁned as i|. Conjunction operation is used for
raising and lowering of indices10 :
†

ϕ∗i := ϕi = (ϕi )† ≡ i| = |i .

(10)

There nk are factorial moments:
nk (ϕ) = n(n − 1) · · · (n − k + 1) =
G is generating function:
G(z, ϕ) =

The scalar product is as follows:

ϕj ϕi ≡ |i j| .

n

However, this notation (10) is normally used for some
dedicated vectors, such as basis (δii ) or eigenvectors. Then
conventional vectors using the notation of the following form:
i|ϕ ≡

= ϕi .

From pn (m) = δnm and (11) we can obtain:
n|mex = n!δnm .
The state vectors:


|ϕ =
pn (ϕ) |n =
ϕn |n =: ϕn |n .
n

Linear operators are usually used for operations with
vectors. Let Aij : H• → H• be a linear operator. Then the
inner product will be as follows:
Aij ϕi ψ j ≡ ϕ|A|ψ .

(16)

n

Let’s use creation and annihilation operators:
π |n = |n + 1 ,
a |n = n |n − 1
and commutation rule11 :

i

Aj = Aij δi δjj ≡ i|A|j .

[a, π] = 1.

Creation and annihilation operators
The transition to the space of occupation numbers is not
a unitary transformation. However, the algorithm of transition
(speciﬁc to each task) can be constructed.
Let’s write the master equation (4) in the occupation
number representation. We will consider a system that does
not depend on the spatial variables. For simplicity, we consider
the one-dimensional version.
Let’s denote in (4) the probability that there are n particles
in our system as ϕn :
ϕn := pn (ϕ, t).
The vector space H consists of states of ϕ.
We introduce a scalar product, exclusive (|ex ) and inclusive (|in ). Let |n are basis vectors.

ϕ|ψex =
n!p∗n (ϕ)pn (ψ);
(11)
n

 1
ϕ|ψin =
n∗k (ϕ)nk (ψ).
k!
n

(15)

In view of (15) the following expression may be written:
1
n|ϕex .
(17)
ϕn =
n!

Component representation of a linear operator can be
written as follows:
i

(14)

Normalizing for the generating function is obvious. Let
z = 1 in equation (14). Then

pn (ϕ) = 1,
G(1, ϕ) = 1,
n0 (ϕ) = 1.

The tensor product is:

|ϕ ≡ ϕi ,

z n pn (φ).

n

ϕi ϕi ≡ i|i .

i
ϕi δ i



∂k
G(z, ϕ)|z=1 ,
∂z k
(13)

(12)

10 In this case, we use Hermitian conjugation •† . The sign of the complex
conjugate •∗ in this entry is superﬂuous.
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(18)

If the form of scalar product is (11) then with the help
of (18) it is obviously that the our system is described by
Bose–Einstein statistics.
From the relation (15) we obtain:
m|a† |nex = m|π|nex ,
and for the scalar product (11) the following statement is valid:
a† = π.
Now we can write the inclusive scalar product from(14)
and (13):
1
1
pn (ϕ) =
n|ϕex =
0|an |ϕex ,
(19)
n!
n!
nk (ϕ) = 0|exp(a)ak |ϕex .
Taking into account the (12), we obtain the inclusive scalar
product
ϕ|ψin = ϕ|exp(π) exp(a)|ψex .
Then the expressions (19) will take the following form:
1
0|exp(−a)an |ϕin ,
pn (ϕ) =
n!
nk (ϕ) = 0|ak |ϕin = k|ϕin .
11 In

fact, aπ |n − πa |n = (n + 1) |n − n |n = |n.

+
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−
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Operator modeling approach

≡

The Liouville operator
In the occupation numbers formalism the master equation
becomes the Liouville equation:
∂
|ϕ(t) = L |ϕ(t) .
∂t
The Liouville operator L satisﬁes the relation:

(20)

0| L = 0.

[wnm pm − wmn pn ],

m

The Liouville equation (20) in the form of a single equation
writes down the master equations (4) for different values of n.
The following Liouville operator corresponds to the
scheme (1):



iα
iα
iα
+
L=
kα (πi )F − (πi )I (ai )I +
α,i

From (4), (16), (17) and (20) we obtain:
3   4
∂
∂pn
1
1
=
n|L|ϕ ≡
n ϕ =
∂t
n!
∂t
n!





iα
iα
iα
+ −kα (πi )I − (πi )F
(ai )F .

(21)

As we can see, in the case of the occupation numbers
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formalism (21) the schemes of interaction encode the system
under study in more universal and transparent way than in the
representation of the state vectors (6).

a) Notes and Comments: The work is partially supported by RFBR grants No’s 14-01-00628, 15-07-08795, and
16-07-00556.
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KEYWORDS

cused on the behaviour of size-based scheduling policies
with inaccurate size estimations. To our knowledge one
can ﬁnd in Dell’Amico et al. (2015); Wierman (2008);
Harchol-Balter et al. (2003); Chang et al. (2011) the most
recent results on this topic (including short reviews).

inaccurate job size, long tails, service policy, size-based
scheduling
ABSTRACT

An important question which is being faced in systems
with inaccurate job size information is whether it is possible to devise a scheduler which performs as good as the
scheduler fed with the accurate information. A number of
studies show, that sometimes it is possible (Dell’Amico
et al. (2015)). In this paper we try to look at the performance of such systems from a diﬀerent point of view
and raise another question. We start with an example.
Assume that one has a simulation or a physical copy of
the data-intensive system. Each job is admitted into the
system and after being served departs from it, and never
comes back. In practice this system will be fed for a long
time with the ﬂow of jobs of random size s, exact distribution of which is unknown to the system but is known to
be long-tailed. Denote the mean sojourn time which will
be seen in the future by v∗ . Before launching the system
the owner is interested in job’s mean sojourn time which
can be guaranteed by the system. In order to ﬁnd it out
one can run simulation experiments with one (or more)
scheduler and some job’s traces which contain user’s estimated job’s sizes which we denote by ŝ. Denote by v
the estimated mean sojourn time. Clearly v is only the
estimate for the unknown value v∗ . The questions are:
(i) is it possible to improve the estimate v by using only
the available information about the distribution of ŝ and
having control over the scheduler? (ii) if it is possible
then what is the quality of the estimate? In this paper
one shows that in some cases (when the distribution of ŝ
is long-tailed) the answer to the question (i) is positive.
The quality of estimate is investigated numerically.

The study of size-based and size-oblivious scheduling
policies with inaccurate job size information appears
nowadays to be an important direction of scientiﬁc studies because as recent research results show advantages of
size-based policies can be saved even when the job sizes
are not perfectly known a priori. This paper is focused
on the same topic but touches upon a diﬀerent question:
is it possible to predict such estimates of system’s performance characteristics (for example, job’s mean sojourn
time), that will be close to those which will be observed
in practice, if the scheduler is provided only with the inaccurate information about the job size distribution? It is
shown here that there are conditions under which the answer to the question is positive. A simple mathematical
model (M/G/1 queueing system) of a top level view of
a data-intensive execution engine is being proposed. It is
shown that, in case of long-tailed service time distribution, a special service policy – Preemptive-Last-ComeFirst-Served with service time re-generation on arrival
instants – allows one to obtain better upper bounds for
job’s mean sojourn time than those achieved by common
work conserving policies. Extensive numerical examples
are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The topic of this paper concerns performance evaluation
of data-intensive systems in the presence of job size estimation errors. It is known that celebrated size-based
scheduling policies which allow one to increase system’s
performance by changing the service policy start to perform poor (compared to size-oblivious policies like Processor sharing) as the uncertainty about the job size distribution increases (see Lu et al. (2004)). Since the inaccuracy in job size information is reported to be quite
a common issue in practice (see Dell’Amico (2013);
Dell’Amico et al. (2015); Wierman (2008)) there appeared a number of research papers appeared that fo-

Proceedings 30th European Conference on Modelling and
Simulation ©ECMS Thorsten Claus, Frank Herrmann,
Michael Manitz, Oliver Rose (Editors)
ISBN: 978-0-9932440-2-5 / ISBN: 978-0-9932440-3-2 (CD)

As the answer to the question (i) may depend on many
technical aspects related to real-life systems we will restrict ourselves to a probably the most simple case: a
system is modelled by a single-server queue of M/G/1
type. An extent to which such assumption is an oversimpliﬁcation of the real-life systems can be seen, for example, from papers Lu et al. (2004); Qiao et al. (2004);
Dell’Amico et al. (2015) where it was used to evaluate
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size-based scheduling policies with inaccurate job size
information. Coming back to the question (i), we suggest to use a special service policy which utilizes the
assumption1 that job’s true service time distribution is
long-tailed. The idea of the policy is the following. Suppose that upon each arrival of a job the processing of
current running job is interrupted and one re-generates
the service time of both customers (depending on their
current service times and according to the distribution
of ŝ) and then the service is resumed with the new service time and the arrived customer occupies one place
in the queue. A number of questions arise here. Will
such service policy lead to a better estimate of v, than
the ordinary work conserving policy like processor sharing? If yes then under what conditions? One can expect
this policy to be eﬃcient sometimes because long-tailed
distributions “tend” to have decreasing hazard rates and
increasing mean residual lives. As the numerical experiments show this is really so.
In this paper we propose a simple mathematical model,
which is a top level view of a data-intensive execution
engine and thus does not take into consideration most of
its technical details. Speciﬁcally one considers an execution engine as an M/G/1 queueing system, with an
inﬁnite queue, a single ﬂow of jobs, i.i.d. execution (service) times and pre-emptive last come ﬁrst served discipline which allows service time re-generation on arrival instants. The comments to assumptions allowing
one to take such a simpliﬁed view can be found in papers Dell’Amico (2013); Dell’Amico et al. (2015), devoted to the design of the new scheduler for Handoop
execution engine for data-intensive systems. At ﬁrst we
present some analytical results concerning the analysis
of system’s stationary characteristics, concentrating on
sojourn time distribution. These results heavily rely on
Meykhanadzhyan et al. (2014) and thus are presented in
short. Then we show that if the service time distribution
is long-tailed (either s or ŝ) PLCFS-re policy allows one
to obtain upper bounds for the true value v∗ , which can
be much better than the values obtained using common
work conserving disciplines. The comparison is done
with classic size-based and size-oblivious service policies, which use the inaccurate job size information for
scheduling.
In the next section the detailed description of the mathematical model is presented, which is followed by some
results concerning the system’s stationary performance
characteristics. Section 3 is devoted to numerical results.
In the conclusion one discusses in short the obtained results and directions of further research.

dom variables with known cumulative distribution function B(x) and density b(x) = B (x). We assume that the
customer’s service time becomes known upon its arrival
at the system and at any time instant the service time
(remaining service time) of each customer in the system
(both in the server and in the queue) is known. Newly arriving customers and those which are in the queue obey
the special service policy which we will call PreemptiveLast-Come-First-Served with re-service (PLCFS-Re). It
implies the following service rule. When a customer arrives at the system it interrupts the service process of the
customer in server (if any) and compares its service time
u with the (remaining) service time v of the customer in
server. Then the arrived customer receives new service
time U and the customer in service receives new service
time V according to the known distribution
D(x, y|u, v) = P{U < x, V < y|u, v}
which can depend on u and v. After that the service of
the customer in server is resumed with the updated service time V and the arrived customer updates its service
time with U and occupies the last place in the queue.
When the service time of a customer in service becomes
zero it leaves the system and one customer from the
last place in the queue enters server. For the sake of
convenience it is assumed that the density d(x, y|u, v) =
∂2 D(x, y|u, v)/(∂x ∂y) is continuous and bounded. Note
that for each u and v the following identity holds:
ˆ∞ ˆ∞
d(x, y|u, v) dx dy = D(∞, ∞|u, v) = 1.
0

(1)

0

Let the stationary regime of the system exist. The main
performance characteristic under study in this paper is
the system’s stationary mean sojourn time. Denote by
β(s) the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of B(x) i.e.
ˆ ∞
e−sx dB(x).
β(s) =
0

For example, if d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y) i.e. the new service
times of the arriving customer and the customer in server
are chosen (upon arrival) independently of their previous
service times u and v the stationary regime (and the mean
sojourn time) exists if and only if the inequalities 1/2 <
β(λ) < 1 hold.
Stationary probabilities
Denote by ν(t) the number of customers in the system
at instant t, and by ξ(t) = (ξ1 (t), . . . , ξν(t) (t)) — the row
vector, in which ξ1 (t) is the (remaining) service time of
the customer in server, ξ2 (t) — the service time of the
1 st customer in the queue, . . . , ξν(t)−1 (t) — the service
time of the last, (ν(t) − 1), customer in the queue. If
ν(t) = 0 the vector ξ(t) is not deﬁned. Then the process
η(t) = (ν(t), ξ(t)) describing the evolution of the number
of customers in the system is a continuous-time Markov
chain.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Consideration is given to a queueing system with one
queue on inﬁnite capacity, one server and Poisson arrival
ﬂow of rate λ. Service times of customers are i.i.d. ran1 The practical evidences for such an assumption can be found, for
example, in Ren et al. (2012); Crovella (2001).
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Let us introduce the stationary distribution of the
chain η(t):
p0 = lim P{ν(t) = 0},

pn =

t→∞

. . . , ξn (t) < xn }, n ≥ 1.
From the system’s description and introduced assumptions it can be shown that density functions
∂n
Pn (x1 , . . . , xn ), n ≥ 1,
∂x1 · · · ∂xn

are continuous and bounded. Using the properties of
the restricted Markov chains and the properties of the
PLCFS-Re service policy one can write out the system
of integro-diﬀerential equations for the stationary density
functions pn (x1 , . . . , xn ). The details of this approach can
be found in Meykhanadzhyan et al. (2014). But in order
to compute the mean sojourn time it is enough to ﬁnd the
marginal density functions p1 (x) and
ˆ
ˆ
pn (x) = . . . pn (x, x2 , . . . , xn ) dx2 · · · dxn , n ≥ 2,

−pn (x) = λb(x)pn−1 − λpn (x) + λb(x)pn , n ≥ 1.

π(z, x) =

ˆ∞
π(z, x) =

´∞
where π(z) = 0 π(z, v) dv. By integrating (4) from zero
to inﬁnity and putting z = 1, one obtains the equation
for the determination of π(1). Its solution is π(1) =
[β(λ)]−1 −1 and thus p0 = 1−π(1) = 2−[β(λ)]−1 . Next, by
diﬀerentiating (4) and then integrating out x, one obtains
the equation for the mean number of customers in the
system N, which solution is N = [1 − β(λ)]/[2β(λ) − 1].

where a1 (x) = λb(x)p0 ,
pn−1 (v) dv

ˆ∞
d(y, x|u, v) dy, n ≥ 2,

b(u) du
0

0

ˆ∞

ˆ∞

0

Stationary sojourn time
As one is unable to use the Little’s law without the prior
check for the considered system, we now dwell on the
stationary sojourn time distribution. Denote by χ(s) the
LST of the customer’s sojourn time and by u(s) the LST
of the system’s busy period.
For the sake of simplicity we will consider only
the special case of the PLCFS-Re service policy when
d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y), because this allows one to obtain
most of the expressions in explicit form. The general case
of d(x, y|u, v) can be handled in a similar manner, yet the
LST χ(s) and u(s) can be obtained only as solutions of
certain functional equations.
Following again the approach from Meykhanadzhyan
et al. (2014) and using the properties of the PLCFS-Re
service policy one can verify that the LST of the busy
period u(s) satisﬁes the equation

d(x, y|u, v) dy, n ≥ 1.

b(u) du
0

The initial conditions for the system (2) follow from the
properties of density functions and have the form
lim pn (x) = 0, n ≥ 1.

x→∞

Note that for an arbitrary function d(x, y|u, v) the system
(2) can be solved numerically. Substitution of pn (x) =
eλx qn (x) into (2) and subsequent integration of the new
system for qn (x) lead to Fredholm equations of the second kind with non-negative kernels, for which standard
approaches are still feasible (for example, iteration with
ﬁrst iteration equal to zero). The only unknown probability left is the probability of the empty system p0 , which
can be computed from the normalization condition
∞


e−λ(u−x) [λzb(u)p0 + λ(1 + z)b(u)π(z)]du, (4)

x

0

0

pn (x)zn ,

then, if one treats z as a parameter, the solution of the
system (3) in terms of π(z, x) can be written in the form

ˆ∞

−pn (x) = an (x)−λpn (x)+ Kn (x, v)pn (v) dv, n ≥ 1, (2)

ˆ∞

∞

n=1

which take intro consideration only the number of customers in the system and the remaining service time of
the customer in server. Referring again to the approach
in Meykhanadzhyan et al. (2014), one can obtain the following system of integro-diﬀerential equations for the
functions pn (x):

ˆ∞

(3)

Remarks to the solution of this system remain the same
as to the system (2). But here one is able to ﬁnd the explicit expression for the mean number of customers in the
system without ﬁnding all the unknown functions pn (x).
Indeed, if one introduces the generating function

x2 ,...,xn >0

Kn (x, v) = λ

pn (x) dx, n ≥ 1,

is the stationary probability of n customers in the system.
In some cases, which are relevant for practice (see the
numerical section), one can easily compute some useful quantities from (2). Consider the following special
case of the PLCFS-Re service policy. Let upon arrival
of a new customer its service time u and the (remaining)
service time v of the customer in server (if any) be regenerated independently of u and v (i.e. independently
of how long the customer has been already served) according to B(x) (i.e. d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y)). Then the
system (2) can be simpliﬁed to the following form:

Pn (x1 , . . . , xn ) = lim P{ ν(t) = n, ξ1 (t) < x1 ,

an (x) = λ

∞

0

t→∞

pn (x1 , . . . , xn ) =

ˆ

where

pn = 1,

u(s) = β(s + λ) +

n=0
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λ 
1 − β(s + λ) u2 (s),
λ+s

To summarize, one considers M/G/1 inﬁnite capacity queueing system with Poisson arrivals of rate λ and
i.i.d. service times with distribution B(x). Assume that
four diﬀerent service policies are implemented in the system: Processor Sharing (PS), Shortest-Preemptive-LastCome-First-Served (SPLCFS). First-Come-First-Served
(FCFS) and PLCFS-Re. Denote by vPS , vSPLCFS , vFCFS ,
vPLCFS−Re the values of customer’s stationary mean sojourn time under each of the four policies. We are interested in two aspects:

and its appropriate solution has the form

λ+ s− [λ+ s]2 − 4λ[1 − β(s + λ)]β(s + λ)[λ+ s]
u(s) =
.
2λ[1 − β(s + λ)]
It can be veriﬁed that the busy period is ﬁnite with probability 1 (i.e. u(0) = 1) if and only if β(λ) > 1/2 and the
mean length of the busy period −β (0) is ﬁnite if and only
if 1/2 < β(λ) < 1.
Denote by ψ(s) the LST of the total time which the
customer spends in service once it enters server (this includes all possible re-generations of its service time). Using the ﬁrst step analysis it can be shown that ψ(s) satisﬁes the equation
ψ(s) = β(λ + s) +

• understanding the relationships between vPLCFS−Re
and vPS , vSPLCFS , vFCFS in the presence of estimation
errors i.e. when σ > 0;

λ
ψ(s)[1 − β(λ + s)],
λ+s

• understanding how close the values of vPLCFS−Re are
to the values of true stationary mean sojourn time,
which we denote by2 v∗PS , v∗SPLCFS and v∗FCFS .

and thus has the form
ψ(s) =

(λ + s)β(λ + s)
.
s + λβ(λ + s)

As the considered model is of M/G/1 type, for the
computation of vPS , vSPLCFS and vFCFS one can use known
analytic expressions.
According to the speciﬁcation of the PLCFS-Re service policy (see Section 2), in order to use it one has to
specify the function d(x, y|u, v). The ﬂexibility of the definition of d(x, y|u, v) gives a plenty of choices but we will
choose probably the most simple one. Let d(x, y|u, v) =
b(x)b(y) i.e. the service time of the newly arriving customer and the (remaining) service time of the customer
in server (if any) are re-generated independently of their
current values. Then the value of vPLCFS−Re is equal to
−χ (0), which can be computed using (5). Notice that
being deﬁned in such a way, this policy is completely
memoryless and not work conserving.
In Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 one can see the relationship between the values of vPLCFS−Re , vPS and true
mean sojourn time v∗PS . Along the x-axis one shows the
values of load λE(S ) = λ in the system without estimation errors. The values of mean sojourn time are given
along the y-axis.
From Fig. 1 one can see that if the shape parameter is
k = 1 (i.e. the true service time distribution is exponential) then v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS over the whole range of
load values. In the presence of errors vPLCFS−Re provides
a good upper bound for the true mean sojourn time v∗PS
under PS policy. Another interesting observation from
Fig. 1 is the following. If one ﬁxes the arrival rate, say
λ = 0.9, then starting from a certain value of σ, one is
already unable to compute vPS because system’s load exceeds 1 (in case σ = 1 and λ = 0.9 system’s load is
≈ 1.48). But the value vPLCFS−Re still can be computed
and provides a good upper bound for the true value v∗PS .
Thus sometimes PLCFS-Re policy allows one to make
estimations of the true values of mean sojourn time for
wider ranges of system’s load. Almost similar dynamics
can be observed for higher values of k (see Fig. 2).

Remembering that customers from the queue are served
according to LCFS order then, using the law of total
probability, one obtains the following expression for the
LST χ(s) of the customer’s sojourn time distribution:
χ(s) = p0 ψ(s) + (1 − p0 )ψ(s)u(s).

(5)

Further computation of the mean and higher moments (if
they exist) of the stationary sojourn time is straightforward.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate through numerical examples that in certain cases PLCFS-Re service policy is able
to eliminate job-size estimation errors and produce good
upper bounds for values of the mean sojourn time that are
seen in the system with true job-sizes.
In order to be able to make comparisons we assumed
that the true job sizes (service times), say S , have a
Weibull distribution with the shape parameter k and the
scale parameter α. Notice that such assumption is justiﬁed by the empirical measurements (see, for example,
Dell’Amico et al. (2015) and references therein). Here
we present results both for long-tailed and light-tailed
service time distributions achieved by varying only the
shape parameter k. The values of the scale parameter α
were always set to guarantee that the true mean service
time E(S ) is equal to 1.
In the experiments we used the assumption, which has
already been adopted in a number of recent papers on the
topic (see Dell’Amico (2013); Dell’Amico et al. (2015)),
when the job-size estimation error, say X, is log-normally
distributed with zero mean and variance σ2 and a job,
having true size S , is estimated as Ŝ = S X. Denote by
B(x) the cumulative distribution of the random variable
Ŝ . The mean E(Ŝ ) of the distribution is always greater
that 1 and as σ grows the sizes of the jobs are biased
towards overestimating.

2 These denote the values of customer’s stationary mean sojourn
time in case of no estimation errors i.e. when the service time distribution is Weibull.
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Figure 4: Mean sojourn time versus load for PS and
PLCFS-Re service policies. True service time distribution is long-tailed (k = 0.5) with joint ratio ≈ 20/80.
PLCFS-Re with d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y) almost always underestimates the true values of the mean sojourn time.

Figure 1: Mean sojourn time versus load for PS and
PLCFS-Re service policies. True service time distribution is exponential (k = 1). The inequalities v∗PS <
vPLCFS−Re < vPS always hold.

ity vPLCFS−Re < vPS almost always holds. But now the
range of load values for which vPLCFS−Re provides an upper bound for the true value v∗PS depends on the estimation error σ: the greater σ the wider range. Yet for quite
low values of k (see Fig. 4) the values vPLCFS−Re significantly underestimate mean sojourn time for PS service
policy and are thus useless.
Qualitatively the above observations are valid for
FCFS and SPLCFS policies as well (see Fig. 5 for
SPLCFS policy).
Figure 2: Mean sojourn time versus load for PS and
PLCFS-Re service policies. True service time distribution is light-tailed (k = 1.5). For high values of estimation errors v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS .

Figure 5: Mean sojourn time versus load for SPLCFS
and PLCFS-Re service policies. True service time distribution is long-tailed (k = 0.9) with joint ratio ≈ 30/70.
PLCFS-Re with d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y) for high values of load provides better estimates of v than ordinary
SPLCFS.

Figure 3: Mean sojourn time versus load for PS and
PLCFS-Re service policies. True service time distribution is long-tailed (k = 0.9) with joint ratio ≈ 30/70. The
values of load for which v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS depend
on the estimation error σ.

From Fig. 1–4 one can observe that for some values of
k and σ the inequalities v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS are held
and for others are not. More thorough study has revealed
that these inequalities also depend on the value of λ (see
Fig. 6).
According to our experiments the PLCFS-Re policy
can provide good upper bounds for the true values of
the mean sojourn time only if the service time distribu-

As the tail of the true service time distribution becomes
heavier the situation changes. From Fig. 3 one can see
that for k = 0.9 in the presence of errors the inequal-
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where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. According to
Fig. 6 PLCFS-Re policy with d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y) is
worse than PS in the presence of errors when k = 0.7,
σ = 0.9 and λ = 0.4. But if one uses the new deﬁnition
(6) for d(x, y|u, v) then it holds5 that v∗PS < vPLCFS −Re <
vPS if M = 244.
CONCLUSION
The function d(x, y|u, v), governing the PLCFS-Re service policy, presents a sort of control over the system.
Indeed, the solution of the system (2) leads to Fedholm’s
equations of the second kind and each of them can be
seen as a dynamic programming equation (Bellman’s
equation) but without the control variable. Numerical results show that even simple control without any memory
(i.e. when d(x, y|u, v) = b(x)b(y)) allows one to eliminate
errors in the estimations of the job sizes and obtain better
upper bounds for the true mean sojourn time in M/G/1
type systems with inaccurate job size information. Here
by saying “better” we mean “better than the values of the
mean sojourn time that can be obtained using ordinary
work conserving policies PS, LCFS, FCFS, PLCFS and
some others”. But such simple control does not work
for too long-tailed service time distributions, exhibiting strong mass-count disparity (for example, exhibiting
20/80 Pareto principle). But by changing the deﬁnition
of the function d(x, y|u, v) (for example, by introducing
a threshold) one can broaden the ranges of mass-count
disparity in which the PLCFS-Re service policy outperforms ordinary policies. Up to now we were unable to
ﬁnd a general rule which speciﬁes when the PLCFSRe service policy can provide a good upper bound in
the presence of errors for the true mean sojourn time.
For each combination of system’s initial parameters one
has to compare the values manually. But in the experiments we have observed such properties as linear order (with respect to the policies) and monotonicity with
respect to initial parameters. Even though the considered model can be considered as oversimpliﬁed, it allows
one to reach the problem from an analytic point of view.
In the presence of long-tailed distributions, which complicate the simulation experiments, this can be seen as
an advantage. We see the following further directions
of research: searching for the best form of the function d(x, y|u, v); checking the feasibility of the proposed
approach for other performance characteristics (such as
variance of the mean sojourn time) and multi-server systems; evaluation of PLCFS-Re service policy when other
approach for modelling of job’s inaccurate size is used
(as discussed in Tsafrir et al. (2005)).

Figure 6: A visual presentation of the value range of λ,
σ and k within which v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS i.e. when
PLCFS-Re policy always outperforms PS. The presence
of the vertical bar and its height indicates the set of values
of λ, σ and k for which v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS . The absence of the bar for the values of λ, σ and k indicates that
PLCFS-Re policy is worse than PS. For the ease of presentation it is assumed that λ, σ and k take only discrete
values (with step 0.1). We note that not the full range of
possible values of λ, σ and k is displayed.
tion B(x) is long-tailed and thus exhibits more or less the
mass-count disparity3 . If one chooses the joint ratio and
median-to-median distance4 as a characterisation of the
service time distribution B(x) then from Table 1 it can
be seen that PLCFS-Re policy is useful (i.e. guarantees
that v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS ) whenever the joint ratio is
approximately less than 32. But even for joint ratio < 32
the PLCFS-Re policy can underestimate the values of the
true mean sojourn time, because there is also a dependency on the values of λ (see Fig. 6).
As the mass-count disparity becomes stronger (i.e. the
tail of the service time distribution becomes more pronounced) PLCFS-Re policy with D(x, y|u, v) = B(x)B(y)
provides very bad (highly underestimated) values of the
true mean sojourn time for all three policies PS, SPLCFS
and FCFS. But simple changes in the deﬁnition of the
function D(x, y|u, v) allow one to broaden the the range
of values k, σ and λ for which PLCFS-Re policy is good.
For example, ﬁx M > 0 and let the d(x, y|u, v) be equal to
⎧
⎪
⎪
b(x)δ(y − v),
u > M, v < M,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
u < M, v > M,
⎪
⎨b(y)δ(x − u),
(6)
d(x, y|u, v) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
δ(x − u)δ(y − v), u < M, v < M,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩b(x)b(y),
u > M, v > M,
3 A small number of samples account for the majority of mass,
whereas all small samples together only account for negligible mass.
4 Joint ratio is the generalization of the Pareto principle: p% of customers account for (100-p)% of the service time, and (100-p)% of service times account for p% of customers. Median-to-median distance
is the result of the division of the median of the mass distribution by
the median of count distribution. See, for example, (Feitelson, 2015,
Chapter 5).
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exact values are v∗PS = 1.66, vPLCFS−Re = 1.73, vPS = 3.75.

Table 1: Values of the joint ratio and median-to-median distance for diﬀerent values of k and σ. The scale parameter of
the Weibull distribution is ﬁxed and equal to α = Γ(1 + 1/k)−1 i.e. the mean of the Weibull distribution is 1. The values
for which v∗PS < vPLCFS−Re < vPS i.e. when PLCFS-Re policy outperforms PS are in bold type.
k = 0.7
k=1
k = 1.8
σ
joint ratio
m-m dist.
joint ratio
m-m dist.
joint ratio
m-m dist.
p%/(1 − p)%
p%/(1 − p)%
p%/(1 − p)%
0
26.55/73.45 a
4.87
31.92/68.08 b
2.42
38.68/61.32 c
1.38
0.1
26.49/73.51
4.91
31.86/68.14
2.44
38.48/61.52
1.39
0.2
26.31/73.69
5.05
31.49/68.51
2.52
38.01/61.99
1.43
0.3
25.89/74.11
5.33
30.98/69.02
2.65
37.39/62.61
1.51
0.4
25.44/74.56
5.68
30.45/69.55
2.84
36.43/63.57
1.63
0.5
24.93/75.07
6.25
29.55/70.45
3.12
35.13/64.87
1.78
0.6
24.24/75.76
7.00
28.69/71.31
3.50
33.91/66.09
1.99
0.7
23.52/76.48
8.01
27.69/72.31
4.00
32.50/67.50
2.28
0.8
22.72/77.28
9.34
26.71/73.29
4.66
31.04/68.96
2.66
0.9
21.90/78.10
11.13
25.60/74.40
5.55
29.59/70.41
3.16
a Long-tailed

Weibull service time distribution with mean 1.
service time distribution with mean 1.
c Light-tailed service time distribution with mean 1.

b Exponential
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